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Report
Date

February 2, 2022

Subject

Draft Official Community Plan Public Consultation Results

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To share the input on the draft Official Community Plan (OCP) received from the public and
stakeholders and discuss options for moving forward. A presentation will be provided by staff and
consultant MODUS.
BACKGROUND
The draft OCP was presented to the public via a webinar on Monday November 8, 2021 ,and was
attended by approximately 150 people at peak. This launched a 30-day period for people to review the
document and provide their comments and input, as per the project plan. Council extended this period
to December 22, 2021, in response to public requests and flooding disruption. Comments were
provided by:
1. Utilizing the “Konveio” software platform hosted by consultants MODUS to provide feedback by
responding directly to various prompts throughout the draft OCP
2. Downloading, completing and returning an electronic (or paper) version of the feedback form
3. Submission of open-ended written comments
This report provides the raw data for Council to contemplate ahead of edits being made to the draft
OCP. This data is attached in the various appendices to the report, including summary analyses of the
findings.
Respondents fall into three separate general categories:
1. Public Feedback (individuals, families and businesses/corporations)
2. Stakeholder Feedback (agencies, residents’ associations, non-profit organizations)
3. Ministerial, First Nations, Local Government
DISCUSSION
Consultation Publicity
From the outset, it is important to note that making a draft document available for public input does
not constitute a statistically significant survey or a public referendum. Any use of the word “survey”
associated with the feedback form should not be taken to indicate that the results of this process can
be used statistically in terms of the Municipality’s population. Participation is self-selected by those who
are interested in the OCP. Broadly speaking, it might be reasonably expected that those with the
greatest degree of interest in the OCP were most likely to participate. It is, however, for individual
members of Council to interpret the input as a whole, and decide how representative or otherwise it is
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of “the community’s” wishes. Common themes do however emerge from the narrative, and individual
comments are helpful to identify specific issues or improvements.
Feedback submitted via the website was tracked via IP address, although participating individuals and
their exact locations remain anonymous. Meta-data offers a way to identify irregularities, such as a large
number of responses from a remote geographic area or repeated responses from one source. This
meta-data is not foolproof, but no patterns were seen that are suggestive of any significant or systemic
attempts to “throw” the results.
During the consultation period, efforts were made to publicize the opportunity to comment and
encourage as much community input as possible. Attachment 1 summarizes the prompts and
advertisements issued by Communications staff throughout the process.
1

Public Feedback

1.1

Konveio Survey

The web platform “Konveio” was the principal conduit for providing feedback; however, numerous
people expressed difficulties with the platform, some of whom abandoned its use and provided
comments via email. It is impossible to know whether individuals who submitted email comments are
also reflected in the Konveio results, but it is likely that at least some are. The table below summarizes
how many responses to each chapter were received through Konveio:
Konveio Platform Comments
Tell us about yourself
Ch1 - Introduction
Ch2 - Vision, Goals, Frameworks
Ch3 - Growth Management
Ch4 - Inclusive Communities
Ch5 - Housing
Ch6 - Natural Environment
Ch7 - Food & Agriculture
Ch8 - Economy
Ch9 - Sustainable Infrastructure
Ch10 - Dev Permits
Ch11 - Dev Approval Info & TUP
Appendices
1.2

Dec 22
433
43
120
107
73
71
71
60
57
37
31
44
13

Emailed/Paper Feedback Forms

The same survey questions contained within Konveio were made available in paper or downloadable
form for those not wishing to use the online platform. This data can be combined with the Konveio
responses.
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In total:


1.3

22 forms received electronically
13 paper forms received
Open-ended Email Comment

A number of people opted not to respond to the specific prompts in the feedback form and provided
comments directly to staff and/or members of Council. They are provided in Attachment 8 and largely
speak for themselves. A simple categorization has been performed to identify the general themes or
nature of these responses, without trying to interpret or infer. This categorization is contained alongside
the raw information. Issues raised in these comments generally reflect the emerging themes from the
Konveio feedback forms, although a number pertained largely to the implications on specific individual
properties. In almost all cases the concern for individual properties was exclusion from the Urban
Containment Boundary area.
2.

Stakeholder Input

The survey format was largely geared towards individual respondents. Most organizations responding
to the OCP chose to provide comments in a more discursive fashion. Attachment 6 contains a complete
list of organizations notified at the start of public consultation. In particular, Council directed at its
Committee of the Whole meeting on November 17, 2021, that a number of economic-focused
organizations be specifically invited to comment. Staff sent letters to these seven organizations
accordingly. For ease of identification, these are grouped separately within Attachment 6. Finally, at its
regular meeting on January 19, 2022, Council resolved for the input from the Environmental Advisory
Committee to be added to the package of information and this is also included within Attachment 6.
3.

Ministerial, First Nations and Local Government Input

Responses from several provincial Ministries were received and are provided in Attachment 3. These are
largely supportive; however, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Agricultural Land Commission both
expressed concerns regarding farmland protection and recommended map and text amendments
accordingly. These amendments are not profound in terms of the overall OCP direction and can be
readily addressed within the next draft.
Attachment 4 contains a summary of engagement with First Nations during the OCP’s preparation. A
number of First Nations governments were unable to provide comment within the timeframe and have
requested further time to scrutinize the OCP for implications on their interests. While Council may
choose to accommodate requests for further time, this may have implications on the OCP’s adoption
timeline. However, changes can be made to the draft OCP at any time prior to third reading. Significant
changes should be made prior to a public hearing.
Responses were received from four other local governments, contained in Attachment 5. The CVRD
expressed concerns regarding a perceived absence of information within the draft OCP.
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Results
The raw data is provided for Council’s direct examination; however, staff have tabulated the responses
and identified some common themes emergent from the public narrative. Preference (Likert) scale
questions generally attached to each section of each chapter and followed the format:
Do you support [X, Y, X]? Choose one response:
“yes, completely!”
“mostly”
“unsure”
“somewhat”
“not at all”
The response profile has then been shown in a simple bar graph for each question. The full analysis is
provided in Attachment 2. Attachment 7 contains the additional written comments provided by
individuals to supplement their preferred choice. Primarily, the response for many questions indicated
support for the OCP, with many of the graphs following a similar pattern. Those strongly not in favour
of the OCP, particularly those whose disagreement was philosophically-motivated rather than tied to
specific issues, seemed less likely to answer all questions and tended to express their dissatisfaction in
general terms or provide feedback outside of the structured format. Therefore, the open-ended
feedback in Attachment 8 contains a higher proportion of responses not in favour of the OCP.
A notable exception to the patterns identified above is the issue of the inclusion of the Bell McKinnon
Local Area Plan (LAP) within the OCP. This issue garnered significant attention - both for and against including an informal petition containing 295 signatories (not all of whom appear to be resident in
North Cowichan) expressing support for retaining the LAP significantly in its current form within the
OCP. A similar concern emerged for reducing the Urban Containment Boundary along the Maple Bay
Corridor, although most of the representations received pertained to implications for individual parcels.
In terms of the overall tone and direction of the OCP, public response was divided. Some respondents
viewed the OCP as a welcome response to the current issues collectively faced, whereas others viewed
the policies as unwarranted overreach. The choice of which policies to include is a political one. The
Local Government Act (LGA) provides broad discretion to municipalities regarding the policy content of
OCPs. LGA Section 474 states:
(1) An official community plan may include the following:
a. Policies of the local government relating to social needs, social well-being and social
development
b. A regional context statement, consistent with the rest of the plan […]
c. Policies of the local government respecting the maintenance and enhancement of
farming on land in a farming area, on in an area designated for agricultural use in the
plan
d. Policies of the local government relating to the preservation, protection, restoration and
enhancement of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity.
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(2) If a local government proposes to include a matter in an official community plan, the regulation
of which is not within the jurisdiction of the local government, the plan may state only the broad
objective of the local government with respect to that matter unless the minister has, under
section 473(1)(g), required or authorized the local government to state a policy with respect to
that matter.
Preliminary OCP Draft Amendments
Without yet having contemplated changes that respond to public preferences and input or which
materially affect the policy direction of the OCP, the following thematic changes have been preliminarily
identified as being necessary prior to Council’s consideration of initial readings. This includes some
recommendations from a legal review. These are largely technical/administrative in nature:
1) Various typos, grammar and formatting corrections;
2) Improvements in wording clarity, presentation and flow;
3) Change to Map 3 for 11 ALR-designated parcels inappropriately included within the
“Neighbourhood” designation inside the Urban Containment Boundary;
4) Changes to wording relating to ALC-regulated parcels within the rural areas;
5) Map and text amendments to identify public utilities, schools, parks and public works;
6) Additional map showing road network;
7) Reorganizing/renumbering maps;
8) Minor text amendments to Development Permit Area designations to achieve better consistency
with existing DP guidelines (contained within the Zoning Bylaw); and,
9) Text amendments to the infrastructure chapter (Chapter 9) in response to recent technical
analysis, stating that notwithstanding the growth strategy and permitted densities, development
and site design must achieve fire flows consistent with available capacity.
Process
Next Steps and Special Committee of the Whole
The package of information provided here is significant. Contained within the public input are an
indefinite number of amendments that could be made by Council in response, in addition to the more
administrative or legal-based changes identified above. Therefore, Council members are being given
the opportunity to consider and digest this input prior to suggesting changes and making decisions.
Having received the information attached to this report, staff have proposed a special Committee of the
Whole (CoW) meeting (potentially on February 15, 2022) for Council to discuss this information and
bring forward proposed amendments in response to public feedback. It is suggested that a consultant
facilitator is utilized to guide the discussion and assist members of Council in making and voting on
motions for specific edits or changes in an orderly and structured fashion. Staff have obtained
preliminary quotes and confirmed availability with two facilitators:
Gordon McIntosh (Banff Executive Leadership)
Catherine Rockandel (Rockandel & Associates)
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Should Council opt to utilize a facilitator, it may specify within its resolution one of the above
individuals with whom it wishes to work or leave it open to staff to engage one or the other. Costs will
depend on the duration of the workshop but are estimated to lie between $3,000 and $7,000.
Subsequent Process
Assuming that Council wishes to proceed with a special COW meeting and provides direction to staff
regarding OCP edits and changes, staff will revise the draft OCP incorporating such changes alongside
the technical and administrative changes identified within this report. This draft would be brought back
to Council as soon as possible for consideration of first reading.
If first reading is given to the OCP Bylaw, a statutory referral to the Agricultural Land Commission is
required, which typically takes up to 60 days. There must also be consideration of the OCP in
conjunction with the Municipality’s Financial Plan and Waste Management Plan.
Once these steps have been completed, a public hearing can be held, which may span several sessions
given the OCP’s importance and degree of public interest.
Once a public hearing has been held, Council may either:
 Direct further significant changes and hold another public hearing;
 Give third reading with minor changes; or,
 Give third reading and adoption.
OPTIONS
(1) (Recommended) THAT Council:
(1) Accepts the public and stakeholder input received in response to the Official Community
Plan (OCP) engagement, as appended to the Manager of Planning’s ‘Draft Official
Community Plan Public Consultation Results’ report dated February 2, 2022; and,
(2) Directs staff to engage a facilitator to assist with an OCP Workshop to be conducted at a
Special Committee of the Whole meeting.


Staff will seek to engage a facilitator for the upcoming meeting to help organize Council’s views
and assist with making motions to give direction on changes to the OCP.

(2) THAT Council accept the public and stakeholder input received in response to the Official
Community Plan engagement, as appended to the Manager of Planning’s ‘Draft Official Community
Plan Public Consultation Results’ report dated February 2, 2022, and which shall be considered at a
Special Committee of the Whole meeting.


A facilitator would not be engaged. The Deputy Mayor, Councillor Sawrie, would manage the
special COW meeting following the staff presentation.

(3) THAT Council direct staff [Council to identify what actions that they would like staff to take prior to
scheduling a workshop].


Direction to be identified by Council.
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IMPLICATIONS
Receiving this report will enable members of Council to consider any further changes they would like to
see made to the OCP in response to public input. Should Council opt to engage a facilitator to assist
with the subsequent Special COW meeting, there will be a financial cost, estimated to lie between
$3,000 and $7,000.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
(1) Accept the public and stakeholder input received in response to the Official Community Plan (OCP)
engagement, as appended to the Manager of Planning’s ‘Draft Official Community Plan Public
Consultation Results’ report dated February 2, 2022; and,
(2) Direct staff to engage a facilitator to assist with an OCP Workshop to be conducted at a Special
Committee of the Whole meeting.

Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne, MRTPI, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director, Planning and Building

Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer

Attachments:
1) Summary of Consultation Efforts
2) Input Graphs and Analysis
3) Ministerial Responses
4) First Nations Responses
5) Local Government Responses
6) Stakeholder Organization Responses (including EAC recommendations)
7) Feedback Form Written Responses (raw information)
8) Open-ended Public Responses (raw information)
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OCP – engagement on draft OCP
Summary of advertising November and December 2021

ATTACHMENT #1

Paid and social media
•

Print ads

Publication
Cowichan Valley Citizen

Dates
November 4, November 25, December 9,
December 16
November 4, November 25, December 9,
December 16
December issue

Chemainus Valley Courier
Cowichan Valley Voice
•

Social posts and ads
(Facebook ads include coverage on Messenger and Instagram)

Facebook post (ad) –
promoting Nov 8 webinar
Facebook post
Facebook post (ad)
Facebook post
Facebook post (ad – targeted
to Crofton)
Facebook post (ad – targeted
to younger demographic)
Facebook post (ad – targeted
to younger demographic)
Facebook post
Twitter

Date(s)
Nov. 3 – Nov. 8

Reach
9,959

Nov. 23
Nov. 29 – Dec. 7
Dec. 10
Dec. 15 – Dec. 22

3,982
9,736
940
7,263

Dec. 15 – Dec. 22

3,880

Dec. 17 – Dec. 22

3.555

Dec. 22

1,608

5 tweets between Nov. 3 and
Dec. 22

Total impressions - 942

Earned media and communication
•

News releases issued on October 27, 2021 and December 1, 2021

Description
October 28 JuiceFM story
November 5 Cowichan Valley Citizen
article
December 2 JuiceFM story

Link
https://www.mycowichanvalleynow.com/68518/northcowichan-seeks-feedback-on-proposed-new-ocp/
https://www.cowichanvalleycitizen.com/news/northcowichan-seeking-input-on-draft-ocp/
https://www.mycowichanvalleynow.com/69005/northcowichan-extends-draft-ocp-public-response-time/
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OCP – engagement on draft OCP
Summary of advertising November and December 2021
Description
December 10 Cowichan Valley Citizen
article
•

Community coverage – a few examples

Description
Chemainus and District
Chamber of Commerce
– Weekly Scoop –
November 2
Duncan Cowichan
Chamber of Commerce
E-News – November 25
November 28 Maple
Bay Community
Association Facebook
post
Chemainus Residents
Association Update
Email – December 1
December 13 DuncanCowichan Chamber
Facebook post
•

Link
https://www.cowichanvalleycitizen.com/news/northcowichan-extends-public-review-of-draft-ocp/

Link
Email - Chemainus Chamber - Weekly Scoop Nov 2 2021.msg

Email - Duncan Cowichan - Nov 25.msg

Nov 28 Maple Bay Community Association FB post.png

Email - Chemainus Residents Association Update - Dec 1 2021.msg

Dec 13 2021 - Duncan-Cowichan Chamber FB post.png

E-newsletters sent via Campaigner

Join us Nov. 8 and learn more
about North Cowichan's draft
OCP
Draft OCP feedback open to
December 22 - Share your
comments on this important
policy document
Final day for feedback on
draft OCP

Date
October 28

Distribution
647

December 8

662

December 22

666
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ATTACHMENT #2

ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY| ‘WHAT WE HEARD’
MUNICIPALITY OF NORTH COWICHAN, OCP UPDATE

Prepared by:
Version:
Date:

MODUS Planning, Design & Engagement Inc.
2
27 January 2022
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1 PROJECT BACKGROUND
1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Over the past two years, the Municipality of North Cowichan has been leading a process to update its
Official Community Plan (OCP). The OCP will serve as a guide for how we use and develop land, grow,
change and respond to challenges over the next 20 years or more. It also provides direction about the
Municipality’s role in housing choice and affordability, economic development, protection and
enhancement of the natural environment, action on climate change and social wellbeing. The OCP project
is split into four key phases each of which includes engagement with community members. We are
currently in Phase Four: Plan Finalization. The draft plan was developed based input from residents,
community groups, Council, the OCP Advisory Committee and Ambassadors. This report summarizes
feedback from community members on the draft Official Community Plan. The next step will be to make
revisions to the OCP based on community feedback and present it to Council for their consideration and
adoption.

•
•
•

Background
Project Planning
Launch

•
•
•

Gap Analysis
Vision, Goals and Principles
Community Character Study

Phase 3

•

Spring & Summer 2021

•

Growth Management
Scenarios
OCP Policy Chapters

Phase 4

•
•

Phase 1
Winter 2019 & Spring 2020
Phase 2
Spring-Winter 2020 & Spring
2021

Fall 2021 & February 2022

Plan Finalization
Bylaw Readings & Public
Hearing

1.2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives for this stage of the community engagement were to:
1. Share the draft OCP, including vision, vision, principles, goals, objectives and policies, land use
designations and maps.
2. Gather resident and stakeholder feedback on the OCP to understand:
a. If the draft reflects input provided so far
b. If there is broad support for the direction provided in the draft plan, and
c. If changes are needed
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2 WHAT WE DID
2.1 WEBINAR
A zoom webinar for the public was held on November 8, 2021, at 7pm with 134 registered participants.
Consultants gave a presentation which provided an overview of the draft Official Community Plan, and
explained the various ways people could provide their feedback throughout the consultation period. A
question-and-answer period followed the presentation which allowed participants to ask clarifying
question on the process. We received over 100 questions and comments, which were either answered live
or through the chat box. Participants were encouraged to provide feedback on the OCP content via the
survey or email.

2.2 WRITTEN FEEDBACK | SURVEYS, LETTERS AND EMAILS
The online survey was available on North Cowichan’s website from November 8 to December 22, 2022.
To allow for a variety of user comfort levels with technology, paper surveys were also available for
people to provide hand-written responses and leave at or mail to Municipal Hall. The survey document
was also available in electronic form for people to download and complete electronically and email back
to Municipal Hall.
The survey allowed respondents to:
• review the executive summary and respond to questions in each section, or
• review a chapter of particular interest and respond to questions, or
• review the entire OCP document and respond to questions.
In the ‘What We Heard’ section below, we grouped feedback from the Executive Summary with the
relevant chapters for ease of readability. Most chapters, except Chapter 1, included closed-ended
questions where respondent could rate their support from ‘Yes, completely!’ to ‘Not at all’. Respondents
were also given opportunity to provide an open-ended responses in comment boxes.
Community members were also invited to respond via email or by letter. We have summarized the themes
and comments in the ‘What We Heard’ section below.

2.3 COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION
North Cowichan uploaded the draft Official Community Plan with a separate link to the interactive maps
for the public to review and a link to both the online survey platform and an electronic survey to
download. Paper copies of the draft OCP were available at Municipal Hall and the libraries along with
paper surveys.
The draft OCP was downloaded 1,551 times, the Executive Summary 254 times and the survey 662 times.
Print ads were placed in the Cowichan Valley Citizen, Chemainus Valley Courier and the Cowichan
Valley Voice in November and December. News releases were issued on October 27 and December 1,
2021, which generated a number of news articles. There were social media posts on Facebook, Twitter
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and Instagram between November 3 and December 22. E-newsletters to community and stakeholder
groups were sent on October 28, December 8 and December 22, 2021 to over 600 recipients.
Local Chambers of Commerce and Neighbourhood/ Residents Association provided information to their
members via emails, newsletters and social media posts.

3 SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK
Generally, the responses to the OCP’s vision, principles, goals, frameworks were favourable. Most of the
respondents support the strategic directions, objectives and policies in each chapter. Chapter 6.1:
Retaining and Creating Space for Nature received the highest percentage of those completely in support
of the objectives and policies (67%).
The two chapters that were more split in responses were: Growth Management and the Economy
Chapters. Thirty percent of respondents do not support the land use map which is the highest percentage
of those not in support of all the questions in the survey.
Some of the key themes from the feedback include:
• Concerns about how North Cowichan implements the policies including costs and potential
increase to property taxes.
• Some of the topics/ policies appear to beyond municipal jurisdiction.
• Questions about the land use map, land use designations and urban containment boundary, related
to the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan, Maple Bay Corridor and individual property designation/
value.
• Concerns with the engagement process during a pandemic (lack of in person consultation) and
issues with technology (i.e., online survey platform).
• Concerns about the impact on single-family housing development and subdivision approval, and
the effect on land/housing supply and construction industry.
• Stronger language needed to support municipal policies (e.g. use ‘will’ not ‘can’).

4 WHAT WE HEARD | SURVEYS
TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF
Of all responses (online, paper and digital) approximately 460 completed the initial “tell us about
yourself” section. However, it is estimated that over 200 of these did not go on to answer any of the
survey questions to provide feedback in that format. Some of these may however have provided openended feedback by direct email as an alternative. Conversely, over 30 respondents answered one or more
questions within the survey without having completed the “tell us about yourself” section.
Of those who completed “tell us about yourself” section (whether or not they subsequently went on to
answer specific survey questions, the charts below illustrate the ages of respondents and their home
community. Most respondents are between 60-69 years old. The largest response was from people who
live in Maple Bay (18%), Quamichan Lake Area (16%), the Rural Areas (16%) and Chemainus (15%).
The charts below illustrate the ages and communities.
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Survey Feedback by Age for All Areas
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Survey Response by Area (Total: 467)
South End 4%

Blank 2%

Rural, 77, 16%
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12%
Berkey's Corner, 8%

Chemainus, 15%
Quamichan, 16%
Crofton, 4%
I prefer not to answer, 5%
Maple Bay, 18%
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CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 provides an introduction, context, overview of the OCP document and overview of the update
process. Respondents were asked to provide general comments on this chapter. Forty-five comments
were received. The table below summarizes the themes and includes some specific comments.
Theme
General Support (13)
Language/structure/content (9)

Implementation (4)
Support for land acknowledgment and
statement on reconciliation (4)
General Oppose (3)
Other (3)
Climate action/protection of the environment
(1)
Total responses: 45

Comments

o Importance of First Nations
acknowledgement in the introduction
o Overall well laid out
o Grammatical checks
o Ensure graphics are accurate
representation of the community (ex.
illustration of North Cowichan is settlerfocussed)
o Concerns of putting policies into action
o Importance of respecting First Nations
history, roles, and traditions
o Proposed content is beyond the
municipality’s means/ jurisdiction
o Create a more efficient process for
providing feedback
o Protect and restore natural lands

CHAPTER 2 | VISION, GOALS, PRINCIPLES & FRAMEWORKS
Respondents could either provide feedback on Chapter 2 in the Executive Summary or directly in Chapter
2. We have summarized responses from both in this section.

Vision, Principles & Goals
We received 67 responses to the vision and principles question in the Executive Summary: 65% of
respondents completely or mostly support the vision and principles, 16% somewhat support, 13% do not
support all.
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Executive Summary - Chapter 2 Residents who support the Vision &
Principles
49%

Yes,
completely!

16%

16%

Mostly

Somewhat

4%

13%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 100 responses to the question on the vision in Chapter 2: 71% completely or mostly support
the vision, 12% somewhat support, and 15% do not support at all.

Chapter 2 - Respondents who support the
Vision
46%

25%
12%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

15%
2%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 99 responses to the question on the principles: 67 % completely or mostly support the
principles, 12% somewhat support and 15% do not support at all.
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Chapter 2 - Resondents who support the
Principles
49%

18%
12%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

15%
5%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 96 responses on the goals question: 64% completely or mostly support the goals, 13%
somewhat support and 17% not at all.

Chapter 2 - Respondents who support the
Goals
49%

15%

17%

14%
6%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Climate Action and Social Justice and Equity Framework
We received 38 responses to the question in the Executive Summary on the frameworks: 66% completely
or mostly support the frameworks, 16% were somewhat supportive and 16% did not support them.
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Executive Summary - Chapter 2 Respondents who support Climate Action
and Social Justice Frameworks

53%

Yes,
completely!

13%

16%

Mostly

Somewhat

16%

3%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 97 responses to the question in Chapter 2: 64% were completely or mostly support the
frameworks, objectives and policies, 8% somewhat support and 23 do not support at all.

Chapter 2 - Respondents who support the
frameworks, objectives, and policies
(action items) in this framework section
44%

23%

20%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

8%

5%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 2
We received 226 comments on Chapter 2. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
General support (41)
Climate action/protection of the environment
(37)

Description of Comments

o General comments in support of chapter
o Protect and increase biodiversity
o Sustainable approach to balance
residents’ and environmental needs
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Implementation (35)

Language/structure/content (33)
Resiliency (19)
Consultation/engagement process (18)

Affordability (10)
General oppose (6)
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity (5)
Land use and development (11)

Other (5)
Economic growth (3)
Community Character (2)
Importance of agricultural industry (1)
Total responses: 226

o Would like to see a robust
implementation plan
o Proposed content is beyond the
municipality’s means
o Call for more collaboration between
municipality, developers, and investors
o Be more specific with examples
o Prepare community for the future and to
be resilient to natural disasters such as
floods and fires
o Lack of consultation in the engagement
process
o Prefers in-person consultations
o Building trust with residents is essential
o Concerns of affordable housing in
reaching the goal
o General comments indicating that North
Cowichan is not the place for condensed
living
o Provide options for all socio-economic
levels
o Shift development to growth centres (ex.
away from Bell McKinnon and Herd
Road)
o Protect critical farmland
o General comments on tensions in this
document (housing affordability and
environmental protection)
o Balance economic growth with
development
o Create community to attract potential
residents
o Ensure strong local food systems

CHAPTER 3 | THOUGHTFUL GROWTH MANAGEMENT
We received 52 responses to the question on growth management in the Executive Summary: 33%
completely or mostly support the strategic directions, 10% somewhat support and 23% do not support at
all.
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Executive Summary - Support for
strategic directions in the Growth
Management Chapter
42%

23%

21%
10%
Yes, completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

4%
Unsure

Not at all

We receive 105 responses to the question in Chapter 3 on support for objectives and policies related to the
assignment of growth: 55% completely or mostly support, 13% somewhat support and 22% do not
support at all.

Chapter 3.2 Assignment of Growth Support for the objectives & policies in
this section
33%
22%

22%
13%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

10%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 104 responses to the question on land use designations: 58% completely or mostly support
the objectives and policies, 11% somewhat support and 25% do not support at all.
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Chapter 3.3 - Land Use Designations Support for objectives and policies for
the various land and water use
designations
42%
25%
16%
Yes,
completely!

11%
Mostly

Somewhat

6%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 106 responses on the land use map: 46% mostly or completely agree that the land use map
meets the growth management goal, 10% somewhat agree and 30% do not agree at all.

Chapter 3.4 Land Use Map - Agree that
the land use map meets the growth
management goal

21%

30%

25%

10%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

13%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 105 responses on the local area planning question:58% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies related to local area planning, 12% somewhat support and 23% do not support at
all.
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Chapter 3.5 Local Area Planning Support for objectives & policies in this
section
27%

31%
23%
12%
7%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 3
We received 270 comments on Chapter 3. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Assignment of growth, land use designations
and map (77)

Description of Comments

o Supportive of:
o Building up and concentrating
growth near existing services
o Reduce ongoing infrastructure
costs
o Shrinking/eliminating BM LAP
o Concerns about:
o ‘Downzoning’ (downdesignating) of properties
o Maple Bay Corridor should
remain within the Urban
Containment Boundary
o Keeping Bell McKinnon as
agricultural land
o Keeping Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan as is
o Limiting sprawl and subdivisions
outside of the Urban Containment
Boundary
o Concerns about:
o Distance between village centres
o Developments on floodplains (ex.
University Village)
o Access to public transportation to
personal vehicle usage
o Rural subdivisions
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Climate action/protection of the environment
(30)

Language/structure/content (30)
Housing (23)
General support (22)
Implementation (16)

Infrastructure (14)

Community Character (12)

Agriculture (12)
Other (9)
Consultation/engagement process (9)
Affordability (8)
General oppose (6)
Economic growth (2)

o Supportive of:
o Sustainable growth while
protecting ecosystems and
wildlife
o Reducing carbon footprint
o Retaining tree cover
o Concerns of:
o Development on agricultural and
natural lands
o Be bolder in writing (ex. instead of the
municipality “can”, use ”will”)
o Format document to flow better
o Support the variety in housing types
o Concerns that single family houses are
not included
o General comments in support of
thoughtful growth
o Would like to see a robust
implementation plan
o Revisit technical plans when developing
implementation plans
o Would like to see cycling paths and rail
transit
o Concerns about traffic along Maple Bay
Road and potential for natural disasters
such as flooding and landslides
o Alleviating traffic congestion
o Ensure that development is met with
supportive infrastructure
o Supportive of:
o Access to nature
o Walkability
o Compatible housing design
o Concerns of development encroaching on
agricultural land
o General comments on tension between
policies
o Consider First Nations archaeological
and cultural sites
o Concerns of housing prices increasing
with more development
o General comments of opposition to
proposed growth management policies
o Concerns that there will not be a
profitable economy with proposed
policies
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Total responses: 270

CHAPTER 4 | RESILIENT, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES
We received 45 responses to the questions in the Executive summary on the Resilient, Inclusive
Communities Chapter: 78% completely or mostly support the strategic directions, 16% somewhat support
and 7% do not support at all.

Executive Summary - Support for the
strategic directions in the Resilient
Communities chapter
58%

20%

Yes, completely!

Mostly

16%
Somewhat

0%

7%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 80 responses on the question in Chapter 4 on Safe and Healthy Communities: 67%
completely or mostly support the policies and objectives, 15% somewhat support and 11% do not support
at all.

Chapter 4.1 Safe & Healthy Community Support for objectives & policies
44%

23%
15%
8%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

11%
Not at all
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We received 79 responses on the question on Arts and Culture: 72% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 9% somewhat support and 14% do not support at all.

Chapter 4.2 Arts & Culture - Support for
objectives and policies

44%

28%

14%
9%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

5%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 78 responses to the question on Heritage and Archaeology: 71% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 15% somewhat support and 10% do not support at all.

Chapter 4.3 Heritage & Archaeology Support for objectives & policies
53%

18%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

15%
Somewhat

4%

10%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 78 responses to the question on Parks and Recreation: 74% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 12% somewhat support and 12% do not support at all.
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Chapter 4.4 Parks & Recreation - Support
for objectives & policies

36%

38%

12%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

3%
Unsure

12%
Not at all

We received 77 responses to the question on Public Realm: 74% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 12% somewhat support and 9% do not support at all.

Chapter 4.5 Public Realm Support for objectives & policies
52%

22%
12%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

5%
Unsure

9%
Not at all

We received 78 responses to the question on Transportation: 66% completely or mostly support the
policies and objectives, 14% somewhat support and 10% do not support at all.
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Chapter 4.6 Transportation - Support for
objectives & policies
33%

33%

14%

10%

9%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 4
We received 170 comments on Chapter 4. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Transportation (54)

Costs of Implementation (21)
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity (15)

Language/structure/content (15)
Climate action/protection of the environment
(14)

Description of Comments

o Supportive of:
o Bike paths
o Scenic routes
o Walkability
o Considerations:
o Transportation improvements
should not be limited to the Urban
Containment Boundary
o Traffic calming needed
o Variety in forms of transportation
o Concerns of the costs of implementation
of policies
o Do not want increased taxes
o Supportive of childcare spaces and
schools
o Consider aging population
o Stress importance of building inclusive
public spaces
o Consider Indigenous language for art and
culture
o Be bolder in writing
o Definitions needed for keywords and
concepts
o Supportive of:
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General support (10)

o

Consultation/engagement process (9)

o

Implementation (7)

o
o

General oppose (5)

o

Land Use and development (2)
Health and Safety (10)

o
o
o

Other (3)
Archaeological exploration (2)
Total responses: 170

o Increasing quality and
accessibility of greenways and
blueways
o Protecting natural areas and
biodiversity
General comments in support of policy
directions
Lack of consultation in the engagement
process
Prefers in-person consultations
Would like to see a robust
implementation plan
Would like to see more incentives for
developers
Focus growth in growth centres
Ensure that health and well-being of
residents is a priority with policies
Concerns of low-income individuals
living in the community

o General comments on tension between
policies
o Identify what is considered
archaeological significance

CHAPTER 5 | ATTAINABLE HOUSING: DIVERSE HOUSING MIX AND
AFFORDABILITY
We received 45 responses to the question in the Executive Summary on Attainable Housing: 73%
completely or mostly support the strategic directions, 16% somewhat support and 7% do not support at
all.
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Executive Summary - Support for strategic
Directions for Attainable Housing
53%

20%

Yes, completely!

Mostly

16%
Somewhat

4%
Unsure

7%
Not at all

We received 75 responses on the question on Diverse Housing Mix: 72% completely or mostly support
the objectives and policies, 17% somewhat support and 8% do not support at all.

Chapter 5.1 Diverse Housing Mix Support for the objectives & policies
41%
31%
17%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

3%

8%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 72 responses to the question on Affordable and Rental Housing: 73% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 13% somewhat support and 10% do not support at all.
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Chapter 5.2 - Affordable & Rental Housing
- Support for the objectives & policies
40%
33%

13%

10%

4%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 5
We received 106 comments on Chapter 5. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Affordability (24)

Housing (24)

Implementation (13)

IDE (10)
Land Use and development (9)
General support (7)
Language/structure/content (7)

Description of Comments

o Ensure affordability of living in North
Cowichan for aging in place and new
families
o Concerns of increasing costs of living
and homes
o Suggestions of:
o More non-market housing
o No sprawl
o Rental zones
o Tiny homes
o Energy generation from density
o Concerns of who is in control (ex.
municipality, developers, landlords).
Who controls rental housing?
o Concerns of how much growth is
necessary and reaching environmental
ceiling
o Supportive of creating spaces for aging in
place
o Concerns of reducing the Urban
Containment Boundary and impact on
housing supply
o General comments in support of policy
directions
o Be bolder in writing
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Consultation/engagement process (5)
Agriculture (3)
General oppose (1)
Climate action/protection of the environment
(1)
Economic growth (1)
Community character (1)
Total responses: 106

o Definitions needed for keywords and
themes (ex. affordable market housing)
o Lack of consultation in the engagement
process
o Prefers in-person consultations
o Concerns of development encroaching on
agricultural land (ex. Bell McKinnon)
o Concerns of policies removing the
character of North Cowichan
o Ensure that there is a balance between
development and natural land
o Considerations for developer/investment
interests
o Ensure the current character of North
Cowichan

CHAPTER 6 | REGENERATION AND PROTECTION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT
We received 48 responses to the question in the Executive Summary on the Environment Chapter: 79%
completely or mostly supporting the strategic directions, 10% are somewhat supportive and 6% do not
support them at all.

60%

Executive Summary - Support for the
strategic directions for the Natural
Environment

19%
10%
Yes, completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

4%
Unsure

6%
Not at all

We received 75 responses to the question on Retaining and Creating Space for Nature: 78% are
completely or mostly supportive, 11% are somewhat supportive and 9% are not at all supportive.
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Chapter 6.1 Retaining & Creating Space
for Nature - Support for objectives &
policies

67%

Yes, completely!

11%

11%

3%

9%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 74 responses to the question on Limiting Human Impacts: 76% are completely or mostly
supportive, 12% are somewhat supportive and 9% are not supportive at all.

Chapter 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts Support for objectives & policies
54%

22%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

12%

3%

9%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 46 responses to the question on Trees and Forests: 78% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 7% are somewhat support and 7% do not support at all.
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Chapter 6.3 Forestry - Support for
objectives & policies
43%
35%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

7%

9%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 75 responses on the Natural Hazards Area question: 72% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 13% somewhat support and 8% do not support at all.

Chapter 6.4 Natural Hazard Areas Support for objectives & policies
39%

33%

13%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

7%

8%

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 6
We received 147 comments on Chapter 6. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Climate action/protection of the environment
(62)

Implementation (21)

Description of Comments

o Concerns of impacts of practices such as
deforestation and run-off
o Supportive of:
o Protection of natural lands
o Tree cutting bylaw
o Ensure resiliency to natural disasters (ex.
flooding, forest fires)
o Would like to see a robust
implementation plan that is flexible
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General support (13)
Infrastructure (12)

Language/structure/content (11)
Resiliency (6)
Consultation/engagement process (5)
Other (3)
Cost (3)
General oppose (3)
Health and Safety (3)
Community Character (2)
Economic growth (1)
Land Use and development (2)
Total responses: 147

o Considerations of:
o Mitigating industrial impact
o Flood plain areas
o Bylaw enforcement
o General comments in support of policy
directions
o Considerations of:
o Water supply
o Noise pollution (ex. VIMC)
o Stormwater management
o Suggestions to not build on:
o Slopes > 30%
o Flood plains areas
o Be bolder in writing
o Protect against natural disasters
o Lack of consultation in the engagement
process
o Prefers in-person consultations
o Expressed thoughts in forestry review
o Concerns about the costs of
implementing policies
o Disagree with policies that limit
extraction of resources (ex. trees can be
used for building homes)
o Concerns of noise and light pollution
o Support access to natural areas and parks
o Concerns of impacts on forestry sector
o Concerns of development on flood plains

CHAPTER 7 | FOOD SECURITY AND LOCAL AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
We received 46 responses to the question in the Executive Summary on Food Security and Local
Agricultural Systems: 69% completely or somewhat support the strategic directions, 22% somewhat
support and 4% do not support at all.
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Executive Summary - Support for
strategic directions of Food Security and
Local Agriculture
54%

15%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

22%
Somewhat

4%

4%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 70 responses on the question in Chapter 7 on Food Security: 79% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 11% somewhat support and 9% do not support at all.

Chapter 7.1 Food Security - Support for
the objectives and policies of this section
56%

23%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

11%

1%

9%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 69 responses to the question on Local Agricultural Systems: 75% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 13% somewhat support and 7% do not support at all.
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Chapter 7.2 Local Agricultural Systems Support for the objectives and policies of
this section
49%

26%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

13%

4%

Somewhat

Unsure

7%
Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 7
We received 91 comments on Chapter 7. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Agriculture (36)

Climate action/protection of the environment
(11)
Resiliency (8)

Cost (5)
Economic growth (3)
General support (3)

Description of Comments

o Suggestions to:
o Increase local food production
o Regenerate soils
o Support urban agriculture
o Focus on food resiliency and not
economic drivers
o Ensure sustainable practices
o Keep in mind the natural environment
and biodiversity with agricultural land
o ALR protection
o Considerations:
o How farming practices will be
regulated
o Collaboration with farmers
o Importance of having local production
and access to food due to natural
disasters (ex. flooding, supply chain)
o Ensure that farming becomes a
sustainable industry for future
generations
o Costs of implementing policies
o Concerns of ensuring sustainable
practices while being profitable
o General comments in support of policy
directions
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o Diversify use of ALR land that cannot
be used for farming
o Be bolder in writing
o Consider backyard chicken coops and
farming policies
o Considerations of farmers markets and
community gardens
o Consider inequities in accessing food,
not only in the supply
o Appreciate diversity of food cultures
o Lack of detailed information
o Considerations for the demand of water
o This chapter not necessary

Housing (3)
Language/structure/content (3)
Other (3)
Community Character (2)
IDE (2)
Consultation/engagement process (1)
Infrastructure (1)
General oppose (1)
Total responses: 91

CHAPTER 8 | LOCAL REGENERATIVE ECONOMY
We received 57 responses to the question in the Executive Summary of the Local Regeneration Economy
Chapter: 53% completely or mostly support the strategic directions, 16% somewhat support and 19% do
not support at all.

Executive Summary - Support strategic
directions for the local regenerative
economy
25%

28%

16%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

19%
12%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 61 responses to the question on Localized, Low Consumption Economy: 62% completely or
mostly support the objectives and policies, 11% somewhat support and 20% do not support at all.
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Chapter 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption
Economy - Support for objectives &
policies

49%

Yes,
completely!

20%

13%

11%

Mostly

Somewhat

7%
Unsure

Not at all

We received 59 responses to the question on Serving Well-Being: 66% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 10% somewhat support and 20% do not support at all.

Chapter 8.2 Serving Well-Being - Support
for objectives & policies
51%

15%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

20%
10%

3%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 61 responses to the question on Local Economic Environment: 64% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 7% somewhat support and 23% do not support at all.
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Section 8.3 Local Economic Development
Environment - Support for objectives &
policies
41%

23%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

23%
7%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 57 responses to the question on Rural Based Economic Activities: 63% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 14% somewhat support and 19% do not support at all.

Chapter 8.4 Rural Based Economic
Activities - Support for objectives &
policies
33%

30%
19%
14%
4%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 56 responses to the question on Commercial Opportunity: 58% completely or mostly support
the objectives and policies, 23% somewhat support and 23% do not support at all.
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Section 8.5 Commercial Opportunity Support for objectives & policies
38%

23%

20%
13%
7%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

We received 57 responses to the question on Industrial Activity: 53% completely or mostly support the
objectives and policies, 16% somewhat support and 19% do not support at all.

Section 8.6 Industrial Activity - Support for
objectives & policies
28%
25%
19%
16%
12%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 8
We received 133 comments on Chapter 8. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
General oppose (22)

Description of Comments

o Concerns of
o Policies being restrictive on
businesses (process of approval,
additional costs)
o Out of municipality’s scope
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Implementation (21)

Climate action/protection of the environment
(19)

General support (15)
Language/structure/content (11)

Economic growth (9)

Consultation/engagement process (8)

Health and well-being (7)

Community Character (5)

o No focus on traditional
industries such as asphalt, coal,
concrete, lumber
o Would like to see a robust
implementation plan
o Considerations of:
o Encouraging economic activity
without compromising value
o Appropriate indicators that can
be measured
o Sustainable job creation
o Ensure that economic growth will be
within ecological means
o Consider incentives for renewable
sources of energy
o General comments in support of policy
directions
o Concerns over inconsistency with
proposed policies in other chapters (ex.
rural zoning)
o Ensure that language reflects limits of
commercial activity not interfere with
primary use of area (ex. rural residential
or agricultural)
o Considerations to include stronger
indicators
o Supportive of circular economy and
growing within ecological means
concepts
o Diversify industries
o Concerns that developers would be
responsible for social needs
o Suggestions:
o Consultation with local
businesses (ex. Motorsport
circuit)
o First Nations consultations
o Consider balancing water usage and
droughts
o Supportive of policies ensuring overall
well-being of community members and
meaningful work
o Supportive of bike and pedestrian paths,
small hubs
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o Consider not having drive thrus and
strip malls
o Considerations:
o More housing options in rural
communities to allow for more
business activity
o Worker co-ops
o Considerations of:
o Mining/gravel industry
o Regional industries
o Prevent sprawl and encourage
commercial and mixed-use areas
o Costs of implementing policies
o Importance of small local businesses
o Importance of local food industry

Housing (4)

Other (4)
Infill and development (3)
Costs (2)
IDE (2)
Agriculture (1)
Total responses: 133

CHAPTER 9 | SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
We received 40 responses to the question in the Executive Summary on Sustainable Infrastructure: 78%
completely or mostly support the strategic directions, 8% somewhat support and 5% do not support at all.

Executive Summary - Support
strategic directions for sustainable
infrastructure
50%

28%

8%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

10%
Unsure

5%
Not at all

We received 46 responses to the question in Chapter 9 on Water Systems: 83% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 4% somewhat support and 7% do not support at all.
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46%

Chapter 9.1 Water Systems Support for objectives and
policies
37%

4%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

7%

7%

Unsure

Not at all

We received 44 responses to the question on Sanitary Sewer Systems: 73% completely or mostly support
the objectives and policies, 7% somewhat support and 9% do not support at all.

Chapter 9.2 Sanitary Sewer
Systems - Support for objectives
& policies
39%

34%

7%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

11%
Unsure

9%
Not at all

We received 45 responses to the question on Storm Water Management: 80% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 2% somewhat support and 11% do not support at all.
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Chapter 9.3 Storm Water
Management - Support for
objectives and policies
49%
31%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

2%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

11%
Not at all

We received 46 responses to the question on Solid Waste Management: 67% completely or mostly
support the objectives and policies, 13% somewhat support and 9% do not support at all.

Chapter 9.4 Solid Waste
Management - Support for
objectives & policies
43%
24%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

13%

11%

9%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 9
We received 79 comments on Chapter 9. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Implementation (19)

Description of Comments

o Considerations:
o Incentives for septic upgrades
and maintenance
o How implementation will affect
surrounding environment (ex.
Erosion, co2 levels)
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General support (18)

o

Infrastructure (17)

o

Climate action/protection of the environment
(10)

o
o

Consultation/engagement process (3)

o

General oppose (3)
Language/structure/content (3)
Affordability/Cost (2)

o
o
o

Health and well-being (1)

o

Housing (1)

o

Other (1)

o

Resiliency (1)

o

Total responses: 79

o Reduce or eliminate amount of
waste being transported through
sewer system
General comments in support of policy
directions
Considerations:
o Rain and grey water systems
o Recycle water instead of as
effluent into ocean
o Sustainable integration of
infrastructure with future
development (ex. solar power)
o Flood control
o Heat capture
o Dual sanitary system
o Maximize storm water damage
Supportive of providing sustainable
water source
Consider salmon population and its
importance for biodiversity
Lack of consultation in the engagement
process
Generally does not support this chapter
Be bolder in writing
Consider benefit of compact
communities decreasing costs
Ensure cleanliness of lakes to allow for
recreational activities
Consider social issues leading to lowincome housing
Balance water usage and droughts;
clean water for recreation;
Build sustainable infrastructure to be
resilient to natural disasters

CHAPTER 10 | DEVELOPMENT PERMITS
We received 53 responses to the question on Development Permit Areas: 70% completely or mostly
support the approach to development regulation, 4% somewhat support and 15% do not support at all.
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Chapter 10 -Development Permit Areas Support for the approach to development
regulation
45%

25%

11%

15%

4%
Yes,
completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 10
We received 23 comments on Chapter 10. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Implementation (6)

Climate action/protection of the environment (4)
Consultation/engagement process (4)

General support (4)
Language/structure/content (3)
Infill and development (1)
Infrastructure (1)
Total responses: 23

Description of Comments

o Considerations of:
o Who is responsible for added
costs such as maintaining
roads
o Streamline process
o Accountability of completing
projects
o Consider policies that adhere to BC
energy step code
o Ensure that there is adequate
consultation with developers and
residents of nearby lands prior to
development
o General comments in support of
policy directions
o Consider provincial guidelines
o Disagree with policy south of Herd
Road
o Ensure land is viable to build on
o Balance water usage and droughts
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CHAPTER 11 | DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL INFORMATION &
TEMPORARY USE PERMITS (TUP’s)
We received 64 responses to the question on Development Approval Information and Temporary Use
Permits: 68% completely or mostly support the approach, 3% somewhat support and 17% do not support
the approach at all.

Chapter 11 DAI & TUP - Support for the
approach to Development Approval
Information and TUPs

48%

20%

Yes,
completely!

Mostly

3%

11%

Somewhat

Unsure

17%
Not at all

General Comments on Chapter 11
We received 37 comments on Chapter 11. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme
Language/structure/content (10)

Implementation (8)
General oppose (4)
General support (4)

Description of Comments

o Would like to see:
o Clearer definitions of TUPs
o Clarity on what can and cannot
be done (i.e. on limited basis
only)
o Consequences of not adhering
to TUPs
o Would like to see a robust
implementation plan
o Consider the frequency of assessments
o Find TUPs restrictive and unnecessary
o General comments in support of
policy directions
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o Ensure that there is adequate
consultation with developers
o Consider:
o Sewage hookups for properties
by water
o Role of industrial lands
o Balance water usage and
droughts
o Suggestion to increase setback of
riparian areas
o Protect natural areas
o Concerns of increasing housing
market with TUPs
o Protect farmland (ex. Herd Road)

Consultation/engagement process (3)
Infrastructure (3)

Climate action/protection of the environment (2)
Affordability/Cost (3)
Agriculture (1)
Total responses: 37

APPENDIX 1: MAPS
We received 34 responses to the question on the Maps: 67% completely or mostly support the maps, 26%
somewhat support and 3% do not support the maps at all.

Appendix 1 - Maps - Support for
information on the maps
41%

26%

Yes,
completely!

26%

Mostly

Somewhat

3%

3%

Unsure

Not at all

General Comments on Appendix 1: Maps
We received 16 comments on Appendix 1. They are summarized in the table below.
Theme

Description of Comments
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Language/structure/content (8)

Climate action/protection of the environment (4)
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity (2)
Community Character (1)
Land Use and development (1)
Total responses: 16

o Suggestions:
o Clarity for commercial areas
o Include current UCB to allow
for a comparison
o Additional layers for maps
(open green space, ALR,
critical habitat spaces, UCB in
the ESA map)
o Legibility
o Bus lines
o Consider where does ecologically
sensitive areas begin from water
o Consider accessibility of spaces for
proposed development sites
o Supportive of walkable
neighbourhoods and childcare spaces
o Would like to see Bell McKinnon with
a different designation

5 WHAT WE HEARD | EMAILS AND LETTERS
North Cowichan received 78 individual pieces of correspondence (emails and letters) which included 67
separately identified individuals (not including the petition regarding the Bell McKinnon Local Area
Plan). The themes and comments are summarized below.
Theme
Individual property designation concern (20)
General oppose the OCP (13)
Difficulty with feedback/consultation process
(11)

General support for the OCP
(10)
In favour of retaining Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan (9)*

Description of Comments

o Concerns about property in or out or
UCB or change to their property’s
designation
o Out of municipal jurisdiction
o Too philosophical
o No in person engagement
o Online survey platform difficult to
navigate
o Too many other engagement processes
ongoing
o Supportive of vision, principles, goals
and objectives
o Keep the Bell McKinnon plan as is
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Infrastructure concerns (5)
Not in favour of Maple Bay Corridor UCB
reduction generally (4)
Likes parts but recommend significant changes
(3)
In favour of shrinking/eliminating BM LAP
(3)
Consultation time period insufficient (5)
Other (14)

o Keep infrastructure costs down
o Keep the Maple Bay Corridor in the UCB
(as it is currently)
o Would like Maple Bay Village to be
identified as growth centre
o Bell McKinnon should be kept rural
o
o
o
o
o

Needed a longer consultation period
Concern over Kingsview designation
Cover illustration settler-focussed
Concern over property tax increases
Concern over property values

* In addition, there is an informal petition with 295 signatories (not all of whom are addressed within
MNC) in favour of retaining the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following table outlines potential changes to the draft OCP based on the feedback outlined in this
report. It is important to note the following:
• that additional changes may also be identified from the feedback from other agencies such as the
Agricultural Land Commission.
• that Council may direct further additional changes to the OCP policies in response to the issues
raised by the public and stakeholders.
Chapter
General

Chapter 1

Recommended Change
Update formatting etc.

Add recommendation to create an
Implementation Strategy if OCP
adopted
Review various suggestions for
improving wording clarity
throughout the document
Add/ update First Nation Land
Acknowledgements
Update Cover Page Illustration

Rationale
o Some spelling / formatting errors.
o Consider changing wording in
policy sections throughout
document from the Municipal ‘can’
to the Municipality ‘will’
o Replace any blurry images
o Many comments related to
implementation and monitoring of
the OCP
o Some feedback did not suggest
policy changes but identified
unclear or confusing wording.
o OCP is awaiting feedback from
First Nations on OCP document
o consider updating illustration to be
more representative
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Chapter 2

Clarify Climate Action direction
in OCP with respect to recently
adopted Climate Action and
Energy Plan (CAEP) (Jan, 2022)

o

Chapter 3

Consider deleting/ amending
Policy 3.3.17.b & n
Remove ‘Community Character
Sketch’ on page 57
N/A
N/A
Add website reference to natural
long-term sedimentation/
vegetation processes expected on
Quamichan/ Somenos Lakes(p.
108)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

o

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10
Chapter 11
Appendix 1:
Maps

o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

The CAEP outlines a target to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 80% by 2050 whereas the
climate action goal on page 17 and
the climate action framework on
pages 22-25 specify a "net zero"
target.
Align these policies with growth
management goal
Is not representative of all
communities
General support for Chapter
General support for Chapter
The reference to the information
from the Cowichan Watershed
Board needs to be clearer
General support for Chapter
General support for Chapter
General support for Chapter
General support for Chapter
General support for Chapter
General support for maps

7 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
This report presents a summary of feedback from the community engagement during November and
December, 2021 on the draft Official Community Plan. Council will consider the feedback, decide on
whether to make changes to the draft OCP and whether to advance the OCP to the bylaw readings stage,
which will include further public input at the public hearing.

8 ATTACHMENT 1: SURVEY QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW
We have created a survey that is available to community members and stakeholders to gain feedback
from the public about the draft OCP. At this stage of the planning process, we are seeking feedback on
the draft plan, as opposed to new ideas and inputs. Please review the draft OCP document in order to
respond to these questions. Copies can be found online @www.northcowichan.ca/ocp or at Municipal
Hall and Chemainus and Crofton libraries.
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PURPOSE OF THIS PHASE OF THE ENGAGEMENT
3. Share the draft OCP, including vision, vision, principles, goals, objectives and policies,
land use designations and maps.
4. Gather resident and stakeholder feedback on the OCP, to understand:
a. If the drafts reflect input provided so far
b. If there is broad support for the direction provided in the draft plans

FORMAT
An online survey, in addition to paper versions of the surveys are available. Paper surveys will provide
an alternative option for those who do not have internet access or wish to answer the survey on paper.
Paper surveys and a reference copy of the draft OCP will be available at Municipal Hall and the
Chemainus and Crofton libraries. Once completed the surveys can be left at the front counter of
Municipal Hall or mailed to:
Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, British Columbia
V9L 6A1

SURVEY
Thank you for taking the time to help build the future of North Cowichan!
The Municipality is in the Phase 3 of the Official Community Plan (OCP) update and your feedback will
help us to finalize this plan. The OCP will serve as a guide for how we use our land, grow, change and
respond to challenges over the next 20 years or more.
For more information on this project and the process check out our project website:
www.northcowichan/OCP
The draft OCP has been developed based input from residents, community groups, Council, the OCP
Advisory Committee and Ambassadors and we’re going back to the community to seek broad feedback
about what we got right and where we could adjust.
All answers will remain anonymous.
The survey will close on December 8, 2021 (This was extended to December 22, 2021.
Let’s get started!

Tell us a little about yourself
If you reside in North Cowichan, where do you live?
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Bell McKinnon
Berkey’s Corner
Chemainus
Crofton
Maple Bay
Quamichan Lake Area
South End/ University Village
Rural Areas
I prefer not to answer

What is your age?













Under 10 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
60-69 years
70-79 years
80+ years
I prefer not to answer
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Please review the following sections in the draft OCP and respond to the questions.
Executive Summary
1. Do you support the Vision and & Principles?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

2. Do you support the Climate Action and Social Justice Frameworks?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

3. Do you support the strategic directions for growth management chapter that responds
to the goal:
• To focus growth and development in established centres to strengthen our
communities while maintaining individual character. Liveable, compact
communities will preserve natural and rural areas and encourage climatefriendly and active ways to move around. Land development will occur in a
low-impact, site adapted manner integrating natural features and ecological
systems

 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
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 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

4. Do you support the strategic directions for resilient communities chapter that responds
to the goal to:
• Build resilient, supportive, inclusive communities that enhance health and
well-being and provide opportunities in recreation, arts, culture and access
to nature.






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

5. Do you support the strategic directions for the attainable housing chapter that
responds to the goal to:
• Encourage and enable a diverse mix of housing types, tenures and levels of
affordability to accommodate the needs of the community.







Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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6. Do you support the strategic directions for the natural environment chapter that
responds to the goal to:
• Enhance our natural environment by protecting and regenerating our rural
countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and ocean.






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

7. Do you support the strategic directions for the food security and local agriculture
chapter that responds to the goal to:
• Enhance food security in North Cowichan by encouraging local food
production and protecting farmable land.






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

8. Do you support the strategic direction for the economy chapter that responds to the
goal to:
• Support a thriving economy that focusses on sustainable jobs and local
businesses including green technologies and innovative agriculture which
leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and responds to regional
economic change.
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Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

9. Do you support the strategic direction for the sustainable infrastructure chapter that
responds to the goal to:
• Build resilient, supportive, inclusive communities that enhance health and
well-being.






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
10. Do you have general thoughts on Chapter 1?
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CHAPTER 2: VISION, PRINCIPLES, GOALS & FRAMEWORKS
11. Do you support the vision?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

12. Do you support the principles?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

13. Do you support the goals?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
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14. Do you support the frameworks, objectives, and policies (action items) in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

15. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 3: THOUGHTFUL GROWTH MANAGEMENET
Section 3.2 Assignment of Growth

16. Do you support the objectives and policies (action items) in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 3.3 Land Use Designations

17. Do you support the objectives and policies for the various land and water use
designations?






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
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Tell us why.

Section 3.4 Land Use Map
18. Do you agree that the land use map meets the growth management goal?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 3.5 Local Area Planning

19. Do you support the objectives and policies for this section?
o Yes, completely!
o Mostly
o Unsure
o Somewhat
o Not at all
Tell us why.
Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?
CHAPTER 4: RESILIENT, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES
Section 4.1 Safe and Healthy Community

20. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
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Tell us why.
Section 4.2 – Arts and Culture

21. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
o Yes, completely!
o Mostly
o Unsure
o Somewhat
o Not at all
Tell us why.
Section 4.3 Heritage and Archaeology
Section 4.3 Heritage and Archaeology

22. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 4.4 Park and Recreation

23. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
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Section 4.5 Public Realm

24. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 4.6 Transportation

25. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?






Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

26. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 5: ATTAINABLE HOUSING – DIVERSE HOUSING MIX AND AFFORDABILITY
Section 5.1: Diverse Housing Mix
27. Do you support the objectives and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
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 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 5.2 Affordable and Rental Housing
28. Do you support the objectives and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

29. Do you have any general thoughts on the chapter?

CHAPTER 6: REGENERATION & PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Section 6.1: Retaining and Creating Space for Nature: Ecosystem Health, Biodiversity &
Critical Habitats
30. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
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Tell us why.

Section 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts: Air Quality, Noise and Light Pollution
31. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
Chapter 7 Food Security and Local Agriculture
Section 6.4: Natural Hazard Areas
32. Do you support the objective and policies in this chapter?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 7.1 Food Security
33. Do you have any general thoughts on the chapter?
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CHAPTER 7: FOOD SECURITY & LOCAL AGRICULTURE
Section 7.1: Food Security
34. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 7.2 Local Agricultural Systems
35. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
Chapter 8 – Economy
36. Do you any general thoughts on this chapter?
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CHAPTER 8: LOCAL REGENERATIVE ECONOMY
Section 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption Economy
37. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
Section 8.2 Serving Well Being
38. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 8.3 Local Economic Development Environment
39. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 8.4 Rural Based Economic Activities
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40. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 8.5 Commercial Opportunity
41. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 8.6 Industrial Activity
42. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.
Chapter 9 Infrastructure
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43. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 9: SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Section 9.1: Water Systems
44. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 9.2 Sanitary Sewer Systems
45. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 9.3 Storm Water Management
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46. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Section 9.4 Solid Waste Management
47. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

48. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?
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CHAPTER 10 DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
49. Do you support the approach to development permits this chapter?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

50. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 11 DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL INFORMATION AND TEMPORARY USE
PERMITS
51. Do you support the approach to development approval information and temporary use
permits in this chapter?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

52. Do you have any general thought on this chapter?
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APPENDIX 1 MAPS
53. Do you support the information on the maps?
 Yes, completely!
 Mostly
 Unsure
 Somewhat
 Not at all
Tell us why.

Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback. Your input will help us to make final adjustments to
the OCP before the bylaw adoption process, public hearing and final consideration by Council.
Please let others know about this opportunity to provide feedback and check out
northcowichan.ca/OCP for updates.
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DRAFT OCP ‐ OVERVIEW OF SUMMARY RESULTS BY CHART & TABLE
CHAPTER 2 ‐ VISION, GOALS, PRINCIPLES & FRAMEWORKS
Chapter 2 ‐ Do you support the vision?
Yes, completely
46
46%
Mostly
25
25%
Somewhat
12
12%
Unsure
2
2%
Not at all
15
15%
Total
100
100%

Chapter 2 ‐ Residents who support the Vision
46%

25%
15%

12%
2%
Yes, completely!

Chapter 2 ‐ Do you support the principles?
Yes, completely
49
49%
Mostly
18
18%
Somewhat
12
12%
Unsure
5
5%
Not at all
15
15%
Total
99
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 2 ‐ Residents who support the
Principles

49%

18%

15%

12%
5%
Yes, completely!

Page 1 of 22

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the Vision & Principles?
Yes, completely
33
49%
Mostly
11
16%
Somewhat
11
16%
Unsure
3
4%
Not at all
9
13%
Total
67
100%

Executive Summary ‐ Chapter 2 ‐ Residents
who support the Vision & Principles

49%

Yes, completely!

Chapter 2 ‐ Do you support the goals?
Yes, completely
47
49%
Mostly
14
15%
Somewhat
13
14%
Unsure
6
6%
Not at all
16
17%
Total
96
100%

16%

16%

Mostly

Somewhat

4%

13%

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 2 ‐ Residents who support the Goals

49%

15%

17%

14%
6%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Chapter 2 ‐ Do you support the
frameworks, objectives, and policies
(action items) in this framework section?
Yes, completely
43
44%
Mostly
19
20%
Somewhat
8
8%
Unsure
5
5%
Not at all
22
23%
Total
97
100%

Chapter 2 ‐ Residents who support the
frameworks, objectives, and policies (action
items) in this framework section
44%

23%

20%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the Climate Action and
Social Justice Frameworks?
20
Yes, completely
53%
Mostly
5
13%
Somewhat
6
16%
Unsure
1
3%
Not at all
6
16%
Total
38
100%

Mostly

5%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Executive Summary ‐ Chapter 2 ‐ Residents
who support Climate Action and Social
Justice Frameworks
53%

13%
Yes, completely!

Page 3 of 22

8%

Mostly

16%
Somewhat

3%
Unsure

16%
Not at all
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CHAPTER 3 ‐ THOUGHTFUL GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Do you support the objectives and policies
(action items) in this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

35
23
14
10
23
105

33%
22%
13%
10%
22%
100%

Chapter 3.2 Assignment of Growth ‐ Support
for the objectives & policies in this section
33%

22%

22%
13%
10%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for the various land use designations?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

17
44
11
6
26
104

16%
42%
11%
6%
25%
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 3.3 ‐ Land Use Designations ‐ Support
for objectives and policies for the various land
and water use designations
42%

25%
16%
11%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

6%
Unsure

Not at all
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Do you agree with that the land use map
meets the growth management goal?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

22
27
11
14
32
106

21%
25%
10%
13%
30%
100%

Chapter 3.4 Land Use Map ‐ Agree that the
land use map meets the growth management
goal
30%
25%
21%
10%
Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

28
33
13
7
24
105

27%
31%
12%
7%
23%
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

13%

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 3.5 Local Area Planning ‐ Support for
objectives & policies in this section
31%
27%
23%
12%
7%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the strategic directions
for the Growth Management chapter?
Yes, completely
22
42%
Mostly
11
21%
Somewhat
5
10%
Unsure
2
4%
Not at all
12
23%
52
Total
100%

Executive Summary ‐ Support for strategic
directions in the Growth Management
Chapter
42%

23%

21%
10%
Yes, completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

4%
Unsure

Not at all

CHAPTER 4 ‐ RESILIENT, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES
Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

35
18
12
6
9
80

44%
23%
15%
8%
11%
100%

Chapter 4.1 Safe & Healthy Community ‐
Support for objectives & policies
44%

23%
15%
8%
Yes, completely!

Page 6 of 22

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

11%
Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
35
44%
Mostly
22
28%
Somewhat
7
9%
Unsure
4
5%
Not at all
11
14%
Total
79
100%

Chapter 4.2 Arts & Culture ‐ Support for
objectives and policies
44%

28%

14%
9%
Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
41
Yes, completely
53%
Mostly
14
18%
Somewhat
12
15%
Unsure
3
4%
Not at all
8
10%
Total
78
100%

Mostly

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 4.3 Heritage & Archaeology ‐ Support
for objectives & policies

53%

18%

Yes, completely!
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Somewhat

5%

Mostly

15%

Somewhat

4%

10%

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
28
36%
Mostly
30
38%
Somewhat
9
12%
Unsure
2
3%
Not at all
9
12%
Total
78
100%

Chapter 4.4 Parks & Recreation ‐ Support for
objectives & policies

38%

36%

12%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
40
Yes, completely
52%
Mostly
17
22%
Somewhat
9
12%
Unsure
4
5%
Not at all
7
9%
Total
77
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

12%

3%
Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 4.5 Public Realm ‐ Support for
objectives & policies
52%

22%
12%
5%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

9%
Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

26
26
11
7
8
78

33%
33%
14%
9%
10%
100%

Chapter 4.6 Transportation ‐ Support for
objectives & policies
33%

33%

14%
9%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the strategic directions
for the Resilient Communities chapter?
26
Yes, completely
58%
Mostly
9
20%
Somewhat
7
16%
Unsure
0
0%
Not at all
3
7%
Total
45
100%

Mostly

Unsure

Not at all

Executive Summary ‐ Support for the strategic
directions in the Resilient Communities
chapter
58%

20%

Yes, completely!
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Somewhat

10%

Mostly

16%
Somewhat

0%

7%

Unsure

Not at all
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CHAPTER 5 ‐ ATTAINABLE HOUSING: DIVERSE HOUSING MIX & AFFORDABILITY
Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

31
23
13
2
6
75

41%
31%
17%
3%
8%
100%

Chapter 5.1 Diverse Housing Mix ‐ Support for
the objectives & policies
41%
31%

17%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

29
24
9
3
7
72

40%
33%
13%
4%
10%
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

3%

8%

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 5.2 ‐ Affordable & Rental Housing ‐
Support for the objectives & policies
40%
33%

13%

10%
4%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Support for the strategic directions for the
Attainable Housing chapter
Yes, completely
24
53%
Mostly
9
20%
Somewhat
7
16%
Unsure
2
4%
Not at all
3
7%
Total
45
100%

Executive Summary ‐ Support for strategic
Directions for Attainable Housing
53%

20%
16%
4%
Yes, completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

7%
Not at all

CHAPTER 6 ‐ REGENERATION AND PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
50
Yes, completely
67%
Mostly
8
11%
Somewhat
8
11%
Unsure
2
3%
Not at all
7
9%
Total
75
100%

Chapter 6.1 Retaining & Creating Space for
Nature ‐ Support for objectives & policies
67%

Yes, completely!
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11%

11%

3%

9%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

40
16
9
2
7
74

54%
22%
12%
3%
9%
100%

Chapter 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts ‐
Support for objectives & policies
54%

22%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

20
16
3
4
3
46

43%
35%
7%
9%
7%
100%

3%

9%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 6.3 Forestry ‐ Support for objectives
& policies
43%
35%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

12%

Mostly

7%

9%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
25
33%
Mostly
29
39%
Somewhat
10
13%
Unsure
5
7%
Not at all
6
8%
Total
75
100%

Chapter 6.4 Natural Hazard Areas ‐ Support
for objectives & policies
39%
33%

13%
Yes, completely!

Support for the strategic directions for the
Natural Environment
29
Yes, completely
60%
Mostly
9
19%
Somewhat
5
10%
Unsure
2
4%
Not at all
3
6%
Total
48
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

7%

8%

Unsure

Not at all

Executive Summary ‐ Support for the
strategic directions for the Natural
Environment
60%

19%
10%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

4%
Unsure

6%
Not at all
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CHAPTER 7 ‐ FOOD SECURITY & LOCAL AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
39
56%
Mostly
16
23%
Somewhat
8
11%
Unsure
1
1%
Not at all
6
9%
70
100%

Chapter 7.1 Food Security ‐ Support for the
objectives and policies of this section
56%

23%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all

34
18
9
3
5
69

49%
26%
13%
4%
7%
100%

Mostly

11%

1%

9%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 7.2 Local Agricultural Systems ‐
Support for the objectives and policies of this
section

49%

26%
13%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

4%
Unsure

7%
Not at all
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Do you support the strategic directions
for the Food Security and Local
Yes, completely
25
54%
Mostly
7
15%
Somewhat
10
22%
Unsure
2
4%
Not at all
2
4%
46
100%

Executive Summary ‐ Support for strategic
directions of Food Security and Local
Agriculture
54%

22%
15%

Yes, completely!

Mostly

Somewhat

4%

4%

Unsure

Not at all

CHAPTER 8 ‐ LOCAL REGENERATIVE ECONOMY
Do you support the objectives and
policies for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

30
8
7
4
12
61

49%
13%
11%
7%
20%
100%

Chapter 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption
Economy ‐ Support for objectives & policies

49%

20%
13%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

11%
Somewhat

7%
Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

30
9
6
2
12
59

51%
15%
10%
3%
20%
100%

Chapter 8.2 Serving Well‐Being ‐ Support for
objectives & policies

51%

20%
15%
Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

25
14
4
4
14
61

41%
23%
7%
7%
23%
100%

Mostly

10%

3%

Somewhat

Unsure

Section 8.3 Local Economic Development
Environment ‐ Support for objectives &
policies
41%

23%

Yes, completely!
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Not at all

Mostly

23%

7%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

19
17
8
2
11
57

33%
30%
14%
4%
19%
100%

Chapter 8.4 Rural Based Economic Activities ‐
Support for objectives & policies
33%
30%

19%
14%

4%
Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

21
11
7
4
13
56

38%
20%
13%
7%
23%
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Section 8.5 Commercial Opportunity ‐
Support for objectives & policies
38%

23%
20%
13%
7%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

14
16
9
7
11
57

25%
28%
16%
12%
19%
100%

Section 8.6 Industrial Activity ‐ Support for
objectives & policies
28%
25%
19%
16%
12%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the strategic directions
for the Local Regenerative Economy
chapter?
14
Yes, completely
25%
Mostly
16
28%
Somewhat
9
16%
Unsure
7
12%
Not at all
11
19%
Total
57
100%

Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Executive Summary ‐ Support strategic
directions for the local regenerative
economy
28%
25%
19%
16%
12%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all
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CHAPTER 9 ‐ SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

21
17
2
3
3
46

46%
37%
4%
7%
7%
100%

Chapter 9.1 Water Systems ‐ Support for
objectives and policies
46%
37%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
17
Yes, completely
39%
Mostly
15
34%
Somewhat
3
7%
Unsure
5
11%
Not at all
4
9%
Total
44
100%

Mostly

4%

7%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

Chapter 9.2 Sanitary Sewer Systems ‐ Support
for objectives & policies

39%
34%

11%
7%
Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

Unsure

9%
Not at all
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Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

14
22
1
3
5
45

Chapter 9.3 Storm Water Management ‐
Support for objectives and policies

31%
49%
2%
7%
11%
100%

49%

31%

Yes, completely!

Do you support the objectives and policies
for this section?
20
Yes, completely
43%
Mostly
11
24%
Somewhat
6
13%
Unsure
5
11%
Not at all
4
9%
Total
46
100%

Mostly

2%

7%

Somewhat

Unsure

11%
Not at all

Chapter 9.4 Solid Waste Management ‐
Support for objectives & policies

43%

24%
13%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

Somewhat

11%
Unsure

9%
Not at all
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Do you support the strategic directions
for Sustainable Infrastructure?
Yes, completely
Mostly
Somewhat
Unsure
Not at all
Total

20
11
3
4
2
40

50%
28%
8%
10%
5%
100%

Executive Summary ‐ Support strategic
directions for sustainable infrastructure
50%

28%

Yes, completely!

Mostly

8%

10%

Somewhat

Unsure

5%
Not at all

CHAPTER 10 ‐ DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
Support for the approach to development
regulation
13
Yes, completely
25%
Mostly
24
45%
Somewhat
2
4%
Unsure
6
11%
Not at all
8
15%
Total
53
100%

Chapter 10 ‐Development Permit Areas ‐
Support for the approach to development
regulation
45%

25%

Yes, completely!
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Mostly

4%

11%

Somewhat

Unsure

15%

Not at all
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CHAPTER 11 ‐ DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL INFORMATION (DAI) AND
TEMPORARY USE PERMITS (TUP)
Support for the approach to development
approval information and TUPs
Yes, completely
13
20%
Mostly
31
48%
Somewhat
2
3%
Unsure
7
11%
Not at all
11
17%
Total
64
100%

Chapter 11 DAI & TUP ‐ Support for the
approach to Development Approval
Information and TUPs
48%
20%
Yes, completely!

Mostly

3%

11%

17%

Somewhat

Unsure

Not at all

APPENDIX 1: MAPS
Do you support the information on the
Yes, completely
26%
9
Mostly
41%
14
Somewhat
26%
9
Unsure
3%
1
Not at all
3%
1
Total
34
100%

Appendix 1 ‐ Maps ‐ Residents that support
information on the Maps

41%
26%

Yes, completely!
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26%

Mostly

Somewhat

3%

3%

Unsure

Not at all
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ATTACHMENT #3

Draft Official Community Plan
ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK
PROVINCIAL AGENCIES

Aboriginal Child and Family Services
1.

Draft OCP Comments

Agricultural Land Commission
1.

Letter dated December 8, 2021 – Draft OCP Comments

Ministry of Environment and Climate Change
1.

Email dated November 22, 2022 – Response to Draft OCP Referral

Ministry of Agricultural Food and Fisheries
1.

Letter dated December 8, 2021 – Draft OCP Comments

Ministry of Housing
1.

Letter dated November 17, 2021 – Draft OCP Comments

Ministry of Municipal Affairs
1.

Email dated December 3, 2021 – Response to Draft OCP Referral
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T

"

"

Life is divided into three terms – that which was, which is, and which
will be. Let us learn from the past to profit by the present, and from

A

F

the present, to live better in the future.

D

R

- William Wordsworth - English Poet

2
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1 INTRODUCTION AND
CONTEXT
North Cowichan’s spectacular natural areas and pastoral farmlands surround
distinct, resilient communities where families and individuals of all backgrounds
have the opportunity to thrive and prosper.

We must also acknowledge that historical
and ongoing systemic racism and colonialism
has impacted our community and culture
and resolve to work toward reconciling this
relationship and creating a shared, mutuallybeneficial future. The OCP principles of
reconciliation and social justice guide the actions
in this OCP (See Chapter 2) to:

T

North Cowichan sits on the unceded territories
of the Cowichan Tribes, Penelakut, Halalt,
Lyackson, Stz’iminus, and Snuneymuxw First
Nations. They have never ceded their territory
through Treaty or any other means.

F

Council is currently working with these First
Nations on appropriate acknowledgements which
will be included here prior to finalization of this
OCP.

Strengthen cooperation and mutual support
by working collaboratively with First Nations
towards respective community goals and
objectives is vital to fostering more resilient
and connected communities. This important
work involves a collective journey towards
reconciliation, as well as revisiting and
creating new government-to-government
protocols and processes based on
meaningful consultation respecting matters
of mutual interest.

D

R

A

Collectively, we must continue to learn about the
colonial history of Indigenous peoples to better
understand the importance and significance of
First Nations culture and presence in our region,
and to find ways to answer the Truth and
Reconciliation Calls to Action.

•

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People ¹ (UNDRIP) published in
2007 outlines 46 articles that focus on such matters as self-determination, equal rights, cultural
revitalization, spiritual resurgence, and the right to good-faith consultation and participation in
decision-making matters that affect Indigenous rights.
In 2019 the Province of BC adopted UNDRIP through their Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples Act ² (DRIPA).

The five Calls to Action³ published in 2015 by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
many of the Calls for Action are relevant to this OCP.
(See Whistler OCP Reconciliation 4 for more information)

¹ United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People: https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
² Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/indigenous-people/new-relationship/unitednations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples
³ The five calls to action: http://trc.ca/assets/pdf/Calls_to_Action_English2.pdf
4
Whistler OCP Reconciliation: https://www.whistler.ca/ocp/reconciliation-lilwat-nation-and-squamish-nation
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North Cowichan’s Population
This shift in the population profile presents
both challenges and opportunities for North
Cowichan. The Municipality will need to work
to meet the service, infrastructure and land use
needs and expectations of an aging population,
and working to attract and retain young
people who can contribute to a well-rounded
community.

R

A

F

T

North Cowichan has an aging population. The
median age of the population has been steadily
increasing with 44.4 in 2006, 47.1 in 2011 and
50.0 in 2016; higher than the provincial average
in 2016 of 43. 25% of the population is aged
65 and over. Figure X illustrates the projected
population change by age group from 20172050. This graph shows that North Cowichan
is indeed aging, and the age group of 85+ is
projected to increase by 230%. The remaining
age groups are projected to increase by less
than 50% for each.

D

Figure 5. Projected population change, by age group to 2050

Issues and trends that have been identified
through this update and that the OCP attempts
to address:
a.

Climate change means more extreme
weather such as flooding and hotter drier
summers creating forest fire potential and
water shortages in North Cowichan.
b. Poor water quality in Quamichan and
Somenos Lake and improvement is
needed to protect biodiversity and natural
environment.
c. Single-family as the dominant housing form
means there is a lack of housing options,
especially ground-oriented multi-family
housing for seniors to age in place or lowerincome families.

d. There is an insufficient supply of purposebuilt rental housing and affordable housing
in general.
e. North Cowichan’s population is aging.
f. Supports for mental health, including
substance use disorders are needed to
support the visible homeless population
mainly in the South End Centre
g. North Cowichan is transitioning from a
resource-based economy which has resulted
in relatively low-income levels and the loss
of young families.
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Defining Success | Objectives and Indicators
Objective: Embed the principles of social justice
and equity into the OCP to influence municipal
decision-making.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Representation of equity-priority (i.e.
youth, people with disabilities,
immigrants facing hardship, refugees
etc.) members participating in municipal
engagement processes.

○ Number of Cowichan residents living
below the poverty line.

T

○ Corporate actions taken to address
social equity, such as bylaws, strategies,
studies or plans that explicitly represent
views of, or address the needs of
equity-priority groups.

F

○ Representativeness of the community's
demographic cross-section on elected
and appointed bodies.

Create a Health and Social Well Being
Strategy that will integrate the social
justice and equity lens into all municipal
initiatives, plans and projects (See
Chapter 4).

R

a.

A

The Municipality can:

D

Related policy actions can be found in the
following chapters of the OCP.
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Housing Needs

A

F

T

Housing units are projected to increase from
12,820 (2017) to 16,519 in 2050 (an increase of
3,699 or 29%). Housing needs were projected
and broken down by ground-oriented and
apartment style. Figure 10 shows the anticipated
housing needs up to 2050. It illustrates that
there will be a significantly higher demand for
ground oriented units, than apartment units.
However, the rate of increase for apartments will
be higher than those for ground-oriented units;
a 27% increase for ground-oriented and a 40%
increase for apartment.

D

R

Figure 2: Low density housing.

Figure 3: Projected Housing Needs.

Jobs are expected to increase from 11,310 to 14,542 (an increase of 3,232 or 29%). The table below shows labor numbers by occupation for 2050 as well as the % difference from 2017. The most
significant difference is that the education, health and information sector is expected to increase its
percentage of total jobs by 5%.
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URBAN CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY
North Cowichan's UCB sets a boundary
between developed or serviced urban areas and
undeveloped or
non-serviced rural and natural areas. Many areas
outside of the UCB have access to municipal
water service, but further development and
fragmentation Is either discouraged or restricted.
(See also Chapter 9: Infrastructure).

Urban containment boundaries are
lines drawn on a planning map
around developable areas showing
where urban and suburban lands
end and rural and natural lands
begin. Generally the areas within
the UCB are connected to municipal
water and sewer systems and areas
outside use septic systems and well
water.

R

A

F

T

By focussing growth where density can be
maximized, the UCB assists North Cowichan to
guide the community towards actions such as:
○ village core growth and revitalization.
○ creation of mixed-use walkable
communities with active transportation
and transit options.
○ protection of environment and
agricultural areas.
○ improved management and efficiency
of municipal infrastructure assets and
services such as water, sewer and
recycling pickup.
○ protection of areas for First Nations to
engage in cultural practices including
hunting, fishing, cultural and spiritual
uses, and gathering traditional foods and
medicines where appropriate.

3.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives

D

Focus development to the reduced urban
containment boundary to protect rural and
natural areas from expanded residential
development (See Land Use Map) and to
prevent residential intensification that
necessitates extension of road networks and
increases automobile dependency.

3.2.2 The Municipality can:
a.

Direct growth inside the UCB, resisting
growth elsewhere.
b. Only support significant UCB alterations
as part of a comprehensive OCP review,
or implementation of a secondary
local area or neighbourhood planning
process.
c. Not support extension of municipal
services beyond the UCB to
accommodate new residential or
commercial development.
d. Not approve bylaws, works or projects
that would facilitate significant
densification beyond the UCB.
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CIVIC DESIGNATION
This designation applies mostly to sites with
institutional uses such as schools, public works,
government services, emergency services and
hospitals, parks and open spaces inside and
outside the UCB.

3.3.8 Defining Success | Objective

F

3.3.9 The Municipality can:

Figure 9: Playground.

T

Civic sites are located all around our
communities, with schools situated in walking
distances of residential areas. Other facilities
such as community halls and the Cowichan
Exhibition Grounds provide community-building
opportunities and may be operated by public
or private bodies. Parks and open space provide
space for residents to enjoy the outdoors.

Recognize uses that serve or benefit a
wide range of the community.
b. Generally, not support redevelopment
of civic sites to convert land or buildings
into private housing or businesses,
unless established through a local area
plan or secondary plan that rationalizes
the change.
c. Carry out community consultation
and/or site planning processes before
considering zoning changes.
d. Consider urban park development needs
alongside development proposals,
including enhanced linkages to, and
between, parks.

Figure 10: Accessible pathway for cycling.

D

R

A

a.

Figure 11: Crofton Community Centre.
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FUTURE GROWTH AREA

3.3.16 Defining Success | Objective

This designation applies to the Bell McKinnon
area north of Herd Road. While the Bell
McKinnon Local Area Plan (LAP) forms part of
this OCP (see appendices), the Future Growth
Area overrides that portion of the LAP and takes
precedence. To reduce the extent of linear
development northwards, this designation
suspends the provisions of the LAP and reserves
the area for future growth only if and when
all other significant growth areas have been
built out. To preserve future growth potential,
the designation discourages any further
development or fragmentation.

The undeveloped rural and natural character
of these areas remains fundamentally intact,
however in addition to farming and forestry,
there are opportunities for other rural
development activities that provide economic
opportunity on the rural land base. These
may include roadside produce stands, home
based businesses, or localized commercial and
light industrial activities authorized through a
temporary use permit or site specific zoning
amendment. Smaller parcels within the
designation are well-suited to small scale and
part-time farming. Further subdivision of
parcels within the Rural designation is strongly
discouraged, but opportunities that support
agricultural and rural economic activity are
supported, as are housing options that allow
rural land owners to accommodate family and
farm labour, or generate a modest income to
support the upkeep of rural land.

T

3.3.14 Defining Success | Objective

F

Once the Bell McKinnon area south of Herd
Road has been developed and significant
new housing provided, the area to the north
remains intact as an option for a future Council
to consider for further residential development
should the demand exist.

Consider imposing restrictive site zoning
to prevent inappropriate development,
or piecemeal development that
compromises the area’s future ability to
deliver a more coherent and productive
development concept.
b. Amend the Bell McKinnon LAP to
exclude this area
c. Consider appropriate public consultation
processes at a future time to determine
the long-term development direction for
this area.

D

R

a.

A

3.3.15 The Municipality can:

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY,
AND CONSERVATION (RURAL)
DESIGNATION

This designation applies to agricultural land
reserve (ALR) parcels, Municipal Forest Reserve,
private forest, conservation lands, parks and
other areas of an undeveloped or agricultural
nature containing mostly large parcels. Outside
of wilderness areas, farming and forestry
activities predominate, with limited residential
use permitted, consistent with ALR. Some
isolated areas may have mining or quarrying
uses. Very few properties are connected to
municipal sewer, although some are municipallyserviced with water.

Figure 15: Park trail.

Figure 16: Existing rural development activities and
residences.
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Near Shore Environment Designation
North Cowichan’s marine areas like Genoa Bay,
Sansum Narrows, Maple Bay, Osborne Bay, and
the estuaries at the mouth of the Cowichan
and Chemainus Rivers have significant natural
values The land use beside these areas ranges
from parkland to private acreages with restricted
road access, to areas with heavy industrial uses.
Limited fish farm activity and private moorage
are currently the only development uses of the
foreshore.

balance industrial and residential land use
with the restoration of ecological diversity and
natural productivity. Development activities in
the estuary are referred to the Cowichan Estuary
Environmental Management Committee which
includes representatives from North Cowichan,
Cowichan Tribes, The Cowichan Valley Regional
District and the Province.

3.4.9 Defining Success | Objective

Protect the long-term health of estuaries to
promote biodiversity and ecosystem health.

T

3.4.10 The Municipality can:

Cowichan Bay Estuary:

Only support foreshore lease
applications for private moorage
primarily for parcels with limited or no
public road access.

R

Estuary:

a.

Support the Cowichan Estuary
Management Plan (1986, as updated)
and Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Plan (1987) and refer
development applications to the
Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Committee for review;
b. Together with the Ministry of
Environment and the Cowichan Valley
Regional District, the Municipality will
continue to work towards meeting the
objectives of the Cowichan Estuary
Management Plan and find joint longterm solutions to ensure ongoing
protection of the estuary;
c. Collaborate with partners in First
Nations, CVRD, Duncan and stewardship
groups to protect and restore estuary
salt marsh habitat, eel grass habitat, kelp
forests and tidal flats.

A

a.

3.4.12 The Municipality can:

F

Ensure that marine industrial uses support
the economic objectives of this plan, while
protecting marine ecology and enjoyment of
coastal areas.

3.4.11 Defining Success | Objective

D

The Cowichan and Chemainus River Estuaries
provide habitat for up to 300 bird species.
These estuaries, also provide rearing habitat for
juvenile Chinook Salmon, Coho Salmon, Chum
Salmon, Steelhead Trout and Cutthroat Trout.
These estuaries also support forage fish like
herring and smelt and, with return migrating
salmon and trout provide forage for marine
mammals like seals, sea lions and Killer Whales.
The substrate of the bays and estuaries of North
Cowichan’s marine areas have provided an
abundance of clams, mussels, and oysters to
First Nations people The ecological richness of
the marine environment has thus made these
nearshore waters important to humans as a food
source, an aesthetic and recreational joy, and a
site of commerce.
Both the Cowichan and Chemainus River
Estuaries cover several hundred hectares.
Their location and relatively flat expanses have
made them subject to significant industrial
development since the late 1800s. The
ecosystem health of these estuaries is affected
by these industrial activities. In the Cowichan
Estuary, the Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Plan (1987) was developed to

Figure 22: Crofton Seawalk.
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Quamichan:
l.

m.

Figure 23: Quamichan Lake

s.

Reduce the amount of phosphorous
entering the environment by:
I. minimizing small lot development
in the watershed
II. supporting access to municipal
sewage systems within UCB
III. promoting a minimum 30m
riparian area setback for any
development around Quamichan
Lake, and the ponds, wetlands,
marshes, and streams in the
Quamichan watershed.
IV. the Enforcement of riparian
protection measures mandated
for all development in DPA3
and subject to conditions in the
Riparian Areas Protection Act
and Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation in the Quamichan
watershed.
Consider mitigation and management
strategies for blue-green algae blooms
and anoxia;
Mitigate increasing seasonal drought,
to support longer term projects for
expanding fresh water reservoir storage
volumes (Crofton Lake, Maple Mountain,
Mt. Prevost etc) and the related potential
for increasing water capacity for flushing
during the summer months.
Consider a phosphorus syphoning plan
and related treatment facility where the
principle is to remove higher phosphorus
containing waters near the bottom
of the lake which contains two-times
more phosphorus content compared to
surface waters.

R

p.

A

o.

F

T

n.

Incorporate planning initiatives including
increased sewer hookups, bio-swales,
storm-water, wetlands, marshes,
detention ponds, plantings, green
spaces, and developments in the form
of small footprint clusters or densely
compacted development.
Consider policies and procedures for
responsible management of run-off
waters in new developments soon after
site clearing and preparation.
Consider actively engaging
environmental management partners,
including First Nations, lake users,
stewardship groups, and residents
groups to collaborate and lead
improvements to lake health and user
experience.
Support riparian area restoration
through invasive species removal,
native re-plantings and riparian area
public education via direct stakeholder
volunteer participation, public
engagement and educational materials
distribution and other networking.
Include the local agricultural community
in stakeholder outreach to support
environmental farm plans to recycle/
reuse some of the nutrients on existing
farmland for the benefit of the farmer
and mitigate the export of nutrient from
farmland.
Support biodiversity protection
through the creation of ecosystem
corridors (green and riparian) to allow
interdependent flora, fauna and the
associated watershed health to thrive.
Support the creation of interconnected
footpaths, where appropriate,
alongside ecosystem corridors and
Quamichan Lake to allow for greater
public appreciation and exposure to
the importance of biodiversity and
watershed health.

D

q.

r.

t.
u.

v.
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Agricultural Land Commission
201 – 4940 Canada Way
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 4K6
Tel: 604 660-7000 | Fax: 604 660-7033

December 8, 2021

Rob Conway
Director of Planning and Building,
Municipality of North Cowichan
rob.conway@northcowichan.ca

Reply to the attention of Shannon Lambie
ALC Planning Review: 46766
Local Government File: 6480-30 2019.01

DELIVERED ELECTRONICALLY
Re:

North Cowichan OCP

Thank you for forwarding a draft copy of the Municipality of North Cowichan’s (the
“Municipality”) Official Community Plan (the “Draft OCP”) for review and comment by the
Agricultural Land Commission (ALC). The following comments are provided to help ensure
that the OCP is consistent with the purposes of the ALC Act, the Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) General Regulation, the ALR Use Regulation, and any decisions of the ALC.
The Municipality’s OCP was last updated in 2011. In 2019, based on direction from
Council’s 2019-2020 Strategic Plan, the Municipality began the process of developing a
new OCP, to modernize and address local area planning in the face of policy,
demographic, environmental and technological change. This Draft OCP provides a longrange vision that sets out the future of the Municipality’s community for the next 20 years.
ALC staff recognize and appreciate the extensive amount of research and engagement
undertaken by the Municipality in the preparation of the Draft OCP and provide the
following comments for the Municipality’s consideration.
Most importantly, ALC staff have questions regarding the Growth and Land Use
Management Map on page 184. There are six ALR properties (detailed below) that
appear to be within the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) and that appear to be
designated as “Neighbourhood” in the 2021 Growth and Land Use Management Plan. ALC
staff note that these six properties were also included within the UCB in 2011 but were
previously designated as “ALR”. ALC staff have reviewed the Commission’s response to the
2011 OCP issued on March 28, 2011 (ALC File 46423) and do not see an acknowledgement
that these properties were to be included in the UCB or that they were proposed for any
other designation besides agriculture.
ALC staff are looking for confirmation as to why these six properties are now designated
as “Neighbourhood”. If this change has not been endorsed by the Commission, ALC staff
Page 1 of 9
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request that the designation on these six properties revert to the Agricultural/ALR
designation or they run the risk of being identified as inconsistent.
Specifically, ALC staff are seeking further information regarding the proposed
redesignations for the following six properties represented on the Growth and Land Use
Management Map on page 184.
PID: 000-313-262; Civic: 2981 River Road, Chemainus
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 1 acre
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 18218 (1979)
 Application to subdivide property in half (two 1 acre parcels),
initially refused but approved through a Reconsideration
Request. This created lot PID: 000-313-271
ALC staff notes: although this property is less than 2 acres currently, it is not
eligible for a s. 23(1) exemption as the property must have been less than 2 acres
prior to December 21, 1972.
PID: 000-313-271; Civic: 2983 River Road, Chemainus
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 1 acre
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 18218 (1979)
 Created in 1980 by Application ALC Application 18218 (1979)
ALC staff notes: although this property is less than 2 acres currently, it is not
eligible for a s. 23(1) exemption as the property must have been less than 2 acres
prior to December 21, 1972.
PID: 003-850-528; Civic: 2985 River Road, Chemainus
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 3.79 acres
• ALC Application History:
o None
PID: 005-817-277
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 3.33 acres
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 18280 (1981)
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ALC application to subdivide the 1.35 ha property into two
equal parts, approved. It doesn’t appear this was ever
completed.

PID: 005-817-323; Civic: 2993 River Road, Chemainus
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 0.83 acres
• ALC Application History:
o None
ALC staff notes: this property may be exempt from the ALC Act and Regulations as
per s 23(1) of the ALC Act.
PID: 006-165-001; Civic: Henry Road, Chemainus
• 2021 OCP designation: Neighbourhood
• Property size: 2.83 Acres
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 11494 (1975)
 Subdivision application along Henry Road, approved
o ALC Application 17149 (2001)
 Application to subdivide and align an existing hauling road. An
approximate 0.3 ha triangle in the north-west corner of the
property is severed by the road. This portion of the property
was to be subdivided and consolidated with the property to
the north (non-ALR).
Additionally, ALC staff note two other properties that are within the ALR that are currently
designated “Civic”, however, ALC staff have identified that both of these properties have
existing Non-Farm Use approvals.
PID: 026-010-445
• 2021 OCP designation: Civic
• Property size:
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 43676 (2007)
• Non-farm use to accommodate the relocation of the Cowichan
Exhibition and Pioneer Park ball fields. Approved.
PID: 001-811-991
• 2021 OCP designation: Civic
• Property size:
• ALC Application History:
o ALC Application 53194 (2013):
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Non-farm Use - Sunset Country Music Festival, approved with
conditions.
ALC Application 44334 (2007)
• Non-farm use on the 25.9 ha subject property for the purpose of
relocating the Cowichan Exhibition. The proposed footprint of the
exhibition will be approximately 10.1 ha. Approved

•
o

In addition to comments provided on the Growth and Land Use Management Map ALC
staff offer the following comments on the Draft OCP for the Municipality’s consideration.
Goal 5: Enhance Food Security, page 17
“Enhance Food Security in North Cowichan by encouraging local food production and
protecting farmable land. Target: Increase the amount of food produced in North
Cowichan and the amount of local food consumed by North Cowichan residents”.
ALC staff comments:
ALC staff suggest removing the word “farmable land” and replacing it with
“agricultural land”. It is the experience of the Commission that perceptions of
whether a property is “farmable” can be fairly subjective and this can lead to
speculation among landowners that an exclusion may be possible.
Agriculture, Forestry, and Conservation (Rural) Designation, page 45 - 46
ALC staff understand that this designation applies to all lands in the ALR, Municipal Forest
Reserves, private forest, conservation lands, parks, and other areas of an undeveloped or
agricultural nature. The draft OCP also indicates that some mining and quarrying uses are
permitted in this designation.
ALC staff are pleased to see that the objective for this designation states that subdivision
of parcels is strongly discouraged, while opportunities to support agriculture are
supported. Specific comments are provided below responding to selected sub-objectives
contained in this designation.
3.3.17 c
“Maximize housing options without subdividing or urbanizing land, zoning on
agricultural land reserve parcels by considering allowing up to three permanent
dwelling units per parcel, within no more than two separate buildings, and subject to
servicing criteria or conditions that preserve natural features or agriculture”.
ALC staff comment: ALC staff are supportive of minimizing subdivision requests
by permitting up to three dwellings, in two separate buildings on one parcel. This
will be generally consistent with the ALC Act and its Regulations, effective
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December 31, 2021, when the ALR Use Regulations will change to increase
residential flexibility dependent on parcel size. As a point of clarification, duplexes
still require ALC approval, whereas a principal residence, with a secondary suite
along with an additional residential dwelling unit will be permitted effective
December 31, 2021.
3.3.17 d
“Allow small scale neighbourhood commercial uses such as general stores, farm
restaurants, pubs, equestrian uses, agricultural support services, community halls, or
small tool repair shops consistent with this designation. Zoning changes will only be
permitted where rural character is maintained and the impacts on residents and the
natural environment is comparable to other uses and activities permitted within the
rural designation”.
ALC staff comment: ALC staff note that commercial uses such as general stores,
restaurants, pubs, community halls, and repair shops are generally not permitted
in the ALR unless they are ancillary to a permitted farm use, such as a food and
beverage lounge connected to an alcohol production facility or permitted by a
resolution of the Commission. It is suggested that those uses requiring ALC
approval be identified.
3.3.17 g
“Encourage small scale agricultural and the processing of local agricultural products”.
ALC staff comment: ALC staff note that all types of agriculture, including
conventional or intensive agriculture, are permitted in the ALR as per the Farm
Practices Protection Act.
3.3.17 h
“Consider agricultural-side edge planning principles where adjacent to the UCB or the
Rural Residential designation.”
ALC staff comment: Edge planning principles (such as vegetated buffers and
building setbacks) should be employed on the urban-side (or non-agricultural side)
of the agriculture/non-agricultural interface, as per Ministry of Agriculture, Food,
and Fisheries Edge Planning principles.
3.3.17 i
“Prioritize retention, protection and enhancement of natural features and wildlife
areas.”
ALC staff comment: ALC staff advise that conservation efforts on land in the ALR
must be consistent with the ALC Act and Regulation. Certain types of natural parks
Page 5 of 9
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are permitted without ALC review/approval (as per S. 22 of the ALC Use Regulation
(see below); however, conservation covenants require ALC review and approval.
3.3.17 j
“Protect conservation areas and ecologically important habitat areas such as Somenos
Marsh.”
3.3.17 k
“Protect and support a full range of park uses.”
ALC staff comment: S. 22 of the ALR Use Regulation permits the use of agricultural
land for biodiversity conservation, passive recreation, heritage, wildlife and scenery
viewing purposes if the area occupied by any associated structures does not
exceed 100 m2 for each parcel and the purpose does not include the creation of a
wetland intended to manage urban runoff or waste. Anything beyond what is
permitted in the regulations requires a Non-Farm Use application to the
Commission. It is suggested that the section clarify what types of parks require
ALC approval.
3.3.17 l
“Retain and protect important rural landscape and seascape views so that they can be
experienced and enjoyed from public spaces by residents and visitors.”
ALC staff comment: ALC staff do not object to sub-objective 3.3.17 l, however, ALC
staff note that this objective should not restrict agricultural uses on ALR land (e.g. a
grain silo or large barn/greenhouse).
3.3.17 m
“Consider campgrounds in rural areas where they are seasonal in nature and are not
occupied year-round. Campgrounds are intended to serve the tourism industry.”
ALC staff comment: ALC staff note that s. 33 (2) of the ALR Use Regulation sets
what is permitted with respect to providing agri-tourism accommodation (including
campsites) in the ALR.
33 Agritourism Accommodation
(2) The use of agricultural land for providing accommodation in relation to
an agri-tourism activity is permitted if all of the following conditions are
met:
(a) the accommodation is located on agricultural land that is
classified as a farm under the Assessment Act;
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(b) the total developed area for structures, landscaping and
access for the accommodation is less than 5% of any parcel;
(c) the accommodation is limited to 10 sleeping units in total,
including bedrooms under section 34 [tourist accommodation];
(d) accommodation is provided on a seasonal or short-term basis
only
3.3.17 n
“Support site specific zoning amendment applications for additional density allocations
for housing and commercial development that complies with all of the following policies:
i.
Preserves rural viewscapes, form, and character.
ii.
Demonstrates no significant increase in lot coverage.
iii.
Demonstrating an efficient use or adaptive renewal of existing private
infrastructure that meets or exceeds current best practices.
iv.
Maintains and protects all environmentally sensitive areas in or adjacent to the
site.”
ALC staff notes: This section is inappropriate for ALR lands, and ALR lands should
be identified as not being supported for such uses. Retention in this section raises
expectations and misleads plan readers that in the ALR such uses might be
permitted.
General Comments on the Agriculture, Forestry, & Conservation (Rural)
Designation
ALC staff have general comments with respect to this designation. Overall, ALC
staff found that the designation did not emphasize agriculture. The majority of the
sub-objectives appeared to support the “Rural” designation. ALC staff recommend
that the ALR be identified as a separate zone with separate, more stringent policies
in support of agriculture. According the ALC’s database, there are 6303.7 ha of ALR
land located within the Municipality, constituting a large percentage of the
Municipality’s land base.
Also, it is noted that on the corresponding map on page 182, Aggregate Pits are
designated. ALC staff are concerned that this could create a misunderstanding
from map readers that Aggregate Pits are permitted in the ALR. ALC staff
recommend showing this on a separate layer from the ALR map or clearly noting
that they require ALC approval through an application.
Section 7: Food Security and Local Agricultural Systems, page 123
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ALC staff commend the Municipality for including this section in the Draft OCP, and
appreciate the acknowledgement that Agriculture plays an important part of the
Municipality’s economy. Generally, ALC staff have no objections to this section, but
suggest that as noted in the ALC’s 2011 response to the 2011 OCP, the Strategic
Agricultural Plan (SAP), issued in 2001 may no longer be as relevant as it was when it was
first developed, given the significant number of changes which have occurred over the
past two decades. ALC staff note that section 7.2.2 e and k suggest updating the SAP; ALC
staff encourage this.
7.2.2 c
“Require all ALC applications for exclusions, subdivision, and non-farm use to show
documentation (e.g., soil suitability analysis results, environmental farm management
plan) to indicate why the application is necessary or appropriate.”
7.2.2 d
“Where non-farm use, subdivision, or exclusion from the ALR has been approved and
results in significant benefit accruing to the landowner, the Municipality may require the
landowner to contribute to the Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund.”
ALC staff response: ALC staff suggest amending both sub-objectives above to
include soil and fill applications.
7.2.2 h
“Where proposed development abuts the ALR along the urban containment boundary
(UCB), agricultural activity must be protected from negative urban influences through
the use of such mechanisms as establishing buffers, registering restrictive covenants,
and requiring development permits.”
ALC staff response: ALC staff recommend referencing urban-side edge planning
tools as detailed in the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries’ Guide to Edge
Planning.
7.2.2 I
“Consider supporting proposals for bio-gas system.”
ALC staff response: ALC staff advise that bio-gas systems require approval from
the Commission.
7.2.3 b
“Land and building developers have an important role to play in reducing development
pressures and impacts on agricultural land and in supporting community agricultural
initiatives. They will be expected to:
i.
Look for ways to support local food security and farming initiatives.
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ii.
iii.

Provide opportunities for residents to have food producing gardens in urban
areas.
Provide appropriate buffers where residential land abuts agricultural lands.”

ALC staff comment: ALC staff recommend amending 7.2.3 b to clarify that urbanside buffers should be provided.
*****
The ALC strives to provide a detailed response to all referrals affecting the ALR; however,
you are advised that the lack of a specific response by the ALC to any draft provisions
cannot in any way be construed as confirmation regarding the consistency of the
submission with the ALCA, the Regulations, or any decisions of the Commission.
This response does not relieve the owner or occupier of the responsibility to comply with
applicable Acts, regulations, bylaws of the local government, and decisions and orders of
any person or body having jurisdiction over the land under an enactment.
If you have any questions about the above comments, please contact the undersigned at
236-468-2025 or by e-mail (shannon.lambie@gov.bc.ca).
Yours truly,
PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION

Shannon Lambie, Regional Planner
CC:

Ministry of Agriculture – Attention: Reed Bailey (reed.bailey@gov.bc.ca)

46766m1
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Deputy Minister ENV:EX
Rob Conway
Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Patricia Taylor
RE: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan (OCP) Update - Referral of Draft OCP for Comment
Monday, November 22, 2021 9:03:51 AM
2021-08-25_Letter to Stakeholders - Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy.pdf

Reference: 381930
November 22, 2021
Rob Conway, Director of Planning and Building
Planning and Building Department
Municipality of North Cowichan
Email: rob.conway@northcowichan.ca
Dear Rob Conway:
On behalf of the Honourable George Heyman, Minister of Environment and Climate Change
Strategy, thank you for your letter of August 26, and email of November 5, 2021, regarding
the Municipality of North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan (OCP) update project. I am
pleased to have this opportunity to respond, and I apologize for the delay in doing so.
We appreciate that you advised us of North Cowichan’s draft OCP. As part of the OCP review
process it is important to explore opportunities for community partnerships and collaboration
and to address the key challenges your local government has identified in the plan, such as
maintaining diverse economic opportunities and effective levels of communication with all
levels of government and agencies.
As you will know, the Province is committed to implementing the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to
Action. As part of this, the provincial government continues to encourage local governments
to work with the First Nations whose traditional territory they are situated within.
If you have not done so already, you may want to visit the provincial Consultative Areas
Database mapping service (http://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/hm/cadb/) to help identify those First
Nations whose traditional territories your local government is situated within. Please ensure
that you keep a detailed record of your First Nations referral efforts as outlined in the Guide to
First Nations Engagement on Local Government Statutory Approvals (Interim):
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/localgovernments/governance-powers/first_nations_engagement_guide.pdf.
For strategic level planning processes or site-specific land development proposals, please refer
to Develop with Care 2014: Environmental Guidelines for Urban and Rural Land
Development in British Columbia, found at
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/natural-resource-stewardship/laws-policiesstandards-guidance/best-management-practices/develop-with-care.
Projects or activities that involve the generation, handling or management of a waste must be
in compliance with the Environmental Management Act, and all supporting applicable
regulations. If an activity or project requires a waste discharge authorization or registration,
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please consult the ministry’s authorizations website at
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/waste-management/waste-dischargeauthorization. I would also encourage you to visit the Civic Info BC Planning Guides webpage
(https://www.civicinfo.bc.ca/planning-guides) for legal mechanisms, innovative policies and
best practices that are available to communities to facilitate the adaptation to climate change,
protect green infrastructure and carry out sustainable land and water use practices.
You may be aware that the Province made changes to the Local Government Act to strengthen
the ability of local governments to understand what kinds of housing are most needed in their
communities, and to help ensure that local policies, plans and development decisions are
responsive to housing needs. This new Housing Needs Report legislation requires local
governments to collect and report on information on current and projected housing needs, and
to further consider that information when developing future OCPs and regional growth
strategies, or making housing-related amendments to those plans and strategies.
The new requirement, supported by a $5 million, three-year funding program, is now in force.
For more information, please see https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-ourgovernments/local-governments/planning-land-use/housing_needs_reports_bulletin1.pdf.
Thank you again for taking the time to write.
With best regards,
Kevin Jardine
Deputy Minister
cc:        Honourable George Heyman, Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
Patricia Taylor, Community Planning Technician, Development and Engineering
Services, Municipality of North Cowichan

From: Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: August 27, 2021 10:28 AM
To: Minister, ENV ENV:EX <ENV.Minister@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan (OCP) Update - Referral of Draft
OCP for Comment

To the Honourable George Heyman,
The Municipality of North Cowichan is currently undergoing an update to its Official Community Plan
(OCP) - a long-range, forward-thinking vision that sets out the future of our community for the next
20 years. Please see attached PDF for more information.
As we are now nearing completion of a referable draft OCP, we are contacting you to advise that we
intend to refer a draft of the Official Community Plan for comment in mid-October. Your feedback
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and input is important to us in creating an OCP that considers the interests of all stakeholders
involved. During the referral process, staff are available to answer any questions you may have. We
look forward to your feedback and hope these conversations will contribute to a more informed OCP
that is respectful of the interests and concerns of all stakeholders involved.
If you would like to discuss anything regarding the project or how it might relate to your organization
please contact Chris Hutton at (250)746-3155 or chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca.
Warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by
or to anyone else. If you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any
attachments.
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December 8, 2021
Rob Conway
Director of Planning and Building
Municipality of North Cowichan
Sent by email
Dear Rob:
Re: File 6480-30 2019.01 – Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan Update
Project
Thank you for providing the opportunity for the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries
(Ministry) staff to comment on the Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan
Update Project. From an agricultural perspective, Ministry staff offer the following comments.
Section 1.2 – History and Context: Issues and trends that have been identified through this
update and that the OCP attempts to address
After reviewing the revised OCP update in its entirety, it is evident that the enhancement of the
Municipalities’ food systems and the concept of local food security are both important
components of this update. As such, the Municipality may wish to add an additional bullet to this
section that speaks to this issue/trend.
Section 3.2 – Assignment of Growth
Ministry staff are encouraged to see that the revised Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) is
guided by a series of principles which includes the “protection of environment and agricultural
areas”. The presence of a UCB within a community can be an effective planning tool to reduce
developmental pressures on land within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) and, generally, aid in
preserving agricultural land for farming activities. Ministry staff recommend that the area in the
UCB be tracked through an ongoing indicator to determine how the boundary shifts over time.
Section 3.3.17 – Agriculture, Forestry and Conservation (Rural) Designation
c) Maximize housing options without subdividing or urbanizing land, zoning on
agricultural land reserve parcels by considering allowing up to three permanent dwelling

Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Fisheries

Extension and Support Services
Branch

Mailing Address:
PO Box 9120, Stn Prov Gov
Victoria, BC V8W 9B4
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units per parcel, within no more than two separate buildings, and subject to servicing
criteria or conditions that preserve natural features or agriculture.
As you may know, in July 2021, the B.C. government approved amendments to the ALR Use
Regulation that will permit second residences on ALR parcels based on certain conditions. The
amendments will come into effect on December 31, 2021.
The following two links contain a press release pertaining to this initiative as well as a guidance
document about the new rules that will allow a second residence on ALR parcels.
https://news.gov.bc.ca/releases/2021AFF0043-001352
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/agriculture-andseafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/agriculture-land-reserve/guidance_document__residential_flexibility_oic.pdf
g) Encourage small scale agricultural and the processing of local agricultural products.
Ministry staff are concerned that, as written, the current language suggests that the Municipality
only encourages small scale agriculture and as such, it is ambiguous whether medium or largescale commercial farming operations would be encouraged. Ministry staff recommend
supporting farming unilaterally.
h) Consider agricultural-side edge planning principles where adjacent to the UCB or the
Rural Residential designation.
While Ministry staff are encouraged to see support for edge planning along the agriculturalurban interface, please be advised that agricultural-side edge planning principles/tools are only
available to those local governments that are regulated under section 553 of the Local
Government Act (LGA). Regulated communities are able to use Farming Area Bylaws (as per
section 552 of the LGA) to prohibit or restrict the use of land for agriculture in farming areas
subject to approval from the Minister of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries. For more information on
what it means to be a regulated community, please review Part 3: Farm Bylaw Standards and
Bylaw Approval for Regulated Local Governments within the Ministry’s Guide for Bylaw
Development in Farming Areas.
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/agriculture-andseafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/strengthening-farming/local-government-bylawstandards/840000-1_guide_for_bylaw_development_in_farming_areas.pdf
Despite the requirement to become a regulated community to pursue agricultural-side edge
planning, any community in B.C can, and is encouraged by Ministry staff, to pursue urban-side
edge planning. Please view the Ministry’s Guide to Edge Planning for additional information
associated with planning along the agricultural-urban edge.
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https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/agriculture-andseafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/strengthening-farming/planning-foragriculture/823100-3_edge_guide_2015.pdf
Section 7.2 – Local Agricultural Systems
7.2.2 b) Not support exclusion of agricultural lands from the ALR and subdivision of ALR
lands (including homesite severances) unless there is no net loss of ALR lands, and a net
benefit to agriculture can be clearly demonstrated.
Ministry staff appreciate the Municipalities’ general non-support for exclusion and subdivision of
land in the ALR. However, Ministry staff are not aware of any situations where a net benefit to
agriculture can be demonstrated as a result of the exclusion or subdivision of ALR land. In the
Ministry’s experience, landowners will often attempt to frame their exclusion or subdivision
application as being in the best interest in agriculture, yet the application is often found to be to
the detriment of agriculture. It may be useful to be more specific/provide criteria about what
actually constitutes a net benefit to agriculture.
7.2.2 c) Require all ALC applications for exclusions, subdivision, and non-farm use to show
documentation (e.g., soil suitability analysis results, environmental farm management
plan) to indicate why the application is necessary or appropriate.
It appears that the Municipality is requiring documentation (i.e. a report/plan) to be prepared
and submitted by an individual with a professional designation. For clarity, the Municipality may
wish to amend this section as follows (new wording highlighted in bold below):
c) Require all ALC applications for exclusions, subdivision, and non-farm use to show
documentation prepared by a qualified registered professional (e.g., soil suitability analysis
results, environmental farm management plan) to indicate why the application is necessary or
appropriate.
7.2.2 d) Where non-farm use, subdivision, or exclusion from the ALR has been approved and
results in significant benefit accruing to the landowner, the Municipality may require the
landowner to contribute to the Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund.
While Ministry staff support the requirement for landowners to contribute to the Municipal
Agriculture Reserve Fund, it remains unclear how “results in significant benefit” will be quantified.
It may be useful to define what a ‘significant benefit’ is and provide additional information with
respect to the size of the contribution that landowners can be expected to pay.
7.2.2 e) Update the Strategic Agricultural Plan and develop a policy or strategy for
deployment and use of the Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund and potential use of
Municipally-owned property for farming activity.
Municipally owned land dedicated to farming is an interesting concept that has the potential to
both increase agricultural production within a community and provide an opportunity for new
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farmers, who may not have the resources to purchase land of their own, to commence a farming
operation.
The former Sandown horse racing track in North Saanich is a great Vancouver Island based
example of a municipality purchasing a property that was previously not used for farming and
converting it into a working agricultural operation. The following link contains more information
on the Sandown Agricultural Lands.
https://northsaanich.ca/local-government/projects-initiatives/sandown/
7.2.2 g) Consider up to three dwelling units per parcel, within no more than two separate
buildings on farmland where:
See comment under Section 3.3.17 c)
7.2.2 h) Where proposed development abuts the ALR along the urban containment
boundary (UCB), agricultural activity must be protected from negative urban influences
through the use of such mechanisms as establishing buffers, registering restrictive
covenants, and requiring development permits.
Ministry staff are encouraged to see that the Municipality is proposing a variety of tools to
protect farmland along the agricultural-urban interface. As previously mentioned, please view
the Ministry’s Guide to Edge Planning for additional information associated with planning along
the agricultural-urban edge.
Section 8.6.5 – Mining and Gravel Extraction
Please be advised that as per section 26: Aggregate Removal of the ALR Use Regulation,
aggregate/gravel extraction is a permitted non-farm use on properties in the ALR. If permitted by
local government bylaws, landowners can extract 500 cubic metres of aggregate from any single
parcel in the ALR without approval from the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC). If a landowner
desires to extract more than 500 cubic metres, approval from the ALC is required.
Section 10.5 – DPA-5 Farmland Protection
Ministry staff are pleased to see that the DPA for Farmland Protection remains a part of this OCP
update and appreciate the revised, clearer language that is proposed.

Please contact Ministry staff if you have any questions regarding the above comments.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments from an agricultural perspective with
respect to this file.
Sincerely,
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Reed Bailey
Land Use Planner
778-698-3455
Reed.Bailey@gov.bc.ca
Cc:

Shannon Lambie, Regional Planner – Agricultural Land Commission
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

VIA EMAIL

Ref. 6226?

November 17, 2021
Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning and Building

Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway

DuncanBC V9L 6A1
Email: dev(S)jiorthcowichan.ca; rob.conwaY(ff)jiprthcowichan.ca

Dear Rob Conway:
Thank you for your correspondence of November 5, 2021, regarding the Municipality of North
Cowichan's Official Community Plan (OCP). I appreciated the opportunity to review the new draft.
As I stated in my last correspondence, I want to reiterate the importance of this undertaking and to
congratulate the Municipality of North Cowichan on the work done to date. This is a significant step
forward for the community of North Cowichan.
I want to commend the municipality for completing its 2021 Housing Needs Report and for
committing to updating on an ongoing basis. The intent of these reports is to strengthen the ability of
local governments to understand what kinds of housing are most needed in their communities and to
help ensure that local policies, plans and development decisions are responsive to housing needs. I
am glad to see that the information in the Housing Needs Report has been used to develop the OCP
and plan for the long-term vision of North Cowichan.
I am encouraged to see that the OCP is guided by a social justice and equity framework, with the
municipality taking an active role in addressing systemic barriers that prevent marginalized groups
from full participation in their communities. As you know, my mandate includes a focus on the
foundational principles of equity and anti-racism, with a goal of tackling systemic discrimination in
all its forms. WTiile there is much work to be done, it is encouraging to know that the Province and
the municipality are aligned in these principles.
As you know, lasting and meaningful reconciliation is a priority for this government. The Province
is committed to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP) and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action. As part of this, the
provincial government continues to encourage local governments to work with the First Nations

whose traditional territory they are situated within. I am pleased to see that the municipality has
recognized historical and ongoing systemic racism and colonialism and that it is committed to
working towards reconciliation. Again, I am happy to see that the municipality and Province are
aligned in our shared priorities.
.../2
Ministry of
Attorney General

Office of tfae
Attorney General

Mailing Address:
PO Box 9044 Stn Prov Govt

Telephone: 250-387-1866
Facsimile: 250-387-6411

Victoria BC V8W 9E2
Email: AG.Mimster@gov.bc.ca
website: www.goT.bc.ca/ag
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Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
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I am pleased to see the focus on diversifying housing stock and developing affordable housing across
the spectrum of need in your municipality. As you know, creating more affordable housing for
British Columbians is a priority for this government, and we aim to deliver 114,000 affordable homes
over the next ten years that fulfil the needs of all residents. We are committed to working in
partnership with municipalities as well as non-profits. First Nations, Indigenous housing
organizations, and the private sector to accomplish this goal.
I support the potential partnership between the municipality and BC Housmg to develop non-market
housing. As noted in the draft, municipalities bring key tools to this process, such as providing
access to land and reviewing zoning bylaws that can help develop the non-market housing that is
much needed in your community. Wliile certain funding streams have their intake deadlines, BC
Housing welcomes discussions on an ongoing basis with partners interested in developing new
housing. This can be done in a variety of ways, including connecting with Malcobn McNaughton,
Regional Development Director for Vancouver Island, at: mmcnaught@bchousmg.org. More
information is available online: w^^7w.bchousmg,org/prQJects-Bartners/funding-opp_Qrtunities

As you may know, through the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, the Province has proposed new
legislative amendments that will help local governments simplify and speed up their development
approvals processes, allowing them to build necessary housing more efficiently. I hope the
Municipality of North Cowichan will find these changes helpful in their continued community
development and in the implementation of the forthcoming OCP:

Thank you again for the opportunity to review this latest draft. I look forward to reading the final
draft of the Official Community Plan once the review process concludes.
Yours truly,

David Eby, QC
Attorney General and
Minister Responsible for Housing
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dams, Madeline MUNI:EX <Madeline.Dams@gov.bc.ca>
Friday, December 3, 2021 11:04 AM
Development Services
RE: Official Community Plan Update Project – Referral of Draft OCP for Comment

Dear Rob Conway,
Thank you for your November 5th, 2021 referral of the Municipality of North Cowichan’s (North Cowichan) new Official
Community Plan (OCP) to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs (Ministry) for comment. Please consider this email as the
Ministry’s response to your referral.
As you know, the Province is committed to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action. As part of this, the Province continues to
encourage local governments to work with the First Nations whose traditional territory they are situated within. I note
that North Cowichan is working with local First Nations to determine appropriate acknowledgement to include in the
OCP and has stated their commitment to reconciliation. Please ensure that you keep a detailed record of your First
Nations referral efforts as outlined in the Interim Guide to First Nations Engagement on Local Government Statutory
Approvals.
It is great to see that North Cowichan has completed a 2021 Housing Needs Assessment and is using it to inform
planning and development decisions, such as this work to prepare a new OCP.
I would also encourage you to visit the following website for legal mechanisms, innovative policies, and best practices
that are available to communities to facilitate the adaptation to climate change, protect green infrastructure, and carry
out sustainable land and water use practices: https://www.civicinfo.bc.ca/planning‐guides.
As you may be aware, the Province recently launched the CleanBC Roadmap to 2030. Building on actions in our 2018
CleanBC strategy, the Roadmap to 2030 is a more ambitious climate plan to reach our 2030 emissions reductions targets
and build a strong, low‐carbon economy.
The Roadmap to 2030 includes actions across eight pathways including: Low‐Carbon Energy; Transportation; Buildings;
Communities; Industry; Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries; Forest Bioeconomy; and Negative Emissions
Technologies.
Specifically, you may be interested in the Transportation, Buildings and Communities pathways in the Roadmap. The
Communities pathway notes that local governments have the capacity to influence approximately 50% of B.C.’s GHG
emissions through land use and transportation decisions, and commits to, among other things, providing better
supports, tools and guidance, making data available to help inform decisions and assess progress and using a climate
lens to review provisions in areas such as Regional Growth Strategies, Official Community Plans and zoning.
The expanded climate actions in the Roadmap to 2030 will accelerate our transition to a net‐zero future and ensure we
meet B.C.’s legislated greenhouse gas target of 40 percent below 2007 levels by 2030.
I encourage you to keep the Ministry informed of any significant issues or concerns. The earlier we are aware of bylaw
development or agency concerns, the better we are able to be of assistance. The Ministry has no concerns with the
proposed OCP at this time, subject to any provincial interests raised by other ministries and agencies. I trust this will help
you with your ongoing work. If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me.
1
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Thanks again for referring the proposed OCP to the Ministry.
Best, Madeline

Madeline Dams | Senior Planning Analyst
Planning and Land Use Management Branch | Ministry of Municipal Affairs
778‐698‐4361

From: Development Services <dev@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: November 5, 2021 6:44 PM
To: Minister, MUNI MUNI:EX <MUNI.Minister@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: Official Community Plan Update Project – Referral of Draft OCP for Comment
[EXTERNAL] This email came from an external source. Only open attachments or links that you are expecting from a
known sender.
Honourable Josie Osborne,
North Cowichan’s new Official Community Plan (OCP) has been drafted and the municipality wants to hear from
community members before it is approved.
Over the coming month, the public can:
• attend an online webinar
• scroll through and mark up an online version of the document
• provide general comments on important topics contained in the OCP such as housing, agriculture, and the economy
Feedback heard through this engagement will be incorporated into the draft OCP before Council receives it for
discussion and endorsement in early 2022.
A webinar will be held over Zoom on Monday, November 8, 2021 from 7:00 to 8:30 pm, and will be an opportunity to:
• hear an overview of the document,
• learn how the OCP will be used in the future
• have questions answered by staff and consultants.
A link to preregister for the webinar is available at www.northcowichan.ca/OCP. The webinar will be recorded and
available on the webpage after the event.
A special digital version of the draft OCP will be available from November 8 to December 8, which will allow people a
chance to review each chapter and provide comments directly in the document. The link for this can be found at
www.northcowichan.ca/OCP. Anyone wishing to provide input in other forms can reach out to staff by contacting
communityplanning@northcowichan.ca.
Thank you for your interest in North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Rob
Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning and Building
Municipality of North Cowichan
rob.conway@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3178
2
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We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from November 8 to
December 8.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

3
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ATTACHMENT #4

Draft Official Community Plan
ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK
FIRST NATIONS
1.

First Nations Engagement Summary

Halalt
1.

Email dated December 14, 2021 – Request for Extension to Review the OCP and Potentially Meet with
Municipality of North Cowichan

2.

Email dated January 24, 2021 – Draft OCP Referral Comments

Lyackson
1.

Email Discussion with Lyackson First Nation – Draft OCP Referral

Penelakut
1.

Meeting summary notes – Draft OCP Referral
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OCP – First Nations Engagement summary
Summary and Highlights of Engagement to January 25, 2022
Initial Outreach
Project initiation identified meaningful engagement with area First Nations as a key procedural
objective of the Official Community Plan project, with priority on engaging both at the
government-to-government level and the staff-to-staff level.
The six First Nations whose traditional territory overlap with the Municipality are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Snuneymuxw First Nation
Stz’uminus First Nation
Penelakut Tribe
Halalt First Nation
Lyackson First Nation
Cowichan Tribes

Throughout the OCP process to date, four letters have been sent from the Mayor to the Chiefs
and staff of each First Nation at key points in the project process.
1. October, 2019: Prior to proceeding with the finalization of the project scope, this letter
advised that North Cowichan was in the very early stages of re-writing its OCP, and
invited each nation to provide direction to North Cowichan:
a. if they would like to be engaged, and
b. how and on what specific issues or areas they would like to engage.
The letter also invited each First Nation to engage in a Council-to-Council meeting and
provided a North Cowichan staff contact person.
2. July, 2020: Following the public launch of the OCP public engagement process, this
outreach letter acknowledged the many challenges facing each First Nation at the outset
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the resource impact this may have on them. The letter
further advised that the OCP Update would be moving ahead, noting shared interests
and providing background materials.
3. September, 2021: As the OCP shifted from engagement to policy development, this
letter was sent to advise each First Nation that a referral would be sent in the coming
months that would include a draft of the OCP for comment. The letter further advised of
our intention to allow for a 30-day referral period, and gave each First Nation an
opportunity to indicate if this would be enough time. The letter advised that staff would
be available to answer questions prior to and during the referral period.
4. November, 2021: The draft OCP was referred to each First Nation, with a referral
response date of December 9. Following the decision to extend referrals in November,
staff advised that the referral deadline was Dec. 22. Staff have followed up with each First
Nation on a weekly basis regarding OCP referral.
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OCP – First Nations Engagement summary
Summary and Highlights of Engagement to January 25, 2022
Engagement Notes from Each Nation:
The response from each First Nation is as follows:
Snuneymuxw First Nation
•

Staff have responded that Snuneymuxw First Nation will defer to Stz’uminus First Nation
on this referral. No other engagement was obtained.

Stz’uminus First Nation
•

•

November, 2020: Staff were invited to a meeting with Chief and Council to outline the
OCP update process and to initiate dialogue. Owing to technical issues, the meeting did
not proceed and we were unable to re-initiate that conversation.
Through the referral process, Stz’uminus First Nation has advised that they currently do
not have resources to provide a referral response and will be advising of this in writing
soon.

Penlakut Tribe
•

•

October, 2020: Staff and the Mayor met with Penelakut Tribe Chief, Councillors and Staff
to discuss various issues and opportunities relating to the OCP and other areas of
Municipal service.
December, 2021: Staff met with referrals coordinator to discuss numerous issues related
to the OCP and later confirmed that notes from this meeting comprise Penelakut’s
response.

Halalt First Nation
•

•

Staffing issues and ongoing crises have had considerable impact on Halalt First Nation.
While communication has been frequent, formal meetings or engagement have not
advanced. Most recent informal communication from staff is that Halalt Chief and
Council will discuss the OCP referral among a number of other large referrals and
determine how to address each at an upcoming meeting of Chief and Council. This may
result in a request to Council for additional time, resources, and meetings to advance
this.
January 2022: email from Halalt staff indicating significant interest in the OCP’s
implications for Halalt lands, but advising that the Chief and Council meeting at which
this was to be reviewed was cancelled. There may yet be a subsequent request for a
meeting.

Lyackson First Nation
•

November, 2020: Staff provided an overview of the OCP process and answered questions
from Lyackson Council.
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OCP – First Nations Engagement summary
Summary and Highlights of Engagement to January 25, 2022
•

Referral: Staffing issues and ongoing crises have had considerable impact on Lyackson
First Nation. Most recent informal communication from staff is that they intend to
request additional time directly to Council. Initial comments from the referrals
coordinator have been taken into consideration and they have been invited to meet
staff-to-staff to clarify some of those comments.

Cowichan Tribes
•
•
•

•

•

Cowichan Tribes staff have met with Planning Staff a number of times throughout the
OCP Project process.
Fall 2020: staff worked together to explore the potential for an engagement framework.
Cowichan Tribes ultimately did not elect to advance a draft.
September, 2021: Cowichan Tribes provided substantial commentary, including
suggested direction to better focus the OCP on issues relevant to Cowichan Tribes,
suggested language for land acknowledgement, and also identified the potential to
include place names of the traditional territories of the seven villages.
September, 2021: Staff presented an overview of the draft OCP to the Quw’utsun
Tumuhw committee. This was a very brief discussion and while staff were grateful for the
opportunity, more discussion is needed.
Following correspondence via North Cowichan Council and the subsequent request for a
government-to-government meeting, the Cowichan Tribes referral process was
suspended. This suspension has been extended until after the Cowichan Tribes election
in February, 2022.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Chris Hutton
Wednesday, December 15, 2021 8:39 AM
Rob Conway; Chris Osborne; Patricia Taylor
FW: Halalt OCP Review Extension Request

From: Caitlin Kenny <ckenny@pggroup.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021 7:14 PM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: landsmanager@halalt.org
Subject: Halalt OCP Review Extension Request
Hi Chris,
Thanks for your patience – I spoke with Halalt leadership this evening and they are formally asking for an extension to
review the OCP and potentially meet with MNC Leadership. Given recent flood emergency response, Halalt leadership
and staff have not had adequate capacity to engage with the draft OCP at the level that Halalt needs, given the
importance of MNC’s decisions in Halalt’s territory. There was also a question about whether or not MNC would be
providing capacity funding to support the review and engagement process.
I have cc’d James Redford, Halalt’s new Lands Manager, to keep him updated on our conversation. I am in meetings for
most of tomorrow and Thursday, however am happy to touch base by phone on Friday if needed.
Thanks,
Caitlin
Caitlin Kenny | Environmental Consultant
T: 778.746.6128 | C: 613.293.2090

402 – 645 Fort Street, Victoria, BC, V8W 1G2

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
Notice of Confidentiality: This document is for the addressee only, and may be confidential or privileged.
If this was received in error, please respond and delete this message.

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris Osborne
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 5:22 PM
Fiona Baker
Patricia Taylor
FW: North Cowichan OCP Referral

From: landsmanager@halalt.org <landsmanager@halalt.org>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 10:59 AM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan OCP Referral
Good Morning Chris,
The Chief and Council meeting for tomorrow night was cancelled.
Halalt has matters that need to be analyzed concerning the OCP.
Our draft land use plan and our future interest in treaty settlement areas are matters that may be affected.
These potential treaty areas may be private or government lands transferred through disposition to Halalt, and we need
to understand the implication of development restrictions implied under the OCP.
Halalt needs to be clear from a legal view if the OCP would apply to Halalt and its assets. There are also archaeological,
environmental, and economic implications of the OCP to Halalt. Each of the four areas needs some degree of analysis
should Halalt responsibly contribute to the OCP.
I think we should have another discussion about the OCP. Are there other important planning documents associated
with the draft OCP?

James Redford, P.Ag.
Lands Manager
Halalt First Nation
Phone: (250) 246‐4736
Cell: (250) 927 0971

From: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 3:53 PM
1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Hutton
Friday, January 21, 2022 9:02 AM
Chris Osborne
FW: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow-up

As requested.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)

Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

From: Chris Hutton
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 10:13 AM
To: 'Consultations' <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up
Thanks Karyn,
This information has been logged and will be communicated to Council at the next possible meeting.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)

Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

From: Consultations <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 12:05 PM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up

Chris,
Lyackson First Nation has shared its request with you, Council’s representative. We are reviewing it but have limited
capacity at this point.
Karyn
From: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: January 5, 2022 3:19 PM
To: Consultations <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up
1
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Karyn,
The Draft can be found here. As the referral period has closed, it is important that requests for additional review time be
sent to Council@NorthCowichan.ca. I would invite you to further express your concerns regarding capacity funding and
any request to address that in that direction to Council.
I will incorporate your observations as preliminary feedback. We would be more than happy to discuss some of your
early observations through any form of dialogue from staff‐to‐staff engagement to council to council meetings. We have
provided OCP overview to other First Nations, and this has helped to clear up some of the questions you outlined.

Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)
Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

From: Consultations <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 8:15 AM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up

Hi Chris,
Thank you. The Band Office re-opened though all the offices (including mine) are out of commission (down to
studs) while they dry out.
Would appreciate if you could re-send the OCP as I’m assuming that’s what you’re inquiring after. In terms of that
document, Lyackson First Nation will require additional time for review.
A few preliminary observations:
As we understand it, the development of the OCP was not approached from an Indigenous-lens nor were local First
Nations involved in its development and that is something we are concerned about and keen to understand.
We further understand the previous OCP was never fully implemented and we’re hoping you can speak to that and
explain what is left to be done and why.
Lyackson First Nation has concerns regarding our effort required to review, the lack of capacity funding to undertake
this work, timelines that ignore our recent flood experience and state of emergency and the likelihood of our review
and comments having any impact.
It remains unclear how the municipality’s unilateral land decisions will impact the territory and our Nation’s Rights
and Title. This is very concerning as our community continues to be impacted by OCP based decisions.
Look forward to discussing in the New Year.
Huy ch q’a,
2
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Karyn
Karyn Scott, Consultations
Lyackson First Nation
8017 Chemainus Road
Chemainus BC V0R 1K5
Email: consultations@lyackson.bc.ca
Cellular: 778-700-8110

From: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: December 15, 2021 2:07 PM
To: Consultations <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up
Hi Karyn,
Just following up on this note from last week. Any update?
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)
Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

From: Chris Hutton
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 11:09 AM
To: 'Consultations' <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Subject: RE: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up
Hello Karyn,
I am just following up as to the status of this referral. Is the office still closed?
I hope things are improving for your community.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)

Community Planning Coordinator
3
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chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

From: Consultations <consultations@Lyackson.bc.ca>
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 1:57 PM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Automatic reply: North Cowichan Draft Referral Follow‐up
Thank you for your email.
Lyackson Band Office is currently closed due to flooding. I can be reached by cell at 778-700-8110 and will respond to your enquiry
as soon as possible.
Huy ch q’a,
Karyn

4
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To: 'landsmanager@halalt.org' <landsmanager@halalt.org>
Subject: RE: North COwichan OCP Referral
Good afternoon James,
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I just wanted to confirm that my understanding of the status of
the North Cowichan OCP referral to Halalt First Nation is that the OCP is among a list of referrals and items of business to
be included on the Jan. 25 meeting of Chief and Council, as to how those items will be dealt with. Is this correct?
For context, my preivous discussion with Halalt have been to clarify the following support of engaging with Halalt on this
project:
1. Does Halalt desire a Council‐to‐Council meeting with North Cowichan Council.
2. Does Halalt First Nation require additional resources or time/intend to provide comment on the OCP.
Please note that the referral period for this project closed on Jan. 25, but I do encourage your chief and council to make
any request for meetings or resources as soon as possible. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton, MCIP, RPP (he/him/Mr.)
Community Planning Coordinator
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155
www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone
else. If you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Penelakut Meeting Notes
Attendants:
Penelakut Tribe:
Joshua James, Economic Development Officer/Council Member
Municipality of North Cowichan
Chris Osborne, Planning Manager
Chris Hutton, Community Planning Coordinator
Intros
• Josh: Lots going on with flooding and pandemic, recent house fire, funeral tomorrow. Leveling
off now
Presentation:
• CO presenting what is OCP, discussion of comparison with CCPs, like Penelakut’s CCP.
• Talk about relationships: we have created a space in Ch. 1, but there is a need to better address
how North Cowichan can grow the relationship with area first nations. Identify how is MNC
going to work with First Nations in the area?
• MNC acknowledges that it is light in content in its current form, in order that area first nations
can provide suggested wording for inclusion in the next draft.
• J: often there is a lack of resources such as community planners on staff, so it is often necessary
to contract out support for us. We need to move forward with a way to move forward.
Take aways:
• OCP needs to acknowledge that the OCP is a platform for continued dialogue and relationship
building, not a source of community direction in itself.
• Need to better articulate conservation measures in AFC.
• Through Chapter 1, MNC should first acknowledge and affirm a commitment to this relationship
and the settlement of unceded lands. This concept should be combined with topic areas like:
o economic development cooperation and environmental protection, especially as it
relates to marine areas;
o The need for long-stay housing for members seeking healthcare on VI;
o Cultural representation of Penelakut culture and history and its intersection with
colonial history in the Cowichan Valley.
• Chris to send notes for Josh and Chris O. comment. Once finalized, will act as feedback on OCP.
Addendum:
As confirmed by Josh James by email January 5, 2021, these notes constitute the Referral response from
Penelakut Tribe.
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ATTACHMENT #5

Draft Official Community Plan
ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
City of Duncan
1.

Letter dated January 18, 2022 - Response to Draft OCP Referral

Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD)
1.

CVRD Staff Report dated December 15, 2021 – OCP Referral

2.

Letter dated January 13, 2022 - January 12, 2022 Board of Directors Motion

Town of Ladysmith
1.

No Comments Received

Town of Lake Cowichan
1.

Email dated November 12, 2021 – Response to Draft OCP Referral
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January 18, 2022

Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC V9L 6A1
Attn: Chris Hutton (VIA EMAIL chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca)
RE:

Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan Update Project Referral

This letter is to advise that Council passed the following resolution at its January 17, 2022 regular
meeting:
That the City of Duncan advise the Municipality of North Cowichan that the City does not
have any comments on the November 2021 draft Municipality of North Cowichan Official
Community Plan.
Please contact me at kyoung@duncan.ca or 250.746.6129 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Kyle Young
Manager of Planning
City of Duncan

CITY OF TOTEMS
200 Craig Street, Duncan, B.C. V9L 1W3 T: 250-746-6126 F: 250-746-6129 E: duncan@duncan.ca W: www.duncan.ca
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STAFF REPORT TO
COMMITTEE
DATE OF REPORT

December 3, 2021

MEETING TYPE & DATE

Electoral Area Services Committee Meeting of December 15, 2021

FROM:

Community Planning Division
Land Use Services Department

SUBJECT:

Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan Referral

FILE:

0400-60-MNC 2021

PURPOSE/INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to receive Committee direction on an Official Community Plan (OCP)
referral from the Municipality of North Cowichan.
RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION
That it be recommended to the Board that the Municipality of North Cowichan be advised that the
Cowichan Valley Regional District has no objection to their Draft Official Community Plan.
BACKGROUND
The Municipality of North Cowichan (MNC) has been working on an update of their Official
Community Plan and now a draft has been developed, which has been made available online for
public review. The draft has also been referred to a number of local governments, including the
CVRD. The referral cover letter is Attachment A. The Plan itself is too large to attach and is best
downloaded from the MNC website:
https://share.northcowichan.ca/index.php/s/r8MrmwdkmGB2bad
An executive summary document of 16 pages is also available:
https://share.northcowichan.ca/index.php/s/sdJJwdFaZsW3FPb
The MNC is seeking any input or comments from the referral agencies at this time. The project
timeline contemplates OCP adoption in the early part of 2022.
ANALYSIS
A review of the draft plan conducted by Community Planning Division staff has revealed a well
written and clearly organized document. There is new content around First Nations and also
climate change and proposed adaptation thereto.
Most (75%) additional growth, approved by Council in its growth scenario review, is intended to
be concentrated in Urban Containment Boundaries as set out in the OCP, and an increase to
higher density residential forms is anticipated, both to more efficiently use land and services but
also in the service of affordability. This strategy will also assist with making these concentrated
population centres more walkable and suitable for non-motorized local transportation.
With respect to matters of direct interest to the CVRD or CVRHD, we note the following:
•

The site of the new hospital in the Bell-McKinnon area is recognized and supported, so no
change in respect of this important regional asset is anticipated by the OCP or in the zoning
that would implement it. This general area of the municipality – whether on the lands
immediately surrounding the hospital site or further south – has long been considered a
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•

•
•

•
•

•

Page 2

future growth prospect and it remains so, rather than being scheduled for immediate
growth.
Industrial lands are not changing at all in terms of the areas designated on the map. The
principal change in policy respecting industrial lands is the desire to see more of the
facilities on such lands being used for locally needed goods and services, to diversify the
economy and make it more resilient to external shocks. Existing industrial uses will
therefore continue.
Regarding the CVRD site at the Bings Creek area, the industrial designation remains in
place and the OCP anticipates that co-location of non-industrial uses such as offices will
be supported, to be reflected in the implementing zoning.
The draft MNC OCP references CVRD electoral areas contextually with respect to the plan
area/municipal location as well as in respect of the Joint Utilities Board (JUB). The Plan
notes that collaboration with all partners in JUB is expected to continue going forward and
that an eventual relocation of the sewage outfall from the Cowichan River to the marine
environment would add significant connection capacity to JUB. This has particular
significance to Electoral Areas D and E.
No change is proposed that would permit the Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit to
expand. The use ongoing use of this property does have impacts upon Electoral Area E
and perhaps F.
MNC is working on a Master Transportation Plan (MTP), which should come out in early
2022 and this may result in some minor changes to the OCP. This will be a useful
document for the CVRD’s Active Transportation Plan to consider and harmonize with, and
because the ATP is just beginning, the timing is good.
Following the joint Regional Population Projection report, MNC’s draft OCP is proposing
to take at least as much of the projected regional population growth as was suggested in
the report.

Option 1:
That it be recommended to the Board that the Municipality of North Cowichan be advised that the
Cowichan Valley Regional District has no objection to their Draft Official Community Plan.
Option 2:
That it be recommended to the Board that the Cowichan Valley Regional District advise the
Municipality of North Cowichan that (--insert comments--) concerning the November 2021 draft
Official Community Plan.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
N/A
COMMUNICATION CONSIDERATIONS
N/A
STRATEGIC/BUSINESS PLAN CONSIDERATIONS
N/A
GENERAL MANAGER COMMENTS

☐ Not Applicable

Referred to (upon completion):
☐ Communications & Engagement
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☐ Community Services (Cowichan Community Centre, Cowichan Lake Recreation, South
Cowichan Recreation, Arts & Culture, Emergency Management, Facilities & Transit)

☐ Corporate Services (Finance, Human Resources, Legislative Services, Information Technology,
Procurement)

☐ Engineering Services (Environmental Services, Recycling & Waste Management, Water
Management)

☐ Land Use Services (Community Planning, Development Services, Inspection & Enforcement,
Economic Development, Parks & Trails)

Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

Mike Tippett, RPP, MCIP
Manager

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Ann Kjerulf, RPP, MCIP
General Manager
Reviewed for form and content and approved for submission to the Committee:
Resolution:

Financial Considerations:

☒ Manager, Legislative Services

☒ Manager, Finance

ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A – Letter from MNC to the CVRD
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January 13, 2022

Rob Conway
Director of Planning and Building
Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Hwy
DUNCAN BC V9L 6A1

via email: rob.conway@northcowichan.ca

Dear Rob:
Re:

Referral of Municipality of North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan

Thank you for referring the Municipality of North Cowichan’s updated Official Community Plan to
the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD) for review. Please be advised that the CVRD
Board of Directors, at the meeting of January 12, 2022, passed the following motion:
“That the Municipality of North Cowichan be advised that the CVRD has
concerns regarding the November 2021 draft Official Community Plan related
to the absence of key foundational data and regional maps/strategies to
manage growth and protect ecological goods and services (e.g. drinking water
quality and quantity, hazard minimization, biodiversity protection, food
security, access to movement corridors through the region, etc.), and requests
that in consultation with CVRD planning staff, the Municipality of North
Cowichan explicitly identify in its Official Community Plan, the priority technical
information and regional plans/strategies that are required for the municipality
and the region to guide sustainable land use into the future.”
Should you have any questions or wish to follow up on the comments contained in the above
resolution, please contact the undersigned.
Yours truly,

Mike Tippett, MRM, RPP, MCIP
Manager, Community Planning
Land Use Services Department
MT/lkw
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be a significant lever to support the expansion and attraction of regenerative businesses in the
region and may bring a competitive advantage to the region in terms of employee retention and
attraction.
EDC wishes to thank North Cowichan for providing the opportunity to comment on the draft OCP
and is looking forward to working with the municipality on implementing actions stemming from
the adoption of the final document.
Sincerely,

Barry O’Riordan, Manager
Economic Development Cowichan
BO:jm
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Development Services
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:46 AM
Community Planning
Chris Osborne; Rob Conway
FW: Official Community Plan Update Project – Referral of Draft OCP for Comment

FYI!

From: Joseph Fernandez <jfernandez@lakecowichan.ca>
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2021 1:53 PM
To: Development Services <dev@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: Official Community Plan Update Project – Referral of Draft OCP for Comment
Hi Rob:
We are pleased to offer our comments on selected portions of the Draft OCP. We appreciate the opportunity and take
this moment to reflect on the lessons we can glean for our own Town’s planning policies.
1.2 History and Context
 Would be strengthened with a paragraph on the environmental / ecological / climactic context as well as a nod to
the cultural context that should well include First Nations.
 The two images from Mt. Tsuhalem viewpoint are lovely, but almost everything that can be seen from that view lies
outside North Cowichan.
1.3 Plan Overview
 Can be strengthened with more clarity on how the vision informs the principles, goals, objectives.
 Identifying 3 categories of policies is an innovative and helpful approach for decision makers. However, the phrase
‘the municipality can’ leaves room for debate/ uncertainty on your direction as opposed to “municipality will
encourage’, for example.
Principles
 Timely and relevant guiding principles, however, we note that their descriptions are inconsistently presented –
several paragraphs for the regeneration principle, and only a single sentence describing a climate emergency.
Goals
 Relevant targets for measuring success. For consistency they should ideally all have measurable targets in terms of
numbers or percentages.
Framework
 Is there a good quote from a Canadian author? Quotes from US authors appear frequently in the document. Greater
credibility is provided through the use of local, provincial, or Canadian quotes.
 Climate Action framework could be improved if more clarity was provided on distinguishing between actions that
are specifically requiring mitigation and adaptation. Adaptation may be the most relevant for the immediate future.
Growth Management
 Surely there is a Canadian author that can be quoted.
 Useful to identify an annual growth rate and compare this to the region and province.
 Focused growth is an appropriate direction.
 Urban Containment Boundary –appropriate link with supportive infrastructure.
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Growth Centers –we note the shift away from traditional centers, 5 identified, including Bell McKinnon (new
hospital).
Map 3 Growth and Land use management
 Why is the Industrial and Employment area at Hwy. 18 and Tansor not within the Urban Containment Boundary?
Chapter 4 Resilient Inclusive communities
 Very ambitious to include topics such as Childhood Development. Arts and Culture is a very positive and welcome
element. Wouldn’t this be the place to define a public art policy, rather than ‘consider creating?
‘Transportation
 Useful to reference the complimentary master transportation plan
 Consider broadening this concept to ‘mobility’ which also incorporates low velocity and pedestrian mobility
 Is this too road focused? Despite references to active transportation. Suggests future active transportation plan, but
why not incorporate a framework with a map that provides more clear direction and a concrete expression linking
the OCP to the Transportation Plan?
5 Attainable Housing
 Robust policies. framed within Housing Continuum. This is the strongest chapter in the OCP. Specific mention of
rental housing.
Chapter 6 Environment
 Good to include noise and light pollution
Food security and local agricultural systems
 Excellent framing. Maybe the Town of Lake Cowichan can borrow a few pages for its OCP amendment to
accommodate ALR
8 Local Regenerative economy
 Insightful and inspiring. Breaking out into industrial, rural, commercial, etc. is useful.
Sustainable infrastructure
 Storm water management –consider reference update to Subdivision bylaw
Development Permit
 Note the inclusion of intensive residential development – positive inclusion, but term is not in the heading.
Trust the foregoing would be helpful from our perspective.
Thanks for including us in the input process.
Joe

From: Development Services <dev@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: November 5, 2021 6:27 PM
To: Joseph Fernandez <jfernandez@lakecowichan.ca>
Subject: Official Community Plan Update Project – Referral of Draft OCP for Comment
Hello Mr. Fernandez,
North Cowichan’s new Official Community Plan (OCP) has been drafted and the municipality wants to hear from
community members before it is approved.
Over the coming month, the public can:
• attend an online webinar
• scroll through and mark up an online version of the document
• provide general comments on important topics contained in the OCP such as housing, agriculture, and the economy
Feedback heard through this engagement will be incorporated into the draft OCP before Council receives it for
discussion and endorsement in early 2022.
2
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A webinar will be held over Zoom on Monday, November 8, 2021 from 7:00 to 8:30 pm, and will be an opportunity to:
• hear an overview of the document,
• learn how the OCP will be used in the future
• have questions answered by staff and consultants.
A link to preregister for the webinar is available at www.northcowichan.ca/OCP. The webinar will be recorded and
available on the webpage after the event.
A special digital version of the draft OCP will be available from November 8 to December 8, which will allow people a
chance to review each chapter and provide comments directly in the document. The link for this can be found at
www.northcowichan.ca/OCP. Anyone wishing to provide input in other forms can reach out to staff by contacting
communityplanning@northcowichan.ca.
Thank you for your interest in North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Rob
Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning and Building
Municipality of North Cowichan
rob.conway@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3178
We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from November 8 to
December 8.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

3
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ATTACHMENT #6

Draft Official Community Plan
ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK
STAKEHOLDERS GROUPS – COUNCIL RESOLUTION –
NOVEMBER 17, 2021
Chemainus Business Improvement Association
1.

Email dated December 22, 2021 - Comments on Draft OCP-Survey attached to Email

Chemainus Chamber of Commerce
1.

Letter dated January 27, 2022

Community Futures
1.

Email dated January 27, 2022 – Comments were collaborated with Duncan Chamber Draft OCP Comments

Duncan Business Improvement Association
1.

Email dated December 08, 2021 – Decline to offer comment

Duncan Cowichan Chamber of Commerce
1.

Letter received December 15, 2021 – Response to OCP Draft

Regional Economic Development Committee
1.

Letter dated December 21, 2021 – Draft OCP Comments

Vancouver Island University
1.

No response received
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DRAFT OCP SURVEY QUESTIONS
NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE

Date: 08 November 2021
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1 OVERVIEW
We have created a survey that is available to community members and stakeholders to
gain feedback from the public about the draft OCP.
At this stage of the planning process, we are seeking feedback on the draft plan, as
opposed to new ideas and inputs.
Please review the draft OCP document in order to respond to these questions. Copies can
be found online @www.northcowichan.ca/ocp or at Municipal Hall and Chemainus and
Crofton libraries.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS PHASE OF THE ENGAGEMENT
1. Share the draft OCP, including vision, vision, principles, goals, objectives and
policies, land use designations and maps.
2. Gather resident and stakeholder feedback on the OCP, to understand:
a. If the drafts reflect input provided so far
b. If there is broad support for the direction provided in the draft plans

1.2 FORMAT
An online survey, in addition to paper versions of the surveys are available. Paper surveys
will provide an alternative option for those who do not have internet access or wish to
answer the survey on paper. Paper surveys and a reference copy of the draft OCP will be
available at Municipal Hall and the Chemainus and Crofton libraries. Once completed the
surveys can be left at the front counter of Municipal Hall or mailed to:
Planning Department
Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, British Columbia
V9L 6A1

1 | NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE | DRAFT OCP SURVEY
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2 SURVEY QUESTIONS
2.1 SURVEY
Thank you for taking the time to help build the future of North Cowichan!
The Municipality is in the Phase 3 of the Official Community Plan (OCP) update and
your feedback will help us to finalize this plan. The OCP will serve as a guide for how
we use our land, grow, change and respond to challenges over the next 20 years or
more.
For more information on this project and the process check out our project website:
www.northcowichan/OCP
The draft OCP has been developed based input from residents, community groups,
Council, the OCP Advisory Committee and Ambassadors and we’re going back to the
community to seek broad feedback about what we got right and where we could
adjust.
Please note: you do not have to answer every question. You can comment as much
or as little as you'd like.
All answers will remain anonymous.
The survey will close on December 22, 2021.

Let’s get started!
SURVEY QUESTIONS | 2
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Tell us a little about yourself…
If you reside in North Cowichan, where do you live?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Bell McKinnon
Berkey’s Corner
Chemainus
Crofton
Maple Bay
Quamichan Lake Area
South End/ University Village
Rural Areas
I prefer not to answer

What is your age?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Under 10 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
60-69 years
70-79 years
80+ years
I prefer not to answer
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Please review the following sections in the draft OCP and respond to the questions.
Executive Summary
1. Do you support the Vision and & Principles?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

2. Do you support the Climate Action and Social Justice Frameworks?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 4
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3. Do you support the strategic directions for growth management chapter that responds
to the goal:
 To focus growth and development in established centres to strengthen our
communities while maintaining individual character. Liveable, compact
communities will preserve natural and rural areas and encourage climatefriendly and active ways to move around. Land development will occur in a lowimpact, site adapted manner integrating natural features and ecological
systems.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

4. Do you support the strategic directions for resilient communities chapter that responds
to the goal to:
 Build resilient, supportive, inclusive communities that enhance health and wellbeing and provide opportunities in recreation, arts, culture and access to
nature.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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5. Do you support the strategic directions for the attainable housing chapter that
responds to the goal to:
 Encourage and enable a diverse mix of housing types, tenures and levels of
affordability to accommodate the needs of the community.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
Tell us why.

6. Do you support the strategic directions for the natural environment chapter that
responds to the goal to:
 Enhance our natural environment by protecting and regenerating our rural
countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and ocean.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 6
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7. Do you support the strategic directions for the food security and local agriculture
chapter that responds to the goal to:
 Enhance food security in North Cowichan by encouraging local food
production and protecting farmable land.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

8. Do you support the strategic direction for the economy chapter that responds to the
goal to:
 Support a thriving economy that focusses on sustainable jobs and local
businesses including green technologies and innovative agriculture which
leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and responds to regional
economic change.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
Tell us why.
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9. Do you support the strategic direction for the sustainable infrastructure chapter that
responds to the goal to:
 Build resilient, supportive, inclusive communities that enhance health and wellbeing.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
10. Do you have general thoughts on Chapter 1?

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 8
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CHAPTER 2: VISION, PRINCIPLES, GOALS & FRAMEWORKS
11. Do you support the vision?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

12. Do you support the principles listed in Chapter 2?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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13. Do you support the goals listed in Chapter 2?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

14. Do you support the frameworks, objectives, and policies (action items) in Chapter 2?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 10
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15. Do you have any general thoughts on Chapter 2?

CHAPTER 3: THOUGHTFUL GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Section 3.2 Assignment of Growth
16. Do you support the objectives and policies (action items) in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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Section 3.3 Land Use Designations
17. Do you support the objectives and policies for the various land and water use
designations?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 3.4 Land Use Map
18. Do you agree that the land use map meets the growth management goal?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 12
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Section 3.5 Local Area Planning
19. Do you support the objectives and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

20. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?
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CHAPTER 4: RESILIENT, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES
Section 4.1 Safe and Healthy Community
21. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 4.2 – Arts and Culture
22. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 14
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Section 4.3 Heritage and Archaeology
23. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 4.4 Park and Recreation
24. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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Section 4.5 Public Realm
25. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 4.6 Transportation
26. Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 16
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27. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 5: ATTAINABLE HOUSING – DIVERSE HOUSING MIX AND AFFORDABILITY
Section 5.1: Diverse Housing Mix
28. Do you support the objectives and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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Section 5.2 Affordable and Rental Housing
29. Do you support the objectives and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

30. Do you have any general thoughts on the chapter?

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 18
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CHAPTER 6: REGENERATION & PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Section 6.1: Retaining and Creating Space for Nature: Ecosystem Health,
Biodiversity & Critical Habitats
31. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts: Air Quality, Noise and Light Pollution
32. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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CHAPTER 6: REGENERATION & PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Section 6.4: Natural Hazard Areas
33. Do you support the objective and policies in this chapter?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

34. Do you have any general thoughts on the chapter?

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 20
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CHAPTER 7: FOOD SECURITY & LOCAL AGRICULTURE
Section 7.1: Food Security
35. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 7.2 Local Agricultural Systems
36. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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37. Do you any general thoughts on this chapter (7)?

CHAPTER 8: LOCAL REGENERATIVE ECONOMY
Section 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption Economy
38. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 22
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Section 8.2 Serving Well Being
39. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 8.3 Local Economic Development Environment
40. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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Section 8.4 Rural Based Economic Activities
41. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 8.5 Commercial Opportunity
42. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 24
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Section 8.6 Industrial Activity
43. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

44. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?
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CHAPTER 9: SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Section 9.1: Water Systems
45. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 9.2 Sanitary Sewer Systems
46. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 26
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Section 9.3 Storm Water Management
47. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

Section 9.4 Solid Waste Management
48. Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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49. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 10 DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
50. Do you support the approach to development permits this chapter?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 28
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51. Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

CHAPTER 11 DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL INFORMATION AND TEMPORARY USE
PERMITS
52. Do you support the approach to development approval information and temporary
use permits in this chapter?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
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53. Do you have any general thought on this chapter?

APPENDIX 1 MAPS
54. Do you support the information on the maps?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 30
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback. Your input will help us to make final
adjustments to the OCP before the bylaw adoption process, public hearing and final
consideration by Council.
Please let others know about this opportunity to provide feedback and check out
northcowichan.ca/OCP for updates.
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Box 575, Chemainus, B.C. V0R 1K0
Phone: 250-246-3944 Fax: 250-246-3251
Email: chamber@chemainus.bc.ca
Website: www.chemainus.bc.ca

January 27, 2022
A statement on the Dra� Oﬃcial Community Plan from the
Chemainus + District Chamber of Commerce
We cannot support an Oﬃcial Community Plan (OCP) that does not consider the full economic impact of
its policies and is most likely to have a nega�ve impact on business and housing development.
The proposed dra� of the Oﬃcial Community Plan is irreparably ﬂawed, with the theory of Raworth’s
Donut Economics as its founda�on. It presents a risk to the economic health and welfare of North
Cowichan by gambling on an unproven theory that ﬂouts basic economic principles and essen�al facets
of human nature.
While we recognize that sustainability is a priority and that social and environmental impacts merit
considera�on, they should not be the primary “lenses” and are generally considered op�onal policy
statements to the overall framework. Our OCP should not be a vehicle for introducing a novel economic
theory into law – which is eﬀec�vely the end result given that following the adop�on of the OCP “all
bylaws enacted or works undertaken must be consistent with the plan” (Local Government Planning,
Province of BC).
Overall, we ﬁnd that this dra� OCP places a signiﬁcant onus on business and development which will not
encourage new business or address the aﬀordable housing crisis in the municipality. It is contrary to
adop�ng policies which favour aﬀordable housing which is paradoxical considering the tenets of Donut
Economics. Builders and businesses will simply look elsewhere for opportuni�es which are less
restric�ve and costly.
As previously men�oned in our Bell McKinnon submission, we are in the midst of an unprecedented
aﬀordable housing crisis. We must encourage development, not adopt policies which further restrict it
such as reducing the urban boundary and imposing addi�onal constraints, requirements and increasing
costs for developers.
This dra� OCP also represents a real risk to North Cowichan with respect to the costs associated with
implementa�on and maintaining the necessary tax base for future opera�ons and infrastructure.
In terms of engagement, we are concerned that this OCP has been ushered in during the pandemic – a
�me when public consulta�on has largely been limited to virtual engagement resul�ng in a lower level
of par�cipa�on and public input. As a voice of business in our communi�es, we also ques�on why we
were not involved as key stakeholders in the process.

…/2
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We recommend that the OCP be revised accordingly to consider economic impacts and that a thorough
public consulta�on be conducted once pandemic limita�ons to in person consulta�on have been
removed.

Respec�ully submited,

Stephanie Ballantyne, President
On behalf of the Board of Directors
Chemainus + District Chamber of Commerce
president@chemainus.bc.ca
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Lindsay Bysterveld
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Info <info@cfcowichan.ca>
Thursday, January 27, 2022 9:23 AM
Lindsay Bysterveld
Cathy Robertson
FW: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan – Draft OCP for
Comment.

Good morning Lindsay,
As per this morning’s phone chat, Community Futures Cowichan did not directly respond.
CFC General Manager Cathy Robertson worked with the Duncan‐Cowichan Chamber to offer a detailed
submission/response.
Cheers,
Carrie

Carrie White
Executive Assistant
Privileged and grateful to live, work and play on unceded Coast Salish territory.
Community Futures Cowichan
Phone 250.746.1004 x103 Fax 250.746.8819
135 Third Street, Duncan BC, V9L 1R9
Notice Regarding Confidentiality of Transmission
This message is only intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or
exempt from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us by telephone (250.746.1004) or electronically by return message and delete or destroy all copies
of this communication. Thank you.

From: Lindsay Bysterveld <Lindsay.Bysterveld@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: January 20, 2022 9:20 AM
To: Info <info@cfcowichan.ca>
Cc: Development Services <dev@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan – Draft OCP for Comment.
Hello Community Futures Cowichan,
We are reaching out to you directly as a request from our Council to confirm your valued feedback on our draft OCP was
received.
We offered the community many options for providing their feedback and some platforms used make it challenging for
us to identify if we received a response from you.
If you would kindly let us know if you did or didn’t respond to our request for feedback that would be greatly
appreciated. If you did respond, can you please let us know which form of response you provided to us.

1
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Sincerely,

Lindsay Bysterveld
Planning Department
Municipality of North Cowichan
lindsay.bysterveld@northcowichan.ca
T: 250 746 3119

This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed,
disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If you receive this in error please contact the sender by return
email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 5:07 PM
To: 'info@cfcowichan.ca' <info@cfcowichan.ca>
Cc: Development Services <dev@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan – Draft OCP for Comment.
To who it may concern,
Please see attached PDF letter regarding the Draft OCP.
MNC Council is anxious to hear your feedback on this document.
Sincerely,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 8.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
2
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 4:55 PM
'Downtown Duncan'
RE: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan – Draft OCP for Comment.

You are most welcome and we appreciate your response.
Warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 22nd.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Downtown Duncan <ddbia@downtownduncan.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 8, 2021 2:57 PM
To: Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Re: Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan – Draft OCP for Comment.

Hi Patricia,
My board has reviewed this document and at this stage, decline to offer comment.
Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback.
Executive Director
Downtown Duncan BIA
201 - 111 Station St. Duncan, BC V9L 1M8
1
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250.715.1700 downtownduncan.ca
On Wed, Nov 10, 2021 at 5:04 PM Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca> wrote:
To whom it may concern,

Please see attached PDF letter regarding the Draft OCP.

MNC Council is anxious to hear your feedback on this document.

Sincerely,

Patricia Taylor

Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment
from November 8 to December 8.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

2
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www.northcowichan.ca

This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Duncan Cowichan Chamber of Commerce
2896 Drinkwater Rd., Duncan, BC V9L 6C2
T: 250.748.1111 | F: 250.746.8222
E: manager@duncancc.bc.ca | W: www.duncancc.bc.ca
December 15, 2021
Municipality of North Cowichan
Via email: council@northcowichan.ca
Subject Duncan Cowichan Chamber of Commerce Review of Draft OCP

Dear Mayor and Council,
On behalf of the Duncan Cowichan Chamber of Commerce Members and Board of Directors, please accept this
letter as our official response to the draft OCP.
Our Task Force gave this draft OCP significant attention and debate in the few weeks that were available to us to
express our concerns with areas we believe need additional consideration and consultation.
We have attempted to fill the role of the “Voice of Business” in this review, as to the best of our understanding it
was not previously sought out and included like other groups or organizations ie: 5 Key Environmental
Stakeholders (P.12). Why were other ‘key’ stakeholders only identified at this late stage of the process, and
invited to give final input on such a large and complex document?
As well, we take exception to the statement that despite the OCP being drafted during the pandemic, the
consultant was ‘able to complete broad and far-reaching community engagement.’ (P.10) Public webinars with
56 participants and limited survey responses, that at best total 4% of the population (less those participants who
are not residents and/or businesses in the community), indicate a lack of response and engagement by the
community. It is concerning that only 4% of survey responses is shaping this OCP.
Our feedback is sorted by Sections below:
Section 2 - Vision, Goals, Principles & Frameworks
1. One of the principles of the OCP recognizes community engagement and the need to ‘actively seek out
and listen to quieter community voices so that input is representative of all community members.’ (P.15)
We do not feel there has been adequate engagement and while this OCP means to set the vision for the
next 15-20 years, most residents and businesses have not participated to have their voices included.
We’ve heard from the community that this online engagement was difficult to navigate and limited the
ability to provide valuable input. We urge you to extend the timelines for public input and allow more
time for participation and engagement, especially now that the PHO’s are allowing more in-person
meetings.
2. Why were there only two over-arching frameworks identified: climate action, and social justice and
equity? We strongly feel an economic framework would have added an additional lens to evaluate
against, specifically to ensure that ‘families and individuals of all backgrounds have the opportunity to
thrive and prosper’. (P.3)
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Section 3 - Thoughtful Growth Management
1. The use of the word ‘thoughtful’ is subjective and should have a matrix of what would be included in
‘thoughtful’.
2. We have concerns over the surety of LAP’s being created for Berkey’s Corner and Chemainus after the
dismissal of the LAP for the Bell McKinnon area. This has resulted in a lack of confidence and trust by
developers and the community. Why would residents in other communities want to invest their time
and energy to contribute to an LAP that could be overturned?
3. We ask why Cowichan Commons is not included as a ’growth centre’ when it satisfies so much of the
criteria for the ’15-minute walk’ objective.
4. It appears the OCP is attempting to force citizens to live in densely packed areas, yet many people move
here because of the semi-rural and rural properties. Limiting growth in some of these areas will
decrease availability of housing which in turn will increase pricing.
5. The terms ‘monster houses’ and ‘high consumptive lifestyles’ (P.47) are subjective and hyperbole.
Setting limits on the size of dwellings limits the owner from having their property obtain its’ full potential
and resale value. Property setbacks and other requirements to manage builds are already contained in
zoning bylaws.
Section 4 - Resilient, Inclusive Communities
1. There are expectations that childcare spaces be provided by the developers. How does that translate to
a development application? Is there a risk of being disqualified if that childhood space is not included?
2. It is generally understood that the activities and aspirations of the many objectives in this section come
at a significant cost. There is an absence of any acknowledgement of how those costs will be met, aside
from ‘will ask the developer to’. This is of major concern.
3. Specific concern with Section 4.6.3 (V): ‘Not permit any development that could restrict the construction
of a future transit connection, greenway, active transportation corridor or road unless first identifying
practical alternatives and/or amending the OCP.’ How do you provide certainty to developers or business
owners for an unidentified future project?
Section 5 – Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix & Affordability
1. This section sets out a requirement of a mix of unit sizes including some family size units (3 to 4 beds), in
multi-family buildings, and that provision is made for common play areas and, ideally, childcare facilities.
This could make it harder for developers to consider developments here. When we have such a high
demand for more housing, there needs to be an equal weight put on making it easier for developers to
develop housing projects.
2. There appears to be a significant emphasis on non-market housing such as emergency shelters,
transitional housing, assisted living, rent assistance etc.
3. What is meant by ‘vehicle living’? (P.102) Are you advocating for people to sleep in cars as a housing
solution?
4. Why should a developer be asked to provide residents with more notice and/or compensation than
provincial legislation requires, when considering a re-development opportunity? How does this attract
more housing to our community when unnecessary time and costs are added to a project?
Section 6 – Regeneration & Protection of the Natural Environment
1. In addition to supporting initiatives like establishing a ‘no dumping zone’, there should be requirements
to check for failing septic systems on properties along the foreshore and a process to have them repaired
or replaced.
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2. Improvements in water quality should also apply in other bodies of water that have regular, ongoing
issues such as Maple Bay beach, Fuller Lake and Kinsman beach, which often have ‘swimming not
recommended’ notices.
3. Trees & Forests/Municipal Forest Reserve: We recommend further engagement and discussion with local
business owners whose businesses involve working in or use of the forest reserve.
4. Natural Hazard Areas: We recommend an additional objective of minimizing risk of loss or damage to
property, businesses, and disruptions to supply chains by ensuring improvements are made to
infrastructure to better withstand natural hazards. This is to ensure continued economic activity.
Section 7 - Food Security and Local Agricultural Systems:
1. While we understand the need for sustainable farming, we are concerned there is not a balanced
approach when it comes to housing needs and land use. There is concern that too much land would be
protected from further development.
2. There is a concern that farmlands generate less tax revenue.
3. There is no mention of identifying under-utilized farmlands.
4. The plan demonstrates significant support of small-scale farms. However, it is absent in recognizing and
supporting private and for-profit farms.
Section 8 - Local Regenerative Economy
1. An objective noted in this section ‘is to protect & promote existing commercial enterprises and attract
and encourage new business’ (P.150), yet the OCP sets out more restrictions for business. As well
businesses will be evaluated on their ‘fit’ (P.145) with the Municipality’s economic development
philosophy. This is subjective criteria.
2. An over emphasis on remote work options available through technology runs the risk of attracting highpaid remote workers whose incomes continue to drive up house prices and more importantly who are
attached to head-offices who do NOT pay municipal taxes or even provincial taxes. This runs a risk of an
imbalance of tax revenue for North Cowichan.
3. In many areas of this section, the OCP speaks to business and labour attraction, but the current lack of
housing is a significant barrier to relocating or expanding a business that requires additional employees.
The current lack of housing will contribute to the continued labour shortage crisis, expected to last for
more than 10 years.
4. There is concern regarding the ability for small-scale, start-up and regenerative businesses to pay living
wages or higher than the standard wage for their operation.
5. Developers and business owners will have to explain their approaches to "living wage", community
contribution, climate action and reducing environmental impact when applying for a business licence.
This will require additional staffing at the Municipality with the appropriate level of training to be able
to critique these newly implemented criteria. Businesses risk not being approved for a business licence
based on un-aligned values, despite conforming to other basic business standards. This can be
perceived as undemocratic. Also, will this be retroactive and apply to business licence renewals for
established businesses?
6. ‘Developers and business owners will be asked to demonstrate that the childcare needs of employees
can be met in the community or provide appropriate space within their business premises, for the
purposes of new business or employment centres.’ (P. 146) This is yet another increased cost of doing
business in North Cowichan.
7. There are mixed messages in this document indicating limiting home-based businesses, yet at the same
time encouraging people work from home.
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8. We are concerned with the restriction on permitting additional drive-thrus. The statements regarding
their association ‘with fast food stores that are often visually unappealing’ (P.150) are subjective and
discriminatory as fast food stores are not always drive-thrus. In fact, most grocery stores have extensive
fast food sections. Alternatively, not all drive-thru businesses are food related, ie: coffee shops,
drycleaners, banks, pharmacies, flower shops, etc. They can be extremely useful for those with mobility
issues or accessibility challenges.
9. ‘Selective down-zoning of vacant heavy industrial lands to light industrial zoning, where the resumption
of heavy industrial uses would be impactful on the local community’ (P.152) may cause concerns for
future development in new projects or for existing site expansions.

Overall, we wish to express our concern for the negative impacts this OCP will have on the economic activity of
North Cowichan. In our opinion, the social philosophy and objectives behind this document will not only limit
future development but increase costs to taxpayers. Housing development will not happen, current businesses
will continue to be impacted by labour shortages, and affordability will continue to create even larger inequities
in the community. Property taxes will have to increase to generate the revenue needed to cover new costs
created from the OCP, thus increasing the burden on residents.
North Cowichan is already known as an unfriendly place to do business, and this OCP will reinforce this message.
We strongly encourage you to review the areas noted above.

Thank you,

Julie Scurr
President
Duncan Cowichan Chamber of Commerce
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File No.: 0400-60

December 16, 2021
Municipality of North Cowichan
Community Planning
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan BC V9L 6A1

Via email: communityplanning@northcowichan.ca

Dear Director of Planning and Building:
Re: Municipality of North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan
The following comments are provided from Economic Development Cowichan (EDC) staff in
response to the request for comment on the Municipality of North Cowichan Draft Official
Community Plan dated November 2021.
Goals and Language Usage: EDC is supportive of many of the objectives and the direction of the
Draft OCP. Staff feel that the document would benefit from refining the goals and objectives to
be SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound), with a reference to a
specific baseline value. The document would also benefit from replacing wording that may be
subject to varying interpretation throughout with clear language and defined criteria, developed in
consultation with community stakeholders. Doing so may help create greater certainty around
investment decisions connected with the OCP.
First Nations Interests and Perspectives: EDC supports the inclusion of First Nations interests
and perspectives in the OCP, and particularly policy language that encourages partnerships in
economic development and reconciliation. EDC strongly supports updating development
application procedures bylaw to allow for a defined development referral process to First Nations
communities. As the country takes steps towards reconciliation, local governments must do their
part to ensure appropriate government-to-government communication and engagement.
Pre-zoning land for higher density: EDC supports pre-zoning areas destined for higher density in
the OCP where appropriate to encourage the development of diverse housing types. While it’s
understood that pre-zoning land may not allow for the negotiation of provision of community
amenities, EDC supports the inclusion of density amenity bonusing regulations within pre-zoned
lands to provide developers with clear expectations. Defined amenity bonus provisions reduce
the risk and uncertainty with development, and allow for easier financing of development.
Rezoning applications, even those aligned with OCP designations, are still subject to public input
and political influence, and therefore are riskier by nature and less attractive to developers.
Affordable Housing: EDC supports policy language that encourages the creation of affordable
housing within the municipality. In particular, EDC supports development incentives for the
creation of affordable housing, such as tax reduction and exemption, fee waivers, pre-zoning land,
prioritization of applications, and relaxation of parking requirements, among others. In particular,
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MNC Draft OCP
Page 2
____________________________________________________________________________

EDC supports the inclusion of language specifically for density bonus with the provision of
affordable housing in zones where appropriate. Consideration should also be given to supporting
the provision of secondary suites and secondary dwellings in a greater variety of land use
designations. The workforce is in critical need of affordable housing, both rental and ownership,
and as EDC embarks on a Workforce Housing Strategy in 2022, further defined actions may arise.
Housing for Businesses: EDC cautions against being overly restrictive with home-based
business regulations in the Village Residential land designation, as long as the use does not
interfere with the residential function and amenity. To support business retention and
expansion, EDC would also be supportive of allowing live-work spaces throughout the various
land use designations, where feasible.
Child Care Facilities: EDC strongly supports policy language that allows for the inclusion of child
care facilities as a principal or accessory use in any zone. The provision of child care is critical for
allowing women to participate in the workforce. As the OCP outlines, the Cowichan region is in a
child care ‘desert’ and anything the municipality can do to make provision of child care easier,
such as allowing for child care in any zone, is beneficial for society and the economy.
Future Growth Area: To provide additional clarity, EDC would support defining specific criteria
around when development of the Future Growth Area within the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan
will be considered.
Local Area Plans: EDC supports the creation of Local Area Plans (LAP) to provide higher-scale
guidance on development in village and town centres within the municipality. EDC encourages
the creation of plans that are collaboratively developed with businesses and community
organizations. Furthermore, EDC encourages LAP actions that are community-driven and not led
solely by the municipality, which allows for the community to take ownership of the plan. EDC
encourages LAPs to include more than just land-use objectives and actions, but also goals and
objectives that cross departments within the Municipality, as well as involve external organizations
and the broader community.
Revitalization and heritage conservation incentives: EDC supports the inclusion of policy
language around supporting and incentivizing business retention and expansion, as well as
heritage conservation. Where appropriate, EDC supports incentives such as tax exemptions for
new businesses, façade improvement funding programs, and heritage building improvement and
conservation programs. Business incentive programs can be structured as part of a larger
strategy to encourage business development that aligns with goals and principles in the OCP,
such as businesses moving towards a circular economy. Other jurisdictions have shown that
façade improvement programs for downtowns and heritage buildings, and tax exemptions for new
businesses, can promote downtown revitalization. While EDC understands that the fees and taxes
paid by businesses fund important infrastructure and social services, and that the Municipality
may not want to forego this revenue, programs can be designed to encourage important
revitalization efforts while still maintaining important infrastructure.
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Agricultural Land: Staff are supportive of many of the OCP policy objectives connected with
agriculture. In planning for a future where the region is producing an increased share of food
locally, support for larger-scale and technology-driven agriculture, including support for the
establishment of vertical farming, should be included in this OCP. EDC also recommends further
defining and clarifying the use of urban farming in policy language. In terms of housing, EDC
recommends the OCP consider allowing for increased clustered density on agricultural land
where this supports increased primary agricultural production. The Agricultural Land Commission
may allow for increased housing density where there is a demonstrated need for agricultural
purposes. To support this option, EDC would caution against being too restrictive with housing
density in the OCP, as the ALC should be the primary regulator of appropriate agricultural land
use. While zoning bylaws can be restrictive, EDC recommends that the OCP policies be lenient,
which would allow for rezoning for the provision of higher-density housing for agricultural use.
Rezoning could be conditional on approval from the ALC, and policy language could recommend
restrictive covenants that would ensure appropriate housing type and placement with rezoning
applications. This would allow for agricultural farm villages on properties where necessary to have
a viable farming business, but also ensure that the higher density is appropriate.
Industrial Land: EDC supports stronger language around the protection and preservation of
existing industrial land, and that expansion of industrial land be considered as required to sustain
the local economy. Industrial land supports a wide range of business types and is vital to providing
meaningful employment opportunities and a healthy tax base in the region. Industrial land will be
crucial in achieving the Municipality’s goal of a local, regenerative economy, where more products
are made, distributed, and repaired locally. The Cowichan Industrial Land Use Strategy (2019)
found an inadequate supply of appropriately sized and serviced industrial lands located in prime
locations. While North Cowichan had 409.7 acres of vacant industrial land at the time the strategy
was written (according to BC Assessment), only 156.2 acres were suitable for industrial
development on the basis of their slope (less than 5% slope is optimal for development).
Considerations for servicing and location would likely decrease the amount of suitable vacant
industrial land further. Thus, EDC recommends that the Municipality include policy language
discouraging the conversion of zoned industrial land to non-industrial land. Furthermore, EDC
recommends that North Cowichan recognize that industrial land expansion may be necessary to
meet the broader goals of the OCP.
EDC supports policies leading to intensification of use of existing industrial and commercial lands.
Most critically, the provision of services is necessary to successfully attract businesses that fit
within the philosophy of this OCP. The Municipality may wish to take the lead role as a developer
of industrial lands where the business case for acquiring the lands and extending appropriate
services is not feasible for private developers. Revenue sharing agreements may also serve to
open up more serviced lands. At a minimum, the Municipality should consider undertaking prior
research on transportation and servicing requirements for potential industrial sites so that this
work is already completed when industrial land applications are made.
Intensification can also be achieved through densification. EDC recommends that the Municipality
consider increasing the allowable height and allowable parcel coverage of buildings, and
decreasing parking requirements, particularly in areas that are close to urban areas or sufficiently
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serviced by public transportation and active transportation networks.
The Cowichan Industrial Land Use Strategy identified complex regulatory processes and lengthy
approval processes as key barriers to industrial expansion. This issue influences the cost
recovery on investment and is a key driver in determining whether new businesses will locate in
the region or whether existing businesses will expand. Improvements to the approvals process
can include:
• Timely and enhanced communication with applicants, particularly with those new to the
region or unfamiliar with the development process. These communications can include
pre-application checklists and straightforward, plain language application forms;
• Pre-zoning of strategic properties;
• Re-examining allowable uses to accommodate a wider range of light industrial activities,
as well as specific eco-industrial uses such as biogas plants;
• Examine opportunities to allow for combined showroom and production space for
properties along the highway corridor.
Consideration should also be given to the appropriate location of industries that create the highest
levels of well-paid employment, acknowledging that activities such as self-storage and private
recycling facilities have little or no capacity to support high-paying jobs.
Local Regenerative Economy: EDC is generally supportive of the objectives identified in section
eight of the OCP while encouraging North Cowichan to apply a broad, holistic, and balanced
approach to facilitating a shift to a circular and regenerative economy.
EDC would be supportive of North Cowichan clarifying language that may be considered vague,
or subjective, to support informed investment decisions.
Many existing North Cowichan businesses are already looking to improve environmental
performance, expand operations to meet demand, and continue to support high-wage
employment in the region. Ultimately, making a shift to a regenerative and circular economy
may necessitate that many more businesses revise their existing business models and supply
chains, to align with consumer preference, become more resilient, and remain profitable. Making
a shift of this nature, however, requires a systems change approach that supports the emergence
of an overall sustainable business and societal ecosystem. EDC supports North Cowichan
looking at a suite of interrelated measures that can support this transition, including significant
supports for existing businesses that may need to undertake research, development, and
experimentation as they revise their business models. In this regard, while restrictions, costs, and
nudges that encourage businesses to make this shift may be required, incentives, supports, and
identification/elimination of barriers to sustainable businesses are equally important.
As previously mentioned, a critical barrier to businesses expanding operations is the supply of
appropriately zoned and serviced industrial land. EDC is supportive of North Cowichan exploring
opportunities to leverage or acquire strategic land, consider the formation of an economic
development corporation, and the development of criteria to establish a specific range of uses
and activities that would be allowable under an eco-industrial designation. EDC feels this could
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be a significant lever to support the expansion and attraction of regenerative businesses in the
region and may bring a competitive advantage to the region in terms of employee retention and
attraction.
EDC wishes to thank North Cowichan for providing the opportunity to comment on the draft OCP
and is looking forward to working with the municipality on implementing actions stemming from
the adoption of the final document.
Sincerely,

Barry O’Riordan, Manager
Economic Development Cowichan
BO:jm
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ATTACHMENT #7

Chapter 1 - Introduction
3eneral Comments on Chapter 1

L

erkey's Corner not Berkeys Corner

;

iet rid of the cartoon map of the municipality-it does NOT represent our community. Most of the MNC is rural
'r forest, not roads leading nowhere.

3
I

eems strange to list Bell McKinnon as community is development around site of new hospital hasn't happened

3

heck spelling - reservoirs is incorrectly spelled...FYI. I live in what is described as the south end / university

3

iput on growth scenarios from residents was disregard especially in the Bell McKinnon development area.

7

like this

here are a lot of footnotes for an introduction.

illage. I wish there was reference in that description to the very important Somenos Lake/Creek.

3

have many comments for Chapter 1 but no ability except this space to provide. It is not enough. I would have
ireferred to have the ability to provide feedback like the other chapters do.

3

responded to the earlier survey and feel that I was not able to give my thoughts and feelings based on how it
tfas structured. Of the three options, two were very skewed to make radical changes and the third option had
'ery negative wording in the questions. It was in short - misleading - even for those who are paying attention

o what is happening. I tried to make comments in the survey and was limited in the text boxes. At the end I
vas told that I could email additional comments. Public feedback should be facilitated - not made challenging.
^s a citizen I do not feel like that survey reflects what I feel or think and it is not representative of what I want
is a citizen. When taking public opinion into account, the results of that survey should be discounted. In
iddition, even this feedback.... I have to make all comments for Chapter 1 in word and then copy it over. I can't

;o back and forth between reading and commenting. If it do, it disappears! This is not an easy process and only
he most passionate will bother. You are not getting the voices of the community. You are getting the voices of
he passionate... which many of those have much more narrow agendas.

10
11

10

/Veil laid our introduction that included information that I didn't know about MNC. It would have been
nteresting to know what the ten guiding principles were, also to list the seven goals or to state that these
vould be identified in later discussion.als or state that these would be indenm

12
13

10

appreciate the challenges associated with public consultation during COVID and while the process may not
lave been perfect it has been thorough and provided much opportunity for people to be engaged.

14

'opulation 1.2: Re: Increased Aging Population. This is due to young families moving away due to lack of
lousing and valuable employment. Minimum wage jobs do not pay most bills. 1.4 Engagement: This is the
Irst engagement I have seen. I don't think it was made very accessible. Even this platform is hard to navigate
and is not user-friendly. It's confusing.

15

rhese are well thought out general principles for guiding the OCP, but also important to provide individual
3pportunities to meet one or more of the community objectives in unique or non-traditional ways. This will

leed greater flexibility and willingness to engage on the part of engineering and permitting teams.

16

Being a business professional in the 30 age group and growing up in the valley I am surprised by the large aging
Dopulation projection. While I have seen an increase in New seniors, I have seen a larger increase in new young
:amilies.

17
18

i/Vell done!
lA/ell laid out - it is important to begin with a statement of respect for First Nations history, roles and traditions
and to commit to partnership
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19

NOW, difficult to go through it all. I dont see any chapter on "community energy". With the coming fires, floods
and droughts, we will certainly loss our energy supply/hydro grid infrastructure to some degree due to damage
3y climate change events like forest fires, wind or ice damage etc. Therefore, one of the most important things
:ouncil can do is start the process of building our own community energy systems - I have a small 200 panel
iolar farm. With multiple sources of renewable energy inputs, our grid will be much more resilient. To achieve
:his, the muni needs to initiate a review of a municipal solar utility and or facilitate co-ops or other forms of

iolar energy production by the community. And to do this, you will need to confront the NDP/BC Hydro energy
Tionopoly to force them to permit the sale of excess electricity into the public grid at a competitive price.

20

lA/hile the process for public engagement for this draft OCP has been complicated by COVID and the process has
lot been perfect, we think that there has been ample time, opportunity and adjustment to allow for sufficient
3ublic input.

21

f must include unceded territory statement, ensure all First Nation names are spelled correctly. Are there

-eally 10 guiding principles? I counted 7 plus 2 overarching frameworks.

22

confusing with principles, frameworks, goals, components, objectives, policies, three headings. In my opinion

leeds to be tightened up and streamlined. Suggest removing policy heading "the municipality will ask
developers and landowners to" section. This can be encompassed in "the municipality can work with others
to". Why include the OCP update process in the document? Principle of "community engagement" not needed
as part of "responsible governance". Principle of "climate action" not needed as included in "regeneration and
nterdependence". Principle of "social justice and equity" not needed as part of "healthy and safe community".

k/Vould be helpful if the 7 goal headings were the same as those referenced in the chapters. Remove
Frameworks section, not needed in the OCP.

23
24

Not really
rhe content and approach to the OCP meets with my approval, both as a Rural Ambassador and a landowner in
North Cowichan. This was well-done despite the pandemic.

25

In general I appreciate the careful and considered thought that went into the creation of this document. It is
svident that there were many thoughtful people involved.

26
27
28
29

I like the emphasis on reconcilition, valueing the natural environment and sustainability.
If it was a bit simpler and not as long it would've been easier to read
ambitious but comprehesive.

i/ery pleased that climate action and social justice and equity are priorities. Climate action includes maintaining
undisturbed natural environments, and restoring degraded natural area. Large tracts of natural areas are

required for environmental health

30
31

lA/ell thought out
The plan is far to ambitious, proposing to address things that we can do nothing about. There is way to much
emphasis on "asking developers" to do thing, without any recognition that this will inevitably lead to higher
housing costs. And the process is fatally flawed. There is no community buy in. We're i a pandemic, and folks
were not substantially engaged. The process has made a mockery of Council's commitment in the Strategic Plan
to "Community Consultation."

32
33
34

ok
Not too bad
I have already read the draft OCP and I believe it is a significant improvement over the previous version. It Bette
reflects the current issues in our community & in the greater community.

35

If you think the population is going to "increase slower than it has in the past 30 years" You clearly are detached
from reality.

36
37
38

Be resilient, nimble and openminded to change
Beyond municipal mandate
The cover for the document should be revised. It is not inclusive. There is no sign of First Nations. The dominant

building is a church. This is NOT appropriate, especially given the acknowledgment starting the chapter.

39

I appreciate the land acknowledgement and look forward to the inclusion of the FN contribution in
Hulquminum and English. Regional (and island) context is important for management of transportation,
waste/resources, water use, airshed, supply chains. I support the "can", "will ask" and "work with"
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40

As I've already expressed the overall vision of this document is very positive -1 am delighted that North
Cowichan Council is turning to the great 'thinkers' and 'doers' of our times - Let's do it! (and I need lots more

time to absorb all this)

41
42

Looking good and thoughtful on paper
am glad to see that a 1st nations land acknowledgement is in the works for the OCP - UNDRIP. Cooperation
and collaboration and partnerships. Good review.

43

Advertizing the OCP Draft and survey of feedback was poorly advertized publicly. In-person meetings with Covid

44

Yes This plan is not comprehensive I don't think the majority of residents will support the themes and they are

safety should have happened starting months ago.
not responsible for implementing this document. The number of unforseen matters that will probably arises are
not addressed. The majority of this document deals with responsibilites of other jurisdictions such as the
province or feds and the policies are not measureable from a quantified basis.

45
46

All critically necessary.
On the surface some of the ideas are supportable but I fear overstepping the
mandate of an OCP.

47
48
49

It is well thought out and comprehensive
No
Appreciated the overview, roadmap, foreshadowing the subject matter headings and
where we would go. Again, it works for me - lays out a foundation. There are a few

things that could be more clear but you may see that and revise in the next draft.
And having answered 4 chapters now, I have to say the content is too dense for the
citizenry of this valley. I will not be surprised if people only answer the multiple choice
questions without the qualitative open ended questions. I hope I am wrong. This is
too much to assimilate before Christmas and with the Omicron guidelines shifting in
the last 10 days. Yes we could have answered it earlier but we are busy...

50
51
52

It is well thought out and comprehensive
Reconciliation should be a key part of any community plan in our country. Well done for including this in ours.
Seemed like a bumpy road to achieve this draft, though I see my values reflected in this version of the OCP. I
really like what I see as it states the goals and principles I support. This OCP sets the stage well, if we change the
language to the Muni will incentivise all these possibilities mentioned in the draft. Otherwise, I'm afraid it will all
be for naught. Can't depend on developers for a more sustainable, ecologically safe and socially just future,
that's not their purpose.

53
54

See above.

Despite the issues / interuptions associated with COVID, staff and the Consultants have
done an excellent job of eliciting public input and keeping the process moving. Well
done.

55

Other than full support, no further thoughts that I feel compelled to voice here. Happy to talk about this in a
fulsome discussion anytime.

Chapter 2 - Visions, Goals, Principles & Frameworks
Do you support the Vision?

1
2
3

Too wordy, hard to read... and Wellbeing is a misspelling of well-being.

Planet and people are clearly the priorities. I appreciate the holistic approach to growth and inclusion.
Very happy with the vision statement. Especially appreciate statement that we will "prioritize conservation of
our natural areas." Also like reference to North Cowichan as "steward and leader of environmental and social
wellbeing."

support the focus on protecting North Cowichan's natural areas and building resilience.
This is a vision the community can get behind. Our natural assets and rural setting are what make this such a
great place to live, and the vision captures this.
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6

rhe vision statement gives us something to aspire to, so we can leave a better and more environmentally-

Friendly community for our children and grandchildren.

7

rhis is the right long-term vision for North Cowichan. "As a steward and leader of environmental and social well-i
Deing, we will prioritize the conservation of our natural lands" - this wording is excellent.

8

love the notion of the MNC being the steward and leader of environemntal and social well being -1 hope it will
3e true

9

3ne of the principles of the OCP recognizes community engagement and the need to 'actively seek out and

isten to quieter community voices so that input Is representative of all community members/ (P.15) We do not
Feel there has been adequate engagement and while this OCP means to set the vision for the next 15-20 years,
most residents and businesses have not participated to have their voices included. We've heard from the

:ommunity that this online engagement was difficult to navigate and limited the ability to provide valuable
nput. We urge you to extend the timelines for public input and allow more time for participation and
angagement, especially now that the PHO's are allowing more in-person meetings.

10
11
12
13

No mention of natural parks and trails which are significant community asset
Too broad.
It is reasonable
1) "provide supports for a thriving local economy and foster resilient, welcoming and inclusive communities". I
don't have much confidence this will happen.

14
15
16
17

see notes from executive summary, above.
It looks reasonably balanced.
\Ne must live in balance with our natural resources.

It is a comprehensive vision - it will be difficult to succeed in every aspect of it but it sets the bar high and by
that will hopefully inspire the mayor, council and members of the community to aim high through their actions
and words to implement the goals and principles it represents. We cannot afford more of the status quo - our
local economy, environment and community will become profoundly degraded. Our lives and those of the next

generations rely on our collective abilities to implement the articulated goals.

18

I like the concepts that recognize the need for action in keeping with membership in the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities for Climate Action to commit to achieving carbon neutrality under the lens of the world
recognition that we are in a Climate Emergency. All communities must do their part in this process regardless

of what other areas or nations are doing. We must also recognize that it is our individual responsibilities to
recognize the need for social justice and to implement that lens in future planning. These are radical changes to
be made but necessary for each community to implement, we don't need to compare ourselves to what other
places are perceived to be doing.

19
20

I share the same vision for our valley.

I support MNC taking a leadership position in managing its resources in a way that recognizes both
environmental and social well-being as well as continued economic growth.

21

the bias implicit in this document and the fact that you have not engaged appropriately with business if at all.
this survey is hard to navigate for even a technologically efficient person and most of the population finds it
overwhelming and impossibel.

22

Emphasizing balance between stewardship for our local environment and providing support for our local
economy will be at the core of what this OCP means to me and my family.

23
24

I don't know

The target of 100% reduced greenhouse gas emissions seems unachievably high. Will be interesting to read
how they plan to get there. I don't fully understand the transition to e-vehicles for everyone and how that will
be in line with your reduction of electricity usage. More e-vehicles means more people charging vehicles at
homes and throughout the communities. We're looking at purchasing new waste management vehicles. Will

these be electric? Will that impact the cost of the replacement? Why don't we focus on improving access to
transit?
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125

One of the most important ways to support social justice is through affordability. This is a challenging balance,
because merely transferring wealth (i.e. higher taxation) can often unfairly impact seniors and others on fixed
incomes where home values have risen substantially.

126
127

Mo buildings over 2story
"his vision depends on when desicions are allowed to be made, before during, and/or after, the fact. The more

he latter 2 are allowed to happen, the less trust there is for anyone wanting to develop, or invest in anything
hat the community needs or wants.

128

:limate Action portion of the chapter -1 believe climat action is very important; however, the vision and
principles do not seem to be in lock step with the OCP and I have a difficult time understanding how the OCP
tangibly supports climate action goals.

129
|30

Looking to a healthy future is essential.
think there is an awful lot of "bumph" in your vision. Like someone looked for a lot of sentences that sounded
mportant.

131

The issue of climate change feels more urgent every day. As citizens of MNC we must do our part. I worry

about provincial offloading of costs and responsibility in the areas of social housing and some of the equity
issues. We must adopt principles but no imply that we shoulder costs that rightly should be paid by other levels
of government.

132
|33

The ocp is not a social document

134
|35
|36

Sounds good but execution often falls short of story told.

The vision is truly inspiring and we sincerely hope it will be an authentic representation of the direction of the
MNC/Council as "stewards and leaders".

Thoughtful and comprehensive
The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

137

It has a sustainable approach and looks to create an even better society and environment than the one we
currently enjoy.

|38

I fully support the multiple lenses through which the municipality is viewing its future, with respect to the
environment and social justice

139

It is comprehensive and forward thinking and takes seriously the need to respect the ecologic limit and social
needs of development.

|40

Everyone should be created equal but we now have drug addicts taking over and First Nations thinking they
own this province

|41
142
143

Yes we need to review and plan for our communities future in a balanced and realistic approach.
I appreciate the general focus on responding appropriately to climate change, housing crises, etc.

protecting and increasing biodiversity, and ensuring strong local food systems allows climate targets to be
realistically met

144

Progress and growth are important to the cowichan valley, this is a good plan, been it the works for some time,
lets move forward

145
146

a) We can't stop Climate Change, b) Kate Raworth, on her own website, describes herself as a "renegade

147

There has not been enough public consultation - where community can come together to collaborate ideas,

People want to live here for space not for condensed living
economist." Do we really want to base our entire OCP on radical, "renegade" economic theories?

review and discuss different scenarios.

|48
|49

it hits on all my priorities for planning
Broadening it to include the environmental unkowns and social justice is good. None of us can see the future,
try not to think in silos. Be brave.

150
151
152

I appreciate the whole 'tone' of the draft. Very comprehensive

Beyond the mandate
"Prioritize the conservation of our natural areas" inclusivity, collaborative, transparent, resilient these are
values and initiatives 2 want to support.
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53

Like collabrative approach, transparancy & resilience. Like the principles & goals. Like the donut model and
inclusion of climate change with local/global actions & policies

54

The new OCP is inclusive and green-based but needs constant results-based monitoring and public, in-person
feedback and surveys.

55
56

Forward thinking, inspiring. About time.
Not at all costs, we have many Natural areas ( more than most comparable areas) we also have a need for

Growth which I think is completely underestimated in this document. there has to a balance here, the
pendulum is going to far to the other side in this OCP

57

The principle of "Climate Action" Is too simplistic and over-reaching: to state that "all municipal decisions are

made through the lens of a climate emergency" can be explicitly mean that our base position is that we should
have no growth, no development, no negative Impact what-so-ever on our climate & ecosystems. This Is just
not possible. A broader explanation of that that means Is necessary. Perhaps replacing "all" with "relevant" or

simply rewarding to acknowledge the challenges of climate change and how this may Influence the decision
making process. Climate action does not deal with air quality and emissions from home heating with woodflred
stoves / fireplaces. Burning wood Is equivalent to burning coal in terms of emissions per unit of heat, not to
mention the particulate matter that Is a respiratory breathing Issue. The focus on Increasing tree canopy in

urban areas Is misplaced. While having benefits for C02 sequestration, having tall native tree species like cedar,
spruce & fir create a safety risk when in an urban settings: we have seen Increasing wildfire threat with hotter,
drier summers (just Imaging an Okanagan level fire In North Cowichan) and blow down risk with wetter and
stronger winds In winter storms. Furthermore, Increasing tree canopy reduces energy available to households

for rooftop photovoltaic solar panels and passive solar heating and the roots of these large trees pose a threat
to private and municipal infrastructure (utilities, roads, house foundations, etc).

58

I do not think this document has had enough community engagement. A 32 page survey is exhaustive. It should
have been simpler with smaller sections that could be done a little at a time I believe there is a beautiful idea of
greener, inclusive easily accessible community but no a true vision on how to get there.

59
60
61

Chapter 2 answers previously submitted online
Clear and progressive.
I Already responded to this question on page 3. "We have now included critical components such as
reconciliation, regeneration and interdependence and adaptation and resilience in our changing worlds. We
need to be able to ensure that our local governments are in tune with the important issues in our worlds".

62
63
64

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

Makes me happy to live here. Protect this spectacular landscape and its interconnected ecosystems by focusing
growth in existing centres. Adapt for resilience to climate change.

65
66
67

See below.

Excellent - The vision principles goals and frameworks do an excellent job of capturing the input received
It is progressive (in the true sense of the word, not the politically charged sense), forward looking and it would
create a great lens through which municipal decisions should be made.

2. Do you support the principles?

1

Principles are also very strong. I support the references to regeneration, which is a step beyond conservation as

it involves repairing the land and our ecosystems. In addition, the principle of economic opportunity is wellthought out, and emphasizes the importance of reducing social and economic inequality, rather than simply
producing more wealth.

2
3

I support the principle of climate action and making all decisions through a climate lens.
We are facing a climate crisis and a catastrophic loss of biodiversity. The principles of regeneration,
interdependence, and climate change are important for setting us on the right path to address these challenges.

4

I support all eight principles, especially reconciliation/relationship building, regeneration/interdependece, and
climate action.

5

These principles balance the social, economic and environmental. Very well-thought out and consistent with

what the community identified in the vision, goals and principles survey that had a strong response rate.
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)

dded principles like 'regeneration' 'reconciliation..' 'climate action' 'change, adaptation..' 'social justice' reflect

ie current state of the world and our collective responsibility
support 1) healthy & safe community, 2) economic opportunity, 3) climate action, and 4) regeneration of
atural environments. The rest, in my view, don't make sense as guiding principles in an OCP.
>

oo many principles, and duplication. Suggest removing "community engagement" as part of "responsible
overnance", removing "climate action" as part of "regeneration and interdependence", and removing "social
istice and equity" as part of "healthy and safe community".

3
LO

he are convoluted and unnecessary complicated

i/Ve actively seek out and listen to quieter community voices so that input is representative of all community
lembers." Who are this quieter voices? This needs to be defined.

LI
L2
L3

ee notes from executive summary, above.
gain, they appear to be reasonable.

ie framework of these principles will guide us (politicians, MNC staff, community members) in our
nplementation strategy and in prioritizing the goals in the chapter - help us develop a road map for
nplementation. This needed framework of guiding principles will help this municipality to accomplish the
oals identified in this chapter while creating accountability especially for mayor/council/municipal staff and
evelopers among others.

14

endorse the need for conservation and protection of our natural areas, focus on supporting the LOCAL
conomy and designing "resilient" communities.

15
16
17

share the underlying values.

he principles provide strong guidance for MNC decision-making going forward.
.ias and an unbalanced approach. Failure to consider families and businesses in the area. Environmental and

ocial justice as goals and no consideration of existing family and business or future family

18
19
20
21

'here is a lot in here but I think we made need to simplify our goals to be successful long term.

dk
<bove

lalancing human impacts with environmental sustainability is an essential part of the community plan, though I
m uncertain about how social justice and equity can be managed at a micro level within the description
irovided. At a macro level, decisions such as permitting affordable housing (NOT CLUSTERED - this creates
•nclaves of low-income and disparity in available resources)

22

'es, we have inherited this land from our ansestors, but we must live with todays reality and its problems, not

23
24

:limate change is a fact.

hoseofouransestors.

see nothing that states all residents regardless of race must financially contribute to the operations of the
nunicipality.

25
26

;ee comments above

27
28
29

\gain, execution is everything in the details.

'he principles are progressive and far-reaching as they should be for a community plan that encompasses the
oundational aspects of community health and well-being.
;o glad to see the Paul Hawken's vision, principles, research-based actions are the foundation of our OCP.

rhe entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

30

rhe principles are super important to responsible municipal government. Especially the reconciliation and
•elationship building and Climate Action!

31
32

>ee above
Fhe document contradicts itself in so many areas. The over reach into areas that are federal and provincial is

well beyond the municipalities mandate.

33
34
35

See above.
>ame as above

rhis is the framework of Agenda 2030 and will push to remove people off lands and restrict access to certain areas.
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36

The over-arching principles of Climate Action and Social Justice and Equity are not appropriate for a document
that seeks to set the direction for land use planning and future growth. These issues, while they exist, aren't

something a municipality is equipped to address. Particularly not in an Official Community Plan.

37
38
39

You have not heard or engaged all community
These principles cover mine and what I believe we need for a better future

To "talk the talk" is comendable to "walk the walk" is much harder with budgets and the power of the senior
governments restricting the municipality behaivor.

40

I think the description of regeneration and interdependence should be shortened. Start with "the goal....end
with natural and built environments." The Paul ?Hawken quote covers a lot.

41

"regeneration-restores, renews, revitalizes the environment" Mother Nature does just fine managing herself!!

We need to step back and leave our forests alone (for example)

42
43
44
45
46

Very thorough!
These align with my personal principles
See above. Principles are fine if followed and measured.

Over reaching and more burden on Planning Dept
The principle of Regeneration and Interdependence Is quite a lofty and somewhat academic concept. In a

perfect world, we would all want this, but In the reality of official community plans It would be too nebulous to
pin down for land use planning as everything we do will have an Impact. The unintended consequences could
be sterilization of development as It will be too difficult to get anything approved. As stated In #11 above
"ensuring all municipal decisions are made through the lens of a climate emergency" Is very subjective an

difficult to put Into effect. There will be those that consider any development or human activity to contravene
this principal. A good example stated In this OCP Is the goal to reduce traffic - firstly to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from vehicle use, and secondly to reduce the global Impact of mining, resource extraction, etc to
manufacture of electric vehicles. Meanwhile our more senior governments are providing Incentives to purchase

those EV's, so who Is right and whose rules will apply? This Climate Action really then does become a
convenient catch-all to excuse development. Lastly, we have to be careful with Social Justice and Equity. This
can't be used as an excuse for those marginalized to lash out against society, we need to uphold our laws and
not support or condone unlawful behaviour.

47
48
49

Chapter 2 answers previously submitted online
Comprehensive and thoughtful
"We have now included critical components such as reconciliation, regeneration and interdependence and
adaptation and resilience in our changing worlds. We need to be able to ensure that our local governments are
in tune with the important issues in our worlds".

50
51
52

See notes from executive summary, above

53
54

See below.

55

The principles are progressive, reflective of community perspectives / preferences and a sound basis for policy

56

These are important principles that need to be tantamount to good modern governance. They reflect a realistic,

See notes from executive summary, above

Yes, I see this as the role of government. Individuals and the market need to be guided with these principles
Make the principles more action motivated instead of just acknowledging the issues
"Regenerating rural countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and oceans" Interested in regenerating our forests mean-

logging our municipal forests- which im against.
development.
modern perspective on the social and environmental issues. These values represent the democratic product of
our last municipal election.

3. Executive Summary - Residents who support the Vision & Principles

These appear to be progressive and well thought out and viewed through the lens of the changes that are
taking place in our municpality and in the world.
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nese responses are from the Sahtlam Neighbourhood Association. (SNA) While much of Sahtlam is in the
VRD, some of it is in MNC. The decisions made by MNC have had and will continue to have a great impact on
ie Sahtlam area. Please note that questions answered will relate specifically to the Sahtlam area and its
3ncerns and objectives.

>

to focus growth and development in growth centers is not why we chose the Cowichan Valley to live in. We
nose to live here because we want single family detached homes so our children can play outside in a safe
eighbourhood and environment. Development Is not a bad word. It does not always impact the ecological
/stems. It can enhance the ecological systems by providing storm drains and sewers.

t
3

is a well written commitment to our generation, our time, and the next generation.
hese are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon, effectively,

/ithin a municipal context. While it is hard to argue with any given principle-of course we would all like to live
1 a world that could be created in this vision—the vision, principles and goals section is overly broad and for the
lost part unattainable at the municipal level. It also sets too few visions and goals for addressing housing
hortages as well as the many and varied aspects of the local economy that could benefit from OCP attention.
3

his document does not address the true concerns of the North Cowichan.

7

he vision and principles reflect the practical reality that we need to find a better balance between encouraging
conomic opportunity while not causing ongoing damage to social and environmental systems. This is a good
'amework.

3
3

lot clear, no growth, no plan for job creation
Vithout accountability on the municipal level from councillors, there is no action. Principal #8 should mention
ccountability. Leadership from North Cowichan is often self serving and has been since the Holett years.

10

'he lack of support mentioned for growth of both business and residences is concerning, especially during this
lousing crisis.

11
12
13

think the vision and principles are by now self-evident, and exactly what we need at all levels of government.
ee previous comment

'rotecting our forests helps with carbon storage but also protects biodiversity and the endangered coastal
)ouglas-fir forest ecosystem.

14

<11 thinks need to be considered but not overly thought and discussed. Most thinks should be cut and dried. Use
;ommon sense

15

believe the Visions & Principles are great; however, I believe many of these points cannot be attained in any
ignificant sense with continued stiffling of growth within the community/municipality.

16
17

'he donut model is excellent.

/ery happy with the vision statement. Especially appreciate statement that we will "prioritize conservation of
>ur natural areas." Also like reference to North Cowichan as "steward and leader of environmental and social
vellbeing." Principles are also very strong. I support the references to regeneration, which is a step beyond

:onservation as it involves repairing the land and our ecosystems. In addition, the principle of economic
)pportunity is well-thought out, and emphasizes the importance of reducing social and economic inequality,
ather than simply producing more wealth.

18

\t every level of government we must be working toward the goal of meeting the needs of all people, within
:he means of the planet.

19

Fhese are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon, effectively,
within a municipal context.

20
21
22

rhe visions and principles are very subjective.
Fhese are inspiring and awesome principles
Fhe QLNA Board strongly supports the new OCP with its reference to climate action and social justice and all 8
principles. This aligns with the QLNA's own mission and goals to protect the watershed.

23

3CP is overfocused on solving problems outside of the scope of the municipality. This will be a the cost of the
existing residents, raising taxes to a point where it is no longer feasible to maintain residence h in North
:owichan.

24

Fhe mission fails to acknowledge or define what shared space means in relation to land-back.
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125

I believe that nature should be taken into consideration. If you are going to build areas up, they should include
trees and landscapes that are including nature.

126
127

Well-rounded and all-inclusive.....like motherhood and apple pie.
The principles are not clear 1, 6 and 7 all seem very similar. Why not just say "The Environment", and list these
others under the general heading. 4 and 8 could be simply "Good Governance". 2 and 9 could be "Community
Building". It all seems over complicated and out of touch with the needs of regular people.

|28
129

It is thoughtful, comprehensive, and focuses on a more natural future.
Inclusiveness and transparency are important and need to be implemented when making important decisions in
the future.

|30

CDFCP support the Vision and Principles due to the inclusion of the following statements; The vision states 'will
prioritise the conservation of our natural areas'. The principals state that regeneration means "'restore to a
better state" whether we are talking about our community, social well-being, economy, farmlands or the
environment'. The OCP states 'will strive for resiliency in built and natural environments and ensure iterative
and adaptive processes that can better respond to change'. The OCP states 'We will ensure all municipal

decisions are made through the lens of the climate emergency' Goals - 75% of new residential units will be in
growth centres. - Enhance our natural environment by protecting and regenerating our rural countryside,
forests, rivers, lakes and oceans. CDFCP supports increasing tree canopy in urban areas. The inclusion of Figure

2 (doughnut) is considered to provide a clear image of the balance the OCP is aiming to achieve.

131

These principles are extremely ambitious and yet necessary.

132

protection and restoration of the environment are key; not clear how council will prioritize economic growth

and environmental sustainability

|33
|34

I can't think of any overarching principles that I would add to your list
There has not been enough public engagement - in fact it seems this OCP has already been predetermined for
us

|35
136

They are beyond the scope of Community Plan. Why change the existing plan?
We need to chart a more sustainable, regenerative course for all our actions. The planet cannot survive the
surrent modelo of continued growth and environmental destruction. It is time to focus on local, inclusive,
healthy communities, and respect and honor the First Nations.

137

The OCP is a document that represents the philosophy of our municipality, who we are and who we want to be.

At the same time it has to be dynamic and flexible enough to respond (so staff can respond) to rapid changes.
Though this OCP has a lot that is the same as the 2011 OCP, it demonstrates a major shift in thinking. It lays out
clearly what the muni can do and what/where it can influence.

|38

Keywords: Sustainability-conserve & regenerate natural environment, truth and reconciliiation-social justice &
equity-climate emergency.

139

It is one thing to have pretty words that sound great but they must be followed up with actions that match or
exceed those wordy ideals/goals.

|40
|41

Provides a good overview of the OCP update process and explains the OCP structure. Acknowledges First
I fully support green living & development based on results-driven economic development, our new OCP is
largeley green. Allowing for smart growth to help fight climate change & toxic sprawl

|42

I admit to being somewhat jaded in engaging in this exercise based on many years of feeling completely ignored
by the muni. I must say that this draft plan, if implemented, is an incredible about-face from what has
happened in the past. I can see it entailed a huge amount of work by council and I applaud your efforts. My
question is how long to implement, as time is of the essence.

143

This isa arduous document 195 pages long without maps, with alot of sections that should be deleted as they
are not the responsibility of the district. Climate action and social justice do not specify any concrete actions
that are measureable. Trying to change challenges experienced by people living on the margins is not our
responsibility or the district's with regard to chronic inequities. Pay equity and vision of new businesses sound
like an autocratic state and the developer, business can always go to the variance committee or council who will
reverse decisions. The growth management is a joke. We have so much development and those approved on
the books but not yet built, that there isn't enough water for current users. Remember Chemainus and Crofton
are tourist towns and if you build too much in the core area you will lose businesses. Look at your demographics
- seniors only walk so far and they use cars whether you like it or not.
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14

rioritizes climate change, social justice and equity and beautifully describes 8 absolutely critical principles.

145

Vision and Principles stated here overstep boundaries of an OCP. in creating the OCP, more could have been

done to have listened to the quieter voices. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Council, staff and community members communicate with each other
in an open and transparent way to ensure that decision-making aligns

with the OCP, other plans, policies and bylaws. We actively seek out
and listen to quieter community voices so that input is representative
of all community members.

|46

"his draft of the OCP seems problematic as the vision & principals are contradictory in many aspects. For
example:

- affordable housing vs restrictive development requirements and restriction of lands available to growth
- goals for environmental stewardship when no standards are currently in place to determine what is

acceptable or not (only broad aspirations vs specific actionable criteria).
wouldn't want to be on council or municipal administration who will be expected to implement this draft of
the OCP. It reads very much like a protectionist vs facilitative document. There are just too many restrictions
and aspirational goals which will result in more confrontation and divisiveness than providing a roadmap for
responsible development.

don't think North Cowichan should strive to be a "leader of environmental and social wellbeing". While we
should consider environmental and social wellbeing best practices, being a leader Is a much more Intensive
effort that would likely be expensive In terms of administrative time and Implementation cost. I suggest we
reward the vision statement to: "Following existing best practices regarding environmental and social wellbeing,
we will prioritize the ..."

We need to be careful about 'climate action' and ensuring all municipal decisions are through the lens of
|climate emergency. While measures at a municipal level can be adaptation to more rigorous building codes, we
|needtoensurethatbroader policies of promoting electrification of vehicles, etc are done at a provincial or
[federal level. The municipal focus should be adaption, for example not allowing new construction in flood
[plains, etc.
Further, I'm not sure 'social justice' should be a key principle. We want to treat everyone fairly and equally but

squally we must have a key principle of being law abiding citizens - living on the margin does not permit Illegal

147

In Vision I like:
Stewards of environmental and social wellbeing
Prioritize conservation of natural areas

Resilient & inclusive communities
Collaboration & transparency
I would add: a local economy that thrives on green initiatives, industry, and technology.

In Principles I would highlight;
Climate Action & Change, Adaptation & Resiliency, along with Reconciliation & Relationship
Building.

|48

I see this as a road map - a decision making framework with clear goals that will guide not only the
development community, Planners and staff of MNC but the Mayor and Council in making wise decisions that
will continue to build and support the economy, the ecology and the social fabric of this community. My fear is
that the partisan politics that have overtaken some members of the Mayor and council clearly have lost sight of
the big picture needed to make this community successful in favour of supporting their political cronies,
maintaining the status quo and therefore insuring their re-election in 2022.

|49

A robust OCP should have a multi-faceted approach to maintaining and improving upon postive human and

|50

We have now included critical components such as reconciliation, regeneration and interdependence and

community health. I very much endorse the 9 principles set out.

adaptation and resilience in our changing worlds. We need to be able to ensure that our local governments are
in tune with the important issues in our worlds.
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51

These are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon, effectively,
within a municipal context. While it is hard to argue with any given principle--of course we would all like to live
in a world that could be created in this vision--the vision, principles and goals section is overly broad and for the
most part unattainable at the municipal level. It also sets too few visions and goals for addressing housing
shortages as well as the many and varied aspects of the local economy that could benefit from OCP attention.

52

These are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon, effectively,
within a municipal context. While it is hard to argue with any given principle--of course we would all like to live
in a world that could be created in this vision--the vision, principles and goals section is overly broad and for the
most part unattainable at the municipal level. It also sets too few visions and goals for addressing housing

53
54

shortages as well as the many and varied aspects of the local economy that could benefit from OCP attention.
Link to comment here GO TO PAGES 144 - 146
As stewards and leaders of environmental well being, climate action and social justice support all 8 principles
Priorising conservation of land while building resilience in our existing communities. To minimise greenfield
development, auto-dependence, water and soil careless use and degradation.
To direct developers to value the land around their buildings contributing to societies well being through the
green spaces

55

Regarding "Issues and Trends", the plan says, among other things:
"Supports for mental health, including substance use disorders are needed to support the visible homeless
population mainly in the South End Centre."
Comment: While this may be true, this is not an issue that a municipality is either financially or statutorily
equipped to address. Leave this to senior governments, where it belongs.
Under the "policies" piece, there is repeated reference to the notion that "The Municipality will ask developers
and landowners to.... "
While this may seem like a reasonable thing to put into an OCP, this constant reference to asking developers to
do stuff appears to be rooted in a misguided idea that developers are "rich" and can afford to do all of this stuff.
This constant expectation being placed on developers is clearly in direct opposition to the need to address
affordability because - make no mistake - when developers are asked to do things as a condition of approvals,
the costs of doing those things will simply be added on to the cost of the housing provided, regardless of which
"form" of housing that is.
Just a comment on the "OCP Update Process."

It is fatally flawed. I consider myself fairly computer-literate,

but it took me the better part of 2 weeks to complete this survey. Between flipping back and forth between
documents, losing my place, and general technical issues, I suspect there are dozens, if not hundreds of people
who gave up on this process when they got about an hour into it... particularly once they realized that after that
first hour, they likely had about 150 pages to go.
Further, there is no community buy-in to this document, largely because all of these "consultations" were done
in the context of a pandemic. And also because Council clearly "stacked the deck" with its selection of the
citizens who were chosen for the various advisory committees and ambassador roles. The last time North
Cowichan did an OCP, it stretched over 3 Council terms, beginning in '05-'08, continuing through '08-'11, and
wrapping up in '12. For this Council to insist on getting this done in a single term, especially in the context of a
pandemic which has distracted residents away from these mundane issues, borders on criminal.. especially in
light of Council's supposed commitment to "community engagement" as expressed in the Strategic Plan.
56

Like references to Environmental concerns. Growth infrastructure is poor in not addressing growth numbers
and services for new housing in particular water.

57

The emphasis on the environment, climate action, green economy, and social justice --- all 9 principles and all 7
Goals- are strongly supported. These are consistent with what we know about community preferences for our
future.
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58

This document provides a lens through which decision making is to be made. It is not a strict guideline. It
reflects the values of the democratically determined direction the community would like to see replace an older
system of values I personally do think have served this community well. This draft OCP leaves me with a sense ofl
optimism for our community.

L Do you have general thoughts on this section (Visions & Principles)?
feel the vision is broader than some of us are used to in traditional OCP's but that this reflects the importance
lat local government has on the quality of life of citizens.
)

he SNA has reviewed the draft OCP and agrees with the vision and principles. We agree with the Quamichan
ake Neighbourhood Assn when it encourages firmer language that conveys a stronger commitment to these
rincipals and visions.

5

he process used to get to this place was coerced. Misleading information has been used throughout and this
houldstop

t

Ufficultto navigate

1

iccountability on the actions of those in leadership roles. North Cowichan is notoriously slow to do business,
,ard to work with, lacks vision and is individually self serving.

3

1

leedswork.

his is additional to my previous comment submitted: Under Goals: Prioritize Climate Action, the Target is too
listant and needs to be more specifically worded: Target: Reduce green gas emissions by 65% based on a
:005(?) baseline by 2030 (more accurate science-based target) and by 100% by 2050. It is fossil fuel use, not
'lectricity use that needs to be the focus. Electricity can be produced with minimal emissions (those embedded
he production of windmills, solar panels, geothermal, etc.) It is fossil fuel use that must be rapidly reduced
rom buildings and transportation and the percentage needs to be consistent with a 65% reduction by 2030.

s

was unable to comment on the OCP process section above and so I would like to make a quick comment on

he importance of the public hearings being held in person and not via zoom. I believe that if the public hearings
;annot be held in person then the final steps in the approval of an updated OCP should be deferred to a time
vhen in person meetings can be held.

9
10

)on't let the naysayers with financial interests in the old way derail this much need new approach.
Vhile it is hard to argue with any given principle-of course we would all like to live in a world that could be
:reated in this vision-the vision, principles and goals section is overly broad and and for the most part
inattainable at the municipal level. It also sets too few visions and goals for work, workers, and the many
varied aspects of our local economy.

11
12
13
14

believe it would have been quite simple to have 5 points and not ten to encompass all.
rhere is a typo in the right hand column - should read: 'resilience'
:ocus on core services and reducing tax burden on residents.

\m waiting eagerly to read how these principles will be defined and implemented to produce the ideal
:ommunity of which you speak!

15

f the core principles are not easily understood it makes the rest of the document unnecessarily harder to
jnderstand.

16
17

3ood beginning
Fhe OCP sets the following goals; - Increase the amount of land under conservation management and active
•egeneration. - Increase animal and plant biodiversity in North Cowichan. - The CDFCP supports both goals. It

s recommended that the word native is added to the goal to increase animal and plant biodiversity, it is
-ecommended that a baseline and target is presented in the OCP for each of the goals similar to the goal for
:arbon reduction to enable success to be tracked. At present the challenge is preventing the decline in many ol
the habitats and species within the region.

18
19

am anxious to see the concrete proposals that will flow from these.
Sreat to see environmental protection top of list

|5. Do you support the goals?
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1

It's important that we focus growth and development in established centres rather than continuing with more
sprawl. Ensuring land develpment occurs in "low-impact and site adaptive manner integrating natural features
and ecological systems" is very good. 75% of new residential units in growth centres is reasonable, and policies

should support this. Very pleased with stronger focus on increasing rental housing stock, with quantifiable
measures. Additionally, happy with goal of enhancing natural environment, with target of increasing amount of
land under conservation management and active regeneration.

2

Focusing growth and development makes sense, because we need to build up, not out. A thriving economy that

"leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all" sounds much better than simply growing the economy, which
is environmentally unsustainable. Enhancing food security is something I support - we need to protect our
farmland and produce more food locally.

3

Goals are all relevant to the community, for the most part attainable in the municipal jurisdiction, and
measurable. The goals also support and reinforce one another. For instance, focusing growth and development

in established centres will position us encourage more rental and attached housing, while also protecting the
natural environment and enhancing food security (with less green space and farmland being developed).

4

I support all seven goals. They will help us build a better community that prioritizes affordable housing,
protecting the environment, and supporting a sustainable economy. They are also measurable with attainable
targets.

5

Goals align with the vision and principles, and the targets are for the most part aspirational but also realistic
(although the climate targets will depend on the actions of the federal and provincial governments.

6

Should be "support focused growth and development". In practice it is prohibitively expensive to build within
existing growth centres. Will need to incentivize to encourage this. Should be a top priority goal to "encourage
a thriving economy" , and "continually improve vital infrastucture - utilities, roads, stormwater, connector trails

7

Could remove principles entirely. Goals are what are important in the OCP. Would like to see "Prioritize climate
action" changed to "Prioritize sustainable infrastructure" to better match chapter 9.

8
9
10
11

Environmental and economic needs are not well balanced.
See notes from executive summary, above.
Yes, they more or less reflect what I think NC's goals should be.

It is a holistic approach. We find ourselves in a complex problem with several moving parts as the Donut model
shows us. A linear approach to problem solving that seeks greater ROI has gotten us into this mess. We need

bigger picture more holistic thinking to get us out. It is complicated. Perhaps we don't have the right individuals
in power that demonstrate that big picture thinking or that understand the complex nature of the issues..
Having articulated the issues, the goals, the principles by which we will get to those solutions, it may help the
electorate look for better candidates and make more demands on the municipality to not settle for the status
quo. I am not confident that there is the political will for the degree of change needed with some factions of
the politicians currently in power here nor their supporters who stand to gain much by maintaining the status
quo.

12

New growth districts to align within existing population areas areas (not rural areas), more social infrastructure
(to align with nature enjoyment), enhancing the natural environment by increasing land under conservation
management, regeneration activities, focus on local food production to enable more food security, transition to
more green business and focus on reducing GHG emissions (each community must do its part across the nation

and each country)

13
14

These are overdue. We need to combat climate change, social injustices, habitat degredation etc.

15

We are a small community, I think a lot of these goals and visions are based on ideology of council, not

The goals provide additional guidance but also certainty for anyone contemplating living, working and/or
investing in MNC as they provide insight into the direction the MNC is taking.
necessarily achievable in the real world. Focusing development in growth areas does have benefits but being to
restrictive in approving development further increases the strain on affordable housing.

16

Not enough emphasis on mixed, rental, and affordable housing. Stop building for the rich! We need affordable
housing. Our homeless population and vulnerable population is growing by the day and North Cowichan has
done a horrific job of keeping up with community needs on this front. Stop building homes for rich retiree's
from Ontario and start building for the people who are actually contributing to the local economy.
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117

Idk
Above

|19

North Cowichan is a large municipality and electric cars will predominate in the years to come. To put 75 per
cent of new building in growth centres seems uncessary and contradictory to the attraction of the area. 70

percent attached buildings and 30 per cent detached the same/

120

some of the goals are feasible, while some are impossible, or make other goals difficult or impssible to achieve.
eg. imposible goal: 100% reduction of greenhouse gas emmission. "Good, fast, cheap, pick 2" applies.

121
|22

want to see natural areas protected to maintain biodiversity.

Again, actual actions need to comply with goals. Since the population is growing and getting older, the staff and
councillors need to be aware of the tax implications of their goals and realize what is appropriate for a Muni of
this size.

|23

Regeneration is the key to saving our planet. We are thinking globally and acting locally.

124

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

125
126

support the goals - how to translate into enforceable bylaws is the trick.
agree with the goals and in particular, prioritize climate action and encourage and enable affordability. I do
think the targets for climate action are not strong enough (there should be targets before 2050).

127
|28
|29
130
|31

See above

132

Well thought out, I appreciate the goals to focus residential growth in the growth centres and away from the

|33

The "Goals" include the notion offocussed growth and development. Which involves drawing "lines" on a map.

Yes if mandated by federal and provincial governments but is not the mandate of a localgovt.
See above.
same
don't see this solving your goals. The numbers will not work, I see this as a take from the contributors and give

it to the people who don't.
urban sprawl. Protection of agricultural land and food security!
These lines demonstrably affect affordability. Lands within the "approved" areas for development are more
expensive than those outside those lines. The notion of Encouraging a Mix of Housing Types is better addressed
by the market than by bureaucrats determining what is and isn't appropriate. We are seeing a boom in rental
construction right now.. with lots ofapartment-style units proposed for the area around Cowichan Commons.

That's a function of the market. Which is where this stuff should be left out..

134
135
|36
137
|38
|39

There has not been enough public engagement from all tax payers
Because these goals are clear and doable

Sounds great in a perfect world
Mostly. Target # 1 - more than 75% should be in growth centres.
Unsure about inclusion of'targets' when each chapter has objectives and indicators
#4 protecting yes! The "regenerating" aspect is concerning to me-as stated above-how can our human presence

work harmoniouslywith nature?

|40
141

Some goals could be more defined with numbers to enable measuring of success.

Like focused growth in existing centres, building up not out. Like that health and well being are included. Like
the development of affordable housing and food security and preservation of natural environment & green
areas. Prioritizing climate action is important.

142

See above.
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43

Setting a target of 75% of new residential units to be In growth centres may not be realistic. For example within
the Chemainus urban containment boundary there Is little available land for residential development, from a
visual review of the maps It looks like >85% of the land within the UCB Is developed already. So that will mean
destruction of existing residences to allow for Infill development. From past history, this does not happen
readily and more recently there Is a stronger desire for Individual residents to acquire and restore single family
homes In this area. The target will foster conflict with existing residents. Freeing up municipal lands for larger
developments where higher density targets can be set would be a more effective mode of fostering growth.
Building resilient, supportive, Inclusive Communities that Include quality childcare would suggest there Is
already a current need and anticipated growth In young families. Population statistics are contrary, our

demographic Is aging and It Is becoming too expensive for young families to live here. We need to being with
addressing the cost of housing for families by allowing for greater development targeting families - perhaps we
need to look at creating "Under 40" developments to help our younger families find housing and reduce
competition from us retirees buying Into the communities. Encourage and Enable a Diversity Mix of Housing
Types.... - We have to consider the market drivers for development. Developers (those with the financial

capacity to undertake development) can make a higher profit margin on lower density development because
that Is what the current market wants (see comment above on retirees buying Into the community). We need

to somehow entice developers to reduce their profit margin and one of the ways of doing that Is to provide
greater certainty and reduced timelines for development permits. I know the OCP Is trying to do that, but It
seems this document has more ways of thwarting development than supporting It. Prioritize Climate Action reduce GHG's by 100%, really?? What will be the cost to residents to achieve this goal? How would we meet a
net-zero objective while reducing electricity consumption by 12%? Its not good enough to throw these goals on
the wall to see If they stick without some meaningful means of getting there. In addition, this goal Is really
more dependent on senior levels of government to facilitate, municipalities could better use Its tax revenue and
efforts on climate change impact mitigation.

44
45

Chapter 2 answers previously submitted online
All are important components of a healthy community and ones we can evaluate and monitor over time. This

helps us hold the MNC accountable

46
47
48

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

Yes, these ideas can be the foundation of a wonderful, beautiful place to live and work To minimise cost of
building and maintaining infrastructure including pavement (roads and parking lots) To strengthen our rural
character and food security and Garry Oak ecosystem To stop building car dependent sprawl To revitalise our
existing centres to enhance our quality of life To consume less land/person, and build for North Cowichan
citizens Restore ecosystems to store carbon A green transition for job

49
50

See below.
Reductions in electricity-is that a general principle or does it refer to economical reduction-or is that even
possible, l.e. priority on projects with a payback. But sometimes uneconomical should be done. So perhaps
projects with best environmental impact.

51

They offer a clear programme / framework for policy development and seem well aligned with community
desires, preferences, and the planning vision. Well done!

52

These are important goals that need to be tantamount to good modern governance. They reflect a realistic,
modern perspective on the social and environmental issues. These values represent the democratic product of
our last municipal election.

6. Do you support the frameworks, objectives, and policies (action items) in this framework section?
Generally, very pleased with both frameworks. The section regarding the social and planetary boundaries
(including reference to Doughnut Economics) is very good, and helps provide context at a global level.
Appreciate reference to creating both a "regenerative and redistributive economy." References to "ecological
overshoot" and reducing overall consumotion are good.
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support having climate change as an over-arching framework throughout the OCP. The Donut Economics
lodel is a great way to set the context for this.
3th frameworks are excellent.

ike this concept of Doughnut Economics and keen to keep it in the OCP. We need to reject this notion that the
urpose of the economy is never-ending economic growth. Our focus should be on improving our quality of life

id doing so within ecological limits. I support applying the climate action and social equity lens to the entire
CP and future decisions from the Municipality, as we are facing a climate crisis and high levels of economic
lequality.

3

rameworks align with the vision, principles and goals. Considering the environmental and social challenges we
re currently facing, it makes sense to weave these frameworks throughout the OCP. Doughnut model of social

nd planetary boundaries is a powerful concept that is very relevant to our community. I would hope these
•ameworks can guide future decisions made by North Cowichan leaders.
3

bsolutely agree that all decisions RE: land use and plannning should be done using these frameworks to guide

7

he present participation ofMNC in the CVRD organized transport of solid waste to a southern Washington

ecisions - this is so progressive! and so necessary

:ate land fill is expensive and a heavy consumer of carbon dioxide generating transport fuels. *The questions
re loaded, similar to "Are you in favour of Motherhood". Of course, we are in favour of many of the concepts

ddressed by the OCP but are these concepts relevant to the role of a municipality? The devil is in the details.

3

don't agree with the frameworks -1 find these completely unnecessary in the OCP. The climate action
"amework is already covered by the Climate Action Plan.

9
10

orry lost track. But generally, it is hard to understand how things will be paid for. Seems taxes are going up.
) I think it's important for the OCP review/update and municipal decisions to be made through an economic
'amework too. Not just climate and social justice frameworks. Economics is important for many areas of

ociety. It can help improve living standards and make society a better place. 2) I think it is important to include
n economic framework to ensure the OCP does provide opportunity to thrive and prosper as stated at the
leginning of Chapter 1 Introduction and Context(pg. 3). Are there plans to improve infrastructure to deal with
he outcomes of climate change? For example, the recent unprecedented rainfall and flooding has caused many
>sues with transportation of people and supplies.

11
12
13
14

'his is a necessary framework or lens through which all planning needs to happen - loud applause
ee notes from executive summary, above.

think they're fairly well set out.
:or the reasons stated above. This is mission critical for the survival of our valley let alone the planet. With
•xperiences of the heat dome, forest fires and torrential rains this year in our community alone let alone the

mseasonable tornadoes in the US recently, we no longer have the luxury of time to carry on the road that we
lave been travelling.

15

support the Kate Raworth concept of establishing a system of combining ecological and social responsibilities
nto the long-term planning process. The MNC is blessed with having a very diverse, moderate and natural
'nvironment that needs to be protected. Our waterbodies need to be regenerated in some regions, park space

n the form of green corridors set aside to protect biodiversity and park space, we need to encourage growth in
ocal business by supporting greener technologies and services and doing our part to reduce GHG emissions.

16
17
18
19

love that you are using the doughnut framework to ensure the vision is sustainable.

dk
\bove
'he focus on corporate actions taken to address social equity creates the risk that narrow, minority interests
:ould be over-represented and unduly influence bylaws. Proportional representation does need to be
'ncouraged. Environmental objectives need more "meat on the bones" - naming some specific areas would

lelp to understand the vision for this section - for example, moving to electric vehicles is fine, but is this
supported by adding micro-hydro or solar?

20
21

Fhere should be a choice of lifestyles. rural as well as growth centres.

rhe only climate emergency is in the minds of those unwilling to adapt to inevitable changes, or think we can
stop or reverse those changes.
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|22
123

please dont allow Bell Mckinnon and heard road to become a small town, this should stay a green area
Overall, the vision and principles as it relates to climate action are relatively sound; however, I do not believe

that the overriding message of the OCP supports them. A high level theme of this OCP is decreased growth and
development. Although masked at times, with "focused growth" in existing centers, decreasing UCBs and
moving away from an approved (denser) Bell Mackinnon LAP only increases our vehicle depedence. For

example, a commercial node within the Quamichan/Maple Bay corridor (specifically around the Maple Bay
School area) could decrease substantial single vehicle trips into town. Decreasing density from the approved
BMLAP on the North side of Herd rd. was a short-sighted reaction within council in order to find some sort of
compromise within a very polarized group; however, it makes absolutely no planning sense whatsoever. The

Herd Rd./BM intersection will be the main arterial in this new development area and as such it only makes
sense for some of the core density to lie on the north side of the intersection. Decreasing density before the

project has even begun seems to be in direct contradiction of the urban desnity goal which will again lead
people back to their vehicles and decrease walkability.

124
|25

I think the Doughnut model makes sense.
The QLNA Board supports applying the Doughnut Economic model to the OCP as it provides an understanding
that economic development must occur to meet societal needs, but that development must occur within the
environmental limits. No land use decisions should be made in a community without a clear understanding of
the impacts on the environment, climate and on social health and well-being.

|26
127

Don't really see any action items.
am not sure if economic growth is compatible with regeneration and climate actions. We may need to look at

economic thriving in which we have those of us who are wealthy sharing in sustainable ways with people on
more limited incomes.

|28
|29

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to

130

The donut economics model is one that unifies people and the environment. The framework also prioritizes a

We need to respect our environment and our fellow citizens.

growth, economic gains or prosperity.
climate lens through which social and land-use planning attempts harmonization.

131
|32

I really like the doughnut use for a framework.
Have you gone into a store lately do you see the abuse the staff take from shop lifters as they all know rcmp will
not show up . Pretty soon we won't have any stores open because they are not valued . Rcmp don't want to do

the paperwork

|33
134
135

See above.
same

People and businesses will not bring their capital here to live is smaller compact areas. North Cowichan needs to
attract buisness and the capital will follow.you cannot support your budget and pay off exaisting debt with this
plan.

|36

The Climate Action bullet is ridiculous. Please consider North Cowichan's emissions levels relative to the global
reality. Yes, we need to be environmentally responsible. But we're not going to save the planet with a bunch of
virtue-signalling about "emissions" in our miniscule corner of the world.

137
|38
|39

Again they are doable

140

I like the "doughnut" model. It introduces a new, much more wholestic way of looking at life, and the impact of

it makes good sence to look at it this way
Not enough community engagement to determine if this is what our community wants

all our actions. Having a climate and ecological lens for everything is critical, given the demonstration by

Mother Nature this year of her unhappiness with how we are treating her.

|41

Raworth's compass povides a solid context to which most residents can relate. The 12 social categories are

mostly within the municipal sphere of influence.

|42
143

the only hesitation right now is myself- again 2 need more time to consider this most worth while plan.
Like the donut economics approach. Like reduction in consumption of energy, health of waterways and

ecological & source sustainability of our water supplies. Like climate action framework & social justice &
equality framework.
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44
45

See above. I support a new green direction in economic growth.
The Framework and Its focus on Social and Planetary Boundaries reads like an academic social engineering
project. A Utopian world worthy of striving towards for sure, but naive In It's ability to use at a municipal level.

would suggest that a OCP needs to focus on those Items It can control and measure rather than flounder In a
Framework that Is so all-encompassing and esoteric. It Is disappointing to see this type of focus In an OCP. It
also fails to respect that we can't have a little Utopia as our community Is part of a larger region, province,

country and planet; therefore having such a large focus on Figure 2: Doughnut of Social and Planetary
I Boundaries diverts focus on more Immediate Issues like housing affordability, employment and an aging
demographic.

46
47
48
49

The action items need to be explained better in plain language. They are too vague
I would like to see some more emphasis on how to make existing building more energy efficient.
:hapter 2 answers previously submitted online
There is the Indigenous Framework for health and wellness that could also be included here. This is a wholistic
approach to health and wellness that includes environmental, social, economic and cultural components.
https://www.fnha.ca/wellness-and-the-first-nations-health-authority/first-nations-perspective-on-wellness

50
51
52

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

Know the impacts of development decisions on the environment and minimise them if they cannot be avoided
altogether. Locating growth in existing communities and limiting greenfield single family sprawl will help us
thrive Track the amount, type, variety and distribution of buildings/development. And the green space
distribution Track the number of new accommodations within 15 minutes walk of services including school and
grocery Change the language to "the muni shall" instead of can

53
54

See below.

Strongly support the Doughnut Model as a framework - working on premise that economic growth must occur
in a manner respectful of planetary limits.

55

The framework expounds on the principles and goals stated earlier. Thank you for capturing the objectives so
well and comprehensively with, I feel, good balance for different perspectives.

7. General thoughts on the Climate Action and Social Justice Frameworks

1
2
3

Needs work.

Again, waiting to read policies section outlining how these frameworks will be delivered.
Social justice is about more than climate.
Although obvious, this is likely a controversial topic.

5
6
7

Good ideas but not in the remit of local council.
|They are beyond the scope of a Community Plan
They go hand in hand, and both are necessary if we want a habitable, equitable planet for future generations.
they address the two major crises which threaten our civil society.
Our house is on fire as Greta Thenburg has famously shown the world-our young people's very lives are at stake,

We are hundreds of years late in being just for our Indegenious Peoples!

10
11
12

Yes we must preserve our most endangered and unique ecosystems before they are gone or destroyed

Identical to Survey 9
Fighting climate change starts at the local level and this OCP matches our environmental bylaws. Our new draft
OCP offers inclusion for all, not just developers.

13

In my ideal world, the muni would put up a "no vacancy" sign, just as a motel would when its infrastructure has

reached its capacity. However, I recognize theat council is walkin a fine line between meeting the needs of the
most invasive species ever, who need jobs & somewhere to live, and preserving a liveable planet. If

implemented, this plan will go a long way in meeting that balance.

14

Discussed in question 1 with principles.
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|15

Overstepping for OCP initiative,
also. Contradictory:

how?, affordable housing( Social justice) and alternative transportation, (Climate change) yet a growth center
earmarked for Crofton, only low paying jobs currently or planned, automobile needed to commute.

116

I'm really not sure that the broad 'social and planetary boundary' context Is suitable for an OCP. The
municipality should not befocussed on a 'safe and just place for humanity', too many of the Items are beyond

the control/scope of municipalities and will defocus municipal leaders from more Immediate needs of Its
citizens. This approach Is far too Idealistic and academic for an OCP and will only cause more division and
contention amongst leaders and citizens.

117

I would prioritize: all decisions are made through the lens of the Climate Emergency
and Reconciliation.
I like the doughnut model because it recognizes an ecological ceiling.

|18

Although Climate Change and Social Justice are very important, it must be balanced with an emphasis on
economic growth otherwise, how do we support these initiatives

|19

I wish the targets were more ambitious, and don't just line up with country wide targets, but would try to

achieve higher goals and position North Cowichan as a "climate leader"

120

Tell us why. The CAEP was established a few years ago with little progress made on it because of the lack of
political will and the costs involved to implement (politicians fearful of asking the community to pay more in
taxes). Similarly we learned in 2015 upon moving here that Duncan and surrounding areas have the highest rate

of child poverty in the Province. We were appalled and ashamed. We need a holistic approach to the future
growth of this community. That includes climate actionframework and social justice principles and actions to
broaden the foundation to future balanced and fair growth for all while providing reasonable value for money.
The days of relying on government to pay for/support all aspects of a community are not sustainable. We have
to make wise principled decisions as we move forward and the lenses of Climate Action and Social Justice are
part of those solutions in order to understand and address the real costs of building our community.

121

All we have to do is look outside these days. We are in a climate emergency! Our children and grandchildren

|22

There is no more important time for action. Our society has changed as a result of the increasing pressures

and future generations deserve for this to be a priority! All levels of government are accountable.

from climate change and social justice issues. Local governments cannot be held responsible for all aspects but
play critical roles in taking every measure to become carbon neutral, implementing policies and bylaws that
protect health such as eliminating woodburning heat and sources. This lens moving forward will mitigate our
impact on the world for future generations. Those who are most vulnerable in our communities are impacted

the most whether it be to climate change or the increasing challenges of poverty, mental health and societal
pressures. A responsive government can mitigate the impact. Historically local governments have had a smaller
role to play in regards to social justice but today it has never been more important. Our colonial systems do
have a negative impact on our indigenous community members and racialized neighbours. Leadership now is

critical in all decisions made for the citizens of this region.

|23

Again, these are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon,

effectively, within a municipal context. While I appreciate the motivation behind it, the attempt to employ it
here, I view as 'overshoot.'

124

Again, these are motherhood statements that are easy to agree with but almost impossible to act upon,

effectively, within a municipal context. While I appreciate the motivation behind it, the attempt to employ it
here, I view as 'overshoot/

125

Link to comment here

126

Yes, the 12 social foundations are inspired y the aims oftheSustainable Development Goals of the UN

GO TO PAGES 144 TO 146

The 9 ecological limitations are from the planetary boundaries put forward by a group of Earth-system scientists
let by John Rockstrom and Will Steffen.

5 | NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE | DRAFT OCPSURVEY
This framework fits with my values, priorises stewarding our land to avoid further ecological overshoot in a just
approach. A great plan for socio-environmental performance.
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27

Under the "Overview", the Plan commits to "...prioritize climate action (as) an overarching framework in each of

the chapters, along with the social justice and equity principle."
Comment: This is absolutely ridiculous. The only "climate action" the municipality should be engaging is in
planning for how to deal with floods, droughts, etc. But the notion that our little municipality can do anything
to "prevent" climate change or save the world is patently ludicrous. As Mayor Siebring has correctly stated,

Canada is responsible for less than 2% of global emissions. Which makes our municipal contribution
immeasurable on a global scale. Change the focus on this climate thing. As for the "social justice and equity
principle", this is another crazy over reach. To the degree that there is injustice or inequity, it's a broader
iocietal issue that cannot and will not be addressed in a single municipality. And neither of these things are an
appropriate focus for an Official Community Plan which is supposed to set out a vision on matters of land use
and future growth. Just stop with the do-gooder virtue signaling already!!

28

Tell us why. Demand is increasing for smaller homes on smaller lots. Not sure about demand for smaller lots.
Developers want us to believe it. Same as gasoline companies said people demand self serve gas stations. Need
for housing is great so changes maybe needed.

29

These 2 frameworks are both pragmatic and progressive. Its great that the draft plan acknowledges that Climate
Action and Social Justice are both intrinsic / critical components of growth management, land use and
environmental protection and that they must be central considerations in planning for our future.

30

My sense is, having paid close attention to what transpires at a municipal governmental level since arriving here
over 10 years ago, that this is what is required here. Business, development and resource management can be

done as it is so many progressive places with similar OCPs in other places around the globe. There is nothing
that unique here should prevent us taking this position. I don't want to be another Surrey, Kelowna or the like,
regretting making decisions 10, 20 or 50 years down the road. Adopting this draft OCP is simply the right thing
to do at this time.

8. Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?

1
2

It is hard to remember the details of the chapter and once submitted it cannot be changed.
•Wondering how social equity and OCP limited growth centres fit into social equity. By constricting the amount
and size of growth areas (including a reduced urban containment boundary), this leaves to a limited supply and
increasing prices for homes outside of growth centres and UCB. Leaving these areas for only the people who can
afford them. This is not social equity in my opinion - forcing people to live in dense growth areas. 2) Pg. 24 (first
paragraph in righthand column): "This OCP therefore contains a policy to commit to maintaining its CAEP,
noting that an update to the CAEP is in progress at the time of writing." Sounds like a blank cheque is being
written into the OCP.
•The consultation process for this Plan was seriously flawed with no control over who could respond and no
limit to the number of responses to a particular responder. «The information package for the consultation

process was biased with negative symbols associated with one option. *This can hardly be viewed as a Plan for
development over the next 20 years because each new council wants to reopen and redesign the Plan. I am told

that the last plan was concluded in 2012 but only 9 years later the Plan is being revised. *The consultants
leading the planning process have used a cookie cutter approach, utilizing concepts designed for urban
communities, rather than for the MNC setting. As a result, many MNC voters have little respect for the process

nor for the outcome. 'The Plan addresses many social objectives but fails to mention creation of good paying
jobs. Presently many of the Cowichan youth must go off Island to find meaningful well-paying jobs. *The Plan
does not address issues of solid waste management other than expressing the need to reduce waste.

Why were there only two over-arching frameworks identified: climate action, and social justice and equity? We
strongly feel an economic framework would have added an additional lens to evaluate against, specifically to
ensure that 'families and individuals of all backgrounds have the opportunity to thrive and prosper'. (P.3)
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5

Strength of this chapter and overall OCR is that climate change is not it's own stand-alone section, but climate
change lens is applied to all chapters. Social justice and equity framework should reference "class" rather than
just "socioeconomic status." North Cowichan has traditionally been a working class community, and we identify
as that.

6

Some of the language and key concepts in the social justice framework are very academic and do not totally fit
with North Cowichan as a community.

7
8

I don't like the graphic design/art work very much... the church seems to stand out over everything
I would prefer to frame the Municipality's role as "will" rather than"can"- not just in this chapter but
throughout the OCP document.

9

very strong - profoundly thoughtful - gives me some hope and optimism that we may be able to balance
economic needs with planetary and social survival

10

Confusing with principles, frameworks, goals, components, objectives, policies, three headings. In my opinion

needs to be tightened up and streamlined. Suggest removing policy heading "the municipality will ask
developers and landowners to" section. This can be encompassed in "the municipality can work with others
to". Why include the OCP update process in the document? Principle of "community engagement" not needed
as part of "responsible governance". Principle of "climate action" not needed as included in "regeneration and
interdependence". Principle of "social justice and equity" not needed as part of "healthy and safe community".

Would be helpful if the 7 goal headings were the same as those referenced in the chapters. Remove
frameworks section, not needed in the OCP.

11

Again, get rid of Figure 1. It does not represent our community. The Doughnut Economy model is amazingly
simple and appropriate.

12

I am very glad that you have included this framework and am hoping that respondents realize the importance of|
it to the success of implementation for this OCP over the course of the next decade. PLeasetryto get the
report finished so that we can get the By-Law drafted and passed by council before the next election. The fear
that I and friends have is that there is a high likelihood that a more right wing council would get elected in the
fall of 2022. If that happens, the likelihood of the bylaw that supports this 2022 OCP is highly unlikely..

13
14

Great empirical thoughts and plans that lay the groundwork and principles for the rest of the OCP process.
To provide additional certainty, the wording must be strengthened, particularly the phrase "the Municipality
can", which suggests optionality. Instead, this should say "the Municipality will", which is more certain and
clear.

15

Accountability is key, where are the needs. Social sustainability and housing. No more age 50+ buildings! That
shouldn't even be a housing option. It does nothing to support an inclusive community. Put an end to building

communities where families and children are not welcome!

16
17
18

Nope
Needs work.

It would be really helpful to have projected cost-benefit analysis so that action items can be prioritized,
opportunity costs identified. And as pointed out, resilience is becoming an ever more important concept with
climate change impacts affecting essential supplies and critical infrastructure.

19
20

I think the intentions are well meaning.
Chemainus is a small town don't try to make a suburb. No packing in the housing.How are people going to
afford houses,,not at the prices today.what's the alternative government subsidies.Let's go slow and low!

21

We all have equal rights, but opportunities only come to those that are willing to take them. "enforcing
corrective measures to ensure one group is not harmed disproportionally" Unvaxxed??????

22

please haveHerd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the
development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk
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:3

-om a climate action plan perspective, I believe the chapter is light on alternatives/insentives/encouragement
Father carbon reducing visions. Electrification of vehicles is enevitable, but what about a decreased
ependencies on other carbon sources such as natural gas? There could be potential for large scale community

iomass heating projects that could support the BM/Hospital core area.

!4

appreciate the work that has gone into this.

'5

inguage around 'natural' environment ignores the deep human environmental relationships which exist in this

igion. For instance, the Garry Oak ecosystems which are a product of historical Indigenous land stewardship

!6

think you should have written the document to forcus on someone with a grade 8 education rather than
)rcing us to have a dictionary on hand.

>7

worry that there will be too many housing units crammed in too small a space. Many of us appreciate having
irger lots and some privacy and don't want more traffic on our neighbourhood roads, or older neighbourhoods
jrned into apartments and condos.

?8
?9

he header "The Municipality can" should be replaced with "The Municipality will".
ots of very big and current words but the issues and realities will become real when we see actual policy
roposals.

30

have just found out that I am able to take out a second mortgage on my home in order to help friends who are
n a more limited income buy into a housing society. Their monthly repayment of this mortgage plus their
lonthly maintenance fees to the housing society equals $800 per month for a newly renovated 2 bedroom
partment instead of the $1400 per month they have been paying for identical accommodation. I would like to
leet with North Cowichan about how to encourage financially secure home owners to take out mortgages that
/ould allow people on limited incomes to buy into cooperatives and housing societies.

31

see nothing about the safety of our seniors and children regarding the homeless and addict crisis placed
irectly in their path on York and Beverly st. This needs to be addressed!

32
33

houghtful forward thinking plan
igure 1. is completely ridiculous. Most of N. Cowichan is rural/forest and this cartoon is not. Large roads

lepicted lead nowhere. Drop this please. An aerial photo would be better.

34

es. It is going to ruin North Cowichan. We are already talked about island wide as closed for business and only
lere to come for free handouts and drugs.

35

F the frameworks, objectives and policies outlined are actually what is going to be done, then I support this
•ntirely. Being a senior and having seen areas of my community destroyed so developers can make more
noney upsets me, and I wonder why there is no requirement to leave more green space than has been done on
iarnjum Rd., for instance, and on Tansor. Re reconciliation: more has to be done than just changing street
igns. I see some positive steps in the right direction but so much more needs to be done.

36

have recently purchased land in North Cowichan with a view to building a home and moving there. This vision
or the area completely aligns with my personal values.

37
38

'reat everyone equal

dealistic, how will our bureaucrats implement these goals in a fair and reasonable manner? Your setting them
ip for an even more difficult work environment because the interpretation of these goals is so subjective.

39

agree with almost all the values/goals/principles laid out. I will be even more supportive once I see action
leing taken.

40

"his chapter focuses on creating a community in which environmental conservation and protection take top

iriority; the development of built communities is considered here with environmental protection in mind;
)lease stick in your decision-making to these guiding principles, though. Two examples of developments that
Jon't fit: massive Kingsview development; Bell-Mckinnon corridor plans . Great to have good principles - only

jseful if they guide actual decision-making

41

ets move forward, this is an opportunity to build a vision which other communities will follow, the island and
:he valley can support more population, outlying communities will benefit from this development

42

Fhe quote from Paul Hawken is ideological. It is offensive. And it does NOT belong in an OCP for a community
where many people don't share this perspective.

43

ts all very sensible
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144

I have many thoughts it's just too bad you won't consider postponing this process until you can come up with
more fulsome ways to engage ALL community

145

Having tried to access CVRD's OCP and read the plan that was adopted, I am comparing the accessibility of
information in the document, the clarity of the Plans and simplicity yet depth of the goals I wish that CVRD had
consulted with North Cowichan on its template and user friendly understanding of the OCP

|46
147

Good luck
Chapter 2 sets the necessary and improtant tone for the whole OCP. It shows that North Cowichan is forward
thinking and proactive.

148
|49

Unsure how useful Figure 4 is
Looks great- did like to see Truth and Reconciliation close to the top of the list-right after regeneration &
Interdependence. Mindfule of my comments previously re "regeneration"-why not just keep the word

sustainablility?

150

151

Good, seems thorough and thoughtful.
I would like to see a clear connection between 'developing affordable housing' and 'climate action & social

justice' by prioritizing the adoption of a low carbon pathway bylaw through the BC Energy Step Code to ensure
that new builds employ a low carbon system like an electric heat pump to heat and cool without fossil fuels.
Require all new buildings to be electric, not natural gas.

152
|53

I believe the wording needs to return to "The Municipality WILL". Why was it changed from Will to Can?
I feel it is a "pie in the sky" vision/framework with unrealistic set outcomes and no real incentives that truly
provide encouragement and support. Our Planning Dept is already overwhelmed and understaffed. adding

another layer is not helpful.

154

It Is quite worrisome that such emphasis Is being placed on such a Utopian socio-environmental perspective.

Yes we have to consider these Issues but to place such a focus on them will result In North Cowichan being
handcuffed when dealing with more pressing Immediate needs. This reads like a restrictive, obstructionist
document rather than a facilitative document. These issues are at odds with affordable housing and will only
promote conflict. It is easy to see why council was so concerned about the development along Hwy 1 between

Henry Rd and Mt Sicker Rd - it certainly wouldn't fit the new OCP, but yet many people will benefit from its
continued development. North Cowichan needs more master planned development to realize the

improvements on housing density, etc that it is trying to achieve. The draft OCP Is so flawed In this respect It
may be better to scrap this version of the framework/principles and start fresh on a new effort. A good place to
start may bean analysis of the responsibilities of a municipality vs other senior levels of government and then
focus only those items within its jurisdictional control. In regard to climate change, the Municipality could
better serve Its citizens by focusing on adaptation and meeting provincial / federal requirements like building
code change Implementation and emissions for Its own vehicles and buildings.

|55
156

Actions that are identified are easy to evaluate and monitor.

A breathe of fresh air considering social and planetary boundaries. This OCP speaks for our identity, community
and sense of place. Not just enabling those from outside the region to pave over our most beautiful locations

with giant single family homes and cut all the large native trees. This OCP doesn't just look at the development
it looks at the entire picture i.e. what's not developable, the other values.
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57

First of all, the quote from Paul Hawken is ideological. It is offensive. And it does NOT belong in an OCP for a
community where many people don't share this perspective. Beyond that, the over-arching principles of Climate

Action and Social Justice and Equity are not appropriate for a document that seeks to set the direction for land
use planning and future growth. These issues, while they exist, aren't something a municipality is equipped to
address. Particularly not in an Official Community Plan. The "Goals" include the notion offocussed growth and
development. Which involves drawing "lines" on a map. These lines demonstrably affect affordability. Lands
within the "approved" areas for development are more expensive than those outside those lines. The notion of

Encouraging a Mix of Housing Types is better addressed by the market than by bureaucrats determining what is
and isn't appropriate. We are seeing a boom in rental construction right now.. with lots ofapartment-style
units proposed for the area around Cowichan Commons. That's a function of the market. Which is where this

stuff should be left. The Climate Action bullet is ridiculous. See my earlier comments about North Cowichan's
emissions levels relative to the global reality. Yes, we need to be environmentally responsible. But we're not

going to save the planet with a bunch of virtue-signalling about "emissions" in our miniscule corner of the
world.

58 [Great work! Thank you for your work and collaboration. Great balance.

Chapter 3 - Thoughtful Growth Management
1. Chapter 3.2 Assignment of Growth - Do you support the objectives and policies (action items) in this section?

1
2
3

Bell McKinnom LAP should be left as is!
please dont allow Bell Mckinnon and heard road to become a small town, this should stay a green area
Support policies to direct significant growth to areas identified as growth centres, discouraging auto-dependent
subdivisions and making existing areas less auto-dependent, encouraging development that creates compact

communities allowing for active ways to move around, and requiring lands to be developed to high standards of
site-adaptive and urban design. In addition, support developers to develop land in a low-impact, site adapted

manner integrating natural features and ecological systems. Also support the municipality advocating for
regional growth strategy.
support the focus on building up rather than out. We need to preserve rural areas and green space. New
housing should be close to Duncan and Chemainus where services exist. New development is too car-dependent

and more low density housing should be discouraged.
Future growth and development should be concentrated around our existing urban centres. This is how cities
and towns have developed over the centuries, and how most continue to do so outside of North America (for
instance, Europe). As noted in the document, concentrating growth has both environmental and social benefits,

and can play a crucial part in creating diverse and affordable housing options. The old model of sprawl
development will do nothing to address the current housing crisis.
I fully agree with focusing development in the reduced urban containment boundary to protect rural and
natural areas from expanded residential development. I also agree with the policies to not expand municipal
infrastructure beyond the UCB to accommodate new residential development - sprawl not only has
environmental impacts, but is also fiscally unsustainable due to the long-term infrastructure costs. Directing

significant growth to the areas identified as the growth centres inside the UCB aligns with the vision statement,
principles and goals.
I support concentrating growth in our already developed village centres and preventing sprawl into our rural
and natural lands. This is the idea behind "smart growth" that was a key concept in the 2011 OCP but was not
followed. I support policies to revitalize existing centres and build walkable, compact communities. Idea of
"gentle densification" in residential neighbourhoods outside the growth centres but within the UCB is a good
idea and allows for more of a transition from urban to rural (as opposed to current OCP which seems to assume

almost urban density in all areas within the UCB). Low-impact, site adaptive development (policy 3.2.5.a) sounds
a lot better than what we're seeing now.
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Very important to not continue expanding into undeveloped lands and focus growth in existing already
developed centerscenters

100% agree with revised UCB, especially around Q. Lake and Stonehill Holly Farm - agree that Quamichan is no
longer a 'growth centre' - sprawl growth already happening here

|10
Ill

3.2.4 ( f) Is describing the future down zones of properties and I have the most problem with this process.
3.2 Your plan does not provide a diverse and affordable range of housing options. It Is stopping all development
In the UCB that has not currently been developed. It Is pushing all development to the growth centres. How Is
this going to make housing more affordable? It will just make the existing housing more desirable and drive up
the prices. No one will be able to build a self-contained dwelling In the UCB due to the stoppage of
development in this area. Currently we Infrastructure In the Quamichan neighbourhood, with public transit
and sewer and water and schools, yet this is the very area you are stopping the growth. MNC plans to down
zone properties after the OCP is completed. We saw what happened when council attempted to downzone the

Chemainus Trans Canada Highway site. Imagine how the community is going to be divided when you attempt
to do this with properties that are currently in the UCB? Longtime community residents have Invested In this
property, and council Is going to remove what residents have Invested in? For some residents this has been

their retirement plan. 3.2.4 (f) Is describing the future down zones of properties 3.2.4 ( k) to permit child
care facilities Is great. However, this should not

|12
113
114

I am really concerned about the potential down zoning of existing properties.
It misses where growth actually is occuring, and where it can still occur while meeting environmental goals

I think that the areas that are being developed right now are too far from any infrastructure and amenities. The
large development up in the Properties is growing far faster than we thought and is not walkable to anything.
There are no "corner stores" or shops or offices of any kind. It has been talked about for many years that a store

or commercial plaza at the bottom of Kingsview would be going ahead. It doesn't appear anything is happening
and the traffic just seems to be increasing tremendously. All the development seems to be going on the West
side of Duncan, so why is the East side seem to be excluded in the development?

115
116

They are not flexible. What is thoughtful? Is it not implied? Seems a bit condisending.
The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

117

Development need only be in areas when up todate infastructure exists. Reduced use of cars is very important
so more convenience type sservices need incorporation to reduce auto trips to town.

|18
|19

They're reasonably consistent.

120

Jobs are not the only sources of income for residents here in the Valley. Many refugees are moving from the

See notes from executive summary, above.

Mainland to retire, bringing with them their pensions, investments, and other wealth that will fuel our local
economy. I would like to see some discussion of this as a driver of growth, especially in the context of the social

change brought about by the pandemic. I am against the notion that a LAP only influences growth in a local
area. The impacts of the proposed Bell-Mckinnon growth reach far beyond this local area. TheTCH traffic will
be severely impacted, as will Herd Road. Growth there will decrease commercial activity elsewhere, such as

Chemainus, and people will be driving to this destination, increasing GHG emissions.

121

Cutting the growth area off at Herd and Bell Mckinnon is to restrictive and contradicts the past planning work
done.

122

The focusing of growth centres is an efficient way of maximizing existing investments in infrastructure in these
areas and reducing the need for inefficient capital projects to extend facilities and services. It is imperative that
the Zoning Bylaw is updated.

|23

The growth centres listed are too restrictive and won't take advantage of enough of existing development and
future services to accommodate future growth
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124

:or housing I'm interested to know who did those surveys. How are families going to live and thrive in tiny one

bedroom apartments? The results of the 2011 OCP are interesting to note that there was almost no growth in
the communities of Crofton and Chemainus. This is probably due to the fact that the municipality approves
almost nothing. I'm concerned about the growth in these communities specifically due to the fact that the
elementary schools are already full. We have had to transfer Grade 7 students to the high school in Chemainus.
"he schools don't have the room for growth in these areas.

125

Incentivize builders residents doing renovations by linking building permit costs to the energy step code. This
also supports long-term energy conservation and reduces carbon impacts at the local level.

126

:o operative living is a wonderful goal yet in practice it requires strong governance and bylaws to act as ground
'ules.

127

"he objectives and policies generally focus on turning the entire municipality into a park, with no freedom for
Free market to function or develop, therfore no person with intent on profitable industry will ever develop, thus
there is no possibility for the economic growth needed to support the forcasted population growth. Utopian
societies always fail,

128
|29
|30

f growth is inevitable, thoughtful growth is the answer!
like that there is some mention about public access to land. Preservation of waterfronts.

For example : the reference to street parking being allowed in areas of "gentle densification" seems rive with
problems. Just look at the area behind Berkey's Corner and off Skinner Road. You can hardly weave your way

through those roads due to parked cars, trailersjarger trucks etc. Between suites/duplexes and home based
businesses there is little room to drive on the streets, hope this is not an example of gentle densification...or
"pride of place".

131

The QLNA Board agrees with the revised UCB boundaries depicted on the map and the statements in sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 as these allow for focused and sustainable growth while preserving arable land and protecting
ecosystems within the watershed. It also allows for critical natural connectivity corridors to remain in place,

which enhance wildlife movement and therefore protection. Removing a portion of the Quamichan Lake area
from the UCB will also help alleviate issues such as traffic congestion, which are already occurring but would be
exacerbated by increased growth.

|32

Maple Bay should be a growth centre. Council has been stifling growth here and it would be wonderful to have
a community grocery store at the base of the properties and another road access via the planned Donnay Drive.

Policy 3.2.2.b is unreasonably restrictive and a future Councils should be able to approve any UCB alteration
they like.

|33

a lot of restrictions talked about and hard to understand for specific neighbourhoods. Also, vehicle/bicycle
issues do not seem to recognize population change with increasing older residents and need for cars not
bicycles.

134

Our strategies for growth must completely be modeled on regenerative models of growth in nature for our
community's growth to be sustainable. Much more attention needs to be paid to this as part of decision
making..

|35
|36
137

Comprenhensive and forward thinking
We cannot continue to have development proceed willy-nilly.

University village is built in a swamp/ floodplain. What are you thinking in developing this are? With climate
change and ocean levels rising thias is a recipe for disaster. Building and acontinued development in maple Bay
puts further strain on already limited roads and water. Causing traffic congestion .

|38
|39

Well thought out, forward thinking, sustainable, maintains the character of the area
How do we remove serviced areas and then meet goals of diverse and affordable housing? Supply and demand
must be part of the equation. Removing serviced land will increase land costs due to supply and increase costs
for new proposed developed land as services will need to be brought to previously un serviced areas.

|40

It makes me wary to see so many figures on projected need for housing, and have them all be different, not to
mention the time scale of 5 years being the convenient unit of measurement. The new district hospital will be
completed sometime 2026 (if everything goes as planned), six years after the last housing heed assessment was
done. It is likely that we will be grossly underestimating the need for housing units.
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|41

Good attempt to balance reality (Cowichan is growing) with values re: minimizing sprawl, etc.

142

excellent focus on retaining natural tree cover, increasing this, maintaining existing topography, encouraging

low impact uses of water bodies, restoring lakes. Not confident that LAPs will remain in line with OCP goals. Bel]
McKinnon development plans do not seem in line with OCP goals of conservation and maintaining rural

character and wildlife values

143

the 2016 census that our growth rate is based on is old and does not represent what has happened since then.

We have grown more than the 4% growth rate that was projected back in 2016. Therefore the projects are
flawed and should be revisited with figures which represent what has actually occurred between 2016 and
2021.

144

Does the growth of more people coincide with growth in jobs that will financially support those wishing to move
to the area? If you don't match living wage jobs to those moving in the area then you turn the area into a
bedroom community that impacts not only N. Cowichan but the rest of those living here. You'll have more
unsustainable travel on an corridor already experiencing delays that have become normal. Water and sewage
will become an issue as it already is and the cost for infrastructure will surpass the taxes for homeowners.

Growth always leads to higher property taxes and removing forests to pay for growth should not be an option.
There can be no sustainability with growth when we have finite resources to support growth.

145

The community plans emphasize trees at boulevard and beautification of the towns, yet issues like the visibility
issues on Oak street at Fir St is not addressed. That issue has been brought to the council for many years, yet

cars are still parked at the top of the hill obstructing the local residents view of oncoming traffic . A yellow curb,
additional lighting, hidden driveway signs, and perhaps the use of concave mirrors might help avoid near misses
and potential catastrophic accidents when if the population of Chemainus increases by 30% over the next
decade.

|46

The notion of "Thoughtful Growth Management" -the idea of "focussing growth in designated Growth Centres",
may be laudable goal. But again, it articially inflates land prices in areas "approved" for growth, and thus

contributes to the very inequities that this plan seeks to address. Further, this approach completely ignores
market and societal realities. Not everyone wants to live in an area surrounded by close neighbours. While we
need to recognize the costs of "urban sprawl", a much better approach would be to charge appropriate

development and infrastructure fees for construction outside the core, rather than completely prohibiting
development there. I acknowledge that this, too, would have an impact on housing costs for those

developments, but it would allow freedom for people to make their own choices while not artificially impacting
land prices by the very structure of arbitrary lines on a map.

147
|48
149
150
|51

do not turn Bell McKinnon Road road into a small town, this is farmland, we need farland for food security

Bell Mckinnon and heard road should not be deveoped, council did well looking at this again
The municipality has so little real controll over growth
Land use is critical for influencing future development
I support the reduced UCB and the Growth Centres, except the recent change to the proposed Health &
Wellness Precinct, which I supported. The greenspace in the BMc areaa has value other than for buildings and
should be designated as such. Infrastructure maintenance is costly without adding more.

152

Allowing increased density in established neighbours must be balanced with safety. Often older neighbours do
not have sidewalks or space for extra vehicles that are needed when extra units are allowed such as carriage
houses and basement suites.

153

Like resisting growth outside the UCB. Like the growth centres approach & discouragement of low-density auto
dependent subdivisions. Like low carbon low-impact construction materials & energy efficient design.

154

Green Growth means preserving nature while fostering the right businesses and residential projects in the right
places NOT more sprawl and polution and tree/farm loss.

|55

"Can" to "Will"
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Of all the policies in this document, this is the one I completely disagree with
and is Contradictory on many levels. Please re consider this.
two small examples, there are many
Automobile reliant Crofton as a growth Centre, auto required for work and services

-large pieces of land in Bell Mckinnon area earmarked growth Centre. could be Farming??
no infrastructure in place

Maple Bay( Properties), all infrastructure in place, even commercial designation
in place when built out you have a walkable, desirable centre
The action items need to be explained better in plain language. They are too vague.

These have to be adopted and implemented through approval of the zoning by law.
Partisan politics is destroying this valley and unfortunately, the old families/old
money/old guard are fearful of new residents from cities coming into the municipality. We have only lived here
iince August of 2015 having 'emigrated' from the lower mainland but in that time have made committed efforts
to embed ourselves in the community, volunteering for neighbourhood associations and getting involved in
volunteer work and activities within the valley. We looked on the island for 2 years prior to coming to this
location. Since that time, we have seen examples of unfocused development in our area on Mt. Tzouhalem, a

large site (1200 to 1300 residences, majority being single family homes) that is removed from central
services/retailers and businesses. As a result these developments continue to maintain and increase vehicle

dependency - a concept that is no longer relevant in this time of climate crisis let alone best practices
forcommunity planning; the new residences that have been built have no existing traffic infrastructure to
support them and will stress existing adjacent roadways in terms of traffic volumes asnew residents commute
|to Victoria and Nanaimo for work; the majority of new single family homes - large ones, further exacerbate the
I affordability crisis in the Municipality, a lack of diversity in the types of homes provided clearly in this real estate
I climate shows the developers were strictly looking at their return on investment rather than the bigger
I community picture involved. We want ot be able to age in place - as seniors we want some demographic

I diversity-young families, young professionals, singles/etc. This is absolutely lacking in this development. The
|lack of leadership demonstrated by the MNC in 2017 was shameful. (In fairness to the Planners, it was a former
I Director that made these decisions and now the citizenry are paying for it in a multitude of ways not the least of
|which is an overall a reduction in liveability in this community).

159

I feel that the way the urban containment boundary has been structured is disingenuous. It does not satisfy the
purposes ascribed to it and it disadvantages some households that are now proposed to be removed. This is not
a boundary that should 'move' every 10 years. It is a boundary that should be maintained and used as a basis
for sound long term planning. Otherwise, why bother having it at all?

|60

I feel we should be careful with creating a new development core centered on Bell McKinnon. There is a great
deal of farm and agricultural land in this area. It should not be necessary to over-develop this area.

161

A moratorium from any growth outside of the UCB may have a potential negative impact when opportunities to

|62
|63

See notes from executive summary, above

enhance housing within other areas via secondary suites could be overlooked.

See notes from executive summary, above
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64

Yes, strengthen the language to actions
Yes, shrink the UCB to protect these landscapes for other values

curtail greenfield suburban growth. Maple Bay Corridor and leapfrog Bell McKinnon plan
we currently have sufficient residential capacity to meet our housing needs without them
protection of the Maple Bay corridor to minimise further sprawl, loss ofvegetative land cover, deep soil Garry
oak, landscape scale connectivity between water bodies, the mountains, and the Cowichan estuary, agricultural

(non-ALR agricultural capable lands) and social values (aesthetics, heritage landscapes, Maple Bay scenic
corridor, recreation). Maintaining the ecological connectivity in the corridor allows for linkages between
Quamichan Lake and the Cowichan estuary. Avoiding development will sustain the wildlife/green corridors at
the landscape scale and provide a solid foundation for the pending Biodiversity Protection Policy and help
realise the environmental objectives of the plan.

For BM, return Scenario 2 with a hospital and shrink the residential, this Is not an existing centre. This option is
contrary to goals, principles, and policies of the OCP Draft—the BM plan has been advanced without any deep
analysis or understanding for its impacts on the future development and economic health of established
communities, nor any deep understanding for possible environmental impacts the amendments suggested by

staff and Modus are both pragmatic and visionary (creating a health and wellness precinct and supporting a
measured amount residential area).
protect natural areas through tax Incentives, covenants and density transfers and make a landscape scale

vision as part of the growth management plan

65
66

See below
No discussion whatso ever of water storage such as reservoirs such as

Nanaimo regional district back in the 90's I think around Parksville and Qualicum reliable
water source year round

67

Strongly / Completely Supported - curtailing any further greenfield suburban growth is critical to achieving our
plan vision and objectives - particularly when we currently have sufficient residential capacity to meet our
housing needs. The amendments made in the Maple Bay corridor are strongly supported as they minimize
further sprawl, loss of vegetative land cover, and will help sustain a full range of Important environmental (deep
soil Garry oak, landscape scale connectivity between water bodies, the uplands, and the Cowichan estuary),

agricultural (non-ALR agricultural capable lands) and social values (aesthetics, heritage landscapes. Maple Bay
scenic corridor, recreation). Maintaining the ecological connectivity in the corridor allows for linkages between

Quamichan Lake and the Cowichan estuary. Avoiding development will sustain the wildlife/green corridors at
the landscape scale and provide a solid foundation for the pending Biodiversity Protection Policy and help
realise the environmental objectives of the plan.
E Not Supported at All: The greenfield sprawl envisioned in the Bell McKinnon area as shown on the Land Use
Mapping is contrary to goals, principles, and policies of the OCP Draft—the BM plan has been advanced without
any deep analysis or understanding for its impacts on the future development and economic health of
established communities, nor any deep understanding for possible environmental impacts. We have sufficient
supply of land for residential development for the next several years without including the possible 22,000 units
proposed for the Bell McKinnon area. If implemented, the BMP could fetter our ability as a community to
achieve climate, environmental, social, and economic goals for the community as a whole. The growth

scenario advanced by our consultants and endorsed by our professional planning staff and OCP Advisory
Committee was a well-crafted compromise between continuing with a status Quo BMP (an issue) and getting rid
of the plan entirely. The amendments suggested by staff and Modus (and supported by the community) were
both pragmatic and visionary (creating a health and wellness precinct and supporting residential area).
The consultant scenario should be re-instated so the community has a chance to
evaluate and comment on it at the public hearing.

68

These objectives, in my view and supported through democratic representation, are necessary to foster a great,
sustainable community.

2. Chapter 3.3 Land Use Designations - Do you support the objectives and policies for the various land use

1 I please dont allow Bell Mckinnon and heard road to become a small town, this should stay a green area
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ery happy with land use designations for village core and village residential. Generally pleased with residential
eighbourhood, including lowering speed limits, but concerned with only encouraging and not requiring tree
anopy, and potential impacts of allowing more on-street parking. Civic designation is very good, including
iference to more urban parks. The commercial designation looks fine, but the photos appear out of place.

lastly pleased with Agriculture/Forestry/Conservation and Rural designations (e.g., limiting
evelopment/discouraging subdivisions, protecting areas for conservation, preventing monster houses),

owever, concerned polcies to support site specific zoning amendments for additional density bascially
antradicts the rest of the OCP and could be taken advantage of by developers. Support industrial designation
f not allowing expansion. Generally support marine designations (including limiting development in
tuamichan watershed), but would question whether we really want more sewer hookups in Quamichan as
icdern septic systems can be very effective. Would prefer to Bell McKinnon Future Development Area be
hanged to Future Study Area.

3

support the land use designations because they encourage density in the existing town centres, preserve the
haracter of residential neighbourhoods, and discourage sprawl in rural areas. But I am concerned that some of

he language in the real designations sound like pre-approval and could be taken advantage of to allow more
evelopment (e.g., policies where North Cowichan will consider additional density in rural areas).

t

he land destinations to density the established centres are consistent with the vision, principles and goals.
hese are the areas where nearly all future growth and development should take place. The two rural

esignations allow too many exceptions for increasing density - this should be corrected otherwise it mean
lore sprawl and fragmentation in the countryside.
3

he majority of the land use designations make sense and are aligned with the rest of the document. I agree
/ith policy (h) under Residential Neighbourhood Designation to consider implementing guidelines to the form
if character of some of 'intensive residential areas - many of the new subdivisions being built are very
inattractive, with protruding garages, tacky designs, and no trees. I do not support policies 3.3.17 (n)and

..3.18 (g) as these could be taken advantage of to facilitate increased density in the rural areas, undercutting
he rest of the OCP. Same concern with policy 3.3.19 (a) to allow rural subdivisions. These policies be removed.

'he inclusion of "Future Study Areas" is a positive addition to the OCP, but I wonder why the northern half of
he Bell McKinnon Plan can't have that designation as well, instead of "Future Growth Area."

6

support the Village Core, Village Residential, Residential Neighbourhood, and Civic Designations. I am not
sntirely clear on the commercial designation - would these only be outside the growth centres? I would like to
)rohibit these rather than just limit. I mostly agree with the Forestry, Conservation and Agriculture and the
(ural Residential Designations, but would question the policies for allowing additional density -1 could see
hese becoming loopholes that would undermine the OCP focus to limit development outside the UCB. I am also
lot enthusiastic about the policy to allow subdivisions for rural properties for lots of at least 2 hectares - why
illow any further subdivision in rural areas? I do not support the policy to allow live/work units in industrial
ireas - most of these are outside the UCB.

7
8
9

A/e should not be supporting housing outside the urban containment boundary
5.3.19 - subdivision should not be permitted ever, outside UCB

3.3.2 (h) You had the BMLAP and for the Bell McKinnon area, and I believe council decided to disregard this.
-low can you now make recommendations to do another plan? At what cost to the community? 3.3.7 (a) It Is

yeat the OCP will consider the secondary suites in the larger sized lots. This will assist with affordable housing.
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110

3.3.2 (a) If you have mixed use commercial and residential buildings, it actually Increases the cost of
development. Let's not make these rules, but see what Is appropriate in each Individual circumstance and not

make It mandated in the OCP. Leave this option more discretionary. 3.3.2 (h )You had the BMLAP and for the
Bell McKinnon area, and I believe council decided to disregard this. How can you now make recommendations

to do another plan? At what cost to the community? 3.3.7 (a) It Is great the OCP will consider the secondary
suites in the larger sized lots. This will assist with affordable housing. 3.3.7 (e )0n street parking should be
discouraged. Each housing unit should be able to have enough parking stalls for all residents of the household.

Ill

It appears the OCP is attempting to force citizens to live in densely packed areas, yet many people move here
because of the semi-rural and rural properties. Limiting growth in some of these areas will decrease availability

of housing which in turn will increase pricing.

112
113
|14

It reverses long term, historical land use and placates to retirees

It seems that the ability for people to acquire building lots will become too restrictive
I agree with the multi use land ideas, but for large scale neighborhoods such as the Properties development,
there seems to be no infrastructure coming.

115

The UCB is not realistic

116

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

117

want to know how municipality will be dealing with entities like the Motorsports Circuit? These entities do not
seem to conform with community planning and the goals at all.

118

I agree mostly but disagree with gentle infilling which could lead to rural subdivisions like Lakeview Estates

|19
|20
121

See notes from executive summary, above.

having coach houses and rental suites with on street parking that would congest roads.

122

They are reasonable.
An urban containment boundary that is adhered to, will lead to retention of our rural landscape.

Use the previous Bell Mckinnon study & LAP. This OCP is to restrictive to allow enough affordable housing &
seniors housing.

|23

Particularly support prioritizing residential and agricultural goals when considering home based business

124

The designations ignore the benefit of enabling areas like the Maple Bay corridor to benefit from services being

allowances, encouraging secondary dwellings without subdivision or the creation of strata parcels.

developed closer to where they live. Restricting any further urbanizing outside of the UCB may not work as
intended

125

The region should also lobby for the restoration of rail service, considering cost-effective options like railbus
(ultra-light rail) to reduce commuter vehicle traffic while also supporting environmentally sustainable tourism.
If rail is not restored, lobby federal leads for return of granted lands since they are not being used for intended
purpose and incorporate into green commuter strategy as a linear bike trail.

|26
127

Population density is the best option.
People go where they are treated best and stay away from where they are controlled, if these ideas were what
people really wanted they would be building them already, but those that have come up with these ideas would
never invest, build or live in the type of building and comunity schemes being proposed as what the
municipality should encourage and limit all else.

|28

Generally good, but could have improved details regarding connecting climate action and growth

129

Should be more emphasis on identifying land that is currently not ALR that has historically been used for
agriculture but is not within the designation. Not enough protection of this type of properties.

|30

I really support the UCBs and focused growth. I worry that small p political pressure may be brought to bear
with future counsels with respect to the Bell McKinnon area referenced re: the LAP. Developers are salivating
and land owners are waiting to make a buck when I think the area should remain rural. Linking into concerns

about the water quality and maintenance of the Somenos Lake and wetlands area the development of Bell
McKinnon may have downstream effects.

131

3.3.19, g - Rural Residential -1 am concerned that this section seems to create opportunities to develop and sub

divide lands outside the UCB
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2
3

ease see QLNA written submission for a complete response.

ie further development of the Kingsview project south of Nevilane is in direct opposition to the vision and
sals in this draft. It should be stopped and made a public recreation area.

4

ive in the Rl zoning area, not sure where that falls into your land use, but I think it is rural residential. It seems
lat we are being largely ignored by the OCP in that you are severely limiting us by not allowing for carriage
omes or secondary dwellings on our properties, yet we have the larger lot sizes when compared to many

omes within the UCB. You are allowing those in the UCB to have secondary suites and/or carriage homes yet
lany of these new CD zoned neighbourhoods have smaller lot sizes that would be very crowded adding
dditional dwellling and secondary units. You allow all homes within the UCB to have a secondary suite, not so
lose within the Rl zoned neighbourhoods. Again with the smaller lot size in both R2 and CD zoning there is
sually not enough off street parking for the home owners as well as the tenants resulting in crowded streets
ue to the need to off street park. I would like to see a relaxing of the restrictions for secondary suites,
wellings, and or carriage houses within the Rl zoning As long as the septic requirements are met in those areas
lat are not serviced by sewer services. I would also like to see expansion of the sewer services into the Rl
3ned areas.

i5

oo many designations. Combine "village residential" and "residential neighbourhood" into one. "The

roperties" in Quamichan should be considered part of Maple Bay and this area should be allowed commercial
illage-type growth and uses.

i6

gain, hard to read into specific neighbourhoods, development in rural residences should consider footprint
hange not if additional residential accommodations are attached or not. Home based business can be in

uxiliary buildings if noise and hours of operations fit neighbours. Noise and hours of operations is key. On
treet parking narrows streets and can cause more accidents. Lakes should be protected from bordering parcels

ontributing to pollution and algae growth. Float homes and live a boards should be limited and regulated
lore for impact on environment and crowding of marine areas.

37

Ve cannot continue to put housing and other buildings and pavement on agricultural and forested and natural
ands. 100% of our growth needs to be in areas that are currently 'developed'.

38
39

/lastly ...some of the language is loose..."may" "consider" instead of will.

ocusing development in areas that can absorb growth efficiently has the added benefit of concentrating
ervice delivery and taking maximum advantage of the servicing and facilities we have in place. Development
k/ill be allowed in existing centres and in certain built forms to meet social wellbeing and environmental goals.
irowth, development and land-use decisions should be socially just, and incorporate environmentally
egenerative features at every opportunity THIS STATEMENT IS CUT AND PASTED FROM THE DRAFT OCP.

ACCORDING TO THIS INFORMATION MAPLE BAY ROAD MEETS ALL THE CRITERA TO BE A GROWTH CENTRE.
iOADS.TRANSIT-SEWER-WATER-SCHOOL-PARKS-HIKING TRAILS-BIKING TRAILS AND FUTURE SMALL

:OMMERCIAL AREA FOR THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY.
40

Vhile I applaud the planners that continue to advocate for medium to high density housing in the villages, we
nust be wary of encouraging developers to establish a monoculture. We still need old houses to accommodate
hose who cannot afford to live in a newer unit.

41

Marine designations should address free moorage for tankers in Satellite Channel (consider collaboration with
^\P MacGregor)

42

\/lust ensure that land use decisions are in line with science-basis for what will actually lead to environmental
lealth and biodiversity maintenance; maintain large tracts of undisturbed land bases; restore water ways and
ninimize or eliminate motorized boat uses on fresh water bodies such as Quamichan Lake; institute a tree byaw so that mature trees can't be removed during new builds or renovations; larger buffer zones around
•iparian areas - and yes, tax credits for those who carry this out

43

n order to have a thriving economy and community we need to grow and develop all types of housing. The
people who will create that economy and community will want a choice of all types of housing including single
jnit housing dwellings. It is short sited to limit this type of housing as it will constrict our development. A
3etter option would be to anticipate it but in a caring and thoughtful way.
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144

Rural areas should remain intact given the land these properties are on can be used for agriculture and given
the uncertain future we may need every piece of growing land to sustain the population we have now on the
Island.

145

3.3.15 b is offensive, and proposed to undermine of a Council decision taken in September. While this is a
theoretical possibility... ("The Municipality CAN...."), Its very inclusion in the OCP will contribute to the ongoing

political uncertainly around this area. It needs to be removed. Particularly in light of bullet c.. the commitment
to "public consultation." That public consutation was fulsomely done in the development of the Local Area
plan for this neighbourhood in 2017/18.

|46
|47
|48

yes, we have already ruined one neighbourhood by allowing a race track

Absolutely not
Rural residential 3.3.19-this is a loophole that should not be there! Inviting abuse. There should be No industrial
activity in the Cowichan Bay Estuary. It is a critical habitat.

|49

1. Commercial: could also plan for energy utilities (solar) over parking areas; consider residential on a second

level. 2. Areas outside the UCB: why no "success/Objectives"? 3. Rural Residential: Is this where the 25% not in
design growth centres go? 4. Agriculture and Forestry: Should be separate due to need for farm worker
accomodation.

150

Protect precious natural land and water systems at all costs esp. Cowichan River

151

When "gently densifying" an older semi-rural neighbourhood, listen to established residents concerns regarding
parking, sidewalk, construction traffic/noise, loss of trees etc as the established residents moved to the area

because of its semi-rural character and will be forced out of their desired homes when that neighbourhood
changes due to increased housing density, loss of trees and increased traffic!!

152

Didn't see any water use designations in 3.3 but in 3.4 which I agree with. Like rural areas to have restricted
housing development-preserve ALR-food security. Not sure about future development north of Herd Rd for

housing-we need to protect existing farmland & forest & reduce flood risk from paving and land disturbance.
Like parks and active transportation & public transit option less car oriented.

153

Development must follow limits to growth and preserve water sources. A water-supply study is needed to show
us total water volumes as a base for development.

154
|55
|56

You need to ensure the OCp includes only those policies that relate to the district
Can to "Will"
In principle I agree however there was some jargon that I didn't understand: 'transportation demand

management development approval information": found n pages 11 and 12 of Chapter 3. What does this mean
exactly? A few questions: Does Commercial Designation include big box? Smaller retailers will not survive unless
there are areas designated for small scale retail which could be part of the mixed use in Village Core Designation
I would assume and include places like florists, jewellers, home decor, clothing, gift shops, restaurants and cafes
etc. This should be more comprehensively articulated. The big box at Cowichan Commons is a blight. Cdn Tire,
Walmart, Best Buy and Home Depot - they are here and won't go anywhere but lets not let any other such
businesses in here so that the smaller scale retailers stand a chance. We like the scale of small retail. It IS

beautiful. I do want to make sure that there is no further industrial development on the waterfront in areas of
ecological sensitivity for plants, aquatic and marine life and animals who use these spaces for rearing - whether
salmon, frogs, etc. Heavy metals can accumulate in the sediments and silt - we have seen that in Howe Sound
around Woodfibre. People harvest sea asparagus near Crofton. Having done fish distribution studies in

proximity to pulp mills I am not in favour of one of the Future Growth Areas - Bell McKinnon North. This is once
more a political play. We need to get leadership that recognizes the need for best practices with the health and
development A huge part of the growth projection for the MNC is being built out on Mt. Tzouhalem. Why will
we need to designate even more build out in BMN when still have much vacant property elsewhere in which
development can occur. There will be pressure though because folks want to fund their retirement by selling
their property. Devastating to the future of this community. Please no residential developments of significant
density on rural properties please. Look at the impact on south Surrey....we don't want or need that. Our
growth projections do no warrant this approach....ever.
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57

like the idea of supporting multi-generational living on properties with exsisting single family dwellings. In my
/ork I see many success stories of family supported elderly people co-habitating on the same property. This
an lead to an improved human experience for some elderly people, reduced pressures on already stretched

)ng term care and efficient use of exsisting developed properties. I feel that this should be considered on an
idividual basis as it is now however consideration should be given to the overall effect on health and housing
nat this may bring.

58

ifter living through a pandemic many people are choosing to work from home or their companies have offered
hem the ability to work from home. I would like to see further information on the restriction of home-based
lusiness regulations. I for example work from home and have been doing so for 15 years without any impact

m my neighbourhood. Where possible low impact home-based businesses should become a part of the
apestry of our communities. They decrease our carbon footprint and provide security and life to

leighbourhoods. Home based businesses with multiple employees or high-volume traffic could be evaluated on
ase-by-case situations and the density of neighbourhoods, street designs, apartments etc. This is not a one fits
ill scenario.

Vater is life- all water sources and watersheds should be protected and should be a priority in all regards. This
ncludes restoration of areas that have been put at risk. Quamichan lake, the Cowichan River and Somenos
reek are examples of areas of great concern due to the impact of humans and invasive species.

59
60
61
62

iee notes from executive summary, above
lee notes from executive summary, above

'redetermine/locate giant broad swaths of existing green corridors as a separate
ayer on the maps so landowners realise the strategic importance of their parcels at a landscape scale
5.3.17,b invites suburban sprawl 3.3.19.a. too. Neither subdivision nor strata parcelling should be permitted in
uralareas
i.3.17n undermines the intent to keep rural places rural

:armson and off ALR and Forests in MFRand off and Parks should be separate designations
3nly allow businesses that don't undermine agriculture
n the Rural Residential Designation we should NOT maximise the residential opportunities. Develop criteria for
:onsidering additional housing where defined appropriate. Consider housing seasonal workers off the ag land.
\lso develop criteria for permitting secondary dwellings, limiting the creation of new auto-oriented
ievelopment.p.46.m. Don't permit campgrounds - NoCow is too populated and noise and ecologically sensitive

Jownzone heavy industrial as No Cow becomes more populated. A most desirable place to live (they can
legatively affect quality of life as does the stench, lighting and noise of the pulp mill)improve public access to
ieashore and lakefrontthere is little interest in growth in MB village and passive (non-power) recreation is more
appropriate on the waterfront

63
64

5ee below
so much work has gone into this! But I feel overwhelmed trying to get
thru it after only deciding to respond at the last minute. So, I am skim reading- Seems
ike what we have now. So its ok.
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65

Comments re the Land Use Designations are largely the same as those for Section

3.2 Allocation of Growth - Largely supportive of the designations, except for the Bell
McKinnon area and The Forestry and Conservation (Rural) Designation, and Rural
Residential Designation. These include policies that contradict the principles / goals
of directing future development to the growth centres within the UCB, while
restricting development in rural areas (Pages 45-47)". As worded (e.g. support and

maximize) this could be seen by the development industry as an opportunity to press
for increased density in rural areas outside the UCB. The words "support" and

"maximize" should be removed from the draft OCP. "Considering" additional density
in rural areas is fine-but this should be done so "where appropriate"-the

conditions defining "appropriate" to be defined later (In a DPA perhaps?

66

These objectives, in my view and supported through democratic representation, are necessary to foster a great,
|sustainable community.

3. Chapter 3.4 Land Use Map - Do you agree with that the land use map meets the growth management goal?

1
2

Bell McKinnon LAP should not be changed and North of Herd should be kept in OCP.
Bell Mckinnon LAP should be included in the OCP as approved. The area residents have spoken and this should
not be discarded.

3

The Bell McKinnon Local Are Plan should be included and not discarded. Years of engagement and money
wasted if you do.

4
5

Bell McKinnon LAP should be left in OCP
please haveHerd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the

development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

6

The land use map is the most important part of the OCP. Very pleased to see rural and natural lands removed
from the UCB - including along Quamichan Lake, Stone Hill/Holly Farm property, southern portion of Kingsview
development, western portion of Providence Farm, various properties along Maple Bay Rd, land surrounding
Bings Creek on western boundary of South End UCB, properties along sourthern and western boundary of

Crofton, and western boundary of Chemainus. This revised UCB aligns with the vision, principles and goals of
the draft OCP (and the 2011 OCP) to protect rural and natural lands and direct future development to existing
growth centres. This revised UCB that protects more rural and natural lands will also provide the basis for
wildlife/green corridors. Suggest shrinking the UCB for the Bell McKinnon area further, entirely removing lands
north of Herd Rd, and removing Neighbourhood designation lands along eastern boundary

7

I agree with the land use map because it shrinks the Urban Containment Boundary, which will be important for
encouraging more density in our existing town centres like Duncan and Chemainus, and also because it will
protect more rural lands and green space from further development. Removing lands along Quamichan Lake
and the Maple Bay Corridor from the Urban Containment Boundary supports environmental values, preserves

rural character, and is in one with what we have heard from the public. The area on Bell McKinnon Road to be
developed around the new hospital still looks too large.

8

The growth management map supports the growth management goals of concentrating development in our

established centres and protecting the countryside from further fragmentation. The existing Urban
Containment Boundary from the 2011 OCP was far too big and was allowing more sprawl. The new land use
map shows property around ecologically important creeks such as Quamichan, Tzouhalem, Bings, Averill
designated as rural and removed from the Urban Containment Boundary - this is a very positive step.
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agree with the revisions to the Urban Containment Boundary to exclude natural and rural lands from further
suburban residential development. Again, the changes align with the vision, principles and goals of the OCP.
Specifically, the revisions to the UCB along Maple Bay Road and Quamichan Lake will help maintain rural
character and ecological values. The same goes for the major land holdings of Providence Farm and Stoney
Hill/Holly Farm that are currently slated for massive suburban developments. Revisions to the UCB that remove
lands around Bings Creek, Mill Creek, Averill Creek and other sensitive environmental areas are also positive
changes. The Bell McKinnon growth boundary still looks too large! How do we expect to density our existing
centres in Chemainus and near Duncan if we are building a new town of 20,000 people around the new

hospital?

Ho

'he current UCB includes way too much green space and was totally misaligned with the principles, objectives
and policies of the 2011 official community plan. The new land use map is much more aligned with the draft
OCP vision, objectives and goals. The revised growth boundary in Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay/Quamichan,
and the South End will help protect rural neighbour hoods and wildlife habitat, and at the same time will direct
new development to the growth centres.

Ill

But Bell McKinnon area expansion is completely at odds with land use / growth principles. New growth around
the hospital should be very.minimal

112

reduced UCB is great and generally very strong policies for Q. Lake and Somenos - I would like to see stronger
wording used.. not 'consider' but DO

113

3.4.14 (I) You mentioned Increased sewer hookups, but you want to remove this area from the UCB in the

Quamichan neighbourhood. Quamichan has the amenities yet it is the only area in the UCB that you want to
'emove.

|14

The area in the BMLAP should all be designated a growth area around the hospital including the area north of
Herd Road.

115

Not at all. Bell Mckinnon area north of Herd Road should not be future growth. If you talk about not doing
urban spsrawl etc., this is where we should be develping the whole area so our potential new doctors can use

this area also. Further, the Quamichan UCB should remain as is. To remove properties out of the UCB where
we currently have the services does not make any sense from a servicing perspective. We have the sewer and
water and infrastructure here already. Do not change this.

116

Bell Mckinnon are should be adopted according to the BMLAP plan. This plan should be what we utlizie. A plan
designed specifically for this area.

|17

Bell Mckinnon area north of Herd Road should not be future growth. It should be developed out now. It is the

118
|19

The constrained UCBs do not reflect where growth can/is occurring

perfect place to extend growth!
I think that the area should be more "walkable" or use of public transit. There is little use of transit because the
schedule is quite unusable.

|20
121

No, it underestimates the growth.

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

|22
|23

I would like to see these land use maps!

124

please haveHerd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the

It would be nice to see the land use map in more detail
development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

125
|26

The land use is consentrated in areas that have walkable services which reduces car traffic.

The land use map meets the proposed growth management goal, but I disagree with the growth management
goal. Not sure why this question is being asked.

127

It makes sense.
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|28

The land use map depicts the areas of activity and one can clearly see the rural and forested areas that are not

highly developed. Contrast this with the cartoon depiction of our municipality that has roads and buildings
covering the area.

|29
|30
131

Land use plan cutting off at Herd & Bell McKinnon won't allow enough low income/seniors housing
Yes, the revision of the UCP as shown on the map supports the policies of the OCP.
North Cowichan residents have overwhelmingly chosen to live close to where they work and play. This
document, despite its lofty ambitions, overlooks the reality of North Cowichan's current population distribution,
and appears to undermine its climate action goals in the process. I think that the housing needs research

concluding that the majority of North Cowichan families will only require housing in the UCB is just wrong and is
far too restrictive to properly address housing affordability

132

Improving water quality and incentivizing current landowners to reduce agricultural run-off of fertilizers and
other topical chemical applications. At some point, begin a transition from incentive to costs, requiring

application permits (and fees) based on volumes applied and proximity to a water body. Income from permits
could be applied to remediation, such as solar-powered aeration. Require Ducks Unlimited to ban the use of

lead shot for any hunting on their estuary lands - see the 2018 Environment Canada report!

|33

To limiting, in that to find a piece of land that is in the right area, for the right price, with the right zoning at the
time one has both the money and resourses to develop is like trying to aling 3 planets in the sky.

134

|35

Shrinking the UCB is good. Growth in Bell McKinnon area is somewhat problematic.
I have converns about increased densities. If we look at how these policies are managed in placed like the CRD
we see that regardless of the OCP wok actions results in high density growth well into areas that wre not
identified in their OCP. As evidenced, all it take as developer to aks and the OCP is thrown aside.

136

Creating a village centre at Bell Mckinnon and Herd? Really? Like you don't already have enough village centres
in North Cowichan.

137
|38

Please contain growth rather than sprawling which reduces liveability
I applaud the UCB re-location ! and also 3.4.13,1-v, especially the 30 METRE minimum riparian set back. I don't

see the RIPERIAN AREA around Quamichan L on the interactive environmentally sensitive areas MAP?

139

Please see QLNA written submission for a complete response.

140
|41

The ongoing Kingsview development does not fit with growth management goals.
You added the Bell McKinnon growth area based on what you believe, not what you what the consultation
process indicated.

142
143

Didn't review the maps. 3.4 is "water use designations".

Seems Municipality has allowed Berkey's Corner and Bell McKinnon to grow expotentially. Chemainus BIA letter
re: Bell McKinnon has excellent points about impact of that plan on other business centres. I thought
development was supposed to be health service and hospital related, seems it has ballooned to be just another
high growth centre like Chemainus and Crofton etc.

144

As I said above: We cannot continue to put housing and other buildings and pavement on agricultural and
forested and natural lands. 100% of our growth needs to be in areas that are currently 'developed'.

145
|46

The new development lands near Kingsview road should be designated neighbourhood residential.
I am against the proposed Bell-McKinnon build-up. Travel is already problematic on the TCH. Lovely rural lands
will be lost forever in unnecessary buildup.

|47

The Bell McKinnon LAP needs a redraft of the land-use map. A master plan is needed before the zoning change
to identify municipal wants for services, secondary roads, landscaping requirement, pedestrian and vehicular
traffic flow and also to preserve the scenic corridor of Herd road. The plan should be complete unto itself. So

that the future growth area north of Herd road should be optional to the municipality and not an eventuality.

148

Removing land from the development areas that been serviced and developed for the last 50 years contradicts
the goal of the official community plan proposed. North Cowichan councils and staff have supported and
encouraged growth down the Maple Bat corridor for five decades.

|49

North of Herd development needs to get underway asap. We need to have the sense not to put ourselves in the
same position we're in now, 5 years later.

|50

Please move proposed developments at Herd Rd. to existing population centres.
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ll

yamichan and Maple Bay areas should never have been included in UCB. Because they have been, we have to

litigate the impacts by increasing and requiring new tree planting and plant-community creation to provide
abitat for urban wildlife such as birds and pollinators
,2

rst of all I can't even find the map in this chapter, but second when you consider the regions that are proposed
>r more enhanced services this does not take into account that 80% of the population lives south of Herd Road.
/hy is there no development/support planned for the Maple Bay corridor?

i3

rowth can only be managed by ongoing and increasing costs. Every aspect of growth needs to go through a
lorough analysis of what benefits are accrued and what the costs are for growth. The OCP fails to identify
ssts to any growth plan.

i4

he current town planning needs to be looked at and cleaned up. Things like adding yellow paint to the curbs
n either side of the fire hydrants need to be made a priority. Currently the hydrants are not being kept clear,
nd cars regularly block them. With the current global warming, fire prevention and fire safety must be made
riorities in municipalities.

>5

/hile it may meet the "growth management goal", the question presupposes that I support that goal. I don't.

i6

lease haveHerd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the
evelopment plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
hifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

/ill protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

57

lease have Herd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the
evelopment plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
hifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

/ill protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

58
59
50

he maps are extremely hard to read!
lOTthe Bell Mckinnnon area-too large.
lenty of land, currently built on or not, to concentrate new builds. Reconfiguring 4,000 sq ft + homes into 4ilexes can be supported, especially if decreased parking requirements.

51

>reas along Maple Bay road that are slated for development within the Urban Containment Boundary are too
ar from the village centre of Duncan or any other services with inadequate public transportation which results
i too much vehicle traffic on Maple Bay Road which is too narrow and windy for safety. Plus any of the land
letween Maple Bay Road and Quamichan Lake must not be developed further as it will cause increased
loading and pollution in the lake due to removal of vegetation required to regulate the health of the lake

62
63
64
65
66

1.4 is water use designations not land use maps. I agree with these designations.
irowth management must have a goal of zero emissions, farmland loss and sprawl.

do not know if I understand it
)on't have the time to look at all this in detail
t appears you have removed the current LAP for Bell
i/lcKinnon -this was a thoughtful and lengthly process. Do
lot agree to remove it. Keep it in OCP and as is.

67

:rom what I have heard from MNC staff, we have sufficient land designated for development that we can shrink
he UCB and avoid developing yet another node in Bell McKinnon. We cannot support another centre as it will
letract fromChemainus, Crofton, and other areas.

Eliminate fish farming and light industrial along areas designated as Near Shore Environmental Designation. Fish
arming and related contaminants and industrial
lave no place in an 'environmental' designation.Please consider making mention of parrot feather infestations
n Somenos and Quamichan marshes/creeks and recommend mitigation strategies be implemented re same.
ncrease riparian protection zones to 50 meters as a minimum.

68

Question? Why does Mount Tzouhalem and Maple Mountain not have recreational designation or does it fall
jnder agriculture and forestry conservation? With all of the extensive trails and enhancements it would be
yeat to see some of the area designated as recreational.

69

Fhe land use map meets the proposed growth management goal, but I disagree with the growth management
ya\. Not sure why this question is being asked.
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170

The land use map meets the proposed growth management goal, but I disagree with the growth management
goal. Not sure why this question is being asked.

171

I understand we have more than sufficient land already designated for development so I support shrinking the
UCB and densifying our existing centres and building fewer single
family homes. Very pleased to see the rural lots retained along the Maple Bay Corridor and the Quamichan
watershed toward town: excluded from the UCB and hopefully not
subdividable. Increase the waterholding capacity of the land, soil regeneration opportunities in the Quam.
Somenos watersheds. Protecting Provident Farm's forest

Still concerned about the deep Garry Oak soils and giant Oaks in Timbercrest perhaps it deserves sensitive
ecosystem status.

Do not support the creation of a new town around the hospital: Bell McKinnon. The development belongs in
Duncan ontop of the mall parking lots and car dealerships not on greenfield far from the existing services.

Repairing the highway corridor would bemore deserving of an award
Would like to see us track and map gain and loss of green corridors, riparian corridors,greenfield, food
production, hay production, land regeneration, tree canopy and large

trees: as well as amount, type, variety and distribution of buildings/development withinlS minute walk from
services

172

It may meet the goal, but the goal is flawed. Further, while I acknowledge this is a draft
plan, and as such, it needs to show what would be in the plan, the maps at the end of the document lack
context. The casual reader would have no idea how much land is actually
being removed from the UCB, or where those removals are proposed. I truly hope Council will get a chance to

examine this fulsomely, with maps provided that clearly delineate the changes in these realities rather than just
presenting the "new" UCB without any context and as a fait accompli.

|73
174

Support increasing marinas as to berths.

Comments re the Land Use Map are the same as those for Section 3.2 Allocation of
Growth - Largely supportive of the map, except for the Bell McKinnon area.

ffl Strongly / Completely Supported - curtailing any further greenfield suburban growth is critical to achieving
our plan vision and objectives - particularly when we currently have sufficient residential capacity to meet our
housing needs. The amendments made in the Maple Bay corridor are strongly supported as they

minimizefurther sprawl, loss of vegetative land cover, and will help sustain a full range of Important
environmental (deep soil garry oak, landscape scale connectivity between water bodies, the uplands, and the

Cowichan estuary), agricultural (non-ALR
agricultural capable lands) and social values (aesthetics, heritage landscapes. Maple Bay scenic corridor,

recreation). Maintaining the ecological connectivity in the corridor
allows for linkages between Quamichan Lake and the Cowichan estuary. Avoiding development will sustain the
wildlife/green corridors at the landscape scale and providea solid foundation for the pending Biodiversity
Protection Policy and help realise the environmental objectives of the plan.
B Not Supported at All : The greenfield sprawl envisioned in the status quo version oftheBell McKinnon area as
shown on the Land Use Mapping is contrary to goals, principles,and policies of the OCP Draft—the BM plan has
been advanced without any deep analysis or understanding for its impacts on the future development and
economic health of established communities, nor any deep understanding for possible environmental impacts.

We have sufficient supply of land for residential development for the next several years without including the
potential addition of 22,000 units proposed for the Bell McKinnon area. If implemented, the BMP could fetter
our ability as a community to achieve climate, environmental, social, and economic goals for the community as
a whole. The growth scenario advanced for our consultants and endorsed by our professional planning staff and

OCP Advisory Committee was a well crafted compromise between continuing with a status Quo BMP and
getting rid of the plan entirely. The amendments recommended by staff and Modus are both pragmatic and
visionary (creating a health and wellness precinct and supporting residential area) -striking a balance between

175

These objectives, in my view and supported through democratic representation, are necessary to foster a great,
|sustainable community.
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76

Drawing the new UCB around the existing homes (except for the area between Highwood and Kingsview) within
the Maple Bay Corridor looks a lot like nimbyism. It does not follow the logic of infilling that you have described
within this document (access to existing infrastructure etc).
Why can't the Maple Bay corridor be a growth center? It has the elements...school, walking trails, commercial
sites that can't make a business case yet to build because of not enough population, etc. Developers should be
encouraged to build more density around the school and commercial sites.

The resistance to the ParkView subdivision located right across from MB school, on a bus line, a block away
from the commercial site, from a "nimby wanna be counselor" who apparently now has left town is an example
of how this process can be slanted.

The proposed UCB boundary in the Maple Bay corridor contradicts some of the guiding principles within this
draft document. As I write this, Lakes and Tzouhalem Rds are both closed due to flooding. A local commercial
centre at Kingsview would come in handy now. Was that considered at all in this plan?
Connecting Donnay Drive through Stonehill farm has been a long-term goal. There is no reference to Donnay

Drive in this document, does the TMP address this question?
The fact (illustrated by the hot real estate market) is that people want to spend their money on a nice house or
townhouse out on Maple Bay Road. This document seems to imply that this is a bad thing. It wants to keep the
status quo of the existing fragmented urban sprawl where we all must drive several kilometers to town for our
Ijugofmilk.
|The UCB line should remain where it is presently. This will allow planned development to continue in
|accordance with the planning and infrastructure to date. This will result in enough people living in this area for a
I business case for a major tenant such as a grocery store to set up shop. With the addition of commercial
|development, the Maple Bay corridor area will have the community commercial area that it deserves.
I It seems inherently unfair to promote growth centers in areas that don't have servicing yet (Bell Mckinnon)
|while at the same time restricting an existing developed area that is pre-serviced and has been planned to
Idensify since the 1980's.
|Whyisthatanyways?
4. Chapter 3.5 Local Area Planning - Do you support the objectives and policies for this section?

1

please dont allow Bell Mckinnon and heard road to become a small town, this should stay a green area

2

Suggest reviewing figure that 92% of North Cowichan is rural, and this includes industrial lands. Very happy with
this section's focus on preserving North Cowichan's rural character.

3

I support the language to preserve rural character, and to include build out analysis in new and existing local

4

All LAPs should be consistent with the goals and objectives of the OCP - this may mean revising some existing

area plans.

LAPs such as Bell McKinnon.
I agree with preserving rural character, which is what make North Cowichan such a special place to live.
b

Not entirely clear on the neighbourhood profiles. Will these be included with the OCR?

7
8

We had a local area plan for Bell McKinnon and council completely disregarded the documents. Lets spend

9

The terms 'monster houses' and 'high consumptive lifestyles' (P.47) are subjective and hyperbole. Setting limits

I strongly support LAP for areas wth unique features like Q. Lake watershed
more money and create morel

on the size of dwellings limits the owner from having their property obtain its' full potential and resale value.
Property setbacks and other requirements to manage builds are already contained in zoning bylaws.

10
11
12
13
14

Nothing to combat Nimbyism
It looks too restricted as to where growth can happen
I think it's growing in the wrong areas. The areas that are closest to the city, should be more accessible.
Generally, I think it will create unnecessary conflict in our community.

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

15
16

keep people in the city and prevent urban sprawl, keep farms farming
Environment is considered first in the planning. Ecouragement of agriculture for food is a necessity for the
future and must be promoted.
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See notes from executive summary, above. In addition, I disagree with the weight given to maintaining
community character, and given the disregard shown to the Bell McKinnon LAP, I cannot trust that future area

plans will be fairly undertaken or implemented.

|18
|19
120

I think they're fairly well set out.
I think that the word "can" lacks teeth and may lead to loose interpretation. Please substitute "will" for "can".

Local area plans, developed in a consistent manner with the goals for the entire municipality should be
encouraged and supported.

|21

One of the measures of success for a LAP should be general alignment and consistency with the overall regional

|22

There is no room for actual industrial growth to provide the employment needed to sustain the community and

direction while not being restrictive of out-of-the-box proposals that hold significant promise.

population growth.

|23

Instead of "asking" Developers and Landowners to incorporate energy efficient materials. Create stronger
policies for use of electric heat pumps and solar panels.

124

Never forget whay people find North Cowichan so attractive to move to and pay taxes in. Most of us are here
because its not another Langford or Colwood and especially Victoria.

125

The QLNA Board supports local area planning and looks forward to working with the MNC to develop a LAP for
the Quamichan Lake Watershed. The QLNA Board requests that the graphic/cartoon be removed from section
3.5.2. (page 30) as it detracts from the professionalism of the OCP.

126

Some ideas ok. read comments above.

127

We cannot continue to put housing and other buildings and pavement on agricultural and forested and natural
lands. 100% of our growth needs to be in areas that are currently 'developed'.

|28
129

Generally thoughtful and comprehensive
I am against the proposed Bell-McKinnon build-up. Travel is already problematic on the TCH. Lovely rural lands

will be lost forever in unnecessary buildup. The B-McK was a LOCAL area plan that will have huge impact on the
rest of the Municipality.

|30

Yes to some of the objectives but the reducing of serviced areas and proposing new areas to be serviced makes
no sense at all.

131

I'll eat my hat if you all figure out a way to turn Bell McKinnon into a community with the same charm and
communal buy in as Chemainus.

|32

Please prioritize housing developments for lower-income families or singles/couples. Many single-family units

being built presently are too large and expensive for many ppl.

133

Great to hear that essentially no new development will be planned in rural areas outside of UCB. Let's enforce
that and ensure any new development first requires both minimal to no environmental degradation, and
implementation of actions that would restore existing ecological degradation - e.g. planting of native trees and

undergrowth species; implementing landscaping patterns that enabled connectivity between existing sites with

134
135

please dont allow Bell Mckinnon to be developed
LAP have been developed and less than 5 yrs old and now we are hearing from some they are worthless ...

what's the sense of spending time and money on LAP only too have them be questioned and ignored?

|36

If LAP'S were already in place that monstrosigty of a mini-mall at Berkey's corner would not have taken place.
LAP'S should be created before any major development is approved for an area.

137
|38

I didn't see any policies in this section Map 3-Growth & Landuse Management-difficult to understand-very
Local area plans are only a starting point, not carved in stone. The OCP must allow council changes, fine tuning
and even scraping of an LAP to avoid conflicts such as the new hospital zone on Bell McKinnon.

|39

more examples of why this needs to be thought out more.
University Village- Growth Centre.
1. arguably a large pecentage in flood susceptible area.

for density you will require height and mass building(s)
We had a property on Lewis Street we had rezoned for multi family.
2. after Geo-Technological report NOT advisable to build there ( central location so I
would be other lands the same), this OCP puts this as a Growth Centre. High cost of building in a flood plain and
technologically unsound area makes affordable housing disappear.
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Please include a definition of secondary planning in your final draft. We as a neighbourhood were wanting to do
our own LAP as we had the expertise in community members however it was not well received at the Municipal

level. They had other priorities and yet we now have a 1300 home development on our hillside with insufficient
community support buildings, amenity spaces (other than parks which we are rich in just by the proximity of
mtn hiking and hiking trails n Mt. Tzouhalem), retail and services despite having 55K s.f. designated. The Muni
needed an urban land economist to work out what would succeed and what wouldn't ( mix) and what sizes of
retail commercial were needed to survive. Very frustrating seeing our tax dollars used poorly because the staff

do not have a full appreciation of what is required to make a successful development. They may be a little naive
as well - not wanting to implement the requirement of contributions whether financial or amenity to
developers. In the case of Kingsview - with the current market having doubled sale prices since they started
constructing, it clearly was a win for developers. Planning needs more experience in larger centres to see what

can happen and then bring that knowledge back here.
Your last paragraph before '3.5.1 Defining Success/Objective' implies that these recommendations will be
implemented. In my naiveite attending council meetings through 2017/18,1 was continually disappointed by
the then Mayor and Council
arbitrarily dismissing recommendations of the 2011 OCP for a given area because it didn't suit their or the
developers agenda. Only with zoning bylaw passage will there be a snowball's chance in limiting the arbitrary
nature of political decisions by mayor and council.

41

Each area in our region is distinct with its own strengths and needs. Local area planning is necessary to meet the

42

See notes from executive summary, above. In addition, I disagree with the weight given

unique needs of each one.

to maintaining community character, and given the disregard shown to the Bell
McKinnon LAP, I cannot trust that future area plans will be fairly undertaken or
implemented.

43

See notes from executive summary, above. In addition, I disagree with the weight given to maintaining

community character, and given the disregard shown to the Bell McKinnon LAP, I cannot trust that future area
plans will be fairly undertaken or implemented.

44

Some LAP'S can have a negative affect on the rest of the municipality (BM). Inconsistent
with the goals and objectives of the OCP
Support LAP'S for finding open space planning opportunities which get lost through
piecemeal development.

Unfortunately the BM LAP will seemingly have a terrible impact on our existing centres,
If density were to be transferred from Quamichan or other existing rural areas to an
existing centre, I would support that.

To protect the rural areas from development, define the distinct character in order to
protect it.(hire a Landscape Architect for this). Stop the banal subdivision sprawl. Build
physical connections for alternative transportation distinct from the main roads

45
46

See below
These objectives, in my view and supported through democratic representation, are necessary to foster a great,
Isustainable community.

5. Executive Summary - Do you support the strategic directions for the Growth Management chapter?
It seems logical to density in existing communities in order to minimize and efficiently utilize infrastructure. I
think it is likely the most cost effective route in the end . Sprawled development needs as many services as
denser development and I can't see that services can be delivered as cost effectively to widely spaced areas.

2

As the predominant local government, efforts to reduce sprawl and focus on appropriate densification can

serve as a model for other jurisdictions such as the CVRD, in which much ofSahtlam is situated.

3

I think it is very important to strategically place growth where it is planned to go, and better for traffic, close to
amenities and school, instead of figuring it out later.
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4

My critique of the document's strategic direction for growth management is threefold: (1) the determination of
growth centres, (2) outdated population projections, and (3) social consequences of a focus on 'community
character.' 1). Proposed growth management in this document is working at cross purposes. The elephant in
the room is Maple Bay and the Maple Bay Corridor. On one hand, concentrated growth to promote 15-minute

walkable, livable communities is being strategically identified, yet on the other, this document avoids
addressing these concerns in the most populated—and GHG-producing—neighbourhoods of North Cowichan:

Maple Bay and the Maple Bay Corridor. In addition, it promotes growth in areas such as Crofton and
Chemainus, communities that have seen the least uptake in municipal growth (in fact schools in these
communities continue to decline annually), and which are furthest from most of the region's employment and
education sites, its community services and shopping centres. It would be prudent to ask ourselves why

people are not currently moving in large numbers to neighbourhoods like Crofton or Chemainus, and it is
equally essential that we address the servicing needs of more concentrated areas of North Cowic

5
6

We need more options for growth managment. This is far too limiting

The focused growth model reflected in this chapter will benefit the community by increasing the efficient use of
public resources, reducing ongoing infrastructure costs that are paid for by taxpayers, and reducing
environmental impacts.,

7

It sounds as if the 2011 OCP aspired to guiding development to preferred growth centres and that this
development "did not necessarily take place in those locations: why? A revised plan obviously needs
mechanisms to give more teeth in directing development. Growth management may indeed be "thoughtful" but
without follow-through on goals and principles, the document's aspirations are meaningless.

8

Perhaps these identified smaller communities such as Chemainus and Crofton don't want to become urban
centers. Has there been any well attended engagement with those communities? I think that more emphasis
needs to be made for family homes, not apartments and condos.

9

more compact, higher density growth in existing centres close to services, active transportation and public
transportation hubs is essential to support connected community, protect farmland, natural ecosystems and
ecosystem services, and reduce emissions to address the dual climate and ecological emergencies we face.

10
11

Bell McKinnon should not be developed to its maximum.
Bell McKinnon is not an established centre. To focus growth and development here is non-sensical and any

planner worth his salt would tell you so.

12

This goal is very much in line with the QLNA's goals and members' values to work towards more responsible
stewardship of our communities in our watersheds. Unchecked development puts fragile and interconnected

eco-systems at risk. The OCP as written will help enable long term planning of environmentally significant and
naturally integrated landscapes which will help mitigate the effects of climate change. Maintaining ecological
corridors through privately held parcels will require prudent planning. Liveable communities are thoughtfully
interconnected islands of stability that give back to the surrounding natural landscape.

13

To me, "Thoughtful Growth Management" means being able to react to the needs of people in their
community. "Thoughtful" implies flexibility. UCB's promote inflexibility. I think this is a problem.

14
15

I support mixed modest development, but no increase in industry.

CDFCP supports the establishment of the proposed urban containment boundaries, as this will prevent urban
sprawl and subsequent loss of natural capital. It is understood that the OCP prohibits the disturbance of ESAs
(6.1.2a), therefore, CDFCP do not consider that their inclusion in the containment boundary would facilitate
their loss. However, development in close proximity to an ESA can impact on the quality of a habitat. 6.1.3b

indicates that the Municipality will ask developers to establish a buffer between the ESA and the development.
It is anticipated that the Municipality Planners will take into consideration issues such as changes to hydrology,
lighting and predation when establishing the extent and location of ESA and waterbody buffers. CDFCP support
the intent to 'consider urban park development along side development proposals including enhanced linkages
to and between parks. It is understood that the focus of this statement is on accessibility. However, these

linkages have the potential to be of benefit for biodiversity depending on their form. CDFCP support the
following statements; •Prioritise retention, protection and enhancement of natural features and wildlife areas.

16

So important that we value our natural lands!
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The previous community plan is only 10 years old. Given the amount of time it takes to put infrastructure in
place, wait for developers to have a financial interest and for communities to develop there is just now starting
to be inroads into that plan. To throw that away and start at square one again will simply put us in the same
ipot again in 2030.

|18

The growth areas identified are the same as in 2011 and did NOT see growth, why because people do not want
to live in those areas. Do NOT eliminate growth along the Maple Bay Corridor. People want housing options not everyone wants to live in a townhouse or apartment. And commercial growth down in Maple Bay so

|19
120
121

everyone can DRIVE there is ridiculous. Even if I lived in University Village area, you think I'm going to walk with
my 3 kids to Walmart or Superstore to get my groceries - NOT a chance. This walkable community idea is NOT realistic in our
community.
Keep the rural rural and focus the growth in environmentally resilent towns.

This is not a plan it is a social manifesto.
We must reduce our reliance on single occupancy vehicles, and stop sprawling on to agricultural and natural
areas. These are critical for our survival!

122

As a whole community, we have yet to fully grasp the value of the 50% of land area that is the MFR and in the
ALR. There is much more green space held in fee simple which has agricultural and carbon sequestration
potential and must be preserved for that. EV's touted as a major move to decrease aha? atta? still need roads

and parking. The embedded costs to build dwellings and infrastructure are best put to attached and multifamily buildings. I think compact communities should also be designed to produce energy, re-use water, captrue

|23

Like focused growth in existing centres, building up & not spreading out of urban areas. Like the presentation of
greenfield areas & ecosystems. Like access to transit & activite transportation.

124

The only way to hotstove?(illeRible) our muni is through Green Growth. But we need to need a sweeping Limits
to Growth study that could apply a ceiling to MNC population given limited water, food and infrastructure etc.

|25

Council supported a drug rehab program in the centre of Chemainus. Use your heads. We don't have police,
drugs are sold at St. Joseph's parking lot every night The section sounds wonderful, however, no measures are

provided for accountablity. Council and planning department can come up with their own measures and they
may not be appropriate. High density in the core of Chemainus is not appropriate.. It will make is unsafe and
unhealthy for current residents who use the area. As it is we have enough drug addicts using Neighbourhood

126
127

Unchecked development has already taken a toll and it can't continue.

By changing the UCB you are not allowing this to happen. For example, the Commercial core at the bottom of
the Properties. If allowed to eventually get buil out a commercial core would be viable, and you have a compact
walkable community already In place. VS BellMkCkinnon would this not be the area to promote agriculture
which I agree Is Important
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I like:"limit environmental impacts""build social connections,""build resilience to the climate emergency",
"diverse and affordable range of housing options""Parks, open space, civic, agricultural and natural
areas.""transportation networks"

I would amend:" residential and rural residential neighbourhoods including (Maple Bay
village) which accommodates site-specific zoning proposals for small commercial or
service uses that contribute to liveability and walkability.""Commercial and service uses" are repeatedly
mentioned as contributing to social well being. A coffee shop, grocery store or boutique does not make a
community. I would like to see references to social and community enhancement by way of community halls.

These, in the past, along with neighborhood schools, were the hubs of neighbor hoods. They provided free,
open space for entertainment, celebrations, meetings, community kitchens, etc. One only has to look at The

Hub in Cowichan Station to see the potential for modern day community halls. There is all of the above and in
addition, pottery and woodworking shops, film nights, classes, fitness etc. Engagement togeth er is what forges
community.
I completely disagree withxoncentrate growth and development... University Village.

Planning the highest density residential area on a flood plain, is in direct opposition to
"decisions made through the lens of climate emergency" and "safe
communities".It destabilizes a "healthy, thriving economy" by putting a large percentage of residents in the

position of losing everything they have as well as insurance companies backing away from insuring high risk
areas which the Cowichan River Floodplain already is.
The University Village plan has been in the works for probably 10 years. If there really
is "responsible governance and active leadership" if "resiliency" is claimed as a

goal, then show it by revisiting the location of that plan and design something in line with
the environmental realities of the floodplain. In light of the most recent floods, especially
Princeton where their dykes got run over like a bump in the road, I hope we would
come to terms with human fallibility and admit we can't hold back a raging, flooding riv er.
The flooding that happened locally last week posed an additional threat for the residents
of Seine Rd where the new dyke now forces the water north, higher than has ever been
recorded:

Change the plan in accordance with the floodplain.
The displaced waters cause flooding elsewhere often times onto First Nations land and

129

For new developments we should put stricter rules on making buildings resilient to climate
disaster, and to make them more energy efficient. Why do we only go to "Step 2" of the

Energy Step code in 2022, and not enforce higher levels of the step code for all new
buildings? I just designed and built an Energy Step Code 5 residential home myself, and the cost
wasn't much higher than a "standard" home. And all work was done by local trades

|30

Because the quality and character of this valley will continue to erode
by maintaining decisions that follow the 1997 zoning by-law - the status quo that had
a lens of extraction - logging, mining and fisheries. We can continue to remove
without paying a significant price. Those days are long gone.

We need a tree bylaw at the very least! I know it seems a pitiful thing to say when
there are so many more big issues but we need to start somewhere. In 2021 I saw
evidence of landowners decimating a grove of arbutus trees on their property in

Maple Bay; in 2019/20 the developer of the Kingsview site eliminated the only grove
of arbutus in their current development on Mt. Tzouhalem. I am hoping that a tree

bylaw incorporating an approach prepared by Quamichan Lake Neighbourhood
Association (QLNA) can augment wording and principals that a consulting group
retained by MNC put together. The loss of trees on lands around Quamichan lake
and likely on other lakes and riverways within the MNC continues, to say nothing of log and tree theft that
came to light here in the last two years.
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The way the UCB has been 'revisioned' in this draft does not address the issues

above. In the Maple Bay neighbourhood which is being developed at an incredible
rate, there are areas that are already urbanized and not inside the boundary. There

are areas that will be urbanized that are not inside the boundary. There are pockets of
small landholding essentially 'landlocked' between huge urban neighbourhoods. It will
not achieve the objectives to which the plan ascribes.

|32

It is vital to maintain low density natural habitat. This will reduce our "human footprint" which will be
environmentally sound and maintain our beautiful natural surroundings which are vital for improved mental
health during stressful times.

|33

We know that we are deep into a housing crisis. Options to provide a variety of new residences may exceed

the established centres and could include secondary options in more rural areas. With careful planning and
policies our growth could exceed the named boundaries. It is also very important for local governments such as

the MNC to ensure that barriers to expedite the building of homes is ensured. Red tape and long delays deter
the building of homes that are so desperately needed in this area. Adequate staffing and resources should be a
priority. Mixed residential and commercial/ shops and services is a welcome addition to historically residential
areas, (i.e. groceries and restaurants). Building schemes and aesthetically pleasing design and landscaping

requirements can prevent us from looking like concrete cities and should be a priority in all planning. Examples
of communities where large non descript apartments and townhouse complexes are beginning to take over can
be seen when driving to Victoria through the Langford area. We can do better. I am 100% in favour of ensuring
that historical and culturally important areas are preserved for our First Nations communities, (i.e. Ye'yumnuts),
Somenos creek, Somenos Lake, Mount Tzouhalem and more. The First Nations people know the areas of

historical and cultural importance and should be consulted to ensure that all opportunities are taken to
preserve and protect these areas from development.
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My critique of the document's strategic direction for growth management isthreefold:
(1) the determination of growth centres, (2) outdated population projections, and (3)
social consequences of a focus on 'community character.'
1). Proposed growth management in this document is working at cross purposes. The

elephant in the room is Maple Bay and the Maple Bay Corridor. On one hand,
concentrated growth to promote 15-minute walkable, livable communities is being

strategically identified, yet on the other, this document avoids addressing these concerns
in the most populated—and GHG-producing—neighbourhoods of North Cowichan:

Maple Bay and the Maple Bay Corridor. In addition, it promotes growth in areas such as
Crofton and Chemainus, communities that have seen the least uptake in municipal

growth (in fact schools in these communities continue to decline annually), and which are
furthest from most of the region's employment and education sites, its community
services and shopping centres.
It would be prudent to ask ourselves why people are not currently moving in large

numbers to neighbourhoods like Crofton or Chemainus, and it is equally essential that we
address the servicing needs of more concentrated areas of North Cowichan to meet our

GHG reduction goals (2021 CAEP Update). While encouraging concentrated growth in
small communities like these is a worthwhile goal, their populations are likely to remain
insufficient to provide the necessary level of employment and services for residents not to
have to commute to larger centres for work, education, greater community amenities and
services.

From the perspective of a North Cowichan resident, it might be helpful to think about
where it would be most convenient to live if you were, for example: a teacher (near one
school in a smaller community or near many schools in a larger one?), a healthcare
worker (near one small-town clinic or near a hospital, numerous clinics, pharmacies,
private-care or long-term care homes?), a government worker (at municipal, regional,
provincial or federal offices?) or the majority of shop owners, personal service providers,
bank employees, delivery workers, insurance agents, store clerks and so on, whose work
is centered around Cowichan's commercial core? Similarly, where would it be most

convenient to live if your family consisted of two members who left the home daily for
work? If one needed to drop a child off at daycare, the other to get kids to school, both to
commute to work, pick up groceries, feed a family and then head out again after-hours

|35
|36

Same as Anonymousl
Yes to a more responsible approach to stewarding our watersheds, existing communities

and rural landscape connectivity, maintaining and strengthening the ecologically
significant greenfields of the Quamichan and Somenos and Maple Bay watersheds
connected to eachother, the mountains and to the Cowichan River.
To reduce consumption of land and road/person.

Reduce greenfleld single family development seemingly covering the entire North
America. Not a stich of local vegetation is accommodated, even the topography is

annihated.Don't build on the most beautiful landscapes in the valley
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The plan seems to be built on the notion of restricting growth. It's as though Council
wants to send a message to any prospective (new) residents to the effect of "Please stay
away. We're full". This in a context where even in the existing (2012) OCP, only a very

imall percentage of the total land base is considered "developable." This is NIMBY-ism
of the highest and most elitist form. We are in a housing crisis, and this draft plan
completely fails to acknowledge or recognize this. In fact, its further constriction of areas

that are appropriate for growth will only further contribute to this crisis by further driving
up land prices in the "approved" areas and all but eliminating further development in the
"unapproved"areas.

The further ad-hoc restrictions in particular along the Quamichan/Maple Bay corridor are
complete inconsistent with the concept of "walkable communities" in the sense that

promoting walkability infers a population base that is large enough to support
commercial and other community amenities in that area. But this Plan will continue to
force people already living in that corridor to jump in their cars every time they need a
jug of milk or a loaf of bread.
|The reality is that people will live as close as possible to where they work, where they
play, and where their kids go to school. This is also the foundation of densification and
"smart growth." But this is precisely why the Urban Containment Boundaries in the South
I End need to be expanded, not contracted.

38

Again, yes we need more living accommodation but what has been
addressed supplying water such as water reservoirs for drought conditions. Is
continued septic sewage disposal viable? Is there a point that too much will effect
aquifers?

39

It expresses a strong commitment to curtailing any further greenfield suburban
growth / sprawl. It supports the economic life of our existing centres and ensures that
the rural character / nature of our communities is sustained. It also expresses a strong

commitment to protecting, regenerating, and enhancing ecological function at the
local and watershed scales

Caveat: - Disappointed to see the strategic direction for growth management is
compromised by the greenfield sprawl of the Bell McKinnon planning area. The current
Bell McKinnon LAP could undermine the economic and social vitality of established
communities, result in loss of natural and rural areas and not be climate friendly.

40

It can't always be done, as in the site choice for the hospital, but green field development has to be recognized
as removing future options with respect to food security and natural habitat. The wording of the draft OCP
provides a good framework for our municipal government to make decision affecting all of us.

6. Chapter 3 - Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?

1

So much time and money went into the Bell McKinnon LAP it is mind haggling that we would be just throwing it
out and starting over.

2

The past several years of growth is not the only representation of growth going forward with the new Hospital
being built and new RCMP building. Many people are moving into suburban area from urban areas so we will
see more growth in the future and have to be ready for this. Limiting Bell Mckinnon to the newly proposed 300
units nearby the hospital is ridiculous.

3

please have Herd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the
development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

4

Very pleased with changes to UCB that focus on concentraing future development in existing growth centres,
preventing further sprawl, discouraging further development in rural areas, and improving connectivity of

wildlife/green corridors.

5

The proposed development around the new hospital contradicts many of the policies in this chapter to
discourage development of rural and natural lands and to focus growth and development in existing towns.
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16

The proposed development on Bell McKinnon Road seems out of place with the rest of the land use map. Could
this area not be developed less, so that it is more in line with the goals and principles of the OCP?

17

The draft OCP looks promising with more green space removed from the growth boundary.

Progressive and forward thinking - policy language should be stronger - apologies if I have done this section
already.. there is no way of telling what parts of the survey I have already done
I have some grave concerns in regards to the direction of the OCP. Residents feel they can not make a

difference. Theyfeei the OCP will not listen to their concerns even if they take the time to complete the survey.
This is a very common theme. I have also talked to a lot of residents in regards to this. Here are some points to
show their concerns are valid: When the 3 growth scenario surveys were conducted, here are some results:

-46% of Bell McKinnon residents wanted scenario 1 For Quamichan for their own neighbourhood *39% wanted
scenario 1 •41% wanted scenario 2 When you look at the map, the 2 neighbourhoods impacted most by the
OCP and the growth surveys are exactly these 2 neighbourhoods. Bell McKinnon and Quamichan. The UCB has
been reduced and altered most drastically in these areas. Your report is entitled "what we heard". However, I

do not think you listened. I feel you have a direction in which you are heading and you are not listening. Each
neighbourhood is unique and different. The award winning BMLAP was also prepared by the residents of Bell
McKinnon and this report has also been disregarded and altered to the ideas of what Council feel is better for

110

You are forcing people to live in dense compact subdivisions. This is not why we chose the Cowichan Valley.
You can not dictate the kind of housing we should have and the size of the housing we want.

Ill

We also need to add single family homes to the growth scenarios. If we do not add this, the cost of existing
housing will be astronomical as people will just be buying existing housing and tear it down in order to build the
single family home they want. These people will not be existing memebers of our communiyt, but rather
residents who have sold their homes in Vancovuer.

112
113

The UCB looks to have been shrunk down and will not allow for the future growth of the area
Hello my name

FIPPA s. 22(1)

UCB in the draft OCP. My property is

I'm concerned my property has been excluded from the

FIPPA s. 22(1)

xisting subdivision

of swans nest. I feel that my property should be included in the UCB because it meets all criteria of the draft
OCP. Such as walking distance to all services, on a main bus route, existing 20 inch sewer main running directly
through property, water lines directly accessible, existing road infrastructure in swans nest, riparian zones
already in place to protect Quamichan lake. It puzzles me as these properties are closer to existing services then
other growth centres as in bell McKinnon or kingsview. These areas are not close to anything today.I can

appreciate the long term goals of the draft but my property has been in the ucb and has been identified as
property to develop for 20+ years and has been my intention to develop with adjoining properties. It appears
that all of the proposed UCB boundaries in the draft surrounding Quamichan are fully developed and leave no
room for growth. I hope these 3 properties will be re assessed as viable development properties and be

114
|15

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to

116

The quotes at the beginning of the sections are completely one sided. They need to be removed entirely from

It is very hard to keep the whole chapter in my head, and then comment.

growth, economic gains or prosperity.

the document.

|17

please haveHerd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the
development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

|18

I disagree with the notion that there is planning to make long-term agreements with First Nations regarding
land use. Municipal government may be stepping out of their jurisdiction in making such agreements which
should be left to treaty settlements with the provincial authorities.

119

Get rid of the other unprofessional cartoon representation of MNC at the end of this chapter. Rural/Forest
comprises the majority of land use yet is represented by a small grey blob on the left. Berkey's Corner,
Chemainus and Croton are all green. This depicts Maple Bay extending into municipal forests all the way to

|20

Language must be strengthened and policies such as 3.3.17.n & 3.3.19.g, which are inconsistent with the rest of
the section and create ambiguity, must be removed.

121

Needs work.
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122

i.5. The paragraph is duplicated: Priority will normally be given to local area planning where growth pressure is
ingoing or expected and infrastructure and amenity planning is needed; however, secondary planning may also
ie needed in lower growth or no-growth areas.

123

Utopian pipe dream that few if any investor, or developer will even consider trying to work in. The entire
icatered area makes the idea of walking comunities impossible. Even though the individual residential areas in
:he UCB could be walkable none are large enough to provide even half of what the people need to exist, so
every house will still need 1-2 vehicles to get what they need from neighbouring communities, as well as
transition through their many jobs and carreers in their lifetime. This I dea might work if people never had
relationships, but that is the exception . One person may have a small business, and live in a community, but

when a partner and family starts and grows, that bussiness in a small community cannot grow with the needs of
;he family fast enough and that drives the change in carreer and property use, while the other partner may
have changed jobs in a different community needing to commute daily for work, childrens activities, and
-ecreation. Not everyone wants to walk or kayak as their only recreational activity outside.

124

As I read Chapter 3, I consistently feel a sense of anti-growth and development. A lot of fluffy verbiage is trying
to hide an overarching theme of anti-growth and development. Our community is a sought-after place for

people to live and what right do we have to present this NIMBY attitude. As a business owner I find it harder to
Find quality employees and a consistent message I come across is that "I cant find anywhere to live" and "the

valley is too expensive". An overall decrease to the UCBs and decreased BM corridor density from the LAP will
only exacerbates our housing issues which also works against other, fundamental, draft OCP goals that are
intrinsically housing dependent. We have a unique opportunity to develop and plan a density core around a
modern community institution and are shooting ourselves in the knees before shovels are in the ground by not
including the area north of Herd rd.

125
126
127
|28

ienerally good but could be better with above comments.
Development planning should take into account First Nations cultural and archaeological sites.
Why is Cowichan commons not considered a growth area? Makes no sense. OCP is anti development, which is

Seems to be a huge amount of emphasis on hiking & walking but lots of us are unable or uninterested in
that,but it feels like it's being shoved on us all. I agree we don't need monster houses. Great to think we can

have businesses in alll these little hubs, but so many businesses fail all time, what would make this different?
Encouragin on street parking with higher density housing - just drive down streets like Rockridge, with all those
suites and a narrow road, parking can be hard to find. Please don't allow many-storied buildings, 3 or 4 floors is

|29

Figure 11 on page 14 is the Cowichan Community Centre. Please ensure that there is adequate emphasis on
the critical need to care for our waters/ wet lands . Seeing the decision to put a 6 story seniors home on an

area that should be wetland seems so contradictory to the objectives and policies outlined in this section

|30

VERY PROMISING - anxious about wording of allowable sub-division outside the UCB and want to make sure
there are no loop-holes that would allow growth such as has happened on Genoa Bay rd

131
132

See concerns about ogoing developmnetn being permitted on Mount Tzouhalem as part of the Kingsview

|33

Your vision seems to cater to the growth areas, village centres and neighbourhoods within the UCB,you are

Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

development. Find the funds to buy the land.
ignoring all of us outside of the UCB and not allowing us to create additional dwellings on the Rl properties
lying outside of the UCB. I am not talking about subdiviisions, I am talking about a smaller secondary dwelling
on an Rl zoned property that could be used for rental income to the homeowner and a viable rental to those
who cannot afford to buy and do not want to live in your urban setting

134

Please put chapter heading "focused growth management" as header throughout chapter. Please number the
"designations" and remove numbers from the "defining success / objective" headings. Difficult to follow
without some sort of reference on the pages.

|35

Listen to Chemainus BIA on Bell McKinnon and don't recreate too many rigid new rules that don't have common
sense solutions/ remedies in future if concerned citizens in an area find rules unreasonable. Water is another
problem. More water storage should be undertaken to support all this development. Seems like there are a lot
of expensive consultant studies done.
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136

I think every household around Quamichan lake should be connected to sewer. I like the idea of siphoning
phosphorus from the bottom of the lake to help clean it up. We live on the lake and removed some invasive
plants and would appreciate help with replanting non invasive species (cost). Also we would like to see some
amenities like a grocery store and coffee shop off Kingsview/Donnay.

137

use of words like "may" and "consider" leave cuts for future councils..we don't want more errors like the

denuding of mt tzouhalem or the ridiculous track that serves the ultra rich not living in our community. I do
think the consideration for attractive high density and green urban spaces and walkability, and gathering spaces
like parks and squares. I very much like the curbing of sprawl like what has happened along the maple bay

138

The cartoon map depiction of regions In N. Cowichan is unprofessional and insulting. Rural lands comprise most

of the muni and yet are represented in grey off to the left, while Chemainus, Crofton and Berkey's Corner are all
shades of green. Tiny Maple Bay extends all the way to Cow Bay.

|39

The agricultural piece within MNC needs to be more progressive. A vision towards independent farming

140

ALR land should be repeated and protected. Building the RCMP station on some of the best farmland was not a

businesses and related agri-tourism should be encouraged and promoted through the zoning bylaws.

good decision.

|41

The proposed downsizing of urban containment boundary is arbitrary and not defensible based on any Planning
practices or common sense.

142

please see above - and above all else, this is a wonderful guiding document. The key for the future of our

community will be adhering to the policies and vision included in this OCP. Stay strong and do not bend to
development pressures that undermine the values stated in the OCP that could truly make us a leading

143

The lead off quote from Peter Calthorpe is full of doom and gloom. It presupposes solutions to problems that
may exist in his mind, but that have not been demonstrably proven in any objective sense. Please take it out.

|44
145

we need to look at brown feild sites, not Farmland like on Bell Mckinnon
The 2011 OCP mapped out Growth Centre's and for the most part Growth did not happen in these areas, why,
because people do NOT want to live in those areas.

146

It assumes continual growth on a finite planet. Unsustainable.

|47
|48

This chapter needs strong bylaws to be effective. That should be a high priority for this council.
Continued construction on Mount Tzouhalem at the top of the Properties will also increase traffic along narrow,

windy Maple Bay Road. The mountain is mostly shale which is unstable and in the event of a natural
catastrophe such as an earthquake, I fear that some of those overly large homes will "slide" down the

149

3.4 Water Use Designations- Like a pedestrian walway for the waterfront in Chemainus. Support industrial uses

that protect marine ecology. Would like to see a Watershed Security Strategy included.

Iso
151
152

All above
Again stronger wording- Can to Will
In general, I am finding that since I don't have planning expertise nor am I fully appreciating some of the
information as a lay person, I am responding often with 'mostly' as I don't want to endorse something nuanced
that I may not understand or agree with. Hope that helps.

|53

Save as much of our rural environment from suburban sprawl and our narrow bucolic roads and small

agriculture opportunities and the large Garry Oaks in Timbercrest and the green corridors that link our
watersheds from highland to water bodies and to each other. Looking forward to discussing density transfers

from the rural properties to the existing centres like off the top of Kingsview, the Holly Farm and Stonehill
properties.
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'he lead off quote from Peter Calthorpe is full of doom and gloom. It presupposes solutions to problems that
may exist in his mind, but that have not been demonstrably proven in any objective sense. Take it out.
How does Figure 2 illustrate "Low Density Housing?" Looks pretty high density to me...
The notion of "Thoughtful Growth Management" - the idea of "focussing growth in designated Growth Centres",

may be laudable goal. But again, it artificially inflates land prices in areas "approved" for growth, and thus
contributes to the very inequities that this plan seeks to address. Further, this approach completely ignores
market and societal realities. Not everyone wants to live in an area surrounded by close neighbours. While we
need to recognize the costs of "urban sprawl", a much better approach would be to charge appropriate

development and infrastructure fees for construction outside the core, rather than completely prohibiting
development there. I acknowledge that this, too, would have an impact on housing costs for those

developments, but it would allow freedom for people to make their own choices while not artificially impacting
land prices by the very structure of arbitrary lines on a map.
|Section 3.2.5 will demonstrably add to the cost of new construction.

Figure 11 is mislabelled.
Under "Areas Outside the UCB", there's a paragraph that reads: "Areas outside of the UCB will be largely
protected from any further increased residential development and will continue to be rural, agricultural, natural
|areas with some industrial/ employment land designations and commercial areas, which are largely
preexisting." The very use of the word "protected" is pejorative, as though increased residential development

I is inherently evil and needs to be "protected against."
|3.3.15 b is offensive, and posits an undermining of a Council decision taken in September. While this is a
|theoretical possibility... ("The Municipality CAN...."), its very inclusion in the OCP will contribute to the ongoing
political uncertainly around this area. It needs to be removed. Particularly in light of bullet c.. the commitment
|to "public consultation." That public consultation was fulsomely done in the development of the Local Area
I plan for this neighbourhood in 2017/18. And I see no reference to the potential of re-aligning the draft UCB
I lines in, for example, the Maple Bay corridor. As though that is cast in stone. The reference to the Bell
McKinnon area is purely political, offensive, and agenda-driven.

|3.4.2 a is confusing. It could be read to mean North Cowichan will only support uses that don't need to be on
Ithewaterfront.

|The "Genoa Bay" bullet should include some mention of the challenges of supplying potable water to that
I community.

|The objectives for the Cowichan Bay Estuary, if enacted, would effectually be the long term death knell for both
|the WFP mill and the WestCan Terminal installation. A bit radical, don't you think?

55

Again, well done!

7. Executive Summary - Do you have general thoughts on this section?

1
2

/es maintain the urban growth areas

3
4

Meeds work.

Fhe OCP needs more teeth to ensure that development does indeed happen at "preferred centres" to avoid the
ncreasing sprawl we see today.

rhe Bell McKinnon development is at odds with this aspect of the plan. It particular the section north of Herd
Rd, should be removed from the development plan, and integrated into development planned for existing
centres. Ideally the whole plan needs reconsidering to protect farmland ecosystems & prevent flooding. The
plan at 3.2.4 (h) should more strongly mandate the Municipality implement a Green Building Policy in order to
meaningfully address the Climate Emergency. MNC needs to move to the top level of the BC building Step Code
as soon as possible (2022 or 2023 at the latest) ending the installation of oil and gas heat or cooking in any new
construction to meet the needed emissions reduction goals & reduce health risks. Building codes need to
require the use of permeable surfaces rather than paving or concrete, roofs aligned to optimize solar power &

installation of EV charging. 3.3.7 (c) It's time for a tree protection bylaw requiring retention of tree canopy
cover & mature trees, not just encouragement. Similarly, in 3.3.19 (i) the remediation on contaminated sites
must be required. There is evidence "encouragement" is not enough. Under Community Character, waterfront

5

It's all made to complicated, over thought and over processed
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6

Bell McKinnon does not preserve the natural and rural areas and encourage climate friendly and active ways to

7

Compact to me means condos and how are people going to get to work in the bigger centres? At this point

move around.

there is not a lot of large transportation to the bigger cities for work.
Site adaptive planning needs to be included. More natural and organic growth patterns foster strong

9
10

I also think there should be height limits in the core zones, not lots of 8 story apartments.
The OCP is detailed, well written and includes most of the tools recommended by the Green Bylaws Toolkit to
deliver positive environmental outcomes. However, for a developer to pick up all of the requirements of the

OCP they would need to read all 195 pages. It is recommended that the Municipality considers including flow
diagrams/examples for small, medium and large developments that would help the reader navigate the OCP. If
this is not desirable then consideration to doubling up reference to tools maybe required e.g. additional density
in exchange of significant park or recreational facilities (chapter 3 and 4). The OCP signals that it is in support
of green technologies. Therefore, could 3.3.19 (g) (iv) be expanded to indicate that the Municipality of
Cowichan is in support of solar and geothermal energy as well as water storage.

11

I have gbeen saddened to see our Valley being potentially taken over by suburban sprawl devoid of local
character or even local trees. I'm tires of the sameness!

12

What feedback have we sought from external drivers? Where is BC Transit planning to grow? Where do local
economists expect growth in the job market over the next 30 years? What infrastructure changes will be
necessitated by future climate over the next 30 years - have we asked the environment ministry? Are there

areas that are predominently seniors - will these areas endemlcally begin to see a population shift in the near

13

Do not eliminate growth along Maple Bay Road - we want a variety of housing options. Cantering growth in
your 4 areas will not do anything to curb driving.

Chapter 4 - Resilient, Inclusive Communities
1. Chapter 4.1 Safe and Healthy Community - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1
2
3

Rather than having a policy to develop an amenity policy, why just include the amenity policy here In the OCP
I support the idea of a health and social well-being strategy, and the policies related to youth and families.
I support policies to tie increases in density to amenity contributions, and to require developers to provide high
quality outdoor spaces. I wonder if there should be more on the municipality's role with the opioid crisis, even if
it mostly means for advocacy.
Analysis/ Interpretation: no concerns and support that child care has to be more available. Do have concerns/
questions on who bares the cost and can it be shared. Developers can't bare all costs. Provincial and Federal

government are already trying to make this more affordable. 'Women do most of unpaid work including child
care, women have to work part-time or stay at home. Why are these statements part of the OCP? The report

states It as being bad. This Is the choice of many women. Why Is MNC getting Involved? This Is not gender

5
6
7

Childcare spaces should not be a requirement for business licenses.
See notes from executive summary, above.

They incorporate the need for health and safety.
It is imperative that we plan now for an aging population base and along with that incorporate the needs of all
of our citizens into the community plan. More focus is needed on ensuring special needs and affordable housing
is implemented and existing social services agencies are supported.

9
10

Why not offer a tax break to businesses or developers that provide child care facilities?
I do not want to live in a community that has street populations like East Hastings and Government streets.

While I agree that drug use is a problem, the issues are not solved by giving out free drugs in perpetuity. It
requires significant commitments to mental health, safe housing and absolute separation from access to drugs
and drug culture until a transition to a more positive and health lifestyle can occur. Look at successful models
like sanpatrignano.org/en/ I was the VP for a youth organization for several years, and adding easier access to

drugs was not how 90% of the program participants succeeded. Direction on child care is wonderful, like
promotion ofintergenerational interactions.
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Ill

too much duplication of Provincial government responsibilities, only makes for delays in services, and more
costs to the taxpayers.

112

I'ou've got it right.

] 13

Why is it that homelessness is only referenced in the context of the opioid crisis, but not when it comes to
evaluation / KPI

114

addressing child care and the opioid crisis is critical - understanding how planning impacts social determinants
of health is also important

|15

4.1.4with dedicated investment it will attract more of the same, and that right now is a significant amount of
public disorder, crime and loss of community pride. I would suggest this needs to be reconsidered. Childcare no
concerns and support that child care has to be more available. Do have concerns/ questions on who bares the
cost and can it be shared. Developers can't bare all costs

|16
117

Overreaching, this is beyond the scope of NC and will be at the taxpayers cost.
Seems like a lot of new rules and regulations. Cost of implementing is critical to keep affordability living here.
Municipal monetary Support for various sectors should require proof of the individuals' benefitting providing
their support through either volunteerism or monetary responsibility. Addictions and mental illness should be
managed first at the provincial and federal level with more programs to house and rehabilitate and with
recipients showing efforts and actions improving; responsibility in process. This concept of responsibility is
critical in all aspects of this section.

118

love the ideas but ....Weak language...will ask developers rather than will require developers to...developers

|19

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to

are interested in money...asking them to consider something is not going to work.

growth, economic gains or prosperity.

|20

This is a enormous problem that will require funding from Federal and provincial governments. Too big for
N.Cow to take on alone . Treating Mental health and substance abuse takes facilities and large amounts of
infrastructure and funds.

121
122

Broad and progressive, they align completely with my personal core values
How do we remove serviced areas and then meet goals of diverse and affordable housing? Supply and demand
must be part of the equation. Removing serviced land will increase land costs due to supply and increase costs
for new proposed developed land as services will need to be brought to previously un serviced areas.

|23

This is probably the least offensive chapter I've read thus far, although I do have some concerns. For example,
"North Cowichan can also provide a welcoming environment for mental health and substance abuse services
such as treatment centres and overdose prevention services." While this may be laudable as a principle, the

problem here is two-fold. The "Harm Reduction" model that is presupposed here is far from universally
supported; in some sectors, the OPS model is seen as "enabling addictions." This needs to be - at minimum -

acknowledged with an additional statement to the effect that the support for these services is conditional on
more senior government support for detox beds and other services to "round out" the model. This bullet also

fails to acknowledge the challenges of siting these treatment centres and other services. The plan needs to
explicitly talk about community consultation and acceptance of locations, rather than - by inference -

acquiescing to the whims of organizations such as Island Health, which have shown little to no interest in

124

4.1.1-'progress' is dependent on cooperation with agencies outside MNCjusrisdiction. 4.1.2 a) support! 4.1.5.1

125
|26
127

4.1.5-glad to see ECE&C included in OCP & $10 a day childcare plan.

unless this is MNC funded, it isn't within municipal scope.
The OCP guides council to be a catalyst of change while addressing complex crises such as drugs &
Great thoughts but how will the costs be met?
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28

The language just isn't strong enough. 'Can'/Encourage etc isn't strong enough to get the politicians to move on
these concepts and ideas.
I want MNC to inform the Province and the Federal government to support treatment centres/beds, mental

health services related to the opioid crisis and make their position known in the regard to the Province and the
Federal Governments.

The MNC has to come into the 21st century and request developers provide more public amenities for their
developments. These amenities should be driven by the needs of the community as per the OCP and other
NGOs that are embedded within the community and know what is needed for the populations that they serve.
Develop an alert app for the MNC that warns residents of weather events or other advisories that doesn't

require the need for us to send our data/information to a US company. Aren't there other apps?

29

Responding to pandemics Opioid and COVID, weather events or crisis are much easier when you have healthy
resilient communities. Engagement, trust and connectedness with each other and our leadership helps us rise

to be stronger any day. Thank you for including children, child care community amenities, parks and public
spaces as a place to build strong resilient communities. Issues relating to poverty, homelessness, mental health
and substance use impact all members of our society and cannot be addressed alone. The collaborative efforts
of all levels of government, health, RCMP and social services are the only way we can begin to have an impact.

A number of years ago children and families may have had one line in an OCP and now seeing childhood
development with its own section is impressive and most welcomed. If we have healthy children, we have a

healthy community. Kudos to MNC for such great enhancements to the OCP!

30
31
32

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above
We need the gov. to coordinate resilient amenities and services, public spaces, health and ed, employment and
housing, accessibility in the built environment for 8-80yr. olds, acquiring and designating land to accommodate
the needs of the community. Parks, trails and access to natural areas are essential features of healthy
community and
environment. Promote connection to the land, scenic transportation corridors, active transportation off roads,
green corridors, access to local amenities - forests, lakes, trails, green spaces, rural streets, public spaces,
promote urban forests. We need a real parks plan - a system of linking outdoor spaces with targeted
acquisitions
Health - affected by air pollution, disease/bacteria, extreme weather, flood, fire, forced displacement, food

33
34

See below
I believe that social issues that have become so widespread can only be solved with guidelines like these. Again,
these values represent the lens that is required to address these issues.

2. Chapter 4.2 Arts & Culture - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1
2
3
4
5
6

Yes, there needs to be a stronger emphasis on local arts and culture in our public spaces and buildings.
More focus on public art could support more attractive development and public infrastructure.
What is unlearning? This needs to made more clear.
See notes from executive summary, above.
Didn't focus on the art & culture detail.

The goal of increasing the number of new public art installations should be qualified to reflect that it should be
art by local artists to also contribute to supporting the local economy, of which artisans are a part.

7

Promotion of arts is excellent, but it also needs to link with regional transportation strategy so that visitors can
do so with minimal carbon footprint options.

8

Over enphasis on wants over needs make the objectives unsustainable, and ever increasing finacial burden to

9
10

As above

maintain.

Aren't Indigenous people about 5% of Canada's population? It feels like we are spending a great deal of time
and money trying to make them happy. I would love it if we could live together happily without living in the
past. We treated a lot of people badly in the past but now it feels like we are trying way too hard to make
everyone happy and it very much still feels like us vs. them.
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11

A definite bias toward First Nation artistic displays at the expense of other worthy artistry that many non first
nation artists would be able to provide, I believe we need to display a full spectum of art and invite all artists be
they First Nation or not but local should be the key word.

12
13

Overreaching, this is beyond the scope of NC and will be at the taxpayers cost.
Again, responsible active engagement by groups benefitting receiving money for art and cultural activities,
demonstrating effort through volunteerism and fund raising to show "skin in the game".

.4

love the ideas but ....Weak language...will ask developers rather than will require developers to...developers
are interested in money...asking them to consider something is not going to work.

15

'he entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to

16

Arts & culture not only add social value but also economic value to one's life and to the community, this is also a

;rowth, economic gains or prosperity.

broad progressive vision.

17

Focusing development in areas that can absorb growth efficiently has the added benefit of concentrating
service delivery and taking maximum advantage of the servicing and facilities we have in place. Development
will be allowed in existing centres and in certain built forms to meet social wellbeing and environmental goals.
Growth, development and land-use decisions should be socially just, and incorporate environmentally
regenerative features at every opportunity THIS STATEMENT IS CUT AND PASTED FROM THE DRAFT OCP.

ACCORDING TO THIS INFORMATION MAPLE BAY ROAD MEETS ALL THE CRITERA TO BE A GROWTH CENTRE.
ROADS.TRANSIT-SEWER-WATER-SCHOOL-PARKS-HIKING TRAILS-BIKING TRAILS AND FUTURE SMALL

18

This section allows the Council to dictate what type of businesses are within the community including density
and the core of how they will develop property and run their businesses. This is not within the boundaries of
what is appropriate for a Council to do.

19

Who pays for the public art? The plan says we'll ask the development community to do that. Does that include
art in housing developments? This is, once again, counterintuitive in that it will inevitably lead to higher
housing costs when we're trying to promote affordability.

20
21
22
23

Within walking distance for most people and affordable.
Need to add language provided by FN to what would be considered "Indigenous heritage for public art"
I didn't really notice policies glad to see the arts included in OCP.
Public arts and culture must be included in street scapes & developments to foster civilized living and jobs plus
tourism.

24

The thought is great, but it isn't the District's resposiblity to tell non-profit organizations what to put on. Again

25

There is an initiative underway to develop an Art Gallery in the City of Duncan but I do not see why it could not

measures should have been included.

be sponsored/funded not only by Duncan but also the CVRD and MNC. The establishment of the art gallery
would be an indicator of the commitment to Arts and Culture by this broader community and a send a strong
signal to the community of the value placed on art, creativity and culture.

26
27
28
29
30

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

Incorporate the history of landscapes as they are integral to our culture
See below
As a society, we need to place a higher priority on arts and culture. Thank you for including this section

3. Chapter 4.3 Heritage & Archaeology - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1
2
3

See notes from executive summary, above.
Didn't focus on the heritage and archaeology aspects.

There needs to be more certainty around what constitutes archeological significance, and consider ways that
areas of significance could be incorporated into development, highlighting the site, purpose and story
associated with a collection of artifacts..

4
5
6

heratige is a provincial juristiction,
As above

Important to note that unlike other parts of BC, North Cowichan has had very little concerted archaeological
inventory effort. As a result, proactive measures to protect yet-unrecorded archaeological resources are
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We have already lost some heritage gems in Quamichan: the Quamichan Inn and Holly farm - remaining
heritage structures need to be preserved
I disagree with renaming everything in favour of Indigenous names - mostly they are unpronounceable, and
again, only represent 5% of Canada's population. We are trying too hard and spending too much.
concerns/ questions on who bares the cost and can it be shared. This needs a clear policy. Developers can't
bare all costs

10
11

Please see QLNA's written submission for a complete response.

12
13

We need to consider First Nations history going forward. Rename Indian Road, please.

Important area but needs to be balanced with fiscal responsibility. If something might be lost if not managed in
a timely fashion, then this needs to be communicated and addressed in a responsible way.

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

14

We need to partner better with the First Nations community and showcase and honour their presence through
a cultural village of some sort in cooperation with the CVRD - A First Nations Discovery Centre is in order.

15
16

It is not appropriate for Council to mandate such motherhood statements.

Absolutley-respect for the ancestors of peoples living here for thousands of years #1 priority. Also cherishing
historical buildings, since contact is important.

17
18

First Nations archeology is important.
Preserving our past through our OCP guidelines respects First noations and Caucasion Heritage. More funding
for museums & excavations is bital. Stopping and saying no to developments for heritage reasons is key.

19

Remember the original Coast Salish had summer and winter villages and did not stay in one place. May be
difficult to ensure and to determine measures.

20

With the discovery of unmarked gravesites at or near residential schools, the understanding of the numbers of

residential school children who did not return home, it is our responsibility as the colonizers with new found
understanding of the damage we have inflicted on this community to support them wherever possible in
terms of their heritage and archaeology ( and in other areas) in order to preserve what is left of their culture,
customs and stories.

21
22

This is actually a part of reconcilliation that must be respected.
Our arts, culture and traditions make us who we are and should be embedded into the tapestry of our
communities. Public art, cultural activities and events connect us as neighbours and community members that
then creates our own unique history.

Archeological sites and heritage should be preserved. What makes us want to keep and protect historical
buildings is that they have character and history. In our decisions for building design today we need to think
about how architecture in our region will be reflected years from now hence the reason for not allowing blandfaceless buildings. I absolutely agree.

23
24
25

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above
Incorporate the history of landscapes in development. Create a heritage protection policy for areas, structures

and landscapes. Apply archaeological potential mapping
and funded referral services to protect archaeological sites like the one at Bird's Eye Cove. Document and
protect sites. Preserve and renew historic sites

26
27

See below

28

Absolutely critical not just in light of pursuit of any sense of reconciliation but also in recognition of the

Strongly support a Heritage Inventory and Protection policy for the MNC.

beautiful culture of the people's I unceded land on which we live.

4. Chapter 4.4 Parks & Recreation - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
Pleased with mention of increasing connectivity ofgreenways and open space for conservation purposes, and

having developers contribute more lands for these purposes. Also support policy that minimum park dedication
won't come from environmentally sensitive areas.
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iupport the policies regarding connectivity of open space, conservation and ecological values.
agree that parkland acquisition should be prioritized over cash-in-lieu payments - much higher long-term value

) the community. I also agree that the five percent park dedication should not come from Environmentally
snsitive Areas, which the developer should have to protect regardless.
alancing interest of trail users and need to maintain ecological integrity is important - we already seeing these
insions on places such as Mount Tzouhalem. Too many trails and users will fragment habitat and scare away

ie wildlife. Changes to subdivision bylaw to acquire land adjacent to water bodies for ecological preservation is
strong policy.
?

ee notes from executive summary, above.

3

hey're not bad.
here needs to be oversight over the construction of trails. Adequate parking must be in place, and trail users

wst not be intrusive to adjacent neighbourhoods.
5

is particularly important that MNC increase the availability of low-barrier recreation opportunities. The
urrent parks and trails system is not very accessible to all users, with a predominant focus on hiking. More
alance is needed.

3

ireat emphasis on parks, especially when considered in proximity to key riparian areas as a way to enhance
/ater quality.

10

hese obvectives overextend what is reasonable both for needs, and future financial burden the maintenace of

xtending beyond the 5% of land,

11

would add: work with knowledgeable citizens (eg Cowichan Valley Naturalists) to enhance biodiversity in parks
'y identifying and removing invasive species.

12
13

:reating a bunch of little neighbourhood parks is not the way to go as far as I am concerned.
staining more parklands to preserve biodiversityand connectivity, enhancing 'greenways' is essential - Stonehill

nd Holly Farm are exmples of natural and significant lands that should be acquired and preserved

14

'he QLNA Board supports the development and enhancement of park facilities in the Quamichan Lake
watershed and suggests a modification to objective 4.4.1.b. to add "...and the burden on the communities

idjacent to those facilities." Additionally, under section 4.4.2 a policy should be added that "Impacts to local
raffic flows and parking requirements will be evaluated and appropriate mitigation measures put in place prior
o the approval of new or expanding park and trail facilities."

15

'his Municipality has loads of park and recreation assets and it sounds like some of the municipal forests
•specially on the local mountains will become more parklike and recreational. Appropriate budget percentage
hould always be considered, and not to take on more than new uses/aquisitions can afford.

16
17

.et's all get out in nature in responsible ways that keep nature natural.
love the ideas but ....Weak language...will ask developers rather than will require developers to...developers
ire interested in money...asking them to consider something is not going to work.

18

'he impact on traffic and neighbourhoods must be considered. Kaspa Road is an example where inadequate
banning occurred.

19

"he entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
;rowth, economic gains or prosperity.

20

\n interconnected trail system is long overdue. This could be developed as part of an ecological corridor
letwork in conjunction with solutions to traffic flow management - Maple Bay road being a significant bottle
leck. Speed softening installations along certain secondary roads could also be beneficial to the community at

21

Jnlike the lower mainland, North Cowichan recognises it needs to increase its parks and recreation

22
23

\/lore parks is good.

24

Support the conversion of the E&N corridor into a multi-use North South trail that would benefit active

nfrastructure to keep up with demand, and recognises the value it has for the community
rhe Plan needs to acknowledge that acquiring parkland as a Community Amenity Contribution will lead to
anger term costs for the municipality in terms of ongoing maintenance and capital asset management
:ransport commuters and Cowichan Tribes for safer travel.

25
26

Essential to life and health.
detecting ecological integrity of recreation sites, increasing greenway & blneway(illegible) areas
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27

Preserving natrue for more patrolled parks and recreation is a no-brainer for lifestyles, jobs and health while

combating sprawl and pollution. Conflicts such as the future of the municipal foresst reserve can be avoided by
total preservation.

28

I don't support the maintenance of trails that are used by a few elite members. The recreation buildings are not

29

4.4.1 b Recognition and balance needs to be applies to the impact and burden on residential areas adjacent.

30

While we have a wealth of amazing parks and are grateful that they have helped many in the valley preserve

located centrally for residents or taxpayers.

Impact of traffic on residential streets needs to be considered.

their mental health during the time of COVID there are some problems:
I have been involved in working on behalf of my community who have experienced large traffic volumes and
vehicles speeding through residential streets of ourcommunity. Parks and Rec negotiated with the developer of
Kingsview Transtide, a founding member of the Cowichan Trail Stewardship Society (CTSS) for additional parking
capacity for this growing regional and north America wide destination. The solution offered did nothing to
remedy the situation from the perspective of longer term solutions. CTSS is funded by Parks and Rec to maintain
create and enhance trails. This is a conflict of interest. We need more walking trails/hiking trails through
our parks. The 6 mountains have extensive mtn hiking trails on Mt. Tzouhalem, Maple Mountain and Mt.

Prevost ( a downhill bike trail). Hikers are also on Tzouhalem and Maple but the hiking trail systems are less well
marked and less plentiful. Efforts need to be made to improve these for the safety of hikers and dog walkers.
The mountain hiking trail systems have also infringed on First nations lands on Mt. Tzouhalem - it is not

appropriate and needs to be rectified.
We need to make a point of preserving and observing FN ceremonial and sacred lands and spaces.

31
32
33
34
35

Key aspect of human health is access to nature and the outdoors.
Our connection to nature and the outdoors has never been more important.
See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above
Protect an ecological network including our muni forest parcels, parks, trails, riparian corridors as part of a

regional scale network. The parks need to be considered for their role in conserving regional biodiversity,
providing carbon capture, ecological connections - vital ecological services - think watershed scale. There
seems to be no forward planning for parks. For example, expansion, connections, parking and overuse issues,
access, and the negative impact on neighbours resulting from this lack thereof.

Apply more land development initiatives and amenity contributions, priories
acquisition strategies. Develop a system of trails, greenways and open spaces Incorporate acquisition and

protection and trail development into plans and policies, use density transfer.This is vital to our community

36
37
38

See below
Impacts of park use / management on adjacent communities / residents needs some consideration / policy
Sustainable and forward looking objectives and policies, which would create and foster fantastic recreational
use and recreational-use businesses,both existing and leveraging opportunities.

5. Chapter 4.5 Public Realm - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

Support measuring progress by increase in tree canopy cover in UCB. Pleased with reference to incorporating

street trees into public realm improvements. Suggest this section should include reference to building a new
town square/civic plaza in the University Village.

2
3
4
5

I support increasing tree candy coverage and incorporating natural elements into public realm improvements.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Didn't pay a lot of attention to Public realm topics.
Support increasing accessibility in the built environment to allow everyone to be able to contribute to our local
community, which is more difficult to do if they cannot access or travel through public spaces.

6

It will be essential to have widespread feedback from the entire community spectrum to properly reflect / build
in vital interests. Hostile designs tend to emerge when a particular group has no "base" for their own form of
artistic r cultural expression.

7

Well done!
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>
)

ven more emphasis on 'urban forest' implementation, and increasing tree canopy in existing urban areas could

)

4.5 PUBLIC REALM- Consider this section very positive for the community. Analysis/ Interpretation: concerns/

10

he QLNA Board supports the policies in section 4.5 and would like to see 4.5.2.h. expanded to include securing

LI
L2

read carefully.

L3
L4
L5

inything that encourages community gathering is welcome.

e added
uestions is the increased operational costs, does that raise taxes or increase costs for developers, etc.

ublic access to Quamichan Lake, which is currently limited.
he entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
rowth, economic gains or prosperity.

think MNC does well in this area already, I included Parks & Trails in the 'Public Realm'.
he commons especially nature geed us all. Personal wish-walking trails and swimming at Paradise Pools be

gain available to us citizens!! Can N. Cowichan please facilitate?

L6

ike the diverse accessibility needs are addressed. Like public outdoor spaces including waterfront. Increasing
he tree canopy cover to reduce heat in summer.

17

'he new can allow development ofwalkable, safe communities through smart green design. Local amenities
nust be stressed to reduce traffic and preserve property values.

18

am worried we are just creating more spaces for drug users.
^A/e need to address the social issues.

19

Ve need more public spaces for community members ( all ages, abilities etc) to
;ather. In Quamichan neighbourhood we have projected 1300 homes aside from the several hundred homes in
he watershed area and we have no centre, no gathering place -' no there there/ Look at Waterwheel park in

;hemainus - it is lovely! This is necessary to build stronger community in a space that is accessible to all
ibilities/ages and life stages. We need to have it designed for multi-modal access - buses, bikes, walking,

20
21
22
23

'ou have captured it all.
iee notes from executive summary, above
iee notes from executive summary, above
/Vhat's written sounds good for our centres and waterfront but in other areas our public realm deteriorates
?very year even for drivers. We see people walking on the side of arterials. Shame. We need alternative
:onnectivity for pedestrians between properties, to our mountains, parks, riparian and lake shores. We need to
irotect and enhance our viewscapes. Stop widening roads so cars big trucks drive faster. Save our giant Douglas

1r trees and hedgerows along roadways: They are part of our identity. Protect and enhance the visual quality of
3ur communities and rural landscapes and protect them from road engineers and lastly from 6ft solid metal
:encing.Repair the visual blight of the highway corridor and th streetscapes around it.Pedestrianise not just
3ublic art.Enhance our connections for alternative transportation

24
25

see below

rhese should all be fundamental principles of any OCP. It is an appropriate lens through which decisions should
oe made for any community.

6. Chapter 4.6 Transportation - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
Very happy with policy to shift municipal transportation budgets away from cars to active transportation and
transit, and designing transportation networks for all modes of transportation. Pleased with reference to
provision of street trees along transportation networks, and reducing vehicle trips. Support active

transportation policies, including building complete pedestrian/cydist network. Generally pleased with policies
regarding road networks, incluidng rural and scenic roads..

I support increasing walkability and bicycle-friendly street design and infrastructure improvements to reduce
car-dependency.

I support including Khenipsen Rd as a scenic road but am not clear on why it is listed as Class 2 and not Class 1.
Khenipsen Rd has lower traffic volumes than most of the Class 1 roads shown in the OCP maps. Overall I agree
with the policies in this section that seek to encourage more active transportation and reduce car-dependency.

These policies should be reflected in the Municipality's budget and land use decisions.
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4

I support shifting municipal transportation budgets away from just cars to active transportation. The policies to
have the municipality do more to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists in transportation design is the right
move. Rural roads should be left as is as much as possible - we don't need more sidewalks like the ones on

Drinkwater and Lane Roads, which look completely out of place.

5

Not permitting development where there may be a future transit system. This is unrealistic. Who would want
to invest in our community.

6
7
8
9

See notes from executive summary, above.
Provides for services that I think are needed.

Please switch the positions of figure 11 and 12 to align with the written description.
Transportation corridors need to first and foremost be safe for all users and this should be prioritized in all
decisions regarding transportation.

10
11

Why are we not supporting transit development????
Look at incentivizing e-vehicle park and ride options - where visitors can park their hydrocarbon fueled vehicles
and make use of an e-bike or scooter during visits to specific communities. Need to push for restoration of rail
service - commuter rail could significantly reduce trips on the TransCanada, lowering air and noise pollution.
Rail would also encourage tourism, making the trip from the south island a simple, stress free journey. The

Malahat views may be spectacular, but can be intimidating for a visitor.

12
13

People do need cars, especially the older citizens.

This is a needs based area of life and therefore the area that a significant majority budgeting and resources of
the municipality should focus on.

14
15

All efforts to reduce GHGs caused by transportation are the way to go.
including Maple Bay Road as a sceninc route is so important to this community - it is an asset that needs to be
preserved

16

If parking downtown is not cheap and easy, many of us will just go out of town. The bus system, last time I
checked, did not work well for us at all - so much faster to drive. And since I rarely see more than a few people
riding buses, I assume it doesn't work well for many people. It would be great if we had a frequent bus service,

but until then, we'll be driving.

17

•4.6 TRANSPORTATION - Consider this section very positive for the community. Analysis/ Interpretation:
concerns/ questions is the increased operational costs, does that raise taxes or increase costs for developers,
etc. Section 4.6.3 (V)- Not permit any development that could restrict the construction of a future transit
connection, greenway, active transportation corridor or road unless first identifying practical alternatives

and/or amending the OCP Analysis/ Interpretation: Is this fair? Permissible

18

The QLNA Board supports the inclusion of Maple Bay Road as a scenic road in the draft OCP as well as most of
the policies in section 4.6. The QLNA disagrees that traffic infrastructure improvements, including traffic calming
measures, be targeted to the urban containment boundary (policy 4.6.3.d) as many of the more significant
issues identified as part of the Master Transportation Plan research occur outside of the UCB. For example, the

intersection of Maple Bay Road and Tzouhalem road already sees significant volumes and congestion and traffic
speeds along Lakes Road are problematic, only two of a number of examples taken from the Master
Transportation Plan draft. Infrastructure improvements and traffic calming need to be prioritized based on
evidence-supported need, rather than whether they fall within the UCB. Additionally, the Transportation
Planning section needs an addition that it incorporate accommodation for ecological corridors and the
corresponding walking and hiking networks that may use those corridors into planning for road networks.

19

Special focus should be noted about Highway 1 through Duncan. This stretch of road needs action now to
ensure it is a viable connector of communities north and south of North Cowichan and to the proposed hospital

20

I believe that this has been North Cowichan's weakest performance, with many of the urban developments that
have either been completed or are in the building process like that of Kingtide, managing traffic flow is a
definite problem. Streets need to accomodate thru traffic while providing for left turn lanes with a separate
lane. Making bike lanes by simply narrowing the existing road is not a solution either. All roads lead to
downtown urban centres, congestion at certain times of the day is a problem and with the influx of build out in
the neighbourhoods it will continue to be a problem. To tell them to drive less and not provide parking is not

21

Switch to EV solutions when economically equivalent not to burden the tax payer.
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|22

gnores the jurisdictional quagmire of the hwy/ministry controlled roads in North Cowichan, lack of actual
irogress in bike lane

123

mart use of public transportation. I see a lot of empty buses. Cost/benefit should be considered and
lercentage of budget.

124

.anguage is better in this section using the words require...why does it say may include charging stations? We
inly have 14. We will need so many more.

125

Swap Figure 12 with Figure 11 so the the photos reflect the text descriptions on the left. I am happy with the
designation of Scenic Routes, especially for Maple Bay Road.

126

he entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
rowth, economic gains or prosperity.

127

am uncertain of the claims that we will have fewer personal vehicles in the future - especially considering the
;rowth in population - conversations about a general bypass through the area have stalled we need to think
creatively here (overpass, tunnel...?)
Again, wide ranging, and progressive.

|29

Maximize opportunities for transit by locating denser development projects along transit corridors THIS

STATEMENT IS FROM THE DRAFT OCB UNDER "WHAT THE MUNICIPLITY CAN ASK OF A DEVELOPER" THIS IS
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE CONTRADICTIONS OF THE DRAFT OCP. I AGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT THAT
DENSITY SHOULD BE ALONG EXISITING TRANSIT CORRIDORS AND THAT IS WHY MAPLE BAY SHOULD BE IN THE
URBAN CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY.

|30

Not sure how you are creating "walkable" communities when the areas you are proposing for growth are so far

away from where people work. Not only that, people will not walk more than 2 blocks to a grocery store. The
groceries are too heavy.... therefore you need commercial development to be walkable. Something this plan
does not take into account.

131
132

more public transit, bike lanes, secure bike racks and lockers!!!
listened in on a webinar on the OCP some time ago, and heard a consultant from Modus opine that it was
"reasonable" to expect (and build for) the notion that people will ride their bicycles from Chemainus to the
Cowichan Commons to do their shopping. How does this align with the earlier finding in this plan that our
population is aging? What utter poppycock! While promoting transit and active transportation are laudable
goals, they need to be termpered with the georgraphic and demographic realities of the municipality. The
majority of our residents are NOT going to use bicycles as their primary (or even secondary) modes of
transportation, and transit is simply not efficient in a municipality that has sparely-populated areas. Those folks
will continue to rely on cars. By necessity. And shifting budgets into active transporation and transit at the

|33

Now vehicles seem more important than people- try using the sidewalks after a snowfall! How safe is it for

expense of cars is
simply not realistic.

scooters? How safe is it for 2 people carrying umbrellas to walk beside traffic?

134
135

I would like to see rail transport.
Cyclists & pedestrians must be considered in all classes of roads. Transit should not be chicken and egg.
Providing service must come before demand, otherwise there will never be demand. A prime example is Maple

Bay Rd. That is a natural corridorfor good bus service, considering the sprawl along it. Roads & Streets should
not be considered rightful parking lots by homeowners. A no idling bylaw. Convert the E&N corridor inot a community trail.

|36

Residential parking should be off the road network. Actively seek N/S trail access on rail corridor. Bylaw for no
idling (Duncan has one). Traffic calming in form of low hedgerow plantings. Identify E/W corridors to prioritize
cycle routes.

137
|38
139

"Fewer people driving" Yes!
Like that active transportation & low caron options are included-bike lanes.
Denser, smart growth in the OCP reduces car use and pollution. The OCP must also foster alternative, clean
transit such as electric shuttles. Currently our Muni is sadly designed around car. Smart design can solve this.

|40
141

Yes I like the idea of making safe hiking paths to get the bikes of of the narrow

142

Add section about e-bikes, which are becoming increasingly popular. The bring more

Roads are a mess within core areas. No sidewalks and bus routes and schedules are limited.

roads, impeding traffic. Also more environmentally friendly public transit options
people to using bike lanes and trails, but also require infrastructure for charging when
doing longer tours
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|43

We came from Greater Vancouver -1 used transit daily - in combination: dropped off
by car at the skytrain, rode it and hopped on a bus downtown to get to work. We
were spoiled because we saw the value in a good transit system. I was recovering
from surgery when we moved here and couldn't drive for 6 months. There are only 4
buses that run into our neighbourhood with a 2 to 3 hour wait between each. It was

not feasible. I learned recently listening to an interview by a renowned global transit
planner now working in the UK that many of these routes are based on old concepts
of what was needed and they have not been re-examined. I am hoping there is
something in the Transit report that suggests re-examining routes, use and demand.
Since having to have my partner ferry me into town when needed we learned to

group errands so that we weren't driving in daily but more like 2 times a week at the
most, more like once a week. We are a single car family and by grouping our errands
into town we save on fuel and reduce emissions. We purchased e bikes rather than a
second car and use them mostly in spring, summer and fall months.

There is huge inertia to overcome in this community with truck and vehicle owners in
general - so many cars in the driveways in residences. Mind haggling. That will be
the biggest challenge: getting people out of their cars and taking transit...... I cannot

see it happening in my lifetime in this neighbourhood (Quamichan) but I can see
uptake of electric cars offsetting it. This is why it is so important to built where there
is a centre, more density, closer to amenities to make walking or cycling an option.

This is now table stakes. The car is no longer king, it is a liability that is contributing
to the degeneration of air quality and water quality, climate change, global warming
etc.

Please maintain scenic roads and designate them as such: like Maple Bay road. When
we first sailed into Maple Bay and rented a car that took us into Duncan, we could not

believe the natural beauty along that road - how pastoral it was, the size and density
of trees along with view corridors to the lake, mountains and larger rural properties. It
was fantastic! This so needs to be made a protected rural corridor -1 am nervous
that it might get lost in the shuffle if this isn't done soon....

Please look at building round abouts with 2 lanes in strategic high traffic volume
areas as they do in Europe.The recent ones are already undersized here - similar to

Skytrain platforms on the Canada line when it first opened - already at capacity

|44

There is much to do to improve sidewalks and active transportation routes including lighting and wider road
side safety for pedestrians and cyclists. Even close to town it is not safe. Working to make our community safer

as we have a highway running through it will be a challenge that must be addressed. All other components of
the OCP make sense.

|45
|46
147

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

Find an alternative to widening roads for protected bike lanes which destroys rural
character; not safe nor pleasant for pedestrians nor bikes
Build for pedestrians more than for e-cars which require road infrastructure and
parking; need fewer cars not different cars

|48

See below
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f49'

Not Supported: While the Scenic Road designation is welcomed it is not well thought out or
consistent with conventions as to how Scenic Roads are planned and managed elsewhere (e.g. see FHWA,

WSDOT and other DOT in USA and jurisdictions in the UK). What is outlined in the draft is a largely engineering
approach, making broad assumptions about risk, use etc. What is absent is any evidence / understanding for
how Scenic values are identified and incorporated into the transportation planning. Classifying Herd, Lakes,
Maple Bay, Osborne Bay roads the same at Highway 1 is a problem if you are trying to manage these for the
Scenic experience. There is no need to engineer all roads to almost the same standard - nor to accommodate all

users everywhere. This is not good planning. The classifications as proposed will erode / eliminate the qualities
that make many of these roads "scenic". It is more than just the "view" that makes for the scenic experience e.g. road profile, alignment, width, edge treatments, surface qualities etc. all need to be considered alongside
user needs and more. While the map suggests a hierarchy of sorts, in actual practice the majority of the "scenic"

roads fall within the Class 3 type - the largest being Hwy 1. There needs to be more nuance (and some
professional input) re this section
WesthOlme Road should be included as a Class 1 Scenic Road - during the 2011 OCP process it was identified as
one of the MNC's most scenic travel experiences-along with Herd, Richards Trail, Menzies, Maple Bay, Genoa

50

Very forward looking and comprehensive.

1. Chapter 4 - Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?

1

kfter three hours, this is too complicated. This format is exhausting.

?

'romoting active physical modes of travel are the means to support the wellness of the communities residents.
lectric cars are one option to reduce emmisions, hydrogen powered vehicles should also be considered for the

nunicipal fleet.

3

)ver emphasis of trying to create senarios, that only develop out of necessity. Artificially creating a necessity
inly leads to failurer and a triple waste of resources because it is placed where it is imagined it might be
leeded, vs. where it is needed if and when it is actually needed. Thus leading to tear down and re building as it

t

although all the right things are being said in this chapter, I have a very difficult time understanding how the
;oals are to be met. If anything our community is becoming less inclusive as more and more, especially

'ulnerable, community segments are being forced out due to a complete lack of housing affordability.
ikyrocketing housing costs are making the community anything but resilient - unless the average Joe is already
n the market there is no meaningful way breaking into it. Arts/Culture/Heritage/Parks all require funding that
:omes from a robust and diverse tax base which simply cannot grow in the valley with a growth-prohibitive OCP

5
6

really appreciate the work done here.
ts generally understood the activities and aspirations of the many objectives have a significant cost. This
becomes the age-old question of who pays, and how is that done. That is the biggest concern and is in question
n every objective. The absence of any acknowledgement other than "will ask the developer to" needs to be

7
8

section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

rhis Municipality is pretty small and even after 29% growth will still be pretty small. Seems like some of the
ilans and expenses are bigger than a municipality of this size can afford given a reasonable tax base. Don't get
:oo fancy or take on ideas that a small tax base can reasonably afford. Rules and regulations should be
:arefully implemented as they cost a lot to administer!

9
10
11

A/eak language, great ideas.

Fhe entire OCP will destroy the Cowichan Valley.
\ healthy community needs to focus on air and water quality. We can build stronger communities if we can
:ocus our energy and time on measurable goals - let' have quantifiable targets and also qualitative ones -

wouldn't it be something if we could safely host a triathlon in Quamichan lake for example?

12
13

feel without true public engagement that reaches out to all you cannot draft an OCP
Protect trees & vegetation along roads. Encourage true community neighbourhood gathering places, that

Foster family activities.

14

Scenic roads are a big factor in the rural character of MNC. Hedgerow planting along them (maybe
neighbourhood owned) would serve multiple functions; calming pollinator habitat, esthetics.

15

allowing more housing development away from village centers promotes more vehicle use as current bus
schedules are not adequate for most users.
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16
17

Strengthen Wording
Mostly a good direction, but as part of the Development Community I would ask you
to offer true incentives. ( support and encourage as noted are not incentives)

-for your own needs ( density) can be addressed without penalizing or charging the Developer. It has to be a
win win.

18

So much social and environmental good for our community could result from policies

from this OCP draft.

19

Under 4.1, there's the following line: "North Cowichan can also provide a welcoming environment for mental
health and substance abuse services such as treatment centres and overdose prevention services." While this
may be laudable as a principle, the problem here is two-fold. The "Harm Reduction" model that is presupposed
here is far from universally supported; in some sectors, the OPS model is seen as "enabling addictions." This
needs to be - at minimum - acknowledged with an additional statement to the effect that the support for these
services is conditional on more senior government support for detox beds and other services to "round out" the

model. This bullet also fails to acknowledge the challenges of siting these treatment centres and other services.
The plan needs to explicitly talk about community consultation and acceptance of locations, rather than - by
inference - acquiescing to the whims of organizations such as Island Health, which have shown little to no
interest in consulting with community on these matters.
4.1.2 b... the Community Amenity policy relative to Public Artwork. The context is unclear as to whether this
applies to commercial or residential developments. If residential, it's another potential cost driver that runs

counter to the notion of affordability. Somebody's gotta pay for this Art.
4.1.5.3 If we expect developers to include Child Care spaces in housing or commercial developments, once

again, costs and affordabilitywill be impacted.
4.4.3. While it seems laudable to ask Developers to provide park space as a community amenity contribution,

it's important to recognize that these spaces become municipal property, and will inevitably add to the Parks
and Recreation budget in terms of upkeep, maintenance, and long term asset management. This needs to be

acknowledged in the Plan.
4.6.3 I listened in on a webinar on the OCP some time ago, and heard a consultant from Modus opine that it

was "reasonable" to expect (and build for) the notion that people will ride their bicycles from Chemainus to the
Cowichan Commons to do their shopping. How does this align with the earlier finding in this plan that our
population is aging? What utter poppycock! While promoting transit and active transportation are laudable
goals, they need to be tempered with the geographic and demographic realities of the municipality. The
majority of our residents are NOT going to use bicycles as their primary (or even secondary) modes of
transportation, and transit is simply not efficient in a municipality that is as sparsely populated as ours. Those
folks will continue to rely on cars. By necessity. And shifting budgets into active transportation and transit at
the expense of cars is simply not realistic.

20

Great Job!

8. Executive Summary - Do you support the strategic directions for the Resilient Communities chapter?

1

Again, these are motherhood statements that we all strive for, but I have a hard time seeing how they can be

enshrined and acted upon effectively within an OCP.

2

It is important that social infrastructure be inclusive in order to help all individuals in our community be able to
contribute. This includes supporting individuals with disabilities, older adults, and children.

3

Housing is needed to support the health care facilities. We already cannot get more employees for the centers

we have due to lack of housing. Are you seeing a pattern here? HOUSING!

4

People very much need supportive, inclusive and connected communities and neighborhoods where all ages
have access to a social support network, to nature and ways to get around for our collective health and

5

The pandemic has shown us how much we take for granted, social and cultural connection. Designing for these
features just makes sense.

6
7

Good thought
It is a non-brainer.
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A/alking, rowing, fishing (recreation) are all activities that occur in the Quamichan Lake watershed and our
nembers support any policy that will further encourage this.
his is reasonably accurate and people can relate it it. Some may say this is social justice.

110
Ill

'eople need recreation, the arts, and community to thrive.
CDFCP supports the OCP's intent to; 'offer access to natural and semi-natural areas and promote urban forest
in built up areas', 'educate resident on hazards and risks of climate change and offer support for adaptation'.

CDFCP supports the inclusion of statements in the OCP, which refer to the ecological services provided by the
forest, including ecological network, protection of biodiversity, and carbon capture. However, the text should

also indicate that the forest provides water storage. CDFCP supports the intent to; 'expand, diversify the
parkland supply and enhance the current parks and trails' 'Enhance biodiversity in the parks system' CDFCP
supports the statement that indicates an 'increase in length, quality, connectivity, and accessibility of
;reenways and blueways'. CDFCP supports the inclusion of the following tools and statements; -maintain the
subdivision bylaw for the dedication of land adjacent to waterbodies. -Incorporation of park acquisition and
natural area protection in plans and policies. -Support diversity in the ecosystems which play a vital role in
resilience e.g. carbon capture, pollution attenuation etc. -Consider additional density in exchange for the

|12
113

This seems to be a radical turnaround for NC in some ways.

The more social interaction opportunities there are for all people the more attractive the community is to
newcomers and the likelihood of people wanting to deface or destroy it lessens.

|14

Considering the needs for all age groups-including young children, very nice. Child care&Early Learning in
particular.

115
116

Communities need to be places where people can gather, and are encouraged to gather for more than just

117

access to natur first- other opportunities to follow (arts, culture, recreation) as being in nature on a regular

: should be comminity (singular) the 'goal' is really two goals; health & well-being 2 rec, arts etc
basis (walking, hiking etc.) best fosters health&well-being. Indusivity especially with the Indigenous community
is essential-education, reconciliation & truth-upholding UNDRIP.

118
|19

like the inclusion of the concept ofwell-bieng and access to nature.

Recreating arts and cultrue are the core of civilized living and attract skilled people here, or serting(illegible)
jobs. Rec, arts & culture must continue being and industry in N. Cow.

120

Nothing wrong with statement, however, how you interpretate and measure it is the issue. Arts and

festivals are put on by non-profit groups. Is the district going to tell non-profits what do put on. Delete
section not part of OCP.

121

Absolutley critical to a healthy community

122 11 do NOT feel it is up to an OCP document to address these issues,
Plan for and acknowledge, yes .

23 11 like this as an ideal but it's empty words if University Village remains high density zoning. I like: "emergency
I response planning" "walking and hiking paths", "Community facilities (e.g., community centres, libraries, and

I arts facilities)

124

Supportive Inclusive communities are important to establish if there is a sufficient
economy to sustain

125

Because it represents highest and best use of our land resources. It speaks to alternate means of transportation
whether walking, cycling, scooters, bus.

126

We have complete control over this. Decisions that can have a negative impact should not be considered.

127

Again, these are motherhood statements that we all strive for, but I have a hard time seeing how they can be
enshrined and acted upon effectively within an OCP.

|28

Again, these are motherhood statements that we all strive for, but I have a hard time seeing how they can be
enshrined and acted upon effectively within an OCP.

|29

How we preserve and restore nature and manage natural assets and green

infrastructure affect our resilience and consequently our well being
Yes, No Cow property is entwined with Duncan and Cowichan Tribes and CVRD. I wouldlike to see the highway
corridor as an example of health, well-being culture and housinginstead of the automall strip landscape of toda
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30

Great motherhood statements.. most of them beyond the scope of the Municipality to

31
32

Sounds lovely...but not sure what is meant by resilient.

realistically enact.

Who would want this as a goal? Everything decision we take should be performed through this filter! As I said, it
gives me hope for this community and I am confident other communities will follow suit.

9. Executive Summary - Do you have general thoughts on this section?
Needs work.

Being guided by the social determinants of health, as well as the social and planetary boundaries described in
the introduction, is important in creating and maintaining a healthy community and making sure no one is left
behind. Meeting the diverse needs of "people getting around" is critical to people getting around while being
able to stay in their communities where they have built their personal support networks. That is why focusing
development around existing centre connected to public transportation trails that work for e-bikes is especially
Is it understood that the following statement indicates that the Municipality of North Cowichan will establish a
Parks Acquisition Fund / Conservation Fund. The CDFCP support the establishment and use of these funds to
deliver good environmental outcomes. 4.4.2 'Update the 2017 Parks and Trails Master Plan to align with goals
and objectives with this OCP, including establishment of a parkland acquisition, and development strategy and
associated fund.'
North cowichan hasn't always valued or respected the well-being of its residents when allowing certain

Chapter 5 - Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix & Affordability
1. Chapter 5.1 Diverse Housing Mix - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

We can't create healthy communities by creating homogeneous housing units. Community is created by

bringing all peoples of varying ages and incomes together to live.

2
3

do not turn Bell McKinnon Road road into a small town, this is farmland and should stay this way
Pleased with policies to assess proposals based on Housing Needs Assessment, direct residential development

with highest density in Village Centres, reviewing applications for munlti-unit residential based on proximity to
transportation, and encouraging mized use development in Core Villages. Also support policy to prevent
"monster houses." Suggest including policy to prioritize rental and non-market housing applications.

4

I support assessing and considering proposals based on how they meet the needs identified in the Housing
Needs Assessment. Too much housing being built in North Cowichan right now is based on what the market
wants (expensive houses for people outside the community) rather than what local working people need (more
affordable townhouses and apartments, including non-market). I support preventing "monster houses"- we

should be discouraging unsustainable high-consumption lifestyles.

5

To address the current challenges with affordable housing, we need more development at high densities in
Village Centres - the OCP policies support this objective. Developers should be required to provide a minimum
percentage of affordable housing for all density increases, which is common in many other municipalities such

6

Policy to streamline approval processes should apply to developers who are proposing affordable housing, or
development that aligns with the vision, principles and goals of this OCP. Housing Needs Assessment is a
valuable document, and should be used to assess how proposals meet local housing needs.

7

Support policy to not allow more gated communities, and to require developers intending to redevelop existing
affordable housing to provide more notice and compensation.

8
9

See notes from executive summary, above.

The OCP is responsive to the needs identified in the CVRD Housing Report, which is specific to our community
needs and supports more diversity in housing types. This will be important as the population ages and needs
evolve as well as to be able to attract a diverse range of talent to support our future economy.
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Housing for those with mental health and addictions must be more than just a room and a key. It requires
extensive and consistent support services, and it also needs to provide incentives for residents to move into

letter accommodations as / when they have strategies in place to manage their mental health / addictions
issues. At the intake level, the goal should be both housing and treatment. Co-location with clinical services
)nd proximity to police services will help with integration, and exclusion of ongoing drug trafficking.

Ill

agree with all but a few of the limitations proposed to be placed on developers and land owners, namely items
b,c, and f.

112

hese are based on the CVRD housing needs assessment - decisions for future housing should be needs based
nd not driven by developers' needs

113

'he QLNA Board supports the policies in section 5.1 to support a diverse housing mix, particularly those that
support aging in place and supportive housing for seniors, housing to support agriculture and preserving older
housing in existing neighbourhoods. In regards to policy 5.1.2.q. the QLNA Board suggests that it be modified to
add that streamlined processes would be applied "for those developers who conform to those policies
identified in the preceding policies." This adjustment would provide incentive for developers to respond to the
needs identified in the CVRD Housing Report and genuinely commit to 'Smart Growth'. Developers who
continue with 'business as usual' should not derive benefits from streamlined processes.

|14

If you want certain types of development, pre-approve the building plans, make them available to developers to
use, and incentive their construction. Allow all residential properties to have garden suites (additional coach
house dwelling units on any property large enough to support this).

115
116
117
|18
119

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to

|20

There is a severe lack in independent living options for seniors in the MNC - the zoning bylaw should determine

.0 long as common sense and cost to tax base and individuals and developers are considered.

This is long overdue
Housing should not be only in the urban cores.
ntermix of housing types leads to more integration, rather than ghettoization
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

semi rural locations where lower density/small square footage cluster housing for aging adults can be

121

|22
123

.Lots of senior housing near town would be good.
Progressive

Monoculture might be the fastest way to destroy any village center. Development needs to happen, but
uncontrolled we might turn into another Langford, with nothing but condos and townhouses and a car culture
that is not supported by its own infrastructure. Slow development may negatively impact housing prices, but
affordability amongst new growth is the key to a thriving community. When young, energetic, skilled people
hear "cheap," they will come in droves from all across the country as long as there are people and organizations
to pay them fair wages.

124
125
126

Too little consideration of single family dwellings. To have a thriving community, these must be included.
please dont allow Bell Mckinnon to be built on
The policies outlines have not had any consultation and fulsome discussions with builders and developers who
are the ones investing the money ito build. There needs to be way more discussion on this before moving

127
|28

Does more housing suport population growth? How much growth is sustainable?
A variety of housing creates a more diverse neighbourhood, avoiding ghettoization, and including all ages.
Green spaces are critical in dense areas.

129

Mostly answered in Q5. Provision of green spaces, easily acessible from row houses/multi family buildings will
make the transition to densification more attractive. Urban forest, visible from units and attractive to walk (roll)
through~corridors to services. Support house conversion to 4,6-plexes.

|30

Mixing families of very young, louder children in older, established neighbourhoods can be beneficial to all but
some senior citizens appreciate the quietness of their current neighbours and would be opposed to changing
the dynamics.

|31
132

Like the idea of smaller units closer to commercial centres are included and a diverse housing mix.
The new OCP can foster housing supply to meet communitites' needs and still be profitable. Green design is key
to reduce climate and increase value. Council can work with citizens and developers to match supply with
demand in the right places without sprawl and established community conflict.
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33
34

Discussed earlier.

Would add that streamlining development approval be associated with developers who commit to addhring to
objectives.

35

Development on Vancouver Island differs from other parts of the country where It Is common to see a large

developer create new communities which would facilitate the objectives in this draft OCP. In North Cowichan
we tend to see smaller developments that don't allow the flexibility and variety of housing types. Further,
builders tend to sell 'Into the market' vs economic cost for building and therefore are Incentivised to build to
what Is In greatest demand: single family dwellings. The development risk, long approval times and
uncertainties caused in part to documents like this draft OCP create uncertainty and ultimate cost to the home
buyer.

Not much mention Is made to the purchasing power of retirees moving to North Cowichan and their ability to
price younger buyers out of the market or into smaller or multifamily dwellings. I think we need to address this
by requiring some communities to be 'under 40' much to the same way as there have been 'over 55'
communities. This would allow younger families at least some chance of competing in the market place.

Many of the requirements that the 'Municipality can do' will tend to work against affordability. The greater the

36
37

Reasons stated above regarding "who pays? how is it maintained?"

It all makes sense but again, it needs to be mandated. As you can see by what has been developed in the last 10
years was primarily single family homes. This includes development approval of Kingsview/Transtide in 2016,
2017! The Muni needs to be brave and demonstrate vision and leadership-examine what is going on in other
communities and see how it can be emulated here in the valley. When it comes to providing housing within
rural settings - this is a slippery slope. I don't want to see former farmlands being subdivided for larger homes
on % or % acre lots or larger. When designing housing for the leasees of the property or workers, then a

different model has to be implemented that leaves the majority of land for agriculture so smaller footprint,
cluster homes to accommodate families who are farming the land and a different footprint for those working
the land/temporary foreign workers need to be provided that are livable and compliant with health and safety

38

Again, I think that this is largely motherhood language. It was also in the last OCP and very little has been
achieved to date. The Municipality needs to get much more serious about working with partner organizations to
create and enable the development of a mix of residential housing types. The homelessness challenge
continues to grow year over year.

39

Already stated previously but without housing we will not have economic growth, staff for essential services, or
doctors. We need ALL levels of housing on the spectrum from shelter to supported housing to rental and single-

family ownership. All efforts must be put into housing.

40
41
42

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

I support priorising rentals and the missing middle, which don't seem to be built without a push, with sound
criteria for where in the existing centres they are best located
Consider housing temporary farm workers outside the ALR
Streamline the permit process for development proposals which conform to the policiesin the OCP and the
needs identified in the CVRD housing report

43

Acknowledges aging population and different housing needs as opposed to developers building what best
maximizes their profit. The municipality needs this forms through which to inform development decision

2. Chapter 5.2 Affordable and Rental Housing - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
I'm not allowing extra housing being built on a small lot (like a big carriage house or garden house) is respectful
to neighbours. It's pretty hard to look at the side of a new building that was built next to you where there was a
backyard before.
More affordable rentals for seniors - we should not see seniors living in campers as their only option!

do not turn bell mckinnon into a small town, this is farmland and should stay this way
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upport references to targets for non-market, creating tenant relocation policy, using municipal land or

urchasing land for non-market housing, and using inclusionary zoning to require affordable housing for density
support creating an Affordable Housing Strategy that will focus on rental and non-market housing, and using
iclusionary zoning to require potential density increases to incorporate a proportion of affordable units.
)

k/e need more non-market housing to address the current challenges with affordable housing. Historically this
/as an important part of our housing stock, but has not kept up as senior levels of government adopted
eoliberal policies and moved away from funding social housing. But this has changed over the last five years,
nd North Cowichan needs to take advantage of this to build non-market housing. Simply increasing the overall
ousing supply will not solve the housing crisis, contrary to what the development industry is telling us - the
)CP does well not to push the supply side arguments in the housing policies.

7

he section on non-market housing is well-worded, but it should clarify that private developers will not provide
his type of housing. In other words, this is a problem the market won't solve. I suggest including a definition of
affordable housing" - the federal and provincial governments have well-established definitions for this term,
lut the development and real estate industry is taking advantage of the current crisis to basically say any new
lousing is affordable.

5

agree with the policies to create an affordable housing strategy, and leveraging municipal land for subsidized
lousing.

3

disagee with the objective to allow rural single family homeowners to develop rental suites. Should this ocur in
nder subdivisions outside the UCB it would reduce privacy for those owners who bought in the older
ubdivisions to enjoy a quiet environment. More people means more noise. More people means on street
larking causing congested narrow road ways.

1.0

iee notes from executive summary, above.

11

n the past, I have been a landlord. Bad tenants can do a lot of damage-much more than a security deposit can
:over. More rentals might be created if such losses could be mitigated.

12

affordable housing, both market and non-market, is required in the MNC and these policies will encourage
nore affordable housing. More emphasis should be put on non-market, government-controlled housing that
:an offer better protection, regulation and long-term quality for at-risk residents.

13

^leed to look closely at fee-simple row housing - where critical elements overlap (new roof required, or fire
nsurance ) having a common contingency fund makes sense.

14

'he more the municipality has this in mind then maybe the requirements for development, and permiting will
inally be reduced so people can take responsibility for their own house, and build it the way they want it, and
lot the way their neighbor wants them to build it.

15
16

'olicies conform to smart growth to avoid sprawl
rhe QLNA Board generally supports the objective and policies in this section but advises that the wording in the
policies be made clear and the term "affordable" is defined. This is particularly important when referring to
narket housing, where affordable may be equated with the lower end of housing prices, which may not align to
:he definition of affordable by the CMHC (as quoted earlier in the section) based on local incomes.

17

Strongly believe person getting subsidy needs to contribute back by concrete actions and volunteer time/work
:utting costs to subsidy showing responsibility to getting subsidized housing.

18
19

rhere needs to be transition from highly developed lands to rural.
Fhe entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

20

:>rivately held for profit housing whether for sale or rent will eventually become unaffordable. The municipality
ihould investigate municipally held rental housing models as both a long term investment strategy and to
3rovide more guaranteed rent controls.

21
22
23
24

subsidized housing for seniors is essential to an aging population, with good bus service.

^eocgnises the multiple facets of the housing crisis
Need more housing in this OCP. Do not shrink the Urban Containment Boundary!
agree with objective of affordable housing but reducing UCB will drive the price up as will most of the proposed
policies in the draft OCP
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125

North Cowichan needs more housing, full stop. Anyone who has ever tried to navigate the rental market over
the last few years has experienced the shortcomings of our predominantly SFH stock and our reliance on "mom

and pop" landlords whose primary goal is to turn a profit, and not provide affordable housing. We need
municipally owned, affordable housing.

126

5.2.3 f. "Not allow new gated communities. Any strata roads in new subdivisions will require unimpeded
access to and from municipal roads." I see no rationale for this. Housing is housing. Whether it's behind a gate
or not. This is patent government over-reach, and an attempt at social engineering. Under "Rental Housing",

the following paragraph: "Clear policies for the retention of affordable housing stock and the development of
new affordable housing units must build on the social justice and equity framework, such as offering support for
young families and the elderly and providing care for the youngest, poorest and most vulnerable members of
our community." To posit that the municipality has the tools to provide care for "the youngest, poorest and
most vulnerable members of our community" is absolute silliness. Some people are going to be "poor" no
matter what local government does. It has always been thus, and no amount of attempts at social engineering
is going to fix this. But if we're serious about furthering this goal, how about rnot decommissioning old houses

127
|28

when new homes are built on the same piece of property? There's a way to increase housing stock at little to cost to anyone.
The number of seniors is predicted to rise. Do we have housing to allow them to age in place?
Absolutley necessary in today's insane real estate market. However it should NOT be used as an excuse to

sprawl outside the UCB!

|29

Care must be taken with different housing options; although concentrating lower income and affordable
housing in areas of town closer to amenities/services is ideal,we don't want to create "ghettos" so these areas
should have strata type or regularservice to ensure safety and esthetics of such neighbourhood

130

Affordability is important and addressing our homeless people. Like that housing is included as a part of
individual and community health.

131

Affordable housing for all is key. Free housing such as shelters can address homelessness but needs community
input to aboid site conflicts. Rentals can be green with designs matching the community. Zoning can avoid
design and prevent sprawl.

132

No The district is not responsible for ensuring someone can afford rentals. This goes against supply and
demand. If you can't afford rentals you relocate to another area.

|33
134

But definition of affordable? What does that mean?
It Is hard to Incentivize developers/builders to construct dedicated rental dwellings, the return on Investment Is
just too low. I've conducted analyses on purchasing real estate In order to rent; It Is really difficult to attract
enough rental Income to offset the cost of capital. Better returns can be made by Investing In real estate

Investment trust (REIT's) through my local bank. The only way that I can see development of this type occur Is
through non-profit organizations where the profit margin can be controlled to something closer to the

135

Same as above

|36

We need to be implementing the recommendations in order to achieve the goals as

economic cost vs
market cost.

outlined. This seems daunting and I get the sense based on early volunteer work in this community that there
are a lot of different groups doing the same thing but doing so in different sectors of the community. I realize
these organizations can not

necessarily be rallied to work together but I certainly think the time has come for collegiality in approaching the
MNC and the Province to enable building more non market housing and rental housing to create a more stable
vacancy rate. This would be a significant step to building a stronger community by having affordable housing
solutions for those starting out or in transition from homelessness or addiction issues
to creating a secure and stable environment from which they can build a future. It benefits all of us to have our

community members working to their potential.

137

Stated above

|38
|39
|40

See notes from executive summary, above
See notes from executive summary, above

I'd like to see all this taking place in NoCow but unless there are incentives and disincentives and with language
"ask the developer and landowner to..." I expect diddly squat.

Limit short-term rental - draft criteria for where and when it would be approved
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41
42

Generally support the policies - but "affordable" needs to more clearly defined
Again, a variety of housing opportunities are needed. There doesn't appear to be much initiative to produce

them without municipal guidelines.
t. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Attainable Housing chapter
; is going in the right direction (encouraging a diverse mix of housing types), but needs to be applied to Maple
ay, the Maple Bay corridor and Quamichan neighbourhoods. Similarly, it needs to include enough rental
ccommodation to maintain a vacancy rate of 5%, and it needs to include single-family dwellings as an
nportant 'chair' in the lifelong game of housing-supply musical chairs (where individuals move through housing
/pes over the course of their lifetime, ie: apartment, townhouse, single-family dwelling, patio home, long-term
?

care.

he direction of this chapter is based on the best information available to predict our future housing needs and
: is clear that a more diverse mix of housing is needed in the MNC, which will better meet the needs of the
ommunity, in particular folks who are aging.

5

rom my view, one of the reasons the housing market is so high is that there is a LACK of single family housing.

\

ittainable and especially affordable housing is critically needed in our community and the plan is clear about

amilies need homes.

he need for mixed housing development, for more rental housing, including suites and laneway houses, and for
lon-market housing to meet community needs, and constraints on building of monster homes. The clarity of
ising the word "require" re: development limits and standards is essential and appreciated.
3

t is important to encourage densification for the reasons discussed elsewhere. But it is equally important not to
;hetto-ize certain subsets of the community, be it the elderly, the poor or the disadvantaged.

3

'es people need this as they can't afford a single family home and lifestyle needs

7
8

UNA community members are interested in alternative forms of housing in Quamichan Lake neighbourhoods

support the directions but how you get there is another question.
hat will allow for greater options for aging in place and will also allow a diverse group of people to find
ippropriate and affordable housing.

9

attainable housing is achieved by allowing a broad a diversified set of housing options. Unnecessarily restricting
lousing drives prices up. We need more housing.

10
11

;DFCP supports the provision of healthy, affordable housing within the urban containment boundary.
generally support letting the housing market solve housing problems, but lately this has been subverted by a
arge number of retirees from the Prairies building mega-mansions in formally natural areas, valued at $1
Million +. This could be pricing out local potential buyers.

12

\/lany residents do not make a LIVING Wage. The MINIMUM wage is not a LIVING wage. Housing needs to be
iffordable on the minimum wage. Can the municipality affect renovictions?

13

^ope it will really be affordable also hope that there is always a diverse population who can support each other
:o be respectful of each other.

14

-lousing needs to first be affordable, with much more rental housing in a mixture of densities appropriate to the
ocation. No more McMansions! There need to be incentives to encourage this.

15

\ttainable housing says to me, housing is available that meets the needs of any person regardless of age,
ncome or physical ability. So-called ghettoization and gentrification must be avoided. Diversity of age is healthy
n a neighbourhood.

16

A/ith caution "choice & diversity hampered-high density less desirable" for quality of life. This is a concern-but
:an mitigate this proble-don't cut down all the trees first! (then plant a few token babies later) access to nature
with walking trails, swimming in our magnificant Cowichan River, children's outdoor play areas etc. are

17

affordable housing must be located within bus/walking distance of grocery shops
and other services so that vehicles are not necessary.

18
19

-ike focus on affordabe home ownership & subsidized housing.
Morth Cowichan has a housing crisis now becaseu that mix of supply was not guided by council. Our new OCP
nelps direct those housing needs for all. Bringing jobs while preventing sprawl.
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120

Why is the district dictating the type of housing constructed including affordability. The majority of people
saved money for their retirement and owning a home if possible. If you can't afford a rental or ownership of a
home you relocated to where you can. Currently Chemainus has alot of affordable housing e.g. rotary buildings
(2), legion manor and the previous mayor's cottages. Are taxpayersresponsible for ensuring everyone has a

place to live that they can afford. NO High density is the core of Chemainus is not appropriate. The core of the
town has relocated to 49th mall at Oak and Chemainus Road

121

Affordable housing options for young people and families is at a critical point right now. Aging in place options
for housing will soon be a critical need.

122

(From OCP Draft 5.1.4 a. Work with local housing providers, regional and provincial governments to encouraae
development of a variety of housing types.)-What does encourage mean in this context? This is not clear.

Incentives? What is it? I believe in this, but the Planning Dept.needs to allowed flexibility with proposals and
not

pigeon hole as suggested. I also believe you will create even less supply with some
of the rules you put on Developers, They will go to other communities with less

123

More housing units close to the village centres means the destruction of existing single family houses. Those
houses are In high demand and as a result the opportunities to densify just do not happen. More affordable
home ownership Is hindered by additional restrictions, building code changes and long delays in permitting.
Furthermore, in today's housing market builder/developers are 'selling Into the market' to maximize profit
which works against affordability. To counter this, the municipality could supply land that Is developed by nonprofit organizations in managed communities vs focussing on village centres that don't have the land supply.
Piecemeal Infill In village core areas don't provide the opportunity to reduce costs through economies-of-scale

where larger tracts of land for development allow for a more continuous building of homes that allow
competitive bidding for trades and materials in return for longer sustained employment.
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124

like:
'regulatory options for non-traditional housing options such as vehicle living, boat live aboards, float homes and
tiny homes."

'Multi level approaches to seniors housing in a central location and childcare facilities."
'buildable areas and floor ratios" as sustainable planning.
More "water and energy efficiency"

Secondary suites Of course a diverse mix of housing and levels of affordability is desirable. I just don't see much
diversity. There are 3 styles constantly repeated, duplexes, town houses and row houses. That is hardly diverse;

it's just the same thing in a different
suit. Suggestions might be, allowing larger properties to have multiple residences
while also having agriculture potential; in other words, several families living on the
same property and engaging in a sustainable lifestyle including agriculture and food
production. Large properties having more than 1 residence, kitchen etc ...

Having raised a family myself with teaching as my career, I can't align myself with
3-4 bedroom apartments as a healthy environment to raise children. For one thing,
they can't even open the door and step outside.

also can't imagine enough sound proofing for neighbouring apartments so how
could there be friendly neighbor relations?
There rarely seems to be enough room in an apartment for anything other than
a big screen; no craft room, no playroom, no backyard, or outbuilding. I hope the idea isn't that these children
will just sit quietly on their screens when not in school. I think families with children need affordable, ground
oriented housing.

am opposed to buildings higher than 4 stories. I remember when I could walk
down Georgia street in Vancouver and see the north shore mountains. The Six
Mountains are what define this valley. If "unique characteristics" are more than emp ty words, those mountains

should be hovering within sight in every direction.
Buildings higher than 4 stories block sun, which is hard enough to come by 9
months of the year, block views, and create suffocating social situations whereby
I people have to guard their privacy rather than welcome interaction. Studies have
[shown that people can maintain healthy interactions in a close environment of up to
|50 people. More than that and they run for cover.
Lastly, I question the housing needs requirement. How is that determined?

125

how is it sustainable, who is expected to bear the cost of development

126

Because of our municipal government's ongoing bowing to developers, we are now in the state of rising home

costs and a lack of inventory. There has been no mandate to diversify housing mix. It has been strictly driven by
market forces and developers who have 'run the show' in the valley and so those that can afford it are housed
and those that can't are marginalized. This has repercussions

its like ecology - every decision is connected to another: the community is finding it hard to attract and retain
a diverse economic group of workers to the valley because there is no inventory nor reasonable cost of housing
for them to acquire or rent. This means everything from restaurant and service workers to medical

professionals. This is not just a MNC problem, it exists all across Canada in small communities. Having said that,
it is possible through innovative thinking and looking further afield to see how other communities, whether in
Canada or elsewhere, are changing the outcomes that we can build a more interesting diverse mix of ages,
incomes, cultural and religious backgrounds to weave a more interesting community.

|27

All people deserve affordable housing of some sort. Having a roof over your head should be a basic human
right. It is impairative that low cost housing options be available however development of these requires a
thoughtful approach.
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28

With that said- all types of housing regardless of who they are for should reflect that they belong and are
aesthetically pleasing for the residents and the community. Just because a building is for people who may have
lower incomes does not mean that it should be allowed to be a drab/ square box without important
landscaping and a welcoming nature. If you look at the difference between affluent neighbourhoods and lower
income neighbourhoods in cities around the world the amounts of trees, lighting and gardens changes. The
integration of higher and lower income housing is a must. In the event that lower income housing is built,
considerations to the streetscape, parks, walkways and more should be written into policy.

29

It is going in the right direction (encouraging a diverse mix of housing types), but needs to be applied to Maple
Bay, the Maple Bay corridor and Quamichan neighbourhoods. Similarly, it needs to include enough rental
accommodation to maintain a vacancy rate of 5%, and it needs to include single-family dwellings as an

important 'chair' in the lifelong game of housing-supply musical chairs (where individuals move through housing
types over the course of their lifetime, ie: apartment, townhouse, single-family dwelling, patio home, long-term

30

It is going in the right direction (encouraging a diverse mix of housing types), but
needs to be applied to Maple Bay, the Maple Bay corridor and Quamichan
neighbourhoods. Similarly, it needs to include enough rental accommodation to

maintain a vacancy rate of 5%, and it needs to include single-family dwellings as an
important 'chair' in the lifelong game of housing-supply musical chairs (where
individuals move through housing types over the course of their lifetime, ie:
apartment, townhouse, single-family dwelling, patio home, long-term care)

31

Build on the ideas like those of Patrick Condon
Following the recommendations of the housing study by concentrating growth in our
existing centres and supplying alternatives to single family housing helps our climate and
social justice goals

32

Simply put, if you want to achieve these goals, stop with the over-regulation. Get
government out of the way, and let the market function as it was intended. There is
huge pent-up demand for rental housing, but developers I'm talking to are scared to
apply for re-zonings or other land use changes to meet this need because they believe

Council will throw up all kinds of bureaucratic roadblocks to their aspirations

33

What about implementation? Will low cost be mixed with market
value housing? Will there be supported housing for lower cost lands?

34

People have different needs. Smart marketing from a builder's perspective rarely takes any of the draft OCP
values into consideration, only profit. Municipal input is required to make sure that other objectives are
pursued and that the municipality is not left with an infrastructure deficit after the developers are long gone.

4. Chapter 5 - General feedback about Chapter 5

1
2
3
4

agree that rental housing is necessary and close to the hospital would be a benefit for our seniors.

do not turn bell mckinnon into a small town, this is farmland and should stay this way
we need social housing, renting and buying will never be affordable
Should include reference to land trusts and co-op housing, which are important parts of non-market housing
sector. Also suggest strengthening language regarding inclusionary zoning, and borrowing from suggestions

from UCB professor Patrick Condon on this topic.

5

My suggestion would be to include policies stating that North Cowichan may create Housing Development
Corporation to build and administer its own affordable housing units if the market is not able to meet local need.

6

Could the objective to "encourage the development of a variety of housing types...integrated into...rural areas"

7

As a comment on the overall OCP document, heading of "Municipality can" should be changed to "Municipality

provide a back door for more sprawl?
will" and heading "The Municipality will ask developers and landowners to" should be changed to "The
Municipality may require developers and landowners to."

8

I firmly believe that the rural areas outside the UCB should remain free of densification of any kind. Increasing

9

The objectives and policies are too timid. The chapter underestimates the extent of current and future housing

rental capacity should be by way of new modern and efficient multi-dwelling construction.
needs.
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110

would like to see some discussion about transitioning from growth centre type construction to the less

populated rural areas rather than complete buildout to the UCB>

Ill

A/ording needs to be strengthened to be more assertive and clear, for example, "The Municipality will", not

112

Lots of fine words and aspirations: The crunch is here. We need more compact, liveable communities with a

'The Municipality can".

'ange of housing types. Why is it that all we get are "exclusive" subdivisions? In the end, the MNC always goes
for the increased tax base provided by high-end (the 1%) developments.

113
|14
115

agree with the need for diverse forms of housing, recognizing that not everyone wants to live in a village
'he town closes at 5 everyday it's a small town and we don't need to be a bedroom for the southren island

'his is a good step forward to returning housing to standards people are willing and able to build own and
maintain. Our current standaards are the very reason housing prices have skyrocketed, other than the

monetary system is based on the debt generated by each house.

116

100% agree with the need for attainable housing through a diverse housing mix and affordable housing. A
successful plan and implementation for diverse and affordable housing comes, most successfully, with

developer partnerships. Developers are currently exiting our municipal market and the draft OCP does nothing
to instill a sense of confidence in doing business in our community especially with the recent digression of a
previously, unanimously, approved BMLAP. The draft, through its decreases to UCBs and BM density
backpedaling does nothing to instill investor/developer confidence in our community.

117
|18
119

All seems good to me!
The values used on the housing spectrum chart do not reflect the current cost of housing
OCP makes it very hard for developers to create more housing. Plans for housing is not enough to keep up with
demand, "monster houses" is very subjective.

|20

would like to see land zoned for non-market housing and better ensuring that developers conform - or

•xcellent incentives for developers who conform to these poilicies and include true affordability in to their projects.

121

don't live in a gated community, but what is wrong with them? I'm sure it makes some of the homeowners feel
more secure. Supportive housing - look at the area around Lewis St, it's appalling. I'm sorry for the neighbours

that are stuck living there. What do you do with people who won't obey the rules of supportive housing, or
refuse to move into it? Or trash it when they do move in?

|22
|23

Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

Dealing with a market economy, prefered housing options and the impact of migration from Victoria and
Nanaimo should be focused on more.

124

I beleive that you are grappling with a very large issue with affordable housing, I commend you on your efforts
to try and help alleviate the problem by protecting those marginal and vulnerable populations who are most at
risk of suffering from in a housing crisis such as many communities including ours face.

125

Make sure neighbours and any neighbourhood involved get adequate input to plans in a timely and meaningful
way. This report is awful long to tackle. Perhaps articles/paid infomercials in local papers addressing certain
aspects of OCP that staff and council know will be controversial should happen.

126

Language is stronger in this chapter with wording like require and prohibit but there are some instances where
language is very weak like "may explore or may investigate" that language needs to be tightened up..." will

provide or will enable" would be better

|27
|28

For the 5th time - I am not a robot.
Westbrook Village at UBC is a model community, with easy access to shops, medical, green space, etc. and has
Tapestry, a retirement community amidst a vibrant village.

129

The OCP is designed to destroy what Nirth Cowichan is suppose to be. I am personally now embarrassed to be a
resident here.

|30

Affordable housing should not look like sprawling and insecure mobile home parks - tiny home sites with
collective/car share parking areas should be better explored.

|31

Encourage a range ofground-oriented housing opportunities in designated areas. Residential development in

these areas may include small lot single-detached houses THIS AGIN IS FROM THE DRAFT OCP AND

CONTRADICTORY. HOW CAN WE REMOVE SERVICED LAND AND THEN PROMOTE AFFORDABLE LAND FOR
SMALL LOT HOUSING NEEDS?
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32

I'm wondering if your modeling includes the amount of newcomers that the new hospital will bring. Apparently
it will be three times the size of our current hospital, and the BMLAP may not have the space to accommodate
the new workers and their families. North of Herd road was ready and willing to be developed, please don't

33
34

wait for another housing crisis to kick off another multi year planning process for that area. The need is already urgent.
social housing is the answer
Please provide opportunities to include builders and developers in workshops and discussions before moving
forward - this document is too important to get wrong and only hear one approach.

35
36

Allow and encourage tiny homes

Support Rental zones. Density bonusing could include energy generation (geo-thermal for larger buildings). Tax
incentrives for co-operative housing. Zone for tiny homes (City of Edmonton)

37

It can be too difficult for lower income housing to be located in semi-rural areas as it increases the need for
vehicle transportation, an extra cost that can be avoided if lower income housing remains in the village core

38

Affordable supply through misxed housing is bital for all residents. Council can use the OCP to guide this need.
Not Developers.

39
40

Disappointed. Get rid of child care section
There has to be greater partnership with other senior levels of government to address this Issue especially
regarding subsidized housing. The most Impactful way the municipality and OCP can address this Is by
removing barriers to development. Unfortunately, the tone of this OCP Is to restrict development and that will
only Increase the cost of housing.

41
42
43
44
45

It has got to happen....

The objectives and policies are too timid. The chapter underestimates the extent of current and future housing
The objectives and policies are too timid. The chapter underestimates the extent of current and future housing
What a community we would build if this OCP has teeth
My first "general thought", given that we are In a housing crisis, is how little space is devoted to the housing file
in this OCP.. which is supposed to have as its primary goal the notion of "planning for future growth." There
are only 9 pages in this chapter, compared to, for example, 14 pages devoted to Chapter 6 on the Environment

and 15 pages under "Local Regenerative Economy", a chapter in which this Plan essentially tries to set up a
"command economy" by dictating the kind of economic activity that will be allowed. This is illustrative of a
politically-driven agenda with absolutely no basis in reality. (In case no one has noticed, history is rife with
examples of "command economies" that have failed miserably.)
5.2.3 f. "Not allow new gated communities. Any strata roads in new subdivisions will require unimpeded
access to and from municipal roads." I see no rationale for this. Housing is housing. Whether it's behind a gate
or not. This is patent government over-reach, and an attempt at social engineering.

Under "Rental Housing", the following paragraph: "Clear policies for the retention of affordable housing stock
and the development of new affordable housing units must build on the social justice and equity framework,
such as offering support for young families and the elderly and providing care for the youngest, poorest and
most vulnerable members of our community." To posit that the municipality has the tools to provide care for
"the youngest, poorest and most vulnerable members of our community" is absolute silliness. Some people are
going to be "poor" no matter what local government does. It has always been thus, and no amount of

attempts at social engineering is going to fix this. But if we're serious about furthering this goal, how about
rewriting the rules so that older homes don't have to be "decommissioned" when new homes are built on the
same piece of property? There's a way to increase housing stock at little to no cost to anyone.

46 [Comprehensive, creative and thoughtful. Thank you.

5. Executive Summary - General feedback about this section (Chapter 5)
Needs work.

A quote from Patrick Condon's research showing that just building more houses does not address the
community's need for accessible and affordable housing or for neighborhoods that serve the economic, social

and environmental needs of residents might be a useful addition.

3
4

Lets cut to the chase and talk about taxes and how they impact low income residents in our community.

We need more and diversified housing options in all zones.
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5
6
7

No further comment.
We need apartment buildings in our urban centres.

Typically this is a lip service statement. People do not want cost effective housing built because of fears that
streamlined aestheics necessary for reducing cost will bring down property values. Too building codes that
cover far too many what if scenarios drive costs into the stratusphere. To make attainable housing truly

available will mean doing things differently. Infrastructure that supports RV living, allowing tiny house buildings
on lots with existing residences, modular housing blocks with small residences are all necessary to overcome the
current overpriced real estate phenomena we see today.

CHAPTER 6 - WRITTEN FEEDBACK
1. Chapter 6.1 Retaining & Creating Space for Nature - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
'revent preemptive land clearing is a great thing to do

Overall very pleased with policies in this section, especially policies to connect and identify ecologically sensitive
lands and natural areas to facilitate movement of species and maintain biodiversity. Support stronger
'egulations for developers. Suggest removal of policy that allows exception for development encroaches on watercourses.

support the policies to protect, connect and regenerate ecosystems and mitigate threats to biodiversity,
especially creating and implementing a biodiversity protection policy and improving mapping of
environmentally sensitive areas.

The policies are very detailed and specific - this is a strength, and will helpfully mean less ambiguity with our
environmental policies.

Too restrictive and poorly defined, I feel that this can be open to so much interpretation that it can be used to
justify any restriction. Overreaches scope of council,.
b

7

want to protect our six mountains and the health of our forests.

Our natural environment must be preserved with the protection of our forests and the biodiversity that they
contain. Tree bylaws must be established to stop the indiscriminate cutting of trees on private and developing lands.

8
9
10
11
12

See notes from executive summary, above.
Protection of endangered and threatened trees, meadows and ecosystems that accompany them.
We must live in balance with our natural resources.

t'sthe right thing to do!
Look at programs to help make urban reforestation more affordable and contributing to regional sustainability
pass on savings from bulk-buys of fruit and nut trees that also support wildlife and offer residents direct food
benefits.

13

most of the policys in this chapter acontradictory to the portion of this OCP need for affordable housing, the
policys in this chapter are mainly addressing wants, at the expence of needs and at significant costs to the municipality.

14
15

People benefit by getting out into Nature. The importance of this cannot be overstated.
Protecting and connecting ecosystems is so important, so applaud 6.1.2 t and u - 6.1.4 also excellent! these are

detailed policies that demonstrate a true commitment by the MNC to be stewards of this land,

16

The QLNA Board supports the strongly worded policies in this section, particularly those that relate to
Quamichan Lake as well as 6.1.2.1, all of which will serve to improve the overall health and sustainabilityofthe
Quamichan Lake watershed. The QLNA Board does have a question about the statement in section 6.1, that
both Somenos and Quamichan Lake are "expected to fill in and disappear in the next few thousand years". We
are not sure why this statement needs to be made at all and sincerely hope that with proper stewardship this
outcome could be avoided. At any rate, we are not familiar with any reports predicting this. The QLNA Board
suggests adjusting or clarifying this comment.

17

With climate change our flora and fauna will be negatively impacted too fast for evolutions to accommodate
and adapt. We must preserve bio-diversity to provide a buffer. We must maintain ecological corridors so that
isolated pockets are not formed.

18

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

19

Ecologic corridors and a web of fingers of green need to be prioritized in planning for the benefit of water
quality flow, flora, fauna and societal health.

20

Preserving nature is our sacred duty. We belong to the ecosystem, not the other way around.
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21

protect old growth on public and private lands. Create a cutting limitaion on private land that is not zoned for
timber or logging. Dredge the Cowichan and chemainus River and Somenos Creek to deepen the channels and

reduce flooding that is caused by poor forestry and agriculture practices that create erosion and silting of the
rivers and creeks.

22
23

The natural environment is a huge assett for North Cowichan, this is a wide ranging protection plan
excellent focus on increasing canopy cover; definitely move ahead with banning pre-emptive forest cover for all
new developments. Implement a tree by-law, and include in it the banning of removal and destruction of

existing garry oak ecosystems. Neighbour behind me moved in and immediately removed all Garry oak trees
and turned property into a lawn. All ecological value of site removed - not acceptable

24

Many of these are pie in the sky objectives that are either unattainable on their face, or extremely expensive if
they were to be implemented.

25
26
27
28
29

yes, we need to do this all over

There has NOT a been enough consultation with ALL community.
Access to Natural spaces encourages improved health to the community.

No population or economy can thrive without a healty environment!
this is the most critical section/chapter. A healthy environment can heal. Consider a wording change to the
6.1.1 Objective, Change 'restore' to 'regenerate'. Consider a tax incentive for 6.1.2

30

We all need to have some nature to escape to for mental and physical health. We need these areas protected
from any development to ensure they are enjoyed for future generations.

31

Protecting ecosystems is important! &inreasing the canopy cover inside urban boundry. Like the inclusion of
aquatic systems.

32

:No development in sensitive areas such as Marshes. The OCP must ban logging in our municipal forest to save
bio diversity. *Expand the reserve through park acquisitions.

33
34

The poilicies contravene objectives. They are not measureable or realistic.

The emphasis on protecting tree canopy Is problematic. Large native species of trees (red/yellow cedar, fir and
large leaf maple) can create several problems In urban areas:
- roots of large trees can damage private and municipal Infrastructure

- safety risk of wildfire (during dry months) and blow-downs (during wet & stormy winters)- tree canopy would
reduce potential for photovoltaic solar panel Installations and passive solar heating.

Altering the usability of privately owned land (l.e. creation of new setbacks) should not occur. People may have
Invested significant amount of money based on the bylaws / zoning In place at the time of sale. Altering the
usability could Impact property values significantly. Further, the OCP / Municipality should not expect
landowners to participate In regeneration or restoration on privately owned lands: remove Item 6.1.2 i)

35
36

see my comments in the strategic area for this chapter above
I have chosen to bypass this chapter not because I am not supportive -1

strongly support it! But I think there will be significant responses to this chapter and I see my time spent on
chapters 7,8 and 9 where others may have bypassed these chapers.Jf I can get through them!

37
38
39
40
41

This is what makes the region so valuable
Stated in previous answers
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Need to inventory and qualitatively analyse our natural resources/assets including their significant intangible
and intrinsic values.

Big native trees and mature hedgerows have different value than plantation forest
Create restoration and regeneration guidelines

Need a biodiversity strategy and a green infrastructure network
Provide performance securities for new developments

42

Very pleased to see formal recognition of these ecological concerns.

2. Chapter 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
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eave the local forests as is, do not log

leased with policy to consider limits of water supply in decisions regarding growth and development.
support the policies to improve water quality in Quamichan and Somenos Lakes. I also support policies to
better regulate and limit noise and light pollution but wonder if these could be made stronger.
support the specific references to Somenos and Quamichan Lakes, but are there other water bodies that
ihould be referred too, like Bings Creek? Recognition of noise and light pollution. The policies cover the roles of
he municipality, developers and other organizations. Should it also reference businesses (for example, VIMC,
'hrifty's highway signage)?
'he forests improve our air quality and provides a buffer against noise and light pollution. I support
recreational use of the forests for personal physical and mental health.
0
17

how are we going to mitigate industries like the VIMC impact on residential zones?
Who doesn't want peace and quiet and the dark night sky to look at. Living on streets with street lights feels
>afer but minimizes the night sky view. Alternative lighting could be researched to reduce this problem.

18
19

.ee notes from executive summary, above.

This section does not go far enough! The need for a Noise ByLaw has become increasingly clear. Intrusive
unrelenting noise from the pounding in Kingsview only benefited the developer, not the homeowners. Some
became suicidal, moved, suffered damage to their homes. VIMC is another invasive disturbance.

110

The recognition of the importance of air quality and the reduction of noise and light pollution will create a
healthier living environment for residents. Bylaws need to be developed that incorporate best practices in these

Ill
112

You should also discuss prescribed burning, as well as selective thinning and pruning as ways to reduce fire risks

113

the Current rules are acceptable, and sustainable, any new proposed rules, policys, and bylaws will make no

areas.

t's the right thing to do!
and provide a source of wood fiber.

difference in the ammount of air quality, noise, and light pollution, only add more costs, to our overtaxed and
overe regulated citizens.

114
115
116

Well done.
Please see QLNA's written submission for a complete response.

1) I think there is a need to work with other jurisdictions and landowners to clean up and reduce litter along
waterways. 2) I would add, improvement in water quality in bodies of water with regular, ongoing issues with
Maple Bay beach. Fuller Lake beach, and Kinsmen beach. These bodies of water often have "swimming not
recommended" notices due to bacteriological counts in either late spring or summer months. In Maple Bay it

may be due to failing septic systems

|17

Noise pollution is intrusive. We have suffered from relentless construction noise in Kingsview for many months.

The Municipality has an obligation to protect its taxpayers from inconsiderate developers.

|18
|19
120
121
|22

We are very carbon neutral. It is already proactive as it stands. Leave it.!
Whatever we can do to mitigate pollution, we should do.

The municipality should require that developers limit light and noise pollution not just "ask that"
Great focal areas; good to see acknowledgement of dark skies values
In order to allow us places to live we will need to impact the environment. This is a fact and there must be
some give and take.

|23
124
125
126

Completely unrealistic goals here.
yes, we have already ruined one neighbourhood by allowing a race track
This requires bylaws and enforcement to be effective! For instance single use plastics, herbicides & pesticides.
This section crosses many boundies; ecosystem health, public realm, infrastructure, agriculture. The Muni can

implement a herbicide and pesticide bylaw. 6.2.4 add work with province to incentivize soil regeneration and
RAPR set backs on ALR land.

|27

Rules must be strict on development near the riparian zones, keep a large buffer with denser vegetation. Do not

allow developers to take down trees and brush just to improve views!!!!

128

Like to see less use of fertilizers & glad to see algae is mentioned, "green shore" initiatives. Regenteration

important in soil & water quality. Like inclusion of noise & light polution. No inclusion of 6.3-Trees and Forests-

|29

The OCP must not allow bright street lights, foul odors and noise (outside industrial zones)
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30

*Consider a ban on gas leaf blowers-research their carbon emissions-and the noise pollution disrupts wildlife
and humans. *Protect what is left of our wildlife corridors. * Consider pros & cons of chipping-vineyard on

Manzies-the GHG produced from that months long disaster & the incredible noise pollution 60 acres with not so
much as a blade of grass left, loss of habitat incredible.

31

You can have all the policies you want, but when a problem arises, residents are told there isn't an issue. e.g.
Smell for Coast in Chemainus. This was an air quality issue.

32

Flexibility is required here. not all sites are the same and needs to
recoginized

33

Emphasizing the benefit of tree quality to Improve air quality without more emphasis on eliminating the sources
Is misguided. There is little discussion about the health impacts of poor air quality and the high incidence of
asthma in the Cowichan Valley. There should be stronger language regarding the reduction of emissions
through elimination of open burn, backyard firepits and woodburning fireplaces/stoves. Language should be
Included In the OCP to phase out the use of word-burning fireplaces/stoves when properties are sold, similar to
bylaw In place In Duncan.

Why do we not bill domestic water use? Domestic (household) water use Is metered and we should be billing
for water use based on those volumes. Having a flat rate for a base volume of water usage (current approach)
does not encourage conservation or bring awareness even, to the scarcity of water, especially In the dry

summer months. The OCP should propose direct billing of household water use.

34
35

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
The impacts on human health is being researched and is proving to be linked to numerous poor health
outcomes. Eliminating open burning, woodstoves as heat sources for example can have a profound impact on

an area with the highest COPD in the province. Now that we know about the long term impacts of pm2.5 we
can begin to make changes for the better. It will take time but not allowing woodstoves in new builds in the
UCB for example is something the MNC can do. Not allowing old woodstoves to be replaced with new ones or
requiring old inefficient woodstoves can help. Continuing with incentives and education is also important. Not
allowing for new developments that cause ongoing noise stresses on existing residents should also be ensured.

36
37
38

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
If it reduces and mitigates current sources

Do not permit the development of anything that produces more noise than is already
present, (could have avoided the nuisance of the racetrack)
Ensure all outdoor lighting is low colour temperature, low intensity and with good
directionality. Avoid blue-white light, select lighting below 3,000k. Overlighting creates
deeper shadows and pupil dilation and destroys rural character
Living on rock close to the water, the negative effect of noise,(big tables of outdoor
drinkers at the pub), light pollution (bouncing and multiplying across the water) is
amplified.
Living in a cold air drainage, we breathe the smoke from wood burning stoves on all 3
sides, requiring turning off the HVAC system and employing an air purifier. Not to
mention doing the same for the stench of the pulp mill.
Living at the base of a mountain, we notice each new clearing above as the water runoff

is more abundant and carries away more soil. Not to mention the bedrock drilling and
pounding for building sites. Ste adaptive is required

39

Generally good but the language is too vague re the impacts of noise - more specific and actionable direction is
required in the policies

40 |Why would anyone not support these objectives? Nice to see them captured in the OCP.
3. Chapter 6.3 Forestry - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
leave the 6 mountains alone and have a tree bylaw stoipping people just cutting down what they want, we need
more trees
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/ery pleased with policy to prevent pre-emptive land clearing through update to subdivision bylaw. Also happy
vith policies for tree protection bylaw, prevention of unnecessary tree removal, and urban forest strategy.

'olicies regarding municipal forest reserve should state that North Cowichan will not support raw log exports
ind any harvested lumber will support local manufacturers.
3olicies to prevent pre-emptive land clearing are important - there have been to many examples of developers

scraping land bare before building and paving over the area. They should be required to integrate
developments into the land without removing so much of the trees and vegetation. I fully support the idea of a
:ree protection bylaw and urban forest strategy.

support policies 6.3.2 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) - I see far too many developers buying up land, scraping it bare of
all trees and vegetation, then paving it over with subdivisions. This is not a sustainable way to develop our
community, and the Municipality should introduce strong regulations to prevent this kind of destruction.
Details in the municipal forest are light but I assume this is because the review is underway.
don't want any logging of our six mountains. I want our forests to be cared for against the threat of fire. I like

he idea of generating revenue through selling carbon credits.
would like to see how we mitigate the impacts of deforestation on our water runoffs, fire hazards etc.

Logging must stop on our municipal mountains. The protection of the watershed is a paramount priority! The
invasive broom has been allowed to flurish due clear cutting our municipal mountains. The biodiversity has
been subjected to the destruction of logging equipment and road building for decades. It is time to give the
forests back to nature.
See notes from executive summary, above.

|10

North Cowichan is NOT protecting trees of any kind at this point in time, and are contually approving
development that wipes out entire forests and stands of trees which is not only sad, but produces more
Flooding and drought will occur if you keep this up.

Ill

see no need to rely on income from the municipal forests. The amount is trivial compared to other sources of
ncome. We need to protect the forest diversity, not clear-cut and replace with monoculture.

112

For no other reason than healthy trees and forests serve an important purpose in mitigating the impacts of
major climate events such as flooding and drought and it is prudent to maintain them to reduce the costs that
are incurred following weather events.

113
|14
115

t'sthe right thing to do!
Took part in forestry community meeting, my input captured there.
we have been succesfully managing the forests for a very long time, adding more restrictions will make that
process less profitable, and therefore no longer a viable resourse to spend time and money to manage

116

North Cowichan needs a Tree Cutting Bylaw. Garry Oak are a particularly important, restricted species. These
should all be protected. Sustainable forestry should include not removing fallen trees as they are an essential
part of the ecosystem.

117

6.3.2 policies aimed at tree preservation and regeneration of ecosystems - what about policies that define
urban tree canopies or forests?

|18
|19

Please see QLNA's written submission for a complete response.

1) I think mention of working with local trail stewardship organization to manage and maintain trails systems
within the forest reserves is needed. 2) Also encourage engagement and discussion with local business owners
whose businesses involve working in or use of the forest reserve.

|20

I am in favour of a Tree Protection ByLaw. The OCP should incorporate more recommendations about how to

121
|22
123
124

Trees are a renewable resource. Lumber is needed to provide materials for housing.

retain and replace trees.
want no Municipal forestry harvesting, let the 6 Mts, become recreational, for future generations.

The municipality needs to keep municipal forests protected for public access to natural green space.
25% land base - what percentage under lease to private operators? Extraordinary opportunity to manage these

lands ourselves, with priority given to climate priorities such as restoring forest condition to maximize
biodiversity and carbon sequestration. Can we gain control back over leased lands, and when?
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25

6.3.4 "Increase in area of stocked forested land within the Municipal Forest Reserve lands." Aren't we already
doing unparralelled reforestation? This implies we're not doing enough.. and I believe that assumption is
incorrect. 6.3.5. It's gratifying to see this bullet: "Sustainably manage North Cowichan's Municipal Forest
Reserve to ensure a healthy forest is protected in the long term." Happy to see that this does not preclude
continued selective active forestry.

26

The MFR is doing a COMPREHENSIVE review of the Forest now - a review where workshops were held with real
discussions between participants (all via Zoom) where everyone got to have a say. You felt heard, listened too
and free to express any opinion you wanted. Perhaps MODUS and NC should take a page from that review easy survey to complete. Not like this survey - honestly I don't think you could have come up with a more

difficult survey than this one.

27

6.3 Trees and Forests-Leave the forests alone-find economical values in eco tourism- the earth (and humans)
need old growth forests.

28

6.3 Trees & Forests-1 would like to see the MFR preserved & not harvested. Only wildfire prevention & fuel
reduction. Like to see natural regeneration of diverse species not monoculture.

29

The emphasis on protecting tree canopy Is problematic. Large native species of trees (red/yellow cedar, fir and
large leaf maple) can create several problems In urban areas:
- roots of large trees can damage private and municipal Infrastructure

- safety risk of wildfire (during dry months) and blow-downs (during wet & stormy winters)
- tree canopy would reduce potential for photovoltaic solar panel Installations and passive solar heating.

I am opposed to the creation of a tree retention bylaw, these have been problematic In other municipalities and
create conflict within neighbourhoods.

30
31
32
33

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

The objectives and measurable progress of our muni forest should not be stated until
the review has been completed.
Protect the Garry Oak ecosystem,

Urban forest plan
Tree protection By-law
Regulate against pre-emptive land clearing using air photos to document
Start initiatives for preserving ecosystems, large native trees and hedgerows etc.

Green connectivity is key, linking upland forests and lowland lakeshores and the
Cowichan River

34

And a couple of notes re: Forestry...6.3.4 "Increase in area of stocked forested land within the Municipal Forest
Reserve
lands." Aren't we already doing unparalleled reforestation? This implies we're not doing
enough.. and I believe that assumption is incorrect.
6.3.5. It's gratifying to see this bullet: "Sustainably manage North Cowichan's Municipal
Forest Reserve to ensure a healthy forest Is protected in the long term." This does not
preclude continued selective active forestry.

35

References to forest harvesting (and other plantation forestry-oriented terms) should be removed pending the
outcome of the forest review process

4. Chapter 6.4 Natural Hazard Areas - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
Support policy to protect Garry Oak meadows and Arbutus groves but would suggest stronger language.
Suggest prohibiting development on slopes greater than 30% rather tha just discouraging. Support policy
regrding generally not permitting subdivision of lands on steep slopes, although prohibiting may make more sense.
The big impact of deforestation is WATER problems, soil erosion flooding. Clear cutting waste creates fire
hazards. This is not realized in your chapter clearly
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there is a risk to forest land by development the risk should stop at the development application stage and be
snied. Any new development near forest is not necessarty.
se notes from executive summary, above.

ecause North Cowichan has approved developments located directly beside old growth forests, e.g. Wildwood
oad/Drumcullen new subdivision development.

uilding on steep slopes is a terrible idea. Trees that stabilize the ground and retain water are removed to site
ouses that could be built on more appropriate land.
he fires and flooding in BC this year have illustrated that when natural hazard areas are developed, even with
igh standards, they remained at an enhanced level of risk. The costs to people and to governments are

jbstantial and are generally not offset by the fees and taxes obtained by allowing the development to happen.
^

's the right thing to do!

)

lunicipality needs to identify and actively work on a plan to fix the major flooding areas that are effected over
nd over again in the Cowichan Valley (Chemainus River and Halalt First Nation areas come to mind).

LO

ou need to incorporate firesmart principles into residential incentives. In California, a Firesmart landscaping
sduces insurance rates - as part of UBCM, the community should lobby for Code Plus practices and cutting
dge seismic mitigation strategies to be linked to beneficial premiums. The cost difference for environmental
nd hazard reduction technologies and building practices should be forgiven on municipal taxes as an incentive
3r adoption for at least 5 years(not a tax holiday, just a deduction from assessed value equal to the aboveode environmental costs)

LI

3 long as the distinction between hazard areas does not continue to evne less and less hazardous areas over
me, but we all know that happens, because once one area has been recognized as a hazard it is avoided, and

nen only the remaining area is where accidents happen, then being considered hazardous. Like the policy
/here treeplanters had to where a hard hat in the middle of a wid open cut block they where reforesting.

12
13

;heck.

don't think there should be exceptions to development on slopes > 30% (I and m) this wording should be
tronger".. subdivisions creating private lot lines... will NOT be permitted"

14

he QLNA Board generally supports the policies in this chapter, however is concerned with the weak wording in
his section. For example: • 6.4.2.g. states that works within floodplains should be "discouraged", however this

irovides the opportunity for development to still happen where mitigation measures cannot necessarily be
Tiplemented to ensure that future property damage will not occur. "6.4.2.J. only requires that a floodplain
etback be "considered" •6.4.2.k. "discourages" development on slopes 30% or greater. *6.4.2.n allows for

levelopment in wildfire interface areas, only requiring construction to be "Fire Smart". The QLNA Board
lelieves that, in all of these cases, development simply must not be allowed. The past year in British Columbia
las illustrated the inherent, and sometimes unavoidable risks and costs associated with allowing building on
ands determined to be at high risk of natural hazards.

15

'he draft mentions applying fire smart practices to new developments. MNC has many green space areas within
ubdivision that have mature fir trees, as well as other trees. My property is adjacent to one of these
;reenspaces, home to a ravine that is used for storm water runoff from the developments above, that being The

'roperties and the Kingtide development. MNC needs to apply firesmart principles to these green space areas
o minimize the risk of wildfires, wind shearing, clearing deadfall and applying other fire risk mitigation
iractices that will maintain the desired canopy but reduce the risk of wildfire.

16

Suggest: Improvements to infrastructure to better withstand natural hazards to minimize risk of loss or damage
or property, businesses, and disruption to supply chains. To allow continued economic activity and citizen's
veil being.

17

don't think development is reasonable on slopes of 30%, or in areas which interface with forests where
vildfires may occur. The Muni needs to develop evacuation plans for Quamichan -there are only 2 roads

18

rhe entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

19

\s the past few weeks have shown, the effects of climate change are devastating, prevention/ disaster
nitigation is much more effective and much cheaper than repair afterwards.

20

:here should be no more development in flood plains. The "atmospheric river" showed us that nature pays no
attention to our "engineering" & liking.
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21

What consideration has been given to relocation of existing housing from flood plains? Why are 6.4.2 h&l in
this section?

22

agriculture methods need to transition to organic and biodynamic methods to truly protect soils&water to
become sustainable.

23

Allowing very large homes precariousiy cantilevered on the steep slopes of Mount Tzouhalem is a recipe for
disaster in an earthquake!!

24

Like community wildfire protection plan encouraged and flood risk analysis. Like biodiversity being valued &
restored.

25

*We need a strict tree-protection Bylaw under our OCP *The OCP must include radification of invasive species
and foster native ones.

26

Evacuation due to flre-growth has far exceeded infrastructure-many of us express through our tiny sister,
Duncan. If a large fire broke out in the Gibbins, Menzies, Old Lake Cowichan areas, most of us would fry because
we could never get out.

27

However, the document contradicts self in protection of ecosystems and forests. If they are so senistive
no one should have access, in particular tourist who don't pay. The average taxpayer doesn't have access
now due to steep terrain or mobility issues.

28
29

Strengthen wording
University Village Growth Centre in a flood
are

30

The statement regarding the restriction on steep slopes should be dependent upon geotechnical stability rather
than a slope target. Allowing for development on competent material (l.e. hard bedrock) will reduce pressure

on other lands that may have other beneficial uses (like agriculture).

31
32
33
34
35
36

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
For sure. There are more climate extremes coming our way. We need to be prepared!
Already responded in questions above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

All good and necessary
Prohibiting development on slopes over 30%
Prohibiting development along the forest wildfire interface
Prohibiting unplanned infill in floodplains

37

The visual, environmental, and other impacts (visual, loss of vegetation, run off etc) of development on slopes

30% plus are often significant. All development in these areas must be site adaptive and not business as usual
even with a Geotech signing off.

38

This section acknowledges and address some of key issues in land management and climate change. We'll done.

5. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Natural Environment chapter
We have seen the effects of climate change over and over, locally and world wide. For such a global issue, the

best way to make change and instil hope is to do it locally through thoughtful, informed choices. There are
sound financial reasons to take tu=his approach; the more we can preserve the natural environment, the more
environmental services can be done by mother nature vs having to create these services ourselves, something
we don't do nearly as well as nature in most cases anyway!

This should be a priority. Stop cutting down the municipal forest, and be a green leader! I!
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gain, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of way, but my fear is that this
ocument over-represents environmental concerns at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

iroughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has been an either/or dichotomy of
ousing vs the environment. Chapters on resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local

^riculture and sustainable infrastructure are described at length with many scenarios and suggestions given,
ut there is considerably less attention given to how this document will provide solutions to current and future
ousing problems facing Cowichan residents, or how the economy upon which these residents rely, might be
ncouraged, challenged or maintained through the visions and goals of the proposed OCP. We must find
3lutions for both residents and their environment. This document does not leave me with the confidence that
lat balance is being considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in
ie way of grey opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened

3 or ignored. Unlike the previous OCP that was able to

t

he damage in BC and locally this year demonstrates that we have not collectively managed our natural
^sources well and changes will have to be made to improve this in the future, including protecting the natural
nvironment so it can be more resiliant.

1

:'s the right thing to do!

3

somewhat agree, but don't think that all the green initiatives should completely halt all development. Your
olicies need to be lenient and workable for the average person.

7

rotecting and restoring ecosystem health and biodiversity is essential for a healthy and resilient human
ommunity. The climate and biodiversity crises are completely intertwined. Many local ecosystems have been
egraded by human mismanagement over the last 100 years and there is much repair work to be done to
upport regeneration. We have much to learn from First Nations and this plan is a good beginning, be

3
9
10

:annot overemphasizethe importance of forest protection for biodiversity and human well-being.
is long as you don't control individual peoples property
/lore than 25 percent of the muni is a forest reserve and is probably higher than any other similar jurisdiction
i Canada. So what can we do that has not been done effectively in the past.

11

U.NA members have made it clear that the preservation of the Quamichan Lake watershed is non-negotiable
nd should never be compromised. The QLNA would like to see the MNC take a leadership role in protecting the
'nvironment by adopting the OCP.

12
13
14

iood in principle, however programs should not be launch at an increased cost to the tax payers

'his is aspirational, but hopefully we can achieve this locally.
:DFCP supports the direct reference to the Coastal Douglas fir forest and the species and ecosystems at risk
hat they support. Section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 needs the word Coastal adding in front of Douglas fir Bioclimatic
tegion. CDFCP supports the reference to maintaining and enhancing second growth forest for biodiversity and
:arbon storage. CDFCP supports the reference to natural assets providing services similar to those provide by
'ngineered assets. CDFCP supports the reference to increasing canopy cover inside and outside of the urban

;ontainment boundary. CDFCP support the reference to prohibiting the disturbance of ESA's and seeking to
>rotect areas with high ecosystem value, as identified in the municipalities ESA mapping. CDFCP supports the
allowing statements in the OCP; -Continue to map ESAs. -Protect and improve carbon sequestration and
icosystem values of natural systems. -Pursue opportunities to connect ESA's. -Develop a Biodiversity Protection
Strategy. -Recognize the importance of garry oak and arbustus groves. -Protect mature forest. -Work to
protect coastal douglas-fir ecosystems. -Increase the area of stocked land in the Municipal Forest.

15
16

Natural environments are extremely important to our emotional and physical well-being.

because you define working with stakeholders who already have investment and expertise in the areas and
because the environment will be here long after we humans are gone.

17

A/atch development for water consumption. Whith the changing climate can we guarantee the amount of
water available for farming & providing all the new development?

18
19
20

/ery important-Environment needs to be respected.
:ar beyond the municipal mandate.
Me need the environment. The environment does NOT need us. We cannot survive without a healty, bio diverse

invironment. We need a TREE BYLAW!!!
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121

the health and well-being of our community and the planet depends on it. I would change it to Portect the

|22

Yes! Yes! Yes! Thanks to you all for designing and embracing this vision (PS thanks for the inspiring quotes from

natural environment by regenerating and enhancing the rural countryside, urban forests *(Deneke 1993),
Paul Hawken) truly we need to "reverse degeneration".

|23

A tree bylaw could protect healthy trees on private land & ensure their protection. Like regeneration aspects &
biodlverse ecosystems being fundamental

|24

By not preserving our ecosystems in N. Cow we will risk being Langford North: Toxic Sprawl. Renewing & saving
our environment means does, and protected forestry. Values, dovetailing with our new OCP and environmental
& climate change bylaws.

125

The document contradicts the vision. If the ecosystems are so sensitive why would we allow hikers and ATV's
access at all. The number using the trails are low and tourist's don't pay for the maintenance of trails. The
average taxpayer can not access forests or trails due to mobility issues or steep terrain. The big taxpayers and

employers in the district are Crofton and Western Forest Products. Limiting production of logging will impact
employees and the tax base of the district. There has to be a way of meeting in themiddle and not being
authoritarian. Of note the District has no say in protecting oceans. I laid a bylaw complaint and it wasn't dealt

with as it

126

If the maps on environmentally sensitive areas is any indication, essentially all lands that aren't urban

development are classified as environmentally sensitive. This includes private and municipal lands that have
been clearcut recently. We have to make sure we don't impose restrictions on lands that haven't already been

disturbed in some fashion even though it is the desire of the authors to regenerate previously disturbed areas

127

I definitely support "regenerating and restoring NC's natural environment and
biodiversity" as my greatest priority. This is what I think seeing thing through a climate emergency lens
means.No buildings higher than 4 stories. If it is important for people to recognize that
our survival depends on a healthy planet, they need to be connected to it, feel it, see it, interact with it.

6.2 Light Pollution
Through my volunteer work, I am learning about the efforts aimed at soil and wa ter quality and I support all of
those.

I am concerned about light pollution especially as BC Hydro is replacing all
the streetlights with high illumination LEDs. 3 people have mentioned in
passing how the street lights shine like spotlights into their homes and bedrooms.
Plants, animals, migrating birds, all living things are programmed for daylight and darkness. There are biological
activities that require sunlight, and those that are activated in darkness. I'd like to see more"dark sky"concepts
in place.

I like:
Work to protect night sky values by minimizing sources and effects of light pollution im plementing dark sky
principles in development and capital projects avoiding shining bright lights on habitat areas.
Create standards for roadway and area lighting using a CPTED and dark skies ap proach. Manage risk to public
health from noise pollution and reduce impact from light pollution.
Submit lighting plans as part of site design, demonstrating measures to minimize light
spill into natural areas or the night sky.
I would add: Or peoples homes and bedrooms
6.3 Trees and Forests

80% of the valleys forests are owned privately. The only forests that we really have the power to protect are the
Municipal Forest Reserves. I support protecting them 100%.
They were logged at the time when natural regeneration was an acceptablepractise for forest renewal. That

means that they were not doused with herbicides and pesticides.
It means they have a healthy understory and species diversification of plant, animal and invertebrates. These
forest have the possibility of attaining old growth value and status as planted tree plantations do not. I value
this more than I value the revenue that would come from logging. I support finding revenue streams other than

logging to sustainably
manage the Municipal Forests.
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current failing systems need to be addressed. For example, old and failing septic systems. Old systems by
large bodies of water, and contaminated areas that are often marked "Not suitable for swimming"

|29

In section "AIR, NOISE AND LIGHT POLLUTION", I would like to see
following addition: Somehow develop a strategy to reduce noise pollution through fireworks. Legal and illegal
Fireworks set off around the Canada Day, Halloween and New Years Eve time cause big problems for many
animals. I wish we could prohibit all private fireworks, and instead have one or more publicly organized
fireworks to celebrate, and to satisfy those people who really like to see them.
Air pollution: We should put stricter restrictions on brush burning, by
restricting it more even for the bigger properties. Just asking people to "avoid
burning if possible" due to air pollution problems doesn't seem to work - they
still do it, as it's not forbidden. Noise pollution by loud cars: Try to work with RCMP to do more enforcements of
existing rules. There are a lot of extremely loud vehicles on some roads.

Noise pollution by airplanes: I don't know to what extent the Municipality
has influence on air traffic in our area. I noticed an significant increase in private air plane traffic in our area

probably private pilots doing circles and sightseeing trips. We also have that private air strip/Aerodome on
Quamichan Lake. Is there any way to limit the amount of air traffic generated from such a facility?
Municipal Forest Reserve secion:
Increase trail network by funds from development cross-charges.
|Add reference to current forestry management review, or emphasize more in

the sustainability aspect of harvesting. No more clear-cut logging but selectivelogging only, or no logging.

|30

The natural environment in this Valley is astoundingly beautiful...its all
around us - we came for the ocean access and have since started hiking its

forests, paddling its rivers and and its preservation is absolutely non-negotiable. We are seeing lakes with
Agricultural lands polluting them with phosphorous, riparian zones that are too narrow because of
development, unabated run-off from large construction sites within the watershed - it is not sustainable. The

wine and food are not enough to bring people here - it's the whole package - the setting, the light, the vistas
from so many vantage points. It's our brand and if we continue to erode it, we've got nothing to attract tourists,
new residents, businesses and more.

131

Would be wonderful if you would be specific about Quamichan Lake. This
ecological area has needed serious attention for a long time. General
statements of intend do not do enough to guarantee action.

132

Once the natural environment has been destroyed there is no going back. We must protect what we have and
restore what we can!

|33

Because we have to!
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134

Again, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of
way, but my fear is that this document over-represents environmental concerns
at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

Throughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has
been an either/or dichotomy of housing vs the environment. Chapters on
resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local agriculture and sustainable infrastructure are

described at length with many scenarios and suggestions given, but there is considerably less attention given to
how this document will provide solutions to current and future housing problems facing Cowichan residents, or

how the economy upon which these residents rely, mightbe encouraged, challenged or maintained through the
visions and goals oftheproposed OCP.
We must find solutions for both residents and their environment. This

document does not leave me with the confidence that that balance is being
considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in the way of grey
opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened to or ignored.

Unlike the previous OCP that was able to create a document that most could stand behind and support, this
one, if it continues along the trajectory it appears to have taken, will remain a divisive document that pits
neighbour against neighbour, neighbourhoods against neighbourhoods, industry against the environment, a

younger generation against the one that holds all the cards, and which many will interpret in terms of having
'won' or 'lost/ It runs counter to the work I have done for the past two decades toward effective community

building. It is a top down, "Father knows best" document that falls short of bringing together disparate forces
within our community that ultimately need to work together.

I would prefer to see a document that leaves everyone feeling just a little
unsatisfied, that they received much, but not everything, they wanted. I think

that would be much closer to community consensus that what we have here

|35

Again, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of
way, but my fear is that this document over-represents environmental concerns
at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

Throughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has
been an either/or dichotomy of housing vs the environment. Chapters on
resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local agriculture and
sustainable infrastructure are described at length with many scenarios and

suggestions given, but there is considerably less attention given to how this
document will provide solutions to current and future housing problems facing
Cowichan residents, or how the economy upon which these residents rely, might
be encouraged, challenged or maintained through the visions and goals of the
proposed OCP.

We must find solutions for both residents and their environment. This
document does not leave me with the confidence that that balance is being
considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in the way of grey
opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened to or ignored.

Unlike the previous OCP that was able to create a document that most could stand behind and support, this
one, if it continues along the trajectory it appears to have taken, will remain a divisive document that pits

neighbour against neighbour, neighbourhoods against neighbourhoods, industry against the environment, a
younger generation against the one that holds all the cards, and which many will
interpret in terms of having 'won' or 'lost/ It runs counter to the work I have
done for the past two decades toward effective community building. It is a top down, "Father knows best"

document that falls short of bringing together
disparate forces within our community that ultimately need to work together.
I would prefer to see a document that leaves everyone feeling just a little
unsatisfied, that they received much, but not everything, they wanted. I think
that would be much closer to community consensus that what we have here
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36

This strategic direction is paramount. Improve the public realm of our communities by bringing in and working
in concert with the natural systems and keep development out of our beloved countryside. This will not happen
without the collective role of government - market driven development doesn't give a damn so change the
language to "the muni will" instead of "will ask developers to..." We will protect our assets for everyone's

37

These are great ideas, but they seem to be framed in an "either-or" context where the only way we can

38
39

The environment responsible growth of housing is critical.

benefit.

protect/enhance our natural environment is to curb development. It need not be that way.

It offers acknowledges the critical importance of the natural environment / ecological systems in all aspects of
land and resource management and planning - it will help ensure any landscape change respects the limitations
and sensitivities of our valley's natural systems and features

40

This section represents many of the values that drew me here. We need to step back and refocus. This sections
achieves that.

i. Chapter 6 - General feedback about Chapter 6

I
?

save the local forests as is, do not log

ome will argue that many of the proposed environmental policies fall outside the powers of municipal
;overnment, or that they undercut efforts to build affordable housing or increase economic activity. Both
irguments are wrong, as is explained throughout the OCP.

3

would prefer to frame the Municipality's role as "will" rather than "can" - not just in this chapter but

1

iuild around the new hospital if we can support the new people with enough water for those of us already

hroughout the OCP document.
lere. I say no to logging of our municipal forests. We need to protect our forests and help the environment.
3

Vithout a limits to growth study further development in the municipality is simply unwise. The capacity of
lopulation to sustainability must be understood before any further development is considered. Droughts are
'minent and water supply is the greatest factor. Without this basic study as a baseline, planning for future
ievelopment is being blind to all the associated risks.

0

would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same

evel of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter.

7

^lorth Cowichan should follow their own policies. Subdivisions are approved where endangered species exist,
\rbutus, Garry Oak meadow reptiles an

8
9
10

rhis is a most important chapter!
^e-iterate that the wording on the requirements of the Municipality should be strengthened from "can" to "will".
:ine words—says all the right things; however, follow through and implementation is key! Just Do It! Years of
naction and fiddling have got us all collectively to this bad environmental situation. We need the will to act on
:he goals and principles in the plans!

11

mmans live in close community for the mutual benefits of collective use of infrastructure, in so doing we only
3Ut any real enviromental pressure on the imediate area we live in as we are also part of nature, we must

accept that where we live will never be protected, but in so doing we do protect the 99% of the surounding
area. Even then nature always takes back any area abandoned by people in a very short amount of time.
H-eesare all around us in over abundance, over protecting the trees we live directly beside will only increase our

:osts of housing and maintenance with no measurable increase in the benefits trees provide to the environment.

12
13

'lease see comment 61
\/ery strong, very important - this give me hope for the future of this planet and my children - as long as our

ieaders are prepared to abide by these policies

14
15

Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

agian, action will speak volumes about the value of this plan. Our lakes have not improved in quality, public
access to waterfront is still limited, parks are in disrepair and/or have very basic recreational facilities. Council
should start acting on these issues now to show some resolve to deal with the concerns listed in this plan.
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16

MNC needs to look closer at the stormwater practice leading into Quamichan Lake, in particular that of the
Kingtide Development. MNC has required the developer to install storm catchment ponds but while this has
been done MNChas been delinquent in checking the effect of the storm water beyond the development,
culverts installed 30 years ago with spillways directing the flow of water have broken down cement has
deteriorated allowing the stormwater to cause serious erosion downstream of the development, MNC should

demonstrate what they want the developers to do by protecting what happens below new developments on
older established properties. I speak from experience as I view devasting erosion adjacent to my property. It is
great to develop policies with regard to natural hazard areas, ie for wildfires and stormwater, but if MNC
ignores what is happening now what do new policies really mean? MNC needs to be more proactive in
monitoring the natural hazards from the UCB area right through the watershed to the, be it for fire hazard or watershed healthake.

17

I like the plans, goals and strategies..! am concerned that some of the language is not strong enough and that
many well intended goals and strategies will not be realized because of loop holes...particularly when dealing

with greedy developers and industry.

18

North Cowichan is trying to be a federal governor of all when we are a small municipality. Stick to concerns for
the municipality it governs.

19
20

We have a rare opportunity to manage forests for their natural services, they are already "working forests"!

please do implement tree bylaws immediately; ban pre-emptive tree clearing in all new developments; require
increased tree canopy made up of native species; require not only planting of trees, but also of native

understory plants; give tax incentives for those who protect and enhance the ecological value of their
properties. Love the focus of these policies-just need to make sure we actually implement and adhere to them

21

The opening quote is another doom and gloom ideological screed from some obscure academic; a view that

22
23

Where is 6.3? Tree Bylaw. Urban Forest. No clearcuts. Revenue from MFR should be lowest priority.

isn't shared by most people, and a position that patently does not belong in an OCP. Please take it out.

Great! So important for a healthy future & must include getting off dependencies on chemicals, fossil fuels,
monocultures.

24

Protecting & regenerating North Cowichan's environment is crucial to our future. This may spell limits to growth

and that's ok. All forms of pollution are toxic, and our OCP can guide away from these problems adding to
illness, and climate change.

25

Tree protection on private lands, biodiversity on private lands, example-Hearn Property on Gibbins-Vineyard on
Menzies-Property on Stamps Rd (the list is endless). If a "permit" were required before anyone caouls cut trees

on private land, teh implications could be discussed with the land owner. People buying forested land for the
sole purpose of logging it should not be permitted to do so.

26
27

Get real. Only state what the District is responsible for and make sure it is measurable.
We have to be careful Imposing new restrictions on privately owned land. If new restrictions are to be Imposed,

they should only be applied when properties change hands and those rules would be disclosed prior to the sale
of the property

28

I would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same

level of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter

29

I would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same

30

Apply site adaptive planning, don't over engineer against nature

level of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter
Leaving lands subject to flooding in a natural state and increasing our water holding
capacity for summer droughts

31

Just a couple of observations on this chapter.
First of all, the opening quote is another doom and gloom ideological screed from some obscure academic; a

view that isn't shared by most people, and a position that patently does not belong in an OCP. Please take it
out.

Further, I would wish that strategies to deal with the housing crisis were addressed in as much granular detail as
the stuff in this chapter on the environment. Again, misplaced and agenda-driven priorities.

|7. Executive Summary - General thoughts about this section
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1

think that many folk believe that regeneration and protection of the environment is always at a cost to to the
ax payer. I don't think this is true and in fact, in the long run, represents a fiscally responsible approach.

2

'he SNA supports efforts to enhance and rebuild our natural areas. These areas, and the flora and fauna

;ontained within them do not respect local government boundaries and it is critical to provide wildlife corridors
ind habitat uninterrupted by significant development.

3
t

Veil done!

3

^leeds work.

D

(iparian restoration is critical, especially in the wake of current flooding. 6.1.2 (e) Mapping and expanding

UST DO IT!

)rotected riparian setbacks beyond provincial/federal requirements & resourcing restoration is essential to
ecovering critical salmon habitat & protecting other species. Section 6.1.3 is important & more use of the word
'require" over "encourage" & "prioritize" would solidify what is needed re: developers' responsibilities. In 6.1.3
e) in reference to retaining or replacing trees, specifying "climate resilient native species" is important. E.g.
•etention or planting of alders supports regenerating whole natural ecosystems in & around developments &

imiting the incursion of invasive species. 6.1.4 (g) cosmetic pesticides should be banned. 6.1.4 (h) ecological
nrest management practices need adding here re: reducing invasive species. Recent harvesting practices in

Tiunicipal forests have led to the spread of broom, adding to fire risk, & other invasives. The forest at Wildwood
las been managed ecologically with less risk, so local expertise is available. Also re: 6.3.2 (g) reducing risk of
wildfires. 6.4.2 With increasing flood & slope destabilization risk, "require" & "prohibit" fit more than "encourage/discourage"

7
8

t is not always practical, and can impact the cost of living. Regeneration is hard to regulate.
5.1 Critical habitats has been misspelt in the contents page. The CDFCP would support the concept of
developing an inventory of natural assets and allocating value through the Municipal Natural Asset Initiative. It
s not clear from the OCP if the Municipality of North Cowichan is committing to this. In relation to increasing
:anopy cover, how will this be measured? e.g. loss of one mature tree is not equivalent to two saplings. The
3CP should indicate 'net gain' of forest canopy cover for developments. CDFCP recommends that a review is

jndertaken to ensure all critical habitat for western painted turtle, dun skipper, oregon forestsnail and blue^rey tail dropper is included in the Environmentally Sensitive Areas Mapping. The CDFCP recommends that
scosystems at risk and habitats supporting species at risk, identified by the Conservation Data Centre (CDC), are
considered for inclusion in the ESA Mapping. It is recommended that the urban containment boundaries are
included on the ESA map. This will highlight where overlaps occur.

Chapter 6 - Regeneration and Protection of the Natural Environment
1. Chapter 6.1 Retaining & Creating Space for Nature - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1
2

Prevent preemptive land clearing is a great thing to do
Overall very pleased with policies in this section, especially policies to connect and identify ecologically sensitive
lands and natural areas to facilitate movement of species and maintain biodiversity. Support stronger
regulations for developers. Suggest removal of policy that allows exception for development encroaches on watercourses.

3

I support the policies to protect, connect and regenerate ecosystems and mitigate threats to biodiversity,
especially creating and implementing a biodiversity protection policy and improving mapping of
environmentally sensitive areas.

4

The policies are very detailed and specific - this is a strength, and will helpfully mean less ambiguity with our
environmental policies.

5

Too restrictive and poorly defined, I feel that this can be open to so much interpretation that it can be used to
justify any restriction. Overreaches scope of council,.

6
7

I want to protect our six mountains and the health of our forests.

Our natural environment must be preserved with the protection of our forests and the biodiversity that they
contain. Tree bylaws must be established to stop the indiscriminate cutting of trees on private and developing lands.

8
9
10

See notes from executive summary, above.
Protection of endangered and threatened trees, meadows and ecosystems that accompany them.
We must live in balance with our natural resources.
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Ill

It's the right thing to do!

112

Look at programs to help make urban reforestation more affordable and contributing to regional sustainability pass on savings from bulk-buys of fruit and nut trees that also support wildlife and offer residents direct food
benefits.

113
|14
|15

most of the policys in this chapter acontradictory to the portion of this OCP need for affordable housing, the
policys in this chapter are mainly addressing wants, at the expence of needs and at significant costs to the municipality.
People benefit by getting out into Nature. The importance of this cannot be overstated.
Protecting and connecting ecosystems is so important, so applaud 6.1.2 t and u - 6.1.4 also excellent! these are

detailed policies that demonstrate a true commitment by the MNCto be stewards of this land,

116

The QLNA Board supports the strongly worded policies in this section, particularly those that relate to
Quamichan Lake as well as 6.1.2.1, all of which will serve to improve the overall health and sustainability of the
Quamichan Lake watershed. The QLNA Board does have a question about the statement in section 6.1,that
both Somenos and Quamichan Lake are "expected to fill in and disappear in the next few thousand years". We

are not sure why this statement needs to be made at all and sincerely hope that with proper stewardship this
outcome could be avoided. At any rate, we are not familiar with any reports predicting this. The QLNA Board
suggests adjusting or clarifying this comment.

117

With climate change our flora and fauna will be negatively impacted too fast for evolutions to accommodate
and adapt. We must preserve bio-diversity to provide a buffer. We must maintain ecological corridors so that
isolated pockets are not formed.

|18

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

119

Ecologic corridors and a web of fingers of green need to be prioritized in planning for the benefit of water
quality flow, flora, fauna and societal health.

|20
121

Preserving nature is our sacred duty. We belong to the ecosystem, not the other way around.

protect old growth on public and private lands. Create a cutting limitaion on private land that is not zoned for
timber or logging. Dredge the Cowichan and chemainus River and Somenos Creek to deepen the channels and

reduce flooding that is caused by poor forestry and agriculture practices that create erosion and silting of the
rivers and creeks.

|22
123

The natural environment is a huge assett for North Cowichan, this is a wide ranging protection plan
excellent focus on increasing canopy cover; definitely move ahead with banning pre-emptive forest cover for all
new developments. Implement a tree by-law, and include in it the banning of removal and destruction of

existing garry oak ecosystems. Neighbour behind me moved in and immediately removed all Garry oak trees
and turned property into a lawn. All ecological value of site removed - not acceptable

124

Many of these are pie in the sky objectives that are either unattainable on their face, or extremely expensive if
they were to be implemented.

125
|26
127

yes, we need to do this all over

There has NOT a been enough consultation with ALL community.
Access to Natural spaces encourages improved health to the community.

128

No population or economy can thrive without a healty environment!

|29

this is the most critical section/chapter. A healthy environment can heal. Consider a wording change to the
6.1.1 Objective, Change 'restore' to 'regenerate'. Consider a tax incentive for 6.1.2

|30

We all need to have some nature to escape to for mental and physical health. We need these areas protected
from any development to ensure they are enjoyed for future generations.

131

Protecting ecosystems is important! &inreasing the canopy cover inside urban boundry. Like the inclusion of
aquatic systems.

|32

*No development in sensitive areas such as Marshes. The OCP must ban logging in our municipal forest to save
bio diversity. *Expand the reserve through park acquisitions.

133

The poilicies contravene objectives. They are not measureable or realistic.
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34

The emphasis on protecting tree canopy Is problematic. Large native species of trees (red/yellow cedar, fir and
large leaf maple) can create several problems In urban areas:
- roots of large trees can damage private and municipal Infrastructure

- safety risk of wildfire (during dry months) and blow-downs (during wet & stormy winters)- tree canopy would
reduce potential for photovoltaic solar panel Installations and passive solar heating.
Altering the usability of privately owned land (l.e. creation of new setbacks) should not occur. People may have
Invested significant amount of money based on the bylaws / zoning In place at the time of sale. Altering the
usability could Impact property values significantly. Further, the OCP / Municipality should not expect
landowners to participate In regeneration or restoration on privately owned lands: remove Item 6.1.2 i)

35
36

see my comments in the strategic area for this chapter above
I have chosen to bypass this chapter not because I am not supportive -1

strongly support it! But I think there will be significant responses to this chapter and I see my time spent on
chapters 7,8 and 9 where others may have bypassed these chapers.Jf I can get through them!

37
38
39
40
41

This is what makes the region so valuable
Stated in previous answers
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Need to inventory and qualitatively analyse our natural resources/assets including their significant intangible
and intrinsic values.

Big native trees and mature hedgerows have different value than plantation forest
Create restoration and regeneration guidelines

Need a biodiversity strategy and a green infrastructure network
Provide performance securities for new developments

42

Very pleased to see formal recognition of these ecological concerns.

2. Chapter 6.2 Limiting Human Impacts - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1
2
3

eave the local forests as is, do not log

leased with policy to consider limits of water supply in decisions regarding growth and development.
support the policies to improve water quality in Quamichan and Somenos Lakes. I also support policies to
letter regulate and limit noise and light pollution but wonder if these could be made stronger.

4

support the specific references to Somenos and Quamichan Lakes, but are there other water bodies that
should be referred too, like Bings Creek? Recognition of noise and light pollution. The policies cover the roles of
:he municipality, developers and other organizations. Should it also reference businesses (for example, VIMC,
rhrifty's highway signage)?

5

rhe forests improve our air quality and provides a buffer against noise and light pollution. I support
-ecreational use of the forests for personal physical and mental health.

6
7

low are we going to mitigate industries like the VIMC impact on residential zones?
i/Vho doesn't want peace and quiet and the dark night sky to look at. Living on streets with street lights feels
iafer but minimizes the night sky view. Alternative lighting could be researched to reduce this problem.

8
9

See notes from executive summary, above.

rhis section does not go far enough! The need for a Noise ByLaw has become increasingly clear. Intrusive
unrelenting noise from the pounding in Kingsview only benefited the developer, not the homeowners. Some
became suicidal, moved, suffered damage to their homes. VIMC is another invasive disturbance.

10

The recognition of the importance of air quality and the reduction of noise and light pollution will creates
healthier living environment for residents. Bylaws need to be developed that incorporate best practices in these

11
12

It's the right thing to do!
You should also discuss prescribed burning, as well as selective thinning and pruning as ways to reduce fire risks
and provide a source of wood fiber.
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113

the Current rules are acceptable, and sustainable, any new proposed rules, policys, and bylaws will make no
difference in the ammount of air quality, noise, and light pollution, only add more costs, to our overtaxed and
overe regulated citizens.

114
|15
116

Well done.
Please see QLNA's written submission for a complete response.

1) I think there is a need to work with other jurisdictions and landowners to clean up and reduce litter along
waterways. 2) I would add, improvement in water quality in bodies of water with regular, ongoing issues with Maple Bay beach, Fuller Lake beach, and Kinsmen beach. These bodies of water often have "swimming not
recommended" notices due to bacteriological counts in either late spring or summer months. In Maple Bay it

may be due to failing septic systems

117

Noise pollution is intrusive. We have suffered from relentless construction noise in Kingsview for many months.

The Municipality has an obligation to protect its taxpayers from inconsiderate developers.

|18
|19
120

The municipality should require that developers limit light and noise pollution not just "ask that"

121

Great focal areas; good to see acknowledgement of dark skies values

|22

We are very carbon neutral. It is already proactive as it stands. Leave it. I
Whatever we can do to mitigate pollution, we should do.

In order to allow us places to live we will need to impact the environment. This is a fact and there must be
some give and take.

123
124
|25
126

Completely unrealistic goals here.
yes, we have already ruined one neighbourhood by allowing a race track
This requires bylaws and enforcement to be effective! For instance single use plastics, herbicides & pesticides.
This section crosses many boundies; ecosystem health, public realm, infrastructure, agriculture. The Muni can
implement a herbicide and pesticide bylaw. 6.2.4 add work with province to incentivize soil regeneration and

RAPR set backs on ALR land.

127

Rules must be strict on development near the riparian zones, keep a large buffer with denser vegetation. Do not

allow developers to take down trees and brush just to improve views!!!!

128

Like to see less use of fertilizers & glad to see algae is mentioned, "green shore" initiatives. Regenteration
important in soil & water quality. Like inclusion of noise & light polution. No inclusion of 6.3-Trees and Forests-

|29
|30

The OCP must not allow bright street lights, foul odors and noise (outside industrial zones)
*Consider a ban on gas leaf blowers-research their carbon emissions-and the noise pollution disrupts wildlife
and humans. *Protect what is left of our wildlife corridors. * Consider pros & cons of chipping-vineyard on

Manzies-the GHG produced from that months long disaster & the incredible noise pollution 60 acres with not so
much as a blade of grass left, loss of habitat incredible.

131

You can have all the policies you want, but when a problem arises, residents are told there isn't an issue. e.g.
Smell for Coast in Chemainus. This was an air quality issue.

132

Flexibility is required here. not all sites are the same and needs to
recoginized

|33

Emphasizing the benefit of tree quality to Improve air quality without more emphasis on eliminating the sources
Is misguided. There is little discussion about the health impacts of poor air quality and the high incidence of
asthma in the Cowichan Valley. There should be stronger language regarding the reduction of emissions
through elimination of open burn, backyard firepits and woodburning fireplaces/stoves. Language should be
Included In the OCP to phase out the use of word-burning fireplaces/stoves when properties are sold, similar to
bylaw In place In Duncan.

Why do we not bill domestic water use? Domestic (household) water use Is metered and we should be billing
for water use based on those volumes. Having a flat rate for a base volume of water usage (current approach)
does not encourage conservation or bring awareness even, to the scarcity of water, especially In the dry

summer months. The OCP should propose direct billing of household water use.

134

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
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35

The impacts on human health is being researched and is proving to be linked to numerous poor health
outcomes. Eliminating open burning, woodstoves as heat sources for example can have a profound impact on

an area with the highest COPD in the province. Now that we know about the long term impacts of pm2.5 we
can begin to make changes for the better. It will take time but not allowing woodstoves in new builds in the
UCB for example is something the MNC can do. Not allowing old woodstoves to be replaced with new ones or
requiring old inefficient woodstoves can help. Continuing with incentives and education is also important. Not
allowing for new developments that cause ongoing noise stresses on existing residents should also be ensured.

36
37
38

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
If it reduces and mitigates current sources

Do not permit the development of anything that produces more noise than is already
present, (could have avoided the nuisance of the racetrack)
Ensure all outdoor lighting is low colour temperature, low intensity and with good
directionality. Avoid blue-white light, select lighting below 3,000k. Overlighting creates
deeper shadows and pupil dilation and destroys rural character
Living on rock close to the water, the negative effect of noise,(big tables of outdoor
drinkers at the pub), light pollution (bouncing and multiplying across the water) is
amplified.
Living in a cold air drainage, we breathe the smoke from wood burning stoves on all 3
sides, requiring turning off the HVAC system and employing an air purifier. Not to
mention doing the same for the stench of the pulp mill.
Living at the base of a mountain, we notice each new clearing above as the water runoff

is more abundant and carries away more soil. Not to mention the bedrock drilling and
pounding for building sites. Ste adaptive is required

39

Generally good but the language is too vague re the impacts of noise - more specific and actionable direction is

40

Why would anyone not support these objectives? Nice to see them captured in the OCP.

required in the policies

3. Chapter 6.3 Forestry - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

eave the 6 mountains alone and have a tree bylaw stoipping people just cutting down what they want, we need
nore trees

2

i/ery pleased with policy to prevent pre-emptive land clearing through update to subdivision bylaw. Also happy
with policies for tree protection bylaw, prevention of unnecessary tree removal, and urban forest strategy.

:>olicies regarding municipal forest reserve should state that North Cowichan will not support raw log exports
and any harvested lumber will support local manufacturers.

3

Policies to prevent pre-emptive land clearing are important - there have been to many examples of developers

scraping land bare before building and paving over the area. They should be required to integrate
developments into the land without removing so much of the trees and vegetation. I fully support the idea of a
tree protection bylaw and urban forest strategy.

4

I support policies 6.3.2 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) -1 see far too many developers buying up land, scraping it bare of
all trees and vegetation, then paving it over with subdivisions. This is not a sustainable way to develop our
community, and the Municipality should introduce strong regulations to prevent this kind of destruction.

5
6

Details in the municipal forest are light but I assume this is because the review is underway.
I don't want any logging of our six mountains. I want our forests to be cared for against the threat of fire. I like

the idea of generating revenue through selling carbon credits.

7
8

I would like to see how we mitigate the impacts of deforestation on our water runoffs, fire hazards etc.
Logging must stop on our municipal mountains. The protection of the watershed is a paramount priority! The
invasive broom has been allowed to flurish due clear cutting our municipal mountains. The biodiversity has
been subjected to the destruction of logging equipment and road building for decades. It is time to give the
forests back to nature.

9

See notes from executive summary, above.
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110

North Cowichan is NOT protecting trees of any kind at this point in time, and are contually approving
development that wipes out entire forests and stands of trees which is not only sad, but produces more

flooding and drought will occur if you keep this up.

Ill

I see no need to rely on income from the municipal forests. The amount is trivial compared to other sources of
income. We need to protect the forest diversity, not clear-cut and replace with monoculture.

112

For no other reason than healthy trees and forests serve an important purpose in mitigating the impacts of
major climate events such as flooding and drought and it is prudent to maintain them to reduce the costs that
are incurred following weather events.

113
114
115

It's the right thing to do!
Took part in forestry community meeting, my input captured there.
we have been succesfully managing the forests for a very long time, adding more restrictions will make that
process less profitable, and therefore no longer a viable resourse to spend time and money to manage

116

North Cowichan needs a Tree Cutting Bylaw. Garry Oak are a particularly important, restricted species. These

should all be protected. Sustainable forestry should include not removing fallen trees as they are an essential
part of the ecosystem.

|17

6.3.2 policies aimed at tree preservation and regeneration of ecosystems - what about policies that define
urban tree canopies or forests?

118
|19

Please see QLNA's written submission for a complete response.

1) I think mention of working with local trail stewardship organization to manage and maintain trails systems
within the forest reserves is needed. 2) Also encourage engagement and discussion with local business owners
whose businesses involve working in or use of the forest reserve.

120

I am in favour of a Tree Protection ByLaw. The OCP should incorporate more recommendations about how to
retain and replace trees.

121
|22
123
124

Trees are a renewable resource. Lumber is needed to provide materials for housing.
I want no Municipal forestry harvesting, let the 6 Mts, become recreational, for future generations.
The municipality needs to keep municipal forests protected for public access to natural green space.

25% land base - what percentage under lease to private operators? Extraordinary opportunity to manage these
lands ourselves, with priority given to climate priorities such as restoring forest condition to maximize
biodiversity and carbon sequestration. Can we gain control back over leased lands, and when?

125

6.3.4 "Increase in area of stocked forested land within the Municipal Forest Reserve lands." Aren't we already
doing unparralelled reforestation? This implies we're not doing enough.. and I believe that assumption is
incorrect. 6.3.5. It's gratifying to see this bullet: "Sustainably manage North Cowichan's Municipal Forest
Reserve to ensure a healthy forest is protected in the long term." Happy to see that this does not preclude
continued selective active forestry.

126

The MFR is doing a COMPREHENSIVE review of the Forest now - a review where workshops were held with real
discussions between participants (all via Zoom) where everyone got to have a say. You felt heard, listened too
and free to express any opinion you wanted. Perhaps MODUS and NC should take a page from that review -

easy survey to complete. Not like this survey - honestly I don't think you could have come up with a more
difficult survey than this one.

127

6.3 Trees and Forests-Leave the forests alone-flnd economical values in eco tourism- the earth (and humans)
need old growth forests.

|28

6.3 Trees & Forests-1 would like to see the MFR preserved & not harvested. Only wildfire prevention & fuel
reduction. Like to see natural regeneration of diverse species not monoculture.

129

The emphasis on protecting tree canopy Is problematic. Large native species of trees (red/yellow cedar, fir and
large leaf maple) can create several problems In urban areas:
- roots of large trees can damage private and municipal Infrastructure

-safety risk of wildfire (during dry months) and blow-downs (during wet & stormy winters)
- tree canopy would reduce potential for photovoltaic solar panel Installations and passive solar heating.

I am opposed to the creation of a tree retention bylaw, these have been problematic In other municipalities and
create conflict within neighbourhoods.

130

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
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31
32
33

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

The objectives and measurable progress of our muni forest should not be stated until
the review has been completed.
Protect the Garry Oak ecosystem,

Urban forest plan
Tree protection By-law

Regulate against pre-emptive land clearing using air photos to document
Start initiatives for preserving ecosystems, large native trees and hedgerows etc.

Green connectivity is key, linking upland forests and lowland lakeshores and the
Cowichan River

34

And a couple of notes re: Forestry...6.3.4 "Increase in area of stocked forested land within the Municipal Forest
Reserve

lands." Aren't we already doing unparalleled reforestation? This implies we're not doing
enough.. and I believe that assumption is incorrect.
6.3.5. It's gratifying to see this bullet: "Sustainably manage North Cowichan's Municipal
Forest Reserve to ensure a healthy forest is protected in the long term." This does not
preclude continued selective active forestry.

35

References to forest harvesting (and other plantation forestry-oriented terms) should be removed pending the
outcome of the forest review process

1. Chapter 6.4 Natural Hazard Areas - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

lupport policy to protect Garry Oak meadows and Arbutus groves but would suggest stronger language.
iuggest prohibiting development on slopes greater than 30% rather tha just discouraging. Support policy
egrding generally not permitting subdivision of lands on steep slopes, although prohibiting may make more

2

'he big impact of deforestation is WATER problems, soil erosion flooding. Clear cutting waste creates fire
lazards. This is not realized in your chapter clearly

3

f there is a risk to forest land by development the risk should stop at the development application stage and be
lenied. Any new development near forest is not necessarty.

4
5

iee notes from executive summary, above.

because North Cowichan has approved developments located directly beside old growth forests, e.g. Wildwood
<oad/Drumcullen new subdivision development.

6

Building on steep slopes is a terrible idea. Trees that stabilize the ground and retain water are removed to site
louses that could be built on more appropriate land.

7

rhe fires and flooding in BC this year have illustrated that when natural hazard areas are developed, even with
ligh standards, they remained at an enhanced level of risk. The costs to people and to governments are

iubstantial and are generally not offset by the fees and taxes obtained by allowing the development to happen.

8
9

t'sthe right thing to do!
Vlunicipality needs to identify and actively work on a plan to fix the major flooding areas that are effected over
and over again in the Cowichan Valley (Chemainus River and Halalt First Nation areas come to mind).

10

/ou need to incorporate firesmart principles into residential incentives. In California, a Firesmart landscaping
-educes insurance rates - as part of UBCM, the community should lobby for Code Plus practices and cutting

idge seismic mitigation strategies to be linked to beneficial premiums. The cost difference for environmental
and hazard reduction technologies and building practices should be forgiven on municipal taxes as an incentive
For adoption for at least 5 years (not a tax holiday, just a deduction from assessed value equal to the above:ode environmental costs)

11

;o long as the distinction between hazard areas does not continue to evne less and less hazardous areas over
time, but we all know that happens, because once one area has been recognized as a hazard it is avoided, and

then only the remaining area is where accidents happen, then being considered hazardous. Like the policy
where treeplanters had to where a hard hat in the middle of a wid open cut block they where reforesting.

12

Check.
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113

I don't think there should be exceptions to development on slopes > 30% (I and m) this wording should be
stronger".. subdivisions creating private lot lines... will NOT be permitted"

|14

The QLNA Board generally supports the policies in this chapter, however is concerned with the weak wording in
this section. For example: • 6.4.2.g. states that works within floodplains should be "discouraged", however this

provides the opportunity for development to still happen where mitigation measures cannot necessarily be
implemented to ensure that future property damage will not occur. *6.4.2.j. only requires that a floodplain
setback be "considered" •6.4.2.k. "discourages" development on slopes 30% or greater. •6.4.2.n allows for
development in wildfire interface areas, only requiring construction to be "Fire Smart". The QLNA Board

believes that, in all of these cases, development simply must not be allowed. The past year in British Columbia
has illustrated the inherent, and sometimes unavoidable risks and costs associated with allowing building on
lands determined to be at high risk of natural hazards.

|15

The draft mentions applying fire smart practices to new developments. MNC has many green space areas within
subdivision that have mature fir trees, as well as other trees. My property is adjacent to one of these
greenspaces, home to a ravine that is used for storm water runoff from the developments above, that being The

Properties and the Kingtide development. MNC needs to apply firesmart principles to these green space areas
to minimize the risk of wildfires, wind shearing, clearing deadfall and applying other fire risk mitigation
practices that will maintain the desired canopy but reduce the risk of wildfire.

|16

Suggest: Improvements to infrastructure to better withstand natural hazards to minimize risk of loss or damage
for property, businesses, and disruption to supply chains. To allow continued economic activity and citizen's
well being.

117

I don't think development is reasonable on slopes of 30%, or in areas which interface with forests where
wildfires may occur. The Muni needs to develop evacuation plans for Quamichan -there are only 2 roads

|18

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

119

As the past few weeks have shown, the effects of climate change are devastating, prevention/ disaster
mitigation is much more effective and much cheaper than repair afterwards.

|20

there should be no more development in flood plains. The "atmospheric river" showed us that nature pays no
attention to our "engineering" & liking.

|21

What consideration has been given to relocation of existing housing from flood plains? Why are 6.4.2 h&l in
this section?

|22

agriculture methods need to transition to organic and biodynamic methods to truly protect soils&water to

|23

Allowing very large homes precariousiy cantilevered on the steep slopes of Mount Tzouhalem is a recipe for

become sustainable.

disaster in an earthquake!!

124

Like community wildfire protection plan encouraged and flood risk analysis. Like biodiversity being valued &
restored.

125

*We need a strict tree-protection Bylaw under our OCP *The OCP must include radification of invasive species
and foster native ones.

126

Evacuation due to flre-growth has far exceeded infrastructure-many of us express through our tiny sister,
Duncan. If a large fire broke out in the Gibbins, Menzies, Old Lake Cowichan areas, most of us would fry because
we could never get out.

127

However, the document contradicts self in protection of ecosystems and forests. If they are so senlstive
no one should have access, in particular tourist who don't pay.The average taxpayer doesn't have access
now due to steep terrain or mobility issues.

|28
|29

Strengthen wording
University Village Growth Centre in a flood
are

130

The statement regarding the restriction on steep slopes should be dependent upon geotechnical stability rather
than a slope target. Allowing for development on competent material (l.e. hard bedrock) will reduce pressure
on other lands that may have other beneficial uses (like agriculture).

131
132

I have chosen to bypass this chapter
For sure. There are more climate extremes coming our way. We need to be prepared!
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|33
134

Already responded in questions above.

135

I See notes from executive summary, above.

|36

See notes from executive summary, above.

All good and necessary
Prohibiting development on slopes over 30%
Prohibiting development along the forest wildfire interface
Prohibiting unplanned infill in floodplains

|37

The visual, environmental, and other impacts (visual, loss of vegetation, run off etc) of development on slopes
30% plus are often significant. All development in these areas must be site adaptive and not business as usual -

even with a Geotech signing off.

|38

This section acknowledges and address some of key issues in land management and climate change. We'll done.

. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Natural Environment chapter
We have seen the effects of climate change over and over, locally and world wide. For such a global issue, the

best way to make change and instil hope is to do it locally through thoughtful, informed choices. There are
sound financial reasons to take tu=his approach; the more we can preserve the natural environment, the more
environmental services can be done by mother nature vs having to create these services ourselves, something
we don't do nearly as well as nature in most cases anyway!

7

This should be a priority. Stop cutting down the municipal forest, and be a green leader!!!

3

Again, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of way,but my fear is that this
document over-represents environmental concerns at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

Throughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has been an either/or dichotomy of
housing vs the environment. Chapters on resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local

agriculture and sustainable infrastructure are described at length with many scenarios and suggestions given,
but there is considerably less attention given to how this document will provide solutions to current and future
housing problems facing Cowichan residents, or how the economy upon which these residents rely, might be
encouraged, challenged or maintained through the visions and goals of the proposed OCP. We must find
solutions for both residents and their environment. This document does not leave me with the confidence that
that balance is being considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in
|the way of grey opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened
to or ignored. Unlike the previous OCP that was able to
The damage in BC and locally this year demonstrates that we have not collectively managed our natural
resources well and changes will have to be made to improve this in the future, including protecting the natural
environment so it can be more resiliant.

5
6

It's the right thing to do!
I somewhat agree, but don't think that all the green initiatives should completely halt all development. Your
policies need to be lenient and workable for the average person.

Protecting and restoring ecosystem health and biodiversity is essential for a healthy and resilient human
community. The climate and biodiversity crises are completely intertwined. Many local ecosystems have been
degraded by human mismanagement over the last 100 years and there is much repair work to be done to
support regeneration. We have much to learn from First Nations and this plan is a good beginning, be
Cannot overemphasize the importance of forest protection for biodiversity and human well-being.

9
10

As long as you don't control individual peoples property
More than 25 percent of the muni is a forest reserve and is probably higher than any other similar jurisdiction
in Canada. So what can we do that has not been done effectively in the past.

11

QLNA members have made it clear that the preservation of the Quamichan Lake watershed is non-negotiable
and should never be compromised. The QLNA would like to see the MNC take a leadership role in protecting the
environment by adopting the OCP.

12
13

Good in principle, however programs should not be launch at an increased cost to the tax payers
This is aspirational, but hopefully we can achieve this locally.
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|14

CDFCP supports the direct reference to the Coastal Douglas fir forest and the species and ecosystems at risk
that they support. Section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 needs the word Coastal adding in front of Douglas fir Bioclimatic

Region. CDFCP supports the reference to maintaining and enhancing second growth forest for biodiversity and
carbon storage. CDFCP supports the reference to natural assets providing services similar to those provide by
engineered assets. CDFCP supports the reference to increasing canopy cover inside and outside of the urban

containment boundary. CDFCP support the reference to prohibiting the disturbance of ESA's and seeking to
protect areas with high ecosystem value, as identified in the municipalities ESA mapping. CDFCP supports the
following statements in the OCP; -Continue to map ESAs. -Protect and improve carbon sequestration and
ecosystem values of natural systems. -Pursue opportunities to connect ESA's. -Develop a Biodiversity Protection
Strategy. -Recognize the importance of garry oak and arbustus groves. -Protect mature forest. -Work to
protect coastal douglas-fir ecosystems. -Increase the area of stocked land in the Municipal Forest.

115

Natural environments are extremely important to our emotional and physical well-being.

|16

Because you define working with stakeholders who already have investment and expertise in the areas and

117

Watch development for water consumption. Whith the changing climate can we guarantee the amount of

because the environment will be here long after we humans are gone.

water available for farming & providing all the new development?

|18
|19
120

Very important-Environment needs to be respected.

121

the health and well-being of our community and the planet depends on it. I would change it to Portect the

|22

Yes! Yes! Yes! Thanks to you all for designing and embracing this vision (PS thanks for the inspiring quotes from

Far beyond the municipal mandate.
We need the environment. The environment does NOT need us. We cannot survive without a healty, bio diverse

environment. We need a TREE BYLAW!!!
natural environment by regenerating and enhancing the rural countryside, urban forests *(Deneke 1993),

Paul Hawken) trulywe
weneed
needto
to"reverse
"reverse deReneration".
degeneration".

123 |A tree bylaw could protect healthy trees on private land & ensure their protection. Like regeneration aspects &
biodiverse ecosystems being fundamental

124

By not preserving our ecosystems in N. Cow we will risk being Langford North: Toxic Sprawl. Renewing & saving
our environment means does, and protected forestry. Values, dovetailing with our new OCP and environmental
& climate change bylaws.

125

The document contradicts the vision. If the ecosystems are so sensitive why would we allow hikers and ATV's
access at all. The number using the trails are low and tourist's don't pay for the maintenance of trails. The
average taxpayer can not access forests or trails due to mobility issues or steep terrain. The big taxpayers and

employers in the district are Crofton and Western Forest Products. Limiting production of logging will impact
employees and the tax base of the district. There has to be a way of meeting in themiddle and not being
authoritarian. Of note the District has no say in protecting oceans. I laid a bylaw complaint and it wasn't dealt

with as it

126

If the maps on environmentally sensitive areas is any indication, essentially all lands that aren't urban
development are classified as environmentally sensitive. This includes private and municipal lands that have
been clearcut recently. We have to make sure we don't impose restrictions on lands that haven't already been

disturbed in some fashion even though it is the desire of the authors to regenerate previously disturbed areas
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definitely support "regenerating and restoring NC's natural environment and

oiodiversity" as my greatest priority. This is what I think seeing thing through a climate emergency lens
means.No buildings higher than 4 stories. If it is important for people to recognize that
>ur survival depends on a healthy planet, they need to be connected to it, feel it, see it, interact with it.

i.2 Light Pollution
"hrough my volunteer work, I am learning about the efforts aimed at soil and wa ter quality and I support all of
those.

am concerned about light pollution especially as BC Hydro is replacing all
the streetlights with high illumination LEDs. 3 people have mentioned in
passing how the street lights shine like spotlights into their homes and bedrooms.
'lants, animals, migrating birds, all living things are programmed for daylight and darkness. There are biological
activities that require sunlight, and those that are activated in darkness. I'd like to see more"dark sky"concepts
in place.

like:
Work to protect night sky values by minimizing sources and effects of light pollution im plementing dark sky
Iprinciples in development and capital projects avoiding shining bright lights on habitat areas.
:reate standards for roadway and area lighting using a CPTED and dark skies ap proach. Manage risk to public
health from noise pollution and reduce impact from light pollution.
iubmit lighting plans as part of site design, demonstrating measures to minimize light
|spill into natural areas or the night sky.
would add: Or peoples homes and bedrooms
|6.3 Trees and Forests

80% of the valleys forests are owned privately. The only forests that we really have the power to protect are the
I Municipal Forest Reserves. I support protecting them 100%.
[They were logged at the time when natural regeneration was an acceptablepractise for forest renewal. That
|means that they were not doused with herbicides and pesticides.
It means they have a healthy understory and species diversification of plant, animal and invertebrates. These
Forest have the possibility of attaining old growth value and status as planted tree plantations do not. I value
|this more than I value the revenue that would come from logging. I support finding revenue streams other than
logging to sustainably
Imanage the Municipal Forests.

128

current failing systems need to be addressed. For example, old and failing septic systems. Old systems by
large bodies of water, and contaminated areas that are often marked "Not suitable for swimming"

|29

In section "AIR, NOISE AND LIGHT POLLUTION", I would like to see
following addition: Somehow develop a strategy to reduce noise pollution through fireworks. Legal and illegal
fireworks set off around the Canada Day, Halloween and New Years Eve time cause big problems for many
animals. I wish we could prohibit all private fireworks, and instead have one or more publicly organized
fireworks to celebrate, and to satisfy those people who really like to see them.
Air pollution: We should put stricter restrictions on brush burning, by
restricting it more even for the bigger properties. Just asking people to "avoid
burning if possible" due to air pollution problems doesn't seem to work - they
still do it, as it's not forbidden. Noise pollution by loud cars: Try to work with RCMP to do more enforcements of
existing rules. There are a lot of extremely loud vehicles on some roads.

Noise pollution by airplanes: I don't know to what extent the Municipality
I has influence on air traffic in our area. I noticed an significant increase in private air plane traffic in our area -

I probably private pilots doing circles and sightseeing trips. We also have that private air strip/Aerodome on
iQuamichan Lake. Is there any way to limit the amount of air traffic generated from such a facility?
Municipal Forest Reserve secion:
Increase trail network by funds from development cross-charges.
|Add reference to current forestry management review, or emphasize more in

|the sustainability aspect of harvesting. No more clear-cut logging but selectivelogging only, or no logging.
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|30

The natural environment in this Valley is astoundingly beautiful...its all
around us - we came for the ocean access and have since started hiking its
forests, paddling its rivers and and its preservation is absolutely non-negotiable. We are seeing lakes with

Agricultural lands polluting them with phosphorous, riparian zones that are too narrow because of
development, unabated run-off from large construction sites within the watershed - it is not sustainable. The
wine and food are not enough to bring people here - it's the whole package - the setting, the light, the vistas
from so many vantage points. It's our brand and if we continue to erode it, we've got nothing to attract tourists,
new residents, businesses and more.

131

Would be wonderful if you would be specific about Quamichan Lake. This
ecological area has needed serious attention for a long time. General
statements of intend do not do enough to guarantee action.

|32

Once the natural environment has been destroyed there is no going back. We must protect what we have and
restore what we can!

133
134

Because we have to!

Again, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of
way, but my fear is that this document over-represents environmental concerns
at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

Throughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has
been an either/or dichotomy of housing vs the environment. Chapters on
resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local agriculture and sustainable infrastructure are

described at length with many scenarios and suggestions given, but there is considerably less attention given to
how this document will provide solutions to current and future housing problems facing Cowichan residents, or

how the economy upon which these residents rely, mightbe encouraged, challenged or maintained through the
visions and goals oftheproposed OCP.
We must find solutions for both residents and their environment. This
document does not leave me with the confidence that that balance is being
considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in the way of grey
opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened to or ignored.

Unlike the previous OCP that was able to create a document that most could stand behind and support, this
one, if it continues along the trajectory it appears to have taken, will remain a divisive document that pits
neighbour against neighbour, neighbourhoods against neighbourhoods, industry against the environment, a
younger generation against the one that holds all the cards, and which many will interpret in terms of having
'won' or 'lost.' It runs counter to the work I have done for the past two decades toward effective community

building. It is a top down, "Father knows best" document that falls short of bringing together disparate forces
within our community that ultimately need to work together.
I would prefer to see a document that leaves everyone feeling just a little
unsatisfied, that they received much, but not everything, they wanted. I think
that would be much closer to community consensus that what we have here
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35

Again, there is much to agree with in a 'wouldn't this be wonderful' kind of
way, but my fear is that this document over-represents environmental concerns
at the cost of significant housing and economic concerns.

'hroughout the document (and the OCP review process generally), there has
been an either/or dichotomy of housing vs the environment. Chapters on
resilient communities, regenerative practices, food security, local agriculture and

sustainable infrastructure are described at length with many scenarios and
suggestions given, but there is considerably less attention given to how this
document will provide solutions to current and future housing problems facing
:owichan residents, or how the economy upon which these residents rely, might
be encouraged, challenged or maintained through the visions and goals of the
proposed OCP.

We must find solutions for both residents and their environment. This
document does not leave me with the confidence that that balance is being
considered. From conversations within the community re: the OCP process, I find little in the way of grey
opinions. Community members report either a sense of elation or frustration, of being listened to or ignored.

Unlike the previous OCP that was able to create a document that most could stand behind and support, this
one, if it continues along the trajectory it appears to have taken, will remain a divisive document that pits
|neighbour against neighbour, neighbourhoods against neighbourhoods, industry against the environment, a
younger generation against the one that holds all the cards, and which many will
interpret in terms of having 'won' or 'lost/ It runs counter to the work I have

I done for the past two decades toward effective community building. It is a top down, "Father knows best"
[document that falls short of bringing together
I disparate forces within our community that ultimately need to work together.
I would prefer to see a document that leaves everyone feeling just a little
lunsatisfied, that they received much, but not everything, they wanted. I think
|that would be much closer to community consensus that what we have here

36

This strategic direction is paramount. Improve the public realm of our communities by bringing in and working
in concert with the natural systems and keep development out of our beloved countryside. This will not happen
without the collective role of government - market driven development doesn't give a damn so change the
language to "the muni will" instead of "will ask developers to..." We will protect our assets for everyone's

37

These are great ideas, but they seem to be framed in an "either-or" context where the only way we can

38
39

The environment responsible growth of housing is critical.

protect/enhance our natural environment is to curb development. It need not be that way.

It offers acknowledges the critical importance of the natural environment / ecological systems in all aspects of
land and resource management and planning - it will help ensure any landscape change respects the limitations
and sensitivities of our valley's natural systems and features

40

This section represents many of the values that drew me here. We need to step back and refocus. This sections
achieves that.

6. Chapter 6 - General feedback about Chapter 6

1
2

leave the local forests as is, do not log

Some will argue that many of the proposed environmental policies fall outside the powers of municipal
government, or that they undercut efforts to build affordable housing or increase economic activity. Both
arguments are wrong, as is explained throughout the OCP.

3

I would prefer to frame the Municipality's role as "will" rather than "can" - not just in this chapter but

throughout the OCP document.

4

Build around the new hospital if we can support the new people with enough water for those of us already
here. I say no to logging of our municipal forests. We need to protect our forests and help the environment.
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Without a limits to growth study further development in the municipality is simply unwise. The capacity of
population to sustainability must be understood before any further development is considered. Droughts are
eminent and water supply is the greatest factor. Without this basic study as a baseline, planning for future
development is being blind to all the associated risks.

16

I would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same
level of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter.

|7

North Cowichan should follow their own policies. Subdivisions are approved where endangered species exist,
Arbutus, Garry Oak meadow reptiles an

This is a most important chapter!

19
|10

Re-iterate that the wording on the requirements of the Municipality should be strengthened from "can" to

"will".

Fine words-says all the right things; however, follow through and implementation is key! Just Do It! Years of
inaction and fiddling have got us all collectively to this bad environmental situation. We need the will to act on
the goals and principles in the plans!

Ill

humans live in close community for the mutual benefits of collective use of infrastructure, in so doing we only
put any real enviromental pressure on the imediate area we live in as we are also part of nature, we must

accept that where we live will never be protected, but in so doing we do protect the 99% of the surounding
area. Even then nature always takes back any area abandoned by people in a very short amount of time.
Treesare all around us in over abundance, over protecting the trees we live directly beside will only increase our
costs of housing and maintenance with no measurable increase in the benefits trees provide to the

environment.

112

Please see comment 61

113

Very strong, very important-this give me hope for the future of this planet and my children -as long as our

leaders are prepared to abide by these policies

114

Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

115

agian, action will speak volumes about the value of this plan. Our lakes have not improved in quality, public
access to waterfront is still limited, parks are in disrepair and/or have very basic recreational facilities. Council
should start acting on these issues now to show some resolve to deal with the concerns listed in this plan.

116

MNC needs to look closer at the stormwater practice leading into Quamichan Lake, in particular that of the
Kingtide Development. MNC has required the developer to install storm catchment ponds but while this has
been done MNC has been delinquent in checking the effect of the storm water beyond the development,
culverts installed 30 years ago with spillways directing the flow of water have broken down cement has
deteriorated allowing the stormwater to cause serious erosion downstream of the development, MNC should

demonstrate what they want the developers to do by protecting what happens below new developments on
older established properties. I speak from experience as I view devasting erosion adjacent to my property. It is
great to develop policies with regard to natural hazard areas, ie for wildfires and stormwater, but if MNC
ignores what is happening now what do new policies really mean? MNC needs to be more proactive in
monitoring the natural hazards from the UCB area right through the watershed to the, be it for fire hazard or watershed healthake.

117

I like the plans, goals and strategies..! am concerned that some of the language is not strong enough and that
many well intended goals and strategies will not be realized because of loop holes...particularly when dealing

with greedy developers and industry.

118

North Cowichan is trying to be a federal governor of all when we are a small municipality. Stick to concerns for

the municipality it governs.

|19
|20

We have a rare opportunity to manage forests for their natural services, they are already "working forests"!

please do implement tree bylaws immediately; ban pre-emptive tree clearing in all new developments; require
increased tree canopy made up of native species; require not only planting of trees, but also of native

understory plants; give tax incentives for those who protect and enhance the ecological value of their
properties. Love the focus of these policies -just need to make sure we actually implement and adhere to them

121

The opening quote is another doom and gloom ideological screed from some obscure academic; a view that
isn't shared by most people, and a position that patently does not belong in an OCP. Please take it out.

122

Where is 6.3? Tree Bylaw. Urban Forest. No clearcuts. Revenue from MFR should be lowest priority.

123

Great! So important for a healthy future & must include getting off dependencies on chemicals, fossil fuels,
monocultures.
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24

Protecting & regenerating North Cowichan's environment is crucial to our future. This may spell limits to growth

and that's ok. All forms of pollution are toxic, and our OCP can guide away from these problems adding to
illness, and climate change.

25

Tree protection on private lands, biodiversity on private lands, example-Hearn Property on Gibbins-Vineyard on
Menzies-Property on Stamps Rd (the list is endless). If a "permit" were required before anyone caouls cut trees

on private land, teh implications could be discussed with the land owner. People buying forested land for the
sole purpose of logging it should not be permitted to do so.

26
27

Get real. Only state what the District is responsible for and make sure it is measurable.
We have to be careful Imposing new restrictions on privately owned land. If new restrictions are to be Imposed,

they should only be applied when properties change hands and those rules would be disclosed prior to the sale
of the property

28

I would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same

level of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter

29

I would like to see the community's housing and economic concerns examined in this document with the same

level of detail and enthusiasm as is seen in this chapter

30

Apply site adaptive planning, don't over engineer against nature
Leaving lands subject to flooding in a natural state and increasing our water holding
capacity for summer droughts

31

Just a couple of observations on this chapter.

First of all, the opening quote is another doom and gloom ideological screed from some obscure academic; a
view that isn't shared by most people, and a position that patently does not belong in an OCP. Please take it
out.

Further, I would wish that strategies to deal with the housing crisis were addressed in as much granular detail as
the stuff in this chapter on the environment. Again, misplaced and agenda-driven priorities.

7. Executive Summary - General thoughts about this section

1

think that many folk believe that regeneration and protection of the environment is always at a cost to to the
:ax payer. I don't think this is true and in fact, in the long run, represents a fiscally responsible approach.

2

Fhe SNA supports efforts to enhance and rebuild our natural areas. These areas, and the flora and fauna

:ontained within them do not respect local government boundaries and it Is critical to provide wildlife corridors
and habitat uninterrupted by significant development.

3
4
5
6

A/ell done!

IUST DO IT!
Needs work.

Riparian restoration is critical, especially in the wake of current flooding. 6.1.2 (e) Mapping and expanding
protected riparian setbacks beyond provincial/federal requirements & resourcing restoration is essential to
recovering critical salmon habitat & protecting other species. Section 6.1.3 is important & more use of the word
"require" over "encourage" & "prioritize" would solidify what is needed re: developers' responsibilities. In 6.1.3
(e) in reference to retaining or replacing trees, specifying "climate resilient native species" is important. E.g.

retention or planting of alders supports regenerating whole natural ecosystems in & around developments &
limiting the incursion of invasive species. 6.1.4 (g) cosmetic pesticides should be banned. 6.1.4 (h) ecological
forest management practices need adding here re: reducing invasive species. Recent harvesting practices in

municipal forests have led to the spread of broom, adding to fire risk, & other invasives. The forest at Wildwood
has been managed ecologically with less risk, so local expertise is available. Also re: 6.3.2 (g) reducing risk of
wildfires. 6.4.2 With increasing flood & slope destabilization risk, "require" & "prohibit" fit more than

7

It is not always practical, and can impact the cost of living. Regeneration is hard to regulate.
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6.1 Critical habitats has been misspelt in the contents page. The CDFCP would support the concept of
developing an inventory of natural assets and allocating value through the Municipal Natural Asset Initiative. It
is not clear from the OCP if the Municipality of North Cowichan is committing to this. In relation to increasing
canopy cover, how will this be measured? e.g. loss of one mature tree is not equivalent to two saplings. The
OCP should indicate 'net gain' of forest canopy cover for developments. CDFCP recommends that a review is
undertaken to ensure all critical habitat for western painted turtle, dun skipper, oregon forestsnail and blue-

grey tail dropper is included in the Environmentally Sensitive Areas Mapping. The CDFCP recommends that
ecosystems at risk and habitats supporting species at risk, identified by the Conservation Data Centre (CDC), are
considered for inclusion in the ESA Mapping. It is recommended that the urban containment boundaries are

included on the ESA map. This will highlight where overlaps occur.

Chapter 7 - Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems
1. Chapter 7.1 Food Security - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
save the farmland on bell mckinnon

2
3

Pleased with policies regarding urban agriculture and food trucks, and expanding Farmer's Market.
I support policies to allow more urban agriculture and to reduce the amount of food waste. I would suggest

including policies to allow backyard chickens in urban areas.
Vancouver Island is highly dependant on impoted food stuffs. Inviting and providing incentives for high-tech
farming to be established in the Cowichan Valley would result in a much larger level of scurity for our local
popoulation as well as the rest of the islands populaion. Our municipality could become an example for other
municipalities on the island.

5
6

See notes from executive summary, above.
The recent flooding due to extreme weather conditions interrupted supply routes vastly. We need to be more
self-sufficient.

2020 & 2021 have shown that global food supply chains are vulnerable to disruption and it would be sensible to
harness the inherent abilities of the Cowichan Valley to improve our local food supply.
Would be nice if more homes with smaller lots than currently allowed were permitted to have two chickens or
other small animals (with reasonable limits on the amount).

9
10
11
12
13

Current supply chain challenges highlight the fragility of our food and essential goods systems.
Section 7.2.4 -Limit the amount of water used will defeat farming. Completely support food security.
the parts that make it easier to farm in all areas are a good plan.

Any chapter that starts with a quote from Wendell Berry has it right!
A significant portion of the Quamichan Lake watershed is dedicated to agricultural land which if properly
protected and managed, could help contribute to local food security. This is critically important, as it has been
recently illustrated that our food supply is vulnerable and it is important that local, reliable food production be supported.

14

I support the agriculture/food production policies outlined in the draft OCP. However, I am concerned by the
framing of "food security" from strictly a supply perspective. Food security, as outlined in the definition used in
Chapter 1, is about access. Specifically, it's about an individual's or a household's economic, physical, and social
access to food. To frame food security strictly through a production lens depoliticizes the very real concern that
many members of our community are food insecure — a situation that has roots in larger societal systemic
injustices from gender inequity, racism, colonialism, income inequality, inadequate housing, geography, and
more. Food security practice and policy development are about equity and social justice. Accordingly, I would
recommend a re-orientation to the OCP's framing of Chapter 7. You have described an extraordinary vision and
direction for a more vibrant and resilient local food system. Unto itself, this is a fantastic accomplishment.

However, to meaningfully use the term "food security," this OCP needs to connect how the Municipality of
North Cowichan will increase economic, physical, and social access to food (and thus food security).

15

7.1.2.d for example could be met by a food truck licence. If there is a viable business model it will be done.

Does not belong in the OCP.
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116

The supply routes in BC have been compromised by flooding this past year. We need to encourage local food
production, such as supplied by Cowichan Milk Company, Haltwhistle Cheese Company, Ampersand Distillery,
the Cow-Op, etc.

17

Farming is good for growth and well being.

118

There are seasonal agricultural surpluses that could be better utilized/processed/shared for leaner times of the
year.

|19
|20

Regeneration of soils and organic production is important to our and nature's health

These past few weeks have shown how important local food security is, in the face of natural disasters. That is
aside from the greenhouse gas benefits, and the benefits to the local economy, as well as nurturing an
"industry" that is already established in the area.

121

We need to control population growth as well. The more people the more food needed! The cost of land versus
the cost of food-farmers need to make money. Tweaking the ALR somehouw. No farmer can afford land with a
giant expensive house on it.

122

Local food production & security are paramount. Encourage homeowners to grow their own food, and provide
community garden sites.

123

Localizationof food production/consumption is another fator in building community resiliency. I support all 8

124

Semi-rural and rural land must be protected for current and future farming.

objectives, thought the progress indicators don't allign with them.
Municipality could purchase and protect larger rural properties that are
"unaffordable" allowing new farmers to "rent" parcels of land for food production will
make it more affordable and ensure local food production.

|25

As BC road closures have shown us- we need to increase our local food security & agricultural activity.

Community gardens-like to see fruit sharing initiatives and fresh food trucks and expand farmers markets.

126

Encourage the ALC work co-operating with the muni. Protect land with soils suitable for food production that
are not in the ALR.

127
128

99% If you own and hold agricultural land you need to grow or produce. Water is an issue though.
see my comments in the strategic area for this chapter above
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29

With the destruction of highway infrastructure experienced on the Mainland during November 2021's
atmospheric rivers, the reality of our susceptibility to weather and its capability of damaging transportation
infrastructure and farmlands on the mainland is a wake up call. This disaster exposed our vulnerability to
interruptions of food supply. The heat dome also helped us realize destruction of foods can happen in
other ways and foreshadowed real time global warming moving north.
We moved here because of the Valley's reputation for growing good food whether fruits, veg, poultry, beef,
pork or lamb. As mentioned, we need to advocate for more investment by the province and federal government

to strengthen local food supply by enabling young farmers/farm families to lease agricultural land from retiring
farmers, kickstarting business related to food production or providing a network of processing (abattoir,
butchering, packaging and possibly distribution) for small farm's livestock. This has to become a core value for
sustainable living in this valley.
Similarly I want to see the MNC advocating for community gardens within
development sites - something not implemented in any of the new developments in Quamichan due

substantially to the fact that single family homes are the norm for construction in this neighbourhood. The
developers even managed to suggest to MNC that townhomes originally proposed in two areas would be
turned into small single family homes, reducing the amount of common grounds in the community that could
have been enhanced through community garden plot allotments. This seemed like a play for higher ROI by the
developer and was supported by MNC.
Aaargh....Your suggestions of what the Muni can do, what it can ask of developers and what it can ask of other
agencies and levels of government absolutely need to be pursued. As echoed previously though, it means hiring

a small team with experience in this
regard to establish a framework based on the OCP for implementation. There could
well be push back by tax payers by the amount of staffing that may be required to
implement all aspects of this OCP but perhaps that investment in framework,
processes will be maintainable by fewer resources once the model is in place and
tested over the course of a 2 to 4 year period? You may need to show them

30

It needs to be backed with a plan much more significant than establishing areas of
growth and areas to remain rural. Small farmers will need a lot of help to stay in

business - land for farming should include the opportunity to have more than one
dwelling for Instance so farm hands can be onsite.

31
32
33
34

Already responded in questions above
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Yes, we live on an island where most of our food is imported from the mainland and
US and we should not rely on the system where we don't need to. Self reliant breeds
resilience.

35

This is a ong-standing issue in the Cowichan Valley.. glad that it is addressed.

2. Chapter 7.2 Local Agricultural Systems - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

save the farmland on bell mckinnon
Support measuring progress by percentage of farm properties producing food. Suggest rewarding section on

ALR exclusions to say they will only be supported in exceptional circumstances ("net benefit to agricutlture" is
difficult to quantify). Suggest prohibiting ALR subdivisions outright. Also suggest policies be included to
generally discourage more industrial-scale factory farming; to prohibit further construction of large industrial
facilities that destroy productive soil; and prevent construction of industrial cannabis facilities in ALR or any agriculturally zoned
I support the objectives of increasing local food processing, reducing GHGs in agriculture, and enhancing

land.

biodiversity between agricultural lands.

4
5
6

We need to have a plan for food security - well done

Sustainable local food production is the only way to secure the local population's future.
See notes from executive summary, above.
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'he first step is correctly identified in 7.2.1.a., protecting the arable land base, but it also needs to be made
more affordable to prospective farmers who currently have to compete against developers who seek out lands

for subdivision and development, so these policies must be closely integrated with the land use policies. Also
strongly support more creative ways to use residential and urban lands for agricultural purposes.
Encourage greater use of farmers markets - also a very good use of public space from time to time.

19
|10

Mot all land put in the ALR is farmable.Need to keep that in mind.
most are to restrictive in that they add buracracy, and higher costs to living, and thus rerduce the viability to
farm profitably, and therefore sustainably.

Ill
112

as above

The QLNA Board supports policies that will help encourage local agricultural activities. We caution that Policy
7.2.2.y must only supplement farming activities. The QLNA Board suggests that a primary purpose test that
allows the MNC to check that any commercial activities do not surpass the primary purpose of agricultural
activities be implemented.

113

appreciate that food production is guided by a climate crises lens. However, this section does not describe how
North Cowichan plans to support diverse agriculture systems. Our region is home to an incredible mix of
individuals from vast food traditions. How does this plan support local food production that reflects the
diversity of this community's food cultures?

|14

Encourage community vegetable and fruit gardens rather than lawns.

115

Governing is a good thing.

|16

In economic, environmental and social terms having a robust and independent food network is a good measure
of a robust society.

117
|18

Local food is better for the community, young farmers should have a chance to start.

Wine is not food. Limit amount of land to be put into wine production. This is not going to help our food
security even if it falls under agricultural heading.

119
|20
|21
122

leave the ALR as the ALR we need this land for food
Thus is a pipe dream - developers should not have to provide land - why not use MNC land
Water collection & storage is important. Find ways for wannabe farmers to access land. Create a land bank.
7.2.2 g. needs a max. sq. ft. footprint no matter what lot size is. 7.2.2 q & r regional or muni? 7.2.2 w. should be
regional.

123
124

Core Principles of regenrative agriculture-looks good-what about respect for First Nations laws and medicines?

Like regenerative agriculture practices being included & soil health & co2 regerneration. Support for urban
farming & low waste food system.

125
126
127

Change'Can'to'Will'

Unsure of blanket allowing chickens etc
I don't see any recognition for the need of animal farming that would raise alternatives to hogs & cattle (sheep,
goats, deer, elk) and other fowl (turkeys, ducks & geese) that can graze or be raised on more marginal land. To
support animal production, additional local processing facilities would be needed and could be accommodated
on ARL lands. These facilities will need to have access to transport for sales & distribution.

128

Interested to know if people who hold agricultural land and get major tax breaks have any conditions when they
sell their land for huge dollars to pay some of that tax back. If the current farm land owners have a reduced tax
assessment, they should have a condition that they have to sell at the current assessed value to the next
generation of farmer or pay the tax (which can be used to incentify true and meaningful farming
The high cost of farm land is making it impossible for the next generation of
agricultural workers to actually farm to the degree where they can pay for the land.

|29

see my comments in the strategic area for this chapter above
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30

A little concerned about the advocating of increased shellfish harvesting....waters are

acidifying, heating up. Concerns that as mankind has previously demonstrated there is a tendency to
overfish....We need to look at sustainable harvesting techniques and with Fisheries and Conversation officers

not well distributed along the coast, policing of quotas/harvests will be left up to the individual harvester.....(fox
in the henhouse comes to mind)0therwise everything else seems reasonable. There is so much good work being

done by CGC in this community. They have seen many of these issues and jumped in with both feet to create
solutions whether re-fresh retail outlet that gathers foods and produce from grocers and sells them at their

community store or teaching kids gardening techniques through community gardens, or harvesting fruit from
landowners who cannot, allowing 1/3 to owners, 1/3 to food back and 1/3 to CGC.
Their involvement goes on. I want our Municipality to support their initiatives as well as other like minded
agencies within the valley that have demonstrated results.

31

We need to protect and promote all options for producing the food and resources for our region. Not only do

we need to protect the ALR but ensure that the ALR that we do have is being used for food production.
ABSOLUTELY get rid of plastic bags and unnecessary straws and other containers. Other communities have
made the move so can we.

32
33
34

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Incentivise enhancing biodiversity and connectivity
View agriculture as part of the climate change solution.

Our soils should be managed as a carbon sink
Like to see more food production and distribution opportunities on and off the ALRDiversify and expand the
local sustainable food system, we have the mildest climate
in Canada and live on an island where it is expensive to import food.

.Enhance the biodiversity my mapping and tracking the preserved connectivity of habitats on and between land
parcels

Do not permit non agricultural activities like weddings every weekend which disturb the neighbours

35

Also a long-standing issue. Great to see it continued here.

3. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Food Security and Local Agriculture chapter

1

I worry that Agriculture is not being held to the same standards of environment stewardship as other poluters.
I am in full agreement with protecting farmland and supporting local agriculture, but I am not in agreement
with inadequately housing our community. For me, this document is weighted too heavily toward saving all
green space—for those who are lucky enough to have it and unwilling to welcome change ('retaining
community character')—at the expense of those who need housing and are unable to attain it.

Food security can be improved through improving and encouraging local agriculture, which must start by
protecting agricultural lands and supporting farmers.

4
5
6

It's the right thing to do!
on mis
re Roing
Not enough information on
this page
page to
to aeiaii
detailwnai
whatyou
you're
goingTor.
for.

|These strategic directions are essential to creating and implementing a much needed comprehensive local
[agriculture and food security plan
They are not making more good agricultural land anymore. This winter showed us just how easily supply chains
are disrupted. We must learn to enhance our own self sufficiency and to generate enough redundancy that we
can perhaps help other ares who are in need.

As long as you don't control individual peoples property
We are presently supporting innovative agriculture that reduces jobs. Take the dairy industry or poultry
industry for example who are increasing production and reducing jobs. At the same time, these industries

provide little to the bottom line when it comes to tax dollars.

10

Farm-to-table agriculture businesses are already active in the Quamichan Lake watershed. Encouraging on-site

sales along ecological corridors would help protect farmable land in the area by supporting options for revenue
generation for local farmers.

11

Some areas are overreaching, let the market drive what is successful and what is not.
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|12
113

\/lost farming in our area is small scale. Food security requires economies of scale.

'he CDFCP supports the intent of the statement 'Enhance biodiversity by preserving connectivity and enhancing
habitat on and between agricultural lands'.

|14

Encouragement of individual food gardens would make this even better. Specifically, allow the use of soaker
hoses in veggie gardens, as overhead sprinklers are wasteful & micro systems extremely expensive.

115

-and is now so expensive new farmers cannot afford to pursue their goals. Farms also require a lot of labour

which is low paid. The mix of this means there is a need for higher density small housing developments on
farms where farmers can offer lower cost housing to their workers and generate some income towards paying

off the massive mortgages they are forced to hold.

|16

A/e need to control population growth as well. The more people the more food needed! The cost of land versus
:he cost of food-farmers need to make money. Tweaking the ALR somehouw. No farmer can afford land with a
^iant expensive house on it.

117

^/ery, very important-1 like to know where my food grows and what it is growing in.

|18
|19

Beyond the municipal mandate.

'he pandemic has shown us how critical it is to support and fosterlocal food. All agricultural land, whether ALR
or not, must be protected from development. For instance, much of the land near the new hospital site should

be protected. It should never have been taken out of the ALR!

|20

Localization of food production/consumption is critical in building a resilient community/region. * the
sustained planning, planting, protection, maintenance and care of trees, forests, greenspace and related
resources in and around cities and communities for economic, environ. social and public health benefits.

121

Wowl What a great intenetion-and very exciting & wonderful for our children.

|22

Absolutely protect and encourage productive farm lands and do not
encourage subdividing purely for housing or commercial needs. Smaller
hobby farms that are affordable for "new" farmers are a great idea

|23

really support the encouragement of this use of regenerative agricultural practices & restoration of soil health.
Protecting farmable lands & local agriculture.

124

Our island has just 3 days food supply. We must foster farming in North Cow. Through our OCP, creating food,
jobs & economic oportunities. Farmland, not sprawl.

125

Farmers use alot of water in particularly during the peak hours of heat. Consider renting garden plots out for
residents to grow vegetables etc. Again no quantified measures included.

126

I also feel that there should be easy options for people to grow and sell food. Consider penalties for holding
land that can produce food but not growing anything or only producing enough to get a tax break. Water is an
issue though.

127

We need to make sure that If restrictions are in place for agricultural land that the land In question Is actually
suitable for agriculture. There are many parcels of land that are classified as agricultural but are really poor
quality forested lands. If those poor-quality forested lands can be better used for residential or natural areas
then the zoning should reflect that.

|28

Amend to: "local *sustainable* food production.

"Sustainable food means food produced without degrading soil quality or depleting
water sources. It also means little-to-no use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides"

|29

I love buying local food at farms stands, on the Farmer's Market or through other ways.

Most local food is up to 50% more expensive then food in Supermarkets, and I can
understand why many low income families can't afford "buying local". The Municipality
should develop concepts to make local food more affordable for everyone, by either
supporting Farmers and allowing them to lower prices, or by providing subsidies to low
income families for buying local food
Section "Local Agricultural Systems: We should add an objective to measure the Climate
impact of agriculture by measuring (or estimating) the C02 and Methane emissions.
Objective d. "Reduce greenhouse gas emissions" can only be accomplished if we have data
to measure the impact of our activities.
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30

Young farmers and their families cannot afford to lease lands owned by landholders who no longer can or want
to farm it. It is simply too costly. Rather than these lands being sold to developers it is so important to provide
opportunities for younger entrepreneurial agricultural workers and business owners to help improve food

security/food production for the valley, south and central island. The heat dome and threat of forest fires this
past summer, and the atmospheric rivers a month ago showed us the vulnerabilities in our transportation

infrastructure which had significant impacts on food supply. We have sold off and repurposed lands formerly
used for agriculture in favour of short-term gain. We need to strengthen and bolster our food supply on this

island by looking at the longer game. Perish the thought at how we would be impacted in that regard should

31

They are motherhood statements. No real planning to ensure that these
issues are secured into the future. Again, the plan does not address it beyond
the urban containment boundary designation.

32

Producing locally grown food is extremely important. Recent disruptions in the "supply chain" by adverse
weather phenomena illustrate how much communities have come to depend on transporting goods. Eating
local, organic grown foods is much healthier for our bodies and the environment.

33

We recently experienced a time when one could not drive north, south or west due to flooding. We were

immediately impacted by the inability to access food supplies. In the event of any future emergencies such as
floods, fire or earthquakes for example, our ability to take care of the needs of our citizens has never been more
important. Enhancing our ability to feed our community not only increases employment opportunities, the
overall context of what makes a fabulous community but meet our nutritional needs at the same time.

34

I am in full agreement with protecting farmland and supporting local
agriculture, but I am not in agreement with inadequately housing our
community. For me, this document is weighted too heavily toward saving all
green space—for those who are lucky enough to have it and unwilling to
welcome change ('retaining community character')—at the expense of those who
need housing and are unable to attain it.

35

I am in full agreement with protecting farmland and supporting local
agriculture, but I am not in agreement with inadequately housing our
community. For me, this document is weighted too heavily toward saving all
green space—for those who are lucky enough to have it and unwilling to
welcome change ('retaining community character')—at the expense of those who
need housing and are unable to attain it.

36

On an island with favourable climate and ag history and culture and topography. Take this opportunity or the
developers will cover it all with single family homes. Once it's developed it is gone forever - regeneration is so

much more difficult if not impossible.To be less dependent on vulnerable supply chains

37
38

See my comments on Food Security below under Chapter 7
ALR protects farmland...and does a poor job sometimes. No one protects

and supports farmers adequately. I like the additional housing on farm land as it brings in much needed revenue
to a high cost low profits for farming. The need for housing for farm workers only is not the best idea in my
mind. Everyone needs housing.

39

Strongly supported - Recent events (flooding, tenuous supply chains etc) emphasize the importance of ensuring
a local food supply. Encouraging this at all scales and settings is good.

40

I grew up in Richmond/Steveston and watched an amazingly local fertile centre of food production turn into
warehouses and industry over a reasonably short span of time. The same happened in South Surrey/Whiterock.

This hasn't worked well for either of those communities. This draft OCP sends us in the right direction reflects
our community perspective democratically.

4. Chapter 7 - General feedback about Chapter 7
save the farmland on bell mckinnon
Wendell Berry quote is a nice touch!
ALR should be protected from further subdivision and development.
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\

ncouraging residents to the foster their own gardens and food production comes at the price and demand for
later, particularly during summer droughts. Will the municipality reduce water surcharges during the dry
lonths for those home owners that produce their own food?
would like to see the MNC advocate on behalf of ALR farmers for additional business activities to be carried

3

ut on farms, that improve income but do not take away from farm production. Vineyards often have
astaurants. Bird's Eye Cove Farm was limited to small number of events, even though the weddings and pizza
ights were great for the community.
3

lore of Utopian ideology expecting both good, fast, and cheap, all the while adding more restrictions, and
mitations than any other source of food generation in the world, at the same time as having the highest cost of
ving in the world. Therefore just a show stopping policy.

7

bo much focus on farm land and not enough on development. No tax revenue from farms VS a development.

low does NC plan to pay for all of the lofty goals with so much farm land paying little to no property tax?

3
9

ection headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."
k greater emphasis on healthy farming methods is needed. Vcommunity gardens are nice but no ther panacea
hey are made out to be.

10

recognize that what I am suggesting is not an easy task. However, a review of the relationship between food

ecurity and the other areas of the OCP is a great starting point. For example, how does attainable/diverse
lousing connect to income security and a household's ability to afford food? How does a local, regenerative
•conomy seek to increase local jobs and income security and, thus, a household's ability to afford the rising cost

if food? How does North Cowichan's Vision for resilient, healthy, and inclusive communities intend to support
liverse modes of food production (i.e., beyond a Eurocentric food perspective)? Finally, does support for local
igricultural infrastructure, such as the newly announced food hub, plan to help producers scale up production
o capitalize on scales of economies-savings that could be passed onto customers (many of which in our region

:an not afford the cost of local food)? Should you have any questions regarding this feedback, I would be
lappy to volunteer some of my time to discuss them. I have a professional/academic background in food

11

ecurity and would be happy to share resources/info to support this. Kindly, V FIPPA s. 22(1) Chemainus):
;ounds good on paper, will it be followed through on given some weak language such as move towards a
:ircular low waste food system...instead of develop or implement.

12

'he Municipality should advocate for those in ALR lands who want to have extra income from non-farming
iources. An excellent example was Birds'Eye Cove Farm who hosted weddings, pizza nights, Easter egg hunts,

:raft fairs and was a centre for the community. The ALR restricted these activities even though they did not
mpact on the farm activities or production. Please advocate for allowable extra usages provided the farms

13

to continue farming.

\re there ways in which the MNC can work with the ALR to strengthen and protect Agricultural lands? Better
'nvironmental stewardship by farmers should be encouraged.

14

^lorth Cowichan is paving agricultural land for the huge new police station and other developments near the Coihame.mmons

15
16

'rotect ALR.
like the inclusion of regenerative agriculture. I wonder about the language of "will ask developers..." and if
:here is more that can be done instead of just "asking"

17
18

Fhis whole section really should not be in the OCP
really needed especially for low income earners. I'm worried that if each OCP Chapter is taken individually it
won't work Ie. Food production must include water use and land prices. NO thinking in SILOS allowed.

19

-ike lowering GHG emisisons & greater carbon storage. Enhancing biodiversity by preserving, connecting &
enhancing habitat on & between agricultural lands.

20

:ostering local food industiries is key for jobs and food supplies. This means protecting development on
Farmland through the OCP. Farming must be an active economic driver.

21
22

itrenthen language. Water is and issue to be solved-Hard to grow on small lots when you can't water properly.
rhis chapter seems to be more addressed to the "wannabe" farmer not true farmers

Mho make a living off the land

23

see my comments in the strategic area for this chapter above
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24

I hope it gets implemented....we need it, we need to expand what we have that if
addressing the actions you listed and expand it where we haven't gotten it together.

The future of our community depends on it as do the health of not just our
community but the province/country/ world as a whole.

25

Landowners with large land holdings should not be the only beneficiary of the land
lift during subdivision. Where this practise cannot be prohibited discourage this
practice by capturing the $ for a muni ag reserve fund. May keep land inflation a little
at bay

26

There appears to be a misguided belief that if we "do agriculture right", we can become
"food secure." This is ridiculous, as evidenced - for example - by what happened in the

recent flooding event. Dairy and Poultry farmers were forced (briefly) to cut grain rations
to their herds/flocks because of supply line issues from the mainland. This had the
potential of cutting downstream supplies of milk and eggs. I recall some years ago,
then-Council candidate Jenn Woike, (Farmer Ben's Eggs) in an all-candidates' forum in

Maple Bay, opined that "you wouldn't be able to grow enough grain on this Island in a
year to supply my chickens for a week!" Food security is inexorably linked to supply lines.
Whether it's produce, coffee, or bread, the reality is that small "hobby farms" will never

be able to supply the food we need to feed everyone on this Island. While it's fine to
encourage those hobby farms - they help - the notion that this is some kind of panacea
on the issue of food security is misguided, and actually dangerous.

5. Executive Summary - General thoughts about this section (Chapter 7)

1

A word of caution : Agriculture should be supported to thrive BUT only if done in an environment sensitive way.
The farms are currently polluting Quamichan Lake with impunity - this needs to change!

2

Fine words-FOLLOW THROUGH IS VITAL! We need less aspirations and more action to improve our region's
food security and local agricultural systems.

3
4

Needs work.

Protecting farmland from development and supporting biological diversity, ecosystem health and increased
organic content and carbon sequestration in soils is of huge importance in responding the climate and
biodiversity crises we face.

5
6
7
8

What examples to we have of sustainable jobs and businesses?

Hobby farms are not farms. They are hobbies for the rich.
No further comment

The intention of the Municipality to protect the ALR and work with food produces to remove legislative barriers
is a good overarching goal.

Chapter 8 - Local Regenerative Economy
1. Chapter 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption Economy - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

Support emphasis on building low consumption economy, moving towards "circular economy," reducing
average per capita ecological footprint, and increasing economic self-reliance. Also support policy regarding

leveraging/acquiring municipal land for economic development that aligns with this plan.

2

I support measuring progress by whether we are moving to a localized, low-consumption economy, and

3
4
5
6

This ICP is far too restrictive on businesses.

reducing our ecological footprint per capita.

The economy needs to be described in a broader context.
See notes from executive summary, above.
Increasing community self-reliance is key and attracting non-traditional industries can play an important role.

For example, the tech sector provides high-payingjobs that can be done locally, and gains made in nearby
communities, such as Victoria should be leveraged.
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'hink about a phased-in approach for business licensing based on the degree to which the model is local,
sustainable and ecologically neutral or positive. This will help incubate new ideas and models by keeping startup costs down. I am also much more supportive of leasing municipal lands than outright sales - sustainable and

predictable income to the district is more beneficial than a one-time lump sum that just wants to be spent.

18
19
110
Ill

'he most hypocrytical and self contradicting chapter in this OCP
Nothing to add.
:ompletely out to lunch.
Forward thinking...in particular an economy based on well- being of all rather than growth is excellent and joins
a world wide trend.

112

Off peak power usage and discounting vv BC Hydro should be lobbied for. Solar and electric incentives should

113
114
115

The doughnut model is right- we should live within our ecological means.

be carefully metted out.
applaud this aspirational approach, although I have no idea how it will work.
8.1.3 is narrow in its view. We need all types of business to have a thriving community. Focusing our
"philosophy" to only these areas will constrict our community.

116
|17
|18
|19

ts time for change
Especailly "reconsidering the core assumptions"-so hard to do!

Beyond the scope of a Community Plan.
Uncontained growth is cancer. Anything we can do to move toward a faireer, greener economy is good.
Encourage circular, co-operative businesses.

120

Need measures better aligned with objectives. Eco-industrial park support (see that in 8.6.2). What will MNC as
a corporate entity do to localize sourcing?

121
122

Encouraging reduction of waste products will benefit all; less cost to ship waste elsewhere and a better planet!
Circular economy-donut model. Self-reliance. Decreased ecological footprint. Like voluteer & sharing economy
ideas. ISmin communities, no vehicle needed.

|23

Fostering economic growth while balancing the environment and consumer demand is key. Providing goods and

services through the OCP for all will fit supply and demand while reducing sprawl and climate change.

|24
125

District should not decide what businesses will be started
I feel this is to much for an OCP or a Municipality to
take on

126

find the introduction to this chapter to be overly preachy and very Utopian. This Is an Idealistic concept that
will be difficult to achieve. No body wants to get their hands dirty. All communities want the low impact
Industries & commercial businesses and as such North Cowichan will be competing for those low Impact
businesses with other municipalities. There are only so many of those businesses to go around.

Trying to convince people to transition to a low consumption lifestyle sounds good in theory, but in reality, it
often those items or services that are convenient, economical and improve people's quality of life. Therefore,

uptake will be low.
Focusing on digital infrastructure is great, and necessary, but it takes coordination from outside the
municipalities borders.
This section should be scaled back.
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27

We need this so badly.... About 15 years ago consulted with Nokia as they wanted to

develop an innovation centre in the lower mainland because of the quality of life,
access to outdoors and the spectacularly beautiful setting. They had no issue
recruiting knowledge workers from around the globe to Vancouver. To approach

small and midsize technology companies whose worker demographic would be
attracted by the outdoor lifestyle in the valley makes perfect sense. Can MNC team
up with CVRD who have an economic development officer (EDO) and bring this to
fruition? My sense is that an EDO would need some support to make this happen....
A small amount of reading on 15 minute communities, a concept that arose in Europe
where cities were designed before cars were invented would appear to be less
transferable to North America let alone our local smaller community, especially a
town and area as young and colonialized as North Cowichan. Within NC however are

communities that could benefit possibly - Kingsview might be one but the nature of
the amount and location of retail space is challenging. There is a large hill up from
the larger retail centre proposed. During sunny weather, this would be too onerous

for many seniors or moms pushing buggies uphill to be viable. Whereas a small 5000
s.f. commercial space is provided at the north end of Nevilane. It is predominantly
seniors - many have existing conditions, cardiac issues, mobility issues. This terrain or

distance will prove challenging for a good 60% if not more.

28

The impact we have on our environment will be either the success or the death of us in the future. We have to

start by ensuring that our impact is mitigated and that money is not the number one driver in decision making.

29
30
31

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
Increase community economic self-reliance
Work toward a circular economy

Create walkability in our centres
Discourage growth of high consumptive, polluting industries
Incentivise...

Leverage muni holdings. Use qualitative analyses
Promote NoCow as a green trades education node

32
33

see below

Very forward looking and promoting diversification in local business. Outstanding objectives!

2. Chapter 8.2 Serving Well-Being - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

Excellent chapter. Economy should focus on overall well-being of community members rather than enriching
the top 1%. Suggest including reference in this section to co-operatives and employee-owned businesses, which

can result in happier and more productive workers. Also suggest referencing UBC professor John Helliwell in this
chapter (perhaps a quote), as he is one of the world's top experts on the links between the economy and happiness.

2

I support the objective of creating "meaningful employment" (rather than just creating jobs, which may be

3
4
5

This section is a statement of social philosophy and as such has no place in a community plan.

precarious and low-paying).

See notes from executive summary, above.

Kudos for including this in the chapter on the economy. There are tangible benefits for a community that
considers all of its members and seeks to create opportunities for all. It will allow MNC to tap into the abilities
and strengths of all of its community members, with a net positive benefit even when considering any up-front

6

Help to address energy poverty - make homes more efficient for low-income families. This reduces financial

7

This only provides for a small demographic of the community, segragating or pushing out anyone that does not

burden, improves health and contributes to environmental objectives.

fit into the scope of the few these policies accept. The defenition and acceptance of appartied, segrigation, and

8
9

as above

Slowing traffic down and creating enjoyable and interconnected bicycle and walking pathways through MNC
should be a priority.
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10

For too long, policy in NC has been severely out of balance, favouring business & development completely, even
at the expense of residents' well being. This ought not to be.

11

8.2.3 what does "advocating for a living wage" and "prioritizing well being" have to do with a community plan?
A community plan is about infrastructure. Council is overstepping their bounds. If a business doesn't do this

will we deny them a permit? Society will support businesses that support their beliefs. It is not Councils job, nor
an OCP's function to dictate this.

12
13

ts time for change
So many of the systems are set up from the white, mainly male, capitalist driven perspective-good luck in
considering the well being of all the environment. What a job!

14

8.2.2 a) the muni has no say in food or education. 8.2.2 d) What interprovincial trade policies impact
procurement? 8.2 the objectives/measures, like so many of the chapters rely on NAOs to capture the data eg.
Social Planning Cowichan. Where is the reciprocity between the muni and the NAO

15

Glad to see wellbeing included! Equity among comminity members is important. Like that poverty is recognized
& needs to be reduced.

16
17

Health and Happy people must be heard by council via OCP use.
Again the district is responsible for planning growth, maintaining roads, infrastructure, recreational
facilities, by-Laws and collecting and determining taxes. While the province is responsible for the health of
citizens

18

This section is very aspirational but in reality, not workable. The goal of a livable wage is really beyond the
jurisdiction of a municipality. The OCP should focus on setting a framework that promotes local employment
first, higher wages will follow fuller employment. Placing restrictions on employers will only encourage them to
locate their business in other jurisdictions with lower expectations.

19

Serving Well being" - this section does not address the fact that a person has to work2 jobs to pay for housing.
It would be good if instead of "making more money"we focus on 'making money do more" so that we can work

less hours/days and enjoy these beautiful communities more.

20

Its goal of bringing everyone along while restorative regenerative economy is
rebuilding is necessary to keep all our societal members healthy, leading productive
and positive lives. We cannot afford to leave anyone behind. Look at our reliance on

food banks, the opioid crisis, the number of people suffering chronic diseases. We
cannot afford this and so need to find more inclusive solutions as part of our
sustainability goals. This is our chance to get it right.

21

Thank you for including in this OCP, poverty, employment, child care, access to services and the social
determinants of health is what makes communities healthy. The engagement of MNC wherever possible
enhances the lives of many.

22
23
24
25
26

See notes from executive summary, above.
|See notes from executive summary, above.
The strength of our community is measured by how well our most vulnerable citizens are able to cope.
see below
This section represents great social values. It is very progressive. Thank you.

3. Chapter 8.3 Local Economic Development Environment - Do you support the objective and policies for this sectioil
Support assessing "fit" of businesses with municipality's economic philosophy. Appreciate references to
questionable/harmful commercial endeavours. Also appreciate focus on support development and retention of

local sustainable businesses (rather than focusing on attracting big corporations). Pleased with policy to create
municipal economic development corporation, and with referecnes to living wage.

2

I support the policies to revitalize commercial and mixed-use areas that have declined, such as Duncan and

Chemainus, but this will be difficult if North Cowichan builds a major new town around the new hospital.

3

Business Licences - Section 8.3.3 Explain their approaches to "living wage", community contribution, climate

action and reducing environmental impact when applying for a business licence. Analysis/ Interpretation: This
will require an additional FTE, so an HR increase of $60k year, businesses risk not being approved based on unaligned values, despite being a legitimate going concern that conforms with all other basic standards, can be
perceived as undemocratic
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4
5

see notes from executive summary, above.

n section 8.3.2, a flexible tax and licensing policy could provide the forms of incentive / disincentive that has
3een outlined. I support the general direction here.

6

t is unsustainable and will create a trade deficit of sorts requiring significant expatriation of resources from
3ther communities, and exportation of waste, while providing little or nothing to other communities in return.
:or this one to function

7
8

as above
3usiness Licences - Section 8.3.3 Explain their approaches to "living wage", community contribution, climate

action and reducing environmental impact when applying for a business licence. Analysis/ Interpretation: This
will require an additional FTE, so an HR increase of $60k year, businesses risk not being approved based on unaligned values, despite being a legitimate going concern that conforms with all other basic standards, can be
3erceived as undemocratic.

9
10

Not appropriate for an OCP, or reflective of citizen values. 8.3.3 is outrageous. Remove section 8.3 entirely.
3.33 AND 8.34 This will drive away new business as no start up can afford or address these issues. Wages are

driven by the market and expertise and skill required. Daycare provided by small business or space for day care
who will decide if the business is required to provide? This is totally unrealistic to expect of small businesses.

11

agree that we have to get away from the goal of endless growth-which is impossible-but not sure how this
iwill work.

12
13
14
15

create an Economic Development Corporation!!!??? North Cowichan is NOT a business.
ts time for change
tA/e need more young families.
Mo mention of the importance of economic development. Taxes should not be used as described. Developers

should not be asked about the social aspect of their plans.

16

B.3.1-"high quality of life"- is subjective not objective. The econ. Develop. Philosophy should be in the objectives

17

Like local economic development that is sustainable. People can live & work within the same community-less

' regenerative, cooperative, re-use of goods.

:ommuting- live-work.

18

Local economic development must be guided by this OCP . Green and produce measurable results such as new

[business? lllegible) numbers.

19

If we keep demanding that 'only the worthy shall apply here' means that businesses will look elsewhere to set
up businesses. The OCP seems intent in finding ways of restricting and increasing the cost of business without
Finding ways to attract those businesses. Telling residents that you have to be a skilled craftsman, a
professional, etc (i.e. replacement of limiting or repetitive jobs...) in order to work here does not sound

inclusive. Those types of jobs are critical to those without skills and/or are needing to get started when their
education or skills don't allow for more advanced employment. Not everyone is willing or capable of more.

20

I just hope that the leaders can understand the need for a clear philosophy around
economic growth so that they can deliberately go out and attract green business,
innovative small and mid size businesses whether industrial, commercial or
knowledge based businesses to our community - focusing on llfestyle opportunities,

proximity to nature/recreational activities, local farms/food, artisans/cultural strengths
of the Valley. The Muni needs to strongly advocate a living wage as well. It goes along
with the social justice component of the sustainable community. Perhaps this aligns
with the Muni approaching the Province to provide some subsidized housing to be
leased by small business to support recruiting of staff thereby providing them
housing for a reasonable rate relative to their salary. When we learned that the mill at Crofton pays no
municipal taxes and governs the flow of water over the weir from Lake Cowichan into the Cowichan River
affecting salmon health/runs, we were gobsmacked! While we appreciate that they add value in terms of the
numbers of residents they employ, how is it they don't pay taxes like the rest of us? We need civic minded and
community minded entrepreneurs who are
in it for the long term.

21

Not an area of expertise
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22
23
24

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Apply the principle "good enough to approve rather than bad enough to refuse"
We need a just transition away from fossil fuel subsidies.
Increase landuse efficiencies

Encourage green/fit industrial and commercial enterprises maintaining high environmental quality
Mind the public realm. Use planning to revitalise unpleasant areas.

25

This is the single most ridiculous section of this entire plan.
The height of government over-reach in trying to dictate the kind of "economic environment" that is
"acceptable." The economy is driven by market demand, not feel-good government fiat.
For example, 8.3.3 a - the notion of asking potential businesses for their approaches to "living wage",

community contributions, or climate change. What on earth is this?? Is this some kind of ideological test? Is the
Plan seriously proposing that North Cowichan will deny the granting of business licences to those who don't
share a certain ideological perspective on these matters? Does the Municipality even have the authority to do
that? And if not, why does this plan propose to waste staff time by asking these questions? The reality is that if
the answers to these questions will impact the approval of business licences, businesses will simply stop
[applying for licences and go elsewhere. How's that for an "Economic Development Environment?" 8.3.3 b is

I equally egregious. So now, if I want to start a business in North Cowichan, I'm expected to provide child care for
I my employees. I recognize there is a shortage of day care spaces, but ultimately, child care is still the
responsibility first and foremost of parents, not of the corporate sector. (Nor incidentally, of the municipality
litself, which is why the notion of having the muni provide onsite child care - identified elsewhere in this section,
land presumably with expensive CUPE-paid staff-should be another complete non-starter. This is not what

26

Had these filters been in place prior to the poor decision to allow the race track here, we could have avoided
much of the community drama and loss of property value/enjoyment for proximal residents. I fully support this

municipal property
taxes should be
funding.

1. Chapter 8.4 Rural Based Economic Activities - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

support these policies, but it will be important that to ensure that increasing economic activity in rural areas
Joes not degrade their character or result in environmental impacts.

2

n many areas of this section, the OCP speaks to business and labour attraction, but the current lack of housing
s a significant barrier to relocating or expanding a business that requires additional employees. The current lack
3f housing will contribute to the continued labour shortage crisis, expected to last for more than 10 years.

3
4
5

:arms need to pay taxes
iee notes from executive summary, above.
rhere is a potential for abuse with the language in this section, such as "increased flexibility" in 8.4.2.b. It must

ae clarified that any commercial activity that occurs in rural areas must not impact neighbouring properties. For
sxample livestock may be affected by noise levels and traffic. Policies must also ensure that commercial activity
does not overtake any primary agricultural or rural purpose.

6

Not sure what is meant by "assembly use" in S. 8.4.2 - is this meant to be as in holding a gathering, like a

:oncert or shakespear in the park type event, or as in the linking of materials to create a finished product, like
making hand-tied fishing flies?

7

only in the sence that all bases of economic activity should be encouraged, without limitation. The demands of
the market always drive what ecomomic vetures are profitable and sustainable, not the ideology of the
government. I suggest those with wishful ideology for the ecomony invest their own personal money to try to
make it work, not demand or force others, by limitations.

8
9

as above

The QLNA Board generally supports the policies in this section, but would advise that the term "small-scale" in
8.4.2 be more clearly defined to ensure that activities do not exceed the intended levels and thus "compromise

the qualities, characteristics, uniqueness and fragilities of the environments on which they depend" as stated in
the introduction to section 8.4.

10

Allowing for flexiibilty yet maintaining rural life.
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11

This completely contradicts earlier in the OCP where it states Rural properties can have commercial
opportunities such as convenience stores, pubs or community halls. Now in this section it says that rural
properties cannot have a business that is assembly use in nature. Many rural properties have A2 zoning which

includes a use of Craft Distillery which is Assembly in nature so this directly contradicts the zoning.

12

Promoting non-nuisance farming related business should be the order of the day. It was a loss to the
community when the weekend pizza picnics at Bird's Eye Cove Farm were dis-allowed.

13
14

Rural properties should be allowed to have suites and trailers for low cost accomodation.

Policies that promote good economic use of farm and rural land while keeping it undeveloped and as pristine as
possible are essential.

15
16

Like balance beteween economic activity and a thriving natural environment.

Our rural economic growth must match urban activity though OCP principles. Limit to growth can define what,
how and where.

17
18

If the rural landowners can afford it
This is a no brainer....we have so much to offer visitors. I can recall being in Port

McNeill in 1998 and chatted with a Dutch woman in a laundromat. She had a young
child with her. I asked why they had come to of all places. Port McNeill and she said
it was to see eagles and seals. The things we take for granted because they are

familiar need to be viewed through fresh eyes! We could easily market to
international visitors the attributes we possess here in the valley. However, that group
of traveller is keenly aware of the destruction of the natural environment that our past
and to some extent current practises have had on the natural environment. WE need

to have all our messaging, values and actions aligning so that we do and act the way
we say we are going to. Our coast is so valuable and so valued by visitors - we need

to keep it intact and rebuild it before it is too late.
To work with First Nations to determine how they want to tell their story and share
their culture with visitors to this land. I have seen bands from Alert Bay travelling to
Washington DC to the Museum of the American Indian and share their traditional
stories and dances.... There are opportunities that could be explored with FN leading

the way in how they see this working, employing their people in welcoming the world.

19
20
21

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
Ensure tourism activities do not compromise the qualities, characteristics, uniqueness and fragilities of the

environments on which they depend. (Inventory what all this is as a basis for tracking change) Define these
things so that they can be protected/monitored and so that one can define fitness for success.

Ensure minimal impact on neighbouring properties
Protect natural assets.
Promote rural experiences

22
23

see below

Good but some concern about the lack of definition of "small scale". This needs to be defined better and in a
manner that ensures important rural qualities are not compromised (e.g. light, sound, density, colours, loss of

vegetation etc)

24

Primarily supportive of local businesses and business initiates.

5. Chapter 8.5 Commercial Opportunity - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
Pleased with policy to not permit drive-thurs. Suggest including a policy indicating that the municipality will not
approve additional regional shopping centres or any highway malls.
I support policies to encourage infill of existing commercial areas and incentivize redevelopment of
intensification on existing commercial sites. I also support including mixed use buildings in commercial areas - to

date North Cowichan has done a poor job in this area. Recent commercial developments like the new shopping
centre at Berkeys Corner should have required residential units to be built in top of commercial space, which is
not only more visually attractive but could also increase the affordable housing stock.
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i

he plan calls for no new permits for "drive-thrus" type businesses. Considering the popularity and growth of

lis sector, this prohibition is not realistic

t

: does not seem like this OCP supports commerce.

1

ee notes from executive summary, above.

3

e careful to clearly define the purpose of a "drive-through" - as our current pandemic situation has shown,
rive through vaccination clinics, drive through pharmacy windows, etc. are effective ways to support the

ommunity. I agree that fast-food type services are not ideal, especially in the heart of the community, but they
lay be an important part of servicing travelers on the main highway corridor in an efficient manner.

1

his only allows for commercial activity that fits the narative of the ideology of the this OCP, which contradicts
:self in that it proposes communitys that are more self sufficient, That would imply that "All" commercial
ctivity needs to be promoted for the existance of the community, not just green, organic agriculture, and info
ech industries. We still need concrete, asphault, lumber, steel, oil and gas etc. etc.etc. to exist

3
3

s above
'he plan calls for no new permits for "drive-thrus" type businesses. Considering the popularity and growth of

his sector, this prohibition is not realistic

10

Jeed to encourage commercial in Properties/Maple Bay. It should be a commercial area/node and this would
neet target of increasing % of homes within ISmin walk.

11
12

iQod businesses and green businesses are the future, I can pay extra for organic local things.

Yiany costs associated with objectives would be a non starter for businesses and they will look elsewhere. It is
ibvious that there was no representation from local business owners when drafting the this section.

13

he fact that this section is 2 pages (with very little text) is indicative of this whole document. Vibrant
:ommunities need commercial opportunities.

14
15
16
17

'his is NOT realistic
>lo drive thrus? Get real!
)o this in conjunction with LAP'S
5.5.1-progress measured by increase % of homes, yet no mention of anything like that in objective. Suggest
illowing some residential in commercial areas.

18

Ceep most commercial services in the village cores to avoid urban sprawl or inisolated pockets to serve the local
:ommunity such as cafe/restaurant/small grocer inMaple Bay or Genoa Bay or on Kingsview in the Properties to
decrease small trips into
:he village centers by vehicle.

19

-ike emphasis on sustainable regenerative practices & active transportation because of condensed commercial
•esidential areas. 15 min walk commercial zones.

20
21

:ommercial businesses and amenties matching demand in walkable communities is key to our OCP.
\n objective is to have commercial areas/nodes within a 15 minute walk - what kind of business can survive
with that low of population base? We see this in Chemainus historically, its downtown businesses eb & flow and
nany can't survive for very long. Many count on the busy tourism season to survive. This is a very idealist
expectation and we must expect than other than groceries, local restaurants, etc that there will be a lot of
/ehicular movement of people to access the goods they are looking for, or buying online.

'>Jot permitting additional drive throughs? This may punish mobility challenged people, many of whom are
ieniors and our demographic is aging. Don't forget that during COVID, drive-throughs played an important role
n keeping businesses afloat.
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22

We have created a city wide Drive Thru in Duncan and North Cowichan because of:
- Placement of the TransCanada Highway (TCH) dividing the city
- Auto dealerships in prime locations of highway frontage
- Fast food restaurants with drive throughs on the highway
- Gas stations....at several prime intersections.

There needs to be some strategic decisions made about how this node of Duncan/South End North Cowichan
can grow and create an approachable street scape that will encourage visitors to exit the TCH park their cars
and get out and walk. Big box stores are not going to cut it. Smaller retailers will not survive if we become like
an American city where car culture reigns and people drive to a mall. Cowichan Commons has done that. Yes I

appreciate that people need to have affordable retailers but those larger big box stores that source offshore
products are having an impact on our smaller retailers. However, Home Hardware seems to be surviving and
our household makes a point of supporting them when we can.

Big city developers (like those of Cowichan Commons - Smart Centres ) are not looking at improving the
community character of North Cowichan. They have a 'look' specific to small communities - nothing like the

retail village of Park Royal in
West Vancouver - a human scale, walkable, engaging streetscape....basedon smaller retailers but a reasonable

mix with a building design vocabulary that says
approachable, interesting. Not commercial, cold smaller buildings ( Bulk Barn, TELUS, Serious Coffee etc). We

need something indicative of approachable,
interesting community character.

23
24
25
26

Not an area of my knowledge
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
The location and vitality of commercial retail can largely determine a community's character and well-planned
commercial services can make neighbourhoods and communities more livable affordable and resilient. Let's

rethink the island highway strip/blight

27
28

see below
Concentrate commercial initiatives where most appropriate.

6. Chapter 8.6 Industrial Activity - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
Agree with policy not to support expansion of industrial lands, and to only allow cannabis production on
industrial lands.

2
3

I support policies to encourage industrial businesses to reduce GHGs and environmental impacts.
The plan is very absent in acknowledging traditional businesses or models. This is concerning, as is could be
interpreted their as bias against. This could equal lost investment (tax revenue). A big gap is no commentary on

the relationship between Section 8 and Section 4. Does Section 8 economic activity generate the tax revenue
needed?? A major concern is that the current policies, processes, decision-making frameworks and autonomy

needed not are sufficient to support the businesses to meet the new standards. This OCP asking a lot from
business. In this current draft form, it places the burden of reaching the DNC's goals on the business, also the

same people who take all the risk. This is in addition to the many other new requirements and expectations that
face business should this version of the OCP be adopted. 8.6 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY An introduction to this
section should state that industry is to be sought in order to increase employment opportunities and generate
tax income. Instead, the draft gives the impression that industrial activity is something to be tolerated. As an

example of the positive impact of industry, the plan should highlight the importance of the Crofton mill as a
'Selective down-zoning of vacant heavy industrial lands to light industrial zoning, where the resumption of

heavy industrial uses would be impactful on the local community' (P.152) may cause concerns for future

major source
of a large
number of hig

development in new projects or for existing site expansions. It is not proper to down zone any property without
the approvval of the property owner or compensation to the property owner. We need to build some trust in

the development community . IF we do not do this, no body will do any development in the Valley.
See notes from executive summary, above.
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A critical shortage of appropriate industrial-zoned lands has prevented innovative, green business from
establishing themselves locally. Updates to zoning to allow for eco-industrial areas that are co-located with
other industry will enable the capture and re-use of industrial waste streams.

itrongly support the restoration of rail services to support heavier industrial operations already exigent within
the region. Rail is far more energy efficient.

This only allows for industrial activity that fits the narative of the ideology of the this OCP, which contradicts
itself in that it proposes communitys that are more self sufficient. That would imply that "All" industrial activity
needs to be promoted for the existence of the community, not just green, organic agriculture, and info tech
industries, We still need concrete, asphault, lumber, steel, oil and gas etc. etc.etc. to exist
"Qualitative assessment" should not be used to measure progress in the OCP. Better to have "TBD" as clearly

not well thought out.

110

Municipally held eco-industrial parks could create unprecedented innovation and job creation. The municipality
need to retain these lands for the long-term otherwise for profit land price increases will stunt start-up energy

and innovation. Munidpally held land will result in better regulation and societal outcomes.

Ill
112
113

ndustry should be limited to what is sustainable. I'd like to see Broom made into pellets, for example.
I don't have the expertise to comment.

You have not held enough engagement with ALL community - this survey is SO hard to navigate and complete.
Young families, older folks, people with physical disabilities that make writing hard for them - you are only going
to get feedback from that typical group of people you always hear from - bit this is NOT what is suppose to
happen in an OCP review. All community should be engaged. MODUS should take a page from those doing the
MFR, that was an excellent survey and the workshops allowed me to VOICE my thought. This draft OCP a does
none of that. I feel you do not even want to hear from everyone - you hand picked your group of advisors who

with the exception of 3 aligned with the majority of Council and have now come up with this draft policy
saying the people have spoken - no sorry 900 responses from a bogus survey is not community input

|14
115
|16
117

Comments on mining and gravel pits show a lack of basic understanding. This is a provincial jurisdiciton!
Eco-industrial parks need encouragement.
Need to foresee closure/change of crofton mill. Support for worker co-op, re truck traffic-road tax

As we know from the fiasco with the Motorsport Circuit, improved consultation with neighbours will ensure
future disagreements when new industry is too close to residential.

|18

As long as health of our environment is stressed-eco industrial parks and enviromental stewardship. Like

|19

the Ocp must strictly guide current operations and future businesses toward jobs, green industries with limited

environmental stewardship approved to resource extraction.

conflicts. Buffering of industrial sites and Green Bylaws, plus CVRD input is key. Note: the OCP will be crucial in
Crofton Mills future.

|20

This document appears to determine who will be in in an industrial activity. I don't think the District should be
deciding on industrial activities

121

The whole tone of this OCP is to reduce industrialization, commercialization and environmental impact while
elevating social lifestyles. These are conflicting expectations for industry and this OCP is essentially saying that
they are not wanted here and eventually those industries will close and not come back. Is that what the
Municipality wants?
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22

Was not clear on the definitions of light and heavy industry . Now I see that heavy involves larger investment -

think Crofton mill as heavy and Pacific Industrial and Marine as light. Think you should consider speaking in
terms of primary and secondary industryas well. We have primary (forest extraction in form of logs) but need
secondary to take those natural resources and create value add in the form of furnishings, construction
components (trusses, glue lam beams, etc) rather than exporting to China and Japan as raw logs. This has been

an issue for DECADES in this province.
I am not in favour of promoting heavy industry on or near the marine or freshwater environments. And how

those industries with values that may be borderline compliant are often embraced for the potential of
employment and tax revenues is pretty irresistible to right leaning politicians. There is a potential for bending
the rules, falling off message and commitment to regenerating our economy for sake of a few dollars in the
short term.

Any potential for high emissions whether light or heavy industry in the form of air borne (Crofton saturates the
Quamichan watershed when the wind is coming from the north in
winter/summer), olfactory, auditory, or water borne effluents have done irreparable damage to our marine and
aquatic ecosystems. How can we get some guidelines developed by environmental engineers that will help

politicians make the right decisions,
on what can come into the community and what can't? Can you provide that type of guidance in your

23
24
25
26

Not an area of my knowledge
See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Reduces the potential for conflicts between industrial and other land uses

in your
recommendations? It is
just too tempting for
some politicians to bend
the rules and make an
exception.

Making efforts to reduce their environmental footprint and improve social conditions for their employees and
community

Brownfield only
Support the idea of eco-industrial park
Secure appropriate funding for the planning and remediation and redevelopment of brownfield and greyfield
sites

Remediation of any contaminated site is required to be completed and waterfront planning process will be
undertaken as part of any land use change or re-development application

27
28

see below

These are the types of guidelines that are being adopted everywhere.

7. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Local Regenerative Economy chapter

1

There is really no down side to this approach. This economic focus supports all other goals in the draft OCP.
More motherhood statements. More municipal overshoot. Sounds great but impossible to implement

effectively at the municipal level in a community of our size. We can hope for much of this, but I would have
preferred to see more attention paid to finding ways to adapt the businesses and industries we currently have
rather than wishing for a wholesale introduction of indistinct 'green technologies and innovative agriculture/
There is so much opportunity beyond the traditional resource and development sectors in the MNC that is not
being prioritized for development including tech sector and remote-working jobs.

4
5
6

It's the right thing to do!
There are a lot of "big words" here but it doesn't really go into detail. Hopefully more in the actual chapter.
Re-thinking growth and its connecting to increased consumption is essential. Growth for growth's sake is
putting our natural ecosystems at risk, which in turn imperils the well-being of human communities here and
around the world. A resilient, regenerative economy structured around the well-being of all and contained

within thriving complex ecosystems and a stabilizing climate is essential for our community's well-being into the future.
Much depends on one's vision of sustainability. Logging as practised by the Municipality is not sustainable to
biodiversity, only to $$$.
Responding to regional economic change will not support a thriving economy. Our sustainable jobs and local
businesses success is determined by factors outside of this region.

The QLNA supports innovative agricultural practices in the Quamichan Lake watershed that protects the health
of the lake while allowing for sustainable and meaningful work in the area.
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|10
Ill

Overreaching
his is too narrow of a focus. We need general and broad responsible economic growth and commerse.

112

he CDFCP supports a regenerative economy that takes into consideration the natural environment.

113
114

very much like the idea but I have little understanding of the implimentation.
It is not the job of the municipality to attract business. Focussing on a plan that makes the municipality liveable
A/ill bring the people. The people then will create the economic need for business.

115
116

need living wages, especially for young people
We need to change the focus of business away from a single bottom line profit to consider the environmental
and social benefits as well. Local business should be supported over large corporations. Encourage businesses to
work together the mutually benefit, and re-use others 'waste'.

117

think this stated goal doesn't really reflect the six part philosohy of 8.1. Though Vancouver Island isn't a
political entity', I think it behooves us, as a muni, to act cooperativel with all island regions and municipalities
for our mutal economic benefit.

|18

'Steady-state thinking emphasizes investment and conservation over spending & consumption"—"mutually

supportive relationships among social groups" yep

|19

like the donut economic approach. I like that well being is included. Like cooperative focus & sustainability &
regeneration of natural systems.

|20

Our OCP must help guide Council toward smart growth, green jobs, and more tax revenue, Economic
development must be based on lacal, skilled jobs and measureable annual results.

121

Who is going to decide that a business has sustainable jobs. The objectives and policies are are fairy- like

|22
|23

this is a no brainer

and not measurable. Delete this section

need concrete initiatives that are measurable and incentives that are trueincentives. the words "support" and
"encourage" are used extensively in this document.without clear well defined initiatives, these words have no
meaning

124

It Is unrealistic to focus on 'green technologies' or 're-use of goods and materials'; yes In a Utopian world this

would be nice but realistically, to make Items affordable some economies of scale are required and there may
be safety or environmental Issues prohibiting the re-use of materials. It would be better to focus on
professional occupations where remote work can be accommodated - this Is a key learning / outcome of the
Covid-19 pandemic, remote work Is possible, given access to high quality telecommunications Infrastructure.

We don't focus nearly enough on technology and telecommunications Infrastructure In this OCP.

125

Priorities: Low consumption:
We don't need commercial outlets in every "village". Rather interactive social, educational, arts & cultural and

recreational activities, ie The Hub We don't need high intensity street lighting.
I would love to have solar farms that the public could access or invest in and
could power some municipal vehicles etc...
advocate for entrepreneurs and local small businesses. They are the economic backbone of a community now

that resource extraction has been fully accomplished.! would like to see case by case zoning that would allow
for the individual needs
of entrepreneurs and small businesses trying to build home based businesses. I would like the municipality to
engage with banks to encourage them to fund local small and entrepreneurial enterprises. I would like to see
mentorship, classes and
workshops in general aspects of business management ie marketing, grant writing, etc.

126

Agriculture land is VERY VERY expensive, therefore agriculture jobs will pay very low. housing costs here are
very high therefore not optimistic on the obtainability of "innovative agriculture which leads to meaningful
work and prosperity"
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27

I love chapter 8.1, but I wish we could push our goal of carbon neutrality to 2040 instead of 2050.
Single use plastic and packaging reduction: Not sure if this is the right chapter. But we need to do way more to
reduce plastic packaging in all retail businesses, and to
provide more sustainable alternatives.
Idling of cars: Don't know what chapter this belongs to. We should become an "idle free community" where
businesses and residents are encouraged (or required) to not
idle their cars. We don't live in the far North, where you can't get into your car in the winter unless you thaw it

for some time. I often see people idling their car in parking
lots when they wait for friends or family, or workers on their lunch break sitting in their idling vehicles. That's
totally unnecessary in our climate, and we should have a policy against it.

28

For all the reasons I said before. We cannot keep doing things in the same way and expect different results. We
have used up the low hanging fruit and we need to address the more complex problems we have created
because of our linear thinking and simple solutions that have damaged our environment, our economy and
our societal fabric. We cannot operate from the perspective of greed.

29

We need jobs... but we also need housing to support jobs and must consider both at the same time. You can't
have one without the other.

30

More motherhood statements. More municipal overshoot. Sounds great but impossible to implement

effectively at the municipal level in a community of our size. We can hope for much of this, but I would have
preferred to see more

attention paid to finding ways to adapt the businesses and industries we currently have rather than wishing for

31

More motherhood statements. More municipal overshoot. Sounds great but impossible to implement

effectively at the municipal level in a community of our size. We can hope for much of this, but I would have
preferred to see more

attention paid to finding ways to adapt the businesses and industries we currently have rather than wishing for

32

It is worth a try, we've subsidised forestry and the fossil fuel industry for long enough. Why not a more support

LINES 30 &
31:
...a wholesale
introduction of
indistinct
‘green
technologies
and innovative
agriculture.’

a diverse resilient economy.

33
34

Lots of municipal over reach here. See my comments on Chapter 9.

Innovative agriculture could include support for marketing on site of products from farm and other products to
enhance sales and cover marketing costs. Such as carft products from local artisits, etc.

35

It is important to look forward with full recognition of how we got here (traditional jobs and businesses) than to
try to prevent time from advancing and trying to stop inevitable progress. This is important.

8. Chapter 8 - General feedback about Chapter 8

1
2

It all makes sense
The Plan advocates the use of tax dollars to engage in business actives. For examples 8.3.2 states that the

Municipality can: c. Create an economic development corporation owned by the Municipality This is not an
appropriate use of tax dollars, d. ... pursue strategic business attraction and development opportunities.... g.

Examine how to use taxes and other financial instruments to support and promote businesses aligned with its
economic development philosophy, i. Use its planning, taxation and investment powers to revitalize
commercial and mixed-use areas that have declined. 8.3.3 The plan will require the Municipality to quiz
developers on their business models. As well, developers may be required to demonstrate that the child-care

needs of employees can be met in the community or else provide appropriate space within their business
premises. The inference is that if the Municipality deems the developer's business model not to be in line with
its social objectives a business licence will be denied

3
4

Way too complicated.
"Eco-lndustrial" Parks should not just consider environmentally focused businesses - there are opportunities to

leverage by-products from industrial activities, such as using waste heat from the Fortis LNG plant to dehydrate
fruits and vegetables, or support a greenhouse operation with no additional heat sources.
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A complete contradiction of all other chapters in theis OCP, that gives the municipality the power to control
Who lives in this community , and What specific industry can happen here regarless of the fact that many other
industries that this community needs to exist are being denied or discouraged from continuing to, or ever
establishing in the very comunity that needs that service too. This chapter needs to be removed completely
From the OCP or rewritten to remove the bias and hypocracy of limiting any industry, recreational activity, or
development even though it is needed or wanted by some or all in the comunity.
Mo expertise in this area but want to see the "Slow down Savour life" logo of the Cowichan Valley maintained.
A business should not have to prove they can provide child care to get a business license... Where is a
restaurant going to put kids? Some businesses cannot afford to pay a living wage. OCP is very anti-business, anti-)
development. No one can afford to live here anymore. No one is going to want to start a business here.

'create meaningful employment" - what about all the jobs that are already unfilled; employers can't find people
who want to work already. I agree we don't need any more drive-throughs. Or cannabis shops, or liquor stores
or cheque-cashing businesses. And I read that if an applicant wants to rezone, they may need to demonstrate

that childcare needs can be met in the community. That's not their problem, it's the parents' job to figure that
out. Don't put that on the employer.
Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."

110

"Qualitative assessment" should not be used to measure progress in the OCP. Better to have "TBD" as clearly

not well thought out.

Ill
112

am so pleased to see this forward thinking approach.
Currently many rural properties have existing businesses that are assembly in nature that are causing no harm
to neighbours surrounding them. Limiting others from bringing forward businesses that can benefit an entire
community with employment opportunities plus general enjoyment for citizens is not ok. We need more
businesses that can operate on beautiful rural properties that showcase how amazing out green space can be.

Commercial land typically does not have the same green space as rural properties.

113

A general cautionary comment about sign pollution and highway stripmall look - which is much worse from the
Southern CVRD entrance to the MNC - is there a way to un-dutter the highway corridors?

|14
115

hope the ideals can be implemented, but I see approvals before their implications are known.
Most of the objectives are admirable but not realistic. The biggest concern is who interprets and implements
these objectives?

|16

Do better - hold online Zoom workshops where folks can really discuss this - just look how many folks submitted
responses to the MFR review survey and attended all the workshops. Then ask yourself why has the OCP review
been so low - you could learn. This survey is difficult to navigate, frustrating and from many who I have spoken
to turned them off and well they have much to say about our new OCP do NOT have the time right in the
busiest month to spend hours really reading and understanding what this document says and the implications.
So unfair and really so not inclusive to ALL community. How many young people will you hear from, how many
seniors, how many with English as a second language, how many without the means to access the survey - how

many who don't have good reading skills. You want to build inclusive communities - start by changing this
survey. Even the yes completely answer has an explanation mark after it - making it feel like that is the right
answer to pick. This survey is so wrong and really makes me upset to think our community will be decided by
those who believe they are more educated than the rest of us and presume to know what is best for us. Please

117
|18

Mining & gravel-Just ask District of Highlands about their experience!
What is the "right land of industry to find a welcome home" in N. Cowichan? How does "industry fit with
outher community values and asperations?" "Material Inputs" "Product shipping?" Mining and gravel
extraction vs. environment protection huge issue!

|19

Unsure where to mention this but as this land all "belonged" to the local Native
community before it was divided and settled by those of European descent, the local
Native community should always be involved in any land use decisions. They should
also be encouraged and supported in any development that would benefit them
culturally and/or financially. One example is the Cultural Center that is now closed
and falling down - assistance with keeping such ventures alive and flourishing should
be encouraged
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20

As stated above, the tone of this OCP on business, whether commercial or industrial is "if I have to I guess...". It
appears the OCP really doesn't want businesses but knows that they are necessary for the municipality. The

OCP has to be revisited to become less obstructionist and more welcoming otherwise North Cowichan will
become a bedroom residential community with residents travelling (by car) to neighbouring employment hubs.

21

This is complicated and a slippery slope - so much potential to fall off the rails
because communities will make exceptions to attract a less than suitable industry in

favour of tax revenue and employment opportunities instead of the right choice fostering and promoting green jobs, new innovations rather than falling back on what
is familiar and safe, tried and true. We need people of integrity steering the ship with
principles. Not easily found these days in the realm of partisan politics. Sigh...

22

Creating administrative, tax and investment policies than support and encourage he types of businesses that fit

with our philosophy: sustainable, local maintaining a high quality of life and high environmental quality
Use our planning, taxation and investment powers to revitalise commercial and mixed use areas that have
declined or are unpleasant.

23

The opening quote referencing "the cult ofconsumerism" is one of the single most offensive things in this
document. Why are we not referencing "the cult of environmentalism?" Or "the cult of communism?" Or the
"cult of capitalism?" One person's "cult" is another's worldview, and including pejorative statements like this in

an OCP that is supposed to reflect the entire community will be offensive to at least half of that community, and
further promote division and the sense of "winners and losers" that seems to be the underlying goal of much of
this document.
Under "Re-Thinking Growth", there's a statement that "our aim should be to increase the quality, resilience and
fairness of the economy while reducing its negative impacts on the climate and environment." Fairness in the
economy. An interesting concept. The reality is that every economic model has always had winners and losers.

The goal should not be equality of economic outcomes, but rather equality of opportunity to participate in
economic life. This chapter, as referenced earlier, posits the notion that the municipality can create a
"command economy" crafted in the philosophical and ideological image of some members of Council. But
history tells us "command economies" never end well. There is far too much emphasis in this chapter on feelgood "green" strategies, and a dearth of recognition of economic realities. And again, as cited in my analysis at
the beginning of this document, using Kate Raworth, a self-described "renegade economist" as the cornerstone

of economic theory for this OCP is misguided at best and dangerous at worst.
9. Executive Summary - General thoughts about Chapter 8

1
2

Any efforts by MNC to support these types of economic activity will affect the entire area in a positive manner.
Fine words-FOLLOW THROUGH IS VITAL! We need fewer aspirtions and much more action to regenerate our
local economy using green, forward-thinking, truly sustainable methods! No more having a plan and then falling
back to more "business as uasual"!

3
4

Needs work.

Human relationships and a connected and caring community need to be valued over the acquisition of goods or
wealth. This culture shift needs to be at the heart of this section of the plan.

5
6
7
8
9

Great but don't have to much control on peoples business
The only sustainable jobs we appear to have now are in health, municipal government and education.
Why would I open a business here? This is unclear.
No further comment.

In spite of acknowledging the negative impacts of consumerism by tailoring the plan to attract business the
Municipality is fostering consumerism in the plan.

Chapter 9 - Sustainable Infrastructure
1. Chapter 9.1 Water Systems - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

[Suggest incluidng policy that municipal water system will not be expanded further, particularly outside UCB.
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support the policies to promote water conservation. I would recommend adding policies that North Cowichan
'ill not support expanding the water system to rural areas, as this facilitates further development and the longarm infrastructure costs are not sustainable.
s

rotecting our watersheds/forests is the key to the delivery of a long-term sustainable water supply for the
opulation.

t
)

se notes from executive summary, above.
eed to be more supportive for rain and grey water recovery systems. Eliminating these from the total value of

uildings for assessment purposes will incentivize their adoption, and reduce the burden on current water
1

escription of existing sytems and plans

7

his is clear, concise, within North Cowichan's mandate, important.

?
3
LO
LI
12

/hat we have going on now works just fine.
ery necessary.

iaving watched the Fraser Valley flood, I'd say do more faster!
ncourage rainwater collection and cisterns. Use grey water for irrigation and flushing toilet.

leed rainwater capture and storage on muni lands and support on agricultural lands. Need dual system for
/ater as a potable water to flush toiles is crazy. Heat capture of waste water.

13

/linimizing more housing in the flood zones - Mother Nature will always find a way to return to its roots in spite
f man's "marvels of engineering".

14

rotection of drinking water and effective waste-water treatment stressing health of environment. Like long

ange plans that also include environmental sustainability. Decreasing garbage per capita.

15

lefore more development: we need the (illegible) to call for year-round water restrictions and a sweeping
/ater-volume study. We have no idea how many people can be supported with our water supply.

16

'he changes to the Cowichan River in my lifetime are heart breaking and astronomical, salmon support our
•ntire ecosystem. As a kid, I swam in beautiful pools that never dried up until the dike at McAdam Park was
milt and its gone downhill from then. Dikes are not a good solution. Quit building in floodplains and building
likes. The floodplains are meant to hold water and dispurse it slowly and feed a multitude of wildlife. Did
,nyone think the mighty Colorado River could be diminished to nothing?

17

/lore education and incentives for conserving water. Look at why the mill controls Lake Cowichan Weir ncrease capacity for households to water and grow food.

18
19
20
21

Vater is our number one commodity and we need to protect and ensure it is safe and accessible for all.
;ee notes from executive summary, above.
;ee notes from executive summary, above.
3reen infrastructure increases exposure to the natural environment, reduces exposure to harmful substances

ind conditions, provides opportunity for recreation and physical activity, improves safety, promotes community
dentity and sense of well-being, and provides economic benefits at both the community and household level.
evaluate the Cowichan aquifer and put a green infrastructure value on it so that we stop taking it for granted.

22
23
24

>ee below
'roactive and sustainable.

Where to begin.-.when I read that the South End provides water to Bell McKinnon and their impending
'xpansion (10K to 30 K residents), Kingsview and its continued build out (1300 + new homes) and Berkey's
:orner and its ongoing residential and commercial expansion I have to ask if there has been any demand
.tudy/capacity calculations for that particular supply? Yes it is coming for the Cowichan River but if I am not
nistaken, the flow is controlled by Paper Excellence. Can anyone at MNC or CVRD assure the tax payers of these
3 communities within MNC that this work has been done and advise us how many years into the future this
water will be available? Check out the documentary called Blue Gold with Maude Barlow in 2008 and learn
about how far beyond their water supply that they have allowed population expansion in various cities. It is
staggering. I don't have faith in the municipality or CVRD to figure it out and communicate it in a credible way tc
ts tax payers. Please prove me wrong.

\s densification or growth occurs in an area that the South End supports, how will the costs for upgrading and
expanding the potable water system be passed onto the tax payers? Just to those in the areas where the
jpgrades will benefit OR to all the individual households that are supplied by South End? Through lump sum
aayments after a number of years (10?) or amortized through the annual property tax system? We as tax payer;

need to know that and the OCP is a perfect vehicle to define this.
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2. Chapter 9.2 Sanitary Sewer Systems - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?

1

^gree with policy to not support package treatement systems for residential properties. Suggest strengthening
wording to prohibit extension of municipal sewer in rural areas. Agree with policy not to expand Maple Bay
wastewater treatment plant for additional development.

2

I support the policy to not support expansion of sewer outside the Urban Containment Boundary, but would
recommend removing the word "generally."

3

I disagree with sending effluent into the ocean. The current treatment plants could be replaced with on ground
complete treatment plants with the end result being water that could be recycled for purposes of for example
irrigation of farmer's fields.

4
5
6
7
8

See notes from executive summary, above.
The MNC should consider incentives for septic field upgrades and maintenance.
Don't know enough to say for sure.

description of existing sytems and plans
There should be a goal to try to connect as many properties as is possible including those in rural residential.
Reduce the dependency on septic systems to protect the groundwater. The existing South End STP will not meet
the needs of the intended growth of the area including all of the urban centres and villages that are planned in
the University Village and Berkeys corner and Bell McKinnon. Expansion should be all inclusive.

9
10

Again, clear, concise, within North Cowichan's mandate, important.

Swimming is closed in Maple Bay most summers due to high bacterial counts. Please come up with policies to
ensure septic fields in Maple Bay and around Quamichan Lake are maintained. ?A tax break or a fine?

11

The entire draft is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.

12
13

Very necessary.

Keep the bylaws for buildings up to date and sustainable. Rethink growth plans. How many toilets will we have
water to flush as climate change takes hold?

14
15

More use of managed wetlands to treat wastewater.
Need bio-gas capture of all waste/sewer to power system and decrease effluent to ocean (revenue from
digestate). Heat capture. Do not extend sewer to Maple Bay, implement local system - user pay.

16

All existing and new development must ensure waste water is collected and processed to the highest standards
as water is a limited but necessary resource and cannot be contaminated"

17
18

Like collaboration with other electoral areas and long term planning and monitoring.
Before more development: the OCP must call for all septage to be treated to (pore/pure - illegible), not
discharged to the ocean. High-tech sewage treatment systems must be found and implemented.

19
20
21
22
23

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.

Is there potential to clean the waste water and use it on land for instance for agriculture?
See below
Well developed and forward looking.
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24

Again a lay person here but I have some marine ecology background with respect to the lona sewage treatment
plant in Richmond/Georgia Strait. The ability of humans to predict growth in areas was unlikely when the STP at
South End was developed. And since there are 3 communities with significant growth projections I am not
confident that there is adequate capacity /ERUs to support that growth of solid waste handling within the
existing Southend STP through 2043.
How will the costs for upgrading and expanding the waste management system at the south end be passed
onto the tax payers? Just to those in the areas where the upgrades will benefit OR to all the individual
households that are treated by South End STP? Through lump sum payments after a number of years(10?) or
amortized through the annual property tax system? We as tax payers need to know that and the OCP is a
perfect vehicle to define this.
Another concern I have is with the Maple Bay STP as built by Maple Bay Marina. There is a new expansive subdivision developed by individuals other than the owners of MB Marina, located northeast of their development
I along the high side ofGenoa Bay Road, beyond the Yacht Club. There are several lots for larger homes there
I plus several existing properties on the ocean side ofGenoa Bay road that are subdividing. I am not confident
[that an expanded capacity was designed into the original construction of the MBSTP.
Having had our vessel moored MB Marina for 5 years, their management of sewage from liveaboard vessels was

I poor at best. We have seen excrement pumped out dock side above the water line and know first hand that
I other resident boats simply pumped out their holding tanks at their berths. Very little policing performed by the
MB Marina. My guess istheir calculations of capacity were limited to what they needed to spend for their own

land side residential development above the marina and the other existing residences.
3. Chapter 9.3 Storm Water Management - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
support policy to encourage site-adaptive design to enable natural filtration of water. If North Cowichan
doesn't already, should there be a maximum amount of impervious surface allowed on a development?

9

3

See notes from executive summary, above.

iarbage from the Properties is delivered into Quamichan Lake via storm sewers after large rainfalls. Is there
some way to filter out the candy wrappers,e tc?
description of existing sytems and plans
The existing stormwater practices result in garbage regularly flowing into Quamichan Lake. A policy that
outlines and requires best practices needs to be clearly defined in this section.
MNC is forward looking in the storm management plan but they have neglected looking at what has happened
to the existing storm water drainage systems that have been adversely affected by uphill development,
especially in the Kingtide area. Kingtide has installed rip rap in many of the areas of the development and
intended development areas however it is the ravines that this storm water drains adjacent to and below the
new development that shoud be investigated for the damage and erosions that have been caused by the recent
development. With much more build out planned this will only increase the storm water coming downslope.
Engineering needs to take a much closer look at the downslope flow. Draft OCP guidelines are not even being
Clear, concise, within North Cowichan's mandate, important. Could use more on improving resiliency in face of

met at the
present time.

natural disasters and climate change.
Storm water is not well managed if it carries garbage down to the Lakes. Plant more trees to retain run-off.

9
10

Very necessary.

Let wetlands be wet lands. Eg around the old police station. Make all developers use porous material instead of
paved or concrete parking lots and driveways.

11
12
13

Completely ignored dikes and flood control
support i, ii, iii
All new development must maximize storm water damage with swales, naturalized
drainage creeks etc. Avoid removal of vegetation as it helps absorb excess water.

14

Glad to see updating of draining plan more atmospheric rivers are in our future, wetland importance,

15
16

The OCP must (dictate?) purifying storm water and prevent toxic runoff to sensitive areas such as Quamichan

collaboration with other areas.

Every commercial and residential development should have raingardens/wetlands incorporated into the plans
so many per acre or whatever

17

See notes from executive summary, above.
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18
19

See notes from executive summary, above.

Perhaps this chapter will improve with the green infrastructure plan
Reduce the need to expand these facilities by focused growth.

20
21
22

See below
Comprehensive approach.

I cannot say specifically but wonder in light of the recent atmospheric river events whether their calculations
need updating similar to capturing higher water volumes as a result of Tsunamis. These unique atmospheric
river occurrences are likely here to stay as climate change continues to show itself in more destructive ways in
terms of water. More work is likely needed on this front and perhaps language that addresses recent storm
outcomes should be better reflected in these calculations.

4. Chapter 9.4 Solid Waste Management - Do you support the objective and policies for this section?
I absolutely agree with the recycling program however shipping garbage to somewhere else just isn't in keeping
with self reliance. There are incineration plants that are high tech that would take care of all our refuse and
create power at the same time. Our community could be planning to be self sufficient in this aspect of our new
green approach rather than having some other community deal with our garbage.

2
3

See notes from executive summary, above.
Consider adding biogas recovery - this would support environmental priorities and may also reduce heating
costs at municipal sites or at a co-located business able to make use of the by-produt

For a community that has the highest costs and emplyment for solid waste disposal in the country, and no local
landfills for disposal, there is little to no discussion on best practice and reduction in C02 emmmission in the
oveall process of our SW disposal.
Generally, the authors of this document and, in particular of these chapters, propose a completely unrealistic

analysis of how a miniscule civic municipality (N.C.) can identify and adopt solutions to the problems of the
world, within its own borders, by moral fiat and unauthorized regulation. To suggest that prospective business

ventures be questioned, as to their proposed employment standards and/or their moral duties towards their
employees, before being issued any required permits stinks of Eco authoritarianism gone mad. It is in fact no

different to any other form of dictatorship. The truth is individuals and businesses will simply relocate to the
nearest municipality without such provisions. Since when did most of N.C. residents look to, or even want,
council and staff to be the determinants of life-style objectives, and arbiters of progress, as set out in Section 8
and 9. Of course we all want safety nets in our endeavours and failures in life and, fortunately, live in a
democratic society and under a tax system that nationally and/or provincially, for the most part, provides them.

6
7

Clear, concise, within North Cowichan's mandate, important.
The entire draft Is one sided and doesn't reflect the North Cowichan as a whole, but rather those who want to
growth, economic gains or prosperity.
Very necessary.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

How many people can North Cowichan manage to serve? Development has to stop eventually.
There is often a bad odour in Chemainus from a 'waste management' sytem across the highway.
Empty statements. Does not address disposal options.
Support refuse, reuse, repair initiatives
Incentives to minimize waste and encourage recycling and reduction of plastic waste etc.
Reducing solid waste in landfills - better recycling organics, reuse of buildings, diversion of construction waste.

North Cowichan's OCP and Bylaws must ban plastics and foster local industries to reduce wastes into products
and even energy.

16

There needs to be some creative ways to enhance and encourage household waste reduction. Also enhance

pick up of recyclables at street. So much gas and emissions to get things to Bings to recycle or deposit yard trim.

17

It is time to eliminate open burning and provide options such as increasing the size of materials that can be
dropped off beyond 3 inches will make a difference. Making recycling easy and with as little cost to the public
will only enhance our ability to make positive impacts on our worlds. The MNC has come a long way and yet can
continue to improve options and opportunities along the way.

18
19

See notes from executive summary, above.
See notes from executive summary, above.
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|20
121
|22

See below

123

At the intro and context setting for this chapter, there was no objective listed in regard to solid waste

I'm hoping we can do better

Solid plan. See what I did there? It's basically status quo.
management including education of the users/public in purchasing decisions that will decrease the amount of
garbage disposed of each week, strategies to employ to decrease food waste - buy what you need as you need

it (Canadians are wasteful of food-don't have the stats but it is shocking!) and opportunities for upcycling
recyclables on a community level whether repair cafes or other concepts - local artists perhaps etc.

. Executive Summary - Support for the strategic directions for the Sustainable Infrastructure chapter

1
-3

3

Yes, this is the purview of municipal government!
t'sthe right thing to do!
What matters to me most is protecting what remains of natural habitat for the nonhuman animals and their
environment

4

\/ague splash page.

Attention to maintaining sustainable infrastructure is critical in the face of unavoidable climate impacts such as
those we have been experiencing in 2021.
D

7

don't understand how this is managed. DPs need to be practical and achievable.
The CDFCP supports sustainable infrastructure that takes into consideration the natural environment.
It is unclear to me if this is a new Development permit plan or one that integrates with how existing
Development permit applications.
All infrastructure must look ahead to the unknown climate changes. Good luck! We seem to be having trouble
handling winter floods and summer droughts and fires now.

10
11
12
13
14
15

Thank you!
Not infrastructure!
? This is the same as question # 4.1 don't see how it relates to the specifics of infrastructure.
Green infrastructure sounds positive - and I don't understand what it is or how it works???

Like health and wellbeing inclusive and green infrastructure elements
Sustainable infrastructure through the OCP pairs with smart green growth. Communities must be walkable,
reducing car use. Costly infrastructures must be built with long term planning in mind.

16
17

This is probably the only section that should be included. Don't see sewers included in information.
I hope that community solar power will provide the energy we will use for our homes and transport, and we will
literally be a beacon of light for other communities to follow our example.

18

I am not sure if this is a fancy way of saying "Homeless Shelters and low income housing.. We need to first

19

Water Consumption: We should reduce the "water allowance" built into the property taxes, and provide more

address the social issues that lead to the need for this type of housing.
incentives for people to conserve water. I find the current (residential) water allowance before you get billed for
excess water use way too high. I don't know what this is like for businesses, but the goal should be similar, to
provide a higher incentive to reduce water use.

20
21
22

Yes, this is the purview of municipal government!
Yes, this is the purview of municipal government!
Is this about water stewardship and managing our aquifer? We need to inventory, quantify and qualify the
value of our green assets, increase our water holding capacity to build resilience.
Steward our environment to protect us from fire, floods, dependence on imported food will enhance our health

and wellbeing

23
24
25

This is undoubtedly the best section of this draft document.
Bell-Mckinnon area development is of concern due to the magnitude it could be.

Again, who wouldn't want this to be a key driver for infrastructure development?
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26

We have an aging demographic. Many do not invest in their own well being. If food, air, water continues to be

reduced in quantity and quality, health outcomes that we are already seeing escalate due to COVID, causing
substantial increases in cost to our health care system will continue to climb. We have already experienced
substantial attrition in healthcare workers. Again, we can't afford the status quo. People need to take

responsibility for themselves and sustainable solutions to enhance health and well being - it is our only hope for

survival.

6. Chapter 9 - General feedback about Chapter 9

1
2

Growth centres decrease the costs of building and maintaining infrastructure.

Where is the discussion on Chspter 8, this is the most useless and contradictory part of the OCP, and must be
remeoved completely from the OCP

3

We have no need of a new economic system, or a third level of administration with increased powers and new
levels of taxation, only common-sense adjustments to the existing one to answer global GHG, Pandemic and

other problems on a national level and in partnership with countries worldwide. It would be enlightening to
know the total fees paid and the number of staff man-hours expended to produce this verbose document. It is

without doubt impractical and open to serious legal challenge on many of its proposals and should be
withdrawn from consideration immediately.

4

The focused growth model proposed in the OCP makes efficient use of infrastructure, reducing the need to
expand municipal facilities and the increased costs associated with expansion. The QLNA Board points to recent
studies conducted by other Canadian municipalities that have shown that expanding growth results in a net
increase in cost burden to municipalities, and therefore taxpayers, compared to more focused growth. See

Hemson for the City of Edmonton, City Plan Growth Scenarios Relative Financial Assessment. February 13, 2020.

5

Recent flooding should spur a reassessment of the storm management guidelines. Kingsview redevelopment

should also bve reconsidered in light of water and sewage treatment limitations.

6

Chapter 9 is by far the best, most worthwhile chapter in the entire OCP draft. Please remove the verbosity in
the other chapters. Use chapter 9 as a how-to and trim the other chapters in order to focus on specific targets

that are clearly within North Cowichan's jurisdiction. I promise I was not involved in any way in writing chapter
9 but well done to whoever was!

7
8
9
10
11

Compact communities with appropriate infrastructure are the way to proceed.

We are working backwards with this entire draft.
Sustainability, not greed.
Focused growth is efficient consumption of land and tax dollars and is much better for the environment.

Finally, a chapter that's not loaded with ideology. A chapter I could read without watching my blood pressure
go up. This is the kind of thing municipalities should be doing. And the kind of thing North Cowichan has
historically shown itself to be good at. These are core services that should properly be delivered by local
government. This chapter is an excellent summary of those services, and how DNC will move forward with
strategies on these matters. Good work.

12

A general comment-please provide more definitions for the lay person-just look through the planning jargon
or have a lay person review the document and guide you accordingly. Also please please please define your

abbreviations! i.e. DCC. Write it out the first item you use it followed by the bracketed abbreviation and then
you can refer to the abbreviation as frequently as needed in the text of that chapter! Thank you I! !
7. Executive Summary - General thoughts about this section

1

In general, all this sounds great; however, from previous experiences at the regional and municipal levels, these

plans need more implementation, more action, more teeth. FOLLOW THROUGH IS VITAL! After adopting this
OCP, we must not fall back to more "business as usual"!

2
3
4

Needs work.
No further comment.
There needs to be a commitment to make the development permit information and application process
transparent and available. Use the current building permit application as a litmus test - a successful process

should allow a developer sitting at a desk anywhere in the world at any time of day to fully understand the
requirements and make application if you want more widespread acceptance.
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Chapter 10 - Development Permit Areas
.. Do you support the approach to development regulation?

support all efforts to enhance and preserve the form and character of an existing neighbout hood and to
nsure there are no conflicts between industry and adjacent areas. The municipality has nothing but grief after
pproving such developments as race tracks and composting facilities without considering the consequences.
Inderstanding that the potential for this kind of conflict exists and having an OCP that clearly calls for careful
naught around new developments is crucial.
)
>

\/e need less government regulation, not more.

his is all very technical but is obviously the crux of implementing this plan, once adopted. In the past, I've seen
DO many exemptions, and not enough by-law and zoning enforcement; lack of implementation of goals and
rinciples; too many work-arounds.

I

>oes not note the process for changing the zoning on lands - helpful for both residents and businesses to have a
ijgh level of certainty that there will be an effective consultation process before a change would be imposed.

1

he new proposed development permit areas appear to be in line with and supportive of implementing the
ision, goals and principles of the OCP

3

'his is an area of development that has proven by the test of time and human involvement of the needs we
lave to exist and cohabitate to gether regarless of personal opinions and beliefs.

7

ts currently out of control

3

.ection 10.3 - DPA3 on page 6: The QLNA Board recommends that the set back from Environmentally Sensitive
weas be increased to 30 metres, which is in line with Provincial Guidelines.

3
10

^11 development must have that environmental climate lens, the old ways aren't in the public interest.
.top building on Floodplains unless there is a new crieria for ensuring safety of personal property from
loading. Pilings with buildings abouve the possible flood lines. Peoople in these areas are unable to get
nsurance . Possibly a country like Holland would have ideas for how to build safely in flood plain areas.

11
12

very much like the idea of analysing development permits through the lens of ecological resilience.
'here has not been any engagement with the development community - if this is the peoples document and
'ou want to get it right then do NOT a move forward any further until there has been MORE opportunity for
;ommunity to come together and really discuss want we want. This model is being rammed through going on a
logus first survey at that anyone in the world could take as MANY times as you wanted.

13
14
15
16

Ceep development south of Herd Road
have heard this process could be speedier
'<leed strong bylaws
''Jot really an area with which I'm familiar, any precautionary principles are important, RARP areas need work
with Prov & Feds to tighten up "top of bank", I see objectives but no measures.

17

\pproved land use zones must be adhered to, otherwise what is the point of over paid consultants and public
nput - if the proposed development does not fit within the approved land use designation and/orthe
iurrounding neighbourhood does not support a new or changed development proposal then it should not be allowed

18

31ad to see GHG emissions and energy reduction included + farm land protection; like multiunit housing and
ligher density housing; like connectivity, alternate transportation modes and transit use; integration of new
and creative housing into existing communities and neighbourhoods like DPA-2 objectives.

19

3PA's (illegible) the OCP as the best tool to guiding developmnet, sprawl, farmland, and green future. DPA's
Tiust protect nature and communities from pollution and sprawl. The OCP can explore green ways of hazard

20

reduction.

Density is an issue in core areas of Chemainus and Crofton. It is plain despicable when a land owner who just
3urchased a property had to resell the property as he planned on building his retirement home, instead of
ouilding a high density building. The district should be ashamed of themselves in this instance.

21

\Ne are living in a time of great environmental concerns and climate change. We should not be building on any
areas of concern that impact, water, can be impacted by water, floods, fire or unstable slopes. Prevention now
:an save devastation later.
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22

Would like to site adaptive planning folded in everywhere
I would need more information to comment

Except to increase the setback from Environmentally Sensitive areas to match the provincial riparian setbacks of
30m

23
24

see below
Issue - DPA3 pg 6 Section 10.3 -: Riparian setbacks and how these are measured for land use and development

purposes should be aligned with the recommendations from Diamondhead consultants in their review of
environmental regulation at the MNC.
Issue - No Guidance or Policies re: Visually Sensitive / Prominent Slopes: Where are the policies and guidance

for development on visually sensitive slopes (Map -2-)
Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

25

Development accountability to community concerns.

Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?
1 [The SNA encourages MNC to consider the impact of a particular DPA and possible development on adjoining
local governments

2
3

Fewer exemptions that compromise core plan goals and principles. Better, more focussed implementation.

4
5

One of the few chapters that actually needs to be in this municipal OCP. along with chapter 9

I have read and support DPAs 1 through 6 on: Multi-Use Residential Development, the Natural Environment,
Hazard Lands, Farmland Protection and Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Energy Conservation.

This survey is so difficult to do-1 don't know anyone who has been able to get through it - I'm going to
summarize. I've listened to and read the OCP debate and it seems there is much good in the plan so I'm going to
simply trust this. However, Bell McKinnon is a whole other story. Bell McK'mnon makes absolutely no sense to
the majority of citizens who love North Cowichan as a rural community. I don't understand how it came to be.
The BMP is so contrary to the OCP principles, goals, & policies. It's not necessary for North Cowichan to become

a large city and yet this plan assumes it is. 22,000 is a random number. Why not 50,000? Why not 100,000? It
makes no sense. North Cowichan cannot absorb the world's overpopulation- there is no reason not to maintain

some rural communities in the world. Why assume endless sprawl is inevitable? Only the developers will benefit-)
-almost every carpenter and developer I run into these days has arrived here within the last three years because]

of the building frenzy we are becoming known for. Mount Tzouhalem is bringing in 1200 units. The housing
shortage can be met by permitted building in containment areas. Bell McKinnon will be a disaster the business

6
7

Spelling errors -1 know this is a draft.
Some weak language such as promote or work towards which is too vague. Needs clearer directive.
See previous comments

9
10

community of
Chemainus
already
struggling.

Require developers to contribute much more toward the roads and infrastrucure in development zones.

MNC needs to make a low carbon pathway bylaw through the BC Energy Step Code... We can model after other
jurisdictions who have done this. This is important to ensure that we reduce greenhouse gas emissions and also

those most vulnerable have heating and cooling, especially as we experience more intense and frequent deadly
heat waves.

11
12

This is all just too much, a regulation nightmare.
This survey is WAY to long, too much reading and makes so many assumptions it's ridiculous. So everyone in NC
has English as a first language is a great reader - wow how to devalue so many residents of NC

13

Have you stopped developments like the one off Beverly where the developer put in 'on slab' houses and then

left town when the Somenos Creek flooded?

14
15

Like DPA-3 objectives; like DPA-4 objectives; like DPA-5 objectives; like DPA-6 objectives;
DPA-s I support completely, however the process should be more
streamlined and the process should work to provide incentives to developers not penalize. Developers are well

aware there are, and should be costs to develop, however the playing field should be level and the rules clearly
stated.

16

Apply site adaptive planning principles into all development
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17

The addition of DPA-6, (GHG Reduction and Energy Conservation Development Permit Area) is another
egregious example of municipal arrogance. As if this overall Plan isn't environmentally-focussed enough, this

DPA, which covers all lands within the Municipal Boundaries, is the final velvet hammer to enforce the
misguided notion that reducing GHG's in our tiny corner of the world will make one iota of difference with
respect to global Climate Change. (See my comments above under the executive summary.) DPA 6 is egregious,
expensive and completely unnecessary.

chapter 11 - Development Approval Information & Temporary Use Permits
.. Do you support the approach to development approval information and temporary use permits in this chapter?
lease see my comment in previous chapter. Re TPU's...these are fraught with danger as they can be seen as the
lin edge of the wedge in terms of allowing uses in areas not zoned for these uses. IMO, many people who

pply for these do not really understand the word "temporary" and are bitterly disappointed when the TPU is
ot renewed or runs out.
)

smporary use permit - this could get out of control

5
I

ar too restrictive.

ou guys think you know what people want. Way out of touch.

3

agree because the permit approval process has a high level of scrutiny.

3

lefinitions help appropriate design and land use.

1

he last bullet for why a TUP may be issued "Any other temporary use..." makes having the previous bullets,

/hich define clear reasons, illogical. It essentially allows TUPs to be misused for absolutely any reason someone
nay want to apply. It also opens up risk to the MNC because it is always more challenging to take something
way, rather than not award it in the first place.

3
9
10

'his seems generally consistent with the direction of the OCP
'he development permits appear designed to protect people and land.
/ly only concern is the number of professionals that could be required is still and unknown, and therefore a
liscouragment for anyone to even want to invest in this community.

11

don't see anything addressing the pressing need to ensure all residences or commercial operations that are

vater front to lakes or ocean and that do have sewage hookup capability must hook up. eg Septic systems
ranting Quamichan Lake and others

12

Vhile the QLNA Board understands the desire for a flexible framework that allows for temporary uses not
rtherwise permitted, this should be used only on a limited basis and with strict guidelines to ensure that what is
emporary does not become permanent (it is much harder to take something away than to not give it in the first
)lace). The final bullet point for the conditions under which a TUP may be issued "Any other temporary use not
)therwise permitted by the Zoning Bylaw" is a 'catch-all' that negates the reasoning for outlining specific cases
n the previous bullets. This bullet should be removed in its entirety. The second to last bullet in the same list
dso requires clarification, as temporary industrial uses such as gravel extraction, or logging would be very

Jifficult to operate and still return the land to its previous condition, whereas processing or milling may be feasible.

13
14
15

Jnnecessary red tape, creates expensive housing.

Femporary Use must be defined.
rhe TUP's are decided by council and a minority as apposed to those that may want or desire. They are decided
}y a group of 7 of which, currently 5 are far left and their decision is made prior to even getting all the details.

16
17
18

rhe riparian area set-back should be increased (100m) especially for multi-family, commercial, farming.
wish nature and wildlife and trees mattered, but I don't see much enforcement of regulations on developers.

Specific to the Bell McKinnon plan. It was previously voted on by Council and won a model award for "green
growth center". Moving the boundaries and changing the plan is not a reflection of what the community wants.

3oes it change the use of land and develop raw land, yes, but do we need that to have a thriving community?
/es. The survey which gave Council the feeling that it was appropriate to restrict this plan was flawed and very
Jifficult for anyone to respond to in a way that supported it. Very poorly worded survey and even through I
'esponded to it, the way it was formatted even I was not able to respond as I would have liked.

19

:emporary use permits need to be very strict
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20
21
22
23
24

temporary use permits are not good, too much unknown

It is hard to keep things fair
I need to study this part more. Hope for flexibility, especially with housing ideas and possibilities.
3/6 years is a long time. Is there an impact assessment after 3 years, perhaps 1 year?
Just because a use is considered temporary does not mean it should be allowed in an area that is not approved

for that land use. Do not repeat the disaster of the contaminated soil in Shawnigan Lake!

25

Development approvals must involve public feedback and be guided by our OCP. Once a development permit is
issued, it is very hard to retract it. Council's OCP must provide legal safeguards to rescinding approvals.

26
27

Why do you need temporary permits?
another level not required, most if not all info required is flushed out during the development process, this is
just more and for no reason.

28

You have included temporary housing for farm workers but have not included temporary use for shelter space
for the unhoused whether that be extreme or cold weather shelters or in the event of a pandemic that we have
just experienced.

29

Apply on a limited basis with strict guidelines to ensure use is temporary for instance there are uses that change
the land forever.

30

Issue: 11.2 How TUP's Are Addressed: TUP's should only be used on a limited / as needed / as appropriate basis
along with clear guidance ensuring the temporary use does not become a permanent one; and that the

conditions of use are appropriate for the local area. Of specific concern is the final bullet point stating that "Any
other temporary use not otherwise permitted by the Zoning Bylaw". This allows for far too much flexibility in
interpretation (and use); and undermines the intent of the specific uses identified in the previous bullets. This
bullet should be cut.
The second to last bullet requires further elaboration, as temporary industrial uses (e.g gravel extraction, or

forest harvesting) degrade sites in a manner that could make them difficult to ensure the site is returned to its previous state.

31

Development accountability. These guidelines are being standardized everywhere.

Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?

1

The SNA agrees with the emphasis on ensuring that industrial developments do not interfere with the peaceful
enjoyment of established neighbourhoods. The SNA believes it is the responsibility of the municipality to
anticipate and mitigate the potential negative effects of such develpments.

2
3

not good ideas
please have Herd Road (currently a future development area in "pink" on the map) removed from the

development plan. Instead, consistent with draft OCP principles, ask for this anticipated development to be
shifted to current growth centres where there is access to services and support for active transportation. This

will protect critical farmland and forest and reduce flood risk

4

It is imperative that environmental controls must govern all future development. The time has come where
change is absolutely necessary in how development ocurs.

5

The OCP recommendations must be followed by passage of a new Zoning ByLaw or we'll be stuck with the 1998
approach.

6
7
8

I do not have enough information to fully assess the potential impact in some cases

This chapter has rightly not created a bias towards a small range of opinions, ideology, or perspectives, this is
how all the chapters should be written, so all are accepted, and know before they invest what they will have to saticfy.
In general there is a lack of industrial land within the community which is significantly driving up industrial real
estate prices (raw land upward of $700k+ per acre) and is also driving a fundamental change away from
manufacturing and re-manufacturing activities. Industrial land is increasingly being used for commercial

activities as evidenced by businesses along Smiley rd. in the Chemainus industrial park. Again, as with residential
development growth, there seems to be a NIMBY attitude when it comes to increasing the industrial land base.

The draft OCP does nothing to address the lack of industrial land and the associated potential high paying jobs.

9

You must address the need to ensure all properties in the vicinity of lakes and water sources that are on septic
sytems and are capable of hookup to the sewage system must do so.

10

You want developers to "promote transit use" but that will only work if there is an efficient transit system. I
agree that developers should provide some gathering space/parkland in new developments.
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11
12

Section headers that state "The Municipality can..." should be replaced with "The Municipality will..."
There should be an assurance the information on redevelopment and rezoning is written in common language

that can be understood by most of the affected citizens.

13
14

Combine DP requirements to work with BP, in concurrence. Set processing deadlines.

It is well known, NC is closed for business and no businesses which may bring in tax dollars will even step foot in
this unreliable municipality! NC is a joke among and possibly I've growth and prosperity.

15

Development approval should be overlaid on a larger transportation, ecologic corridor and water management

plan which this document appears to encourage. Well done!

16
17

I hope this document lead the Municipality forward, instead of becoming like Landford.
temporary use permits will only work for transient business. The risk of anyone investing in a business that can
be revoked is not realistic,

18

lets move forward, this is an opportunity to build a vision which other communities will follow, the island and
the valley can support more population, outlying communities will benefit from this development

19
20

it could lead to chaos
No objections to this chapter.

OCP Appendices - Appendix 1: Maps
L. Appendix 1 Maps - Do you support the information on the maps?

L

'ery pleased with the tighter Urban Containment Boundary that does a better job of protecting natural and
ural lands.

?

fully agree with focusing development in the reduced urban containment boundary to protect rural and
latural areas from expanded residential development. I also agree with the policies to not expand municipal
nfrastructure beyond the UCB to accommodate new residential development - sprawl not only has
invironmental impacts, but is also fiscally unsustainable due to the long-term infrastructure costs. Directing

ignificant growth to the areas identified as the growth centres inside the UCB aligns with the vision statement,

3

was unable to determine where any commercial enterprise for services would be located in the different
leighborhoods.

4

'he maps show only the proposed urban containment boundary, not the current UCB. By doing so, they do not

;how how the UCB in this OCP review is being reduced. I find this omission deliberately misleading.

5

"he proposed urban containment boundary is particularly misleading for it shows no reference to the existing
JCB for residents to compare with.

6

Shouldn't the areas around all water bodies and drainage areas automatically be included as environmentally
iensitive areas>

7
8
9
10
11

Fhe CDFCP supports the inclusion of an ESA mapping layer.
*>iot enough playground space in Crofton for preschoolers and children in residential areas
Mo development north of Herd. Wish the proposed bus lines were shown.
Except Bell McKinnon use
mostly agree, other than the UCB., please rethink
:his

12

rhe maps show only the proposed urban containment boundary, not the current UCB. By doing so, they do not
ihow how the UCB in this OCP review is being reduced. I find this omission deliberately misleading.

13

Fhe maps show only the proposed urban containment boundary, not the current UCB. By doing so, they do not
show how the UCB in this OCP review is being reduced. I find this omission deliberately misleading.

14

tA/here is a map showing potential green corridors?
^A/here are the policies which apply to the visually prominant slope map? Where is Westholme Road on the
Scenic map and why are the bucolic narrow windy roads classified the same as the Island Highway? Don't make
up your own classification system.
Employ a Landscape Architect to learn about managing scenic roads and landscape character.
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15

As I indicated earlier, it's very concerning that the maps don't show the changes that are proposed in the Urban
Containment Boundaries. I truly hope Council will be presented with maps summarizing those changes, so that
they can clearly see how much land is being removed from further development, and where those lands are.
(And I find it interesting, having done a bit of research myself, that most of those "removals" are in one area

along Maple Bay Road. Again, a kind of elitist NIMY-ism to the benefit of one particular area, which seems to
belie an attitude of "we're here now.. and we don't want anyone else to come to our neighbourhood." )
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Map: II Visually Prominent Slopes / Scenic Roads - Issues
- Should also include Westholme Road as a scenic corridor
- Why are Genoa Bay Road, Maple Bay Road, Osborne Bay Road, Herd Road etc all classed the same as the TCH
on the Scenic Routes mapping. They are not equal/ similar types of scenic experience - nor can they be classed
as the same.

- You include Visually Prominent Slopes but don't have any policies about these

17

Development accountability. These guidelines are being standardized everywhere.

2. Appendix 1 Maps - Do you have general thoughts on this chapter?

1

I would recommend including an additional maps of all farmland (ALR and non-ALR), and open
space/woodlands (green space that would not necessarily be captured in the Environmentally Sensitive Areas

2

The overall plan discusses walkable neighborhoods. There is an absolute need for convenience services in the
Maple Bay area. The amount of vehicle trips for food and gas could be reduced.

3

I appreciate the effort to identify various aspects of the municipality, but it appears driven to lead participants
to a particular point of view. Not representing the existing UCB is an obvious case in point.

4

CDFCP recommends that a review is undertaken to determine if all critical habitat for western painted turtle,
dun skipper, Oregon forestsnail and blue-grey tail dropper is included in the Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Mapping. The CDFCP recommends that ecosystems at risk and habitats supporting species at risk, identified by
the Conservation Data Centre (CDC), are considered for inclusion in the ESA Mapping. It is recommended that
the urban containment boundaries are included on the ESA map. This will highlight where overlaps occur.

5

Housing densification on hills is a barrier to ambulation for seniors and individuals with physical and mental
challenges, urba

6

General thoughts on layout: Chapter 8 departs from all other chapters in the six "philosophies" in 8.1. This isn't
a criticism. I think an appendix of related (sub) plans would be helpful: CAEP, Agriculture, Transportation, Parks
and Trails, etc. Why no questions on 3.4 - Water use designations? Why no questions on 6.3 - Forests and

7

and Trees?

I am familiar with the OCP process and its arguments. I am computer savvy, with time, access and technology on

my side. Yet I found this survey incredibly difficult to navigate, toggling between documents was clumsy and
time consuming with text boxes so limiting I had to give up on them. The format was inconsistent across
chapters and between the Executive Summary and the main document, and on top of that, the document
included numerous typos. It was easy to get lost, lose time finding the correct passage when moving back and
forth between documents, and then to frustratingly lose comments in text boxes during the process. A

Cowichan resident like my mother would simply have been unable to complete the online survey and given its
length (195-page OCP, 16-page Executive Summary, 32-page survey), one could be left with the impression that
it was designed to dissuade full and careful attention. The availability of paper copies in libraries cannot make
up for the design of a survey that requires such significant time to complete (211 pages of dense background
material), a degree of access and mobility, technological experience, and a strong familiarity with the material. I
suspect it will draw from a very select group of Cowichan citizens, and I will be highly surprised if it receives
participation rates similar to the two previous surveys which—despite protests to the contrary—were hardly
examples of thorough community engagement. While this OCP review started strong, its focus has narrowed,

participation has been severely limited through the pandemic, and the overall process, unreasonably rushed. I

believe we deserve better.
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General overall comment re: the Survey:
I am familiar with the OCP process and its arguments. I am computer savvy, with time, access and technology on

my side. Yet I found this survey incredibly difficult to navigate, toggling between documents was clumsy and
time consuming with text boxes so limiting I had to give up on them. The format was inconsistent across
chapters and between the Executive Summary and the main document, and on top of that, the document
included numerous typos. It was easy to get lost, lose time finding the correct passage when moving back and
forth between documents, and then to frustratingly lose comments in text boxes during the process. A

Cowichan resident like my mother would simply have been unable to complete the online survey and given its
length (195-page OCP, 16-page Executive Summary, 32-page survey), one could be left with the impression that
it was designed to dissuade full and careful attention. The availability of paper copies in libraries cannot make
I up for the design of a survey that requires such significant time to complete (211 pages of dense background
I material), a degree of access and mobility, technological experience, and a strong familiarity with the material. I
[suspect it will draw from a very select group of Cowichan citizens, and I will be highly surprised if it receives
participation rates similar to the two previous surveys which—despite protests to the contrary—were hardly
I examples of thorough community engagement. While this OCP review started strong, its focus has narrowed,

I participation has been severely limited through the pandemic, and the overall process, unreasonably rushed. I

believe we deserve better.
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LINK FROM COMMENT SECTION ON PAGES
CHAPTER 2 - VISION, GOALS, PRINCIPLES & FRAMEWORKS
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Go to Top
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ATTACHMENT #8

Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rafer Strandlund <Rafer.Strandlund@fisgard.com>
Monday, November 8, 2021 2:46 PM
Community Planning
Al Siebring; Rob Conway
Official Community Plan Review - Kingsview Phased Development Agreement
Authorization, Bylaw 3691
Kiongsview OCP Review Letter.pdf

Importance:

High

Good Afternoon,
Please include the attached letter as part of the review of the Official Community Plan for North Cowichan. I understand
there is a meeting tonight, and I am hopeful that early on, it is made clear to whomever is working on the future OCP
that everyone is very clear that Kingsview has contractual development rights that must be adhered to. The approved
Phased Development Agreement and the approved Kingsview Comprehensive Development Plan govern the future
development of the Kingsview lands, even with a change in the OCP designation, or a change to the zoning.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call or email me.
Regards,

Rafer Strandlund
President, Transtide Kingsview Development Ltd.,
General Partner of Transtide Kingsview Limited Partnership
3378 Douglas Street, Victoria, BC
V8Z 3L3
Direct Line: 250‐389‐3019
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3378 Douglas Street
Victoria BC V8Z 3L3
Office: 250.382.9255
Toll Free: 1.866.382.9255

November 8, 2021
Municipality of North Cowichan
ATTN: Planning Department
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC
V9L 6A1
Attn:

Mayor and Council

Official Community Plan Review – Kingsview Phased Development Agreement Authorization, Bylaw
3691 (the “PDA”)
Re:

Dear Mayor and Council,
I write today concerning the Official Community Plan ("OCP") review as it relates to the Kingsview development lands
("Kingsview"). Transtide Kingsview Development Ltd. ("Transtide") strongly opposes any change to the Official
Community Plan to the extent that it impacts Kingsview. A change to the OCP will give the public an incorrect picture
of what is currently approved (and cannot be changed by an OCP amendment). In addition, the Rural Residential
proposed designation will not apply to Kingsview and therefore should not be presented to the public as if it will apply.
In earlier versions of the OCP review material, particularly the document titled "How Should We Grow?", Kingsview
was correctly identified as "Approved Development." However, on October 6, 2021, at the OCP Plan Advisory Group,
I noticed that the map included the south side of Kingsview in the Rural Residential category.
I do not know why or when this change happened. Under the PDA, Kingsview is developable according to the current
zoning. Stating otherwise or presenting materials in a way that gives a different impression is factually incorrect and
will invariably mislead the public.
Section 2.00 of the Kingsview Phased Development Agreement Authorization, Bylaw 3691 states explicitly that no
amendment or repeal of the Zoning Provisions or the current provisions of the Subdivision Bylaw (together, the
Specified Provisions") shall apply to the Lands, except:
•
•
•

As provided in Section 516(6) of the Local Government Act;
As provided in any other provision of the Local Government Act or statutory enactment in force from time to
time; or
To the extent that the owner of any parcel comprising the Lands agrees in writing that the amendment or
repeal shall apply to that Lands.

None of the three situations apply to Kingsview and amending the OCP in a way that purports to impact has no legal
effect, may not be enforceable and could void the OCP amendment entirely. Invariably, it will confuse members of the
public and will negatively impact staff, who will likely be the ones to deal with questions from time to time.
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Friday, December 3, 2021 10:05 AM
Community Planning
OCP Concerns

Hello
I have some grave concerns in regards to the direction of the OCP. Residents feel they can not make a difference. They
feel the OCP will not listen to their concerns even if they take the time to complete the survey. This is a very common
theme. I have also talked to a lot of residents in regards to this. Here are some points to show their concerns are valid:
When the 3 growth scenario surveys were conducted, here are some results:


46% of Bell McKinnon residents wanted scenario 1

For Quamichan for their own neighbourhood



39% wanted scenario 1
41% wanted scenario 2

When you look at the map, the 2 neighbourhoods impacted most by the OCP and the growth surveys are exactly these 2
neighbourhoods. Bell McKinnon and Quamichan. The UCB has been reduced and altered most drastically in these areas.
Your report is entitled “what we heard”. However, I do not think you listened. I feel you have a direction in which you
are heading and you are not listening. Each neighbourhood is unique and different.
The award winning BMLAP was also prepared by the residents of Bell McKinnon and this report has also been
disregarded and altered to the ideas of what Council feel is better for the community.

I found this picture on the North Cowichan OCP website. I was told it was not used. However, it is on your website. It
shows the OCP is biased towards option2. It even stated if you chose option 1, you are not typically an active person.

1
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Kind regards,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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November 25,2021
Dear Mayor and Council:
RE: Draft OCP and Public Engagement
During this pandemic we have all been working hard to adjust our lives to ensure the health and safety of our family,
friends, neighbours, businesses, and community. Well, if that is not challenging enough, this past week we were hit
with an atmospheric river causing massive flooding of homes, business and declaring a local state of emergency. We
are all trying our best to handle all that seems to be coming our way these days.
Yet MNC Council seems to be pushing forward with an extremely short window of time to gather feedback on the
draft OCP. This OCP draft document is extensive to say the least; 195 pages of content and over 50 survey questions.
I’m not sure about you, but to gain a true understanding of what this 195-page document is saying, completing the
survey is not something that can quickly be done.
The OCP will serve as a guide for how we use our land, grow, change, and respond to challenges over the next 20 years
or more. It is being touted as vastly important, vital and will ensure it meets North Cowichan’s ever-changing needs.
However, gathering real feedback, in a variety of ways, from as many residents as possible, seems to be far less
important than getting this adopted as quickly as possible.
In this pandemic we have all had to adjust our lives, both personally and professionally and recognize the challenges
it’s created in securing in person gatherings for this OCP process. However, residents need and want opportunities to
gather and discuss this overarching document that will guide the community we live in.
Along with roughly 125 people, I attended the November 8 webinar hoping to learn more about the new draft OCP,
how it will be used, offer feedback, and have questions answered. Given this event was online, with a 7pm start on a
Monday night, I think it shows residents are interested and want to have ‘their’ say. We learnt some general
information however there was no opportunity to offer feedback. The question period (which was slightly extended
due to the volume of questions wanting answered) saw well over 100 questions being asked, with many never being
answered.
Over the past two years, you have asked residents of North Cowichan for feedback on; off leash dog parks,
transportation survey, garbage collection survey, community engagement policy framework and NOW, in addition to
reading the 195-page draft OCP, then answering the 50 plus questions, you want me to engage in the Budget 2022
conversation and participate in the Municipal Forest Review workshop and complete the survey that goes with it. I
love my community, I try hard to be engaged and sincerely do apologize, but seriously, just how much time do you
think residents have?
We desperately need and want to be given the opportunity for some in person, fulsome discussions, workshops, open
houses, and or neighbourhood events regarding this OCP. Well, an online survey can work well for some it truly does
not work for everyone. Telling folks, they can call NC office, and someone can help them or ask for a paper application
is really the best you can do? Please tell me, if I have vision issues and call in for assistance how will that help me view
the eight pages of maps?
There are still so many residents unaware this OCP survey is even happening, and I can understand why. In last weeks
local newspaper there was an ad asking residents to have their say on Budget 2022 and an ad promoting the upcoming
Forest Review workshops but absolutely nothing on the most important of all, the OCP. Why is this?
NC is spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on this guiding document yet the lack of options for public
engagement is shocking. I have heard so many Councillors tout the importance of getting this right and all community
voices heard, is this true or does it just sound good saying it?
This is just too important to get wrong. If you won’t consider delaying the OCP till in person discussion can happen, at
the very least, please consider extending the deadline for completing the survey till after the New Year and include
online workshops where feedback can be given and will be captured forming part of the public feedback. Appreciate
your time and consideration of my request.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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#2). The people who have taken this on with respect‐ may well have a good view of the subject. HOWEVER‐ it is one
aspect to undertake a project as such. It is ENTIRELY another to LIVE in the area for a length of time to know it WELL. As
it stands, most of those on the Webinar if not all live on the mainland. The layout at this stage‐ albeit some good ideas‐ I
find will NOT be met with full appreciation.
Input or no input at all from the public‐ it will do the planning committee well and a strong recommendation to proceed
incredibly cautiously and NOT rush it.
Now I agree‐ there’s ALWAYS the one person you’ll piss off‐ that’s the business world. HOWEVER‐ if this situation is met
with rising opposition‐ I can foresee the RCMP having FAR more work on their hands. Yet it is NOT just the aspect of
whether everyone agrees or disagrees‐ there is also the problem with the government and the pandemic‐ both of which
have put people out of work (and in some cases‐ unnecessarily due to the pandemic)‐ but equally those who are fully
able to work and refuse to. By this I am NOT referring to the homeless and those who truly CANNOT work due to a
disability. I’m meaning those who are surviving off governmental benefits RESULTING from the pandemic.
It's somewhat irrelevant to say but I have not had the first vaccine nor do I intend to have any vaccine due to the
ingredients, dangers and the fact that with crap circulation in my left leg I KNOW full bloody well the first vaccine would
render me on crutches.
HOWEVER‐ that does not stop me from working. Yet when I go into a supermarket or store or the like‐ not counting
restaurants‐ and see ‘help wanted’‐ there’s a huge problem when we the residents are ending up paying higher taxes
and fees for everyone else’s bills who refuse to work‐ not CANNOT work‐ refuse to work.
That said‐ if the costs go up as this is implicated‐ the municipality will be met with much opposition to be sure. I would
have to ask whether the committee has considered any ramifications of their decisions and how to deal with them
should they arise. That is not something the RCMP should have to deal with‐ that would be passing the buck. That
should be the property of the people in charge of the plan to deal with the heat or opposition which was caused.
It is NOT just giving an ear to the people, holding a webinar and asking for their feedback and offering adjustments to an
OCP draft. It is equally a matter of strongly considering the worst case scenario and what will happen in the event should
an idea or project backfire or be met with heat.
In conclusion, if I may have this and particularly the three questions above directed to the appropriate people and
answered.
Many thanks in advance,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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1. We have reviewed the North Cowichan Zoning maps and it appears there is an I2 designation on both Western
Forest Products facilities in Chemainus. Can you verify this for me and further clarify if the intent of the OCP
advisory committee was to alter the Zoning in which those facilities occupy. Yes, the Western Forest Products
mill site in Chemainus is zoned I‐2. The recommendation from the OCP Advisory Group only applied to the
industrial site at Cowichan Bay. The proposed land use designation for the majority of the Chemainus site is
Industrial and Employment. The Benchlands area is proposed to have a Village Residential designation. The
designations can be viewed draft OCP map available on the Municipality’s website.

2. The suggestion to have the area designated within the OCP , is the suggestion referring to the mill lands or the
bench lands? See above.
3. During the November 8th OCP presentation, your planner Mr. Hutton made the following statement in the chat
panel:
Chris Hutton (he/him), North Cowichan Planning 07:21 PM
All surveys were done online and paper‐based surveys were available. They were promoted through
newspaper, social media, and newsletters. Additionally, a number of volunteers were charged with
supporting the project in the community, as well as a wide array of community groups who distributed
through public newsletters. In one engagement session, we were able to include a notice in the tax
mailout to every tax payer in the community.
Given this statement, I would like to know if we can get confirmation that Western was given the opportunity to
provide comment during this process, as alluded to above. There have been various opportunities for the public,
including Western Forest Products, to participate in the review and update of North Cowichan’s OCP that commenced in
2019. These included surveys on visions and goals, a community character survey and workshops, and a survey on
growth management scenarios. These opportunities have been publicized on the Municipality’s website, through the
local media, on social media, and in other ways such as the tax mail‐out you referred to. The community engagement
opportunities that have occurred to date have been available to all property owners and members of the public,
including Western Forest Products. Please note that the community engagement process for the draft OCP and land
use designations is occurring between November 8 and December 8 and Western is encouraged to provide any input it
2
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has on the draft document during this time. There will also be an opportunity to provide input and comment on the
draft OCP if Council decides to forward it to a public hearing in the new year.

4. Finally, is there written record or a contact person to discuss the rationale behind the recommendations in the
OCP pertaining to suggested changes to the Zoning Bylaw? If the new OCP is ultimately adopted by Council by
Bylaw, the OCP land use designations in the adopted OCP will provide guidance for zoning designations when
the Zoning Bylaw is reviewed and updated. The Zoning Bylaw is one of the principal ways the OCP is
implemented, so it should be expected that the future zoning will closely follow the OCP land use
designations. It is pre‐mature to say how that will all play out at this point because the OCP hasn’t yet been
adopted and there hasn’t been any work done on the zoning bylaw update.
If you are wondering about the rationale for the OCP Advisory Group’s recommendation to not apply the
industrial land use designation to lands within estuaries, there isn’t any specific written material I can refer you
to. My impression is that the recommendation was made to encourage future land uses on the estuaries to be
lower impact than could potentially occur within an industrial designation.
I am happy to discuss this with you more, but am away on vacation until November 22. Chris Osborne is filling I
for me while I am away, so if you wish to speak with someone before I return I recommend contacting him.

Appreciate you having a look at these questions and providing some guidance.
Regards,

Brad McRae
Director, Government Relations
Tel 250.201.3935
BMcRae@westernforest.com
westernforest.com

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIAL TRANSMISSION. This message and any accompanying attachments are intended only for
the intended recipient named above and may contain information that is privileged and confidential and protected by
copyright. Any dissemination, distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on this email or any accompanying
attachments by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
us of the error in communication by telephone (604-648-4500) or by return e-mail and destroy all copies of this
communication and any accompanying attachments without using or disclosing them. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patricia Taylor
Friday, December 3, 2021 12:00 PM
Nicole Barry; Lindsay Bysterveld
Rob Conway; Chris Osborne; Chris Hutton
FW: Response to OCP suggested amendments
Letter to North Cowichan OCP Advisory Committee December 3.pdf; Response to OCP
suggested amendments

To file under Community Planning email 
From: Brad McRae <BMcRae@westernforest.com>
Sent: Friday, December 3, 2021 11:57 AM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Response to OCP suggested amendments
Good morning,
I have attached the submission for the advisory committees review. Please contact me if there are any questions.

Regards,

Brad McRae
Director, Government Relations
Tel 250.201.3935
BMcRae@westernforest.com
westernforest.com

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIAL TRANSMISSION. This message and any accompanying attachments are intended only for
the intended recipient named above and may contain information that is privileged and confidential and protected by
copyright. Any dissemination, distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on this email or any accompanying
attachments by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
us of the error in communication by telephone (604-648-4500) or by return e-mail and destroy all copies of this
communication and any accompanying attachments without using or disclosing them. Thank you.
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December 3, 2021

Delivered via Email: communityplanning@northcowichan.ca

RE: Response to the District of North Cowichan Official Community Plan Update
(Updated Plan)
Thank you for the opportunity to submit a response to the Official Community Planning
advisory committee (Committee) regarding the Updated Plan, including suggested
changes to both overall land use and specific zoning changes. Western Forest Products
Inc. (Western) has identified concerns with respect to both generalities and specifics of
the draft Updated Plan and wish to convey them to the Committee for consideration as
set out below.
The current Official Community Plan of the District of North Cowichan (Current Plan)
adopted in 2011 recognized the importance and value of supporting significant
economic drivers, recognizing historical land uses, and highlighting “inconsistencies and
uncertainty create a poor investment environment”. Section 2.4.6(2011) of the Current
Plan specifically identified provisions for industry to “promote a healthy industrial sector”
and “reduce the potential for conflicts between industrial and other land uses”. The
acknowledgement of both the importance of industry, and creating a supportive
environment, appears to be absent within the current draft before the committee. In fact,
the draft Updated Plan provides no acknowledgement of both the significance of
Western being a significant community and regional economic driver, as well as the
overall role that industry plays in contributing to the community by not only directly
supporting 130 well-paying jobs, but also indirectly injecting significant funds into
numerous local businesses. From 2011 to 2021, Western paid over $9,000,000.00 in
municipal taxes. In 2021 alone, Western paid $799,608.00 in municipal taxes. This is a
significant contribution that provides relief to residential tax rates.
Next, the absence of support for historical land uses and a “legal non-conforming land
use designation” can greatly impact both current operations, future considerations for
investment, and raise levels of uncertainty to future planning. As the area in question
has a long-standing history of being used as Industrial Use (I2) land, we would expect
that the advisory committee would recognize both the historical and current use and
make recommendations according to those factors. Given Western has been operating
the Cowichan Bay mill since 2004 (with prior ownership of Doman Industries beginning
mill operations in 1976), it would be most appropriate for the lands it occupies to be
designated as I2. This will provide a level of certainty as well as a clear
acknowledgement of the long-standing operations.

www.westernforest.com
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council Support
Sunday, November 21, 2021 12:34 PM
Rob Conway; Chris Osborne
FYI - FW: OCP Review Deadline: Request for Extension

FYI
From: markmitchell@grecaholdings.ca <markmitchell@grecaholdings.ca>
Sent: November 19, 2021 2:51 PM
To: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: OCP Review Deadline: Request for Extension
Good Afternoon Council Members
My name Is Mark Mitchell and I am a Project Manager for Greca Holdings ltd., a Development company located in North
Cowichan. I would ask Council to consider delaying the deadline for responses to the proposed OCP.
The reasons for the request include, but not limited to:
 The times and recent Weather events have disrupted many lives ( my family included) and time has not been
available to thoroughly review the OCP
 The new OCP has fundamental and significant departures from the existing OCP that need to be reviewed more
thoroughly than the allocated time frame allows
 We have properties within the current UCB that will be adversely affected if this plan is adopted and we are
currently seeking advise

Thank you for your consideration
Mark
Mark Mitchell

GRECA HOLDINGS LTD.
422‐2640 BEVERLY STREET
DUNCAN, BC OFFICE 250‐715‐1600
CELL 250‐715‐5561
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November 29, 2021
To the MNC Mayor and Council
It is disturbing to see that the Draft OCP is a philosophical manifesto, rather than a plan for
development. Statements such as "The cult of consumerism is not only spiritually empty but also
ecologically destructive." have no place in a community plan. MNC is not a socialist state governing body
that has a mandate to establish a philosophy or “moral imperative” of development.
The following comments refer to Section 8 of the OCP.
The voters in Chemainus recognize the importance of economic development. In the October 26,
2017 Chemainus municipal open house attendees voted on the desirability of 11 priorities.
Economic development was the top priority gaining 24% of 72 votes. Note that “Economic
development and job creation” was a write-in category that was not included in the initial choices
provided by MNC staff on the “ballot” as provided.

The draft Plan advocates the use of tax dollars to engage in business actives. Creation of a
development corporation, etc. is not an appropriate use of tax dollars. Examples of inappropriate
activies are found in 8.3.2 which states that the Municipality can:
c. Create an economic development corporation owned by the Municipality.
d. … pursue strategic business attraction and development opportunities….
g. Examine how to use taxes and other financial instruments to support and promote businesses
aligned with its economic development philosophy.
i. Use its planning, taxation and investment powers to revitalize commercial and mixed-use areas
that have declined.

Under section 8.3.3 the Municipality will quiz developers on their business models. The inference is
that if the Municipality deems the developer’s business model or employment standards are not in
line with the MNC social objectives a business licence will be denied.
The plan calls for no new permits for “drive-thrus” type businesses. Considering the popularity and
growth of this sector, this prohibition is not realistic and will steer these businesses to neighbouring
jurisdictions.
Section 8.6 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY
An introduction to this section should state that industry is to be sought in order to increase
employment opportunities and generate tax income. Instead, the draft gives the impression that
industrial activity is something to be tolerated.
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A critique of Section 9 of the draft Official Community plan -

FIPPA s. 22(1)
, November 30, 2021

SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Providing and maintaining infrastructure is core municipal function.
Many BC municipalities, MNC included, have been too focused on non core issues and ignoring core
functions. Billions dollars of flood damage is the price for this lack of attention to basics. By omitting
mention of flood control, lack of which over the past decade has seriously damaged local property, the
authors of this report have similarly failed to recognize a core planning function.
9.1 WATER SYSTEMS
The need for description of the various water systems is questionable
9.2 SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMS
No comment
9.3 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The plan barely mentions flood control and does not mention the need for additional dikes, nor the
maintenance of dikes. The seriousness of this omission is obvious from flood damage in south western
BC in November, 2021. Damage repair will cost billions of dollars, thousands of people have been
displaced and have lost their possessions and property. The transportation and agricultural industries
have been severely damaged. Local flooding over the past decade has been serious, resulting in the
declaration of a State of Local Emergency. Reduction of flood damage in MNC needs serious and
prompt attention and will be costly. This issue must be addressed in the OCP.
9.4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Although the Municipality picks up garbage and organics, it is also responsible for disposal. Disposal of
solid waste is currently facilitated by arrangement with the CVRD. Accordingly, the solid waste is
transported 638 kilometres to a landfill site in southern Washington state. Tipping fees are paid in US
dollars. This is an expensive undertaking and consumes fossil fuels in truck, barge and rail transport. The
OCP does not mention this undertaking which is not compliant with the philosophy of the plan. The OCP
does not mention the need to establish, in concert with the CVRD, a safe local facility for disposal of the
26,000 tonnes of waste currently being transported to the USA at an annual cost of just under
$4,000,000.
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SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Providing and maintaining infrastructure is core municipal function.
Many BC municipalities, MNC included, have been too focused on non core issues and ignoring core
functions. Billions dollars of flood damage is the price for this lack of attention to basics. By omitting
mention of flood control, lack of which over the past decade has seriously damaged local property, the
authors of this report have similarly failed to recognize a core planning function.
9.1 WATER SYSTEMS
The need for description of the various water systems is questionable
9.2 SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMS
No comment
9.3 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The plan barely mentions flood control and does not mention the need for additional dikes, nor the
maintenance of dikes. The seriousness of this omission is obvious from flood damage in south western
BC in November, 2021. Damage repair will cost billions of dollars, thousands of people have been
displaced and have lost their possessions and property. The transportation and agricultural industries
have been severely damaged. Local flooding over the past decade has been serious, resulting in the
declaration of a State of Local Emergency. Reduction of flood damage in MNC needs serious and
prompt attention and will be costly. This issue must be addressed in the OCP.
9.4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Although the Municipality picks up garbage and organics, it is also responsible for disposal. Disposal of
solid waste is currently facilitated by arrangement with the CVRD. Accordingly, the solid waste is
transported 638 kilometres to a landfill site in southern Washington state. Tipping fees are paid in US
dollars. This is an expensive undertaking and consumes fossil fuels in truck, barge and rail transport. The
OCP does not mention this undertaking which is not compliant with the philosophy of the plan. The OCP
does not mention the need to establish, in concert with the CVRD, a safe local facility for disposal of the
26,000 tonnes of waste currently being transported to the USA at an annual cost of just under
$4,000,000.
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris Hutton
Monday, November 29, 2021 3:04 PM
'Tom Duncan'
Planning
RE: Official Community Plan Update Project

Thank you Mr. Duncan,
Your input will be added to other input received on this public engagement.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)
Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
FIPPA s. 22(1)
From: Tom Duncan
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 2:02 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Official Community Plan Update Project
Hello
I was attempting to comment thru the webpage and placespeak but I was unable to Use these platforms, I do think I am
reasonable savvy with current computers but… My comments are about the future growth around the hospital site, I am
wondering what the plans for water and sewer services would be ❓ At a recent joint council meeting some North
Cowichan Councilors expressed some interest in a highway bypass, is that a consideration❓ I am also wondering what
future economic development might look like, does North Cowichan envision businesses similar to the current situation
on the TCH Thru Duncan ❓ Has the CVRD Economic Development staff provided input on the future development in the
Bell McKinnon area❓ Thanks

Tom Duncan
MTMS
Councillor
City of Duncan
250 709‐4843
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council Support
Wednesday, December 1, 2021 1:54 PM
Planning
FW: NC OCP - food security feedback

FYI
From: Kate Marsh <kate.marsh@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 12:11 PM
To: Rosalie Sawrie <rosalie.sawrie@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: NC OCP ‐ food security feedback
These are great points. Thanks for sharing them Rosalie.
From: Rosalie Sawrie
Sent: December 1, 2021 10:24 AM
To: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: FW: NC OCP ‐ food security feedback
Hi Rob,
I just wanted to share these comments that were sent to me regarding the food security chapter of the OCP. I think
there are some really great points here to consider and incorporate.
Thank you,
Rosalie
‐‐
Rosalie Sawrie, Councillor
she/her
Municipality of North Cowichan
cell: 250‐710‐4293
Grateful to live and work on unceded Coast Salish Territory.

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: November 29, 2021 11:11 AM
To: Rosalie Sawrie <rosalie.sawrie@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: NC OCP ‐ food security feedback

Hi Rosalie,
I hope this email finds you well, enjoying today's sunny break.
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Serena Yang <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
Monday, November 29, 2021 3:03 PM
Chris Hutton; Chris Osborne; Patricia Taylor
Suzy Lunn
Fwd: [Konveio Inquiry] Main OCp document

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

We also received this comment.
I've responded asking for clarification on whether the ES is the only part she can report on and if she's
experiencing issues with the other sections.
S
Serena Yang (She/Her)
Planner

T 604.736.7755 ext.107 | C 778.242.3568 | @thinkmodus | thinkmodus.ca

#207 - 55 East Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6A 0A5
Subscribe to our newsletter for project news, research, and invites to MODUS social gatherings.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: <noreply@konveio.email>
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 2:24 PM
Subject: [Konveio Inquiry] Main OCp document
To: <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
FIPPA s. 22(1)
sent a message using the contact form at
https://modus.konveio.net/contact.
I have read the whole document 190 pages and am unable to provide my comments and edits as the executive
summary is the only report l can report on. I am disturbed that the document is heavy on Climate change and
Farming which l agree with, however the rest questionable.
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FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)
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FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian Danyliw <brian.danyliw@theagencyre.com>
Wednesday, December 1, 2021 7:50 AM
Al Siebring
Council
OCP

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Categories:

In Laserfiche

Dear Mayor and Council

In regard to the council meeting today, I ask that you consider the following in the interest of the community;

1. Item 7.1 – A 14 day extension is insufficient. This extension would land the date right in the middle of the
holiday season rush when people can devote little time to reviewing a 195 page document and comment on a
30 page questionnaire. I would suggest that, at a minimum, the date be moved to February.
2. Item 7.3 – It is appropriate to commence with in‐person meetings again as the guidelines from the Health
Ministry have changed to allow for group gatherings. This is especially important given the gravity of the matters
being discussed and the difficulty many people have following along on zoom meetings. From the Ministry
website “There are no capacity restrictions on indoor organized gatherings. Proof of vaccination is required for
organized gatherings with more than 50 people.”
3. Item 8.1 – In regard to doing a study on the economic impact on existing growth centers.





There is no real way to quantify what Councillor Justice is proposing, there are far too many
variables to consider. It would be a ‘GIGO’ (garbage in‐garbage out) study that provides no
useful information. To reiterate, at the end of the day it would be useless conjecture.
Staff at the MNC are already unable to keep up with the daily work load.
What is the real purpose? Is Councillor Justice suggesting we move the hospital to a
different area? Now is not the time to do this study.
Undertaking a report of this nature would be very expensive and very time consuming. The
residents want and NEED their new hospital sooner, not later!

COWICHAN WORKS
A community group supporting families and businesses in the Cowichan Valley!
BRIAN DANYLIW
Chair
c: 250 710 6844
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Serena Yang <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
Friday, December 3, 2021 8:36 AM
Chris Hutton; Chris Osborne; Patricia Taylor
Suzy Lunn
Fwd: [Konveio Inquiry] Comment on OCP

Good morning team,
Please see below for a comment on the draft OCP.
S
Serena Yang (She/Her)
Planner

T 604.736.7755 ext.107 | C 778.242.3568 | @thinkmodus | thinkmodus.ca

#207 - 55 East Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6A 0A5
Subscribe to our newsletter for project news, research, and invites to MODUS social gatherings.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: <noreply@konveio.email>
Date: Thu, Dec 2, 2021 at 10:48 AM
Subject: [Konveio Inquiry] Comment on OCP
To: <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
FIPPA s. 22(1)
sent a message using the contact form at
https://modus.konveio.net/contact.
My wife and I do not support the draft OCP.
This document goes way beyond what the scope of an OCP should be. This draft is a political and philosophical
document that attempts to tell us how we should live our lives. MNC's citizens are quite capable of making our
own decisions without government interference. MNC's role should be to define areas of acceptable land use
not to tell us where we can live.
Not everyone wants to live in high density areas like James Bay, Cook Street Village and Yaletown. Rural
living still has significant appeal to many people. And as far as the argument that rural areas are heavy users of
infrastructure please take a step back and think about that for a minute. My wife and I live
We have a barely paved road and municipal water. No sanitary sewer, no sidewalks, no streetlights.
And yet our 2021 property taxes were $7,676 before any grants. Talk about a cash grab - we are paying way,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
way more than our fair share.
1
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FIPPA s. 22(1)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patricia Taylor
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:39 AM
Planning
Fiona Baker
2021-12-07_Communiciations re: Public Feedback Question on Chapter 8
Question re konveio; FW: Question re konveio

Here is the start of something…
I forwarded to Rob/Chris O and attached Chapter 8 questions.
From: Tammy Isaachsen <tammy.isaachsen@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:09 AM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Question re konveio
Hi Chris – can you/the OCP team provide a reply to this question:

Where is the discussion for Chapter 8, this is the most useless and contradictory part of the OCP, and must
be removed completely from the OCP. All other chapters have the ability to make comment, this is the
purest form of dictatorship. Allow comments for the parts that we all need to function, but no input on the
part where the government can say who or what is allowed to do anything in the community.
________________________________
Tammy Isaachsen
Communications and Engagement Coordinator
Office of the Mayor and CAO, Municipality of North Cowichan
tammy.isaachsen@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3206
C 250.510.4833

We want your input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment until December 22. Go
to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tammy Isaachsen
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:09 AM
Chris Hutton
Patricia Taylor
Question re konveio

Hi Chris – can you/the OCP team provide a reply to this question:

Where is the discussion for Chapter 8, this is the most useless and contradictory part of the OCP, and must
be removed completely from the OCP. All other chapters have the ability to make comment, this is the
purest form of dictatorship. Allow comments for the parts that we all need to function, but no input on the
part where the government can say who or what is allowed to do anything in the community.
________________________________
Tammy Isaachsen
Communications and Engagement Coordinator
Office of the Mayor and CAO, Municipality of North Cowichan
tammy.isaachsen@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3206
C 250.510.4833

We want your input!

North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment until December 22. Go
to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:36 AM
Rob Conway; Chris Osborne
Chris Hutton; Tammy Isaachsen
FW: Question re konveio

Hi Rob and Chris O – this question was received by Comms (Tammy) – can we formulate a response?

Where is the discussion for Chapter 8, this is the most useless and contradictory part of the OCP,
and must be removed completely from the OCP. All other chapters have the ability to make
comment, this is the purest form of dictatorship. Allow comments for the parts that we all need to
function, but no input on the part where the government can say who or what is allowed to do
anything in the community.
FyI….the survey questions for Chapter 8 include:
8. Do you support the strategic direction for the economy chapter that responds to the goal to:


☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Support a thriving economy that focusses on sustainable jobs and local businesses including green
technologies and innovative agriculture which leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and
responds to regional economic change.

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
Tell us why.

CHAPTER 8: LOCAL REGENERATIVE ECONOMY
Section 8.1 Localized, Low Consumption Economy
1.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
Section 8.2 Serving Well Being
2.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?
1
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☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
Section 8.3 Local Economic Development Environment
3.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
Section 8.4 Rural Based Economic Activities
4.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
Section 8.5 Commercial Opportunity
5.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
Section 8.6 Industrial Activity
6.

Do you support the objective and policies in this section?

☐ Yes, completely!
☐ Mostly
2
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☐ Unsure
☐ Somewhat
☐ Not at all
Tell us why.
7.

Do you have any general thoughts on this chapter?

Patricia Taylor
250‐746‐3263
Patricia.Taylor@northcowichan.ca

From: Tammy Isaachsen <tammy.isaachsen@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:09 AM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Question re konveio
Hi Chris – can you/the OCP team provide a reply to this question:

Where is the discussion for Chapter 8, this is the most useless and contradictory part of the OCP, and must
be removed completely from the OCP. All other chapters have the ability to make comment, this is the
purest form of dictatorship. Allow comments for the parts that we all need to function, but no input on the
part where the government can say who or what is allowed to do anything in the community.
________________________________
Tammy Isaachsen
Communications and Engagement Coordinator
Office of the Mayor and CAO, Municipality of North Cowichan
tammy.isaachsen@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3206
C 250.510.4833

We want your input!

North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment until December 22. Go
to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 6:00 PM
Council
OCP Input
MNC OCP Feedback 2.pdf

Please see letter attached. Thank you for taking the time to read it.
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FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Monday, December 13, 2021 9:36 AM
'David Vandine'
Chris Hutton
2021-12-10 Email from David Vandine Construction - Draft OCP

Hi David, thank you for your input regarding the draft Official Community Plan. Your feedback has been acknowledged
and will be added as part of the public record during this engagement period.
Warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 22nd.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: David Vandine <David@vandineconstruction.ca>
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 7:09 AM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Draft OCP
Good morning,
I would like to express my concern against the new ocp.

Drawing the new UCB around the existing homes (except for the area between Highwood and Kingsview)
within the Maple Bay Corridor looks a lot like nimbyism. It does not follow the logic of infilling that you
have described within this document (access to existing infrastructure etc).

1
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Why can't the Maple Bay corridor be a growth center? It has the elements…school, walking trails,
commercial sites that can’t make a business case yet to build because of not enough population, etc.
Developers should be encouraged to build more density around the school and commercial sites.
The resistance to the ParkView subdivision located right across from MB school, on a bus line, a block
away from the commercial site, from a "nimby wanna be counselor" who apparently now has left town is an
example of how this process can be slanted.
The proposed UCB boundary in the Maple Bay corridor contradicts some of the guiding principles within
this draft document. As I write this, Lakes and Tzouhalem Rds are both closed due to flooding. A local
commercial centre at Kingsview would come in handy now. Was that considered at all in this plan?
Connecting Donnay Drive through Stonehill farm has been a long-term goal. There is no reference to
Donnay Drive in this document, does the TMP address this question?
The fact (illustrated by the hot real estate market) is that people want to spend their money on a nice house
or townhouse out on Maple Bay Road. This document seems to imply that this is a bad thing. It wants to
keep the status quo of the existing fragmented urban sprawl where we all must drive several kilometers to
town for our jug of milk.
The UCB line should remain where it is presently. This will allow planned development to continue in
accordance with the planning and infrastructure to date. This will result in enough people living in this area
for a business case for a major tenant such as a grocery store to set up shop. With the addition of
commercial development, the Maple Bay corridor area will have the community commercial area that it
deserves.
It seems inherently unfair to promote growth centers in areas that don’t have servicing yet (Bell Mckinnon)
while at the same time restricting an existing developed area that is pre-serviced and has been planned to
densify since the 1980's.
Why is that anyways?
Thank you,
David Vandine
President & CEO
Vandine Construction Inc.
#5‐6092 Scott Road, Duncan B.C.
Cell: 250‐416‐9265
Office: 250‐597‐1190
Mail: PO Box 20003
Beverly Corners Post Office
Duncan, B.C.
V9L‐5H1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patricia Taylor
Monday, December 20, 2021 4:36 PM
'Briana Mussatto'
Michael Nygren; Brandon Crema; Kevin Foster; rob@thinkmodus.ca
Email from Briana Mussatto at District Group_RE: North Cowichan Official Community
Plan Feedback - District Letter_with Attachment
2021 12 20 OCP Review Letter FINAL.pdf

Thank you for the feedback, Briana. The review from District Group has been acknowledged and will be added as part of
the public record during this engagement period.
Merry Christmas and warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 22nd.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Briana Mussatto <mussatto@districtgroup.ca>
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2021 4:00 PM
To: rob@thinkmodus.ca; Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Michael Nygren <nygren@districtgroup.ca>; Brandon Crema <crema@districtgroup.ca>; Kevin Foster
<foster@districtgroup.ca>; Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: North Cowichan Official Community Plan Feedback ‐ District Letter
Hi Mr. Conway and Mr. Barrs,
Please find the attached letter from District Developments Corp. providing our formal response to the November 8,
2021 Draft Official Community Plan document.
1
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We would be happy to sit down with you both to discuss this letter further. If you could please confirm receipt of this e‐
mail and the attached letter, it would be very much appreciated
Thank you,
BRIANA MUSSATTO
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
M 778‐838‐7597
200‐8809 Heather Street
Vancouver BC
Canada V6P 3T1
districtgroup.ca

This email, including any attachments, is for the sole use
of the intended recipient and may contain confidential
information. If you are not the intended recipient please
notify us immediately and destroy this email and any copies.
Thank you.
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VIA EMAIL
December 20, 2021
Mr. Rob Conway
Director of Planning and Building
Municipality of North Cowichan
730 Trans-Canada Highway, PO Box 278
Duncan BC, V9L 3X4
Mr. Robert Barrs
Principal
MODUS Planning, Design & Engagement
#207 – 55 East Cordova Street
Vancouver, BC V6A 0A5
Dear Mr. Rob Conway and Mr. Robert Barrs:
RE: North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan Update
INTRODUCTION
On behalf of District Development Corp., we provide this letter as our detailed formal
response to North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan (OCP) published on Monday,
November 8, 2021. We have been observers of the OCP review process to date and we have
reviewed the draft material in detail. Accordingly, we have a number of constructive
comments and potential concerns about how the OCP process impacts the North Cowichan
community as a whole.
PROCESS AND TRANSPARENCY
Our goal is to provide meaningful constructive feedback as we understand the complexity of
an OCP review process and its associated public engagement. Over the past 20 years we have
been involved in numerous Official Community Plan processes throughout British Columbia,
hosted many public forums, open houses and conducted countless surveys. Our specific
comments and concerns with respect to process and transparency are as follows:
•

The surveys during this OCP process didn’t require names or a completeness test. For
transparency, raw results need to be available to the public.

•

We are concerned that we have not been formally engaged by either of yourselves
nor planning staff throughout this process. We believe this is significant as we have
a major rezoning application within the Bell McKinnon Area Plan that is severely
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impacted by the draft OCP policy (Urban Containment Boundary and future versus
current land use). In every other similar instance, we have been involved in, and there
has been many, this would be obvious reason for early engagement by the
professional team putting together the revised planning policy.
•

Notwithstanding the above, we were also denied the right to speak as a delegation
at the September 6, 2021 Committee of the Whole Council meeting where Council
had a workshop of the Bell McKinnon area, effectively undermining the democratic
process by denying our right to speak as concerned members of the public, who are
greatly impacted by the results of the Council recommendation.

•

This process deserves to inform the public, City Council, and others that may be
impacted why decisions are being made to potentially eliminate a current application
for 800 homes and other significant supporting uses for the new hospital particularly
in the context of there being no other applications within the planning area.

SURVEY RESULTS AND OCP DIRECTION
The nature in which the survey was set-up yielded results that can tell a widely varying story
depending on how you want to parse the data. Our thoughts are as follows:
•

The interpretation appears to fit a curve rather than determine one. However, we
don’t necessarily feel that the planning results have been pre-determined.

•

We do believe that the data analysis results taken from the Bell McKinnon
neighbourhood could be interpreted differently and in a manner that should be
strongly considered in order to meet overall OCP goals with respect to the
concentration and accommodation of growth.

•

The Bell McKinnon neighbourhood had the highest response rate (by percentage of
population) at 16%, which indicates both awareness and interest in the OCP. This
likely stems from the fact that the development of the Bell McKinnon Local Area plan
was both rigorous and recent.

•

In addition to the highest response rate, the Bell McKinnon neighbourhood
significantly preferred Option 1 ‘Business-as-usual’ over the other two growth
scenario options.

•

Given that North Cowichan and its unique neighbourhoods are spread out over a
large geographical area, our feeling is that the opportunity is that the Bell McKinnon
Area Plan should accommodate a disproportionately higher amount of the
anticipated growth. This is not reflected in the current planning direction and should
be considered.
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NEED A FORWARD-THINKING PLANNING APPROACH
Good planning requires a forward-thinking holistic approach – the ability to look at the ‘big
picture’. In order to move the community forward, it requires to incorporate public feedback
while balancing the long-term economic, social and environmental elements. Public opinion
is only one aspect of putting together what we would consider professional grade planning
recommendations.
As a keen observer of this whole process, a lot of attention has been given to the survey
results and the associated growth scenarios. We are hopeful that the growth scenario
recommendations have also included a lot of professional debate between yourselves and
Municipal planning staff; however, the nature of the communication hasn’t suggested that.
We believe the OCP review process would benefit from additional narrative with respect to
the decisions you have made as planning professionals versus simply as collators of public
opinion.
COWICHAN DISTRICT HOSPITAL REPLACEMENT PROJECT
As you are aware, the Cowichan District Hospital Replacement Project is a $887.4M project
with a capacity of 204 hospital beds. Upon completion it will employ 780 additional hospital
staff over and above staff employed at the current hospital. In addition to this, a significant
construction workforce will be required over the next five years.
Irrespective of whether the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan was specifically put in place to
support the hospital, or not, the ability for the hospital to be constructed or operate longterm requires supportive uses in close proximity to it (housing, professional office space,
hotels, food services, other commercial services) and certainty with respect to the planning,
delivery, and cost sharing of the civil infrastructure. If you draw a circle around any significant
hospital in this province you will find a variety of land uses surrounding it.
We are in the construction business and have a deep understanding of the complexities of a
project of this nature. We could make a strong argument that simply presenting uncertainty
in the recently approved Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan creates substantial risk for the
delivery and operation of the new hospital. It is not just the uncertainty presented to the
health authority itself but also to the development community who would be the ones who
would develop and construct the adjacent and supportive uses.
Given the proposed amendments to the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan and Urban
Containment Boundary we would like to see the following:
•

A detailed understanding of the consultation process between yourselves, Municipal
planning staff and the health authority on these proposed changes.
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•

A detailed explanation of how you feel you’ve mitigated these risks.

REALISTICALLY SOLVING YOUR CURRENT HOUSING CRISIS
Given the historically low inventory for rental and for-sale product there is a substantial and
potentially unquantifiable demand for housing. Rental vacancies as reported by CMHC in the
Fall of 2020 were reported at 1.8% (with low data reliability). We believe the data for Fall of
2021 will be at or near 0%. In our experience, this actually suggests a potentially high
negative vacancy rate (i.e. people looking for housing that doesn’t exist).
There are only 77 properties for sale in all of North Cowichan for all types as of November
23, 2021 as viewed on Realtor.ca based on a population of approximately 32,000 people.
The low inventory for rental and for-sale product is a national issue. A June 17, 2021 joint
report by the federal and provincial government titled ‘Canada-British Columbia Expert Panel
on the Future of Housing Supply and Affordability’ specifically calls for a planning framework
that proactively encourages housing and states “local governments must better estimate
and anticipate how many homes are needed to house a growing population with diverse
needs.” This framework is intended to allow municipalities to more freely approve housing
projects.
There is significant risk to any community that has such a low availability of housing which is
only exacerbated when every other community also has a low availability of housing. The
OCP should absolutely take no chances with respect to the supply of housing— especially
after what British Columbia has experienced with floods and fires. There is simply nowhere
for people to go in the Municipality of North Cowichan if there were a natural disaster of any
size. There is no rental accommodation, there is no hotel capacity and there are no new
homes. This is not a circumstance that any modern community should be in.
In addition to the comments above, current residents of North Cowichan cannot design a life
around their changing needs for real estate. These residents desperately need more housing
options— especially rental, seniors looking for age-appropriate accommodation, and young
families desperately seeking alternatives to the traditional single-family home. There is
simply no upward or downward mobility for current residents. People can’t find a place to
start their families and they can’t downsize which we believe is a massive problem.
Given these realities, our comments and suggestions are as follows:
•

An aggressive approach to growth should be taken not only in Bell McKinnon Area
Plan but in all areas of North Cowichan.
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•

Where there is significant demand, there needs to be a plan for an even greater
supply to try and meet the diverse needs of the community.

•

There is no real risk of over-supply. The pace of development that will naturally occur
is more limited by the nature of the land that needs to be consolidated and
repositioned, the pricing required to motivate the development patterns, and the
overall supply chain of the development and construction process. The key is having
a significant amount of land area available for housing development.

•

We believe the assumed population of 20,000 new residents that can be
accommodated in the growth areas have been overstated. Our experience is that
once road dedications, parks and greenspace, environmental features, desired
building typology, setbacks, and parking requirements are accounted for the yield
will be roughly 65% of the gross land area. Further, our experience suggests that
approximately 20 units per acre is achieved with a reasonable mix of building
typology. We have completed a comprehensive analysis of every parcel within the
Bell McKinnon Area Plan and we would be happy to share our data.

OTHER SUBSTAINTIAL COMMUNITY RISKS
North Cowichan needs to promote a healthy supply of all types and price-points of housing.
We are starting to see in many communities in British Columbia, North Cowichan included,
that is missing an element of housing that is essential for key community service providers.
This includes policemen, paramedics, teachers, and firemen.
There have been recent instances where the reliability of these services have been impacted
as a result of not being able to attract these essential service workers due to housing
shortages. We believe this represents another significant community risk and why the supply
of housing shouldn’t be left to chance.
Finally, Municipalities that have low growth are forced to increase property tax mill rates in
order to meet rapidly rising budgets, driven by inflation and the replacement of aging
infrastructure. If an approach to higher growth is taken, it will provide the municipality a
higher property tax base without having to increase the costs to existing homes. A failure to
do so will result in the displacement of long-term residents of the Municipality of North
Cowichan. A disproportionate amount of such residents will be the most vulnerable, such as
elderly residents relying upon fixed income.
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Perhaps better said – if the private sector struggles to provide market housing, the provision
of affordable housing is much harder, if not impossible. The draft OCP policies need to
address this with more than just language.
GRANDFATHERING EXISTING APPLICATIONS
When development applications are submitted to a Municipality, a great deal of time,
effort, and expense goes into the planning of an application to meet the current goals of
the community outlined in the Municipality’s planning documents. We understand that
Council’s recent direction is to make changes to the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan;
however, we ask that a grandfathering provision be considered for applications currently
in-stream that relied on the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan at the time of submission.
BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN
Our thoughts on the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan are as follows:
•

Keep the Bell McKinnon Local Area plan as originally contemplated and approved.

•

Focus on areas of higher density first.

•

Focus on Bell McKinnon Road as a corridor.

•

Focus development along the proposed roundabout intersection of Herd and Bell
McKinnon Road.

•

Focus on developing in an infrastructure efficient manner. Particularly to include a
stretch of Bell McKinnon north of Herd Road, given that infrastructure upgrades
related to the hospital are necessary for that portion of Bell McKinnon Road.

•

Maintain the Urban Containment Boundary consistent with the current Bell
McKinnon Local Area Plan and existing OCP, and keep the future development areas
within the Urban Containment Boundary.

•

Allow for immediate development opportunities that are not physically adjacent to
the hospital site. This will allow for coincident construction of complementary uses
(rental residential, professional medical office space) without interfering with the
hospital construction.
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The decisions today will impact the North Cowichan community for over a decade. We ask
that our concerns and considerations be thoroughly reviewed and assessed – with
meaningful participation. We would like to sit down with you to discuss collaboratively and
solicit feedback at your earliest opportunity.
Sincerely,

Michael Nygren
President & CEO
District Developments Corp.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Monday, December 20, 2021 4:33 PM
' FIPPA s. 22(1)

Rob Douglas; Shaun Mason
2021-12-20 Email from Dave Lindsay_RE: comments on North Cowichan OCP

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Thank you for the feedback,
All your hard work has been acknowledged and will be added as part of the public
record during this engagement period.
Merry Christmas and warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 22nd.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2021 3:47 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Rob Douglas <rob.douglas@northcowichan.ca>; Shaun Mason <Shaun.Mason@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: comments on North Cowichan OCP

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the Official Community Plan, this is the first time that I
have gone through the entire document. I will however, confine my comments to section 6.
A few general comments:


The term "regenerating" or "regeneration" has been used for different purposes. People with a
forestry background may be confused at the new, more general reference to this term, since it
1
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has long been used by foresters to define the silvicultural practice of replanting or regenerating
a harvested stand to a forested condition.
I fully support strategy #3 - Climate Action Plan. The recognition that the municipality has a
responsibility to "support ecosystems and promote carbon sequestration" is an admirable goal
with a corresponding function of properly managing the Municipal Forest Reserve.

Specific comments:






Section 6.1 - Ecosystem Health, Biodiversity and Critical Habitats. This section starts out with
a very confusing blend of technical terms. The use of "Coastal Douglas Fir Forests" is used
incorrectly. Page 117 does an excellent job of describing Coastal Douglas fir (CDF)
biogeoclimatic zones. Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) biogeoclimatic zone is also common
within and around North Cowichan - both of these zones contain Douglas fir forests. Use of the
term "Coastal Douglas fir forests" (page 108) is blending the 2 meanings. Simply remove the
word coastal when referring to a forest of Douglas fir trees. Douglas fir forests are the
predominant stands within the zonal ecosystems of the CDF and the drier subzone variants of
the CWH, which are the dominant ecosystems on the east coast of Vancouver Island.
Similarly on page 108, it also states that many red and blue listed species and plant
communities at risk are within these ecosystems. It might be useful to add a clarifying
statement here that all undisturbed and older seral stage forests within these ecosystems
(CDF and CWH) should be managed as rare or threatened.
A non-forestry section (page 113 - specifically light pollution) is very disappointing. There is no
management actions proposed. I can't help notice the proliferation of several high intensity TV
screen billboards in the Cowichan Valley. These cast an huge amount of light which is
disturbing from an energy conservation point of view but also as an impact on migratory bird
mortality. Other than domestic cats and feral cats - buildings and bright urban lights are major
sources of mortality for migrating songbirds. It seems ironic that the Somenos marsh wildlife
reserve / bird viewing areas are directly across from the Thrifty Foods eye sore (OK, my own
personal biases here....).

I found the section on the forest reserve to be quite general but well written, I have no comments or
suggestions.
. FIPPA s. 22(1)
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OCP Comments
From:
Date: December 16, 2021

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Thank you to everyone who has put so much effort into this draft OCP. I really like its
content and general direction, with the dual focus on ecological and social justice goals.
Below I have noted some concerns with the framing and presentation of these goals,
the regional context with respect to First Nations, and the goals related to reconciliation.
Climate Change and Ecological Lens/Principle:
I made most of my comments on this theme at the Environmental Advisory Committee
meeting, resulting in recommendations to council to broaden the climate change lens
and principle to include an ecological lens and principle. This framing change would
have to be made throughout the document.
The description of the ecological/climate change principle could also include:
• Protecting and restoring natural ecosystems, biodiversity, watercourses and
watershed health, SAR…
• Reducing consumption of energy and resources, especially non-renewable
resources…
Social Justice & Diversity, Equity, and inclusion (DEI):
I’m happy that this goal has been set for the OCP. I do have concerns with some of the
language that is used to describe particular groups of residents, and also framing that
centres a privileged group and excludes others. I know that the intention is to include all
groups of people, but some of the language serves to exclude rather than include. For
example, the phrase “living on the margins of society” actively excludes the very people
you are wanting to include.
Is it possible to hire a DEI consultant/advisor to go through and ensure the wording and
framing serve to include all residents and focus on the problems of the system rather
than suggesting that there is something inadequate about the people? This resource
may also be useful: “Advancing Equity and Inclusion: A Guide for Municipalities”
(https://www.cawi-ivtf.org/sites/default/files/publications/advancing-equity-inclusionweb_0.pdf)
•

pg 16: Suggestion for Social Justice and Equity Principle: “Through this OCP, we
ensure all municipal policies, plans and decisions are made through an equity
and inclusion lens… incorporating the equity concerns of Indigenous peoples,
racialized people, immigrants, persons living in poverty, persons with disabilities,
LGBTQ people, women, seniors, and youth.” OR “lens…that addresses gender
differences and other social inequities, such as income disparities, racism,
ableism, homophobia and transphobia, ageism.”
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Pg 17: 2) Could include DEI targets (training for staff and elected officials,
increasing diversity of staff; engagement of reps…);
pg 26: Social justice and equity framework should be reframed. Remove “living
on the margins of society”. Also, maybe not about “removing barriers” but
“designing programming to serve all community members” or “Make the
municipality work for everyone”.
Pg. 26: “enforcing corrective measures to ensure that one group is not harmed
disproportionately.” – is vague. Not sure what this means.
Pg. 26: : explicitly serving equity priority groups rather than ‘supporting’ – puts
the onus on the municipality to ensure everyone is served, rather than singling
out groups for extra support.
Pg 27: Progress measured by: Could add: Diversity of MNC staff; DEI training for
MNC staff
Pg 28: In Inclusion: Mainstream/margin issue. Mainstream is defined by those in
power. Instead of “mainstream”, could say something like “those with unfair or
disproportionate levels of power learn from those with less power and give up
some of their power to level the playing field.”
Pg 28: Could reword definition of ‘privilege’ – “Unearned benefit or advantage
one receives in society by nature of their identity” or “social advantages, benefits,
degrees of prestige or respect that an individual has by virtue of belonging to
certain social identity groups.”
Page 61: “We must be able to support those who are vulnerable and need help
in certain stages of their life.” ‘Need help’ makes it seem like they are a problem,
rather than making sure municipalities work for them and provide necessary
services, accessible design, freedom from discrimination.
‘Special consideration’ should be ‘consideration’. ‘Special’ excludes them and
singles them out.
Pg 63: “Our hope is to”… Seems uncommitted. Other sections assert, they don’t
hope. Should have “Defining success/objective and “The Municipality can”
sections.
Pg 65: “Most vulnerable residents” – these groups may or may not be
‘vulnerable’ or ‘most vulnerable’. Better wording might be “providing services
for various groups of residents, such as…

Reconciliation and Collaboration with Local First Nations
I understand that there is ongoing work with local First Nations to set the context and
review the OCP. I would obviously defer to them, but offer these comments for what
they are worth.
• Pg. 3: Concern with the use of “we” to refer to non-Indigenous people and “they” to
refer to Indigenous residents. For example, “Collectively, WE must continue to learn
about the colonial history of Indigenous peoples to better understand the
importance and significance of First Nations culture and presence in OUR region…”
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This excludes Indigenous residents. Referring to all groups as “they” is more
inclusive.
 The sentence above could be changed to: “Non-Indigenous residents of NC must
continue to learn about the Quwutsun Nation, its people, history, and cultural
traditions, and the colonial history of this area. They must find ways to answer
the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action.” Also: “THEY must also acknowledge
that historical and ongoing systemic racism and colonialism…
 I would also keep it in the present tense. “…historical and ongoing systemic
racism and colonialism IMPACT our communities and culture, and resolve to
work toward: reconciling relationships and creating a shared, mutually-beneficial
future.”
The concept of “consultation” and “meaningful consultation”: Consultation may be
appropriate for certain types of planning and decision-making, whereas stronger
mechanisms like collaboration and shared decision-making might be more
appropriate in other areas, for example with respect to the municipal forest or
watershed protection and restoration. Using stronger language would signal more
of a commitment to reconciliation.
Pg 6: [listed First Nations] “have rights and title to area with the region”. I would
suggest setting a better context for readers. Something like: “The region is the
homelands of the [listed FNs], who have title to the area, and rights and
responsibilities to govern and steward its lands, waters, and resources.”
I didn’t see any mention of cooperation with local First Nations with respect to
providing services like water, sewage, etc. Does this happen? Is it contemplated?
Pg 16: I would recommend integrating ideas from Whistler into the OCP rather than
just referencing them. Or if MNC’s work is ongoing, perhaps explain that and word
it in a way that signals where you want to go and identifies next steps.
• Pg 71: Change “collectively we must continue to learn about the colonial history
and the effect on the local FNs to better understand the importance…” Make
inclusive of a FN audience (see above).
• pg. 73: Change “neighbouring” to “local” (since MNC is on First Nations’ land, not
next to it).

Random questions/comments:
• Pg. 7: Curious about aging population — What is the age distribution of
Quwutsun Nation members? If more young people, would be worth mentioning
alongside the aging trend. Pg 31: could also reference in the section on growth –
reference growth and age distribution of local FN communities; would impact
need for housing and services – was this taken into consideration in the long
range projections of population, housing, and employment?
• pg 7: f. Mental health and substance use supports for all who need it (not the
visible homeless population). You could add “including the homeless population.”
• May want to add the trend of people being able to work virtually and moving
away from larger cities to places like MNC.
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The use of the social justice and climate/ecological lens icons seems kind of
random in the document.
Pg 40: Why restrict home-based businesses if allowing neighbourhood
commercial uses? Reduces transportation if people can work and access
businesses in their neighbourhoods. So many jobs are now home-based. May
need clarification as to what you are referring to. Could use similar wording to pg
41 f.
Page 53: Are malfunctioning septic systems a contributor to nutrient loading in
Somenos Lake as well, or only Quamichan?
Pg 109: add “protection” and add “incentivize protection and restoration of
natural areas, including forest, meadow, and riparian areas”

Thank you again for your work and for the opportunity to provide these comments. Feel
free to contact me if you have any question
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bruce <bruce@elmworth.com>
Tuesday, December 21, 2021 2:55 PM
Planning
Chris Osborne
FW: Draft OCP- Lot 1, Section 5, Somenos District, Plan VIP 63560- PLA SUB 00054
05-6296_PRO10A.pdf

Bruce Muir

Elmworth Construction Ltd.
Tel: 250‐748‐6133
Fax: 250‐746‐4400
www.elmworth.com
From: Bruce
Sent: December 21, 2021 2:50 PM
To: planning@northcowichan.bc.ca
Cc: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>; Chris Hutton (chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca)
<chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Draft OCP‐ Lot 1, Section 5, Somenos District, Plan VIP 63560‐ PLA SUB 00054
Planning Department,
I am writing to request that the draft OCP mapping for land use be amended to properly show this property as Rural
Residential not Agriculture, Forestry and Conservation. This property is a phased strata development of one large strata
lot that has been planted with vines and eight large residential lots. Phase one has been completed. We are awaiting
construction approval for Phase two and three.
Thank you for your attention to this.
Regards,
Bruce Muir

Elmworth Construction Ltd.
Tel: 250‐748‐6133
Fax: 250‐746‐4400
www.elmworth.com
1
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FIPPA s. 22(1)

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, December 21, 2021 2:40 PM
Al Siebring
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Council;
Petition Route 6 - Crofton - Vesuvius Bay

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Categories:

In Laserfiche

Dear Mayor,
Compliments of the Season to you and your Councillors & Staff.
The question for us was do we go with the Petition over the Holidays or wait for the New Year. I know you
have a lot on your plate right now with the tragic weather events of Mid November, your not alone. We
decided to go with the Campaign now because of the "Intolerable Situation" on Route 6. With the Summer of
2022 being just around the corner when traffic and sailing waits create madness for all.
What would be nice if you or one your Councillor's popped into Cedrick's Cafe just down from the Post Office
in Crofton over the Holiday’s.
the Cafe and has lived on
for years. She’s the perfect
Resident to tell her Elected Officials about the traffic situation, with some pretty amazing stories. FIPPA s. 22(1)
Happy Holidays to All.
Best Wishes,

FIPPA s. 22(1)
FIPPA s. 22(1)

Hello,
I just signed the petition "BC Ferries CEO & Management Team: 2 Ferry Service for Vesuvius Bay to
Crofton - The Fix for Route Six" and wanted to see if you could help by adding your name.
Our goal is to reach 1000 signatures and we need more support. You can read more and sign the petition
here:
https://chng.it/Z4pg2pTK9Y
Please feel free to forward to like minded Residents Thank you!
Patrons of Route 6
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 6:18 PM
FIPPA s. 22(1)
2021-12-21 Email to Tim Openshaw RE: OCP Draft

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Thank you for the feedback,
. Your feedback has been acknowledged and will be added as part of the public record
during this engagement period.
Merry Christmas and warm regards,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and comment from
November 8 to December 22nd.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2021 8:46 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: OCP Draft
To whom it may concern.
Thank you to everyone that has devoted their time and efforts to the new OCP draft.
I have done my best to read and understand the entire OCP draft and my comments will be a reflection of my overall
thoughts of the document.
I don’t buy into the fact that we are faced with a climate emergency and that all our actions should be looked at through
that lenses. Are 7+Billion people having a negative impact on our planet, absolutely! I agree that we all can do better in
protecting and preserving what we have and I applaud most of the efforts outlined with in the OCP that address some of
1
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the negative effects of over population , rampant waste and consumption . I feel extremely fortunate that we have a
home in Chemainus and are heavily invested in the community.
It concerns me how many resources the MNC would require in order to facilitate and implement the new OCP. How
many more staff members would be required? What would the tax implications be? With future development being
seriously curbed these questions should be of concern to all citizens of MNC.
Is it really in the citizens best interests that local government has such far reaching impacts on our personal lives? All
decisions left to the whims and flavors of the day? It reminds me of religious beliefs where you can often impose rules
and interpretations far beyond the original intent and scope.
The bureaucracy and red tape that already exists within MNC is often frustrating and stifling. What will it look like if this
new OCP is adopted? Some of the wording, particularly in “The Municipality can” is encouraging, but what will it actually
look like when it comes to getting anything done?
One analogy I have used in the past was councils inability to decide if a rooster was a chicken. Their solution was to give
it back to staff to find an answer! One can only imagine what it would look like when future councils are faced with
some of the decisions that would have to be made when referring to the OCP.
I do agree with limiting urban sprawl, maximizing benefits of the MFR, protecting our natural resources, increased
densification, doing everything we can to maximize our agricultural potential which would include housing for
temporary foreign workers.
At the end of the day I highly doubt whether my opinion or any other citizens opinions matter if they don’t align with the
current councils woke agenda.
Sincerely
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris Osborne
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 5:59 PM
'Bruce Findlay'
Chris Hutton; Patricia Taylor; Rob Conway; Glenn Morris
RE: Lion Rampant The pub property

Hello again Bruce,
I can confirm that changes to OCP designations do not automatically change your permitted uses with your current C2
zoning – all current zonings remain in place and could only potentially change during a future zoning bylaw update. This
would be a separate process from the OCP, involving further public input and a public hearing.
At present there is no timeline for such an update, but it would certainly be well publicized if/when Council decides to
update the zoning bylaw. It’s impossible to predict at this stage what zoning changes that process might propose, let
alone end up actually enacting, but these updates are generally designed to give better effect to OCP policies, which as
proposed, are quite supportive of neighbourhood pubs and shops and other similar uses.
Your earlier email to Council was also forwarded to us and will be included along with all other feedback for Council’s
consideration.
Regards
____________________________________
Chris Osborne MRTPI, MCIP, RPP

Manager, Planning
250-746-3277

Municipality of North Cowichan
chris.osborne@northcowichan.ca
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC V9L 6A1 | Canada
www.northcowichan.ca

From: Bruce Findlay <bruce@lionrampant.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 5:39 PM
To: Chris Osborne <Chris.Osborne@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>; Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Conway
<rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>; Glenn Morris <Glenn.Morris@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Re: Lion Rampant The pub property
Thanks Chris. I trust it won’t alter any future plans we may have for the site that are currently permitted under the C2
zoning?

On Dec 22, 2021, at 4:30 PM, Chris Osborne <Chris.Osborne@northcowichan.ca> wrote:
1
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Hello Bruce,
Seeing the email below, I can offer some clarification for you. Despite its name, the proposed “rural
residential” designation covering all of the Maple Bay village area does explicitly contemplate and
encourage intermittent commercial uses that make residential areas more livable and walkable,
including neighbourhood pubs, corner stores, cafés, etc. If the OCP is adopted, the pub use and liquor
store in this location would remain entirely consistent with the plan, which also leaves open the
possibility of additional similar uses to be considered around the Maple Bay waterfront.
I hope this provides some reassurance, please call me if you wish to discuss.
Regards
____________________________________
Chris Osborne MRTPI, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning
250-746-3277
Municipality of North Cowichan
chris.osborne@northcowichan.ca
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC V9L 6A1 | Canada
www.northcowichan.ca

From: Glenn Morris <Glenn.Morris@northcowichan.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 4:13 PM
To: 'bruce@lionrampant.ca' <bruce@lionrampant.ca>
Cc: Chris Osborne <Chris.Osborne@northcowichan.ca>; Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>;
Patricia Taylor <patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Lion Rampant The pub property

Hi Bruce,
Here is the contact email for OCP submission – last day is today. Good to chat.
Thank you
Sincerely
Glenn Morris, B.Sc, MCIP, RPP
Development Planning Coordinator
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC V9L 6A1 | Canada
2
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www.northcowichan.ca
glenn.morris@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3118
F 250.746.3154
We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is available for public review and
comment from November 8 to December 22.
Go to www.northcowichan.ca/OCP to participate.

From: bruce@lionrampant.ca <bruce@lionrampant.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 12:47 PM
To: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>; Glenn Morris <Glenn.Morris@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: The pub property
Importance: High
Hi guys,
Do you have any idea why my pub property is now “residential” on the OCP land use map? This property
has been commercial since at least construction of the Maple Bay Inn in 1922. If this affects ANY sort of
future development prospects, I will be a very unhappy publican. Do you guys have any insights? Thanks.
Regards,
Bruce R. Findlay, BBA
President
LION RAMPANT PUB INC.
LION RAMPANT PRIVATE LIQUOR STORE INC.
BRIGANTINE INN VENTURES LTD.
6777 Beaumont Avenue
Maple Bay, British Columbia
CANADA V9L 5X4
P: 250.746.5422
F: 250.746.8365
M: 250.701.5460
E: bruce@lionrampant.ca

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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Patricia Taylor
FIPPA s. 22(1)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, December 22, 2021 9:21 PM
Council
OCP.

Hello Mayor and Council
I am writing this in protest to the new OCP that is being contemplated for North Cowichan. This process is severely
flawed, when as a tax payer I am not able to even get on the website to even review what the report is about. I have
talked to others in the Valley and they have the same problems. Some that I have talked to said they were able to get
on and try and make sense of a 200 page document and try and fill out the survey only to get frustrated and take a lot of
time of theirs.
I believe a document this important should have public engagement and this process has not reached the level of
engagement needed to make a informed decisions on this important document. How many people in the valley that
may have trouble with this online survey but are engaged in the community are not able to respond.
I believe that this council should delay the December 22 deadline for 3 or 4 months so you can do a proper in person
Public Engagement so that the majority of North Cowichan can be heard not just a minority of the public. To me it seems
that there is a few councillors trying to push this thru for their own agenda and not looking at the big picture for the
WHOLE Valley.
In closing I will say again this document is to important to push thru without proper public input. I would ask that Mayor
And Council do the right thing and postpone this until public can have input into this.
Thank You
(concerned citizen)
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Serena Yang <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
Thursday, December 23, 2021 8:01 AM
Chris Hutton; Chris Osborne; Patricia Taylor
Suzy Lunn
Fwd: [Konveio Inquiry] Proposed OCP

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi team,
One more!
S

---------- Forwarded message --------From: <noreply@konveio.email>
Date: Wed, Dec 22, 2021 at 7:14 PM
Subject: [Konveio Inquiry] Proposed OCP
To: <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
FIPPA s. 22(1)
sent a message using the contact form at https://modus.konveio.net/contact.
Dear Major and Council: After reading the proposed OCP to say I am disappointed and dismayed would be an
understatement. In regards to business operators you are inserting yourselves where you do not belong. This is
not a socialist country. No business man would want to open a business under these proposals. Then if no one
opens business there is no development and therefore reduced tax base. If that becomes the case then who will
pay the bills. People are already struggling with their taxes. With regards to climate change, let the senior levels
of government deal in this area as they already are. As for high density housing the majority of people I talk to
do not want it. You can not stop development or people moving here unless you make it undesirable to do so.
You are not going to solve the homeless problem or inequalities at your level. It appears with your agenda you
are catering to small portions of our society, punishing and taxing the rest. Although it may be an admirable
goal what you have proposed. I believe where you are headed, the methods you are proposing and the amount
of money you are spending are misguided. Thank you.
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chris Hutton
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 10:28 AM
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Community Planning
FW: 2021 OCP questions
Document_2021-12-21_MNC-OCP2021questions.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Thank you

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Your input has been received and will be added as public input in this engagement process.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)
Community Planning Coordinator
chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155

FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2021 5:08 PM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: 2021 OCP questions

Mr. Hutton,
I dropped off an envelope yesterday at the MNC planning department regarding
the proposed new OCP, just in case you have not received it yet, I thought I would send you another email (this
one has some maps included) with it attached for your reference.
We still find it puzzling as to why when the Municipality wants to have higher density growth in existing
centres close to shops, services and infrastructure that is already in the UCB, why would you want to take this
part of Alington Rd out of the UCB?
Looking forward to your reply.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 10:56 PM
Council; Community Planning
OCP feedback

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Mayor, Council and Planning Staff;
Please ensure that the Bell McKinnon LAP is embedded in this OCP.

Thank you for your time,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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I was disturbed by the draft community character of Maple Bay that were presented to
us. These characters were drafted as a result of the survey that took place. I thought
the number of responses to the survey was very low and should not be used to decide
how to "move forward".
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Thursday, December 23, 2021 11:16 AM
'Bruce Findlay'
2022-12-22 Email to Bruce Findlay at Lion Rampant Scottish Pub & Liquor Store_RE:
North Cowichan's OCP Draft

Hi Bruce,
Thank you for your email. This message is to acknowledge that your information has been received and will be added as
public input for this engagement period.
Warm regards and merry Christmas,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is now closed. Thank you to everyone who provided
feedback.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Bruce Findlay <bruce@surefireproperties.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 10:36 PM
To: Chris Osborne <Chris.Osborne@northcowichan.ca>; Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>; Patricia Taylor
<patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Bruce Findlay <bruce@surefireproperties.ca>; Glenn Morris <Glenn.Morris@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: North Cowichan's OCP Draft

Hello,
I am the owner of the Lion Rampant Scottish Pub & Private Liquor Store in Maple Bay, as well as the owner of
SureFire Properties Inc. I also live in Crofton. As a resident & business owner in the municipality, I have some
very serious concerns and comments regarding the OCP draft. I am a real estate developer by trade and a
publican by choice.
1
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First, as I said in my earlier email today to Council, I find it asinine to have an OCP review during a pandemic.
While I understand the interest in pursuing an OCP review, the entire process should have been shelved until
the pandemic was at a point of control. Instead, the entire process has continued on, almost as if people had
nothing else to focus on or worry about.
For me, I own a pub. One of the worst businesses to own during the pandemic is a pub. The ridiculous
mandates, the unfounded closures and the unknown business climate has taken a massive toll on my staff, my
business and my family. The LAST thing I could have cared about the past 21 months is a municipal
engagement on an OCP that, frankly, I don't think needed updating in the first place.
People were worrying about whether they may die from this virus. People were worrying about losing their jobs
and how to feed their families. People were worrying about their loved ones, living alone or in extended care,
and not being able to see them, even on their deathbeds. People were worrying about their surgeries being
postponed to ensure beds were available if needed. What people were NOT worrying about was an OCP review.
Second, the way this OCP review was rolled out was ridiculous. I have chatted with my staff, friends and
business associates, and almost nobody knew this was underway. When I told them they had until today to
respond, they shrugged it off. People are NOT engaged, yet the OCP has a substantial effect on their lives, more
than some provincial & federal processes.
When I opened the OCP draft, at ~200 pages, I wondered how I would get through it. I'm a reasonably educated
person - I have a business degree and 26 years of high-level commercial real estate experience. Yet I had
trouble trying to understand the thought process behind, not only the review, but some of the frameworks,
principles and goals. I can't imagine what others may think about this document who may not have the
education or patience to slog through 200 pages of wordy spin-doctoring.
As I said, I am a real estate developer. I looked at this OCP from three points of view - a resident, a pub owner
& a real estate developer. Here are my thoughts:
1. This document is a farce. The goals are so pie-in-the-sky, with what seems like not even a remote
understanding of economics, it's actually laughable. For example, in some areas it talks about asking developers
to add local art to their buildings (or pay into some fund), to design their buildings with a focus on our First
Nations history, to provide space for "social connections" and to consider leasing space to social services
groups, to consider and focus on climate change ideas in the development as well as "regeneration". Does
anyone on these committees have two clues on how much these requests would add to the cost of development?
2. Further on in the document it talks about affordable housing, social housing, non-market housing and the
like. I am a fan of affordable housing, but it would be IMPOSSIBLE to create social housing within the
framework of the OCP, as the demands on the developers are too high to ensure the project would succeed
without massive grants or incentives.
3. Focusing 75% of development around the "villages" would backfire on the affordable housing goal as well.
When you suggest that these areas are best suited for development for walkability and reducing carbon
footprints, that's fine... but what does it do to the value of those properties in those village areas? They
skyrocket. The proof is in the Bell Mckinnon Road LAP where land prices have increased 5x or 10x due to the
announcement of the new hospital and the LAP. The exact same thing will happen in the village areas.
4. At NO time should a municipality delve into areas that are not in their bailiwick. A municipality does three
main functions - provides infrastructure services (water, sewer, roadways, parklands, etc.), provides services
(trash, recycling, snow removal, fire, policing, etc.) and provides development services. That's it. Nowhere in
2
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the municipality's charter is there discussions about economy, childcare spaces, food security, regeneration, etc.
These are the focus of the provincial & the federal governments, if at all. To think that the municipality should
set "objectives and policies for creating a regenerative economy" is ridiculous. Do you know who spurns on the
economy in every village, town, municipality and city? Small business. The municipality needs to stay out of
small business' way other than to help meet their needs when infrastructure, services and planning is required.
Other than that? Get out of our way.
5. The entire of chapter 8 is ludicrous. What does this actually mean? "A community plan that prioritizes the
concepts of sustainability and regeneration must re-think its approach to economic development to fit the
biophysical realities of our shared human predicament." What?!?!? Our shared human predicament? Wow. Also
"our community should be re-considering the core assumptions about the economy and how to re-purpose it for
long-term health, wellbeing, social justice, and the regeneration of natural systems." Do you know what I read
in that sentence? A complete and utter misunderstanding of economic systems, competition, supply & demand
and how the province, country and the world actually revolves. It is fine to focus on sustainability in
development, but to focus on an economic plan that shouldn't even be on the radar of any OCP? Again, wow...
6. We can focus all day long on climate change, trying to reduce our carbon footprint, recycle and re-use
absolutely everything possible, share rather than discard items, etc., but if the USA, China and India don't get on
board with these movements, anything Canada does is going to be miniscule and useless. So to focus so much
energy on climate change, renewable energy, regeneration, etc., is not only going to be extremely costly but
likely useless. Also, the comment about showcasing green technologies to draw green entrepreneurs to the
district sure sounds good on paper... but where will we house them? We can't even get doctors here!
7. The idea of a government "creating employment" is foolish. 88.5% of Canadians in the private sector work
for small & medium sized businesses. Many people work in the public sector but the public sector is funded by
the private sector. The public sector doesn't "create" jobs - it reacts to the demands of the private sector
citizenship and may add jobs where required to supply services, but it does not create jobs. That is what the
private sector does. Focusing any sort of dialogue in the OCP on "creating meaningful employment" or to
"increase participation in the local economy" is a complete and utter waste of time. These are not in the
jurisdiction of a municipality - job creation programs are, and should continue to be at, the federal and
provincial levels.
8. The idea that the municipality should "critically review types of commercial activity" is a distressing thought.
Also, the idea that a business owner will need to "explain their approaches to living wage, community
contribution, climate action and reducing environmental impact when applying for a business license" is
borderline communism. The municipality should NEVER have the right to prioritize any private citizen's right
to create a business or commercial endeavour, that meets the current zoning of that property. Big Brother is not
something we need in this community. We have enough concerns already.
9. Regarding rural business opportunities, what exactly do the underlined words in this sentence actually mean:
"tourism development that sensitively celebrates North Cowichan's natural assets and rural experiences,
including controlled amounts of non-consumptive agri-tourism, sports tourism and eco-tourism." Is it being
suggested that the residents of North Cowichan should be controlled in their access to our own municipallyowned lands? Or be limited to visiting certain tourist destinations?
As you can likely see, I'm frustrated as I type this email. I can't believe my tax dollars are going towards the
payment for a document like this, including all of the time involved by staff and outside resources. This OCP
draft is a complete farce.
From a developer's perspective, I can tell you wholeheartedly that if these frameworks, principles and goals are
instigated in North Cowichan, the chance of residential development occurring here will be slim to none,
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especially affordable residential. These hoops that developers would have to jump through make developments
unsustainable and unprofitable. While they may seem like nice ideas on paper, in reality they are impossible to
instigate and keep pricing affordable in any way, shape or form.
What we should be doing with developers is ENTICING them to our community, because we have a SERIOUS
need for housing NOW. Give them land! Give them free DCCs! Give them huge encouragement to build to
meet OUR needs for housing. Do not put roadblocks in their way - that's how we get into a ridiculously worse
situation than we're already in!
I have been working on a dissertation regarding the benefits of a public/private partnership for housing, which I
was going to present to North Cowichan, the City of Duncan and the CVRD in the near future. What it does is
show how easy it would be to make these projects happen, but it has to have support from the public realm. It
can be done. We just need to shelve these pie-in-the-sky ideals, especially in the short-term, to ensure we have
housing for our residents ASAP.
From a personal perspective, frankly the OCP has such an air of socialism, creeping towards communism, that
it's actually quite disturbing to read. The entire document needs to be thrown back to the planning stages and
involve EVERY North Cowichan resident & business owner in the process, to meet the needs of EVERY North
Cowichan resident & business owner.
This OCP cannot move forward as written.
Regards,
Bruce R. Findlay, BBA
President
SUREFIRE PROPERTIES INC.
Vancouver Island Office
6777 Beaumont Avenue
Maple Bay, British Columbia
CANADA V9L 5X4
P: 778.422.3200
F: 250.746.8365
C: 250.701.5460
E: bruce@surefireproperties.ca
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Thursday, December 23, 2021 11:13 AM
FIPPA s. 22(1)
2021-12-22 Email to
_RE: Draft OCP Feedback

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Hi

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Thank you for your email. This message is to acknowledge that your information has been received and will be added as
public input for this engagement period.
Warm regards and merry Christmas,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is now closed. Thank you to everyone who provided
feedback.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 9:17 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>; mayorandcouncil@northcowichan.ca
Cc: editor@cowichanvalleycitizen.com
Subject: Draft OCP Feedback

Ladies and Gentlemen. Your ongoing questionnaires and feedback channels have been troublesome on several
levels. Therefore, I have chosen to provide opinion, in my own way, with respect to your draft Official
Community Plan.
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“..and the people ploughed under their food crops and planted grapes. And the people got drunk, and the cost of
food skyrocketed. Pet horses ate the remaining ALR pasture. Then came climate change and, as predicted,
people migrated north from the vast desert that was once California, and they settled on our side of the wall.
Then came the predicted atmospheric rivers. The roads washed out; power and water, gas and ferries, and
supplies of everything were interrupted. And the rich remained drunk in seclusion, and the poor went cold and
hungry. There were no facilities for resupply….no local airports, no heliports no railroads. No local ports to
unload feed grain, a boxcar or a container. The lessons of “Lake Abbotsford “ were unheeded. Instead of loving
and helping each other, people hoarded stuff, until others stole it. Then came the forest fires, unstoppable fires.
You see, there were rules to protect the undergrowth in the whole riparian forest, especially near the Urban
Containment Zones, (I hate that dictatorial term, but more on that later), near the schools, near the woodinspired multifamily dwellings and the empty fire hydrants. You’d think the warning fires of Slave Lake and
Fort McMurray and Barriere and Lytton would teach them to remove the fuel, but no, the fuel was
protected. When the fuel dried out and the sparks flew there were no water bombers to call. Their contracts
were canceled and their equipment was in California. The BC central Fire Control Office moved their scarce
resources to higher priority fires, and we faced arrest if we tried to douse it ourselves. “
Did I mention earthquakes or snowstorms? Enough, you say?.... People, your OCP reads like a sales pitch,
mixed with a smattering of “Thou shalt nots". It attempts to paint some utopian view of our little corner in
social terms, without the physical obligations of the collective, or the cooperation of the neighbors. While the
world is full of disaster response legislation, an OCP should plan for disaster avoidance. It does not. In addition,
we need clean air, a massive water supply, food security, territorial ownership, property rights, shelter
opportunities, transportation, and ongoing security of all of these.
This OCP lacks collective ambition. In previous times, the Roman’s needed water so they built viaducts, and
Rome survived. By contrast, 200,000 people in Ephesus lacked that determination and that city failed.
Furthermore, an OCP needs to inspire our younger generations. People should not need to migrate away to live
and work. We need to inspire all our citizens to go far beyond the basics of life, work, budgets and taxes. We
need to inspire people to take up volunteering, paying forward, building institutions, preparing for the
inevitable, and solving our problems.
On Urban Containment Zones…..a favorite municipal topic. The legal code in French territories specifies that
nothing is allowed unless specified in their code. By contrast, the British common law and codes allow full
creative freedom, unless restricted by codes. We live in a land of the liberated and free. In any natural historic
example, cities sprang up by natural evolution. This was based on availability of water and its use with
transportation. Water was used for heavy transport (rivers, lakes and oceans) and cities evolved at the meeting
points of waterways and roadways. Water was therefore managed to sustain life, carry sewage, allow transport.
People gathered in those places for collective security, to market goods and services, and to enjoy human
interaction. In more modern times, the transportation links have gone beyond rivers. They now encompass
airports, buses, light rail, trucks and cars. Population density gathers around skytrain terminals, airports, and
various crossover points. So ‘containment' is not needed. Density evolves where people like to gather. And that
would include anywhere along transport routes.
Speaking of transportation, wouldn’t it be nice if our bus routes could connect people in a meaningful way. I
have yet to see, in 22 years, more than two people on a Maple Bay bus. Wouldn’t it be nice if our transport
nodes converged so people could use multiple modes for one trip. Great cities do that. So why can’t we? In New
York the subways, the railways, and the bus terminal are all stacked together, even including a sports stadium.
Same in London where transit connects for people. The Tube connects with Heathrow and local buses, and a
massive connecting system throughout the city. The Motorways and rail network complete the network for
moving people. Wouldn’t it be nice if our transit were to connect to our ferry terminals, or to our airports, or
wherever we want? The Mill Bay ferry goes from where to where, you ask? I don’t know where it goes, but it
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sure doesn’t go to anywhere useful, like a bus stop, or an airport, or Schwartz Bay. And where does it start out
from, you say? Don’t know that either, but it’s not from Mill Bay or anywhere with even a parking lot!
That’s outside North Cowichan’s view, you say. Yes, and that’s our basic problem. You see, there are four
local territorial governments supporting one natural region. The whole region has the same needs. So it
involves four local governments and one provincial elected official. The OCP needs to show leadership, not just
for restrictive zoning, but for where you, as leaders, are willing to take us. You are charged with casting a vision
for us, not just coping with today. It’s time for you to go the next mile. The OCP is incomplete as it now
stands. It reads like a restrictive covenant. It needs a hundred year vision, where every resident is equal in every
opportunity, and the outlook appears very bright. So back to the drawing board, people. Two sections need
review or removal. You know which they are. And two more sections are needed. One has to do with vision
casting, the other with disaster mitigation and avoidance.
I want to thank those people you carefully selected to work on your OCP over this past two years. They have
given a lot of themselves and we appreciate that. It allows us to stand on some basic foundations, so we now
can see further. It has shown us who we are, so we can do better.
Respectfully
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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3. Support ecosystems and promote carbon sequestration.
4. Make buildings more energy efficient DEVELOPERS AND CONSTRUCTION
PEOPLE NEED DIRECTION AS TO WHAT ACTUALLY IS MORE EFFICIENT,
SUCH AS NO CATHEDRAL CEILINGS – EQUAL LOW CEILINGS DISTRIBUTE
HEAT BETTER. CONSIDER FOR NEW LOW-INCOME HOUSING IN ANY CASE.
P 24
OCP includes climate action policy considerations relating to:
infill development, which means only allowing new development where people currently
live (i.e. redevelopment in growth centres rather than in rural areas).
energy efficiency for new development (construction and operating).
increasing tree canopy – GREEN CANOPY NOT NECESSARY – EVEN GROUND
COVER /VEGETATION HELPS – ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN ROCKY BLUFF
AREAS OR THIN SOIL AREAS WHERE LARGE TREES MAY NOT SUCCEED AND
PLEASE – STOP PLANTING CEDARS IN THESE AREAS THAT NEED MATURE
TREES, THEY NEED MOISTURE – AND ARE DYING.
P26

thoughtful growth management
HAVE DEVELOPMENT ONLY BE PERMITTED IN SAFE AREAS – NOT
FLOODPLAINS! AND START LOOKING AT WAYS TO HELP THOSE WHO
CURRENTLY LIVE IN AREAS THAT ARE INUNDATED BY FLOODING, TO MOVE TO
SAFER HIGHER LANDS. ESPECIALLY FIRST NATIONS PEOPLES WHO WERE
RELEGATED TO CERTAIN AREAS. FIND ALTERNATIVES LANDS FOR THEM TO
MOVE TO, AT LEAST FOR THE WINTER SEASON
DON’T ENCOURAGE STRUCTURES OR ROADS TO BE BUILT IN THESE LOW
LYING AREAS, AND STOP REBUILDING BRIDGES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
WHERE THEY WILL BE WASHED OUT IN FUTURE ( EXAMPLE – CROFTON AND
CHEMAINUS INTERSECTION). START LOOKING FORWARD TO INCLUDE
FUNDING AS INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS REPLACING

, but are not limited to:
Indigenous peoples women
racialized people
people with disabilities
people living in poverty
youth
seniors ( NEED BULLET ON THIS LINE)
newcomers
lone parents
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and/or Questioning, Intersex, Asexual,
Two-Spirit (LGBTQIA2S+)
JUST USE “PAN SEXUAL” TERM – IT COVERS EVERYTHING AS FAR AS I KNOW –
I LOOKED INTO IT WHEN I HEARD IT USED LAST MONTH,
P 36
maximized, the UCB assists North Cowichan to guide the community towards actions
such as:
village core growth and revitalization.
creation of mixed-use walkable communities with active transportation and transit
options.
ACTIVE TRANSPORT MEANS HUMAN PROPELLED, YOU COULD ALSO INCLUDE
OTHER ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT – ANYTHING THAT IS NOT INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE POWERESD- SUCH AS EBIKES. THIS SHOULD BE
INCLUDED IN THE DOCUMENT WHENEVER ACTIVE TRANSPORT IS SUGGESTED.
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protection of environment and agricultural areas.
improved management
improved management and efficiency of municipal infrastructure assets and services
such as water, sewer and recycling pickup. ALONG WITH THIS include encouragement
for proper composting not pickup but self use in yard
protection of areas for First Nations to engage in cultural practices including hunting,
fishing, cultural and spiritual uses, and gathering traditional foods and medicines where
appropriate.
CONSIDER WHERE THE RESERVES WERE PIUSHED TO – AND LOOK AT
OPTIONS FOR RELOCATING IF RAISING THE AREA OUT OF FLOOD DANGER IS
NOT AN OPTION – OR PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE WINTER RESIDENCES
P 37
Pedestrian-oriented and multi-modal transportation
MULTI-MODAL MEANS TWO TYPES OF TRANSPORT – COMBINED TRANSPORT.
PLEASE ADD ALTERNATIVE ENERGY TRANSPORT SUCH AS EBIKES OR WORD
THE DOC SUCH THAT ELECTRIC OPTIONS FOR FUEL MAY NOT BE THE ONLY
GREEN WAY OF MOVING IN THE FUTURE
lower-density housing typologies – JUST USE “TYPES” PERHAPS - KEEP IT SIMPLE
FOR THE PUBLIC DOCUMENT
3.2.4 The Municipality can:
a. Direct significant growth to areas identified as growth centres inside the urban
containment boundary.
b. Require that development in centres makes effective use of land by controlling lot
sizes, development typologies and setting density ranges.
DEVELOPMENT PLANS SHOULD INCLUDE SOME GROUNDCOVER, LANDSCAPE
PLANS PERHAPS EQUAL TO THE SIZE OF HOUSE BEING CONSTRUCTED ON
THE LOT
P 38
3.2.5 The Municipality will ask developers and landowners to:
d. Incorporate low-carbon, local low-impact construction materials and energy efficient
design into both new and retrofitted development.
INCLUDE A GREEN SPACE AND WILDLIFE CORRIDOR ZONE FOR OR BETWEEN
EACH DEVELOPMENT AREA – EQUAL TO THE FOOTPRINT OF THE BUILDINGPAVED AREAS
P40
G. requirements in these areas with parking and transportation demand management
development approval information as part of each development to determine the
appropriate amount of on- and off-street vehicular and bicycle
ALLOW BELOW GROUND PARKING FOR RESIDENTS - ON NEW UNITS
ESPECIALLY.
P41
Develop neighbourhood plans (or consider plans developed by resident groups) for
specific areas where particular community or development goals are identified by local
residents. SUCH AS COMMUNITY GARDENS OR NATURAL WALKWAYS/ TRAILS
These will not necessarily imply significant amounts of new development or housing
growth, and may be focused instead on improving a neighbourhood’s quality, safety or
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character. ALSO INCLUDE FUNDING FOR DEVELOPIUNG NATURE TRAILS IN
EACH SCHOOLYARD – FOR HEALTH OF THE STUDENTS AND FOR INSPIRATION
FOR EVERY SUBJECT BEING TAUGHT
P42
3.3.9 The Municipality can:
d. Consider urban park development needs alongside development proposals, including
enhanced linkages to, and between parks. PLEASE USE STRONGER WORD THAN
CONSIDER - REQUIRE
P43
d. Expect a high standard of landscaping, including tree planting and sensitive lighting,
to mitigate some of the impacts from large parking areas. DO MORE THAN ”EXPECT”,
REGULATE.
DARK SKY GUIDELINES NEED TO BE FOLLOWED FOR RESIDENTIAL AREAS. IT
WAS SO FRUSTRATING TO HAVE A DEVELOPMENT MOVE IN BESIDE US, AND
WE CAN NO LONGER STAR WATCH AND IT DESTROYED THE OCEAN VIEW
SINCE THE NEW BRIGHT LIGHTS NOW SHINE INTO OUR YARD. THESE
STREETLIGHTS SHOULD BE DIRECTED DOWN TO STAY ONLY ON THE
ROADWAY OF THE ACCESS. I WROTE A LETTER TO MUNI ABNOUT THIS AND
NEVER RECEIVED A REPLY. DARK SKY IS ACTUALLY A DRAW/SELLKING
FEATURE FOR NEW PEOPLE MOVING TO AN AREA.
P47
There may also be potential to accommodate neighbourhood commercial uses, such as
convenience stores, cafes, neighbourhood pubs or community halls. AND
COMMUNITY/NEIGHBOURHOOD GARDENS
h. Encourage the remediation of contaminated sites. DO MORE THAN ENCOURAGE REQUIRE IT
P48
The municipality can:
PLEASE INCLUDE A DEMAND FOR FOLLOWING CLIMATE REGS.
INDUSTRIAL SITES SHOULD DELINEATE AN AREA THE SAME AS THE
FOOTPRINT OF THE AREA TO BE A GREEN AREA INCLUDED IN THEIR
DESIGNATED LOT/LAND – AND NO CASH CREDITS TO THE TOWN FOR REFUSAL
TO COMPLY
P49
3.4.1 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that multiple uses of the waterfront are balanced, the environment is protected
and that conflicts are avoided. HOW CAN WE ENSURE THAT THE ENVIRONMENT IS
PROTECTED? (I LIKE THE WORD ENSURE!!) DO WE HAVE A CURRENT
ASSESSMENT SHOWING WHERE WE ARE NOW TO ENSURE THAT IT’S NOT
BEING IMPACTED IN FUTURE. AN ASSESSMENT IS NEEDED IF NOT - WITH
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REMEDIATION AND A FUNDED PLAN FOR
IMPROVEMENTS. THE OCEAN IS OUR LIFELINE – WE KILL THE WHALES IF WE
DON’T WATCH WHAT WE PUT ON OUR FARMS.
HERES AN IMPORTANT STORY –AN EXAMPLE IS FRASER RIVER ESTUARY
LANDOWNERS FOR KILOMETERS AWAY FROM THE OCEAN CAN CONTRIBUTE
TO SAVING THE WHALES…WATER SEEPS INTO STREAMS AND DOWN INTO THE
OCEAN, EXCESSIVE NUTRIENTS CAUSE GROWTH OF SEAWEEDS BLOCKING
OUT THE EELGRASS MEADOWS, WHICH IS WHERE HERRING SPAWN, WHICH IS
WHAT THE CHINOOK SALMON EAT, WHICH IS WHAT OUR RESIDENT WHALES
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EAT – WE EDUCATE THE LANDOWNERS AND WE CAN SAVE ORCAS
PAGE 50
Chemainus
e. Ensure that each new development will be designed to provide public access and to
allow people to travel the length of the waterfront on a public pedestrian walkway; BUT
ONLY IF IT DOESN’T AFFECT OUR OCEAN SHORE LIFE AND HABITAT.
MALCOM ROAD IS AN EXAMPLE FOR THE NEXT 3 COMMENTS
1. SEVERAL LOCAL STREAMS ARE BEING USED AS VEGETATION WASTE DUMPS
FOR LOCAL RESIDENTS – THAT CHANGES THE COURSE OF THE WATERFLOW
AND LIFE IN THE SMALL STREAMS,
2. ALSO – ENSURE THERE IS PARKING PERMITTED AT BEACH ACCESSES.
PRIVATE RESIDENTS HAVE BEEN PUTTING UP “NO PARKING” SIGNS IN
TRADITIONAL ROADSIDE PARKING AREAS, WHEN I DON’T THINK THEY HAVE
AUTHORITY TO RESTRICT CARS FROM PAKRING BESIDE THEIR LAND
3. WHNEN NEW DEVELOPMENTS ARE PERMITTED NEAR A BEACH ACCESS,
ENSURE THAT OTHER PARKING IS CREATED WHEN DEVELOPMENT TAKES
AWAY FROM THESE TRADITIONAL PARKING AREAS. THERE IS NO POINT
ALLOWING A BEACH ACCESS, WITH NO WAY TO PARK NEAR THE ACCESS –
DEFEATS TO PURPOSE OF ENCOURAGING USE
P 51
e. Encourage provisions for clean-up of industrial sites when industry moves away from
the waterfront. A condition of new development, including leases or lease renewals will
be the requirement to complete a remediation plan to clean up and rehabilitate marine
industrial sites upon departure of the industry. Bonding may be required.
YES! NEED STRONGER LANGUAGE THEN ENCOURAGE – USE “REQUIRE” ( I SEE
YOU DID FOR FUTURE – GREAT!)
P 52
3.4.11
Protect the long-term health of estuaries to promote biodiversity and ecosystem health.
YES, PROTECTING ESTUARIES, OUR MOST PRODUCTIVE HABITAT ON EARTH,
WE HELP THE WILDLIFE AND FLORA, AND WE ALSO HELP OUR CLIMATE AND US
OTHER COMMENTS
PROVIDE DIRECTION FOR FUTIRE DEVELOPERS OF COMMERCIAL INFRASTRUC
TURE TO PLANT TREES IN EVEY PARKING LOT. ALLOW SOME SHARE IN THOSE
HIGH HEAT AREAS.
ENCOURAGE EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE SO THERE IS AN UNDERSTANDING
THAT WHAT YOU/WE ARE DOING IS HELPING TO CREATE A BETTER LIVING
AREA/PLANET. MANY PEOPLE DON’T YET “GET” IT.
TO ENABLE MORE EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT/GROWTH, MAKE SURE
RESIDENTS ARE CLEAR THAT THERE IS PLENTY OF WATER FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS IN THEIR AREA – THAT IS A FEAR – AND IF THERE MAY BE A
LACK OF WATER SUPPLY – THEN DON’T INCREASE USE WITH MORE HOUSING.
CURBSIDE PICKUP. TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO USE THEIR OWN HOUSEHOLD
COMPOST AND YARD WASTE, DON’T CHARGE PEOPLE FOR COMPOST PICKUP
IF THEY ARE NOT USING THE SERVICE – LET THEM USE THEIR OWN COMPOST
FOR FREE TO ALLOW FOR BETTER ORGANIC GARDENS IN THEIR OWN BACK
YARDS
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Taylor
Thursday, December 23, 2021 9:46 AM
'
2012-12-22 Email to
RE: Additional Comments from OCP review
FIPPA s. 22(1)

Hi

, FIPPA s. 22(1)

Thank you for your email. This message is to acknowledge that your information has been received and will be added as
public input for this engagement period.
Warm regards and merry Christmas,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is now closed. Thank you to everyone who provided
feedback.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From:
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 10:07 AM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Additional Comments from OCP review

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Hello
I recently submitted my survey response regarding the Draft OCP
I would also like to submit the following comments to be included:
Generally,
I believe the plan lacks a Clear vision on what we can do to stimulate economic growth for the Cowichan Valley.
Other Items below as it relates to:
Population projections:
Where did the projections of growth come from?
1
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The plan anticipates slower growth than historical models and Covid 19 has accelerated movement from larger centres
for people looking at a “lifestyle change”,
As this draft was undertaken during Covid 19, with best intentions, these numbers now seem low.
I don’t believe the higher percentage of seniors indicated is accurate,
The lifestyle( ground oriented) neighbourhoods desired are already in place and shifting UCB eliminates this possible
supply that is desired.
OCP Involvement
During a pandemic, very low % of actual engagement with the community.
This is very concerning as it looks like a small percentage is speaking for “US” as a community.
I encourage a pause and re engage to bring many different voices to the table.
Growth Management
I realize the hospital is not just a North Cowichan decision but the location is wrong. This is brought to light by this draft
OCP.
Consideration should have been in urban core, for example the High School location
From adding a hospital in this area and to create a Bell McKinnon growth centre is not looking at the overall valley, not
to mention services, walkability, car dependency etc.
Sprawl is what would continue if plan implemented ( North /South) similar to Kelowna which is not an ideal community
look.
Some key growth management area concepts, with a variety of housing types are being excluded from the proposed
UCB
The repositioning of the UCB seems arbitrary and contradicts many goals and visions proposed in the plan
I would suggest working with servicing in place along with transit routes in place, be included in UCB, I am mostly
referring to the Maple Bay Road corridor.
Thoughtful growth management is mentioned in Chapter 3 regarding pockets of residential development outside the
UCB
“some properties are connected to municipal sewer and many are serviced by water”
Further on in Chapter 3, when referring to stopping the future growth north of Herd on Bell McKinnon…. Discouraging
any further development or fragmentation.
This is precisely what is being done along Maple Bay Road by leaving large gaps between serviced land which is not
efficient planning.

Also this OCP significantly oversteps Government involvement in Businesses and Developments ,
staffing and planning will have extra work loads to manage which is already overloaded.
Please consider pausing this OCP and consider modifications, by actively involving all community groups.
Thank you for your time

Duncan
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patricia Taylor
Thursday, December 23, 2021 11:12 AM
'Scott Mack'
2021-12-22 Email to Scott Mack on behalf of Clients_RE: Comments - Draft North
Cowichan OCP (Crofton UCB)_with Attachments
20-05 OCP Crofton UCB 12.22.2021.pdf

Hi Scott,
Thank you for your email. This message is to acknowledge that your information has been received and will be added as
public input for this engagement period.
Warm regards and merry Christmas,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is now closed. Thank you to everyone who provided
feedback.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Scott Mack <scott@townsiteplanning.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 9:05 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>; Caroline von Schilling
<caroline.vonschilling@northcowichan.ca>; Ted Swabey <Ted.Swabey@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Comments ‐ Draft North Cowichan OCP (Crofton UCB)

Good evening all,
Attached, please find our comments and input on the draft North Cowichan OCP, specifically in
relation to the proposed UCB in Crofton.
1
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This submission is made on behalf of the owners of 1771 Robert Street (our client), for whom we
have an active rezoning application (submitted May 2021) that is currently under review by staff.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this important project.
Regards,
Scott Mack

m

V

m
m

Scott Mack, M.Arch., B.Sc.(PLAN), MCIP, RPP
MANAGING PARTNER & REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL PLANNER
Townsite Planning Inc. | P.O. BOX 160 | Lantzville, BC V0R 2H0
tel / text: 250.797.2515 | email: scott@townsiteplanning.ca | web: www.townsiteplanning.ca
____________________________________________________________________________
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to
whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the system manager. This message
contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee, you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received
this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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PO Box 160, Lantzville, BC V0R 2H0 t: (250) 797.2515
e: scott@townsiteplanning.ca w: www.townsiteplanning.ca

December 22, 2021
District of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
North Cowichan, BC V9L 6A1
Attn:

Mayor and Council / Community Planning

Re:

Draft OCP / Crofton Urban Containment Boundaries

Our File: 20-05 Robert Street

Further to the request for comments on North Cowichan’s Draft OCP, Townsite Planning Inc. wishes to
provide comments on the draft plan in relation to a property owned by our clients in Crofton.
The subject property is a 2.37 ha (5.87 acre) parcel located at 1771 Robert Street and is directly
adjoining serviced R3 residential lots located on Robert, Meagan, and Chaplin Streets (see attached
Schedule A).
We have been in discussions with staff for more than 18 months (May 2020) on a proposal to rezone
the subject property and submitted a formal application and supporting documentation for rezoning
in May of 2021 (7 months ago), long before the draft OCP was released.
We were surprised and disappointed to see that the draft OCP proposes to remove our client’s
property from the Urban Containment Boundaries (UCB), given that our application for rezoning is
still currently under staff review. To date we have only recently received partial comments and
feedback on our application and are still actively working with staff to bring this application forward
for Council consideration.
We believe that it would be unfair to make a decision on whether to remove these lands from the
UCB in advance of a decision on our rezoning application given the significant time and expense
incurred by our clients to advance their application to this stage.
In addition, we believe that ultimately leaving these lands within the UCB would represent a much
more sound planning decision, based on the following key rationale:
1. The land uses and zoning we are proposing in our application would allow for a range of
housing options and are consistent with the Crofton Local Area Plan;
2. The subject property is located:
a. less than 250 m walking distance from the existing transit network;
b. less than 500 m walking distance from numerous local community services (grocery,
liquor, post office, etc.); and,
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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c.

less than 800 m from Crofton Elementary; and,

3. Development of the subject property would establish a connection between Chaplin Street
(which currently terminates with no turn-around) and Robert Street, which would allow for
looping of the water system, enhanced neighbourhood connectivity and improved safety
(secondary / emergency access).
We are unclear how removing this property from the UCB and leaving it as a rural estate acreage,
given the close proximity to such a wide range of critical community services, would contribute to the
creation of a more sustainable community. On the contrary, we believe that development of this
property would aid in the creation of more affordable housing, allows for enhanced connectivity and
efficient use of infrastructure (asset management) and would help Crofton to evolve and develop in a
more sustainable manner. Our application includes commitments that would allow for improvements
to the environmental characteristics of the site, buffering from adjoining ALR lands, affordable
housing benefits and other community amenities, none of which will be realized if the lands are
removed from the UCB.
At the very least, subject to the timing of the OCP process in relation to our application, we would
respectfully request that Council defer any potential decision on removing this specific property from
the UCB until such time that our application for rezoning can be presented to and considered by
Council.
Thank-you for providing us with the opportunity to comment on this important project. We look
forward to your feedback.
Sincere Regards,

Scott W. Mack, M.Arch., B.Sc. (PLAN), MCIP, RPP
Managing Partner | Registered Professional Planner
ec: Owners, 1771 Robert Street

ATTACHMENTS:
SCHEDULE A – PROXIMITY OF 1771 ROBERT STREET TO KEY COMMUNITY SERVICES

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Page 2 of 2
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi

Patricia Taylor
Thursday, December 23, 2021 10:51 AM
FIPPA s. 22(1)
2021-12-22 Email to

RE: OCP Concerns
FIPPA s. 22(1)

, FIPPA s. 22(1)

Thank you for your email. This message is to acknowledge that your information has been received and will be added as
public input for this engagement period.
Warm regards and merry Christmas,
Patricia Taylor
Patricia Taylor

Community Planning Technician
Development and Engineering Services | Planning
Municipality of North Cowichan

patricia.taylor@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3263

We Want Your Input!
North Cowichan’s draft Official Community Plan is now closed. Thank you to everyone who provided
feedback.

www.northcowichan.ca
This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If
you receive this in error please contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 3:59 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Al Siebring <mayor@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Douglas <rob.douglas@northcowichan.ca>; Christopher Justice
<christopher.justice@northcowichan.ca>; Tek Manhas <tek.manhas@northcowichan.ca>; Kate Marsh
<kate.marsh@northcowichan.ca>; Rosalie Sawrie <rosalie.sawrie@northcowichan.ca>; Debra Toporowski
<debra.toporowski@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: OCP Concerns
Hello,
I’m extremely concerned with many parts of the OCP. It does not align with basic fundamentals of economics. This OCP
is very scary.
1
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Local food ‐The OCP states that fast food chains do not support local food. I want to emphasize that this is an unfounded
generalization. 60% of my goods come from BC vendors. Unfortunately, with the lack of businesses in North Cowichan,
the supply for many goods need to be outsourced. Thus is the case for the majority of businesses in North Cowichan,
drive thru or not. Furthermore, a substantial amount of my profits are funneled back into the community by supporting
local charities and non‐profit initiatives. If you are going to pick on one type of business because “they do not use local
food” you better be sure that the statements you are making are factual.

4 day work week ‐ I am happy to only schedule people 4 days a week. In fact, there some people who ask to only work 1
day a week. I am supportive of those preferences. However, there are some people who enjoy working and want to
work 5 or more days a week. Businesses are limited on how many hours they schedule their employees, by the
employment standards that our set by our province. “Province” being the key word here. Many of the ideas that are
being proposed in this OCP are the responsibility of the province. Legally speaking, I am not sure if the municipality has
any business dealing in Provincial affairs.
You have a utopian vision of what you want North Cowichan to look like, and I can appreciate that. It all sounds great in
theory, but what you are failing to recognise is that North Cowichan does not exist in isolation. It is influenced and
supported by outside economies of our neighbouring municipalities, the island, province and our county. If there is more
industry and more business in North Cowichan, this will generate more tax revenue for the municipality which will in
turn lower the cost of living for residents of North Cowichan. I ask you, the counsel, is this not one of your main
objectives? Anyone that votes in favour of this OCP is voting in favour is voting in favour of making life more expensive
for the residents of north Cowichan.
Please consider the residents and reality, not your personal agendas.
Regards,
‐

FIPPA s. 22(1)

2
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Lindsay Bysterveld
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: North Cowichan Official Community Plan - Seeking Public Input
Revised_Draft OCP Survey Questions-HT.docx

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 9:15 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Rob Douglas <rob.douglas@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Re: North Cowichan Official Community Plan ‐ Seeking Public Input

Hello,
Please find attached my feedback and responses to the OCP survey.
I find the approach you took with this survey extremely exhausting for participants. I
know it's a complex subject, but even with my best will I had to stop providing detailed
feedback after reaching somewhere around the last third of the extensive document.
I wish the feedback process was more focused and easier to use. I spent more than 5
hours moving back and forth between the survey document and the draft OCP. A lot of
stuff was redundant, and I wish there were more easy to use options in the survey to
provide scales like valuations and priorities.
Best regards,
FIPPA s. 22(1)

On Sun, Nov 14, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Douglas <rob.douglas@northcowichan.ca> wrote:
Hi

FIPPA s. 22(1)

I see what you mean with the Word document not being clickable. It appears the online version is embedded
in the draft OCP.

I edited the Word document to make the boxes clickable ‐ you should be able to enter an "x" for your
preference (see attachment). My suggestion would be to email the survey directly to the planning
department at: communityplanning@northcowichan.ca, and copy me if you like.

Does that work?
1
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Thanks,
Rob
250 710‐0593
FIPPA s. 22(1)
From
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2021 6:46 PM
To: Rob Douglas
Subject: Re: North Cowichan Official Community Plan ‐ Seeking Public Input

Hello Rob,
I like the draft OCP, it looks really good. To provide feedback inside the draft plan is too
overwhelming for me, but I wanted to fill out the "short survey".
However, I only see a link to download a Word document, in which nothing is
clickable... How should I fill out that survey? Do you have an online version of this
survey?

Cheers,
FIPPA s. 22(1)

2
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Lindsay Bysterveld
Subject:

FW: Draft OCP Public Engagment

From:
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 4:33 PM
To: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Re: Draft OCP Public Engagment

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Dear Mayor and Council,
Thank you for the opportunity to offer some thoughts on the Draft OCP process and hopeful you will consider a request
to extend the survey date.
With thanks
FIPPA s. 22(1)

1
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Tell us a little about yourself…
If you reside in North Cowichan, where do you live?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☒
☐
☐
☐

Bell McKinnon
Berkey’s Corner
Chemainus
Crofton
Maple Bay
Quamichan Lake Area
South End/ University Village
Rural Areas
I prefer not to answer

What is your age?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☒
☐
☐
☐
☐

Under 10 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
60-69 years
70-79 years
80+ years
I prefer not to answer

3 | NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE | DRAFT OCP SURVEY
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Please review the following sections in the draft OCP and respond to the questions.
Executive Summary
1. Do you support the Vision and & Principles?
☐
☒
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all

Tell us why.
I’m going to insert my comments here. These cover the portions of the
document that I have reviewed.
My first comment is that it appears there has been some effort to use
technology to support citizen review of the document. That is to be
commended. However, I am unable to use the platform provided. Mainly
because I reviewed the document and made notes in word mostly based on
page number. The version of the document you have on the fancy platform
doesn’t have page numbers that I can see. Also it would have been much
easier to navigate the document if the table of contents had been hyerlinked
to chapters etc. Also, the pdf was not paginated correctly. My guess is that you
will get a number of comments about how hard it is to respond to the survey
questions. I hope my comments will be considered even though they are not in
the format you were hoping for.
Collectively, we must continue to learn about the colonial history of Indigenous peoples to better
understand the importance and significance of First Nations culture and presence in our region, and to
find ways to answer the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action. P3
I suggest that we need to learn about our collective colonial history. In addition to understanding our
shared colonial history, we should seek to understand and dismantle the ways colonialism is practiced
today. The wording above is a subtle example of how colonialism drives the relationship between the
municipality and First Nations today.
North Cowichan is transitioning from a resource-based economy which has resulted in relatively lowincome levels and the loss of young families. p.7
I think what you are trying to say here is “North Cowichan is transitioning from a resource extractionbased economy to a more diversified economy that offers lower wages. This has resulted in lower income
levels and is seen as a cause for many young families to move out of the area.”

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 4
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p.8
The plan belongs to every resident of North Cowichan, and collectively we are responsible for making it
work. Continued engagement by all parties is therefore essential. Informed perspectives and ongoing
assessment of progress in attaining the plan’s stated objectives will help ensure that the work we undertake
together upholds the vision we share for the municipality.
It appears that trust in the community has been undermined by previous councils’ decisions to amend
the OCP and not enforce the conditions of the existing OCP. I caution against making more
amendments to adopted OCP without significant consultation/engagement. Otherwise, what is the
point of providing this feedback?
p.9
The Local Government Act makes it clear that a municipality is not authorized or
committed to
proceed with any projects or policies identified in the OCP, as long as it does not enact
bylaws
or carry out works that would be contradictory to the OCP.
I believe there is a double negative in this sentence that renders it meaningless.
“The Municipality will ask developers and landowners to”
These policies cover a range of actions where the Municipality and development alone cannot
achieve a particular outcome.
The premise of this statement is that the municipality is limited to set conditions and fees and charges by a
higher authority. I challenge that notion and recommend that the municipality avoids soft language like
this that suggests there will be negotiation with developers on aspects that developers should be obliged by
this document and supporting bylaws to provide at a bare minimum.
By what authority is the municipality limited to set its own fees and charges? Check assumptions of staff
and elected officials about what is and is not possible. Old interpretations/perceptions of the LGA must be
challenged.
Vision … As a steward and leader of environmental and social wellbeing, we will prioritize the conservation
of our natural areas, provide supports for a thriving local economy and foster resilient, welcoming and
inclusive
communities. Our decisions and relationships will be collaborative, transparent, and demonstrate resilience
in
the face of future challenges and opportunities.
p. 14
People should be prioritized above the economy.
…enforcing corrective measures to ensure that one group is not harmed disproportionately.
P. 26
Corrective measures should be enforced to ensure no one is harmed.
Number of Cowichan residents living below the poverty line. P. 27
Consider changing this measure of progress to:
Degree of economic inequality among Cowichan residents
Or
Number of Cowichan residents living above the poverty line. (is the poverty line locally calibrated
or is this a provincial/federally generated number?)

5 | NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE | DRAFT OCP SURVEY
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Thank you for defining the Key concepts on p. 28
p.32 please define ground-oriented housing
figure 4 – what is primary? Do you mean primary industry (logging mining etc?)
public admin = no change but DNC employs 450 people, presumably the difference in numbers
reflect those DNC employees working in the public safety sector (police and fire) and recreation.
This should be reflected.
Chapter 3
consider creating a Green Building Policy. P. 38
If mitigating climate change is a highly held value, a green building policy and subsequent bylaw
to enforce it, should be a top priority.
Encourage integration of water and energy conservation design features, as well as opportunities
for small and micro-scale urban agriculture. P.38
I think micro-scale agriculture is undervalued as a climate change adaptation/mitigation measure.
This should be supported in green building policy for all residential properties.
Section 3.2.5 The muni will ask developers and landowners to:
These should be minimum requirements
These are opportunities to fund the retrofit of infrastructure required.
Create a coop financing strategy to create real affordable housing. Use MFR as endowment fund to finance
along with an affordable housing DCC
P 39
Prioritize pedestrians over vehicles, and parklets and sidewalk patios may be permitted or
facilitated in these areas.
Great! but what about bikes? I’m happy to see movement toward using streets for people, not
private vehicles. Please remember that the most efficient mode of travel for trips more than a
couple of km is the bicycle (acoustic and e-bike) Let’s ensure we prioritize peds, bikes, transit,
and goods movement over cars.
3.4.6 e bonding may be required – will be required.
3.4.12 Support the Cowichan Estuary Management Plan (1986, as updated) and Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management Plan (1987) and refer development applications to the
Cowichan Estuary Environmental Management Committee for review;
I’m not familiar with this document but 1987 was a long time ago – renewal is likely needed.
4.4.2 c) Update the 2017 Parks and Trails Master Plan to align with goals and objectives with
this OCP, including establishment of a parkland acquisition, and development strategy and
associated
fund
Good - This is urgent work!
Chapter 4
Vehicular usage accounts for 34% of GHG emissions in North Cowichan, second to light
industrial operations
Again, this represents a large opportunity for achieving climate change and social equity goals to
be met through appropriate road allocations that will boost active transportation modes through
separated and protected infrastructure.

SURVEY QUESTIONS | 6
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4.6 North Cowichan should upgrade the transportation network where appropriate including
protected bike lanes that also allow e-bikes.
The appropriate location for protected bike lanes is everywhere!
Multi-use trails that connect Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay and the South End reduce reliance
on automobiles and provide recreational opportunities. True, but multi-use paths can be
dangerous for all users. Let’s get serious with safe, and complete infrastructure right of the bat!
.

7 | NORTH COWICHAN OCP UPDATE | DRAFT OCP SURVEY
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The Master Transportation Plan (MTP), which is being developed concurrently with this OCP, will
help respond to the various challenges related to establishing an integrated transportation
system for the Municipality.
This is urgent work!
See comments highlighted below:
Design roads to be shared by automobiles, public transit, bicycles and pedestrians, with
appropriate
segregation of all modes including cyclists and pedestrians. In areas where traffic volumes
and/or speeds are high, a separate or protected bike lane with non-mountable curb is warranted.
– neighbourhood bikeways that are traffic calmed do not require separated bike lanes, but all
other bike facilities must be separated. Paint is not adequate infrastructure.
j. Incorporate cycling requirements into road design standards for road improvements and
upgrades such as cyclist activated light controls at intersections, clearly defined bike lanes
and visual physical separation.
t. Design right-of-way widths for roads in the urban containment boundary to include space for
street trees, rain gardens, sidewalks, multi-use pathways, trails, and other infrastructure as
appropriate. – Multi-use paths are dangerous for all users. Please separate pedestrians from
bikes and other micro-mobility users.
u. Institute measures to minimize hazards between pedestrians and automobiles along
roadways. Institute measures to eliminate hazards between all modes of travel along roadways.
. 84
x Update the street lighting specifications in the Engineering Standards and provide street
lighting on rural roads only in specific and limited areas where it may be required for safety in
order to minimize light pollution and the effect on the environment in North Cowichan’s rural
areas.
Glad to see this consideration for light pollution in the document. We could get rid of every other
street light in most residential areas.
c. Require bike parking, charging for e-bikes and storage in new multi-family and commercial
developments, including opportunities for public use where appropriate e.g. within a courtyard,
parking or common use areas associated with multiple commercial uses
When setting standards, please keep in mind that cargo bike and trailers require more room than
typical bikes, and less room than cars.
Also, please put bike racks in all parks and at major trail heads.
Advocate to maintain the integrity of transportation corridors for current and future use, including
the E&N Railway line and the abandoned CPR right-of-way. The Municipality will not, in general,
support any subdivision or other land use applications that would fragment or otherwise interrupt
a corridor's continuity. – the rail corridor is a huge opportunity for rail travel walking paths and
separated bike lanes. This should be a top priority
Housing – have any of the strategies listed worked elsewhere? Not really, because the “market”
is not bounded by typical controls. Muni’s have little influence on this and yes, please have all
these strategies but also consider financing co-op housing and advocate for a housing financing
strategy from senior governments .
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Can’t read figure 2 CVRD housing spectrum
6.4.3 a. Avoid locating new (greenfield) development within designated floodplains. Where no
alternative exists the Municipality will require structures to be flood-proofed to standards
specified by the Ministry of Environment or existing flood mapping. Updated flood mapping may
be required
Chapter 7 food systems
Micro-agriculture opportunities – Consider making garden cisterns (collecting from rooftops) a
requirement for SFD to irrigate gardens, yards through dry months.
Progress measures neglect a measure of ag on residential properties.
Chapter 9 – Infrastructure
Infrastructure is by far the most capital-intensive responsibility of any municipality and a strong
OCP will acknowledge this and outline strategies to ensure citizens are serviced without undue
financial burdens. The muni should establish policy that sees development pay for the true costs
of development – not just typical upgrades that may or may not be covered by DCCs and CACs.
Just as there is a 1% levy for public art there should be a percentage levied to ensure the
completion of the active transportation network, creation of a property acquisition fund, climate
change related infrastructure adaptation, and infrastructure lifecycle renewal. This levy or levies
would be in addition to DCCs which merely account for one-time infrastructure upgrades
required.
The municipality should be developing its own infrastructure plans that provide adequate service
for citizens and businesses and enable adaptive engineering as climate conditions and
populations change. Make infrastructure of long-term value, not just infrastructure that lasts a
long time. The muni should also be working with neighbouring jurisdictions and other utility
providers (BC Hydro, Fortis BC, and communications providers) to develop mutually beneficial
infrastructure plans and agreements to ensure full service to citizens and businesses into the
future.
Water conservation is an important strategy. Residential water metering is not actually an
effective tactic. The value of water metering is in detecting leaks but does very little to encourage
conservation. Furthermore, metering and step pricing inadvertently penalizes those who are not
in a position to upgrade appliances (low income folks and renters). The infrastructure of the
water supply system is a fixed cost – using pricing signals to shape behaviour related to the
commodity can result in higher utility costs as in the case of the Sechelt Regional District. The
addition of water meters to the municipality’s infrastructure is a major cost and maintenance
issue over time even if the developer pays the initial capital cost.
On the other hand, metering the large-scale water users such as industrial users is an important
way to shape behaviour and appurtenance upgrades. Eliminating industrial once-through cooling
will likely achieve or exceed the overall water conservation goal.
Overall:
A measure of success should be the value of hectares of land acquired by muni for strategic
purposes – parks, water access, protection zones, active transportation corridors, etc. These can
be ranked by value not simply area as some land acquisitions will be more valuable in terms of
its strategic location/purpose/use.
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The biggest social determinant of health is the degree of economic inequality in the community –
this measure must be included and consideration of how the muni plays a role in balancing the
inequity must be undertaken.
The housing strategies in this document have been implemented in innumerable other
jurisdictions and yet the price of housing continues to skyrocket, suggesting that municipalities
have little influence in this area. The municipality should make a commitment to work with senior
levels of government to thwart this trend. They are ok policies we just know that they don’t
achieve the goals given the unwieldy market that prevails. The muni should consider leveraging
its resources to help finance cooperative housing projects.
Maps:
No flood plain mapping included. I’m not sure why this is not included in the natural hazard DPA
mapping. Given recent events this is an important part of ensuring public safety. Maybe it is and
I’m just missing it.
The lack of flood mapping makes it very difficult to understand the vulnerability of the village
centres identified. In particular I wonder about the University Village and South end
neighbourhoods. Bell McKinnon may also be vulnerable given the extent of flooding in the Mays
Road area – but as a layperson it is hard to tell without proper maps.
Why is the Kingsview development left outside the UCB in Quamichan? This omission could be
interpreted as deceptive.

End of Comments

2. Do you support the Climate Action and Social Justice Frameworks?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Yes, completely!
Mostly
Unsure
Somewhat
Not at all
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Patricia Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Blake Simmons <blake@smcn.ca>
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:45 AM
Rob Conway
Community Planning; Engineering; Bobbie Stenmark
MNC Official Community Plan - Energy and GHG Reduction

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Good morning Mr. Conway and the team at MNC,
I read through the MNC Official Community Plan over the holidays and I am excited about it’s vision. As a resident of
North Cowichan I am especially excited about the principles outlined with regard to sustainability and community
engagement. It is encouraging to see these issues being addressed in such an informed manner, and with quantifiable
targets.
I would also like to introduce myself and our company in a professional capacity. My name is Blake Simmons and I am a
mechanical Professional Engineer. Our company, SMcN Consulting, is a Vancouver Island‐based company with offices in
Langford, North Cowichan, and Nanaimo. Our core business consists of mechanical consulting (heating, ventilation,
plumbing, and fire protection) in buildings of all sizes, and within multiple sectors. On all projects, we aim to provide
solutions which will integrate with the long‐term goals of our clients.
In the context of achieving the goals laid out in the Community Plan, I believe our services would be beneficial to the
Municipality. Aside from designing and implementing high‐efficiency systems, we have also helped clients, such as the
Sooke and Saanich School Districts (SD62 and SD63), prioritize future upgrades based on GHG emissions savings and
budget, as well as necessity of renewal. In the examples noted above, we assessed all schools and administrative sites
within these two districts, and provided detailed breakdowns of each; including the following:
1. A summary of existing mechanical infrastructure
2. The expected remaining service life of major equipment
3. The expected replacement costs and recommended replacement strategies
4. The potential GHG emission reduction with each strategy outlined
With regard to implementing these sustainable solutions, we have successfully designed and overseen the installation of
systems involving air‐source heat pumps, geothermal, heat recovery, solar heating, and building automation (DDC) to
reduce GHG emission, and energy use in general.
I believe that the combination of our community interest, as well as our expertise, would make us a strong resource for
you as you continue to pursue the goals laid out in this community plan. I would be happy to meet to discuss anything
further, and I can provide more information if it is of interest to you.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
Regards,
Blake Simmons, P.Eng., LEED Green Associate
Associate, Project Manager
SMcN Consulting Inc.
cell: 780‐991‐9615
1
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December 20, 2021
DRAFT Official Community Plan Commentary

Attainable Housing for Recruitment and Retention of Medical Professionals
The Problem…
The cost of land - housing in every community in Canada including our own has reached heights
which for most are considered un-attainable in terms of ownership – rental, compounded by
availability issues, or lack thereof.
This circumstance has led to a portion of our labour force commuting to work by vehicle, be it
within North Cowichan, to other communities or those traveling from outside of our community
to North Cowichan. Naturally, this results in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), possibly avoided
otherwise were relocation options available and in my opinion a general decline in the quality of
life facing those who wish to participate in the labour force. This impact on our labourers may
over time result in a similar decline in the quality of life for those of us who rely on them. The
added stress involved through the logistics and time constraints a workforce forced to commute
must deal with impacts flexibility, availability (time, energy and money lost in the commute) not
to mention added load and maintenance costs for the travel corridors i.e. highways. Commuting
is expensive and we will pay more for those who participate, to cover their cost.
Of late, we have all received a wake-up call this past year of 2021 as to the impact our
increasingly destructive weather patterns will have on transportation infrastructure and what we
can expect in the years to come as we smash record after record. And seasonal weather impacts
are not limited to the winter months as our frightening summer wildfires illustrate. November of
this year:
“The B.C. government is declaring a provincial state of emergency to mitigate impacts
on transportation networks and movement of essential goods and supplies, and to
support the provincewide response and recovery from the widespread damage caused
by severe flooding and landslides in British Columbia.”
Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General, made the declaration
on Nov. 17, 2021, based on the recommendation from the Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure and Emergency Management BC. The declaration will take effect
immediately
Anecdotally and unofficially, I have learned that the Provincial Government has recognized the
new reality and put out a general call to BC industry to increase output in heavy steel girders to
reinforce and repair our transportation infrastructure and provide a stockpile to draw on in times
of need. Think of it as a surge tank filled with building materials for damaged rail and highway
bridges if you like (my opinion and to be confirmed). Our reliance on the commuter model for
Page | 1
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workers is clearly tenuous and will impact all communities who rely upon it as silent stopgap for
the lack of available housing options.
At a point in our collective history where our labour force is shrinking (more retirees than new
workers to replace them) and taxation likely to expand (basic demographics – people who work
pay the majority of taxes) we are not well placed to recognize these barriers in order to retain
and recruit skilled workers in North Cowichan. This scenario is not exclusive, expected to grow
across all labour sectors and is particularly acute in the medical profession.
In response I propose that the following line be added into Section 5 of our OCP or wherever
appropriate.
The Municipality will work with others (Development Community, Provincial and Federal
Government, Non Profit Organizations and Professional Associations) to secure and make
available, housing for medical professionals in order to recruit and retain a trained
professional labour force and maintain our quality of life.
I put my understanding of North Cowichan’s challenges in attracting new physicians to the
valley to the Cowichan Valley Division of Family Practice (CVDFP); of which, Kate Wratten is the
Recruitment and Retention Coordinator and Tiffiny Littmann the Director of Operations. Kate
confirms:
“I have been directly notified by 2 physicians of their pending retirement in the next 2-3
years, but I know from word of mouth that there are more than that. I would say we
can expect at least 5 physicians to retire in that timeframe, but realistically it’s
probably even more than that. As Tiffiny mentioned there are a few that are staying in
their practices right now simply because they don’t have anyone to take over – or their
succession plans fell through.”
Excerpts from Physician Self – Assessment Survey Summary Reports completed several years
prior and provided by the CVDFP, yielded the following statistics on the number of patients local
family doctors cared as compiled by Tiffiny Littmann:
Excerpts: Physician Self-Assessment Survey Summary Reports
2011: [physician estimates] The average number of active patients in the primary office
of physicians was 1331 (± 672) to their best estimates. Approximately 40% of physicians
had 2000 or more patients at their primary office, followed by 23% who had 1001-1500
active patients.
[EMR extracted data] Of the 26 physicians who indicated the number of patients based
on their Physician Profile Analysis, 38% had seen 1001-1500 patients, 10% saw 15012000 patients, and nearly a quarter (23%) had seen more than 2000 patients. One-fifth
of physicians saw less than 1000 patients.
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Note: in 2010, less than half of responding physicians were able to extract patient panel
size from their EMR, and this is reflected in the two sets of responses above.
2015: The average size of a patient panel after running an accurate patient panel
report is 893 (± 421). Nearly half of physicians (49%, n=18/37) have a patient panel of
1001-1500, and nearly a quarter (24%, n=9) have a patient panel of 501-1000. Nineteen
per cent of physicians (n=7) have a patient panel of 1501-2000, and three physicians
have a patient panel of 1-500. No physicians had a patient panel over 2000.
Eyeballing these numbers with no statistical analysis applied whatsoever, I note that the majority
of physicians care for approximately 1000 to 1500 patients. Should 5 physicians retire in the next
several years, we can expect that an additional 5000 to 7500 residents in the Cowichan Valley
will be without a physician additional to those already without a family doctor unless and until
replacement physicians successfully relocate.
I have had first-hand confirmation from colleagues, who have relocated to the valley for work
facing similar struggles as to our doctors in finding suitable housing, never mind a physician
with room to onboard new arrivals. As such, a sort of medical pilgrimage routine has developed
where those who have had the foresight to retain their physician based in the community of
origin return for an annual visit or indeed more frequently for continuing medical care. This
regimen is a stressor on the participants (patients) involved, a contributor to GHG emissions and
subject to the availability of a travel corridor with intact bridges clear of wildfire smoke,
landslides and flooding.
As I consider how a local government might have a role to play in providing incentives and
housing for Medical Professionals (MPs), Tiffiny Littmann comments:
“Thanks for reaching out. I'm pleased to hear North Cowichan is incorporating such
thinking into their planning process. I can think of several physicians looking to retire
in the 2 to 3-year timeframe (and some looking to retire now, but struggling to find
replacements.)”
“As for lost leads, this past year, more than any other time, there have been a lot of
them. Again, I'll lean on Kate for more specific numbers as she was tracking interested
parties, but I can say that a big factor this year was housing. Or the lack
thereof. Likely combined with the lack of incentives to offset the relocation and costof-living challenges.”
Kate Wratten responded with more insight on the stark reality surrounding the retention and
recruitment of physicians and the barriers faced by those MPs wishing to relocate to the Valley
to work and to live,
“In terms of leads that have fallen through. I actively worked with 14 leads in early
2021 and only 1 landed in a permanent practice. We saw several choose to offer locum
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or more specialized services here in Cowichan, while others simply could not obtain
housing and chose elsewhere.”
“That I am aware of, none of those leads went elsewhere because of better
opportunities. They all loved the area, the collegial community and the lifestyle and
they actively sought us out.”
I propose that local government play a role in providing housing for physicians at attainable
rates. Some may argue that a government has no business being involved to this extent in
providing housing and that the market will provide. Well, recent research confirms that this
rationale has not been borne out in BC or indeed North America.
Dr. Patrick Condon, Ph.D.
At Chris Osbornes (Manager, Planning) endorsement, I watched Dr. Condon`s presentation to
North Cowichans Council at Committee of the Whole on November 9, 2021. Dr. Condon
(Professor UBC School of Architecture & Landscape Architecture – Centre for Interactive
Research on Sustainability) made the simple point that for reasons not completely understood land values based on speculation potentially) land was valued disproportionately to
improvements (buildings) throughout North America. And further and to the point, that building
more housing did not seem to result in redress to this cost issue - barrier, for example housing
units provided and the cost of housing in Vancouver. The upshot, we are not going to build
ourselves out of the housing affordability problem. Nor is anyone else…
So what to do…
The concept of providing housing to those who would otherwise not be in a position to secure it
themselves is not a new one. BC Housing for example are active in providing supportive housing
through additional living spaces on Drinkwater Road in North Cowichan and White Road in the
City of Duncan. This housing, in addition to the low barrier housing provided at the Silver Bridge
Inn, on Tribes Land (the mound) and St. Julien Street, again in the City of Duncan is being
provided as it had not been prior and would not be available otherwise through market forces.
Recent new, or old new approach?
After World War 2, thousands of returning military personnel were in need of housing in post
war Britain in addition to the dire need to replace housing damaged in the war through heavy
bombing. Local governments built housing units, in the thousands. A substantial percentage of
which were prefabricated homes similar to the form and approach adopted by BC Housing and
Cowichan Tribes (Boys Road) to meet needs quickly and inexpensively. Citation University of
West England Bristol - https://fet.uwe.ac.uk/conweb/house ages/council housing/section5.htm
Our collective challenge from a laypersons perspective is to recognize and understand that
securing housing is a real obstacle for physicians as a group as well. I would be surprised if
anyone readily agreed with this statement as for decades this concept of housing being out of
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reach for a physician spoken aloud would have been greeted with skepticism at the very least
and more likely laughter. How absurd… Yet, this reality is being played out in real time today. I
suspect that brief insight into the accumulated debt a medical student incurs through living in a
major urban center for 4 years of medical school coupled with an additional and minimum 2 to
3 years of residency in another urban setting (relocation for residency program – programs
choose students not vice versa) all on student loans would be an eye opener for most. Once
practicing (working in a small business setting most likely) overhead costs and taxes take a
significant chunk of any income earned by a new physician and forestall the ability to resolve
debt or qualify for a mortgage and or pay rent, if you can find a place.
Therefore, I strongly recommend that our Local Government explore options in collaboration
with our Development Community, obtain partial funding through the Province (where, when
and if available) to provide for a portion of housing constructed in our community to be
secured, purchased by or provided to Local Governments and or the Province and made
available for rent, lease or possibly purchase to MPs at reasonable rates in exchange for service
to this community. This will remove a barrier in housing availability and provide an option for
those MPs that wish to work in our community that cannot obtain housing through their own
means.
This expansion of attainable rental housing provided to MPs should be considered for
professionals in other areas of medicine for example (RNs, lab technicians, physiotherapists,
occupational therapists, x-ray technicians, respiratory technicians, pharmacists and so forth). This
approach is not limited to MP’s and could be applied to other branches of our labour force /
trained individuals in our community for example members of our police services, (Municipal
utilities crews) sewer treatment plant workers, water plant workers and so forth.
Ideas…
Development Permits – Density Bonusing and Variances
A Local Government could support density bonuses greater than permitted under the zoning to
developers in order to incentivize additional housing for:
•
•

•

Sale to MPs at or below market rates in return for service periods to the community
Rental or Lease to MPs in return for service periods to the community at or below market
rates (if funding is made available to VIHA, the organization may choose to offer
discounted rates for rent or lease to MPs
A developer to enter into a 10 year covenant with VIHA to have VIHA manage the
dwelling unit (vet applicants i.e. become the landlord) and provide it for MPs for rent or
lease subject to conditions that they work within the community. (This is not housing for
someone to live in and commute to work in Nanaimo or Victoria). Several Development
companies are familiar with and have registered s. 219 (Local Government Act) covenants
(with BC Housing) on title stating that the housing constructed is limited in tenure as
rental only for a period of 10 years. The benefit to the company is a waiver from
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•

providing home warranty insurance which is a cost to them while the community receive
dedicated rental housing for the 10 year period. That is to say, a number of companies
that build housing in BC, already commit to providing rental tenure housing for a
minimum of 10 years as a cost saving measure compliant with their intended form of
ownership - rental.
New tools are being made available to local governments to cement the use of
permanent rental tenure status through the zoning via the Local Government Act. A
portion of these units could be set aside through some means for availability to MPs
through the zoning itself or partnership agreements with VIHA. S. 481.1 of the Local
Government Act states:
481.1 (1) A zoning bylaw may limit the form of tenure to residential rental
tenure within a zone or part of a zone for a location in relation to which multifamily residential use is permitted.
(2) A limit under subsection (1) may limit the form of tenure to residential rental
tenure in relation to a specified number, portion or percentage of housing units
in a building.

Amenity contributions negotiated through rezoning applications between the developer and the
local government in the form of density bonusing could be used to provide housing of all types,
SF, Townhomes, Duplexes, Apartments, Row Housing etc. This housing could in turn be owned
by the Municipality as an asset and managed in partnership with VIHA where VIHA provides the
housing as enticement and support to MPs through lease and or rental agreement and handles
all the contractual agreements and negotiations. Remember, we have physicians who want to
move here, I believe a contractual agreement with a physician prepared to provide community
service will not be a hard sell in exchange for secure quality housing.
The advantage with local government obtaining and owning housing is that reliance on a senior
government for funding (though very welcome) is not the sole means of support for the
approach. This addresses a real problem where competition for funding between local
governments from the Province is fierce. Should funding be made available for this very
enterprise through the Province I suspect need would be ably demonstrated by every local
government in BC. I will also add that a real possibility exists that the award of any funding
(were it to exist) to secure rental housing for MPs in BC could become highly politicized.
The preceding idea comment is my brainstorming and likely presents some thorny problems to
work through. It is though, a place to start and input is very welcome.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Conway
Patricia Taylor
Chris Osborne
FW: OCP comparison
Sunday, January 16, 2022 9:13:36 AM
OCP comparison.msg
OCP Comparison.pdf

Good Morning Patricia
Can you please include the attached pdf document in with correspondence received on the draft
). The original e-mail is also attached.
OCP? The author is
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Thank you
Rob

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2022 6:52 PM
To: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Cc:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Subject: RE: OCP comparison
Hello Rob,
Great to hear from you. We are well, especially after a three day stay at Yellow Point Lodge!
Yes, I was wondering about the comparison table so thank you for acknowledging it.
Reading between your lines, so to speak, it sounds as if you think including it in the report could be
helpful.
You have our permission to do so. Best to put
name to it, if that is needed. He did all the
work.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
You and staff have been in my thoughts a lot as you wade through the input.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
From: Rob Conway [mailto:rob.conway@northcowichan.ca]
Sent: January 14, 2022 2:40 PM
To:
'
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Subject: RE: OCP comparison
Hello

FIPPA s. 22(1)

I hope you are well and the New Year is progressing for you as it should.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Firstly, I don’t believe I ever acknowledged receipt of the document
prepared. I have reviewed
it and found it to be helpful reference for comparing the content and policies of the current and
draft OCPs. Please thank
for the work he put into it and thanks for you for helping coordinate
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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it.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Secondly, I want to ask if you and
would like the document included in the package of public
input material we received on the draft OCP. We are in the process of compiling this and will be
including it with a staff report we expect to have on the February 2 Council agenda. Including it
would make it available to Council and anyone else who views the report. If you would like it
included it please let me know and we will be happy to do that.
All the best
Rob

Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning and Building
Planning and Building Department
Municipality of North Cowichan
7030 Trans-Canada Highway
Duncan, BC V9L 6A1 | Canada
www.northcowichan.ca
rob.conway@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3178

This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed,
disclosed, used or copied by or to anyone else. If you receive this in error please contact the sender by return
email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments

From:
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 9:04 AM
To: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: OCP comparison

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Hello Rob,
I spoke to you a while ago about doing an OCP comparison. In fact this had come up
at the OCP AC.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Please see the attached pdf that my husband,
, has compiled. FYI, the page
numbers for the Draft OCP are taken from the online version. If you require the Word
doc, just let me know.
As people review the 2021 Draft OCP, this comparison may be helpful in addressing
concerns that there have been radical changes from the 2011 OCP.
This document is now yours to distribute as you see fit. Transparency is important.
In community,
~
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:47:54 AM

FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 3:39 PM
To: Chris Hutton <chris.hutton@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Re: New OCP

Thanks, Chris. I know because I submitted a very similar photo.
That was a very informative webinar last night. I thought you were all very restrained and
professional in your responses. There was a lot of negative reaction from pro-development
types, but that was from a few vocal people. I suspect that the majority were in favour, and
did not feel the need to comment. I certainly was impressed by the initial draft, and its tone.
I don't know if you have any control over this, but I found the Q&A very frustrating because
the questions kept jumping around, and were not in any logical order, so it was very hard to
follow.
My one initial comment is about the cover painting. It is a very nice painting, but on closer
inspection I do not think it is appropriate. It is very much a settler painting, with a very
dominant church, and no sign of any First Nations. That does not fit with the Principle of
Reconciliation and Relationship Building.
Thanks for the hard work you have put into this, and for all the opportunities for input.
Cheers,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
On 09/11/21 3:15 p.m., Chris Hutton wrote:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Thank you
Looks like you’re right. Would be hard to get that shot on Somenos! We’ll be sure to
look into this and update.
Sincerely,
Chris Hutton (he/him/Mr.)

Community Planning Coordinator
chris hutton@northcowichan.ca
T 250.746.3155
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Official Community Plan Comparison
2018 OCP

Section II. Plan Goals, Objectives, and Policies
2.1 Preserve our rural setting
2.1.1 Agriculture

2021 OCP

Page
14
15
16

Sustain and increase agricultural activity through policies that
support and strengthen the role of agriculture in North Cowichan's social
and economic fabric, enhance food security through greater support for
farmers, and protect the agricultural land base.

2.1.2 Forestry

19

Retain and conserve forest lands within North Cowichan using
proven best practices including sustainable harvesting, forest fire prevention
and fuel reduction; encourage sustainable forestry best practices; and
protect other forest values.

2.1.3 Mining and gravel extraction
23
Ensure environmental stewardship and sustainable approaches in
mineral resource extraction.
2.1.4 Landscapes, seascapes and vistas
25
Retain and protect important rural landscapes and seascapes so
that they can be viewed and enjoyed from public spaces by residents and
visitors

Goals
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7 Food Security & Local Agriculture Systems
123
7.1 Food Security
126
Sustain and increase local agricultural activity, especially of food
systems that can increase the food security of the local population. Enhance
access to healthy, locally grown, high quality, nutritionally dense food,
especially for vulnerable populations.
7.2 Local Agricultural Systems
128
Protect the agricultural and farmland base. Strengthen the
economic vitality of farming by encouraging farming and associated food
processing or preparation activities as a viable business, employment
opportunity and way of life in North Cowichan. Diversify and expand the local
sustainable food system. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the food
system and increase carbon storage in soils. Enhance biodiversity by
preserving, connecting and enhancing habitat on and between agricultural
lands. Work towards a "circular" - low waste - food system.
6.3 Trees & Forests
6.3.1 Trees, public areas & private forests
Maintain healthy forests and tree canopy across North Cowichan
within natural, rural, and urban areas.
6.3.4 Municipal Forest Reserve
Retain and conserve the municipal forest reserve through
sustainable harvesting, wildfire prevention and fuel reduction; encourage
sustainable forestry best practices; and protect other non-timber forest
values such as recreation.
8.6.5 Mining & Gravel Extraction
Ensure environmental stewardship and responsible approaches in
aggregate and mineral resource extraction.
?

117
117
119

154
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2.1.5 Housing and services in rural areas
27
Provide for housing options that support rural-based activities
such as agriculture; and prevent sprawl and its costly servicing
requirements.

Rural Residential Designation
Very little housing growth is anticipated in these areas, although
there may be some limited context-specific opportunities. Many parcels are
amenable to personal and commercial gardening, with roadside produce and
craftstalls, small scale livestock and poultry keeping. There may also be
potential to accommodate neighbourhood commercial uses, such as
convenience stores, cafes, neighbourhood pubs or community halls.
Subdivision and stratification are not encouraged and significant mature tree
and vegetation cover is maintained throughout these areas.

47

2.2 Guard our environment
2.2.1 Ecosystem health, biodiversity and critical habitats
Protect local ecosystems and, where opportunities arise, restore
the natural environment to maintain biodiversity, ecological health and
integrity.

30
30

104
108

2.2.2 Air quality and noise pollution
Ensure practices that sustain excellent air quality and that pose no
risk to the immediate and long-term health of residents. Investigate the
issue of noise pollution to determine how best to address it.

35

2.2.3 Natural hazard areas
Minimize risk to life and property within natural hazard areas
2.2.4 Archaeology
Protect archaeological resources within North Cowichan
2.3 Adjust to climate change
Engage all sectors of the community in responding to the effects
of climate change and the need to substantially reduce the use of fossil fuel;
and adjust municipal policy and programs to adapt to actual and anticipated
changing climate conditions
2.4 Encourage economic opportunities
2.4.1 Economic development environment
Establish a welcoming atmosphere for economic development in
North Cowichan while maintaining a high quality of life and high
environmental quality.
2.4.2 Rural- and environmental-based economic opportunities
Encourage and promote economic activities that support the
values of the rural and natural environment
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6 Regeneration & the Protection of the Natural Environment
6.1 Ecosystem health, biodiversity and critical habitats
Protect local ecosystems and the connections between them and
restore the natural environment to maintain and improve biodiversity,
ecological health, and integrity.
6.2 Soil & water quality, air, noise & light pollution
6.2.1 Soil & water quality
Pursue policies and practices that lead to long-term regeneration
and improvements in soil and water quality, including reductions in
contaminants and invasive species.
6.2.5 Air, noise & light pollution
Pursue practices that sustain good air quality to reduce the
immediate and long-term health impacts to residents. Identify and mitigate
sources of noise and light pollution. Ensure safe drinking water and protect
its high quality.
6.4 Natural hazard areas
Minimize the risk to life and property within natural hazard areas.
4.3 Heritage & Archaeology
Support heritage conservation and archaeology resources.
North Cowichan's Climate Action Commitments
Reduce both territorial and imported GHG emissions and energy
use, and integrate sustainability, regenerative thinking, and climate
adaptation into the OCP to influence municipal decision making and
municipal operations, as outlined in the Climate Action and Energy Plan.
8 Local Regenerative Economy
8.3 Local Economic development environment
Establish a supportive business environment for sustainable, local
economic development in North Cowichan while maintaining a high quality
of life and high environmental quality.
8.4 Rural based economic opportunities
Encourage and promote economic activities that fit with the values
of rural communities and a thriving natural environment.

40
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112
114

116

120
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23

133
144

147
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2.4.3 New technologies
Encourage high-tech and green businesses to establish and grow
in North Cowichan

51

?

2.4.4 Waterfront commercial and industrial development
Accommodate legitimate waterfront activity while reducing
environmental impacts and reducing conflict between land uses
2.4.5 Commerce
Protect and promote the economic viability of existing commercial
enterprises in North Cowichan; attract new and emerging service, retail and
other commercial businesses; and encourage diverse types of commercial
activity
2.4.6 Industry
Encourage sustained and diverse industrial activity within North
Cowichan
2.5 Build strong communities
2.5.1 Growth management

53

Water Use Designations
49
Ensure that multiple uses of the waterfront are balanced, the
environment is protected and that conflicts are avoided.
8.5 Commercial Opportunity
148
Protect and promote the economic viability of existing commercial
enterprises in North Cowichan, attract local, new and emerging service, retail
and other commercial businesses, and encourage diverse types of
commercial activity that focusing on sustainable, regenerative practices.
8.6 Industrial Activity
151
Promote a healthy industrial sector and encourage sustained and
diverse industrial activity within North Cowichan.

59

64
67
67

Manage future growth in a way that supports community values,
conserves resources and respects the environment

2.5.2 Housing

71

Meet the varied housing needs of North Cowichan residents in
terms of type, size, cost and location

2.5.3 Public realm
Create attractive public spaces in urban centres that meet the
diverse needs of their residents
2.5.4 Safe and healthy community
Enable residents to experience a safe and healthy life in North
Cowichan

77
80

3 Growth Management
3.2.1 Urban Containment Boundary
Focus development to the reduced urban containment boundary to protect
rural and natural areas from expanded residential development (See Land
Use Map) and to prevent residential intensification that necessitates
extension of road networks and increases automobile dependency.
3.2.3 Growth Centres
Manage growth and designate a variety of land and water uses in a
way that strengthens our community, maintains individual character,
preserves natural and rural areas and fosters climate-friendly and active ways
to move around.
5 Attainable Housing
5.1 Diverse housing mix
Encourage the development of a variety of housing types (by size,
type, tenure, density) integrated into villages, neighbourhoods, and rural
areas that meet the anticipated needs of the whole community in quality and
quantity.
5.2 Affordable & rental housing
Recognize the importance of housing as a fundamental part of
individual and community health and ensure that all residents have an
affordable and adequate place to live.
4.5 Public Realm
Create attractive, accessible public realm spaces that meet the
diverse needs of residents.
4.1 Safe and healthy community
Foster a safe, socially inclusive, resilient and supportive community
that enhances the health and well-being of its residents.

28

37

90
95

99

79
64
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2.5.5 Strong neighbourhoods and communities
Provide assistance and support to those neighbourhoods and communities
that wish to promote their own identity and community spirit

84

2.5.6 Transportation
86
Provide a choice of efficient, safe transportation options that meet
the various needs of residents
2.5.7 Infrastructure
93
Provide basic infrastructure to residents in a way that meets the
highest standards of public health and safety, protects the environment,
emphasizes conservation and is cost-effective
2.5.8 Parks and recreation
98
Ensure the community is well serviced with recreation facilities,
including a system of parks, trails and open space

?

4.6 Transportation
Provide a range of efficient, safe, less carbon intense, healthy,
connected transportation options that meet the various needs of residents.
9 Sustainable Infrastructure

4.4 Parks and recreation
Ensure the community is well serviced with parks and recreation
facilities, including a system of trails, greenways, blue ways and open space.
Carefully balance recreation users and their associated impacts against the
need to maintain the ecological integrity and wilderness characteristics of
sensitive areas.

84
156

75
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:47:04 AM

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:52 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: New OCP

A small correction to the latest OCP. Figure 6 is incorrect. That is Vimy Rd, not
Somenos.
Also, there are no page numbers!
FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Date
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From:
Sent: Monday December 20 2021 5: 6 PM FIPPA s. 22(1)
To: Chris Hutton <chris hutton@northcowichan ca>
Cc: Bruce <bruce@elmworth.com>
Subject: Re: OCP

Hi Chris,
Will you please put this in the OCP comment file. I share Bruce's concerns.
It also looks like the rest of the Bay is now to be zoned commercial too?
Thank you,
FIPPA s. 22(1)
On 12/20/2021 4:39 PM Bruce wrote:

Just looking on the land use map.
Bruce Muir

Elmworth Construct on Ltd.
Tel 250-748-6133
Fax 250-746-4400
www.elmworth.com
From: David R Messie
Sent: December 20 2021 4:37 PM

FIPPA s. 22(1)

To: Bruce <bruce@elmworth com>
Subject: Re: OCP
Hi Bruce
I did not see this can you point me in the right direction so can see what you are referring to? Is it in the DRAFT OCP document? If so which page? Once I see what you are looking at I will be able to comment better on it.
I would certainly send your comments to them in any case. This document is off the rails in so many ways.
David
On 12/20/2021 1:13 PM Bruce wrote:
Hi Dave
I have been reviewing the draft OCP mapping in more detail. I notice that the yacht club ( zoned MA1 ) our family property next to the yacht club ( zoned C4 ) and your marina property ( zoned MA2 ) are all colored as rural residential. Have you had any conversation with NC Planning staff
about correcting this on your property?
Thanks
Bruce Muir

Elmworth Construction Ltd.
Tel 250-748-6133
Fax 250-746-4400
www.elmworth.com

-David R Messier
General Manager
Maple Bay Marina

Ph 250.746.8482
TF 866.746.8482
Fx 250.746.8490
E dmessier@beca ca
maplebaymarina.com
facebook com/maplebaymarina

--

David R Messier
General Manager

Ph 250 746.8482
TF 866.746 8482
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FIPPA s. 22(1)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FW: 2021-12-12 Email from
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:32:43 PM

FIPPA s. 22(1)

-----Original Message----From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Sunday, December 12, 2021 9:23 PM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
FIPPA s. 22(1)

.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Hello my names
. 9 year north cowichan resident. I bought my property with the
understanding that it would be developed one day as an extension of swans nest with neighbouring
properties eventually connecting to Alma road. I have been reviewing the new draft ocp and it
appears my property along with the connecting 10.5 acres beside the existing subdivision of swans
nest appears to be now left out of the urban containment. Id like some answers as to why and what
would that mean going forward. To me and to everyone that has been to the property it seems a no
brainer to develop that being so close to town, on major transit routes, close to schools. Not to
mention the 20 inch sewer main that takes a detour off maple bay road and goes right through the
middle of the 3 properties that are basically ready to develop being mine and
10.5FIPPA s. 22(1)
acres. I can appreciate a new ocp and a new condensed ucb focused on walkable communities that's
protecting the environment but what about people who arent walking to the store for a litre of milk
as in people in retirement? I can also appreciate shrinking the ucb and focusing growth on areas with
FIPPA s. 22(1)
has 2 streets that are stopped in actual real
infrastructure in place. My property along with
world anticipation of continuing on from swans nest to be developed with existing sewer and water
already in place. It appears the proposed ucb is basically all developed and subdivided already
FIPPAso
s. I'm
22(1)
confused as to why the border of the ucb is not including properties like mine and
that have
been looked at as obvious future development for 20 years?? Will this ucb be re drawn and/or re
thought in 2 5 10 years say? Could my property be considered to be developed one day even though
it is not in the proposed ucb? Thank you for your time and i look forward to getting more
informed.        
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FW: 2021-12-14 Email from
- Re-opening the Bell-McKinnon OCP
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:33:24 PM FIPPA s. 22(1)

From:
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021 10:57 AM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: RE: Re-opening the Bell-McKinnon OCP

Community Planning:
With regards to the motion to re-open the Bell-McKinnon Community plan, I am not vote in
favour of the motion that is before the Council at the moment. A lot of time, energy, and
money has already been expended to devise a plan to deal with the area with the new hospital
about to be constructed.
Here are a couple of points that I would like to make:
1. Infrastructure costs to put in the sewer, water upgrades, and expanded roadway are
expensive when the distance to be covered is quite lengthy. It would be preferable to have the
costs of those services borne by the development of residential lots that would go up in the
local area. Otherwise, the rest of North Cowichan, right up to Chemainus will have to pay for
those services. Normally the extension of a sewer line gets paid for by the properties that the
sewer goes past. If you are not planning on development in the area, the property owners
along Bell-McKinnon would pay an exorbitant fee because the hospital needs a sewer, and I
am not sure that they would be happy with that.
2. Planned growth out towards the new hospital is more preferable than haphazard, piecemeal
redevelopment on a one-by-one basis.
Thank you,

FIPPA s. 22(1)
North Cowichan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FW: 2021-12-19 Email to
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:34:23 PM

re: Comments OCP
FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: Sunday, December 19, 2021 11:46 AM
To: Community Planning <CommunityPlanning@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Comments OCP
A thorough document covering most issues.
Areas for consideration:
1. A really tight edit would help—the document is too long, too wordy and should use “plain
English “ to improve the presentation.
2. There is not enough emphasis on or commitment to walking and biking as an alternative to
the car or public transit outside the growth areas. The current options are so sadly lacking and
the draft OCP gives no confidence that this will change.
3. A major source of light pollution is from the existing municipal street/road lighting. The OCP
does not have any commitment to addressing this issue. Dark Sky compliant street lights
would be appreciated---even as scheduled replacement to existing lights.
4. There is insufficient attention in the plan to managing water shortages due to seasonal
drought---we may be entering an era where the usual water restrictions will not be enough to
meet personal needs…..ie running out of water.
5. Tertiary sewage treatment should be included as a long-term objective—especially give the
emphasis on the natural environment, regeneration and rehabilitation. Secondary treatment
is just not comparable with the environmental direction of the plan.
6. The map outlining Growth and Land Management contains lands classed as “Future Study”.
This lacks definition and prevents opaque intent, especially where the “Future Study” lands
are outside the growth area boundaries. This need to be clarified. What is the purpose of the
study? What may it mean to urban containment boundaries?
7. Perhaps this “horse has already left” but the Bell-Mckinnon area plan is setting a pattern for
future growth that is taking us in the wrong direction. Over the last 20 years the MNC has
been allowing development to creep “north along the TCH” and this plan adds momentum to
this trend. One only has to look North to Nanaimo to see the impact of growth nodes and how
resulting sprawl destroys other values and makes reliance on the car inevitable. Will the Mays
Road intersection be next?
Thank you for considering my views.
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Chemainus
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FIPPA s. 22(1)
FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)
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FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)

FIPPA s. 22(1)
FIPPA s.
22(1)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FW: The OCP
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 2:26:29 PM
High

From: bruce@lionrampant.ca <bruce@lionrampant.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 12:30 PM
To: Council <council@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Rob Conway <rob.conway@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: The OCP
Importance: High
Hello,
I am both a resident and business owner in North Cowichan. I am slogging through the OCP to provide my
feedback. What I find infuriating is that almost all of my staff and friends knew NOTHING of this OCP review and
were shocked that today was the deadline for comments from citizens. With the pandemic, starting an OCP review
& renewal is ludicrous. Many people have become disengaged with all facets of life, and let’s be honest, municipal
engagement and politics is an extremely low priority to most. To push through such an important documents that
affects every member of the community, without true engagement, is asinine.
I am therefore formally requesting that this review be postponed at least three months, if not six, with the
municipality providing substantial opportunities for actual input from ALL residents. Residents & businesses should
receive direct mail (several times) about this review, and guidance on how to slog through 200 pages of information.
I’m a reasonably educated person, and I’m finding it difficult to understand the impetus for some of these
frameworks, goals and other notions. I’m a real estate developer by trade and a publican by choice, and I see a lot of
the OCP is detrimental to both of my businesses.
We need an OCP that meets the needs of ALL North Cowichan residents & businesses, not just the very small
minority that somehow heard of these reviews through the pandemic and provided their responses. Otherwise the
OCP is really a document created by and for the minority, not the majority. Let’s ensure our citizens have a true
voice.
Regards,
Bruce R. Findlay, BBA
President
LION RAMPANT PUB INC.
LION RAMPANT PRIVATE LIQUOR STORE INC.
BRIGANTINE INN VENTURES LTD.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne
FW: Your OCP survey is FLAWED!!
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:28:20 PM

FIPPA s. 22(1)
From:
Sent: November 30, 2021 12:38 PM
To: Al Siebring <mayor@northcowichan.ca>; Rob Douglas <rob.douglas@northcowichan.ca>;
Christopher Justice <christopher.justice@northcowichan.ca>
Cc: Tek Manhas <tek.manhas@northcowichan.ca>; Kate Marsh <kate.marsh@northcowichan.ca>;
Rosalie Sawrie <rosalie.sawrie@northcowichan.ca>; Debra Toporowski
<debra.toporowski@northcowichan.ca>
Subject: Your OCP survey is FLAWED!!

Dear Mayor and Council,
We have had over a dozen people try to fill this form out (unsuccessfully) including doctors
and fellow business people. We have contacted Modus for direction (see email below) and still
cannot get it filled out online. Just wanted to make you aware.

From: Serena Yang <serena@thinkmodus.ca>
Date: November 29, 2021 at 2:29:14 PM PST
FIPPA s. 22(1)
To:
Subject: Re: [Konveio Inquiry] OCP Survey
Hi

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Thank you for taking the time to fill out the survey and spreading the
word.
Apologies that the selections are disappearing. To best fill out the
online survey, we recommend using Google Chrome as the browser
and to disable some extensions that may interact with its
functionality. If you fill out the online version, there is a submit
button for each set of questions. If you fill out the paper version,
please drop it off or mail it to: 7030 Trans-Canada Highway |
Duncan, British Columbia V9L 6A1.
You may choose to respond to the parts of the survey as you wish.
Questions are provided per section - the executive summary provides
a summary of each chapter and the individual chapters provide more
detail.
Warmly,
Serena
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FIPPA s. 22(1)
Council
OCP
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 6:16:18 AM

FIPPA s. 22(1)
FIPPA s. 22(1)
Hi. MY name is
. I am a resident at
. My wife and
I, along with our children have lived on this property for 32 years. We purchased the 5 acre
parcel with the hope of one day sub dividing this to its current zoning. This has not been
possible due to lack of sanitary sewer service, and current septic regulations. When the
proposal to build a new hospital just North of us came along, we embraced the idea. This with
the understanding that an opportunity to develop came in exchange for what will most
certainly be a drastic change to our neighbourhood. This is why I feel that the proposal to
severely limit development seems like a betrayal. We will be the victims of a huge bait and
switch con job.
I believe the original award winning LAP is precisely the common sense plan Bell
McKinnon Rd residents voted for.
Sincerely

FIPPA s. 22(1)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne

FIPPA s. 22(1)

Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:30:30 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: <noreply@konveio.email>
Date: Wed, Dec 8, 2021 at 5:19 PM
Subject: [Konveio Inquiry] OCP
To: <serena@thinkmodus.ca>

https://modus.konveio.net/contact.

FIPPA s. 22(1)
sent a message using the contact form at

I am very disappointed that the Bell McKinnon area plan has been reduced. I was so excited
for the plan that was presented to our community after we all put in so much time into it. You
won an award over it..... why????
Our community was fully engaged with it. You spent money to put that plan together.... I don't
understand seems like such a waste. Time money....
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Save the award winning Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan
Published by Concerned Cowichan Citizens on 27th Nov 2021

Do not change the award winning Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan! Why would tax payers agree to
effectively flush hundreds of thousands of dollars down the toilet? This what councillors Marsh,
Justice and Douglas are trying to achieve by omitting the current plan and starting over. The Bell
McKinnon LAP was developed with input form North Cowichan staff, residents, business owners,
landowners and First Nations. The plan received the Gold Award in Policy Planning at the Land
Summit meeting in Vancouver in 2019. The plan was recognized for being a "model green growth
centre that is vibrant, walkable urban village". There are applications currently sitting dormant at
the municipality that would responsibly build multifamily homes with park area and walking trails
just as the plan required. These councillors are arbitrarily trying to cancel the plan and start over.
We are currently in a housing crisis and building a billion dollar hospital. How does limiting growth
and requiring newcomers to drive from places like Langford and Victoria GREEN? A representative
from Vancouver Island Health Authority stated their concerns at a recent council meeting that they
already have lost doctors because they cannot find homes in the area. How do we intend to house
the 700+ hospital staff including doctors and nurses and the several hundred people it will take to
build the hospital when we cannot even house our current families?

We, the undersigned, call on the North Cowichan Council members to reconsider their position to
cancel or amend the current Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan. We, as taxpayers, do not wish to
start the entire process over when hundreds of thousands of dollars have already been spent to
research and design this award winning green plan. The current housing crisis will be made more
dire if the local area plan is reduced and delayed further. We cannot attract doctors, nurses and
support staff if they have no housing to live in nearby. Making them drive in from Urban areas
will be adding to our carbon footprint.

Powered by GoPetition
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#
1

First name

Last name

Email

City
Duncan

Date
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan
Ladysmith
Chemainus

Dec 10, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 07, 2021

Chemainus

Nov 30, 2021

6

Duncan

Nov 30, 2021

7
8
9

Crofton
Duncan
Cowichan bay

Dec 10, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 03, 2021

10
11

Duncan
Duncan

Dec 04, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

12
13
14

Chemainus
Duncan
North Cowichan

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

2
3
4
5
How do 3 councillors control the actions of a 7 member council. See their current outlandish proposals for the new OCP.

This development plan is bigger then North Cowichan. It's for all of the Cowichan Valley! Why waste more money!

15
16

17

Chemainus
Dec 10, 2021
Duncan
Dec 10, 2021
we oppose the new OCP because it defeat the purpose for affordable homes for Seniors, first time home buyers and out frown families. There is shortage of rental homes in the valley, zero % vacancy rate.
Valley is going through accommodation crisis as well as buildable lots.
Cobble Hill
Nov 30, 2021
Stay with Plan as designed and committed to.

18
19

Duncan
Duncan

Dec 10, 2021
Nov 28, 2021

20
21
22

Duncan
Duncan
Duncan

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 12, 2021

23
24

Duncan
Cobble hill

Nov 29, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

25
26
27

Duncan
Ladysmith
Cobble Hill

Dec 10, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 07, 2021

28
29
30

Duncan
Duncan
Calgary

Dec 08, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan

Nov 27, 2021

Chemainus

Nov 30, 2021

we need to be progressive and build our community to support our growth

31
The BMLAP needs to be left alone. It is an award winning plan for smart growth.
32

33
34
35

Why is every motion put forward by these councilors intended to limit future affordable housing for an obviously growing community that is already bursting at the seams? You are standing in the way of
progress with no regard for anything but your agenda... sounds like Agenda 21 to me. We are aware.....
North Vancouver
Dec 06, 2021
Victoria
Dec 12, 2021
Duncan
Nov 30, 2021

Powered by GoPetition
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#
36

First name

37

Mill Bay
Dec 01, 2021
Too much time money and effort has been put into this local area plan by both the public and municipal employees to see in one motion it be dropped. This plan makes total sense for the growing community
of north Cowichan and the new hospital district. Thank you
Duncan
Dec 01, 2021
Duncan
Dec 01, 2021

38
39
40

41

Last name

Email

City
Duncan

Date
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan
Dec 15, 2021
This is the most backward move that I've heard, actually can't really believe its been presented as any kind of option. We are suppose to be striving for a greener solution to many of our climate issues. Our
property allowes you to walk to virtually every service that you could need, Dr. Dentist, Drug Stores Down Town Walmart Thriftys Home Depot Canadian Tire without the use of a vehicle. Its a 25minute walk
to the downtown core. The property is on sewer and municiple water, The property does not have good soil, if any the base is clay so is not good agricultural property. To go from a zoning of R3 to R1 is
Ludicrous Where do you want the developement to be done,
Maple Bay, Notrh Cowichan
Dec 01, 2021

42
43
44

Chemainus
Duncan
Duncan

Nov 30, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 04, 2021

45
46

Duncan
Nanaimo

Dec 10, 2021
Dec 02, 2021

Cowichan Bay
Duncan

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan
Duncan
Cobble Hill

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 04, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan
Victoria

Dec 10, 2021
Nov 28, 2021

Vancouver
Duncan,

Nov 27, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

56
57

Shawnigan Lake
Duncan

Dec 07, 2021
Dec 08, 2021

58
59
60

Duncan
Duncan
Ladysmith

Dec 06, 2021
Dec 03, 2021
Dec 02, 2021

61
62
63

Shawnigan Lake
Shawnigan Lake

Dec 02, 2021
Dec 04, 2021
Dec 08, 2021

I am in support of creating housing and health services in this area so vital to the success of the new hospital.
47
48
After all the years putting this plan into place it should stand don't make it a wasted effort
49
50
51
Think to the future
52
53
Build more housing!!!!
54
55
I urge ALL council to re-read the 2019-2022 strategic plan you all signed. It is still in effect! Read pages 14, 18 and 19

64
65
66

The plan was approved. It is unfair to terminate it. It’s goes against our values as a community to break such a contract that the community put so much time and effort in. And won an award! Don’t be shady.
Stay the path.
Municipality of North Cowichan Dec 03, 2021
DUNCAN
Dec 01, 2021
Duncan
Dec 01, 2021

Powered by GoPetition
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#
99
100
101

First name
Last name
Email
City
Do not exclude North of Herd. Cannot build a hospital, roads, infrastructure, a new elementary school and homes all S of Herd! As your planning department and listen to them!
Mill Bay
Duncan
Duncan

Date
Nov 27, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

We desperately need this community and new housing!
102
103
104

Duncan
DUNCAN

Dec 02, 2021
Dec 07, 2021

Duncan

Nov 28, 2021

Duncan

Nov 28, 2021

Time to stop One Cowichan councillors
105
106

107
108

Duncan
Nov 30, 2021
I personally do not benefit from added density in the BM corridor as I am on the south side of Norcross rd. and if anything the increased density will negatively affect my property value; however, I understand
the need for growth and housing units in the community. I 100% agree that the original LAP should be reinstated.
Chemainus
Dec 01, 2021
Duncan
Nov 30, 2021

109
110
111

Duncan
Ladysmith
Mill Bay

Dec 01, 2021
Nov 27, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

112
113
114

Mill Bay
Duncan
Duncan

Dec 06, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

115
116
117

Chemainus
Duncan
CHEMAINUS

Nov 29, 2021
Nov 30, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

118
119

Croftpon B.C.

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 07, 2021

120
121
122

Duncan
Port Alberni
Duncan

Nov 30, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

Mill bay
Duncan

Dec 03, 2021
Dec 02, 2021

The original Bell-McKinnon LAP needs to stand as is.

This is tax payer’s money you are dealing with and wasting it is not an option. Keep the existing plan!
123
124
125
126
127

North Cowichan
Dec 01, 2021
Duncan
Dec 06, 2021
we oppose the new OCP and think that the public portion of this needs to actually be public and not through zoom meetings. This is being rammed through while we are in the middle of a housing crisis.
Shawnigan Lake
Nov 30, 2021

128
129
130

Duncan
Chemainus
Duncan

Nov 30, 2021
Nov 30, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

131
132

Lake Cowichan
Duncan

Nov 28, 2021
Dec 10, 2021

FIPPA s. 22(1)
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#

First name
Last name
Email
City
Date
Please support the people of North Cowichan; support Families, Jobs, and New Housing with responsible development. Support the people of our community and the North Cowichan’s experienced and
talented planners, administrators and professionals in continuing with a well developed and diverse OCP for our community. The existing OCP allowed for choice of lifestyle, improved services, affordable
homes and quality neighborhoods. This should not be changed. And counsel should support their community wishes! (Already made clear) - not ideology which will inhibit growth, increase housing costs while
depressing our local economy and making unattainable goals for our children to pay for. Everyone should not just be watching this - it will effect you! Let’s Get Smart Cowichan!

133
134

Crofton
Dec 02, 2021
Duncan
Nov 30, 2021
Love this plan! It went through the public consultation process and was well researched and funded with taxpayer dollars. This is exactly what our community needs more of... Multi use areas, with live and
work options for a younger demographic. Our community needs housing and jobs. This is a responsible plan but would love to see more land and capacity for the new hospital and medical services which we
also desperately need.

135
136

Duncan
Duncan

Nov 27, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

137
138
139

Cowichan Bay
Duncan
Duncan

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 06, 2021

140
141
142

Lake Cowichan
Duncan
Crofton

Dec 03, 2021
Dec 02, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan

Dec 01, 2021

Duncan. All my life 56 years

Nov 30, 2021

143
Do not change the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan. Keep it as it has been planned
144

145

I have had enough with council changing there mind. We have wasted enough of our tax dollars on this. Council needs to understand that urban sprawl is something they cannot control if it’s not in North
cowichan it will be in the cvrd. So be smart and collect the tax. Did they not want to stop all construction for two years a few months ago. Mmmmm. How did that go. Fed up with the wast of time and money.
Ya made a plan now stick with it
Duncan
Nov 30, 2021

146

Cowichan Bay

Dec 05, 2021

147

Duncan

Nov 27, 2021

148
149

Chemainus
Duncan

Dec 01, 2021
Nov 30, 2021

150
151
152

Duncan
Duncan
Duncan

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

153
154

Youbou
Duncan

Dec 03, 2021
Dec 08, 2021

Duncan
Crofton
Cowichan Bay

Dec 01, 2021
Dec 08, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Duncan

Dec 04, 2021

159

Crofton

Dec 01, 2021

160
161
162

Duncan
Duncan
Vancouver

Nov 28, 2021
Dec 08, 2021
Dec 05, 2021

I fully support developing this area. North Cowichan needs more of a well planned focal point for an urban village, a town centre.

Well Planned Development with Housing near Town core & Hospital are urgently required !!

Stop council from sabotaging valuable urban development!
155
156
157
158
I feel the proposed plan has been well researched and developed and no change to it should be made.
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#
287
288
289

First name

Last name

Email

City
Chemainus

Listening to your community is and should be the top of your list. Community is what builds heart and strength. Especially during this time of voices not being heard.
Duncan
Mill Bay

Date
Dec 08, 2021
Nov 30, 2021
Dec 01, 2021

Housing is a issue , there needs to be more informed people controlling what needs to be addressed.
290
291
292

Duncan
North Cowichan

Nov 30, 2021
Dec 10, 2021

Duncan

Dec 04, 2021

Crofton

Dec 01, 2021

Why do you expect people to get involved in long term projects when "Council" changes its mind after the fact?
293
294

We are in desperate need of reasonably priced homes in the Cowichan Valley. Its nearly impossible to attract new employees to our business because they are unable to secure a place to live.
Duncan
Nov 30, 2021
This will set a presentation for developers. Buy the land and then change the building code. No one will invest in our municipality

295

Duncan

Dec 08, 2021

FIPPA s. 22(1)
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Report
Date

March 16, 2022

Subject

Amendments to Draft Official Community Plan

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To consider revisions to the draft Official Community Plan suggested by Council members and
recommended by staff.
BACKGROUND
On February 2 and 15, 2022, Council received the entire package of public and agency feedback on the
draft Official Community Plan (OCP) and went on to discuss this feedback in a facilitated workshop held
on February 15 and March 8 (facilitator notes have been appended in Attachment 1). This report
prompts Council for any further direction it has for the preparation of a draft OCP bylaw to be
considered for first reading.
DISCUSSION
As stated previously in the February 15, 2022 staff report, the following thematic changes have been
preliminarily identified as being necessary prior to Council’s consideration of initial readings. This
includes some recommendations from a legal review. These are largely technical/administrative in
nature:
1) Various typos, grammar and formatting corrections
2) Improvements in wording clarity, presentation and flow
3) Change to Map 3 for 11 ALR-designated parcels inappropriately included within the
“Neighbourhood” designation inside the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB)
4) Changes to wording relating to Agricultural Land Commissionregulated parcels within the rural
areas, including “edge planning” references
5) Map and text amendments to identify public utilities, schools, parks and public works
6) Additional map showing the road network
7) Reorganizing/renumbering of maps
8) Minor text amendments to Development Permit (DP) Area designations to achieve better
consistency with existing DP guidelines (contained within the Zoning Bylaw)
9) Text amendments to the infrastructure chapter (Chapter 9) in response to recent technical
analysis, stating that notwithstanding the growth strategy and permitted densities, development
and site design must achieve fire flows consistent with available capacity
Any further changes affecting the policy direction of the OCP are rightly within the realm of Council to
approve. As such, staff have identified further changes for which Council’s endorsement is sought.
These are outlined below. Council may also provide direction to staff to incorporate any other changes
to the OCP as it deems appropriate.
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Staff Recommended Amendment (i): Urban Containment Boundary (Crosland Place)
While Council may direct other UCB changes, staff recommend that three parcels, 4100, 4111 and 4114
Crosland Place be included within the UCB and designated as “Neighbourhood”:

Rationale: An apartment building has been constructed and occupied at 4114 Crosland Place, and 4111
Crosland Place has an approved DP with active construction underway for significant multi-family
structures. The resulting buildouts are significantly at odds with the land use designation, and there
would exist very little remaining development potential. There is no compelling case for foreclosing any
residual development potential at 4100 Crosland Place, located between the two recent development
sites. These sites differ from the Kingsview area in that they are not long-term phased developments.
Staff Recommended Amendment (ii): Urban Containment Boundary (Anzio Road)
The Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan (LAP) calls for the removal of lots on either side of Anzio Road from
the UCB. With the inclusion of the Bell McKinnon LAP in the new OCP, it makes sense to enact this
change immediately, rather than through a subsequent OCP amendment. The lots shown within the
excluded area in the excerpt below from section 4.2.3 (Land Use Plan) on page 37 of the LAP would be
designated “Rural Residential” within the new OCP, which is consistent with the “large lot residential”
land use referred to in the LAP.
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Rationale: as directed by the Bell McKinnon LAP.
Staff Recommended Amendment (iii): Land Use Policies (Rural Development)
Delete policies 3.3.17(n) and 3.3.19(g). These were intended to convey that only in exceptional
circumstances and subject to achieving certain conditions, would the Municipality consider residential
and commercial density increases in rural areas. However, there is a risk that these could still be used to
justify inappropriate development. Removing them sets a clearer expectation; however, it also means
that if a proposal for a particular development comes forward that Council is minded to entertain, an
OCP amendment would be required.
Rationale: prior to the publication of the draft OCP, Council held a workshop on October 14, 2021,
where concern was expressed regarding policies 3.3.17(n) and 3.3.19(g), which appeared to undermine
the intent of the land use designations.
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Staff Recommended Amendment (iv): Scenic Roads
Upon further detailed review of the scenic roads policy (section 4.6.1 and Map 2) staff propose splitting
Class 2 scenic roads into two sub-types and re-categorizing a number of routes, including additional
designations, as per the marked-up Map 2 below:
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Rationale: there is ambiguity in the classification and description of these roads. Providing a finergrained classification and associated policies will enable a better understanding of what the designation
seeks to achieve. The policy can also offer clearer guidance for landscape and site design adjacent to
such roads and inform the approach to Municipal road projects.
Staff Recommended Amendment (v): Site-Adaptive Planning
At the Council workshop on October 14, 2021, it was resolved: “THAT the municipality encourage and
promote development plans and site layouts that incorporate consideration design and site-adaptive
planning principles to cluster housing while allowing for the preservation and acquisition of open space,
sensitive ecosystems, and natural features.” Staff propose to add this verbatim as policy (a) in section
6.1.2, renumbering all other policies that follow.
Rationale: while some additional references to site-adaptive planning were included within the OCP
text, including this statement as an individual policy gives best effect to Council’s direction.
Staff Recommended Amendment (vi): First Nations Acknowledgement
Each area First Nation has been invited to provide any material it would like to see as part of the
territorial acknowledgement at the beginning of the OCP. Staff will replace the placeholder in red font
on Page 3 of the draft OCP with appropriate acknowledgment statements, which may include material
provided by First Nations themselves.
Rationale: appropriately acknowledge the traditional territories on which North Cowichan sits.
Staff Recommended Amendment (vii): Lawn Watering Restrictions
Delete policy 7.2.2(ad).
Rationale: this policy generated some confusion and unintentionally suggested that the Municipality
would be open to supplying water for agricultural operations. While it could be amended to clarify the
intent of conserving common water sources, staff recommend that it simply be deleted to avoid all
ambiguity.
Subsequent Process
In response to any further direction from Council, staff will prepare a revised draft OCP incorporating
such changes alongside the other technical and administrative changes identified within this report.
This draft will be brought back to Council as soon as possible as a schedule to the bylaw; Council will
then have the option of considering first reading. At the point of first reading, should any further minor
changes be desired, Council is able to give first reading subject to specified changes.
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If first reading (with or without amendments) is given to the OCP Bylaw, a statutory referral to the
Agricultural Land Commission is required, which typically takes up to 60 days. There must also be
consideration of the OCP in conjunction with the Municipality’s Financial Plan and Waste Management
Plan.
Once these steps have been completed, a public hearing can be held, which may span several sessions
given the OCP’s importance and degree of public interest.
Once a public hearing has been held, Council may either:
 Direct further significant changes and hold another public hearing;
 Give second and third readings with minor changes; or,
 Give second and third readings as drafted and move to adopt.
Should Council adopt a new OCP, it is recommended to create a short implementation plan. This would
identify which of the many actions, projects and bylaw updates prescribed within the OCP are to be
prioritized and resourced. This will also help to bring forward projects for consideration within the
annual budgeting process. It is clearly not possible for all of the OCP’s policy ideas to be implemented
within a single term; therefore, each Council should ideally maintain an implementation plan setting out
its priorities. Being separate from the OCP rather than embedded within it, the implementation plan is
more nimble and readily amendable at any time. An implementation plan facilitates a structured and
strategic approach to implementing the new OCP, aligning with other Council priorities, but retains
flexibility to respond to the demands of the day.
OPTIONS
1. (Recommended Option) Endorse staff recommendations and consider revisions to the OCP
suggested by members of Council.
THAT Council:
(1) Directs staff to revise the draft Official Community Plan, specifically incorporating the following
amendments:
(i) [Council to identify revisions by page and/or section number]
(ii) …
(iii) … etc.
(2) Endorse the following revisions to the draft Official Community Plan (OCP) recommended by the
Manager of Planning and included in the report dated March 16, 2022:
(i) Include parcels 4100, 4111 and 4114 Crosland Place within the urban containment boundary
(UCB) and designate as “Neighbourhood”;
(ii) Remove the lots on either side of Anzio Road from the UCB;
(iii) Delete policies 3.3.17(n) and 3.3.19(g);
(iv) Split Class 2 scenic roads into two sub-types and re-categorize a number of routes, including
additional designations, as per the marked-up Map 2;
(v) Add “Encourage and promote development plans and site layouts that incorporate
consideration design and site-adaptive planning principles to cluster housing while allowing
for the preservation and acquisition of open space, sensitive ecosystems, and natural features”
as policy 6.1.2(a) and renumber ensuing policy numbers;
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(vi) Replace the placeholder in red font on Page 3 of the draft OCP with appropriate
acknowledgment statements, which may include material provided by First Nations
themselves; and,
(vii) Delete policy 7.2.2(ad).
 Council may provide as many directions for changes as it wishes. These may be specific or
general; however, more open-ended directions may take longer for staff to address.
 The Corporate Officer will prepare a schedule of motions in advance bringing together all
motions submitted by Council prior to the meeting. Suggested motions submitted will be
shared on screen during the meeting.


Staff recommend that the amendments (i)-(vi) outlined in this report are also made, insofar as
they do not contradict any Council-initiated amendments.



Should Council not wish to make one or more of the numbered recommended amendments,
the amendment number(s) should be omitted from the motion above.

2. Endorse bullet (2) under Option 1 above only. In the event that Council does not have any
further specific changes in mind, a revised draft will be brought forward containing only staffidentified and recommended changes.


Should Council not wish to make one or more of the numbered recommended amendments,
the amendment number(s) should be omitted from the motion above.

3. Provide alternative direction to staff.
THAT Council receives this report for information and (Council to provide alternative direction to
staff).
IMPLICATIONS
The timeline for preparing the next draft OCP will depend in significant part on the scale and nature of
further changes directed by Council. It is anticipated that the earliest possible time for a public hearing
to be held would be June 2022.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
(1) Directs staff to revise the draft Official Community Plan, specifically incorporating the following
amendments:
(i) [Council to identify revisions by page and/or section number]
(ii) …
(iii) … etc.
(2) Endorse the following revisions to the draft Official Community Plan (OCP) recommended by the
Manager of Planning included in the report dated March 16, 2022:
(i) Include parcels 4100, 4111 and 4114 Crosland Place within the urban containment boundary
(UCB) and designate as “Neighbourhood”;
(ii) Remove the lots on either side of Anzio Road from the UCB;
(iii) Delete policies 3.3.17(n) and 3.3.19(g);
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(iv) Split Class 2 scenic roads into two sub-types and re-categorize a number of routes, including
additional designations, as per the marked-up Map 2;
(v) Add “THAT the municipality encourage and promote development plans and site layouts that
incorporate consideration design and site-adaptive planning principles to cluster housing while
allowing for the preservation and acquisition of open space, sensitive ecosystems, and natural
features” as policy 6.1.2(a) and renumber ensuing policy numbers;
(vi) Replace the placeholder in red font on Page 3 of the draft OCP with appropriate
acknowledgment statements, which may include material provided by First Nations themselves;
and
(vii) Delete policy 7.2.2(ad).

Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

Chris Osborne
Chris Osborne MRTPI, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director, Planning and Building

Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer

Attachment: OCP Workshop Facilitator Notes
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To:

Chris Osborne, Manager Planning, Municipality of North Cowichan
T: 250-746-3277
E: Chris.Osborne@northcowichan.ca

From: Catherine Rockandel, IAF Certified Professional Facilitator, Rockandel & Associates
T: 604-898-4614
E: cat@growpartnerships.com
Re:

MNC, COW February 15 and March 8, 2022 Workshop Summary Notes

Date:

March 10, 2022

Pages: 10

Participants
Councillor Rosalie Sawrie (RS)
Councillor Debra Toporowski (DT)
Councillor Rob Douglas(RD)
Councillor Kate Marsh (KM)
Councillor Tek Manhas (TM.)
Councillor Chris Justice (CJ)
Mayor Al Siebring (AS)

I.

PROCESS OVERVIEW

Working Assumptions
The facilitator, Catherine Rockandel reviewed logistics, administrative issues, agenda and workshop
assumptions for the workshop, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actively listen to different perspectives
Respect that everyone has different experiences, opinions and backgrounds
Test assumptions and inferences
Use specific examples, explain reasoning and intent
Focus on interests not positions or people
Combine advocacy (monologues that repeat familiar opinions) with inquiry (asking about
another person’s point of view)
Jointly design next steps

Workshop Purpose
To provide an opportunity for members of Council to review and discuss the public and agency feedback
received on the draft OCP to support direction to staff regarding any changes or edits that Council would
like to make in response. Specifically: Consideration of how public input is reflected in the OCP.
Discussion of Council’s response to the public input and questions of clarity to support providing
direction to staff regarding preparation of a draft OCP for first reading
Draft OCP Chapter by Chapter Review Process
The facilitator utilized a structured facilitated method for reviewing each chapter. The discussion began
with Council consideration of different interests reflected in the public input. This input either identified
strengths, pros and benefits or concerns, risks, and gaps identified by the public about the draft OCP.
This discussion was summarized in bullet points in the power point in real time. It is also captured in this
summary report.
Polling Agreement Process
Following the initial considerations of issues and discussion the facilitator polled Council to understand
the level of agreement on the draft OCP chapter. The gradient of agreement scale enables people to
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express their support for a proposal in degrees along a continuum. Using this tool, individuals are no
longer trapped into expressing support in terms of yes or no. The polling builds understanding about the
level of Council agreement and identifies issues to explore through further discussion. Slide 6 in the
Appendix explains the process. A matrix (attached) captures the overall polling for each chapter. In
addition, the polling ratings and footnotes on perspectives shared by Council are contained within each
chapter review notes. The polling considers five possible ratings.
1 Full Endorsement - I really like it
2. Agreement with minor points of contention, not perfect, but its good enough
3. More discussion needed. I have questions or don’t understand the issue well enough yet
4. I don’t like it but with some changes I could support it.
5. Serious disagreement. I am not on board with this – don’t count on my support or vote
Following the polling, the facilitated virtual flip chart notes capture key issues discussed and questions of
clarity related to technical issues to staff

II.

WORKSHOP ONE: February 15, 2022 from 1:00pm to 7:00pm

In this workshop Council reviewed Chapters One (1) through Six (6). The public input considerations,
discussion, polling results with any notes and follow up discussion are outlined chapter by chapter.

Chapter One: Introduction - Foster resilient and connected communities
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Template language from Larry George (Sept 10 letter) and Cowichan Tribes. This input can be
incorporated
• This OCP more extensive 1200 and 900 and 400 responses all with comments vs 2011 - 5 open
houses 270 participants, 130 comments that includes public, agencies, etc.
• Methodology - Despite Covid and First Nations neighbours and despite limitations to certain
ethnicities, many respondents shared same story in terms of supportive themes
Considerations: Concerns, Risks, Gaps
• Some engagement with First Nations, acknowledgement section language
• Face to face is preferred over virtual
• Engagement was centric to a certain demographic of community, excludes certain ethnicities, a
lot of people are not computer savvy, seniors, etc.
• Council committed to improving FN relationships, have we done that with this process? We
have tried, not very successful
• “Can” vs “will” as a theme through whole document – will strive to…as compromise in language
• Struggle with review of large electronic document
• Input represents certain socio-economic class, it is exclusionary – does not reflect ethnic
community
Polling Results – Chapter 1
Council
Rankings

RS
1

RD
1

KM
1

TM
5 (a)

CJ
1

DT
2

AS
3(b)

Notes:
a. Due to process not fully engaging ethnic community that experiences barriers (language, digital
divide)
b. Same as above, input reflects socio economic class that is more comfortable in online environments
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Chapter One Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Call members of treaty table and ask for input. They have been meeting virtually during
pandemic.
• First Nations community experienced heat dome, residential schools announcements, Covid
when the Municipal OCP letter was sent
• There have been 8 amendments since adopting previous OCP. The implication is that while OCP
provides guidance it is not set in stone
• Lots of questions about UCB related to implementation and impact of changes
• Concern about engagement deadline of Dec 22, disagree with process its exclusionary not
representative. The OCP reflects a certain socio economic class that has the time to sit at
computer and work from home
• Several Councilors identified that we need to focus on evidence vs personal anecdotes
• The OCP engagement may not have heard from every demographic but it is representative of
the larger community

Chapter Two: Vision, Principles Goals and Frameworks
a. Climate and Social justice frameworks
b. Climate and Environment lens

Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Very important to broaden/shift climate emergency lens language to include climate and
ecological lens
• Key concepts and assumptions strong. Different views around table, mindful of different levels,
be open
• Support from public for goals, principles and vision – overwhelming support
• Growth and development and housing types are part of economy
• Donut framework is about addressing equity and inclusion that ensures all voices are heard
• Aspirational document. Themes input are supportive
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• Stronger focus on economy, Goal 6 (Pg. 18) – current emphasis is on social equity, environment
and climate change. Not enough balance
• Fear that we as Local Government are striving into areas that we are not equipped to do
anything about
• Some concern that it is outside our scope and mandate. Yet it does impact municipality
• Recognition of existing processes and other initiatives that exist in community – i.e.: Industry
acknowledgement
• Goal does not include prioritizing sustainable infrastructure
Polling Results – Chapter 2
Council
Rankings

RS
1.5

RD
1.

KM
1

TM
4c

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
4c

Notes: C - Aspirational document that focuses on climate and equity with little focus on economy
Chapter Two Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Frustration by some of our constituents about process and potential impacts of changes
• Ethnic communities are not as computer literate and English is not first language
• Broaden the OCP language from climate emergency to more forward thinking language climate
and environment
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•
•
•
•

VIHA letter was supportive of OCP and references positive health impacts and economy links
This OCP has a greater emphasis on equity and inclusion
Several Council members suggested that themes in input are reflected in OCP
Others suggested they have concern about unknowns related to understanding how the OCP is
implemented and impacts of changes

Chapter Three: Thoughtful Growth Management
Land Use plans and Designations

Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• 2002 and 2011 consistent with those UCB plans
• Input reflects people are happy with UCB contraction
• Clear support for shrinking growth boundary with less clarity at Bell McKinnon
• Addition of First Nation villages in OCP
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• UCB what happens to application that are developments in progress – staff – timing
• Practices of how properties that may be taken out – blanket downzoning or individual – staff not
dezoning. Policy
• What is process for communicating for FN, how is boundary drawn – responds to strategic plan
• How does Council address applications to change zoning changes in transition period
• Land use management may not go far enough by comments of 32% want to shrink boundary
more
• Bell McKinnon plan risk opening up area for development without phasing and not achieving
goals – become piece meal development – phasing is a potential approach and best chance of
success
• First Nations are worried about growth, transportation planning and storm water management.
Cultural areas, ceremonial places are not publicized, future development makes it not safe –
sacred spaces
Polling Results – Chapter 3
Council
Rankings

RS
3

RD
1.5

KM
1

TM
4-e

CJ
1.5

DT
2.5

AS
Abstain -d

Notes:
d. Issues with maps.
e. Egress on “Donnay Drive”
Chapter Three Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Council question – Bell McKinnon if council wants to discuss to look at boundaries. If not
compromise proceed south of Herd to Drinkwater. Future meeting look at phasing – leave UCB
in place – risk fragmented growth along corridor – future growth strategy open up new areas of
development
• Sewer extensions would not extend outside UCB, zoning does not automatically change (staff)
Subdivision – approving officer could make decision based on OCP (staff)
• How many property owners are impacted by being taken out? Staff would need to do analysis
• As staff understood the reference in OCP is that lands north of Herd road would be held in
reserve, not opening up LAP for Bell McKinnon may be an amendment of language of bullet
3.3.15
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Kingsview clarification of commercial area
Maple Bay corridor exclude Holly and Stone property not include in UCB. Staff does not mean
Donnay connector road would not be built
Page 10 question about density why would these properties not be include even if they are
developable. (staff – competing objectives/ tradeoffs environment imperative) Fairview
property
How do you deal with situation where a developer wants to develop it but staff recommend for
overall community decisions?
University Village a few comments – what is consensus amongst staff about resiliency and
planning density in area –flood plain area – how does development happen because of ground
conditions, earthquake impacts, social issues
Encouraging street parking, do we address through OCP or zoning – more compact community,
cultural change. Staff we are going to have to get in more
Asset management, costing infrastructure of what we already have, the UCB if tighter reduces
costs of assets
Do we think about land availability or development potential? Pros and cons

Chapter Four: Resilient, Inclusive Communities
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Strong support for all areas
• Island health letter overall very good of healthy neighbourhood design for outcomes
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• Public realm – does this apply to all projects– staff does not apply to 3rd party projects. 1% on
municipal projects
• Maintenance of parks – ongoing costs
• Question about scenic roads classification 4.6.1
Polling Results – Chapter 4
Council
Rankings

RS
1

RD
1

KM
1

TM
1.5

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
1.5

Chapter Four Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Public realm question, what are cost implications of 3rd party development. Staff confirmed that
1% applies to municipal projects
• 4.61, scenic roads reclassification ‘Khenipsen’
• Island Health letter analysis corresponds to neighbourhood health

Chapter Five: Housing: Diverse Mix & Affordability
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Lots of comments around mix of housing
• Strong support for diverse marketing
• Support for Non-market housing
• Housing needs assessment alignment with UCB and OCP
• Cowichan Housing Association provided support for OCP options housing. No concern about
shrinking of UCB
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Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• Questions about affordability related to UCB
• Avoid terms ‘monster homes’ and ‘cults’ as they polarize community
• Definition of affordable housing is it specific enough. Different policies create own definition
• When we decrease land through reducing UCB does this impact affordability
• Change land waiver as it is grant in lieu
• 5.2.2.m. Non-market housing – more appropriate wording needed
Polling Results – Chapter 5
Council
RS
Rankings
1.5

RD
1

KM
1

TM
2.5

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
3 -f

Notes: (f) Clarification on UCB reductions and whether muni can waive fees
Chapter Five Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Look at different models such as cooperative housing etc.
• Decreasing allowable land impacts affordability
• What about workforce housing? Rental only zones, more apartments
• Needs Housing Assessment links to OCP
• Land issue is the biggest barrier
• Supportive housing is limited in valley for men and women
• Looking at inclusion is important
• Definition of affordability and affordable housing. People on top end of the market speak on
relative affordable
• Why no gated communities? Staff responded that this is not good policy. Some comments
suggest that these are safe places to live and should be included in policy

Chapter Six: Natural Environment
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Overall strong support for environmental initiatives in comments and bar charts
• Mirror a lot of results from 2020 survey vision and priorities these are very similar consistent
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• Mixed reactions for forestry
• Regulations around light pollution for the night sky policy for the whole municipality; including
signage
• Regulations around steep slopes – discourage above 30 degrees, do we want to put in stronger
language?
Polling Results – Chapter 6
Council
RS
Rankings
1

RD
1

KM
1

TM
2.5

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
3-g

Notes: (g) Discussion of issues similar to note. c - Aspirational document that focuses on climate and
equity with little focus on economy
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Chapter Six Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Greater consideration of the importance of soil health
• 6.4.3 University Village site is greenfield. Staff clarified that this is a commercial site and it is not
impacted

III.

WORKSHOP TWO: March 8, 2022 from 6:00pm to 9:10pm

Chapter Seven: Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Support for food security in bar charts support for objectives
• Input reinforces support for sharing/ trade of products from garden beds/fruit trees
• Great number of people support preserving land including Quamichan and especially Bell
McKinnon
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• Policy detail Strategic Agricultural Plan – society comments could be incorporated with others
for further discussion
• 7.2.2 concern wording of restrictions domestic against using water for agriculture – does it
create expectation for water supply for agriculture – needs clarification
• 7.2.2 a-d- some language that clarifies talking about protecting aquifers
• Not a lot about affordable access to food – security. Local foods are often not affordable
• Supporting housing with agriculture options
• Preserving/Protect land not in the ALR
• Concern about land outside of ALR so that doesn’t impact downstream lands
Polling Results – Chapter 7
Council
Rankings

RS
2

RD
1

KM
1

TM
2

CJ
1

DT
2

AS
2

Chapter Seven Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Staff clarification requested – Is land available and is it a servicing issue?

Chapter Eight: Local Regenerative Economy
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Bar charts indicate strong support for low consumption economy and subsections commercial
rural activities
• Input Themes – support for circular economy, decreased ecological footprint, well being
• Not prescriptive as it says “can”
• A reference to 4% of population does not recognize that this represents approx. 1200 people
and is significantly higher than past OCP input
• 8.2.2 is aligned with strategies that Cowichan Tribes is also doing. Aligned with provincial and
federal initiatives – does not mean Council delivers or is doing the initiative because it is in OCP
• 8.5 Local area plan Bell McKinnon was minimized – includes 15 minute walk
• Input was supportive and some was not they are aligned values
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Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• 8.2.1 Well-being access aspirational statement. Is this appropriate, is it our responsibility?
• 8.3.2 Review types of zoning and update policy – tobacco and vaping products considerations –
is cannabis not also negative, including wine?
• 8.2.2 Onsite child care at municipal hall not competing with people in this business. Support as
long as it is not municipal burden
• 8.2.2 “Municipality can: a) Work towards ensuring that all community members …to build
happy successful lives.” Is this aspirational statement appropriate? Will we be held responsible if
people don’t have successful lives?
• 8.3.3.a Living wage issue some business can pay higher but not part of an OCP. We should not
be regulating business at this level of minutia. This OCP reflects a socialist state
• 8.3.3.b Demonstrate child care need requirement – legal review. We shouldn’t be telling
business owners how much to pay people or provide daycare
• 8.4 This does not need to be in OCP
• Some input seems to be related to implementation i.e.: impact on businesses
• Concern about “cult of consumerism” – quote is divisive, polarizing
• 8.5.2.f Drive thrus – amendment includes GHG reference is this point not relevant given auto
technology opinion
• 8.5.6 Staff question - why is mining gravel in the OCP? Jurisdiction is provincial. OCP must
identify deposits
• 8.6.2.k Economic development lands (industrial) are limited and are of concern
Polling Results – Chapter 8
Council
Rankings

RS
2

RD
1

KM
1

TM
5

CJ
1

DT
2 from initial 3

AS
5

Chapter Eight Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• After staff responded to questions about reducing conflict between industry and other lands
uses does this have to be mill. Yes, this is focused on new uses not current mill
• Check in with DT and after staff clarified question agreement moved from 3-2

Chapters Nine, Ten, Eleven: Sustainable Infrastructure & Development Regulations
Council discussed the chapters nine, ten, eleven together, while the facilitator polled agreement on each
chapter individually.
Considerations: Strengths, Pros, Benefits
• Bar charts show a wide spread for chapter 9 comments on septic, water conservation and
health, sewer/septic not support of batch treatment systems, effluent in ocean and failing
systems in Maple Bay and Quamichan and solid waste
• Public input on expansion of municipal water systems, possibly strengthen watering
• Comments suggest that policies to lessen solid waste
Considerations: Challenges, Concerns, Risks
• P 161 subsections 1 and 2 same for Crofton and Chemainus – staff said yes numbers are correct
• Need new system for grey and effluent/ black water – storm water is an issue
• Advocating for waste collection rather than shipping away.
• Municipal water infrastructure/sewer – may want to consider stronger language
• Ch 10 – concerns about building in flood plain and difficulty getting flood insurance
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Polling Results – Chapter 9
Council
Rankings

RS
1

RD
1

KM
1.5

TM
2

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
1

RD
1

KM
1

TM
2.5

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
2

RD
1

KM
1

TM
2

CJ
1

DT
1

AS
2

Polling Results – Chapter 10
Council
Rankings

RS
1

Polling Results – Chapter 11
Council
Rankings

RS
1

Chapter Nine through Eleven Discussion: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Chapter 10 – development permits
• Mostly support vs completely as these sections are very detail. Comments about general
concerns vs DPAs. Reflects DPA going in right direction
• Some concerns about too much red tape
• Tension between enough and too much regulation
• Chapter 11 – Temporary Use Permits (TUP)
• 11.2 TUP situations – an applicant raised concern that is too broad – staff response not
anticipated use permit – catch-all designed to give maximum flexibility to Council
• Captures best practice in terms of land use
• Insufficient mechanisms to ensure TUP don’t become permanent only for 3 years and can be
renewed for 3 years under Local Government Act. Staff put conditions on TUP to manage
• Staff temporary trailer permit is not a TUP

IV.

REVIEW: Chapters 1 to 6

Council considered the new additional neighbourhood input received the morning of the February 15,
2022 workshop for chapters one through six.
Chapter One to Six: Virtual Flip Chart Notes
• Chapter 1 – incorporate suggestions from Feb 15 workshop on language. No additional
comments or questions
• Chapter 2 – no additional comments or questions
• Chapter 3 – while some councillors expressed concern about hospital and growth management
they stated that it has been discussed
• Chapter 4
• In section 4.4 b public input on parks and recreation input suggests that the objectives
support not being a ‘burden on adjacent communities’
• Section 4.4.2.a - some concern about mitigation related to parking issues
• Chapter 5 – Question to staff: does the Cowichan Housing Association letter to the Affordable
Housing policy or OCP. Staff responded that the policy is subordinate to OCP and reflect in both
• Chapter 6
• Douglas Fir conservation area maps may want to consider issues raised in letter and link
to Biodiversity strategy
• Question to staff, does this require OCP amendment now or as more information comes
in can the OCP be amended later. Staff responded – OCP is not a static document and
can be amended later as more information is available and comprehensively assessed.
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Final Polling Rankings
After discussion one Councillor shifted their ratings, while most others remained the same.

V.

NEXT STEPS

Staff had communicated with Council prior to the workshop the next steps. These were reviewed with
Council including:
• Following the workshop, the facilitator will provide her notes to staff
• Staff will corroborate against our own notes of the workshop and email to Council.
• The materials will be included on the March 16 Council agenda.
• The facilitator shared that while Council always has the option to bring forward options, she
recommended Council members hold off on bringing forward motions in response to public
input until the March 16th Council meeting. This will support Council members to have time to
process and reflect on the discussions at the workshop and for reviewing the workshop notes
when making its decisions.
• Staff will assist Council in coordinating suggested motions (including assisting with the wording)
by chapter, Staff request that Council email suggestions to Legislative Services by 12 noon on
March 14.
• Staff will incorporate any further directions arising from Council’s resolutions into a revised draft
OCP. This draft will incorporate all “administrative” changes previously outlined in staff reports,
including revisions in the interests of clarity and flow, and changes identified “as direction” from
the two workshop sessions. This version will be in the form of a bylaw, brought back to Council
at the earliest opportunity, and Council will be able to consider first and second readings at that
time.
• Once given first reading, the draft OCP must be referred to the ALC and considered by the
Municipality within the context of the Financial Plan and Waste Management Plan. The ALC
advises that it typically requires 60 days for these referrals. Upon completion of these steps, a
public hearing can be held.
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Report
Date

March 16, 2022

Subject

Potential Impacts of new Official Community Plan on land use applications

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To provide Council with information about how land use applications may be impacted if Council
adopts a new Official Community Plan.
BACKGROUND
Council has received a draft Official Community Plan (OCP) that is the product of a process that began
in 2019 to review and update the 2011 Official Community Plan. The draft OCP was reviewed and
discussed by the Committee of the Whole at workshops on February 15 and March 8. On March 16
Council is expected to consider and debate potential amendments to the document before the bylaw is
considered for first reading.
At the February 15 Committee of the Whole meeting, staff were asked to explain how applications
submitted prior to the adoption of the new OCP will be processed and how those applications could be
impacted. As the response to that question is complex, staff committed to provide the information at a
subsequent meeting in a staff report.
DISCUSSION
Defining “In-Stream” Land Use Applications:
Applications are considered to be “in-stream” when the applicant has submitted all required application
materials, including the application fee, and the application has been entered into the Municipality’s
record management system as “opened and received”. Pre-application discussions with staff and
applications that have been submitted without all required application materials are not considered to
be in-stream applications.
The Municipality is responsible for processing many types of development approvals, including zoning
amendments (rezonings), OCP amendments, temporary use permits (TUPs), development permits,
development variance permits, building permits, and subdivision applications. Most permit applications
are processed in relation to the Zoning Bylaw, the Building Bylaw and other applicable development
regulations rather than OCP policy. They are therefore not impacted by the adoption of the new OCP.
Applications for changes in land use (rezonings, OCP amendments and TUPs) are potentially impacted
by changes in OCP policy and it is those types of applications that are the focus of this report.
Defining “Impacted Applications”:
OCPs are broad-based policy documents intended to provide local governments direction on various
land use, community planning, and development-related issues. Most OCPs, including North
Cowichan’s draft OCP, contain a broad array of objectives and policies that guide Council decisions on
land use applications in many ways. In this sense, adoption of a new OCP could potentially impact any
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land use application that subsequently comes before Council. The impact a new OCP would have on
decisions before Council is difficult to generalize because it will ultimately be up to Council to
determine if and how OCP policy will influence their decision making when voting on land use
applications.
Section 478 of the Local Government Act requires that all bylaws adopted by Council be consistent with
the OCP. Adopting a new OCP that results in changes to OCP land use designations will preclude
Council from approving zoning amendment applications and temporary use permit applications where
the proposed land use is inconsistent with the OCP land use designation or is in direct conflict with
other OCP policy.
Effect of Official Community Plan
478
(1) An Official Community Plan does not commit or authorize a municipality, regional
district or improvement district to proceed with any project that is specified in the
plan.
(2) All bylaws enacted or works undertaken under section 711 of the Municipal Act,
R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 290, or an official settlement plan under section 809 of that Act,
before the repeal of those sections became effective, must be consistent with the
relevant plan.
The adoption of a new OCP potentially impacts all in-stream land use applications because new policy
may influence Council’s decision-making and the outcome of the application. In-stream applications
that are not consistent with the new OCP's land use designations and policies would be directly
impacted because Council could not consider the application without first amending the OCP.
Summary of In-Stream Land Use Applications
As of March 2, 2022, there are 23 in-stream land use applications at various stages of the development
review process. These are summarized in Table 1. Policies in the new OCP potentially impact all
applications in Table 1.
Applications that are directly impacted by adoption of the new OCP and would require an OCP
amendment to be considered are highlighted in yellow.
Table 1

Application Type:

File No.

Property Location:

Application
Date:

Proposed Amendment(s)

OCP and Zoning
Amendment
OCP and Zoning
Amendment

OCP00015

3137 Henry Road

Oct. 27, 2020

A3 to I1

OCP00016

6846 Bell McKinnon Rd.

Dec. 11, 2020

OCP and Zoning
Amendment

OCP00017

3037/3041 Henry Rd.
3036 Juniper Rd.
9337 TCH

Nov. 16, 2020

A2 to Mixed Use,
Commercial & Residential
CD Zone
R1& I2 to C3
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Application Type:

File No.

Property Location:

Application
Date:

Proposed Amendment(s)

OCP and Zoning
Amendment
Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment

OCP00018

Apr. 15, 2020

R3 & R4 to CD zone

Apr. 4, 2018
Oct. 15, 2020

R1 to R3-S
R1 to CD zone

Zoning Amendment

ZB000126

3418 & Lot 3, Cowichan
Lake Road
2083 Indian Crescent
6478/6489/6493/6494
Paddle Road
934 Khenipsen Road

April 9, 2020

Zoning Amendment

ZB000127

7022 Bell McKinnon Rd.

Mar. 6, 2020

Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment

ZB000133
ZB000138

June 11, 2021
Aug. 7, 2020

Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment

ZB000142
ZB000143
ZB000153

Zoning Amendment

ZB000155

1771 Robert St.
3005/3011 Drinkwater
Rd.
6644 Bell McKinnon Rd.
6194 Marsh Rd.
3288/3330 Cowichan
Lake Rd.
7167 Bell McKinnon Rd.

Site Specific amendment
for second dwelling
A2 to industrial/commercial
zone
A2 to R3, R3-MF & PC
R1 to multi-family zone

Zoning Amendment

ZB000159

Lot 32, Pacific Place

Apr. 9, 2021

Zoning Amendment

ZB000161

6409 Wicks Road

Sept. 28, 2021

Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment

ZB000164
ZB000169

Lot 2, Moose Road
3833 Gibbins Road

Nov. 9, 2021
Oct. 25, 2021

Zoning Amendment

ZB000172

Lot 71 Viewtop Rd.

Oct. 29, 2021

Zoning Amendment

ZB000173

3110 Moorfield Rd.

Nov. 9, 2021

Zoning Amendment
Zoning Amendment

ZB000177
ZB000179

2950 Elm St.
3543 Auchinachie Rd.

Nov. 25, 2021
Jan. 24, 2022

ZB000083
ZB000122

Sept. 22, 2020
March 22, 2021
March 15, 2021
June 28, 2021

R1 to multi-family zone
R3 to multi-family
Site specific amendment
for cannabis retail
Site specific amendment
for 2nd dwelling
Site specific amendment
for 2nd dwelling
A2 to A5 for 5 lot
subdivision
A3 to CD/mix housing zone
Site specific amendment
for 2nd dwelling
To amend definition of
townhouse for two family
dwelling
Site specific amendment
for 2nd dwelling
Amendment to CD6 zone
Site specific amendment
for 2nd dwelling

Issues and Considerations for Directly Impacted In-Stream Land Use Applications
Of the 23 in-stream applications listed in Table 1, seven would require an amendment to the new OCP
in order for Council to approve them (assuming the new OCP is adopted before the proposed zoning
amendment is adopted). Of those seven applications, three would require an amendment to the current
2011 OCP.
Council should keep in mind that any amendment to zoning is approved at Council’s discretion and
Council isn’t compelled to approve any application just because it is supported by the OCP land use
designation or other policies in the applicable OCP. So, while applications highlighted in yellow are
identified as directly impacted should the new OCP be adopted as currently proposed, they wouldn’t
necessarily be approved as proposed under the current OCP. Three of the seven are inconsistent with
the current 2011 OCP and would require an amendment to both the current OCP and new OCP. The
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impact on the yellow highlighted applications is largely procedural. Under the current OCP, four of the
seven of the applications could be approved with just a zoning amendment. If the new OCP is adopted
before the applications are decided, all seven would require amendments to the OCP before the
proposed zoning amendment could be considered (i.e. they are inconsistent with the new OCP). The
decision to approve or deny any of the applications in Table 1, including the ones highlighted in yellow,
ultimately rests with Council.
Subdivision Applications:
This report only addreses in-stream applications for land use changes and not other types of
development applications. However, since the subdivision approving officer is required by the Land Title
Act to consider the “public interest” when considering the approval of subdivision applications and an
OCP can be considered to be an expression of the public interest, a few words on how adoption of a
new OCP could impact in-stream subdivision applications are in order.
Section 511 of the Local Government Act gives in-stream subdivision applications 12 months of
protection from bylaw changes that effect the subdivision from the date the bylaw is adopted. Instream subdivision applications would therefore not be subject to policies of the new OCP for a 12
month period after its adoption. Twelve months following adoption of the new OCP the subdivision
approving officer could consider policies of the new OCP when considering subdivision applications
submitted prior to adoption of the new OCP.
Concluding Comments:
There is no protection in law for land use applications submitted before a new OCP is adopted, and
Council has no obligation to consider in-stream applications any differently than applications received
after a new OCP has been adopted. However, Council has considerable discretion when reviewing land
use applications before it. The date of when an application was submitted can be considered in the
decision if Council believes it to be relevant.
Land use designations and the urban containment boundary in the draft OCP were prepared based on
the broad goals and objectives of the OCP and not the preferences or intentions of individual land
owners. It is recommended that Council also take this approach when reviewing the draft OCP. The
application process provides an opportunity for any property owners to request changes to land use
designations and to highlight any unique features or circumstances that may justify land uses that are
different from what is identified in the OCP.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive for information the March 16, 2022 report from the Director of Planning and Building
regarding the potential impacts of new Official Community Plan on land use applications.
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Report
Date

April 20, 2022

Subject

Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900 First Reading

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To introduce the Official Community Plan Bylaw, which proposes to modernize and replace Official
Community Plan Bylaw No. 3450.
BACKGROUND
Following an extensive and facilitated review of public and stakeholder input received on the draft
Official Community Plan (OCP), Council made resolutions at its March 16 meeting for various changes
and amendments and directed staff to prepare a revised OCP accordingly. The previous staff report of
March 16, 2022, advised that the draft would be brought back to Council as soon as possible as a
schedule to the bylaw and that Council would have the option of considering first reading.
The OCP bylaw attached to this report has been comprehensively edited from the original draft. All
changes directed by Council have been made, including those identified and recommended by staff.
The wording throughout has been revised for clarity, consistency, grammar, organization, readability
and accuracy. Additional formatting improvements (text alignment, fonts, colours, images, etc.) can
continue to be made up until third reading of the bylaw, along with any text changes arising between
first reading, public hearing and second reading (subject to conditions explained later in this report).
DISCUSSION
The draft OCP in preparation has no particular status until first reading is given to the bylaw, although
ss.475 & 476 of the Local Government Act (LGA) prescribes requirements for its development. Giving
first reading officially tables the OCP in the public sphere and triggers requirements for referral to the
Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) and arranging a public hearing. By no means does giving first
reading indicate the OCP is fait accompli but is a formal announcement of a council’s intention to
consider moving forward with the plan. The eventual content and adoption of the plan remains subject
to a public hearing and any additional input or information received prior to a public hearing, which
may be incorporated through subsequent amendments to the bylaw. Therefore, the statutory process is
still part of an OCP’s development and remains responsive to input and change at any point prior to
third reading of the bylaw.
The development of the OCP took place with numerous opportunities for public, stakeholder and First
Nations input, according to an engagement and consultation plan endorsed by Council and updated
throughout the process. This process meets and significantly exceeds the minimum requirements set by
the LGA. The OCP development included an open-ended opportunity for any interested parties to
provide input (electronically or in writing) on a complete draft of the OCP in November and December
2021. All public consultation points were advertised widely through various online channels and within
the Cowichan Valley Citizen and Valley Voice.
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The Municipality provided the opportunity for those without digital access to obtain hard copy
information and return feedback in paper form, thus ensuring no one was excluded from participation.
Advertising posters were placed in approximately 35 locations throughout the Municipality in
November 2021. Paper copies of the draft OCP (along with feedback forms) were available at Cowichan
Library, Chemainus Library, and Municipal Hall by request.
In February and March 2022 Council carefully considered the public, agency, and organizational input
received on the draft OCP and passed over 30 motions for specific amendments to be made in
response to that input. This represented the culmination of an OCP development process that lasted
well over two years, albeit with disruptions from the COVID-19 pandemic and an unavoidable shift to
online means of public engagement. However, Council also reviewed First Nations’ input into the
process and directed that it would seek government-to-government meetings with First Nations to
discuss the ongoing process of Reconciliation, including the implications of the OCP for First Nations’
interests. Council may opt to complete these meetings and, if necessary, direct further amendments to
the OCP based on First Nations’ feedback.
The statutory public hearing may take place either before or after second reading; however, staff
recommends that holding it before second reading (i.e. earlier in the process) provides greater flexibility
to respond to additional input received from government-to-government meetings with First Nations
and any other input received prior to, or during, the public hearing. Further information and options will
be provided to Council at a subsequent meeting, should Council opt to give the bylaw first reading.
The statutory steps for the preparation and adoption of an OCP are set out in Division 4 of the LGA.
These steps are the minimum that must be done, and there is no impediment to ongoing consultation
efforts and receipt of further input in the period running up to a public hearing. Following a public
hearing, Council may consider changes to the OCP at second reading of the bylaw in response to the
input received prior to and during the hearing. Depending on whether those changes affect land uses,
development density or tenure, a second public hearing may need to be held. The flow diagram in
Figure 1 below illustrates the potential processes once first reading is given:

Figure 1: potential process flow diagram
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Public Hearing
The logistics of organizing a public hearing of this magnitude are considerable, and the hearing itself
may span more than one session with the expected number of speakers. Should Council give first
reading to the OCP bylaw, staff will bring a report back to Council at the following meeting outlining
options for the public hearing, including potential date(s), time(s), location, and format. The earliest
opportunity to hold a public hearing would be in the second half of June 2022, and assuming no
significant changes in public health orders the hearing can be an in-person event. The forthcoming staff
report will provide further details and options.
Legislative Process
Section 477(3) of the LGA requires that following first reading of an OCP Bylaw, Council must first
consider the proposed plan in conjunction with its financial plan and any waste management plans, and
second, refer the proposed plan to the ALC for comment.
During development of the OCP, financial and waste management implications were actively
considered, with finance and utilities staff reviewing the OCP draft and providing input. The financial
implications of the OCP lie primarily in the implementation of the plan and resourcing of its various
discretionary projects rather than the growth strategy itself. There are no identified conflicts between
the draft OCP and the 2022 Financial Plan. Regarding waste, the OCP contains policies pertaining to
sewer infrastructure, and there are no identified implications that would conflict with the CVRD solid
and liquid waste management plans.
Should Council give first reading to the OCP bylaw, part 2 of the recommended resolution includes
specific reference to the North Cowichan 2022 Financial Plan and both CVRD waste management plans
(solid and liquid) to demonstrate that the legislative procedural requirement in s.477(3)(a) of the LGA to
consider the proposed OCP in conjunction with the financial and waste management plans is clearly
met.
LGA s.477(3)(b) requires referring the proposed OCP to the ALC for comment. It is also a legislative
requirement in s.475(4) that the ALC is consulted during the development of the OCP. This consultation
was carried out in November 2021, and the ALC subsequently provided input on the draft OCP,
requesting certain text and land use map changes. As previously noted in the staff report to Council
dated February 2, 2022, the ALC’s changes were not profound in terms of the OCP’s objectives and
direction and have been incorporated into the draft.
Should Council give first reading to the OCP bylaw, part 3 of the recommended resolution explicitly
includes a direction for formal referral to the ALC, meeting the legislative requirement of LGA
s.477(3)(b). The ALC’s guidance states that its review period is 60 days. During this time, the Municipality
is able to make preparations for a public hearing to be held following the ALC’s completion of its
review.
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OPTIONS
1. (Recommended Option) Give first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900, 2022.
THAT Council:
1) Gives first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022;
2) Considers the proposed plan in conjunction with the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial
Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan, and finds no
significant conflicts; and,
3) Directs that:
a. The proposed plan be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment; and,
b. Staff report back to Council on options for arranging a public hearing.
2. Give first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900, 2022, as amended by resolution.
 Should Council identify one or more specific further edits to the OCP but otherwise be
willing to give first reading, it may direct that first reading be given to Bylaw 3900 subject to
amendments:
THAT Council:
1) Gives first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022, as amended by:
a. [amendment to be identified by Council, citing page and section/policy numbers]
b. … etc.
2) Considers the proposed plan in conjunction with the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial
Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan, and finds no
significant conflict; and,
3) Directs that:
a. The proposed plan be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment; and,
b. Staff reports back to Council on options for arranging a public hearing.
3. Decline to give first reading and provide alternative direction to staff.
[Council to identify]

IMPLICATIONS
Giving first reading to the OCP bylaw enables statutory referral to the ALC, which may take up to 60
days to complete according to the ALC's guidance. During this time, preparations for a public hearing
can be made, including advertising and preparing explanatory materials. Council will be provided
options regarding the public hearing at a future meeting. This can occur with or without additional
public or stakeholder input or consultation in parallel, which may include government-to-government
meetings with First Nations.

7030 Trans-Canada Highway | Duncan, BC V9L 6A1
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Once a public hearing has been held, Council may make any number or type of changes and proceed to
third reading and adoption, provided such changes do not affect land uses, development density or
tenure. However, Council cannot receive any additional information or representations once a public
hearing has been closed.
If Council does wish to entertain further input from any parties following the conclusion of the public
hearing, then a second public hearing would be required before the bylaw could progress to third
reading. In the event that Council does not give first reading or that the public hearing and/or bylaw
adoption is delayed, the Municipality will continue to operate under the existing 2011 OCP. Council may
provide staff with additional direction regarding any further public and/or First Nations consultation it
wishes to see carried out prior to consideration of first reading.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
1) Gives first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022;
2) Considers the proposed plan in conjunction with the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial
Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan, and finds no
significant conflicts; and,
3) Directs that:
a. The proposed plan be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment; and,
b. Staff reports back to Council on options for arranging a public hearing.
Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

Chris Osborne, MRTPI, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director, Planning and Building

Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer
Attachment: Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022
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The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan
Official Community Plan Bylaw
Bylaw 3900, 2022
WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan (“Council”) wishes to
adopt an official community plan pursuant to Part 14 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS Council reviewed the draft Official Community Plan in conjunction with its most recent
financial plan and waste management plan pursuant to Section 477 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS during development of the draft Official Community Plan, multiple opportunities for
comment and input by any affected persons, organizations and authorities have been provided;
AND WHEREAS early and ongoing opportunities for consultation have been provided to the
organizations and authorities specified in section 475(2)(b) of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS consultation with the Agricultural Land Commission has taken place;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Citation
1.

This bylaw may be cited as "Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022”

Severability
2.

If any statement, section, sub-section, clause, sub-clause or phrase of this bylaw and the
Official Community Plan adopted by this Bylaw is for any reason held to be invalid by a
decision of a court, the decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this
Bylaw and Official Community Plan.

Enactment of Official Community Plan
3.

The Official Community Plan for the District of North Cowichan entitled “Municipality of North
Cowichan Official Community Plan” and its associated appendices, maps, schedules, tables and
figures, all attached as Schedule “A” to this bylaw, is hereby designated as the Official
Community Plan for the entirety of the area within the District of North Cowichan’s municipal
boundary.
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Repeal
4.

Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3450, and all amendments thereto, is hereby repealed.

_______________________
READ a first time on
READ a second time on
REVIEWED by the Agricultural Land Commission on
PUBLIC HEARING on
READ a third time on
ADOPTED on

CORPORATE OFFICER

PRESIDING MEMBER

3
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Schedule ”A”
Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan

3
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MUNICIPALITY OF
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BYLAW 3900, 2022:
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INTRODUCTION
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"

Mukuw' stem 'i' utunu tumuhw, 'o' huliitun tst, mukw' stem 'i' utunu
tumuhw 'o' slhiilhukw 'ul

Everything on this Earth is what sustains us, everything on this Earth
is connected together.

"

- Quw'utsun Teaching
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Municipality of North Cowichan sits on the
traditional, unceded territories of the Quw’utsun
First Nation, which includes the Cowichan
Tribes, the Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson First
Nation, the Penelakut Tribe, and the Stz'uminus
First Nation. The Municipality also sits on the
traditional, unceded territory of the Snuneymuxw
First Nation.
North Cowichan continues to engage with these
Nations in ongoing dialogue to create new ways
to ensure a healthy future for all residents. This
dialogue includes engagement on key activities
on the land and ways to improve this Official
Community Plan.
Working together with nuts'amaat, (Hul'quiminum:
one heart, one mind) we can learn about the
history of these Nations whose land we occupy,
both before and after settlers arrived, and how to
practice Truth and Reconciliation, a process that
will take humility, openness, courage and listening.
Systemic racism and colonialism still affect this
land's First Peoples and we must work with
nuts'amaat to reconcile and build relationships
that create a shared mutual, just and equitable
future.
Quw’utsun mustmuhw, ni’ ‘o’ ni’ tthusht’esulhkws ‘itst ‘u tun’atumuhw, ‘i ‘o’ hwunst’e.
Nilh ‘o’ thu-’it syuw’entst, tun ni’ ‘u
kwthuhwun’amustimuhw ‘iwutl’uts’ ’i ‘u
tun’atumuhwtst. Ni’ yuxtse’tumtthu Quw’utsun ‘u tthu-itumuhw, qa’, kw’atl’kwatthuni’
spupin’ ‘u tthutumuhw, ttho’ mukw’ stem ni’
hakwni’ ‘u tthustl’ulnuptst. Kwuthushtun-ni’
’iwststni’ yuxtse’tum ‘u ttho’ mukw’ stem
ni’ ha’kwkwssthuthi’skwshuli-s. O’ nilhtthu
Quw’utsun mustumuhw, nilemuxutunstum
‘u tthuni’ snuwuntewut ‘u tthushtunaalhtun,
tst. Uwutumtem-us ‘i’ ni’ tsttsmem’t ‘aanlhkwskwun-etewut, hwayumtun’as’aalhstl’ulnup.
Quw’utsun Mustimuhw, ha’kwushtst kw’
stutul’na’mutsxetsul’s kw’ shtuhimstthustl’ulnuptst. Mukw’ stem ‘o’ slhilukw’tul ‘i’ nilhni’
shkw’akw’umstthusulsuli’tst.

OCP principles of reconciliation and social
justice (see Chapter 2: Vision, Goals, Principles &
Frameworks) guide our actions to:
Strengthen cooperation and mutual support
by working collaboratively with all of the
Cowichan Nations to develop respective goals
and objectives - a vital component to fostering
more understanding, resilient and connected
communities. A collective journey towards true
reconciliation that includes creating mutually
agreed-upon government-to-government
protocols and processes based on meaningful
consultation in matters of mutual interest.
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People¹ (UNDRIP) published in 2007
outlines 46 articles that focus on such matters
as self-determination, equal rights, cultural
revitalization, spiritual resurgence, and the right
to good-faith consultation and participation in
decision-making matters that affect Indigenous
rights.
In 2019 the Province of BC adopted UNDRIP through
their Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples Act² (DRIPA).
The Five Calls to Action³ published in 2015 by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
many of the Calls for Action are relevant to this OCP.

Cowichan Peoples have existing inherent
rights. Cowichan as the original Peoples
of this territory within which the Cowichan
Watershed is included, continue the right and
responsibility to make informed decisions to
manage and organize based on our history
and continued connections. As told through
time by our ancestors; the lands, waters, seas,
minerals, air and all elements interconnected
within the territories provided for and can
provide a good sustainable life for Cowichan
Peoples. Cowichan has never given away
this right and continues to govern and make
decisions to support the well- being and
sustainability of our Peoples and territories.

¹ United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People: https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
² Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/indigenous-people/newrelationship/united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples
³ The Five Calls to Action: https://nctr.ca/about/history-of-the-trc/trc-website/
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1.1 LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
The legislative authority for the Municipality to
adopt an Official Community Plan (OCP) comes
from the Local Government Act.
Part 14, Divisions 3 and 4 outlines the required
content of an Official Community Plan and
describes the procedures a municipality must
follow in order to adopt a OCP. This Plan
has been prepared in compliance with the
legislation.
This OCP applies to all lands within the
boundaries and jurisdiction of the Municipality
of North Cowichan.
The plan also suggests how the Municipality will
interact with others – including neighbouring
jurisdictions and senior levels of government –
to address issues within the community that are
not directly land-based.

Figure 1.1: Early sunrise on Quamichan Lake, Earth Day 2021
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1.2 HISTORY AND CONTEXT
MUNICIPAL CONTEXT
Established in 1873 and the oldest District
Municipality in British Columbia, North Cowichan
spans 195 square kilometers, with 40 kilometers
of ocean front on the east side of Vancouver
Island. We are a member municipality of
the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD)
and bordered by the Salish Sea on the east,
CVRD electoral areas D (Cowichan Bay) and E
(Cowichan Station, Glenora, Sahtlam) to the
southeast and southwest, area F (Saltair) to the
north, and Quw’utsun Tribes IR1 and the City of
Duncan to the south.

We are a community of communities, including
Crofton, Chemainus, Maple Bay, Quamichan,
Bell McKinnon, Berkey’s Corner, and South End
Centre/ University Village. Each unique area has
its own history and values, as well as natural
and built environments that define its character.
Our OCP recognizes and addresses specific
needs at the neighbourhood or community
level to celebrate that character. In some areas,
particularly where significant new development
is planned, a Local Area Plan is appropriate to
provide a finer-grained level of policy direction.

The District of North Cowichan employs
approximately 450 staff (including around
150 paid on-call Fire Fighters) across multiple
worksites including the Cowichan Aquatic
Centre, Fuller Lake Arena, Safer Community
Office, RCMP Detachment, four fire halls, the
Municipal Hall and the Operations and Public
Works Yard. Our staff deliver a wide range of
diverse programs and services for our citizens
daily.

Figure 1.2: View from Mt. Tzouhalem

Figure 1.3: North Cowichan in 8 Numbers
9
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REGIONAL CONTEXT
The CVRD has four member municipalities
(North Cowichan, Lake Cowichan, Ladysmith
and Duncan), nine electoral areas, and administers and levies taxes for local services and
regional initiatives. The Quw’utsun, Malahat,
Ts’uubaa-asatx, Halat, Penelakut, Stz’uminus, Snuneymuxw, Lyackson, Dididaht and
Pacheedaht Peoples have occupied their unceded lands for millennia, and have traditional
rights to areas within the Regional District.
North Cowichan is strongly influenced by land
use and other policy and decision-making in
adjacent jurisdictions. This pertains to everything from agricultural and growth management policy to support for connectivity with
other regions of Vancouver Island (e.g., along
the rail corridor).
For the goals of North Cowichan to be
fully realized, we need to work with other
jurisdictions to ensure a compatible, regional
approach to address issues.

This is particularly true for the management
of common services, and issues that are
not easily contained within jurisdictional
boundaries such as transportation, land use
planning, and air quality.

POPULATION
In 2021, North Cowichan had a total
population of 31,990 (Census Canada,
2021). The population has increased almost
50% since 1991 when it had a population
of 21,360, and by 11% since 2011. North
Cowichan is projected to reach a population
of over 38,612 by 2050, which represents a
population increase of 30% over the same
30-year time-frame. However, significant
new residential development such as that
envisioned within the Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 2)
could shift this number significantly.

Figure 1.4: Past and Projected Population of North Cowichan
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NORTH COWICHAN'S POPULATION
North Cowichan has a higher median age than
the provincial average, and which is steadily
increasing. As of the 2016 Census, 25% of the
population was over 65. Figure 1.5 projects the
change by age group from 2017 to 2050.
By 2050 the 85+ age group is expected to
increase by 230% as show on the graph, while

all other age groups are projected to increase
by less than 50%. This shift in demographics
presents challenges and opportunities alike.
The Municipality needs to work to meet the
service, infrastructure, and land use needs of
a changing climate, and an aging population
while attracting and retaining young people that
contribute to a well–rounded community.

Figure 1.5: Projected population change, by age group to 2050

Issues and trends identified through this update
that the OCP attempts to address includes:
a.

Climate change which will bring more
extreme weather and hotter drier summers
creating flooding, forest fire risk and water
shortages.
b. Poor water quality in Quamichan and
Somenos Lake and the improvement
necessary to protect biodiversity and natural
environment.
c. Single-family as the dominant housing form,
which means a lack of housing options,
especially ground-oriented attached housing
for seniors to age in place, or multi-family
types for lower-income families.

d. Insufficient supply of purpose-built rental
housing and affordable housing in general.
e. The aging population.
f. Mental health supports (including substance
use disorders) necessary to support the
visible homeless population mainly in the
South End Centre
g. Transition from a resource-based economy
and the loss of young families from the area.

11
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1.3 PLAN OVERVIEW
THREE MAIN PURPOSES

HOW THE PLAN IS ORGANIZED

This plan serves three main purposes:

The OCP has eleven chapters with three
appendices that include:

1.
2.
3.

 et out the community vision and valS
ues that will guide decision-makers.
Clarify the primary goals and objectives,
with the supporting policies that help
the Municipality meet its goals.
Inform other governments, community
partners, and potential newcomers
of our planned direction and identify
opportunities for mutual cooperation to
help us meet certain goals.

This plan comprehensively addresses a complex
mix of issues, yet remains sufficiently flexible to
enable the Municipality to adapt to emergent
issues. The plan belongs to all residents of the
Municipality, and all are collectively responsible
for making it work, meaning continued
engagement and participation is essential.
New and informed perspectives and ongoing
assessment of progress can ensure the work we
undertake together upholds the vision we share
for our community.

○ Chapter 1: introduces the plan and includes
background and context.
○ Chapter 2: identifies the vision, goals,
principles, and frameworks.
○ Chapters 3 to 9: lay out six key planning
goals and summarize the context,
opportunities, and challenges we face
pursuing them, including the objectives
and policies we will follow to achieve them.
○ Chapter 10: sets out the Municipality’s
Development Permit Areas.
○ Chapter 11: contains Development
Approval Information and Temporary Use
Permits
○ Appendix 1: Maps
○ Appendix 2: Local Area Plans
○ Appendix 3: Comprehensive Development
Plans.
Ecological and Climate Action, the seventh key
planning goal and related principle, prioritizes
climate change and ecological overshoot as an
overarching framework in each of the chapters,
along with a principle of social justice and equity.
The next section explains how the principles,
frameworks, goals, objectives, and policies are
organized within the document.

12
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PRINCIPLES

Nine guiding principles underpin the plan.
Reflecting the shared values of the community,
these principles help assure that the decisions
we make and actions we take are true to those
values. They reflect what the community values,
and they shape how we plan to achieve our
goals. These principles are critical in guiding
all policy development, programs and actions
pursued under the plan.

FRAMEWORKS

Two overarching frameworks, Ecological &
Climate Action, and Social Justice & Equity,
based on the Plan’s principles, provide guidance
in each chapter ensuring these two important
concepts are integrated through the plan.
Readers will find icons representing these
concepts to highlight how the two frameworks
are being considered.

GOALS

The seven goals are high level aspirations with
set targets. Each has a corresponding chapter.
Some goals have more than one component.
For example, Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing)
has two components: diversity of housing and
affordability of housing.

OBJECTIVES

Each component of a goal has key objectives set,
reflecting the outcomes the Municipality wants
to achieve each goal. Progress in achieving each
objective will be measured through the example
indicators listed, along with other more specific
metrics.

OCP POLICIES FALL UNDER THREE HEADINGS
“The Municipality will work with
“The Municipality will strive to”
others to”
These are actions that the Municipality
recognizes would work to achieve the OCP’s
goals. It will be for future Councils to decide
which elements of the plan to prioritize during
their terms.

The Local Government Act makes it clear that
a municipality is not specifically authorized or
committed to proceed with any projects or
policy identified in the OCP, as long as it does
not enact bylaws or carry out works that would
be contradictory to the OCP.

These policies cover a range of actions where
the outcomes cannot be achieved by the
Municipality and development alone. These
may be areas needing a partnership, another
agency to take the lead (perhaps with political,
administrative or financial support from the
Municipality as Council may decide), or where
the Municipality advocates to senior levels of
government for change.

“Where appropriate the Municipality DEFINING SUCCESS
will ask developers and landowners
Key qualitative and quantitative indicators are
to”
listed for each objective to help the Municipality
These policies are directed towards those
owning and developing land in our District.
Typically a municipality works with the
development community through a combination
of regulatory requirements, negotiated
outcomes and voluntary incentives. Policies
under this heading may “require” something
as a bylaw or procedural matter, or may
“encourage” or “consider” if the issues are more
subjective or discretionary. The Municipality
will not necessarily ask for every item in this set
of policies for every development; the policies
will be judiciously applied depending on each
development or site’s unique circumstances.

measure progress in achieving each objective
over the life of the OCP. These indicators are not
exhaustive, and may be further developed and
evaluated by regularly measuring outcomes and
results towards reaching our OCP goals.

13
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1.4 OCP UPDATE PROCESS
This OCP update began in February 2020
shortly before the World Health Organization
declared a global pandemic. The original
community engagement process for in-person
meetings and other forms of face to face
engagement was reconsidered, since these
were prohibited by provincial public health
orders.
As a result, joining much of the world, we
shifted to online platforms. Public engagement
sessions, OCP Advisory Committee meetings,
and Council meetings moved to a virtual
format.
In spite of this shift, we were able complete
broad and far-reaching community
engagement.
Paper versions of surveys and background
information were also provided on request
at the Municipal Hall to include anyone
uncomfortable or unable to participate via
digital means.
Consequently, throughout the process, input
and feedback from the community was sought,
summarized, and incorporated into reports and
policy making. Each phase of engagement built
upon the feedback received, shaped the plan
from start to finish. Input came from:

Figure 1.6: Vimy Road, Looking north towards Mount Prevost

OCP ADVISORY COMMITTEE

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR TEAMS

NORTH COWICHAN COUNCIL

Council-appointed experienced residents
from key sectors who provided advice to the
OCP Project Team through all phases of the
community planning process.
Council-appointed residents representing
various areas in the Municipality provided
unique communities-specific information to
OCP policies, reviewed draft OCP directions and
policies for community impact and relevance.

NORTH COWICHAN CITIZENS

Members of the public that live or work in North
Cowichan gave input at engagement sessions
during the Vision and Goals, Community
Character, Growth Scenarios and Final OCP
document review.

A range of business, environmental, social and
neighbourhood organizations were contacted
directly and invited to provide input on the draft
OCP.
The project team checked in at key milestones to
seek feedback and confirm direction from Council.

STAFF TECHNICAL TEAM

Planning, Environment, Engineering, Parks and
Recreation, Mapping, and other departments have
provided technical guidance and advice for the OCP
update.

OTHER COMMITTEES OF NORTH COWICHAN
○ Environmental Advisory Committee

14
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PHASES OF THE OCP UPDATE
The diagram below outlines the phases of the OCP Update.

Figure 1.7: Phases of the OCP
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SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
This section sets out how input was gathered
from citizens and stakeholders to inform the
ongoing development of this Plan. The ‘weave
diagram’ illustrates how all the information is
coordinated for the final documented.

1. INITIATION

○ Project Logo and Branding contest.
○ Orientation of OCP Advisory Committee
and Community Ambassadors 1-day
workshop, with stakeholder mapping
exercise.

2. VISION, GOALS AND PRINCIPLES

The vision, principles and goals (Chapter 2)
and priorities and direction for Chapters 3-9
are informed by:
○ Vision, Goals and Priorities Survey
conducted with the public with 1201
responses.
○ The feedback from staff and Council (via
a survey) on gaps in the 2011 OCP.
○ Feedback and input from OCP
Advisory Committee and Community
Ambassadors.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

3. COMMUNITY CHARACTER AND VALUES

The discussion on community character
(Chapter 3) is informed by:
○ Two Community Dialogues with over 60
participants.
○ Community Character, Mapping and Photo
Opportunity with 92 responses.
○ Feedback and input from Community
Ambassadors.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL STAKEHOLDERS
○ Referral to five key environmental
stakeholders groups to incorporate
environmental management feedback.

5. GROWTH SCENARIOS

The land use plan including growth centres
and land use designation (Chapter 3) were
informed by:
○ Public Webinar with over 56 participants.
○ Survey with 911 responses.
○ Feedback and input from the OCP Advisory
Committee.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

6. FINAL OCP ENGAGEMENT

○ Webinar and Draft Review Engagements.
○ Inter-governmental referrals to
neighbouring and senior government
agencies, local First Nations, School District
79, and the Agricultural Land Commission.
○ Bylaw Reading and a Public Hearing.

Figure 1.8: The MODUS Engagement Weave
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2
VISION, GOALS,
PRINCIPLES &
FRAMEWORKS

17
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"

This is a watershed moment in history where all of humanity has

come together, whether we realize it or not. The heating planet is
our commons. It holds us all. To address and reverse warming

requires connection and reciprocity. It calls for moving out of our

comfort zones to find a depth of courage we may have never known.
It doesn't mean being right in a way that makes others wrong; it
means listening intently and respectfully, stitching together the

broken strands that separate us from life and each other. It doesn't
mean hope or despair; it calls for action that is courageous and
fearless. We have created an astonishing moment of truth. The

climate crisis is not a science problem. It is a human problem. The

ultimate power to change the world does not reside in technologies.
It relies on reverence, respect, and compassion - for ourselves,
all people, all life. This is regeneration.

"

- Paul Hawken, American Entrepreneur, Environmentalist & Author

Quote from Paul Hawken's Book Regeneration: Ending the Climate Crisis in One Generation.
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2.1 VISION
North Cowichan's unique
communities are set
in spectacular natural
environments defined by
forests, rivers, lakes, coastline
and farmland. As a steward
and leader of environmental
and social well-being, we will
prioritize the conservation
of our natural areas, provide
supports for a thriving local
economy and foster resilient,
welcoming and inclusive
communities. Our decisions
and relationships will be
collaborative, transparent,
and demonstrate resilience in
the face of future challenges
and opportunities.

Figure 2.1: Artistic rendering of North Cowichan based on vision workshops.
Credit: Athulya Pulimood.
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2.2 PRINCIPLES
REGENERATION AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Building on the concept of sustainability, regeneration is a process
that restores, renews and revitalizes the environment, economy
and our society. It uses a participatory, iterative approach to create
resilient and equitable communities that revitalize human and
natural resources, the planet, and society as a whole. Its goal is to
develop restorative systems that are dynamic and emergent and are
beneficial for humans and other species. It comes from the Latin
verb regenerate, meaning "to bring forth again". In the OCP context,
we use it to mean "restore to a better state" whether we are talking
about our community, social well-being, economy, farmland or the
environment.
Regeneration is a fundamental principle to be applied when assessing
whether or not a particular course of action is appropriate. It
acknowledges that we have inherited the Earth (and this place on it)
from our ancestors and must protect it for future generations.
The OCP considers the interdependence of ecological systems, human
communities and the natural and built environments. In making
land use and other decisions we must consider our goals to conserve
and regenerate the natural environment, work to reduce any negative
impacts, and enhance the positive effects of urban environments on
their surroundings.

HEALTHY AND SAFE COMMUNITY

A healthy, inclusive, safe and resilient community is one where access
to community social services, attainable housing, parks, trails and
open space, clean air and water, locally grown food promotes positive
interaction and healthy (physical and mental) outcomes amongst all
its citizens.

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Economic opportunity means ensuring that a positive setting is in
place to foster great talent, promote local, sustainable jobs and
businesses that lead to the prosperity of all of our community
members, reducing social and economic inequality.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Council, staff and citizens communicate with each other in an open
and transparent way to ensure that decision-making aligns with
the OCP, other plans, policies and bylaws. We actively seek input
from quieter community voices so that input is representative of all
community members.
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RECONCILIATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Strengthening cooperation and mutual support by working collaboratively
with First Nations towards respective community goals and objectives is
vital to fostering more resilient and connected communities. This important
work involves a collective journey towards Reconciliation, as well as
revisiting and creating new government-to-government protocols and
processes based on meaningful consultation respecting matters of mutual
interest.
We will continue collaboration with local First Nations and senior
governments to implement the OCP's vision, goals and objectives. As
a member of the CVRD, North Cowichan is committed to the Regional
Collaboration Framework- 2050.

CHANGE, ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE

A resilient community is able to respond and adapt to emerging issues in
a nimble and unified way. It recognizes the accelerating pace of change,
the multiple and shifting challenges we face as a community, including
health crises, mental health and substance use disorders, housing and
food, affordability, and numerous climate change-related impacts.
Through planning and action, we will strive for resilient built and natural
environments and ensure iterative and adaptive processes that can better
respond to change while supporting citizens during challenging times.

CLIMATE ACTION

This OCP ensures all municipal decisions are made through the lens of the
climate emergency and ecological overshoot.

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVE
LEADERSHIP

Continually engaging our residents, seeking open and transparent input
into decision-making, while demonstrating accountability through prudent
management of our shared assets is the mark of a responsible government.
We embrace opportunities and address challenges proactively, recognizing
the key role of local government in supporting its community. We provide
responsive, efficient, transparent service that contributes value to the
community.

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY

Through this OCP, we acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages
facing citizens living on the margins of society and act against chronic
inequities in the system.
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2.3 GOALS
1

FOCUS GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT...

in established centres strengthening our communities while maintaining individual character.
Liveable, compact, complete communities will preserve natural and rural areas and encourage
climate-friendly and active ways to move around. Land development will occur in a low-impact,
site adapted manner integrating natural features and ecological systems.
Target: 75% of new residential units will be in growth centres.

2

BUILD RESILIENT, SUPPORTIVE, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES...

that enhance health and well-being and provide opportunities in recreation, arts, culture and
access to nature.
Target: Increase number of social infrastructure facilities including quality, affordable childcare,
recreation centres, and increase amount of accessible public realm, and park space.
Target: Increase the number of resident trips made by active modes or transit.

3

ENCOURAGE AND ENABLE A DIVERSE MIX OF HOUSING TYPES,
TENURES AND LEVELS OF AFFORDABILITY...

to accommodate the needs of the community.

4

Target: Increase the number of purpose-built rental units by 20%.
Target: New housing units approved and built will be a mix of less than 30% detached and more
than 70% attached.

ENHANCE OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT...

by protecting and regenerating our rural countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and ocean.

5

Target: Increase amount of land under conservation management and active regeneration.
Target: Increase the animal and plant biodiversity in North Cowichan.

ENHANCE FOOD SECURITY...

in North Cowichan by encouraging local food production and protecting agricultural land.

6

Target: Increase the amount of food produced in North Cowichan and the amount of local food
consumed by North Cowichan residents.

SUPPORT A THRIVING ECONOMY...

that focuses on sustainable jobs and local businesses including green technologies and innovative
agriculture which leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and responds to regional
economic change.
Target: Increase the number of local, sustainable businesses and jobs.

7

PRIORITIZE CLIMATE ACTION...

by reducing energy consumption and emissions and adapting to climate change.
Target: Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 100% and electricity use by 12% by 2050 based on
2007 levels.
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2.4 FRAMEWORKS
SOCIAL AND PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
The Doughnut of Social and Planetary
Boundaries1 model is a useful framework for this
OCP. Kate Raworth, creator of the "Doughnut",
explains the concept as a compass for human
prosperity for the 21st century, whose goal is to
meet the needs of all people within the means
of the planet. It consists of two concentric rings:

Between these two limits lies a doughnutshaped space that is both ecologically safe and
socially just - a space in which humanity can both
survive and thrive and where a regenerative and
distributive economy can flourish (see Figure 2.2).

○ A social foundation - to ensure that no
one is left falling short on life's essentials.
○ An ecological ceiling - to ensure that
humanity does not collectively overshoot
planetary boundaries.

Figure 2.2: Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries.

¹ Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries: https://doughnuteconomics.org/about-doughnut-economics
Figure 2.2. Image retrieved from: https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/11
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Climate change is the most well-known
planetary boundary. At the time of writing
this OCP, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Sixth Report was issued
documenting the monumental climate crisis
facing humanity.² As with the 2018 IPCC Special
Report about limiting global warming to 1.5
degree Celsius, this report underscores the
critical juncture facing humanity and the need
for unprecedented transitions in society and the
economy. In addition to climate change, some
other planetary boundaries which we need to
consider are chemical pollution, biodiversity loss,
freshwater use, and ocean acidification among
others listed in Figure 2.2. Doughnut of Social
and Planetary Boundaries.
Our relationship with this collective set of
boundaries is known as "ecological overshoot",
since crossing any of the identified boundaries
for an extended period of time represents an
existential risk. "Ecological overshoot" is defined
by human activity stressing a number of
essential planetary processes beyond their limits.

Although fixing these difficult global problems
is well beyond the ability of any single local
government, the Doughnut Model goes beyond
the lens of climate change to consider a range
of human impacts. It provides a useful model
of how we can live happy, healthy lives within
the non-negotiable physical limits of the planet
and reduce the impacts of climate change and
ecological overshoot.
This OCP attempts to situate North Cowichan
in a planetary context. Our actions affect areas
outside our municipal boundaries. Our decision
effect what occurs at a regional, national and
planetary health level.
Although fixing these difficult global problems is
well beyond the ability of any single local
government, North Cowichan has an important
role to play.

Globally we are living as if we have more than
one planet, although consumption levels and
patterns are highly unevenly distributed. In fact,
ecological footprint analysis shows that if
everyone consumed as much as the average
person in the United States and Canada, we
would need over five planets supporting us.³

² See the full report here: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/.
³ See https://www.footprintnetwork.org/ for data details.
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It is important therefore that the OCP promotes
and facilitates decreases in overall consumption of
energy and resources, to align with our ecological
ceiling, as well as ensuring a strong social
foundation is in place for residents which includes
social equity, access to food, water, housing, and
meaningful work opportunities.
This OCP attempts to create the framework for
the 'safe and just space' where North Cowichan
residents can thrive. In the local context, this means
asking the questions posed in Figure 2.4.
Some actions prompted by this matrix are inwardlooking (local), which might include such things as:
○ Health of our waterways .
○ Local biodiversity.
○ Amount, type, variety, distribution and
quality of park space.
○ Range of products and services available
locally.
○ Ecological and source sustainability of our
water supplies.

Other actions in this matrix are outward looking
(global) policies speaking to issues such as:
○ Greenhouse gas emissions.
○ Chemical pollutants, including single-use
plastics.
○ Solid waste and recycling services.
○ Ethical procurement.
○ Types of industrial and commercial
activity permitted (e.g. “green tech” versus
manufacture of high-consumption goods).
The OCP principle of regeneration within this
context means considering how we can work to
restore planetary health for future generations.
This kind of thinking will necessarily prompt
significant changes in our values, narratives, and
lifestyles if we are to act on it.
To highlight the importance of responding
to climate change and creating a socially just
community, two critical overarching frameworks
have been applied to ensure an integrative focus
throughout the OCP:
○ Ecology and Climate Action
○ Social Justice and Equity

Figure 2.4: Matrix of Social & Ecological Questions at a Global and Local Scale - adapted from Donut Economics
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ECOLOGICAL CLIMATE ACTION FRAMEWORK
Ecological overshoot, global warming,
and climate change present significant
challenges to local ecosystems. They create
greater biodiversity loss, too much water
when not needed and not enough when
needed, temperature extremes, and serious
consequences for the health and well-being of
humans and animals.
We already feel the immediate effects of climate
change in the Municipality in the form of:
○ Wetter winters with less snow.
○ Increased rain falling less frequently but
in more intense storm events.
○ Increases in sea level and erosion of
land.
○ Longer, hotter, drier summers with
dangerous heat waves.

While a warmer climate may also accommodate
longer growing seasons and permit the
introduction of crops previously not supported by
our valley, the decreasing availability of water could
limit such benefits. However, changes in the length
of the growing season can have both positive
and negative effects on the yield and prices of
particular crops. Overall, warming is expected to
have negative effects on yields of major crops but
crops in some individual locations may benefit.4
A warmer climate also disrupts the historicallyestablished flora and fauna and can provide
opportunities for the spread of pests, invasive
species and pathogens.

These changes in combination will increase the
potential for persistent inundation and episodic
flooding in the winter and drier, hotter summers
with risk of water shortages. As well as creating
environmental stress, these climate change
effects will also increase demands on emergency
services, biodiversity loss, and increase the
potential for severe forest fires.

Read more about the implications of global warming on growing crops: https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-length-growing-season

4
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A changing climate does not affect everyone
equally. First Nations can be significantly
affected due to the locations of their reserve
lands. For example, those that cannot afford air
conditioned homes will be more likely to suffer
the consequences of extreme heat events in
the future. The principles of social justice and
equity are important to consider within this
framework.
Transitioning our communities and regions
towards a low-carbon, resilient future requires
thinking about climate action from every angle,
including:
○ W
 here humans live and how we design
our communities.
○ How we move around (e.g. private
vehicles, public transit and active
transportation).
○ How we preserve and restore nature
and biodiversity, manage natural assets
and support green infrastructure.
○ How we create, support and
sustain health and wellness systems
that function well despite the
aforementioned increased stresses.
While effective action in reducing human
impacts, including (but not limited to)
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions globally
requires agreement and cooperation at the
international level, efforts at the local level to
mitigate and adapt to climate change offer
substantial benefits, including healthier and
more livable communities, now and for the
future.
In other words, actions we take locally to
reduce consumption and increase resilience to
climate impacts are often closely aligned with
improvements in social conditions. Planning for
and monitoring the effects of climate change
and ecological overshoot are vital if we are to
institute successful adaptation and mitigation
strategies.

Adaptation means taking steps to
adjust to the present and future
effects of climate change.

NORTH COWICHAN'S CLIMATE
ACTION COMMITMENTS
North Cowichan is a participant in the provincial
Climate Action Charter and a member of the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities' Partners
for Climate Protection Program. Under the
Climate Action Charter, the Municipality has
committed to:
1.
2.
3.

 ecoming carbon neutral in their
B
corporate operations.
Measuring and reporting their
community's greenhouse gas emissions.
Creating complete, compact, more
energy-efficient communities.

North Cowichan's climate emergency
acknowledgment (2019) and the OCP climate
action principle asks us to ensure all municipal
decisions are made through the lens of the
climate emergency.
The Climate Action Plan (CAP) approved by
Council on January, 20 2020 is a strategic
approach adopted by North Cowichan Council
to guide policy to combat climate change
and adapt to new climate patterns. The CAP
identifies six strategy areas for North Cowichan
to meet anticipate climate change effects and to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 ransition to electric vehicles and less
T
carbon-intense transportation.
Corporate leadership in lowering
emissions.
Support ecosystems and promote
carbon sequestration.
Make buildings more energy efficient
Lowering waste.
Adapt to new climate patterns.

Mitigation means taking steps to
reduce GHG emissions through
a variety of options.
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North Cowichan completed its original Climate
Action and Energy Plan (CAEP) in 2013, which
inventoried the community’s existing energy
use and GHG emissions. It set out 49 specific
policies, actions, and opportunities to reduce
community emissions from residential, business,
industrial, transportation, agricultural and
municipal corporate sources. One of its milestone
achievements was to establish a CAEP reserve
fund.
In January 2022, North Cowichan adopted a
revised CAEP, having commenced an update
in 2018. The update considered contemporary
climate data, improved emissions estimates,
and technological developments since 2013.
Emissions reductions pathways include reducing
the average size of new dwellings, along with
fewer single detached dwellings as a proportion
of new residential units. The updated CAEP
provides a comprehensive range of policy options
and actions aimed at reducing per capita energy
consumption and overall GHG emissions.
While North Cowichan's updated emissions
modelling set its community emissions target at
80% reduction on 2007 levels by 2050, the Local
Government Act requires that municipalities set
out GHG emission targets in their OCP's along
with supporting policies and action.
This OCP establishes a net-zero target by 2050. To
achieve these emissions reductions, the CAEP has
identified strategic opportunities, which reflect the
CAP:
○
○
○
○
○

Transportation
Building efficiency
Waste and waste water
Land use planning
Increasing energy efficiency / greening
energy supply
○ Municipal operations

This OCP therefore contains a policy to commit
to maintaining and implementing its CAEP. More
specifically, the OCP includes climate action policy
considerations relating to:
○ Infill development, which means only
allowing new development where people
currently live (i.e. redevelopment in growth
centres rather than in rural areas).
○ Energy efficiency for new development
(construction and operating).
○ Increasing tree canopy in urban areas.
○ Electric vehicle readiness (creating
charging stations etc.).
Through its subsequent updates, the CAEP can
provide further detailed policies and actions that
build on this OCP mandate, along with other future
policies and bylaws Council may consider, such as
a tree retention bylaw, or new zoning requirements
pertaining to accommodating electric vehicles.
Due to the critical and cross cutting nature of
climate change, rather than creating a specific
chapter, this OCP applies an ecological and
climate lens to chapters three to nine. Throughout
the document, readers will find the ecology and
climate action symbol to denote the integration
of both mitigation and adaptation considerations.
This icon will help readers and users of the OCP to
understand how the municipality is prioritizing the
ecological and climate emergencies through the
associated policies.
This symbol highlights elements in this
OCP and identifies ways North Cowichan
can respond to the ecological and climate
emergency.

The OCP intersects with these strategy areas in
different ways. Land use decisions, and the type,
location, quantity and quality of development
will impact emissions profiles from buildings and
transportation in particular. The OCP can also
set the stage for climate adaptation approaches,
waste and efficiency through various policies and
guidelines, or by containing direction to create
new plans or strategies aimed at these specific
areas.
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2.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Reduce both territorial (generated
with the municipal boundaries) and imported
GHG emissions and energy use, and integrate
sustainability, regenerative thinking, and climate
adaptation into the OCP to influence municipal
decision making and municipal operations, as
outlined in the Climate Action and Energy Plan.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Regular monitoring of community
emissions, consistent with the model of
the Climate Action and Energy Plan.

○ Achieving emissions targets established
by the Climate Action Plan.

○ Quantification of "outsourced"
emissions, i.e. the CO2 emissions
associated with products and services
that are imported to the community, and
track them over time.

2.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Lead the climate change action planning
at the local community level and work
with and collaborate with regional
partners on regional climate action.
b. Implement low-carbon municipal
operations (vehicle fleet, work from
home options, building efficiencies etc.).
c. Collaborate at the regional, provincial
and national level on climate action.
d. Identify opportunities for improvements
to the OCP and update the OCP
accordingly, following adoption of any
Climate Change Risk Management and
Adaptation strategies or policies..
More climate-related policy actions can be
found in the following chapters of the OCP.
Additionally, the CAEP provides further actions
building on the OCP direction.

○ Number and type of climate change
adaptation measures undertaken in
municipal operations (including green
infrastructure projects).
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SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY FRAMEWORK
Many communities in BC, as many other places,
are experiencing growing inequities in terms of
income gap, child poverty, housing affordability,
homelessness etc. Through the update of
the OCP, we are making a commitment to
be deliberate in decisions to address these
inequities where it is in our power to do so
and to build inclusive and just communities.
This framework builds on the OCP principle to
acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages
faced by people living on the margins of society
and act, wherever possible, against chronic
inequities in the system.
Social equity is defined as a collective aspiration
that refers to the "just and fair inclusion in a
society so that all can participate, prosper,
and reach their full potential."4 Social justice is
achieved when all people "are afforded equal
rights and opportunities."5 Both concepts go
hand in hand and are critical in effective policy
solutions.
When considering equity, it is important to
acknowledge a historical and present context
within which certain groups are underserved,
underrepresented, and disadvantaged. This
includes identifying and recognizing that
different groups of people, including identities
such as race, gender, socioeconomic status
and ability, face barriers to full participation in
society. These barriers were constructed over
time through cultural practices, norms and
institutional factors and as policy is written and
implemented. The Municipality has a continued
role in working to decrease and eliminate any
such barriers.
This social justice and equity framework provides
guidance to each of the following chapters:
○ Thoughtful Growth Management
○ Resilient, Inclusive Communities
○ Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix
& Affordability
○ Regeneration & Protection of the Natural
Environment
○ Food Security & Local Agricultural
Systems
○ Local Regenerative Economy

We can use a social equity lens to reflect and
act on the needs of equity-priority groups in
municipal decision making, noting that the
Municipality cannot alone assume responsibility
for ameliorating historical wrongs. Equitypriority groups in the municipality include, but
are not limited to:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Indigenous peoples
Women
Racialized people
People with disabilities
People living in poverty
Youth
Seniors
Newcomers
Lone parents
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer
and/or Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, TwoSpirit (LGBTQIA2S+)

Throughout this OCP, there is a social justice
and equity symbol that identifies where and how
social equity is met or how the Municipality is
working towards enhancing health and wellbeing of all residents.
This symbol highlights elements in this
OCP and identifies ways North Cowichan
can acknowledge the challenges and
disadvantages faced by people living on
the margins of society and offer ways we
can act against chronic inequities in the
system.

The Municipality understands that a social
justice and equity lens is an iterative process that
seeks to continuously assess the advancement
of social equity across all policy areas. A few
general considerations when addressing the
various policy areas include:
○ Removing barriers so all residents can
fully participate in civic and community
life.

○ Taking measures to ensure that one
group is not harmed disproportionately.
○ Explicitly supporting equity priority
groups.

This is not an exhaustive list, but it offers a
glimpse of how equity links to the various policy
themes of this OCP.

American Planning Association. (2019). Planning for equity: Policy guide. Retrieved from https://planh.ca/sites/default/files/
tools-resources/planning-for-equity-policy-guide.pdf
5
Global Affairs Canada. (2017). Statement on World Day of social Justice. Retrieved from https://www.canada.ca/en/global-affairs/
news/2017/02/statement_on_worlddayofsocialjustice.html
4
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2.4.3 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Embed the principles of social justice
and equity into the OCP to influence municipal
decision-making.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Representation of equity-priority
members (i.e. youth, people with
disabilities, immigrants facing hardship,
refugees etc.) participating in municipal
engagement processes.

2.4.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Create a Health and Social Well-Being
Strategy that will integrate the social
justice and equity lens into all municipal
initiatives, plans and projects (See
Chapter 4).

Related policy actions can be found in the
following chapters of the OCP.

○ Corporate actions that address social
equity, such as bylaws, strategies, studies
or plans that explicitly represent views of
equity-priority groups, and address their
needs.
○ Number of Cowichan residents living
below the poverty line.

○ Representativeness of the community's
demographic cross-section on elected
and appointed bodies.
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Key Concepts
The OCP includes a Social Equity Lens. We have aligned some of the key concepts relating to social
equity, diversity, and inclusion with the Regional Plan. These definitions and concepts may evolve
over time.

○ A
 ssumptions: Something we presuppose
or take for granted without questioning. We
accept these beliefs to be true and use them
to interpret the world around us.
○ Accessibility: Accessibility involves
removing the barriers faced by individuals
with a variety of disabilities (which can
include, but is not limited to: physical,
sensory, cognitive, learning and mental
health) and the various barriers (including
attitudinal and systemic) that impede
an individual's ability to participate in
social, cultural, political and economic
life. Disabilities can be temporary or
permanent. As we age, our abilities change
and therefore an accessible society is one
designed to include everybody.
○ E
 quity: Refers to both the fair and just
distribution of benefits and burdens to
all affected parties and communities
(distributional equity) along with the fair
and inclusive access to decision-making
processes that impact community outcomes
(process equity). In practice, taking an
equitable approach means understanding
and deliberately addressing current
and historic underrepresentation and
disadvantages.

○ Intersectionality: The intersection, or
crossover, of our many identities affects
how each of us experiences the region and
its communities. These intersections occur
within a context of connected systems and
structures of power (e.g., laws, policies,
senior governments, other political and
economic unions, religious institutions,
media).
○ Privilege: The experience of freedoms,
rights, benefits, advantages, access and/
or opportunities afforded to members of a
dominant group in a society or in a given
context.
○ Systemic Barriers: Obstacles that exclude
groups or communities of people from
full participation in, and the benefits of,
social, economic and political life. They
may be hidden or unintentional, but are
built into the way society operates. Existing
policies, practices and procedures, as well as
assumptions and stereotypes may reinforce
them.

○ Inclusion: Acknowledging and valuing
people's differences so as to enrich social
planning, decision-making and quality of life
for everyone. In an inclusive municipality,
we each have a sense of belonging and
acceptance, and are recognized as valued
and contributing citizens. Real inclusion
takes place when those already included in
the "mainstream" learn from those who are
excluded and initiate change.
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3

THOUGHTFUL
GROWTH
MANAGEMENT
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"

It is not just the threat of climate change or the depletion of energy
resources that will dramatically redirect our patterns of settlement.
The lines of pressures are converging from many directions: limits
of environmentally rich land and clean water, shifts in family size
and the workforce are changing our social structure, issues of

environmental and personal health are mounting, costs of capital

and time, and, not least, a new search for identity, community and

sense of place is motivating many people's lives. It is my thesis that a
future that responds to all these pressures will also best address the
climate crisis.

"

- Peter Calthorpe, American Architect,

Urban Designer and Planner

Excerpt taken from Peter Calthorpe's (2011) Urbanism in the Age of Climate Change.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
GROWTH PROJECTIONS

Population, Jobs, and Households

When we use the term ‘growth’, we are
referring to a combination of increased
population and increased development
(residential and employment-related). As with
most BC communities, North Cowichan is
not experiencing natural population increase
(more births than deaths). However, many
communities in BC, including North Cowichan,
are experiencing population growth that
results from immigration to Canada and
migration from other Canadian communities/
regions. The growth in population brings
increased demand for housing, services and
employment. Increased demand for housing
also arises from a change in household size
and desire for recreational properties.

The Cowichan Valley Regional District
commissioned a report by Rennie Intelligence to
forecast anticipated long-term population and
employment growth in the Region to 2050. (Long
Range Projections of Population, Housing and
Employment in the Cowichan Valley Regional
District June 12, 2019).¹
According to the baseline projection in the report,
North Cowichan might expect its population to
increase to 38,612 by 2050, an increase of 29%
from the 2017 population, or 4% per five-year
interval. This is shown in Figure 3.1 below in blue.
However, 2021 census data measured a 7.7%
population increase between 2016 and 2021;
significantly exceeding the incremental prediction
from the 2017 report. Based on the 2011 – 2021
time period, the historical trajectory is a 5.3%
increase per five year interval. This trajectory,
based on more recent data, is shown in Figure 3.1
below in orange, and results in nearly 12,000 new
residents between 2021 and 2051, compared to
approximately 8,500 under the 4% growth scenario.

Figure 3.1: Projected Population of North Cowichan, Baseline Scenario (Census, 2021)

¹ See Long Range Projections of Population, Housing and Employment in the Cowichan Valley Regional District
(June 12, 2019) here: https://cvrd.ca/3292/Long-Range-Projections#:~:text=From%20its%20current%2C%20Census%20
undercoverage,course%20of%20the%20projection%20period.
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HOUSING NEEDS
Housing units are projected to increase from
12,820 (2017) to 16,519 in 2050 (an increase of
3,699 or 29%). Housing needs were projected
and broken down by ground-oriented and
apartment style. Figure 3.3 shows the anticipated
housing needs up to 2050. It indicates there will
be a significantly higher demand for ground
oriented units, than apartment units. However,
the rate of increase for apartments will be higher
than those for ground-oriented units; a 27%
increase for ground-oriented and a 40% increase
for apartment.
The 2021 census recorded 13,741 dwellings
in North Cowichan, a 7.3% increase on the
2017 figure, roughly consistent with the 6.9%
population increase over the same period.

Figure 3.2: Low density housing.

Given the intensive and sustained pressure on
the housing market (local, regional and national)
in recent years, housing needs may significantly
exceed these projections.

Figure 3.3: Projected Housing Needs.
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Jobs are expected to increase from 11,310 to
14,542 (an increase of 3,232 or 29%). Figure 3.4
below shows labor numbers by occupation for
2050 as well as the % difference from 2017. The
most significant difference is that the education,
health and information sector is expected to
increase its percentage of total jobs by 5%.

Housing Needs Assessment Report

These projections are based on a number
of variables that could change over time. It
is worth noting that policies in the OCP can
accommodate different rates of growth and
that the OCP will be updated and adjusted
over the planning period to reflect changing
circumstances.

With an outlook of 5 years, the housing needs
report determined 1,208 new units would be
required by 2025, although sustained pressure
on the housing market may increase this figure.

The 2021 Housing Needs Assessment
completed in parallel to this plan explored
both quantitative and qualitative data to help
understand the current state of housing and the
types of units that will be required in the future.

The Needs Assessment identified a need for
more one-bedroom units, subsidized units for
those experiencing homelessness, purpose-built
rental units and affordable home ownership
options. For more information see Chapter 5:
Affordable Living and Diverse Housing Mix.
As required by the Local Government Act, the
Housing Needs Assessment will be updated
every five years. North Cowichan will incorporate
these updates into land use decisions.

Figure 3.4: Project occupation numbers by 2050.
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GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Growth management is the practice of
planning for and guiding the location, density
and type of land use and development in a
community.
Growth can be an engine for a prosperous
community, but unplanned and unfocused
development can lead to inefficiencies and
sprawl which is wasteful of land. Continuous
suburban development is inherently
unsustainable since our land base is finite
and it is essential to retain significant and
connected land areas for agriculture and
wildlife. However, affordability problems will
result if we do not accommodate local growth
to some degree. The compromise is allowing
for higher density development in existing
centres where people and services are already
located that may go more "upwards" instead
of "outwards", and allowing for a range of
housing types such as suites, carriage houses
or ground- entry "plexes" or row house
developments and apartments. In particular,
creating zoning that allows for fee-simple row
housing development in certain areas could
provide lower-cost housing purchase options,
without bringing significant or harmful
character and traffic impacts into those areas.

Despite the focus on higher density and
compact development, there is still an
environmental cost to developing and
constructing new buildings. Construction
materials contain embodied or upfront
carbon which refers to carbon emissions
released before the building is used
(i.e. energy consumption in the mining,
extraction and manufacturing processes and
transportation of the materials). Addressing
upfront carbon is a critical and urgent focus
and where possible the focus should be on
renovating or retrofitting existing buildings
and on low-carbon, local low-impact
construction materials for new builds and
energy efficient buildings.

Focusing development in areas that can absorb
growth efficiently has the added benefit of
concentrating service delivery and taking
maximum advantage of the servicing and
facilities we have in place. Development will
take place in existing centres and in certain
built forms to meet social well-being and
environmental goals. Growth, development
and land-use decisions should be socially just,
and incorporate environmentally regenerative
features at every opportunity

According the World Green Building Council,
buildings are currently responsible for 39%
of global energy related carbon emissions:
28% from operational emissions, from energy
needed to heat, cool and power them, and the
remaining 11% from materials, construction
and demolition.
( 'Bringing Embodied Carbon Upfront' report
by the World Green Building Council)

This OCP confirms the assertion of the 2011
OCP that a departure from suburban singlefamily subdivisions to more compact, higher
density growth in existing centres close to
shops, services and infrastructure is needed.
This "focused growth" approach means that
more land can be protected and regenerated
to provide for food production and protection
of natural areas that foster biodiversity and
ecological health.
Focused growth provides for a range of tenures
(co-ops, co-housing, strata, fee-simples and
rentals) in addition to a variety of forms to
accommodate all ages and abilities (e.g. young
families seeking private yard space, seniors who
wish to 'age in place', young people in university
or embarking on their career and people
needing accessible housing units). See Chapter 5
which includes information on housing.
Meets social justice and equity
principle by providing a variety of
housing forms close to services
to offer more affordable options
than single family homes.
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3.1 ASSIGNMENT OF GROWTH
This OCP guides growth away from historical
patterns of development in North Cowichan.
While the communities of Chemainus, Crofton
and the University Village/ South End were
identified as growth centres in the 2011 OCP,
development has not necessarily taken place
in those locations. Some significant growth
has taken place in other areas still lying within
the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) but
outside of these preferred centres. Development
in North Cowichan over the past 60 years
has largely been car-oriented, suburban/rural
residential, and with a high degree of separation
between residential uses and shops, services and
employment lands, resulting in poor walkability
and high servicing and maintenance costs to
taxpayers.
Through thoughtful growth management, we
can limit environmental impacts, build social
connections, build resilience to the climate
emergency, and provide a diverse and affordable
range of housing options.

Key elements of the new land use plan include:
○ A revised UCB which concentrates growth
and development in areas with adequate
infrastructure capacity for development
providing a mix of housing types that meet
the needs of residents.
○ A policy context for residential and rural
residential neighbourhoods (including
Maple Bay village) which accommodates
site-specific zoning proposals for small
commercial or service uses that contribute
to liveability and walkability.
○ A mix of commercial, employment,
industrial lands that contribute to the
economic well-being of citizens.
○ Parks, open space, civic, agricultural and
natural areas that promote social and
environmental well-being.
○ Well-connected networks that promote
active transportation and access to
transit.

Concentrating growth can reduce
per capita carbon emissions since
residents can walk to access
services and can promote equity
for those who can't afford a car,
don't want a car, or aren't able to
drive due to health issues.
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URBAN CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY
North Cowichan's UCB sets a boundary
between developed or serviced urban areas
and undeveloped or non-serviced rural and
natural areas. Many areas outside of the UCB
have access to municipal water service, but
further development and fragmentation is either
discouraged or restricted. (See also Chapter 9:
Infrastructure).
By focusing growth where density can be
increased, the UCB assists North Cowichan to
guide the community towards actions such as:
○ Village core growth and revitalization.
○ Creation of mixed-use walkable,
complete communities with active
transportation and transit options.
○ Protection of environment and
agricultural areas.
○ Improved management and efficiency
of municipal infrastructure assets and
services such as water, sewer and
recycling pickup.
○ Protection of areas for First Nations to
engage in cultural practices including
hunting, fishing, cultural and spiritual
uses, and gathering traditional foods and
medicines where appropriate.

3.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Focus development to the reduced urban
containment boundary to protect rural and
natural areas from expanded residential
development (See Map 2 - Growth & Land
Use) and prevent residential intensification that
necessitates extension of road networks and
increases automobile dependency.

3.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Direct growth inside the UCB, resisting
growth elsewhere.
b. Only support significant UCB alterations
as part of a comprehensive OCP review,
or implementation of a secondary
local area or neighbourhood planning
process.
c. Not support extension of municipal
services beyond the UCB to
accommodate new residential or
commercial development.
d. Not approve bylaws, works or projects
that would facilitate significant
densification beyond the UCB.

Urban containment boundaries are
lines drawn on a planning map around
developable areas showing where urban
and suburban lands end and rural and
natural lands begin. Generally the areas
within the UCB are connected to municipal
water and sewer systems and areas outside
use septic systems and well water.
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GROWTH CENTRES
This growth management approach focuses
the majority of growth and development
in designated Growth Centres lying within
the urban containment boundary, taking a
more restrictive approach to subdivision and
development outside of these areas.
These Centres have an adequate supply of
serviceable residential land to meet projected
housing and community service needs. They
are the core areas of the Chemainus, Crofton,
University Village, Bell McKinnon and Berkey's
Corner communities and contain municipal
services, commercial/retail activities, schools
and other facilities that are the foundation of
community. Key features include:
○ A broad range of uses typical of a
village and urban centres (e.g. shopping
services, financial and business uses,
government and institutional uses,
clinics, leisure and recreational facilities,
cultural and residential uses).
○ Residential uses mainly in the form of
multi-family units to make efficient use
of land.
○ Pedestrian-oriented and multi-modal
transportation focus.

Figure 3.5: The Five Growth Centres.

The Growth Centres are:
○
○
○
○
○

Chemainus
Crofton
University Village
Bell McKinnon
Berkey’s Corner

The Growth Centres are defined by two
significant land use designations which may also
be supplemented by Local Area Plans:
○ Village Core
○ Village Residential
These two designations provide the right
mixture of uses and the residential densities
to support them in meeting the Municipality's
housing needs. Other commercial and civic land
use designations may also be applied to specific
sites within the Growth Centres. Outside of these
Centres, the UCB is more tightly-drawn, and
further densification is discouraged. However,
residential neighbourhoods within the UCB still
offer opportunities for "gentle densification" that
maintains neighbourhood character through
suites, duplexes, carriage houses, and other
lower-density housing typologies.
While most Growth Centres are in existing
urban locations, the Bell McKinnon Growth
Centre is presently undeveloped and will
require substantial investments in infrastructure
and community amenities. To facilitate its
development, a phasing and implementation
plan for development in the Bell McKinnon
Growth Centre will be prepared to ensure:
a. The urban design vision promised to the
community is realized in each phase and
that piecemeal or scattered growth in the
plan is avoided.
b. That growth occurs in a logical, incremental
manner respectful of the social, economic,
environmental and climate objectives of the
District as a whole.
c. That infrastructure costs are recovered
to the greatest extent possible and any
future financial burdens associated with
infrastructure are minimized.
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3.1.3 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Manage growth and designate a
variety of land and water uses that strengthen
our community, maintain individual character,
preserve natural and rural areas and foster
climate-friendly and active ways to move
around.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of housing units
constructed within the UCB and in
Growth Centres in particular, as a
percentage of total housing units built.

i.
j.

k.
l.

Implement guidelines related to form and
character of new buildings.
Encourage integration of water and energy
conservation design features, as well as
opportunities for small- and micro-scale
urban agriculture.
Consider permitting childcare facilities
within all residential and commercially
zoned parcels.
Require all applications for zoning
amendments for increased density to
include a walkability assessment.

3.1.4 The Municipality will strive to: 3.1.5 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask developers
a. Direct significant growth to identified
and landowners to:
growth centres inside the urban
containment boundary.
b. Require development in centres to make
effective use of land by controlling lot
sizes, development types and setting
density ranges.
c. Discourage all low-density autodependent subdivisions and make
existing areas less auto-dependent by
integrating small scale service uses that
increase walkability.
d. Require development within the UCB to
have high standards of site-adaptive and
urban design.
e. Encourage development that creates
compact communities and provides
active climate-friendly ways to move
around, social interactions, and a sense
of community.
f. Update the zoning bylaw to contain
zones reflective of local plan designation
and that align with the OCP land use
designations. This may entail creation
of new zones and zoning standards to
address specific interests or goals that
will allow development of a greater
variety of residential and commercial
services.
g. Prioritize infrastructure investment and
capital projects to Growth Centres where
growth and development is expected.
h. Support efforts to renovate or retrofit
existing buildings using only low-carbon,
local low-impact (e.g. wood versus
concrete) construction materials for new
builds and energy efficient buildings
and consider creating a Green Building
Policy.

a.

Develop land in a low-impact, site-adapted
manner, integrating natural features and
ecological systems.
b. Make the most effective use of land and
provide a variety of housing unit sizes and
types within development proposals.
c. Contribute to improve quality of life
in North Cowichan as part of rezoning
approval for commercial or higher density
residential use (e.g. community amenity
contributions as may be beneficial and
appropriate).
d. Incorporate low-carbon, local low-impact
construction materials and energy-efficient
design into both new and retrofitted
development.

3.1.6 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Advocate for the development of a
regional growth management strategy that
complements the growth management
strategy of this Official Community Plan.
b. Include perspectives of First Nations on
whose traditional land development lies, by
creating referral agreements.
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3.2 LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
AREAS INSIDE THE UCB
Village Core Designation
This designation applies to the main gathering
and exchange areas in the village centres,
with pedestrian-oriented design and a high
streetscape standard. These centres will have
the greatest amount of walk-in retail and
restaurant uses. The larger ones will include
cultural uses such as theatres and galleries.
Some, such as Chemainus, University Village
and Crofton are regional destinations, while
others will be smaller scale and provide
development primarily aimed at providing a
walkable alternative for local residents seeking
groceries, coffee, or takeout. Where contextually
appropriate or supported by a local area or
secondary plans, residential uses may be
encouraged above street-level commercial uses.

Figure 3.6: Mixed use development in Crofton.

3.2.1 Defining Success | Objective
This designation provides a range of ground
level commercial and retail uses designed to
create space for people to move, socialize and
access services and amenities along the street.
Pedestrians have priority, and shops, restaurants,
cafés, galleries and bars all contribute towards
animating the street and creating vitality.
Above ground floor, offices, clinics, education,
professional services and residential apartments
provide options for urban living, drawing yet
more people to the area, and a creating a pool
of people who keep these spaces animated and
safe during the evenings. Public space design
provides opportunities for programming and
gathering, and arts and culture both flourish.

3.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not permit residential uses, or service uses
requiring privacy at ground floor level.
Ground floor uses should provide opportunity
for interaction and aesthetic enhancement
of the street and provide animation through
extensive fenestration, and a high standard
of entrance design, vegetation, signage and
lighting.
b. Prioritize pedestrians over vehicles. Parklets
and sidewalk patios may be permitted or
facilitated in these areas.
c. Incorporate a high standard of street design
including street furniture, vegetation and
decorative elements, and opportunities for
public art, including space for transient or
performance art.
d. Consider higher density residential
development that is sensitive in scale and
appearance to the surrounding residential
areas, and does not conflict with use and
programming of public areas.
e. Orient home-based business zoning
regulations to those that can be conducted
inside a residence and which preserve
residential function and amenity.
f. Consider replacing minimum parking
requirements in these areas with parking
and transportation demand management
assessments to determine the appropriate
amount of on- and off-street vehicular and
bicycle parking/facilities.
g. Create Local Area Plans (LAPs) to provide
location-specific guidance and additional
detail for the development of these centres.
The Municipality will give particular priority
to developing LAPs for Berkey's Corner and
Chemainus.
h. Discourage street-facing parking lots in
new developments, and instead encourage
parking to be located underground or at
side or rear of buildings, with screening from
adjacent streets.
i. Require new developments in these areas
to include housing and offices above
commercial space.
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Village Residential Designation
This designation applies to urban areas capable
of accommodating significant new housing
growth, as well as complementary commercial
uses that would cater to local resident needs
and serve to increase walkability. These uses will
be intermittent and ancillary to the residential
function, and may include small cafés or corner
stores, shared working spaces, daycares, and
neighbourhood pubs. A range of residential
unit types and sizes is contemplated, but low
density subdivisions will not be supported. Some
areas may be suitable for rowhouse/townhouse
complexes, including those in fee-simple tenure.

3.2.3 Defining Success | Objective
This designation is where the bulk of North
Cowichan's new multifamily housing will be
located. Apartments or condos coexist with
townhouses and commercial uses are dotted
throughout, making the areas livable and
walkable. A high standard of architectural and
street design creates a pleasant and welcoming
environment, with social gathering in small parks
and plazas.

3.2.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Allow building heights typically between
3-5 stories, although there may be
support for development variance
applications to allow additional stories
in some locations where larger buildings
already exist and 6 or more floors would
not appear incongruous.
b. Allow ground floor residential units in
this designation.
c. Not allow low density subdivision and
low density forms of housing.
d. Allow neighbourhood commercial uses
such as small retail units, corner stores,
cafes, daycares and local pubs, which
may also be appropriate to integrate
sensitively with residential units.
e. Implement home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations in these areas in order
to preserve residential function and
amenity.
f. Orient street and site design to
pedestrian-use, cycling and low-speed
vehicle travel.

Figure 3.7: Example of housing type in a village
residential designation.

g. Consider replacing minimum parking
requirements in these areas with
parking and transportation demand
management to determine the
appropriate amount of on-and off-street
vehicular and bicycle parking/facilities.
h. Local Area Plans (LAPs) may be created
or maintained to provide locationspecific guidance and additional detail
for development within this designation.
The Municipality will give particular
priority to developing LAPs for Berkey's
Corner and Chemainus.

3.2.5 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask developers
and landowners to:
a.

Seek to realize a site’s full housing potential
to conform with OCP policies and local area
or secondary plans.
b. Incorporate high quality site-adaptive and
urban design into new developments that
enhance natural ecosystems, human health
and wellness.
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Residential Neighbourhood Designation
Most of the areas inside the UCB not specifically
designated as Village Core or Village Residential
are considered neighbourhoods. This
designation includes most of the established
residential neighbourhoods surrounding local
schools, parks, natural areas and community
halls. Many of these areas have a good degree
of tree canopy cover and mature landscaping.
Small neighbourhood commercial centres will be
allowed such as the commercial nodes in ‘The
Properties’ in Quamichan and Maple Bay which
will provide opportunity for corner stores, cafes
or pubs.

Figure 3.8: Example of housing type in a neighbourhood
residential designation.

3.2.6 Defining Success | Objective
This designation is where a range of lowerdensity residential types create housing options
for people with different needs, with sensitive
infill development taking place alongside the
preservation of single family homes. There are
opportunities for "gentle densification" where
the impacts would not be significant in terms
of parking, noise/disturbance and character,
but ample space for trees and landscaping is
retained, beneficial to urban wildlife such as
birds and pollinators.

3.2.7 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Encourage development to be
predominantly lower-density residential
retaining trees and landscaping,
although there may be opportunities
for zoning to designate individual
convenience stores and low-impact
service commercial and cultural or public
uses that help make neighbourhoods
livable and walkable.
b. Permit secondary suites in single family
homes where some of the larger lots
may be permitted to have secondary
dwellings such as coach houses or
garden studios.
c. Encourage or require retention of tree
canopy cover, mature trees and existing
topography.
d. Recognize that vehicle ownership will
generally be high in these areas, and
design streets that will utilize approaches
that reduce speed and prioritize other
modes of transport to make walking/
rolling to school easy and safe.
e. Permit on street parking as a way of
absorbing parking impacts from gentle
densification.
f. Facilitate home-based business zoning
regulations to include a range of lowimpact business activities within the
interior of a dwelling, but also preserve
residential function and amenity.
g. Develop neighbourhood plans (or
consider plans developed by resident
groups) for specific areas where
particular community or development
goals are identified by local residents.
These will not necessarily imply
significant amounts of new development
or housing growth, and may be focused
instead on improving a neighbourhood’s
quality, safety or character.
h. Consider implementing guidelines
related to the form and character of
some 'intensive residential areas'.
i. Allow neighbourhood service commercial
developments at a neighbourhood and
local scale. Neighbourhood commercial
developments are not intended to
serve or draw from a broad regional
market and should be within safe and
convenient walking and cycling distance
to nearby residential areas.
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Civic Designation
This designation applies mostly to sites with
institutional uses such as schools, public works,
government services, emergency services and
hospitals, parks and open spaces inside and
outside the UCB.

3.2.8 Defining Success | Objective
Civic sites are located all around our
communities, with schools situated in walking
distances of residential areas. Other facilities
such as community halls and the Cowichan
Exhibition Grounds provide community-building
opportunities and may be operated by public
or private bodies. Parks and open space provide
space for residents to enjoy the outdoors.

Figure 3.9: Playground.

3.2.9 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Recognize uses that serve or benefit a
wide range of the community.
b. Generally, not support redevelopment
of civic sites to convert land or buildings
into private housing or businesses,
unless established through a local area
plan or secondary plan that rationalizes
the change.
c. Carry out community consultation
and/or site planning processes before
considering zoning changes.
d. Consider urban park development needs
alongside development proposals,
including enhanced linkages to, and
between, parks.

Figure 3.10: Cowichan Community Centre.

Figure 3.11: Accessible pathway for cycling.
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Commercial Designation
This designation applies to a number of
areas both inside and outside of the Urban
Containment Boundary. They differ from Village
Core commercial uses in scale and type of
retail uses, need for outdoor display space, and
associated parking requirements.

3.2.10 Defining Success | Objective
A network of commercial centres provides
larger sites for the location of stores such as
hardware and appliance retailers, garden centres
or auto dealerships. By providing opportunities
for these regional-scale goods retailers, there
is less dependency on travel to larger centres
such as Nanaimo or Victoria. However, this form
of development is highly auto-oriented, and
expansion of these areas or the creation of new
ones should be proven necessary and limited.

Figure 3.12: Commercial space in Chemainus.

3.2.11 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Require retail as the primary use, but
other complementary commercial,
leisure or service uses may also be
permitted in this designation.
b. Generally not support residential
development in these areas.
c. Discourage expansion of these areas
if it facilitates auto-oriented uses or
development.
d. Expect a high standard of landscaping,
including tree planting and sensitive
lighting, to mitigate some of the impacts
from large parking areas.
e. Require new commercial buildings to
follow form and character guidelines.

Figure 3.13: Commercial space with day to day
amenities.

Figure 3.14: Gibby's Cafe.
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Future Study Area Designation

AREAS OUTSIDE OF THE UCB

This designation applies to sites where the
optimum future land use is unclear. These may
be brownfield sites or sites where development
should not proceed until local consultation
and possibly local area planning has been
undertaken. Some may contain housing
potential in line with the growth strategy, but
may also suffer from land contamination or
other environmental issues. These sites can also
contain opportunities for community functions.

Areas outside of the UCB will be largely
protected from any further increased
residential development and will continue to
be rural, agricultural, natural areas with some
industrial employment land designations
and commercial areas, which are largely
preexisting.

3.2.12 Defining Success | Objective
Through technical analysis and public input, sites
will be considered carefully for particular uses.
Generally the municipality will seek the views of
local residents and stakeholders in determining
the best role for these kinds of sites in overall
community development and placemaking.

3.2.13 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider restrictive site zoning to prevent
inappropriate development, or piecemeal
development that compromises a site's
ability to deliver a more coherent and
productive development concept.
b. Consider initiating a variety of public
consultation processes to arrive at a vision
for these sites.

There are pockets of residential development
outside the UCB that are neither urban nor
rural. Some properties are connected to
municipal sewer, and many are municipally
serviced with water. This designation includes
the village of Maple Bay along with clusters
of larger residential parcels in various other
locations outside of urban centres. These
peaceful neighbourhoods may still provide
opportunities for small scale farming,
craft-based home businesses, or local and
individual commercial uses that contribute to
neighbourhood livability.
Very little housing growth is anticipated in
these areas, although there may be some
limited context-specific opportunities. Many
parcels are amenable to personal and market
gardening, with roadside produce and craft
stalls, small-scale livestock and poultry
keeping, and the potential accommodation
of individual neighbourhood commercial
uses, such as convenience stores, cafes,
neighbourhood pubs or community halls.
Subdivision and stratification are not
encouraged and significant mature tree and
vegetation cover is maintained throughout
these areas.
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Future Growth Area Designation

3.2.16 Defining Success | Objective

This designation applies to the Bell McKinnon
area north of Herd Road. While the Bell
McKinnon Local Area Plan (LAP) forms part of
this OCP (see appendices), the Future Growth
Area overrides that portion of the LAP and
takes precedence. To reduce the extent of linear
development northwards, this designation
suspends the provisions of the LAP and reserves
the area for future growth only if and when
all other significant growth areas have been
built out. To preserve future growth potential,
the designation discourages development
or fragmentation and development that may
interfere with future urban development.

The undeveloped rural and natural character
of these areas remains fundamentally intact,
however in addition to farming and forestry,
there are opportunities for other rural
development activities that provide economic
opportunity on the rural land base. These
may include roadside produce stands, homebased businesses, or localized commercial and
light industrial activities authorized through
a temporary use permit or site-specific
zoning amendment. Smaller parcels within
the designation are well-suited to small scale
and part-time farming. Further subdivision of
parcels within the Rural designation is strongly
discouraged, but opportunities that support
agricultural and rural economic activity are
supported, as are housing options that allow
rural land owners to accommodate family and
farm labour, or generate a modest income to
support the upkeep of rural land.

3.2.14 Defining Success | Objective
Once the Bell McKinnon area south of Herd
Road has been developed and significant new
housing provided, the area to the north remains
intact as an option to consider for further
development should the demand exist.

3.2.15 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider restrictive site zoning to
prevent inappropriate development,
or piecemeal development that
compromises the area’s future ability to
deliver a more coherent and productive
development concept.
b. Amend the Bell McKinnon LAP to
exclude this area.
c. Consider appropriate public consultation
processes at a future time to determine
the long-term development direction for
this area.

Figure 3.15: Park trail.

Agriculture, Forestry & Conservation
(Rural) Designation
This designation applies to Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) parcels, Municipal Forest Reserve,
private forest, conservation lands, parks and
other areas of an undeveloped or agricultural
nature containing mostly large parcels. Outside
of wilderness areas, farming and forestry
activities predominate, with limited residential
use permitted. Some isolated areas may have
mining or quarrying uses. Very few properties
are connected to municipal sewer, although
some are municipally-serviced with water.

Figure 3.16: Existing rural development activities
and residences.
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3.2.17 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Update the subdivision bylaw to align
with OCP goals and objectives.
b. Permit subdivisions only in exceptional
circumstances (e.g. those that
reconfigure parcel boundaries
to improve agricultural viability,
conservation, or other objectives of the
Rural designation).
c. Maximize housing options without
subdividing or urbanizing land, through
zoning agricultural land reserve parcels
that allow up to three permanent
dwelling units per parcel, within no more
than two separate buildings, and subject
to servicing criteria or conditions that
preserve natural features or agriculture.
d. Allow small scale neighbourhood
commercial uses such as general stores,
farm restaurants, pubs, equestrian
uses, agricultural support services,
community halls, or small tool repair
shops consistent with this designation
and consistent with ALR regulation
(where relevant). Zoning changes may
only be permitted where rural character
is maintained and the impacts on
residents and the natural environment is
comparable to other uses and activities
permitted within the Rural designation.
e. Utilize temporary use permits to
authorize rural uses, with impacts and
benefits evaluated prior to considering
renewal or permanent zoning changes.
f. Create home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations specific to this designation.
g. Encourage small scale agricultural use
and the processing of local agricultural
products.
h. Prioritize retention, protection and
regeneration of natural features and
wildlife areas.

i.
j.
k.

l.

Protect conservation areas and ecologically
important habitat areas such as Somenos
Marsh.
Protect and support a full range of park
uses, consistent with ALR regulations
where relevant.
Retain and protect important rural
landscape and seascape views to be
experienced and enjoyed from public
spaces by residents and visitors.
Consider campgrounds in rural areas
where they are seasonal in nature and are
not occupied year-round. Campgrounds
are intended to serve the tourism industry.

Figure 3.17: Existing agricultural activity.
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Rural Residential Designation
This designation applies to areas of lowest
density residential development lying outside
both the UCB and the ALR. Many of these
properties were created before current land
use policies that discourage residential
development in rural areas. As a result, pockets
of residential development exist throughout
the Municipality that are neither urban nor
rural. Some are connected to municipal sewer,
and many to municipal water. This designation
includes the village of Maple Bay along with
clusters of larger residential parcels in various
other locations outside of urban centres. These
neighbourhoods may still provide opportunities
for small scale farming, craft-based home
businesses, or local and individual commercial
uses that contribute to neighbourhood livability.

3.2.18 Defining Success | Objective
Very little housing growth is anticipated in these
areas, although there may be some limited
context-specific opportunities. Many parcels
are amenable to personal and commercial
gardening, with roadside produce and craft
stalls, small scale livestock and poultry keeping.
There may also be potential to accommodate
neighbourhood commercial uses, such as
convenience stores, cafes, neighbourhood
pubs or community halls. Subdivision and
stratification are not encouraged and significant
mature tree and vegetation cover is maintained
throughout these areas.

3.2.19 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Generally not allow subdivision, although
it may be permitted where the parcels
created are 2 ha or larger.
b. Only allow subdivision approval,
contingent on the applicant entering into
a restrictive covenant to limit building
sizes, locations and/or certain uses on
the parcel.
c. Configure zoning to maximize housing
potential without further subdivision to
permit detached accessory dwellings
where servicing connections are
available, or in the alternative, adequate
on-site common septic treatment and
water supply can be achieved.

Figure 3.18: Existing rural residence.

d. Through the zoning bylaw, consider
setting limits on the size of dwellings to
prevent egregiously large houses that do
little to respond to housing affordability or
community development goals, and which
foster high consumption lifestyles.
e. Create home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations specific to this designation
that will generally only permit businesses
confined to the interior of a dwelling or
ancillary building, with no retail other than
food or craft products produced on site.
f. Apply edge planning and buffering
principles at the interface with agricultural
land and wildfire risk areas.
g. Develop neighbourhood plans (or
consider plans developed by resident
groups) for specific areas where particular
community or development goals are
identified by local residents. These will
not necessarily imply significant amounts
of new development or housing growth,
and may be focused instead on improving
a neighbourhood's quality, safety or
character.
h. Require new dwellings or commercial
buildings to incorporate rainwater storage
systems.
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Industrial & Employment Designation
This designation encompasses a range of
employment activities from light to heavy
industry. Light industry may coexist with office,
live/work or studio uses, whereas higher impact
uses will often have large circulation areas and
ancillary storage functions.

3.2.20 Defining Success | Objective
North Cowichan's economic base continues
to move towards providing plentiful
employment opportunities in industries that
take a regenerative approach towards the
environment. Opportunities are created for
"green" technology development, increasing
resource efficiency and reducing overall resource
consumption and pollution emission. The
focus is on improving the quality and efficiency
of economic production while achieving full
employment. Circular "industrial ecosystems"
develop, where the waste products of one
industry are feedstocks for another co-located
industry, maximizing resource and energy
efficiency.

3.2.21 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Preserve existing heavy industry and
confine it to appropriate sites.
b. Offer flexibility in appropriate
locations to co-locate complementary
businesses forming part of an "industrial
ecosystem".
c. Restrict high impact, high consumption
industries not serving human or
environmental well-being. New industrial
uses likely to degrade soil, air or water
quality will also not be permitted.
d. Encourage industrial development
to consider employee needs and
quality of life, by incorporating design
features such as rest areas, benches and
picnic tables, shaded spaces. In larger
developments or light industrial parks,
the creation of small commercial units
for cafes, restaurants or daycares may be
appropriate.
e. Allow live/work units in appropriate
locations within the UCB.

Figure 3.19: Industrial activity.

f.

Allow complementary retail uses
accessory to industrial uses.
g. Acknowledge that industrial activity is
important to local economy, yet that
consumption of additional lands for
this purpose is undesirable. The existing
industrial land base should remain
largely preserved.
h. Encourage remediation of contaminated
sites.
i. Provide for appropriate servicing of
industrial lands where development will
support OCP policy, including the Vision
and Goals, as well as economic and
environmental policies.
j. Support attached live/work units and
caretaker dwellings in industrial areas on
a case-by-case basis where:
○ There is clear evidence that it is
required for the industrial use.
○ Servicing is available.
○ The principal land use continues to
be industrial and residential use is
accessory.
○ The Municipality will identify
measurable objectives to encourage
sustainable approaches to industrial
development and provide direction
related to form and character.
k. Support selective rezoning of vacant
heavy industrial lands to light industrial
zoning, in some instances.
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3.3 WATER USE DESIGNATIONS
North Cowichan has over 40+ kilometres of
coastline and a number of significant freshwater
lakes. Parts of the coastline provide access for
ships docking to load and unload industrial
products, as well as moorage for ferries,
commercial fish boats and pleasure craft. Lakes
act as important fish habitat, and provide views
and recreational opportunities for all residents.
Numerous marinas and a full range of related
marine commercial enterprises are located on
our coast. Preserving and containing these uses
in these areas helps us retain the rest of the
coast.
Oceans and lakes are also places for leisure,
fishing, gathering traditional foods, scuba
diving, kayaking and pursuing a wide range of
recreational activities. The water’s edge contains
many important natural features including
estuaries, stream mouths, salt-water marshes
and intertidal areas, all of which are also fertile
places for wildlife.

3.3.1 Defining Success | Objective
With continued human enjoyment and use
of the waterfront, ecological indicators show
sustained improvement.

3.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not support uses or operations that do
not need to be situated at the waterfront
or adjacent uplands.
b. Balance the multiple uses on the
waterfront and reduce conflict through
zoning consistent with water use
designations.
c. Review water development applications
for environmental benefits or impacts;
conformance to water use designations;
and adequacy of upland facilities to
accommodate water lot use.
d. Review development applications to
ensure that provision is made for safe
public access and viewing. Options
include dedication of property or
statutory rights-of-way.
e. Encourage the phasing of out of waterbased log storage and pursue alternative
opportunities for log sorts on dry land.

Figure 3.20: Gerald the Swan on Quamichan Lake at dawn.
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Marine Commercial Designation
This designation applies to marine areas at the
centre of the coastal communities of Chemainus,
Crofton, Maple Bay, and Genoa Bay. These
communities have historically been the marine
access points for tourists, residents and service
users and continue to do so today. They provide
facilities for marine transportation (including
ferries, float-planes, and personal watercraft),
restaurants, and marine housing forms such as
live-aboards, and float-homes.

3.3.3 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that use of marine commercial waters
adequately service coastal communities and the
marine commercial needs of the region.

Chemainus
e.

Ensure each new development is
designed to provide public access and
to allow people to travel the length of
the waterfront on a public pedestrian
walkway.
f. Ensure that public access does not
damage important intertidal or foreshore
areas.
g. Continue to maintain public facilities
at Kin Park such as the municipal boat
launch.

Maple Bay
h.

3.3.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Ensure that development supports
marine ecology through habitat
protection, restoration, and as a last
resort, compensation.
b. Discourage uses that are not relevant or
necessary to upland uses;
c. Explore opportunities for place-making
through both public and private
investment.
d. Support BC Ferries’ development
and consultation that aim to improve
passenger access and manage on-shore
transportation and parking issues in
Crofton and Chemainus.

Acknowledge and support that Maple
Bay’s primary land and water base for
marine-based tourism, commerce,
industry, and recreational boating will
focus around the existing marinas and
yacht club located at Birds Eye Cove,
where adequate upland exists to support
the marine activity.

Genoa Bay
i.

Permit limited marina redevelopment
as long as there is an adequate upland
support area for the marina activity (e.g.,
adequate water supply and available
wastewater treatment), containment on
land of fuel and waste products, and
public access.

Figure 3.21: One of North Cowichan's coastlines.
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Marine Industrial Designation
Two deep-water ports are located in North
Cowichan: one at the Crofton mill site and the
other at the Chemainus mill site. Both sites
are privately owned and used primarily for the
shipment of processed goods from the two
mills and other forest industry manufacturers.
Expansion of the marine industrial designation is
neither anticipated nor supported by this plan.

3.3.5 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that marine industrial uses support
the economic objectives of this plan, while
protecting marine ecology and enjoyment of
coastal areas.

3.3.6 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not support expansion of the marine
industrial designation.
b. Encourage the owners of the industrial
docks or ports to make facilities available
to outside users where local area
planning supports industrial growth in
the area.
c. Consider redesignating marine industrial
waters where future local area planning
considers non-industrial use for water
lots and upland areas.
d. Work in partnership with upland
industrial users to remediate
contaminated sites.
e. Encourage/require provisions for cleanup of industrial sites when industry
moves away from the waterfront.

Recreational Designation
This Recreational designation fronts many
waterfront residential areas, including coastal
communities and rural areas as well as
waterfront parks. Marine-oriented residential
upland areas provide water access via boat
launches and private moorage. Ongoing
development of upland areas puts greater
pressure for recreational access on the
foreshore.
A future challenge will be maintaining a balance
between the character of upland areas enjoyed
by residents, the need to protect and restore the
marine environment, and the growing demands
for water-related activities and access.

3.3.7 Defining Success | Objective
Provide opportunities for access to the ocean for
low-impact recreation activities and ensure that
recreational waters are protected or restored to
good health.

3.3.8 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Invest in amenities and public spaces
for low-impact recreation on or near
the ocean such as sea-walks and kayak
launches.
b. Discourage and regulate expansion of
private moorage facilities on recreational
waters.
Maple Bay
c.

Support the primary use of the Maple Bay
Village waterfront primarily for passive
recreational beachfront.
d. Maintain public facilities at Maple Bay such
as the government dock and municipal
boat launch.
e. Support the sharing of public and private
launch facilities, marinas or clubs and
associated parking.

Crofton
f.

Secure the use and development of the
Crofton waterfront for public benefit.
g. Complete the Crofton Sea Walk and other
projects.
h. Maintain public facilities such as the
government dock at the Crofton
waterfront.
i. Pursue opportunities to secure the Crofton
boat launch for public benefit.
j. Pursue opportunities to remediate any
ecological and contaminant damage
done by historic smelter operations to the
Crofton Bay waterfront with the secondary
aim of restoring the bay to a state where it
is safe and appealing for aquatic and beach
recreation.

Chemainus
k.

Prioritize the protection and enhancement
of upland and marine ecosystems and
habitat when contemplating development
proposals for moorage and other facilities.
l. Support connection of the Chemainus
Seawalk between Kin Beach and Old Town.
m. Maintain and enhance complementary
public amenities at Kin Beach Park to
encourage passive recreational beachfront
development.
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Near Shore Environmental Designation
Marine areas like Genoa Bay, Sansum Narrows,
Maple Bay, Osborne Bay, and the Cowichan
and Chemainus River estuaries have significant
natural value. Land use beside these areas
ranges from parkland to private acreages with
restricted road access, and heavy industrial uses.
Limited fish farm activity and private moorage
are currently the only uses of the foreshore.

3.3.9 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that marine industrial uses support
the economic objectives of this plan, while
protecting marine ecology and enjoyment of
coastal areas.

3.3.10 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Only support foreshore lease applications
for private moorage for parcels with limited
to no public road access.

Estuary Designation
The Cowichan and Chemainus River Estuaries
provide habitat for up to 300 bird species, and
rearing habitat for juvenile Chinook, Coho, and
Chum Salmon, Steelhead and Cutthroat Trout.
They also support forage fish like herring and
smelt and, in turn, migrating salmon and trout
provide forage for marine mammals like seals,
sea lions and Killer Whales. The substrates of
the bays and estuaries in North Cowichan have
provided an abundance of clams, mussels, and
oysters to First Nations people. The ecological
richness of the marine environment has made
these nearshore waters important to humans as
a food source, an aesthetic and recreational joy,
and a site of commerce.
Both the Cowichan and Chemainus River
Estuaries cover several hundred hectares.
Their location and relatively flat expanses have
made them subject to significant industrial
development since the late 1800s. These
industries affect the ecosystem health of these
estuaries. In the Cowichan Estuary, the Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management Plan
(1987) was developed to balance industrial and
residential land use with the goal of restoration
of ecological diversity and natural productivity.
Development proposals in the estuary are
referred to the Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Committee which includes
representatives from North Cowichan, Cowichan
Tribes, The Cowichan Valley Regional District and
the Province.

3.3.11 Defining Success | Objective
Protect the long-term health of estuaries to
promote biodiversity and ecosystem health.

3.3.12 The Municipality will strive to:
Cowichan Bay Estuary
a.

Support the Cowichan Estuary Management
Plan (1986, as updated) and Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management Plan
(1987) and refer development applications
to the Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Committee for review.
b. Together with the Ministry of Environment
and the Cowichan Valley Regional District,
the Municipality will continue to work
towards meeting the objectives of the
Cowichan Estuary Management Plan and
find joint long-term solutions to ensure
ongoing protection of the estuary.
c. Collaborate with partners in First Nations,
CVRD, Duncan and stewardship groups
to protect and restore estuary salt marsh
habitat, eel grass habitat, kelp forests and
tidal flats.
d. Support the continued operation of the
Cowichan Bay sawmill and future on-site
investments in new equipment and other
upgrades, while engaging industry in the
ecological restoration of the estuary.
e. Promote the need for a new Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management
Plan and assume an active role in its
development in close collaboration with the
Ministry of Environment, Cowichan Tribes,
the CVRD, and key stakeholders.
f. Encourage the revitalization of the Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management
Committee, with representatives from local
estuary stewardship groups added.
g. Advocate for protection of oyster beds and
the intertidal seabed from the effects of
dragging log booms and for the phasing
out of intertidal log boom storage in the
Cowichan estuary in favour of deep water
storage or dry land log sorts.
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Chemainus River Estuary

d. Support Ducks Unlimited in the
development of a public management
plan for land holdings in the estuary in
partnership with other stakeholders.
e. Discourage private development and
new leases in the estuary unless they are
part of a rehabilitation or environmental
restoration project.
f. Collaborate with partners in First
Nations, CVRD, Islands Trust and
stewardship groups to protect and
restore estuary salt marsh habitat, eel
grass habitat, kelp forests and tidal flats.
g. Permit passive, non-invasive recreational
activities such as kayaking and
ecotourism.

Lake Designation
The lakes of North Cowichan provide
opportunity for recreation and passive
enjoyment, e.g., Quamichan Lake (313 ha),
Somenos Lake (100 ha), Fuller Lake (25 ha),
Crofton Lake (20 ha) and Chemainus Lake (5 ha).
When in good health, North Cowichan’s lakes
are natural assets that provide flood mitigation,
water storage and replenished groundwater.
Lakes also influence downstream water quality
and preserve biodiversity and habitat. Our lakes
are subject to varying pressures and interrelated issues from development and land
use impacts. Historic clearing of forests for
residential and agricultural use, combined with
the application of fertilizers on residential and
agricultural land, has contributed to prolonged
blue-green algae blooms in both Somenos and
Quamichan Lakes. The blooms threaten water
quality, fish health and the safety of people, pets
and livestock. Additional challenges include
impacts from invasive plant and animal species,
and impacts from climate change.

3.3.13 Defining Success | Objective

3.3.14 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

Protect lakes from negative impacts of
development, ongoing settlement activity, and
climate change, to restore them to health.
m.
n.

Enforce riparian protection measures mandated
for all development in DPA-3, including
requirements of the Riparian Areas Protection
Act and Riparian Areas Protection Regulation.
Work with partners in federal and provincial
agencies to monitor, protect and restore water
quality, water quantity, and fish habitat in all
lakes, ponds, wetlands, marshes, rivers, streams,
and ditches.
Consider arrangements and incentives to
convert, purchase, exchange, or create
easements on private lands for restoration
and protection of riparian zones and wetland
ecosystem corridors.
Collaborate with stewardship groups to protect
and restore watersheds focusing on riparian
health, stormwater management, fish habitat,
nutrient control and water quality monitoring.
Collaborate with stewardship groups to secure
funding and grants to protect and restore water
quantity and quality.
Enforce riparian protection measures mandated
for all development.
Encourage riparian area protection and
restoration through tax incentives.
Create internal approval processes that ensure
all riparian area development requests consider
the overall health of the watershed, not just
the immediate area, in all riparian area decision
making.
Incorporate planning initiatives including
increased sewer hookups, bio-swales, stormwater, wetlands, marshes, detention ponds,
plantings, green spaces, and developments in
the form of small footprint clusters or densely
compacted development.
Consider policies and procedures for
responsible management of run-off waters in
new developments during and after site clearing
and preparation.
Consider actively engaging environmental
management partners, including First Nations,
lake users, stewardship groups, and residents
to collaborate and lead improvements to lake
health and user experience.
Support riparian area restoration through
invasive species removal, native re-plantings
and riparian area public education via direct
stakeholder volunteer participation, public
engagement, educational materials and other
networking.
Not permit creation of new private docks.
Allow only uses with low impact on aquatic
and terrestrial ecological integrity, through
appropriate zoning of water surface and
shoreline (upland) areas.
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Quamichan

p. Include the local agricultural community
in stakeholder outreach to support
environmental farm plans to recycle/
reuse some of the nutrients on existing
farmland for the benefit of the farmer
and prevent nutrients escaping from
farmland.
q. Support biodiversity protection
through the creation of ecosystem
corridors (green and riparian) to allow
interdependent flora, fauna and the
associated watershed health to thrive.
r. Support the creation of interconnected
footpaths, where appropriate, alongside
ecosystem corridors and Quamichan
Lake providing greater public exposure
to, and appreciation of the importance
of biodiversity and watershed health.
s. Reduce the amount of phosphorous
entering the environment by:
○ Minimizing small lot development
in the watershed.
○ Supporting access to municipal
sewage systems within the UCB.
○ Promoting a minimum 30m
riparian area setback for any
development around Quamichan
Lake, and the ponds, wetlands,
marshes, and streams in the
Quamichan watershed.
○ The enforcement of riparian
protection measures mandated for
all development in DPA3 subject
to conditions in the Riparian
Areas Protection Act and Riparian
Areas Protection Regulation in the
Quamichan watershed.

t.
u.

v.

Consider mitigation and management
strategies for blue-green algae blooms
and anoxia;
Mitigate increasing seasonal drought,
by supporting longer term projects for
expanding fresh water reservoir storage
volumes (Crofton Lake, Maple Mountain,
Mt. Prevost etc) and the related potential
for increasing water capacity for flushing
during the summer months.
Consider a phosphorus syphoning plan
and related treatment facility where the
principle is to remove higher phosphorus
containing waters near the bottom of
the lake which contains two-times the
phosphorus of surface waters.

Somenos

m. Consider arrangements and incentives
to protect riparian areas in the Somenos
Watershed headwaters by establishing
protection zones around these areas.
n. Work to establish ‘Cultural Protection
Zones’ in collaboration with Cowichan
Tribes.
o. Identify and expand natural wetlands and
marshes to mitigate stormwater impacts
on the Somenos ecosystem.

Figure 3.23: Quamichan Lake at dusk.
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3.4 COMMUNITY CHARACTER
AND LOCAL AREA PLANNING
North Cowichan is community of communities
with several distinct neighbourhoods that add
to the diversity and vitality of the municipality.
Our Official Community Plan must not only
provide an overall land use policy framework
for the municipality, but also recognize and
address specific needs at the neighbourhood or
community level. Each community has its own
distinct character and history, and its residents
have their own views as to how best to manage
housing growth and economic development.
Local Area Plans (LAPs) are planning documents
that provide detail on growth management,
building types, transportation and recreational
network needs that reflect local ecology,
community make-up, and economies.

Communities use these documents to guide
change over time, whether that change is
economic, character revitalization, or housing
growth. These plans help shape development
in a way that contributes to more place specific,
well-designed and livable neighbourhoods.

Where community infrastructure is unable to
accommodate growth pressure, neighbourhood
or local area plans may instead speak to change
in other ways such as street design, safety,
accommodating specific commercial or leisure
uses, park development, and the evolution of an
area's character.

LAPs guide growth and change over time in
the areas of character, revitalization, housing,
safety at the neighbourhood level. They help
shape development in a way that contributes to
more place-specific, well-designed and livable
neighbourhoods. Priority will normally be given
to local area planning where growth pressure
is ongoing or expected and infrastructure and
amenity planning is needed; however, secondary
planning may also be needed in lower growth or
no-growth areas.
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COMMUNITY CHARACTER
Each community in North Cowichan has its own
natural and built elements, history, and values.
These define the character of that community
and guide how each will evolve over time.
The natural setting and context and physical
characteristics within each community helps to
define uniqueness and sense of place.
Residents greatly value the rural environment,
which includes a mix of scenic mountains,
forests, farms, rivers, lakes and oceanfront, much
of it accessed by narrow, bucolic roads and trails.
Over 92% of the municipal land base is classified
as rural. Of that, 25% is in the Municipal Forest
Reserve and 25% is in the Agricultural Land
Reserve. The remaining rural lands are held by
private forest companies, farmers and other
private landholders, or are designated as parks.
Traditionally, this rural setting was the economic
driver for the municipality, through agriculture,
forestry, mining and fisheries. Today it continues
to be economically important, as well as an
important factor in our quality of life, providing a
source of food, recreation options, and outdoor
pleasure.
Preserving the rural character of North Cowichan
requires protecting rural lands which necessarily
means containing residential growth within
urban boundaries and creating policies that
assist the viability of farming activities. Rural
character also derives from the types of uses
found in an area, along with the design of
buildings, roads and landscapes.

The waterfront is a defining feature for many
of North Cowichan’s communities. It includes
recreational, commercial and environmentally
significant areas, yet is the location of its
heaviest industry too. The distinct character
and/or specific requirements of waterfront
areas must be respected through local planning
efforts.
Through the OCP update process the following
communities have been identified:
○ Chemainus
○ Crofton

○ South End Centre/ University Village
○ Bell McKinnon

○ Berkey's Corner

○ Quamichan Lake Area
○ Maple Bay

○ 'Rural Areas'

It is important to note that communities are
not defined with hard boundaries, and some
communities and neighourhoods have not been
separately identified.
This approach helps ensure that rules governing
future growth result in development that is
respectful of local culture and is rooted in each
North Cowichan community’s unique values and
identity.

OCP policies such as biodiversity regeneration,
maintaining scenic roads and vistas, permitting
intermittent uses such as produce stores,
wineries and agri-tourism, and employing
agricultural edge-planning principles help
preserve rural character and land uses in the
countryside.
Within the settlement areas, North Cowichan’s
rural character is also evident. Policies such as
enacting tree protection regulation and creating
development permit design requirements
to promote local distinctiveness, along with
public art, cultural programming and heritage
protection continue to build on that character.
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Scenic Roads
Each community in North Cowichan has its own
The network of roads within the Municipality
evolved in large part serving farms within the
agricultural areas. Many of these roads still
maintain a pleasant pastoral character, and the
forests and mountains provide a spectacular
backdrop. These routes are prized by residents,
hikers, cyclists and travelers alike.
Scenic roads fall into three categories, one of
which has two sub-categories. These are show
on Map 7 - Steep Slopes & Scenic Character.
Any development or works adjacent to, or
affecting, these roads should be designed to
respond to, maintain and enhance the essential
characteristics as defined below.
Class 1 roads offer unparalleled opportunities
for travel through scenic landscapes. These
roads are characterized by high levels of
scenic attractiveness and visual integrity. They
are unmistakably rural, with little or no visual
evidence of urban/suburban land uses adjacent
to the road.

Figure 3.24: Example of Class 1 road.

Figure 3.25: Example of Class 3 road.

Class 2 roads offer scenic attractiveness and
visual integrity in areas with suburban or
rural residential densities. They include rural
side roads, with preserved, intact landscapes
integrated into developed lands (e.g. forest
canopy, meadow, little-to-no grading around
building site). In order to balance the need for a
high functioning road network while preserving
and enhancing character of these roads, Class 2
roads are divided into two sub-categories:
○ Class 2A roads are intrinsically scenic,
similar to Class 1, and offer fewer
interruptions such as driveways and
intersections. Motorized vehicles are
capable to reach higher speeds. Road
treatments for safety and operation are
more rooted in reflecting the natural
elements of the surrounding character
and do not incorporate cluttered or
urbanized traffic solutions.
○ Class 2B roads offer scenic experiences,
but convey higher volumes of vehicles
or contain a higher density of driveways
or intersections to access development.
Roads are improved and maintained to
the standard necessary to encourage
safe movement of people and goods
through various modes.
Class 3 roads are high-volume roads that convey
regional drivers through or beyond character
landscapes. The road itself is not necessarily
scenic in character, but offers viewscapes that
are longer-range, often broader and more
varied. Roads are improved and maintained
to the standard necessary to encourage safe
movement of people and goods through various
modes. Major changes to the landscape should
consider the overall aesthetic impact on Class 3
scenic road landscapes (e.g. forestry operations
that alter ridgelines, or heavy industrial
development considerations among large,
agricultural areas).
The Trans-Canada Highway and the Cowichan
Valley Highway provide scenic driving
experiences through much of North Cowichan.
Their scenic value derives largely from the
absence of adjacent development in many
sections, and include vistas of farmland and
forests, and rivers. These roads respond to their
topography to contribute to their character as
roads offering a frequently-changing perspective
on the surrounding landscape.
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Visually Prominent Slopes & Ridgelines

LOCAL AREA PLANNING

3.4.1 The Municipality will strive to:

3.4.3 Defining Success | Objective

a.

Protect short- and long-range
views of visually prominent slopes
and ridgelines as shown on Map
7 - Steep Slopes & Scenic Character
from intrusive development and
human alteration.
b. Preserve the integrity and character
of natural ridgelines unbroken by
structures, access roads or clear-cuts.

3.4.2 The Municipalities will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Provide, where appropriate. analysis
of the impact of development and
subdivision proposals on shortand long-range views of visually
prominent slopes and ridgelines
as seen from populated areas and
scenic roads.

Objective: Update and implement existing
and create new Local Area Plans with growth
management direction identified in the OCP’s
land use map and append them as schedules in
the OCP.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of new and/ or updated LAP’s.
○ Timely and meaningful execution of LAP
implementation plans.

3.4.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Create and update local area plans as
needed.
b. Include ‘build out’ projections in new
and existing local plans.
c. Consider creation of small-scale
neighbourhood plans in other areas as
resources allow.
d. Ensure LAPs are consistent with the
goals and objectives in the OCP through
policies that respond to local contexts.
Where an LAP has been appended to
this plan, the policies therein will take
precedence to the extent that those
policies are complementary and more
specific than the policies of the OCP
itself.
e. Update the Blue-Green Network
Mapping in the Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan to better align with the
Municipality's commitment to identify
and acquire open space in this area to
improve connectivity of wildlife habitat
corridors.
f. Update the Bell McKinnon LAP to include
a phasing and implementation plan
(s.3.1) and remove the area designated
as Future Growth (s.3.2.15).
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4
RESILIENT,
INCLUSIVE
COMMUNITIES
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"

Promoting healthy communities is at the heart of what local
government is about. It means creating places and spaces that cultivate
belonging, inclusion, connectedness and engagement. It means creating
a well-planned built environment that supports healthy behaviours and
choices. It means creating a vibrant social environment in which people
can live, work, learn and play. In short, it means striving to create the
conditions in which all citizens, no matter where they are in life, can
thrive, now and in the future.

"

- Judy Brownoff

Municipal Councillor, President and Chair, BC Healthy Community Society

Quote by Judy Brownoff, Municipal Councillor, President and Chair, BC Healthy Community Society, retrieved from report, How do
Local Governments Improve Health and Well Being (https://squamish.ca/assets/planH/d0e40f740e/planh-local-government-guideweb.pdf).
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4.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
To build resilient, supportive, and inclusive
communities that enhance the overall health
and well-being for all residents, we must
provide opportunities for people to connect
with others, with nature, and their culture and
to be able to 'get around' their community
with ease. We must also be able to support
those who are vulnerable and need help in
certain stages of their life.

PLANNING FOR ALL AGES AND
ABILITIES
Although North Cowichan's population is aging,
there are still a significant number of children,
youth and working-age adults that reside in the
area.¹ Particular challenges facing these groups
include:
○ T
 he need for greater early childhood
development resources.
○ Support for youth and families.
○ Support for elderly members of the
community.
We must recognize older people, children and
youth as valuable citizens who contribute toward
the quality of community life by approaching
their needs and the needs of families through:
○ Coordinated amenities and services.
○ Public spaces.
○ Social infrastructure such as healthcare,
education, employment, and housing.

to accommodate multiple people and strollers,
benches to sit down on if you need to feed your
child etc.).
We must also consider the needs of older adults
to promote activity, aging in place, and provide
a continuum of care to ensure they remain
socially connected, active, and supported in their
home and community.
People with disabilities face unique challenges
in the community from getting around to where
they live. Special consideration should be given
to accessibility in the built environment, public
realm, transportation, parks and housing design.
Integrated planning for all ages and abilities
is key. If we accommodate the needs of eight
year olds and 80 year olds in the design of a
community then it is likely to work well for
everyone2.

It is important that parents and caregivers feel
comfortable, welcomed and accommodated in
public spaces with their children (i.e., changing
tables in all washrooms, children's play areas,
playgrounds, sidewalks that are wide enough
¹ 2016 Census indicates 25% of the population is aged 65 and over, higher than the provincial average and projected
to increase over time
2
Read more about the concept of 8 80 cities here: https://www.880cities.org/.
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RESILIENT COMMUNITY
A resilient community means we are able to
respond and adapt to emerging issues in an
effective, unified way. Resilient communities
provide the foundation individuals and families
need to attain well-being. Resiliency means
we recognize and respond to change and the
multiple and shifting challenges we face as a
community such as COVID -19 pandemic, mental
health and substance use disorders, affordability,
and climate change impact.

SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
Community structures, land use patterns,
housing, transportation and access to public
facilities and municipal programs all influence
social health and development. While social
health is a complex and dynamic process
affected by many factors, the decisions made
within a municipal jurisdiction influence social
well-being and affect the social determinants of
health, as described in the diagram, Figure 4.1.

In addition to strengthening community and
social networks, resiliency also lies in the quality
and integrity of our natural ecosystems to
support a variety of healthy plant and animal
species, and in the capacity of our farmland to
produce food, regenerate soil, and resist pests
and invasive species. The local economy is also
more resilient to supply chain disruptions when
an increasing share of goods and services are
generated locally and from multiple sources.
With climate change, infrastructure systems,
both above and below ground, need to be
designed to withstand increased stresses
from weather extremes. Long-term asset
management planning can help ensure the
systems on which we all rely are upgraded
in an orderly and timely fashion, and new
development be planned and designed in a
site-adaptive fashion to maximize infrastructure
efficiency and capability. The concept of
resilience is therefore fundamental to all aspects
of the OCP, whether social or physical.

One of the OCP principles is:
through our planning and actions, we strive
for resiliency in built and natural environments
and ensure iterative and adaptive processes
that can better respond to change and can
support residents during challenging times.

Figure 4.1: Social Determinants of Health
(Image from Comox Valley Health Network).

According to the World Health Organization,
the social determinants of health, such as
income, education, housing etc. are "mostly
responsible for health inequities" and are the
"non-medical factors that influence health
outcomes" across the spectrum of healthcare
delivery. They are the conditions in which
people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and
the wider set of forces and systems shaping
the conditions of daily life.
Meets the climate action principle
by fostering community resiliency
to adapt to the hazards and risks
of climate change such as wildfires,
extreme heat and flooding.
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Municipal actions related to matters such as
recreation opportunities, land use and zoning,
design of streets, trails and public spaces,
housing mix, and program development can
(when thoughtfully integrated with the initiatives
of the private, non-profit and volunteer sectors)
make a significant difference to all citizens'
quality of life. Safety and access to community
services are especially important.
Many of the policies in this section meet
the Social Justice and Equity Principle.

The principles of social justice and equity
that provide a framework for the entire OCP
are particularly relevant for this chapter.
Through our policies and action we must
acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages faced by people living on the margins
of society and act against chronic inequities
in the system.

Our hope is to continue to build communities
that:
○ A
 re affordable, safe, inclusive and
healthy for citizens of all ages
including the most vulnerable.
○ Foster social connection and
resiliency through the built
environment, volunteerism,
emergency response planning,
neighbourhood events and other
ways of enabling residents to engage
with each other and in municipal
processes.
○ Provide opportunities for artistic
and cultural expression and ways
to acknowledge our heritage, and
traditions.
○ Offer recreation and transportation
opportunities such as walking and
biking paths, roads and parks and
recreation facilities.
○ Offer access to natural and seminatural areas and promote urban
forests within built areas.

Figure 4.2: Place of Worship - Duncan Sikh Temple.
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4.1 SAFE AND HEALTHY
COMMUNITIES
Local governments have significant potential to
affect the health and well-being of citizens at
the community level. Local governments have
a critical role to play in making communities
healthy, vibrant, safe, diverse and inclusive.
Adequate policing, fire services and disaster
response systems are key components of
community safety. Fulfilling this role requires
a combination of direct municipal action as
well as partnering with various organizations,
government agencies and non-profit service
providers.
OCP policies related to social well-being
contribute to the health and vitality of the
Municipality and strive to address the needs
of all citizens, including those that are most
vulnerable and marginalized. A Health and
Social Well-Being Strategy would provide further
direction on coordination and implementation
of these OCP policies. The 2021 Cowichan
Communities Health Profile provides important
analyses on the social determinants of health
for Cowichan's residents and ways to support
children, youth, people with disabilities,
Indigenous, racialized people, newcomers,
seniors, lone-parents and the 2SLGBTQIA+
community.

In both rural and urban settings, knowing and
interacting with neighbours reduces feelings
of isolation. Social isolation can be particularly
damaging for singles, or seniors, who often face
loneliness due to decreasing social connection.
Watching out for each other's welfare is
important if we are to keep our communities
safe and healthy places to live.
A community's social health is also measured by
how engaged residents are in the goings-on in
the community and with municipal processes.
Participation in community and municipal
sponsored events and activities contributes to
the well-being of all community members.

One common indicator of a safe and healthy
community is how well residents know
their neighbours. This has been particularly
important during the COVID-19 pandemic
when restrictions meant many people did not
leave their neighbourhoods. People relied on
neighbours for outdoor social interaction, help
with various needs, making these connections
key to mental and physical health.
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Providing service to a diverse multi-lingual
and multi-cultural population poses service
challenges and opportunities for a municipal
government committed to serving its residents
as best it can.
Many community organizations offer a rich
diversity of activities and programs, as well
as providing services for our most vulnerable
residents, including children, seniors, people
with disabilities, and new community members.
While largely outside of local government
control, it is important to note the impact the
opioid overdose crisis is having in the Cowichan
Valley. The Province of BC declared the opioid
overdose crisis as a public health emergency
in 2016 due to the rise in drug overdoses and
deaths in all communities across BC. The opioid
crisis has worsened during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Opioids are commonly used for the treatment of
pain, and include medicines such as morphine,
fentanyl and tramadol. The number of overdoses
has increased in recent years in part due to the
increased use of opioids in the management of
chronic pain and increasing use of highly potent
opioids appearing on the illicit drug market. The
illegal drugs are highly toxic and often fatal.

North Cowichan is seeing the devastating effects
of citizens with substance abuse issues and
those who face homelessness. A recent report³
written by the Provincial Medical Health Officer
suggests decriminalizing illicit substances for
personal use and providing a safe supply of
prescribed alternatives as part of the solution.
Though these solutions are outside of local
government jurisdiction, the Municipality
can advocate to the provincial and federal
government do so. We can also advocate to
increase investment in substance use disorder
treatment, recovery and mental health services.
North Cowichan can also provide a welcoming
environment for mental health and substance
abuse services such as treatment centres
and overdose prevention services provided
by senior levels of government or non-profit
organizations.

The term "opioids" includes compounds
that are extracted from the poppy seed
as well as semisynthetic and synthetic
compounds with similar properties that can
interact with opioid receptors in the brain.

³ Read the full report published by the Office of the Provincial Health Officer here: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/

assets/gov/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/reports-publications/special-reports/stopping-the-harm-report.pdf .
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4.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Foster a safe, socially inclusive,
resilient and supportive community that
enhances the health and well-being of its
residents.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative and quantitative assessments
of health and well-being of residents.
○ Type, quality, amount and distribution of
social infrastructure.

4.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Municipal strategies and policies
a. Create a Health & Social Well-Being
Strategy that will integrate this lens
into all municipal initiatives, plans and
projects.
b. Develop a community amenity policy
that considers:
○
Public artwork that is accessible
at no cost to the public and
maintained in good repair for
the life of the development.
○
Childcare facilities.
○
Community facilities (e.g.,
community centres, libraries,
and arts facilities).
○
Affordable and/or special needs
housing.
○
Public realm improvements.
○
Parks and open spaces.
○
Improvements to buildings or
properties with heritage value.
○
Other community amenities
identified by Council.

Community safety and connection
e. Support community policing to provide
education and enforcement to keep the
communities safe.
f. Ensure fire services have the resources
and facilities to protect the community.
g. Educate, involve and support residents
on the hazards and risks of climate
change and offer support to adapt to
the new climate.
h. Provide assistance and support to
neighbourhoods and communities that
wish to promote connection, inclusion
and community spirit through local
events and projects.
i. Consider CPTED (Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design)
principles in assessing design proposals.

Children, youth, families, and seniors
c. Encourage a healthy and safe
environment for children, youth and
families by ensuring new housing,
transportation, the public realm, and
parks and open space accommodate
the needs of these demographics (i.e.
park programming/development that is
inclusive of teens and/or seniors).

Community social service organizations
j. Consider the acquisition or the
designation of land to accommodate the
needs of community health and social
services facilities.
k. Collaborate with community
organizations that provide mental health
and substance use disorder support
services.
l. Support the retention and improvement
of community facilities and the potential
development of new facilities where
there is a need.
m. Consider permissive tax exemptions for
eligible social service and non-profit
organizations.

d. Encourage a healthy and safe
environment for older adults, promoting
active aging, aging in place, and a
continuum of care to ensure they remain
socially connected, active, and supported
in their home and community.
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4.1.3 Where appropriate, the
4.1.4 The Municipality will work
Municipality will ask
with others to:
developers and landowners to:
a.

 rovide high quality outdoor spaces
P
in their residential or commercial
developments for residents, employees,
customers, and other users of
development projects. The scale, design
and location of these spaces will be
determined through the approval
process but should generally include
seating areas, trees and landscaped
areas, garden plots, dog relief areas, and
children's play areas.
b. Consider integrated 'social connection'
opportunities in developments (shared
commons indoor areas, etc.).
c. Use principles of universal design and
ensure accessibility for all ages and
abilities.
d. Consider including space in
developments to lease to community
social services providers.
e. If requesting additional density on a
property, contribute to community
amenities, such as those listed in Section
4.1.2.b.
“Universal Design is the design and
structure of an environment so it
can be understood, accessed and
productively used by all people
regardless of age and ability. Generally
this means making things as intuitive,
simple, flexible, easy and equitable as
possible”

a.

Advocate for continued funding and
support to manage the opioid overdose
crisis.
b. Encourage the retention and expansion of
health care facilities and services to meet
the changing needs of citizens.
c. Collaborate with the School District
in supporting, upgrading, and
expanding schools to meet the needs
of local residents as educational
facilities and centres of civic activity in
neighbourhoods.
d. Cooperate and collaborate with agencies
providing community services, including
those working on diversity and inclusion,
with children, youth, families, seniors and
people with disabilities.
e. Support law enforcement initiatives,
including crime reduction, traffic safety
enforcement, block watch, etc.
f. Engage with the RCMP in their
Community Safety Plan and prioritysetting.
g. Collaborate with the Emergency
Management Department at the
Cowichan Valley Regional District to
support residents affected by climate
change hazards (wildfire, flooding etc.),
and other natural disasters.
h. Support the work of volunteers within the
community and give recognition to the
essential role of the volunteer economy.
i. Monitor, collect, and measure data to
help track progress and identify trends.
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4.1.5 CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Early childhood development (0-6 years) is
profoundly important to a person's whole
life. Children's experiences and environments
influence their lifelong health and well-being.
Ensuring that we, as a society, provide the best
possible start for all children is an issue of social
justice and health equity. Vulnerable children are
those who, without additional support and care,
are more likely to experience future challenges
in their school years and beyond. Many of these
challenges create a societal cost.⁴
Childhood vulnerability is captured on a regular
basis in B.C. through the Human Early Learning
Partnership's Early Development Instrument
(HELP EDI). This instrument measures five
core domains of early child development and
identifies children who are vulnerable in these
areas. Thirty-three percent of children in North
Cowichan are vulnerable which is the same as
the provincial average. HELP considers a rate
of 10% to be a "reasonable" benchmark for
child vulnerability. The current vulnerability rate
of 33% in North Cowichan is over three times
higher than what is considered reasonable.

Figure 4.3: Benefits of Early Childhood Education⁵

Social supports such as affordable housing,
access to nutritious food and childcare can help
decrease childhood vulnerability.
The 2020 Cowichan Region Childcare Plan
identifies that only 20% of all children 0-12 years
old have access to a childcare space. According
to the Childcare Plan, the coverage for children
aged 0-2 years (infant/toddler group) is lower
(15%), qualifying it as a childcare desert for that
age group. Increasing evidence demonstrates
that childcare is not only important to child
well-being and development, but essential
to communities and plays a crucial role in
the function of the economy. The graphic
below describes the multiple benefits of early
childhood education.

⁴ Source: Sustainable food systems. Concept and framework. (2018). Retrieved from: http:/www.fao.org/3/ca2079en/
CA2079EN.pdf.
⁵Figure 4.3: THE BENEFITS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Jenkins, J., Boivin, M., & Akbari, E. (2015). Empowering the Future: Best Evidence for Investing in Early Childhood. Retrieved from https://earlyyearsstudy.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/
EYS4-Report_01_15_2020.pdf
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In response to this, many municipalities are
beginning to develop and incorporate policies
geared toward helping families acquire and
maintain accessible, affordable and quality
childcare. In particular, the need for affordable
infant/toddler care is key to helping caregivers,
particularly mothers, transition back to the
workforce which helps the economy and
promotes gender equity. The Cowichan
Childcare Plan identified space creation targets
for 2030:
○
○
○
○

301 new spaces over ten years.
133 for infant-toddler.
83 for preschool ages.
85 for school-aged children.

However, without a universal childcare system
in place, childcare fees are costly, especially for
infant/toddler care. Though fees are coming
down due to federal and provincial funding the
average cost that parents pay in BC for infant/
toddler care is $875/ month.⁶

4.1.5.1 Defining Success |
Objectives
Objective: Support the development of
affordable, quality early learning and care
programs and spaces.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of childcare spaces per child.
○ Reduction in vulnerability rate of
children.

4.1.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 onsider leasing Municipal-owned
C
facilities at a nominal rate to non-profit
childcare providers.
b. Allow for childcare (home or group) in a
variety of zones.
c. Cooperate and support community
organizations that provide services for
children and youth, including vulnerable
populations.
d. Promote childcare centres within or
adjacent to seniors facilities and promote
interaction between age groups.⁷
e. Review Municipal zoning and business
licence regulations to ensure there are no
unnecessary barriers to quality childcare
facilities at a range of scales and types.

Figure 4.4: Alberta Federation of Labour Childcare Diagram⁸

4.1.5.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 onsider including childcare centres in
C
housing or commercial developments.
b. If requesting additional density on a property, contribute to community amenities
which could include childcare space.

4.1.5.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 dvocate for a universal $10/day childcare
A
plan to the provincial and federal
government.
b. Advocate to the school district to provide
space for childcare programs.
c. Consider partnerships with non-profit
organizations to develop sites or facilities.

⁶ Read more about infant/toddler care in BC: https://www.policyalternatives.ca/TheAlarm
⁷ Read more about Toddler and Seniors together - the Benefits of Intergenerational Care: https://ifstudies.org/blog/toddlers-and-seniors-together-the-benefits-of-intergenerational-care
⁸ Retrieved from https://www.afl.org/early_childhood_education_and_care_reduces_gender_inequality.
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4.2 ARTS AND CULTURE

Arts and culture play an important role in a
healthy and creative community. Vital to the
fabric of our community, the arts strengthen
our identity. North Cowichan's objective is to
support lifelong learning, including cultural
and artistic expression. Cultural spaces,
libraries and associated services are essential
to community health. In addition to providing
access to opportunities for learning and cultural
expression, these various facilities also act as
hubs for socializing and building connections.
North Cowichan has long been - and will
continue to be - home to people from a variety
of backgrounds. Its long and rich history,
along with an increasing diversity of citizens,
businesses and community groups continues to
be nurtured and celebrated.
The 2021 Cowichan Communities Health Profile
advocates for programs that include cultural
teachings, song, dance, and food within early
childhood and school programs to enhance
knowledge of other cultures, which help build an
equitable and inclusive community.

Efforts that highlight and share traditional
and contemporary stories, food, music, and
teachings within organizations throughout the
community should be maintained and enhanced.
Opportunities to enhance regional cultural
events, activities, and to come together to
learn and celebrate differences, are needed.
Traditional First Nations language and cultural
customs are alive, celebrated, and shared.
Protecting and preserving cultural sites, historical
buildings and artifacts helps connect people to
the richness and diversity of those who were
here before us. Collectively, we must continue
learning about the colonial history and its effect
on local First Nations to better understand the
importance and significance of First Nations
culture and presence in our region.
Meets the principle of social justice and
equity by recognizing and celebrating
the diverse cultures and heritage in North
Cowichan.
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4.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Support lifelong learning, cultural
and artistic expression.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of new public art
installations.

4.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider creation of a public art policy to:
○
Support incorporation of local
art and history into the design
of public spaces, buildings and
landscapes.
○
Foster an environment that
promotes creativity and cultural
expression and facilitates
community access and
engagement in arts and cultural
experiences.
○
Support development and delivery
of creative community events
and activities that celebrate the
full spectrum of diversity of the
District and builds on the District’s
unique identity and engage local
residents, artists and businesses.
○
Consider Indigenous heritage for
public art, including elements that
support the revival of Coast Salish
languages.
○
Prioritize hiring local artists for
new public art pieces.
b. Support the development of arts and
cultural facilities.
c. Consider incorporating local art and
history into the design of public spaces,
buildings and landscapes, including
elements that support the revival of the
local First Nation languages.

4.2.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 ecognize local culture and context
R
in the design of new buildings and
landscapes.
b. Incorporate public art within
development, or at another suitable
location as identified by the
Municipality.
c. Collaborate with local Indigenous artists
to incorporate Indigenous art into
development projects.

4.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 ork with Vancouver Island Regional
W
Libraries to provide accessible library
services and resources to facilitate
lifelong learning for residents of all ages,
backgrounds and abilities.
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4.3 HERITAGE AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
ARCHAEOLOGY
For 98% of the time that people have occupied
this area which today is referred to as North
Cowichan, no written records were made.
Archaeological sites - the physical evidence of
how and where people lived in the past - and
oral tradition provide links to the rich history of
First Nations, a history thought to extend back
some 12,000 years. The evidence of this past is
a resource highly valued by First Nations, local
communities and the general public. We need to
protect and conserve this rich yet fragile legacy.
More recent history is also preserved in some
non-First Nations archaeological sites.
There remains a vast amount of evidence
of human occupation in North Cowichan,
mostly beneath the ground. The area contains
many documented archaeological sites and
potentially many others that are undocumented.
Because archaeological sites, by their nature,
tend to be hidden, the provincial inventory of
archaeological sites is limited to sites that have
been discovered, investigated and documented.
The current inventory of site locations is largely
limited to those found on or near the coastline.
It should also be recognized that First Nations
often prefer these sites remain undisclosed in
order to prevent theft, defilement, and trespass.
The Province protects all of these sites, whether
known or unrecorded, through the Heritage
Conservation Act. This protection applies to both
private and public land. It means that a heritage
alteration permit is required to alter or develop
within an archaeological site. Under the Act, the
provincial Archaeology Branch is responsible
for maintaining and distributing archaeological
information, overseeing archaeology
assessments and deciding whether permits
should be issued to allow development within or
near known protected sites.

Working closely with local First Nations on
archaeology assessments is important. Cowichan
Tribes has an Archaeological Monitoring
Program that provides Cowichan members’
expertise to assist archaeologists. The monitors’
expertise is drawn from family lines that have
had knowledge and skills passed down through
generations.
Archaeological potential mapping can broaden
understanding of when to activate the
provisions of the Heritage Conservation Act. A
comprehensive study by First Nations of known
archaeological and ethnographically important
sites, combined with a fully funded and timely
provincial referral service would help protect
these valuable resources.
The Municipality's role in protecting
archaeological resources is to ensure that all
precautions are taken to avoid them during
the development process, including on their
own capital projects. This can mean advising
property owners and developers that, as part
of their overall development application, they
need to have an archaeological assessment
completed if they are within proximity of known
archaeological sites. It may also mean referring
development applications to neighbouring
First Nations to review. As development
application coordinator, the Municipality must
work closely with both the Archaeology Branch
and the relevant First Nations to ensure that
all archaeological requirements are being
addressed. The Municipality has an added duty
to protect archaeology sites when conducting
their own public works and capital projects.
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4.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Support heritage conservation and
archaeology sites and resources.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Establishment of protocols with First
Nations with respect to archaeological
protection.
○ Increase in the number of North
Cowichan archaeological sites
documented and protected in the
provincial inventory.

4.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 onsider creating a heritage protection
C
policy to:
○
Support the preservation of preand post-contact heritage in a
publicly accessible repository.
○
Support the preservation
and renewal of historic
sites, buildings, districts and
landscapes.
○
Protect archaeological and
heritage resources.
○
Support programs and
services that enable people to
understand and appreciate the
community's rich and unique
history.
b. Support the revival of local Indigenous
languages by using these languages
for place names on maps, signage, and
wayfinding features in public spaces and
in municipal documents, websites, and
communication materials.
c. Support culturally inclusive
programming and teachings that
honour and respect local Indigenous
heritage and knowledge.

4.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 ecognize heritage in the design of new
R
buildings and landscapes.
b. If a subject property overlaps with, or
is in close proximity to, a documented
protected archaeological site or is in a
zone of archaeological potential, engage
with First Nations and the archaeology
branch to ensure protection of
archaeological sites.

4.3.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport Provincial and Indigenous
S
efforts to improve identification
and mapping of lands with high
archaeological potential.
b. Develop protocols with neighbouring
First Nations for the protection and
identification of archaeological sites,
implementation of the Archaeological
Monitoring Program and appropriate
referral processes related to
development applications on such sites.

Since colonization, settlers have
erased Indigenous heritage from the
built environment. The contemporary
dominant understanding of heritage
typically emphasizes colonial, eurocentric values. North Cowichan's
definition of heritage should also be
inclusive of equity priority groups. Any
policies relating to heritage and culture
should reflect the local Indigenous
worldview, and the reclamation of places/
intangible heritage elements connected to
Indigenous history should be prioritized.
During creation and implementation of
heritage policies, the Municipality should
partner with, and adequately recognize,
local Indigenous Peoples and other
equity-priority groups.
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4.4 PARKS AND RECREATION
Parks, trails and recreation facilities, as well as
access to natural areas, are essential features of
a healthy community and environment. North
Cowichan residents benefit from the region's
many recreational facilities, parks and trails, as
well as from ready access to a wide range of
outdoor recreational opportunities.
Our parks and Municipal Forest Reserve system
is part of something much bigger. In addition
to providing outdoor recreation, our parks and
trails systems are part of a larger ecological
network. These land holdings play an important
role in conserving regional biodiversity,
providing carbon capture, providing critical
ecological connections between larger regional
and provincial protected areas (and enabling
vital ecosystem services to function).
Meets the climate action principle by
promoting ecological biodiversity which
plays vital roles in resilience, productivity,
biogeochemical cycles, pollution
attenuation and carbon capture.

There are many different types of parks in North
Cowichan. Some promote and facilitate health
and fitness, social interaction and community
pride. Some make the community a more
vibrant and inviting place to live by providing
an oasis of green in the urban landscape. Others
protect and preserve environmental values as
their primary function, and set aside undisturbed
areas for wildlife.
Trails (on road and off road) help to connect
the community and provide recreational
opportunities as well. For example, the Cowichan
Valley Trail (CVT) corridor, along with its many
spur trails, provides an important north-south
link through North Cowichan, significantly
following the E&N rail corridor. It connects
communities to each other and offers the
potential to attract visitors generating important
economic spin-offs. Our coastline also provides
opportunities for marine trails used by kayakers
and canoeists.

Assessing and responding to requests for
increased services is a constant challenge for
the Municipality, especially balanced against
the need to protect and enhance parks and
open space in growth centres as development
occurs. Park and trail development can often
be accomplished through land development
initiatives, partnerships and amenity
contributions.
Meets the social justice and equity principle:
access to free or low cost trails, parks or
recreation facilities fosters health in lowincome families.

The 2017 Parks and Trail Master Plan identifies
strategies and actions for improving parks and
trails amenities, including:
○ Expand, diversify the park land supply
and enhance the current system of parks
and trails.
○ Expand diversity and connect the
network of off-road trails.
○ Expand, diversify and connect on-street
multi-modal corridors.
○ Ensure the long-term flourishing of
nature and enhance biodiversity in parks
system.
○ Enhance outdoor recreation and tourism
in the Municipal Forest Reserve.
The master plan includes a classification
structure for parks and trails in our community.
The result is consistent direction for the
planning, design and programming of parks, offroad trails, on-road multi modal corridors and
associated staging areas. However, updating the
plan is required to align with the direction set
in this OCP and provide more guidance for park
land acquisition strategies.
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4.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Ensure the community is well serviced
with parks and recreation facilities,
including a system of trails, greenways,
blue ways and open spaces.
b. Carefully balance recreation users and
their associated impacts against the need
to maintain the ecological integrity and
wilderness characteristics of sensitive
areas.
c. Preserve rare ecosystems, significant
habitats supporting biodiversity and areas
of habitat connectivity through a park
land acquisition strategy.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in dedicated municipal parks,
by area and type.
○ Increase in length, quality, connectivity,
and accessibility of greenways and
blueways (areas of protected open
space that follow natural and humanmade linear features for recreation,
transportation and conservation
purposes, linking ecological, cultural and
recreational amenities).
○ Increase in recreation participation
rates in indoor facilities along with a
qualitative assessment of impacts.

4.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 rovide a range of park and recreational
P
experiences for people of all ages and
abilities, including covered spaces and
sheltered areas for use during inclement
weather.
b. Provide diverse and low-barrier
recreational opportunities for all ages,
including financial, physical barriers etc.
c. Update the 2017 Parks and Trails Master
Plan to align with goals and objectives
with this OCP, including establishment
of a parkland acquisition, and
development strategy and associated
fund.
d. Incorporate acquisition of park land,
natural areas protection, and trail
development into plans and policies.
e. Maintain and administer a Subdivision
Bylaw provision for the dedication of
land adjacent to water bodies for the
purposes of public access and ecological
preservation.
f. Continue to improve and upgrade
recreation facilities, parks, and green
and blue ways based on 2017 Parks and
Trails Master Plan, as may be updated.

Greenways are: areas of protected open
space that follow natural and human-made
linear features for recreation, transportation
and conservation purposes and link ecological,
cultural and recreational amenities

g. E
 valuate new park and trail acquisition
opportunities based on the
recommendations in the Parks and Trails
Master Plan, as may be updated.
h. Ensure there is an adequate annual
budget for maintenance of facilities,
parks and trails, and that reserve funds
are allocated for major upgrades and
repairs.
i. Support passive, non-invasive recreation
and tourism in areas designated for
those uses.
j. Support the development and
implementation of naming policies for
parks and facilities that also reflect and
consider First Nations culture, historical
significance, and language.
k. Support diversity in the ecosystems
which play vital roles in resilience,
productivity, biogeochemical cycles,
pollution attenuation and carbon
capture within urban and natural park
land.
l. Consider local traffic management
impacts for new or expanded parks and
trail facilities.

Blueways are: water networks that offer
safe access to lakes, rivers or oceans to
provide linkage for visitation, ecological, and
recreational opportunities.
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4.4.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Consider the need and opportunity for
creation of new parks and trails as part
of land use development applications
as per the Parks and Trails Master Plan.
Park dedication must be of a nature and
location that achieves one or more of the
following requirements:
i.
Be programmable for a variety
public events.
ii.
Provide or enhance greenway
trails and linkages.
iii.
Provide opportunity for wildlife
habitat creation, protection, and
enhancement.
iv.
Preserve public viewscapes
or other features of natural,
geological or cultural interest.
b. Consider whether land use approval or
additional density in exchange for the
development of significant parks and
recreation facilities would be desirable
and feasible.
c.

Retain and protect ecosystems in new
developments and consider integration
of ecosystem features along with and in
addition to any park dedication land.

4.4.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 eek partnership opportunities with
S
federal, provincial, regional agencies
and other organizations to acquire park
land for its recreational, aesthetic and/or
environmental benefits.
b. Encourage the donation of private
lands that support the objectives of the
Parks and Trails Master Plan and assist
prospective donors in determining their
eligibility for charitable donation tax
receipts and other tax incentives.
c. Consider the acquisition of lands for
future development areas to ensure
connectivity of parks, open spaces,
ecosystems and key facilities.
d. Expect the public to exercise care and
courtesy when using North Cowichan's
parks and trails.
e. Consider opportunities to expand
and improve regional trail networks,
including waterway networks (blueways).
f. Contribute to protection of critical and
red/blue-listed flora and fauna.

d. E
 nsure that the five percent (5%) park
dedication as required under section
510 (1) of the Local Government Act
(or its successors) does not come
from Environmentally Sensitive Areas
(although the Municipality may agree
to accept and manage these areas in
addition to the park dedication).
e.

Prioritize the acquisition of park land
over cash-in-lieu payments, except
where:
i.
There are no park land needs in
the area.
ii.
5% of the subject property is
too small to be usable.
iii.
The subject property does not
have suitable land for parks or
trails.
iv.
Doing so would be consistent
with the local approach outlined
in the Parks and Trails Plan, as
updated.
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4.5 PUBLIC REALM
Public areas and places (the "public realm") serve
both a functional purpose and a communitybuilding purpose, helping to draw residents
out where they can interact with one another
and with the greater community. We move
through the public realm every day - along
roads, sidewalks and trails, and through town
squares, shopping malls, community centres,
parks and other public facilities - to reach our
homes, schools and jobs and to do our errands.
Public access to the ocean, lakes and rivers
are an important part of the public realm. The
Municipality should endeavour to create public
water access points through agreements with
developers or landowners and invest in access to
public beaches and waterfront areas.

The public realm should be inviting, safe and
comfortable. It does not only apply to publiclyowned areas managed by the Municipality,
but also includes “quasi public” space such as
shopping mall circulation areas, frontage parking,
plazas, and court yards as well as the interface
between buildings and public streets. These
spaces need to be well placed throughout the
community, with all types of neighbourhoods
having access to them. Designed and developed
with care, public realm improvements promote
community pride, create value and reduce
problems of isolation, crime and vandalism.
Public space design should evoke a sense of
belonging for equity priority groups and should
avoid 'hostile' designs (i.e. spikes to deter sitting,
benches to deter sleeping, surfaces to deter
skateboarding, etc.). It needs to be inclusive
and feel welcoming to people from all ages and
abilities.
The Project for Public Space graphic in Figure
4.6 outlines four components that makes a great
place:
1) Sociability
2) Uses & Activities
3) Access & Linkage
4) Comfort & Image

Figure 4.6: Project for Public Spaces Guide to a Great Place⁷

⁷Retrieved from https://www.pps.org/.
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Tree-lined streets, planted boulevards,
and forested urban parks are all important
contributors to the quality of the public realm,
providing aesthetic benefits, wildlife habitat,
traffic calming and enhancing the character
of residential areas and properties. Public art
also contributes to making places special and
memorable. It can inspire, beautify, amuse
and contribute to local identity, economy and
character.
Chemainus' outdoor murals, for example,
exemplify the benefits that public art can bring to
a community such as:
○ Boosting local economies, through
the labour to create the art and attract
visitors.
○ Contributing to place making - measured
by livability and quality of life - that also
engender community pride.
○ Connecting citizens to their neighbours
and their shared history and geography
through documentation and celebration.
○ Making cultural heritage a tangible
community asset.

○ Raising public awareness about important
community issues, such as environmental
stewardship and respect for diversity.

Figure 4.7: Tactile Pavers at a bus stop.

Ensuring accessibility in the built environment is
an important responsibility for local government.
Public realm improvements should include
consideration of those with mobility and/or
sensory impairment, and families with young
children. Design guidelines and engineering
standards should reflect best practice for those
navigating our streets and sidewalks with
wheelchairs, walkers, baby strollers or those with
visual and hearing impairments.
The public realm should also include weatherprotected street furniture to accommodate
nursing mothers, young families, seniors and
people with mobility impairments (i.e. space
for wheelchairs to fit at a picnic table). Public
art that doubles as street furniture and/or a
+children's play area is especially valuable (such
as the bear seats below).
Public spaces and corridors that connect the
diverse parts of our various communities are
vital to community liveability and require
attention and care in their design and
maintenance.

Figure 4.8: Curb Cut with tactile pavers for visually impaired.
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4.5.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Create attractive, accessible public
realm spaces that meet the diverse needs of
residents.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of works of public art, by
type and location (community/
neighbourhood), and qualitative
assessment of public response to works
of public art.
○ Increase in public access to various types
of waterfront (note that public access
should allow for off-street parking unless
the access is intended for local use only).
○ Modifications to the built environment to
remove accessibility barriers for differing
levels of mobility, and for visual and/or
hearing impairment.
○ Increase in tree canopy cover within the
UCB.

4.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 esign public areas to be inviting, secure,
D
comfortable, and distinctive and to
include street furniture, area for children
to play and accessibility for strollers and
wheelchairs.
b. Develop a public arts strategy including an
associated public art fund (see also section
4.2.2).
c. Incorporate natural elements into the
public realm such as street trees, water
features, and plants, including those
beneficial to pollinators.
d. Design any new civic buildings or facilities
to enhance the physical connectedness
of the surrounding community, reflect
community identity and meet high
standards for environmental protection.
e. Support the incorporation of public art into
public and private projects and consider
adopting a policy whereby a minimum of
1% of a Municipal capital project budget
are allocated to artistic and aesthetic
elements.
f. Maintain and enhance existing waterfront
access and pursue new oceanfront, lake
front and river front access as opportunities
arise. This may include waterfront land
dedication as a condition of subdivision
or rezoning or the strategic acquisition of
waterfront properties as and when they
become available.

Figure 4.9: Examples of street furniture and public art.

g. M
 aintain marine and waterfront public
lands and facilities at Maple Bay, Genoa
Bay, Chemainus, and Crofton in order to
facilitate public access and enjoyment of the
waterfront.
h. Secure the use and development of
the waterfront for public benefit in
Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay and
elsewhere. This includes completing the
Sea Walks, in Chemainus and Crofton in an
environmentally sensitive way, and other
projects that may also provide economic
stimulus to the community.
i. Encourage installation of wayfinding,
information kiosks, signage, and other
communication tools to highlight the
waterfront's historic and cultural points of
interest.
j. Support the use of parklets for public and/
or restaurant seating.
k. Consider policy to facilitate location of food
trucks on public lands to help create activity
in appropriate spaces.
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4.5.3 The Municipality will ask
4.5.4 The Municipality will work
developers and landowners to:
with others to:
a.

Incorporate high quality public realm
design/improvements including public art
in development projects.
b. Identify key access points and viewing
areas and provide waterfront public
access and/or viewing areas through the
application review and approval process.
c. Ensure each new development (except
industrial) is designed to provide
appropriate public access to the shoreline
to allow people to travel the length
of the ocean waterfront on a sensitive
pedestrian trail or walkway where wildlife
habitat would not be compromised. Care
will be taken to ensure that public access
does not damage important intertidal or
foreshore areas.
d. Where access is required, create barrierfree and accessible access, where
possible.

a.

Seek partnership opportunities with
federal and provincial agencies, First
Nations, and other organizations for
public realm improvements.

b. Develop and enhance streetscapes,
squares, plazas and similar public spaces
with land owners, communities and
neighbourhoods.
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4.6 TRANSPORTATION
Transportation routes are the arteries of a
community. Citizens need to be able to move
with both ease and safety throughout their
community. One of the greatest challenges
for municipal planning is to meet the diverse
needs for "getting around" in a way that is safe,
efficient and meets climate action goals.
Ensuring that communities are walkable and
well-connected no matter people's preferred
choice of transportation, means that growth and
development must be managed thoughtfully.
Particular attention must be paid to the location
of new housing developments so that residents
have transportation options that provide
easy access to recreation, shopping, services,
education and employment.
While the automobile is still the predominant
mode of transportation in North Cowichan,
active transportation options such as walking
and cycling (including e-bikes), scooters or
wheelchairs and other mobility devices are
important to prioritize in the villages and
neighbourhoods.

In particular, providing safe routes for school
children to walk or roll to school is important
to health and education outcomes for children,
although trends towards a smaller number of
schools with larger catchment areas means not
all children have this option. Where schools
are not within walking or rolling distance, the
use of school buses need to be considered.
The option for parents to 'drive to five' (drive
to a five minutes walking distance to school),
encourages reduced congestion around schools
and opportunity for children to be active to/
from school.
Rural roads have historically not taken all road
users into account. Where space is not allotted
for certain road users, it present risks for those
users. North Cowichan should upgrade the
transportation network where appropriate
including protected bike lanes that also allow
e-bikes.

Figure 4.10: Active Transportation⁸

⁸ Figure 4.10. Retrieved from https://www.activeatlantic.ca/about/activetransportation .
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Public transit, particularly on highly populated
routes, is a valued transportation resource
and provides an alternative to cars. If our
communities are designed to provide equal
or greater connectivity with less automotive
travel, the environment will suffer fewer impacts,
and there may be opportunities for localizing
economic activities. More compact growth
and development relieves traffic congestion
and increases ridership potential on public
transportation as well as reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. Multi-use trails that connect
Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay and the South
End reduce reliance on automobiles and provide
recreational opportunities.
Meets climate action principle as fewer
people driving means reduced energy
use and GHG emissions.

Transportation affects more than the ability
to get around. It also affects the health and
well-being of our community members. Active
transportation means all forms of human
powered transportation - the most common
forms are walking and cycling. Walking and
cycling are strongly linked to positive health
outcomes, while time sitting in traffic means
less exercise. Air pollution and noise created by
increased traffic negatively affects public health.
Traffic calming measures can also improve the
quality of neighbourhoods in terms of reduced
noise and safety and pollution.
Our transportation choices have a significant
impact on climate change. According to North
Cowichan’s Climate Action and Energy Plan,
vehicular usage accounts for 34% of GHG
emissions in North Cowichan, second to light
industrial operations. While it is expected that
the majority of cars will be replaced by zeroemission vehicles by 2030 (North Cowichan
target), reducing tailpipe emissions is far
from the whole story. Simply replacing all the
world's gas vehicles with EVs still represents an
unsustainable ecological and social cost. The
manufacturing of electric vehicles produces
emissions and the mining of rare earth metals
for the batteries sometimes involves the use
of child labour and can cause environmental
damage. It is therefore important to consider
ways to decrease overall private vehicle use
and energy consumption, and promote active
modes of transportation for health benefits and
affordability.

Transportation choices impact both affordability
and quality of life. For instance, car ownership,
with insurance, and fuel costs can be a high
financial burden for some households. Finding
more enjoyable, healthy and economical ways
to commute can improve the quality of life for
citizens.
Meets the social justice and equity principle
as some people cannot afford or are not
able to drive a car, or may simply not
wish to drive or own a vehicle. Providing
alternate transportation options fosters
equity in transportation and allows people
to make lower-consumption choices.

Inter-regional transportation links such as
rail, air and water travel remain important for
industry and the tourism sector. Deep-sea
ports at Chemainus, Crofton and Cowichan
Bay service much of North Cowichan's
industrial transportation needs, while wharf
facilities at Chemainus, Crofton and Maple
Bay accommodate smaller commercial and
recreational vessels. Ferry service is available
at Crofton and Chemainus to adjacent Gulf
Islands. Air service to Salt-Spring and Vancouver
is available from Maple Bay. Regional airport
facilities are conveniently located at Nanaimo
and Victoria. Regional trail linkages provide
attractive connections for residents and tourists
alike. As part of this network, the Cowichan
Valley Trail, though not 100% complete, is part of
the Trans Canada Trail.
The Master Transportation Plan (MTP), which is
being developed concurrently with this OCP, will
help respond to the various challenges related
to establishing an integrated transportation
system for the Municipality. There are multiple
jurisdictions within this geographic area, each
having its own transportation and land use
policies and priorities. These will be considered
in the MTP. The MTP will be updated regularly
to ensure all parts of the comprehensive
transportation system adjust as the community
grows and changes.
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4.6.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Provide a range of efficient, safe,
less carbon intense, healthy, connected
transportation options that meet the various
mobility needs of citizens.

4.6.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Transportation planning
a. Incorporate safety, accessibility, and
aesthetics into the design of its roads,
public parking facilities, sidewalks and
trails, including the provision of trees
along transportation networks.
b. Take an integrated approach to
transportation planning through
the implementation of the Master
Transportation Plan.
c. Shift municipal transportation budgets
away from cars to active transportation
and transit.
d. Design transportation networks to
accommodate all modes of transportation
(walking, cycling, transit and auto)
enhancing connectivity throughout the
municipality.
e. Incorporate transit and active
transportation planning into local area
planning.
f. Connect transportation planning with
land use and growth management to
reduce the need for vehicle trips.
g. Critically review speed limits and lower
where possible, in order to preserve
rural character, promote neighbourhood
livability, increase walkability/rollability,
and improve road safety by reducing
crash injury and fatality rates.
Active transportation
h. Plan for a complete pedestrian/cyclist
transportation network, developed to
appropriate standards. Priority will be
given to improvement projects that:
○
connect two existing routes (on
road and off-road) and/or fill in
missing segments.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in active transportation modes
of travel people use as they journey to
work and school.
○ Increase in kilometres of bicycle lanes
that connect neighbourhoods to goods,
services and recreation opportunities.
○ Decrease in overall vehicle kilometres
travelled.
○ Decrease in transportation-related GHG
emissions and other air pollutants.

○

i.

j.

k.

l.

 pgrade a route along a major
u
road corridor where no sidewalk
exists.
○
lead to schools, public facilities,
transit stops, commercial areas,
and recreational areas or trails.
○
promote ecological connectivity.
Design roads to be shared by
automobiles, public transit, bicycles
and pedestrians, with appropriate
segregation of cyclists and pedestrians.
In areas where traffic volumes and/or
speeds are high, a separate or protected
bike lane with non-mountable curb
should be accommodated.
Incorporate cycling requirements
into road design standards for road
improvements and upgrades such
as cyclist-activated light controls at
intersections, clearly defined bike lanes
and visual separation.
Prioritize walking, cycling, and public
transit over automobile transportation
in policy, design, and capital investment
decision-making.
Encourage the transition firstly away
from private vehicles altogether, and
secondly from gas to electric vehicles.

Electric vehicles
m. Transition municipal vehicle fleet to
low-carbon alternatives as fleet ages
and suitable vehicles are available (e.g.
medium duty trucks)
n. Support the establishment of electric
vehicle ready infrastructure, which
may include the provision of charging
stations.
o. Seek increased infrastructure for use
of e-bikes/scooters and encourage
transitions from vehicles to active
transportation, including e-bikes/
scooters.
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Road networks
p. Continue long-term planning and
prioritization for road network and
intersection improvements, as directed
by the Master Transportation Plan.
q. Protect, preserve and work to enhance
the character of lands along the
Trans-Canada Highway, and facilitate
improvements to access across the
barrier presented by the Highway.
Provide residents with information
and opportunities for input when new
connecting roads are required.
r. Support service roads along the
transition corridor designation of the
Trans Canada Highway.
s. Recognize visually prominent and scenic
roads as identified in Map 7 -Steep
Slopes and Scenic Character and ensure
that works on these routes, including
adjacent development, preserves and
enhances their particular character
features according to the classification
set out in s.4.6.1 above.
t. Design right-of-way widths for roads
in the urban containment boundary
to include space for street trees, rain
gardens, sidewalks, multi-use pathways,
trails, and other infrastructure as
appropriate.
u. Institute measures to minimize hazards
between pedestrians and automobiles
along roadways.
v. Avoid development that could
restrict the construction of a future
transit connection, greenway, active
transportation corridor or road unless
first identifying practical alternatives
and/or amending the OCP.
w. Develop and maintain roads in rural
areas to appropriate standards which
consider all modes of transportation and
manage them for safety, while working
to preserve their scenic character. Road
side vegetation will be retained to the
greatest extent possible unless it is a
safety hazard (e.g. visibility) or interferes
with utilities. Trees and shrubs may be
allowed to encroach within the rightof-way where they do not interfere with
public safety, services or utility poles.

5

x.

y.

 pdate the street lighting specifications
U
in the Engineering Standards and
provide street lighting on rural roads
only in specific and limited areas where
it may be required for safety in order to
minimize light pollution and the effect
on the environment in rural areas.5
Review and update subdivision bylaw
requirements and road standards to
reflect specific locational context and
accommodate design solutions that
respond to other objectives in this OCP.

Parking
z. Ensure that parking for bikes and other
alternative modes of transportation is
provided in public spaces and facilities,
and within private development.
aa. Prioritize human needs over vehicle
needs, recognizing that making parking
easy, cheap and convenient tends
to increase vehicle use, reliance and
dependence.
ab. Prioritize accessible parking as it is
essential for those who cannot walk,
bike or easily take transit.
ac. Provide a range of parking management
and parking demand strategies that
balance secure parking supply, parking
infrastructure costs, and parking
management for a wide range of
vehicle types as appropriate for each
commercial area.
ad. Consider parking relaxation for
affordable housing projects, innovative
development projects, projects close to
transit or where ample street parking
exists.
ae. Collaborate with First Nations to
implement naming policies for streets
that reflect the local First Nations'
culture and language.

Further information on light pollution and its effect on the environment:
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-58333233 .
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4.6.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to
a.

 aximize opportunities for transit by
M
locating denser development projects
along transit corridors.
b. Prioritize design that supports
active transportation uses, providing
convenient and secure facilities.
c. Incorporate bike parking, charging
for e-bikes and storage in new multifamily and commercial developments,
including opportunities for public
use where appropriate e.g. within a
courtyard, parking or common use areas
associated with multiple commercial
uses.
d. Incorporate electric car charging
infrastructure and capacity in new
developments including opportunities
for public use where appropriate (e.g.
parking or common use areas associated
with multiple commercial uses).

4.6.4 The Municipality will work
with others on:
a.

 orking with other jurisdictions and
W
agencies, including BC Transit and
the CVRD, to maintain existing public
transit service delivery, and focus service
improvements in growth areas.
b. Working with provincial agencies,
the CVRD as well as neighbouring
municipalities and First Nations on
the development and implementation
of transportation plans and initiatives
including a pedestrian/cyclist
transportation network.
c. Working with Cowichan Tribes to
coordinate transportation routes near
and through their lands.
d. Supporting inter-regional transit and
service (private or public).
e. Advocating for improvements to
provincially managed roads in North
Cowichan to enhance pedestrian, cyclist
and driver safety.
f. Working collaboratively with the City of
Duncan, Cowichan Tribes, the CVRD, and
the Province to improve the function
of the Trans-Canada Highway through
Duncan and North Cowichan's South
End.
g. Working to utilize and improve sections
of the Trans-Canada Highway to
augment active transportation networks,
including the Trans-Canada Trail.
h. Advocating to maintain the integrity
of transportation corridors for current
and future use, including the E&N
Railway line and the abandoned CPR
right-of-way. The Municipality will not,
in general, support any subdivision or
proposed land use changes that would
fragment or otherwise interrupt a
corridor's continuity.
i. Partnering with the school district to
promote walking or rolling to school
and identify 'safe routes to school'.
j. Collaborating with BC Ferries on efforts
to improve passenger and vehicle
access near the Crofton and Chemainus
terminals.
k. Advocating for the establishment of
a network of Level 3 electric vehicle
charging stations along arterial routes to
facilitate the use of electric vehicles on
longer haul trips.
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5

ATTAINABLE
HOUSING:

DIVERSE HOUSING MIX &
AFFORDABILITY
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"

Housing is the basis of stability and security for an individual or

family. The centre of our social, emotional and sometimes economic
lives, a home should be a sanctuary - a place to live in peace,
security and dignity.

"

- United Nations

Further insight to adequate housing as a human right: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Housing/Pages/AboutHRandHousing.aspx .
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5.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
Housing is a key pillar of community health and
liveability. Creating a diverse, affordable mix of
housing forms for all residents to call home is
a growing challenge for municipalities across
British Columbia including North Cowichan.
All levels of government have an important role
in providing housing. Municipalities are granted
planning and development tools though the
Local Government Act to influence the location
and type of housing built in their communities.
Land and housing prices have been driven
higher by several factors including:
○ L ocal demand outpacing supply as
a result of increased demand for
recreational or rural living opportunities.
○ Increased relocation rates to Vancouver
Island, particularly from BC’s Lower
Mainland.
○ Loss of stable rental options and prices
to new forms of short-term (vacation)
rentals.
○ Global factors including land speculation
and investment, and economic shocks.
○ Commodification of housing.

Like many communities in BC, local household
incomes are not keeping up with housing prices
making it difficult for some North Cowichan
citizens to find homes to buy or rent.
Housing choice and diversity is hampered by
the perception (and sometimes the reality)
that higher density forms of housing are less
desirable and less profitable (or more risky and
challenging) for developers. However, recent
housing studies cited in this section point to the
importance of providing a diversity of housing
forms to accommodate the needs of all North
Cowichan residents.
According to the 2016 census, the majority of
homes in North Cowichan are single detached
dwelling followed by ground-oriented multifamily (duplex/ triplex/ townhouses, apartments)
and moveable dwellings (see Figure 5.1). Of
these households, 75% own their homes and
25% are renters.

Attainable housing is defined as
non-market (subsidized by
government) and affordable
market housing.

Figure 5.1: Housing Units in North Cowichan.
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RECENT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
The number of new units of each housing type
built since 2009 shows a remarkably consistent
pattern of development in North Cowichan over
the last ten years. On average:
○ 1
 03 single-family units per year (66% of
total);
○ 18 semi-detached/duplexes per year
(11% of total);
○ 10 row/town houses (7% of total); and
○ 25 apartments (16% of total).
Apartment construction is the only type of
construction that has changed considerably
over the ten-year period. From 2009 to 2014,
an average of 6 apartment units were built
each year. From 2015 to 2019, an average of 43
apartments units were built each year with 126
completed in 2018 and 92 in 2019.

The 2019 Cowichan Attainable Housing Strategy,
which addresses non-market and market
housing affordability identified the following
trends over the past five years:
○ A
 n aging population overall, which will
result in seniors being a much higher
proportion of the population in the
future.
○ Aging rental housing buildings.
○ Declining vacancy rates and increasing
costs.
○ Increasing numbers of households in
core housing need.
○ Significant and increasing gap between
housing prices and household incomes.

HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The Cowichan Valley Regional District's
(CVRD) Housing Needs Assessment report
was completed in early 2021 and explored
both quantitative and qualitative data to help
understand the current state of housing and the
types of units that will be required in the future.
As a basis for determining current and projected
housing needs, the assessment assembled
50 kinds of data about current and projected
population, household income, significant
economic sectors, and currently available and
anticipated housing units. This information has
been collected at a municipality level for North
Cowichan and is incorporated with the 2021
Housing Needs Assessment Data Report.¹

A household is said to be in
'core housing need' if its housing
falls below at least one of the
adequacy, affordability or
suitability standards and it would
have to spend 30% or more of its
total before-tax
income to pay the median rent of
alternative local housing that is
acceptable.

Given the projected population growth and
household size, this report's analysis estimates
that there is a need for 1,208 units of new
housing in North Cowichan in the next five
years with a particular need for one-bedroom
units. Map 2 - Growth & Land Use Management
identifies the location, amount, type and density
required to meet the anticipated housing needs.

¹2021 Housing Needs Assessment Data Report
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HOUSING SPECTRUM
A housing spectrum is a tool used to illustrate
common types of housing (non-market, market,
rental, ownership) and forms of housing
(apartment, duplex, row house, single-detached
house, etc.). The purpose of the spectrum is
to show how important multiple types and
forms of housing are in maintaining a healthy,
attainable and adaptive housing system.
Used globally, a housing spectrum typically
displays housing as a linear progression from
homelessness to homeownership based on the
assumption that people will move from left to
right with homeownership as the ultimate goal.
A limitation is that it appears to suggest singlefamily home ownership is the desired end goal
for everyone, which is not always the case, as
individuals and families have different housing
type preferences and those preferences can
change over time.

Regardless of the model, the housing spectrum
reflects the fact that a healthy housing stock
needs to include a variety of housing forms and
tenures to meet the diverse needs of residents
from different socio-economic backgrounds and
at every stage of their lives.
Figure 5.2 is a housing spectrum adapted from
the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) spectrum specifically for the CVRD's
Housing Needs Assessment Report. This
spectrum includes typical income ranges for
each housing type. The income ranges in each
segment are based on the historic incomes of
households of those tenures in the CVRD from
the 2016 Census. The income ranges capture
75% of the population for each tenure type.

Figure 5.2: CVRD Housing Spectrum
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5.1 DIVERSE HOUSING MIX
Although the detached single-family house
is the predominant housing form in North
Cowichan, demand is increasing for smaller
homes on smaller lots, ground-oriented
attached dwelling units, and apartments. A mix
of housing types and tenures can better provide
appropriate housing that responds to the
various needs of a diverse population, including
those looking for a more affordable option to a
single family home.
More housing units close to the village centres
can add to the vibrancy and walkability of the
villages and create more opportunities for local
businesses.

Figure 5.3: Apartment. Credit: Cal Srigley

Providing for a greater range of housing, such
as 3-4 bedroom units in apartments provides
appropriate housing options for varying
household compositions such as families with
children.
Smaller units and attached units are typically
more energy efficient and increasing these as
a proportion of overall housing supports North
Cowichan's climate action goals.

Figure 5.4: Row Houses. Credit: Cal Srigley
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A variety of housing types, such as duplexes,
townhomes, row homes, and co-op housing
makes it easier for residents to stay in their
neighbourhood as their housing needs and
preferences change.

PLEASE REPLACE WITH A
PHOTO OF A NICE PLACE

Homes in urban and rural neighbourhoods
may have ancillary accommodation in the form
of basement suites and secondary dwellings
including coach houses, cottages, or laneway
homes which can provide an affordable option
for tenants, as well as making housing more
affordable for homeowners.
Finally, there is scope for exploring regulatory
options for non-traditional housing options such
as vehicle living, boat live-aboards, float homes
and tiny homes.

Figure 5.5: Row Houses

The demand for seniors-oriented housing
is anticipated to increase as the population
ages. Seniors often require a central location,
assistance with everyday tasks such as meal
preparation, and easy access to public transit
and medical and social services. Companionship
and safety and security are also increasingly
important to older residents. Co-locating child
daycare with seniors’ facilities sometimes brings
mutual benefits.²
Rural housing is an important component of the
housing spectrum in North Cowichan. It provides
for who seek a rural lifestyle and require only
limited municipal services. It also provides
accommodation for those who are actively
farming the land. Generally, rural housing
is serviced by wells and septic fields since
municipal services do not extend to rural areas
and extending municipal servicing in low density
areas increases costs for all residents.
 maller units close to commercial
S
centres meet the climate action
principle as residents are more likely
to walk to shops and services and
they are more energy efficient.

² See https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_power_of_proximity_co_locating_childcare_
and_eldercare_programs
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5.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Encourage a variety of housing
types (by size, type, tenure, density) integrated
into villages, neighbourhoods, and rural areas
that meet the anticipated needs of the whole
community in quality and quantity.

Progress will be measured by: Increase in percentage of non-single family dwelling housing
types (e.g., apartment, townhouse, semi-detached, coach house) as a percentage of total
housing units created.

5.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ecure commitments for housing types
S
through appropriate and enforceable
legal instruments, such as development
agreements and housing agreements.
b. Assess and consider how proposals for
new housing meet the needs identified
in the most recent Housing Needs
Assessment Report.
c. Update the Housing Needs Assessment
Report at least every five years in
collaboration with the Cowichan Valley
Regional District.
d. Direct residential development as
shown on the land use map with
the highest densities in the Village
Centres, decreasing density in the
neighbourhoods with a gradual
transition to the low density in the rural
areas outside the UCB.
e. Support multi-unit residential
development in areas identified as
Village Centres on Land Use Maps
where full services exist. Applications
will be reviewed with particular attention
to their accessibility to amenities,
impact on the surrounding community,
proximity to transportation, and public
benefits offered.
f. Encourage mixed-use development
(residential and commercial) in Village
Centres, where appropriate.
g. Encourage a range of groundoriented housing opportunities in
neighbourhood areas. Residential
development in these areas may include
small lot single-detached houses, semidetached houses, duplexes, cluster
housing, townhouses, fee-simple row
housing, multi-unit development in a
single-detached form and garden suites/
cottages.

h.

i.
j.
k.

l.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

 xplore and encourage different housing
E
types that are suitable to aging in place,
including smaller multi-unit residential
and townhomes and supportive housing
for seniors.
Encourage and create zoning provisions
for fee-simple rowhouses.
Preserve and maintain older housing
available in neighbourhoods.
Investigate use of minimum densities
and/or maximum lot sizes in the zoning
bylaw to ensure effective use is made of
scarce land within the UCB.
Investigate use of zoning requirements
fixing limits to buildable area and
floor area ratios to prevent creation
of excessively large houses that are
out of keeping with local character
and reflective of unsustainable highconsumption lifestyles.
Encourage and incentivize water and
energy efficient construction, including
retrofits to existing housing.
Establish policy to encourage
legalization and authorization of
previously unapproved secondary suites.
Permit secondary suites in all single
family and rural residential zones.
Encourage housing solutions to support
agriculture.
Consider ways to streamline
development approval processes
for projects that align with the
Municipality's affordable housing and
environmental policies.
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5.1.3 Where appropriate,the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

Include a mix of unit sizes, including
some family-size units (3-4 bedrooms) in
multi-family buildings and that provision
is made for common play areas and,
ideally, childcare facilities.
b. Provide residents of existing affordable
housing with more notice and more
compensation than provincial legislation
requires, whenever redevelopment of
such housing is proposed.
c. Maintain a high standard of building
and adaptive site design, ensuring there
is proper integration with surrounding
uses, providing for landscaping
and improving the general visual
appearance.
d. Provide residents of rental housing with
property in good condition through
proactive property management,
maintenance and investment so as to
maximize safety and ensure a good
quality stock of rental units throughout
the community.
e. Provide opportunities for residents with
accessibility issues housing designed to
meet universal accessibility standards.
f. Avoid gated communities. Any
strata roads in new subdivisions will
require unimpeded access to and
from municipal roads. Registration
of a statutory rights of way including
provisions for public access will be
required as a condition of subdivision
and/or zoning change.

5.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ork with local housing providers
W
(e.g. Cowichan Housing Association),
regional and provincial governments to
encourage development of a variety of
housing types.
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5.2 AFFORDABLE AND
RENTAL HOUSING
Solutions for increasing affordable housing
require a housing mix that includes attainable
market and non-market rental and ownership
options. These can take a number of forms,
from affordable home ownership to formal and
informal rental, and from transitional housing
and non-market rental (also known as social
or subsidized housing) to emergency shelters.
Encouraging a strong, local economy with
employment opportunities and living wage can
help people afford housing.
The Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Corporation defines affordable housing as
shelter costs equal to less than 30% of total
before-tax household income. It is also linked
to the ability to find housing that is in good
condition and of adequate size. Different
households experience housing affordability
challenges in different ways. Affordability
pressures affect low to moderate income
earners, vulnerable groups, young professionals
and local businesses that are struggling to
maintain and attract employees. Locating
affordable housing near transit and services
ensures that those who cannot afford a vehicle
have access to their daily needs.
Clear policies for the retention of affordable
housing stock and the development of new
affordable housing units built on the social
justice and equity framework are needed.
Policies should include support for young
families, the elderly and the youngest,
poorest and most vulnerable members of our
community.

The 2019 Cowichan Attainable Housing Strategy
is an important resource on this topic. The report
outlines the following benefits of affordable
housing:
○ Support for the economy by providing
workers and residents with local
affordable housing options.
○ Opportunities for households to live and
work in their community.
○ Sustainable, resilient neighbourhoods.
○ Social diversity and inclusion.
○ A healthy environment for individuals,
families with children, seniors and other
vulnerable households to live and thrive.
The report identified the priority groups in need
of affordable housing:
○ Families (including lone-parent families
and multi-generational families).
○ Low- and moderate-income earners.
○ Low- and moderate-income seniors.
○ Persons with disabilities.
○ Vulnerable populations (women and
children fleeing violence, people
suffering with mental health and
addiction issues, homeless people and
people on fixed incomes).
○ Indigenous people living off-reserve.
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RENTAL HOUSING
Rental housing generally meets the needs of
people with lower incomes, but it can also be a
practical or lifestyle choice by people regardless
of income level due to the relative flexibility.
Many tenants, such as young working people
and seniors, require housing to be located close
to shopping, services, public transit and other
amenities.
The need for more purpose-built rental housing
is clear in North Cowichan. Based on the
inventory of purpose-built rental units, there are
58% of households renting units from the condo
strata market. While the strata market plays a
valuable role in providing housing for renter
households, purpose-built units provide greater
security to tenants with long term secured
tenure and more stable rents.
The bulk of the purpose-built rental unit supply
was built prior to 1979 (65%). There is also
limited supply of purpose-built rental bachelor
units (5% of all units) and 3 bedroom units (7%
of all units). There was historically low vacancy
in 2019 across all rental unit types, particularly
in bachelor units (0% vacancy). Policies which
support the development of purpose-built rental
projects are important to meet this need. This
includes increasing density in growth centres
and considering other development incentives
to make these projects financially viable.

NON-MARKET HOUSING
There is a significant portion of affordable
housing that will need to be provided at belowmarket rates for those with incomes that are
insufficient to access market housing. This
type of housing is typically funded or operated
by the provincial government or non-profit
housing operators. North Cowichan may partner
with BC Housing and local non-profit housing
operators to encourage a range of non-market
units. It may also consider formalizing a land
acquisition strategy to provide sites for nonmarket supportive housing. Finding a suitable
locations for non-market housing is one of the
biggest obstacles. Providing pre-zoned 'shovelready' land is one of the biggest supports
municipalities can provide.
BC Housing breaks down the types of housing
support it provides into four high-level
categories (see Figure 5.6): emergency shelter
and housing for the homeless, transitional
supported and assisted living, independent
social housing, and rent assistance in the
private market. North Cowichan can provide
a welcoming environment for these types of
housing and partner with BC Housing and other
non-profit organizations by providing land at a
nominal rate if available and/ or development
incentives such as fee waivers and parking
relaxation and by facilitating development
approvals.

Providing non-market
housing meets the
social justice and
equity principle
by supporting our
vulnerable citizens.

Figure 5.6: BC Housing Non-Market Housing Categories.
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5.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Recognize the importance of
housing as a fundamental part of individual and
community health and ensure that all residents
have an affordable and adequate place to live.
Progress can be measured by:
○ An increase in number of non-market
housing units created, as a percentage
of total units.
○ A healthy and stable vacancy rate.

5.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 reate an Affordable Housing Strategy and
C
include specific targets for rental and nonmarket units.
b. Protect existing affordable rental housing
stock.
c. Consider including a Tenant Relocation
Policy in the Strategy.
d. Require any affordable housing amenity
to be supported by appropriate legal and
enforceable instruments, such as Housing
Agreements.
e. Direct affordable housing developments to
Village Core and Village Residential areas
close to transit, services and employment
opportunities to reduce transportation
costs of residents.
f. Use Municipal land and/or consider
purchasing land for non-market housing
and provide at a nominal rate to nonprofit housing developers for non-market
housing.
g. Investigate use of inclusionary zoning to
require any potential density increase to
incorporate a proportion of affordable
units.
h. Investigate pre-zoning land for affordable
housing and explore options for
accommodating non-traditional housing
options such as vehicle living, boat liveaboards, float homes and small homes.
i. Investigate zoning bylaw amendments to
apply residential rental tenure zoning in
appropriate locations.

j.

 mend the zoning on parcels to provide
A
for additional density for purpose-built
rental and affordable housing.
k. Consider opportunities to incentivize
new affordable housing (e.g. reduced or
waived parking requirements, waiving
amenity contributions).
l. Only consider supporting applications
for strata conversion of existing rental
units in accordance with provincial
legislation and MNC strata conversion
policy.
m. Where appropriate, Council may
consider effectually waiving
development cost charges and building
permit fees by offsetting those fees
through grants.
n. Consider implications on housing costs
and affordability when developing or
amending land use and development
policy and regulation.
o. Support subsidized housing, supportive
housing, homeless shelters and
non-market housing for vulnerable
populations such as seniors, low-income
families and people with disabilities.
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5.2.3 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

 rohibit stratas from enacting a 'No
P
Rental' bylaw.
b. In the case of a redevelopment project
that demolishes existing rental units,
motels or mobile home parks, the new
project must include a similar number
of rental units, and the developer
must be willing to enter into a housing
agreement to ensure the long-term
security of the rental units. The
Municipality may consider some benefit
to the developer, such as increased
development densities.
c. Offer housing agreements or other
legally binding instruments to maintain
the affordability of the housing as a
condition of rezoning or density
bonus.
d. Consider strategies for providing
affordable housing when preparing
development applications along with
mechanisms for ensuring it remains
affordable in the future.

5.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 artner with other government
P
agencies, the private sector, nonprofit organizations and service
agencies to pursue affordable housing
opportunities.
b. Partner with regional First Nations to
create housing developments.
c. Explore governance options for
delivering and managing affordable
housing (i.e. housing authority).
d. Identify and engage key stakeholders
and service providers in the delivery of
affordable housing.
e. Partner with BC Housing and non-profit
organizations to develop homeless
shelters.
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6

REGENERATION
& PROTECTION
OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
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"

Life is divided into three terms – that which was, which is, and which
will be. Let us learn from the past to profit by the present, and from
the present, to live better in the future.

"

- William Wordsworth - English Poet

Paul Hawken from his 2021 book Regeneration: Ending the Climate Crisis on One Generation
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6.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
North Cowichan's natural environment and
biodiversity are a significant part of what citizens
value about the area. Many also recognize
that the ecosystems and watersheds we
occupy and on which we depend, are under
considerable strain from urban development,
land use changes, recreation, and climate
change. Healthy, biodiverse ecosystems provide
important benefits to our community and the
larger world, making it important to take the
actions necessary to protect these assets against
further loss or degradation. Protecting natural
ecosystems as well as fostering our relationship
and connections to nature also promotes human
health and well-being.¹
Our community is intrinsically connected with its
natural environment. North Cowichan features
natural forests, lakes, wetlands, large rivers, and
a rich foreshore that connect to large natural
areas within the region. The community has
been built along a series of dynamic foreshore
intertidal ecosystems that include rocky
shorelines, low lying beaches, mudflats, and salt
marshes. This variety of natural features supports
a high level of biodiversity and habitat for many
species at risk.
Climate change represents a significant
threat to the natural environment with a
range of impacts already being felt across the
entire region: winters are milder and wetter
with more frequent flooding and increased
erosion; summer drought frequency is higher
contributing to increased plant mortality
and wildfire risk; and the aggregate changes
(and increased variability) result in greater
disruption to natural systems overall. Climate
change is expected to continue to increase the
stressors on the health of our ecosystems in
the coming decades. The increased pressure on
local ecosystems from climate change further
reinforces the importance of our actions to
protect and restore these ecosystems.

Loss, fragmentation, and degradation of
habitat - primarily associated with urbanization
- is the greatest stress to the overall health of
natural systems. Erosion and sedimentation of
wetlands, waterways and the marine foreshore
are key factors in the degradation of these
most valuable habitat types. Additionally,
point-source and nonpoint-source pollution
from roadway runoff (including heavy metals,
fuel, disintegrating rubber, and plastic) and
agricultural runoff (including fertilizers, organics,
pesticides, and herbicides) further degrade water
quality and ecosystem health.
Protecting and restoring ecosystems in and
around our growth centres as well as across
North Cowichan is important, because of their
contribution to the well-being of both our
natural and human communities. The benefits of
these natural assets are multifaceted as they:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Improve mental and physical health.
Provide water storage in summer.
Increase biodiversity.
Enhance stormwater regulation.
Remediate both water and air quality.
Reduce the urban heat island effect.
Reduce the need for gray infrastructure,
(traditional or constructed, usually water
tight and designed to avoid any type of
ecosystem to grow on it).
○ Increase carbon sequestration (storage).
○ Help communities adapt to the impacts of
climate change by increasing our resilience
to extreme heat, drought, and rain events.²
The urban forest and other green infrastructure
within our urban growth centres are also
significant components of North Cowichan’s
natural environment. Trees, vegetation, and
green space along our streets, in backyards,
and municipal parks form an important part of
the connected network of natural areas found
throughout North Cowichan.

¹ Toronto Public Health. (2015). Green City: Why nature matters to health - An Evidence Review. Toronto, Ontario.
² Davies, H., Doick, K., Handley, P., O'Brien, L., and Wilson, J. (2017). Delivery of ecosystem services by urban forests. Forestry Commission Research Report. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh. i-iv + 1-28pp.
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The Municipality aims to protect and restore
North Cowichan’s natural environment using
policies that promote the health of natural
ecosystems, improve water and air quality and
reduce noise pollution. This plan, supplemented
by other policies and strategies, seeks to
protect and restore natural areas and reduce
and mitigate the impacts of development on
our ecosystems. Development permits are the
primary tool through which the Municipality
can achieve this, although it is able to take
more direct action on lands that it owns, as
well as supporting voluntary stewardship by
other landowners. In certain circumstances,
the Municipality may also seek acquisition of
environmentally sensitive areas to ensure longterm protection.

Other policies that are effective at protecting
the environment focus on trees. Trees are
a fundamental element of most terrestrial
natural areas. Protecting and planting them
helps to ensure that natural ecosystems are
also protected. The protection of trees is
usually enforced through a tree bylaw and
tree protection and replacement requirements
within subdivision and zoning bylaws when
development takes place.
Protecting and restoring the natural
environment will require that North Cowichan
continue to strengthen partnerships with First
Nations. First peoples have been stewards of
the natural resources in North Cowichan for
millennia and are intrinsic to their continued
stewardship. Working closely with the Cowichan
Tribes, the Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson
First Nation, the Stz’uminus First Nation, the
Penelakut Tribe and Snuneymuxw First Nation to
protect our lands is vital to regeneration.
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6.1 ECOSYSTEM HEALTH,
BIODIVERSITY & CRITICAL
HABITATS

North Cowichan’s ecosystems include Coastal
Douglas Fir forests, Hemlock forests, Garry Oak
groves, grasslands, salt marshes, marine foreshore,
estuaries, lakes, rivers, streams and wetlands.
These ecosystems support a wide variety of plants,
fungi, insects, and vertebrates. This variety of life
is referred to as biodiversity. Higher biodiversity
in an ecosystem is a good indicator that it is more
resilient and productive.

Terrestrial Ecosystems
Various plant and animal species are found in
North Cowichan’s terrestrial ecosystem. Soil quality
is key to ecosystem health and biodiversity. Soil
sustains plants, animals, and humans by filtering
and regulating water, sustaining plant and animal
life, cycling nutrients and providing physical
stability and support for plant roots and human
structures.
The health of our ecosystems, particularly riparian
areas and much of the Coastal Douglas Fir forests,
are under significant stress. British Columbia’s
Conservation Data Centre identifies many Red- and
Blue-listed species and plant communities at risk
within these ecosystems, including the Coastal
Douglas-fir forests and Garry Oak groves.
The second-growth stands in North Cowichan must
be managed to sustain biodiversity and protect
species at risk that inhabit them. Furthermore,
the preservation and regeneration of our forest
ecosystems will enhance the capture and storing
of carbon dioxide and thus contribute to climate
change mitigation.
In BC, it is estimated that 25% of our endangered
species are negatively impacted by invasive species
that are a threat to biodiversity. Once introduced,
invasive species out-compete and displace local
species and impact natural assets by:
○ Degrading soil.
○ Increasing erosion and impacting water
quality.
○ Choking out habitat and food sources for
native wildlife.
○ Potentially increasing the risk of wildfire.

3

Spash, C. 2008 "How Much is That Ecosystem in the Window?".

Aquatic Ecosystems
North Cowichan includes fresh water ecosystems
such as streams, marshes, wetlands, lakes,
estuaries, riparian areas and marine ecosystems.
Aquatic ecosystems perform many important
environmental functions such as recycling nutrients,
purifying water, attenuating floods, recharging
ground waters and providing habitat for wildlife.
North Cowichan is home to many streams, rivers
and lakes and special consideration needs to
be given to the protection of their watersheds.
Somenos Lake and Quamichan Lake are sibling
lakes in the Cowichan Watershed. Both lakes were
formed when glaciers receded 11,000 years ago;
both are shallow and bowl-shaped; and would
be likely to fill in and disappear in the next few
thousand years without human intervention.
North Cowichan contains an extensive marine
foreshore that is extremely sensitive to land use
effects, especially in the face of rising sea levels.
Dynamic processes like wind, waves, tides and
currents affect the marine foreshore and the
natural cycles of its marine life. These marine areas
are profoundly influenced by the recreational,
residential, industrial and commercial land uses on
or adjacent to them. Climate change is increasing
the stress on these areas as sea level rises and
storm surges increase in both intensity and
frequency. Intertidal marine life is also threatened
by events like the June 2021 heat dome which
destroyed sea creatures en masse, demonstrating
the level of harm our changing climate is causing.
Natural assets are ecosystems that provide (or
could be restored to provide) services such as
stormwater attenuation and filtration previously
performed by engineered human-made
infrastructure. These natural assets are increasingly
being included in municipal asset management
plans. The Municipal Natural Asset Initiative
recommends inventorying these assets as they play
a valuable role in community health and resiliency.
Quantifying the economic and social services
provided by natural assets (e.g., flood mitigation,
pollution control, and air quality remediation),
provides a human valuation to the significant
intangible and intrinsic value of ecosystems, and
does not imply that ecosystems are substitutable or
tradeable.3
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6.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Protect and regenerate local ecosystems
and the connections between them and restore the
environment to maintain and improve biodiversity,
ecological health, and integrity.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Increase in the amount, type and diversity of
protected natural areas.
○ Increase in tree canopy cover inside and outside
urban containment boundary.

6.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:

k.

l.

Consider the creation of restoration and
regeneration guidelines that would help
homeowners and developers understand
what is expected of them to maintain the
integrity of natural forested and riparian areas
that are within or adjacent to their properties.
This includes the removal of non-compliant
structures, unauthorized fill, invasive species,
and garbage, and replanting with native trees
and understory vegetation.
Consider developing an Invasive Species
Management Plan.

Protect, connect, and regenerate ecosystems and
Recognize and protect the special characteristics
mitigate threats to biodiversity
of marine areas
a. Encourage and promote development plans
m. Consider establishing pre-determined
and site layouts that incorporate Conservation
protection setbacks from parts of the ocean
Design and Site-Adaptive Planning principles
foreshore. These setbacks should consider the
to cluster housing while allowing for the
type of foreshore and the predicted impacts
preservation and acquisition of open space,
of climate change on sea level rise and storm
sensitive ecosystems, and natural features
surges.
b. Prohibit the disturbance of environmentally
n. Promote and encourage environmental
sensitive areas and seek to protect areas with
protection and restoration as the two
high biodiversity and ecosystem value, as
priorities in all land and water use decisions in
identified in the Municipality’s environmentally
marine areas.
sensitive areas mapping.
o. Protect and restore the natural values of the
c. Create and implement a biodiversity
Chemainus River estuary, Cowichan/Koksilah
protection policy aimed at preserving
River estuary and Cowichan Bay foreshore.
environmentally sensitive areas, supporting
p. When an opportunity arises to review the
green infrastructure networks and
Crofton causeway to the Shoal Islands (e.g.
regeneration of degraded sensitive areas.
lease renewal), encourage appropriate
d. Identify opportunities for improvements to
agencies to restore natural tidal flows for
the OCP and update the OCP accordingly,
Osborne Bay and replace the causeway with a
following adoption of a biodiversity protection
footbridge to permit pedestrian access to the
policy.
island from Crofton.
e. Continue to support the identification and
q. Support increased public access to the
mapping of environmentally sensitive areas to
foreshore and work to acquire new public
ensure that environmental protection action is
access points through development approval
effective.
processes and land owner negotiation.
f. Recognize the need for the designation
r. Prohibit the placement of fill in foreshore
of ecological reserves and environmental
areas, except where it is required for
management areas. The Municipality will
environmental or public safety reasons, or
continue to recognize additional areas like
for projects that create a significant public
these in future.
benefit. Where supported, appropriate
g. Protect and improve the carbon sequestration
mitigation and/or compensation measures
and ecosystem values of natural systems,
are expected to be completed.
including forested lands, agricultural lands,
s. Concentrate marine commercial and
and wetlands.
industrial uses in the appropriate waterfront
h. Integrate natural capital to the Municipality’s
use designation areas, as identified on the
asset management system with the help of
Growth and Land Use Map. The Municipality
programs such as the Municipal Natural Asset
does not anticipate any additional lands or
Initiative.
water being designated for these purposes
i. Recognize the value of and promote the
with the exception of minor alterations or
use of green infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
expansion of existing facilities.
wetlands, storm water detention).
j. Continue to pursue control measures on
municipal lands to limit the introduction and
spread of invasive species as resources allow.
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q. Support applications for private moorage
only where there is limited or no public
road access to the upland residential
property, or where correct zoning is in
place and supported by the local First
Nations who have jurisdiction over the area.
Where permitted, private moorage shall
only be used for private purposes.
r. Consider banning new private moorage
along Sansum Narrows.
Identify and connect ecologically sensitive lands
and natural areas
s. Pursue opportunities to connect
ecologically sensitive natural areas to
facilitate the movement of species and
maintain high levels of biodiversity
throughout North Cowichan.
t. Develop a Biodiversity Protection Strategy
that provides a framework for preserving a
network of connected ecologically sensitive
lands and natural areas reducing pollutants,
and other measures to protect and
promote increases in quality and quantity
of ecological systems and species.

6.1.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
Protect, connect, and restore ecosystems and
mitigate threats to biodiversity
a. Protect and restore greenways and
degraded natural areas as a condition of
development approvals.
b. Provide appropriate buffers between
development and environmentally sensitive
areas, including forests, watercourses, the
marine foreshore and riparian setbacks,
and known wildlife corridors.
c. Prioritize avoiding negative environmental
impacts, followed by minimizing or
mitigating impacts, restoration, and
compensation as a last resort approach.
d. Consider submitting the spatial data of
the location of confirmed species at risk
collected as part of the development
approval process.
e. Leave nesting birds undisturbed by
development during the nesting season
(or as directed by advice from a qualified
environmental professional to understand
when a nesting bird will finish nesting or
how to manage development near bird
nests.
f. Undertake projects that are unavoidably
within watercourses only within the
recognized periods of low risk for salmonid
fish species and with the proper provincial
approvals.
g. Hire (or fund) qualified environmental
professionals to monitor work close to
environmentally sensitive areas.
h. Use natural assets such as trees and
vegetation through the development
process to mitigate the impacts of climate
change.
i. Provide performance securities to ensure
environmentally sensitive areas and trees
are protected and enhance through the
development process, including post
construction monitoring.
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6.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Protect, connect, and regenerate ecosystems
and mitigate threats to biodiversity
a. Collaborate with Cowichan Tribes, the
Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson First
Nation, the Stz'uminus First Nation, the
Penelakut Tribe and Snuneymuxw First
Nation to identify and protect culturally
important ecosystems and natural areas.
b. Partner with land trusts are
environmental non-governmental
organizations, to acquire environmentally
sensitive areas to ensure they are
protected and enhanced in perpetuity.
c. Partner with senior government and
non-profit agencies to support the
development and monitoring of
initiatives aimed at ensuring that there is
sufficient quantity and quality of water
to sustain healthy natural systems.
d. Reduce the impact of invasive species
through enhanced management,
education, and partnerships.
e. Prioritize the use of native plant species,
climate adapted, and drought-resistant
plants and trees on both public and
private lands.
f. Support initiatives to assess ecosystem
health changes, provide baseline
assessments, obtain indicators, and
restore natural areas.
g. Support the rehabilitation of damaged
natural aquatic spawning and rearing
areas in consultation with First Nations,
local and senior levels of government,
community groups and property owners.

Recognize and protect the special characteristics
of marine areas
h. Review land use and development
applications in the Cowichan Estuary
Management Plan Area for consistency
with the Plan. Together with the Ministry
of Environment and the CVRD, the
Municipality will continue to work towards
meeting the objectives of the Plan.
i. Support Ducks Unlimited in the
development of a public management
plan for its land holdings in the Chemainus
estuary in partnership with other
stakeholders.
j. Advocate for cooperation and coordination
among agencies responsible for the marine
foreshore and inland resources on issues
like establishing a ‘no dumping zone’
for boat and marine waste, and support
appropriately-located pump-outs along the
Municipality’s waterfront and in particular
Bird Eye Cove and Genoa Bay.
k. Encourage federal and provincial
governments to participate in remediation
efforts along the Crofton waterfront.
l. Support the ‘Shoreline Clean Up’
conservation efforts to address the issue of
shoreline litter and plastic pollution.
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6.2 LIMITING HUMAN IMPACTS:
SOIL AND WATER QUALITY
AIR, NOISE & LIGHT POLLUTION

SOIL
Soil is one of the primary sources of productivity,
both for wildlife and agriculture. Preserving and
increasing the quality of North Cowichan’s soils
is therefore an important aim. Overloading soils
with pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer may
temporarily increase short-term crop yields,
but leads to long-term deterioration in soil and
water quality. The Municipality can encourage
regenerative agriculture practices and regulate
soil deposition and removal through its bylaws.
Soil and water quality are closely linked, with
storm/flood waters mediating chemical exchanges
between the land and the lakes and watercourses.
WATER
At present, Somenos Lake and Quamichan Lake
share a common set of conditions and threats:
○ Excessive nutrient loading from the
farms and homes that surround the lakes
(eutrophication).
○ Historic nutrient loading, contained and
released from the sediments.
○ Insufficient “flushing” in summer due to
reduced inflows and truncated outflows.
○ Increased algae growth (blue-green algae
blooms from phosphorous).
○ Hypoxia (reduced oxygen levels as the
vegetation decomposes).
○ Intensified warming.
The combination of oxygen reduction at the
bottom and temperature increases at the surface
forces indigenous fish into the middle layer, where
there is still some oxygen and temperatures are
not too warm. In most recent summers, even that
habitable middle layer has disappeared, resulting
in fish-kills. Both lakes are now embraced by
stewardship organizations, the Somenos Marsh
Wildlife Society and the Quamichan Watershed
Stewardship Society. Both are governed by
watershed management plans.
AIR
Poor air quality has detrimental impacts on the
health of residents and the natural environment.
While North Cowichan’s air quality is generally
excellent, it sometimes falls below acceptable
levels.

During periods with stable high pressure air cells,
smoke and other pollutants can be trapped in valley
lowlands. Because North Cowichan is part of a
larger air shed, air quality concerns in neighbouring
jurisdictions also affect us. In recent years, the vast
majority of North Cowichan’s poorest air quality
days occur in the summer due to the movement
of air from forest fires on the mainland. Changing
our practices to reduce emissions is a responsible
approach to minimize the impacts of air pollution
on human and ecological health.
Trees and vegetation improve air quality and
remove particulate matter. Managing for healthy
ecosystems and tree canopy cover will help
to improve long term air quality. Wildfires can
also be a significant source of fine particulate
matter. Managing for the risk of wildfires will be
important not only for North Cowichan but also for
neighbouring communities to maintain good air
quality during the wildfire season.
Meets the social justice and equity
principle by ensuring access for clean air
for all means that those who don't have
temperature controlled homes with air
filters are still able to breathe healthy air.

SOUND
Another environmental irritant of concern to
North Cowichan residents is noise pollution. Loud
discordant sound (and vibration) emitted on a
regular, repetitive basis can adversely affect the
health and well-being of humans and animals
(on land and in water) and are even capable of
damaging physical structures over time. Efforts will
be made to prevent the creation of new sources
of noise pollution and to identify and mitigate the
impact of current sources.
LIGHT & VISUAL
There also exist concerns about other effects of
development such as:
○ Light pollution which reduces the visibility of
the stars in the night sky and can be disruptive
to nocturnal and migratory species.
○ Visual interruptions in forested mountain
ridgelines resulting from development, forest
operations and other human activity.
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SOIL AND WATER QUALITY
6.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Pursue policies and practices
that lead to long-term regeneration and
improvements in soil and water quality,
including reductions in contaminants and
invasive species.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Improvements in water quality,
particularly in Quamichan and Somenos
Lakes.
○ Improvements in soil quality and
productivity.

6.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Retain native soils when possible and
continue to implement and update
regulations as necessary to reduce
negative impacts from soil removal and
deposit. Soil deposits should be free of
invasive species and covered when not
in use.
b. Protect surface water, aquifers,
groundwater quality and quantity
through the Natural Environment
Development Permit approval process.
c. Ensure land use and growth consider the
limits of water supply.
d. Ensure that development and land use
activities support the natural hydrologic
cycle, including groundwater recharge.
e. Work to retain the historic natural water
balance by:
○ Protecting and restoring
watercourses, waterbodies, wetlands
and aquifers.
○ Preserving and restoring riparian
plant communities.
○ encouraging rainwater infiltration,
including the use of green
infrastructure
○ "Daylighting" (opening, to expose
natural light) and restoring creeks
and waterways that have been
channelized, piped, or buried.
○ Designing developments to allow
flooding, stream-bank erosion and
other natural ecological processes
to continue unimpeded while
considering the expected impacts of
climate change.

f.

Work to eliminate algae bloom and
fish kills by restoring water quality in
Quamichan and Somenos Lake. Reduce
phosphorus levels in the lake by managing
the watersheds and the streams that
drain agricultural/rural and residential
lands, and addressing internal loading of
phosphorous.
g. Apply a systems approach to watersheds,
and explore options to map protected
riparian area setbacks from creeks,
foreshore and other waterbodies.
These setbacks should consider the size
and shape of the watercourse, bank
characteristics, and use by fish and other
aquatic species and should meet, or
exceed, provincial and federal protection
requirements.
h. Recognize the benefits and impacts of
seasonally flooded agricultural lands. These
lands can play an important role managing
stormwater flows. They can, however, also
be significant sources of nutrients that
contribute to eutrophication of our water
bodies.
i. Recognize the value of and promote the
use of green infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
rain gardens, wetlands, tree trenches, and
storm detention ponds).
j. Adopt roadside maintenance procedures
that preserve the treatment function of
verges and ditches leading to natural areas.

6.2.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Utilize best practices to mitigate surface
water run-off entering natural surface
and groundwater from projects requiring
municipal approval and prohibit discharge
of unmanaged rainwater into watercourses.
Measures will include the use of green
infrastructure.
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6.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Support societies and neighbourhood
associations that have tractable plans for
work within watersheds that regenerate
sensitive ecosystems and lead to
improved water quality.
b. Work with land owners, the regional
district and provincial agencies on
watershed management plans designed
to protect the integrity of fishery and
agricultural use, while ensuring that
environmental values are not unduly
compromised.
c. Discourage or ban the use of cosmetic
pesticides within North Cowichan.
d. Support ‘green shore’ initiatives to
restore physical processes such as
the natural actions of water, enhance
habitat function and diversity and
reduce pollutants entering the aquatic
environments.

AIR, NOISE AND LIGHT POLLUTION
6.2.5 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Pursue practices that sustain good air
quality to reduce the immediate and long-term
health impacts to residents. Identify and mitigate
sources of noise and light pollution. Ensure safe
drinking water and protect its high quality.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Improvement in air and water quality.
○ Reduction in litter and plastic waste.
○ Reduction in light pollution in the rural
areas.

6.2.6 The Municipality will strive to:
Manage risk to public health from air pollution
a. Recognize the importance of clean air to
the health and well-being of residents
and work to protect clean air in North
Cowichan.
b. Monitor regulations related to the
management of outdoor burning.
c. Implement a wildfire development permit
area policy to reduce the risk from wildfires.
d. Provide public information and education
regarding the health hazards associated
with particulate matter in the air.

Manage risk to public health from noise
pollution and reduce impact from light
pollution
e. Acknowledge that noise can be an
environmental health issue and/or a
nuisance and seek to reduce noise
pollution wherever possible.
f. Advocate for provincial regulations and
enforcement clamping down on vehicles
designed or modified to be intentionally
noisy.
g. Consider the development of more
comprehensive regulations related to the
management of noise on private property.
h.	Work to protect night sky values by
minimizing sources and effects of
light pollution, implementing dark sky
principles in development and capital
projects, and avoiding shining bright
lights on habitat areas.
i.	Create standards for roadway and
area lighting combining CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental
Design) and dark skies approaches.

6.2.7 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
Manage risk to public health from noise
pollution and reduce impact from light pollution
a. Take into consideration the potential for
noise pollution posed by an applicant’s
operation or activity and accept additional
requirements to ensure that any potential
disturbances are minimized.
b. Submit lighting plans as part of site design,
demonstrating measures to minimize light
spill into natural areas or the night sky.

6.2.8 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Minimize the risk to public health from air
pollution
a. Support initiatives to reduce vehicle
emissions, such as discouraging idling,
electrifying the municipal fleet where
possible, and promoting alternative
forms of transportation.
b. Address impacts of wood stoves and
backyard burning in collaboration with
the CVRD.
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6.3 TREES AND FORESTS
TREES, PUBLIC AREAS AND
PRIVATE FORESTS
Maintaining healthy forests and tree canopy
is essential if the Municipality is to achieve
its goals of preserving its biodiversity while
providing for economic activity. Forests
and trees provide multiple values, including
ecological, recreational, and economic values.
Forest lands are essential for conserving water
and soil quality, air quality, biodiversity, and
wildlife habitat. Forests also have a role in the
sequestration of carbon and contribute to
climate change mitigation.
In North Cowichan, our forests provide a wide
range of environmental, social and economic
benefits. Trees replace carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere with oxygen, improve water quality,
reduce stormwater management infrastructure
and costs, provide wildlife habitat, and reduce
heating and cooling costs. Policies to sustain and
restore functional natural forests should seek to
maximize these benefits, while mitigating risks
from forests such as wildfires and hazard trees.

North Cowichan lies in the Coastal Douglas-fir
biogeoclimatic zone. This zone includes a variety
of rare ecosystems (e.g., Garry Oak meadows),
as well as many provincially identified rare
and endangered species. Much of the Coastal
Douglas-Fir Zone has been destroyed, damaged,
or fragmented over the past century by logging
activity, urban, residential and agricultural
development, along with the spread of invasive
species such as Scotch Broom. As the human
population continues to grow, the important
older, second-growth forests that remain are
at significant risk. The health of the Coastal
Douglas-Fir Zone in this region depends on wise
stewardship, conservation, and rehabilitation.

About 25% of the North Cowichan land base is
the Municipal Forest Reserve while other forests
are either owned by private forest companies,
or leased to them by the provincial government.
The remaining forests, trees, vegetation, and
green space along our streets, in backyards,
and municipal parks form an important part of
the connected network of natural areas found
throughout North Cowichan.
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6.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Maintain healthy forests and tree
canopy across North Cowichan within natural,
rural, and urban areas.

6.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Progress will be measured by:

○ Increase in canopy cover inside
and outside the urban containment
boundary.
○ Qualitative assessments of forest health
and biodiversity.

6.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Recognize the importance of Garry Oak
meadows and Arbutus groves as locally
important ecosystems that provide high
biodiversity values and work to retain
stands of greatest value.
Prevent preemptive land clearing by
updating subdivision bylaw.
Consider creating a tree protection bylaw
and/or updating the subdivision and
zoning bylaws to:
○ Manage removals.
○ Articulate protection.
○ Prevent unnecessary tree clearing.
○ Prescribe lot coverage standards, and
○ Ensure adequate replacements
particularly during development.
Support the retention of areas of mature
tree cover and preservation of other
natural features for all development,
particularly in environmentally sensitive
areas and areas of steep slopes.
Consider developing an urban forest
strategy or integrating guidance for the
protection, retention, and replacement of
tree canopy in the Biodiversity Protection
Strategy.
Consider setting urban forest canopy
cover targets for existing and future
residential and commercial areas and
developing a retro-fit canopy cover plan
for deficient areas.
Provide guidance for the planting of
tree species that are suitable to the local
climate, site conditions (particularly for
moisture and soil volume available), and
climate change.
Encourage the use of natural forests and
native shrubs as roadside vegetation in
rural areas.

Retain and protect healthy trees growing
outside of the proposed development
footprint. Where trees cannot be retained,
establish suitable replacement trees on site.
Recognize the importance the Douglas Fir
bio-geoclimatic zone ecosystems and work
with the Province to identify opportunities
to protect them.

6.3.4 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Support and encourage stewardship of
trees on public and private land.
b. Recognize the importance the Douglas Fir
Bio-Geoclimatic Zone ecosystems and work
with the Province to identify opportunities
to protect them.
c. Encourage innovation and integration of
best practices in private forestry operations
to ensure the long-term sustainability
of the forestry industry, including
considerations of visual impacts from
logging.
d. Support mutual aid agreements and
cooperative practices between forest land
holders, particularly for fire monitoring
and the prevention of vandalism, theft, and
general crime.
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MUNICIPAL FOREST RESERVE
The Municipality of North Cowichan is one of
the few communities in North America that
owns and manages forest lands for the benefit
of residents.
Approximately 25 per cent of North Cowichan’s
land base is in the Municipal Forest Reserve. This
managed forest – 5,000+ hectares – has been a
Municipally owned working forest since 1946.
The forest serves as a significant recreational
area for the community and visitors. It has also
provided revenue for the municipality, which
offset residential and business property taxes.
In 2021, a Memorandum of Understanding
was signed between North Cowichan and
the Quw’utsun Nation to establish a Working
Group. The Municipality and the Nation agreed
to exchange information in relation to the
stewardship and use of the Municipal Forest
Reserve for the benefit of the community.
The role of the Municipal forest is being
considered through a review in parallel with this
OCP update.

6.3.5 The Municipality will strive to:
North Cowichan is guided in its forestry
management decision-making by the principles
of sustainable forest management and
environmental protection.
a. Protect the forestry resource for the
benefit of future generations.
b. Sustainably manage North Cowichan's
Municipal Forest Reserve to ensure a
healthy forest is protected in the long
term.
c. Periodically review the role, function and
management of the Municipal Forest
Reserve.
d. Consider opportunities to expand the
Municipal Forest Reserve.
e. Support and regulate the sustainable
harvesting of non-timber resources (e.g.
salal, mushrooms, berries).
f. Support responsible, recreational uses
of municipal forest lands in accordance
with the Parks and Trails Master Plan.
g. Plan harvesting to help reduce the risk of
wildfires.

6.3.4 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Retain and conserve the Municipal
Forest Reserve through sustainable harvesting
practices (if harvesting is to be undertaken
at all), wildfire prevention and fuel reduction;
encourage sustainable forestry best practices;
and protect other non-timber forest functions
such as recreation.
Progress will be measured by:

○ Increase in area of stocked forested
land within the Municipal Forest Reserve
lands.
○ Increase in number of trees planted on
Municipal Forest Reserve lands.
○ Qualitative assessments of forest health
and biodiversity.
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6.4 NATURAL HAZARD AREAS
Natural hazards, including floods, wildfires,
windstorms, sea level rise, earthquakes and
landslides, put life and property at risk, but if
planned appropriately, that risk can be reduced.
These are natural events that occur within the
normal functioning of our geophysical and
biological environment. However, they are
becoming more frequent and extreme as our
climate continues to change. They become
hazards when they adversely impact human
lives, property, or ecosystems. The risk of
these impacts increases as people build their
homes closer to forests, steep slopes, and
floodplains. While the best approach is to avoid
development in these areas, doing so is not
always possible. Map 6 - Natural Hazard Areas
identifies a number of these natural hazard
areas.
As new development encroaches into forested
interface areas, the risk from wildfires and
trees falling becomes greater. Climate change
is causing longer and drier summer drought
periods that are increasing the wildfire threat.
Development in these areas must be planned
and constructed to be as resilient as possible.
There is also an increasing threat of trees dying
as they are stressed by pests and diseases,
drought, and higher intensity windstorms.
Steep slopes are areas with a grade of 20% or
greater. These areas are sometimes considered
desirable for housing development because of
the views they afford, and because they focus
development away from land that has other,
more productive uses. However, there are risks
to development on steep slopes, including
landslides and other forms of erosion and
the potential for greater instability during an
earthquake.

Climate change is anticipated to result in
dramatically rising sea levels over the coming
years. This will have implications for the
placement of new developments along the
waterfront, and it may have implications for the
safety of existing structures.
A number of studies have been undertaken in
North Cowichan to assess the risks posed by
natural hazards and to recommend mitigation
measures to reduce those risks; however as
climate change progresses, the Municipality will
need to carry out further Climate Change Risk
and Vulnerability Assessments on its natural
areas and physical infrastructure systems.

6.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Minimize the risk to life and property
within natural hazard areas.
Progress will be measured by:

○ Completed response plans for various
types of emergencies.
○ Emergency response preparedness as
measured by number of practice or
training sessions offered or attended.
○ The adoption and implementation of a
Community Wildfire Protection Plan and
Wildfire Development Permit Area.
○ Multi-hazard risk analysis, with a
focus on flooding (including coastline
flooding) and steep slopes.

Low lying areas can often be at risk to flooding,
particularly in areas that are adjacent to rivers
or lakes. Home and infrastructure development
can alter the natural hydrology in a watershed.
As climate change causes rainstorms to increase
in intensity, frequency and duration, stormwater
systems can become overwhelmed and cause
flooding in developed areas.
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6.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Coordinate land use and environmental
management policies to protect people
and property from natural hazards.
b. Require appropriate consideration
of all natural hazards for proposed
developments in areas with known
hazards including sea level rise, floods,
landslides and wildfires.
c. Where possible, leave lands subject
to flooding in a natural state or use
for parks, open space recreation or
agricultural use.
d. Determine flood risk by referring to
existing flood mapping, where available,
and/or require site-specific elevation
information to determine if there is a
risk of flooding prior to development
approval.
e. Consider the potential impact of
flooding on agricultural land when
developing future water management
and flood control policies.
f. Require commercial and industrial uses
of land subject to flooding to be floodproofed to the flood level prescribed by
the Ministry of Environment and with
appropriate setbacks put in place.
g. Prohibit any works within designated
floodplains that may significantly alter
hydrological patterns because of the
cumulative impact that such works may
have. Where works cannot be avoided,
the Municipality will permit those
works only if there is evidence that
the works can be done in such a way
so as to minimize downstream effects,
maintaining the principle of no net water
level rise at other locations.
h. Encourage the use of natural forests and
native shrubs as roadside vegetation in
rural areas.
i. Consider reductions in prescribed
setbacks where a floodplain setback
from a watercourse renders an existing
lot undevelopable, only if the following
criteria are met, together with any
other requirements determined by the
Municipality to be necessary:
i. A geotechnical report from a
professional engineer certifying that
the land may be used safely for the
intended use.
ii. Environment-related factors such
as building siting, placement of fill,
and the planting and maintenance
of vegetation have been considered,
along with potential impacts and
risks.

iii. A
 "Save Harmless" covenant is
registered in favour of the Municipality.
iv. Ensure flood hazard mitigation
measures, including land use
restrictions, within the Cowichan
estuary are carried out in accordance
with the Cowichan Estuary
Environmental Management Plan
(1987).
j. Strongly discourage development on slopes
30% or greater, except where the property
would otherwise be rendered useless and
it can be demonstrated (by a Qualified
Professional) that the lands may be used
safely for the intended purpose.
k. Require development on or adjacent to
steep slopes be designed in accordance
with natural profiles, sensitive to natural
grade, and to minimize visual impacts,
impacts on environmentally sensitive
areas and be assessed by a geotechnical
engineer.
l. Seek to manage steep slope systems as
single real estate entities. Subdivisions
creating private lot lines bisecting slopes
30% or greater will not generally be
permitted.
m. Require proposed development within
wildfire interface areas to be located
and constructed in a way that makes
them resilient to wildfires through use of
“Fire Smart” design principles, including
potential creation of a wildfire development
permit area.
n. Require that all trees adjacent to new
development be assessed for structural
stability and health.
o. Require that new development on the coast
considers implications of sea level rise.
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6.4.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

Avoid locating new (greenfield)
development within designated
floodplains. Where no alternative exists
the Municipality will require structures to
be flood-proofed to standards specified
by the Ministry of Environment or existing
flood mapping.
b. Incorporate design measures in
relation to flooding for redevelopment
of (brownfield) sites lying within the
floodplain and improve flood resilience
wherever possible.
c. Use best practice on-site storm-water
management systems and facilities to
reduce potential flood impacts.
d. Avoid new development on or adjacent to
steep slopes whenever possible.
e. Complete a risk assessment for wildfire
and trees when developing properties
adjacent to forest areas.
f. Support the protection and restoration of
natural areas to provide flood relief where
appropriate.

6.4.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Continue to work with appropriate
agencies and jurisdictions to:
i. Participate in the preparation of
emergency response plans.
ii. Participate in emergency response
exercises.
iii. Coordinate response with other local
agencies.
iv. Assist with community recovery.
v. Provide leadership in reducing
risks through the assessment of
hazards and their potential impacts
and the development of mitigation
strategies.
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7
FOOD SECURITY
& LOCAL
AGRICULTURAL
SYSTEMS
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"

...the care of the earth is our most ancient and most worthy and,

after all, our most pleasing responsibility. To cherish what remains of
it, and to foster its renewal, is our only legitimate hope.

For the true measure of agriculture is not the sophistication of its
equipment the size of its income or even the statistics of its
productivity but the good health of the land.

"

-Wendell Berry

Quote by Wendell Berry from his book, 'The Art of the Commonplace: Agrarian Essays'.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
North Cowichan has a very long tradition of
farming, both pre-contact and post-contact, due
to its fertile soils and mild climate. In addition,
the land and shoreline provides for First Nations
food and medicine gathering throughout the
seasons. Careful stewardship of our agricultural
lands and a thriving local food system are vital
for North Cowichan’s social well-being, culture,
economy, and environment. Agricultural lands
and productive soils are defining features of
North Cowichan, and its associated industries
form an important sector of our local economy.
North Cowichan’s character and identity are
defined in part by the agricultural landscape
and reputation for producing good quality food
and other agricultural products. Supporting
agriculture has been and continues to be a
strategic priority for the Municipality. Food
production is not necessarily limited to the rural
areas. Urban agriculture is also an important
component of North Cowichan’s food systems.

The policies of this section support local
agriculture and the protection of agricultural land.
However, local government’s limited jurisdiction
over food and farming means that it cannot
achieve these goals and objectives alone. It will
be necessary for the Municipality to work with
farmers, food processors, other government
agencies, businesses, non-profit organizations, and
the community.

Urban agriculture, urban farming,
or urban gardening is the practice of
cultivating, processing, and distributing
food and natural materials in or
around urban areas. This includes
the use of land, buildings, structures,
roof-top and balcony gardening,
vertical farming, community
gardening in vacant lots and parks.
This use excludes the keeping of farm
animals and poultry, but may include
aquaculture, “urban beekeeping” and
insect production with conditions.

Figure 7.1: Farmland in North Cowichan.
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7.1 FOOD SECURITY

North Cowichan is a signatory to the 2009 Food
Charter which defines food security as the state
when all members of the community have access
to nutritious, safe, ecologically sustainable
and culturally appropriate food at all times.
Food security is a growing concern globally.
Our supply of food depends increasingly
on international systems of production and
distribution at a time when strains in these
systems are becoming more evident, and the
environmental and health consequences of such
systems are becoming better understood.
Facilitating increased local production and
access could help address concerns about the
security of our food supply, its quality, and the
environmental and human costs of a global
food distribution system. By encouraging local
agricultural production, addressing issues
related to hunger in our community and to the
relationship between low-cost housing and food
access, North Cowichan has a role to play locally
in promoting greater food self-sufficiency and
ensuring food security.

Ensuring access to food for all residents
meets the principles of social justice and
equity.
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7.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives

Objectives: Enhance access to healthy,
affordable, locally grown, high quality,
nutritionally dense food, especially for
vulnerable populations. Sustain and increase
local agricultural activity, especially of food
systems that can improve the food security for
the local population.

7.1.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Progress can be measured by:
○ An estimate of how much of the
community's food needs are produced
locally.
○ The number of people who rely on food
bank/food donations to meet their
needs.
○ Economic analyses of local farming
sector.

 rovide (within the Urban Containment
P
Boundary (UCB)), space and supportive
infrastructure (e.g. irrigation, storage) so
that residents who do not have access
to their own land have capacity to grow
some of their own food with the urban
context (community gardens, common
garden areas in multi-family buildings,
etc.).

7.1.2 The Municipality will strive to: 7.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport local food initiatives and
S
strive to reduce regulatory barriers
to increased local agricultural activity
and food production, as part of its
commitment to food security.
b. Consider creating a community garden
strategy to guide the development and
management of community gardens
in a variety of appropriate locations
throughout the municipality.
c. Allow urban agriculture as a principal
permitted use in all designations and
zones.
d. Allow for the use of fresh food
trucks (selling veggies, poultry meat,
eggs, cheese etc.) to park within
neighbourhoods to provide access to
residents for fresh local produce.

a.

 rovide support for an expanded
P
Farmer's Market, including street
closures, parking and loading/unloading
areas for vendors (City of Duncan).
b. Encourage and support the initiatives of
food businesses and organizations that
provide access to healthy, high quality,
nutritionally dense food, especially for
vulnerable populations.
c. Collaborate with the Cowichan Food
Security Coalition and Cowichan Green
Communities to implement and/or
update the 2010 ed. Cowichan Food
Security Plan.
d. Support food equity and food security
initiatives by Non-Governmental
Organizations, community members and
other levels of government.
e. Support initiatives to reduce the amount
of food waste.
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7.2 LOCAL AGRICULTURAL
SYSTEMS
Food and agricultural systems encompass
the interlinked value-adding activities of
production, aggregation, processing, distribution
and disposal of products that originate from
agriculture, forestry and fisheries. They are part
of the broader economic, societal and natural
environments in which they are embedded.¹
Agriculture is a core sector of North Cowichan's
economy.
This Plan establishes clear priorities and highlevel policies to strengthen local food and
agriculture systems beyond farmland protection
to include the full spectrum of agricultural
activities. Key documents that support these
initiatives include the Strategic Agricultural
Plan (2001), Cowichan Food Charter (2009) and
the Agricultural Advisory Committee Work &
Implementation Plan (2013).

¹ Sustainable food systems. Concept and framework. (2018). Retrieved from: http:/www.fao.org/3/ca2079en/CA2079EN.pdf
Accessed Nov 2020.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
North Cowichan envisions an agricultural
sector that is economically, socially, and
environmentally healthy and sustainable.
Key challenges to agriculture include the low
rate of return on investment (driven partly by
being forced to compete in a globalized food
production system), the high price of land
(driven in part by land speculation and demand
for housing), lack of access to water, and
inadequate agricultural drainage on potentially
productive valley bottom soils.
Sustainable food means food produced
without degrading soil quality or depleting
water sources. It also means little-to-no use
of fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. It
is possible to maintain land for agricultural
production while also preserving adjoining
natural assets and ecosystems. Agricultural
land itself can also provide valuable habitat. For
example, if native plants and flowers are allowed
to grow in field edges, hedgerows and around
crops, pollinators, and birds, bats, and other
creatures, can also thrive.

Agriculture can be viewed from a climate
change perspective as both a part of the
complex climate change problem as well as a
potential part of the solution. Agriculture and
food processing generate
greenhouse gas emissions
through disturbance of the
soil, methane from livestock,
use of fuels and chemicals
in crop production and the
Regenerative
energy used in processing and
agriculture
transporting food. The CAEP
practices meets
the climate action
Economic and Emissions
principle.
Modelling Overview (February 9,
2021) assumes GHG emissions
from agriculture will remain relatively stable until
2050. However, innovative farming techniques
may create opportunities for the soil itself to
be a significant carbon sink.² ³ Conventional
farming techniques tend to unlock and release
carbon from the soil.
Recent developments in regenerative farming
techniques that strive to minimize soil
disturbance can restore soil health and its ability
to lock in carbon . Opportunities for employing
these practices in North Cowichan could be
explored with partners in the agricultural
community.

Figure 7.2: Principles of Regenerative Agriculture, retrieved from https://www.generalmills.com/en/Responsibility/Sustainability/
Regenerative-agriculture

³ Read more about carbon release from soil here: https://soilhealthinstitute.org/.
Read more about soil health and its ability to lock in carbon here: https://soilhealthinstitute.org/.

4
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7.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Encouraging local food production reduces our
carbon footprint from food transportation and
also enhances local community resilience due to
reduced risk of supply chain disruption. Farmers
will need to adapt to new climate norms to be
able to grow food in new climate conditions.
Urban agriculture practices such as growing
food in backyards or on balconies, in community
gardens, in common areas in apartments and
in parks can be an important contribution to
local food production. Backyard chickens and
beekeeping have become increasingly common
in urban areas. Policies that support these
initiatives such as allowing urban agriculture
in a variety of land use designations will help
strengthen North Cowichan’s food system.
The Municipality recognizes the great value
that its farmers and agricultural lands bring to
North Cowichan’s economy, community, and
environment. The Municipality recognizes its
role in reducing barriers to farming through
maintaining consistency with provincial ministry
guidelines for supporting agriculture. It also
recognizes it has limited ability to support and
regulate farming on private lands, therefore
we must collaborate with farmers, food
producers, land-owners and non-governmental
associations, and other levels of government
to achieve these objectives. Residents play an
important role in supporting a thriving local
food system. As food consumers, their daily
choices can help support viable local farms,
markets and food processors as well as support
greater food security for the whole community.

Objectives:
a. Protect the agricultural and farmland
base.
b. Strengthen the economic vitality of
farming by encouraging farming and
food processing as a viable business
enterprise, employment opportunity and
way of life.
c. Diversify and expand the local
sustainable food system.
d. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the food system and increase carbon
storage in soils.
e. Enhance biodiversity by preserving,
connecting and enhancing habitat on
agricultural lands.
f. Work towards a "circular" - low waste food system.
g. Support educative, commercial and
cultural initiatives pertaining to food
production and processing (e.g. safe
canning workshops or establishment of
local food hubs).
h. Support initiatives that promote “urban
farming”, including small and microscale production activities.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in the percentage of properties
that are producing food.
○ Reduction in annual GHG emissions
from agriculture.
○ Qualitative assessment on farms using
organic and/or regenerative farming
techniques.
○ Total farm sales.

Because of these trends and challenges, the
Municipality must stay flexible in order to
support agriculture as a future economic engine
for the region, and to ensure the agricultural
land base is maintained.
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7.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Protect farming and the agricultural land base
a. Protect land within the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) and other agriculturallyproductive lands from inappropriate
development.
b. Not support exclusion of agricultural
lands from the ALR and subdivision
of ALR lands (including homesite
severances) unless there is no net loss of
ALR lands, and a net benefit to agriculture
can be clearly demonstrated.
c. Require all ALC applications for
exclusions, subdivision, soil and fill
operations, and non-farm use to provide
documentation prepared by a qualified
registered professional (e.g., soil
suitability analysis results, environmental
farm management plan) to demonstrate
why the application is necessary and
appropriate.
d. Where non-farm use, subdivision, or
exclusion from the ALR can be supported
and results in materially increased
development potential accruing to the
landowner, the Municipality may require
the landowner to contribute to the
Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund.
e. Update the Strategic Agricultural Plan,
and develop a policy or strategy for use
of the Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund
and potential use of Municipally-owned
property for farming activity.
f. Minimize the footprint of housing and
farm buildings on agricultural lands.
g. Consider up to three dwelling units per
parcel, within no more than two separate
buildings on farmland where:
○
It supports the agricultural use of
the property.
○
It will preserve and/or protect an
environmental feature.
○
Driveway access, parking areas
and utilities are generally shared.
○
The positioning and design
complement the rural character
of the immediate area.
○
The ALC has granted approval, or
the housing is permitted by ALC
policy and regulation.

h.

i.
j.

k.

 here proposed development abuts the
W
ALR along the Urban Containment Boundary
(UCB), agricultural activity must be protected
from negative urban influences through the
use of buffers, restrictive covenants, and
development permits.
Consider supporting proposals for bio-gas
systems.
Review options to engage with the
agricultural community on decisions and
policy development regarding agricultural
issues.
Prevent new development, both within
and outside the ALR, from impacting
downstream agricultural land in watersheds,
increasing run-off, compromising farmland
drainage, or otherwise disrupting hydrology.

Strengthen the economic vitality of farming
l. Update and maintain the 2001 Strategic
Agricultural Plan.
m. With the approval of the ALC, and where
appropriate, agricultural soils removed as
part of municipal operations and capital
programs and screened for contamination
and invasive species will be offered to
operating farms in North Cowichan.
n. Consider assisting organizations or
initiatives that connect potential farmers to
agricultural land, including farmable land
owned by the Municipality.
o. Support urban farm operations within
non-agricultural commercial, industrial and
residential zones.
p. Advocate to provincial and federal
governments to promote economic viability
of localized food production systems.
q. Support the establishment and expansion of
farmer's markets.
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Diversify and expand local sustainable food
system
r. Encourage sustainable aquaculture
systems such as land-based aquaponic
systems.
s. Encourage the development of local food
processing and distribution facilities that
support Vancouver Island producers.
t. Support the development of farmers’
markets, community supported fisheries,
cooperatives, produce box programs, and
similar innovations that promote access
to local food.
u. Encourage the development of a regional
food hub, including an aggregation and
distribution facility to ship products to
consumers in the region.
v. Support the development of an
Agricultural Development Centre that
includes training and research into
regenerative techniques applicable to
North Cowichan’s soils and climate.
w. Support innovations in agriculture to
maintain and enhance the viability of the
agricultural sector.
x. Support limited non-agricultural activities
(which may or may not require ALC nonfarm use application) that do not have a
substantive impact on farm operations
and help to supplement and maintain
the viability of the farm operations as the
continued primary purpose.
y. Encourage and promote agri-tourism.
z. Consider purchasing or leasing farmland
for the purposes of a regenerative
agriculture demonstration project.
aa. Promote biological diversity and
ecosystem health on farmland.
ab. Consider cosmetic pesticide restrictions,
along with restrictions on other
potentially harmful substances.
ac. Promote water conservation by restricting
the use of domestic lawn watering in
order to preserve the water supply
and aquifers for agricultural use and
ecosystems.

Work towards a “circular” (low waste) food
system
ad. Support initiatives and organizations
that reduce food waste and food
packaging. Single use containers,
packaging, and utensils will be phased
out of municipal operations wherever
practical.
ae. Consider implementation of initiatives
such as plastic bag or styrofoam food
container bans and install water bottle
fillings stations at municipal parks and
facilities.

7.2.3 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 here conversion of agricultural land
W
to non-agricultural uses occurs, require
contribution to an Agricultural Reserve
Fund.
b. Look for ways to support local food
security and farming initiatives.
c. Provide opportunities for residents to
have food producing gardens in urban
areas.
d. Provide appropriate buffers where
residential land abuts agricultural lands.
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7.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Farmers and Agricultural Landowners
Significantly lower greenhouse gas emissions
and greater carbon storage
a. Use and promote farming methods and
techniques that reduce GHG emissions,
and sequester carbon in the soil.
b. Limit the amount of water used.
c. Minimize the use of fossil-fuel based
energy and chemicals (pesticides and
fertilizers).
d. Work towards a "circular economy" and
reduce food related wastes.
e. Focus on improving the resilience and
equity of the local food system.
f. Gear production towards local markets
to increase local food self-reliance.
Enhance biodiversity by preserving,
connecting and enhancing habitat on and
between agricultural lands
g. Set aside and steward marginal
or unused farmland for ecological
purposes.
h. Adopt and promote sustainable,
regenerative farming techniques
that enhance soil health, landscape
complexity and farm biodiversity.
i. Protect, preserve, and enhance
biodiversity by enhancing and
introducing hedgerows, copses,
wetlands and irrigation ponds into the
farm system.

Community Members
k.

 upport local farmers, especially those
S
using organic, regenerative techniques.
l. Support food producers/harvesters,
food processors and markets by buying
locally produced and processed foods.
m. Support farm neighbours by recognizing
and understanding that farming sometimes requires the use of techniques that
may impact residential quality of life.
n. Support food equity and food security
initiatives.

Other Jurisdictions
o. W
 ork with the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) and the Ministry of
Agriculture on agricultural planning,
policy, and enforcement issues and
on reviewing applications for land
use change within the ALR to ensure
consistency with agricultural policy.
p. Collaborate with local First Nations to
strengthen indigenous food systems;
and as appropriate, support sustainable
wild harvesting of traditional food and
medicine from municipal forest lands.
q. Protect shorelines for food harvesting.
r. Take a regional approach to protecting,
enhancing, and supporting agriculture,
working with other jurisdictions to
resolve common issues that interfere
with the economic vitality of farming.
Such issues include drainage problems,
water supply for crops, marketing and
promotion, and community education.
Advocate for appropriate federal
and provincial resourcing of supplymanaged and regulatory systems,
including:
○
Licensing and inspection of
facilities such as abattoirs and
meat processing operations.
○
Education and enforcement
relating to hunting and fishing.
○
Equitable administration of
fishery quotas and ability to sell
dockside to individuals and local
markets.
s. Work with Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO) and Island Health
to improve monitoring of shellfish
contamination with a view to open more
areas to shellfish harvesting.
t. Advocate to Agriculture Canada to
further restrict the use of pesticides and
herbicides that are harmful to insect,
animal, and human populations.
u. Advocate to all levels of government
to provide support for approaches to
agriculture that contribute to healthy
ecosystems and people.
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8
LOCAL
REGENERATIVE
ECONOMY
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"

To repair the failing ecosystems and life-support functions upon

which we all depend, steady-state thinking emphasizes investment

and conservation over spending and consumption. It also must work
to restore trust in government as needed to mend our social safety
nets and cultivate mutually supportive relationships among social
groups.

Urban designers and planners should begin now to rethink cities
- or rather urban regions - so they function as complete quasi-

independent human ecosystems. Less dependent on imports for the

necessities of life, bio-regionally focused populations would be partly
insulated from external climate vagaries, resource shortages and
distant conflicts.

"

- William Rees, UBC Professor Emeritus, Population Ecologist

Excerpt taken from Rees' (2014) Avoiding Collapse: An agenda for sustainable degrowth and relocalizing the economy, pages 11 &
14, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
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8.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
Like many communities, North Cowichan
aspires to create a thriving local economy that
offers high quality employment opportunities,
supports a diverse range of successful and
sustainable businesses, provides a solid base of
tax revenues to support community services and
amenities, and makes it possible for all residents
to enjoy a decent standard of living.
There has been substantial progress made
towards these objectives since the last OCP was
adopted, namely:
○ Some business sectors have expanded
including food and agriculture (including
food processing, agri-tech, and wine/
beer/spirits), biomedical, and boutique
manufacturing firms;
○ The unemployment rate dropped from
6.9% to 4.6% from 2012 to 2018;
○ North Cowichan has a higher
percentage of employees than the
provincial average in the following
sectors: manufacturing, waste
management and remediation, health
care, and accommodation/ food.
○ Net financial assets of the Municipality
have increased from $7.5 million to $26
million between 2012 and 2018.

However, additional goals that are very
important to North Cowichan include an
economy that reduces pressure on (and even
enhances) local and global environmental
systems and improves equity. At the time of
writing this OCP, the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change Sixth Report was issued
documenting the monumental climate crisis
facing humanity. As with the 2018 IPCC Special
Report¹ about limiting Global Warming to 1.5
degree Celsius, this report underscores the
critical juncture facing humanity and the need
for unprecedented transitions in society and the
economy. In addition, North Cowichan set its
community emissions target at that time to 80%
less than 2017 levels by 2050 and committed
to having a 'net zero' OCP. To respond to
this direction, this chapter sets the objectives
and policies for creating a local, regenerative
economy.
A community plan (like this one) that prioritizes
sustainability and regeneration must re-think
its approach to economic development to fit
the biophysical realities of our shared human
predicament. The purpose of a regenerative
economy is to have as many positive impacts as
possible, not just mitigate negative impacts. The
regenerative economy is based on cooperation
rather than competition, re-use of goods and
materials that are available to us (rather than
manufacturing new ones) and focusing on local
supply.
With climate change and biodiversity at critical
thresholds, our community (like every other)
should be re-considering the core assumptions
about the economy and how to re-purpose it for
long-term health, well-being, social justice, and
the regeneration of natural systems.

¹ See the full 2018 IPCC report here: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/.
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As described in Chapter 2, Figure 8.1, The
Doughnut model is useful to frame the
discussion on the economy. It consists of two
concentric rings:
○ A social foundation - to ensure that
no one is left falling short on life's
essentials.
○ An ecological ceiling - to ensure
that humanity does not collectively
overshoot planetary boundaries.
Between these two limits lies a doughnutshaped space that is both ecologically safe
and socially just - a space in which humanity
can both survive and thrive and where a
regenerative and distributive economy can
flourish (see Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1: Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries.¹

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Given these twin imperatives of creating a
thriving, successful local economy while also
addressing local and global environmental
challenges, North Cowichan requires new
economic thinking as well as creative and
strategic approaches that aligns with this goal.
North Cowichan's economic development
approach should address the following
questions:
○ How can the local economy become
more diverse and successful?
○ How can the local economy grow in
quality/diversity?
○ How can the local economy improve
equity and serve the needs of all
community members to thrive and
prosper?

○ H
 ow can economic development reduce
the negative impacts on ecosystems
and support the restoration and
regeneration of local ecosystems while
providing a living to citizens?
○ How can the local economy move from
a "take, make, waste" linear model to a
more efficient "circular economy"?
○ How can our local economy exist in a
fair and sustainable relationship with
other countries and global systems,
including dealing with competition from
imported products produced cheaply
through human and environmental
exploitation?

¹ Image taken from: https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/11
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8.1 LOCALIZED, LOW
CONSUMPTION ECONOMY
To address these significant challenges,
this Plan utilizes a fundamentally different
economic philosophy from its predecessor. This
philosophy is outlined below and informs the
policies that follow.

RE-THINKING GROWTH

The Plan rejects the notion that economic
growth (especially increased consumption) is
the primary purpose of economic development
and inherently beneficial for society. It
recognizes that growth for growth's sake is
undermining the delicate natural systems that
we rely on for all life and therefore, antithetical
to a sustainable/regenerative economy.

CARBON NEUTRAL

Like all other communities, it is our responsibility
and moral imperative to dramatically decrease our
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and work quickly
and decisively to achieve this OCP's target of
carbon neutrality (i.e. net zero emissions) by 2050.
The 2021 Climate Action and Energy Plan (CAEP)
update includes establishment of regular ongoing
emissions monitoring. Similar reductions are
necessary worldwide to have any hope of keeping
global temperature increases within 1.5 degrees
Celsius. It is unrealistic to expect this to be achieved
without profound changes in current thinking and
patterns of behaviour.

Instead, our aim should be to increase the
quality, resilience and fairness of the economy
while reducing its negative impacts on the
climate and environment.

REGENERATION

Recognizing that we have already vastly
depleted a number of local and global
resources, such as fish stocks and old growth
forests, taking us far beyond sustainable limits
of consumption, the Plan recognizes it is no
longer sufficient to "do less harm", especially
as Canada and the US use in excess of 8 Global
Hectares to support each person.² Instead,
we must adopt a "regenerative" approach to
the economy. i.e. one where, business and the
economy are a force of restoration, regeneration
and increasing equity.

² See https://data.footprintnetwork.org for further details on biocapacity.
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SELF-RELIANCE AND RESILIENCE

We must move towards greater self-reliance and
vastly reduce our dependence on and exploitation
of distant resources and ecological wealth.
Instead, we should look towards opportunities
for increasing local self-reliance even when this
may not be the most economically advantageous
direction under the current system. We must build
an economy resilient to stressors and shocks such
as the COVID-19 pandemic.

REGENERATIVE BUSINESS & THE
GREENING OF INDUSTRY
A great variety of businesses are required to
support a local community and region, and we
must work towards the greening of all businesses
(i.e. reduce GHG emissions, material/water
consumption and ecological impacts of existing
businesses) while also supporting new, regenerative
businesses having a fundamentally different
relationship to community and the natural world.
Currently, small scale industrial emissions account
for almost 40% of North Cowichan's emissions.
Working with these businesses to reduce emissions
is key to meeting our targets.

TECHNOLOGY AND REMOTE WORK
OPTIONS

Technology and the COVID-19 pandemic have
changed the way many businesses are conducted.
Given trends in remote workplaces and the
ability for businesses to move their offices online,
North Cowichan is increasingly attractive for
professionals looking to relocate from cities and
settle in an area with a more direct connection to
the natural environment and excellent recreational
opportunities.
Meets the climate action principle
by encouraging businesses to
reduce their GHG emissions.

The emerging tech industry is expanding across
the province bringing high paying jobs, which
helps provide good living standards and greater
economic opportunities in North Cowichan. A
significant quantity of carbon emissions arise
from workers commuting to jobs in Nanaimo
and Victoria. Promoting telecommuting and WiFi
infrastructure will help reduce GHG emissions as
commuting frequency is reduced.
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8.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Increase community economic selfreliance where the local economy
increasingly substitutes goods/products/
materials that are currently imported.
b. Work towards a "circular" economy
where flows of materials, energy and
water are reused to the maximum extent
possible.
c. Create 15 minute communities so
individuals can readily access most
services and amenities (daily needs met)
without the use of a vehicle.
d. Maximize volunteer and sharing
economies, e.g. promote and facilitate
initiatives such as tool libraries, repair
cafés, seed exchanges and mentor or
"buddy" programs.
e. Enable a local economy where the
average per capita ecological footprint
of citizens decreases over time.

“15 Minute Communities” is
an aspirational concept whereby
wherever someone lives in an urban
area, they are within a 15 minute
walk or cycle of most essential or
day-to-day services. This is a reason
to encourage a network of small
service commercial and retail units
throughout the urban area, not just
confined to village centres.

8.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 upport sustainable & regenerative
S
businesses focused on the well-being
of residents, including through business
license and zoning regulations.
b. Support the expansion of small
scale, sustainable food/aquaculture
production and processing and a
regional food hub and link with agritourism opportunities (See also Chapter
9)
c. Consider leveraging or acquiring
Municipal land holdings to strategically
encourage the type of businesses and
economic environment that fits with the
philosophy of this Plan.
d. Encourage the development of
local sustainable 'green' technology
businesses and discourage growth of
high-consumption industries that offer
little to improve human well-being
relative to their direct and indirect
environmental costs.
e. Explore the development of business
parks and clusters geared towards
innovation and sustainable technology.
f. Provide a showcase of green
technologies/demonstration projects
that enhance the environmental brand
of North Cowichan drawing green
entrepreneurs to the District and
creating new green jobs.

Progress can be measured by:
○ Qualitative analysis of whether we are
progressing towards a localized, lowconsumption economy.
○ Reduction of ecological footprint per
capita (e.g. eco footprint calculator).
○ Reduction of waste generated per
capita.
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8.1.3 Where appropriate the
8.1.4 The Municipality will work
Municipality will ask
with others to:
developers and landowners to:
a.

 onsider industrial lands to sell/lease for
C
light industrial activity related to green
technologies, specialty food processing,
aquaculture, and other uses that fit with
the philosophy of the plan.

a.

 upport infrastructure for reliable
S
internet connectivity throughout North
Cowichan.
b. Promote North Cowichan as a regional
trades education node that provides
technical and business training to
people interested in working in
small scale ventures in areas such
as agriculture, aquaculture, food
processing, viticulture, specialty
health services, light industry, the
environmental industry, value-added
wood manufacturing and wood product
design.
c. Support innovation and
entrepreneurship incubators and
educational programs for new local
businesses and entrepreneurs. Forge
potential partnerships with VIU, UVic,
Royal Roads and others.
d. Collaborate with Economic Development
Cowichan to seek out opportunities to
develop and enhance the technology
sector in the Cowichan Valley.
e. Work with telecommunication
companies to ensure good infrastructure
to support technological innovation in
the information economy and support
remote work options.
f. Partner to create possibilities for
establishing eco-industrial parks that
promote a circular model, including
synergies and efficiencies from
co-locating compatible industries
producing products that serve human
and environmental well-being.
g. Conduct data-gathering and baseline
assessments against which to measure
progress.
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8.2 SERVING WELL-BEING
BC Healthy Community Society identifies
income/poverty as one of the most prominent
social and structural factors that affect health
and well-being. Income levels below a certain
threshold have been shown to negatively
affect health outcomes in all ages to a much
higher degree than smoking or body weight.³
Healthy economic environments address this
income/poverty determinant by ensuring
"work for everyone capable of working, that
workers are paid a living wage, and where
those who can't work are supported".
Meets the social justice and equity
principle by highlighting the link
between income levels and health
outcomes.

A living wage reflecting the actual cost of
living in a given community benefits the local
community through increased discretionary
spending, reduced staff turnover, increased
capacity to pursue cultural, volunteer and
leisure activities, better health outcomes and
increased worker productivity. A healthy work
environment supports community health and
well-being by offering safe and humane places
for people to work. Workers who are protected
by safety precautions, anti-harassment and
bullying policies and fair wage legislation are
more likely to be healthy individuals who can
actively participate in creating healthy and
sociable communities.4

"

'The strength of a society is measured not by the
wealth of its most affluent members but how
well its most vulnerable citizens are able to cope.
The question we need to ask ourselves is whether everyone has the chance to lead a good and
dignified life.'

"

-Sanna Martin, Prime Minister of Finland

"

Transforming our economics is by no means easy.
But we've known about holistic approaches based
on progress and collective well-being since time
immemorial. All are based on the real world,
rather than flawed assumptions about people and
an idea that infinite material growth on a finite
planet is possible.

"

Yannick Beaudoin, Director General for Ontario
and Northern Canada

³ Read more about the relationship between economics and health here: http://bchealthycommunities.ca/the-issue-economic-equality
4
See http://bchealthycommunities.ca/the-issue-economic-equality/ for further details on BC healthy communities.
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8.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Increase equity amongst community
members and improve community
health, well-being and happiness.
b. Create meaningful employment in
sustainable employment sectors that
contributes to individual and community
well-being.
c. Increase participation in the local
economy by community members to
improve personal financial security and
support for community services.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessments of residents'
well-being.
○ Range of household incomes and
decrease in degree of disparity.
○ Decrease in the number of households
below the poverty line.

8.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ork towards ensuring that all
W
community members have access to the
basic needs of food, shelter, water, and
education.
b. Support an early learning and childcare
strategy to support working families and
contribute to a healthy economy.
c. Consider offering onsite childcare at
the Municipal Hall and/or other civic
facilities, or leasing land to childcare
providers.
d. Adopt an ethical procurement policy
that addresses financial, social and
environmental sustainability.

Natural Resources Canada defines a
“just transition” as: “an approach to
economic, environmental and social
policy that aims to create an equitable and prosperous future for workers
and communities as the world builds
a low-carbon economy. No worker
or community can be left behind, so
government climate action must be
focused on those workers.”

8.2.3 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

L ook for opportunities to support
businesses and social entrepreneurs
that are providing opportunities for
marginalized and equity-seeking groups
and individuals.
b. Strengthen partnerships with local First
Nations and Indigenous community
members and look for opportunities to
develop mutually beneficial economic
(development) projects and initiatives.
c. Advocate for a living wage for all
employees.
d. Support initiatives that encourage
employers to prioritize worker wellbeing and facilitate a “just transition “ to
a regenerative economy.
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8.3 LOCAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
North Cowichan has a clear role to play in
creating a climate to retain, nurture and attract
new businesses that fit with its economic goals.
This can be achieved through planning for an
attractive, livable, amenity-rich community, and
creating administrative, tax and investment
policies that support and encourage the types
of businesses that are needed. An important
component is the recognition that economic
"development" does not necessarily mean
getting bigger but can mean getting better.
Examples include:
○ S
 upport initiatives that focus on
attraction and retention of people and
skills, rather than on sector-specific
attraction.
○ Avoid policies (such as tax exemptions
and fee waivers) that dilute the social
contract to sustain social infrastructure.
○ Diversify commercial activities.
○ Transition from limiting and repetitive
jobs to meaningful skilled jobs.
○ Increase skills training, education and
apprenticeship opportunities.
○ Foster appropriate technology
development and a “just transition”
away from a fossil fuel-dependent
economy.
○ Shift towards products and services
that help well-being, environmental
restoration and cultural creativity.
○ Shift to a wider range of products and
services generated locally.

The supply of commercially and industrially
zoned lands in North Cowichan can likely
accommodate demand for the foreseeable
future (although at a regional scale this may
not be the case). Land use efficiencies could be
increased by combining mixed-use development
with light industry and infill.
To support economic development within
North Cowichan and the Cowichan Region
overall, the Municipality should enhance and
market the attributes of its livable communities
and the advantages for desirable industrial
and commercial enterprises to locate here.
It is also important for the Municipality to
work closely and effectively with the various
economic development authorities and business
organizations in the region.
Not all technological innovations or products
provide clear benefits to human wellbeing.
Some industries have questionable benefits
and create significant waste and harm.
Predatory financial lending, energy-intensive
cryptocurrency “mining”, arms manufacture,
or cosmetic vivisection are all examples of
industries that are unlikely to be welcomed
by citizens in their midst. The Municipality can
ensure that its zoning bylaw takes a discerning
approach to the types of industrial and
commercial uses it permits.
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8.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Establish a business environment that
supports sustainable, local economic development
in North Cowichan while maintaining a high quality
of life and high environmental integrity.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in numbers of business licenses
for sustainable, local businesses.
○ Qualitative assessment of "fit" of
businesses with the Municipality’s
economic development goals.

“Good enough to approve, not bad
enough to refuse”
This idea represents a mindset whereby
only development that actively adds
value to North Cowichan’s urban and
rural environments in terms of design
features such as architecture, urban form,
retention of natural features, landscaping
and amenities. Lower standards of design
merely seeking to avoid harmful impacts
are not sufficient.

8.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 xercise leadership for economic
E
development in North Cowichan, clearly
communicating its economic development
approach and encourage other partners.
b. Support the development and retention
of local sustainable businesses, including
supporting existing businesses in reducing
impacts.
c. Consider creating a sustainable economic
development corporation, owned by the
Municipality but managed by an arm's
length board of directors.
d. Consider addressing any gaps in the local
business ecosystem by pursuing strategic
business attraction and development
opportunities to strengthen and diversify
the local economy.
e. Consider facilitating development
proposals for creation of live-work units.
f. Administer a permitting process that
is transparent, timely and solutionoriented in order to meet both developer
and community objectives for new
development. This should be based on
the premise that development is "good
enough to approve", rather than "not bad
enough to refuse".
g. Examine how to leverage taxes and other
financial tools to support and promote
businesses aligned with its economic
development objectives.

h.

i.
j.

k.

 romote high quality urban design and
P
make strategic investments in public
amenities and the public realm to create
healthy, livable, amenity-rich communities
that are paramount for attracting desirable,
sustainable businesses.
Use its planning, taxation and investment
powers to revitalize commercial and
mixed-use areas that have declined.
Look for opportunities to support local,
sustainable businesses through its
procurement processes and consider
adopting associated policies.
Critically review types of commercial and
industrial uses and update the zoning and
business licensing bylaws accordingly.
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8.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and business
owners to:
a.

 hare their approaches to "living wage",
S
community contribution, climate action,
and reducing environmental impact
when applying for a business licence.
b. Demonstrate, if they are applying to rezone lands for the purpose of significant
new business or new employment
centres, that the childcare needs of
employees can be met in the community
or else provide appropriate space within
their business premises that can be
leased to providers.

8.3.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ake a regional approach to economic
T
development including partnership
with First Nations and other local
governments.
b. Look for ways to work with others to
support and encourage innovation in
regenerative business practices.
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8.4 RURAL-BASED ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES
Beyond the traditional activities associated
with farming and forestry, the rural and natural
areas of the municipality provide opportunities
for other economic activity. The extensive
oceanfront, large municipal forests, a beautiful
natural setting close to major urban centres are
all important attractions. See also Chapter 7:
Food Security and Local Agriculture.
The outdoor setting amid forests, lakes, ocean
and mountains sets the stage for a strong and
responsible local tourism sector. Access to these
areas is provided by trailheads, boat launches
and marinas, enabling sports such as biking,
fishing, kayaking and hiking. The attraction of
the natural setting is complemented by local arts
and culture, history, agriculture and viticulture.
In keeping with the economic development
goals of this OCP, themed tourism (e.g. bike,
ecological, food/agricultural) and value-added
forest products all present opportunities for
locally owned, low-impact business creation.
These have to be balanced against the unique
qualities, characteristics and fragilities of the
associated environments to ensure that those
features are not compromised by excessive
tourism levels, activities and traffic.
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8.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Encourage and promote economic
activities that fit with the values of rural
communities and a thriving natural environment.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of rural business
licenses that fit with the values of rural
communities.

8.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 llow some commercial uses and
A
home-based businesses in rural areas,
consistent with maintaining rural
character. Focus on local products and
small-scale services (including childcare
facilities) and carefully assess proposals
for assembly uses (such as wedding
venues and fêtes) on a case-by-case
basis to ensure acceptable levels of
noise, disturbance and traffic are
maintained.
b. Establish appropriate standards for
home-based businesses in rural areas,
recognizing that with some flexibility,
home-based businesses will be smallscale in nature, creating minimal impact
to neighbouring properties.

8.4.3 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport and encourage the development
S
of rural businesses, especially those that
enhance the productivity of the natural
environment and link climate change
strategies to economic opportunities.
b. Support business and tourism
development that sensitively celebrate our
natural assets and rural character including
agri-tourism, sports-tourism and ecotourism at levels that do not compromise
those assets.
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8.5 COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITY

Commerce is the day-to-day business that
occurs within the community. Commerce
provides residents with the goods and services
they require and provides income for business
owners and employees.
Commercial activity has a huge impact on a
region, its communities, and neighbourhoods.
Commerce influences traffic patterns, and
through their signage, storefronts and publicly
accessible spaces, businesses significantly
influence our visual environment.
Accessibility, safety and parking are important
issues for many commercial enterprises and their
customers. In recent years, some commercial
businesses have faced challenges because
of the shift to on-line shopping. Commercial
opportunities are changing rapidly, particularly
with technological development, and regulation
is sometimes slow to “catch up” with innovative
ideas. Temporary Use Permits are a good way of
authorizing a new use at a given site to allow the
Municipality to assess potential impacts before
considering any permanent changes to the
zoning.

The location and vitality of commercial retail
largely determines a community’s character
and well-planned commercial services can
make neighbourhoods and communities more
livable, affordable and resilient. The Municipality
supports a variety of commercial types: local,
neighbourhood, commercial cores, service
commercial, and regional shopping centre. It
also supports a mix of uses in a building such as
ground floor commercial with residential units
above.
Together with the City of Duncan and
Cowichan Tribes, North Cowichan's South
End area provides significant commercial
services to the region. The implementation
of the University Village Local Plan through
regional cooperation, and coordination of
commercial and public realm development are
vital for creating successful commercial areas.
Commercial services are also concentrated in the
communities of Chemainus and Crofton and are
essential components of those communities that
need to be nurtured.
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8.5.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Protect and promote the economic
viability of existing commercial enterprises in
North Cowichan, attract local, new and emerging
service, retail and other commercial businesses,
and encourage diverse types of commercial
activity focusing on sustainable, regenerative
practices.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in percentage of homes within
an approximate 15-minute walk of a
commercial area/node.
○ Qualitative assessment of the types
of commercial businesses in North
Cowichan.

8.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ncourage infill of existing commercial
E
areas and incentivize the redevelopment
or intensification of use on existing
commercial sites.
b. Include mixed use buildings in
commercial areas.
c. Encourage a full range of commercial
land uses to serve both the local and
regional markets.
d. Consider the use of Temporary Use
Permits to facilitate a range of uses
not permitted under existing zoning to
capitalize on unique and/or short-term
development opportunities.
e. Carefully consider parking needs in
core / town centre areas to ensure
that adequate (but not excessive)
parking is available to service new and
existing developments. The Municipality
may support applications to reduce
parking requirements where sufficient
infrastructure exists and/or can be
provided to support alternative modes
of transportation (e.g. transit, cycling,
pedestrian, car share etc.).
f. Not permit additional drive-throughs
as they are typically associated with
fast food stores that are often visually
unappealing and promote vehicle use
and increased GHG emissions.
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8.6 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

 istorically, industry has played a formative
H
role in North Cowichan. Activities range from
light manufacturing and specialized crafts
through to heavy industry involved in primary
processing. The needs of industry are unique:
siting and operational requirements, such as
access to material inputs and shipping facilities,
demand careful consideration. Factors such as
noise, air quality, hours of operation and traffic
can influence the quality of life far beyond the
industrial site. Some industries require buffering
to mute their impact, while others can function
side-by-side with their neighbours.
The Municipality has a key role to play in
assisting the right industries to find a welcoming
home. Policies that support industry and allow
business to confidently invest in the community
can be a catalyst to attract new investment
and good-quality jobs. The designation and
servicing of sufficient industrial land is a basic
requirement. Equally important are clarity,
consistency and timely decisions about how
industry fits with other community values and
aspirations.
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8.6.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Promote a healthy industrial sector
and encourage sustained and diverse industrial
activity within North Cowichan.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessment of industries that
fit within the goals of this OCP.

8.6.2 The Municipality will strive to:

Promote a healthy industrial sector
a. Support existing heavy industrial
uses making efforts to reduce their
environmental footprint and improve
social conditions for employees and
community.
b. Support diversification and
intensification of uses on underutilized
portions of industrial properties
recognizing that redevelopment of
brownfield and greyfield industrial
sites is preferred over greenfield
development.
c. Encourage shared use and potential
expansion of existing waterfront
infrastructure, including deep sea ports
and dock facilities.
d. Support the development of light
industrial sites suitable to small-scale
food processing in rural or industrial
areas, as appropriate.
e. Support legal cannabis production and
processing in the industrial designation.
f. Support establishment of “ecoindustrial” parks that promote synergies
and efficiencies by co-locating
compatible industries producing
products that serve human and
environmental well-being.

Reduce the potential for conflicts between
industrial and other lands uses
g. Ensure new heavy industrial
development, consistent with the zoning
bylaw and goals of this OCP are located
away from and buffered from urban
residential and other sensitive areas.
h. Require screening and other interface
treatments adjacent to non-industrial
uses or scenic roads.
i. Manage noise, pollution, and nuisance
in industrial areas (see also Chapter
8: Regeneration and Protection of the
Natural Environment).
j. Consider selective down-zoning of
vacant heavy industrial lands to light
industrial zoning, where the resumption
of heavy industrial uses would
negatively impact the local community.
k. Not support expansion of industrial
lands or uses into non-industrial areas.
l. Review the zoning bylaw to prevent
additional high-emissions, or other
polluting industrial and commercial uses
being established in locations.
m. Manage the impact of heavy truck traffic
on municipal roads by designating truck
routes and restrictions on location and
time-of-day use where warranted.
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8.6.3 The Municipality will ask
businesses, developers, and
landowners to:
a.

 ontinually seek ways to reduce their
C
GHG emissions and environmental
impacts of their operations.
b. Use light industrial business sites
efficiently and look for synergistic
relationships with adjacent businesses
and communities, such as live-work
units and childcare facilities.
c. Consider introducing programs and
initiatives to increase equity such as
"living wage" policies and community
contributions.
d. Secure appropriate funding for
the planning, remediation and
redevelopment of brownfield and
greyfield sites.
e. Remediate any contaminated sites or
vacated industrial sites at the waterfront
in Chemainus, Crofton or Cowichan
Bay, and include a waterfront planning
process as part of any land use change
or redevelopment application.

8.6.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ollaborate with the Cowichan Valley
C
Regional District to recruit and retain
new forms of industry that fit with the
goals of this OCP.
b. Maintain an inventory of vacant and
developed industrially zoned land in
partnership with the CVRD, in order
to monitor the industrial land supply
and facilitate location of appropriate
industries in North Cowichan.
c. Work with CVRD on a regional economic
strategy, industrial strategy and related
initiatives.
d. Look for opportunities to partner with
First Nations and other Indigenous
organizations on sustainable local
business initiatives.
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8.6.5 Mining And Gravel Extraction
While provincial legislation assigns provincial
and municipal governments shared jurisdiction
over aggregate extraction operations, the
fundamental authority with respect to aggregate
extraction and mining resides in the provincial
Mines Act and the permits issued under it. The
Mines Act focuses on mining activities, worker
health and safety, environmental impacts,
and reclamation of the mine site. It does not,
however, clearly address questions of where
mines should or should not be located, nor does
it adequately address the full range of off-site
impacts.
If mining and gravel extraction is to be
undertaken in North Cowichan, it must be
done responsibly at all stages: exploration,
mine development and extraction, closure and
reclamation. Responsible mining would be
that which considers a wide range of factors
including employment, First Nations interests,
environmental protection and compensation,
management of impacts on adjacent properties,
and impacts on other aspects of the North
Cowichan economy (e.g., tourism, construction).
In recent years, mine planning, mine closure
practices, and the conduct of mining operations
have evolved, these are intended to reduce the
negative environmental and social impacts of
mining. The manner in which a mine is planned
can greatly reduce the magnitude and duration
of impacts over the life of the mine and after its
closure.
Sand and gravel (aggregate) deposits are also
an important resource in North Cowichan.
Gravel extraction greater than 500 m³ per parcel
is not a permitted use within the Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) unless the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) grants approval. Removal
of aggregate resources from lands within the
ALR requires prior approval from both the
Provincial Agricultural Land Commission and
the Municipality. Gravel-processing operations
(within or outside of the ALR) are industrial land
uses and are subject to municipal zoning and
other municipal regulations.
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8.6.5.1 Defining Success |
Objectives
Objective: Ensure environmental stewardship
and responsible approaches in aggregate and
mineral resource extraction.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessment of environmental
stewardship and responsible approaches
to resource extraction.

8.6.5.2 The Municipality will strive
to:
a.

 onsider support for mining and
C
aggregate activities in appropriate
locations, that minimize environmental
impacts, protect local viewscapes,
minimize conflicts with adjacent land
uses, and make appropriate provisions
for reclamation after the mining
operations have ceased.
b. Encourage best management practices
for mineral and aggregate resource
extraction activities.

8.6.5.3 The Municipality will ask
landowners and resource
extractors to:
a.

 rovide detailed (and independent)
P
social, economic and environmental
impact studies and management plans
that align with community goals, when
the Municipality is asked to comment
on mining proposals by agencies having
jurisdiction.
b. Provide operational plans that address
potential impacts on neighbours,
the environment and community
infrastructure, when the Municipality is
asked to comment on mining proposals
by agencies having jurisdiction.

8.6.5.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 ncourage the Province to undertake
E
public engagement and consultation
on proposed mining or aggregate
operations.
b. Encourage the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities to lobby the Province
for greater local government input
and control over decisions about the
extraction of surface and subsurface
resources within their boundaries.
c. Work with other agencies, stakeholders
and the Agricultural Land Commission
to encourage the reclamation of mineral
and gravel extraction operations on
lands in the ALR to a high standard for
agriculture.
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9
SUSTAINABLE
INFRASTRUCTURE
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"

By weaving natural features into the built environment, green

infrastructure can not only provide stormwater management, but

also a number of other environmental, social, and economic benefits
not typically provided by gray infrastructure. Green infrastructure
increases exposure to the natural environment, reduces exposure
to harmful substances and conditions, provides opportunity

for recreation and physical activity, improves safety, promotes
community identity and a sense of well-being, and provides

economic benefits at both the community and household level.

"

- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Quote taken from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (2017) article Health Benefits of Green Infrastructure in Communities:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-11/documents/greeninfrastructure_healthy_communities_factsheet.pdf .
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9.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
This section addresses community infrastructure
for water, wastewater, storm water, solid waste
systems and other related services. Providing
these services is a core function of local
government.
Objective: Provide responsible infrastructure
management through long-range plans that
address growth demands, operational efficiency
and financial and environmental sustainability
by:
○ Ensuring safe high quality drinking water.
○ Reducing water consumption to
conserve groundwater supplies.
○ Planning and administering effective
wastewater treatment.
○ Increasing the level of groundwater
recharge and not increasing peak runoff
flow rates; particularly where erosion
and/or environmental degradation may
result, or where flood risk is increased.
○ Utilizing green infrastructure.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Decreased water consumption (total and
per capita).
○ Decreased solid waste production (total
and per capita) collected.
○ Effluent compliance rate for wastewater.
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9.1 WATER SYSTEMS
Protection of our water sources and the delivery
of clean, safe water to citizens are core functions
of municipal government. Future land use
decisions and development practices must
consider the vital role of water in sustaining
all life. Access to clean, reliable water supply
supports our environment, our health, and our
economy.
Over recent decades, the region’s water
resources have been strained by a range of
factors including drier summers due to climate
change. Because some of the watersheds that
provide the municipality with drinking water are
outside of municipal boundaries, cooperation
with adjacent jurisdictions and landowners is
essential.
North Cowichan operates three potable water
systems: Chemainus, Crofton and the South End.
Part of the South End community is also serviced
by the City of Duncan Water System. Each
system is described below.
In general, parts of each distribution system
need to be upgraded as growth occurs. Where
there is increased densification and higher
fire flow demands, additional upgrades to
the distribution system may be required.
Infrastructure upgrades triggered by growth can
be partially funded through the collection of
Development Cost Charges (DCCs). If rezoning is
required, the Municipality can negotiate a full or
partial recovery of infrastructure upgrade costs
as a community amenity contribution.

CHEMAINUS
Historically Chemainus was serviced from a
surface water supply. New wells were drilled
near to the Chemainus River a number of years
ago. Chemainus is now mainly supplied from the
well source and the Holyoak Lake supply during
the summer when needed. For both supplies,
chlorine is used to treat the water and to ensure
chlorine is present in the water throughout the
distribution system.

CROFTON
Crofton is supplied with water from the
Cowichan River. The water is pumped by Paper
Excellence, through their water treatment plant,
where it is put through settlement tanks and
filters prior to chlorination. The water is then
pumped into the Crofton Water System where it
is dosed with chlorine again to provide further
treatment and to ensure that there is chlorine
present in the water throughout the distribution
system. Crofton also has a backup water supply
at Crofton Lake. In addition, a new force main
and pump station has been constructed that will
enable the South End Water System to supply
Crofton should the need arise.

SOUTH END
The South End system supplies the local areas
of Berkey's Corner, Bell McKinnon, Quamichan,
Maple Bay, plus portions of South End Centre,
Rural West and Rural East. As stated above, a
new force main and pump station will enable
the South End Water System to supply Crofton
should the need arise.
The South End is supplied with water from
the Cowichan aquifer via a well field located
on the south side of the Cowichan River. Parts
of the South End of North Cowichan are also
supplied by the City of Duncan from a similar
well field south of the Cowichan River operated
by the City of Duncan. The water from the
North Cowichan well field is disinfected using
ultraviolet light and chlorine to ensure chlorine is
present in the water throughout the distribution
system.
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9.1.1 The Municipality will strive to:
Protect drinking water supply
a. Maintain a master plan and
bylaws that identify future capital
improvements necessary to provide
water to residents within water
service areas.
b. Seek to better understand and
consider impacts of wells on local
aquifers.
c. Promote and incentivize water
conservation policies and practices,
which may include:
○ Continue implementing asset
management strategies to
reduce water system leakage.
○ Continue water metering for all
housing units, including stratas.
○ Further restrictions and controls
on water use during high water
use periods (summer).
○ Provide community education
about water conservation.
○ Promote use of water
conservation measures such as
low- flow appliances and low
water landscaping.
○ Monitor and update water
consumption pricing.

9.1.2 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Provide, for all development types,
a report setting out how fire flows
have been calculated.

Preserve fire flow capacity
d. Consider the requirements and
impacts of development proposals
on fire flows within the water system.
Developments exceeding available
capacity will not be approved unless
the developer funds all necessary
capacity upgrades. Any such
upgrades must be completed prior
to building occupation.
e. Work with developers to identify fire
flow capacities at an early stage and
achieve site and building designs
that remain within available capacity.
f. Periodically update its water system
models and identify future capacity
upgrades and works.
g. Review the Development Cost
Charges bylaw to ensure any
capacity upgrades needed to
facilitate new development are
adequately reflected.
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9.2 SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMS
The Municipality operates four sanitary
treatment plants (STP) and sanitary sewer
collection systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chemainus STP and sewer system.
Crofton STP and sewer system.
The Joint Utility Board (JUB) STP and
South End sewer system.
Maple Bay STP and sewer system.

In general, some parts of each collection
system may need to be upgraded as growth
occurs. Where there is increased densification,
additional upgrades to the collection system
may be required. Infrastructure upgrades
triggered by growth can be partially funded
through the collection of Development Cost
Charges (DCCs). If the application requires a
rezoning, the Municipality can negotiate a full or
partial recovery of infrastructure upgrade costs
as a community amenity contribution.

CHEMAINUS
Wastewater in Chemainus is collected and
treated at the Chemainus STP. The Chemainus
STP is an extended aeration treatment plant
that provides secondary level treatment. The
treated effluent is discharged to Stuart Channel
though an outfall pipe. The effluent discharged
from the STP is regulated by the Province
through a permit. The Chemainus STP is in the
process of being registered under the Municipal
Waste Regulation (MWR) after which it will be
regulated under that legislation.
The Chemainus STP treats sludges generated at
the plant plus those generated at the Crofton
STP. These sludges are digested and dewatered
prior to being hauled away for land fertilization
at a biosolids land application site.

2017 concluded that once minor upgrades are
implemented, this facility is expected to have
capacity to accommodate growth out to 2053
based on historical growth rates within the
Chemainus Sanitary Sewer Service Area.

CROFTON
Wastewater in Crofton is collected and treated
at the Crofton STP. Crofton also treats sewage
from the Tussie Reserve (Penelekut) and Halalt
Reserve (Halalt) First Nations.
Treated effluent is discharged to Osborne
Bay/Stuart Channel though an outfall pipe/
diffuser. The effluent discharged from the STP
is regulated by the Province through a permit.
In the near future, as flows to the treatment
plant increase, the Province will require that the
Crofton STP be registered under the Municipal
Waste Regulation (MWR) after which it will be
regulated under that legislation.
The Crofton STP has a very high compliance
level. It is not anticipated that future registration
under the MWR will be problematic although
some minor upgrades may be required to
meet regulations once the treatment plant
is registered. A capacity assessment study
completed in 2017 concluded that once the
said upgrades are implemented, this facility is
expected to have capacity to accommodate
growth out to 2053 based on historical growth
rates within the Crofton Sanitary Sewer Service
Area.

The Chemainus STP has a very high compliance
level, and it is not anticipated that registration
will be problematic, although some minor
upgrades may be required in the near term.
A capacity assessment study completed in
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SOUTH END

Wastewater in the South End is collected and
treated at the Joint Utilities Board (JUB) STP.
The JUB STP also serves the City of Duncan,
Cowichan Tribes First Nation, and CVRD Electoral
Areas D (Cowichan Bay) and E (Eagle Heights).
North Cowichan and Duncan jointly own the
facility with Cowichan Tribes and the CVRD
being users of the facility. The facility is located
on Cowichan Tribes’ Reserve and is secured until
2060 via a lease agreement.
The JUB STP is a complete mix aerated lagoon
treatment plant that provides secondary level
treatment, along with some tertiary treatment
for phosphorus removal during the summer
months. The treated effluent is discharged to
Cowichan River though an outfall pipe/diffuser.
The JUB is currently in the process of relocating
the outfall from the Cowichan River to the
embayment line of Cowichan Bay. The effluent
discharged from the STP is regulated by the
Province through an operating certificate. It is
not anticipated that the JUB STP will have to
register under the MWR because it is currently
part of a liquid waste management plan. Once
the outfall is relocated, it is likely that some of
the compliance limits will be increased.
The JUB STP currently has a very high
compliance level. With the relocation of the
outfall it is expected that it will continue to have
a very high compliance level.
Due to the fact the JUB STP serves five
jurisdictions, the capacity of the facility is
allocated amongst the five jurisdictions using an
equivalent residential unit (ERU) system. There
are a total of 17,300 ERUs of capacity, of which
North Cowichan holds 9,288 ERUs or 53.69% of
the total capacity of the facility. North Cowichan
is currently using 7,102 ERUs (as of Dec 31, 2021)
or 77.57% of the ERUs it holds. Based on the
average growth rate over the last 10 years it Is
estimated North Cowichan has ERU capacity out
to 2040. However, if growth is focused in the
serviced areas of the South End more than has
traditionally been the case, then North Cowichan
will tend to consume its units more rapidly than
what is projected based on the growth patterns
occurring over the last 10 years.

Based on the aggregate 10 year historical
growth rates of ALL of the jurisdictions using
the JUB STP, the JUB STP has capacity out to
approximately 2043. However, because some
jurisdictions will need units sooner than others,
efforts are underway to implement upgrades to
the facility. More specifically:
1.

2.

3.

4.

A capacity re-assessment study, much
like the study conducted in 2014, is being
undertaken to determine if the relatively
good performance of the treatment facility
will permit the JUB to increase the ERU
capacity of the facility.
Relocating the outfall to Cowichan Bay has
the potential to further increase the capacity
of the facility as the treated effluent will
be discharging into a marine environment
with very high dilution ratios compared to a
freshwater environment (the Cowichan River)
with a very low dilution ratio; particularly in
the summer months. This could result in an
additional increase to the facility’s capacity.
Additional aeration units (equivalent to 50%
more that what is currently installed) can
be added to provide further increase in the
facility’s capacity.
The facility redesign in 1998 contemplated
further upgrades beyond the installation
of additional diffusers. The facility can be
upgraded to a modified Sequencing Batch
Reactor facility that will result in another
increase in the facility’s capacity beyond
what can be achieved via the improvements
listed in item 3.
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MAPLE BAY

Wastewater in a small area of Maple Bay near
the Maple Bay marina is collected and treated at
a STP. Designed primarily to deal with discharges
from the Marina and for some growth in the
Shorepine Close area, the owners of the Maple
Bay Marina constructed the Maple Bay STP and
subsequently handed it over to the Municipality
to own and operate.
Like the JUB STP, the Maple Bay Marina system
is managed through ERUs where approximately
50% of the 117 ERUs are owned by the Marina
while the rest are allocated to the surrounding
properties within the sewer service area. There
are some lots that did not connect when the
treatment was built but have been assigned
ERUs during design. Those properties must
petition to come into the sewer service area to
connect and must pay latecomer fees to the
Maple Bay Marina. The sewer service area for
the Maple Bay Marina is fixed to the boundary
currently established for the service area and
there are no "spare" ERUs available for growth.
The Maple Bay STP provides a secondary level
of treatment, with the potential to provide
tertiary level treatment (phosphorus removal) in
the future. The treated effluent is discharged to
Maple Bay though an outfall pipe/diffuser. The
effluent discharged from the STP is regulated by
the Province through the Municipal Wastewater
Regulation (MWR).
The Maple Bay STP has a very high compliance
level. As the service area is established, and is
fixed, growth is not an issue for this facility.
The collection system has not been included in
current sanitary models but will be captured in
the next model update. Much of the collection
system is owned by the Shore Pine Close strata
except for the downstream sections prior to
discharge to the treatment plant.

9.2.1 The Municipality will strive to:
Provide wastewater disposal and treatment
services
a.

Continue working to upgrade the
Joint Utilities Board wastewater
treatment facility.
b. Continue to implement asset
management strategies to reduce
storm-water infiltration in order to
maintain the capacity and efficiency
of wastewater treatment systems.
c. Pursue strategies to reduce excess
water consumption.
d. Consider shared package treatment
plants to service industrial or
commercial uses where connection
to the municipal system is
impractical.
e. Not support use of shared private
treatment systems for servicing
residential properties.
f. Not support the extension of
Municipal sanitary sewer service to
rural areas.
g. Not expand the Maple Bay
wastewater treatment plant to
facilitate additional development
beyond the current boundaries.

9.2.2 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Pursue strategies to reduce the
impacts of septic systems on the
receiving environment.
b. Continue to collaborate with the
City of Duncan, Cowichan Tribes and
CVRD Electoral Areas D and E to
manage the JUB STP and South End
wastewater treatment system.
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9.3 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The Municipality has a master drainage plan
that identifies significant drainage courses, their
catchment areas, and estimates flows at key
locations within and at the boundaries of those
catchment areas.
The Municipality also has storm water and
drainage design standards within its Engineering
Standards that set out how drainage system
elements are to be sized and designed. The
drainage design standards also contain
provisions for the implementation of green
infrastructure to encourage aquifer recharge
and treatment of more frequent, lower intensity,
rainfall events. The Municipality’s drainage
design standards also have provisions for
the management of larger storm events by
requiring, where downstream impacts occur,
for developers to limit post-development peak
flows to no more than pre-development peak
flows. The Municipality has been working with
the CVRD on new flood plain modelling for the
Cowichan River Basin. That modelling has been
completed and the requisite flood protection
works for the South End and Duncan have been
completed. The current flood modelling and
flood plain mapping does include allowances for
climate change (sea level rise and more intense
winter rainfall events). The Municipality is also
working on a similar plan for the Chemainus
River Basin. That process is starting in 2022.

In addition to ‘grey’ infrastructure systems which
uses pipes, storm drains, treatment facilities
to manage stormwater, also be effective at
managing storm and rain water at several scales.
Examples at the community scale include:
○ A rain barrel up against a house.
○ A row of trees along a major street.
○ Open park space.
○ Rain gardens.
○ Constructed wetlands near a residential
housing complex..
Green Infrastructure can help
communities mitigate the effects of
climate change in an environmentally
friendly way.

At the landscape or watershed scale, examples
could include protecting large open natural
spaces, riparian areas, wetlands and re-vegetating
steep hillsides. When green infrastructure systems
are installed throughout a community or across
a regional watershed, they can provide cleaner
air and water as well as significant value for the
community with flood protection, diverse habitat,
and attractive green spaces. Green infrastructure
can help communities mitigate the effects of
climate change.¹

Cowichan Tribes encourages the municipality
to manage not only storm water on-site in new
developments, but to revise and improve storm
water management in existing developments,
particularly those adjacent to and uphill or
upstream of Cowichan Tribes’ reserve lands.
Cowichan Tribes reserve lands are largely
situated at the lower end of the two major rivers
in the territory and therefore excess winter
rainwater run-off eventually makes its way to
areas where most of the membership resides.

¹See https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/what-green-infrastructure for further information on green
infrastructure and its mitigation effects on the environment.
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9.3.1 The Municipality will strive to:

9.3.2 The Municipality will work
with others to:

Manage storm water effectively
a.

Update and implement master
drainage plan and drainage design
standards that incorporates green
infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
wetlands, storm detention).
b. Encourage rainwater management
systems through site-adaptive
design that enables natural
infiltration of rainwater.
c. Consider drainage implications of
development projects with the goal
of maximizing on-site rainwater
treatment and preventing flooding
in the local and down stream areas.

a.

Maintain and improve water quality
in all watersheds within North
Cowichan including cooperating
with watershed management groups
to ensure that local expertise and
interests are reflected in policy
development.
b. Encourage neighbourhoods and
residents to play a stewardship role
in enhancing the natural function of
drainage and watercourse systems.
c. Continue to collaborate with
Cowichan Tribes to reduce impact of
storm water on its lands.
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9.4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The Municipality is responsible for garbage and
organics pickup and contracts out the collection
of recycling. Garbage, organics and recycling are
hauled to the CVRD’s Bing's Creek Solid Waste
Management Complex for disposal/reuse.
Strata and businesses are responsible for their
own waste, organics and recycling collection.
The CVRD recently updated its Solid Waste
Management Plan (SWMP). The Municipality
participated in the updating of this plan and
North Cowichan will continue to work with the
CVRD to reduce the overall waste stream.

9.4.1 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Continue to work together with the
CVRD to reduce the volume of solid
waste entering landfills and improve
the capture of recyclables and
organics.
b. Support the adaptive re-use of
buildings and diversion of construction
waste away from landfills.
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10
3
DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT AREAS
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"

Every place is given its character by certain patterns of events that

keep on happening there. These patterns of events are locked in with
certain geometric patterns in the space. Indeed, each building and

each town is ultimately made out of these patterns in the space, and
out of nothing else; they are the atoms and molecules from which a
building or a town is made.

"

- Christopher Alexander, Architect & Author

Christopher Alexander from his 1979 book, The Timeless Way of Building.
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10.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
DEVELOPMENT PERMITS:

GENERAL EXEMPTIONS:

Development permits are one of the tools
available to achieve the vision and objectives
of this Plan. Where a property is included in a
development permit area, a development permit
is required and applications for development
permits are expected to comply with applicable
guidelines and regulations before a permit is
issued and development proceeds.

Development generally excluded from the
requirement for a development permit includes:

Part 14, Division 7 of the Local Government
Act¹ authorizes local governments to establish
Development Permit Areas for one or more of
the following purposes:
○ Protection of the natural environment, its
ecosystems and biological diversity.
○ Protection of development from
hazardous conditions.
○ Protection of farming.
○ Revitalization of an area in which a
commercial use is permitted.
○ Establish objectives for the form and
character of intensive residential
development, and/or commercial,
industrial or multi-family residential
development.
○ Establish objectives to promote energy
conservation, water conservation and
reduce greenhouse gases.
Unless exempted by the ‘General Exceptions’ or
specific exemptions in the development permit
guidelines, the following forms of development
within designated DPAs require a development
permit:
a. Alteration of land, including, excavation,
deposition of soil or other material, and
blasting.
b. Construction and erection of buildings
and other structures.
c. Creation of non-structural impervious or
semi-pervious surfaces.
d. Subdivision of land.

○ Subdivisions for park, lot line adjustment
or parcel consolidation.
○ Planting of trees, shrubs or ground cover
for slope and soil stabilization, habitat
improvement, erosion control and
beautification.
○ Construction within a building that does
not require exterior alteration.
○ Structural alterations to legal or legal
non-conforming buildings and structures
within the existing footprint and building
envelope.
○ Building envelope remediation and/or
replacement of exterior finishes where
the exterior appearance is maintained;
○ Temporary works authorized by a
temporary use permit.
○ The replacement or alteration of existing
signs that are in full compliance with the
Sign Bylaw.

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATIONS:
Development Permit Areas established under
this Official Community Plan are:
○ DPA-1: Multi-Unit and Intensive
Residential Development
○ DPA -2: Commercial and Industrial
Development
○ DPA-3: Natural Environment
○ DPA-4: Hazard Lands
○ DPA-5: Farm Land Protection
○ DPA-6: GHG Emissions and Energy
Reduction
Where land is subject to more than one
Development Permit Area (DPA) designation,
development will be subject to the guidelines
and requirements of all applicable DPAs.

¹Read the full Act here: https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/r15001_14
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10.1 DPA-1 MULTI-UNIT AND
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

This development permit area is intended to
achieve walkable, vibrant, attractive and safe
residential neighbourhoods and communities at
various scales and densities. The guidelines are
intended to provide direction for housing and
associated development that meets the needs
of residents and integrates new housing into the
larger community.

The objectives of DPA-1 are:
a. Establish guidelines for multi-unit
housing that supports liveability,
accessibility and a high quality of life for
residents.
b. Promote a high standard of building,
site, and landscape design.
c. Encourage new forms of housing that
meet current and emerging housing
needs that also integrate sensitively into
the surrounding environment.
d. Integrate higher density housing into
the Village Residential and Village Core
designations.
e. Recognize and promote the distinctive
character of communities and
neighbourhoods.
f. Promote pedestrian connectivity,
alternative transportation modes and
transit use.
g. Integrate new and creative housing
types into existing neighbourhoods and
communities.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(e)&(f) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality
of North Cowichan, and shown on Map 1 North Cowichan and Area are designated a
development permit area for the form and
character of multi-family, multi-unit, and
intensive residential development.
The Multi-Unit and Intensive Residential
Development Permit Area (DPA-1) applies to:
○ Construction of new buildings with three
or more attached dwelling units.
○ Additions to or alteration of existing
buildings with one or more new dwelling
units that increases the number of
dwellings beyond two.
○ The subdivision of land for residential
use where lots (fee simple or bare land
strata) are less than 350 square metres.
○ Building strata housing projects with
three or more dwelling units.
○ Mobile home parks with three or more
dwelling units.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.2 DPA-2 COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish objectives and form and character
guidelines for commercial and industrial
development that respect the operational
requirements of business and industry while
promoting safety, efficient land use, building
and site aesthetics and the integration of mixed
uses at the site, neighbourhood and community
level.

The objectives of DPA-2 are:
a. Achieve a high standard of building, site
and landscape design.
b. Minimize potential conflicts with
adjacent non-commercial and industrial
uses.
c. Promote development that fosters
vibrant public spaces in Village Cores
and other locations frequented by the
public.
d. Support local business through cohesive
and high quality urban design.
e. Promote safe and efficient movement of
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
f. Enable residents to meet more of their
daily needs within their neighbourhoods.
g. Promote social interactions and
strengthen neighbourhood cohesion.
h. Encourage active lifestyles and equitable
access to amenities and services.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(d)&(f) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality
of North Cowichan, and shown on Map 1 North Cowichan and Area are designated
a development permit area for the form
and character of commercial and industrial
development and the revitalization of an area in
which a commercial use is permitted.
The Commercial and Industrial Development
Permit Area (DPA-2) applies to:
○ Development on land or water that is
designated as Village Core, Commercial,
Industrial, Marine Commercial or Marine
Industrial use on Map 2 – Growth and
Land Use Management.
○ Development on land or water zoned
for commercial, industrial, marine
commercial or marine industrial use.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.3 DPA-3 NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the Natural Environment
Development Permit Area (DPA-3) is to
establish objectives and guidelines to protect
and enhance environmentally sensitive areas,
ecosystems and biological diversity, and to
ensure development has a positive impact on
natural features and functions.

The objectives for DPA-3 are:
a. Protect the natural environment, its
ecosystems, habitat and biological
diversity from potential development
impacts.
b. Restore lost or degraded ecosystems and
ecosystem functions.
c. Promote and encourage ecological
resilience in the natural environment to
respond to climate change.
d. Protect against flooding, erosion and
sea level rise in ways that preserve
environmental, cultural and recreational
values.
e. Establish procedures and guidelines for
restoring environmentally sensitive lands
damaged by unauthorized development.
f. Protect shallow and vulnerable aquifers
from risk of groundwater contamination.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(a) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality of
North Cowichan are designated a development
permit area for the protection of the natural
environment, its ecosystems and biodiversity.
The Natural Environment Development
Permit Area (DPA-3) applies to:
a. Streams and Watercourses:
○ Any development within 30 metres of a
stream, as defined by the Riparian Area
Protection Regulation.
○ Any development within a Riparian
Assessment Area, as defined by the
Riparian Area Protection Regulation.
b. Environmentally Sensitive Areas:
○ Development within 15 metres of any
environmentally sensitive area shown
on Map 4 – Environmentally Sensitive
Areas or identified as environmentally
sensitive by a qualified environmental
professional.
○ Development within 25 metres of a
raptor nest tree.
c. Marine Riparian Areas:
○ Any development within a 30 metre
horizontal distance of the high water
mark of the ocean.
d. Aquifer Protection:
○ Any land with a high vulnerability rating
as shown on Map 5 – Water Source
Protection.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.4 DPA-4 HAZARD LANDS
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish a process for hazard assessment
over those areas of the Municipality susceptible
to land slippage, erosion, wildfires and flood.
Control over development in these areas
protects people and property from hazardous
conditions.

The objectives for DPA-4 are:
a. Protect people, property and the natural
environment from the consequences of
development on land that is potentially
hazardous.
b. Identify and mitigate hazards
while protecting and enhancing
environmentally sensitive areas.
c. Confirm stable and accessible building
sites.
d. Promote development that is
appropriate for steep slope areas by
respecting terrain, maintaining natural
vegetation and drainage patterns.
e. Inform land owners of potential hazards
and require development and property
maintenance that is resilient to hazard
risk.
f. Protect the Municipality from liability
associated with development on and
near hazard near lands.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(b) of the Local Government Act, lands
shown on Map 6 – Natural Hazard Area and
Map 7 - Steep Slopes (& Scenic Character)
are designated a development permit area for
protection from hazardous conditions.
The Hazard Lands Development Permit Area
(DPA-4) applies to:
○ Steep slopes over 20%, measured over
a minimum horizontal distance of 10
metres as identified on Map 7 - Steep
Slopes (& Scenic Character).
○ Lands vulnerable to wildfire hazard risk
and identified as having a "high" or
"extreme" fire hazard rating on Map 6 Natural Hazard Areas.
○ Lands on flood plains.
○ Coastal lands vulnerable to flooding and
sea level rise.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.5 DPA-5 FARM LAND
PROTECTION
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To protect agricultural lands and operations
from conflicts with adjacent non-agricultural
uses in urban interface areas.

The objectives for DPA-5 are:
a. To protect farms and farm operations
from nuisances, complaints and land use
conflicts from adjacent or nearby nonagriculture land uses.
b. To reduce impacts of farming
activities on residents and businesses
in agricultural interface areas by
establishing separation and buffer
requirement adjacent to agricultural
land.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(c) of the Local Government Act, all lands
outside the Urban Containment Boundary,
as shown on Map 2 – Growth and Land Use
Management, and any land within 30 metres
of the Agricultural Land Reserve boundary, are
designated a development permit area for the
protection of farming.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.6 DPA-6 GHG REDUCTION,
ENERGY AND WATER
CONSERVATION
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish objectives and guidelines for new
development that reduce GHG emissions and
energy consumption in the Municipality of North
Cowichan and help meet the Official Community
Plan target of net-zero GHG emissions by 2050.

The objectives for DPA-6 are:
a. Promote GHG reduction and energy
efficiency through thoughtful site,
building and landscape design.
b. Move towards a net-zero emissions
target by improving efficiency of new
buildings.
c. Reduce the volume of embodied carbon
in new construction.
d. Encourage the design and construction
of new buildings that are resilient and
responsive to climate change.
e. Reduce water consumption demands
from new development.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section 488
(1)(h)(i)&(j) of the Local Government Act, all lands
within the boundaries of Municipality of North
Cowichan, as shown on Map 1- North Cowichan
and Area, are designated a development permit
area for the purpose of GHG reduction and
energy and water conservation.
The GHG Reduction, Energy and Water
Conservation DPA (DPA-6) applies to:
○ Multi-unit and intensive residential
development that is in DPA-1 and
requires a development permit.
○ Commercial and industrial development
that is in DPA-2 and requires a
development permit.
○ The construction of buildings for
institutional use that exceed a gross floor
area of 100 square metres.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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11

DEVELOPMENT
APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
& TEMPORARY USE
PERMITS
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11.1 DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
PURPOSE

DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA OBJECTIVES

The establishment of a Development Approval
Information Area (DAIA) gives local government
the authority to require information about
the potential impacts a proposed land use or
development may have on the environment
and municipal infrastructure before approval is
considered.

a.

To use the DAIA authority the Municipality must,
by bylaw, establish procedures and policies
governing when it can require development
approval information and what information
may be required. The bylaw will also set out
procedures for requesting reconsideration of
DAIA requirements and circumstances where a
public information meeting may be required.

Where potential negative impacts are identified,
the Municipality may require the applicant
to address and mitigate the impacts before
development approval is granted.

DESIGNATION

Pursuant to Section 485(1)(b) of the Local
Government Act, all lands within the boundaries
of the Municipality of North Cowichan, as shown
on Map 1 – North Cowichan and Area, are
designated a Development Approval Information
Area (DAIA).
Development Approval Information may be
required for:
○ Zoning Bylaw amendment Applications.
○ Development permit applications.
○ Temporary use permit applications.

To ensure potential impacts of proposed
development are identified and documented
as part of the development review process.
b. To ensure the Municipality has relevant and
reliable information to properly assess and
mitigate conditions resulting from proposed
development.

DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
REQUIREMENTS
Development applicants may be required
to submit reports certified by a qualified
professional with the application that assesses
potential impacts and provides mitigation
recommendations. Although not an exhaustive
list, the following professional requirements may
be required.
○ Geotechnical assessment.
○ Environmental overview and impact
assessment.
○ Shadow study.
○ Visual impact assessment/view corridor
assessment.
○ Storm water management plan/master
drainage plan.
○ Sewer and water capacity analysis.
○ Archaeological impact assessment.
○ Traffic impact assessment.
○ Wildfire hazard assessment.
○ Fire Underwriter Survey (FUS) fire flows
calculations and sealed report.
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11.2 TEMPORARY USE PERMITS

DESIGNATION
Pursuant to Section 492 of the Local Government
Act, all lands within the boundaries of the
Municipality of North Cowichan, as shown
on Map 1 – North Cowichan and Area, are
designated as an area where temporary uses
may be permitted. This designation allows a use
of land that is not otherwise permitted in the
Zoning Bylaw to be authorized on a temporary
basis through the issuance of a temporary use
permit. Council (or Council’s delegate) may
issue a temporary use permit for a period of up
to three years, renewable only once. Upon expiry
of the permit, the temporary use must cease.

TEMPORARY USE PERMITS MAY BE
ISSUED TO ALLOW
○ Commercial uses in an industrial area or
an industrial use in a commercial area on
a temporary basis.
○ Seasonal or occasional uses on land
zoned for institutional use.
○ Seasonal or occasional uses in rural, rural
residential, and residential areas where
adjacent properties will not be impacted
by smoke, noise, vibration, dust, glare,
odor or other negative impacts.
○ Temporary housing for farm labour or
construction labour.
○ Temporary non-agricultural uses
on agricultural land as a means of
supplementing farm incomes.
○ Temporary industrial uses in rural/
resource areas (e.g. gravel and mineral
processing, small scale saw milling).
○ Any other temporary use not otherwise
permitted by the Zoning Bylaw.

PRIOR TO ISSUING A TEMPORARY
USE PERMIT
Council or Council’s delegate must be satisfied
the temporary use:
○ Qualifies under one of the above criteria.
○ Potential adverse impacts on adjacent
and surrounding properties will be
appropriately managed.
○ Will not give the permit holder a
competitive advantage over similar
businesses operating in locations zoned
for the use.
○ Will not result in permanent facilities
and land alterations that will encourage
noncompliance with the Zoning Bylaw
once the temporary use permit has
expired.
○ Will return the land to a condition
conducive to the uses it is zoned for.
Temporary use permits may include terms
and conditions related to the temporary use
and security may be required to ensure any
structures and facilities established for the
temporary use are removed upon expiry of the
permit.
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OCP APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1:
MAPS
OCP Maps:
MAP 1: North Cowichan and Area
MAP 2: Growth and Land Use Management
MAP 3: Aggregate, Agriculture, and Forestry
MAP 4: Environmentally Sensitive Areas
MAP 5: Water Source Protection
MAP 6: Natural Hazard Areas
MAP 7: Steep Slopes and Scenic Character
MAP 8: Road Classification
MAP 9: Public Utilities and Facilities
MAP 10: Water Service Areas
MAP 11: Sewer Service Areas
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1. North Cowichan and Area
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2. Growth and Land Use Management
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3. Aggregate, Agriculture and Forestry
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4. Environmentally Sensitive Areas
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5. Water Source Protection
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6. Natural Hazard Areas
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7. Steep Slopes & Scenic Character
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8. Road Classification
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9. Public Utilities and Facilities
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10. Water Service Areas
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11. Sewer Service Areas
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APPENDIX 2:
LOCAL AREA PLANS
Local Area Plans:
1.

Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan

Comprising the lands surrounding the site of the new Cowichan District Hospital, the Bell McKinnon
Local Area Plan (LAP) envisions the area’s development as a model green growth centre that is a
vibrant, walkable urban village that facilitates healthy living in all stages of life. Completed in 2018,
the LAP pre-dates this OCP and is modified by the Land Use Designations within this OCP (see
Map 2 Growth and Land Use Management) which suspend the LAP provisions for all lands north of
Herd Road designated as “Future Growth Area”. Notwithstanding details shown in the 2018 LAP, a
future OCP amendment would be required prior to any development within the Future Growth Area
designation.

2.

Crofton Local Area Plan

The Crofton Local Area Plan provides a detailed policy framework and implementation strategy for
future development in Crofton. The Plan is a conceptual document intended to work as a guide
for citizens, developers and municipal staff when contemplating development proposals and
community initiatives.

3.

University Village Local Area Plan

The University Village Local Area Plan (LAP) provides a detailed policy framework and
implementation strategy for the neighbourhood in and around the institutional facilities
concentrated in the North Cowichan/City of Duncan core. The Plan is future-oriented and illustrates
how the area should be developed over a long period through a series of public and private sector
initiatives.

4.

Chemainus Revitalization Plan

Chemainus’ Downtown Revitalization Plan is a tool for citizens, community leaders and the
Municipality to shape the future of Chemainus in a complex, but unified, initiative.
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APPENDIX 3:
COMPREHENSIVE
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Comprehensive Development Plans:
1. 	
Chemainus Artisan Village
This plan has been prepared to guide the development of Artisan Village, a mixed-use
neighbourhood located in Chemainus. The intent of this Comprehensive Development Plan is to:
a.

Provide residents, landowners, and Council with assurance about the future development of the
lands.
b. Identify how protected areas will be conserved and enhanced.
c. Identify the parkland, green space, and trail amenities for public use.
d. Identify how the site will be integrated with the surrounding areas.
e. Identify future land uses and densities within the development area.
f. Identify the urban design principles to use during subdivision and development approvals.
g. Outline an appropriate project phasing.

2.

Kingsview

The purpose of this Comprehensive Development Plan is to:
a. Offer current residents assurance about the future development of adjacent lands.
b. Provide Council with objective guidelines for making land use decisions for the development of
the lands.
c. Inform transportation management relating to the project, including planning for vehicles and
active transportation and pathways.
d. Identify public amenities, such as green space, trails, and recreational facilities.
e. Highlight future land uses and densities within the development area.
f. Outline project phasing.
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Report
Date

April 25, 2022

Subject

Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900 First Reading (rescind and re-read)

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To correct an administrative oversight made to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900.
BACKGROUND
On April 20, 2022, Council passed the following resolution:
THAT Council:
1) Gives first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022;
2) Considers the proposed plan in conjunction with the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial
Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan, and finds no
significant conflicts; and,
3) Directs that:
a. The proposed plan be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment; and,
b. Staff reports back to Council on options for arranging a public hearing.
However, due to an administrative error, the four pre-existing Local Area Plans and two Comprehensive
Development Plans referenced in OCP Bylaw No. 3900 as Appendices 2 and 3 were not attached in full.
The bylaw is therefore brought back to Council to rescind first reading and re-read the Bylaw with the
six supplemental plans attached.
DISCUSSION
The administrative error can be remedied by rescinding first reading of the incomplete bylaw and giving
first reading to the complete version of the Official Community Plan (OCP) included in this report as
Attachment 1.
Furthermore, after first reading of the complete version of the OCP, Council is statutorily required to
consider the OCP in conjunction with applicable Financial Plan and Waste Management Plans. The
applicable plans with which the OCP must be considered may be found hyperlinked here:
1) North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial Plan
2) Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended)
3) Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan
When staff bring back a report regarding options for a public hearing at the next regular meeting of
Council, the report will now include additional recommended resolutions, confirming that Council has
7030 Trans-Canada Highway | Duncan, BC V9L 6A1
Ph 250.746.3100 Fax 250.746.3133 www.northcowichan.ca
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considered the OCP in conjunction with these plans. The report will also direct that the OCP be referred
to the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) for comment, as a precursor to consideration of
the public hearing. These resolutions are now recommended to be separated from the resolution that
gives first reading to the OCP and to be considered at the next meeting of Council, rather than
immediately following first reading, in order to clearly demonstrate that Council has met its obligation
to consider the OCP in conjunction with these plans and has done so in the sequence required by the
statute.
OPTIONS
1. (Recommended Option) rescind first reading given to OCP Bylaw 3900, 2022 on April 20,
2022 and give first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900, 2022 as attached to the Planning Manager’s
report dated April 25, 2022.
THAT Council:
1) Rescind its resolution of April 20, 2022, in relation to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900,
2022, in its entirety; and,
2) Give first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022.
2. Give first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900, 2022 as amended by resolution.


Should Council identify one or more specific further edits to the OCP but otherwise be
willing to give first reading, it may direct that first reading be given to the Bylaw subject to
amendments:

THAT Council:
1) Rescind its resolution of April 20, 2022, in relation to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900,
2022, in its entirety; and,
2) Give first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022, subject to the following
amendments:
a. [amendment to be identified by Council, citing page and section/policy numbers]
b. … etc.
3. Decline to give first reading and provide alternative direction to staff.
THAT Council:
1) Rescind its resolution of April 20, 2022, in relation to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900,
2022, in its entirety; and,
2) Direct staff to make the following changes to the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022,
prior to considering first reading:
a. [Council to identify changes to be made]
IMPLICATIONS
There are no significant implications since these actions are recommended in order to correct an
administrative oversight. The OCP version given first reading on April 20, 2022, has been referred to the
ALC for review (including the six supplemental plans). It will be officially re-referred to the ALC
immediately following Council’s consideration of the relevant financial and waste management plans.
7030 Trans-Canada Highway | Duncan, BC V9L 6A1
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RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
1) Rescind its resolution of April 20, 2022, in relation to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022,
in its entirety; and,
2) Give first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022.
Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

Chris Osborne MRTPI, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

Rob Conway, MCIP, RPP
Director, Planning and Building

Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer
Attachment: Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022
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The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan
Official Community Plan Bylaw
Bylaw 3900, 2022
WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan (“Council”) wishes to
adopt an official community plan pursuant to Part 14 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS Council reviewed the draft Official Community Plan in conjunction with its most recent
financial plan and waste management plan pursuant to Section 477 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS during development of the draft Official Community Plan, multiple opportunities for
comment and input by any affected persons, organizations and authorities have been provided;
AND WHEREAS early and ongoing opportunities for consultation have been provided to the
organizations and authorities specified in section 475(2)(b) of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS consultation with the Agricultural Land Commission has taken place;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of The Corporation of the District of North Cowichan, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Citation
1.

This bylaw may be cited as "Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022”

Severability
2.

If any statement, section, sub-section, clause, sub-clause or phrase of this bylaw and the
Official Community Plan adopted by this Bylaw is for any reason held to be invalid by a
decision of a court, the decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this
Bylaw and Official Community Plan.

Enactment of Official Community Plan
3.

The Official Community Plan for the District of North Cowichan entitled “Municipality of North
Cowichan Official Community Plan” and its associated appendices, maps, schedules, tables and
figures, all attached as Schedule “A” to this bylaw, is hereby designated as the Official
Community Plan for the entirety of the area within the District of North Cowichan’s municipal
boundary.
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Repeal
4.

Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3450, and all amendments thereto, is hereby repealed.

_______________________
READ a first time on April 20, 2022
READ a second time on
REVIEWED by the Agricultural Land Commission on
PUBLIC HEARING on
READ a third time on
ADOPTED on

CORPORATE OFFICER

PRESIDING MEMBER

3
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Schedule ”A”
Municipality of North Cowichan Official Community Plan
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MUNICIPALITY OF
NORTH COWICHAN

OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY
PLAN

BYLAW 3900, 2022:
SCHEDULE "A"
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"

Mukuw' stem 'i' utunu tumuhw, 'o' huliitun tst, mukw' stem 'i' utunu
tumuhw 'o' slhiilhukw 'ul

Everything on this Earth is what sustains us, everything on this Earth
is connected together.

"

- Quw'utsun Teaching
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Municipality of North Cowichan sits on the
traditional, unceded territories of the Quw’utsun
First Nation, which includes the Cowichan
Tribes, the Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson First
Nation, the Penelakut Tribe, and the Stz'uminus
First Nation. The Municipality also sits on the
traditional, unceded territory of the Snuneymuxw
First Nation.
North Cowichan continues to engage with these
Nations in ongoing dialogue to create new ways
to ensure a healthy future for all residents. This
dialogue includes engagement on key activities
on the land and ways to improve this Official
Community Plan.
Working together with nuts'amaat, (Hul'quiminum:
one heart, one mind) we can learn about the
history of these Nations whose land we occupy,
both before and after settlers arrived, and how to
practice Truth and Reconciliation, a process that
will take humility, openness, courage and listening.
Systemic racism and colonialism still affect this
land's First Peoples and we must work with
nuts'amaat to reconcile and build relationships
that create a shared mutual, just and equitable
future.
Quw’utsun mustmuhw, ni’ ‘o’ ni’ tthusht’esulhkws ‘itst ‘u tun’atumuhw, ‘i ‘o’ hwunst’e.
Nilh ‘o’ thu-’it syuw’entst, tun ni’ ‘u
kwthuhwun’amustimuhw ‘iwutl’uts’ ’i ‘u
tun’atumuhwtst. Ni’ yuxtse’tumtthu Quw’utsun ‘u tthu-itumuhw, qa’, kw’atl’kwatthuni’
spupin’ ‘u tthutumuhw, ttho’ mukw’ stem ni’
hakwni’ ‘u tthustl’ulnuptst. Kwuthushtun-ni’
’iwststni’ yuxtse’tum ‘u ttho’ mukw’ stem
ni’ ha’kwkwssthuthi’skwshuli-s. O’ nilhtthu
Quw’utsun mustumuhw, nilemuxutunstum
‘u tthuni’ snuwuntewut ‘u tthushtunaalhtun,
tst. Uwutumtem-us ‘i’ ni’ tsttsmem’t ‘aanlhkwskwun-etewut, hwayumtun’as’aalhstl’ulnup.
Quw’utsun Mustimuhw, ha’kwushtst kw’
stutul’na’mutsxetsul’s kw’ shtuhimstthustl’ulnuptst. Mukw’ stem ‘o’ slhilukw’tul ‘i’ nilhni’
shkw’akw’umstthusulsuli’tst.

OCP principles of reconciliation and social
justice (see Chapter 2: Vision, Goals, Principles &
Frameworks) guide our actions to:
Strengthen cooperation and mutual support
by working collaboratively with all of the
Cowichan Nations to develop respective goals
and objectives - a vital component to fostering
more understanding, resilient and connected
communities. A collective journey towards true
reconciliation that includes creating mutually
agreed-upon government-to-government
protocols and processes based on meaningful
consultation in matters of mutual interest.
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People¹ (UNDRIP) published in 2007
outlines 46 articles that focus on such matters
as self-determination, equal rights, cultural
revitalization, spiritual resurgence, and the right
to good-faith consultation and participation in
decision-making matters that affect Indigenous
rights.
In 2019 the Province of BC adopted UNDRIP through
their Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples Act² (DRIPA).
The Five Calls to Action³ published in 2015 by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
many of the Calls for Action are relevant to this OCP.

Cowichan Peoples have existing inherent
rights. Cowichan as the original Peoples
of this territory within which the Cowichan
Watershed is included, continue the right and
responsibility to make informed decisions to
manage and organize based on our history
and continued connections. As told through
time by our ancestors; the lands, waters, seas,
minerals, air and all elements interconnected
within the territories provided for and can
provide a good sustainable life for Cowichan
Peoples. Cowichan has never given away
this right and continues to govern and make
decisions to support the well- being and
sustainability of our Peoples and territories.

¹ United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People: https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
² Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/indigenous-people/newrelationship/united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples
³ The Five Calls to Action: https://nctr.ca/about/history-of-the-trc/trc-website/
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1.1 LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
The legislative authority for the Municipality to
adopt an Official Community Plan (OCP) comes
from the Local Government Act.
Part 14, Divisions 3 and 4 outlines the required
content of an Official Community Plan and
describes the procedures a municipality must
follow in order to adopt a OCP. This Plan
has been prepared in compliance with the
legislation.
This OCP applies to all lands within the
boundaries and jurisdiction of the Municipality
of North Cowichan.
The plan also suggests how the Municipality will
interact with others – including neighbouring
jurisdictions and senior levels of government –
to address issues within the community that are
not directly land-based.

Figure 1.1: Early sunrise on Quamichan Lake, Earth Day 2021
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1.2 HISTORY AND CONTEXT
MUNICIPAL CONTEXT
Established in 1873 and the oldest District
Municipality in British Columbia, North Cowichan
spans 195 square kilometers, with 40 kilometers
of ocean front on the east side of Vancouver
Island. We are a member municipality of
the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD)
and bordered by the Salish Sea on the east,
CVRD electoral areas D (Cowichan Bay) and E
(Cowichan Station, Glenora, Sahtlam) to the
southeast and southwest, area F (Saltair) to the
north, and Quw’utsun Tribes IR1 and the City of
Duncan to the south.

We are a community of communities, including
Crofton, Chemainus, Maple Bay, Quamichan,
Bell McKinnon, Berkey’s Corner, and South End
Centre/ University Village. Each unique area has
its own history and values, as well as natural
and built environments that define its character.
Our OCP recognizes and addresses specific
needs at the neighbourhood or community
level to celebrate that character. In some areas,
particularly where significant new development
is planned, a Local Area Plan is appropriate to
provide a finer-grained level of policy direction.

The District of North Cowichan employs
approximately 450 staff (including around
150 paid on-call Fire Fighters) across multiple
worksites including the Cowichan Aquatic
Centre, Fuller Lake Arena, Safer Community
Office, RCMP Detachment, four fire halls, the
Municipal Hall and the Operations and Public
Works Yard. Our staff deliver a wide range of
diverse programs and services for our citizens
daily.

Figure 1.2: View from Mt. Tzouhalem

Figure 1.3: North Cowichan in 8 Numbers
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REGIONAL CONTEXT
The CVRD has four member municipalities
(North Cowichan, Lake Cowichan, Ladysmith
and Duncan), nine electoral areas, and administers and levies taxes for local services and
regional initiatives. The Quw’utsun, Malahat,
Ts’uubaa-asatx, Halat, Penelakut, Stz’uminus, Snuneymuxw, Lyackson, Dididaht and
Pacheedaht Peoples have occupied their unceded lands for millennia, and have traditional
rights to areas within the Regional District.
North Cowichan is strongly influenced by land
use and other policy and decision-making in
adjacent jurisdictions. This pertains to everything from agricultural and growth management policy to support for connectivity with
other regions of Vancouver Island (e.g., along
the rail corridor).
For the goals of North Cowichan to be
fully realized, we need to work with other
jurisdictions to ensure a compatible, regional
approach to address issues.

This is particularly true for the management
of common services, and issues that are
not easily contained within jurisdictional
boundaries such as transportation, land use
planning, and air quality.

POPULATION
In 2021, North Cowichan had a total
population of 31,990 (Census Canada,
2021). The population has increased almost
50% since 1991 when it had a population
of 21,360, and by 11% since 2011. North
Cowichan is projected to reach a population
of over 38,612 by 2050, which represents a
population increase of 30% over the same
30-year time-frame. However, significant
new residential development such as that
envisioned within the Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 2)
could shift this number significantly.

Figure 1.4: Past and Projected Population of North Cowichan
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NORTH COWICHAN'S POPULATION
North Cowichan has a higher median age than
the provincial average, and which is steadily
increasing. As of the 2016 Census, 25% of the
population was over 65. Figure 1.5 projects the
change by age group from 2017 to 2050.
By 2050 the 85+ age group is expected to
increase by 230% as show on the graph, while

all other age groups are projected to increase
by less than 50%. This shift in demographics
presents challenges and opportunities alike.
The Municipality needs to work to meet the
service, infrastructure, and land use needs of
a changing climate, and an aging population
while attracting and retaining young people that
contribute to a well–rounded community.

Figure 1.5: Projected population change, by age group to 2050

Issues and trends identified through this update
that the OCP attempts to address includes:
a.

Climate change which will bring more
extreme weather and hotter drier summers
creating flooding, forest fire risk and water
shortages.
b. Poor water quality in Quamichan and
Somenos Lake and the improvement
necessary to protect biodiversity and natural
environment.
c. Single-family as the dominant housing form,
which means a lack of housing options,
especially ground-oriented attached housing
for seniors to age in place, or multi-family
types for lower-income families.

d. Insufficient supply of purpose-built rental
housing and affordable housing in general.
e. The aging population.
f. Mental health supports (including substance
use disorders) necessary to support the
visible homeless population mainly in the
South End Centre
g. Transition from a resource-based economy
and the loss of young families from the area.
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1.3 PLAN OVERVIEW
THREE MAIN PURPOSES

HOW THE PLAN IS ORGANIZED

This plan serves three main purposes:

The OCP has eleven chapters with three
appendices that include:

1.
2.
3.

 et out the community vision and valS
ues that will guide decision-makers.
Clarify the primary goals and objectives,
with the supporting policies that help
the Municipality meet its goals.
Inform other governments, community
partners, and potential newcomers
of our planned direction and identify
opportunities for mutual cooperation to
help us meet certain goals.

This plan comprehensively addresses a complex
mix of issues, yet remains sufficiently flexible to
enable the Municipality to adapt to emergent
issues. The plan belongs to all residents of the
Municipality, and all are collectively responsible
for making it work, meaning continued
engagement and participation is essential.
New and informed perspectives and ongoing
assessment of progress can ensure the work we
undertake together upholds the vision we share
for our community.

○ Chapter 1: introduces the plan and includes
background and context.
○ Chapter 2: identifies the vision, goals,
principles, and frameworks.
○ Chapters 3 to 9: lay out six key planning
goals and summarize the context,
opportunities, and challenges we face
pursuing them, including the objectives
and policies we will follow to achieve them.
○ Chapter 10: sets out the Municipality’s
Development Permit Areas.
○ Chapter 11: contains Development
Approval Information and Temporary Use
Permits
○ Appendix 1: Maps
○ Appendix 2: Local Area Plans
○ Appendix 3: Comprehensive Development
Plans.
Ecological and Climate Action, the seventh key
planning goal and related principle, prioritizes
climate change and ecological overshoot as an
overarching framework in each of the chapters,
along with a principle of social justice and equity.
The next section explains how the principles,
frameworks, goals, objectives, and policies are
organized within the document.
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PRINCIPLES

Nine guiding principles underpin the plan.
Reflecting the shared values of the community,
these principles help assure that the decisions
we make and actions we take are true to those
values. They reflect what the community values,
and they shape how we plan to achieve our
goals. These principles are critical in guiding
all policy development, programs and actions
pursued under the plan.

FRAMEWORKS

Two overarching frameworks, Ecological &
Climate Action, and Social Justice & Equity,
based on the Plan’s principles, provide guidance
in each chapter ensuring these two important
concepts are integrated through the plan.
Readers will find icons representing these
concepts to highlight how the two frameworks
are being considered.

GOALS

The seven goals are high level aspirations with
set targets. Each has a corresponding chapter.
Some goals have more than one component.
For example, Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing)
has two components: diversity of housing and
affordability of housing.

OBJECTIVES

Each component of a goal has key objectives set,
reflecting the outcomes the Municipality wants
to achieve each goal. Progress in achieving each
objective will be measured through the example
indicators listed, along with other more specific
metrics.

OCP POLICIES FALL UNDER THREE HEADINGS
“The Municipality will work with
“The Municipality will strive to”
others to”
These are actions that the Municipality
recognizes would work to achieve the OCP’s
goals. It will be for future Councils to decide
which elements of the plan to prioritize during
their terms.

The Local Government Act makes it clear that
a municipality is not specifically authorized or
committed to proceed with any projects or
policy identified in the OCP, as long as it does
not enact bylaws or carry out works that would
be contradictory to the OCP.

These policies cover a range of actions where
the outcomes cannot be achieved by the
Municipality and development alone. These
may be areas needing a partnership, another
agency to take the lead (perhaps with political,
administrative or financial support from the
Municipality as Council may decide), or where
the Municipality advocates to senior levels of
government for change.

“Where appropriate the Municipality DEFINING SUCCESS
will ask developers and landowners
Key qualitative and quantitative indicators are
to”
listed for each objective to help the Municipality
These policies are directed towards those
owning and developing land in our District.
Typically a municipality works with the
development community through a combination
of regulatory requirements, negotiated
outcomes and voluntary incentives. Policies
under this heading may “require” something
as a bylaw or procedural matter, or may
“encourage” or “consider” if the issues are more
subjective or discretionary. The Municipality
will not necessarily ask for every item in this set
of policies for every development; the policies
will be judiciously applied depending on each
development or site’s unique circumstances.

measure progress in achieving each objective
over the life of the OCP. These indicators are not
exhaustive, and may be further developed and
evaluated by regularly measuring outcomes and
results towards reaching our OCP goals.
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1.4 OCP UPDATE PROCESS
This OCP update began in February 2020
shortly before the World Health Organization
declared a global pandemic. The original
community engagement process for in-person
meetings and other forms of face to face
engagement was reconsidered, since these
were prohibited by provincial public health
orders.
As a result, joining much of the world, we
shifted to online platforms. Public engagement
sessions, OCP Advisory Committee meetings,
and Council meetings moved to a virtual
format.
In spite of this shift, we were able complete
broad and far-reaching community
engagement.
Paper versions of surveys and background
information were also provided on request
at the Municipal Hall to include anyone
uncomfortable or unable to participate via
digital means.
Consequently, throughout the process, input
and feedback from the community was sought,
summarized, and incorporated into reports and
policy making. Each phase of engagement built
upon the feedback received, shaped the plan
from start to finish. Input came from:

Figure 1.6: Vimy Road, Looking north towards Mount Prevost

OCP ADVISORY COMMITTEE

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR TEAMS

NORTH COWICHAN COUNCIL

Council-appointed experienced residents
from key sectors who provided advice to the
OCP Project Team through all phases of the
community planning process.
Council-appointed residents representing
various areas in the Municipality provided
unique communities-specific information to
OCP policies, reviewed draft OCP directions and
policies for community impact and relevance.

NORTH COWICHAN CITIZENS

Members of the public that live or work in North
Cowichan gave input at engagement sessions
during the Vision and Goals, Community
Character, Growth Scenarios and Final OCP
document review.

A range of business, environmental, social and
neighbourhood organizations were contacted
directly and invited to provide input on the draft
OCP.
The project team checked in at key milestones to
seek feedback and confirm direction from Council.

STAFF TECHNICAL TEAM

Planning, Environment, Engineering, Parks and
Recreation, Mapping, and other departments have
provided technical guidance and advice for the OCP
update.

OTHER COMMITTEES OF NORTH COWICHAN
○ Environmental Advisory Committee
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PHASES OF THE OCP UPDATE
The diagram below outlines the phases of the OCP Update.

Figure 1.7: Phases of the OCP
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SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
This section sets out how input was gathered
from citizens and stakeholders to inform the
ongoing development of this Plan. The ‘weave
diagram’ illustrates how all the information is
coordinated for the final documented.

1. INITIATION

○ Project Logo and Branding contest.
○ Orientation of OCP Advisory Committee
and Community Ambassadors 1-day
workshop, with stakeholder mapping
exercise.

2. VISION, GOALS AND PRINCIPLES

The vision, principles and goals (Chapter 2)
and priorities and direction for Chapters 3-9
are informed by:
○ Vision, Goals and Priorities Survey
conducted with the public with 1201
responses.
○ The feedback from staff and Council (via
a survey) on gaps in the 2011 OCP.
○ Feedback and input from OCP
Advisory Committee and Community
Ambassadors.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

3. COMMUNITY CHARACTER AND VALUES

The discussion on community character
(Chapter 3) is informed by:
○ Two Community Dialogues with over 60
participants.
○ Community Character, Mapping and Photo
Opportunity with 92 responses.
○ Feedback and input from Community
Ambassadors.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL STAKEHOLDERS
○ Referral to five key environmental
stakeholders groups to incorporate
environmental management feedback.

5. GROWTH SCENARIOS

The land use plan including growth centres
and land use designation (Chapter 3) were
informed by:
○ Public Webinar with over 56 participants.
○ Survey with 911 responses.
○ Feedback and input from the OCP Advisory
Committee.
○ Feedback and input from Council.

6. FINAL OCP ENGAGEMENT

○ Webinar and Draft Review Engagements.
○ Inter-governmental referrals to
neighbouring and senior government
agencies, local First Nations, School District
79, and the Agricultural Land Commission.
○ Bylaw Reading and a Public Hearing.

Figure 1.8: The MODUS Engagement Weave
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2
VISION, GOALS,
PRINCIPLES &
FRAMEWORKS
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"

This is a watershed moment in history where all of humanity has

come together, whether we realize it or not. The heating planet is
our commons. It holds us all. To address and reverse warming

requires connection and reciprocity. It calls for moving out of our

comfort zones to find a depth of courage we may have never known.
It doesn't mean being right in a way that makes others wrong; it
means listening intently and respectfully, stitching together the

broken strands that separate us from life and each other. It doesn't
mean hope or despair; it calls for action that is courageous and
fearless. We have created an astonishing moment of truth. The

climate crisis is not a science problem. It is a human problem. The

ultimate power to change the world does not reside in technologies.
It relies on reverence, respect, and compassion - for ourselves,
all people, all life. This is regeneration.

"

- Paul Hawken, American Entrepreneur, Environmentalist & Author

Quote from Paul Hawken's Book Regeneration: Ending the Climate Crisis in One Generation.
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2.1 VISION
North Cowichan's unique
communities are set
in spectacular natural
environments defined by
forests, rivers, lakes, coastline
and farmland. As a steward
and leader of environmental
and social well-being, we will
prioritize the conservation
of our natural areas, provide
supports for a thriving local
economy and foster resilient,
welcoming and inclusive
communities. Our decisions
and relationships will be
collaborative, transparent,
and demonstrate resilience in
the face of future challenges
and opportunities.

Figure 2.1: Artistic rendering of North Cowichan based on vision workshops.
Credit: Athulya Pulimood.
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2.2 PRINCIPLES
REGENERATION AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Building on the concept of sustainability, regeneration is a process
that restores, renews and revitalizes the environment, economy
and our society. It uses a participatory, iterative approach to create
resilient and equitable communities that revitalize human and
natural resources, the planet, and society as a whole. Its goal is to
develop restorative systems that are dynamic and emergent and are
beneficial for humans and other species. It comes from the Latin
verb regenerate, meaning "to bring forth again". In the OCP context,
we use it to mean "restore to a better state" whether we are talking
about our community, social well-being, economy, farmland or the
environment.
Regeneration is a fundamental principle to be applied when assessing
whether or not a particular course of action is appropriate. It
acknowledges that we have inherited the Earth (and this place on it)
from our ancestors and must protect it for future generations.
The OCP considers the interdependence of ecological systems, human
communities and the natural and built environments. In making
land use and other decisions we must consider our goals to conserve
and regenerate the natural environment, work to reduce any negative
impacts, and enhance the positive effects of urban environments on
their surroundings.

HEALTHY AND SAFE COMMUNITY

A healthy, inclusive, safe and resilient community is one where access
to community social services, attainable housing, parks, trails and
open space, clean air and water, locally grown food promotes positive
interaction and healthy (physical and mental) outcomes amongst all
its citizens.

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Economic opportunity means ensuring that a positive setting is in
place to foster great talent, promote local, sustainable jobs and
businesses that lead to the prosperity of all of our community
members, reducing social and economic inequality.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Council, staff and citizens communicate with each other in an open
and transparent way to ensure that decision-making aligns with
the OCP, other plans, policies and bylaws. We actively seek input
from quieter community voices so that input is representative of all
community members.
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RECONCILIATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Strengthening cooperation and mutual support by working collaboratively
with First Nations towards respective community goals and objectives is
vital to fostering more resilient and connected communities. This important
work involves a collective journey towards Reconciliation, as well as
revisiting and creating new government-to-government protocols and
processes based on meaningful consultation respecting matters of mutual
interest.
We will continue collaboration with local First Nations and senior
governments to implement the OCP's vision, goals and objectives. As
a member of the CVRD, North Cowichan is committed to the Regional
Collaboration Framework- 2050.

CHANGE, ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE

A resilient community is able to respond and adapt to emerging issues in
a nimble and unified way. It recognizes the accelerating pace of change,
the multiple and shifting challenges we face as a community, including
health crises, mental health and substance use disorders, housing and
food, affordability, and numerous climate change-related impacts.
Through planning and action, we will strive for resilient built and natural
environments and ensure iterative and adaptive processes that can better
respond to change while supporting citizens during challenging times.

CLIMATE ACTION

This OCP ensures all municipal decisions are made through the lens of the
climate emergency and ecological overshoot.

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVE
LEADERSHIP

Continually engaging our residents, seeking open and transparent input
into decision-making, while demonstrating accountability through prudent
management of our shared assets is the mark of a responsible government.
We embrace opportunities and address challenges proactively, recognizing
the key role of local government in supporting its community. We provide
responsive, efficient, transparent service that contributes value to the
community.

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY

Through this OCP, we acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages
facing citizens living on the margins of society and act against chronic
inequities in the system.
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2.3 GOALS
1

FOCUS GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT...

in established centres strengthening our communities while maintaining individual character.
Liveable, compact, complete communities will preserve natural and rural areas and encourage
climate-friendly and active ways to move around. Land development will occur in a low-impact,
site adapted manner integrating natural features and ecological systems.
Target: 75% of new residential units will be in growth centres.

2

BUILD RESILIENT, SUPPORTIVE, INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES...

that enhance health and well-being and provide opportunities in recreation, arts, culture and
access to nature.
Target: Increase number of social infrastructure facilities including quality, affordable childcare,
recreation centres, and increase amount of accessible public realm, and park space.
Target: Increase the number of resident trips made by active modes or transit.

3

ENCOURAGE AND ENABLE A DIVERSE MIX OF HOUSING TYPES,
TENURES AND LEVELS OF AFFORDABILITY...

to accommodate the needs of the community.

4

Target: Increase the number of purpose-built rental units by 20%.
Target: New housing units approved and built will be a mix of less than 30% detached and more
than 70% attached.

ENHANCE OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT...

by protecting and regenerating our rural countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and ocean.

5

Target: Increase amount of land under conservation management and active regeneration.
Target: Increase the animal and plant biodiversity in North Cowichan.

ENHANCE FOOD SECURITY...

in North Cowichan by encouraging local food production and protecting agricultural land.

6

Target: Increase the amount of food produced in North Cowichan and the amount of local food
consumed by North Cowichan residents.

SUPPORT A THRIVING ECONOMY...

that focuses on sustainable jobs and local businesses including green technologies and innovative
agriculture which leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and responds to regional
economic change.
Target: Increase the number of local, sustainable businesses and jobs.

7

PRIORITIZE CLIMATE ACTION...

by reducing energy consumption and emissions and adapting to climate change.
Target: Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 100% and electricity use by 12% by 2050 based on
2007 levels.
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2.4 FRAMEWORKS
SOCIAL AND PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
The Doughnut of Social and Planetary
Boundaries1 model is a useful framework for this
OCP. Kate Raworth, creator of the "Doughnut",
explains the concept as a compass for human
prosperity for the 21st century, whose goal is to
meet the needs of all people within the means
of the planet. It consists of two concentric rings:

Between these two limits lies a doughnutshaped space that is both ecologically safe and
socially just - a space in which humanity can both
survive and thrive and where a regenerative and
distributive economy can flourish (see Figure 2.2).

○ A social foundation - to ensure that no
one is left falling short on life's essentials.
○ An ecological ceiling - to ensure that
humanity does not collectively overshoot
planetary boundaries.

Figure 2.2: Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries.

¹ Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries: https://doughnuteconomics.org/about-doughnut-economics
Figure 2.2. Image retrieved from: https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/11
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Climate change is the most well-known
planetary boundary. At the time of writing
this OCP, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Sixth Report was issued
documenting the monumental climate crisis
facing humanity.² As with the 2018 IPCC Special
Report about limiting global warming to 1.5
degree Celsius, this report underscores the
critical juncture facing humanity and the need
for unprecedented transitions in society and the
economy. In addition to climate change, some
other planetary boundaries which we need to
consider are chemical pollution, biodiversity loss,
freshwater use, and ocean acidification among
others listed in Figure 2.2. Doughnut of Social
and Planetary Boundaries.
Our relationship with this collective set of
boundaries is known as "ecological overshoot",
since crossing any of the identified boundaries
for an extended period of time represents an
existential risk. "Ecological overshoot" is defined
by human activity stressing a number of
essential planetary processes beyond their limits.

Although fixing these difficult global problems
is well beyond the ability of any single local
government, the Doughnut Model goes beyond
the lens of climate change to consider a range
of human impacts. It provides a useful model
of how we can live happy, healthy lives within
the non-negotiable physical limits of the planet
and reduce the impacts of climate change and
ecological overshoot.
This OCP attempts to situate North Cowichan
in a planetary context. Our actions affect areas
outside our municipal boundaries. Our decision
effect what occurs at a regional, national and
planetary health level.
Although fixing these difficult global problems is
well beyond the ability of any single local
government, North Cowichan has an important
role to play.

Globally we are living as if we have more than
one planet, although consumption levels and
patterns are highly unevenly distributed. In fact,
ecological footprint analysis shows that if
everyone consumed as much as the average
person in the United States and Canada, we
would need over five planets supporting us.³

² See the full report here: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/.
³ See https://www.footprintnetwork.org/ for data details.
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It is important therefore that the OCP promotes
and facilitates decreases in overall consumption of
energy and resources, to align with our ecological
ceiling, as well as ensuring a strong social
foundation is in place for residents which includes
social equity, access to food, water, housing, and
meaningful work opportunities.
This OCP attempts to create the framework for
the 'safe and just space' where North Cowichan
residents can thrive. In the local context, this means
asking the questions posed in Figure 2.4.
Some actions prompted by this matrix are inwardlooking (local), which might include such things as:
○ Health of our waterways .
○ Local biodiversity.
○ Amount, type, variety, distribution and
quality of park space.
○ Range of products and services available
locally.
○ Ecological and source sustainability of our
water supplies.

Other actions in this matrix are outward looking
(global) policies speaking to issues such as:
○ Greenhouse gas emissions.
○ Chemical pollutants, including single-use
plastics.
○ Solid waste and recycling services.
○ Ethical procurement.
○ Types of industrial and commercial
activity permitted (e.g. “green tech” versus
manufacture of high-consumption goods).
The OCP principle of regeneration within this
context means considering how we can work to
restore planetary health for future generations.
This kind of thinking will necessarily prompt
significant changes in our values, narratives, and
lifestyles if we are to act on it.
To highlight the importance of responding
to climate change and creating a socially just
community, two critical overarching frameworks
have been applied to ensure an integrative focus
throughout the OCP:
○ Ecology and Climate Action
○ Social Justice and Equity

Figure 2.4: Matrix of Social & Ecological Questions at a Global and Local Scale - adapted from Donut Economics
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ECOLOGICAL CLIMATE ACTION FRAMEWORK
Ecological overshoot, global warming,
and climate change present significant
challenges to local ecosystems. They create
greater biodiversity loss, too much water
when not needed and not enough when
needed, temperature extremes, and serious
consequences for the health and well-being of
humans and animals.
We already feel the immediate effects of climate
change in the Municipality in the form of:
○ Wetter winters with less snow.
○ Increased rain falling less frequently but
in more intense storm events.
○ Increases in sea level and erosion of
land.
○ Longer, hotter, drier summers with
dangerous heat waves.

While a warmer climate may also accommodate
longer growing seasons and permit the
introduction of crops previously not supported by
our valley, the decreasing availability of water could
limit such benefits. However, changes in the length
of the growing season can have both positive
and negative effects on the yield and prices of
particular crops. Overall, warming is expected to
have negative effects on yields of major crops but
crops in some individual locations may benefit.4
A warmer climate also disrupts the historicallyestablished flora and fauna and can provide
opportunities for the spread of pests, invasive
species and pathogens.

These changes in combination will increase the
potential for persistent inundation and episodic
flooding in the winter and drier, hotter summers
with risk of water shortages. As well as creating
environmental stress, these climate change
effects will also increase demands on emergency
services, biodiversity loss, and increase the
potential for severe forest fires.

Read more about the implications of global warming on growing crops: https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-length-growing-season

4
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A changing climate does not affect everyone
equally. First Nations can be significantly
affected due to the locations of their reserve
lands. For example, those that cannot afford air
conditioned homes will be more likely to suffer
the consequences of extreme heat events in
the future. The principles of social justice and
equity are important to consider within this
framework.
Transitioning our communities and regions
towards a low-carbon, resilient future requires
thinking about climate action from every angle,
including:
○ W
 here humans live and how we design
our communities.
○ How we move around (e.g. private
vehicles, public transit and active
transportation).
○ How we preserve and restore nature
and biodiversity, manage natural assets
and support green infrastructure.
○ How we create, support and
sustain health and wellness systems
that function well despite the
aforementioned increased stresses.
While effective action in reducing human
impacts, including (but not limited to)
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions globally
requires agreement and cooperation at the
international level, efforts at the local level to
mitigate and adapt to climate change offer
substantial benefits, including healthier and
more livable communities, now and for the
future.
In other words, actions we take locally to
reduce consumption and increase resilience to
climate impacts are often closely aligned with
improvements in social conditions. Planning for
and monitoring the effects of climate change
and ecological overshoot are vital if we are to
institute successful adaptation and mitigation
strategies.

Adaptation means taking steps to
adjust to the present and future
effects of climate change.

NORTH COWICHAN'S CLIMATE
ACTION COMMITMENTS
North Cowichan is a participant in the provincial
Climate Action Charter and a member of the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities' Partners
for Climate Protection Program. Under the
Climate Action Charter, the Municipality has
committed to:
1.
2.
3.

 ecoming carbon neutral in their
B
corporate operations.
Measuring and reporting their
community's greenhouse gas emissions.
Creating complete, compact, more
energy-efficient communities.

North Cowichan's climate emergency
acknowledgment (2019) and the OCP climate
action principle asks us to ensure all municipal
decisions are made through the lens of the
climate emergency.
The Climate Action Plan (CAP) approved by
Council on January, 20 2020 is a strategic
approach adopted by North Cowichan Council
to guide policy to combat climate change
and adapt to new climate patterns. The CAP
identifies six strategy areas for North Cowichan
to meet anticipate climate change effects and to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 ransition to electric vehicles and less
T
carbon-intense transportation.
Corporate leadership in lowering
emissions.
Support ecosystems and promote
carbon sequestration.
Make buildings more energy efficient
Lowering waste.
Adapt to new climate patterns.

Mitigation means taking steps to
reduce GHG emissions through
a variety of options.
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North Cowichan completed its original Climate
Action and Energy Plan (CAEP) in 2013, which
inventoried the community’s existing energy
use and GHG emissions. It set out 49 specific
policies, actions, and opportunities to reduce
community emissions from residential, business,
industrial, transportation, agricultural and
municipal corporate sources. One of its milestone
achievements was to establish a CAEP reserve
fund.
In January 2022, North Cowichan adopted a
revised CAEP, having commenced an update
in 2018. The update considered contemporary
climate data, improved emissions estimates,
and technological developments since 2013.
Emissions reductions pathways include reducing
the average size of new dwellings, along with
fewer single detached dwellings as a proportion
of new residential units. The updated CAEP
provides a comprehensive range of policy options
and actions aimed at reducing per capita energy
consumption and overall GHG emissions.
While North Cowichan's updated emissions
modelling set its community emissions target at
80% reduction on 2007 levels by 2050, the Local
Government Act requires that municipalities set
out GHG emission targets in their OCP's along
with supporting policies and action.
This OCP establishes a net-zero target by 2050. To
achieve these emissions reductions, the CAEP has
identified strategic opportunities, which reflect the
CAP:
○
○
○
○
○

Transportation
Building efficiency
Waste and waste water
Land use planning
Increasing energy efficiency / greening
energy supply
○ Municipal operations

This OCP therefore contains a policy to commit
to maintaining and implementing its CAEP. More
specifically, the OCP includes climate action policy
considerations relating to:
○ Infill development, which means only
allowing new development where people
currently live (i.e. redevelopment in growth
centres rather than in rural areas).
○ Energy efficiency for new development
(construction and operating).
○ Increasing tree canopy in urban areas.
○ Electric vehicle readiness (creating
charging stations etc.).
Through its subsequent updates, the CAEP can
provide further detailed policies and actions that
build on this OCP mandate, along with other future
policies and bylaws Council may consider, such as
a tree retention bylaw, or new zoning requirements
pertaining to accommodating electric vehicles.
Due to the critical and cross cutting nature of
climate change, rather than creating a specific
chapter, this OCP applies an ecological and
climate lens to chapters three to nine. Throughout
the document, readers will find the ecology and
climate action symbol to denote the integration
of both mitigation and adaptation considerations.
This icon will help readers and users of the OCP to
understand how the municipality is prioritizing the
ecological and climate emergencies through the
associated policies.
This symbol highlights elements in this
OCP and identifies ways North Cowichan
can respond to the ecological and climate
emergency.

The OCP intersects with these strategy areas in
different ways. Land use decisions, and the type,
location, quantity and quality of development
will impact emissions profiles from buildings and
transportation in particular. The OCP can also
set the stage for climate adaptation approaches,
waste and efficiency through various policies and
guidelines, or by containing direction to create
new plans or strategies aimed at these specific
areas.
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2.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Reduce both territorial (generated
with the municipal boundaries) and imported
GHG emissions and energy use, and integrate
sustainability, regenerative thinking, and climate
adaptation into the OCP to influence municipal
decision making and municipal operations, as
outlined in the Climate Action and Energy Plan.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Regular monitoring of community
emissions, consistent with the model of
the Climate Action and Energy Plan.

○ Achieving emissions targets established
by the Climate Action Plan.

○ Quantification of "outsourced"
emissions, i.e. the CO2 emissions
associated with products and services
that are imported to the community, and
track them over time.

2.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Lead the climate change action planning
at the local community level and work
with and collaborate with regional
partners on regional climate action.
b. Implement low-carbon municipal
operations (vehicle fleet, work from
home options, building efficiencies etc.).
c. Collaborate at the regional, provincial
and national level on climate action.
d. Identify opportunities for improvements
to the OCP and update the OCP
accordingly, following adoption of any
Climate Change Risk Management and
Adaptation strategies or policies..
More climate-related policy actions can be
found in the following chapters of the OCP.
Additionally, the CAEP provides further actions
building on the OCP direction.

○ Number and type of climate change
adaptation measures undertaken in
municipal operations (including green
infrastructure projects).
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SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY FRAMEWORK
Many communities in BC, as many other places,
are experiencing growing inequities in terms of
income gap, child poverty, housing affordability,
homelessness etc. Through the update of
the OCP, we are making a commitment to
be deliberate in decisions to address these
inequities where it is in our power to do so
and to build inclusive and just communities.
This framework builds on the OCP principle to
acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages
faced by people living on the margins of society
and act, wherever possible, against chronic
inequities in the system.
Social equity is defined as a collective aspiration
that refers to the "just and fair inclusion in a
society so that all can participate, prosper,
and reach their full potential."4 Social justice is
achieved when all people "are afforded equal
rights and opportunities."5 Both concepts go
hand in hand and are critical in effective policy
solutions.
When considering equity, it is important to
acknowledge a historical and present context
within which certain groups are underserved,
underrepresented, and disadvantaged. This
includes identifying and recognizing that
different groups of people, including identities
such as race, gender, socioeconomic status
and ability, face barriers to full participation in
society. These barriers were constructed over
time through cultural practices, norms and
institutional factors and as policy is written and
implemented. The Municipality has a continued
role in working to decrease and eliminate any
such barriers.
This social justice and equity framework provides
guidance to each of the following chapters:
○ Thoughtful Growth Management
○ Resilient, Inclusive Communities
○ Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix
& Affordability
○ Regeneration & Protection of the Natural
Environment
○ Food Security & Local Agricultural
Systems
○ Local Regenerative Economy

We can use a social equity lens to reflect and
act on the needs of equity-priority groups in
municipal decision making, noting that the
Municipality cannot alone assume responsibility
for ameliorating historical wrongs. Equitypriority groups in the municipality include, but
are not limited to:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Indigenous peoples
Women
Racialized people
People with disabilities
People living in poverty
Youth
Seniors
Newcomers
Lone parents
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer
and/or Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, TwoSpirit (LGBTQIA2S+)

Throughout this OCP, there is a social justice
and equity symbol that identifies where and how
social equity is met or how the Municipality is
working towards enhancing health and wellbeing of all residents.
This symbol highlights elements in this
OCP and identifies ways North Cowichan
can acknowledge the challenges and
disadvantages faced by people living on
the margins of society and offer ways we
can act against chronic inequities in the
system.

The Municipality understands that a social
justice and equity lens is an iterative process that
seeks to continuously assess the advancement
of social equity across all policy areas. A few
general considerations when addressing the
various policy areas include:
○ Removing barriers so all residents can
fully participate in civic and community
life.

○ Taking measures to ensure that one
group is not harmed disproportionately.
○ Explicitly supporting equity priority
groups.

This is not an exhaustive list, but it offers a
glimpse of how equity links to the various policy
themes of this OCP.

American Planning Association. (2019). Planning for equity: Policy guide. Retrieved from https://planh.ca/sites/default/files/
tools-resources/planning-for-equity-policy-guide.pdf
5
Global Affairs Canada. (2017). Statement on World Day of social Justice. Retrieved from https://www.canada.ca/en/global-affairs/
news/2017/02/statement_on_worlddayofsocialjustice.html
4
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2.4.3 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Embed the principles of social justice
and equity into the OCP to influence municipal
decision-making.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Representation of equity-priority
members (i.e. youth, people with
disabilities, immigrants facing hardship,
refugees etc.) participating in municipal
engagement processes.

2.4.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Create a Health and Social Well-Being
Strategy that will integrate the social
justice and equity lens into all municipal
initiatives, plans and projects (See
Chapter 4).

Related policy actions can be found in the
following chapters of the OCP.

○ Corporate actions that address social
equity, such as bylaws, strategies, studies
or plans that explicitly represent views of
equity-priority groups, and address their
needs.
○ Number of Cowichan residents living
below the poverty line.

○ Representativeness of the community's
demographic cross-section on elected
and appointed bodies.
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Key Concepts
The OCP includes a Social Equity Lens. We have aligned some of the key concepts relating to social
equity, diversity, and inclusion with the Regional Plan. These definitions and concepts may evolve
over time.

○ A
 ssumptions: Something we presuppose
or take for granted without questioning. We
accept these beliefs to be true and use them
to interpret the world around us.
○ Accessibility: Accessibility involves
removing the barriers faced by individuals
with a variety of disabilities (which can
include, but is not limited to: physical,
sensory, cognitive, learning and mental
health) and the various barriers (including
attitudinal and systemic) that impede
an individual's ability to participate in
social, cultural, political and economic
life. Disabilities can be temporary or
permanent. As we age, our abilities change
and therefore an accessible society is one
designed to include everybody.
○ E
 quity: Refers to both the fair and just
distribution of benefits and burdens to
all affected parties and communities
(distributional equity) along with the fair
and inclusive access to decision-making
processes that impact community outcomes
(process equity). In practice, taking an
equitable approach means understanding
and deliberately addressing current
and historic underrepresentation and
disadvantages.

○ Intersectionality: The intersection, or
crossover, of our many identities affects
how each of us experiences the region and
its communities. These intersections occur
within a context of connected systems and
structures of power (e.g., laws, policies,
senior governments, other political and
economic unions, religious institutions,
media).
○ Privilege: The experience of freedoms,
rights, benefits, advantages, access and/
or opportunities afforded to members of a
dominant group in a society or in a given
context.
○ Systemic Barriers: Obstacles that exclude
groups or communities of people from
full participation in, and the benefits of,
social, economic and political life. They
may be hidden or unintentional, but are
built into the way society operates. Existing
policies, practices and procedures, as well as
assumptions and stereotypes may reinforce
them.

○ Inclusion: Acknowledging and valuing
people's differences so as to enrich social
planning, decision-making and quality of life
for everyone. In an inclusive municipality,
we each have a sense of belonging and
acceptance, and are recognized as valued
and contributing citizens. Real inclusion
takes place when those already included in
the "mainstream" learn from those who are
excluded and initiate change.
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3

THOUGHTFUL
GROWTH
MANAGEMENT
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"

It is not just the threat of climate change or the depletion of energy
resources that will dramatically redirect our patterns of settlement.
The lines of pressures are converging from many directions: limits
of environmentally rich land and clean water, shifts in family size
and the workforce are changing our social structure, issues of

environmental and personal health are mounting, costs of capital

and time, and, not least, a new search for identity, community and

sense of place is motivating many people's lives. It is my thesis that a
future that responds to all these pressures will also best address the
climate crisis.

"

- Peter Calthorpe, American Architect,

Urban Designer and Planner

Excerpt taken from Peter Calthorpe's (2011) Urbanism in the Age of Climate Change.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
GROWTH PROJECTIONS

Population, Jobs, and Households

When we use the term ‘growth’, we are
referring to a combination of increased
population and increased development
(residential and employment-related). As with
most BC communities, North Cowichan is
not experiencing natural population increase
(more births than deaths). However, many
communities in BC, including North Cowichan,
are experiencing population growth that
results from immigration to Canada and
migration from other Canadian communities/
regions. The growth in population brings
increased demand for housing, services and
employment. Increased demand for housing
also arises from a change in household size
and desire for recreational properties.

The Cowichan Valley Regional District
commissioned a report by Rennie Intelligence to
forecast anticipated long-term population and
employment growth in the Region to 2050. (Long
Range Projections of Population, Housing and
Employment in the Cowichan Valley Regional
District June 12, 2019).¹
According to the baseline projection in the report,
North Cowichan might expect its population to
increase to 38,612 by 2050, an increase of 29%
from the 2017 population, or 4% per five-year
interval. This is shown in Figure 3.1 below in blue.
However, 2021 census data measured a 7.7%
population increase between 2016 and 2021;
significantly exceeding the incremental prediction
from the 2017 report. Based on the 2011 – 2021
time period, the historical trajectory is a 5.3%
increase per five year interval. This trajectory,
based on more recent data, is shown in Figure 3.1
below in orange, and results in nearly 12,000 new
residents between 2021 and 2051, compared to
approximately 8,500 under the 4% growth scenario.

Figure 3.1: Projected Population of North Cowichan, Baseline Scenario (Census, 2021)

¹ See Long Range Projections of Population, Housing and Employment in the Cowichan Valley Regional District
(June 12, 2019) here: https://cvrd.ca/3292/Long-Range-Projections#:~:text=From%20its%20current%2C%20Census%20
undercoverage,course%20of%20the%20projection%20period.
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HOUSING NEEDS
Housing units are projected to increase from
12,820 (2017) to 16,519 in 2050 (an increase of
3,699 or 29%). Housing needs were projected
and broken down by ground-oriented and
apartment style. Figure 3.3 shows the anticipated
housing needs up to 2050. It indicates there will
be a significantly higher demand for ground
oriented units, than apartment units. However,
the rate of increase for apartments will be higher
than those for ground-oriented units; a 27%
increase for ground-oriented and a 40% increase
for apartment.
The 2021 census recorded 13,741 dwellings
in North Cowichan, a 7.3% increase on the
2017 figure, roughly consistent with the 6.9%
population increase over the same period.

Figure 3.2: Low density housing.

Given the intensive and sustained pressure on
the housing market (local, regional and national)
in recent years, housing needs may significantly
exceed these projections.

Figure 3.3: Projected Housing Needs.
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Jobs are expected to increase from 11,310 to
14,542 (an increase of 3,232 or 29%). Figure 3.4
below shows labor numbers by occupation for
2050 as well as the % difference from 2017. The
most significant difference is that the education,
health and information sector is expected to
increase its percentage of total jobs by 5%.

Housing Needs Assessment Report

These projections are based on a number
of variables that could change over time. It
is worth noting that policies in the OCP can
accommodate different rates of growth and
that the OCP will be updated and adjusted
over the planning period to reflect changing
circumstances.

With an outlook of 5 years, the housing needs
report determined 1,208 new units would be
required by 2025, although sustained pressure
on the housing market may increase this figure.

The 2021 Housing Needs Assessment
completed in parallel to this plan explored
both quantitative and qualitative data to help
understand the current state of housing and the
types of units that will be required in the future.

The Needs Assessment identified a need for
more one-bedroom units, subsidized units for
those experiencing homelessness, purpose-built
rental units and affordable home ownership
options. For more information see Chapter 5:
Affordable Living and Diverse Housing Mix.
As required by the Local Government Act, the
Housing Needs Assessment will be updated
every five years. North Cowichan will incorporate
these updates into land use decisions.

Figure 3.4: Project occupation numbers by 2050.
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GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Growth management is the practice of
planning for and guiding the location, density
and type of land use and development in a
community.
Growth can be an engine for a prosperous
community, but unplanned and unfocused
development can lead to inefficiencies and
sprawl which is wasteful of land. Continuous
suburban development is inherently
unsustainable since our land base is finite
and it is essential to retain significant and
connected land areas for agriculture and
wildlife. However, affordability problems will
result if we do not accommodate local growth
to some degree. The compromise is allowing
for higher density development in existing
centres where people and services are already
located that may go more "upwards" instead
of "outwards", and allowing for a range of
housing types such as suites, carriage houses
or ground- entry "plexes" or row house
developments and apartments. In particular,
creating zoning that allows for fee-simple row
housing development in certain areas could
provide lower-cost housing purchase options,
without bringing significant or harmful
character and traffic impacts into those areas.

Despite the focus on higher density and
compact development, there is still an
environmental cost to developing and
constructing new buildings. Construction
materials contain embodied or upfront
carbon which refers to carbon emissions
released before the building is used
(i.e. energy consumption in the mining,
extraction and manufacturing processes and
transportation of the materials). Addressing
upfront carbon is a critical and urgent focus
and where possible the focus should be on
renovating or retrofitting existing buildings
and on low-carbon, local low-impact
construction materials for new builds and
energy efficient buildings.

Focusing development in areas that can absorb
growth efficiently has the added benefit of
concentrating service delivery and taking
maximum advantage of the servicing and
facilities we have in place. Development will
take place in existing centres and in certain
built forms to meet social well-being and
environmental goals. Growth, development
and land-use decisions should be socially just,
and incorporate environmentally regenerative
features at every opportunity

According the World Green Building Council,
buildings are currently responsible for 39%
of global energy related carbon emissions:
28% from operational emissions, from energy
needed to heat, cool and power them, and the
remaining 11% from materials, construction
and demolition.
( 'Bringing Embodied Carbon Upfront' report
by the World Green Building Council)

This OCP confirms the assertion of the 2011
OCP that a departure from suburban singlefamily subdivisions to more compact, higher
density growth in existing centres close to
shops, services and infrastructure is needed.
This "focused growth" approach means that
more land can be protected and regenerated
to provide for food production and protection
of natural areas that foster biodiversity and
ecological health.
Focused growth provides for a range of tenures
(co-ops, co-housing, strata, fee-simples and
rentals) in addition to a variety of forms to
accommodate all ages and abilities (e.g. young
families seeking private yard space, seniors who
wish to 'age in place', young people in university
or embarking on their career and people
needing accessible housing units). See Chapter 5
which includes information on housing.
Meets social justice and equity
principle by providing a variety of
housing forms close to services
to offer more affordable options
than single family homes.
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3.1 ASSIGNMENT OF GROWTH
This OCP guides growth away from historical
patterns of development in North Cowichan.
While the communities of Chemainus, Crofton
and the University Village/ South End were
identified as growth centres in the 2011 OCP,
development has not necessarily taken place
in those locations. Some significant growth
has taken place in other areas still lying within
the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) but
outside of these preferred centres. Development
in North Cowichan over the past 60 years
has largely been car-oriented, suburban/rural
residential, and with a high degree of separation
between residential uses and shops, services and
employment lands, resulting in poor walkability
and high servicing and maintenance costs to
taxpayers.
Through thoughtful growth management, we
can limit environmental impacts, build social
connections, build resilience to the climate
emergency, and provide a diverse and affordable
range of housing options.

Key elements of the new land use plan include:
○ A revised UCB which concentrates growth
and development in areas with adequate
infrastructure capacity for development
providing a mix of housing types that meet
the needs of residents.
○ A policy context for residential and rural
residential neighbourhoods (including
Maple Bay village) which accommodates
site-specific zoning proposals for small
commercial or service uses that contribute
to liveability and walkability.
○ A mix of commercial, employment,
industrial lands that contribute to the
economic well-being of citizens.
○ Parks, open space, civic, agricultural and
natural areas that promote social and
environmental well-being.
○ Well-connected networks that promote
active transportation and access to
transit.

Concentrating growth can reduce
per capita carbon emissions since
residents can walk to access
services and can promote equity
for those who can't afford a car,
don't want a car, or aren't able to
drive due to health issues.
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URBAN CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY
North Cowichan's UCB sets a boundary
between developed or serviced urban areas
and undeveloped or non-serviced rural and
natural areas. Many areas outside of the UCB
have access to municipal water service, but
further development and fragmentation is either
discouraged or restricted. (See also Chapter 9:
Infrastructure).
By focusing growth where density can be
increased, the UCB assists North Cowichan to
guide the community towards actions such as:
○ Village core growth and revitalization.
○ Creation of mixed-use walkable,
complete communities with active
transportation and transit options.
○ Protection of environment and
agricultural areas.
○ Improved management and efficiency
of municipal infrastructure assets and
services such as water, sewer and
recycling pickup.
○ Protection of areas for First Nations to
engage in cultural practices including
hunting, fishing, cultural and spiritual
uses, and gathering traditional foods and
medicines where appropriate.

3.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Focus development to the reduced urban
containment boundary to protect rural and
natural areas from expanded residential
development (See Map 2 - Growth & Land
Use) and prevent residential intensification that
necessitates extension of road networks and
increases automobile dependency.

3.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Direct growth inside the UCB, resisting
growth elsewhere.
b. Only support significant UCB alterations
as part of a comprehensive OCP review,
or implementation of a secondary
local area or neighbourhood planning
process.
c. Not support extension of municipal
services beyond the UCB to
accommodate new residential or
commercial development.
d. Not approve bylaws, works or projects
that would facilitate significant
densification beyond the UCB.

Urban containment boundaries are
lines drawn on a planning map around
developable areas showing where urban
and suburban lands end and rural and
natural lands begin. Generally the areas
within the UCB are connected to municipal
water and sewer systems and areas outside
use septic systems and well water.
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GROWTH CENTRES
This growth management approach focuses
the majority of growth and development
in designated Growth Centres lying within
the urban containment boundary, taking a
more restrictive approach to subdivision and
development outside of these areas.
These Centres have an adequate supply of
serviceable residential land to meet projected
housing and community service needs. They
are the core areas of the Chemainus, Crofton,
University Village, Bell McKinnon and Berkey's
Corner communities and contain municipal
services, commercial/retail activities, schools
and other facilities that are the foundation of
community. Key features include:
○ A broad range of uses typical of a
village and urban centres (e.g. shopping
services, financial and business uses,
government and institutional uses,
clinics, leisure and recreational facilities,
cultural and residential uses).
○ Residential uses mainly in the form of
multi-family units to make efficient use
of land.
○ Pedestrian-oriented and multi-modal
transportation focus.

Figure 3.5: The Five Growth Centres.

The Growth Centres are:
○
○
○
○
○

Chemainus
Crofton
University Village
Bell McKinnon
Berkey’s Corner

The Growth Centres are defined by two
significant land use designations which may also
be supplemented by Local Area Plans:
○ Village Core
○ Village Residential
These two designations provide the right
mixture of uses and the residential densities
to support them in meeting the Municipality's
housing needs. Other commercial and civic land
use designations may also be applied to specific
sites within the Growth Centres. Outside of these
Centres, the UCB is more tightly-drawn, and
further densification is discouraged. However,
residential neighbourhoods within the UCB still
offer opportunities for "gentle densification" that
maintains neighbourhood character through
suites, duplexes, carriage houses, and other
lower-density housing typologies.
While most Growth Centres are in existing
urban locations, the Bell McKinnon Growth
Centre is presently undeveloped and will
require substantial investments in infrastructure
and community amenities. To facilitate its
development, a phasing and implementation
plan for development in the Bell McKinnon
Growth Centre will be prepared to ensure:
a. The urban design vision promised to the
community is realized in each phase and
that piecemeal or scattered growth in the
plan is avoided.
b. That growth occurs in a logical, incremental
manner respectful of the social, economic,
environmental and climate objectives of the
District as a whole.
c. That infrastructure costs are recovered
to the greatest extent possible and any
future financial burdens associated with
infrastructure are minimized.
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3.1.3 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Manage growth and designate a
variety of land and water uses that strengthen
our community, maintain individual character,
preserve natural and rural areas and foster
climate-friendly and active ways to move
around.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of housing units
constructed within the UCB and in
Growth Centres in particular, as a
percentage of total housing units built.

i.
j.

k.
l.

Implement guidelines related to form and
character of new buildings.
Encourage integration of water and energy
conservation design features, as well as
opportunities for small- and micro-scale
urban agriculture.
Consider permitting childcare facilities
within all residential and commercially
zoned parcels.
Require all applications for zoning
amendments for increased density to
include a walkability assessment.

3.1.4 The Municipality will strive to: 3.1.5 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask developers
a. Direct significant growth to identified
and landowners to:
growth centres inside the urban
containment boundary.
b. Require development in centres to make
effective use of land by controlling lot
sizes, development types and setting
density ranges.
c. Discourage all low-density autodependent subdivisions and make
existing areas less auto-dependent by
integrating small scale service uses that
increase walkability.
d. Require development within the UCB to
have high standards of site-adaptive and
urban design.
e. Encourage development that creates
compact communities and provides
active climate-friendly ways to move
around, social interactions, and a sense
of community.
f. Update the zoning bylaw to contain
zones reflective of local plan designation
and that align with the OCP land use
designations. This may entail creation
of new zones and zoning standards to
address specific interests or goals that
will allow development of a greater
variety of residential and commercial
services.
g. Prioritize infrastructure investment and
capital projects to Growth Centres where
growth and development is expected.
h. Support efforts to renovate or retrofit
existing buildings using only low-carbon,
local low-impact (e.g. wood versus
concrete) construction materials for new
builds and energy efficient buildings
and consider creating a Green Building
Policy.

a.

Develop land in a low-impact, site-adapted
manner, integrating natural features and
ecological systems.
b. Make the most effective use of land and
provide a variety of housing unit sizes and
types within development proposals.
c. Contribute to improve quality of life
in North Cowichan as part of rezoning
approval for commercial or higher density
residential use (e.g. community amenity
contributions as may be beneficial and
appropriate).
d. Incorporate low-carbon, local low-impact
construction materials and energy-efficient
design into both new and retrofitted
development.

3.1.6 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Advocate for the development of a
regional growth management strategy that
complements the growth management
strategy of this Official Community Plan.
b. Include perspectives of First Nations on
whose traditional land development lies, by
creating referral agreements.
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3.2 LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
AREAS INSIDE THE UCB
Village Core Designation
This designation applies to the main gathering
and exchange areas in the village centres,
with pedestrian-oriented design and a high
streetscape standard. These centres will have
the greatest amount of walk-in retail and
restaurant uses. The larger ones will include
cultural uses such as theatres and galleries.
Some, such as Chemainus, University Village
and Crofton are regional destinations, while
others will be smaller scale and provide
development primarily aimed at providing a
walkable alternative for local residents seeking
groceries, coffee, or takeout. Where contextually
appropriate or supported by a local area or
secondary plans, residential uses may be
encouraged above street-level commercial uses.

Figure 3.6: Mixed use development in Crofton.

3.2.1 Defining Success | Objective
This designation provides a range of ground
level commercial and retail uses designed to
create space for people to move, socialize and
access services and amenities along the street.
Pedestrians have priority, and shops, restaurants,
cafés, galleries and bars all contribute towards
animating the street and creating vitality.
Above ground floor, offices, clinics, education,
professional services and residential apartments
provide options for urban living, drawing yet
more people to the area, and a creating a pool
of people who keep these spaces animated and
safe during the evenings. Public space design
provides opportunities for programming and
gathering, and arts and culture both flourish.

3.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not permit residential uses, or service uses
requiring privacy at ground floor level.
Ground floor uses should provide opportunity
for interaction and aesthetic enhancement
of the street and provide animation through
extensive fenestration, and a high standard
of entrance design, vegetation, signage and
lighting.
b. Prioritize pedestrians over vehicles. Parklets
and sidewalk patios may be permitted or
facilitated in these areas.
c. Incorporate a high standard of street design
including street furniture, vegetation and
decorative elements, and opportunities for
public art, including space for transient or
performance art.
d. Consider higher density residential
development that is sensitive in scale and
appearance to the surrounding residential
areas, and does not conflict with use and
programming of public areas.
e. Orient home-based business zoning
regulations to those that can be conducted
inside a residence and which preserve
residential function and amenity.
f. Consider replacing minimum parking
requirements in these areas with parking
and transportation demand management
assessments to determine the appropriate
amount of on- and off-street vehicular and
bicycle parking/facilities.
g. Create Local Area Plans (LAPs) to provide
location-specific guidance and additional
detail for the development of these centres.
The Municipality will give particular priority
to developing LAPs for Berkey's Corner and
Chemainus.
h. Discourage street-facing parking lots in
new developments, and instead encourage
parking to be located underground or at
side or rear of buildings, with screening from
adjacent streets.
i. Require new developments in these areas
to include housing and offices above
commercial space.
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Village Residential Designation
This designation applies to urban areas capable
of accommodating significant new housing
growth, as well as complementary commercial
uses that would cater to local resident needs
and serve to increase walkability. These uses will
be intermittent and ancillary to the residential
function, and may include small cafés or corner
stores, shared working spaces, daycares, and
neighbourhood pubs. A range of residential
unit types and sizes is contemplated, but low
density subdivisions will not be supported. Some
areas may be suitable for rowhouse/townhouse
complexes, including those in fee-simple tenure.

3.2.3 Defining Success | Objective
This designation is where the bulk of North
Cowichan's new multifamily housing will be
located. Apartments or condos coexist with
townhouses and commercial uses are dotted
throughout, making the areas livable and
walkable. A high standard of architectural and
street design creates a pleasant and welcoming
environment, with social gathering in small parks
and plazas.

3.2.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Allow building heights typically between
3-5 stories, although there may be
support for development variance
applications to allow additional stories
in some locations where larger buildings
already exist and 6 or more floors would
not appear incongruous.
b. Allow ground floor residential units in
this designation.
c. Not allow low density subdivision and
low density forms of housing.
d. Allow neighbourhood commercial uses
such as small retail units, corner stores,
cafes, daycares and local pubs, which
may also be appropriate to integrate
sensitively with residential units.
e. Implement home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations in these areas in order
to preserve residential function and
amenity.
f. Orient street and site design to
pedestrian-use, cycling and low-speed
vehicle travel.

Figure 3.7: Example of housing type in a village
residential designation.

g. Consider replacing minimum parking
requirements in these areas with
parking and transportation demand
management to determine the
appropriate amount of on-and off-street
vehicular and bicycle parking/facilities.
h. Local Area Plans (LAPs) may be created
or maintained to provide locationspecific guidance and additional detail
for development within this designation.
The Municipality will give particular
priority to developing LAPs for Berkey's
Corner and Chemainus.

3.2.5 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask developers
and landowners to:
a.

Seek to realize a site’s full housing potential
to conform with OCP policies and local area
or secondary plans.
b. Incorporate high quality site-adaptive and
urban design into new developments that
enhance natural ecosystems, human health
and wellness.
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Residential Neighbourhood Designation
Most of the areas inside the UCB not specifically
designated as Village Core or Village Residential
are considered neighbourhoods. This
designation includes most of the established
residential neighbourhoods surrounding local
schools, parks, natural areas and community
halls. Many of these areas have a good degree
of tree canopy cover and mature landscaping.
Small neighbourhood commercial centres will be
allowed such as the commercial nodes in ‘The
Properties’ in Quamichan and Maple Bay which
will provide opportunity for corner stores, cafes
or pubs.

Figure 3.8: Example of housing type in a neighbourhood
residential designation.

3.2.6 Defining Success | Objective
This designation is where a range of lowerdensity residential types create housing options
for people with different needs, with sensitive
infill development taking place alongside the
preservation of single family homes. There are
opportunities for "gentle densification" where
the impacts would not be significant in terms
of parking, noise/disturbance and character,
but ample space for trees and landscaping is
retained, beneficial to urban wildlife such as
birds and pollinators.

3.2.7 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Encourage development to be
predominantly lower-density residential
retaining trees and landscaping,
although there may be opportunities
for zoning to designate individual
convenience stores and low-impact
service commercial and cultural or public
uses that help make neighbourhoods
livable and walkable.
b. Permit secondary suites in single family
homes where some of the larger lots
may be permitted to have secondary
dwellings such as coach houses or
garden studios.
c. Encourage or require retention of tree
canopy cover, mature trees and existing
topography.
d. Recognize that vehicle ownership will
generally be high in these areas, and
design streets that will utilize approaches
that reduce speed and prioritize other
modes of transport to make walking/
rolling to school easy and safe.
e. Permit on street parking as a way of
absorbing parking impacts from gentle
densification.
f. Facilitate home-based business zoning
regulations to include a range of lowimpact business activities within the
interior of a dwelling, but also preserve
residential function and amenity.
g. Develop neighbourhood plans (or
consider plans developed by resident
groups) for specific areas where
particular community or development
goals are identified by local residents.
These will not necessarily imply
significant amounts of new development
or housing growth, and may be focused
instead on improving a neighbourhood’s
quality, safety or character.
h. Consider implementing guidelines
related to the form and character of
some 'intensive residential areas'.
i. Allow neighbourhood service commercial
developments at a neighbourhood and
local scale. Neighbourhood commercial
developments are not intended to
serve or draw from a broad regional
market and should be within safe and
convenient walking and cycling distance
to nearby residential areas.
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Civic Designation
This designation applies mostly to sites with
institutional uses such as schools, public works,
government services, emergency services and
hospitals, parks and open spaces inside and
outside the UCB.

3.2.8 Defining Success | Objective
Civic sites are located all around our
communities, with schools situated in walking
distances of residential areas. Other facilities
such as community halls and the Cowichan
Exhibition Grounds provide community-building
opportunities and may be operated by public
or private bodies. Parks and open space provide
space for residents to enjoy the outdoors.

Figure 3.9: Playground.

3.2.9 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Recognize uses that serve or benefit a
wide range of the community.
b. Generally, not support redevelopment
of civic sites to convert land or buildings
into private housing or businesses,
unless established through a local area
plan or secondary plan that rationalizes
the change.
c. Carry out community consultation
and/or site planning processes before
considering zoning changes.
d. Consider urban park development needs
alongside development proposals,
including enhanced linkages to, and
between, parks.

Figure 3.10: Cowichan Community Centre.

Figure 3.11: Accessible pathway for cycling.
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Commercial Designation
This designation applies to a number of
areas both inside and outside of the Urban
Containment Boundary. They differ from Village
Core commercial uses in scale and type of
retail uses, need for outdoor display space, and
associated parking requirements.

3.2.10 Defining Success | Objective
A network of commercial centres provides
larger sites for the location of stores such as
hardware and appliance retailers, garden centres
or auto dealerships. By providing opportunities
for these regional-scale goods retailers, there
is less dependency on travel to larger centres
such as Nanaimo or Victoria. However, this form
of development is highly auto-oriented, and
expansion of these areas or the creation of new
ones should be proven necessary and limited.

Figure 3.12: Commercial space in Chemainus.

3.2.11 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Require retail as the primary use, but
other complementary commercial,
leisure or service uses may also be
permitted in this designation.
b. Generally not support residential
development in these areas.
c. Discourage expansion of these areas
if it facilitates auto-oriented uses or
development.
d. Expect a high standard of landscaping,
including tree planting and sensitive
lighting, to mitigate some of the impacts
from large parking areas.
e. Require new commercial buildings to
follow form and character guidelines.

Figure 3.13: Commercial space with day to day
amenities.

Figure 3.14: Gibby's Cafe.
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Future Study Area Designation

AREAS OUTSIDE OF THE UCB

This designation applies to sites where the
optimum future land use is unclear. These may
be brownfield sites or sites where development
should not proceed until local consultation
and possibly local area planning has been
undertaken. Some may contain housing
potential in line with the growth strategy, but
may also suffer from land contamination or
other environmental issues. These sites can also
contain opportunities for community functions.

Areas outside of the UCB will be largely
protected from any further increased
residential development and will continue to
be rural, agricultural, natural areas with some
industrial employment land designations
and commercial areas, which are largely
preexisting.

3.2.12 Defining Success | Objective
Through technical analysis and public input, sites
will be considered carefully for particular uses.
Generally the municipality will seek the views of
local residents and stakeholders in determining
the best role for these kinds of sites in overall
community development and placemaking.

3.2.13 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider restrictive site zoning to prevent
inappropriate development, or piecemeal
development that compromises a site's
ability to deliver a more coherent and
productive development concept.
b. Consider initiating a variety of public
consultation processes to arrive at a vision
for these sites.

There are pockets of residential development
outside the UCB that are neither urban nor
rural. Some properties are connected to
municipal sewer, and many are municipally
serviced with water. This designation includes
the village of Maple Bay along with clusters
of larger residential parcels in various other
locations outside of urban centres. These
peaceful neighbourhoods may still provide
opportunities for small scale farming,
craft-based home businesses, or local and
individual commercial uses that contribute to
neighbourhood livability.
Very little housing growth is anticipated in
these areas, although there may be some
limited context-specific opportunities. Many
parcels are amenable to personal and market
gardening, with roadside produce and craft
stalls, small-scale livestock and poultry
keeping, and the potential accommodation
of individual neighbourhood commercial
uses, such as convenience stores, cafes,
neighbourhood pubs or community halls.
Subdivision and stratification are not
encouraged and significant mature tree and
vegetation cover is maintained throughout
these areas.
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Future Growth Area Designation

3.2.16 Defining Success | Objective

This designation applies to the Bell McKinnon
area north of Herd Road. While the Bell
McKinnon Local Area Plan (LAP) forms part of
this OCP (see appendices), the Future Growth
Area overrides that portion of the LAP and
takes precedence. To reduce the extent of linear
development northwards, this designation
suspends the provisions of the LAP and reserves
the area for future growth only if and when
all other significant growth areas have been
built out. To preserve future growth potential,
the designation discourages development
or fragmentation and development that may
interfere with future urban development.

The undeveloped rural and natural character
of these areas remains fundamentally intact,
however in addition to farming and forestry,
there are opportunities for other rural
development activities that provide economic
opportunity on the rural land base. These
may include roadside produce stands, homebased businesses, or localized commercial and
light industrial activities authorized through
a temporary use permit or site-specific
zoning amendment. Smaller parcels within
the designation are well-suited to small scale
and part-time farming. Further subdivision of
parcels within the Rural designation is strongly
discouraged, but opportunities that support
agricultural and rural economic activity are
supported, as are housing options that allow
rural land owners to accommodate family and
farm labour, or generate a modest income to
support the upkeep of rural land.

3.2.14 Defining Success | Objective
Once the Bell McKinnon area south of Herd
Road has been developed and significant new
housing provided, the area to the north remains
intact as an option to consider for further
development should the demand exist.

3.2.15 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider restrictive site zoning to
prevent inappropriate development,
or piecemeal development that
compromises the area’s future ability to
deliver a more coherent and productive
development concept.
b. Amend the Bell McKinnon LAP to
exclude this area.
c. Consider appropriate public consultation
processes at a future time to determine
the long-term development direction for
this area.

Figure 3.15: Park trail.

Agriculture, Forestry & Conservation
(Rural) Designation
This designation applies to Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) parcels, Municipal Forest Reserve,
private forest, conservation lands, parks and
other areas of an undeveloped or agricultural
nature containing mostly large parcels. Outside
of wilderness areas, farming and forestry
activities predominate, with limited residential
use permitted. Some isolated areas may have
mining or quarrying uses. Very few properties
are connected to municipal sewer, although
some are municipally-serviced with water.

Figure 3.16: Existing rural development activities
and residences.
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3.2.17 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Update the subdivision bylaw to align
with OCP goals and objectives.
b. Permit subdivisions only in exceptional
circumstances (e.g. those that
reconfigure parcel boundaries
to improve agricultural viability,
conservation, or other objectives of the
Rural designation).
c. Maximize housing options without
subdividing or urbanizing land, through
zoning agricultural land reserve parcels
that allow up to three permanent
dwelling units per parcel, within no more
than two separate buildings, and subject
to servicing criteria or conditions that
preserve natural features or agriculture.
d. Allow small scale neighbourhood
commercial uses such as general stores,
farm restaurants, pubs, equestrian
uses, agricultural support services,
community halls, or small tool repair
shops consistent with this designation
and consistent with ALR regulation
(where relevant). Zoning changes may
only be permitted where rural character
is maintained and the impacts on
residents and the natural environment is
comparable to other uses and activities
permitted within the Rural designation.
e. Utilize temporary use permits to
authorize rural uses, with impacts and
benefits evaluated prior to considering
renewal or permanent zoning changes.
f. Create home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations specific to this designation.
g. Encourage small scale agricultural use
and the processing of local agricultural
products.
h. Prioritize retention, protection and
regeneration of natural features and
wildlife areas.

i.
j.
k.

l.

Protect conservation areas and ecologically
important habitat areas such as Somenos
Marsh.
Protect and support a full range of park
uses, consistent with ALR regulations
where relevant.
Retain and protect important rural
landscape and seascape views to be
experienced and enjoyed from public
spaces by residents and visitors.
Consider campgrounds in rural areas
where they are seasonal in nature and are
not occupied year-round. Campgrounds
are intended to serve the tourism industry.

Figure 3.17: Existing agricultural activity.
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Rural Residential Designation
This designation applies to areas of lowest
density residential development lying outside
both the UCB and the ALR. Many of these
properties were created before current land
use policies that discourage residential
development in rural areas. As a result, pockets
of residential development exist throughout
the Municipality that are neither urban nor
rural. Some are connected to municipal sewer,
and many to municipal water. This designation
includes the village of Maple Bay along with
clusters of larger residential parcels in various
other locations outside of urban centres. These
neighbourhoods may still provide opportunities
for small scale farming, craft-based home
businesses, or local and individual commercial
uses that contribute to neighbourhood livability.

3.2.18 Defining Success | Objective
Very little housing growth is anticipated in these
areas, although there may be some limited
context-specific opportunities. Many parcels
are amenable to personal and commercial
gardening, with roadside produce and craft
stalls, small scale livestock and poultry keeping.
There may also be potential to accommodate
neighbourhood commercial uses, such as
convenience stores, cafes, neighbourhood
pubs or community halls. Subdivision and
stratification are not encouraged and significant
mature tree and vegetation cover is maintained
throughout these areas.

3.2.19 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Generally not allow subdivision, although
it may be permitted where the parcels
created are 2 ha or larger.
b. Only allow subdivision approval,
contingent on the applicant entering into
a restrictive covenant to limit building
sizes, locations and/or certain uses on
the parcel.
c. Configure zoning to maximize housing
potential without further subdivision to
permit detached accessory dwellings
where servicing connections are
available, or in the alternative, adequate
on-site common septic treatment and
water supply can be achieved.

Figure 3.18: Existing rural residence.

d. Through the zoning bylaw, consider
setting limits on the size of dwellings to
prevent egregiously large houses that do
little to respond to housing affordability or
community development goals, and which
foster high consumption lifestyles.
e. Create home-based business zoning
regulations and business licensing
regulations specific to this designation
that will generally only permit businesses
confined to the interior of a dwelling or
ancillary building, with no retail other than
food or craft products produced on site.
f. Apply edge planning and buffering
principles at the interface with agricultural
land and wildfire risk areas.
g. Develop neighbourhood plans (or
consider plans developed by resident
groups) for specific areas where particular
community or development goals are
identified by local residents. These will
not necessarily imply significant amounts
of new development or housing growth,
and may be focused instead on improving
a neighbourhood's quality, safety or
character.
h. Require new dwellings or commercial
buildings to incorporate rainwater storage
systems.
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Industrial & Employment Designation
This designation encompasses a range of
employment activities from light to heavy
industry. Light industry may coexist with office,
live/work or studio uses, whereas higher impact
uses will often have large circulation areas and
ancillary storage functions.

3.2.20 Defining Success | Objective
North Cowichan's economic base continues
to move towards providing plentiful
employment opportunities in industries that
take a regenerative approach towards the
environment. Opportunities are created for
"green" technology development, increasing
resource efficiency and reducing overall resource
consumption and pollution emission. The
focus is on improving the quality and efficiency
of economic production while achieving full
employment. Circular "industrial ecosystems"
develop, where the waste products of one
industry are feedstocks for another co-located
industry, maximizing resource and energy
efficiency.

3.2.21 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Preserve existing heavy industry and
confine it to appropriate sites.
b. Offer flexibility in appropriate
locations to co-locate complementary
businesses forming part of an "industrial
ecosystem".
c. Restrict high impact, high consumption
industries not serving human or
environmental well-being. New industrial
uses likely to degrade soil, air or water
quality will also not be permitted.
d. Encourage industrial development
to consider employee needs and
quality of life, by incorporating design
features such as rest areas, benches and
picnic tables, shaded spaces. In larger
developments or light industrial parks,
the creation of small commercial units
for cafes, restaurants or daycares may be
appropriate.
e. Allow live/work units in appropriate
locations within the UCB.

Figure 3.19: Industrial activity.

f.

Allow complementary retail uses
accessory to industrial uses.
g. Acknowledge that industrial activity is
important to local economy, yet that
consumption of additional lands for
this purpose is undesirable. The existing
industrial land base should remain
largely preserved.
h. Encourage remediation of contaminated
sites.
i. Provide for appropriate servicing of
industrial lands where development will
support OCP policy, including the Vision
and Goals, as well as economic and
environmental policies.
j. Support attached live/work units and
caretaker dwellings in industrial areas on
a case-by-case basis where:
○ There is clear evidence that it is
required for the industrial use.
○ Servicing is available.
○ The principal land use continues to
be industrial and residential use is
accessory.
○ The Municipality will identify
measurable objectives to encourage
sustainable approaches to industrial
development and provide direction
related to form and character.
k. Support selective rezoning of vacant
heavy industrial lands to light industrial
zoning, in some instances.
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3.3 WATER USE DESIGNATIONS
North Cowichan has over 40+ kilometres of
coastline and a number of significant freshwater
lakes. Parts of the coastline provide access for
ships docking to load and unload industrial
products, as well as moorage for ferries,
commercial fish boats and pleasure craft. Lakes
act as important fish habitat, and provide views
and recreational opportunities for all residents.
Numerous marinas and a full range of related
marine commercial enterprises are located on
our coast. Preserving and containing these uses
in these areas helps us retain the rest of the
coast.
Oceans and lakes are also places for leisure,
fishing, gathering traditional foods, scuba
diving, kayaking and pursuing a wide range of
recreational activities. The water’s edge contains
many important natural features including
estuaries, stream mouths, salt-water marshes
and intertidal areas, all of which are also fertile
places for wildlife.

3.3.1 Defining Success | Objective
With continued human enjoyment and use
of the waterfront, ecological indicators show
sustained improvement.

3.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not support uses or operations that do
not need to be situated at the waterfront
or adjacent uplands.
b. Balance the multiple uses on the
waterfront and reduce conflict through
zoning consistent with water use
designations.
c. Review water development applications
for environmental benefits or impacts;
conformance to water use designations;
and adequacy of upland facilities to
accommodate water lot use.
d. Review development applications to
ensure that provision is made for safe
public access and viewing. Options
include dedication of property or
statutory rights-of-way.
e. Encourage the phasing of out of waterbased log storage and pursue alternative
opportunities for log sorts on dry land.

Figure 3.20: Gerald the Swan on Quamichan Lake at dawn.
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Marine Commercial Designation
This designation applies to marine areas at the
centre of the coastal communities of Chemainus,
Crofton, Maple Bay, and Genoa Bay. These
communities have historically been the marine
access points for tourists, residents and service
users and continue to do so today. They provide
facilities for marine transportation (including
ferries, float-planes, and personal watercraft),
restaurants, and marine housing forms such as
live-aboards, and float-homes.

3.3.3 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that use of marine commercial waters
adequately service coastal communities and the
marine commercial needs of the region.

Chemainus
e.

Ensure each new development is
designed to provide public access and
to allow people to travel the length of
the waterfront on a public pedestrian
walkway.
f. Ensure that public access does not
damage important intertidal or foreshore
areas.
g. Continue to maintain public facilities
at Kin Park such as the municipal boat
launch.

Maple Bay
h.

3.3.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Ensure that development supports
marine ecology through habitat
protection, restoration, and as a last
resort, compensation.
b. Discourage uses that are not relevant or
necessary to upland uses;
c. Explore opportunities for place-making
through both public and private
investment.
d. Support BC Ferries’ development
and consultation that aim to improve
passenger access and manage on-shore
transportation and parking issues in
Crofton and Chemainus.

Acknowledge and support that Maple
Bay’s primary land and water base for
marine-based tourism, commerce,
industry, and recreational boating will
focus around the existing marinas and
yacht club located at Birds Eye Cove,
where adequate upland exists to support
the marine activity.

Genoa Bay
i.

Permit limited marina redevelopment
as long as there is an adequate upland
support area for the marina activity (e.g.,
adequate water supply and available
wastewater treatment), containment on
land of fuel and waste products, and
public access.

Figure 3.21: One of North Cowichan's coastlines.
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Marine Industrial Designation
Two deep-water ports are located in North
Cowichan: one at the Crofton mill site and the
other at the Chemainus mill site. Both sites
are privately owned and used primarily for the
shipment of processed goods from the two
mills and other forest industry manufacturers.
Expansion of the marine industrial designation is
neither anticipated nor supported by this plan.

3.3.5 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that marine industrial uses support
the economic objectives of this plan, while
protecting marine ecology and enjoyment of
coastal areas.

3.3.6 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Not support expansion of the marine
industrial designation.
b. Encourage the owners of the industrial
docks or ports to make facilities available
to outside users where local area
planning supports industrial growth in
the area.
c. Consider redesignating marine industrial
waters where future local area planning
considers non-industrial use for water
lots and upland areas.
d. Work in partnership with upland
industrial users to remediate
contaminated sites.
e. Encourage/require provisions for cleanup of industrial sites when industry
moves away from the waterfront.

Recreational Designation
This Recreational designation fronts many
waterfront residential areas, including coastal
communities and rural areas as well as
waterfront parks. Marine-oriented residential
upland areas provide water access via boat
launches and private moorage. Ongoing
development of upland areas puts greater
pressure for recreational access on the
foreshore.
A future challenge will be maintaining a balance
between the character of upland areas enjoyed
by residents, the need to protect and restore the
marine environment, and the growing demands
for water-related activities and access.

3.3.7 Defining Success | Objective
Provide opportunities for access to the ocean for
low-impact recreation activities and ensure that
recreational waters are protected or restored to
good health.

3.3.8 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Invest in amenities and public spaces
for low-impact recreation on or near
the ocean such as sea-walks and kayak
launches.
b. Discourage and regulate expansion of
private moorage facilities on recreational
waters.
Maple Bay
c.

Support the primary use of the Maple Bay
Village waterfront primarily for passive
recreational beachfront.
d. Maintain public facilities at Maple Bay such
as the government dock and municipal
boat launch.
e. Support the sharing of public and private
launch facilities, marinas or clubs and
associated parking.

Crofton
f.

Secure the use and development of the
Crofton waterfront for public benefit.
g. Complete the Crofton Sea Walk and other
projects.
h. Maintain public facilities such as the
government dock at the Crofton
waterfront.
i. Pursue opportunities to secure the Crofton
boat launch for public benefit.
j. Pursue opportunities to remediate any
ecological and contaminant damage
done by historic smelter operations to the
Crofton Bay waterfront with the secondary
aim of restoring the bay to a state where it
is safe and appealing for aquatic and beach
recreation.

Chemainus
k.

Prioritize the protection and enhancement
of upland and marine ecosystems and
habitat when contemplating development
proposals for moorage and other facilities.
l. Support connection of the Chemainus
Seawalk between Kin Beach and Old Town.
m. Maintain and enhance complementary
public amenities at Kin Beach Park to
encourage passive recreational beachfront
development.
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Near Shore Environmental Designation
Marine areas like Genoa Bay, Sansum Narrows,
Maple Bay, Osborne Bay, and the Cowichan
and Chemainus River estuaries have significant
natural value. Land use beside these areas
ranges from parkland to private acreages with
restricted road access, and heavy industrial uses.
Limited fish farm activity and private moorage
are currently the only uses of the foreshore.

3.3.9 Defining Success | Objective
Ensure that marine industrial uses support
the economic objectives of this plan, while
protecting marine ecology and enjoyment of
coastal areas.

3.3.10 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Only support foreshore lease applications
for private moorage for parcels with limited
to no public road access.

Estuary Designation
The Cowichan and Chemainus River Estuaries
provide habitat for up to 300 bird species, and
rearing habitat for juvenile Chinook, Coho, and
Chum Salmon, Steelhead and Cutthroat Trout.
They also support forage fish like herring and
smelt and, in turn, migrating salmon and trout
provide forage for marine mammals like seals,
sea lions and Killer Whales. The substrates of
the bays and estuaries in North Cowichan have
provided an abundance of clams, mussels, and
oysters to First Nations people. The ecological
richness of the marine environment has made
these nearshore waters important to humans as
a food source, an aesthetic and recreational joy,
and a site of commerce.
Both the Cowichan and Chemainus River
Estuaries cover several hundred hectares.
Their location and relatively flat expanses have
made them subject to significant industrial
development since the late 1800s. These
industries affect the ecosystem health of these
estuaries. In the Cowichan Estuary, the Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management Plan
(1987) was developed to balance industrial and
residential land use with the goal of restoration
of ecological diversity and natural productivity.
Development proposals in the estuary are
referred to the Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Committee which includes
representatives from North Cowichan, Cowichan
Tribes, The Cowichan Valley Regional District and
the Province.

3.3.11 Defining Success | Objective
Protect the long-term health of estuaries to
promote biodiversity and ecosystem health.

3.3.12 The Municipality will strive to:
Cowichan Bay Estuary
a.

Support the Cowichan Estuary Management
Plan (1986, as updated) and Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management Plan
(1987) and refer development applications
to the Cowichan Estuary Environmental
Management Committee for review.
b. Together with the Ministry of Environment
and the Cowichan Valley Regional District,
the Municipality will continue to work
towards meeting the objectives of the
Cowichan Estuary Management Plan and
find joint long-term solutions to ensure
ongoing protection of the estuary.
c. Collaborate with partners in First Nations,
CVRD, Duncan and stewardship groups
to protect and restore estuary salt marsh
habitat, eel grass habitat, kelp forests and
tidal flats.
d. Support the continued operation of the
Cowichan Bay sawmill and future on-site
investments in new equipment and other
upgrades, while engaging industry in the
ecological restoration of the estuary.
e. Promote the need for a new Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management
Plan and assume an active role in its
development in close collaboration with the
Ministry of Environment, Cowichan Tribes,
the CVRD, and key stakeholders.
f. Encourage the revitalization of the Cowichan
Estuary Environmental Management
Committee, with representatives from local
estuary stewardship groups added.
g. Advocate for protection of oyster beds and
the intertidal seabed from the effects of
dragging log booms and for the phasing
out of intertidal log boom storage in the
Cowichan estuary in favour of deep water
storage or dry land log sorts.
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Chemainus River Estuary

d. Support Ducks Unlimited in the
development of a public management
plan for land holdings in the estuary in
partnership with other stakeholders.
e. Discourage private development and
new leases in the estuary unless they are
part of a rehabilitation or environmental
restoration project.
f. Collaborate with partners in First
Nations, CVRD, Islands Trust and
stewardship groups to protect and
restore estuary salt marsh habitat, eel
grass habitat, kelp forests and tidal flats.
g. Permit passive, non-invasive recreational
activities such as kayaking and
ecotourism.

Lake Designation
The lakes of North Cowichan provide
opportunity for recreation and passive
enjoyment, e.g., Quamichan Lake (313 ha),
Somenos Lake (100 ha), Fuller Lake (25 ha),
Crofton Lake (20 ha) and Chemainus Lake (5 ha).
When in good health, North Cowichan’s lakes
are natural assets that provide flood mitigation,
water storage and replenished groundwater.
Lakes also influence downstream water quality
and preserve biodiversity and habitat. Our lakes
are subject to varying pressures and interrelated issues from development and land
use impacts. Historic clearing of forests for
residential and agricultural use, combined with
the application of fertilizers on residential and
agricultural land, has contributed to prolonged
blue-green algae blooms in both Somenos and
Quamichan Lakes. The blooms threaten water
quality, fish health and the safety of people, pets
and livestock. Additional challenges include
impacts from invasive plant and animal species,
and impacts from climate change.

3.3.13 Defining Success | Objective

3.3.14 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

Protect lakes from negative impacts of
development, ongoing settlement activity, and
climate change, to restore them to health.
m.
n.

Enforce riparian protection measures mandated
for all development in DPA-3, including
requirements of the Riparian Areas Protection
Act and Riparian Areas Protection Regulation.
Work with partners in federal and provincial
agencies to monitor, protect and restore water
quality, water quantity, and fish habitat in all
lakes, ponds, wetlands, marshes, rivers, streams,
and ditches.
Consider arrangements and incentives to
convert, purchase, exchange, or create
easements on private lands for restoration
and protection of riparian zones and wetland
ecosystem corridors.
Collaborate with stewardship groups to protect
and restore watersheds focusing on riparian
health, stormwater management, fish habitat,
nutrient control and water quality monitoring.
Collaborate with stewardship groups to secure
funding and grants to protect and restore water
quantity and quality.
Enforce riparian protection measures mandated
for all development.
Encourage riparian area protection and
restoration through tax incentives.
Create internal approval processes that ensure
all riparian area development requests consider
the overall health of the watershed, not just
the immediate area, in all riparian area decision
making.
Incorporate planning initiatives including
increased sewer hookups, bio-swales, stormwater, wetlands, marshes, detention ponds,
plantings, green spaces, and developments in
the form of small footprint clusters or densely
compacted development.
Consider policies and procedures for
responsible management of run-off waters in
new developments during and after site clearing
and preparation.
Consider actively engaging environmental
management partners, including First Nations,
lake users, stewardship groups, and residents
to collaborate and lead improvements to lake
health and user experience.
Support riparian area restoration through
invasive species removal, native re-plantings
and riparian area public education via direct
stakeholder volunteer participation, public
engagement, educational materials and other
networking.
Not permit creation of new private docks.
Allow only uses with low impact on aquatic
and terrestrial ecological integrity, through
appropriate zoning of water surface and
shoreline (upland) areas.
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Quamichan

p. Include the local agricultural community
in stakeholder outreach to support
environmental farm plans to recycle/
reuse some of the nutrients on existing
farmland for the benefit of the farmer
and prevent nutrients escaping from
farmland.
q. Support biodiversity protection
through the creation of ecosystem
corridors (green and riparian) to allow
interdependent flora, fauna and the
associated watershed health to thrive.
r. Support the creation of interconnected
footpaths, where appropriate, alongside
ecosystem corridors and Quamichan
Lake providing greater public exposure
to, and appreciation of the importance
of biodiversity and watershed health.
s. Reduce the amount of phosphorous
entering the environment by:
○ Minimizing small lot development
in the watershed.
○ Supporting access to municipal
sewage systems within the UCB.
○ Promoting a minimum 30m
riparian area setback for any
development around Quamichan
Lake, and the ponds, wetlands,
marshes, and streams in the
Quamichan watershed.
○ The enforcement of riparian
protection measures mandated for
all development in DPA3 subject
to conditions in the Riparian
Areas Protection Act and Riparian
Areas Protection Regulation in the
Quamichan watershed.

t.
u.

v.

Consider mitigation and management
strategies for blue-green algae blooms
and anoxia;
Mitigate increasing seasonal drought,
by supporting longer term projects for
expanding fresh water reservoir storage
volumes (Crofton Lake, Maple Mountain,
Mt. Prevost etc) and the related potential
for increasing water capacity for flushing
during the summer months.
Consider a phosphorus syphoning plan
and related treatment facility where the
principle is to remove higher phosphorus
containing waters near the bottom of
the lake which contains two-times the
phosphorus of surface waters.

Somenos

m. Consider arrangements and incentives
to protect riparian areas in the Somenos
Watershed headwaters by establishing
protection zones around these areas.
n. Work to establish ‘Cultural Protection
Zones’ in collaboration with Cowichan
Tribes.
o. Identify and expand natural wetlands and
marshes to mitigate stormwater impacts
on the Somenos ecosystem.

Figure 3.23: Quamichan Lake at dusk.
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3.4 COMMUNITY CHARACTER
AND LOCAL AREA PLANNING
North Cowichan is community of communities
with several distinct neighbourhoods that add
to the diversity and vitality of the municipality.
Our Official Community Plan must not only
provide an overall land use policy framework
for the municipality, but also recognize and
address specific needs at the neighbourhood or
community level. Each community has its own
distinct character and history, and its residents
have their own views as to how best to manage
housing growth and economic development.
Local Area Plans (LAPs) are planning documents
that provide detail on growth management,
building types, transportation and recreational
network needs that reflect local ecology,
community make-up, and economies.

Communities use these documents to guide
change over time, whether that change is
economic, character revitalization, or housing
growth. These plans help shape development
in a way that contributes to more place specific,
well-designed and livable neighbourhoods.

Where community infrastructure is unable to
accommodate growth pressure, neighbourhood
or local area plans may instead speak to change
in other ways such as street design, safety,
accommodating specific commercial or leisure
uses, park development, and the evolution of an
area's character.

LAPs guide growth and change over time in
the areas of character, revitalization, housing,
safety at the neighbourhood level. They help
shape development in a way that contributes to
more place-specific, well-designed and livable
neighbourhoods. Priority will normally be given
to local area planning where growth pressure
is ongoing or expected and infrastructure and
amenity planning is needed; however, secondary
planning may also be needed in lower growth or
no-growth areas.
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COMMUNITY CHARACTER
Each community in North Cowichan has its own
natural and built elements, history, and values.
These define the character of that community
and guide how each will evolve over time.
The natural setting and context and physical
characteristics within each community helps to
define uniqueness and sense of place.
Residents greatly value the rural environment,
which includes a mix of scenic mountains,
forests, farms, rivers, lakes and oceanfront, much
of it accessed by narrow, bucolic roads and trails.
Over 92% of the municipal land base is classified
as rural. Of that, 25% is in the Municipal Forest
Reserve and 25% is in the Agricultural Land
Reserve. The remaining rural lands are held by
private forest companies, farmers and other
private landholders, or are designated as parks.
Traditionally, this rural setting was the economic
driver for the municipality, through agriculture,
forestry, mining and fisheries. Today it continues
to be economically important, as well as an
important factor in our quality of life, providing a
source of food, recreation options, and outdoor
pleasure.
Preserving the rural character of North Cowichan
requires protecting rural lands which necessarily
means containing residential growth within
urban boundaries and creating policies that
assist the viability of farming activities. Rural
character also derives from the types of uses
found in an area, along with the design of
buildings, roads and landscapes.

The waterfront is a defining feature for many
of North Cowichan’s communities. It includes
recreational, commercial and environmentally
significant areas, yet is the location of its
heaviest industry too. The distinct character
and/or specific requirements of waterfront
areas must be respected through local planning
efforts.
Through the OCP update process the following
communities have been identified:
○ Chemainus
○ Crofton

○ South End Centre/ University Village
○ Bell McKinnon

○ Berkey's Corner

○ Quamichan Lake Area
○ Maple Bay

○ 'Rural Areas'

It is important to note that communities are
not defined with hard boundaries, and some
communities and neighourhoods have not been
separately identified.
This approach helps ensure that rules governing
future growth result in development that is
respectful of local culture and is rooted in each
North Cowichan community’s unique values and
identity.

OCP policies such as biodiversity regeneration,
maintaining scenic roads and vistas, permitting
intermittent uses such as produce stores,
wineries and agri-tourism, and employing
agricultural edge-planning principles help
preserve rural character and land uses in the
countryside.
Within the settlement areas, North Cowichan’s
rural character is also evident. Policies such as
enacting tree protection regulation and creating
development permit design requirements
to promote local distinctiveness, along with
public art, cultural programming and heritage
protection continue to build on that character.
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Scenic Roads
Each community in North Cowichan has its own
The network of roads within the Municipality
evolved in large part serving farms within the
agricultural areas. Many of these roads still
maintain a pleasant pastoral character, and the
forests and mountains provide a spectacular
backdrop. These routes are prized by residents,
hikers, cyclists and travelers alike.
Scenic roads fall into three categories, one of
which has two sub-categories. These are show
on Map 7 - Steep Slopes & Scenic Character.
Any development or works adjacent to, or
affecting, these roads should be designed to
respond to, maintain and enhance the essential
characteristics as defined below.
Class 1 roads offer unparalleled opportunities
for travel through scenic landscapes. These
roads are characterized by high levels of
scenic attractiveness and visual integrity. They
are unmistakably rural, with little or no visual
evidence of urban/suburban land uses adjacent
to the road.

Figure 3.24: Example of Class 1 road.

Figure 3.25: Example of Class 3 road.

Class 2 roads offer scenic attractiveness and
visual integrity in areas with suburban or
rural residential densities. They include rural
side roads, with preserved, intact landscapes
integrated into developed lands (e.g. forest
canopy, meadow, little-to-no grading around
building site). In order to balance the need for a
high functioning road network while preserving
and enhancing character of these roads, Class 2
roads are divided into two sub-categories:
○ Class 2A roads are intrinsically scenic,
similar to Class 1, and offer fewer
interruptions such as driveways and
intersections. Motorized vehicles are
capable to reach higher speeds. Road
treatments for safety and operation are
more rooted in reflecting the natural
elements of the surrounding character
and do not incorporate cluttered or
urbanized traffic solutions.
○ Class 2B roads offer scenic experiences,
but convey higher volumes of vehicles
or contain a higher density of driveways
or intersections to access development.
Roads are improved and maintained to
the standard necessary to encourage
safe movement of people and goods
through various modes.
Class 3 roads are high-volume roads that convey
regional drivers through or beyond character
landscapes. The road itself is not necessarily
scenic in character, but offers viewscapes that
are longer-range, often broader and more
varied. Roads are improved and maintained
to the standard necessary to encourage safe
movement of people and goods through various
modes. Major changes to the landscape should
consider the overall aesthetic impact on Class 3
scenic road landscapes (e.g. forestry operations
that alter ridgelines, or heavy industrial
development considerations among large,
agricultural areas).
The Trans-Canada Highway and the Cowichan
Valley Highway provide scenic driving
experiences through much of North Cowichan.
Their scenic value derives largely from the
absence of adjacent development in many
sections, and include vistas of farmland and
forests, and rivers. These roads respond to their
topography to contribute to their character as
roads offering a frequently-changing perspective
on the surrounding landscape.
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Visually Prominent Slopes & Ridgelines

LOCAL AREA PLANNING

3.4.1 The Municipality will strive to:

3.4.3 Defining Success | Objective

a.

Protect short- and long-range
views of visually prominent slopes
and ridgelines as shown on Map
7 - Steep Slopes & Scenic Character
from intrusive development and
human alteration.
b. Preserve the integrity and character
of natural ridgelines unbroken by
structures, access roads or clear-cuts.

3.4.2 The Municipalities will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Provide, where appropriate. analysis
of the impact of development and
subdivision proposals on shortand long-range views of visually
prominent slopes and ridgelines
as seen from populated areas and
scenic roads.

Objective: Update and implement existing
and create new Local Area Plans with growth
management direction identified in the OCP’s
land use map and append them as schedules in
the OCP.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of new and/ or updated LAP’s.
○ Timely and meaningful execution of LAP
implementation plans.

3.4.4 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Create and update local area plans as
needed.
b. Include ‘build out’ projections in new
and existing local plans.
c. Consider creation of small-scale
neighbourhood plans in other areas as
resources allow.
d. Ensure LAPs are consistent with the
goals and objectives in the OCP through
policies that respond to local contexts.
Where an LAP has been appended to
this plan, the policies therein will take
precedence to the extent that those
policies are complementary and more
specific than the policies of the OCP
itself.
e. Update the Blue-Green Network
Mapping in the Bell McKinnon Local
Area Plan to better align with the
Municipality's commitment to identify
and acquire open space in this area to
improve connectivity of wildlife habitat
corridors.
f. Update the Bell McKinnon LAP to include
a phasing and implementation plan
(s.3.1) and remove the area designated
as Future Growth (s.3.2.15).
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4
RESILIENT,
INCLUSIVE
COMMUNITIES
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"

Promoting healthy communities is at the heart of what local
government is about. It means creating places and spaces that cultivate
belonging, inclusion, connectedness and engagement. It means creating
a well-planned built environment that supports healthy behaviours and
choices. It means creating a vibrant social environment in which people
can live, work, learn and play. In short, it means striving to create the
conditions in which all citizens, no matter where they are in life, can
thrive, now and in the future.

"

- Judy Brownoff

Municipal Councillor, President and Chair, BC Healthy Community Society

Quote by Judy Brownoff, Municipal Councillor, President and Chair, BC Healthy Community Society, retrieved from report, How do
Local Governments Improve Health and Well Being (https://squamish.ca/assets/planH/d0e40f740e/planh-local-government-guideweb.pdf).
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4.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
To build resilient, supportive, and inclusive
communities that enhance the overall health
and well-being for all residents, we must
provide opportunities for people to connect
with others, with nature, and their culture and
to be able to 'get around' their community
with ease. We must also be able to support
those who are vulnerable and need help in
certain stages of their life.

PLANNING FOR ALL AGES AND
ABILITIES
Although North Cowichan's population is aging,
there are still a significant number of children,
youth and working-age adults that reside in the
area.¹ Particular challenges facing these groups
include:
○ T
 he need for greater early childhood
development resources.
○ Support for youth and families.
○ Support for elderly members of the
community.
We must recognize older people, children and
youth as valuable citizens who contribute toward
the quality of community life by approaching
their needs and the needs of families through:
○ Coordinated amenities and services.
○ Public spaces.
○ Social infrastructure such as healthcare,
education, employment, and housing.

to accommodate multiple people and strollers,
benches to sit down on if you need to feed your
child etc.).
We must also consider the needs of older adults
to promote activity, aging in place, and provide
a continuum of care to ensure they remain
socially connected, active, and supported in their
home and community.
People with disabilities face unique challenges
in the community from getting around to where
they live. Special consideration should be given
to accessibility in the built environment, public
realm, transportation, parks and housing design.
Integrated planning for all ages and abilities
is key. If we accommodate the needs of eight
year olds and 80 year olds in the design of a
community then it is likely to work well for
everyone2.

It is important that parents and caregivers feel
comfortable, welcomed and accommodated in
public spaces with their children (i.e., changing
tables in all washrooms, children's play areas,
playgrounds, sidewalks that are wide enough
¹ 2016 Census indicates 25% of the population is aged 65 and over, higher than the provincial average and projected
to increase over time
2
Read more about the concept of 8 80 cities here: https://www.880cities.org/.
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RESILIENT COMMUNITY
A resilient community means we are able to
respond and adapt to emerging issues in an
effective, unified way. Resilient communities
provide the foundation individuals and families
need to attain well-being. Resiliency means
we recognize and respond to change and the
multiple and shifting challenges we face as a
community such as COVID -19 pandemic, mental
health and substance use disorders, affordability,
and climate change impact.

SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
Community structures, land use patterns,
housing, transportation and access to public
facilities and municipal programs all influence
social health and development. While social
health is a complex and dynamic process
affected by many factors, the decisions made
within a municipal jurisdiction influence social
well-being and affect the social determinants of
health, as described in the diagram, Figure 4.1.

In addition to strengthening community and
social networks, resiliency also lies in the quality
and integrity of our natural ecosystems to
support a variety of healthy plant and animal
species, and in the capacity of our farmland to
produce food, regenerate soil, and resist pests
and invasive species. The local economy is also
more resilient to supply chain disruptions when
an increasing share of goods and services are
generated locally and from multiple sources.
With climate change, infrastructure systems,
both above and below ground, need to be
designed to withstand increased stresses
from weather extremes. Long-term asset
management planning can help ensure the
systems on which we all rely are upgraded
in an orderly and timely fashion, and new
development be planned and designed in a
site-adaptive fashion to maximize infrastructure
efficiency and capability. The concept of
resilience is therefore fundamental to all aspects
of the OCP, whether social or physical.

One of the OCP principles is:
through our planning and actions, we strive
for resiliency in built and natural environments
and ensure iterative and adaptive processes
that can better respond to change and can
support residents during challenging times.

Figure 4.1: Social Determinants of Health
(Image from Comox Valley Health Network).

According to the World Health Organization,
the social determinants of health, such as
income, education, housing etc. are "mostly
responsible for health inequities" and are the
"non-medical factors that influence health
outcomes" across the spectrum of healthcare
delivery. They are the conditions in which
people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and
the wider set of forces and systems shaping
the conditions of daily life.
Meets the climate action principle
by fostering community resiliency
to adapt to the hazards and risks
of climate change such as wildfires,
extreme heat and flooding.
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Municipal actions related to matters such as
recreation opportunities, land use and zoning,
design of streets, trails and public spaces,
housing mix, and program development can
(when thoughtfully integrated with the initiatives
of the private, non-profit and volunteer sectors)
make a significant difference to all citizens'
quality of life. Safety and access to community
services are especially important.
Many of the policies in this section meet
the Social Justice and Equity Principle.

The principles of social justice and equity
that provide a framework for the entire OCP
are particularly relevant for this chapter.
Through our policies and action we must
acknowledge the challenges and disadvantages faced by people living on the margins
of society and act against chronic inequities
in the system.

Our hope is to continue to build communities
that:
○ A
 re affordable, safe, inclusive and
healthy for citizens of all ages
including the most vulnerable.
○ Foster social connection and
resiliency through the built
environment, volunteerism,
emergency response planning,
neighbourhood events and other
ways of enabling residents to engage
with each other and in municipal
processes.
○ Provide opportunities for artistic
and cultural expression and ways
to acknowledge our heritage, and
traditions.
○ Offer recreation and transportation
opportunities such as walking and
biking paths, roads and parks and
recreation facilities.
○ Offer access to natural and seminatural areas and promote urban
forests within built areas.

Figure 4.2: Place of Worship - Duncan Sikh Temple.
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4.1 SAFE AND HEALTHY
COMMUNITIES
Local governments have significant potential to
affect the health and well-being of citizens at
the community level. Local governments have
a critical role to play in making communities
healthy, vibrant, safe, diverse and inclusive.
Adequate policing, fire services and disaster
response systems are key components of
community safety. Fulfilling this role requires
a combination of direct municipal action as
well as partnering with various organizations,
government agencies and non-profit service
providers.
OCP policies related to social well-being
contribute to the health and vitality of the
Municipality and strive to address the needs
of all citizens, including those that are most
vulnerable and marginalized. A Health and
Social Well-Being Strategy would provide further
direction on coordination and implementation
of these OCP policies. The 2021 Cowichan
Communities Health Profile provides important
analyses on the social determinants of health
for Cowichan's residents and ways to support
children, youth, people with disabilities,
Indigenous, racialized people, newcomers,
seniors, lone-parents and the 2SLGBTQIA+
community.

In both rural and urban settings, knowing and
interacting with neighbours reduces feelings
of isolation. Social isolation can be particularly
damaging for singles, or seniors, who often face
loneliness due to decreasing social connection.
Watching out for each other's welfare is
important if we are to keep our communities
safe and healthy places to live.
A community's social health is also measured by
how engaged residents are in the goings-on in
the community and with municipal processes.
Participation in community and municipal
sponsored events and activities contributes to
the well-being of all community members.

One common indicator of a safe and healthy
community is how well residents know
their neighbours. This has been particularly
important during the COVID-19 pandemic
when restrictions meant many people did not
leave their neighbourhoods. People relied on
neighbours for outdoor social interaction, help
with various needs, making these connections
key to mental and physical health.
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Providing service to a diverse multi-lingual
and multi-cultural population poses service
challenges and opportunities for a municipal
government committed to serving its residents
as best it can.
Many community organizations offer a rich
diversity of activities and programs, as well
as providing services for our most vulnerable
residents, including children, seniors, people
with disabilities, and new community members.
While largely outside of local government
control, it is important to note the impact the
opioid overdose crisis is having in the Cowichan
Valley. The Province of BC declared the opioid
overdose crisis as a public health emergency
in 2016 due to the rise in drug overdoses and
deaths in all communities across BC. The opioid
crisis has worsened during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Opioids are commonly used for the treatment of
pain, and include medicines such as morphine,
fentanyl and tramadol. The number of overdoses
has increased in recent years in part due to the
increased use of opioids in the management of
chronic pain and increasing use of highly potent
opioids appearing on the illicit drug market. The
illegal drugs are highly toxic and often fatal.

North Cowichan is seeing the devastating effects
of citizens with substance abuse issues and
those who face homelessness. A recent report³
written by the Provincial Medical Health Officer
suggests decriminalizing illicit substances for
personal use and providing a safe supply of
prescribed alternatives as part of the solution.
Though these solutions are outside of local
government jurisdiction, the Municipality
can advocate to the provincial and federal
government do so. We can also advocate to
increase investment in substance use disorder
treatment, recovery and mental health services.
North Cowichan can also provide a welcoming
environment for mental health and substance
abuse services such as treatment centres
and overdose prevention services provided
by senior levels of government or non-profit
organizations.

The term "opioids" includes compounds
that are extracted from the poppy seed
as well as semisynthetic and synthetic
compounds with similar properties that can
interact with opioid receptors in the brain.

³ Read the full report published by the Office of the Provincial Health Officer here: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/

assets/gov/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/reports-publications/special-reports/stopping-the-harm-report.pdf .
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4.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Foster a safe, socially inclusive,
resilient and supportive community that
enhances the health and well-being of its
residents.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative and quantitative assessments
of health and well-being of residents.
○ Type, quality, amount and distribution of
social infrastructure.

4.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Municipal strategies and policies
a. Create a Health & Social Well-Being
Strategy that will integrate this lens
into all municipal initiatives, plans and
projects.
b. Develop a community amenity policy
that considers:
○
Public artwork that is accessible
at no cost to the public and
maintained in good repair for
the life of the development.
○
Childcare facilities.
○
Community facilities (e.g.,
community centres, libraries,
and arts facilities).
○
Affordable and/or special needs
housing.
○
Public realm improvements.
○
Parks and open spaces.
○
Improvements to buildings or
properties with heritage value.
○
Other community amenities
identified by Council.

Community safety and connection
e. Support community policing to provide
education and enforcement to keep the
communities safe.
f. Ensure fire services have the resources
and facilities to protect the community.
g. Educate, involve and support residents
on the hazards and risks of climate
change and offer support to adapt to
the new climate.
h. Provide assistance and support to
neighbourhoods and communities that
wish to promote connection, inclusion
and community spirit through local
events and projects.
i. Consider CPTED (Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design)
principles in assessing design proposals.

Children, youth, families, and seniors
c. Encourage a healthy and safe
environment for children, youth and
families by ensuring new housing,
transportation, the public realm, and
parks and open space accommodate
the needs of these demographics (i.e.
park programming/development that is
inclusive of teens and/or seniors).

Community social service organizations
j. Consider the acquisition or the
designation of land to accommodate the
needs of community health and social
services facilities.
k. Collaborate with community
organizations that provide mental health
and substance use disorder support
services.
l. Support the retention and improvement
of community facilities and the potential
development of new facilities where
there is a need.
m. Consider permissive tax exemptions for
eligible social service and non-profit
organizations.

d. Encourage a healthy and safe
environment for older adults, promoting
active aging, aging in place, and a
continuum of care to ensure they remain
socially connected, active, and supported
in their home and community.
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4.1.3 Where appropriate, the
4.1.4 The Municipality will work
Municipality will ask
with others to:
developers and landowners to:
a.

 rovide high quality outdoor spaces
P
in their residential or commercial
developments for residents, employees,
customers, and other users of
development projects. The scale, design
and location of these spaces will be
determined through the approval
process but should generally include
seating areas, trees and landscaped
areas, garden plots, dog relief areas, and
children's play areas.
b. Consider integrated 'social connection'
opportunities in developments (shared
commons indoor areas, etc.).
c. Use principles of universal design and
ensure accessibility for all ages and
abilities.
d. Consider including space in
developments to lease to community
social services providers.
e. If requesting additional density on a
property, contribute to community
amenities, such as those listed in Section
4.1.2.b.
“Universal Design is the design and
structure of an environment so it
can be understood, accessed and
productively used by all people
regardless of age and ability. Generally
this means making things as intuitive,
simple, flexible, easy and equitable as
possible”

a.

Advocate for continued funding and
support to manage the opioid overdose
crisis.
b. Encourage the retention and expansion of
health care facilities and services to meet
the changing needs of citizens.
c. Collaborate with the School District
in supporting, upgrading, and
expanding schools to meet the needs
of local residents as educational
facilities and centres of civic activity in
neighbourhoods.
d. Cooperate and collaborate with agencies
providing community services, including
those working on diversity and inclusion,
with children, youth, families, seniors and
people with disabilities.
e. Support law enforcement initiatives,
including crime reduction, traffic safety
enforcement, block watch, etc.
f. Engage with the RCMP in their
Community Safety Plan and prioritysetting.
g. Collaborate with the Emergency
Management Department at the
Cowichan Valley Regional District to
support residents affected by climate
change hazards (wildfire, flooding etc.),
and other natural disasters.
h. Support the work of volunteers within the
community and give recognition to the
essential role of the volunteer economy.
i. Monitor, collect, and measure data to
help track progress and identify trends.
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4.1.5 CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Early childhood development (0-6 years) is
profoundly important to a person's whole
life. Children's experiences and environments
influence their lifelong health and well-being.
Ensuring that we, as a society, provide the best
possible start for all children is an issue of social
justice and health equity. Vulnerable children are
those who, without additional support and care,
are more likely to experience future challenges
in their school years and beyond. Many of these
challenges create a societal cost.⁴
Childhood vulnerability is captured on a regular
basis in B.C. through the Human Early Learning
Partnership's Early Development Instrument
(HELP EDI). This instrument measures five
core domains of early child development and
identifies children who are vulnerable in these
areas. Thirty-three percent of children in North
Cowichan are vulnerable which is the same as
the provincial average. HELP considers a rate
of 10% to be a "reasonable" benchmark for
child vulnerability. The current vulnerability rate
of 33% in North Cowichan is over three times
higher than what is considered reasonable.

Figure 4.3: Benefits of Early Childhood Education⁵

Social supports such as affordable housing,
access to nutritious food and childcare can help
decrease childhood vulnerability.
The 2020 Cowichan Region Childcare Plan
identifies that only 20% of all children 0-12 years
old have access to a childcare space. According
to the Childcare Plan, the coverage for children
aged 0-2 years (infant/toddler group) is lower
(15%), qualifying it as a childcare desert for that
age group. Increasing evidence demonstrates
that childcare is not only important to child
well-being and development, but essential
to communities and plays a crucial role in
the function of the economy. The graphic
below describes the multiple benefits of early
childhood education.

⁴ Source: Sustainable food systems. Concept and framework. (2018). Retrieved from: http:/www.fao.org/3/ca2079en/
CA2079EN.pdf.
⁵Figure 4.3: THE BENEFITS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Jenkins, J., Boivin, M., & Akbari, E. (2015). Empowering the Future: Best Evidence for Investing in Early Childhood. Retrieved from https://earlyyearsstudy.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/
EYS4-Report_01_15_2020.pdf
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In response to this, many municipalities are
beginning to develop and incorporate policies
geared toward helping families acquire and
maintain accessible, affordable and quality
childcare. In particular, the need for affordable
infant/toddler care is key to helping caregivers,
particularly mothers, transition back to the
workforce which helps the economy and
promotes gender equity. The Cowichan
Childcare Plan identified space creation targets
for 2030:
○
○
○
○

301 new spaces over ten years.
133 for infant-toddler.
83 for preschool ages.
85 for school-aged children.

However, without a universal childcare system
in place, childcare fees are costly, especially for
infant/toddler care. Though fees are coming
down due to federal and provincial funding the
average cost that parents pay in BC for infant/
toddler care is $875/ month.⁶

4.1.5.1 Defining Success |
Objectives
Objective: Support the development of
affordable, quality early learning and care
programs and spaces.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of childcare spaces per child.
○ Reduction in vulnerability rate of
children.

4.1.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 onsider leasing Municipal-owned
C
facilities at a nominal rate to non-profit
childcare providers.
b. Allow for childcare (home or group) in a
variety of zones.
c. Cooperate and support community
organizations that provide services for
children and youth, including vulnerable
populations.
d. Promote childcare centres within or
adjacent to seniors facilities and promote
interaction between age groups.⁷
e. Review Municipal zoning and business
licence regulations to ensure there are no
unnecessary barriers to quality childcare
facilities at a range of scales and types.

Figure 4.4: Alberta Federation of Labour Childcare Diagram⁸

4.1.5.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 onsider including childcare centres in
C
housing or commercial developments.
b. If requesting additional density on a property, contribute to community amenities
which could include childcare space.

4.1.5.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 dvocate for a universal $10/day childcare
A
plan to the provincial and federal
government.
b. Advocate to the school district to provide
space for childcare programs.
c. Consider partnerships with non-profit
organizations to develop sites or facilities.

⁶ Read more about infant/toddler care in BC: https://www.policyalternatives.ca/TheAlarm
⁷ Read more about Toddler and Seniors together - the Benefits of Intergenerational Care: https://ifstudies.org/blog/toddlers-and-seniors-together-the-benefits-of-intergenerational-care
⁸ Retrieved from https://www.afl.org/early_childhood_education_and_care_reduces_gender_inequality.
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4.2 ARTS AND CULTURE

Arts and culture play an important role in a
healthy and creative community. Vital to the
fabric of our community, the arts strengthen
our identity. North Cowichan's objective is to
support lifelong learning, including cultural
and artistic expression. Cultural spaces,
libraries and associated services are essential
to community health. In addition to providing
access to opportunities for learning and cultural
expression, these various facilities also act as
hubs for socializing and building connections.
North Cowichan has long been - and will
continue to be - home to people from a variety
of backgrounds. Its long and rich history,
along with an increasing diversity of citizens,
businesses and community groups continues to
be nurtured and celebrated.
The 2021 Cowichan Communities Health Profile
advocates for programs that include cultural
teachings, song, dance, and food within early
childhood and school programs to enhance
knowledge of other cultures, which help build an
equitable and inclusive community.

Efforts that highlight and share traditional
and contemporary stories, food, music, and
teachings within organizations throughout the
community should be maintained and enhanced.
Opportunities to enhance regional cultural
events, activities, and to come together to
learn and celebrate differences, are needed.
Traditional First Nations language and cultural
customs are alive, celebrated, and shared.
Protecting and preserving cultural sites, historical
buildings and artifacts helps connect people to
the richness and diversity of those who were
here before us. Collectively, we must continue
learning about the colonial history and its effect
on local First Nations to better understand the
importance and significance of First Nations
culture and presence in our region.
Meets the principle of social justice and
equity by recognizing and celebrating
the diverse cultures and heritage in North
Cowichan.
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4.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Support lifelong learning, cultural
and artistic expression.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of new public art
installations.

4.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Consider creation of a public art policy to:
○
Support incorporation of local
art and history into the design
of public spaces, buildings and
landscapes.
○
Foster an environment that
promotes creativity and cultural
expression and facilitates
community access and
engagement in arts and cultural
experiences.
○
Support development and delivery
of creative community events
and activities that celebrate the
full spectrum of diversity of the
District and builds on the District’s
unique identity and engage local
residents, artists and businesses.
○
Consider Indigenous heritage for
public art, including elements that
support the revival of Coast Salish
languages.
○
Prioritize hiring local artists for
new public art pieces.
b. Support the development of arts and
cultural facilities.
c. Consider incorporating local art and
history into the design of public spaces,
buildings and landscapes, including
elements that support the revival of the
local First Nation languages.

4.2.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 ecognize local culture and context
R
in the design of new buildings and
landscapes.
b. Incorporate public art within
development, or at another suitable
location as identified by the
Municipality.
c. Collaborate with local Indigenous artists
to incorporate Indigenous art into
development projects.

4.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 ork with Vancouver Island Regional
W
Libraries to provide accessible library
services and resources to facilitate
lifelong learning for residents of all ages,
backgrounds and abilities.
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4.3 HERITAGE AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
ARCHAEOLOGY
For 98% of the time that people have occupied
this area which today is referred to as North
Cowichan, no written records were made.
Archaeological sites - the physical evidence of
how and where people lived in the past - and
oral tradition provide links to the rich history of
First Nations, a history thought to extend back
some 12,000 years. The evidence of this past is
a resource highly valued by First Nations, local
communities and the general public. We need to
protect and conserve this rich yet fragile legacy.
More recent history is also preserved in some
non-First Nations archaeological sites.
There remains a vast amount of evidence
of human occupation in North Cowichan,
mostly beneath the ground. The area contains
many documented archaeological sites and
potentially many others that are undocumented.
Because archaeological sites, by their nature,
tend to be hidden, the provincial inventory of
archaeological sites is limited to sites that have
been discovered, investigated and documented.
The current inventory of site locations is largely
limited to those found on or near the coastline.
It should also be recognized that First Nations
often prefer these sites remain undisclosed in
order to prevent theft, defilement, and trespass.
The Province protects all of these sites, whether
known or unrecorded, through the Heritage
Conservation Act. This protection applies to both
private and public land. It means that a heritage
alteration permit is required to alter or develop
within an archaeological site. Under the Act, the
provincial Archaeology Branch is responsible
for maintaining and distributing archaeological
information, overseeing archaeology
assessments and deciding whether permits
should be issued to allow development within or
near known protected sites.

Working closely with local First Nations on
archaeology assessments is important. Cowichan
Tribes has an Archaeological Monitoring
Program that provides Cowichan members’
expertise to assist archaeologists. The monitors’
expertise is drawn from family lines that have
had knowledge and skills passed down through
generations.
Archaeological potential mapping can broaden
understanding of when to activate the
provisions of the Heritage Conservation Act. A
comprehensive study by First Nations of known
archaeological and ethnographically important
sites, combined with a fully funded and timely
provincial referral service would help protect
these valuable resources.
The Municipality's role in protecting
archaeological resources is to ensure that all
precautions are taken to avoid them during
the development process, including on their
own capital projects. This can mean advising
property owners and developers that, as part
of their overall development application, they
need to have an archaeological assessment
completed if they are within proximity of known
archaeological sites. It may also mean referring
development applications to neighbouring
First Nations to review. As development
application coordinator, the Municipality must
work closely with both the Archaeology Branch
and the relevant First Nations to ensure that
all archaeological requirements are being
addressed. The Municipality has an added duty
to protect archaeology sites when conducting
their own public works and capital projects.
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4.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Support heritage conservation and
archaeology sites and resources.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Establishment of protocols with First
Nations with respect to archaeological
protection.
○ Increase in the number of North
Cowichan archaeological sites
documented and protected in the
provincial inventory.

4.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 onsider creating a heritage protection
C
policy to:
○
Support the preservation of preand post-contact heritage in a
publicly accessible repository.
○
Support the preservation
and renewal of historic
sites, buildings, districts and
landscapes.
○
Protect archaeological and
heritage resources.
○
Support programs and
services that enable people to
understand and appreciate the
community's rich and unique
history.
b. Support the revival of local Indigenous
languages by using these languages
for place names on maps, signage, and
wayfinding features in public spaces and
in municipal documents, websites, and
communication materials.
c. Support culturally inclusive
programming and teachings that
honour and respect local Indigenous
heritage and knowledge.

4.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 ecognize heritage in the design of new
R
buildings and landscapes.
b. If a subject property overlaps with, or
is in close proximity to, a documented
protected archaeological site or is in a
zone of archaeological potential, engage
with First Nations and the archaeology
branch to ensure protection of
archaeological sites.

4.3.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport Provincial and Indigenous
S
efforts to improve identification
and mapping of lands with high
archaeological potential.
b. Develop protocols with neighbouring
First Nations for the protection and
identification of archaeological sites,
implementation of the Archaeological
Monitoring Program and appropriate
referral processes related to
development applications on such sites.

Since colonization, settlers have
erased Indigenous heritage from the
built environment. The contemporary
dominant understanding of heritage
typically emphasizes colonial, eurocentric values. North Cowichan's
definition of heritage should also be
inclusive of equity priority groups. Any
policies relating to heritage and culture
should reflect the local Indigenous
worldview, and the reclamation of places/
intangible heritage elements connected to
Indigenous history should be prioritized.
During creation and implementation of
heritage policies, the Municipality should
partner with, and adequately recognize,
local Indigenous Peoples and other
equity-priority groups.
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4.4 PARKS AND RECREATION
Parks, trails and recreation facilities, as well as
access to natural areas, are essential features of
a healthy community and environment. North
Cowichan residents benefit from the region's
many recreational facilities, parks and trails, as
well as from ready access to a wide range of
outdoor recreational opportunities.
Our parks and Municipal Forest Reserve system
is part of something much bigger. In addition
to providing outdoor recreation, our parks and
trails systems are part of a larger ecological
network. These land holdings play an important
role in conserving regional biodiversity,
providing carbon capture, providing critical
ecological connections between larger regional
and provincial protected areas (and enabling
vital ecosystem services to function).
Meets the climate action principle by
promoting ecological biodiversity which
plays vital roles in resilience, productivity,
biogeochemical cycles, pollution
attenuation and carbon capture.

There are many different types of parks in North
Cowichan. Some promote and facilitate health
and fitness, social interaction and community
pride. Some make the community a more
vibrant and inviting place to live by providing
an oasis of green in the urban landscape. Others
protect and preserve environmental values as
their primary function, and set aside undisturbed
areas for wildlife.
Trails (on road and off road) help to connect
the community and provide recreational
opportunities as well. For example, the Cowichan
Valley Trail (CVT) corridor, along with its many
spur trails, provides an important north-south
link through North Cowichan, significantly
following the E&N rail corridor. It connects
communities to each other and offers the
potential to attract visitors generating important
economic spin-offs. Our coastline also provides
opportunities for marine trails used by kayakers
and canoeists.

Assessing and responding to requests for
increased services is a constant challenge for
the Municipality, especially balanced against
the need to protect and enhance parks and
open space in growth centres as development
occurs. Park and trail development can often
be accomplished through land development
initiatives, partnerships and amenity
contributions.
Meets the social justice and equity principle:
access to free or low cost trails, parks or
recreation facilities fosters health in lowincome families.

The 2017 Parks and Trail Master Plan identifies
strategies and actions for improving parks and
trails amenities, including:
○ Expand, diversify the park land supply
and enhance the current system of parks
and trails.
○ Expand diversity and connect the
network of off-road trails.
○ Expand, diversify and connect on-street
multi-modal corridors.
○ Ensure the long-term flourishing of
nature and enhance biodiversity in parks
system.
○ Enhance outdoor recreation and tourism
in the Municipal Forest Reserve.
The master plan includes a classification
structure for parks and trails in our community.
The result is consistent direction for the
planning, design and programming of parks, offroad trails, on-road multi modal corridors and
associated staging areas. However, updating the
plan is required to align with the direction set
in this OCP and provide more guidance for park
land acquisition strategies.
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4.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Ensure the community is well serviced
with parks and recreation facilities,
including a system of trails, greenways,
blue ways and open spaces.
b. Carefully balance recreation users and
their associated impacts against the need
to maintain the ecological integrity and
wilderness characteristics of sensitive
areas.
c. Preserve rare ecosystems, significant
habitats supporting biodiversity and areas
of habitat connectivity through a park
land acquisition strategy.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in dedicated municipal parks,
by area and type.
○ Increase in length, quality, connectivity,
and accessibility of greenways and
blueways (areas of protected open
space that follow natural and humanmade linear features for recreation,
transportation and conservation
purposes, linking ecological, cultural and
recreational amenities).
○ Increase in recreation participation
rates in indoor facilities along with a
qualitative assessment of impacts.

4.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 rovide a range of park and recreational
P
experiences for people of all ages and
abilities, including covered spaces and
sheltered areas for use during inclement
weather.
b. Provide diverse and low-barrier
recreational opportunities for all ages,
including financial, physical barriers etc.
c. Update the 2017 Parks and Trails Master
Plan to align with goals and objectives
with this OCP, including establishment
of a parkland acquisition, and
development strategy and associated
fund.
d. Incorporate acquisition of park land,
natural areas protection, and trail
development into plans and policies.
e. Maintain and administer a Subdivision
Bylaw provision for the dedication of
land adjacent to water bodies for the
purposes of public access and ecological
preservation.
f. Continue to improve and upgrade
recreation facilities, parks, and green
and blue ways based on 2017 Parks and
Trails Master Plan, as may be updated.

Greenways are: areas of protected open
space that follow natural and human-made
linear features for recreation, transportation
and conservation purposes and link ecological,
cultural and recreational amenities

g. E
 valuate new park and trail acquisition
opportunities based on the
recommendations in the Parks and Trails
Master Plan, as may be updated.
h. Ensure there is an adequate annual
budget for maintenance of facilities,
parks and trails, and that reserve funds
are allocated for major upgrades and
repairs.
i. Support passive, non-invasive recreation
and tourism in areas designated for
those uses.
j. Support the development and
implementation of naming policies for
parks and facilities that also reflect and
consider First Nations culture, historical
significance, and language.
k. Support diversity in the ecosystems
which play vital roles in resilience,
productivity, biogeochemical cycles,
pollution attenuation and carbon
capture within urban and natural park
land.
l. Consider local traffic management
impacts for new or expanded parks and
trail facilities.

Blueways are: water networks that offer
safe access to lakes, rivers or oceans to
provide linkage for visitation, ecological, and
recreational opportunities.
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4.4.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Consider the need and opportunity for
creation of new parks and trails as part
of land use development applications
as per the Parks and Trails Master Plan.
Park dedication must be of a nature and
location that achieves one or more of the
following requirements:
i.
Be programmable for a variety
public events.
ii.
Provide or enhance greenway
trails and linkages.
iii.
Provide opportunity for wildlife
habitat creation, protection, and
enhancement.
iv.
Preserve public viewscapes
or other features of natural,
geological or cultural interest.
b. Consider whether land use approval or
additional density in exchange for the
development of significant parks and
recreation facilities would be desirable
and feasible.
c.

Retain and protect ecosystems in new
developments and consider integration
of ecosystem features along with and in
addition to any park dedication land.

4.4.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 eek partnership opportunities with
S
federal, provincial, regional agencies
and other organizations to acquire park
land for its recreational, aesthetic and/or
environmental benefits.
b. Encourage the donation of private
lands that support the objectives of the
Parks and Trails Master Plan and assist
prospective donors in determining their
eligibility for charitable donation tax
receipts and other tax incentives.
c. Consider the acquisition of lands for
future development areas to ensure
connectivity of parks, open spaces,
ecosystems and key facilities.
d. Expect the public to exercise care and
courtesy when using North Cowichan's
parks and trails.
e. Consider opportunities to expand
and improve regional trail networks,
including waterway networks (blueways).
f. Contribute to protection of critical and
red/blue-listed flora and fauna.

d. E
 nsure that the five percent (5%) park
dedication as required under section
510 (1) of the Local Government Act
(or its successors) does not come
from Environmentally Sensitive Areas
(although the Municipality may agree
to accept and manage these areas in
addition to the park dedication).
e.

Prioritize the acquisition of park land
over cash-in-lieu payments, except
where:
i.
There are no park land needs in
the area.
ii.
5% of the subject property is
too small to be usable.
iii.
The subject property does not
have suitable land for parks or
trails.
iv.
Doing so would be consistent
with the local approach outlined
in the Parks and Trails Plan, as
updated.
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4.5 PUBLIC REALM
Public areas and places (the "public realm") serve
both a functional purpose and a communitybuilding purpose, helping to draw residents
out where they can interact with one another
and with the greater community. We move
through the public realm every day - along
roads, sidewalks and trails, and through town
squares, shopping malls, community centres,
parks and other public facilities - to reach our
homes, schools and jobs and to do our errands.
Public access to the ocean, lakes and rivers
are an important part of the public realm. The
Municipality should endeavour to create public
water access points through agreements with
developers or landowners and invest in access to
public beaches and waterfront areas.

The public realm should be inviting, safe and
comfortable. It does not only apply to publiclyowned areas managed by the Municipality,
but also includes “quasi public” space such as
shopping mall circulation areas, frontage parking,
plazas, and court yards as well as the interface
between buildings and public streets. These
spaces need to be well placed throughout the
community, with all types of neighbourhoods
having access to them. Designed and developed
with care, public realm improvements promote
community pride, create value and reduce
problems of isolation, crime and vandalism.
Public space design should evoke a sense of
belonging for equity priority groups and should
avoid 'hostile' designs (i.e. spikes to deter sitting,
benches to deter sleeping, surfaces to deter
skateboarding, etc.). It needs to be inclusive
and feel welcoming to people from all ages and
abilities.
The Project for Public Space graphic in Figure
4.6 outlines four components that makes a great
place:
1) Sociability
2) Uses & Activities
3) Access & Linkage
4) Comfort & Image

Figure 4.6: Project for Public Spaces Guide to a Great Place⁷

⁷Retrieved from https://www.pps.org/.
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Tree-lined streets, planted boulevards,
and forested urban parks are all important
contributors to the quality of the public realm,
providing aesthetic benefits, wildlife habitat,
traffic calming and enhancing the character
of residential areas and properties. Public art
also contributes to making places special and
memorable. It can inspire, beautify, amuse
and contribute to local identity, economy and
character.
Chemainus' outdoor murals, for example,
exemplify the benefits that public art can bring to
a community such as:
○ Boosting local economies, through
the labour to create the art and attract
visitors.
○ Contributing to place making - measured
by livability and quality of life - that also
engender community pride.
○ Connecting citizens to their neighbours
and their shared history and geography
through documentation and celebration.
○ Making cultural heritage a tangible
community asset.

○ Raising public awareness about important
community issues, such as environmental
stewardship and respect for diversity.

Figure 4.7: Tactile Pavers at a bus stop.

Ensuring accessibility in the built environment is
an important responsibility for local government.
Public realm improvements should include
consideration of those with mobility and/or
sensory impairment, and families with young
children. Design guidelines and engineering
standards should reflect best practice for those
navigating our streets and sidewalks with
wheelchairs, walkers, baby strollers or those with
visual and hearing impairments.
The public realm should also include weatherprotected street furniture to accommodate
nursing mothers, young families, seniors and
people with mobility impairments (i.e. space
for wheelchairs to fit at a picnic table). Public
art that doubles as street furniture and/or a
+children's play area is especially valuable (such
as the bear seats below).
Public spaces and corridors that connect the
diverse parts of our various communities are
vital to community liveability and require
attention and care in their design and
maintenance.

Figure 4.8: Curb Cut with tactile pavers for visually impaired.
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4.5.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Create attractive, accessible public
realm spaces that meet the diverse needs of
residents.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Number of works of public art, by
type and location (community/
neighbourhood), and qualitative
assessment of public response to works
of public art.
○ Increase in public access to various types
of waterfront (note that public access
should allow for off-street parking unless
the access is intended for local use only).
○ Modifications to the built environment to
remove accessibility barriers for differing
levels of mobility, and for visual and/or
hearing impairment.
○ Increase in tree canopy cover within the
UCB.

4.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 esign public areas to be inviting, secure,
D
comfortable, and distinctive and to
include street furniture, area for children
to play and accessibility for strollers and
wheelchairs.
b. Develop a public arts strategy including an
associated public art fund (see also section
4.2.2).
c. Incorporate natural elements into the
public realm such as street trees, water
features, and plants, including those
beneficial to pollinators.
d. Design any new civic buildings or facilities
to enhance the physical connectedness
of the surrounding community, reflect
community identity and meet high
standards for environmental protection.
e. Support the incorporation of public art into
public and private projects and consider
adopting a policy whereby a minimum of
1% of a Municipal capital project budget
are allocated to artistic and aesthetic
elements.
f. Maintain and enhance existing waterfront
access and pursue new oceanfront, lake
front and river front access as opportunities
arise. This may include waterfront land
dedication as a condition of subdivision
or rezoning or the strategic acquisition of
waterfront properties as and when they
become available.

Figure 4.9: Examples of street furniture and public art.

g. M
 aintain marine and waterfront public
lands and facilities at Maple Bay, Genoa
Bay, Chemainus, and Crofton in order to
facilitate public access and enjoyment of the
waterfront.
h. Secure the use and development of
the waterfront for public benefit in
Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay and
elsewhere. This includes completing the
Sea Walks, in Chemainus and Crofton in an
environmentally sensitive way, and other
projects that may also provide economic
stimulus to the community.
i. Encourage installation of wayfinding,
information kiosks, signage, and other
communication tools to highlight the
waterfront's historic and cultural points of
interest.
j. Support the use of parklets for public and/
or restaurant seating.
k. Consider policy to facilitate location of food
trucks on public lands to help create activity
in appropriate spaces.
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4.5.3 The Municipality will ask
4.5.4 The Municipality will work
developers and landowners to:
with others to:
a.

Incorporate high quality public realm
design/improvements including public art
in development projects.
b. Identify key access points and viewing
areas and provide waterfront public
access and/or viewing areas through the
application review and approval process.
c. Ensure each new development (except
industrial) is designed to provide
appropriate public access to the shoreline
to allow people to travel the length
of the ocean waterfront on a sensitive
pedestrian trail or walkway where wildlife
habitat would not be compromised. Care
will be taken to ensure that public access
does not damage important intertidal or
foreshore areas.
d. Where access is required, create barrierfree and accessible access, where
possible.

a.

Seek partnership opportunities with
federal and provincial agencies, First
Nations, and other organizations for
public realm improvements.

b. Develop and enhance streetscapes,
squares, plazas and similar public spaces
with land owners, communities and
neighbourhoods.
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4.6 TRANSPORTATION
Transportation routes are the arteries of a
community. Citizens need to be able to move
with both ease and safety throughout their
community. One of the greatest challenges
for municipal planning is to meet the diverse
needs for "getting around" in a way that is safe,
efficient and meets climate action goals.
Ensuring that communities are walkable and
well-connected no matter people's preferred
choice of transportation, means that growth and
development must be managed thoughtfully.
Particular attention must be paid to the location
of new housing developments so that residents
have transportation options that provide
easy access to recreation, shopping, services,
education and employment.
While the automobile is still the predominant
mode of transportation in North Cowichan,
active transportation options such as walking
and cycling (including e-bikes), scooters or
wheelchairs and other mobility devices are
important to prioritize in the villages and
neighbourhoods.

In particular, providing safe routes for school
children to walk or roll to school is important
to health and education outcomes for children,
although trends towards a smaller number of
schools with larger catchment areas means not
all children have this option. Where schools
are not within walking or rolling distance, the
use of school buses need to be considered.
The option for parents to 'drive to five' (drive
to a five minutes walking distance to school),
encourages reduced congestion around schools
and opportunity for children to be active to/
from school.
Rural roads have historically not taken all road
users into account. Where space is not allotted
for certain road users, it present risks for those
users. North Cowichan should upgrade the
transportation network where appropriate
including protected bike lanes that also allow
e-bikes.

Figure 4.10: Active Transportation⁸

⁸ Figure 4.10. Retrieved from https://www.activeatlantic.ca/about/activetransportation .
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Public transit, particularly on highly populated
routes, is a valued transportation resource
and provides an alternative to cars. If our
communities are designed to provide equal
or greater connectivity with less automotive
travel, the environment will suffer fewer impacts,
and there may be opportunities for localizing
economic activities. More compact growth
and development relieves traffic congestion
and increases ridership potential on public
transportation as well as reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. Multi-use trails that connect
Chemainus, Crofton, Maple Bay and the South
End reduce reliance on automobiles and provide
recreational opportunities.
Meets climate action principle as fewer
people driving means reduced energy
use and GHG emissions.

Transportation affects more than the ability
to get around. It also affects the health and
well-being of our community members. Active
transportation means all forms of human
powered transportation - the most common
forms are walking and cycling. Walking and
cycling are strongly linked to positive health
outcomes, while time sitting in traffic means
less exercise. Air pollution and noise created by
increased traffic negatively affects public health.
Traffic calming measures can also improve the
quality of neighbourhoods in terms of reduced
noise and safety and pollution.
Our transportation choices have a significant
impact on climate change. According to North
Cowichan’s Climate Action and Energy Plan,
vehicular usage accounts for 34% of GHG
emissions in North Cowichan, second to light
industrial operations. While it is expected that
the majority of cars will be replaced by zeroemission vehicles by 2030 (North Cowichan
target), reducing tailpipe emissions is far
from the whole story. Simply replacing all the
world's gas vehicles with EVs still represents an
unsustainable ecological and social cost. The
manufacturing of electric vehicles produces
emissions and the mining of rare earth metals
for the batteries sometimes involves the use
of child labour and can cause environmental
damage. It is therefore important to consider
ways to decrease overall private vehicle use
and energy consumption, and promote active
modes of transportation for health benefits and
affordability.

Transportation choices impact both affordability
and quality of life. For instance, car ownership,
with insurance, and fuel costs can be a high
financial burden for some households. Finding
more enjoyable, healthy and economical ways
to commute can improve the quality of life for
citizens.
Meets the social justice and equity principle
as some people cannot afford or are not
able to drive a car, or may simply not
wish to drive or own a vehicle. Providing
alternate transportation options fosters
equity in transportation and allows people
to make lower-consumption choices.

Inter-regional transportation links such as
rail, air and water travel remain important for
industry and the tourism sector. Deep-sea
ports at Chemainus, Crofton and Cowichan
Bay service much of North Cowichan's
industrial transportation needs, while wharf
facilities at Chemainus, Crofton and Maple
Bay accommodate smaller commercial and
recreational vessels. Ferry service is available
at Crofton and Chemainus to adjacent Gulf
Islands. Air service to Salt-Spring and Vancouver
is available from Maple Bay. Regional airport
facilities are conveniently located at Nanaimo
and Victoria. Regional trail linkages provide
attractive connections for residents and tourists
alike. As part of this network, the Cowichan
Valley Trail, though not 100% complete, is part of
the Trans Canada Trail.
The Master Transportation Plan (MTP), which is
being developed concurrently with this OCP, will
help respond to the various challenges related
to establishing an integrated transportation
system for the Municipality. There are multiple
jurisdictions within this geographic area, each
having its own transportation and land use
policies and priorities. These will be considered
in the MTP. The MTP will be updated regularly
to ensure all parts of the comprehensive
transportation system adjust as the community
grows and changes.
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4.6.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Provide a range of efficient, safe,
less carbon intense, healthy, connected
transportation options that meet the various
mobility needs of citizens.

4.6.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Transportation planning
a. Incorporate safety, accessibility, and
aesthetics into the design of its roads,
public parking facilities, sidewalks and
trails, including the provision of trees
along transportation networks.
b. Take an integrated approach to
transportation planning through
the implementation of the Master
Transportation Plan.
c. Shift municipal transportation budgets
away from cars to active transportation
and transit.
d. Design transportation networks to
accommodate all modes of transportation
(walking, cycling, transit and auto)
enhancing connectivity throughout the
municipality.
e. Incorporate transit and active
transportation planning into local area
planning.
f. Connect transportation planning with
land use and growth management to
reduce the need for vehicle trips.
g. Critically review speed limits and lower
where possible, in order to preserve
rural character, promote neighbourhood
livability, increase walkability/rollability,
and improve road safety by reducing
crash injury and fatality rates.
Active transportation
h. Plan for a complete pedestrian/cyclist
transportation network, developed to
appropriate standards. Priority will be
given to improvement projects that:
○
connect two existing routes (on
road and off-road) and/or fill in
missing segments.

Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in active transportation modes
of travel people use as they journey to
work and school.
○ Increase in kilometres of bicycle lanes
that connect neighbourhoods to goods,
services and recreation opportunities.
○ Decrease in overall vehicle kilometres
travelled.
○ Decrease in transportation-related GHG
emissions and other air pollutants.

○

i.

j.

k.

l.

 pgrade a route along a major
u
road corridor where no sidewalk
exists.
○
lead to schools, public facilities,
transit stops, commercial areas,
and recreational areas or trails.
○
promote ecological connectivity.
Design roads to be shared by
automobiles, public transit, bicycles
and pedestrians, with appropriate
segregation of cyclists and pedestrians.
In areas where traffic volumes and/or
speeds are high, a separate or protected
bike lane with non-mountable curb
should be accommodated.
Incorporate cycling requirements
into road design standards for road
improvements and upgrades such
as cyclist-activated light controls at
intersections, clearly defined bike lanes
and visual separation.
Prioritize walking, cycling, and public
transit over automobile transportation
in policy, design, and capital investment
decision-making.
Encourage the transition firstly away
from private vehicles altogether, and
secondly from gas to electric vehicles.

Electric vehicles
m. Transition municipal vehicle fleet to
low-carbon alternatives as fleet ages
and suitable vehicles are available (e.g.
medium duty trucks)
n. Support the establishment of electric
vehicle ready infrastructure, which
may include the provision of charging
stations.
o. Seek increased infrastructure for use
of e-bikes/scooters and encourage
transitions from vehicles to active
transportation, including e-bikes/
scooters.
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Road networks
p. Continue long-term planning and
prioritization for road network and
intersection improvements, as directed
by the Master Transportation Plan.
q. Protect, preserve and work to enhance
the character of lands along the
Trans-Canada Highway, and facilitate
improvements to access across the
barrier presented by the Highway.
Provide residents with information
and opportunities for input when new
connecting roads are required.
r. Support service roads along the
transition corridor designation of the
Trans Canada Highway.
s. Recognize visually prominent and scenic
roads as identified in Map 7 -Steep
Slopes and Scenic Character and ensure
that works on these routes, including
adjacent development, preserves and
enhances their particular character
features according to the classification
set out in s.4.6.1 above.
t. Design right-of-way widths for roads
in the urban containment boundary
to include space for street trees, rain
gardens, sidewalks, multi-use pathways,
trails, and other infrastructure as
appropriate.
u. Institute measures to minimize hazards
between pedestrians and automobiles
along roadways.
v. Avoid development that could
restrict the construction of a future
transit connection, greenway, active
transportation corridor or road unless
first identifying practical alternatives
and/or amending the OCP.
w. Develop and maintain roads in rural
areas to appropriate standards which
consider all modes of transportation and
manage them for safety, while working
to preserve their scenic character. Road
side vegetation will be retained to the
greatest extent possible unless it is a
safety hazard (e.g. visibility) or interferes
with utilities. Trees and shrubs may be
allowed to encroach within the rightof-way where they do not interfere with
public safety, services or utility poles.

5

x.

y.

 pdate the street lighting specifications
U
in the Engineering Standards and
provide street lighting on rural roads
only in specific and limited areas where
it may be required for safety in order to
minimize light pollution and the effect
on the environment in rural areas.5
Review and update subdivision bylaw
requirements and road standards to
reflect specific locational context and
accommodate design solutions that
respond to other objectives in this OCP.

Parking
z. Ensure that parking for bikes and other
alternative modes of transportation is
provided in public spaces and facilities,
and within private development.
aa. Prioritize human needs over vehicle
needs, recognizing that making parking
easy, cheap and convenient tends
to increase vehicle use, reliance and
dependence.
ab. Prioritize accessible parking as it is
essential for those who cannot walk,
bike or easily take transit.
ac. Provide a range of parking management
and parking demand strategies that
balance secure parking supply, parking
infrastructure costs, and parking
management for a wide range of
vehicle types as appropriate for each
commercial area.
ad. Consider parking relaxation for
affordable housing projects, innovative
development projects, projects close to
transit or where ample street parking
exists.
ae. Collaborate with First Nations to
implement naming policies for streets
that reflect the local First Nations'
culture and language.

Further information on light pollution and its effect on the environment:
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-58333233 .
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4.6.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to
a.

 aximize opportunities for transit by
M
locating denser development projects
along transit corridors.
b. Prioritize design that supports
active transportation uses, providing
convenient and secure facilities.
c. Incorporate bike parking, charging
for e-bikes and storage in new multifamily and commercial developments,
including opportunities for public
use where appropriate e.g. within a
courtyard, parking or common use areas
associated with multiple commercial
uses.
d. Incorporate electric car charging
infrastructure and capacity in new
developments including opportunities
for public use where appropriate (e.g.
parking or common use areas associated
with multiple commercial uses).

4.6.4 The Municipality will work
with others on:
a.

 orking with other jurisdictions and
W
agencies, including BC Transit and
the CVRD, to maintain existing public
transit service delivery, and focus service
improvements in growth areas.
b. Working with provincial agencies,
the CVRD as well as neighbouring
municipalities and First Nations on
the development and implementation
of transportation plans and initiatives
including a pedestrian/cyclist
transportation network.
c. Working with Cowichan Tribes to
coordinate transportation routes near
and through their lands.
d. Supporting inter-regional transit and
service (private or public).
e. Advocating for improvements to
provincially managed roads in North
Cowichan to enhance pedestrian, cyclist
and driver safety.
f. Working collaboratively with the City of
Duncan, Cowichan Tribes, the CVRD, and
the Province to improve the function
of the Trans-Canada Highway through
Duncan and North Cowichan's South
End.
g. Working to utilize and improve sections
of the Trans-Canada Highway to
augment active transportation networks,
including the Trans-Canada Trail.
h. Advocating to maintain the integrity
of transportation corridors for current
and future use, including the E&N
Railway line and the abandoned CPR
right-of-way. The Municipality will not,
in general, support any subdivision or
proposed land use changes that would
fragment or otherwise interrupt a
corridor's continuity.
i. Partnering with the school district to
promote walking or rolling to school
and identify 'safe routes to school'.
j. Collaborating with BC Ferries on efforts
to improve passenger and vehicle
access near the Crofton and Chemainus
terminals.
k. Advocating for the establishment of
a network of Level 3 electric vehicle
charging stations along arterial routes to
facilitate the use of electric vehicles on
longer haul trips.
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5

ATTAINABLE
HOUSING:

DIVERSE HOUSING MIX &
AFFORDABILITY
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"

Housing is the basis of stability and security for an individual or

family. The centre of our social, emotional and sometimes economic
lives, a home should be a sanctuary - a place to live in peace,
security and dignity.

"

- United Nations

Further insight to adequate housing as a human right: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Housing/Pages/AboutHRandHousing.aspx .
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5.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
Housing is a key pillar of community health and
liveability. Creating a diverse, affordable mix of
housing forms for all residents to call home is
a growing challenge for municipalities across
British Columbia including North Cowichan.
All levels of government have an important role
in providing housing. Municipalities are granted
planning and development tools though the
Local Government Act to influence the location
and type of housing built in their communities.
Land and housing prices have been driven
higher by several factors including:
○ L ocal demand outpacing supply as
a result of increased demand for
recreational or rural living opportunities.
○ Increased relocation rates to Vancouver
Island, particularly from BC’s Lower
Mainland.
○ Loss of stable rental options and prices
to new forms of short-term (vacation)
rentals.
○ Global factors including land speculation
and investment, and economic shocks.
○ Commodification of housing.

Like many communities in BC, local household
incomes are not keeping up with housing prices
making it difficult for some North Cowichan
citizens to find homes to buy or rent.
Housing choice and diversity is hampered by
the perception (and sometimes the reality)
that higher density forms of housing are less
desirable and less profitable (or more risky and
challenging) for developers. However, recent
housing studies cited in this section point to the
importance of providing a diversity of housing
forms to accommodate the needs of all North
Cowichan residents.
According to the 2016 census, the majority of
homes in North Cowichan are single detached
dwelling followed by ground-oriented multifamily (duplex/ triplex/ townhouses, apartments)
and moveable dwellings (see Figure 5.1). Of
these households, 75% own their homes and
25% are renters.

Attainable housing is defined as
non-market (subsidized by
government) and affordable
market housing.

Figure 5.1: Housing Units in North Cowichan.
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RECENT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
The number of new units of each housing type
built since 2009 shows a remarkably consistent
pattern of development in North Cowichan over
the last ten years. On average:
○ 1
 03 single-family units per year (66% of
total);
○ 18 semi-detached/duplexes per year
(11% of total);
○ 10 row/town houses (7% of total); and
○ 25 apartments (16% of total).
Apartment construction is the only type of
construction that has changed considerably
over the ten-year period. From 2009 to 2014,
an average of 6 apartment units were built
each year. From 2015 to 2019, an average of 43
apartments units were built each year with 126
completed in 2018 and 92 in 2019.

The 2019 Cowichan Attainable Housing Strategy,
which addresses non-market and market
housing affordability identified the following
trends over the past five years:
○ A
 n aging population overall, which will
result in seniors being a much higher
proportion of the population in the
future.
○ Aging rental housing buildings.
○ Declining vacancy rates and increasing
costs.
○ Increasing numbers of households in
core housing need.
○ Significant and increasing gap between
housing prices and household incomes.

HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The Cowichan Valley Regional District's
(CVRD) Housing Needs Assessment report
was completed in early 2021 and explored
both quantitative and qualitative data to help
understand the current state of housing and the
types of units that will be required in the future.
As a basis for determining current and projected
housing needs, the assessment assembled
50 kinds of data about current and projected
population, household income, significant
economic sectors, and currently available and
anticipated housing units. This information has
been collected at a municipality level for North
Cowichan and is incorporated with the 2021
Housing Needs Assessment Data Report.¹

A household is said to be in
'core housing need' if its housing
falls below at least one of the
adequacy, affordability or
suitability standards and it would
have to spend 30% or more of its
total before-tax
income to pay the median rent of
alternative local housing that is
acceptable.

Given the projected population growth and
household size, this report's analysis estimates
that there is a need for 1,208 units of new
housing in North Cowichan in the next five
years with a particular need for one-bedroom
units. Map 2 - Growth & Land Use Management
identifies the location, amount, type and density
required to meet the anticipated housing needs.

¹2021 Housing Needs Assessment Data Report
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HOUSING SPECTRUM
A housing spectrum is a tool used to illustrate
common types of housing (non-market, market,
rental, ownership) and forms of housing
(apartment, duplex, row house, single-detached
house, etc.). The purpose of the spectrum is
to show how important multiple types and
forms of housing are in maintaining a healthy,
attainable and adaptive housing system.
Used globally, a housing spectrum typically
displays housing as a linear progression from
homelessness to homeownership based on the
assumption that people will move from left to
right with homeownership as the ultimate goal.
A limitation is that it appears to suggest singlefamily home ownership is the desired end goal
for everyone, which is not always the case, as
individuals and families have different housing
type preferences and those preferences can
change over time.

Regardless of the model, the housing spectrum
reflects the fact that a healthy housing stock
needs to include a variety of housing forms and
tenures to meet the diverse needs of residents
from different socio-economic backgrounds and
at every stage of their lives.
Figure 5.2 is a housing spectrum adapted from
the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) spectrum specifically for the CVRD's
Housing Needs Assessment Report. This
spectrum includes typical income ranges for
each housing type. The income ranges in each
segment are based on the historic incomes of
households of those tenures in the CVRD from
the 2016 Census. The income ranges capture
75% of the population for each tenure type.

Figure 5.2: CVRD Housing Spectrum
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5.1 DIVERSE HOUSING MIX
Although the detached single-family house
is the predominant housing form in North
Cowichan, demand is increasing for smaller
homes on smaller lots, ground-oriented
attached dwelling units, and apartments. A mix
of housing types and tenures can better provide
appropriate housing that responds to the
various needs of a diverse population, including
those looking for a more affordable option to a
single family home.
More housing units close to the village centres
can add to the vibrancy and walkability of the
villages and create more opportunities for local
businesses.

Figure 5.3: Apartment. Credit: Cal Srigley

Providing for a greater range of housing, such
as 3-4 bedroom units in apartments provides
appropriate housing options for varying
household compositions such as families with
children.
Smaller units and attached units are typically
more energy efficient and increasing these as
a proportion of overall housing supports North
Cowichan's climate action goals.

Figure 5.4: Row Houses. Credit: Cal Srigley
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A variety of housing types, such as duplexes,
townhomes, row homes, and co-op housing
makes it easier for residents to stay in their
neighbourhood as their housing needs and
preferences change.

PLEASE REPLACE WITH A
PHOTO OF A NICE PLACE

Homes in urban and rural neighbourhoods
may have ancillary accommodation in the form
of basement suites and secondary dwellings
including coach houses, cottages, or laneway
homes which can provide an affordable option
for tenants, as well as making housing more
affordable for homeowners.
Finally, there is scope for exploring regulatory
options for non-traditional housing options such
as vehicle living, boat live-aboards, float homes
and tiny homes.

Figure 5.5: Row Houses

The demand for seniors-oriented housing
is anticipated to increase as the population
ages. Seniors often require a central location,
assistance with everyday tasks such as meal
preparation, and easy access to public transit
and medical and social services. Companionship
and safety and security are also increasingly
important to older residents. Co-locating child
daycare with seniors’ facilities sometimes brings
mutual benefits.²
Rural housing is an important component of the
housing spectrum in North Cowichan. It provides
for who seek a rural lifestyle and require only
limited municipal services. It also provides
accommodation for those who are actively
farming the land. Generally, rural housing
is serviced by wells and septic fields since
municipal services do not extend to rural areas
and extending municipal servicing in low density
areas increases costs for all residents.
 maller units close to commercial
S
centres meet the climate action
principle as residents are more likely
to walk to shops and services and
they are more energy efficient.

² See https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_power_of_proximity_co_locating_childcare_
and_eldercare_programs
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5.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Encourage a variety of housing
types (by size, type, tenure, density) integrated
into villages, neighbourhoods, and rural areas
that meet the anticipated needs of the whole
community in quality and quantity.

Progress will be measured by: Increase in percentage of non-single family dwelling housing
types (e.g., apartment, townhouse, semi-detached, coach house) as a percentage of total
housing units created.

5.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ecure commitments for housing types
S
through appropriate and enforceable
legal instruments, such as development
agreements and housing agreements.
b. Assess and consider how proposals for
new housing meet the needs identified
in the most recent Housing Needs
Assessment Report.
c. Update the Housing Needs Assessment
Report at least every five years in
collaboration with the Cowichan Valley
Regional District.
d. Direct residential development as
shown on the land use map with
the highest densities in the Village
Centres, decreasing density in the
neighbourhoods with a gradual
transition to the low density in the rural
areas outside the UCB.
e. Support multi-unit residential
development in areas identified as
Village Centres on Land Use Maps
where full services exist. Applications
will be reviewed with particular attention
to their accessibility to amenities,
impact on the surrounding community,
proximity to transportation, and public
benefits offered.
f. Encourage mixed-use development
(residential and commercial) in Village
Centres, where appropriate.
g. Encourage a range of groundoriented housing opportunities in
neighbourhood areas. Residential
development in these areas may include
small lot single-detached houses, semidetached houses, duplexes, cluster
housing, townhouses, fee-simple row
housing, multi-unit development in a
single-detached form and garden suites/
cottages.

h.

i.
j.
k.

l.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

 xplore and encourage different housing
E
types that are suitable to aging in place,
including smaller multi-unit residential
and townhomes and supportive housing
for seniors.
Encourage and create zoning provisions
for fee-simple rowhouses.
Preserve and maintain older housing
available in neighbourhoods.
Investigate use of minimum densities
and/or maximum lot sizes in the zoning
bylaw to ensure effective use is made of
scarce land within the UCB.
Investigate use of zoning requirements
fixing limits to buildable area and
floor area ratios to prevent creation
of excessively large houses that are
out of keeping with local character
and reflective of unsustainable highconsumption lifestyles.
Encourage and incentivize water and
energy efficient construction, including
retrofits to existing housing.
Establish policy to encourage
legalization and authorization of
previously unapproved secondary suites.
Permit secondary suites in all single
family and rural residential zones.
Encourage housing solutions to support
agriculture.
Consider ways to streamline
development approval processes
for projects that align with the
Municipality's affordable housing and
environmental policies.
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5.1.3 Where appropriate,the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

Include a mix of unit sizes, including
some family-size units (3-4 bedrooms) in
multi-family buildings and that provision
is made for common play areas and,
ideally, childcare facilities.
b. Provide residents of existing affordable
housing with more notice and more
compensation than provincial legislation
requires, whenever redevelopment of
such housing is proposed.
c. Maintain a high standard of building
and adaptive site design, ensuring there
is proper integration with surrounding
uses, providing for landscaping
and improving the general visual
appearance.
d. Provide residents of rental housing with
property in good condition through
proactive property management,
maintenance and investment so as to
maximize safety and ensure a good
quality stock of rental units throughout
the community.
e. Provide opportunities for residents with
accessibility issues housing designed to
meet universal accessibility standards.
f. Avoid gated communities. Any
strata roads in new subdivisions will
require unimpeded access to and
from municipal roads. Registration
of a statutory rights of way including
provisions for public access will be
required as a condition of subdivision
and/or zoning change.

5.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ork with local housing providers
W
(e.g. Cowichan Housing Association),
regional and provincial governments to
encourage development of a variety of
housing types.
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5.2 AFFORDABLE AND
RENTAL HOUSING
Solutions for increasing affordable housing
require a housing mix that includes attainable
market and non-market rental and ownership
options. These can take a number of forms,
from affordable home ownership to formal and
informal rental, and from transitional housing
and non-market rental (also known as social
or subsidized housing) to emergency shelters.
Encouraging a strong, local economy with
employment opportunities and living wage can
help people afford housing.
The Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Corporation defines affordable housing as
shelter costs equal to less than 30% of total
before-tax household income. It is also linked
to the ability to find housing that is in good
condition and of adequate size. Different
households experience housing affordability
challenges in different ways. Affordability
pressures affect low to moderate income
earners, vulnerable groups, young professionals
and local businesses that are struggling to
maintain and attract employees. Locating
affordable housing near transit and services
ensures that those who cannot afford a vehicle
have access to their daily needs.
Clear policies for the retention of affordable
housing stock and the development of new
affordable housing units built on the social
justice and equity framework are needed.
Policies should include support for young
families, the elderly and the youngest,
poorest and most vulnerable members of our
community.

The 2019 Cowichan Attainable Housing Strategy
is an important resource on this topic. The report
outlines the following benefits of affordable
housing:
○ Support for the economy by providing
workers and residents with local
affordable housing options.
○ Opportunities for households to live and
work in their community.
○ Sustainable, resilient neighbourhoods.
○ Social diversity and inclusion.
○ A healthy environment for individuals,
families with children, seniors and other
vulnerable households to live and thrive.
The report identified the priority groups in need
of affordable housing:
○ Families (including lone-parent families
and multi-generational families).
○ Low- and moderate-income earners.
○ Low- and moderate-income seniors.
○ Persons with disabilities.
○ Vulnerable populations (women and
children fleeing violence, people
suffering with mental health and
addiction issues, homeless people and
people on fixed incomes).
○ Indigenous people living off-reserve.
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RENTAL HOUSING
Rental housing generally meets the needs of
people with lower incomes, but it can also be a
practical or lifestyle choice by people regardless
of income level due to the relative flexibility.
Many tenants, such as young working people
and seniors, require housing to be located close
to shopping, services, public transit and other
amenities.
The need for more purpose-built rental housing
is clear in North Cowichan. Based on the
inventory of purpose-built rental units, there are
58% of households renting units from the condo
strata market. While the strata market plays a
valuable role in providing housing for renter
households, purpose-built units provide greater
security to tenants with long term secured
tenure and more stable rents.
The bulk of the purpose-built rental unit supply
was built prior to 1979 (65%). There is also
limited supply of purpose-built rental bachelor
units (5% of all units) and 3 bedroom units (7%
of all units). There was historically low vacancy
in 2019 across all rental unit types, particularly
in bachelor units (0% vacancy). Policies which
support the development of purpose-built rental
projects are important to meet this need. This
includes increasing density in growth centres
and considering other development incentives
to make these projects financially viable.

NON-MARKET HOUSING
There is a significant portion of affordable
housing that will need to be provided at belowmarket rates for those with incomes that are
insufficient to access market housing. This
type of housing is typically funded or operated
by the provincial government or non-profit
housing operators. North Cowichan may partner
with BC Housing and local non-profit housing
operators to encourage a range of non-market
units. It may also consider formalizing a land
acquisition strategy to provide sites for nonmarket supportive housing. Finding a suitable
locations for non-market housing is one of the
biggest obstacles. Providing pre-zoned 'shovelready' land is one of the biggest supports
municipalities can provide.
BC Housing breaks down the types of housing
support it provides into four high-level
categories (see Figure 5.6): emergency shelter
and housing for the homeless, transitional
supported and assisted living, independent
social housing, and rent assistance in the
private market. North Cowichan can provide
a welcoming environment for these types of
housing and partner with BC Housing and other
non-profit organizations by providing land at a
nominal rate if available and/ or development
incentives such as fee waivers and parking
relaxation and by facilitating development
approvals.

Providing non-market
housing meets the
social justice and
equity principle
by supporting our
vulnerable citizens.

Figure 5.6: BC Housing Non-Market Housing Categories.
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5.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Recognize the importance of
housing as a fundamental part of individual and
community health and ensure that all residents
have an affordable and adequate place to live.
Progress can be measured by:
○ An increase in number of non-market
housing units created, as a percentage
of total units.
○ A healthy and stable vacancy rate.

5.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 reate an Affordable Housing Strategy and
C
include specific targets for rental and nonmarket units.
b. Protect existing affordable rental housing
stock.
c. Consider including a Tenant Relocation
Policy in the Strategy.
d. Require any affordable housing amenity
to be supported by appropriate legal and
enforceable instruments, such as Housing
Agreements.
e. Direct affordable housing developments to
Village Core and Village Residential areas
close to transit, services and employment
opportunities to reduce transportation
costs of residents.
f. Use Municipal land and/or consider
purchasing land for non-market housing
and provide at a nominal rate to nonprofit housing developers for non-market
housing.
g. Investigate use of inclusionary zoning to
require any potential density increase to
incorporate a proportion of affordable
units.
h. Investigate pre-zoning land for affordable
housing and explore options for
accommodating non-traditional housing
options such as vehicle living, boat liveaboards, float homes and small homes.
i. Investigate zoning bylaw amendments to
apply residential rental tenure zoning in
appropriate locations.

j.

 mend the zoning on parcels to provide
A
for additional density for purpose-built
rental and affordable housing.
k. Consider opportunities to incentivize
new affordable housing (e.g. reduced or
waived parking requirements, waiving
amenity contributions).
l. Only consider supporting applications
for strata conversion of existing rental
units in accordance with provincial
legislation and MNC strata conversion
policy.
m. Where appropriate, Council may
consider effectually waiving
development cost charges and building
permit fees by offsetting those fees
through grants.
n. Consider implications on housing costs
and affordability when developing or
amending land use and development
policy and regulation.
o. Support subsidized housing, supportive
housing, homeless shelters and
non-market housing for vulnerable
populations such as seniors, low-income
families and people with disabilities.
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5.2.3 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

 rohibit stratas from enacting a 'No
P
Rental' bylaw.
b. In the case of a redevelopment project
that demolishes existing rental units,
motels or mobile home parks, the new
project must include a similar number
of rental units, and the developer
must be willing to enter into a housing
agreement to ensure the long-term
security of the rental units. The
Municipality may consider some benefit
to the developer, such as increased
development densities.
c. Offer housing agreements or other
legally binding instruments to maintain
the affordability of the housing as a
condition of rezoning or density
bonus.
d. Consider strategies for providing
affordable housing when preparing
development applications along with
mechanisms for ensuring it remains
affordable in the future.

5.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 artner with other government
P
agencies, the private sector, nonprofit organizations and service
agencies to pursue affordable housing
opportunities.
b. Partner with regional First Nations to
create housing developments.
c. Explore governance options for
delivering and managing affordable
housing (i.e. housing authority).
d. Identify and engage key stakeholders
and service providers in the delivery of
affordable housing.
e. Partner with BC Housing and non-profit
organizations to develop homeless
shelters.
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6

REGENERATION
& PROTECTION
OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
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"

Life is divided into three terms – that which was, which is, and which
will be. Let us learn from the past to profit by the present, and from
the present, to live better in the future.

"

- William Wordsworth - English Poet

Paul Hawken from his 2021 book Regeneration: Ending the Climate Crisis on One Generation
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6.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
North Cowichan's natural environment and
biodiversity are a significant part of what citizens
value about the area. Many also recognize
that the ecosystems and watersheds we
occupy and on which we depend, are under
considerable strain from urban development,
land use changes, recreation, and climate
change. Healthy, biodiverse ecosystems provide
important benefits to our community and the
larger world, making it important to take the
actions necessary to protect these assets against
further loss or degradation. Protecting natural
ecosystems as well as fostering our relationship
and connections to nature also promotes human
health and well-being.¹
Our community is intrinsically connected with its
natural environment. North Cowichan features
natural forests, lakes, wetlands, large rivers, and
a rich foreshore that connect to large natural
areas within the region. The community has
been built along a series of dynamic foreshore
intertidal ecosystems that include rocky
shorelines, low lying beaches, mudflats, and salt
marshes. This variety of natural features supports
a high level of biodiversity and habitat for many
species at risk.
Climate change represents a significant
threat to the natural environment with a
range of impacts already being felt across the
entire region: winters are milder and wetter
with more frequent flooding and increased
erosion; summer drought frequency is higher
contributing to increased plant mortality
and wildfire risk; and the aggregate changes
(and increased variability) result in greater
disruption to natural systems overall. Climate
change is expected to continue to increase the
stressors on the health of our ecosystems in
the coming decades. The increased pressure on
local ecosystems from climate change further
reinforces the importance of our actions to
protect and restore these ecosystems.

Loss, fragmentation, and degradation of
habitat - primarily associated with urbanization
- is the greatest stress to the overall health of
natural systems. Erosion and sedimentation of
wetlands, waterways and the marine foreshore
are key factors in the degradation of these
most valuable habitat types. Additionally,
point-source and nonpoint-source pollution
from roadway runoff (including heavy metals,
fuel, disintegrating rubber, and plastic) and
agricultural runoff (including fertilizers, organics,
pesticides, and herbicides) further degrade water
quality and ecosystem health.
Protecting and restoring ecosystems in and
around our growth centres as well as across
North Cowichan is important, because of their
contribution to the well-being of both our
natural and human communities. The benefits of
these natural assets are multifaceted as they:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Improve mental and physical health.
Provide water storage in summer.
Increase biodiversity.
Enhance stormwater regulation.
Remediate both water and air quality.
Reduce the urban heat island effect.
Reduce the need for gray infrastructure,
(traditional or constructed, usually water
tight and designed to avoid any type of
ecosystem to grow on it).
○ Increase carbon sequestration (storage).
○ Help communities adapt to the impacts of
climate change by increasing our resilience
to extreme heat, drought, and rain events.²
The urban forest and other green infrastructure
within our urban growth centres are also
significant components of North Cowichan’s
natural environment. Trees, vegetation, and
green space along our streets, in backyards,
and municipal parks form an important part of
the connected network of natural areas found
throughout North Cowichan.

¹ Toronto Public Health. (2015). Green City: Why nature matters to health - An Evidence Review. Toronto, Ontario.
² Davies, H., Doick, K., Handley, P., O'Brien, L., and Wilson, J. (2017). Delivery of ecosystem services by urban forests. Forestry Commission Research Report. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh. i-iv + 1-28pp.
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The Municipality aims to protect and restore
North Cowichan’s natural environment using
policies that promote the health of natural
ecosystems, improve water and air quality and
reduce noise pollution. This plan, supplemented
by other policies and strategies, seeks to
protect and restore natural areas and reduce
and mitigate the impacts of development on
our ecosystems. Development permits are the
primary tool through which the Municipality
can achieve this, although it is able to take
more direct action on lands that it owns, as
well as supporting voluntary stewardship by
other landowners. In certain circumstances,
the Municipality may also seek acquisition of
environmentally sensitive areas to ensure longterm protection.

Other policies that are effective at protecting
the environment focus on trees. Trees are
a fundamental element of most terrestrial
natural areas. Protecting and planting them
helps to ensure that natural ecosystems are
also protected. The protection of trees is
usually enforced through a tree bylaw and
tree protection and replacement requirements
within subdivision and zoning bylaws when
development takes place.
Protecting and restoring the natural
environment will require that North Cowichan
continue to strengthen partnerships with First
Nations. First peoples have been stewards of
the natural resources in North Cowichan for
millennia and are intrinsic to their continued
stewardship. Working closely with the Cowichan
Tribes, the Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson
First Nation, the Stz’uminus First Nation, the
Penelakut Tribe and Snuneymuxw First Nation to
protect our lands is vital to regeneration.
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6.1 ECOSYSTEM HEALTH,
BIODIVERSITY & CRITICAL
HABITATS

North Cowichan’s ecosystems include Coastal
Douglas Fir forests, Hemlock forests, Garry Oak
groves, grasslands, salt marshes, marine foreshore,
estuaries, lakes, rivers, streams and wetlands.
These ecosystems support a wide variety of plants,
fungi, insects, and vertebrates. This variety of life
is referred to as biodiversity. Higher biodiversity
in an ecosystem is a good indicator that it is more
resilient and productive.

Terrestrial Ecosystems
Various plant and animal species are found in
North Cowichan’s terrestrial ecosystem. Soil quality
is key to ecosystem health and biodiversity. Soil
sustains plants, animals, and humans by filtering
and regulating water, sustaining plant and animal
life, cycling nutrients and providing physical
stability and support for plant roots and human
structures.
The health of our ecosystems, particularly riparian
areas and much of the Coastal Douglas Fir forests,
are under significant stress. British Columbia’s
Conservation Data Centre identifies many Red- and
Blue-listed species and plant communities at risk
within these ecosystems, including the Coastal
Douglas-fir forests and Garry Oak groves.
The second-growth stands in North Cowichan must
be managed to sustain biodiversity and protect
species at risk that inhabit them. Furthermore,
the preservation and regeneration of our forest
ecosystems will enhance the capture and storing
of carbon dioxide and thus contribute to climate
change mitigation.
In BC, it is estimated that 25% of our endangered
species are negatively impacted by invasive species
that are a threat to biodiversity. Once introduced,
invasive species out-compete and displace local
species and impact natural assets by:
○ Degrading soil.
○ Increasing erosion and impacting water
quality.
○ Choking out habitat and food sources for
native wildlife.
○ Potentially increasing the risk of wildfire.

3

Spash, C. 2008 "How Much is That Ecosystem in the Window?".

Aquatic Ecosystems
North Cowichan includes fresh water ecosystems
such as streams, marshes, wetlands, lakes,
estuaries, riparian areas and marine ecosystems.
Aquatic ecosystems perform many important
environmental functions such as recycling nutrients,
purifying water, attenuating floods, recharging
ground waters and providing habitat for wildlife.
North Cowichan is home to many streams, rivers
and lakes and special consideration needs to
be given to the protection of their watersheds.
Somenos Lake and Quamichan Lake are sibling
lakes in the Cowichan Watershed. Both lakes were
formed when glaciers receded 11,000 years ago;
both are shallow and bowl-shaped; and would
be likely to fill in and disappear in the next few
thousand years without human intervention.
North Cowichan contains an extensive marine
foreshore that is extremely sensitive to land use
effects, especially in the face of rising sea levels.
Dynamic processes like wind, waves, tides and
currents affect the marine foreshore and the
natural cycles of its marine life. These marine areas
are profoundly influenced by the recreational,
residential, industrial and commercial land uses on
or adjacent to them. Climate change is increasing
the stress on these areas as sea level rises and
storm surges increase in both intensity and
frequency. Intertidal marine life is also threatened
by events like the June 2021 heat dome which
destroyed sea creatures en masse, demonstrating
the level of harm our changing climate is causing.
Natural assets are ecosystems that provide (or
could be restored to provide) services such as
stormwater attenuation and filtration previously
performed by engineered human-made
infrastructure. These natural assets are increasingly
being included in municipal asset management
plans. The Municipal Natural Asset Initiative
recommends inventorying these assets as they play
a valuable role in community health and resiliency.
Quantifying the economic and social services
provided by natural assets (e.g., flood mitigation,
pollution control, and air quality remediation),
provides a human valuation to the significant
intangible and intrinsic value of ecosystems, and
does not imply that ecosystems are substitutable or
tradeable.3
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6.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Protect and regenerate local ecosystems
and the connections between them and restore the
environment to maintain and improve biodiversity,
ecological health, and integrity.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Increase in the amount, type and diversity of
protected natural areas.
○ Increase in tree canopy cover inside and outside
urban containment boundary.

6.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:

k.

l.

Consider the creation of restoration and
regeneration guidelines that would help
homeowners and developers understand
what is expected of them to maintain the
integrity of natural forested and riparian areas
that are within or adjacent to their properties.
This includes the removal of non-compliant
structures, unauthorized fill, invasive species,
and garbage, and replanting with native trees
and understory vegetation.
Consider developing an Invasive Species
Management Plan.

Protect, connect, and regenerate ecosystems and
Recognize and protect the special characteristics
mitigate threats to biodiversity
of marine areas
a. Encourage and promote development plans
m. Consider establishing pre-determined
and site layouts that incorporate Conservation
protection setbacks from parts of the ocean
Design and Site-Adaptive Planning principles
foreshore. These setbacks should consider the
to cluster housing while allowing for the
type of foreshore and the predicted impacts
preservation and acquisition of open space,
of climate change on sea level rise and storm
sensitive ecosystems, and natural features
surges.
b. Prohibit the disturbance of environmentally
n. Promote and encourage environmental
sensitive areas and seek to protect areas with
protection and restoration as the two
high biodiversity and ecosystem value, as
priorities in all land and water use decisions in
identified in the Municipality’s environmentally
marine areas.
sensitive areas mapping.
o. Protect and restore the natural values of the
c. Create and implement a biodiversity
Chemainus River estuary, Cowichan/Koksilah
protection policy aimed at preserving
River estuary and Cowichan Bay foreshore.
environmentally sensitive areas, supporting
p. When an opportunity arises to review the
green infrastructure networks and
Crofton causeway to the Shoal Islands (e.g.
regeneration of degraded sensitive areas.
lease renewal), encourage appropriate
d. Identify opportunities for improvements to
agencies to restore natural tidal flows for
the OCP and update the OCP accordingly,
Osborne Bay and replace the causeway with a
following adoption of a biodiversity protection
footbridge to permit pedestrian access to the
policy.
island from Crofton.
e. Continue to support the identification and
q. Support increased public access to the
mapping of environmentally sensitive areas to
foreshore and work to acquire new public
ensure that environmental protection action is
access points through development approval
effective.
processes and land owner negotiation.
f. Recognize the need for the designation
r. Prohibit the placement of fill in foreshore
of ecological reserves and environmental
areas, except where it is required for
management areas. The Municipality will
environmental or public safety reasons, or
continue to recognize additional areas like
for projects that create a significant public
these in future.
benefit. Where supported, appropriate
g. Protect and improve the carbon sequestration
mitigation and/or compensation measures
and ecosystem values of natural systems,
are expected to be completed.
including forested lands, agricultural lands,
s. Concentrate marine commercial and
and wetlands.
industrial uses in the appropriate waterfront
h. Integrate natural capital to the Municipality’s
use designation areas, as identified on the
asset management system with the help of
Growth and Land Use Map. The Municipality
programs such as the Municipal Natural Asset
does not anticipate any additional lands or
Initiative.
water being designated for these purposes
i. Recognize the value of and promote the
with the exception of minor alterations or
use of green infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
expansion of existing facilities.
wetlands, storm water detention).
j. Continue to pursue control measures on
municipal lands to limit the introduction and
spread of invasive species as resources allow.
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q. Support applications for private moorage
only where there is limited or no public
road access to the upland residential
property, or where correct zoning is in
place and supported by the local First
Nations who have jurisdiction over the area.
Where permitted, private moorage shall
only be used for private purposes.
r. Consider banning new private moorage
along Sansum Narrows.
Identify and connect ecologically sensitive lands
and natural areas
s. Pursue opportunities to connect
ecologically sensitive natural areas to
facilitate the movement of species and
maintain high levels of biodiversity
throughout North Cowichan.
t. Develop a Biodiversity Protection Strategy
that provides a framework for preserving a
network of connected ecologically sensitive
lands and natural areas reducing pollutants,
and other measures to protect and
promote increases in quality and quantity
of ecological systems and species.

6.1.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
Protect, connect, and restore ecosystems and
mitigate threats to biodiversity
a. Protect and restore greenways and
degraded natural areas as a condition of
development approvals.
b. Provide appropriate buffers between
development and environmentally sensitive
areas, including forests, watercourses, the
marine foreshore and riparian setbacks,
and known wildlife corridors.
c. Prioritize avoiding negative environmental
impacts, followed by minimizing or
mitigating impacts, restoration, and
compensation as a last resort approach.
d. Consider submitting the spatial data of
the location of confirmed species at risk
collected as part of the development
approval process.
e. Leave nesting birds undisturbed by
development during the nesting season
(or as directed by advice from a qualified
environmental professional to understand
when a nesting bird will finish nesting or
how to manage development near bird
nests.
f. Undertake projects that are unavoidably
within watercourses only within the
recognized periods of low risk for salmonid
fish species and with the proper provincial
approvals.
g. Hire (or fund) qualified environmental
professionals to monitor work close to
environmentally sensitive areas.
h. Use natural assets such as trees and
vegetation through the development
process to mitigate the impacts of climate
change.
i. Provide performance securities to ensure
environmentally sensitive areas and trees
are protected and enhance through the
development process, including post
construction monitoring.
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6.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Protect, connect, and regenerate ecosystems
and mitigate threats to biodiversity
a. Collaborate with Cowichan Tribes, the
Halalt First Nation, the Lyackson First
Nation, the Stz'uminus First Nation, the
Penelakut Tribe and Snuneymuxw First
Nation to identify and protect culturally
important ecosystems and natural areas.
b. Partner with land trusts are
environmental non-governmental
organizations, to acquire environmentally
sensitive areas to ensure they are
protected and enhanced in perpetuity.
c. Partner with senior government and
non-profit agencies to support the
development and monitoring of
initiatives aimed at ensuring that there is
sufficient quantity and quality of water
to sustain healthy natural systems.
d. Reduce the impact of invasive species
through enhanced management,
education, and partnerships.
e. Prioritize the use of native plant species,
climate adapted, and drought-resistant
plants and trees on both public and
private lands.
f. Support initiatives to assess ecosystem
health changes, provide baseline
assessments, obtain indicators, and
restore natural areas.
g. Support the rehabilitation of damaged
natural aquatic spawning and rearing
areas in consultation with First Nations,
local and senior levels of government,
community groups and property owners.

Recognize and protect the special characteristics
of marine areas
h. Review land use and development
applications in the Cowichan Estuary
Management Plan Area for consistency
with the Plan. Together with the Ministry
of Environment and the CVRD, the
Municipality will continue to work towards
meeting the objectives of the Plan.
i. Support Ducks Unlimited in the
development of a public management
plan for its land holdings in the Chemainus
estuary in partnership with other
stakeholders.
j. Advocate for cooperation and coordination
among agencies responsible for the marine
foreshore and inland resources on issues
like establishing a ‘no dumping zone’
for boat and marine waste, and support
appropriately-located pump-outs along the
Municipality’s waterfront and in particular
Bird Eye Cove and Genoa Bay.
k. Encourage federal and provincial
governments to participate in remediation
efforts along the Crofton waterfront.
l. Support the ‘Shoreline Clean Up’
conservation efforts to address the issue of
shoreline litter and plastic pollution.
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6.2 LIMITING HUMAN IMPACTS:
SOIL AND WATER QUALITY
AIR, NOISE & LIGHT POLLUTION

SOIL
Soil is one of the primary sources of productivity,
both for wildlife and agriculture. Preserving and
increasing the quality of North Cowichan’s soils
is therefore an important aim. Overloading soils
with pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer may
temporarily increase short-term crop yields,
but leads to long-term deterioration in soil and
water quality. The Municipality can encourage
regenerative agriculture practices and regulate
soil deposition and removal through its bylaws.
Soil and water quality are closely linked, with
storm/flood waters mediating chemical exchanges
between the land and the lakes and watercourses.
WATER
At present, Somenos Lake and Quamichan Lake
share a common set of conditions and threats:
○ Excessive nutrient loading from the
farms and homes that surround the lakes
(eutrophication).
○ Historic nutrient loading, contained and
released from the sediments.
○ Insufficient “flushing” in summer due to
reduced inflows and truncated outflows.
○ Increased algae growth (blue-green algae
blooms from phosphorous).
○ Hypoxia (reduced oxygen levels as the
vegetation decomposes).
○ Intensified warming.
The combination of oxygen reduction at the
bottom and temperature increases at the surface
forces indigenous fish into the middle layer, where
there is still some oxygen and temperatures are
not too warm. In most recent summers, even that
habitable middle layer has disappeared, resulting
in fish-kills. Both lakes are now embraced by
stewardship organizations, the Somenos Marsh
Wildlife Society and the Quamichan Watershed
Stewardship Society. Both are governed by
watershed management plans.
AIR
Poor air quality has detrimental impacts on the
health of residents and the natural environment.
While North Cowichan’s air quality is generally
excellent, it sometimes falls below acceptable
levels.

During periods with stable high pressure air cells,
smoke and other pollutants can be trapped in valley
lowlands. Because North Cowichan is part of a
larger air shed, air quality concerns in neighbouring
jurisdictions also affect us. In recent years, the vast
majority of North Cowichan’s poorest air quality
days occur in the summer due to the movement
of air from forest fires on the mainland. Changing
our practices to reduce emissions is a responsible
approach to minimize the impacts of air pollution
on human and ecological health.
Trees and vegetation improve air quality and
remove particulate matter. Managing for healthy
ecosystems and tree canopy cover will help
to improve long term air quality. Wildfires can
also be a significant source of fine particulate
matter. Managing for the risk of wildfires will be
important not only for North Cowichan but also for
neighbouring communities to maintain good air
quality during the wildfire season.
Meets the social justice and equity
principle by ensuring access for clean air
for all means that those who don't have
temperature controlled homes with air
filters are still able to breathe healthy air.

SOUND
Another environmental irritant of concern to
North Cowichan residents is noise pollution. Loud
discordant sound (and vibration) emitted on a
regular, repetitive basis can adversely affect the
health and well-being of humans and animals
(on land and in water) and are even capable of
damaging physical structures over time. Efforts will
be made to prevent the creation of new sources
of noise pollution and to identify and mitigate the
impact of current sources.
LIGHT & VISUAL
There also exist concerns about other effects of
development such as:
○ Light pollution which reduces the visibility of
the stars in the night sky and can be disruptive
to nocturnal and migratory species.
○ Visual interruptions in forested mountain
ridgelines resulting from development, forest
operations and other human activity.
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SOIL AND WATER QUALITY
6.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Pursue policies and practices
that lead to long-term regeneration and
improvements in soil and water quality,
including reductions in contaminants and
invasive species.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Improvements in water quality,
particularly in Quamichan and Somenos
Lakes.
○ Improvements in soil quality and
productivity.

6.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Retain native soils when possible and
continue to implement and update
regulations as necessary to reduce
negative impacts from soil removal and
deposit. Soil deposits should be free of
invasive species and covered when not
in use.
b. Protect surface water, aquifers,
groundwater quality and quantity
through the Natural Environment
Development Permit approval process.
c. Ensure land use and growth consider the
limits of water supply.
d. Ensure that development and land use
activities support the natural hydrologic
cycle, including groundwater recharge.
e. Work to retain the historic natural water
balance by:
○ Protecting and restoring
watercourses, waterbodies, wetlands
and aquifers.
○ Preserving and restoring riparian
plant communities.
○ encouraging rainwater infiltration,
including the use of green
infrastructure
○ "Daylighting" (opening, to expose
natural light) and restoring creeks
and waterways that have been
channelized, piped, or buried.
○ Designing developments to allow
flooding, stream-bank erosion and
other natural ecological processes
to continue unimpeded while
considering the expected impacts of
climate change.

f.

Work to eliminate algae bloom and
fish kills by restoring water quality in
Quamichan and Somenos Lake. Reduce
phosphorus levels in the lake by managing
the watersheds and the streams that
drain agricultural/rural and residential
lands, and addressing internal loading of
phosphorous.
g. Apply a systems approach to watersheds,
and explore options to map protected
riparian area setbacks from creeks,
foreshore and other waterbodies.
These setbacks should consider the size
and shape of the watercourse, bank
characteristics, and use by fish and other
aquatic species and should meet, or
exceed, provincial and federal protection
requirements.
h. Recognize the benefits and impacts of
seasonally flooded agricultural lands. These
lands can play an important role managing
stormwater flows. They can, however, also
be significant sources of nutrients that
contribute to eutrophication of our water
bodies.
i. Recognize the value of and promote the
use of green infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
rain gardens, wetlands, tree trenches, and
storm detention ponds).
j. Adopt roadside maintenance procedures
that preserve the treatment function of
verges and ditches leading to natural areas.

6.2.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Utilize best practices to mitigate surface
water run-off entering natural surface
and groundwater from projects requiring
municipal approval and prohibit discharge
of unmanaged rainwater into watercourses.
Measures will include the use of green
infrastructure.
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6.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Support societies and neighbourhood
associations that have tractable plans for
work within watersheds that regenerate
sensitive ecosystems and lead to
improved water quality.
b. Work with land owners, the regional
district and provincial agencies on
watershed management plans designed
to protect the integrity of fishery and
agricultural use, while ensuring that
environmental values are not unduly
compromised.
c. Discourage or ban the use of cosmetic
pesticides within North Cowichan.
d. Support ‘green shore’ initiatives to
restore physical processes such as
the natural actions of water, enhance
habitat function and diversity and
reduce pollutants entering the aquatic
environments.

AIR, NOISE AND LIGHT POLLUTION
6.2.5 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Pursue practices that sustain good air
quality to reduce the immediate and long-term
health impacts to residents. Identify and mitigate
sources of noise and light pollution. Ensure safe
drinking water and protect its high quality.
Progress can be measured by:
○ Improvement in air and water quality.
○ Reduction in litter and plastic waste.
○ Reduction in light pollution in the rural
areas.

6.2.6 The Municipality will strive to:
Manage risk to public health from air pollution
a. Recognize the importance of clean air to
the health and well-being of residents
and work to protect clean air in North
Cowichan.
b. Monitor regulations related to the
management of outdoor burning.
c. Implement a wildfire development permit
area policy to reduce the risk from wildfires.
d. Provide public information and education
regarding the health hazards associated
with particulate matter in the air.

Manage risk to public health from noise
pollution and reduce impact from light
pollution
e. Acknowledge that noise can be an
environmental health issue and/or a
nuisance and seek to reduce noise
pollution wherever possible.
f. Advocate for provincial regulations and
enforcement clamping down on vehicles
designed or modified to be intentionally
noisy.
g. Consider the development of more
comprehensive regulations related to the
management of noise on private property.
h.	Work to protect night sky values by
minimizing sources and effects of
light pollution, implementing dark sky
principles in development and capital
projects, and avoiding shining bright
lights on habitat areas.
i.	Create standards for roadway and
area lighting combining CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental
Design) and dark skies approaches.

6.2.7 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
Manage risk to public health from noise
pollution and reduce impact from light pollution
a. Take into consideration the potential for
noise pollution posed by an applicant’s
operation or activity and accept additional
requirements to ensure that any potential
disturbances are minimized.
b. Submit lighting plans as part of site design,
demonstrating measures to minimize light
spill into natural areas or the night sky.

6.2.8 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Minimize the risk to public health from air
pollution
a. Support initiatives to reduce vehicle
emissions, such as discouraging idling,
electrifying the municipal fleet where
possible, and promoting alternative
forms of transportation.
b. Address impacts of wood stoves and
backyard burning in collaboration with
the CVRD.
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6.3 TREES AND FORESTS
TREES, PUBLIC AREAS AND
PRIVATE FORESTS
Maintaining healthy forests and tree canopy
is essential if the Municipality is to achieve
its goals of preserving its biodiversity while
providing for economic activity. Forests
and trees provide multiple values, including
ecological, recreational, and economic values.
Forest lands are essential for conserving water
and soil quality, air quality, biodiversity, and
wildlife habitat. Forests also have a role in the
sequestration of carbon and contribute to
climate change mitigation.
In North Cowichan, our forests provide a wide
range of environmental, social and economic
benefits. Trees replace carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere with oxygen, improve water quality,
reduce stormwater management infrastructure
and costs, provide wildlife habitat, and reduce
heating and cooling costs. Policies to sustain and
restore functional natural forests should seek to
maximize these benefits, while mitigating risks
from forests such as wildfires and hazard trees.

North Cowichan lies in the Coastal Douglas-fir
biogeoclimatic zone. This zone includes a variety
of rare ecosystems (e.g., Garry Oak meadows),
as well as many provincially identified rare
and endangered species. Much of the Coastal
Douglas-Fir Zone has been destroyed, damaged,
or fragmented over the past century by logging
activity, urban, residential and agricultural
development, along with the spread of invasive
species such as Scotch Broom. As the human
population continues to grow, the important
older, second-growth forests that remain are
at significant risk. The health of the Coastal
Douglas-Fir Zone in this region depends on wise
stewardship, conservation, and rehabilitation.

About 25% of the North Cowichan land base is
the Municipal Forest Reserve while other forests
are either owned by private forest companies,
or leased to them by the provincial government.
The remaining forests, trees, vegetation, and
green space along our streets, in backyards,
and municipal parks form an important part of
the connected network of natural areas found
throughout North Cowichan.
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6.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Maintain healthy forests and tree
canopy across North Cowichan within natural,
rural, and urban areas.

6.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Progress will be measured by:

○ Increase in canopy cover inside
and outside the urban containment
boundary.
○ Qualitative assessments of forest health
and biodiversity.

6.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Recognize the importance of Garry Oak
meadows and Arbutus groves as locally
important ecosystems that provide high
biodiversity values and work to retain
stands of greatest value.
Prevent preemptive land clearing by
updating subdivision bylaw.
Consider creating a tree protection bylaw
and/or updating the subdivision and
zoning bylaws to:
○ Manage removals.
○ Articulate protection.
○ Prevent unnecessary tree clearing.
○ Prescribe lot coverage standards, and
○ Ensure adequate replacements
particularly during development.
Support the retention of areas of mature
tree cover and preservation of other
natural features for all development,
particularly in environmentally sensitive
areas and areas of steep slopes.
Consider developing an urban forest
strategy or integrating guidance for the
protection, retention, and replacement of
tree canopy in the Biodiversity Protection
Strategy.
Consider setting urban forest canopy
cover targets for existing and future
residential and commercial areas and
developing a retro-fit canopy cover plan
for deficient areas.
Provide guidance for the planting of
tree species that are suitable to the local
climate, site conditions (particularly for
moisture and soil volume available), and
climate change.
Encourage the use of natural forests and
native shrubs as roadside vegetation in
rural areas.

Retain and protect healthy trees growing
outside of the proposed development
footprint. Where trees cannot be retained,
establish suitable replacement trees on site.
Recognize the importance the Douglas Fir
bio-geoclimatic zone ecosystems and work
with the Province to identify opportunities
to protect them.

6.3.4 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Support and encourage stewardship of
trees on public and private land.
b. Recognize the importance the Douglas Fir
Bio-Geoclimatic Zone ecosystems and work
with the Province to identify opportunities
to protect them.
c. Encourage innovation and integration of
best practices in private forestry operations
to ensure the long-term sustainability
of the forestry industry, including
considerations of visual impacts from
logging.
d. Support mutual aid agreements and
cooperative practices between forest land
holders, particularly for fire monitoring
and the prevention of vandalism, theft, and
general crime.
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MUNICIPAL FOREST RESERVE
The Municipality of North Cowichan is one of
the few communities in North America that
owns and manages forest lands for the benefit
of residents.
Approximately 25 per cent of North Cowichan’s
land base is in the Municipal Forest Reserve. This
managed forest – 5,000+ hectares – has been a
Municipally owned working forest since 1946.
The forest serves as a significant recreational
area for the community and visitors. It has also
provided revenue for the municipality, which
offset residential and business property taxes.
In 2021, a Memorandum of Understanding
was signed between North Cowichan and
the Quw’utsun Nation to establish a Working
Group. The Municipality and the Nation agreed
to exchange information in relation to the
stewardship and use of the Municipal Forest
Reserve for the benefit of the community.
The role of the Municipal forest is being
considered through a review in parallel with this
OCP update.

6.3.5 The Municipality will strive to:
North Cowichan is guided in its forestry
management decision-making by the principles
of sustainable forest management and
environmental protection.
a. Protect the forestry resource for the
benefit of future generations.
b. Sustainably manage North Cowichan's
Municipal Forest Reserve to ensure a
healthy forest is protected in the long
term.
c. Periodically review the role, function and
management of the Municipal Forest
Reserve.
d. Consider opportunities to expand the
Municipal Forest Reserve.
e. Support and regulate the sustainable
harvesting of non-timber resources (e.g.
salal, mushrooms, berries).
f. Support responsible, recreational uses
of municipal forest lands in accordance
with the Parks and Trails Master Plan.
g. Plan harvesting to help reduce the risk of
wildfires.

6.3.4 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Retain and conserve the Municipal
Forest Reserve through sustainable harvesting
practices (if harvesting is to be undertaken
at all), wildfire prevention and fuel reduction;
encourage sustainable forestry best practices;
and protect other non-timber forest functions
such as recreation.
Progress will be measured by:

○ Increase in area of stocked forested
land within the Municipal Forest Reserve
lands.
○ Increase in number of trees planted on
Municipal Forest Reserve lands.
○ Qualitative assessments of forest health
and biodiversity.
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6.4 NATURAL HAZARD AREAS
Natural hazards, including floods, wildfires,
windstorms, sea level rise, earthquakes and
landslides, put life and property at risk, but if
planned appropriately, that risk can be reduced.
These are natural events that occur within the
normal functioning of our geophysical and
biological environment. However, they are
becoming more frequent and extreme as our
climate continues to change. They become
hazards when they adversely impact human
lives, property, or ecosystems. The risk of
these impacts increases as people build their
homes closer to forests, steep slopes, and
floodplains. While the best approach is to avoid
development in these areas, doing so is not
always possible. Map 6 - Natural Hazard Areas
identifies a number of these natural hazard
areas.
As new development encroaches into forested
interface areas, the risk from wildfires and
trees falling becomes greater. Climate change
is causing longer and drier summer drought
periods that are increasing the wildfire threat.
Development in these areas must be planned
and constructed to be as resilient as possible.
There is also an increasing threat of trees dying
as they are stressed by pests and diseases,
drought, and higher intensity windstorms.
Steep slopes are areas with a grade of 20% or
greater. These areas are sometimes considered
desirable for housing development because of
the views they afford, and because they focus
development away from land that has other,
more productive uses. However, there are risks
to development on steep slopes, including
landslides and other forms of erosion and
the potential for greater instability during an
earthquake.

Climate change is anticipated to result in
dramatically rising sea levels over the coming
years. This will have implications for the
placement of new developments along the
waterfront, and it may have implications for the
safety of existing structures.
A number of studies have been undertaken in
North Cowichan to assess the risks posed by
natural hazards and to recommend mitigation
measures to reduce those risks; however as
climate change progresses, the Municipality will
need to carry out further Climate Change Risk
and Vulnerability Assessments on its natural
areas and physical infrastructure systems.

6.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Minimize the risk to life and property
within natural hazard areas.
Progress will be measured by:

○ Completed response plans for various
types of emergencies.
○ Emergency response preparedness as
measured by number of practice or
training sessions offered or attended.
○ The adoption and implementation of a
Community Wildfire Protection Plan and
Wildfire Development Permit Area.
○ Multi-hazard risk analysis, with a
focus on flooding (including coastline
flooding) and steep slopes.

Low lying areas can often be at risk to flooding,
particularly in areas that are adjacent to rivers
or lakes. Home and infrastructure development
can alter the natural hydrology in a watershed.
As climate change causes rainstorms to increase
in intensity, frequency and duration, stormwater
systems can become overwhelmed and cause
flooding in developed areas.
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6.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

Coordinate land use and environmental
management policies to protect people
and property from natural hazards.
b. Require appropriate consideration
of all natural hazards for proposed
developments in areas with known
hazards including sea level rise, floods,
landslides and wildfires.
c. Where possible, leave lands subject
to flooding in a natural state or use
for parks, open space recreation or
agricultural use.
d. Determine flood risk by referring to
existing flood mapping, where available,
and/or require site-specific elevation
information to determine if there is a
risk of flooding prior to development
approval.
e. Consider the potential impact of
flooding on agricultural land when
developing future water management
and flood control policies.
f. Require commercial and industrial uses
of land subject to flooding to be floodproofed to the flood level prescribed by
the Ministry of Environment and with
appropriate setbacks put in place.
g. Prohibit any works within designated
floodplains that may significantly alter
hydrological patterns because of the
cumulative impact that such works may
have. Where works cannot be avoided,
the Municipality will permit those
works only if there is evidence that
the works can be done in such a way
so as to minimize downstream effects,
maintaining the principle of no net water
level rise at other locations.
h. Encourage the use of natural forests and
native shrubs as roadside vegetation in
rural areas.
i. Consider reductions in prescribed
setbacks where a floodplain setback
from a watercourse renders an existing
lot undevelopable, only if the following
criteria are met, together with any
other requirements determined by the
Municipality to be necessary:
i. A geotechnical report from a
professional engineer certifying that
the land may be used safely for the
intended use.
ii. Environment-related factors such
as building siting, placement of fill,
and the planting and maintenance
of vegetation have been considered,
along with potential impacts and
risks.

iii. A
 "Save Harmless" covenant is
registered in favour of the Municipality.
iv. Ensure flood hazard mitigation
measures, including land use
restrictions, within the Cowichan
estuary are carried out in accordance
with the Cowichan Estuary
Environmental Management Plan
(1987).
j. Strongly discourage development on slopes
30% or greater, except where the property
would otherwise be rendered useless and
it can be demonstrated (by a Qualified
Professional) that the lands may be used
safely for the intended purpose.
k. Require development on or adjacent to
steep slopes be designed in accordance
with natural profiles, sensitive to natural
grade, and to minimize visual impacts,
impacts on environmentally sensitive
areas and be assessed by a geotechnical
engineer.
l. Seek to manage steep slope systems as
single real estate entities. Subdivisions
creating private lot lines bisecting slopes
30% or greater will not generally be
permitted.
m. Require proposed development within
wildfire interface areas to be located
and constructed in a way that makes
them resilient to wildfires through use of
“Fire Smart” design principles, including
potential creation of a wildfire development
permit area.
n. Require that all trees adjacent to new
development be assessed for structural
stability and health.
o. Require that new development on the coast
considers implications of sea level rise.
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6.4.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners
to:
a.

Avoid locating new (greenfield)
development within designated
floodplains. Where no alternative exists
the Municipality will require structures to
be flood-proofed to standards specified
by the Ministry of Environment or existing
flood mapping.
b. Incorporate design measures in
relation to flooding for redevelopment
of (brownfield) sites lying within the
floodplain and improve flood resilience
wherever possible.
c. Use best practice on-site storm-water
management systems and facilities to
reduce potential flood impacts.
d. Avoid new development on or adjacent to
steep slopes whenever possible.
e. Complete a risk assessment for wildfire
and trees when developing properties
adjacent to forest areas.
f. Support the protection and restoration of
natural areas to provide flood relief where
appropriate.

6.4.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Continue to work with appropriate
agencies and jurisdictions to:
i. Participate in the preparation of
emergency response plans.
ii. Participate in emergency response
exercises.
iii. Coordinate response with other local
agencies.
iv. Assist with community recovery.
v. Provide leadership in reducing
risks through the assessment of
hazards and their potential impacts
and the development of mitigation
strategies.
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7
FOOD SECURITY
& LOCAL
AGRICULTURAL
SYSTEMS
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"

...the care of the earth is our most ancient and most worthy and,

after all, our most pleasing responsibility. To cherish what remains of
it, and to foster its renewal, is our only legitimate hope.

For the true measure of agriculture is not the sophistication of its
equipment the size of its income or even the statistics of its
productivity but the good health of the land.

"

-Wendell Berry

Quote by Wendell Berry from his book, 'The Art of the Commonplace: Agrarian Essays'.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
North Cowichan has a very long tradition of
farming, both pre-contact and post-contact, due
to its fertile soils and mild climate. In addition,
the land and shoreline provides for First Nations
food and medicine gathering throughout the
seasons. Careful stewardship of our agricultural
lands and a thriving local food system are vital
for North Cowichan’s social well-being, culture,
economy, and environment. Agricultural lands
and productive soils are defining features of
North Cowichan, and its associated industries
form an important sector of our local economy.
North Cowichan’s character and identity are
defined in part by the agricultural landscape
and reputation for producing good quality food
and other agricultural products. Supporting
agriculture has been and continues to be a
strategic priority for the Municipality. Food
production is not necessarily limited to the rural
areas. Urban agriculture is also an important
component of North Cowichan’s food systems.

The policies of this section support local
agriculture and the protection of agricultural land.
However, local government’s limited jurisdiction
over food and farming means that it cannot
achieve these goals and objectives alone. It will
be necessary for the Municipality to work with
farmers, food processors, other government
agencies, businesses, non-profit organizations, and
the community.

Urban agriculture, urban farming,
or urban gardening is the practice of
cultivating, processing, and distributing
food and natural materials in or
around urban areas. This includes
the use of land, buildings, structures,
roof-top and balcony gardening,
vertical farming, community
gardening in vacant lots and parks.
This use excludes the keeping of farm
animals and poultry, but may include
aquaculture, “urban beekeeping” and
insect production with conditions.

Figure 7.1: Farmland in North Cowichan.
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7.1 FOOD SECURITY

North Cowichan is a signatory to the 2009 Food
Charter which defines food security as the state
when all members of the community have access
to nutritious, safe, ecologically sustainable
and culturally appropriate food at all times.
Food security is a growing concern globally.
Our supply of food depends increasingly
on international systems of production and
distribution at a time when strains in these
systems are becoming more evident, and the
environmental and health consequences of such
systems are becoming better understood.
Facilitating increased local production and
access could help address concerns about the
security of our food supply, its quality, and the
environmental and human costs of a global
food distribution system. By encouraging local
agricultural production, addressing issues
related to hunger in our community and to the
relationship between low-cost housing and food
access, North Cowichan has a role to play locally
in promoting greater food self-sufficiency and
ensuring food security.

Ensuring access to food for all residents
meets the principles of social justice and
equity.
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7.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives

Objectives: Enhance access to healthy,
affordable, locally grown, high quality,
nutritionally dense food, especially for
vulnerable populations. Sustain and increase
local agricultural activity, especially of food
systems that can improve the food security for
the local population.

7.1.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Progress can be measured by:
○ An estimate of how much of the
community's food needs are produced
locally.
○ The number of people who rely on food
bank/food donations to meet their
needs.
○ Economic analyses of local farming
sector.

 rovide (within the Urban Containment
P
Boundary (UCB)), space and supportive
infrastructure (e.g. irrigation, storage) so
that residents who do not have access
to their own land have capacity to grow
some of their own food with the urban
context (community gardens, common
garden areas in multi-family buildings,
etc.).

7.1.2 The Municipality will strive to: 7.1.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport local food initiatives and
S
strive to reduce regulatory barriers
to increased local agricultural activity
and food production, as part of its
commitment to food security.
b. Consider creating a community garden
strategy to guide the development and
management of community gardens
in a variety of appropriate locations
throughout the municipality.
c. Allow urban agriculture as a principal
permitted use in all designations and
zones.
d. Allow for the use of fresh food
trucks (selling veggies, poultry meat,
eggs, cheese etc.) to park within
neighbourhoods to provide access to
residents for fresh local produce.

a.

 rovide support for an expanded
P
Farmer's Market, including street
closures, parking and loading/unloading
areas for vendors (City of Duncan).
b. Encourage and support the initiatives of
food businesses and organizations that
provide access to healthy, high quality,
nutritionally dense food, especially for
vulnerable populations.
c. Collaborate with the Cowichan Food
Security Coalition and Cowichan Green
Communities to implement and/or
update the 2010 ed. Cowichan Food
Security Plan.
d. Support food equity and food security
initiatives by Non-Governmental
Organizations, community members and
other levels of government.
e. Support initiatives to reduce the amount
of food waste.
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7.2 LOCAL AGRICULTURAL
SYSTEMS
Food and agricultural systems encompass
the interlinked value-adding activities of
production, aggregation, processing, distribution
and disposal of products that originate from
agriculture, forestry and fisheries. They are part
of the broader economic, societal and natural
environments in which they are embedded.¹
Agriculture is a core sector of North Cowichan's
economy.
This Plan establishes clear priorities and highlevel policies to strengthen local food and
agriculture systems beyond farmland protection
to include the full spectrum of agricultural
activities. Key documents that support these
initiatives include the Strategic Agricultural
Plan (2001), Cowichan Food Charter (2009) and
the Agricultural Advisory Committee Work &
Implementation Plan (2013).

¹ Sustainable food systems. Concept and framework. (2018). Retrieved from: http:/www.fao.org/3/ca2079en/CA2079EN.pdf
Accessed Nov 2020.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
North Cowichan envisions an agricultural
sector that is economically, socially, and
environmentally healthy and sustainable.
Key challenges to agriculture include the low
rate of return on investment (driven partly by
being forced to compete in a globalized food
production system), the high price of land
(driven in part by land speculation and demand
for housing), lack of access to water, and
inadequate agricultural drainage on potentially
productive valley bottom soils.
Sustainable food means food produced
without degrading soil quality or depleting
water sources. It also means little-to-no use
of fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. It
is possible to maintain land for agricultural
production while also preserving adjoining
natural assets and ecosystems. Agricultural
land itself can also provide valuable habitat. For
example, if native plants and flowers are allowed
to grow in field edges, hedgerows and around
crops, pollinators, and birds, bats, and other
creatures, can also thrive.

Agriculture can be viewed from a climate
change perspective as both a part of the
complex climate change problem as well as a
potential part of the solution. Agriculture and
food processing generate
greenhouse gas emissions
through disturbance of the
soil, methane from livestock,
use of fuels and chemicals
in crop production and the
Regenerative
energy used in processing and
agriculture
transporting food. The CAEP
practices meets
the climate action
Economic and Emissions
principle.
Modelling Overview (February 9,
2021) assumes GHG emissions
from agriculture will remain relatively stable until
2050. However, innovative farming techniques
may create opportunities for the soil itself to
be a significant carbon sink.² ³ Conventional
farming techniques tend to unlock and release
carbon from the soil.
Recent developments in regenerative farming
techniques that strive to minimize soil
disturbance can restore soil health and its ability
to lock in carbon . Opportunities for employing
these practices in North Cowichan could be
explored with partners in the agricultural
community.

Figure 7.2: Principles of Regenerative Agriculture, retrieved from https://www.generalmills.com/en/Responsibility/Sustainability/
Regenerative-agriculture

³ Read more about carbon release from soil here: https://soilhealthinstitute.org/.
Read more about soil health and its ability to lock in carbon here: https://soilhealthinstitute.org/.
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7.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Encouraging local food production reduces our
carbon footprint from food transportation and
also enhances local community resilience due to
reduced risk of supply chain disruption. Farmers
will need to adapt to new climate norms to be
able to grow food in new climate conditions.
Urban agriculture practices such as growing
food in backyards or on balconies, in community
gardens, in common areas in apartments and
in parks can be an important contribution to
local food production. Backyard chickens and
beekeeping have become increasingly common
in urban areas. Policies that support these
initiatives such as allowing urban agriculture
in a variety of land use designations will help
strengthen North Cowichan’s food system.
The Municipality recognizes the great value
that its farmers and agricultural lands bring to
North Cowichan’s economy, community, and
environment. The Municipality recognizes its
role in reducing barriers to farming through
maintaining consistency with provincial ministry
guidelines for supporting agriculture. It also
recognizes it has limited ability to support and
regulate farming on private lands, therefore
we must collaborate with farmers, food
producers, land-owners and non-governmental
associations, and other levels of government
to achieve these objectives. Residents play an
important role in supporting a thriving local
food system. As food consumers, their daily
choices can help support viable local farms,
markets and food processors as well as support
greater food security for the whole community.

Objectives:
a. Protect the agricultural and farmland
base.
b. Strengthen the economic vitality of
farming by encouraging farming and
food processing as a viable business
enterprise, employment opportunity and
way of life.
c. Diversify and expand the local
sustainable food system.
d. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the food system and increase carbon
storage in soils.
e. Enhance biodiversity by preserving,
connecting and enhancing habitat on
agricultural lands.
f. Work towards a "circular" - low waste food system.
g. Support educative, commercial and
cultural initiatives pertaining to food
production and processing (e.g. safe
canning workshops or establishment of
local food hubs).
h. Support initiatives that promote “urban
farming”, including small and microscale production activities.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in the percentage of properties
that are producing food.
○ Reduction in annual GHG emissions
from agriculture.
○ Qualitative assessment on farms using
organic and/or regenerative farming
techniques.
○ Total farm sales.

Because of these trends and challenges, the
Municipality must stay flexible in order to
support agriculture as a future economic engine
for the region, and to ensure the agricultural
land base is maintained.
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7.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
Protect farming and the agricultural land base
a. Protect land within the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) and other agriculturallyproductive lands from inappropriate
development.
b. Not support exclusion of agricultural
lands from the ALR and subdivision
of ALR lands (including homesite
severances) unless there is no net loss of
ALR lands, and a net benefit to agriculture
can be clearly demonstrated.
c. Require all ALC applications for
exclusions, subdivision, soil and fill
operations, and non-farm use to provide
documentation prepared by a qualified
registered professional (e.g., soil
suitability analysis results, environmental
farm management plan) to demonstrate
why the application is necessary and
appropriate.
d. Where non-farm use, subdivision, or
exclusion from the ALR can be supported
and results in materially increased
development potential accruing to the
landowner, the Municipality may require
the landowner to contribute to the
Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund.
e. Update the Strategic Agricultural Plan,
and develop a policy or strategy for use
of the Municipal Agriculture Reserve Fund
and potential use of Municipally-owned
property for farming activity.
f. Minimize the footprint of housing and
farm buildings on agricultural lands.
g. Consider up to three dwelling units per
parcel, within no more than two separate
buildings on farmland where:
○
It supports the agricultural use of
the property.
○
It will preserve and/or protect an
environmental feature.
○
Driveway access, parking areas
and utilities are generally shared.
○
The positioning and design
complement the rural character
of the immediate area.
○
The ALC has granted approval, or
the housing is permitted by ALC
policy and regulation.

h.

i.
j.

k.

 here proposed development abuts the
W
ALR along the Urban Containment Boundary
(UCB), agricultural activity must be protected
from negative urban influences through the
use of buffers, restrictive covenants, and
development permits.
Consider supporting proposals for bio-gas
systems.
Review options to engage with the
agricultural community on decisions and
policy development regarding agricultural
issues.
Prevent new development, both within
and outside the ALR, from impacting
downstream agricultural land in watersheds,
increasing run-off, compromising farmland
drainage, or otherwise disrupting hydrology.

Strengthen the economic vitality of farming
l. Update and maintain the 2001 Strategic
Agricultural Plan.
m. With the approval of the ALC, and where
appropriate, agricultural soils removed as
part of municipal operations and capital
programs and screened for contamination
and invasive species will be offered to
operating farms in North Cowichan.
n. Consider assisting organizations or
initiatives that connect potential farmers to
agricultural land, including farmable land
owned by the Municipality.
o. Support urban farm operations within
non-agricultural commercial, industrial and
residential zones.
p. Advocate to provincial and federal
governments to promote economic viability
of localized food production systems.
q. Support the establishment and expansion of
farmer's markets.
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Diversify and expand local sustainable food
system
r. Encourage sustainable aquaculture
systems such as land-based aquaponic
systems.
s. Encourage the development of local food
processing and distribution facilities that
support Vancouver Island producers.
t. Support the development of farmers’
markets, community supported fisheries,
cooperatives, produce box programs, and
similar innovations that promote access
to local food.
u. Encourage the development of a regional
food hub, including an aggregation and
distribution facility to ship products to
consumers in the region.
v. Support the development of an
Agricultural Development Centre that
includes training and research into
regenerative techniques applicable to
North Cowichan’s soils and climate.
w. Support innovations in agriculture to
maintain and enhance the viability of the
agricultural sector.
x. Support limited non-agricultural activities
(which may or may not require ALC nonfarm use application) that do not have a
substantive impact on farm operations
and help to supplement and maintain
the viability of the farm operations as the
continued primary purpose.
y. Encourage and promote agri-tourism.
z. Consider purchasing or leasing farmland
for the purposes of a regenerative
agriculture demonstration project.
aa. Promote biological diversity and
ecosystem health on farmland.
ab. Consider cosmetic pesticide restrictions,
along with restrictions on other
potentially harmful substances.
ac. Promote water conservation by restricting
the use of domestic lawn watering in
order to preserve the water supply
and aquifers for agricultural use and
ecosystems.

Work towards a “circular” (low waste) food
system
ad. Support initiatives and organizations
that reduce food waste and food
packaging. Single use containers,
packaging, and utensils will be phased
out of municipal operations wherever
practical.
ae. Consider implementation of initiatives
such as plastic bag or styrofoam food
container bans and install water bottle
fillings stations at municipal parks and
facilities.

7.2.3 Where appropriate the
Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

 here conversion of agricultural land
W
to non-agricultural uses occurs, require
contribution to an Agricultural Reserve
Fund.
b. Look for ways to support local food
security and farming initiatives.
c. Provide opportunities for residents to
have food producing gardens in urban
areas.
d. Provide appropriate buffers where
residential land abuts agricultural lands.
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7.2.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
Farmers and Agricultural Landowners
Significantly lower greenhouse gas emissions
and greater carbon storage
a. Use and promote farming methods and
techniques that reduce GHG emissions,
and sequester carbon in the soil.
b. Limit the amount of water used.
c. Minimize the use of fossil-fuel based
energy and chemicals (pesticides and
fertilizers).
d. Work towards a "circular economy" and
reduce food related wastes.
e. Focus on improving the resilience and
equity of the local food system.
f. Gear production towards local markets
to increase local food self-reliance.
Enhance biodiversity by preserving,
connecting and enhancing habitat on and
between agricultural lands
g. Set aside and steward marginal
or unused farmland for ecological
purposes.
h. Adopt and promote sustainable,
regenerative farming techniques
that enhance soil health, landscape
complexity and farm biodiversity.
i. Protect, preserve, and enhance
biodiversity by enhancing and
introducing hedgerows, copses,
wetlands and irrigation ponds into the
farm system.

Community Members
k.

 upport local farmers, especially those
S
using organic, regenerative techniques.
l. Support food producers/harvesters,
food processors and markets by buying
locally produced and processed foods.
m. Support farm neighbours by recognizing
and understanding that farming sometimes requires the use of techniques that
may impact residential quality of life.
n. Support food equity and food security
initiatives.

Other Jurisdictions
o. W
 ork with the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) and the Ministry of
Agriculture on agricultural planning,
policy, and enforcement issues and
on reviewing applications for land
use change within the ALR to ensure
consistency with agricultural policy.
p. Collaborate with local First Nations to
strengthen indigenous food systems;
and as appropriate, support sustainable
wild harvesting of traditional food and
medicine from municipal forest lands.
q. Protect shorelines for food harvesting.
r. Take a regional approach to protecting,
enhancing, and supporting agriculture,
working with other jurisdictions to
resolve common issues that interfere
with the economic vitality of farming.
Such issues include drainage problems,
water supply for crops, marketing and
promotion, and community education.
Advocate for appropriate federal
and provincial resourcing of supplymanaged and regulatory systems,
including:
○
Licensing and inspection of
facilities such as abattoirs and
meat processing operations.
○
Education and enforcement
relating to hunting and fishing.
○
Equitable administration of
fishery quotas and ability to sell
dockside to individuals and local
markets.
s. Work with Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO) and Island Health
to improve monitoring of shellfish
contamination with a view to open more
areas to shellfish harvesting.
t. Advocate to Agriculture Canada to
further restrict the use of pesticides and
herbicides that are harmful to insect,
animal, and human populations.
u. Advocate to all levels of government
to provide support for approaches to
agriculture that contribute to healthy
ecosystems and people.
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8
LOCAL
REGENERATIVE
ECONOMY
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"

To repair the failing ecosystems and life-support functions upon

which we all depend, steady-state thinking emphasizes investment

and conservation over spending and consumption. It also must work
to restore trust in government as needed to mend our social safety
nets and cultivate mutually supportive relationships among social
groups.

Urban designers and planners should begin now to rethink cities
- or rather urban regions - so they function as complete quasi-

independent human ecosystems. Less dependent on imports for the

necessities of life, bio-regionally focused populations would be partly
insulated from external climate vagaries, resource shortages and
distant conflicts.

"

- William Rees, UBC Professor Emeritus, Population Ecologist

Excerpt taken from Rees' (2014) Avoiding Collapse: An agenda for sustainable degrowth and relocalizing the economy, pages 11 &
14, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
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8.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
Like many communities, North Cowichan
aspires to create a thriving local economy that
offers high quality employment opportunities,
supports a diverse range of successful and
sustainable businesses, provides a solid base of
tax revenues to support community services and
amenities, and makes it possible for all residents
to enjoy a decent standard of living.
There has been substantial progress made
towards these objectives since the last OCP was
adopted, namely:
○ Some business sectors have expanded
including food and agriculture (including
food processing, agri-tech, and wine/
beer/spirits), biomedical, and boutique
manufacturing firms;
○ The unemployment rate dropped from
6.9% to 4.6% from 2012 to 2018;
○ North Cowichan has a higher
percentage of employees than the
provincial average in the following
sectors: manufacturing, waste
management and remediation, health
care, and accommodation/ food.
○ Net financial assets of the Municipality
have increased from $7.5 million to $26
million between 2012 and 2018.

However, additional goals that are very
important to North Cowichan include an
economy that reduces pressure on (and even
enhances) local and global environmental
systems and improves equity. At the time of
writing this OCP, the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change Sixth Report was issued
documenting the monumental climate crisis
facing humanity. As with the 2018 IPCC Special
Report¹ about limiting Global Warming to 1.5
degree Celsius, this report underscores the
critical juncture facing humanity and the need
for unprecedented transitions in society and the
economy. In addition, North Cowichan set its
community emissions target at that time to 80%
less than 2017 levels by 2050 and committed
to having a 'net zero' OCP. To respond to
this direction, this chapter sets the objectives
and policies for creating a local, regenerative
economy.
A community plan (like this one) that prioritizes
sustainability and regeneration must re-think
its approach to economic development to fit
the biophysical realities of our shared human
predicament. The purpose of a regenerative
economy is to have as many positive impacts as
possible, not just mitigate negative impacts. The
regenerative economy is based on cooperation
rather than competition, re-use of goods and
materials that are available to us (rather than
manufacturing new ones) and focusing on local
supply.
With climate change and biodiversity at critical
thresholds, our community (like every other)
should be re-considering the core assumptions
about the economy and how to re-purpose it for
long-term health, well-being, social justice, and
the regeneration of natural systems.

¹ See the full 2018 IPCC report here: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/.
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As described in Chapter 2, Figure 8.1, The
Doughnut model is useful to frame the
discussion on the economy. It consists of two
concentric rings:
○ A social foundation - to ensure that
no one is left falling short on life's
essentials.
○ An ecological ceiling - to ensure
that humanity does not collectively
overshoot planetary boundaries.
Between these two limits lies a doughnutshaped space that is both ecologically safe
and socially just - a space in which humanity
can both survive and thrive and where a
regenerative and distributive economy can
flourish (see Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1: Doughnut of Social and Planetary Boundaries.¹

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Given these twin imperatives of creating a
thriving, successful local economy while also
addressing local and global environmental
challenges, North Cowichan requires new
economic thinking as well as creative and
strategic approaches that aligns with this goal.
North Cowichan's economic development
approach should address the following
questions:
○ How can the local economy become
more diverse and successful?
○ How can the local economy grow in
quality/diversity?
○ How can the local economy improve
equity and serve the needs of all
community members to thrive and
prosper?

○ H
 ow can economic development reduce
the negative impacts on ecosystems
and support the restoration and
regeneration of local ecosystems while
providing a living to citizens?
○ How can the local economy move from
a "take, make, waste" linear model to a
more efficient "circular economy"?
○ How can our local economy exist in a
fair and sustainable relationship with
other countries and global systems,
including dealing with competition from
imported products produced cheaply
through human and environmental
exploitation?

¹ Image taken from: https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/11
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8.1 LOCALIZED, LOW
CONSUMPTION ECONOMY
To address these significant challenges,
this Plan utilizes a fundamentally different
economic philosophy from its predecessor. This
philosophy is outlined below and informs the
policies that follow.

RE-THINKING GROWTH

The Plan rejects the notion that economic
growth (especially increased consumption) is
the primary purpose of economic development
and inherently beneficial for society. It
recognizes that growth for growth's sake is
undermining the delicate natural systems that
we rely on for all life and therefore, antithetical
to a sustainable/regenerative economy.

CARBON NEUTRAL

Like all other communities, it is our responsibility
and moral imperative to dramatically decrease our
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and work quickly
and decisively to achieve this OCP's target of
carbon neutrality (i.e. net zero emissions) by 2050.
The 2021 Climate Action and Energy Plan (CAEP)
update includes establishment of regular ongoing
emissions monitoring. Similar reductions are
necessary worldwide to have any hope of keeping
global temperature increases within 1.5 degrees
Celsius. It is unrealistic to expect this to be achieved
without profound changes in current thinking and
patterns of behaviour.

Instead, our aim should be to increase the
quality, resilience and fairness of the economy
while reducing its negative impacts on the
climate and environment.

REGENERATION

Recognizing that we have already vastly
depleted a number of local and global
resources, such as fish stocks and old growth
forests, taking us far beyond sustainable limits
of consumption, the Plan recognizes it is no
longer sufficient to "do less harm", especially
as Canada and the US use in excess of 8 Global
Hectares to support each person.² Instead,
we must adopt a "regenerative" approach to
the economy. i.e. one where, business and the
economy are a force of restoration, regeneration
and increasing equity.

² See https://data.footprintnetwork.org for further details on biocapacity.
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SELF-RELIANCE AND RESILIENCE

We must move towards greater self-reliance and
vastly reduce our dependence on and exploitation
of distant resources and ecological wealth.
Instead, we should look towards opportunities
for increasing local self-reliance even when this
may not be the most economically advantageous
direction under the current system. We must build
an economy resilient to stressors and shocks such
as the COVID-19 pandemic.

REGENERATIVE BUSINESS & THE
GREENING OF INDUSTRY
A great variety of businesses are required to
support a local community and region, and we
must work towards the greening of all businesses
(i.e. reduce GHG emissions, material/water
consumption and ecological impacts of existing
businesses) while also supporting new, regenerative
businesses having a fundamentally different
relationship to community and the natural world.
Currently, small scale industrial emissions account
for almost 40% of North Cowichan's emissions.
Working with these businesses to reduce emissions
is key to meeting our targets.

TECHNOLOGY AND REMOTE WORK
OPTIONS

Technology and the COVID-19 pandemic have
changed the way many businesses are conducted.
Given trends in remote workplaces and the
ability for businesses to move their offices online,
North Cowichan is increasingly attractive for
professionals looking to relocate from cities and
settle in an area with a more direct connection to
the natural environment and excellent recreational
opportunities.
Meets the climate action principle
by encouraging businesses to
reduce their GHG emissions.

The emerging tech industry is expanding across
the province bringing high paying jobs, which
helps provide good living standards and greater
economic opportunities in North Cowichan. A
significant quantity of carbon emissions arise
from workers commuting to jobs in Nanaimo
and Victoria. Promoting telecommuting and WiFi
infrastructure will help reduce GHG emissions as
commuting frequency is reduced.
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8.1.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Increase community economic selfreliance where the local economy
increasingly substitutes goods/products/
materials that are currently imported.
b. Work towards a "circular" economy
where flows of materials, energy and
water are reused to the maximum extent
possible.
c. Create 15 minute communities so
individuals can readily access most
services and amenities (daily needs met)
without the use of a vehicle.
d. Maximize volunteer and sharing
economies, e.g. promote and facilitate
initiatives such as tool libraries, repair
cafés, seed exchanges and mentor or
"buddy" programs.
e. Enable a local economy where the
average per capita ecological footprint
of citizens decreases over time.

“15 Minute Communities” is
an aspirational concept whereby
wherever someone lives in an urban
area, they are within a 15 minute
walk or cycle of most essential or
day-to-day services. This is a reason
to encourage a network of small
service commercial and retail units
throughout the urban area, not just
confined to village centres.

8.1.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 upport sustainable & regenerative
S
businesses focused on the well-being
of residents, including through business
license and zoning regulations.
b. Support the expansion of small
scale, sustainable food/aquaculture
production and processing and a
regional food hub and link with agritourism opportunities (See also Chapter
9)
c. Consider leveraging or acquiring
Municipal land holdings to strategically
encourage the type of businesses and
economic environment that fits with the
philosophy of this Plan.
d. Encourage the development of
local sustainable 'green' technology
businesses and discourage growth of
high-consumption industries that offer
little to improve human well-being
relative to their direct and indirect
environmental costs.
e. Explore the development of business
parks and clusters geared towards
innovation and sustainable technology.
f. Provide a showcase of green
technologies/demonstration projects
that enhance the environmental brand
of North Cowichan drawing green
entrepreneurs to the District and
creating new green jobs.

Progress can be measured by:
○ Qualitative analysis of whether we are
progressing towards a localized, lowconsumption economy.
○ Reduction of ecological footprint per
capita (e.g. eco footprint calculator).
○ Reduction of waste generated per
capita.
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8.1.3 Where appropriate the
8.1.4 The Municipality will work
Municipality will ask
with others to:
developers and landowners to:
a.

 onsider industrial lands to sell/lease for
C
light industrial activity related to green
technologies, specialty food processing,
aquaculture, and other uses that fit with
the philosophy of the plan.

a.

 upport infrastructure for reliable
S
internet connectivity throughout North
Cowichan.
b. Promote North Cowichan as a regional
trades education node that provides
technical and business training to
people interested in working in
small scale ventures in areas such
as agriculture, aquaculture, food
processing, viticulture, specialty
health services, light industry, the
environmental industry, value-added
wood manufacturing and wood product
design.
c. Support innovation and
entrepreneurship incubators and
educational programs for new local
businesses and entrepreneurs. Forge
potential partnerships with VIU, UVic,
Royal Roads and others.
d. Collaborate with Economic Development
Cowichan to seek out opportunities to
develop and enhance the technology
sector in the Cowichan Valley.
e. Work with telecommunication
companies to ensure good infrastructure
to support technological innovation in
the information economy and support
remote work options.
f. Partner to create possibilities for
establishing eco-industrial parks that
promote a circular model, including
synergies and efficiencies from
co-locating compatible industries
producing products that serve human
and environmental well-being.
g. Conduct data-gathering and baseline
assessments against which to measure
progress.
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8.2 SERVING WELL-BEING
BC Healthy Community Society identifies
income/poverty as one of the most prominent
social and structural factors that affect health
and well-being. Income levels below a certain
threshold have been shown to negatively
affect health outcomes in all ages to a much
higher degree than smoking or body weight.³
Healthy economic environments address this
income/poverty determinant by ensuring
"work for everyone capable of working, that
workers are paid a living wage, and where
those who can't work are supported".
Meets the social justice and equity
principle by highlighting the link
between income levels and health
outcomes.

A living wage reflecting the actual cost of
living in a given community benefits the local
community through increased discretionary
spending, reduced staff turnover, increased
capacity to pursue cultural, volunteer and
leisure activities, better health outcomes and
increased worker productivity. A healthy work
environment supports community health and
well-being by offering safe and humane places
for people to work. Workers who are protected
by safety precautions, anti-harassment and
bullying policies and fair wage legislation are
more likely to be healthy individuals who can
actively participate in creating healthy and
sociable communities.4

"

'The strength of a society is measured not by the
wealth of its most affluent members but how
well its most vulnerable citizens are able to cope.
The question we need to ask ourselves is whether everyone has the chance to lead a good and
dignified life.'

"

-Sanna Martin, Prime Minister of Finland

"

Transforming our economics is by no means easy.
But we've known about holistic approaches based
on progress and collective well-being since time
immemorial. All are based on the real world,
rather than flawed assumptions about people and
an idea that infinite material growth on a finite
planet is possible.

"

Yannick Beaudoin, Director General for Ontario
and Northern Canada

³ Read more about the relationship between economics and health here: http://bchealthycommunities.ca/the-issue-economic-equality
4
See http://bchealthycommunities.ca/the-issue-economic-equality/ for further details on BC healthy communities.
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8.2.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objectives:
a. Increase equity amongst community
members and improve community
health, well-being and happiness.
b. Create meaningful employment in
sustainable employment sectors that
contributes to individual and community
well-being.
c. Increase participation in the local
economy by community members to
improve personal financial security and
support for community services.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessments of residents'
well-being.
○ Range of household incomes and
decrease in degree of disparity.
○ Decrease in the number of households
below the poverty line.

8.2.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ork towards ensuring that all
W
community members have access to the
basic needs of food, shelter, water, and
education.
b. Support an early learning and childcare
strategy to support working families and
contribute to a healthy economy.
c. Consider offering onsite childcare at
the Municipal Hall and/or other civic
facilities, or leasing land to childcare
providers.
d. Adopt an ethical procurement policy
that addresses financial, social and
environmental sustainability.

Natural Resources Canada defines a
“just transition” as: “an approach to
economic, environmental and social
policy that aims to create an equitable and prosperous future for workers
and communities as the world builds
a low-carbon economy. No worker
or community can be left behind, so
government climate action must be
focused on those workers.”

8.2.3 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

L ook for opportunities to support
businesses and social entrepreneurs
that are providing opportunities for
marginalized and equity-seeking groups
and individuals.
b. Strengthen partnerships with local First
Nations and Indigenous community
members and look for opportunities to
develop mutually beneficial economic
(development) projects and initiatives.
c. Advocate for a living wage for all
employees.
d. Support initiatives that encourage
employers to prioritize worker wellbeing and facilitate a “just transition “ to
a regenerative economy.
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8.3 LOCAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
North Cowichan has a clear role to play in
creating a climate to retain, nurture and attract
new businesses that fit with its economic goals.
This can be achieved through planning for an
attractive, livable, amenity-rich community, and
creating administrative, tax and investment
policies that support and encourage the types
of businesses that are needed. An important
component is the recognition that economic
"development" does not necessarily mean
getting bigger but can mean getting better.
Examples include:
○ S
 upport initiatives that focus on
attraction and retention of people and
skills, rather than on sector-specific
attraction.
○ Avoid policies (such as tax exemptions
and fee waivers) that dilute the social
contract to sustain social infrastructure.
○ Diversify commercial activities.
○ Transition from limiting and repetitive
jobs to meaningful skilled jobs.
○ Increase skills training, education and
apprenticeship opportunities.
○ Foster appropriate technology
development and a “just transition”
away from a fossil fuel-dependent
economy.
○ Shift towards products and services
that help well-being, environmental
restoration and cultural creativity.
○ Shift to a wider range of products and
services generated locally.

The supply of commercially and industrially
zoned lands in North Cowichan can likely
accommodate demand for the foreseeable
future (although at a regional scale this may
not be the case). Land use efficiencies could be
increased by combining mixed-use development
with light industry and infill.
To support economic development within
North Cowichan and the Cowichan Region
overall, the Municipality should enhance and
market the attributes of its livable communities
and the advantages for desirable industrial
and commercial enterprises to locate here.
It is also important for the Municipality to
work closely and effectively with the various
economic development authorities and business
organizations in the region.
Not all technological innovations or products
provide clear benefits to human wellbeing.
Some industries have questionable benefits
and create significant waste and harm.
Predatory financial lending, energy-intensive
cryptocurrency “mining”, arms manufacture,
or cosmetic vivisection are all examples of
industries that are unlikely to be welcomed
by citizens in their midst. The Municipality can
ensure that its zoning bylaw takes a discerning
approach to the types of industrial and
commercial uses it permits.
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8.3.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Establish a business environment that
supports sustainable, local economic development
in North Cowichan while maintaining a high quality
of life and high environmental integrity.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in numbers of business licenses
for sustainable, local businesses.
○ Qualitative assessment of "fit" of
businesses with the Municipality’s
economic development goals.

“Good enough to approve, not bad
enough to refuse”
This idea represents a mindset whereby
only development that actively adds
value to North Cowichan’s urban and
rural environments in terms of design
features such as architecture, urban form,
retention of natural features, landscaping
and amenities. Lower standards of design
merely seeking to avoid harmful impacts
are not sufficient.

8.3.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 xercise leadership for economic
E
development in North Cowichan, clearly
communicating its economic development
approach and encourage other partners.
b. Support the development and retention
of local sustainable businesses, including
supporting existing businesses in reducing
impacts.
c. Consider creating a sustainable economic
development corporation, owned by the
Municipality but managed by an arm's
length board of directors.
d. Consider addressing any gaps in the local
business ecosystem by pursuing strategic
business attraction and development
opportunities to strengthen and diversify
the local economy.
e. Consider facilitating development
proposals for creation of live-work units.
f. Administer a permitting process that
is transparent, timely and solutionoriented in order to meet both developer
and community objectives for new
development. This should be based on
the premise that development is "good
enough to approve", rather than "not bad
enough to refuse".
g. Examine how to leverage taxes and other
financial tools to support and promote
businesses aligned with its economic
development objectives.

h.

i.
j.

k.

 romote high quality urban design and
P
make strategic investments in public
amenities and the public realm to create
healthy, livable, amenity-rich communities
that are paramount for attracting desirable,
sustainable businesses.
Use its planning, taxation and investment
powers to revitalize commercial and
mixed-use areas that have declined.
Look for opportunities to support local,
sustainable businesses through its
procurement processes and consider
adopting associated policies.
Critically review types of commercial and
industrial uses and update the zoning and
business licensing bylaws accordingly.
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8.3.3 The Municipality will ask
developers and business
owners to:
a.

 hare their approaches to "living wage",
S
community contribution, climate action,
and reducing environmental impact
when applying for a business licence.
b. Demonstrate, if they are applying to rezone lands for the purpose of significant
new business or new employment
centres, that the childcare needs of
employees can be met in the community
or else provide appropriate space within
their business premises that can be
leased to providers.

8.3.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ake a regional approach to economic
T
development including partnership
with First Nations and other local
governments.
b. Look for ways to work with others to
support and encourage innovation in
regenerative business practices.
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8.4 RURAL-BASED ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES
Beyond the traditional activities associated
with farming and forestry, the rural and natural
areas of the municipality provide opportunities
for other economic activity. The extensive
oceanfront, large municipal forests, a beautiful
natural setting close to major urban centres are
all important attractions. See also Chapter 7:
Food Security and Local Agriculture.
The outdoor setting amid forests, lakes, ocean
and mountains sets the stage for a strong and
responsible local tourism sector. Access to these
areas is provided by trailheads, boat launches
and marinas, enabling sports such as biking,
fishing, kayaking and hiking. The attraction of
the natural setting is complemented by local arts
and culture, history, agriculture and viticulture.
In keeping with the economic development
goals of this OCP, themed tourism (e.g. bike,
ecological, food/agricultural) and value-added
forest products all present opportunities for
locally owned, low-impact business creation.
These have to be balanced against the unique
qualities, characteristics and fragilities of the
associated environments to ensure that those
features are not compromised by excessive
tourism levels, activities and traffic.
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8.4.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Encourage and promote economic
activities that fit with the values of rural
communities and a thriving natural environment.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in number of rural business
licenses that fit with the values of rural
communities.

8.4.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 llow some commercial uses and
A
home-based businesses in rural areas,
consistent with maintaining rural
character. Focus on local products and
small-scale services (including childcare
facilities) and carefully assess proposals
for assembly uses (such as wedding
venues and fêtes) on a case-by-case
basis to ensure acceptable levels of
noise, disturbance and traffic are
maintained.
b. Establish appropriate standards for
home-based businesses in rural areas,
recognizing that with some flexibility,
home-based businesses will be smallscale in nature, creating minimal impact
to neighbouring properties.

8.4.3 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 upport and encourage the development
S
of rural businesses, especially those that
enhance the productivity of the natural
environment and link climate change
strategies to economic opportunities.
b. Support business and tourism
development that sensitively celebrate our
natural assets and rural character including
agri-tourism, sports-tourism and ecotourism at levels that do not compromise
those assets.
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8.5 COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITY

Commerce is the day-to-day business that
occurs within the community. Commerce
provides residents with the goods and services
they require and provides income for business
owners and employees.
Commercial activity has a huge impact on a
region, its communities, and neighbourhoods.
Commerce influences traffic patterns, and
through their signage, storefronts and publicly
accessible spaces, businesses significantly
influence our visual environment.
Accessibility, safety and parking are important
issues for many commercial enterprises and their
customers. In recent years, some commercial
businesses have faced challenges because
of the shift to on-line shopping. Commercial
opportunities are changing rapidly, particularly
with technological development, and regulation
is sometimes slow to “catch up” with innovative
ideas. Temporary Use Permits are a good way of
authorizing a new use at a given site to allow the
Municipality to assess potential impacts before
considering any permanent changes to the
zoning.

The location and vitality of commercial retail
largely determines a community’s character
and well-planned commercial services can
make neighbourhoods and communities more
livable, affordable and resilient. The Municipality
supports a variety of commercial types: local,
neighbourhood, commercial cores, service
commercial, and regional shopping centre. It
also supports a mix of uses in a building such as
ground floor commercial with residential units
above.
Together with the City of Duncan and
Cowichan Tribes, North Cowichan's South
End area provides significant commercial
services to the region. The implementation
of the University Village Local Plan through
regional cooperation, and coordination of
commercial and public realm development are
vital for creating successful commercial areas.
Commercial services are also concentrated in the
communities of Chemainus and Crofton and are
essential components of those communities that
need to be nurtured.
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8.5.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Protect and promote the economic
viability of existing commercial enterprises in
North Cowichan, attract local, new and emerging
service, retail and other commercial businesses,
and encourage diverse types of commercial
activity focusing on sustainable, regenerative
practices.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Increase in percentage of homes within
an approximate 15-minute walk of a
commercial area/node.
○ Qualitative assessment of the types
of commercial businesses in North
Cowichan.

8.5.2 The Municipality will strive to:
a.

 ncourage infill of existing commercial
E
areas and incentivize the redevelopment
or intensification of use on existing
commercial sites.
b. Include mixed use buildings in
commercial areas.
c. Encourage a full range of commercial
land uses to serve both the local and
regional markets.
d. Consider the use of Temporary Use
Permits to facilitate a range of uses
not permitted under existing zoning to
capitalize on unique and/or short-term
development opportunities.
e. Carefully consider parking needs in
core / town centre areas to ensure
that adequate (but not excessive)
parking is available to service new and
existing developments. The Municipality
may support applications to reduce
parking requirements where sufficient
infrastructure exists and/or can be
provided to support alternative modes
of transportation (e.g. transit, cycling,
pedestrian, car share etc.).
f. Not permit additional drive-throughs
as they are typically associated with
fast food stores that are often visually
unappealing and promote vehicle use
and increased GHG emissions.
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8.6 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

 istorically, industry has played a formative
H
role in North Cowichan. Activities range from
light manufacturing and specialized crafts
through to heavy industry involved in primary
processing. The needs of industry are unique:
siting and operational requirements, such as
access to material inputs and shipping facilities,
demand careful consideration. Factors such as
noise, air quality, hours of operation and traffic
can influence the quality of life far beyond the
industrial site. Some industries require buffering
to mute their impact, while others can function
side-by-side with their neighbours.
The Municipality has a key role to play in
assisting the right industries to find a welcoming
home. Policies that support industry and allow
business to confidently invest in the community
can be a catalyst to attract new investment
and good-quality jobs. The designation and
servicing of sufficient industrial land is a basic
requirement. Equally important are clarity,
consistency and timely decisions about how
industry fits with other community values and
aspirations.
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8.6.1 Defining Success | Objectives
Objective: Promote a healthy industrial sector
and encourage sustained and diverse industrial
activity within North Cowichan.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessment of industries that
fit within the goals of this OCP.

8.6.2 The Municipality will strive to:

Promote a healthy industrial sector
a. Support existing heavy industrial
uses making efforts to reduce their
environmental footprint and improve
social conditions for employees and
community.
b. Support diversification and
intensification of uses on underutilized
portions of industrial properties
recognizing that redevelopment of
brownfield and greyfield industrial
sites is preferred over greenfield
development.
c. Encourage shared use and potential
expansion of existing waterfront
infrastructure, including deep sea ports
and dock facilities.
d. Support the development of light
industrial sites suitable to small-scale
food processing in rural or industrial
areas, as appropriate.
e. Support legal cannabis production and
processing in the industrial designation.
f. Support establishment of “ecoindustrial” parks that promote synergies
and efficiencies by co-locating
compatible industries producing
products that serve human and
environmental well-being.

Reduce the potential for conflicts between
industrial and other lands uses
g. Ensure new heavy industrial
development, consistent with the zoning
bylaw and goals of this OCP are located
away from and buffered from urban
residential and other sensitive areas.
h. Require screening and other interface
treatments adjacent to non-industrial
uses or scenic roads.
i. Manage noise, pollution, and nuisance
in industrial areas (see also Chapter
8: Regeneration and Protection of the
Natural Environment).
j. Consider selective down-zoning of
vacant heavy industrial lands to light
industrial zoning, where the resumption
of heavy industrial uses would
negatively impact the local community.
k. Not support expansion of industrial
lands or uses into non-industrial areas.
l. Review the zoning bylaw to prevent
additional high-emissions, or other
polluting industrial and commercial uses
being established in locations.
m. Manage the impact of heavy truck traffic
on municipal roads by designating truck
routes and restrictions on location and
time-of-day use where warranted.
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8.6.3 The Municipality will ask
businesses, developers, and
landowners to:
a.

 ontinually seek ways to reduce their
C
GHG emissions and environmental
impacts of their operations.
b. Use light industrial business sites
efficiently and look for synergistic
relationships with adjacent businesses
and communities, such as live-work
units and childcare facilities.
c. Consider introducing programs and
initiatives to increase equity such as
"living wage" policies and community
contributions.
d. Secure appropriate funding for
the planning, remediation and
redevelopment of brownfield and
greyfield sites.
e. Remediate any contaminated sites or
vacated industrial sites at the waterfront
in Chemainus, Crofton or Cowichan
Bay, and include a waterfront planning
process as part of any land use change
or redevelopment application.

8.6.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:

a.

 ollaborate with the Cowichan Valley
C
Regional District to recruit and retain
new forms of industry that fit with the
goals of this OCP.
b. Maintain an inventory of vacant and
developed industrially zoned land in
partnership with the CVRD, in order
to monitor the industrial land supply
and facilitate location of appropriate
industries in North Cowichan.
c. Work with CVRD on a regional economic
strategy, industrial strategy and related
initiatives.
d. Look for opportunities to partner with
First Nations and other Indigenous
organizations on sustainable local
business initiatives.
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8.6.5 Mining And Gravel Extraction
While provincial legislation assigns provincial
and municipal governments shared jurisdiction
over aggregate extraction operations, the
fundamental authority with respect to aggregate
extraction and mining resides in the provincial
Mines Act and the permits issued under it. The
Mines Act focuses on mining activities, worker
health and safety, environmental impacts,
and reclamation of the mine site. It does not,
however, clearly address questions of where
mines should or should not be located, nor does
it adequately address the full range of off-site
impacts.
If mining and gravel extraction is to be
undertaken in North Cowichan, it must be
done responsibly at all stages: exploration,
mine development and extraction, closure and
reclamation. Responsible mining would be
that which considers a wide range of factors
including employment, First Nations interests,
environmental protection and compensation,
management of impacts on adjacent properties,
and impacts on other aspects of the North
Cowichan economy (e.g., tourism, construction).
In recent years, mine planning, mine closure
practices, and the conduct of mining operations
have evolved, these are intended to reduce the
negative environmental and social impacts of
mining. The manner in which a mine is planned
can greatly reduce the magnitude and duration
of impacts over the life of the mine and after its
closure.
Sand and gravel (aggregate) deposits are also
an important resource in North Cowichan.
Gravel extraction greater than 500 m³ per parcel
is not a permitted use within the Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) unless the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) grants approval. Removal
of aggregate resources from lands within the
ALR requires prior approval from both the
Provincial Agricultural Land Commission and
the Municipality. Gravel-processing operations
(within or outside of the ALR) are industrial land
uses and are subject to municipal zoning and
other municipal regulations.
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8.6.5.1 Defining Success |
Objectives
Objective: Ensure environmental stewardship
and responsible approaches in aggregate and
mineral resource extraction.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Qualitative assessment of environmental
stewardship and responsible approaches
to resource extraction.

8.6.5.2 The Municipality will strive
to:
a.

 onsider support for mining and
C
aggregate activities in appropriate
locations, that minimize environmental
impacts, protect local viewscapes,
minimize conflicts with adjacent land
uses, and make appropriate provisions
for reclamation after the mining
operations have ceased.
b. Encourage best management practices
for mineral and aggregate resource
extraction activities.

8.6.5.3 The Municipality will ask
landowners and resource
extractors to:
a.

 rovide detailed (and independent)
P
social, economic and environmental
impact studies and management plans
that align with community goals, when
the Municipality is asked to comment
on mining proposals by agencies having
jurisdiction.
b. Provide operational plans that address
potential impacts on neighbours,
the environment and community
infrastructure, when the Municipality is
asked to comment on mining proposals
by agencies having jurisdiction.

8.6.5.4 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

 ncourage the Province to undertake
E
public engagement and consultation
on proposed mining or aggregate
operations.
b. Encourage the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities to lobby the Province
for greater local government input
and control over decisions about the
extraction of surface and subsurface
resources within their boundaries.
c. Work with other agencies, stakeholders
and the Agricultural Land Commission
to encourage the reclamation of mineral
and gravel extraction operations on
lands in the ALR to a high standard for
agriculture.
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9
SUSTAINABLE
INFRASTRUCTURE
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"

By weaving natural features into the built environment, green

infrastructure can not only provide stormwater management, but

also a number of other environmental, social, and economic benefits
not typically provided by gray infrastructure. Green infrastructure
increases exposure to the natural environment, reduces exposure
to harmful substances and conditions, provides opportunity

for recreation and physical activity, improves safety, promotes
community identity and a sense of well-being, and provides

economic benefits at both the community and household level.

"

- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Quote taken from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (2017) article Health Benefits of Green Infrastructure in Communities:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-11/documents/greeninfrastructure_healthy_communities_factsheet.pdf .
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9.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
This section addresses community infrastructure
for water, wastewater, storm water, solid waste
systems and other related services. Providing
these services is a core function of local
government.
Objective: Provide responsible infrastructure
management through long-range plans that
address growth demands, operational efficiency
and financial and environmental sustainability
by:
○ Ensuring safe high quality drinking water.
○ Reducing water consumption to
conserve groundwater supplies.
○ Planning and administering effective
wastewater treatment.
○ Increasing the level of groundwater
recharge and not increasing peak runoff
flow rates; particularly where erosion
and/or environmental degradation may
result, or where flood risk is increased.
○ Utilizing green infrastructure.
Progress will be measured by:
○ Decreased water consumption (total and
per capita).
○ Decreased solid waste production (total
and per capita) collected.
○ Effluent compliance rate for wastewater.
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9.1 WATER SYSTEMS
Protection of our water sources and the delivery
of clean, safe water to citizens are core functions
of municipal government. Future land use
decisions and development practices must
consider the vital role of water in sustaining
all life. Access to clean, reliable water supply
supports our environment, our health, and our
economy.
Over recent decades, the region’s water
resources have been strained by a range of
factors including drier summers due to climate
change. Because some of the watersheds that
provide the municipality with drinking water are
outside of municipal boundaries, cooperation
with adjacent jurisdictions and landowners is
essential.
North Cowichan operates three potable water
systems: Chemainus, Crofton and the South End.
Part of the South End community is also serviced
by the City of Duncan Water System. Each
system is described below.
In general, parts of each distribution system
need to be upgraded as growth occurs. Where
there is increased densification and higher
fire flow demands, additional upgrades to
the distribution system may be required.
Infrastructure upgrades triggered by growth can
be partially funded through the collection of
Development Cost Charges (DCCs). If rezoning is
required, the Municipality can negotiate a full or
partial recovery of infrastructure upgrade costs
as a community amenity contribution.

CHEMAINUS
Historically Chemainus was serviced from a
surface water supply. New wells were drilled
near to the Chemainus River a number of years
ago. Chemainus is now mainly supplied from the
well source and the Holyoak Lake supply during
the summer when needed. For both supplies,
chlorine is used to treat the water and to ensure
chlorine is present in the water throughout the
distribution system.

CROFTON
Crofton is supplied with water from the
Cowichan River. The water is pumped by Paper
Excellence, through their water treatment plant,
where it is put through settlement tanks and
filters prior to chlorination. The water is then
pumped into the Crofton Water System where it
is dosed with chlorine again to provide further
treatment and to ensure that there is chlorine
present in the water throughout the distribution
system. Crofton also has a backup water supply
at Crofton Lake. In addition, a new force main
and pump station has been constructed that will
enable the South End Water System to supply
Crofton should the need arise.

SOUTH END
The South End system supplies the local areas
of Berkey's Corner, Bell McKinnon, Quamichan,
Maple Bay, plus portions of South End Centre,
Rural West and Rural East. As stated above, a
new force main and pump station will enable
the South End Water System to supply Crofton
should the need arise.
The South End is supplied with water from
the Cowichan aquifer via a well field located
on the south side of the Cowichan River. Parts
of the South End of North Cowichan are also
supplied by the City of Duncan from a similar
well field south of the Cowichan River operated
by the City of Duncan. The water from the
North Cowichan well field is disinfected using
ultraviolet light and chlorine to ensure chlorine is
present in the water throughout the distribution
system.
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9.1.1 The Municipality will strive to:
Protect drinking water supply
a. Maintain a master plan and
bylaws that identify future capital
improvements necessary to provide
water to residents within water
service areas.
b. Seek to better understand and
consider impacts of wells on local
aquifers.
c. Promote and incentivize water
conservation policies and practices,
which may include:
○ Continue implementing asset
management strategies to
reduce water system leakage.
○ Continue water metering for all
housing units, including stratas.
○ Further restrictions and controls
on water use during high water
use periods (summer).
○ Provide community education
about water conservation.
○ Promote use of water
conservation measures such as
low- flow appliances and low
water landscaping.
○ Monitor and update water
consumption pricing.

9.1.2 The Municipality will ask
developers and landowners to:
a.

Provide, for all development types,
a report setting out how fire flows
have been calculated.

Preserve fire flow capacity
d. Consider the requirements and
impacts of development proposals
on fire flows within the water system.
Developments exceeding available
capacity will not be approved unless
the developer funds all necessary
capacity upgrades. Any such
upgrades must be completed prior
to building occupation.
e. Work with developers to identify fire
flow capacities at an early stage and
achieve site and building designs
that remain within available capacity.
f. Periodically update its water system
models and identify future capacity
upgrades and works.
g. Review the Development Cost
Charges bylaw to ensure any
capacity upgrades needed to
facilitate new development are
adequately reflected.
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9.2 SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMS
The Municipality operates four sanitary
treatment plants (STP) and sanitary sewer
collection systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chemainus STP and sewer system.
Crofton STP and sewer system.
The Joint Utility Board (JUB) STP and
South End sewer system.
Maple Bay STP and sewer system.

In general, some parts of each collection
system may need to be upgraded as growth
occurs. Where there is increased densification,
additional upgrades to the collection system
may be required. Infrastructure upgrades
triggered by growth can be partially funded
through the collection of Development Cost
Charges (DCCs). If the application requires a
rezoning, the Municipality can negotiate a full or
partial recovery of infrastructure upgrade costs
as a community amenity contribution.

CHEMAINUS
Wastewater in Chemainus is collected and
treated at the Chemainus STP. The Chemainus
STP is an extended aeration treatment plant
that provides secondary level treatment. The
treated effluent is discharged to Stuart Channel
though an outfall pipe. The effluent discharged
from the STP is regulated by the Province
through a permit. The Chemainus STP is in the
process of being registered under the Municipal
Waste Regulation (MWR) after which it will be
regulated under that legislation.
The Chemainus STP treats sludges generated at
the plant plus those generated at the Crofton
STP. These sludges are digested and dewatered
prior to being hauled away for land fertilization
at a biosolids land application site.

2017 concluded that once minor upgrades are
implemented, this facility is expected to have
capacity to accommodate growth out to 2053
based on historical growth rates within the
Chemainus Sanitary Sewer Service Area.

CROFTON
Wastewater in Crofton is collected and treated
at the Crofton STP. Crofton also treats sewage
from the Tussie Reserve (Penelekut) and Halalt
Reserve (Halalt) First Nations.
Treated effluent is discharged to Osborne
Bay/Stuart Channel though an outfall pipe/
diffuser. The effluent discharged from the STP
is regulated by the Province through a permit.
In the near future, as flows to the treatment
plant increase, the Province will require that the
Crofton STP be registered under the Municipal
Waste Regulation (MWR) after which it will be
regulated under that legislation.
The Crofton STP has a very high compliance
level. It is not anticipated that future registration
under the MWR will be problematic although
some minor upgrades may be required to
meet regulations once the treatment plant
is registered. A capacity assessment study
completed in 2017 concluded that once the
said upgrades are implemented, this facility is
expected to have capacity to accommodate
growth out to 2053 based on historical growth
rates within the Crofton Sanitary Sewer Service
Area.

The Chemainus STP has a very high compliance
level, and it is not anticipated that registration
will be problematic, although some minor
upgrades may be required in the near term.
A capacity assessment study completed in
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SOUTH END

Wastewater in the South End is collected and
treated at the Joint Utilities Board (JUB) STP.
The JUB STP also serves the City of Duncan,
Cowichan Tribes First Nation, and CVRD Electoral
Areas D (Cowichan Bay) and E (Eagle Heights).
North Cowichan and Duncan jointly own the
facility with Cowichan Tribes and the CVRD
being users of the facility. The facility is located
on Cowichan Tribes’ Reserve and is secured until
2060 via a lease agreement.
The JUB STP is a complete mix aerated lagoon
treatment plant that provides secondary level
treatment, along with some tertiary treatment
for phosphorus removal during the summer
months. The treated effluent is discharged to
Cowichan River though an outfall pipe/diffuser.
The JUB is currently in the process of relocating
the outfall from the Cowichan River to the
embayment line of Cowichan Bay. The effluent
discharged from the STP is regulated by the
Province through an operating certificate. It is
not anticipated that the JUB STP will have to
register under the MWR because it is currently
part of a liquid waste management plan. Once
the outfall is relocated, it is likely that some of
the compliance limits will be increased.
The JUB STP currently has a very high
compliance level. With the relocation of the
outfall it is expected that it will continue to have
a very high compliance level.
Due to the fact the JUB STP serves five
jurisdictions, the capacity of the facility is
allocated amongst the five jurisdictions using an
equivalent residential unit (ERU) system. There
are a total of 17,300 ERUs of capacity, of which
North Cowichan holds 9,288 ERUs or 53.69% of
the total capacity of the facility. North Cowichan
is currently using 7,102 ERUs (as of Dec 31, 2021)
or 77.57% of the ERUs it holds. Based on the
average growth rate over the last 10 years it Is
estimated North Cowichan has ERU capacity out
to 2040. However, if growth is focused in the
serviced areas of the South End more than has
traditionally been the case, then North Cowichan
will tend to consume its units more rapidly than
what is projected based on the growth patterns
occurring over the last 10 years.

Based on the aggregate 10 year historical
growth rates of ALL of the jurisdictions using
the JUB STP, the JUB STP has capacity out to
approximately 2043. However, because some
jurisdictions will need units sooner than others,
efforts are underway to implement upgrades to
the facility. More specifically:
1.

2.

3.

4.

A capacity re-assessment study, much
like the study conducted in 2014, is being
undertaken to determine if the relatively
good performance of the treatment facility
will permit the JUB to increase the ERU
capacity of the facility.
Relocating the outfall to Cowichan Bay has
the potential to further increase the capacity
of the facility as the treated effluent will
be discharging into a marine environment
with very high dilution ratios compared to a
freshwater environment (the Cowichan River)
with a very low dilution ratio; particularly in
the summer months. This could result in an
additional increase to the facility’s capacity.
Additional aeration units (equivalent to 50%
more that what is currently installed) can
be added to provide further increase in the
facility’s capacity.
The facility redesign in 1998 contemplated
further upgrades beyond the installation
of additional diffusers. The facility can be
upgraded to a modified Sequencing Batch
Reactor facility that will result in another
increase in the facility’s capacity beyond
what can be achieved via the improvements
listed in item 3.
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MAPLE BAY

Wastewater in a small area of Maple Bay near
the Maple Bay marina is collected and treated at
a STP. Designed primarily to deal with discharges
from the Marina and for some growth in the
Shorepine Close area, the owners of the Maple
Bay Marina constructed the Maple Bay STP and
subsequently handed it over to the Municipality
to own and operate.
Like the JUB STP, the Maple Bay Marina system
is managed through ERUs where approximately
50% of the 117 ERUs are owned by the Marina
while the rest are allocated to the surrounding
properties within the sewer service area. There
are some lots that did not connect when the
treatment was built but have been assigned
ERUs during design. Those properties must
petition to come into the sewer service area to
connect and must pay latecomer fees to the
Maple Bay Marina. The sewer service area for
the Maple Bay Marina is fixed to the boundary
currently established for the service area and
there are no "spare" ERUs available for growth.
The Maple Bay STP provides a secondary level
of treatment, with the potential to provide
tertiary level treatment (phosphorus removal) in
the future. The treated effluent is discharged to
Maple Bay though an outfall pipe/diffuser. The
effluent discharged from the STP is regulated by
the Province through the Municipal Wastewater
Regulation (MWR).
The Maple Bay STP has a very high compliance
level. As the service area is established, and is
fixed, growth is not an issue for this facility.
The collection system has not been included in
current sanitary models but will be captured in
the next model update. Much of the collection
system is owned by the Shore Pine Close strata
except for the downstream sections prior to
discharge to the treatment plant.

9.2.1 The Municipality will strive to:
Provide wastewater disposal and treatment
services
a.

Continue working to upgrade the
Joint Utilities Board wastewater
treatment facility.
b. Continue to implement asset
management strategies to reduce
storm-water infiltration in order to
maintain the capacity and efficiency
of wastewater treatment systems.
c. Pursue strategies to reduce excess
water consumption.
d. Consider shared package treatment
plants to service industrial or
commercial uses where connection
to the municipal system is
impractical.
e. Not support use of shared private
treatment systems for servicing
residential properties.
f. Not support the extension of
Municipal sanitary sewer service to
rural areas.
g. Not expand the Maple Bay
wastewater treatment plant to
facilitate additional development
beyond the current boundaries.

9.2.2 The Municipality will work
with others to:
a.

Pursue strategies to reduce the
impacts of septic systems on the
receiving environment.
b. Continue to collaborate with the
City of Duncan, Cowichan Tribes and
CVRD Electoral Areas D and E to
manage the JUB STP and South End
wastewater treatment system.
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9.3 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The Municipality has a master drainage plan
that identifies significant drainage courses, their
catchment areas, and estimates flows at key
locations within and at the boundaries of those
catchment areas.
The Municipality also has storm water and
drainage design standards within its Engineering
Standards that set out how drainage system
elements are to be sized and designed. The
drainage design standards also contain
provisions for the implementation of green
infrastructure to encourage aquifer recharge
and treatment of more frequent, lower intensity,
rainfall events. The Municipality’s drainage
design standards also have provisions for
the management of larger storm events by
requiring, where downstream impacts occur,
for developers to limit post-development peak
flows to no more than pre-development peak
flows. The Municipality has been working with
the CVRD on new flood plain modelling for the
Cowichan River Basin. That modelling has been
completed and the requisite flood protection
works for the South End and Duncan have been
completed. The current flood modelling and
flood plain mapping does include allowances for
climate change (sea level rise and more intense
winter rainfall events). The Municipality is also
working on a similar plan for the Chemainus
River Basin. That process is starting in 2022.

In addition to ‘grey’ infrastructure systems which
uses pipes, storm drains, treatment facilities
to manage stormwater, also be effective at
managing storm and rain water at several scales.
Examples at the community scale include:
○ A rain barrel up against a house.
○ A row of trees along a major street.
○ Open park space.
○ Rain gardens.
○ Constructed wetlands near a residential
housing complex..
Green Infrastructure can help
communities mitigate the effects of
climate change in an environmentally
friendly way.

At the landscape or watershed scale, examples
could include protecting large open natural
spaces, riparian areas, wetlands and re-vegetating
steep hillsides. When green infrastructure systems
are installed throughout a community or across
a regional watershed, they can provide cleaner
air and water as well as significant value for the
community with flood protection, diverse habitat,
and attractive green spaces. Green infrastructure
can help communities mitigate the effects of
climate change.¹

Cowichan Tribes encourages the municipality
to manage not only storm water on-site in new
developments, but to revise and improve storm
water management in existing developments,
particularly those adjacent to and uphill or
upstream of Cowichan Tribes’ reserve lands.
Cowichan Tribes reserve lands are largely
situated at the lower end of the two major rivers
in the territory and therefore excess winter
rainwater run-off eventually makes its way to
areas where most of the membership resides.

¹See https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/what-green-infrastructure for further information on green
infrastructure and its mitigation effects on the environment.
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9.3.1 The Municipality will strive to:

9.3.2 The Municipality will work
with others to:

Manage storm water effectively
a.

Update and implement master
drainage plan and drainage design
standards that incorporates green
infrastructure (e.g. bio swales,
wetlands, storm detention).
b. Encourage rainwater management
systems through site-adaptive
design that enables natural
infiltration of rainwater.
c. Consider drainage implications of
development projects with the goal
of maximizing on-site rainwater
treatment and preventing flooding
in the local and down stream areas.

a.

Maintain and improve water quality
in all watersheds within North
Cowichan including cooperating
with watershed management groups
to ensure that local expertise and
interests are reflected in policy
development.
b. Encourage neighbourhoods and
residents to play a stewardship role
in enhancing the natural function of
drainage and watercourse systems.
c. Continue to collaborate with
Cowichan Tribes to reduce impact of
storm water on its lands.
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9.4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The Municipality is responsible for garbage and
organics pickup and contracts out the collection
of recycling. Garbage, organics and recycling are
hauled to the CVRD’s Bing's Creek Solid Waste
Management Complex for disposal/reuse.
Strata and businesses are responsible for their
own waste, organics and recycling collection.
The CVRD recently updated its Solid Waste
Management Plan (SWMP). The Municipality
participated in the updating of this plan and
North Cowichan will continue to work with the
CVRD to reduce the overall waste stream.

9.4.1 The Municipality will work with
others to:
a.

Continue to work together with the
CVRD to reduce the volume of solid
waste entering landfills and improve
the capture of recyclables and
organics.
b. Support the adaptive re-use of
buildings and diversion of construction
waste away from landfills.
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10
3
DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT AREAS
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"

Every place is given its character by certain patterns of events that

keep on happening there. These patterns of events are locked in with
certain geometric patterns in the space. Indeed, each building and

each town is ultimately made out of these patterns in the space, and
out of nothing else; they are the atoms and molecules from which a
building or a town is made.

"

- Christopher Alexander, Architect & Author

Christopher Alexander from his 1979 book, The Timeless Way of Building.
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10.0 INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
DEVELOPMENT PERMITS:

GENERAL EXEMPTIONS:

Development permits are one of the tools
available to achieve the vision and objectives
of this Plan. Where a property is included in a
development permit area, a development permit
is required and applications for development
permits are expected to comply with applicable
guidelines and regulations before a permit is
issued and development proceeds.

Development generally excluded from the
requirement for a development permit includes:

Part 14, Division 7 of the Local Government
Act¹ authorizes local governments to establish
Development Permit Areas for one or more of
the following purposes:
○ Protection of the natural environment, its
ecosystems and biological diversity.
○ Protection of development from
hazardous conditions.
○ Protection of farming.
○ Revitalization of an area in which a
commercial use is permitted.
○ Establish objectives for the form and
character of intensive residential
development, and/or commercial,
industrial or multi-family residential
development.
○ Establish objectives to promote energy
conservation, water conservation and
reduce greenhouse gases.
Unless exempted by the ‘General Exceptions’ or
specific exemptions in the development permit
guidelines, the following forms of development
within designated DPAs require a development
permit:
a. Alteration of land, including, excavation,
deposition of soil or other material, and
blasting.
b. Construction and erection of buildings
and other structures.
c. Creation of non-structural impervious or
semi-pervious surfaces.
d. Subdivision of land.

○ Subdivisions for park, lot line adjustment
or parcel consolidation.
○ Planting of trees, shrubs or ground cover
for slope and soil stabilization, habitat
improvement, erosion control and
beautification.
○ Construction within a building that does
not require exterior alteration.
○ Structural alterations to legal or legal
non-conforming buildings and structures
within the existing footprint and building
envelope.
○ Building envelope remediation and/or
replacement of exterior finishes where
the exterior appearance is maintained;
○ Temporary works authorized by a
temporary use permit.
○ The replacement or alteration of existing
signs that are in full compliance with the
Sign Bylaw.

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATIONS:
Development Permit Areas established under
this Official Community Plan are:
○ DPA-1: Multi-Unit and Intensive
Residential Development
○ DPA -2: Commercial and Industrial
Development
○ DPA-3: Natural Environment
○ DPA-4: Hazard Lands
○ DPA-5: Farm Land Protection
○ DPA-6: GHG Emissions and Energy
Reduction
Where land is subject to more than one
Development Permit Area (DPA) designation,
development will be subject to the guidelines
and requirements of all applicable DPAs.

¹Read the full Act here: https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/r15001_14
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10.1 DPA-1 MULTI-UNIT AND
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

This development permit area is intended to
achieve walkable, vibrant, attractive and safe
residential neighbourhoods and communities at
various scales and densities. The guidelines are
intended to provide direction for housing and
associated development that meets the needs
of residents and integrates new housing into the
larger community.

The objectives of DPA-1 are:
a. Establish guidelines for multi-unit
housing that supports liveability,
accessibility and a high quality of life for
residents.
b. Promote a high standard of building,
site, and landscape design.
c. Encourage new forms of housing that
meet current and emerging housing
needs that also integrate sensitively into
the surrounding environment.
d. Integrate higher density housing into
the Village Residential and Village Core
designations.
e. Recognize and promote the distinctive
character of communities and
neighbourhoods.
f. Promote pedestrian connectivity,
alternative transportation modes and
transit use.
g. Integrate new and creative housing
types into existing neighbourhoods and
communities.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(e)&(f) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality
of North Cowichan, and shown on Map 1 North Cowichan and Area are designated a
development permit area for the form and
character of multi-family, multi-unit, and
intensive residential development.
The Multi-Unit and Intensive Residential
Development Permit Area (DPA-1) applies to:
○ Construction of new buildings with three
or more attached dwelling units.
○ Additions to or alteration of existing
buildings with one or more new dwelling
units that increases the number of
dwellings beyond two.
○ The subdivision of land for residential
use where lots (fee simple or bare land
strata) are less than 350 square metres.
○ Building strata housing projects with
three or more dwelling units.
○ Mobile home parks with three or more
dwelling units.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.2 DPA-2 COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish objectives and form and character
guidelines for commercial and industrial
development that respect the operational
requirements of business and industry while
promoting safety, efficient land use, building
and site aesthetics and the integration of mixed
uses at the site, neighbourhood and community
level.

The objectives of DPA-2 are:
a. Achieve a high standard of building, site
and landscape design.
b. Minimize potential conflicts with
adjacent non-commercial and industrial
uses.
c. Promote development that fosters
vibrant public spaces in Village Cores
and other locations frequented by the
public.
d. Support local business through cohesive
and high quality urban design.
e. Promote safe and efficient movement of
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
f. Enable residents to meet more of their
daily needs within their neighbourhoods.
g. Promote social interactions and
strengthen neighbourhood cohesion.
h. Encourage active lifestyles and equitable
access to amenities and services.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(d)&(f) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality
of North Cowichan, and shown on Map 1 North Cowichan and Area are designated
a development permit area for the form
and character of commercial and industrial
development and the revitalization of an area in
which a commercial use is permitted.
The Commercial and Industrial Development
Permit Area (DPA-2) applies to:
○ Development on land or water that is
designated as Village Core, Commercial,
Industrial, Marine Commercial or Marine
Industrial use on Map 2 – Growth and
Land Use Management.
○ Development on land or water zoned
for commercial, industrial, marine
commercial or marine industrial use.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.3 DPA-3 NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the Natural Environment
Development Permit Area (DPA-3) is to
establish objectives and guidelines to protect
and enhance environmentally sensitive areas,
ecosystems and biological diversity, and to
ensure development has a positive impact on
natural features and functions.

The objectives for DPA-3 are:
a. Protect the natural environment, its
ecosystems, habitat and biological
diversity from potential development
impacts.
b. Restore lost or degraded ecosystems and
ecosystem functions.
c. Promote and encourage ecological
resilience in the natural environment to
respond to climate change.
d. Protect against flooding, erosion and
sea level rise in ways that preserve
environmental, cultural and recreational
values.
e. Establish procedures and guidelines for
restoring environmentally sensitive lands
damaged by unauthorized development.
f. Protect shallow and vulnerable aquifers
from risk of groundwater contamination.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(a) of the Local Government Act, all
lands within the boundaries of Municipality of
North Cowichan are designated a development
permit area for the protection of the natural
environment, its ecosystems and biodiversity.
The Natural Environment Development
Permit Area (DPA-3) applies to:
a. Streams and Watercourses:
○ Any development within 30 metres of a
stream, as defined by the Riparian Area
Protection Regulation.
○ Any development within a Riparian
Assessment Area, as defined by the
Riparian Area Protection Regulation.
b. Environmentally Sensitive Areas:
○ Development within 15 metres of any
environmentally sensitive area shown
on Map 4 – Environmentally Sensitive
Areas or identified as environmentally
sensitive by a qualified environmental
professional.
○ Development within 25 metres of a
raptor nest tree.
c. Marine Riparian Areas:
○ Any development within a 30 metre
horizontal distance of the high water
mark of the ocean.
d. Aquifer Protection:
○ Any land with a high vulnerability rating
as shown on Map 5 – Water Source
Protection.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.4 DPA-4 HAZARD LANDS
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish a process for hazard assessment
over those areas of the Municipality susceptible
to land slippage, erosion, wildfires and flood.
Control over development in these areas
protects people and property from hazardous
conditions.

The objectives for DPA-4 are:
a. Protect people, property and the natural
environment from the consequences of
development on land that is potentially
hazardous.
b. Identify and mitigate hazards
while protecting and enhancing
environmentally sensitive areas.
c. Confirm stable and accessible building
sites.
d. Promote development that is
appropriate for steep slope areas by
respecting terrain, maintaining natural
vegetation and drainage patterns.
e. Inform land owners of potential hazards
and require development and property
maintenance that is resilient to hazard
risk.
f. Protect the Municipality from liability
associated with development on and
near hazard near lands.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(b) of the Local Government Act, lands
shown on Map 6 – Natural Hazard Area and
Map 7 - Steep Slopes (& Scenic Character)
are designated a development permit area for
protection from hazardous conditions.
The Hazard Lands Development Permit Area
(DPA-4) applies to:
○ Steep slopes over 20%, measured over
a minimum horizontal distance of 10
metres as identified on Map 7 - Steep
Slopes (& Scenic Character).
○ Lands vulnerable to wildfire hazard risk
and identified as having a "high" or
"extreme" fire hazard rating on Map 6 Natural Hazard Areas.
○ Lands on flood plains.
○ Coastal lands vulnerable to flooding and
sea level rise.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.5 DPA-5 FARM LAND
PROTECTION
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To protect agricultural lands and operations
from conflicts with adjacent non-agricultural
uses in urban interface areas.

The objectives for DPA-5 are:
a. To protect farms and farm operations
from nuisances, complaints and land use
conflicts from adjacent or nearby nonagriculture land uses.
b. To reduce impacts of farming
activities on residents and businesses
in agricultural interface areas by
establishing separation and buffer
requirement adjacent to agricultural
land.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section
488 (1)(c) of the Local Government Act, all lands
outside the Urban Containment Boundary,
as shown on Map 2 – Growth and Land Use
Management, and any land within 30 metres
of the Agricultural Land Reserve boundary, are
designated a development permit area for the
protection of farming.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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10.6 DPA-6 GHG REDUCTION,
ENERGY AND WATER
CONSERVATION
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

To establish objectives and guidelines for new
development that reduce GHG emissions and
energy consumption in the Municipality of North
Cowichan and help meet the Official Community
Plan target of net-zero GHG emissions by 2050.

The objectives for DPA-6 are:
a. Promote GHG reduction and energy
efficiency through thoughtful site,
building and landscape design.
b. Move towards a net-zero emissions
target by improving efficiency of new
buildings.
c. Reduce the volume of embodied carbon
in new construction.
d. Encourage the design and construction
of new buildings that are resilient and
responsive to climate change.
e. Reduce water consumption demands
from new development.

DESIGNATION
In accordance with the provision of Section 488
(1)(h)(i)&(j) of the Local Government Act, all lands
within the boundaries of Municipality of North
Cowichan, as shown on Map 1- North Cowichan
and Area, are designated a development permit
area for the purpose of GHG reduction and
energy and water conservation.
The GHG Reduction, Energy and Water
Conservation DPA (DPA-6) applies to:
○ Multi-unit and intensive residential
development that is in DPA-1 and
requires a development permit.
○ Commercial and industrial development
that is in DPA-2 and requires a
development permit.
○ The construction of buildings for
institutional use that exceed a gross floor
area of 100 square metres.

GUIDELINES
See Zoning Bylaw No. 2950.
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11

DEVELOPMENT
APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
& TEMPORARY USE
PERMITS
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11.1 DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
PURPOSE

DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA OBJECTIVES

The establishment of a Development Approval
Information Area (DAIA) gives local government
the authority to require information about
the potential impacts a proposed land use or
development may have on the environment
and municipal infrastructure before approval is
considered.

a.

To use the DAIA authority the Municipality must,
by bylaw, establish procedures and policies
governing when it can require development
approval information and what information
may be required. The bylaw will also set out
procedures for requesting reconsideration of
DAIA requirements and circumstances where a
public information meeting may be required.

Where potential negative impacts are identified,
the Municipality may require the applicant
to address and mitigate the impacts before
development approval is granted.

DESIGNATION

Pursuant to Section 485(1)(b) of the Local
Government Act, all lands within the boundaries
of the Municipality of North Cowichan, as shown
on Map 1 – North Cowichan and Area, are
designated a Development Approval Information
Area (DAIA).
Development Approval Information may be
required for:
○ Zoning Bylaw amendment Applications.
○ Development permit applications.
○ Temporary use permit applications.

To ensure potential impacts of proposed
development are identified and documented
as part of the development review process.
b. To ensure the Municipality has relevant and
reliable information to properly assess and
mitigate conditions resulting from proposed
development.

DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
INFORMATION AREA
REQUIREMENTS
Development applicants may be required
to submit reports certified by a qualified
professional with the application that assesses
potential impacts and provides mitigation
recommendations. Although not an exhaustive
list, the following professional requirements may
be required.
○ Geotechnical assessment.
○ Environmental overview and impact
assessment.
○ Shadow study.
○ Visual impact assessment/view corridor
assessment.
○ Storm water management plan/master
drainage plan.
○ Sewer and water capacity analysis.
○ Archaeological impact assessment.
○ Traffic impact assessment.
○ Wildfire hazard assessment.
○ Fire Underwriter Survey (FUS) fire flows
calculations and sealed report.
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11.2 TEMPORARY USE PERMITS

DESIGNATION
Pursuant to Section 492 of the Local Government
Act, all lands within the boundaries of the
Municipality of North Cowichan, as shown
on Map 1 – North Cowichan and Area, are
designated as an area where temporary uses
may be permitted. This designation allows a use
of land that is not otherwise permitted in the
Zoning Bylaw to be authorized on a temporary
basis through the issuance of a temporary use
permit. Council (or Council’s delegate) may
issue a temporary use permit for a period of up
to three years, renewable only once. Upon expiry
of the permit, the temporary use must cease.

TEMPORARY USE PERMITS MAY BE
ISSUED TO ALLOW
○ Commercial uses in an industrial area or
an industrial use in a commercial area on
a temporary basis.
○ Seasonal or occasional uses on land
zoned for institutional use.
○ Seasonal or occasional uses in rural, rural
residential, and residential areas where
adjacent properties will not be impacted
by smoke, noise, vibration, dust, glare,
odor or other negative impacts.
○ Temporary housing for farm labour or
construction labour.
○ Temporary non-agricultural uses
on agricultural land as a means of
supplementing farm incomes.
○ Temporary industrial uses in rural/
resource areas (e.g. gravel and mineral
processing, small scale saw milling).
○ Any other temporary use not otherwise
permitted by the Zoning Bylaw.

PRIOR TO ISSUING A TEMPORARY
USE PERMIT
Council or Council’s delegate must be satisfied
the temporary use:
○ Qualifies under one of the above criteria.
○ Potential adverse impacts on adjacent
and surrounding properties will be
appropriately managed.
○ Will not give the permit holder a
competitive advantage over similar
businesses operating in locations zoned
for the use.
○ Will not result in permanent facilities
and land alterations that will encourage
noncompliance with the Zoning Bylaw
once the temporary use permit has
expired.
○ Will return the land to a condition
conducive to the uses it is zoned for.
Temporary use permits may include terms
and conditions related to the temporary use
and security may be required to ensure any
structures and facilities established for the
temporary use are removed upon expiry of the
permit.
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OCP APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Maps
Appendix 2: Local Area Plans
Appendix 3: Comprehensive Development Plans
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APPENDIX 1 TO SCHEDULE "A",
BYLAW 3900, 2022: MAPS
OCP Maps:
MAP 1: North Cowichan and Area
MAP 2: Growth and Land Use Management
MAP 3: Aggregate, Agriculture, and Forestry
MAP 4: Environmentally Sensitive Areas
MAP 5: Water Source Protection
MAP 6: Natural Hazard Areas
MAP 7: Steep Slopes and Scenic Character
MAP 8: Road Classification
MAP 9: Public Utilities and Facilities
MAP 10: Water Service Areas
MAP 11: Sewer Service Areas
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1. North Cowichan and Area
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2. Growth and Land Use Management
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3. Aggregate, Agriculture and Forestry
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4. Environmentally Sensitive Areas
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5. Water Source Protection
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6. Natural Hazard Areas
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7. Steep Slopes & Scenic Character
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8. Road Classification
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9. Public Utilities and Facilities
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10. Water Service Areas
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11. Sewer Service Areas
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Map 2

Growth and Land Use Management
Source: District of North Cowichan
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Map 3

Aggregate Resources,
Agriculture and Forestry Lands
Source: Agricultural Land Commission, District of North Cowichan.
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Map 4
Environmentally Sensitive Areas

1

Source: District of North Cowichan, 2018-2021: Environmentally Sensitive Areas Inventory in Forestry-Managed Lands. Cowichan Valley Regional District, 2018: Environmentally Sensitive Areas Inventory
Madrone Environmental Services Ltd. October 2006: Ecological and Biophysical Assessment Proposed Development Property Echo Heights, Chemainus, BC.
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Map 5
Water Source Protection

1

Source: District of North Cowichan, Province of BC, Ministry of Environment, Thurber Engineering. March 2001, Well Protection Plan Lower Cowichan River Aquifer Chemainus River Aquifer Primary Wells.
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Map 6
Natural Hazard Areas
Source: BC Ministry of Environment and Environment Canada, September 1991. Chemainus River Flood Plain Mapping, District of North Cowichan.
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, 2021 Lower Cowichan, Strathcona Forestry Consulting and Madrone Environmental Consultants Ltd. April 2006. Community Wildfire Protection Plan.
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Map 7

Steep Slopes and Scenic Character
Source: District of North Cowichan. Campbell Jarvis Landscape Planning. November 2009. North Cowichan Community Character Project Summary Report.
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Map 8

Road Network
Source: District of North Cowichan
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Map 9

Public Utilities and Facilities
Source: BC Health Authority, BC Hydro, First Responders GeoBC, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Advanced Education, Public Libraries in BC Map.
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APPENDIX 2 TO SCHEDULE "A",
BYLAW 3900, 2022:
LOCAL AREA PLANS
Local Area Plans:
1.

Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan

Comprising the lands surrounding the site of the new Cowichan District Hospital, the Bell McKinnon
Local Area Plan (LAP) envisions the area’s development as a model green growth centre that is a
vibrant, walkable urban village that facilitates healthy living in all stages of life. Completed in 2018,
the LAP pre-dates this OCP and is modified by the Land Use Designations within this OCP (see
Map 2 Growth and Land Use Management) which suspend the LAP provisions for all lands north of
Herd Road designated as “Future Growth Area”. Notwithstanding details shown in the 2018 LAP, a
future OCP amendment would be required prior to any development within the Future Growth Area
designation.

2.

Crofton Local Area Plan

The Crofton Local Area Plan provides a detailed policy framework and implementation strategy for
future development in Crofton. The Plan is a conceptual document intended to work as a guide for
citizens, developers and municipal staff when contemplating development proposals and
community initiatives.

3.

University Village Local Area Plan

The University Village Local Area Plan (LAP) provides a detailed policy framework and
implementation strategy for the neighbourhood in and around the institutional facilities
concentrated in the North Cowichan/City of Duncan core. The Plan is future-oriented and illustrates
how the area should be developed over a long period through a series of public and private sector
initiatives.

4.

Chemainus Revitalization Plan

Chemainus’ Downtown Revitalization Plan is a tool for citizens, community leaders and the
Municipality to shape the future of Chemainus in a complex, but unified, initiative.
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50-YEAR VISION

3
1
2

4
213

KEY DIRECTIONS
1

Smart Growth

3

A mixed-use village where people
can live, work, and play; and that can
accommodate growth for future
generations.

2

People-Friendly Streets
Existing streets will be improved to
include sidewalks, bike paths, and
landscaping.

Access to Nature
New parks and green spaces will
be created so that all residents are
within a 5-minute walk of natural
areas.

4

Housing Choices
A mix of housing types to
accommodate residents throughout
each stage of life.

DEFINING POLICY
1. Municipality to acquire a network of new
or improved streets as the neighbourhood
redevelops, with an emphasis on pedestrian
comfort and safety (see Section 5.3).
2. Municipality to acquire new parkland
as the neighbourhood redevelops with
the target of having all residents within a
5-minute walk of a green space (see Section
6.3).
3. Applicants to provide Community
Amenity Contributions as part of all
rezoning processes (see Section 4.2.3).
4. New buildings to be energy efficient;
built with a minimum of Step 3 of the BC
Energy Step Code (see Section 4.5.3).

5. All new development to have a
maximum 10% effective impervious area
(area that drains to conventional offsite infrastructure) in order to manage
stormwater on-site and protect local
ecosystems (see Section 4.5.2).
6. All new development to have a minimum
30-40% tree canopy coverage in order to
create a new urban forest (see Section 4.5.1).
7. All new development to adhere to dark
sky lighting principles and guidelines for
exterior lighting in order to maintain a rural
night sky and minimize impact on residents
(Section 5.7.2).
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1

PROJECT
OVERVIEW
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan (BMLAP) provides detailed
policies and recommendations to guide future private and public
investments in the Bell McKinnon area over the next 20+ years.
Bell McKinnon is a unique neighbourhood
poised for transition. The BMLAP is a critical
tool to prepare for and respond to anticipated
regional growth and the new regional hospital
on Bell McKinnon Road. Ultimately, the LAP aims
to guide the Municipality and community in
creating a compact, sustainable neighbourhood
where people can live, work, and play.

engagement throughout. Residents, landowners,
employees, and other stakeholders provided
feedback via a public survey, an interactive Ideas
Fair, an intensive Stakeholder Workshop, and
pop-up engagement booths at key community
locations. Public preference was further refined
at a drop-in Public Gallery and, finally, an Open
House to review the draft of the Plan.

The LAP takes direction from the Municipality’s
Official Community Plan (OCP) and other
supporting documents, and provides a robust
blueprint for planning and design at the
neighbourhood scale. While consisting primarily
of large rural lots and basic infrastructure, the
area is designated as a Growth Centre in the OCP,
meaning urban development is envisioned in the
neighbourhood - providing housing, services,
and amenities to the community.

The resultant BMLAP is based on that input,
as well as contemporary best practices, policy
directions, and key planning principles. The
enclosed policies and strategies are meant to
strengthen the long-term vitality and resilience
of the area while being consistent with
community-based goals, values, and principles.
The key sections of this Plan include:
yy Planning & Design Foundations

In response to OCP direction and the proposed
hospital, the Municipality began the LAP
process to provide a future-oriented illustration
and roadmap of a 21st century Growth Centre.
In early 2018, a team led by Barefoot Planning
kicked off the LAP process. Community
consultation was central to the process, with
multiple opportunities for dialogue and

yy Neighbourhood Concept
yy Land Use & Built Form
yy Transportation
yy Blue-Green Spaces
yy Infrastructure
yy Implementation
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1.2 HOW TO USE THIS PLAN
The BMLAP serves as a guide for future development within the Bell
McKinnon neighbourhood. The Plan provides clear goals, guidelines, and
policies to help achieve the vision for the neighbourhood.
What is a Local Area Plan?

Who is the Plan for?

Local Area Plans (LAPs) provide direction for how a
particular area will grow and change over time. They
typically include detailed guidelines and policies to
direct the urban design, transportation (including
cycling, walking, transit), land use, parks and open
spaces, and other planning elements in the area.

The BMLAP is intended to work as a guide for citizens,
developers, and Municipal staff when contemplating
development proposals and applications in the Plan
Area. This Plan should be reviewed against private
and public land development applications; capital
works projects; and community improvement and
development projects.

An LAP further refines the high-level directions found
in the Official Community Plan (OCP) and applies
those refined policies to a specific neighbourhood;
seeking to achieve the Policies, Goals and
Objectives of the OCP, while also recognizing the
specific opportunities and constraints of a defined
neighbourhood area. The OCP is the Municipality’s
overarching bylaw for guiding and assessing new
development in the community.

The Plan advances the implementation of OCP Goals
and Objectives as well as municipal initiatives as Bell
McKinnon grows and changes over the coming years.
Finally, the Plan outlines the planning and design
standards and expectations within the Bell McKinnon
Plan Area to be considered by the Municipality to
facilitate achieving the Plan vision.

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN /
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1.3 AREA CONTEXT
1.3.1 Historical Context
The Municipality of North Cowichan is situated on
the unceded indigenous territory of the historic
Cowichan Nation and its modern day successors,
including Cowichan Tribes. The Bell McKinnon Road
corridor is located within the historical village lands
of S’amuna (Somenos), which was utilized by the
Coast Salish peoples for thousands of years. Today,
Cowichan Tribes is the largest First Nations band
in British Columbia and remains very active in the
Cowichan Valley.
In the early years of European settlement, Bell
McKinnon and the surrounding area became
utilized for farming and homesteading purposes.
The Municipality of North Cowichan later
developed around traditional resource industries
of agriculture, forestry, mining, and fishing.

10 /
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Over time, poor growing conditions in the Bell
McKinnon corridor led to its removal from the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). With the adoption
of the current OCP, the area was included in the
Urban Containment Boundary and identified as a
Growth Centre.
More recently, the Cowichan Valley Regional
Hospital District purchased 8.9 hectares in the
Bell McKinnon Plan Area for replacement of the
Cowichan District Hospital. The property was
rezoned to accommodate the land use change, and
a future hospital is forecast to be built in the next
5-10 years.
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1.3.3 Policy Context
The BMLAP sits within an existing policy and regulatory context in the
Municipality. This page provides a brief review of this context and how it
informs the development of the Plan.
Official Community Plan (OCP)

Bike Network Implementation Guide

The OCP provides clear direction for developing
the study area as a Growth Centre by adhering to
the principles of Smart Growth and developing
urban infrastructure. Further direction is provided
through high level policy directions and objectives
that support the development of a compact, mixed
use area, including protecting farm land and natural
areas, strong urban design and a people-friendly
public realm, providing a variety of housing types,
and encouraging a healthy and safe environment
for children and youth.

The Bike Network Implementation Guide provides
a vision for developing and enhancing cycling
infrastructure within the Municipality and beyond.
The Guide details the delivery of select projects to
maximize impact and move forward on established
cycling-related policy goals from the PTMP and OCP,
including the development of an on-road protected
trail on Bell McKinnon Road and extensions to the
Cowichan Valley Trail / Trans Canada Trail.

Parks & Trails Master Plan (PTMP)

The CAEP addresses climate change and energy
consumption in the Municipality, providing an
inventory of the community’s energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions and identifying future
trends in energy use. The Plan also identifies
strategies for reducing energy consumption and
emissions through policy and other mechanisms
– such as enforcing the Urban Containment
Boundaries, discouraging rural sprawl, increasing
housing density, and placing importance on active
transportation.

The PTMP is a strategic Plan that guides the
development and management of parks and trails in
the Municipality. Relevant recommendations include
developing safe new multi-modal connections
between communities; improved on- and offroad trail and pathway connectivity; physically
connecting parks, trails, and neighbourhoods; and
developing parks and recreational areas within
walking distance of all residents.

Climate Action & Energy Plan (CAEP)

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 13
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1.4 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Today, the neighbourhood is generally characterized by large rural residential lots with a mix of service
commercial uses adjacent to the Trans-Canada Highway. This image gallery provides a visual overview of existing
conditions in the Plan Area.

Key intersection of Bell McKinnon Road and Herd
Road

Commercial uses in south end of
Bell McKinnon Road

Typical character of Ortona Road and Fairfield
Road

Typical rural landscape off of Bell McKinnon Road

14 /
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Rural character further north on
Bell McKinnon Road

Site of new regional hospital on Bell McKinnon Road

Herd Road is a major link to the east

Existing development site at Herd Road and
Trans-Canada Highway
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Commercial activity and forms at Sprott Road

Agricultural lands beyond the corridor

Somenos Lake is a key ecological asset nearby

Despite road improvement in some locations, on-site pedestrian and cycling facilities are largely absent in the area

Indicative of car-oriented built forms in commercial areas

Unwelcoming architecture at nearby Cowichan Commons

Nearby development tends to be car-oriented and “big box” or highway-oriented in nature

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 15
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1.5 PROJECT PROCESS
1.5.1 SUMMARY
SITE ANALYSIS
January / Project Team
Technical analyses of existing conditions [a] identified
challenges and opportunities and [b] outlined a policy
framework to inform the project. Outcomes of the Site
Analysis informed the content for the Ideas Fair.

IDEAS FAIR
January 31 / Public
An interactive engagement event harvested public
feedback and generated high-level directions and big ideas
for the future of the neighbourhood.

SURVEY & POP-UPS
February / Public
A public survey and online PlaceSpeak discussions, along
with pop up events, extended the reach to the wider
community. Directions from the public formed a base on
which the stakeholder workshop was built.

WORKSHOP & INTERVIEWS
February-March / Stakeholders
Focus interviews provided greater detail on key plan
components, and an intensive workshop refined high-level
directions into possible scenarios and actions. Then, a set
of key elements and plan scenarios were developed for
public review at the Public Gallery.

PUBLIC GALLERY

The project process was rooted in a
collaborative project team, including staff
and consultants, and a community-driven
approach to developing the final Plan.
The adjacent timeline illustrates this
process – the core of which was the
community consultation. In addition to
these steps, the Project Team worked
collaboratively and iteratively with
municipal staff to refine the project. This
included internal department reviews
(e.g., planning, engineering, parks) to
ensure a practical and implementable
Plan. Other key stakeholders were directly
engaged to provide input, including
Island Health, School District 79, Halalt
First Nation, and Cowichan Tribes.
The final BMLAP was directly informed
by the outcomes of the engagement
process along with contemporary best
practices, neighbourhood planning
principles, consultant analyses, and
staff input.

April / Public
A second public event and online survey allowed residents
to share feedback and comment on the scenarios and
directions generated at the workshop, based on their initial
input. The Project Team then synthesized the public input
and developed a draft LAP.

DRAFT LAP OPEN HOUSE
May / Public
The Draft LAP was presented for public comment at an
Open House and online. The Project Team finalized the LAP
based on public and further staff input.

COUNCIL PRESENTATION
July / Public
The Final LAP was presented to Council at a public meeting.

16 /
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1.5.2 Consultation Outcomes

Participation at the kickoff Ideas Fair

Participation at the Ideas Fair

Example of an Ideas Fair display board

Pop-up booth at Duncan Farmer’s Market

Mocking up ideas at the Stakeholder Workshop

A Community Gallery to review ideas, so far

Principles & Values:
yy Conservation planning
yy Sustainability by design
yy Community-oriented

Needs Improvement:
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Active transportation network
Housing diversity and options
Streetscape design
Infrastructure and amenities
Accessibility

Prioritize Investment In:
yy Active transportation connections
within and to/from the neighbourhood

yy
yy
yy
yy

Infrastructure improvements
Stormwater management
High quality community spaces
Housing options

Vision for Bell McKinnon:
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Compact mixed use village
Health precinct
Urban amenities and infrastructure
Social vibrancy
Multiple active transportation options
Integration of green infrastructure
benefiting people and environment
yy An integration of green space and
natural sense of place

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 17
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2

PLANNING
& DESIGN
FOUNDATIONS
2.1 OVERVIEW
Throughout the project process, the community provided input on
the future vision of the neighbourhood, as well as the core values
and principles that should guide that future.
Using this input from the community and
stakeholders, and informed by best practices,
the project team developed a framework of
foundational elements on which the LAP is built.
As opposed to being purely abstract in nature,
this framework directs the development
of corresponding policies, which in turn
translate these concepts into implementable
requirements and guidelines.
Moreover, the presented neighbourhood
concept draws directly from this project
framework.

The framework is made up of the following
hierarchical elements:
Vision – a verbal description of the desired
future state of the area.
Project Goals – the primary objectives to be
achieved in order to realize the vision statement.
Planning & Design Principles – the guiding rules
to follow in order to achieve the project goals and
vision.

227

2.2 VISION
A model Green Growth Centre in the Cowichan Valley that is a vibrant, walkable, urban village
that facilitates healthy living in all stages of life.

2.3 GOALS
Live, Work, Play
A neighbourhood where
residents can live, work, and
play within a 5-minute radius.

8 to 80
A neighbourhood where
people of all ages feel
safe, comfortable and are
welcomed.

Green, Not Grey
A neighbourhood built on a
green network that supports
a healthy community and
ecosystem.

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 19
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2.4 PLANNING PRINCIPLES
Streets for People
Create streets that are
comfortable and safe for all
users – including pedestrians
and cyclists.

Smart Growth
Facilitate compact development
that creates vibrant, walkable
places that provide for longterm community growth, while
avoiding urban sprawl and
worsening impacts on the natural
environment.

Housing Choices
Provide a range of housing
types and tenures to serve local
residents through all stages of
life.

Blue-Green Infrastructure
Develop a comprehensive
blue-green space network that
enhances local ecologies and
supports a healthy community.

20 /
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2.5 URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Life Between Buildings
Layout buildings to define high
quality “outdoor rooms”, such as
private courtyards and public plazas,
for people to gather in and enjoy.

First Floor Focus
Focus on the quality of architecture
and the interface of public and
private spaces at the pedestrian
level in the creation of appealing
storefronts, patios, yards, and
entries.

Human Scale
Design buildings, streets, and other
features to suit and function for
pedestrian capacities, rather than
vehicles or as monuments.

Ecological Design
Integrate natural systems, such as
stormwater flows and ecology, into
all landscape and building design.

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 21
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3

NEIGHBOURHOOD
CONCEPT
3.1 OVERVIEW
This section provides illustrations of the neighbourhood, based on a
long-term, full build-out of the enclosed policies and directions.
The illustrations do not consider a multitude
of factors that will affect the incremental
growth of the neighbourhood. Instead, this
section is merely intended to provide a visual
representation of LAP Policies and Guidelines,
including the maximum possible development
density.
The Neighbourhood Concept helps to visualize
the long-term design and planning directions
for the area, including density of development,
parks and green spaces, new streets, and other
elements. It does not, however, provide a guide
for detailed design and planning elements, such
as architectural and park design character. In
general, simplistic representations of these
elements are used, which do not reflect the
quality of design anticipated in the community.

Inside, you will find:
yy A gallery of precedent images, illustrating
the “types of things” envisioned in the
future for the neighbourhood.
yy A high-level concept plan of the entire
BMLAP area, highlighting key features of
the Plan.
yy High-level “plan view” illustrations
of the area, broken up by sub-area,
identifying the general development
patterns across the BMLAP.
yy Streetscape illustrations of two key
locations in the Plan Area – the Core
Village and the higher density residential
areas – and demonstrating how policy is
expressed in the built form.
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3.2 PRECEDENTS
This precedent image gallery provides conceptual and aspirational directions for the future of the
neighbourhood, in terms of built form, character, and general features and amenities.

High density housing at a modest scale

Integration of multifamily housing and green space

Kid-friendly amenities and infrastructure

High quality landscaping

A new urban forest with tree canopy coverage

Hidden densification, like duplexes and triplexes

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 23
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24 /

A high quality, central public plaza

Fine-grained pedestrian network

High quality cycling infrastructure for all ages

Multi-functional laneways

High quality build materials and architecture

Shared space streets for people

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN
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High quality courtyards and common spaces

Public space design for all ages and abilities

Strong street frontages and contextual design

Preservation of employment lands

Interconnected common spaces and trail network

Small lot and cluster housing

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN / 25
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3.3 CONCEPT PLAN
3.3.1 Key Features
This Concept Plan illustration is indicative of a fully built out vision for
the area according to the policies in this Plan. Development, however,
is expected to happen incrementally and in a manner responsive to
uncertain economic, social, and environmental changes over time. Specific
features and layouts are indicative only.

6
1
2

26 /
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1

Live, Work, Play

4

A mixed use village complements a mix
of housing types to create a place where
people can live, work, and play.

2

People-Friendly Streets

Trails, greenways, and naturalized areas will
both provide access to nature and serve as
multifunctional “green infrastructure”.

5

Existing streets will be improved to include
sidewalks, bike paths, and landscaping, and
all new streets will be “pedestrian priority”.

3

5-minute Parks
New parks and green spaces will be created
so that all residents are within a 5-minute
walk of a park, plaza, or playground.

Blue-Green Network

Highway Buffer
Natural areas and commercial buildings
along the highway will buffer residential
areas from vehicular noise and pollution.

6

Equitable Mobility
Equitable mobility will be sought through
high quality pedestrian/bicycle facilities and
a future transit hub near the hospital.

4

3
5
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3.3.2 Sub Areas
North
A mix of employment lands
and lower density residential
transitioning to medium and
higher density residential
approaching Herd Road.

Bell McKinnon Road

Sprott Road

dR
Her

oad

Central
A mixed use area framed by
higher density residential, with
employment lands remaining
adjacent to the highway, and the
new hospital integrated within a
core neighbourhood village.

28 /
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South
A general progression from
higher density to lower density
residential, with employment
lands and natural areas buffering
the highway from residential
uses.

Bell McKinnon Road

Ortona Road

Fairfield Road

ss
cro
or

ad

Ro

N

Southwest
ad

o
sR

Trans-Canada Highway

Paddle Road

Ford Road

s
ro
rc
o
N

A mix of existing and new
commercial lands with low
to moderate density housing
transitioning toward adjacent
rural lands.

Drinkwater Road
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3.3.3 Streetscape Illustrations

1

6
5

4

2

3
Core Village

The Core Village land use along Bell McKinnon Road is envisioned as a 3-5 storey mixed use village with active
retail and commercial frontages.

1

3-5 Storey Built Form

4

Mixed commercial and residential buildings
between 3-5 storeys.

2

Pedestrian-Friendly

Bike lanes that are physically-separated
from vehicular traffic.

5

Wide sidewalks and corner “bulbouts” to
increase pedestrian comfort and safety.

3

Green Infrastructure
Stormwater swales and raingardens
integrated throughout the street design.

Protected Bike Lanes

Active Frontages
All ground floors to be “active’, through
design (e.g., glass) and use (e.g., retail).

6

People Spaces
Publicly-accessible plazas, parks, and patios
incorporated throughout the Core Village.

Note that building character is purely conceptual and not meant to represent desired quality of materials or
level of architectural detail.
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1
6
5

4
2
3

High density residential on new local street
The Residential-High land use is envisioned as a mix of townhomes and multifamily buildings with significant
amounts of common open spaces (e.g., courtyards, mid-block laneways) and parks integrated throughout. New
local roads will be “shared space” streets with low traffic speeds and high quality, pedestrian-oriented design.

1

3-5 Storey Built Form

4

A mix of townhouses and multifamily
buildings up to 5 storeys in height.

2

Shared Space

Network of common open spaces
throughout the neighbourhood.

5

New local streets that prioritize pedestrians
and cyclists over vehicular efficiency.

3

Functional Landscapes
Stormwater facilities, such as raingardens
and swales, integrated throughout public
and private spaces.

Courtyards & Laneways

Ground-Oriented Units
Ground-oriented units activate surrounding
areas, providing built-in comfort and safety.

6

Green Urbanism
Three key green development requirements
translate to energy efficient buildings and
high tree canopy and greenspace coverage.

Note that building character is purely conceptual.
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4

LAND USE
& BUILT FORM
4.1 OVERVIEW
This section provides detailed land use and built form policies that
serve to guide future decision-making regarding development in the
Plan Area.
The subsections detail everything from the
acquisition of new streets, parks, and trails; to
land use designations and related policies; to
built form guidelines; to green building and
design requirements. In sum, these policies will
shape the future built environment and uses in
the neighbourhood, based on the Planning and
Design Foundations found in Section 2.
Inside, you will find:
yy General policies, including the
acquisition of neighbourhood networks
– infrastructure, parks and open spaces,
streets and laneways –and Community
Amenity Contributions.

yy A Land Use Plan and detailed land use
policies for each designation in the entire
Plan Area.
yy Built form and site design guidelines,
including key urban design elements
such as courtyards, active frontages, and
semi-private front yards.
yy Green building and site design
requirements, including tree canopy
coverage, effective impervious area, and
green building (BC Energy Step Code).
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4.2 GENERAL POLICIES
4.2.1 Administration
1. All bylaws, development or land use applications shall be consistent with the policies of the BMLAP.

Interpretation of Language

Application Requirements

2. Where a descriptive section accompanies a
policy, it is provided for information purposes only to
enhance the understanding of the policy.

7. At the time of Zoning amendment and
Development Permit application, applicants shall
provide:

3. Where “shall” is used in a policy, the policy is
considered mandatory.
4. Where “should” is used in a policy, the intent is that
the policy is strongly encouraged, but can be varied
where unique or unforeseen circumstances provide
for courses of action that would satisfy the general
intent of the policy.

a.

A detailed landscape plan prepared by a
registered landscape architect.

yy See Appendix A and Section 4.5 Green
Building & Site Design for required plan
details and calculations.
b.

A shadow analysis to outline any impacts on
surrounding buildings and open spaces.

5. Where a policy requires submission of studies,
analysis, or other information, the Municipality shall
determine the exact requirements and timing of the
studies, analysis, or information.

Key Development Requirements
6. All new development must satisfy the conditions
of the following key policies:
a.

Minimum 30-40% tree canopy cover (see
Section 4.5.1)

b.

Maximum 10% effective impervious area (see
Section 4.5.2)

c.

Minimum Step 3 of the BC Energy Step Code
(see Section 4.5.3)
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4.2.2 Acquisition of Neighbourhood Networks
Infrastructure

a.

1. Existing infrastructure – including roads, sanitary
sewer, and water – may be inadequate to service
many developments anticipated by the LAP. The
developer is responsible for providing the necessary
upgrades resulting from a development or land use
application in accordance with the policies of this
Plan.
2. The Municipality shall incorporate the directions
of this LAP into its infrastructure improvement plans
(e.g., capital plans, development cost charges);
additionally, infrastructure and servicing upgrades
are expected to be funded by private development
where latecomer or excess capacity agreements
are applicable through legislation. See Section 7.2
Infrastructure Action Plan.

Parks and Open Spaces
3. Desired public park and trail network acquisitions
are shown on figures 5.3.3 and 6.3.2 and shall be
secured for public access through the development
or land use application process in accordance with
the policies of this Plan.

Example of infrastructure acquisition
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Additional public, semi-private and privatelyowned public spaces, particularly internal
courtyards and mid-block connections, shall
also be secured through the development or
land use application process, consistent with
the policies of this Plan.

4. Desired blue-green network acquisitions,
including buffer areas and stormwater amenities, are
shown on figures 6.5.2 Stormwater Management Plan
and 6.3.2 Blue-Green Network and shall be secured
through land use or development application
processes in accordance with the policies in this Plan.

Streets and Laneways
5. Desired street network acquisitions, including
new local roads and laneways and upgrades to
existing roads, are shown and detailed in Section 5
Transportation and shall be secured in favour of the
Municipality through the development application
process in accordance with the policies of this Plan.
a.

Street network acquisitions shall be designed
with strong consideration for figure 6.3.2
Blue-Green Network and related policies.

Example of high quality public park acquisition

Example of high quality local street acquisition
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4.2.3 Community Amenity Contributions (CAC)
1. At the development application stage (i.e.,
rezoning), the Municipality shall negotiate with all
applicants for the provision of Community Amenity
Contributions (“amenity contributions”) according to
the below guidelines, the subsequent policies in this
section, and any adopted Amenity Program:
a.

b.

c.

Amenity contributions shall be in the form
of agreed upon physical amenities (e.g.,
public spaces or facilities), benefits (e.g.,
affordable housing), and/or cash-in-lieu
contributions; physical amenities should be
given preference over cash-in-lieu.
Amenity contributions should be
proportional to the development rights and
value created through rezoning.
Amenity contributions should be
proportional across development sites to
ensure fairness.

2. To facilitate street, laneway, park, trail, and
stormwater facility acquisition, as illustrated
in figures 5.3.3, 6.3.2, and 6.5.2 of this Plan, the
Municipality shall consider increasing the permitted
density and other incentives based on gross lot
area, where such acquisitions result in diminished
property rights beyond statutory requirements and
proportional CAC negotiations.

amenity, only where a legal arrangement has been
established on title to preserve public access.
4. The provision of parkland beyond the statutory
requirement (5% dedication) during subdivision
shall be considered an amenity, but only for
developable land or lands identified in the BlueGreen Network policies (Section 6).
5. Parks, trails, and laneways provided beyond
statutory requirements shall only be considered
amenities where the following criteria are met,
following neighbourhood and municipal staff
consultation:
a.

Park designs and tender drawings have
been prepared by a registered landscape
architect at the cost of the developer;

b.

Developer has agreed to provide bonding
for all aspects of park construction;

c.

Developer agrees to enter into a two
year maintenance agreement with the
Municipality from the time of substantial
completion; and,

d.

Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles have been
considered in all open space design.

3. The provision of semi-public open spaces and
trails, mews, and plazas shall be considered an

What are Community Amenity Contributions?
The purpose of Community Amenity Contributions (CACs) is to capture a proportion of the development
value created by Council-approved density increases (i.e., rezoning) for the benefit of the community.
CACs and associated policies facilitate the provision of amenities (e.g., parks, trails), benefits (e.g.,
affordable housing, green building), and cash-in-lieu payments that serve existing and new residents
while mitigating negative impacts from densification.
CACs are used to achieve amenities and public benefits that are not achievable via other regulatory
tools, such as Zoning, Development Cost Charges, requirements of subdivision, and taxation.
Best practices suggest that CACs should be location-specific (near to the new development) and
proportional to the density increase (and value created).
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6. The provision of public art within plazas,
squares, streetscapes, and bicycle networks shall
be considered an acceptable component of
an amenities package, with approval from the
Municipality and a binding agreement that includes
provisions to ensure the long-term maintenance or
replacement of the artwork.

7. The provision of landscaped-based stormwater
facilities (Section 6.5) shall be supported as
acceptable amenities.
8. Other amenities that should be considered
acceptable include but are not limited to
functioning natural habitats, affordable housing
units, and childcare facilities.

4.2.4 Housing
1. The Municipality shall support and facilitate the
development of a range of housing types, sizes, and
tenures in the study area. This should include the
inclusion of family-sized units (e.g., 3+ bedroom) in
multifamily buildings, housing options for seniors
and those with special needs, and other forms of
supportive housing.

4.3 LAND USE
4.3.1 Administration
1. The land use designations and accompanying
policies of this section shall inform all development
application decisions in the Plan Area. The
boundaries, uses, and densities established may
be varied to account for unique circumstances,
adaptability over time, and flexibility of
implementation, so long as the intent of the policy
is achieved and is consistent with the policies, goals,
and principles of this Plan.
2. The Municipality shall develop new Development
Permit Areas and Zoning Bylaw zones consistent
with this Plan. The policies and guidelines in this Plan
shall function as Development Permit guidelines.

Example of linear public space as a CAC

3. The Municipality should work with Cowichan
Tribes to integrate Hul’qumi’num names and
Cowichan art into the streetscape and public
space planning and design process.
4. The Municipality shall develop a housing policy
for the area which considers a requirement for
family-sized units.
Indigenous art integrated into a public space in Vancouver
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4.3.2 Land Use Plan
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4.3.2 Land Use Summary Table (1 of 2)

Land Use

Summary

Core Village
(CV)

A 3-5 storey mixed
use village area

Local Village
(LV)

Permitted light
retail in local village
centres

ResidentialHigh (RH)

3-5 storey
multifamily
residential

ResidentialMed (RM)

2-3 storey
townhouses and
duplex/triplex

Residential-Low
(RL)

Single family, small
lot, and duplex/
triplex

Preferred Typologies
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4.3.2 Land Use Summary Table (2 of 2)

Land Use

40 /

Summary

ResidentialRural (RR)

Large lot residential

Employment
Lands (EL)

1-2 storey service
commercial and
light industrial

Employment
Lands-Mixed
(EL-M)

Permitted
residential above
employment uses

Institutional (I)

Proposed hospital
and police station
locations

Highway Buffer
(HB)

Large vegetated
or mixed (with
buildings) buffer
area

Parks

Integrated
throughout all areas
(see Section 6
Blue-Green
Network)
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4.3.3 Core Village (CV)
This area is intended to act as the village hub of amenities, services, and employment, with multifamily
residential integrated throughout.

CV Preferred Land Uses
»» Community / Institutional
»» Health care, hi-tech, office, retail, gallery,
restaurant, commercial, studio, live-work
»» Multifamily Residential (not on first floor of
collector/arterial streets)
»» Public Open Space (e.g., plazas, parks)
»» Other Public Amenities (e.g., community
centre)

CV Preferred Building Typologies
»» Mixed Use Commercial

Example of a mixed use building with active ground floor uses and quality public spaces

»» Mixed Use Residential

Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
Consistent streetwall with active frontages with
some variation for visual interest and publiclyaccessible parks and plazas.
»» Min. front setback: 0m
»» Max. front setback: 3m
yy Exclusions for squares, plazas, park
areas, and public amenities.

CV Key Guidelines

CV Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 3 to 5* storeys
»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
1.5:1 up to 2.5:1*
* Developments greater than 3 storeys and/
or having FAR 1.5:1 or greater requires min.
70% underbuilding, or underground parking.
Developments greater than 4 storeys and/
or having FAR 2.0:1 or greater requires 100%
underbuilding, or underground parking

»» Active street frontages (see Section 4.4.1
Building Architecture)
»» Courtyards (see Section 4.4.3 Courtyards &
Mid-Block Connections)
»» Family-sized Units (see Section 4.2.4
Housing)
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4.3.4 Local Village (LV)
The local village frontage designation is intended to provide an opportunity to create a neighbourhood
gathering place that provides local commercial, gathering, play, and sanctuary spaces at a walkable distance
from residential areas. The preferred land uses, built forms, and density considerations are intended to be
consistent with surrounding residential designations.

LV Preferred Land Uses
»» Community Facilities
»» Office, professional service, light retail,
studio, gallery, live-work, restaurant
»» Multifamily Residential
»» Public Open Space (e.g., plazas, parks)
»» Other Public Amenities

LV Preferred Building Typologies
»» Mixed Use Commercial
»» Mixed Use Residential

LV Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
A consistent streetwall with active frontages
is desirable with some variation for visual
interest and publicly-accessible parks and/or
plazas.

Example of a neighbourhood-scale development with residential above light retail

LV Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 2 to 3 storeys
»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
1:1 to 1.8:1

»» Min. front setback: 0m
»» Max. front setback: 3m
yy Exclusions for units fronting public
open spaces and laneways

LV Key Guidelines
»» Active street frontages (see Section 4.4.1
Building Architecture)
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4.3.5 Residential-High (RH)
This designation provides higher density residential development areas with a mix of townhomes and
multifamily residential with high quality public open space.

RH Preferred Land Uses
»» Apartments
»» Home-based business
»» Limited Accessory Uses (e.g., childcare)
»» Live-work
»» Multifamily Residential
»» Community Care
»» Public Open Space (e.g., parks)
»» Other Public Amenities

RH Preferred Building Typologies
»» 3-5 storey Multifamily Residential and/or
Apartments

RH Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
Buildings should frame and address street
frontages, internal common spaces, and public
open spaces (e.g., parks) and utilize groundoriented units wherever possible.
»» Min. front setback: 2m
»» Max. front setback: 4m

Example of multifamily residential with ground-oriented units and shared courtyard

RH Key Guidelines
»» Semi-private front yards (see Section 4.4.2
Yards & Setbacks)
»» Courtyards (see Section 4.4.3 Courtyards &
Mid-block Connections)
»» Family-sized Units (see Section 4.2.4
Housing)

RH Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 3 up to 5* storeys

yy Setback and frontage exclusions for
squares, plazas, park areas, and/or public
amenities.
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4.3.6 Residential-Medium (RM)
This designation provides moderate density residential development areas with a mix of townhomes and
plexes with high quality public open space.

RM Preferred Land Uses
»» Apartments
»» Home-based Business
»» Limited Accessory Uses (e.g., childcare)
»» Live-work
»» Multifamily Residential
»» Public Open Space (e.g., parks)
»» Other Public Amenities

RM Preferred Building Typologies

Example of family-sized multifamily units with semi-private front yards

»» 2-3 storey Multifamily Residential and/or
Apartments

RM Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
Buildings should frame and address street
frontages, internal common spaces, and public
open spaces (e.g., parks) and utilize groundoriented units wherever possible.
»» Min. front setback: 3m
»» Max. front setback: 5m
yy Setback and frontage exclusions for
units fronting public open spaces and
laneways.

RM Key Guidelines
»» Semi-private front yards (see Section 4.4.2
Yards & Setbacks)

»» Family-sized Units (see Section 4.2.4
Housing)

RM Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 2 to 3* storeys
»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
0.8:1 to 1.2:1*
* Development greater than 2 storeys and/or
having FAR 0.8:1 or greater requires max 1 offstreet parking stall per unit and parking at rear
of building.
Development greater than 3 storeys and/or
having FAR 1.2:1 or greater shall be considered
with the provision of underground parking and

»» Courtyards (see Section 4.4.3 Courtyards &
Mid-block Connections)
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4.3.7 Residential-Low (RL)
This designation provides lower density residential development areas with a mix of single family, small lot
single family, duplex, and triplex units integrated within high quality public open space.

RL Preferred Land Uses
»» Home-based Business
»» Limited Accessory Uses (e.g., childcare)
»» Public Open Space (e.g., parks)
»» Other Public Amenities

RL Preferred Building Typologies
»» Coach Houses
»» Single Family Home
»» Duplex / Triplex
»» Secondary Suites

RL Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
Buildings should address street frontages,
internal common spaces, and/or public open
spaces (e.g., parks).
»» Min. front building setback: 2m
»» Max. front building setback: 5m

RL Key Guidelines
»» Semi-private front yards (see Section 4.4.2
Yards & Setbacks)

Example of small lot housing with well-designed semi-private front yards

RL Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 1 to 3*
»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
0.4:1 to 0.8:1
»» Min. average net density of 15 units per
hectare
*Development greater than 2 storeys
permitted for duplex/triplex only and requires
that parking be accessed from a laneway,
where possible, and be located to the rear of
the front plane of the development.

»» Courtyards (see Section 4.4.3 Courtyards &
Mid-block Connections)
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4.3.8 Employment Lands (EL)
This area is intended to maintain and expand existing service commercial and light industrial use areas, which
provide important economic activity, employment, and generally act to buffer the wider neighbourhood from
the impacts of the Trans-Canada Highway.

EL Preferred Land Uses
»» Non-retail Commercial
»» Service Commercial
»» Light Industrial
»» Studio / Workshop
»» Restaurants

EL Preferred Building Typologies
»» Adapted for use
»» Minimum ground floor to ceiling height of 5.5m
to allow long-term adaptability/flexibility of use.
»» Minimize surface parking

EL Preferred Densities

Example of a light industrial building integrated into a predominantly residential area

EL Key Guidelines

»» Min-Max Height: 2 to 3 storeys

»» High quality façade and landscaping

»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
0.7:1 to 1:1.

»» Parking permitted in front setback
but should incorporate landscaping and
stormwater management in accordance with
development permit requirements.

EL Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
»» Adapted for use
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4.3.9 Highway Buffer (HB)
This designation is intended to act as an impact buffer (e.g., noise, air pollution) between the Trans-Canada
Highway and residential uses. Highway buffers may be [a] vegetated (only) or [b] a mix of vegetated and
Employment Lands use.

HB Development Requirements
i. Vegetated Impact Buffers shall be min. 60m wide
south of and 100m wide north of Herd Road.
ii. Mixed Impact Buffers shall be a min. of 40m wide
south of and 60m wide north of Herd Road.
iii. Mixed Impact Buffers shall include a min. of 10m
vegetated buffer along eastern boundary.
iv. In Mixed Impact Buffers, north-south gaps between
buildings and between buildings and vegetated areas
shall not exceed 10m;
v. Where identified on 6.3.2 Blue-Green Network Plan,
buffers areas should include publicly-accessible trails
as per the policies of Section 6.3.

Example of a highway buffer incorporating stormwater management capacity

HB Preferred Land Uses

HB Preferred Setbacks & Frontages

»» Vegetated green space

»» See Section 4.3.8 Employment Lands

»» Publicly-accessible open spaces and trails
»» See Section 4.3.8 Employment Lands

HB Preferred Building Typologies
»» See Section 4.3.8 Employment Lands

HB Key Guidelines
»» Impact buffers to be consistent with policies
of this Plan
»» Impact buffers shall be dense with
vegetation and heavily treed

HB Preferred Densities
»» See Section 4.3.8 Employment Lands

Highway Buffering
The vehicular traffic on the Trans-Canada Highway produces noise and air pollution that can have
significant negative impacts on nearby residents. Using evidence-based best practices, Murdoch de
Greeff Landscape Architects analyzed the project area landscape to develop guidelines that inform the
above policy. See the adjacent diagrams for further explanation and illustration.
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Vegetated Impact Buffer North of Herd Road

Vegetated Impact Buffer South of Herd Road

Vegetated Impact Buffer north of Herd Road requires minimum 100m distance between highway and residential uses.

Vegetated Impact Buffer south of Herd Road requires a minimum 50m between highway and residential uses.

Mixed Impact Buffer North of Herd Road

Mixed Impact Buffer South of Herd Road

Mixed Impact Buffer north of Herd Road requires a minimum 60m distance between highway and residential uses.

Mixed Impact Buffer south of Herd Road requires a minimum 40m distance between highway and residential uses.
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4.3.10 Employment Lands-Mixed (EL-M)
This area is intended to provide employment lands with flexibility and intensity of use, including residential on
the upper storeys, without permitting commercial/retail uses preferred in the Core Village.

EL-M Preferred Land Uses
»» Hi-tech
»» Light industrial
»» Live/work, studio
»» Multifamily Residential/Apartment
(upper storeys only)
»» Office (upper storeys only)
»» Public Open Space (e.g., parks)
»» Restaurants

EL-M Preferred Building Typologies

Example of light industrial live/work building

»» Live/work units
»» Light Industrial Buildings
»» Mixed Use

EL-M Preferred Setbacks & Frontages
Adapted for use with preference for a consistent
streetwall with active frontages with variation
for visual interest and publicly-accessible parks
and plazas. Outdoor storage and parking/
loading areas should be screened from the
street and public spaces by landscaping/
screening.
»» Min. front setback: 0m

EL-M Key Guidelines
»» Minimum ground floor height of 4.5m (floor
to ceiling) to allow for long-term adaptability/
flexibility of use

EL-M Preferred Densities
»» Min-Max Height: 2 to 4* storeys
»» Min-Max Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
1.0 to 2.0*
* Development greater than 3 storeys and/or
having FAR 1.5:1 or greater requires min. 90%
underbuilding or underground parking.

»» Max. front setback: 3m
»» > 50% of frontage at minimum setback
yy Setback and frontage exclusions for
units fronting public open spaces and
laneways.
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4.3.11 Residential Rural (RR)
This area is recommended to be removed from the Urban
Containment Boundary. Through the implementation of
policies in this Plan, infrastructure improvements may still
be required and/or provided as part of the development
process.

4.3.12 Institutional (I) Policies
»» Permitted uses, densities, and built form requirements
to be determined by MNC staff on a project-by-project
basis, informed by the OCP and guidelines of this Plan.
»» Street interface improvements to be informed by the
OCP and guidelines of this Plan.

A typical rural residential property on Anzio Road
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4.4 BUILT FORM & SITE DESIGN
4.4.1 Building Architecture
i. Transparent commercial/retail street
frontages.

1. All buildings and multi-building developments
should express a strong, cohesive architectural
concept that:
a.

Creates interest by varying architectural
design and facade treatments at key
points.

b.

Articulates building footprints to reduce
massing and to promote architectural
definition.

c.

Introduces variety and creativity between
buildings.

d.

Focuses on creating visual interest and
human scale details at the pedestrian level.

e.

Uses authentic and high quality materials
(e.g., wood, metal).

f.

Avoids thematic architectural styles
associated with chain businesses.

g.

h.

Incorporates overhangs for weather
protection at entries and access points –
and across entire frontages for retail uses
where possible.
Creates active street frontages and
promotes public space vibrancy and safety
through:

ii. Semi-private residential yards.
iii. Residential balconies on all upper storey
units facing streets or adjoining public
open spaces.
2. The massing and siting of buildings should be
arranged to:
a.

Minimize shadowing on residential floors
of adjacent buildings as well as public and
common open spaces such as sidewalks,
plazas, and courtyards.

b.

Ensure that adjacent residential properties
have sufficient visual privacy, as well as
protection from site illumination and noise.

c.

Allow for sunlight onto the outdoor spaces
of the majority of ground floor units during
the winter solstice.

d.

Front public streets (including flanking
stretch on corner sites) to create a defined
street edge and to maximize the amount of
private open space behind the building and
separation from neighbours.

Building incorporating transparent frontage, semi-private patio, residential balconies, overhang for weather protection, and high quality materials
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3. The Municipality shall consider aerial
encroachments into the public right-of-way
for building designs that include appropriate
overhangs, weather protection, wind turbines,
solar panels, and similar elements.
4. Commercial frontages should create a finegrained development pattern at the ground
floor. Regardless of the floor area of the units,
frontages should be between 5m and 12m wide
depending on location.

Diagram illustrating a fine-grained development pattern

5. To optimize the viability of retail uses, a
4.5m floor to floor height for the first floor is a
minimum.
6. To optimize the viability and adaptability of light
industrial uses, a 4.5m-5.5m floor to floor height
for the first floor in EL and EL-M designated areas is
preferred, with consideration for a mezzanine level,
loading bays, and proper separation, ventilation
and power.

Active frontages facilitate interaction between semi-private and public spaces.

Residential balconies on upper storey units
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4.4.2 Yards and Setbacks
1. Wherever practical, buildings with groundoriented residential units shall have shallow (34m) yards that function as semi-private spaces
(e.g., landscaped yards, porches) or “soft edges”.
2. Where no front yard setback is required,
ensure any setback enhances the
streetscape by providing a high quality open
space or maintaining an existing pattern of
setbacks.
3. The ‘back to back’ distance (from rear
elevation to rear elevation) between buildings
should be used to maximize sunlight,
privacy, and the amount of open space
(e.g., courtyards, landscaping, stormwater
amenities)

4. In residential and mixed use areas, exterior
side yards on flanking streets should be
treated as front yards – with entries, patios,
etc. – and should have setbacks similar to the
plane on the rest of the street frontage.
5. Buildings located adjacent to mid-block
connections should provide a deeper front
setback at the passage to improve their
visibility and character – approximately 4m by
4m (see diagram on facing page)

An extra front setback provides high quality and usable open space

Semi-private yards facilitate privacy and social interaction

A consistent streetwall provides a comfortable sense of enclosure

Semi-private areas provide a buffer between fully public and private areas
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4.4.3 Courtyards & Mid-Block Connections
1. Courtyards between buildings or
incorporated into individual buildings (e.g., L,
C, E-shaped buildings) are encouraged and
should have a minimum depth of 10m.
2. Massing that achieves a maximum
amount of sunlight in the courtyard should be
explored and encouraged.
3. Dwellings facing courtyards should be
carefully designed with semi-private yards to
mitigate privacy concerns and overlook.
4. Large massings should be broken up by
private mews or public laneways (i.e., midblock connections) which should be publiclyaccessible wherever practical and function
as a mid-block connection.

Diagram showing a mid-block connection with adjacent building setbacks

5. Ground floors adjacent to mid-block
connections (private or public) should have
an active edge with entrances and windows
facing the path or lane, whether the interface
is residential or retail in nature.
6. Lighting appropriate to the adjacent uses
(i.e. commercial or residential) should
be incorporated to provide a safe and
enjoyable walking route through interior block
courtyards and connections.

An interior courtyard with active edges
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Diagram showing minimum width of an internal courtyard space

Developments organized around a public courtyard with mid-block connections
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4.4.4 Privately-Owned Public Spaces
1. Privately-owned public spaces and
commercial patios, plazas, and squares
should:
a.

Incorporate the principles of Crime
Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED – see Section 4.4.5)

b.

Be designed with similar detailing
materials (e.g., surfacing) and
elements (e.g., street furniture,
landscaping) to the adjacent
streetscape in order to create a
unified public realm experience.

c.

A successful indoor privately-owned public space

Provide barrier-free access for all
users.

2. Commercial Patios, plazas, and squares
should provide barrier free access for all users.

Some cities require signage indicating public space on private property

A privately-owned mews (mid-block connection) with barrier-free public access
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4.4.5 Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED)
1. Development applications shall be reviewed
with consideration of Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design Principles (CPTED), including:
a.

b.

Natural Surveillance: Increasing visibility of
potential criminal acts through landscaping
(i.e,. enhance sitelines and reduce shadows),
facilitating overlook (e.g., residential
balconies with view of rear parking lot),
and encouraging legitimate activity in key
locations.
Natural Access Control: Guiding people
entering and leaving a space through
the placement of entrances, exits, fences,

A mix of uses offers activity and surveillance throughout the day
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directional signage, landscaping, and
lighting to deny criminals access to potential
targets and creating a perception of risk for
would-be offenders.
c.

Territorial Reinforcement: Promoting a
sense of ownership or interest in a place and
creating clear distinctions between private
and public areas, so that would-be offenders
have a harder time blending in.

d.

Activity Support: Encouraging legitimate
activities in public spaces to discourage
criminal acts.

Residential units facing public space increases natural surveillance
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4.4.6 Relationship to Finished Grade
1. In residential areas, ground floor relationships
may vary depending on the fronting street and
dwelling unit type. The first floor may be raised
above grade (max 1m) to provide a comfortable
relationship with passing pedestrians and vehicles.
a.

If raised above grade, then careful attention
shall be given to balance the need for
privacy and the presence of blank walls on
the street.

2. On sloping sites floor levels should step to follow
natural grade and avoid the creation of blank walls
a.

Continuous parking structures should not
be evident above the natural grade.

b.

Buildings should be designed for ‘up-slope’
and ‘down-slope’ conditions relative to the
street by:

Sloped sites can be utilized to incorporate underbuilding parking

yy Carefully locating the building entry and car
parking access to avoid impacts on street
presence.
yy Incorporating terracing to create usable
open spaces around the building.
yy Utilizing the slope for under-building parking
wherever possible.
yy Designing buildings to access key views
yy Minimizing large retaining walls (retaining
walls higher than 1m should be stepped and
landscaped).

A well-designed raised ground floor maintaining an active frontage

Ground floor units above grade need to be carefully designed to avoid blank walls
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4.5 GREEN BUILDING & SITE DESIGN
4.5.1 Tree Canopy Cover
Minimum 30-40% Tree Canopy Cover
1. All new on-site development in the Plan Area shall
meet the following minimum on-site tree canopy
cover targets:
a.

30% in CV, LV, RH, EL, and EL-M areas

b.

40% in RM, RL, and RR areas

c.

See Section 6.4 Urban Forest

d.

Targets apply to private land. Street trees
and parks are subject to infrastructure and
park development guidelines.

2. At the time of development application or
development inquiry, applicants shall provide a
survey of existing and proposed on-site canopy
coverage.
a.

Trees integrated and featured in new building design

See Appendix A for required application
details and Canopy Coverage formula

Mature trees integrated into landscaping of redeveloped site

Tree Canopy Cover
Why tree canopy coverage?
Trees provide many benefits, including beauty, privacy, habitat, shade, cooling, stormwater mitigation,
and noise mitigation. People enjoy having trees in their neighbourhoods; trees boost property values,
and areas with greater tree canopy cover tend to have lower rates of crime and traffic accidents.
How do you achieve it?
yy Identify and maintain existing trees and canopy cover: Existing mature stands of trees
provide habitat value and define the character of the landscape in ways that newly planted
trees are not able to accomplish for many years.
yy Increase tree canopy cover: Plant large-canopied, long lived trees along streets, in public
spaces, and on private property.
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4.5.2 On-site Water Management
Maximum 10% Effective Impervious Area
1. All new development in the plan area shall meet
a maximum 10% Effective Impervious Area (EIA)
target. Where not met, the Municipality may require
cash in-lieu contributions to support acquisition of
stormwater management facilities and detention
areas.
a.

See Section 6.5 Stormwater Management

2. At the time of the earlier of zoning amendment,
subdivision and Development Permit application,
applicants shall provide an estimate of the proposed
EIA.
a.

Large landscape-based stormwater facility in a multifamily development

See Appendix A for required application details
and EIA formula

Permeable paving in a surface parking lot

Effective Impervious Area
What is it?
Effective impervious areas are connected to the conventional storm system along entirely
impervious pathways – asphalt, concrete, pipes. Studies show that stream health becomes
negatively impacted when effective impervious area of a watershed is higher than 10%. Above
30% can have drastic impacts on stream function and associated organisms.
How do you implement it?
yy Reduce impervious cover. Utilize low impact development strategies such as limiting road
widths, limiting paved surfaces, and clustering development to minimize the amount of
impervious surface.
yy Mimic natural hydrologies. Use rainwater source control measures, such as rain gardens,
swales, pervious paving, rain barrels, green roofs, trees, and vegetation to store and
infiltrate rain water on site.
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4.5.3 Green Building
1. Landscaping and building design
should consider passive heating, cooling,
and lighting design principles wherever
practical, including solar gain on residential
units and seasonal shade needs.
2. All buildings shall be designed and
engineered to adapt to future sustainable
technologies for solar thermal, district
energy systems, and grey water
reclamation fully aligned with the BC
Building Code.

An illustration of passive design principles

Minimum Step 3 of the BC Energy
Step Code
3. All new buildings in the Plan Area require
a minimum Step 3 of the BC Energy Step
Code (where Municipality has put enabling
Step Code regulations in place), except nonresidential uses in EL and EL-M areas.

A diagram of the BC Energy Step Code

BC Energy Step Code
What is it?
The Step Code provides a new provincial standard that establish progressive performance steps
in energy efficiency for new buildings, from the current BC Building Code level to net zero energy
ready buildings by 2032. The Step Code will apply to new residential and commercial buildings.
To comply, builders must use energy modeling software and on-site air tightness testing to
demonstrate that both their design and the constructed building meet the requirements of the Step
Code.
Why use it?
yy Provides clear, measurable targets for energy use reduction in new construction
yy Reduces confusion by eliminating the “patchwork” of different green building
certifications (e.g., Built Green, LEED) and focusing on performance.
yy Because it is a Provincial code that local governments can opt into (either through
building bylaw requirements or rezoning policies), it is a ‘ready made tool’ for
municipalities to use.
yy Using it in local area plans as part of a “high performance zone” can be an effective way to
implement and/or trial before city-wide adoption.
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5

TRANSPORTATION:
STREETSCAPE
& MOBILITY
5.1 OVERVIEW
The study area is currently characterized by rural roads with very
limited pedestrian and cycling facilities. With future growth, existing
roads will need to be improved and new streets will need to be
developed to enhance safety, comfort, and efficiency for all users.
This section provides details for the creation of a
new, integrated street, laneway, and trail network
in the Plan Area as it develops – defined by
pedestrian-priority local streets and high quality
active transportation facilities.
This section should be interpreted with reference
to the network maps found in Sections 4 (Land
Use) and Section 6 (Blue-Green Spaces).
Inside, you will find:
yy A Design Directions Gallery, providing
guidance on the transportation design
guidelines envisioned throughout the
neighbourhood.

yy Policies and a network plan to guide
Streets, Laneways, and Greenway
Development across the neighbourhood.
yy Detailed Street Sections, providing
direction to street improvements in the
area.
yy Policies and a network plan to guide
a future Transit Network, serving the
neighbourhood as it grows.
yy Streetscape Design policies, providing
further detailed urban design guidelines
to inform street improvements – such as
landscaping and furnishings.
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5.2 GENERAL POLICIES
1. The Municipality shall develop detailed designs
– consistent with the policies of this Plan – of
proposed new streets and street improvements.
2. As per Section 5.6 Off-Street Parking, all new
development in the Plan Area shall be exempted
from minimum off-street parking requirements
and, instead, require a parking and Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) study as part of each
development application process to determine the
appropriate amount of on- and off-street vehicular
and bicycle parking/facilities.

3. Over time, the Municipality should monitor the
need and explore options for a parking structure
in proximity to the Core Village that would provide
secure, long-term parking, and market-priced
stalls.
4. The Municipality shall require developers to
complete a traffic impact assessment for all major
developments at the earlier of the rezoning or
development permit stage, within the Plan Area to
the Municipality’s satisfaction. All properties within
800m of the TCH will also require approval from
MOTI.

Complete street design with wide sidewalk, separated bike lane, stormwater facilities, street trees, and on-street parking
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5.3 STREETS, LANEWAYS, & GREENWAYS
5.3.1 Street, Laneway, & Greenway Network Development
Streets
1. New streets shall be dedicated as public road
right of way.
2. See Section 4.2.2 regarding the acquisition of
expanded and new rights of way.
3. All street improvements in the study area shall
be consistent with the Street Typologies Plan and
Details of this Plan (Section 5.3), and the Municipality
will seek to dispose of roadway where it is supported
by the Plan.
4. All pedestrian and cycling pathways and roadway
crossings shall have adequate lighting (to meet
current best practices and standards).
5. Because development sequencing will affect
street/access phasing and locations, the following
guidelines shall direct creation of new local streets:
a.

Preferred North-South bock length: min.
100m to max. 180m (target is 140m).

b.

Preferred east-west block length: min. 80 to
max. 120m (target is 100m).

c.

Orient new streets to existing intersections
(e.g., at Fairfield Road and Ortona Road).

d.

Align new streets with site topography to
reduce earthworks.

A traffic diverter maintains walking and cycling connectivity

e.

Route new streets to preserve existing
habitats or create new green space.

6. New Local Shared Space Streets should
incorporate:
a.

Maximum design speed of 20 km/h, utilizing
chicanes, T-intersections, and other traffic
calming strategies.

b.

Minimal traffic signage, including stop signs
and speed limit to contribute to a lower
design speed – except signage indicating
that the street is for all users.

7. Driveway access from Bell McKinnon Road and
Herd Road shall be restricted. Driveway access shall
be from local or collector streets and laneways.
Consolidated driveways are strongly encouraged.
8. Where new street connections to collectors/
arterial roads are not created (i.e., with
T-intersections, traffic diverters, cul-de-sacs)
to reduce intersection density, trail or laneway
connections shall be developed to maintain active
transportation connectivity.
9. Existing accesses along the Trans-Canada
Highway (TCH) shall be consolidated when
opportunities arise, and new vehicle accesses shall
not be permitted unless there are no other options
(frontage road, laneway, shared access).

Example signage on a shared space street
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Laneways & Greenways
10. New public laneways should be developed
according to the policies of this Plan.

12. Unless located in a park, greenways shall be
dedicated as public road right of way.

11. Public laneways and mid-block connections
shall be acquired in accordance with Section 5.3.2
Active Transportation Network.

13. Public laneways – as shown on 5.3.3 – shall
take one of three general forms, depending on the
development context and based on the policies of
this Plan, as shown below.
a.

Urban Laneway
(vehicular access)

These laneways provide parking
and service access as well as
pedestrian connections and
potential for laneway-fronting
development.

b.

Laneway Connection
(limited vehicular)

These laneways provide
mid-block pedestrian/cyclist
connections and potential for
laneway-fronting development.

c.

Blue-Greenway
(non-vehicular)

These laneways are similar
to Laneway Connection and
include additional landscaping
and stormwater features
consistent with the Blue-Green
Network.
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5.3.2 Active Transportation Network
1. Work with Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure to explore options for improving
walking and cycling connections along and across
the Trans-Canada Highway (TCH), including a gradeseparated crossing at Norcross Road.
2. Provide cycling infrastructure that is comfortable
and safe for all ages and abilities by:

awareness of potential conflicts with
vehicles and to maximize cyclist safety.
d.

See Section 5.7.4 Transportation Zone.

3. Develop and implement a wayfinding system to
help residents and visitors navigate the area, locate
key destinations, and utilize active transportation
routes.

a.

Allocating bicycle facilities with varying
levels of separation (to reduce user conflicts)
from vehicle traffic including roadside trails,
protected bike lanes, and multi-use trails
(on- or off-road).

4. The Municipality should consider the use of
low impact materials such as compacted gravel for
greenways and roadside trails (see Rural Connectors
typology) to increase permeability, reduce costs, and
facilitate incremental network development.

b.

Adopting bicycle route signage to provide
clear identification for all roadway users of
where higher concentrations of cyclists are
welcomed and expected.

5. Actively work with key partners, including MOTI,
CVRD, City of Duncan, and Cowichan Tribes in the
implementation of relevant active transportation
plans and initiatives.

c.

Applying road design measures at
intersections with bike lanes to raise

A raised separated bicycle facility

A physically separated bicycle facility

Intersection of separated bicycle facility

A raised pedestrian crossing

A slow speed shared space street

An off-road multi-use trail
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5.3.3 Street, Laneway, & Greenway Network Plan
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5.3.4 Street Typology Details
Village Main Street
Applies to:
»» Bell McKinnon Road (Drinkwater Road to Sprott Road)
»» Herd Road
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Local Street, Village
Applies to:
»» All new local streets that are not otherwise already designated
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Rural Connectors
Applies to:
»» Norcross Road (Bell McKinnon Road to Herd Road)
»» Bell McKinnon Road (north of Sprott Road)
»» East end of Herd Road (as shown on 5.3.3)
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Local Street, Urban
Applies to:
»» Paddle Road
»» Ford Road
»» Sprott Road east of Bell McKinnon Road
»» New local streets in southwest area
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Multimodal Nexus
Applies to:
»» Norcross Road (Drinkwater Road to Bell McKinnon Road)
»» Fairfield Road (and future extension to Norcross Road)
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Commercial Arterial
Applies to:
»» Drinkwater Road
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Village Arterial
Applies to:
»» Bell McKinnon Road (Norcross Road to Drinkwater Road)
»» Sprott Road (Bell McKinnon Road to Trans-Canada Highway)
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Bell McKinnon Road, today, with no pedestrian or cycling facilities

A “complete street” with high quality pedestrian, cycling, and transit facilities

5.4 GOODS MOVEMENT AND LOADING
1. Develop a Trucks Route Bylaw to minimize
the impacts of trucks servicing the new hospital
and the Core Village on the neighbourhood, with
a strong preference for servicing access to the
hospital off of Herd Road.
2. Continue to support local businesses by
planning for loading and deliveries and by
ensuring potential customers have exposure and
convenient access by all modes of travel.
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3. Support economic activity through managing
circulation and parking for trucks and larger
commercial vehicles to enable efficient goods
movement.
4. In undertaking local street improvements, give
strong consideration to appropriate loading access
for motorized and non-motorized light industrial
and service commercial activities.
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5.5 PUBLIC TRANSIT
5.5.1 Transit Network Policies
1. The Municipality will work with BC Transit and
CVRD to do the following:
a.

Extend local transit routes from Cowichan
Commons to service new residents and
employees in the Plan Area.

b.

Schedule regional transit service through
the Plan Area to provide service and
improved connections to Lake Cowichan,
Ladysmith, and other key destinations
within Cowichan Valley.

c.

Schedule regional transit service through
the Plan Area to provide service and
improved connections between Victoria and
Nanaimo.

d.

New and existing bus stops should be
developed with high quality infrastructure
including sidewalks, real time transit
information, appropriate crossing siting
and design, lighting, and accessible curb
letdowns.

e.

Create a multi-modal transit hub on Bell
McKinnon Road, adjacent to the hospital site
to support the long-term transit network.
The hub should include the provision of
secure short-term and long-term bicycle
parking to facilitate cycling.

f.

Expand handyDART to serve the new
hospital location and ensure access to
specialized health care services including

Integration of high quality transit stop and separated bicycle facility

High quality local bus stop
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5.5.2 Proposed Transit Network
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5.6 OFF-STREET PARKING
1. All new development in the Plan Area shall
be exempted from minimum off-street parking
requirements and instead require a parking and
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) study
as part of each development application process to
determine the appropriate amount of on- and offstreet vehicular and bicycle parking/facilities.
2. The Municipality should work with developers
to identify TDM measures for their development to
further reduce the supply of parking. TDM measures
include, but are not limited to the provision of a car
share vehicle and memberships, the provision of
subsidized transit passes, long-term bicycle parking,
and the provision of end of trip facilities.

5. The Municipality should give strong consideration
to the unbundling of parking stalls and residential
units, in order to market-price parking and lower unit
prices for those requiring fewer or no parking stalls.
6. Over time, monitor the need and explore
options for a parking structure in proximity to the
Core Village that would provide secure, long-term
parking, and market-priced stalls.
7. Electric Vehicle charging stations should be
provided according to the following criteria:
a.

10% of parking stalls in all new residential
construction, including single family homes,
duplexes, townhomes, and multifamily
buildings should feature an energized outlet
capable of providing 240 volt charging or
higher to the stall.

b.

10% of parking stalls in all new retail, mixed
use, and commercial buildings greater than
1,000m2 should feature an energized outlet
capable of providing 240 volt charging or
higher to the stall.

3. The Municipality should work with developers to
establish legal agreements to limit the amount of
off-street parking provided in residential buildings.
4. The Municipality should work with car share
enterprises to identify opportunities to expand car
share services within the Plan Area.

Electric Vehicular charging stations in an underground parking lot

Example of designated carshare parking stalls
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5.7 STREETSCAPE
5.7.1 Streetscape Zones
Streetscape Zones
For the purposes of this Plan, the public road rightof-way has been broken up into three streetscape
zones: the pedestrian (and furnishing/boulevard)
zone, the parking zone, and the transportation
zone. Each zone consists of multiple elements, as
described in the following subsections and shown in
the adjacent diagram.

5.7.2 Pedestrian Zone
Sidewalks
1. Sidewalk location and width shall be consistent
with Section 5.3.4 Street Typology Details.

A diagram of streetscape zones

2. Sidewalks shall include minimum 1.2m wide
pedestrian “through zone” with uninterrupted
barrier free access for all users
3. Tactile paving should be provided at
intersections and crosswalks for pedestrians with
visual challenges, while minimizing vibrations for
those using wheelchairs, scooters, or strollers.
4. Road narrowing (e.g., curb bulbouts, chicanes)
shall be considered for speed reduction, reduced
pedestrian crossing distance, and improved
pedestrian visibility.
5. Provisions for safe passage of bicycles and
adequate turning movements for trucks are to be
incorporated through or around bulb-outs and/or
curb extensions.

Sidewalk with wide pedestrian through zone and high quality street furniture

6. Integrate public art and location identifiers into
surface treatments at street corners to add visual
interest and aid in wayfinding.

Highly visible mid-block crossing with landscaping and decorative lighting
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Street Furnishings
7. Seating (e.g., benches) shall be provided at
regular intervals along streets within the Plan Area,
with increased frequency in the Core Village and
Residential-High areas.
8. Benches positioned along the curb shall orient
users toward the sidewalk and open spaces, except
on new local roads (i.e. Shared Space Streets) where
street-oriented benches may be appropriate.
9. Overhead utilities shall be located underground
at the time of upgrades to existing streets.
10. The location of utility boxes shall be placed
to reduce impacts on streetscape, including
maintaining the pedestrian through zone and
maximizing landscaping areas.

a.

All fixtures shall be shielded or full cut-off
with no up-lighting to preserve night sky
viewing.

b.

In accordance with Section 5.3.4, new street
lighting should be installed at the time
of the streetscape improvements, with
decorative luminaries within Core Village
and Local Village areas and bollard or similar
pedestrian-scale lighting along all new
Shared Space Street.

12. Integrate public art and wayfinding elements
wherever practical, particularly in Core Village, Local
Village, and Blue-Green areas.

11. Street lighting shall be designed according to
dark sky principles and the following guidelines:

Chicanes calm traffic by narrowing vehicular lane widths and altering the street geometry
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Corner curb extension calms traffic and shortens pedestrian crossings

Public art integrated into the sidewalk aids in wayfinding

Sidewalk bulbout with seating and wayfinding signage

Dark Sky-compliant local street lights
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High quality streetscape with underground utilities and dark sky lighting
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Boulevards & Landscaping
13. Shrubs, grasses, and groundcover plantings shall
be native or adaptive non-native species that mimic
endemic flora.

17. A variety of street trees should be planted; tree
species shall be selected to establish the landscape
character for a given street.

14. New tree plantings shall be selected to provide a
high canopy over the street, while remaining above
commercial displays and signage (at maturity).

18. The Municipality should consider leasing
extended boulevard space to adjacent restaurants
and cafés (i.e., for patio seating, parklets) to increase
activity at the street level.

15. Large full canopy tree species shall be installed
along the boulevard or within curb bulbouts where
sufficient soil volumes and tree canopies can be
accommodated.
16. Columnar and small ornamental trees should
be installed within narrow boulevards where soil
volumes are insufficient for full canopy trees.

Native and adaptive non-native streetscape landscaping

19. In accordance with Section 5.3.4 Street Typology
Details and where there is sufficient width and area
within boulevards and proposed curb bulbouts,
rain gardens and stormwater swales should be
considered as an alternative to conventional turf
strips and planters.

Additional sidewalk/boulevard width leased for commercial patio space

Boulevard area with native vegetation, stormwater capacity, and a mix of tree species
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5.7.3 Parking Zone
1. On-street parking should be incorporated into
streetscapes to alleviate the need for extensive
off-street parking, and provide a physical barrier
between vehicular traffic and the sidewalk,
consistent with the policies of Section 5.3.4 Street
Typology Details.
2. On-street parking stalls and lanes should be
surfaced with a permeable paving treatment and/
or interspersed with stormwater swales where
infiltration techniques are feasible.
3. In the case of restrictive right of way widths,
enhanced sidewalk widths shall be the priority
over parking lanes.
4. Over time, the municipality shall develop a
parking management strategy that encourages
turn-over of high priority parking spaces adjacent to
commercial and mixed land uses, and discourages
employee parking in utilizing parking spaces
adjacent residential land uses.
5. The municipality shall ensure sufficient
short-term parking for goods loading and
delivery, HandyDART, taxis, and other short-term
users (e.g., through designated loading zones,
designated passenger loading zones, or shortterm parking).

Stormwater swale interspersed with on-street parkingW
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5.7.4 Transportation Zone
Vehicle Lanes
1. In accordance with Section 5.3.4, vehicle travel
lanes shall be reduced to the minimum width
possible.
2. Alternative surface treatments should be used for
travel lanes on new Local Shared Space Streets, such
as permeable concrete pavers and scored concrete.

On-Street Bicycle Facilities Policies
3. In accordance with Section 5.3.4, bicycle facilities
shall be provided along streets and include physical
buffering (bollards, barriers, landscaping, etc), line
painting, pavement markers, and signage.
4. In accordance with Section 5.3.4, cyclists shall be
accommodated on dedicated facilities.
5. Bicycle racks should be provided within the street
furnishings strip of the streetscape, with limited
exceptions.
6. In the case of restrictive right of way widths,
greater sidewalk widths shall be the priority over bike
lanes.

Shared space street with permeable paving and raingardens
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5.8 DESIGN DIRECTIONS GALLERY
This image gallery provides design guidance for future streets, laneways, and trails in the
neighbourhood.

Wide sidewalk with stormwater swale and seating

Wide sidewalk with drought-tolerant landscaping

Narrow winding street calms traffic

Multi-use trail with lighting and landscaping
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Shared space street with textured paving

Shared space street with multi-functional landscaping

Physically-separated bike path in urban context

Pedestrian laneway as a mid-block connection
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5.2 DESIGN DIRECTIONS GALLERY

BLUE-GREEN SPACES:
PARKS, BUFFERS &
STORMWATER
6.1 OVERVIEW

This Plan proposes an innovative approach to open space planning
that integrates natural systems (e.g., stormwater, habitat) into all
public spaces to create a network of multifunctional blue-green
infrastructure.
This network not only lessens the burden on and
need for conventional “grey” infrastructure but
also serves a variety of other functions, such as
facilitating stormwater filtration and infiltration,
providing habitat corridors, and connecting
residents with the natural environment
throughout their daily routines.
As a result, this section provides a plan for a new
network of green spaces in the neighbourhood,
including public parks, blue-green “buffer”
areas (natural spaces on private property), and
stormwater catchment areas. This network should
be interpreted in tandem with 5.3.3 Streets,
Laneways, and Greenways Network Plan, as the
green spaces and transportation linkages are
interconnected.

Inside, you will find:
yy Policies detailing the Acquisition and
Design of Open Spaces, providing
direction for the location and types
of blue-green areas throughout the
neighbourhood.
yy Urban Forest policies, which – along with
the minimum tree canopy coverage –
seek to establish a long-term urban forest
in the neighbourhood.
yy Detailed Stormwater Management
strategies, providing detailed directions
and requirements for effectively
managing stormwater in the Plan Area.
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6.2 GENERAL POLICIES
1. Desired [a] Public Parks, [b] Blue-Green Buffer Areas,
and [c] Stormwater Detention and Water Quality
Enhancement Areas are shown on 6.3.2 Blue-Green
Network Plan and shall be acquired or legally secured
through the development or land use application
processes in accordance with the policies of this Plan.
a.

Parks shall be multi-functional, including
passive and active recreational opportunities,
and diverse in character (e.g., some more
natural, some more programmed), consistent
with the policies of Section 6.3.3 and needs of
the community.

b.

Blue-green buffer areas shall serve to
buffer neighbourhood development from
adjacent agricultural lands or the TransCanada Highway, provide habitat corridors
and stormwater capacity, and provide a
natural setting for publicly-accessible trails
throughout the neighbourhood.

c.

Detention and Water Quality Enhancement
Areas shall be integrated within parks,
blue-green buffer areas, and private land
to maintain and enhance hydrological
functioning in the Plan Area.

A landscape-based stormwater detention area

A trail through a blue-green buffer area

A programmed park with active recreation
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A nature-based playground for children of all ages
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6.3 BLUE-GREEN NETWORK
6.3.1 Blue-Green Network Acquisition
1. Public parks and Blue-Green buffer areas should
be acquired in a manner generally consistent with
the location and layout illustrated on the Blue-Green
Network map and the following policies:
a.

Parks shall be acquired as parkland.

b.

Buffer areas and stormwater catchment
areas shall be acquired through covenant,
statutory right of way, transfer, or similar
legal agreement (see Section 6.5 for further
stormwater management details).

c.

Laneways and greenways shall be acquired
as detailed in Section 5.3.1.

2. The Municipality shall work with relevant
agencies to acquire a large park area on the east
side of the hospital site and adjacent ALR lands (see

acquisition area F) where soil and land features are
not supportive of agriculture.
3. The Municipality will work with School District
79 to establish policy and funding mechanisms
to acquire an appropriate school site(s), with
preference for joint school and public park
development of approximately 5 acres.
4. Where pathways are obtained by dedication,
they shall be dedicated as road (laneways). Where
pathways are incorporated into park acquisition,
the area of parks will be in addition to the sizes
identified in the Park Acquisition Details Table.
5. Blue-Green buffer areas shall be identified and
acquired with the intent to improve connectivity of
wildlife habitat corridors.

Park Acquisition Details

Area Number & App. Size of Parks
A

2 x 1 acre, 1 x 1.5-2 acres

B

2 x 1 acre, 1 x 1.5-2 acres

C

2 x 0.5 acre, 1 x 1.5-2 acres

D

2 x 0.5 acre, 1-2 x public plaza (size TBD)

E

2 x 1 acre

F

1 x 6-10 acres

G

1 x 1 acre, 2 x 1.5 acres

H

1 x public plaza (size TBD)

I

1 x 1 acres, 1 x 2 acres

J

1 x 0.5 acres, 1 x 3-6 acres (including possible integrated public school site)

K

2 x 0.5 acres, 1 x 2 acres
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6.3.2 Blue-Green Network Plan
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6.3.3 Open Space Design and Function
1. As a whole, the Blue-Green network will
seek to serve all ages and abilities and includes
recreational amenities for children, youth, seniors,
and persons with mobility challenges, such as ball
fields, playgrounds, pathways, and seating areas.
2. All parks shall support wildlife habitat,
green stormwater management, and urban
forest principles by incorporating related best
management practices and placing a high
priority on ecological integrity in landscaping and
vegetation management.
3. Parks should be located in strategic locations,
prioritizing areas of high density of residents, along
key walking and cycling routes, and consistent
with the criteria established in the Parks and Trails
Master Plan.
4. Blue-Green Buffer areas shall be “natural”
in character, include publicly accessible trails

Park location at the junction of pedestrian, cycling, and vehicular routes

where practical, and prioritize habitat creation and
stormwater management.
5. Parks and Blue-Green Buffer spaces should be
designed and maintained with a focus on removing
invasive plant species and planting native and
adaptive non-native plant species.
6. Improve access and create a more enjoyable
walking and cycling experience to neighbourhood
parks and open spaces through the addition
of pedestrian crossings and other public realm
improvements (e.g., additional landscaping,
seating, bike racks, lighting and wayfinding).
7. Use interpretive signage in parks and open
spaces for educational opportunities and
connecting people to the history and natural
ecology of the community.
8. Parks shall be developed in consideration of the
CPTED principles identified in Section 4.4.5.

Connecting urban habitat from one block to the next
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6.4 URBAN FOREST
1. The Municipality shall seek to achieve a 40%
tree canopy cover for the neighbourhood (private
and public land) by:
a.

b.

Enforcing the on-site tree canopy target
policy for all new private development (see
Section 4.2.1).
Discouraging payment in-lieu for tree
canopy development targets.

c.

Prioritizing budgets to plant and maintain
trees in public spaces (e.g., parks, streets).

d.

Encouraging plantings on private property
and boulevards.

e.

Municipality and community partners may
seek ways to incentivize the preservation
of tree canopy cover on private land.

What is an Urban Forest?
It is the sum of all trees in the city, including trees in streets, parks, and on private property.

Why an Urban Forest?
Trees provide many benefits, including beauty, privacy, habitat, shade, cooling, stormwater
mitigation, air pollution mitigation, and noise mitigation. People enjoy having trees in their
neighbourhoods; trees boost property values, and areas with greater tree canopy cover tend to have
lower rates of crime and traffic accidents.

A mature urban forest with significant tree canopy coverage
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6.5 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
6.5.1 Stormwater Management Strategy
1. The Municipality shall carry out a Stormwater
Management Strategy for the area based on the
following key guidelines.

Maintain Watershed Drainage Patterns
2. Retain discharge point distribution and
contributing areas by not altering the existing
watershed boundaries and discharge locations
leaving the neighbourhood.
a.

The Municipality shall maintain existing
stormwater discharge locations, as
illustrated on 6.5.2 and limit works that
would significantly alter the existing
drainage patterns.

b.

Why? The receiving environments around
the Bell McKinnon Local Area consist of a
distributed network of fish-bearing streams.
The planning area is divided up into distinct
drainage areas that feed these streams and
keep them vital. Altering discharge patterns
can lead to overwhelming some streams
while starving others of runoff water,
thereby damaging in-stream habitat.

An urban stormwater swale with street trees

An on-site raingarden receiving parking lot run-off

Manage Water Quality On-Site
3. Manage rain water runoff from buildings and
roads for water quality, using source control best
management practices, with a strong preference
for landscape-based facilities and avoiding
underground water management systems.
a.

Why? The ground conditions in the area are
quite impervious and support slow (limited)
infiltration and moderate surface flows.
Managing runoff on-site for quality does
not require large detention facilities and
results in clean water delivered to receiving
environments.

A suburban stormwater swale
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4. On-site stormwater facilities to be designed
for 50% Mean Annual Rainfall (see existing
MNC Stormwater Guidelines), which represent
approximately 90% of all rainfall events. Larger
events to be managed by drainage catchment areas.
Extreme events should also be considered in design

to ensure development does not create potential
flooding and erosion threats.
a.

See Section 4.5.2 On-Site Water
Management

b.

All streets will integrate green stormwater
facilities as per Section 5.3.4 Street
Typologies.

Plan Designated Areas for Water Quantity Management:
5. Identify and designate open space areas at low
points in each drainage catchment areas for water
detention/retention facilities.
a.

The Municipality should acquire a minimum
of 5% of each total drainage catchment
area as Detention and Water Quality

Enhancement Areas, as shown on the
Stormwater Management Plan (6.5.2).
b.

The Municipality should consider working
with Cowichan Tribes when developing
stormwater management facilities and
assessing potential impacts/ benefits.

Stormwater flow path into on-street raingarden
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1.
4.
2.
5.
3.

MATERIALS
1. ORGANIC MULCH
2. BIO-RETENTION GROWING
MEDIUM
3. SCARIFIED SUBSOIL
4. OVERFLOW DRAIN WITH
BEEHIVE GRATE
5. PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN

PRIVATE PROPERTY

PRIVATE PROPERTY

Typical stormwater swale section

OUTLET

OUTLET

RAINGARDEN/
SWALE
CAPTURES, FILTERS
AND ALLOWS FOR
INFILTRATION OF
STORMWATER

Sample Section - TYPICAL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
BELL MCKINNON

RAINGARDEN/
SWALE
CAPTURES, FILTERS
AND ALLOWS FOR
INFILTRATION OF
STORMWATER

Typical on-street stormwater strategy
205-520 Culduthel Road
Victoria, BC V8Z 1G1

Phone:
Fax:

250.412-2891
250.412-2892
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6.5.2 Stormwater Management Plan
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7

5.2 DESIGN DIRECTIONS GALLERY

INFRASTRUCTURE

7.1 OVERVIEW
Insufficient infrastructure is a major limiting factor of growth in the
area. Redevelopment facilitated by the policies of this Plan and the
proposed new regional hospital will both require upgraded sewer
and water service.
Infrastructure improvements (e.g., sewer, water,
streets) are anticipated as part of the new
regional hospital, which would be an ideal way
to catalyze development in the neighbourhood.
However, the timeline for the hospital and related
improvements are uncertain. As a result, this
Plan does not recommend pre-servicing land
but, instead, facilitating servicing upgrades via
development – including the hospital.

Inside this section, you will find:
yy An infrastructure action plan including
policies to guide Water Service Upgrades
and Sewer Service Upgrades.
yy A Conceptual Water Improvement Plan
and a Conceptual Sewer Improvement
Plan, illustrating desired improvements.
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7.2 INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION PLAN
7.2.1 General
1. The Municipality will not pre-service land.
2. Proponents and land developers shall be responsible for providing the necessary upgrades
resulting from a development or land use application in accordance with the policies of this Plan.
3. The Municipality should facilitate infrastructure and servicing upgrades through latecomer or
excess capacity agreements where applicable through legislation.
4. The Municipality will not support individual or community water/sewer systems (e.g., no septic
or wells) in the Plan Area.
5. The Municipality will accept reduced statutory right-of-way widths where qualified
professionals demonstrate that design widths can accommodate standard municipal practices.

7.2.2 Water Service Upgrades
1. The following upgrades are expected to be required in order to provide adequate fire
protection and domestic water supply:
a.

Install a new watermain, 300mm in diameter, in Bell McKinnon Road from Sprott Road to
Drinkwater Road.

b.

Install new watermains (typically 200mm diameter) in all new roads or roads where
redevelopment is occurring.

c.

Install new watermain, 250mm in diameter, in Herd Road from Bell McKinnon Road to the
Trans Canada Highway.

2. The schematic representation of existing and future water facilities is shown in 7.2.4.

7.2.3 Sewer Service Upgrades
1. The following upgrades are expected to be required as the main features of a sewer system in
the area:
a.

A trunk sewer down Bell McKinnon Road and connecting to the existing sewer system near
Drinkwater Road. Pipe sizes of the trunk will vary from 250mm to 375mm in diameter.

b.

Two planned pump stations near the Trans-Canada Highway to facilitate development of
properties which are of lower elevation than Bell McKinnon Road.

c.

Local laterals as required, typical size 200mm diameter.

2. The area around Anzio Road is challenging to service due to topography and has limited potential
for additional development. It should therefore be excluded from the planned sewer service area.
3. The schematic representation of existing and future sewer facilities is shown in 7.2.5.
106 /
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7.2.4 Conceptual Water Improvement Plan
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7.2.5 Conceptual Sewer Improvement Plan
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5.2 DESIGN DIRECTIONS GALLERY

IMPLEMENTATION

8.1 OVERVIEW
While this Plan provides a policy framework to guide future growth
in the area, key actions and next steps are necessary to fully realize
the vision and concepts presented in this Plan.
This section provides an implementation strategy
for on-going, short-term, and medium- to longterm actions – and links next steps with key
policies found in this Plan.
The actions outlined in this section acts as
a guide to the Municipality and its partners
in undertaking key planning priorities in the
creation of a complete community in the Plan
Area.

Inside, you will find:
yy An overview of the Implementation
Strategy, providing direction to the
implementation of this Plan.
yy An implementation table of On-going,
Short-term, and Medium- to Long-term
Actions, providing a list of next steps and
related details.
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8.2 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
8.2.1 Overview
While Bell McKinnon is – at present – a relatively uncomplicated
neighbourhood, this Plan presents a bold vision for a model green
Growth Centre with new directions for land use, transportation, parks,
and green and grey infrastructure.
To realize this vision for generations to come, the
Municipality requires:
a.

112 /

A flexible yet coordinated approach to
facilitating complimentary development
typologies and acquisition of
transportation and blue-green networks
that will support long-term livability and
community well-being;

b.

An interdepartmental willingness to go
“outside the box” to create public spaces
(e.g., streets, parks, laneways) that speak
directly to the objectives and principles of
this Plan – not a watered-down version;

c.

Collaboration with key partners –
including the City of Duncan, Cowichan
Valley Regional District, BC Transit, and
Cowichan Tribes – to leverage win-win
opportunities within and in proximity to the
neighbourhood; and,

BELL MCKINNON LOCAL AREA PLAN

d.

Strong leadership to follow through on
adoption of this Plan by allowing its policies
to guide staff and Council decision-making
with regard to development applications.

The comprehensive directions, policies, and
recommendations in this Plan are grounded in
strong consensus among stakeholders, staff, Council,
and the wider community.
The result is a well-defined and actionable list of
initiatives and next steps that the Municipality
can undertake over the next 5-15 years. As the
neighbourhood evolves, this Plan – and specifically
this section – should be revisited to reflect changing
needs and priorities.
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8.2.2 On-going Actions
Action
1

2

Description

Policy

Roles

New Public
Spaces – streets,
parks, trails, and
laneways

Work with developers (including
CVRHD) to develop and acquire
new streets, laneways, trails, parks,
buffers, and other open space in
accordance with the policies of
this Plan.

4.2.2 Acquisition
of Neighbourhood
Networks

Lead: MNC

New
Infrastructure
& Blue-Green
Network

Work with developers (including
CVRHD) to upgrade existing
infrastructure, including sewer
and water, and establish a robust
green infrastructure network
with a focus on stormwater
management.

6.5 Stormwater
Management and
7.2 Infrastructure
Action Plan

Lead: MNC

Partners: CVRHD,
developers,
others

Partners: CVRHD,
developers,
others

8.2.3 Short-term Actions
Action

Description

Policy

Roles

1

Detailed Local
Street Layout
Study

Undertake a detailed study of
the new local street network to
inform street development.

5.3.4 Street
Typology Details

Lead: MNC

2

Cycling & Trail
Network

[a] Support the CVRD initiative
to complete the Cowichan Valley
Trail / Trans-Canada Trail.
[b] Prioritize cycling
improvements for the following
routes in the short-term: Bell
McKinnon Road, Herd Road, and
Norcross Road.

5.3.2 Active
Transportation
Network and 5.3.3
Street, Laneway, &
Greenway Network

Lead [a]: CVRD
Partner [a]: MNC,
Cowichan Tribes
Lead [b]: MNC

Duncan Area Active
Transportation Plan
and Cowichan Tribes
Transportation and
Mobility Plan

Partner [b]:
developers,
CVRHD, others
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Short-term Actions continued
Action

Policy

Roles

3

Amenity Policy

Develop and adopt a new
amenity policy to inform
Community Amenity
Contributions and related
policies (e.g., density bonusing).

4.2.3 Community
Amenity
Contributions

Lead: MNC

4

Street Trees
& Boulevard
Landscaping
Policy

Develop and adopt a policy
that outlines specific plantings
for stormwater management,
street tree separation, wildlife
protection and conflict
prevention, and environmental
stewardship.

5.7.2 Pedestrian
Zone and 6.4 Urban
Forest

Lead: MNC

5

Green
Development
Policies

Develop detailed policies to
inform the Maximum Effective
Impervious Area and Minimum
Tree Canopy Cover development
requirements.

4.5.1 Tree Canopy
Cover and 4.5.2
On-site Stormwater
Management

Lead: MNC

6

Step Code

Finalize the development and
adoption of the BC Energy Step
Code policy and regulations.

4.5.3 Green Building

Lead: MNC

7

Traffic Impact
Assessment

Require developers to complete
a traffic impact assessment for
major developments within the
LAP area to the Municipality’s
satisfaction. All properties within
800m of the TCH will also require
approval from MOTI.

5.2 General Policies
(Transportation)

Lead: MNC

Review and update engineering
specifications and standards
for servicing, easements, and
rights-of-way to be consistent
with best practices.

N/A

8
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Description

Updated
Engineering
Standards
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Partners:
developers, MOTI

Lead: MNC
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8.3 MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM ACTIONS
Action
1

2

Description

Policy

Roles

Large
Neighbourhood
Park

Work with relevant agencies
and property owners to
acquire a large park area with
a trail network on the east
side of the hospital site and
adjacent ALR lands.

6.3.1 Blue-Green Network
Acquisition and 6.3.2 Blue
Green Network Plan

Lead: MNC

Trail Network

Work with developers,
CVRHD, and others to create
an off-street trail network
that enhances connectivity
and promotes recreation
within the neighbourhood.

6.3.2 Blue-Green Network
Plan and 5.3.3 Street,
Laneway, & Greenway
Network

Lead: MNC

Partners: CVRHD,
property owners,
ALC

Partners:
developers,
property owners,
CVRHD

3

Truck Routes
Bylaw

Develop a Truck Routes
Bylaw to minimize the
impacts of trucks servicing
the new hospital and
the Core Village on the
neighbourhood, with a
strong preference for
servicing access to the
hospital off of Herd Road.

5.4 Goods Movement &
Loading

Lead: MNC

4

New School Site

Work with SD 79 to
acquire a school site, with
preference for a joint school
and public park development
of approximately 5 acres
located south of Ortona
Road and West of Bell
McKinnon Road.

6.3.1 Blue-Green Network
Acquisition and 6.3.2 BlueGreen Network Plan

Lead: School
District 79

Work with car share
enterprises to identify
opportunities to expand car
share services in the area.

5.6 Off-Street Parking

4

Car Share

Partners: MNC,
property owners

Partners: MNC,
developers, car
share (e.g., Modo)
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MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM ACTIONS continued
Action
5

5

116 /

Improved Transit

Transit Hub

Description

Policy

Roles

Work with BC Transit to
extend and schedule
existing services or create
new services (local,
regional, interregional,
and handyDART) through
the LAP area with strong
consideration to linkages
with other areas.

5.5.1 Transit Network
Policies and 5.5.2 Transit
Network Plan

Lead: BC Transit

Create a multi-modal transit
hub on Bell McKinnon Road,
adjacent to the hospital site.

5.5.1 Transit Network
Policies and 5.5.2 Transit
Network Plan

Lead: BC Transit

Partners: MNC,
CVRHD, Cowichan
Tribes

Partners: MNC,
CVRHD

6

Parking Strategy

Develop a parking strategy
that implements timelimited parking in select
areas (e.g., Core Village),
as the neighbourhood
develops.

5.2. General Policies
(Transportation)

Lead: MNC

7

Parking
Structure

Monitor the need and
explore options for a parking
structure in proximity to
the Core Village that would
provide secure, long-term
parking, and market-priced
stalls.

5.2. General Policies
(Transportation)

Lead: MNC
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5.6 Off-Street Parking
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APPENDIX

A.1 LANDSCAPE PLAN REQUIREMENTS
At the time of rezoning and Development Permit application,
applicants shall provide a detailed landscape plan prepared by a
Registered Landscape Architect that provides the following.

40% Tree Canopy Coverage

10% Effective Impervious Area

1. Show proposed tree planting locations and
indicate the amount of growing medium volume
that will be provided for each tree.

3. Show [a] impervious surfaces, coloured by
drainage basin area, [b] all rain water source
control measures, linked to drainage basins, [c]
sizing criteria for each source control measure,
and [d] construction details for source control
measures.

2. Provide a survey of the proposed canopy
coverage using the following formula:
a.

L x 75 + M x 50 + S x 25 / TSA = _____%
(L = # large trees, M = # medium trees, S =
# small trees, and tsa = total site area)
i. Tree cover measurements are in m2.
ii. A bonus of 10m2 per large tree and 5m2
per medium tree is applied for preferred
tree species identified as preferred in
Section A.2.
iii. A bonus of 5m2 per tree is applied to
street trees in metal tree grates.
iv. To obtain full credit, project must
provide adequate soil volume to support
tree size, and a landscape performance
security will be required for all plantings.
v. The Tree List on the following page
summarizes acceptable tree species for
consideration of the calculation of canopy
coverage.

4. Provide an estimate of the proposed
Effective Impervious Area, using the following
formula:
a.

Impervious surface area draining directly
to municipal storm drain system (m2) /
total site area (m2);

b.

As a rule of thumb, rain water
management source controls generally
cover 5% of a development site;

c.

Landscaped areas should be used
to manage rain water, where grades
facilitate;

d.

Green Roofs are considered pervious
surfaces;

e.

Landscaped areas are considered
pervious, provided growing medium
depth >300mm.
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Large-Canopied Trees: 75m² Credit
Soil Volume Required: 30-45m³

Medium-Canopied Trees: 50m² Credit
Soil Volume Required: 15-30m³

Small-Canopied Trees: 25m² Credit
Soil Volume Required: 8-15m³

Common Name

Common Name

Botanical Name

Common Name

Botanical Name

Pacific dogwood
Shore pine
Silk tree
Paper birch
California incense cedar
American hornbeam
Japanese hornbeam
Hinoki false cypress
Sawara false cypress
Giant dogwood
Turkish hazel
Hardy rubber tree
Honey locust
Chinese flame tree
Golden rain tree
European larch
Sweetbay magnolia
Red lotus
Tupelo

Cornus nuttallii

Vine maple
Paperbark maple
Japanese maple
Amur maple

Acer circinatum
Acer griseum
Acer palmatum
Acer tartaricum ssp. ginnala
Amelanchier x grandiflora
Cercis canadensis
Cercis chinensis
Cercis siliquastrum
Cornus kousa
Crataegus douglasii
Crataegus x lavellei
Crataegus x mordensis
Magnolia stellata
Magnolia x soulangeana
Malus floribunda
Nothofagus antarctica

Grand fir
Big leaf maple

Botanical Name

Abies grandis
Acer macrophyllum
Pacific madrone/arbutus
Arbutus menziezii
Douglas fir
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Garry oak
Quercus garryana
Western redcedar
Thuja plicata
Western hemlock
Tsuga heterophylla
Field Maple
Acer campestre
Caucasian maple
Acer cappadocicum
Sycamore maple
Acer pseudoplatanus
Red maple
Acer rubrum
Sugar maple
Acer saccharum
Shantung maple
Acer truncatum
Freeman maple
Acer x freemanii
Yellow buckeye
Aesculus flava
Common horsechestnut
Aesculus hippocastanum
Ruby red horsechestnut Aesculus x carnea
Red alder
Alnus rubra
European hornbeam
Carpinus betulus
Chinese chestnut
Castanea mollissima
Spanish chestnut
Castanea sativa
Common catalpa
Catalpa bignonoides
Western catalpa
Catalpa speciosa
Atlas cedar
Cedrus atlantica
Deodar cedar
Cedrus deodara
Kastura
Cercidiphyllum japonicum
Yelllowwood
Cladrastis kentukea
Handkerchief tree
Davidia involucrata
Snow gum
Eucalyptus pauciflora
European beech
Fagus sylvatica
American ash
Fraxinus americana
European ash
Fraxinus excelsior
Manna ash
Fraxinus ornus
Ginkgo
Ginkgo biloba
Kentucky coffeetree
Gymnocladus dioicus
Arizona walnut
Juglans major
Black walnut
Juglans nigra
English walnut
Juglans regia
Sweet gum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Tulip tree
Liriodendron tulipifera
Southern magnolia
Magnolia grandiflora
Kobus magnolia
Magnolia kobus
Siberian crabapple
Malus baccata
Dawn redwood
Metasequoia glyptostroboides
European hop hornbeam
Ostrya carpinifolia
Persian ironwood
Parrotia persica
Empress tree
Paulownia tomentosa
Amur cork tree
Phellodendron amurense
Norway spruce
Picea abies
Sitka spruce
Picea sitchensis
Scotch pine
Pinus sylvestris
Giant redwood
Sequoiadendron giganteum
Japanese pagoda tree Sophora japonica
False arborvitae
Thujopsis dolabrata
Little-leaf linden
Tilia cordata
Large leaf linden
Tilia platyphyllos
Silver linden
Tilia tomentosa
Caucasian lime
Tilia x euchlora
American elm
Ulmus americana
Japanese elm
Ulmus davidiana
Scotch elm
Ulmus glabra
Siberian elm
Ulmus pumila
Japanese zelkova
Zelkova serrata

American hop hornbeam

White spruce
Serbian spruce
Colorado blue spruce
Limber pine
Austrian pine
Ponderosa pine
Chinese pistacio
Trembling aspen
Bitter cherry
Sargents cherry
Yoshino cherry
Callery pear
Willow oak
Korean mountain ash
Whitebeam
Bald cypress
Nootka cypress

Pinus contorta var. contorta

Albizia julibrissin
Betula papyrifera
Calocedrus decurrens
Carpinus caroliniana
Carpinus japonica
Chamaecyparis obtusa
Chamaecyparis pisifera
Cornus controversa
Corylus colurna
Eucommia ulmoides
Gleditsia triacanthos
Koelreuteria bipinnata
Koelreuteria paniculata
Larix decidua
Magnolia virginiana
Manglietia insignis
Nyssa sylvatica
Ostrya virginiana
Picea glauca
Picea omorika
Picea pungens
Pinus flexilis
Pinus nigra
Pinus ponderosa
Pistacia chinensis
Populus tremuloides
Prunus emarginata
Prunus sargentii
Prunus X yedoensis
Pyrus calleryana
Quercus phellos
Sorbus alnifolia
Sorbus aria
Taxodium distichum
Xanthocyparis nootkatensis

Autumn Brilliance Serviceberry

Eastern redbud
Chinese redbud
Judas tree
Kousa dogwood
Black hawthorn*
Lavallei hybrid hawthorn
Toba hawthorn
Star magnolia
Saucer magnolia
Japanese flowering crabapple
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A.2 CANOPY COVER CREDIT TREE LIST

Southern beech
Tanoak
Notholithocarpus densiflorus
Cherry plum
Prunus cerasifera
Japanese cherry
Prunus serrulata
Japanese stewartia
Stewartia pseudocamellia
Japanese snowbell
Styrax japonicus
Fragrant snowbell
Styrax obassia
Tree lilac
Syringa reticulata
Western yew
Taxus brevifolia
All columnar varieties, regardless of species
*Invasive varities not accepted.
Specifically Excluded from Credit

Common Name

Botanical Name

Monkey puzzle
Fan palm
Holly species
Black locust

Araucaria araucana
Trachycarpos fortunei
Ilex spp.
Robinia pseudoacacia

Note: In order to obtain full credit, project must provide

adequate soil volume to support tree size.
Tree List Adapted from Oak Bay Urban Forest
Management Strategy, 2017
Highlight designates preferred species.
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OVERVIEW
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1.0

OVERVIEW

1.1

What is a Local Area Plan?

A Local Area Plan (LAP) is a land use planning policy plan
for geographic areas of a Municipality where there is a need
to provide a more detailed level of planning and design at
a neighborhood and community scale. The LAP provides
guidance for future decisions related to issues including
land use, urban form, mobility and infrastructure. The LAP
is intended to provide a framework and level of strategic
planning, over a 30 year timeline.
This local area plan (LAP) was undertaken for the
community of Crofton to anticipate change which will come
to the community regardless of planning efforts. Climate
change, demographic change, technological change and
economic change all steer the inevitable changes which
happen in any community. By respecting the past (cultural
heritage of a community), embracing the present (current
trends in community development and planning) and
anticipating the future, the citizens of Crofton can have a
say in the outcome of the inevitable forces of change placed
on their community.

1.2

1.3

Interpretation of the Plan

The Crofton Local Area Plan is a conceptual document
intended to work as a guide for citizens, developers and
municipal staff when contemplating development proposals
and community initiatives. The plan is also intended to
inform OCP Policy and to give certainty to the community of
Crofton on the future direction of the community as it grows
and changes over the coming years.
All plans are conceptual in nature and are intended to
demonstrate possible outcomes of the plan’s policies. The
boundaries and locations of any symbols or areas shown on
a figure are approximate only and shall be interpreted as
such. They are not intended to define exact locations except
where they coincide with clearly recognizable physical
features or fixed boundaries, such as property lines.
Unless otherwise specified within the LAP, where actual
quantities or numerical standards are contained within a
figure, drawing or diagram, these quantities or standards are

Purpose of the LAP

Left:
Existing Crofton
Sea Walk

The purpose of the Crofton Local Area Plan is to provide a
detailed policy framework and implementation strategy.
Crofton is identified as one of three growth centres within
the Municipality of North Cowichan’s (MNC’s) OCP. In
addition to this, the Climate Action and Energy Plan (CAEP)
for MNC recognized the opportunities to deliver energy
savings and greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions, through
new higher density and compact housing forms, improved
transportation strategies and the ability to grow and sell
food in the growth centres.
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to be interpreted as conceptual only and will be determined
in the detailed design stage or through other regulatory
documents such as the Zoning Bylaw or the Development
Permit Guidelines.

1.4

Structure of the Plan

The LAP begins with references to higher level planning
documents which have been reviewed and used as guiding
documents which have informed the LAP planning process,
including the North Cowichan Official Community Plan and
the North Cowichan Climate Action and Energy Plan.

•
•
•
•

A demonstration plan for the Commercial Core Focus
Area;
Design studies for York Avenue, and entrance to Crofton.
A concept plan for existing greenfield sites;
Examples of mature villages which may provide direction
for proponents wishing to develop within Crofton.

Section 5 of the plan presents the general policies which will
guide future private and public investment within Crofton
concerning:
• Land Use;
• Built Form;
• Mobility;
• Open Space and
• Public Realm.
Section 6 presents the regulating plan and associated charts.
Section 7 presents strategies for the implementation and
administration of the LAP including a discussion on:
• key partners of the plan; and
• the next steps required to move the plan forward.

Right:
Crofton Hotel

1.5

Section 2 of the LAP provides the context for the LAP and
a summary of baseline documents. A number of supporting
maps illustrate a foundation for the design stage of the
planning process.
Section 3 of the LAP provides a summary of the community’s
vision and presents the process used to define this vision and
the associated guiding principles.
Section 4 of the LAP presents the neighbourhood concept
plans and designs including:

Acknowledgments

The Plan was prepared by JWT Design Ltd. with assistance
from Hall Engineering and Planning, Inc., Land Use Economics
and Dennis Carlsen Consulting. Valuable input into this plan
document was gathered from the Municipality of North
Cowichan, key stakeholders such as BC Ferries and Catalyst
Paper and the public.
The overall planning process was steered by the Crofton
Community Advisory Working Group and included the broader
community at key input stages. The Advisory Working Group
consisted of individuals with a variety of backgrounds that
represent a cross section of interests and views to help guide
the future. The group was formed in 2013.
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1.6

Disclaimer

The policies and guidelines in the LAP are not intended to
be interpreted as an approval for a use on a specific site
as the policies do not address specific issues, bylaws or
conditions for each site within the Plan area. Taking this
into consideration it should be noted that no representation
is made herein that any particular site is suitable for a
particular purpose, as the site conditions or limitations
(including environmental contamination or remediation)
must be assessed on a case-by-case basis as part of an
application for subdivision, rezoning or development permit
approval.

1.7

The Plan Area

The LAP matches the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB)
as defined by the OCP. In general it encompasses the
“urbanized” area within Crofton, bounded by the waterfront
to the east, the Catalyst industrial lands and Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) lands to the north, Municipal Forest
Reserve lands to the west and Tatlo Road and Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) lands to the south. The UCB is shown on
applicable maps as a dashed line and labeled accordingly.
Refer to Figure 1 LAP Study Area for a graphic illustration of
the study area boundaries.
Within the UCB, and identified in the OCP is a mixed use
commercial core focus area. It is generally defined by the
Catalyst industrial lands to the north, the waterfront to the
east, Joan Avenue and south laneway to the south, and the
north entry to Crofton and the intersection of at Crofton
Road and all of Chaplin Street to the west.

1.8 How the Plan Relates to Other Municipal
Policies
Two important higher level guiding documents have been
reviewed in developing this LAP. The are the North Cowichan
OCP and North Cowichan Climate Action and Energy Plan.
This section provides a broad overview of their relevance
and and implications in relation to the LAP.

1.8.1 Municipality of North Cowichan Official
Community Plan (2011)
Official Community Plans (OCPs) are the overarching
planning documents that set out the community vision and
values that will guide decision-making about the future
direction of each municipality. They also provide clarity
for residents, businesses and institutions on the primary
goals, objectives, and supporting policies that help the
Municipality to meet its goals.
North Cowichan’s OCP is based on 5 key principles and 5 key
goals, that provide strategic context and direction for the
Crofton Local Area Plan:
Principles

Goals

Sustainability

Preserve our rural setting

Economic opportunity

Guard our environment

Smart growth

Adjust to climate change

Healthy and safe community

Encourage economic opportunities

Community engagement

Build strong communities

Planning
Framework

The OCP identifies Crofton as one of three growth centres
within North Cowichan. By focusing development in growth
centres, growth can be accommodated more efficiently. It
also minimizes short and long term costs to the community
and take advantage of the facilities that are already in
place.

Crofton Community Local Area Plan - The Vision
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Figure 1. LAP Study Area
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Growth centres are the core areas and infrastructure of
each of these communities and contain municipal services,
commercial and retail activities, schools, and other facilities
that are the foundation of community.
The preparation of local area plans for its growth centres
is a priority for the Municipality. It is recognized that the
Crofton LAP will be more fine grained and will include
specific goals and objectives than the overarching strategic
policies of the OCP. It is also expected that the Crofton
LAP will conform to and align with the overarching policies
contained in the OCP and the Climate Action Energy Plan
(CAEP).    

Key OCP Themes Affecting the LAP
The following excerpts from the OCP summarize the policy
direction of elements that are relevant for the Crofton LAP.
Some excerpts have been slightly modified to fit the Crofton
context. Both the general overarching OCP policies and
specific Crofton policies form the foundation of the Crofton
LAP. The direction of the OCP and the LAP is multifaceted
and requires an integrated approach in order to develop a
resilient and sustainable community that incorporates the
OCP principles and goals.

modal transportation options that meet the needs of Crofton
residents.
Infrastructure: Provide the necessary infrastructure that
meets the highest standards of public health and safety,
protects the environment, emphasizes conservation and is
cost-effective.
Parks and Recreation: Ensure Crofton is well serviced with
recreation facilities, including a system of parks, trails and
open space that provide opportunities for residents of all
ages.
Economy: Establish a welcoming atmosphere for economic
development while maintaining a high quality of life and
high environmental quality by promoting good urban design,
investing in the public realm and downtown revitalization,
and protecting investments made by existing businesses.
Environment: Protect local ecosystems including fresh
and marine water and terrestrial environments and where
opportunities arise, restore these ecosystems to maintain
biodiversity, ecological health and integrity. In particular,
protect and enhance the unique and special characteristics
of ocean foreshores and other waterfront areas.

Housing: Meet the housing needs of North Cowichan
residents in terms of housing type, size, cost and location.
Public Realm: Create attractive public spaces that meet the
diverse needs of residents and that preserve heritage and
environmental values.

Right:
Crofton
Elementary
School Playing
Fields

Safe and Healthy Community: Enable residents of all ages
and diverse backgrounds to live a safe and healthy life in
Crofton.
Community and Neighbourhood: Help residents to promote
and enhance Crofton’s unique identity and community spirit.
Transportation:  Provide a choice of efficient, safe, multi-
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In addition to the general principles, goals, and policies
of the OCP, the following are policy excerpts specifically
related to Crofton:

•

Crofton Environment and Waterfront

•

The Municipality recognizes and will protect the unique
and special characteristics of ocean foreshores and other
waterfront areas. Development that would alienate the
foreshore from public access or negatively impact on the
natural environment will be discouraged. Public access
to and along the waterfront is a priority consideration in
the review of all development proposals. Provision will
be made for access through or around any structure that
extends below the high watermark (except along industrially
designated shorelines).
The OCP supports community access to the Crofton
Waterfront including:
• Securing the use and development of the waterfront for
public benefit;
• Maintaining public facilities such as the government
dock;
• Cleaning-up of the small craft harbour and
• Connecting Crofton to the rest of North Cowichan.

Consistency with the Official Community Plan
To meet and compliment the OCP Goals, Principles,
Objectives and Policies the Crofton LAP should:
• Encourage various forms of housing for a range of
incomes and demographics;
• Enhance the public realm to create attractive
streetscapes and public spaces where people can gather;
• Focus density to enable more compact development and
more efficient use of infrastructure;
• Facilitate a multi-modal transportation with increased
trail linkages, greater access to public transit, and safer

pedestrian routes to encourage active transportation;
Enhance the waterfront for commercial and marine
related businesses and activities to locate here and to
enable greater public access;
Create an attractive commercial centre to enhance
existing businesses and encourage new businesses to
locate here.

1.8.2 Climate Action & Energy Plan
The Municipality of North Cowichan’s Climate Action and
Energy Plan (CAEP) was prepared to address issues in
relation to climate change and energy consumption. The
CAEP inventories community and corporate energy use
and GHG emissions and identifies future trends in energy
consumption and emissions through policy, actions, and
other mechanisms.
The Municipality of North Cowichan is striving to reduce air
pollution, GHG emissions and energy consumption through
resource conservation and recovery and the application
of smart growth principles. By reducing sprawl, by
increasing density within serviceable areas and developing
along existing corridors, communities can reduce energy
consumption and GHG emissions.
The CAEP includes a series of recommended climate
mitigation and adaptation actions that support the goals and
objectives contained in the OCP regarding growth centres
such as Crofton.
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1.8.3 Development Permit Area (DPA) Guidelines
The OCP designates five Development Permit Areas, DPA
1 - General, DPA 2 - Marine Waterfronts, DPA 3 - Natural
Environment, DPA 4 - Hazard Lands, and DPA 5 - Farm
Land Protection. DPA guidelines reflect the policies of the
OCP and help Council and staff to evaluate development
proposals. DPAs have been developed to guide the form
and character of commercial, industrial and multi-family
development, protect the natural environment and areas
of hazardous conditions, encourage water and energy
conservation and reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions and
protect farming.

Figure 2. Municipality of North Cowichan
GHG Emissions
Source: 2007 CEEI
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Quick Fact:
Crofton’s Growth
Centre contains
about +/- 182
Ha and contains
roughly 760
dwelling units.
This equates
to a settlement
density of 4.2
Units/ Ha.

2.0 CONTEXT
Two comprehensive baseline reports have been completed
as part of this study. They are the Crofton Community Local
Area Plan Stage 2 Draft Report (the precursor to this report
which also documents the public planning process) and
the Summary Market Overview, Community of Crofton,
British Columbia Report prepared by Land Use Economics
LLC. These reports examine the existing situation within
the planning study area and adjacent planning context and
they identify issues affecting the design and planning of the
Crofton LAP. This section provides a brief overview of the
key findings from those reports.

2.1 Existing Crofton Characteristics
As illustrated in the photograph above, Crofton enjoys an
idyllic coastal location. There are numerous other coastal
communities along the eastern edge of Vancouver Island,

most with similar water access and water views, but most
of the other communities do not contain a topographic
‘bowl like’ setting that provides ocean and sunrise views
from much of the developed portions of the community. In
addition, the existing grid road system and gentle slopes
in the developed centre of the community creates a highly
walkable, pedestrian friendly, village scale and feel. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the LAP Context and Existing
Features Map, Crofton has a somewhat ‘remote’ feel, being
surrounded on the south by low density rural agricultural
uses, on the west by Municipal Forest Reserve (MFR), and on
the north by Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) and the large
industrial zone that abuts the north edge of Chaplin Street.
This study’s focus area includes two full blocks and 4 ½
blocks of commercially zoned land. Some of this land is
vacant, much of it is occupied by solely residential uses.
Commercial retail uses are not concentrated in one location
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Figure 3. LAP Context and Existing Features Map
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but are spread-out along the streetscapes, nestled inbetween vacant lots, single-family homes and in some cases
apartments.
The grid centre of  the community was the first to develop,
and as such has the oldest building stock. This area lacks
uniform design standards, varies tremendously in terms
of quality, and lacks a clear focal point. It is evident that
businesses located in the area are challenged economically.
The number of businesses has been reducing in recent years.
In many ways this central area offers both challenges to,
and opportunities for redevelopment. Given the location of
most supporting retail and services outside of Crofton, local
residents meet almost all of their shopping needs elsewhere.

2.2 Population
According to Statistics Canada the 2011 population within
the Crofton plan study area stood at 1,690. Some general
household characteristics can be summarized as follows:

•
•
•
•

The vast majority of residents are Canadian in origin;

•

For those working outside of Crofton, the median
commute time is between 15 and 18 minutes;

•

The median per capita income of workers over the age
of 15 and working is approximately $29,400;

•

The average per capita income of workers over the age
of 15 is between $30,000 and $47,500;

•

The average household income is just above $69,500.

They are all permanent residents;
They predominately originate from British Columbia;
Nearly 75 percent are third generation residents of the
area;

Right:
Crofton’s main
street has never
been fully built
out.

Based household characteristics, established migration
patterns, birth and death rates and usual statistical
projection techniques the population in the plan area is
expected to grow by only 474 people by 2036 to a total of
2,169, with almost the same balance between males and
females.
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Based on an average household size of 2.4, the projected
growth over 30 years translates into an increased need for
approximately 198 dwelling units, or average annual demand
for 8 units per year. This is well under the historic housing
absorption rate discussed below.
These growth projections are based on static development
pattern assumptions. As a result, if Crofton were to position
itself to appeal to a retirement market, both housing and
population would be impacted. If the area were to develop
a reputation as a desirable second home location housing
demand would be impacted, but permanent population
would be impacted to a lesser degree. Household size may
also change over time depending on the age of residents,
number of children living at home, etc., so the number of
potential new homes is an estimate.
However, external forces can change both housing demand
and population growth. Major new employment sources or
industries coming into an area, or leaving, can have dramatic growth or contraction impacts. Also, an individual housing
developer can target a given community and radically alter
historic development patterns.

2.3 Commercial Development

of the commercial space distribution throughout Crofton’s
existing commercial core.
There is no clear evidence regarding the amount of commercial space that is based on population, particularly in
a small community. Moreover, the rapid growth of on-line
retailing and work at home trends is rapidly changing the
retail landscape. According to The Square Foot, a networking hub for the commercial real estate industry has calculated an average 1.4 square metres per person in Canada.
Some areas in the United States have as much as 4.3 square
metres per capita whereas Australia has 0.6 square metres
and France only 0.2. If Crofton were to go by the Canadian
average the commercial sector is underserved with approximately 1.1 existing square metres per person as of 2011,
declining to approximately 0 .9 metres by 2036 without new
construction entering the market.  These figures are based
on the population and projections presented earlier at the
historic 0.994 percent growth rate for the larger Crofton Area,
not just the Study Area.
The commercial square footage that is required or necessary
will vary according to the consumption habits of the population, shopping patterns, type of retailing, and availability of
goods and services and extraneous factors such as the impact
from tourists and/or seasonal residents.

Land Use Economics examined historic building data on
the development of commercial space in Crofton as part of
the baseline review. The data set going back to 1901 is not
consistent but it shows no recorded significant commercial
construction until 1956. Subsequent development has been
relatively slow, and years can pass without any new development. According to municipal records there is approximately
3,700 square metres of mixed commercial building area
in the community, including office and retail space. No
independent survey of buildings was conducted, but vacant
commercial space clearly exists. Figure 4, Focus Area
Existing Conditions Map provides a graphic representation
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Figure 4. Focus Area Existing Conditions Map
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2.4 Key Issues and Opportunities

•

During the study a number of key issues and opportunities were
identified including:

Mitigate and remediate the industrial pollutants occupying the marine sea bed adjacent to Crofton waterfront;

•

Expand the Crofton Seawalk to the north and to the
south;

•

Enhance existing single family neighbourhoods and increase
density through infill and greater housing diversity;

•

•

Encourage well-designed homes for small lots serviced by
alleys to avoid street loaded garages becoming the dominant design feature; allow for carriage homes at the rear of
lots (suites above rear loaded garages or laneway homes)
and cluster smaller homes around common open space;

Protect and enhance Crofton’s natural assets including its waterfront, streams and other sensitive
environments;

•

Encourage the redevelopment of Joan Avenue with
vibrant mixed use and commercial development;

•
•

Create an attractive downtown streetscape; and

•

Redesign the current roadway and parking layout for Joan
Avenue to better organize parking, reduce the amount of
asphalt area and enhance the public realm with additional
landscaping;

•

Create a better connection between Joan Avenue and the
waterfront as part of the redevelopment of the Twin Gables
property;

•

Construct roundabouts at key intersections as both a traffic
calming measure and as gateway feature;

•

Design a system of interconnected trails to link both
existing and new neighbourhoods, developments and housing complexes both within the plan area and to surrounding
areas;

•

Create a better sense of arrival to Crofton by redesigning
Crofton’s north arrival point (where Crofton Road meets
Chaplin Avenue;

•

Expand the provision of public greenspace along the
waterfront and in areas receiving new development;

•

Improve the safety of Crofton Road (outside the LAP plan
area);

Protect and enhance public viewscapes

16
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3.0 VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
3.1 A Vision for the Future
At the core of the LAP Process is the need to define a clear
vision for Crofton which establishes an expectation as to
how Crofton may evolve over time, in accordance with the
community’s desires and aspirations. The following Vision
Statement has been drafted from themes drawn from the
visioning exercises, sounding boards and design workshop
which were open to all members of the community:

“Crofton is an inclusive waterfront community,
which fosters economic development, environmental
stewardship, and small town values. The community
prides itself on its seaside setting, small town
scale, walkability and access to nature and the sea.
Crofton provides affordable housing in a variety of

architectural forms which are consistent with the
existing small town character. Crofton has safe roads,
alternative modes of transportation, with good
access to the waterfront and regional trail systems.
Crofton has balanced development and the natural
environment with a special focus on maintaining
existing educational facilities, and expanding its
array of commercial and employment services.
Both public and private sector investments have
contributed to a beautification of the mixed use
commercial core area.”
To achieve this vision, the priorities of the LAP will be:

•
•
•
•

Protect and enhance the functional natural environment
as an amenity for all;
Encourage an efficient infill of underutilized or vacant
land parcels within the mixed use commercial core,
periphery lands and broader growth centre;
Create an enhanced and beautified public realm
which includes sustainable, functional infrastructure
(sidewalks, roads and parking);
Establish greater certainty for all, including future
investment through clear and transparent planning
guidance and incentives.

Left:
Citizens engaged
in the Design
Workshop stage
of the planning
process

3.2. Guiding Principles and Goals
The overreaching guiding principles and goals were created
based on the emerging themes that arose from various
community engagement sessions and sounding boards
placed throughout the community. The following set of
five principles were established to guide the development
strategies, design proposals and regulating code and provide
high level goals that will help realize the vision.
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Table 1: Guiding
Principles & Goals

THEME

GUIDING PRINCIPLE

GOAL

Sense of Place

Support the beautification of
Crofton. Create memorable,
functional and vibrant public
and private spaces.

Strengthen the unique identify of Crofton as an
oceanside village. Create an attractive, safe and
high quality public realm.

Mobility

Support transportation infrastructure (vehicular roadways,
parking, sidewalks, multipurpose trails and transit)
which is safe and efficient.

Achieve compact, pedestrian focused development around the existing transportation
infrastructure and where possible modernize that
infrastructure to improve safety and efficiency
(including Crofton Road).

Community

Support a diverse community.

Diversify the existing array of land uses (residential and commercial) with enhanced community
and educational facilities.

Environment

Protect, restore, preserve
and enhance natural environmental assets and ecological
values.

Improve environmental stewardship through
partnerships with higher government, education,
actions, policies, and tools which are meaningful
and effective.

Local Economy

Protect, restore, preserve and Improve upon the overall image of Crofton
enhance the local economy.
through the creation and implementation of
sustainable and effective residential and commercial land use policies which promote private
and public investment, infill development and
sustainable greenfield development.
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4.0 Neighbourhood Concept Plans and
Designs
4.1 Waterfront Concept Plan

•
•

Figure 6 illustrates what the Crofton Waterfront could look
like as the Crofton LAP is implemented over time.
Plan elements include:
A stronger connection between the commercial core and
the waterfront.
Key features include:
• Designating the museum site as a park
• An upgraded waterfront park (Museum site);
• New public marina and marina parking area.
Improved public access to the waterfront:
Key features include:
• Future expansion of the Crofton Seawalk if the
Catalyst site is redeveloped with a compatible land
use;
• An upland pedestrian link from the existing Crofton
Seawalk to the waterfront lands north of the BC
Ferries terminal;
• Future expansion of the Crofton Seawalk to Osborne
Bay Park if upland support can be obtained;
• An upgrade to Berridge Street Park with additional
parking (this parking would also support a trail head
to Osborne Bay Park and the Maple Mountain Trail
if developed in concert with pedestrian sidewalk
street upgrades to Berridge Street and Adelaide
Street).
Improved the recreational access to the waters
surrounding Crofton.
Key features include:

•

A proposed recreational public marina (possibly with
floating breakwaters) to be developed north of the
BC Ferry Terminal (Illustrated in concept only);
Expanded trailer and marina parking with a potential
new marina building adjacent to the existing boat
launch- the existing Timberwest office building (now
vacant and owned by MNC) could be repurposed as a
marina building. The concept plan shows it staying in
place;
The existing Crofton Small Craft Harbour would
remain in its current location but with improved
parking and public realm.

Waterfront development includes a strong ocean
connection and respects upland views.
Key features include:
• The redevelopment of the Twin Gables site
illustrated with the potential for a private pier;

Figure 5. Illustrative waterfront Concept plan generated
by the Design Workshop.
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Figure 6. Waterfront Illustrative
Concept Plan, Crofton Local Area Plan
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•

The potential for a new waterfront park and fishing
pier as part of the redevelopment of the Osborne
Bay RV Park; the parkland would be created as an
amenity contribution of the rezoning application
process.

4.2 Commercial Core Concept Plan.
Figure 7 illustrates what the downtown core may look like as
the Crofton LAP is implemented over time.
Plan elements include:
A Stronger commercial core
Key features include:
• A redesigned Joan Avenue, York Avenue and Chaplin
Street;
• The possibility of an events stage on the waterfront
park area;
• Pedestrian facility upgrades in the form of landscaping and improved sidewalks, street furniture and
signage program, way finding;
• Improved parking and improved traffic calming measures within the public realm.

Right and Far
Right Lower:
Outdoor
balconies on
low rise projects
allow residents
to enjoy outdoor
amenity spaces.

An interated commercial core with the waterfront:
Key features include:
• Improved ferry queing;
• Improved pedestrian linkages and way finding;
• A redeveloped Twin Gables site.
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Left:
Joan Ave.
Improvements as
illustrated during
the Design
Workshop

4.3 Greenfield Development Concepts
Figure 8, the Greenfield Concept Plan illustrates the design
opportunities for the larger of the greenfield sites located
within the Crofton study area. This diagram, in concert with
the associated sketches present an idea of what the greenfield sites may look like as the Crofton LAP is implemented
over time. These design ideas are based on the input gathered during the public consultation process. Within the
community there is a desire to create a range of housing
opportunities.
Plan elements include:
Incorporate principles of conservation subdivision:
Key features include:
• Cluster small homes around open spaces;
• New development with strong pedestrian connections
and linkages to existing sidewalks and the wider trail
network;
• Larger parks bringing nature into the community e.g.
creeks, wetlands wooded areas and ravines as passive parks.

Figure 7. Shared Lot Concept illustration from Design
Workshop
A range of housing for young families, singles and seniors.
Key features include:
• Fourplex, triplex and duplexes designed to appear
as single family homes to retain the rural character of greenfield areas while providing additional
density and incentive for new development;
• Pocket parks fronted by homes with porches
creating areas for young families to congregate,
socialize and play to enforce a strong sense of
community;
• Maintain adequate buffers around environmentally sensitive areas.
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Figure 8. Focus Area Illustrative Concept Plan
Crofton Local Area Plan
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Figure 9. Greenfiled Area Illustrative Plan
Crofton Local Area Plan
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4.4 Mobility Concept Plan
Figure 11, the Mobility Concept Plan illustrates design opportunities, streetscape and trail upgrades, connections and
networks within the Crofton UCB and beyond.
Plan elements include:
Improved appearance and function of key roads.
Key features include:
• Redesign of Joan Ave, York Ave, Berridge Street and
Adelaide Street to incorporate improved pedestrian
features such as functional sidewalks, cycle lanes
where appropriate, cycling facilities, landscape and
improved parking layouts.
Arrival gateways from the north and south approaches.

Figure 10. Infill Housing illustration from the Design
Workshop

Infill residential greenfield development areas
Key features include:
• Laneways and deep lots providing opportunities for
a diversity of housing typologies not yet common
to Crofton (smaller lots equates to more affordable
housing options;
• Well-designed homes on small lots serviced by
laneways allow for the addition of coach houses at
the rear; this layout avoids street loaded garages
becoming the dominant design feature);
• Expanding Crofton’s grid road network.

Key features include:
• Roundabouts at the intersection of Chaplin Street
and York Avenue and at the intersection of Babine
Road and Osborne Bay Road to function as gateway
features and as traffic calming measures.
Extended connections along the waterfront to link
recreational areas outside Crofton.
Key features include:
• An expansion of the Crofton Seawalk, if the Catalyst
site is redeveloped;
• An expansion of Crofton Seawalk to Osborne Bay Park
if upland support can be achieved;
• New or improved trail connections to Crofton Lake
and Maple Mountain trails.
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Figure 11. Mobility Concept Plan
Crofton Local Area Plan
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5.0 General Policies
5.1 Interpretation of Language
Where a descriptive section accompanies a policy, it is
provided for information purposes only to enhance the
understanding of the policy.
Where shall is used in a policy, the policy is considered
mandatory. Nevertheless, where quantities or numerical
standards are contained within mandatory policies, such
quantities or standards may be varied at the discretion
of the approving authority, so long as the intent of the
policy is still achieved and the variation is necessary to
address unique circumstances that would otherwise render
compliance impractical or impossible.

Far Left:
Sea Walk
Left:
Community
Spirit
Lower left:
Halalt Totem

Where “should” is used in a policy, the intent is that the
policy is strongly encouraged, but can be varied where
unique or unforeseen circumstances provide for courses of
action that would satisfy the general intent of the policy.
Where a policy requires submission of studies, analysis
or other information, the Municipality will determine the
exact requirements and timing of the studies, analysis or
information.

5.2 General Policies Outline
General land use policies for the entire Crofton LAP are
based on the following distinct components:
• Community Amenity Contributions;
• Land Use;
• Public Realm;
• Built Form and Site Design.

•

The following policies should also be read in conjunction
with the Municipality’s Development Permit Area Guidelines.
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5.3 Community Amenity
Contributions
To ensure that both private developments and the community benefit
from increased densities and are not
adversely affected by the impact on
capital costs associated with growth,
amenity contributions are expected at
the rezoning stage.
The following policies have been
established to streamline amenity
negotiations and define additional
land use and/or density that can be
achieved in exchange for specific
contributions.

Right:

General Realm Policies (GP1)
a. The provision of semi-public open spaces, mews, and plazas will be

b.

c.

d.

Custom bench.
Community
amenity
contributions
can help finance
upgrades within
the public realm.
Lower Right:
Public Art can
take place in
many areas
within the study
area.

f.
g.

considered an amenity, only where a legal arrangement has been
established on title to preserve public access. The provision of parkland
beyond the statutory requirement during subdivision shall be considered
an amenity, but only for developable land (i.e., not ESA);
The provision of public art within plazas, squares, streetscapes and bicycle
networks will be considered an acceptable component of an amenities
package, only where the landowner enters into a binding agreement that
includes provisions to ensure the long-term maintenance or replacement
of the artwork and or by the Approving Officer through the subdivision
process;
Where the provision of public access and open space negatively affect
the density provisions of a private development site, the Municipality shall
consider increasing the permitted density on the remainder of the site
based on gross lot area as part of a rezoning application;
Parks, trails, greenways provided beyond statutory requirements shall only
be considered amenities where the following criteria have been met:
i. Park designs and tender drawings have been prepared by a registered
landscape architect at the cost of the developer;
ii. The developer has agreed to provide bonding for all aspects of park
construction, including but not limited to irrigation systems, grading
and drainage systems, growing medium, planting, pathways, and site
furnishings,
iii. The developer agrees to enter into a (2)two year maintenance
agreement with the Municipality from the time of substantial
completion, as determined by the Municipality;
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles will be
considered in all parks and open space development;
The provision of functional constructed treatment wetlands for storm
water runoff, quality improvements and provision of natural habitat will be
encouraged.
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5.4 Parks, Greenways, & Open
Space
This designation applies to corridors
and areas of land that provide
continuous multi-modal trails, that
link existing parks, public use lands,
environmentally sensitive lands,
wetlands and other green spaces,
including recreational trails, within the
plan area. This land use designation
also applies to the acquisition of
additional parks, playgrounds and
open spaces, including nature parks,
community parks and neighbourhood
parks.

Parks and Greenways / Open Space Policies (PG1)
a. Municipal park, trail, and greenway locations and layouts identified in this

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

plan are schematic in nature with interconnectivity as the core objective.
The specific location and design of these facilities will be reviewed on a
project-by-project basis by Municipal parks and planning staff;
Municipal park, trail and greenway acquisitions identified in this plan may
be obtained as negotiated amenities through the Zoning Amendment
process;
Designs should demonstrate the preservation of natural site features and
the enhancement of view corridors to open areas and viewscapes;
Programmatic elements for active and passive uses for new and
redeveloped parks should be designed based on public input from the local
community;
Shrubs, grasses and groundcover plantings shall be plant species native to
the eastern Vancouver Island and/or drought tolerant ornamental species
that mimic endemic flora;
Materials required for new park construction should be durable and low
maintenance;
As off-roadway trail and greenway systems develop over time, a series of
walking, jogging loops are expected to be realized, at which time way
finding signage will be provided to illustrate the length and layout of these
active recreation amenities;
Multi-purpose community gardens, storm water management and green
infrastructure will be supported.

Left:
Osborne Bay
Park Rest Stop

Lower Left:
Crofton Sea Walk
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5.5 Public Realm
The Public Realm includes all spaces that are accessible
to the public regardless of the tenure of the lands. Civic
open spaces may include Municipal parks, greenways,
waterways, public squares, and plazas. Municipal roadways,
lanes, trails, and pathways are a key component in the
connectivity of the overall functioning of public realm
systems. Semi-public plazas, squares and open spaces
extend the capacity of the public realm in creating spaces
for social interaction that are accessible and inclusive.
There are many opportunities to soften the hard edges
of private and public property, which are expanded upon
under the policy headings below:
• Mews;
• Commercial Plazas, Patios and Squares;
• Ground Oriented Units.

Right:
Example of
a small town
mews. A
pedestrian space
between the
buildings.

Mews Policies (M1)
a. Mews should be provided to break up large
monolithic buildings that span the length of a
civic block;
b. All developments that span a length greater than
half of a civic block should incorporate mews to
break up building mass along the street frontage;
c. Mews shall be designed with similar detailing
materials and elements to the adjacent
streetscape in order to create a unified public
realm experience.

5.5.1. Mews
Mews are essentially extensions of the public realm that
allow pedestrians to filter through and between civic blocks
free from the noise and busy clamor of active roadways. A
more passive experience can be realized in these spaces,
which also allow for expanded business frontages and
connections to interior semi private open space.
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5.5.1.2 Commercial Patios, Plazas, and Squares
Semi-public commercial spaces adjacent to streetscapes
provide another level of transition through the public realm
while relating directly to the activity and function of the
street in certain locations, these spaces will add to the experience of the street by creating additional opportunities
for social interaction and providing refuge areas along the
pedestrian zone.

Left:
Small scale plazas
and cottage
style retail create
inviting spaces.

Commercial Patios, Plazas and Squares
Policies (PL1)
a. Patio space should be located along Joan
Avenue and its side streets for all commercial
buildings where appropriate;
b. Plazas should be provided at the intersection of
streets and laneways to provide light penetration
opportunities for public art, and expanded social
space;
c. Commercial patios, plazas, and squares should
be designed with similar detailing materials and
elements to the adjacent streetscape in order to
create a unified public realm experience;
d. Commercial patios, plazas, and squares should
face the street;
e. Commercial patios, plazas, and squares should
provide barrier free access for all users.
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5.5.1.3 Ground Oriented Units
Ground level and first storey residential units provide an
added layer of passive monitoring and behavioral control to
the public realm. Residents provide a presence within the
public realm and take ownership of adjacent public spaces
adding to the safety and vitality of urban neighborhoods.

Right:
Ground
orientated
units illustrated
with generous
balconies facing
a public open
space.

Ground Oriented Unit Policies (GOU1)
a. Access to each multi-family residential unit shall
be at ground level for all buildings under three
storeys;
b. Ground floor residential units should have a
patio space with direct access to the adjacent
sidewalk;
c. Residential balconies must be provided for all
units above the ground floor facing the street
and any adjoining public open spaces.
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5.5.2 Pedestrian Zone

Left Upper:

The pedestrian zone should include sufficient space for
pedestrians to move through and along civic blocks near
storefronts. The remaining space between the sidewalk and
the on-street parking zone should be treated as flexible
space for outdoor cafes, interpretive displays, plantings and
street furniture.
Areas that are addressed under the pedestrian zone include
the following:
•
Sidewalks
•
Street Furnishing Strip
•
Boulevard

Attractive
bollards, paving
and curbs help
define this
pedestrian
crossing. An
example of
tactile paving
and minimized
curbs providing
visual cue to
pedestrians and
motorists.

5.5.2.1 Improved Sidewalks

Left Middle:

Improved Sidewalks Policies (IS1)
a. Sidewalks should be maintained and created at
1.5-3 metres on both sides of the street, where
feasible;
b. The pedestrian zone should provide
uninterrupted barrier free access for all users,
with a minimum clear travel width of 1.2 m to
allow for wheelchair movements;
c. Tactile paving should be provided at
intersections and crosswalks for pedestrians with
visual challenges;
d. Sidewalk curb bulges should be designed to
minimize the crossing distance at crosswalks and
intersections, while at the same time respecting
the turning radius of fire trucks, transit buses and
other vehicles where required.
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An example of
well designed
tree wells
and curb side
pedestrian zone.

Lower Left:
Planting areas
within sidewalk
zones can be
effective even in
narrow strips.
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5.5.2.2 Street Furnishings Strip

Street Furnishings Strip Policies (SF1)
Upper Right
Custom light
standards
highlight local
culture (example
from Merritt BC).

Lower Right:
Well designed
benches within
the streets
pedestrian zone..

a. The locations of utility boxes should be carefully
coordinated with paving and other streetscape
elements;
b. Street lighting should be designed to improve
street comfort at night. All fixtures shall be
shielded or full cut-off with no up-lighting to
preserve night sky viewing;
c. New street lighting with decorative poles, to
create a Crofton theme, should be completed at
the time of the streetscape improvements;
d. Street light poles must be selected that allow for
the deployment of wireless technology, banners,
hanging flower baskets, outlets for seasonal
lighting, and drip irrigation lines;
e. Light poles and fixtures should reflect the
heritage of the area;
f. New way finding signage should be integrated
into the street lighting and site furniture systems.
g. Benches positioned along the curb line shall
orient users toward business marketing and
window displays rather than onto an unpleasant
parked vehicle zone and heavy travel lanes;
h. Utility boxes may be used for a public art
program.
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5.5.2.3 Boulevard
Boulevard Policies (B1)
a. Shrubs, grasses and groundcover plantings shall be plant species native to eastern
Vancouver Island and/or drought tolerant ornamental species that mimic endemic flora;
b. New tree plantings shall be selected to provide a high canopy over the street while
remaining above commercial displays and signage (at maturity);
c. Large full canopy tree species shall be installed along the boulevard or within the curb
bulges where sufficient soil volumes and tree canopies can be accommodated;
d. Columnar and small ornamental trees should be installed within narrow boulevards
where soil volumes are insufficient for full canopy trees;
e. A variety of street trees should be planted. Tree species shall be selected to establish the
landscape character for a given street;
f. The Municipality will consider leasing extended boulevard space to adjacent restaurants
and cafes to increase activity at the street level;
g. Where there is sufficient width and area within boulevards and proposed curb
bulges, rain gardens should be considered as an alternative to conventional turf strips
and planters. The rain garden would be normally dry and would serve as an ideal
demonstration /interpretive site for the display of native plants and plant ecosystems;

Left:
Vibrant perennial
plantings provide
colour and
contrast within
the boulevard
zones shown.
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5.5.3 Parking Zone
On street parking is proposed to support business activity on
adjacent property. In the context of travel speed reductions
the addition of on-street parking also contributes to a lower
overall travel speed. At the same time on-street parking can
provide a measure of safety by creating a buffer between
travel lanes and the pedestrian zone.

Parking Zone Policies (PZ1)
a. Parallel parking or, a combination of parallel
parking and angle parking, should be
incorporated into all streetscapes to alleviate the
need for extensive off-street parking;
b. Parking stalls and lanes should be surfaced with a
pervious pavers where infiltration techniques are
feasible;
c. In the case of restrictive right of way widths,
improved sidewalk widths will be the priority over
parking lanes;
d. Large stand-alone parking lots are discouraged;
e. New neighbourhood commercial or mixed uses
should be sensitively integrated into the existing
neighbourhood by respecting the importance of
a strong street frontage and by providing parking
areas accessible from the rear of the lot (alley
access).

JOAN AVENUE

Figure 12. Commercial core angled parking. Detail of
the Concept Plan- Joan Avenue.
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5.5.4 Transportation Zone
The following section describes a variety of physical
changes to travel lanes intended to reduce the overall
paved width of the roadway in order to achieve a better
balance between the use of the road as a cycling and
vehicle traffic corridor and its other role as a street and
public outdoor space.
The proposed cross section concepts illustrate reduced
vehicle lane widths on key streets within the LAP area.
The reduction of lane widths can be expected to produce a
lower effective travel speed.

Left Upper:
York Avenue
conceptual street
section.
Left Lower:
Joan Avenue
conceptual street
section.

Figure 13. York Avenue Conceptual Street
Section

5.5.4.1 Vehicle Travel Lanes

Boulevard zones
are shown in
green.

Vehicle Travel Lanes Policies (VTL1)
a. Vehicle travel lanes will be reduced to minimum width possible with an emphasis on those
streets listed under (b), while considering impact
on the safe function of the streetscape;
b. Chaplin Street, York Avenue, Joan Avenue and
Berridge Street should prioritize transit, pedestrian and cyclist movement;
c. In the case of restrictive right of way widths, providing a minimum safe width for vehicle travel
lanes shall be the priority.

Figure 14. Joan Avenue Conceptual Street
Section
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5.5.4.2 Bicycle Facilities
Bicycle Facilities Policies (BF1)
a. Bike lanes or other cycle facility markings should be
provided along York Avenue, Chaplin Street and
other routes identified as suitable for cyclists and
along pedestrian priority streets;
b. Marked bike lanes will include adequate line
painting, pavement markers, and signage to clearly
delineate the area;
c. Cyclists will be accommodated within side street
and non-commuter routes by way of combined
bike / vehicle lane with adequate shoulder width;

d. New developments shall be required to provide
adequate short term bicycle parking facilities
(covered where possible) in the commercial core
area;
e. Bicycle storage facilities should be included in all
sites with a multifamily residential, commercial
or institutional land use. Storage facilities shall
be contained within the building or in a secure
sheltered space within close proximity to the
building.

Right:
Typical small
town bike lane.
.
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5.6 Semi Public / Public Open Spaces, Plazas and
Squares
Semi Public / Public Open Spaces, Plazas and
Squares Policies (PL1)
a. Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles shall be considered in the development of semi-public open spaces, plazas and
squares;
b. Development sites shall provide public access and
semi-public open space as identified in the plan;
c. Semi-public plazas, squares and open spaces shall
be designed to promote social interaction, barrier
free access and social inclusiveness.
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Left:
Illustrative
example of a
“small town
scale” plaza
fronting a
sidewalk.
.
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5.7 Built Form and Site Design

Right: Simplicity
and a small
town scale
in the built
form will
help enforce
Crofton’s
identity.

The purpose of the following policies is to guide the scale
and intensity of development within designated areas
to support the desired visions and goals for the plan,
including synergy with Public Realm policies. New buildings
are intended to fortify a coherent, thematically unified,
and engaging urban environment. The built form for the
purposes of this plan establishes a framework for the
structural hierarchy of future buildings, structures and
open spaces based on the desired quality and character of
the Plan area. Built form is more commonly described as
the use, design, massing, scale and type of buildings. For
the purposes of this plan the definition and application of
built form policies have been integrated with site design
considerations and structural relationships to the public
realm.
The components that comprise the built form framework
include:
• General Building Architecture;
• General Landscape Architecture and Site Planning;
• Accessibility;
• Signs;
• Lighting;
• Energy Conservation and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions;
• Water Conservation;
• Stormwater Erosion Control and Flood Management.
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5.7.1. Building Architecture
The following policies should be read in conjunction with the relevant Development Permit Area Guidelines.

Building Architecture Policies (BA1)
a. Renewable energy components (such as solar collectors or wind turbines) will not be considered within a
building height restriction;
b. Building design should include a variety of architectural design treatments including articulated building
footprints to reduce massing and to promote architectural definition and interest;
c. Building massing should consider the preservation or enhancement of public view corridors to open areas
and the sea;
d. Building massing should respond to a human scale with materials and details that are proportionate to
human height and provide visual interest at the street and sidewalk level;
e. Building scale should step down adjacent to pedestrian routes and building entrances;
f. Building entrances should be well defined through architectural means, such as overhangs, porticos and
awnings.

Application Submission Requirements

Building elevation plans

Details  of materials to be used
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5.7.2 Landscape Architecture and Site Planning

Right:
Boulevard
plantings
help define a
community`s
identity.

Landscape Architecture and Site Planning
Policies (LA1)
a. Landscape plans will be provided for all
Development Permit applications at the
developer’s expense (prepared by a registered
professional);
b. Building footprints should be located to create
opportunities for plazas, courtyards, or garden
patio areas with appropriate site furniture and
lighting;
c. Parking areas and storage shall be located
at the rear of buildings or be screened with
appropriate landscaping excepting exceptional
circumstances. Green or “living” walls will be
encouraged in these circumstances;
d. Linkages with nearby areas and neighbourhoods
should be fully considered in the development of
the works proposed;
e. Efforts should be made to retain as many existing
mature private trees as possible. Where existing
mature trees have to be removed, they should
be replaced with a tree (or trees) of equal value
that must:
i. have a minimum caliper size of 50mm
(2inches);
ii. have a minimum height of 1.5m.
Application Submission Requirements

Site Layout Plan

Planting Plan

Irrigation Plan

Landscape Bonding Estimate
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5.7.3 Signs
The proliferation of signs and advertising within the Plan
area must be carefully considered in order to establish the
desired character of neighbourhoods and reduce the effect
of visual clutter within the public realm. Signage should not
dominate building facades nor cause distraction to drivers,
pedestrians and cyclists.

Sign Policies (S1)
a. Sign illumination for new signs shall be exterior
from the front and downcast. Internally illuminated signs may include halo lighting or the direct back lighting, only for individual letters and
logos. Subject to Section 5.8;
b. Sign heights and size shall be in context with the
neighbourhoods, subject to the applicable bylaw
provisions;
c. No signs shall be equipped with flashing, oscillating or moving lights or beacons.
d. New single pylon signs are discouraged within
the Plan area;
e. New development shall ensure signage is:
i. An integral part of the building/landscape
design, and that its form, materials, and the
character of its copy complement the types of
activities being advertised;
ii. Primarily oriented to pedestrians along the
sidewalk;
iii. Illuminated externally by concealed, incandescent fixtures or fixtures with a nautical or
industrial character;
iv. In accordance with guidelines contained
within DPA-1.

Left:
An example
of well
proportioned
and crafted
signs.

Application Submission Requirements

Exterior Building Signage Details
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5.7.4 Lighting
Natural cycles of day and night lighting are important for
human health, the natural environment, and the conservation of energy. To minimize these impacts consistent with
Dark Sky principles, outdoor lighting should be regulated to
control both the quantity and quality of night lighting.

Right:
Low level
landscape
lighting
creates a safe
nightt time
environment.

Application Submission Requirements

Lighting Layout Plan

Lighting Fixture Details

Lighting Policies (L1)
a. Developments shall employ energy efficient
lighting design such as Light Emitting Diodes
(LED) and motion or photo-sensitive lighting for
all outdoor lighting;
b. Lighting powered by renewable energy (such as
solar) is encouraged;
c. A lighting plan should be provided for all
Development Permit applications at the
developer’s expense, which have been prepared
by a registered professional subject to the
following requirements:
i. All site lighting installations shall be fully
shielded (full cutoff);
ii. Light shall be shielded such as the lamp
itself or the lamp image is not directly visible
outside the property perimeter;
iii. Exterior building lighting should generally
be concealed in soffits or other similar
architectural features;
iv. Lamp poles and luminaries used for site area
lighting should be complementary to the
form and character of adjacent sites and
street lighting standards;
v. Adhering to the principles of Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design
Principles (CPTED), lighting for pedestrian
pathways, building entrances and parking
areas should be designed at a human
scale (i.e. low level of bollards) and address
pedestrian safety;
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5.7.5 Accessibility
Accessibility Policies (A1)
a. Accessibility features shall be integrated into the
overall design concept and identified on the site
plans;
b. Accessible travel routes shall be provided from
adjacent roadways and parking areas to the
main building entry and shall incorporate barrierfree universal design principles;
c. Accessible travel routes shall be of a hard, slipresistant surface with a minimum width per
requirements of the most current edition of the
British Columbia Building Code (BCBC);
d. Accessible travel routes shall conform to the
requirements of the most current edition of the
British Columbia Building Code (BCBC).
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5.8 Energy Conservation and Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The Municipality of North Cowichan has a significant
opportunity to reduce air pollution, GHG emissions and
energy consumptions through resource conservation and
recovery and the application of smart growth principles. This
LAP encourages development that benefits the economy, the
community, the environment, and public health. By reducing
sprawl, increasing density within serviceable areas and

Energy Conservation and Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Policies (GHG1)
a. To support energy conservation and GHG
reduction in residential buildings, a home
improvement energy incentive program should be
investigated to assist homeowners in undertaking
energy efficiency retrofits;
b. Building design should include passive heating,
lighting and cooling design features;
c. Buildings will be permitted to install micro wind
power generation equipment to meet on-site
energy requirements when permitted within the
BC Building Code and under relevant legislation;
d. Landscaping and building design should consider
the incorporation of natural daylight and seasonal
shade needs;
e. Building orientation should, where practical
be designed to optimize the benefits of solar
orientation and ensure sun penetration for
adjacent residential uses;
f. All buildings should be designed and engineered
to adapt to future sustainable technologies for
solar thermal, district energy systems, and grey

developing along existing corridors, communities can reduce
energy consumption and thus GHG. Applications should
reference how their development meets the current Climate
Action and Energy Plan (CAEP)

Application Submission Requirements

Energy Conservation and GHG Reduction
Policy Statement.

water reclamation fully aligned with the BC Building
Code;
g. Adaptive reuse of buildings and on-site materials
is encouraged where permitted within the BC
Building Code and under relevant legislation;
h. The Municipality will research DP guidelines to
establish on-site requirements for renewable
energy for single family residences and provide an
exemption or waiver in exchange for alternative less
costly measures that will increase building energy
efficiency and help achieve the same objectives.
Densification
a. The Municipality will review the categories and
fees for the development cost charges bylaw with
regards to the rates for three different multi-family
typologies, i.e. ‘additional duplex unit’, ‘multi-family’
and ‘apartment, suite and carriage home’ to reduce
disincentives to increase density in the growth
centres.
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Water Management
a. Consider permeable surfaces on select locations
such as sidewalks, street, off-street parking, patios,
driveways, crosswalks or plazas;
b. Stormwater retention areas and rainwater collection
cisterns are recommended.
Landscape Guidelines
a. Vegetation should be low maintenance and require
minimal irrigation;
b. Enhanced landscaping should be located along the
south and west facing parcel boundaries to create
shade;
c. If possible, opportunities for rainwater recycling
should be included in landscape design;
d. Maximize the use of porous materials throughout
landscaping;
e. Water features must use recirculation systems as
opposed to once through systems;
f. Large scale developments and subdivisions should
incorporate opportunities for local food production
and public food gardens into developments.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
a. Investigate a bylaw to permit the use of zeroemission vehicles within Crofton where speed limits
do not exceed 50km/hr;
b. Encourage the installation of electric vehicle (EV)
charging infrastructure within commercial or mixed
use developments over 500m2 by way of entering
into a partnership or offering incentives;
c. Encourage builders to provide suitable wiring to car
parking areas to allow for future installation of Level
2 electric vehicle charging stations;
d. Through the Regional Transportation Commission
work with BC Transit, BC Ferries and Catalyst Mill to

improve public transit connections and frequency of
service;
e. Encourage the allocation of on and off street
parking for small scale motorized vehicles including
motorcycles, scooters, electric bicycles, and very
small cars;
f. Use the municipally owned property proposed to be
removed from the UCB as a carbon offset towards
achieving the Climate Charter goal of corporate
carbon neutrality.
Sea Level Rise
Using the following document for reference Climate
Change Adaption Guidelines for Sea Dikes and Coastal
Flood Hazard Land Use Guidelines for Management of
Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use, prepared for the BC
Ministry of Environment by Ausenco Sandwell, dated
27 January 2011:
a. Review the results of the BC Parks Shoreline
Sensitivity model together with the sea level rise
mapping completed in 2013 by the CVRD to
establish a sensitivity ranking for the municipal
shoreline;
b. Using Crofton as a pilot, undertake a risk
vulnerability assessment of public and private
infrastructure in partnership with other
stakeholders;
c. Adopt Development Permit guidelines for Sea Level
Rise;
d. Review and amend the Zoning Bylaw to increase
7.5 m setback from the marine natural boundary for
all buildings and structures, including hard retaining
structures, and the 1.5 m flood construction
elevation from the marine natural boundary.
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regulating plan
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6.0 Regulating plan
6.1

Residential Policies

The following policy sections are applicable to designated
residential areas within the Plan area as illustrated by the
Land Use Regulation Plan (Figure 15) and Regulating Plan
Focus Area (Figure 16). Refer to Section 7 - Implementation
of the Regulating Plan regarding details of building siting and
massing.

6.2
Plan Area 1 Mixed Use Commercial Core
(PA1 MUCC)

The intent for this area is to strengthen the community
centre as the heart of the community and integrate the
commercial core with the development of the waterfront.
Development of the Twin Gables Hotel site will be a key
component in connecting the commercial core with the
waterfront.
The commercial core will be the focus of street
improvements in order to improve the vitality of existing
businesses and attract new businesses to the area.
The form of development is illustrated by the Land Use
Regulating Plan (Figure 15) and Regulating Plan Focus Area
Plan (Figure 16).Refer to Section 7 - Implementation of
the Regulating Plan regarding details of building siting and
massing.

PA1 MUCC Policies
a. Increase the diversity of retail shops, services, housing,
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

recreation and employment opportunities in the
commercial core;
Encourage storefronts that limit non-retail office uses
on the ground floor. Discourage residential uses on
the ground level unless it can be demonstrated that
the units could be converted to commercial use;
Support development of rear lanes for residential and
commercial. If used as a commercial unit pedestrian
access must be via Joan Avenue ;
Consider the use of building placement and use of
shading and solar gain to maximize energy efficiency
of buildings and public spaces;
Where new surface parking is required, it should be
located behind the building and accessed via the
laneway;
Limit further rezoning for commercial use of
properties outside of the established commercial core;
Conversion of existing single family dwellings into
commercial/retail uses on Joan Ave will be strongly
supported;
Support for residential only development will be
provided to those commercial zoned properties
outside the Mixed Use Commercial Core area on
figure 15 through rezoning applications.

Preferred Land Uses:
• Mixed Use;
• Small Scale Retail and Commercial;
• Office space above ground floor;
• Residential units above ground floor;
• Live-work.
Preferred Building Typologies
• Mixed Use -Commercial – residential (up to 3 storeys);
• Laneway homes.
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Figure 15. Land Use Regulating Plan
Crofton Local Area Plan
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Figure 16. Regulating Plan Requirements
within the Focus Area
Crofton Local Area Plan
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6.3 Plan Area 2- Infill Residential Redevelopment Area
(PA2 IRRA)
The Infill Residential designation is intended to facilitate
infill and densification of medium density residential areas
in close proximity to the commercial core while providing
a transition area or buffer from the Established Residential
Area. This designation also aims to provide a range of housing
types to allow a greater range of choice and affordability.
Preferred Land Uses:

•
•
•

Low Density Residential;
Medium Density Residential;
Home Based Business.

Preferred Building Typologies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Single Detached;
Coach House;
Duplex/Triplex/Fourplex;
Rowhouse;
Townhouse;
Multi-family.

PA2 IRRA Policies
a. Medium density residential with a maximum height
of three storeys will be supported on appropriate
sites e.g. corner lots. Variances to height may be
supported where a strong design rationale can be
provided and the overall FSR is maintained;
b. Alternative housing types are encouraged,
including coach housing (where rear access
is provided), row housing, live/work units and
townhouses that diversify the housing stock;
c. Small lot subdivision will be supported where there
is potential to access parking from a rear lane;
d. Flexible housing design will be encouraged to
create affordable and adaptable housing options;
e. Shared parking and reductions in parking
requirements from the existing Zoning Bylaw
requirements will be considered as a means to reenforce the pedestrian nature of this zone;
f. Where new surface parking is required it should be
located behind the building and accessed via the
laneway or driveway;
g. Consideration should be given to the use of
building placement and use of shading and solar
gain to maximize energy efficiency of buildings and
public spaces;
h. Crime Prevention should be encouraged through
Environmental Design (CPTED) or similar design
techniques;
i. Development of integrated ground/rain systems is
strongly encouraged;
j. Variance to height may be supported where a
strong design rational can be provided and the
overall FSR is maintained.
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6.4 Plan Area 3- Established Residential Area
(PA3 ERA)
This area is intended to remain stable with relatively little
change. There will be some limited infill but it will need to
be in keeping with the form and character of the surrounding
neighbourhood.
Preferred Land Uses
• Low Density Residential
Preferred Building Typologies
• Single Detached/Duplex
• Coach House
• Townhouse including triplex and fourplex

PA3 ERA Policies
a. Infill development should be sensitive to the

quality, scale and character of adjacent buildings;
b. Rowhouse and triplex/fourplex development

c.
d.

e.
f.

should be considered on appropriate sites
(corner sites, end of the block);
Where new surface parking is required it should
be located behind the building and accessed via
the laneway or driveway;
Consideration should be given to the use of
building placement and use of shading and solar
gain to maximize energy efficiency of buildings
and public spaces;
Crime Prevention should be encouraged
through Environmental Design (CPTED) or
similar design techniques;
Development of integrated ground/rain systems
is strongly encouraged.
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6.5 Plan Area 4 and Plan Area 5 Comprehensive
Development Zone (PA4 CDZ and PA5CDZ)
The intent of this designation is to recognize that these
areas will be developed over time. Rather than applying
conventional subdivision methods the objective of these
policies is to achieve a form of development that employs
best practices in order to be consistent with the goals of the
Official Community Plan and the Climate Action & Energy
Plan.

Preferred Land Uses
• Low Density Residential
• Medium Density Residential
• Home Based Business
Preferred Building Typologies
• Single Detached
• Coach House
• Duplex/Triplex
• Rowhouse
• Townhouse
• Multi-family

Right:
Clustered
housing is an
encouraged
form of housing
for Crofton.
Relevant building
typologies
include Single
Detached,
Duplex and
Coach House.
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PA4 CDZ Policies

PA5 CDZ Policies

a. Encourage a range of housing that will appeal to
young families and seniors;
b. Consider the amount and distribution of open
space to be retained, the availability of undeveloped
buffers to neighbouring properties and the nature
of surrounding development when deciding the
appropriate mix of building form;
c. Cluster development so as to minimize impacts of
development on ecosystem values;
d. Lower density sites of attached and single detached
housing shall integrate open space of preserved
historical or environmentally sensitive features;
e. Provide a natural corridor through and/or around
the property, or connect to open space in the
community;
f. Ensure connectivity of open spaces to create a
network that supports water flow (i.e. creeks), trails
and/or wildlife movement;
g. Consider the use of street orientation, building
placement and use of shading and solar gain to
maximize energy efficiency of buildings and public
spaces;
h. Encourage the use of Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED) or similar design
techniques;
i. Support the development of integrated ground/rain
water management planning.

a. Support the development of Osborne Bay RV Resort
for rezoning to residential development from its
current Commercial Recreation Zone (C4) subject to
the following:
i. Development achieves a minimum net density of
15 units per hectare;
ii. Appropriate housing forms include: Single Family,
Townhouses, Duplex/Triplex;
iii. Public access to the waterfront is provided;
iv. A new waterfront park is provided as part of an
on site amenity contribution;
v. Any rezoning application submitted is
accompanied by a phase 1 and 2 Site
Environmental Report which addresses the
following:
a. The developer shall be responsible for
submitting the appropriate environmental
site assessment reports necessary to address
any potential site contamination issues prior
to development proceeding. The required
reports shall be provided at the appropriate
stages of the planning approval process to the
satisfaction of the Municipality;
b. Environmental report(s) shall be prepared
by a qualified professional and reviewed to
the satisfaction of the Municipality, and may
be circulated to the appropriate regulatory
agencies for review, as required by the
Municipality;
c. Where required by the Municipality, a
developer should undertake those mitigation
measures identified by the environmental
report for the subject site.
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6.6 Waterfront Development WD
The intent of the Waterfront Development Policies is to
strengthen Crofton’s connection to the waterfront. This
includes improving the public access and linkages to the
waterfront by expanding the Crofton Seawalk and creating
additional marine recreational facilities. A key aspect of
this will be ensuring that new waterfront development
respects upland public viewscapes and ensuring that
the form and character of new development reflects its
waterfront location.
Crofton’s shoreline is comprised of a variety of shoreline
types based on coastal geomorphology including the steep
coastal bluffs at the south end, estuarine in the Berridge
beach park area, and depositional sandy beach between the
modified shoreline features of the spit and ferry terminal.  
The bluffs are subject to erosion with the sediment being
transported in a northerly direction. Protecting and
enhancing upland vegetation on these bluffs as well as
preventing the direct discharge of drainage over the bluffs
are critical best practices.

Right:
Public dock
areas provide
access to the
water for
boaters and
non boaters
alike.

WD1 Policies
a. Strengthen the connection between the
commercial core and the waterfront by upgrading
the green space and upgrading the marina parking
and public realm;
b. Expand the trailer and marina parking with a marina building adjacent to the existing boat launch;
c. Provide a recreational public marina north of the
BC Ferry Terminal;
d. Work with the BC Ferries to improve traffic circulation and parking at the BC Ferry Terminal;
e. Develop an upland pedestrian link from the existing Crofton Seawalk to the waterfront lands north
of the BC Ferries terminal;
f. Pursue future expansion of the Crofton Seawalk
to Osborne Bay Park if upland support can be
achieved;
g. Develop Berridge Street Park as a trail head to Osborne Bay Park and the Maple Mountain Trail.
h. Strengthen pedestrian links from Joan Ave to the
Crofton Seawalk;
i. Enhance the spit.
j. Orient new buildings to open view corridors
k. Vary architectural design of roof structures to allow
for viewscapes;
l. Plan foreshore development to maintain a natural
riparian edge so arrival by sea is encountered with
a gradual visual transition from natural ocean and
beach to building;
m. Encourage designs which preserve or enhance
foreshore habitats where developments require access to the waterfront;
n. Increase public awareness focused on the foreshore area by developing an engagement strategy
for upland property owners.
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Table 2 : Building Setbacks
BUILDING LINE

1
2
3
4
5

MIN FRONT
SETBACK*

MAX FRONT
SETBACK

BUILD TO REQUIREMENT

APPLICATION

0.9 m

3.6m

60% of frontage at minimum setback

Primary frontage with
mixed use

0.9 m

3.6m

60% of frontage at minimum setback

Primary frontage with
mixed use

4m

6m

60% of frontage at minimum setback

Primary frontage with
townhouse or multi-family

1.0m

2.0m

N/A

Laneway with residential
or mixed use

4m

6m

N/A

Primary frontage with low
density residential

*Does not include Garage
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Table 3: Building Typologies

TYPOLOGY

MAXIMUM
DENSITY

MAXIMUM
HEIGHT

Single Detached

Max. floor space
ratio 0.75:1

2 storeys

Side or rear yard

N/A

Coach House

Max. floor area
90 m2

1.5 storeys

Access from lane

N/A

Duplex/Triplex

Max. floor space
ratio 0.6:1

2 storeys

Rear yard with
access from rear
laneway

N/A

Rowhouse/
Townhouse

Max. 25 dw/ha

2 storeys

Rear yard with
access from
laneway

N/A

Multi- family

Max. floor space
ratio 1.2:1

3 storeys

Side or rear yard

N/A

LOCATION OF
PARKING

GROUND FLOOR
USES

ADDITIONAL
USES

Home
occupation

N/A

Home
occupation

Home
occupation

Home
occupation
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Table 3 Building Typologies (cont.)

TYPOLOGY

MAXIMUM
DENSITY

Live- Work

Max floor space
ratio 0.75:1

Commercial

Max. floor space
ratio 1.0:1

MAXIMUM
HEIGHT

LOCATION OF
PARKING

GROUND FLOOR
USES

Work space to
be located at
street front

3 storeys

Access from lane

3 storeys

No office use on
Side or rear yard
ground floor

Cottage Retail

Max. floor space
ratio 0.35:1

2 storeys

Access from lane

No office use on
ground floor

Mixed Use

Max. floor space
ratio 1.6:1

3 storeys

Side or rear yard

Retail at the
street front
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ADDITIONAL
USES

Home
Occupation

May include 1
storey of office
above retail

May include 1
storey of
residential
above retail

Home
occupation
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7.0

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The Crofton LAP sets out a comprehensive program of
improvements that will transform the area over the next
30 years. Responsibility for implementation of the LAP
rests with Municipal Council, administration, and through
their active involvement in civic affairs, the residents and
businesses within the community.
Over time, it is anticipated that there will be private
sector interest in development in the area. That
interest has to be encouraged but it is essential that the
Municipality and its partners play their part by seeking
the right mix of development, by securing the high
quality development expected by the LAP, by negotiating
the best outcomes from developer contributions and by
providing the framework of public sector investment and
infrastructure which is essential for generating private
sector confidence.  
Crofton has entered a period in its development where
opportunities for positive change can be realized.
These are outlined in the monitoring and action plan
below and together they have the potential to increase
the attractiveness of the area through residential
development, enhanced streetscapes and new and
improved park facilities

7.1

Implementation of the Plan

Implementation Considerations
The Crofton LAP is a long-term planning document. As such,
it promotes a vision and puts in place policies and guidelines
that work toward achieving that vision. The policies and
guidelines in the LAP are not to be interpreted as an
approval for a use on a specific site as the policies do not
address the specific situation or condition of each site with
the Plan area. In that regard, no representation is made
herein that any particular site is suitable for a particular use
as site conditions or constraints, including environmental
contamination, should be assessed on a case by case basis
as part of an application for rezoning, subdivision, or
development permit approval.
Zoning Bylaw
To fully implement certain aspects of the Plan, it is
acknowledged that amendments to the Zoning Bylaw will
be required. In particular, amendments will be required to
the C2- Commercial General Zone in order to bring it into
alignment with the LAP. However the LAP will be a material
consideration for all future redevelopment within the
Plan area. The Municipality will be conducting a land use
rezoning process as part of the implementation of the LAP
for the Mixed Use Commercial Core area. Any application
to rezone parcels should conform to the Proposed Land Use
map as identified in the LAP.
Review of Development Applications
The Crofton LAP is a planning document approved by
Council. It is therefore a material planning consideration
in the review of land use and development permit
applications. The LAP provides a planning and design
framework for the integration of new infill developments
into existing neighbourhoods. However, it is also important
to understand that each site will have its own challenges,
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where there may be a number of design solutions. As
a result, the LAP allows for flexibility to review each
application on its own merits, and directs a certain amount
of discretion to staff in the review of applications. In these
discretionary cases, the Municipality will review applications
in the light of the overall intent of the concepts set forward
in the LAP, provided that specific rules and guidelines are
met.
Funding
Funding of projects will be determined in collaboration with
the Crofton community and will be reflected in the MNC
Strategic Plan and Capital Works Plan.
While there are several policy actions that MNC departments
may be able to undertake as part of regular operations,
others will require special resources that may involve
inclusion in the Capital Works budget or external funding.
In addition, a variety of funding sources should be
explored further to determine their relevance for
delivering improvements in the LAP area, and which can be
summarized as follows:

a. Developer amenity contributions for upgrades to the
public realm;

b. Public sector funding including Federal, Provincial and

City Capital and Revenue as well as spending from other
public service providers and the relevant infrastructure
providers;
c. External sources such as Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM), Island Coastal Economic Trust
(ICET).
While it is acknowledged that a full range of amenities
need to be provided to support the new development,
it is crucial that infrastructure programs, whether for
transportation, utilities or social infrastructure, plan to
meet current deficiencies (such as sidewalks, traffic calming

and park amenities) as well as the specific development
requirements.
Brownfield Contaminated Sites
Crofton’s waterfront is located in a picturesque setting
however there is extensive foreshore contamination
related to historic smelting operations. There are other
more recent land use activities and related structures that
exacerbate the contamination: BC Ferries trestle, DFO
breakwater and dock, the spit extending from the shore to
Henry Island and the fill placed in front of Even Tide Resort.  
There is however a large eel grass bed at the entrance to
the small craft harbor and surveys show a diverse array of
marine life.
In urban areas, soils and groundwater can become
contaminated with various metals, hydrocarbons and other
contaminants. Brownfields are sites of former commercial
or industrial use which are underutilized and that may or
may not be contaminated. The province has an incentive
program for the use of brownfields, including guidance
for municipalities. The assessment and clean-up of these
areas is governed by the BC Waste Management Act,
Contaminated Soils Regulation. The onus is on proponents
for any new development or property transfers to retain an
environmental consultant to assess and plan remediation for
a site
a. Promote the cleanup and redevelopment of brownfield
sites within the Crofton area and pursue grants
and funding for this purpose, including provincial
assistance available through the Provincial Brownfield
Redevelopment Strategy (2008);
b. In partnership with upland landowners, both private and
public, and senior governments develop a remediation
plan for the Crofton waterfront.
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7.2

Administration of the Plan

In order to fully implement certain aspects of this LAP, it
is acknowledged that amendments to the OCP are required
e.g. reduced commercial core area and amended growth
centre and urban containment boundary. This may include
Development Permit Area justifications. The policies in the
Crofton LAP will need to be consistent with the OCP. In the
event of a conflict, the OCP will prevail.

7.3

Phasing and Delivery

A realistic phasing program has been established to promote
appropriate development in a logical order. In reality,
market demand and economic conditions will be the
driving force for phasing of development, although what
is proposed here is the anticipated order of development.
Potential phasing options as outlined in Tables 2-4, offer
practical solutions in the short to long term in a coordinated
and structured way, working with existing stakeholders in
the Municipality.
The majority of the improvements are linked to and
dependent on private sector funding through the delivery
of redevelopment plans. However the Municipality is
committed to pursuing any additional funding necessary
to deliver the proposals of the Plan. The improvements
required to the public realm are extensive and will require
further work to assess feasibility and the optimal means and
timing of implementation.

Who – Key Stakeholders and Partners
A number of key stakeholders have been identified as being
instrumental in the delivery of the Crofton LAP. These are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

MNC- Municipality of North Cowichan;

•
•
•

BCF- BC Ferries;

Sr Gov- Senior Government (federal/provincial agencies);
Com- Community members of Crofton;
MoTI- Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure;
Ministry of Environment;
The Crown, Ministry of Forests, Land and Natural
Resource Operations;
Catalyst paper;
First Nations;

Timing
The timing for implementing policies and actions is as
follows:

•

Short Term (should be initiated and/or completed within
3 years);

•
•
•

Medium Term (should be addressed within 5 years);
Long Term (should be addressed within 5-10 years);
Ongoing (no planned completion date).

Implementation actions are provided for each policy,
together with who is responsible for undertaking the actions
and the timeframe for completing the action item.

Crofton Community Local Area Plan - The Vision
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7.4

Public Realm Action Plan

Table 4 - Vehicular and Pedestrian Improvements
POLICIES/ TYPES OF
IMPROVEMENTS
Gateway roundabouts

WHO

TIMING

MNC- Engineering

One per year. Short/
Medium

Amend Engineering
Standards Bylaw based on
5.5.4 Road Design Concepts

MNC- Planning/

Short

Redesign York Avenue

Amend Engineering
Standards based on 5.5.4
Road Design Concepts

MNC

Short

Improve Adelaide Street

Amend Engineering
Standards based on 5.5.4
Road Design Concepts

MNC- Parks and

Medium

Expand trail linkages

Undertake trails masterplan
and detailed design

MNC

Short/Medium

Improve village entry
including installation of
new roundabouts

Undertake detailed design
and costings

MNC - Engineering, MOTI

Medium

Safer highway into Crofton

Explore issues and options
with MOTI

MOTI, MNC - Engineering

Medium/Long Term

Improve ferry marshalling

BC Ferries to undertake Terminal Master Planning.

MNC,

Medium/Long Term

Redesign of Joan Street

ACTIONS

Engineering

Recreation

BCF
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Table 5 - Parks, Trails and Open Space
POLICIES/ TYPES OF
IMPROVEMENTS
Confirm the open space
at the foot of Joan
Avenue as park

ACTIONS

WHO

TIMING

Rezone to park use

MNC - Parks and Recreation, Planning

Short

Rezone to park use as
part of Zoning Bylaw
Review

MNC - Planning, Parks and
Recreation

Short

Acquire Catalyst lands for Explore issues and options
park
with Catalyst Paper

MNC - Planning, Parks
and Recreation, Catalyst
Paper

Medium

Investigate area on west
boundary for park

Undertake OCP
amendment and rezone
to park as part of zoning
Bylaw review
Undertake detailed
design and costings

MNC - Parks and Recreation, Planning

Medium

MNC

Medium

Undertake detailed
design and costings

MNC - Parks and Recreation

Medium

Undertake detailed
design and costings

MNC- Parks and Recreation

Long

Confirm the existing
Queen Street water park

Waterfront jetty

Establish existing trail
heads through new
signage, parking and
interpretation facilities
Establish trail and park
networks as part of
Greenfield development

Crofton Community Local Area Plan - The Vision
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7.5

Infrastructure Action Plan

Table 6 - Infrastructure
TYPE OF
IMPROVEMENTS
Water

Stormwater

Sewer

7.6

ACTIONS

WHO

TIMING

Replace aging water
infrastructure and increase
size of pipes according to
demands
Improve treatment and
encourage infiltration and
harvesting.

MNC/Private Developers

When funding is available.

MNC- Engineering/Private
Developers

At time of Development

MNC - Engineering/Private
Developers

When funding is available

Replace aging water
infrastructure and increase
size of pipes according to
demands

Recommendation for Further Studies

Further work is required to enhance the environmental,
economic and social structure of Crofton.

• Develop and implement a sustainability checklist by

a. Undertake a pro forma analysis to determine what

• Review DCC charges to encourage smaller housing

incentives may be necessary to encourage the form and
type of development as outlined in the LAP.
b. Undertake further work to investigate and explore that
focuses on:
• Environmental Remediation
• Waterfront Beautification
• Adaptation/Mitigation Sea level rise
c. Implement the Climate Action Energy Plan including:
• Develop and implement low impact subdivision and
development standards.
• Create incentives and requirements for ‘green
design’ and zero carbon emission for new develop-

ments.

which applications can be evaluated.

units and zero emission developments.
d. Work with the Economic Development Cowichan, MNC
and the Crofton business community to prepare a Crofton Economic Development Strategy in order to strengthen the existing businesses and broaden the range of
retail and services.
e. Work with the Crofton community to develop programming of Joan Avenue for public events.
f. Work with MNC and Vancouver Island Regional Library to
establish a branch library in Crofton.
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7.7

Monitoring

Monitoring and evaluation will have a crucial role to play in
providing feedback and information on the performance of
policies within the LAP. It will determine how well policies
are working and whether any appropriate policy adjustments are needed.
In the context of the OCP and the Climate Action Energy
Plan, monitoring will have an added importance in providing
information on whether sustainability aims and objectives
are being achieved. Monitoring provides information on the
performance of policy, the delivery of development and
impacts on the environment.
Monitoring will help the Municipality to assess whether the
Plan remains valid or whether adjustments need to be made
in order to meet the Plan’s objectives.
To monitor the implementation of the LAP, a series of indicators have been derived and outlined in Table 7. These

seek to measure the effectiveness of the LAP policies. The
indicators have therefore been derived to monitor performance in relation to the Guiding Principles set out in Section
3.0
A monitoring report produced every 5 years should be developed by the Municipality which will be based on Table 6
and contain information on the implementation of the LAP
and the extent to which policies in the LAP are being successfully implemented.
Within 5-years, the Municipality should revisit, review and
amend as necessary the LAP and proposed land use depending on the following criteria:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Crofton Community Local Area Plan - The Vision

Community needs;
The need for affordable housing;
Diversity of housing stock;
Development pressures in the area;
Infrastructure capacity;
Market demand.
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Table 7 - Indicators
LAP
INDICATOR
Diversity of
Housing Form

Density Change

RELEVANT
LAP POLICY

LAP METRIC
% non-single family
detached housing –
not including seniors
facility

Density Change
(population per ha)

2015

2045

BASELINE

TARGET

19%

2011 Population
1690. UCB
adjusted area
167.6Ha = 12
persons/Ha

RATIONALE

40%

Reflects the desire to have
more diversity of housing in
the Plan area. A broader range
of housing types will meet the
needs of a diverse population

5 units/ha

Increases density of population
improves the efficiency of
utility infrastructure and also
limits outward growth

4 units/ha
Walking

Park space

Energy/GHG
consumption

% of new sidewalks
constructed

Amount of new
zoned park space

Per capita GHG
emissions

6.5km

Invests in constructing
Streets to
have sidewalk sidewalks where they currently
do not exist is vital for
on at least
creating a walkable community
one side.

0Ha zoned for
park space but
5.1Ha of existing
parking space
but not zoned as
park space.

11Ha of appropriately
zoned park
space.

3 Ha per 1,000
population.

5.1Ha per
1000 populat

6.3tCO2e

3.2tCO2e

Provides suitable protection to
existing and new park space
and the desire to create more
park space in the town.

CAEP target 2050
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Coach House: detached secondary suite that is built in

the rear yard of a detached single-family residential lot and
includes some form of additional parking. Accessory Coach
Houses are smaller in size than the principal dwelling and
usually compliment the main residence by incorporating
similar design features.

Conservation subdivision

The clustering of homes or development to protect
environmentally sensitive areas from encroachment.
Typically at least 50% of the site is retained as open space.

Cottage Retail: Small scale stand alone shops housed

in conventional single family homes that have been
repurposed.

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED): A multi- disciplinary approach to deterring

criminal behaviour through environmental design, which
relies upon the ability to influence offender decisions that
precede criminal acts, mostly within the built environment.

Commercial building: A building that provides

professional, personal, or other services for profit.

Comprehensive redevelopment: The consolidation of
two or more parcels for redevelopment purposes.

Courtesy Strip: Small strip of pavement situated between

a curb and a landscape median separating a road from a
sidewalk which provides pedestrian access in and out of a
parked car.

Density: The number of dwelling units on a site expressed
in dwelling units per acre (u.p.a) or units per hectare
(u.p.ha).

Duplex housing: A pair of houses built as units sharing a

dividing partition or common wall or floor between the two
adjoining buildings. More commonly this consists of units
side by side, but also can include units above, known as
vertical duplexes.

Dwelling unit: A complete building or self-contained

portion of a building intended for the domestic use of one
or more individuals living as a single housekeeping unit, with
cooking, eating, living, sleeping and sanitary facilities.
Infill: The development of a property, site or area
at a higher density that currently exists through: a)
redevelopment; b) the development of vacant or
underutilized lots within previously developed areas; and c)
the expansion or conversion of existing buildings.

Infrastructure: The services and facilities for which the
municipality has capital investment and maintenance
responsibilities, including roadways, sidewalks, bridges,
street lights and traffic signals, transit buses, solid waste
management systems, potable water distribution systems,
storm sewers, sanitary sewers, sports fields, playgrounds,
arenas, pools, police and emergency response stations,
vehicles and equipment, civic buildings, parks, boulevard
trees and computer and telecommunications equipment.
Land Use Bylaw: A bylaw of the municipality passed by

Council as a Land Use Bylaw pursuant to the provisions of
the Local Government Act, and intended to control and
regulate the use and development of land and buildings
within the municipality.

Crofton Community Local Area Plan - The Vision
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS (cont.)
Land use redesignation: A statutory decision of a

municipal Council, often referred to as rezoning, which
legally changes the acceptable uses for specific parcels of
land.

Laneway Housing: A laneway house is a small house at the
rear of a lot near the lane and includes both a dwelling unit
and parking.

Live-Work: use of property that combines residential living
space with commercial or craft work.
Local Area Plan (LAP): A statutory plan, adopted by Bylaw,
that outlines proposed redevelopment for a specified area,
and which sets forth municipal policies on the following
elements:
• Land use;
• Land development proposals;
• Urban design and built form, including scale and
massing;
• Public open space and community linkages;
• Transportation (including pedestrians and cyclists);
• Servicing, including water, sewer and stormwater;
• Climate change mitigation and adaptation;
• Aging population and future demographics;
• New services and housing forms.

Low-rise multi-family building: A multiple dwelling

comprising three or more dwelling units (no more
than 3 storeys high) either in townhouse or apartment
configuration.
Mews development: Pedestrian-oriented retail developments
accessed via walkways or plazas and flanked by buildings.

Mixed Use Commercial: A building in which the primary
use commercial, but which may include a residential

component above the first or second floor.

Mixed Use Residential: A building in which the primary
use is residential, but which may include an element of
small scale commercial or live/work units.
Multi-family development: A building containing 3

or more units, usually but not exclusively in the form of
townhouse, condo or apartment style units.
Narrow lot single-family dwelling: A single family unit with a
minimum lot size of 260m²and a minimum width of 10m.
Official Community Plan: An Official Community Plan (OCP)
can be developed by both municipalities and regional
districts. The OCP provides the longer term vision for the
community. Under the Local Government Act section 875,
an OCP is a statement of objectives and policies to guide
decisions on planning and land use management, within the
area covered by the plan, respecting the purposes of local
government. Local governments consider how the OCP can
be integrated with other community strategies, including
transportation plans, sustainability plans, and waste
management plans.

Rowhouse: A variety of 3 or more residential buildings

where individual houses lining a street share adjacent walls
in common under a fee simple land title, with each dwelling
unit having a separate entrance and yard area.

Townhouse: A variety of 3 or more residential buildings

where individual houses lining a street share adjacent walls
in common under a strata title, with each dwelling unit
having a separate entrance and yard area.

Triplex: Three units sharing a dividing partition or common

wall.
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1.1.

INTRODUCTION
What is a Local Area Plan?

A Local Area Plan is a land use planning
and urban design tool that guides physical
development of private and public lands and
public works. The Local Area Plan takes direction
from the Official Community Plan (OCP) and
other supporting documents, and provides a
finer level of planning and design more relevant
at a community and neighbourhood scale.
Current legislation under the Local Government
Act (LGA) and Community Charter does not
prescribe what a LAP should contain. However,
basic elements considered in this LAP include
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land use
Land development proposals
Urban design and built form, including
scale and massing
Public open space, community linkages
and environmentally sensitive areas
Transportation (including pedestrians and
cyclists)
Servicing, including water, sewer and
stormwater
Climate change mitigation and
adaptation
Energy conservation and renewable
energy generation
Aging population and future
demographics
New services and housing forms

1.2.

Purpose of the LAP

The purpose of the University Village Sustainable
Local Area Plan (LAP) is to provide a detailed
policy framework and implementation strategy.
This area has been identified as part of one of
three growth centres within the Municipality of
North Cowichan’s (MNC’s) OCP, plus the area
within the City of Duncan, which is classified
as medium to high residential and mixed use
commercial or commercial. In addition to this,
the Climate Action and Energy Plan (CAEP) for
MNC recognized the opportunities to deliver
energy savings and GHG reductions, through
new higher density housing forms and low
carbon energy and servicing solutions. The
Plan, adjacent to the Duncan downtown core,
includes the area between Canada Avenue and
Jubilee Street, which are on the fringe of the
Duncan Downtown Business Improvement Area
(DBIA) and the Downtown Development Permit
Area (DPA). This plan is intended to enhance
and compliment Duncan planning initiatives.

The main elements that the University Village
Sustainable LAP addresses are:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

A vision for the area to guide its
development and improvement
Translation of strategic policies from the
OCP to the local area level
Establishment of a design and land
use framework to achieve a vision and
proposed urban structure
Identification of key pedestrian and bike
linkages through the Plan area
Creation of a linked system of high
quality public spaces, enabling a greater
supply of community parks
Provision of a clear design approach
for new development, which will guide
decision makers including Council and
Municipal administration on Rezoning
and Development Permit applications
Provision of a basis on which
development proposals will be evaluated

The Plan is future-oriented and illustrates how
the area is to be developed over a long period
through a series of public and private sector
initiatives. It is intended that the Plan will be
developed over a 30 year time frame, although
regular monitoring will take place during this
period, as outlined in Section 7.

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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1.3.

Interpretation of the Plan

Unless otherwise specified within the Plan, the
boundaries and locations of any symbols or
areas shown on a Figure are approximate only
and shall be interpreted as such. They are not
intended to define exact locations except where
they coincide with clearly recognizable physical
features or fixed boundaries, such as property
lines and utility rights-of-way.
Unless otherwise specified within the Plan,
where actual quantities or numerical standards
are contained within the Figure, these quantities
or standards shall be interpreted as conceptual
only and will be determined at the detailed
design stage.
Interpretation of policy language is addressed
under Section 5.

1.4.

The LAP begins by demonstrating how the plan
relates to existing municipal policies. Section 2
provides an analysis of the existing community
conditions within University Village. This is a
summary from the more detailed review provided
in the separate Baseline Review document. A
number of supporting maps illustrate the key
issues identified during the analysis stage. Section
4 of the LAP sets out the land use objectives for
the plan and provides a concept master plan for
how the neighbourhood might look in 30 years’
time. Section 5 of the LAP sets out objectives and
policies concerning:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan

Section 6 of the LAP provides a Regulating Plan,
which provides the framework for implementing
the vision and concept.
The policies and guidelines within the Plan are
supplemented with two and three-dimensional
concepts, illustrations and photographs to
provide a clear visual representation of the
ideas set forward in the LAP. A common
understanding of the Plan will result in more
effective and timely implementation.

Land Use
Built Form
Public Realm

A series of Policy Areas have been identified
with specific objectives and policies. These are
as follows:
•

2

Structure of the LAP

Canada Avenue Transit Oriented
Development Corridor
Cowichan Place
James Street/York Road Urban Corridor
Alderlea Commons
Highway Commercial
Low Rise Residential Neighbourhoods
Chesterfield Area Residential
Neighbourhoods
Lands north of Beverly Street
Somenos Marsh
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1.6.

Disclaimer

University Village Sustainable LAP is a long‑range
planning document that promotes a vision for
the area and puts in place policies and guidelines
that help to achieve that vision over time.
The policies and guidelines in the LAP are not
to be interpreted as an approval for a use on a
specific site as the policies do not address site
specific issues, bylaws or conditions for each site
within the Plan area. Taking this into consideration,
it should be noted that no representation is
made herein that any particular site is suitable
for a particular purpose, as the site conditions or
limitations (including environmental contamination
or remediation) must be assessed on a case-bycase basis as part of an application for subdivision,
land use or development permit approval.
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Figure 1: Plan Area and Focus Area Boundaries
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1.7.

The Plan Area

The Plan area is comprised of two jurisdictions,
the City of Duncan (the City) and the Municipality
of North Cowichan (MNC). The Trans-Canada
Highway (TCH) provides convenient north-south
vehicular access but divides the Plan area in an
east-west direction.
1.7.1.

Plan Area

For the purpose of the LAP, a wider Plan area
(marked with blue dashes in Figure 1) has been
identified. This includes land up to Lakes Road in
the east, Coronation Avenue in the south, Jubilee
Street in the west and Beverly Street in the north.

1.7.2.

Focus Area

The western portion of the Plan area is identified
in the Municipality of North Cowichan Official
Community Plan (OCP) as a “Mixed Use
Commercial Core” and part of the “south end
growth centre”, while the City of Duncan OCP
includes its land as “Mixed Use Commercial” and
downtown DPA (outlined in orange in Figure 1
and referred to as the Focus Area). This includes
land up to York Road and Beverly Street east of
the highway and Jubilee Street and Coronation
Avenue on the west of the highway. Since the
Focus Area is anticipated to accommodate the
majority of future growth within the University
Village neighbourhood, the proposed master
plan visionary concept and regulating plan has
only been prepared for this area.

1.8.

Trans-Canada Highway Corridor
Management Plan

The LAP was prepared in parallel to a separate
transportation study for the TCH, under the
direction of the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure (MOTI). This report identified
conceptual roadwork designs for the TCH
between Beverly Street and Boys Road. Due
to a key part of the corridor running through
the LAP study area between Beverly Street and
Trunk Road; it was essential to integrate the
transportation components into the proposed
vision and concept for the LAP.

While the policies and recommendations in
the LAP primarily relate to the Focus Area, the
wider Plan area still forms part of the overall LAP.
General policies that apply to the entire Plan
area have been included in Section 5.
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How the Plan Relates to other
Municipal Policies

A detailed review of relevant MNC and City of
Duncan plans has been provided in the separate
Baseline Review report to ensure that the
University Village Sustainable LAP aligns with
these documents or, where it doesn’t, that there
is a strong planning and development rationale
provided to justify amending these overarching
strategic policy plans.
This section provides a broad overview of the
relevant documents and the implications of the
policies in relation to the LAP.

1.9.1.

The Municipality of North Cowichan Official
Community Plan (2011) and the City of
Duncan Official Community Plan (2007)

OCPs are the overarching planning documents
that set out the community vision and values
that will guide decision-making about the future
direction of each municipality. They also provide
clarity for residents, businesses and institutions
on the primary goals, objectives, and supporting
policies that help the municipality to meet its
goals.
MNC’s OCP is built on 5 Goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve our Rural Setting
Guard our Environment
Adjust to Climate Change
Encourage Economic Opportunities
Build Strong Communities

OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY
PLAN

LOCAL AREA
PLAN PROCESS

RELEVA NT POLICIES

1.9.

ZONING BYLAW

REZONING
APPLICATION

The City’s OCP has the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managed Growth
A Thriving Economy and Business
Community
Responsible Stewardship of the
Environment
Strong Community Connections
A Safe, Healthy Community
A Well-Serviced Community

SUBDIVISION

DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT
Figure 2: Planning Framework
Hierarchy
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Key OCP Themes affecting the LAP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.9.2.

Creating compact built forms
Providing a diverse housing choice
Ensuring a thriving economy
Responsible stewardship of the
environment
Efficient use of infrastructure
Encouraging green and innovative
building technologies
Balancing growth and
sustainability
Promoting active transportation
Climate Action Plan
Energy Use Reduction

The Municipality of North Cowichan Climate
Action Energy Plan (2013) and the City of
Duncan Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan (2013)

MNC’s Climate Action Energy Plan (CAEP) was
prepared with funding support from BC Hydro
to address issues in relation to climate change
and energy consumption. The CAEP inventories
the community’s existing energy use and GHG
emissions and identifies future trends in energy
use, based on population trends, land use,
technology and other factors. It also identifies
opportunities to reduce energy consumption
and emissions through policy and other
mechanisms.

The Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan (ICSP) prepared by the City of Duncan,
represents an overarching sustainability plan
that will guide all other lower level policies and
regulations. Among the top priorities identified
in the Plan include the following;
•
•
•

•
1.9.3.

Creating a carbon neutral community
Creating a healthy, active community
with a strong sense of connectedness
Protected natural resources and
adequate local food sources and clean
water for future generations
An affordable community with a strong
and diverse economy
Meeting the Official Community Plan and
Sustainability Goals in the University Village
Sustainable LAP

To meet the objectives of the MNC’s and the
City’s OCPs, the University Village Sustainable
LAP has responded to the following issues:
•

•

•

Developing a future land use framework
that will support walking, cycling and
transit.
Directing growth to appropriate areas
within the plan area of the LAP that can
support neighbourhood and economic
vitality by building and diversifying urban
activities in a sustainable way.
Creating development concepts that
contribute to the reduction of GHG
emissions and energy consumption
and opportunities for greater energy
efficiencies and generation of renewable
energy.

•

•

•

Developing policies to support green
and innovative building technologies and
identify implementation tools to monitor
progress.
Reinforcing the character, quality and
stability of the neighbourhood and not
competing with Duncans’ downtown.
Use best practice in infrastructure and
servicing solutions to meet conservation
and waste management goals

1.10. Status of the LAP
This LAP is a long-range (30 years) policy
document intended to guide the City of Duncan
and MNC, developers, local businesses, and
residents in making sustainable, responsible, and
accountable decisions with respect to land use,
development and public improvements within
the University Village neighbourhood.
The University Village Sustainable LAP is
not a static document, but will evolve and
adapt to changing circumstances in order to
accommodate new trends and to promote
innovative initiatives. It also addresses the
ongoing administration, monitoring, and
implementation of the LAP objectives and
policies.
INSERT ADOPTION STATEMENT HERE.
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CONTEXT

A comprehensive “baseline review” report has
been completed as a separate report. This
details the existing situation in the Plan area as
it currently stands, and identifies issues affecting
the production of the LAP. This section provides
a brief overview of the key findings from that
report.

2.1.

Regional Context

University Village is situated almost equidistance
between Victoria and Nanaimo. The close
proximity to major shopping centres in the
region and the TCH connector result in it being
a major regional retail hub for the Cowichan
Valley, including Cowichan Commons, Beverly
Corners, Duncan Mall, Duncan Plaza and
downtown Duncan. Vancouver Island University
(VIU), the Aquatic Centre, Island Savings Centre
and Cowichan High School also contribute to
establishing the area as a regional destination.
The Plan area falls within two municipal
jurisdictions, the Municipality of North Cowichan
and the City of Duncan.
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2.2.

Demographic Context

The total population for the LAP focus area
stands at 480, with many of the residences
being comprised of single detached dwellings
south of James Street and occasional multifamily dwellings. The remainder of the Plan
area contains a greater proportion of multifamily dwellings focused around Lewis, Dingwall
Alexander Streets and Coronation Avenue. The
total population of the Plan area is 2,440.
The Plan area is demographically and culturally
diverse. Residents are younger than the MNC as
a whole with an average age of 38. The average
household income is approximately $33,000
lower than the provincial average of $77,378.
In terms of ethnicity, 1 in 4 residents identified
themselves as First Nations or Metis and over
50% of the households are single family (female)
led.

2.3.

Redevelopment Context

A Memorandum of Understanding between
the City and MNC was prepared in 2007 stating
the need for a master planning exercise to
provide a broad overview on site planning for
Cowichan Place and the undeveloped High
School lands within the University Village area.
Recent development pressures in the area, the
importance of the Cowichan Place area as a
regional service centre, and the Municipality’s
and City’s desire to encourage sustainable
development have also highlighted the need
for a LAP, which fleshes out the detail of the
strategic policies in the OCP.

2.4.

Key Issues and Opportunities

During the analysis of the Plan area and the
surrounding context, a number of development
opportunities emerged. Key opportunities
identified include:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transform James Street as a “main” street
for the neighbourhood, linking it with
York Road and Canada Avenue/Duncan
Street
Allow for pedestrian-oriented
intensification along James Street
Plan for future intensification of Canada
Avenue as a main transit route
Allow for infill redevelopment of
underutilized lots between Garden Street
and St. Julien Street
Expand the provision of public
greenspace
Provide for cycling traffic off the TCH
Provide safer crossings for pedestrians
and cyclists across the TCH
Explore opportunities for district energy
and renewable energy generation
Improve internal road network
connections
Remediate brownfield sites
Create major community gateway
features at the Silver Bridge across the
Cowichan River, and near Beverly Street
and the TCH
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Figure 3: Regional Context
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2.5.

Urban Structure

The key issues and opportunities outlined previously
have informed the vision and concept for the LAP.
However, any concept development should always
begin with a fundamental understanding of what
makes a good place. There are many elements that
contribute to “placemaking”, including land use,
built form (buildings and structures), natural features
and how well places are connected. These elements
combine in different layers to make up the physical
environment and are referred to as the “urban
structure”. Urban structure is comprised of three
components:
a)

SPACE

Space is the underlying topography, the
natural features and landscape of an area.
Space influences the look and character of a
neighbourhood, the parks and open spaces and
the land uses that surround it.

b)

Connectivity is the system of roads, sidewalks,
cycling lanes and pathways as well as the
transportation infrastructure and services they
accommodate.

c)

Built form is the range of building types, as
defined by their physical scale, mass, orientation
and height, within an area (refer to Figure 4).

CONNECTIVITY

The urban structure provides the foundation for the
detailed design and planning of each component.
Urban structure components provide a framework to
guide and influence the development of individual
buildings, spaces or infrastructure.

BUILT FORM

Proposed Urban Structure illustrates the framework
for the Plan (refer to Figure 5).

Figure 4: Urban Structure Components
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VISION AND GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

3.1.

A Vision for the Future

An overall vision is important in terms of setting
aspirations, and providing direction on how the
University Village neighbourhood will redevelop
in the future.
The Vision Statement opposite has been drafted
from themes drawn from the visioning exercises
held with the Stakeholder Advisory Group.
To achieve this vision, the priorities of the LAP
will be as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

12

Protection and enhancement of the
functional natural environment as an
amenity for all
Maximum efficiency of land uses within
the current established growth centre
Sustainable and resilient infrastructure
Greater certainty for future investment
through clear and transparent planning
guidance and incentives
Improving and sustaining opportunities
for education, culture, recreation and
employment

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan

“

AN INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY THAT PROVIDES
OPPORTUNITIES FOR A GOOD QUALITY OF
LIFE REFLECTIVE OF A HEALTHY AND SAFE
ENVIRONMENT. IT WILL PROVIDE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING AND ALTERNATIVE MODES OF
TRANSPORT WITH GOOD ACCESS TO THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. RECREATION,
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT AND SERVICES WILL
CONTRIBUTE TO A BALANCED COMMUNITY.”

3.2.

Guiding Principles and Goals

The overarching guiding principles were created
based on the emerging themes that arose
from various community engagement sessions
undertaken as part of the development of
the Plan. The following set of eight principles
were established to guide the development of
strategies, proposals and design guidelines, and
provide the high level goals that will help to
realize the vision.

”
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Table 1: Guiding Principles and Goals

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

THEME

GUIDING PRINCIPLE

GOAL

Land Use

Support a diverse community

Achieve an appropriate mix of uses – with a residential focus (through a wide choice of
homes) with enhanced neighbourhood commercial facilities

Heritage

Protect and preserve existing
historic neighbourhood character

Incorporate existing historic structures into future planning and densification of
neighbourhoods

Natural
Environment

Protect, restore, preserve and
enhance natural environmental
assets and ecological values

Improve stewardship through education, actions, policies and tools to protect and
enhance biodiversity and all natural systems recognizing the natural history of the area

Built Environment

Creating a distinctive and
meaningful environment

Promote compact, pedestrian focused development and reduce auto-oriented uses

Recreation,
Amenities, Tourism
and Community
Health

Create memorable, functional,
safe and vibrant private and public
spaces with access to adequate
health and social services

Create an attractive, safe and high quality public realm that is accessible and
appropriate for people of all abilities, ages and cultural backgrounds

Connectivity and
Transportation

Improve connectivity and linkages
across the neighbourhood

Promote complete streets throughout the area to improve connectivity, mobility and
accessibility for all users and modes of transportation

Education

Foster and encourage learning

Celebrate and enhance educational programs available to residents and accentuate
VIU’s model sustainable campus through promotional opportunities that may arise

Sustainable
Infrastructure

Create services that promote
sustainability and efficient use of
natural resources

Promote sustainable design and green infrastructure that reduces energy consumption
through the project life cycle, maximizes opportunities for the use of innovative
construction technologies, and promotes renewable energy sources and energy
conservation techniques as a means of reducing Greenhouse Gas emissions (GHGs)

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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4.1.

PLAN CONCEPT

4.2.

Development of the Focus Area
Concept

The Visionary Concept has been prepared after
careful consideration of the issues outlined in
the supporting Baseline Report and has been
influenced by comments received from the
Stakeholder Advisory Group and the general
public. A number of policies are outlined in
the following section that will guide future
development in the Plan area to help deliver
the vision and concept. Figure 6 shows the
Illustrative 30 Year Concept Plan for the Plan
area.
It should be noted that the Visionary Concept
is a long-term aspiration for the Plan area.
How and when sites come forward for
redevelopment is entirely dependent on the
landowner and their desire to redevelop, as
well as the need for relevant land use and
development permit approvals from each
Municipality.
Further detailed work will be necessary
to implement the streetscape and park
improvements as indicated in Section 7 of the
Plan.

Focus Area Concept Overview

The concept for the Focus Area identifies
sites for intensification, highlights community
improvements and ultimately represents
one way of achieving the vision. It utilizes
opportunities that exist today such as the
potential for achieving higher density along
James Street, the expansion of Kinsmen Park and
establishing Canada Avenue as a primary transit
corridor.
The Visionary Concept for the Focus Area
includes the following features:
1

Infill redevelopment west
of Canada Avenue

2

Canada Avenue
redeveloped as “transitoriented development”

6

James Street as the
neighbourhood “main
street”

3

New University subcampus with integrated
stormwater treatment

7

Multi-use pathway (3m)
along the dike with green
vegetated buffer

8

Central green space
expanding east from
Kinsmen Park

9

Constructed wetland
treatment area and associated
community facilities associated
with the Somenos marsh
management plan area

4

Relocated Cowichan
Secondary School adjacent
to the University
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Figure 6: Illustrative 30-year Concept Plan
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Policies & Regulating Plan
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5.1.

POLICIES
Interpretation of language

Where a descriptive section accompanies a
policy, it is provided for information purposes
only to enhance the understanding of the policy.
Where “shall” is used in a policy, the policy is
considered mandatory. Nevertheless, where
quantities or numerical standards are contained
within mandatory policies, such quantities or
standards may be varied at the discretion of
the approving authority, so long as the intent
of the policy is still achieved and the variation is
necessary to address unique circumstances that
would otherwise render compliance impractical
or impossible.

5.2.

General Policies

General land use policies for the entire
University Village Sustainable LAP are described
below within several distinct components:
•
•
•
•
•

Community Amenity Contributions
Brownfield Development
Land Use
Public Realm
Built Form and Site Design

Where “should” is used in a policy, the intent
is that the policy is strongly encouraged, but
can be varied where unique or unforeseen
circumstances provide for courses of action that
would satisfy the general intent of the policy.
Where a policy requires submission of studies,
analysis, or other information, the Municipality
shall determine the exact requirements and
timing of the studies, analysis, or information.

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.3.

Community Amenity
Contributions

To ensure that both private developments and
the community benefit from increased densities
and are not adversely affected by the impact on
capital costs associated with growth, amenity
contributions are expected at the Zoning
Amendment Stage.
The following policies have been established
to streamline amenity negotiations and define
additional land use and/or density that can be
achieved in exchange for specific contributions.

General Policies (GP1)
a)

The provision of semi-public open spaces, mews, and plazas shall
be considered an amenity, only where a legal arrangement has been
established on title to preserve public access.

b)

The provision of parkland beyond the statutory requirement during
subdivision shall be considered an amenity, but only for developable land
(i.e., not ESA Land)

c)

The provision of public art within plazas, squares, streetscapes and bicycle
networks shall be considered an acceptable component of an amenities
package, with a binding agreement that includes provisions to ensure the
long-term maintenance or replacement of the artwork.

d)

Where the provision of public access and open space negatively affect the
density provisions of a private development site, the Municipality should
consider increasing the permitted density on the remainder of the site.

e)

To facilitate parkland acquisition as illustrated in the plan, the Municipality
should consider land swap, density bonuses and other incentives for
development sites within the University Village Plan Area where parkland
dedications result in diminished property rights.

f)

Parks, trails and greenways provided beyond statutory requirements shall
only be considered amenities where the following criteria have been met:
i)

Park designs and tender drawings have been prepared by a
registered landscape architect at the cost of the developer;

ii)

The developer has agreed to provide bonding for all aspects of park
construction, including but not limited to: irrigation systems, grading
and drainage systems, growing medium, planting, pathways, and site
furnishings;

iii) The developer agrees to enter into a two (2) year maintenance
agreement with the Municipality from the time of substantial
completion, as determined by the Municipality.
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g)

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles shall
be considered in all parks and open space development.

h)

The provision of functional constructed treatment wetlands for
stormwater runoff, quality improvements and provision of natural habitat
shall be supported.
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5.4.

Potential Contaminated Land

Contaminated or “brownfield” sites are defined
by the National Round Table on the Environment
and the Economy as “abandoned, vacant,
derelict or underutilized commercial or industrial
properties where past actions have resulted in
actual or perceived contamination and where
there is an active potential for redevelopment”.
Within the Plan area, there are several sites that
are currently known to meet this criteria.
The redevelopment of brownfield sites allows
for the re-use of idle or underutilized land for a
higher and better use and can help to stimulate
area revitalization while protecting human
health, safety and the environment. Brownfield
sites can have significant redevelopment
potential but can be complicated by the actual
or perceived presence of hazardous substances,
which can result in additional costs and liability
for the land owners or interested investors
and developers. Each brownfield project
presents unique challenges and the successful
redevelopment of these sites requires the
support of various levels of government, a wide
range of stakeholders and the community.

Existing brownfield sites within the Plan area

Contaminated Land Policies (CL1)
a)

To support landowners and the community in returning these sites to a more
productive use and provide economic, social and environmental benefits to
stakeholders, the Municipality should consider additional measures to improve
the redevelopment potential of these sites such as:
i)

Consideration of additional land uses

ii)

Increasing allowable height and/or density

b)

The Municipality should support landowners in pursuing federal, provincial and
municipal, redevelopment programs if available.

c)

Interim land uses should be considered for brownfield sites that cannot be
redeveloped immediately for financial or other reasons. In this circumstance, the
Municipality should consider interim land uses that are socially beneficial to the
community such as community gardens, parks, community gathering locations,
dog parks, neighbourhood signage, art installations and mobile food retail
facilities (e.g. food trucks and kiosks for summer market) or temporary commercial
uses. The interim land use should not increase risks to human health and the
environment nor impede the future vision for the Plan area.
University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.5.

Land Use

The University Village land use framework
seeks to maintain and enhance the unique
character and functional relationships of
each neighbourhood focus area. An overall
consistency of identity is perceived for the
broader study area in order to create a vibrant
village atmosphere with active neighbourhood
nodes.
Higher density neighbourhood nodes have been
located along the TCH corridor, James / York
Street neighbourhood, and the transit oriented
neighbourhood flanking the rail corridor along
Duncan Avenue and Canada Avenue. Side
streets that extend into and through these
dense urban neighbourhoods are key to the
connectivity of the plan area and increasing
pedestrian and vehicular access between the
Plan area and surrounding neighbourhoods.
There is a clear lack of parks and open spaces
within the study area at present. A number
of park acquisition sites have been identified
within the plan framework with the end
goal of realizing a true open space focused
development pattern.
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Land Use Policies (LU1)
a)

All Zoning Amendment applications shall be consistent with the building typologies of the
Regulating Plan and policies of the University Village Plan, and applicable Municipal OCP
policies;

b)

All Zoning Amendment applications and Development Permit applications are to be consistent
with the applicable Section 5 policies of this plan and Development Permit Area Guidelines
contained within the relevant Municipal OCP Bylaw;

c)

Municipal Parks, trails, and greenway acquisitions as well as semi-public / public open spaces,
plazas and squares as generally shown on, Figure 6: Illustrative 30-year Concept Plan, and
Regulating Plan are to be secured for public access through the development application
process with the total area, size and design being generally consistent with this plan.

d)

Compatible and sensitive infill development, renovation, and rehabilitation are encouraged to
ensure the continued renewal and vitality of the community.

e)

Unless otherwise specified, new auto-oriented uses including car dealerships, automobile
service centres, drive through businesses and service stations are prohibited.

f)

New neighbourhood commercial and mixed uses shall be prioritized along James Street, York
Road and Duncan Street/Canada Avenue.

g)

Retail commercial development should facilitate long term adaptability to a variety of
commercial uses.

h)

Live work units are encouraged throughout the Plan area, with priority being given to locations
along James Street, Duncan Street and Canada Avenue.

i)

The Municipality and City of Duncan has indicated that existing infrastructure may be inadequate
to service some developments contemplated by the LAP. It is the developers responsibility to
evaluate required utilities and to provide the necessary upgrades resulting from an application
to develop. The Municipality have infrastructure improvement programs which will replace and
upgrade infrastructure according to Capital plans, budgets and Council approval. The timing of
improvements is subject to change. Despite the foregoing, the Municipality will support latecomer
or excess capacity agreements where applicable through legislation.

j)

Coordinate Land Use and Zoning applications with proposed short, medium and long term TCH
improvements outlined in the Trans Canada Highway Corridor Management Plan: Boys Road to
Beverly Street 2014.
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Figure 7: Proposed General Land Use
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5.5.1.

Institutional/Community Facilities

The preservation of institutional designations
is a key component of the plan. Future site
repurposing, such as Cowichan High School,
offer a long-term opportunity for additional
higher learning campuses and civic amenity
developments within the Focus area. Existing
land use designations shall be retained and
new development proposals will be required to
provide significant park amenity contributions
with an open space campus development
approach. Typical institutional development
includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University Campus
Trade school
Public health care facility
Civic library
Civic Centre
Conference Centre
Public and private institutions
Recreational facilities within a building
Emergency services

Institutional / Community Facilities
Policies (ICF1)
a)

Institutional land use designations
should be maintained for the term of
this plan.

b)

Commercial and residential uses are
not permitted within this land use
designation except in circumstances
where such uses are clearly accessory
and integral to the viability of the public
use (such as a coffee kiosk in a dog park)
or student housing.

c)

The redevelopment or expansion of
institutional sites shall incorporate
publicly accessible open spaces within
the context of a campus master plan.

d)

Encourage the School District and VIU
to submit expansion plans for formal
consultation with the Municipality.

Examples of public institutional facilities
within the Plan area
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5.5.2.

Parks, Greenways & Open Space

This designation applies to corridors and areas
of land that provide continuous multi-modal
trails, that link existing parks, public use lands,
environmentally sensitive lands, wetlands and
other green spaces, including recreational trails,
within the plan area. This land use designation
also applies to the acquisition of additional
parks, playgrounds and open spaces. This
includes nature parks, community parks and
neighbourhood parks.

Parks and Greenways / Open Space Policies (PG1)
a)

Municipal park, trail, and greenway locations and layouts identified in this plan are schematic
in nature with interconnectivity as the core objective. The specific location and design of these
facilitates shall be reviewed on a project-by-project basis by Municipal parks and planning staff.

b)

Municipal park, trail, and greenway acquisition sites identified in this plan shall be obtained as
negotiated amenities through the Zoning Amendment process.

c)

Designs should demonstrate the preservation of natural site features and the enhancement of
view corridors to open areas and viewscapes.

d)

Programmatic elements for active and passive uses for new and redeveloped parks shall be
designed based on public input from adjacent residents and landowners.

e)

Shrubs, grasses and groundcover plantings shall be plant species native to the eastern
Vancouver Island and/or drought tolerant ornamental species that mimic endemic flora.

f)

Materials required for new park construction should be durable and low maintenance.

g)

As off-roadway trail and greenway systems develop over time, a series of walking, jogging loops
are expected to be realized, at which time way finding signage will be provided to illustrate the
length and layout of these active recreation amenities.

h)

Multi-purpose community gardens, stormwater management and green infrastructure will be
supported.

Parks and greenways should provide opportunities
for active and passive recreation

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.6.

Public Realm

The Public Realm includes all spaces that are
accessible to the public regardless of the tenure
of the lands. Civic open spaces may include
Municipal parks, greenways, waterways, public
squares, and plazas. Municipal roadways, lanes,
trails and pathways are a key component in the
connectivity of the overall functioning of public
realm systems. Semi-public plazas, squares and
open spaces extend the capacity of the public
realm in creating spaces for social interaction
that are accessible and inclusive. A holistic,
safe and functional system of interwoven
public, semi-public and publicly accessible
private exterior spaces will result in a depth of
experience and unified design approach for the
area.
A unified design typology seeks to achieve
a unique image for the public realm. A
catalogue of design criteria for streetscapes and
streetscape elements (lighting, trees, wayfinding
and interpretive signage, traffic calming,
pedestrian zone, vehicle zone, parking, etc.)
has been developed to aid proposed public
and private sector development in creating
a distinctive landscape fabric. The public
realm can be organized into several distinct
components:

Well designed public realm helps to animate a space and
provides a place to gather
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5.7. Streetscapes
5.8. Semi Public / Public Open Spaces,
Plazas and Squares
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5.7.

Figure 8: Street Zones

Streetscapes

Semi-Private Zone

Pedestrrian Zone
Utility & Boulevanrd

Parallel Parking

The following general policies seek to add
depth to the experience of a purely functional
transportation corridor by improving the
multipurpose function of public spaces that are
responsive to adjacent land uses and interwoven
with private and semi-private open spaces.

Bike Lane

Vehicle Lane

Streets are not only places for the functional
movement of people, cars, and goods. These
spaces are where we interact with the built
environment as we move along business
frontages, through neighbourhoods and
access and egress the interior spaces of the
built environment. Great streets are iconic in
our memories when they are unique to the
authentic form and character of a community.

Not to scale

The streetscape should offer a range of
experiences from tree shade to social gathering/
interaction areas. The University Village Plan
organizes streetscapes under four functional
zones:
•
•
•
•

5.7.1.
5.7.2.
5.7.3.
5.7.4.

Figure 9: Streetscape Catalogue

Private Interface Zone
Pedestrian Zone
Parking Zone
Transportation Zone
Private Zone
Semi-Private Zone
Pedestrian Zone
Pedestrian Routes

Not to scale
Parallel Parking

Utility & Boulevard

Vehicle Lane

Bike Lane

Private Zone
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In order to realize the vision of the LAP with the
creation of a pedestrian-oriented environment,
certain streets may need to be reconfigured to
allow for safer movement of pedestrians and
cyclists. This could require land acquisition in
certain locations, to allow for wider sidewalks,
bike lanes and planting strips. Any right-of-way
widening on residential streets should not result
in increased vehicle lanes.

The neighbourhoods identified in Table 2:
Street Palette Options and Table 3: Streetscape
Catalogue Matrix, correspond to Figure 14,
on page 49, and provide guidelines on the
streetscape elements appropriate for each
location in the Plan area.

Table 2: Street Palette Options
POLICY AREA/
NEIGHBOURHOOD

GENERAL USE
TYPOLOGY

AVAILABLE
PARKING
OPTIONS

POTENTIAL
RIGHT OF WAY/
ACQUISITION
REQUIREMENT

GENERAL ROAD
FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION

PREFERRED
ROW

PREFERRED STREET PALETTE

PA1 – Canada
Avenue/Duncan
Street (Transit
Orientated
Development)

Commercial/
Commercial Mixed
Use/Mixed Use –
Residential

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking

4M

Arterial (Canada
Avenue)
Collector (Duncan
Street)

20 M

Canada Avenue – (Assuming Future One
Way SB)
2 lanes X 3.7 M/1 x 1.5 M Bike Lane/ 1x 2.7
m parking lane/2.5m sidewalk/Landscape
-Utility Zone 3.0 M
Duncan Street – (Assuming One Way NB)
2 lanes X 3.7 M/1 x 1.5 M Bike Lane/ 1x 2.7
m parking lane/2.5m sidewalk/ LandscapeUtility Zone 3.0 M

PA-2 Cowichan
Place (Campus)

Public Institutional/
Multi-Family Low Rise

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking

Varies 1.0 M –
2.0 M

Collector (University
Way)/Local

15.0 M – 22.0 M

Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/ 2 x 1.5 M
Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking lane/2.0m
sidewalk

PA-3 James Street/
York Road

Commercial/
Commercial Mixed
Use/Mixed Use –
Residential

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking/
Parking at Rear

Varies 1.5 M –
3.5 M

Local (James Street/
Local)

22.0 M

2 lanes X 3.7 M/2 x 1.5 M Bike Lane/ 1x 2.7
m parking lane/2.5m sidewalk/Landscape
-Utility Zone 3.0 M

PA-4 Alderlea
Commons

Multi-Family Low Rise/
Multi-Family Mid Rise

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking

Varies 1.5 M –
2.0 M

Local

20 .0 M

Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/ 2 x 1.5 M
Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking lane/2.0m
sidewalk
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POLICY AREA/
NEIGHBOURHOOD

GENERAL USE
TYPOLOGY

AVAILABLE
PARKING
OPTIONS

POTENTIAL
RIGHT OF WAY/
ACQUISITION
REQUIREMENT

GENERAL ROAD
FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION

PREFERRED
ROW

PREFERRED STREET PALETTE

PA-5 Highway
Commercial

Commercial/
Commercial Mixed Use

Parking at Rear/
Front - Angle
Parking Only

Varies
1.5 M -2.0 M

Highway

30.0 M

2 Lanes ( NB+SB) X 3.3 M – 4.3 M. Lanes
+ Turning Lanes/1 x 4M Multi Use Path –
(Eastside) 1.0 M Landscape or Utility Zone/
1.0 – 2.6 M Median or Boulevard/ 1.5 M
sidewalk (Westside)/ 2M-3M Landscape
Buffer to Property Lines (W+E)

PA-6 Low Rise
Neighbourhoods

Multi-Family Low Rise/
Commercial Mixed Use

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking/
Parking at Rear

NA

Collector(
Coronation Avenue)/
Local

20.0 M

Collector: 2 Lanes X 3.7 M / 2 X 1.5M
Bike Lanes/ 1.0 m Landscape or Utility
Zone/1.5-2M Sidewalk
Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/ 2 x 1.5 M
Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking lane/2.0m
sidewalk

PA-7 Chesterfield
Avenue Residential
Neighbourhoods

Multi-Family Low Rise/
Multi-Family Mid Rise/
Single Family Dwelling/

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking/
Parking at Rear

NA

Arterial ( Beverly
Street and Trunk
Road)/ Collector(
Coronation Avenue)/
Local

20.0 M

Arterial Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/
2 x 1.5 M Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking
lane/2.0m sidewalk

PA-8 North of
Beverly Street

Public Institutional
(Quamichan and
Alexander Schools) /
Commercial Mixed
Use/Mixed Use
Residential

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking/
Parking at Rear

NA

Arterial Local Roads

20.0 M

Arterial Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/
2 x 1.5 M Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking
lane/2.0m sidewalk

PA-9 Somenos
Marsh/Dike

Recreational
Changes Subject To
Council Review

Parallel Parking/
Angle Parking

NA

Local

15.0 M

Local Roads: 2 lanes X 3.5 M/ 2 x 1.5 M
Bike Lanes/ 1x 2.7 m parking lane/2.0m
sidewalk
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Low-Rise Residential
Neighbourhoods
Chesterfield Avenue
Residential Neighbourhoods
North of Beverly Street

Somenos Marsh
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PA-2
PA-3
PA-4
PA-5

Highway Commercial

PA-6

Alderlea Commons

PA-7

James Street / York Road
Urban Corridor

PA-8

Cowichan Place (Institutional
Campuses)

PA-9

Canada Avenue Transit
Oriented Development

PA-1

STREET FURNISHINGS































STREET TREES

STREET ELEMENTS
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BOULEVARD RAIN GARDENS

PERVIOUS PARKING LANE

MID BLOCK CROSSING

DESIGNATED BIKE ROUTE

MARKED BICYCLE LANE

CURB BULGE PLANTINGS

TURF BOULEVARD

BICYCLE RACK

PUBLIC ART

CULTURAL HISTORY SIGNAGE

WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

HANGING BASKETS

BANNERS

STREET LIGHT POLE

TRASH RECEPTACLE

BENCH

Catalogue Items:

Table 3: Streetscape Catalogue Matrix















Requirement
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5.7.1.

Private Interface Zone

This zone is key to the seamless integration
of experience between public street spaces
and semi-public spaces such as ground level
building entries, residential and commercial
patios, plazas and squares, mews, and ‘the front
stoop’. Creating a unified design approach to
these spaces will act to expand the perception
of what is civic space.
Articulated building footprints and setback
variations allow for the marketing and
promotion of businesses. The interface zone
acts to extend the pedestrian experience
outward from the street. A variety of semi-public
spaces adjacent to the street provide additional
depth to the character of the public realm.
There are many opportunities to soften the hard
edges of private and public property, which are
expanded upon under the policy headings below.
•
•
•

5.7.1.1. Mews
5.7.1.2. Commercial Plazas, Patios and
Squares
5.7.1.3. Ground Oriented Units

Street cafes and outdoor seating
provide animation to a space
University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.7.1.1.

Mews

Mews are essentially extensions of the public
realm that allow pedestrians to filter through
and between civic blocks free from the noise
and busy clamor of active roadways. A more
passive experience can be realized in these
spaces, which also allow for expanded business
frontages and connections to interior semi
private open space.

Mews Policies (M1)
a)

Mews should be provided to break up
large monolithic buildings that span the
length of a civic block.

b)

All developments that span a length
greater than half of a civic block shall
incorporate a mews to break up
building mass along the street frontage.

c)

Mews shall be designed with similar
detailing materials and elements to the
adjacent streetscape in order to create a
unified public realm experience.

Example of Mews development
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5.7.1.2.

Commercial Patios, Plazas, and Squares

Semi-public commercial spaces adjacent to
streetscapes provide another level of transition
through the public realm while relating directly
to the activity and function of the street. In
certain locations, these spaces will add to the
experience of the street by creating additional
opportunities for social interaction and
providing refuge areas along the pedestrian
zone.

Commercial Patios, Plazas and Squares
Policies (PL1)
a)

Patio space should be located along
James Street/York Road street frontage
for all commercial buildings where
appropriate.

b)

Plazas should be provided at the
intersection of streets and laneways to
provide light penetration, opportunities
for public art, and expanded social
space.

c)

Commercial Patios, plazas, and squares
should be designed with similar
detailing materials and elements to the
adjacent streetscape in order to create a
unified public realm experience.

d)

Commercial Patios, plazas, and squares
shall face the street.

e)

Commercial Patios, plazas, and squares
should provide barrier free access for all
users.

f)

Although the Municipality will consider
patios and plazas across the Plan area,
ideal locations are suggested in the
following neighbourhoods given the
likelihood of greater pedestrian activity
and foot traffic:
i)

Canada Avenue

ii)

Duncan Street

iii) James Street
iv) York Road

Plaza spaces can vary in size and provide another
form of gathering space in the public realm
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5.7.1.3.

Ground Oriented Units

Ground level and first storey residential live/
work units provide an added layer of passive
monitoring and behavioural control to the
public realm. Residents provide a presence
within the public realm and take ownership of
adjacent public spaces adding to the safety and
vitality of urban neighbourhoods.

Ground Oriented Unit Policies (GOU1)
a)

Access to each multi-family residential
unit should be at ground level for all
buildings under three storeys.

b)

Where grade differences are
encountered beyond slopes exceeding
3.5%, connecting ground level to
adjacent shared or individual stairs
should be considered.

c)

Ground floor residential units should
have a patio space with direct access to
the adjacent sidewalk.

d)

Residential balconies should be
provided for all units above the ground
floor facing the street and any adjoining
public open spaces.

Ground-oriented suites provide active
surveillance onto the street
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5.7.2.

Pedestrian Zone

The pedestrian zone should include sufficient
space for pedestrians to move through
and along civic blocks near storefronts. The
remaining space between the sidewalk and the
on-street parking zone should be treated as
flexible space for outdoor cafes, interpretive
displays, plantings, and street furniture.
Areas that are addressed under the pedestrian
zone include the following:
•
•
•

Bulb-outs at key
intersections
provide a safer
crossing for
pedestrians

5.7.2.1. Improved Sidewalks
5.7.2.2. Street Furnishings Strip
5.7.2.3. Boulevard

5.7.2.1.

Improved Sidewalks

Improved Sidewalks Policies (IS1)
a)

Sidewalks should be 2.5 metres wide on
both sides of the street, where feasible.

b)

The pedestrian zone shall provide
uninterrupted barrier free access for
all users, with a minimum clear travel
width of 1.2 m to allow for wheelchair
movements.

c)

Tactile paving should be provided
at intersections and crosswalks for
pedestrians with visual challenges.

d)

Sidewalk curb bulges should be
designed to minimize the crossing
distance at crosswalks and intersections,
while at the same time respecting the
turning radius of fire trucks, transit buses
and other vehicles where required.

Tactile paving
warns the visually
impaired of
crossings

Wide sidewalk
with barrier free
movement
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5.7.2.2.

Street Furnishings Strip

Street Furnishings Strip Policies (SF1)
a)

Overhead utilities should be undergrounded at the time of the sidewalk
replacement along James Street/York
Road.

b)

The location of utility boxes should be
carefully coordinated with paving and
other streetscape elements.

c)

Street lighting shall be designed to
improve street comfort at night. All
fixtures shall be shielded or full cut-off
with no up-lighting to preserve night
sky viewing.

d)

New street lighting with decorative
poles should be completed at the time
of the streetscape improvements.

e)

Street light poles shall be selected that
allow for the deployment of wireless
technology, banners, hanging flower
baskets, outlets for seasonal lighting,
and drip irrigation lines.

f)

Light poles and fixtures should reflect
the heritage of the area.

g)

New way finding signage should be
integrated into the street lighting and
site furniture systems.

h)

Benches positioned along the curb
line shall orient users toward business
marketing and window displays rather
than onto an unpleasant parked vehicle
zone and heavy travel lanes.

Utility boxes can also include public art

Lighting can incorporate art and signage

Bicycle facilities should be integrated into
the streetscape while allowing for barrier
free movement along the street

Refer to Table 3: Streetscape Catalogue Matrix.
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5.7.2.3.

Boulevard

Boulevard Policies (B1)
a)

Shrubs, grasses and groundcover plantings shall be plant
species native to the eastern Vancouver Island and/or
drought tolerant ornamental species that mimic endemic
flora.

b)

New tree plantings shall be selected to provide a high
canopy over the street, while remaining above commercial
displays and signage (at maturity).

c)

Large full canopy tree species shall be installed along
the boulevard or within curb bulges where sufficient soil
volumes and tree canopies can be accommodated.

d)

Columnar and small ornamental trees should be installed
within narrow boulevards where soil volumes are insufficient
for full canopy trees.

e)

A variety of street trees should be planted; tree species shall
be selected to establish the landscape character for a given
street.

f)

The Municipality should consider leasing extended
boulevard space to adjacent restaurants and cafes to
increase activity at the street level.

g)

Where there is sufficient width and area within boulevards
and proposed curb bulges rain gardens should be
considered as an alternative to conventional turf strips and
planters. The rain garden would be normally dry and would
serve as an ideal demonstration / interpretive site for the
display of native plants and plant ecosystems.

h)

Shy space with a minimum width of 0.5m shall be provided
along the curb line to allow for the unimpeded motion of
car doors opened from adjacent parking areas.

Native planting and stormwater management features can be incorporated into corner bulb outs
University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.7.3.

Parking Zone

On street parking is proposed to support
business activity on adjacent property. In the
context of travel speed reductions the addition
of on-street parking also contributes to a lower
overall travel speed. At the same time on-street
parking can provide a measure of safety by
creating a buffer between travel lanes and the
pedestrian zone.

New neighbourhood commercial or mixed uses shall be sensitively
integrated into the existing neighbourhood by respecting the importance of
a strong street frontage and by providing parking areas accessible from the
rear of the lot.

g)

Refer to Table 2 (pg. 26) for parking options.
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Setback
Setback
(reduced)
(Reduced)

f)

Sidewalk
Sidewalk

Stand-alone parking lots and parking structures are discouraged.

Boulevard
Boulevard

e)

Parking
Parking
(Boulevard)

In the case of restrictive right of way widths, improved sidewalk widths shall
be the priority over parking lanes.

Vehicle
Vehicle
laneLane

d)

Vehicle
LaneLane
Vehicle

Parking stalls and lanes should be surfaced with a pervious paving
treatment where infiltration techniques are feasible.

Parking

c)

Parking
(Boulevard)

Parking stalls and lanes shall be surfaced with textured concrete or concrete
unit pavers, particularly along James Street/York Road.

Boulevard
Boulevard

b)

Sidewalk
Sidewalk

Parallel parking or, a combination of parallel parking and angle parking,
should be incorporated into all streetscapes to alleviate the need for
extensive off-street parking.

Setback
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a)

Setback
(standard)
(Standard)

Parking Zone Policies (PZ1)

Figure 10: Typical Parallel Parking Cross Section for
Residential Streets
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5.7.4.

Transportation Zone

Figure 11: Typical Mixed Use Residential Commercial Cross Section for James Street

The following section describes a variety of
physical changes to travel lanes intended to
reduce the overall paved width of the roadway
in order to achieve a better balance between
the use of the road as a cycling and vehicle
traffic corridor and its other role as a street and
public outdoor space.
The proposed cross section concepts illustrate
reduced vehicle lane widths on key streets within
the Plan area. The reduction of lane widths can
be expected to produce a lower effective travel
speed.

Private Zone

Proposals should be consistent with Table 2: Street
Palette Options.

Semi-Private Zone

e)

Pedestrian Zone

In the case of restrictive right of way widths (including
but not limiting the TCH), providing a minimum safe
width for vehicle travel lanes shall be the priority.

Utility & Boulevard

d)

Parallel Parking

Lane width reductions should be considered in the
context of a traffic analysis, specific to the proposed
location.

Bike Lane

c)

Vehicle Lane

Canada Avenue, Duncan Street, St. Julian Street,
Festurbert Street, Alderlea Street, Garden Street, James
Street and York Street shall prioritize transit, pedestrian
and cyclist movement.

Vehicle Lane

b)

Bike Lane

Vehicle travel lanes shall be reduced to minimum
width possible with an emphasis on those streets
listed below, while considering impact on the safe
function of the streetscape.

Parallel Parking

a)

Utility & Boulevard
Pedestrian Zone

Vehicle Travel Lanes Policies (VTL1)

Semi-Private Zone

Vehicle Travel Lanes

Private Zone

5.7.4.1.

min. 20m Right of Way
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5.7.4.2.

Bicycle Facilities

Bicycle Facilities Policies (BF1)
a)

Marked bike lanes should be provided along James Street, Canada
Avenue, Coronation Avenue, York Road and other routes identified as
suitable for cyclists and along pedestrian priority streets.

b)

Marked bike lanes shall include adequate line painting, pavement
markers, and signage to clearly delineate the area.

c)

Cyclists shall be accommodated within side streets and noncommuter routes by way of a combined bike / vehicle lane with
adequate shoulder width.

d)

Bicycle racks should be provided within the street furnishings strip of
the streetscape;

e)

New developments shall be required to provide adequate short term
bicycle parking facilities (covered where possible) adjacent to the
street within the private interface zone.

f)

Bicycle storage facilities shall be included in all sites with a multifamily
residential, commercial or institutional land use. Storage facilities
shall be contained within the building or in a secure sheltered
space within close proximity to the building. Sites with a commercial
or institutional land use, should also have end of trip facilities for
employees (e.g., lockers and showers). Multi-family residential
developments comprising of 4 units or less are exempt.

g)

In the case of restrictive right of way widths, improved sidewalk
widths shall be the priority over bike lanes.

Example of marked cycle lane with safe shoulder width

Covered bicycle facilities within the streetscape

Examples of bicycle signage
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5.7.4.3.

Mid-Block Crossings

Mid Block Crossing Policies (MBC1)
a)

Mid- block crossings shall be provided within
the following pedestrian priority streets:
i)

James Street

ii)

York Road

iii) Duncan Street
iv) Canada Avenue
b)

Mid-block crossings should be marked with
adequate signage, pedestrian activated signals,
textured pavements or raised crossings level to
the adjacent sidewalk.
Example of a mid-block
crossing with median

5.8.

Semi Public / Public Open
Spaces, Plazas and Squares

Semi Public/Public Open Spaces, Plazas and
Squares Policies (PL1)
a)

The policies contained in Section 5.7.1. Private
Interface Zone are also applicable.

b)

Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles shall be considered
in the development of semi-public open
spaces, plazas and squares.

c)

Development sites shall provide public access
and semi-public open space as identified in the
plan.

d)

Semi-public plazas, squares and open spaces
shall be designed to promote social interaction,
barrier free access and social inclusiveness.

Example of a semi-public
open space
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5.9.

Energy

Architecture

Built Form & Site Design

The purpose of the following policies is to
guide the scale and intensity of development
within designated areas to support the desired
visions and goals of the plan, including synergy
with Public Realm policies. New buildings are
intended to fortify a coherent, thematically
unified, and engaging urban environment.
The Built Form for the purposes of this plan
establishes a framework for the structural
hierarchy of future buildings, structures and
open spaces based on the desired quality and
character of the Plan area. Built form is more
commonly defined as the use, design, massing,
scale and type of buildings. For the purposes
of this plan the definition and application of
built form policies has been integrated with
site design considerations and structural
relationships to the public realm.

The components that comprise the built form
framework include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.9.1. Building Architecture - General
5.9.2. Landscape Architecture and Site
Planning - General
5.9.3. Accessibility
5.9.4. Signs
5.9.5. Lighting
5.9.6. Access and Parking
5.9.7. Energy Conservation and
Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
5.9.8. Water Conservation
5.9.9. Stormwater Erosion Control and
Flood Management

The function, character, architectural style
and configuration of buildings as well as their
relationship to streets and open spaces are
key elements of the built form framework.
Policies related to built form seek to inform
the scale and intensity of land uses within
designated areas as defined in the Plan area.
These policies will inform and be supported by
subsequent land use policies, design guidelines,
development standards and incentive programs.

Landscape

40
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5.9.1.

Building Architecture

The following policies should be read in
conjunction with the relevant Development
Permit Area Guidelines associated with each
Municipality.
Figure 12: Building Articulation and Street Zones

Application Submission Requirements

99
99
99
99
99

Building Layout / Floor Plans
Elevation Plans
Materials Board
Sustainability Statement
Design Rationale

Potential Renewable Energy Installation

Building Architecture Policies (BA1)
a)

The Municipality shall consider aerial encroachments into
the public right-of-way for building designs that include
appropriate overhangs, environmental protection from
weather elements, wind turbines, solar panels and cell
repeaters.

b)

At the discretion of the Municipality, renewable energy
components (such as solar collectors or wind turbines) shall
not be considered within a building height restriction.

c)

Strongly thematic architectural styles associated with chain
restaurants and service stores are discouraged.

d)

Buildings should be sited to ensure that adjacent residential
properties have sufficient visual privacy, as well as
protection from site illumination and noise.

e)

Building design should include a variety of architectural
design treatments, including articulated building footprints
to reduce massing and to promote architectural definition
and interest.

f)

Building massing shall consider the preservation or
enhancement of public view corridors to open areas and
mountain vistas.

g)

Building massing should respond to a human scale with
materials and details that are proportionate to human height
and provide visual interest at the street and sidewalk level.

h)

Building entrances should be well defined through
architectural means, such as overhangs, porticos and
awnings.

Potential Green Roof System

Step Building
Massing to Street

Storeys
Vary

Semiprivate Zone
Pedestrian/Boulevard/Utility Zone
Parking/Landscape Zone
Bike Lane
Road Way
Where Appropriate Install Rain Gardens
Along Street
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5.9.2.

Landscape Architecture and Site Planning

Landscape Architecture and Site Planning
Policies (LA1)
a)

f)

Landscape plans shall be provided for all
Development Permit applications at the
developer’s expense, which have been
prepared by a registered professional.

b)

Building footprints should be located to
create opportunities for plazas, courtyards,
or garden patio areas with appropriate site
furniture and lighting.

c)

Parking areas and storage shall be located
at the rear of buildings or be screened
with appropriate landscaping except
in exceptional circumstances. Green or
“living” walls will be encouraged in these
circumstances.

g)

Efforts should be made to retain as many
existing mature private trees as possible.
Where existing mature trees have to be
removed, they should be replaced with a
tree (or trees) of equal value that must:
i)

Have a minimum caliper size of
50mm(2 inches).

ii)

Have a minimum height of 1.5m.

iii) Overlapping shade does not count
twice;
iv) Street trees and existing on-site
trees that shade parking lots may be
included in shade calculations;
v)

A tree shading plan for parking areas shall be
required for all new parking lots associated
with commercial, mixed use and (3) three
or more unit residential development sites
and shall include tree plantings designed to
result in (50)fifty percent shading of parking
lot surface areas within a 15 year timeframe,
subject to the following:

d)

Ensure linkages with nearby areas and
neighbourhoods are fully considered in the
development of the works proposed.

i)

If a site has two or more unconnected
parking areas, shade is calculated
separately for each area;

e)

Rooftop gardens shall be encouraged.

ii)

The amount of shade provided by a
given tree is determined by using the
appropriate percentage and square
footage of the tree crown as a mature
tree. Shading credit is given in 25
percent increments based on the
amount of the tree crown that shades
the parking area.

Development applications shall
provide shade calculations and a
shade legend prepared by a registered
landscape professional. The planting
plan may be used as the shade plan
provided all required information is
listed and the trees are drawn to the
appropriate scale; and

vi) Integrate storm water management
measures within areas used for tree
shading to reduce land requirements
and costs. Rain gardens, infiltration
swales, detention ponds and filter strips
can be integrated effectively with tree
shading. Trees planted within storm
water runoff areas should only be
species adapted to variable moisture
conditions, such as riparian species.
h)

Landscape berms for screening and noise
attenuation are encouraged.

Application Submission Requirements

99
99
99
99
99
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Site Layout Plan
Planting Plan
Irrigation Plan
Tree Shading Plan
Landscape Bonding Estimate
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5.9.3.

Accessibility

Accessibility Policies (A1)
a)

Accessibility features shall be integrated
into the overall design concept and
identified on the site plans.

b)

Accessible travel routes shall be
provided from adjacent roadways and
parking areas to the main building
entry and shall incorporate barrier-free
universal design principles.

c)

Accessible travel routes shall be of
a hard, slip- resistant surface with a
minimum width per requirements of
the most current edition of the British
Columbia Building code (BCBC).

d)

5.9.4.

Signs

The proliferation of signs and advertising within
the Plan area must be carefully considered in
order to establish the desired character of
neighbourhoods and reduce the effect of visual
clutter within the public realm. Signage should
not dominate building facades nor cause
distraction to drivers, pedestrians and cyclists.

Sign Policies (S1)
a)

Sign illumination for new signs shall be
exterior, from the front and downcast.
Internally illuminated signs may include
halo lighting or the direct back lighting,
only for individual letters and logos,
subject to Section 5.9.5.

b)

Sign heights and size shall be in context
with the neighbourhood, subject to the
applicable bylaw provisions.

c)

No signs shall be equipped with
flashing, oscillating or moving lights or
beacons.

d)

New single pylon signs are not
permitted within the Plan area.

Accessible travel routes shall conform
to the requirements of the most current
edition of the British Columbia Building
code (BCBC).

Example of halo lighting

Accessible
ramps can be
integrated into
stairs for larger
developments

Application Submission Requirements

99

Exterior Building Signage Details
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5.9.5.

Lighting

Natural cycles of day and night lighting are
important for human health, the natural
environment, astrophysical endeavors, and the
conservation of energy. To minimize these
impacts in line with Dark Sky principles, outdoor
lighting should be regulated to control both the
quantity and quality of night lighting.

Lighting Policies (L1)

Lighting should be
appropriate to the
context and adhere
to CPTED principles

Application Submission Requirements

99
99

Lighting Layout Plan
Lighting Fixture Details

a)

Developments shall employ energy efficient lighting design such
as Light Emitting Diodes (LED) and motion or photo-sensitive
lighting for all outdoor lighting.

b)

Lighting powered by on‑site renewable energy sources shall be
encouraged where appropriate.

c)

A lighting plan will be provided for all Development Permit
applications at the developer’s expense, which have been
prepared by a registered professional, subject to the following
requirements:
i)

All site lighting installations shall be fully shielded (full cutoff ).

ii)

Light shall be shielded such that the lamp itself or the lamp
image is not directly visible outside the property perimeter.

iii) Exterior building lighting should generally be concealed in
soffits or other similar architectural features.
iv) Lamp poles and luminaries used for site area lighting should
be complementary to the form and character of adjacent
sites and street lighting standards.
v)

Adhere to the principles of Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design Principles (CPTED), lighting for
pedestrian pathways, building entrances and parking areas
should be designed at a human scale (i.e., low level bollards)
and address pedestrian safety.

vi) Energy efficient lighting shall be used

44
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5.9.6.

Access and Parking

Large surface parking areas may be broken
down into smaller parking lots evenly dispersed
throughout the development and integrated or
defined with planted, landscaped areas.
Access and Parking Policies (AP1)
a)

Parking areas shall clearly identify pedestrian circulation areas,
preferably with different paving and landscaping treatment.

b)

Parking stalls and lanes shall be surfaced and textured concrete..

c)

All parking requirements for the development shall be met on-site.

d)

Reductions in parking requirements may be considered for mixed
use development at the discretion of the Municipality.

e)

Ensure the safe, efficient, convenient, and functional movement of
multiple modes of transportation.

f)

Give priority to alternate modes of transportation, including public
transit, bicycles and pedestrians.

g)

Promote the safety and mobility of through traffic by minimizing
the number of access and egress points.

h)

Electric Vehicle charging stations should be provided for new retail,
mixed use and commercial developments with a gross floor area
greater than 1000m2.

i)

Parking areas shall be located at the rear of buildings and be
screened with appropriate landscaping.

j)

Service areas should be located at the rear of buildings and
screened with appropriate opaque fencing and/or landscaping.

k)

Shared parking areas and accesses should be encouraged.

Example of perveous
paving to reduce
stormwater runoff

Application Submission Requirements

99

Parking Access and Layout Plan

Example of an
electric vehicle
charging station
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5.9.7.

Energy Conservation and Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The City of Duncan and the Municipality of
North Cowichan have a significant opportunity
to reduce air pollution, GHG emissions, and
energy consumption through resource
conservation and recovery and the application
of Smart Growth principles. This LAP encourages
development that benefits the economy, the
community, the environment, and public health.
By reducing sprawl, increasing density within
serviceable areas and developing along existing
corridors, communities can reduce energy
consumption, and thus GHG emissions.
Buildings should be designed to ensure renewable
technologies can be incorporated at a later date

Reference should be made to current editions
of the Municipality of North Cowichan Climate
Action & Energy Plan (CAEP) and the City of
Duncan Integrated Community Sustainable Plan

Application Submission Requirements

99

Energy Conservation & GHG
Reduction Policy Statement Letter

Incorporating green roof technology can reduce the
effects of the urban heat island effect and reduce the
impact on stormwater infrastructure

46
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Energy Conservation and Reduction
of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Policies
(GHG1)
a)

Within new and retrofitted residential,
commercial and mixed use developments,
to satisfy a high standard for green building
performance, 10 percent of the site’s
estimated annual energy consumption
(energy consumption multiplied by the total
floor area) should be supplied by on-site
or community-based Eligible Renewable
Energy Sources. Up to 50% (i.e. 5% of total
energy requirement) of this target can
consist of energy conservation and efficiency
technologies that exceed the minimum
requirements for such buildings. Before this
policy is adopted, it will have a phasing in
period of 6 to 12 months to determine the
details and its viability

b)

c)

d)

e)

To support energy conservation and GHG
reduction in residential buildings, a home
energy improvement loan program should
be investigated to assist homeowners in
undertaking energy efficiency retrofits.
When possible, this program will be tied
to the property so that the return on
investment from the retrofits goes to the
property at that time.
The applicant should develop a package
of low cost, practical energy efficiency
products for homeowners and tenants, to
be sold at a cost (or subsidized), along with
information and support to help realize
electricity savings.
If a district energy system is established, a
Service Area bylaw shall be created that
mandates all new buildings with a floor
area ratio equal to or greater than 1.0 to be
connectable to a district energy system.
Building design should include passive
heating, lighting and cooling design features.

f)

Buildings should be permitted to install
micro wind power generation equipment
to meet on-site energy requirements, when
permitted within the BC Building Code and
under relevant legislation.

g)

Landscaping and building design should
consider the incorporation of natural
daylight and seasonal shade needs.

h)

Building orientation should, where practical,
be designed to optimize the benefits of solar
orientation and ensure sun penetration for
adjacent residential uses.

i)

All buildings shall be designed and
engineered to adapt to future sustainable
technologies for solar thermal, district
energy systems and grey water reclamation
fully aligned with the BC Building Code.

j)

Adaptive reuse of buildings and on-site
materials is encouraged, where permitted
within the BC Building Code and under
relevant legislation.

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.9.8.

Water Conservation

Application Submission Requirements

99

Water Conservation Statement

Water Conservation Policies (WC1)
a)

Example of a smart controller for irrigation

Irrigation plans shall be provided for all Development Permit applications at the
developer’s expense, which have been prepared by a registered or certified
professional, subject to the following requirements:
i)

Single-family and duplex residential developments are exempt.

ii)

Landscaped areas shall be watered by an irrigation system, complete with an
automated ‘smart’ controller.

iii) Irrigation scheduling requirements shall be provided with each permit
application to illustrate water conservation measures and that the proposed
system can be effectively operated within watering restriction windows. The
IIABC offers and on-line Landscape Irrigation Scheduling Calculator at:
http://landscape-calculator.irrigationbc.com.

Drought tolerant planting is encouraged
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b)

Development projects should incorporate rainfall capture systems for irrigation
where feasible.

c)

Development projects should incorporate greywater for irrigation where feasible.

d)

Development projects should minimize impervious areas and incorporate on-site
integrated stormwater management solutions that maintain pre-development
infiltration rates and site hydrology.

e)

The Municipality should consider the requirement for water audits for
commercial mixed use units of 1000m2 and above, as part of new comprehensive
development proposals.

473

5.9.9.

Stormwater Erosion Control and Flood
Management

The Plan area lies within a known
floodplain. The following policies have been
established in order to ensure that people
and property are protected from flooding.
In order to adequately mitigate this hazard
and reduce damage from floodwaters,
flood construction levels for habitable space
in new developments must be applied.

Application Submission Requirements

99
99
99

Storm Water Management Plan
Lot Grading Plan
Geotechnical Report as per
City of Duncan Hazard Areas
DPA and Municipality of North
Cowichan – Hazard Lands DPA

Pathway (defence dike)

Stormwater Erosion Control and Flood
Management Policies (FM1)
a)

All habitable residential portions of new
buildings shall be raised above the Flood
Construction Level (FCL) on appropriate
structural fill, crawl space, garage, or
carport that is designed to withstand
flooding.

b)

Non-residential buildings or portions
thereof below the current FCL shall provide
wet proofing.

c)

A storm water management plan shall be
required as prepared, signed, and sealed,
by a registered professional member of the
Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of British Columbia (APEGBC),

that has as its goal the maintenance of
post-development flows equivalent to
those of pre-development flow patterns
and volumes over the entire wet weather
season.
d)

Stormwater management should take
advantage of on-site opportunities to
recycle water to absorbent soils, wetlands,
and forests.

e)

A registered professional shall prepare a
Sediment and Erosion Control Plan for the
construction and operational phases of the
development.

f)

New developments that incorporate flood
prevention and stormwater drainage
elements must not adversely affect
neighbouring properties.

Receptor (homes within
floodplain)

Overland flooding

Source (river)

Sewer flooding
Groundwater flooding
Figure 13: Sources of Flooding
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5.10. Neighbourhood Specific Policies
The following policy sections are applicable to
designated neighbourhoods within the Plan
area. Refer to the Village-Wide Policies section
for general policies applicable to the entire Plan
area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PA-1
		
PA-2
		
PA-3
		
PA-4
PA-5
PA-6
		
PA-7
		
PA-8
PA-9

Canada Avenue Transit Oriented
Development
Cowichan Place
(Institutional Campuses)
James Street / York Road Urban
Corridor
Alderlea Commons
Highway Commercial
Low-Rise Residential 			
Neighbourhoods
Chesterfield Avenue
Residential Neighbourhoods
North of Beverly Street
Somenos Marsh

A list of preferred uses is included under each
specific policy area. This list is not intended to
be exhaustive, but does provide an indication as
to the overall intent of the area, in line with the
vision of the Plan.
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Figure 14: Policy Areas

PA-9
PA-5
PA-3

PA-8

PA-2

PA-7

CITY OF DUNCAN

PA-1

PA-3
PA-4

DISTRICT OF NORTH COWICHAN

CVRD
Municipal Boundary

CITY OF DUNCAN

PA-6

PA-5

Policy Area Boundary

POLICY AREAS
CVRD

PA-1 Policy Area 1: Canada Avenue Transit Oriented Development
PA-2 Policy Area 2: Cowichan Place (Institutional Campuses)
PA-3 Policy Area 3: James Street / York Road Urban Corridor
PA-4 Policy Area 4: Alderlea Commons
PA-5 Policy Area 5: Highway Commercial
PA-6 Policy Area 6: Low-Rise Residential Neighbourhoods
PA-7 Policy Area 7: Chesterfield Avenue Residential Neighbourhoods
PA-8 Policy Area 8: North of Beverly Street

0

200

400

600m

PA-9 Policy Area 9: Somenos Marsh

Transit Oriented Development
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Preferred Land Uses:

FU

RE

DIK
E

•

TR

AN

CA
N
AD
A

BE

VE
R

LY

ST
RE
ET

S

HIG
HW
AY

DIKE

Small Lot / Narrow Lot Infill Residential
Homes
Ground Oriented Townhomes and
Rowhouses
Low Rise Apartments
Live-Work Studios with ground floor
commercial retail space

•
•

REET

STREET

ST
RE
ET

LEWIS

STREET
STRE
ET

UNIVERSITY
WAY
UN V S
W

YO
O
ORK
YORK

FOURTH STREET

BE
VE
RL
Y

•

DUNCAN

T
DUNCAN S

VENUE
CANADA A

CAIRNSMORE STREET

DIKE

Preferred Building Typologies:

AVENUE
CANADA

VISTA AVENUE

TU

Small Scale Retail and Commercial
Low Rise Multifamily Residential
Mixed Use Residential
Live-work
Public Open Space
Public Parking

PA-1 Policies

VIAN STRE
STREE
STREET
EE
THIRD STREET

a)

JAMES STREET
TREET

JAMES STREET

b)

Mixed Use Commercial

YP
PRES
S STREET
YPRES

QUEENS ROAD
INGRAM STREET

STREET

300m

POWELLL STREET
POWEL

CHARLOTTE STREET

Retail uses shall be ground oriented with
studios, offices and residential uses above.
CORONATION AVENUE

d)
BRAE ROAD

UE

LAP PlanArea

AVEN

LAP Mixed Use CommercialSTATION
CoreSTREET
Area

200

ADA

100

MASTER PLAN CONCEPT: PREFERRED OPTION

CAN

0

CRAIG

KENNETH STREET

ET
STRE

Green Space

CAN
DUN

Existing Institutional/Community Facility

c)

FESTURB
FESTURBERT
STREET

EVANS STREET

New infill development along the rail
corridor and flanking avenues will draw
design cues from and be sensitive to the
quality, scale and character of adjacent
heritage buildings.

Restaurants are encouraged to locate
along Duncan Street and Canada Avenue.

Municipal Boundary

Multi-Family
(mid-rise up to 5 storeys)

Mixed Use Residential

Urban Containment
Boundary (no change)

Multi-Family
(low rise up to 3 storeys)

Mixed Use Commercial

Green Space / Park

Constructed Treatment
Wetland

Somenos Marsh

Institutional/
Community Facility

MCKINSTRY ROAD

Mixed Use Residential

ALEXANDER
ALEXAND
DER STREET

BUNDOCK AVENUE

JUBILEE STREET

Multi-Family (low-rise up to 3 storeys)

The history of rail service should be
considered as a potential thematic element
for the public realm.

TTRANS
A
CANADA
CANAD
DA H
HIGHWAY
IGHWAY

FIRST STREET

DINGWA
ALL STREET
DINGWALL

ST. JULIAN
J
STREET

GAR
GARDEN
R N S
STREET

Municipal Boundary

ALDERL
ALDERLEA
STREET

Policy Area Boundary

SECOND STREET

TRUNK ROAD

52
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CHESTERFIELD AVENUE

This area is intended to act as multimodal
transportation corridor for potential future rail
service, transit, pedestrians, cyclists and road
vehicles. Land use, public realm and built form
policies seek to create a defined urban corridor
that is liveable and walkable with special public
amenities, public art and attractions. Public and
private development proposals shall consider
improved connectivity within the corridor linking
surrounding road and trail networks.

•
•
•
•
•
•

HOWARD AVENUE

Figure 15: Policy Area 1 (PA-1)

ROAD

5.11. PA-1 Canada Avenue Transit
Oriented Development Corridor
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Preferred Land Uses:

DIK
E

EE
T
TR

BE
VE
RL
Y

TR

LY
S

AN

ST
RE
ET

S

VE
R

HIG
HW
AY

BE

BE
V

ER

LY

CAIRNSMORE STREET

CA
N
AD
A

ST
RE
ET

TC

H

N STREET
DUNCAN

UNIVERSITY WAY

UNIVERSITY WAY

FOURTH
STREET
OURTH STR
OURTH
ST
S
REET
EE
ET

VIAN STREET

LEWIS

HEATHER STREET

Preferred Building Typologies:
•
•

ALEXANDER
ALEXAND
DER STREET

300m

PA-2 Policies

STREET

Institutional/Community Facility

BRAE ROAD

ET

ADA

CAN

UE
AVEN

MASTER PLAN CONCEPT: PREFERRED OPTION

STRE

CRAIG

CORONATION AVENUE

Mixed Use Commercial
Municipal Boundary

Multi-Family
(mid-rise up to 5 storeys)

Existing Institutional/Community
Facility
Multi-Family
Urban Containment
Boundary (no change)

Green Space/Park

(low rise up to 3 storeys)

Constructed Treatment Wetland

b)

CHARLOTTE STREET

Constructed Treatment
Green Spaceshould
/ Park
The University
continue
to evolve
Wetland
as
a
high
quality
mixed
use
campus,
Institutional/
Mixed Use Commercial
Somenos Marsh
Facility
incorporating educationCommunity
led mixed
use
development with active ground floor
uses, which will contribute to the street
level vibrancy of the campus, together
with areas for student accommodation.
The following strategic development

Mixed Use Residential

Existing Institutional/C

0

BEECH AVENUE

CAN
DUN

Multi-Family (low-rise up to 3 storeys)

POWELLL STREET
POWEL

The Municipality will support the future
development of the University’s campus
and encourage a site Master Plan to
be developed and adopted by the
Board following consultation with the
Municipality and local community.
BUNDOCK AVENUE

INGRAM STREET

a)

ST. JJULIAN STREET

QUEENS ROAD

YP
PRES
S STREET
YPRES

Municipal Boundary

FESTURB
FESTURBERT
STREET

Policy Area Boundary

EVANS STREET

DAY ROAD

200

Campus Style Buildings
Student Housing / Mixed Use Building

MCKINSTRY ROAD

100

ALDERL
ALDERLEA
STREET

JUBILEE STREET

0

GAR
GARDEN
R N S
STREET

FIRST STREET
STR
REET

LAP Mixed Use CommercialSTATION
CoreSTREET
Area

STREET
STRE
ET

JAMES STREET

SECOND
D STREET

KENNETH STREET

BEVERLY STREET

DINGWA
ALL STREET
DINGWALL

THIRD STREET
STTREET

LAP PlanArea

University Campus
Institutional Community Facilities
College Campus
Trade Technology School
Public Library
Civic / Conference Centre / Hotel
Recreation
Park
Community Facilities
New High School
Student Housing
District Energy Centre
DIKE

TTRANS
A
CANADA
CANAD
DA H
HIGHWAY
IGHWAY

VISTA AVENUE

AVENUE
CANADA

This policy area is home to a number of
local and regionally important institutional
recreational and community facilities, which
includes the Aquatics Centre, Islands Savings
Centre (including the world’s largest hockey
stick) Cowichan Theatre and VIU. VIU is an
important post-secondary learning centre
attracting students from both the Cowichan
Valley and further afield. VIU has future plans
to expand its curricular activities and campus
buildings. It is important that this area continues
to build on this learning and recreational hub
which has started to develop in this area and
allow expansion and further development
to help build on the synergies to create an
innovative learning and recreational campus
and help in attracting more students and
employment to this area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIKE

Figure 16: Policy Area 2 (PA-2)

CHESTERFIELD AVENUE

RE

HOWARD AVENUE

TU

ROAD

FU

YORK
YO
O
ORK

5.12. PA-2 Cowichan Place
(Institutional Campuses)

TRUNK ROAD
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100

principles should be used to guide
development proposals brought forward by
the University:
i)

ii)

Safeguard and enhance the University
as a vibrant, distinctive and diverse
area of University Village, taking
into consideration the needs and
requirements of the local community;
Improve the quality of the environment
and improve connections (including
way finding through the campus)
by all modes and gateways into the
University;

iii) Create new high quality streets and
public spaces, including green spaces;
iv) Create an environment where
pedestrians and cyclists have priority;
v)

Build upon its location adjacent to
Downtown Duncan;

vi) Introduce new high quality architecture
using the latest sustainable design;
vii) Promote itself as a community asset
providing access to recreation and
other facilities by the local community.
c)

54

To ensure good planning and meaningful
dialogue with communities, the Municipality
will encourage VIU to follow a development
liaison process when intending to develop
on university lands on a voluntary basis
and undertake consultation with the
Municipality.

University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan

d)

A feasibility study should be conducted by
the Cowichan Place partners for a district
energy plant(s) as part of a campus master
plan or redevelopment of other institutional
facilities.

e)

Considerations for the development of
district energy systems within the feasibility
study should include the following:
i)

Location of thermal plant

ii)

Transmission distances (shorter is
better)

iii) Cooling load concentrations
iv) Substantial anchor loads
v)

Plant footprint

vi) Condenser water sources
vii) Age of buildings and life cycle
viii) Utility rates
ix) Combined heat and power (CHP)
x)

Low carbon design and passive
measures to reduce energy and
associated carbon emissions and air
pollutant measures (Particulate Matter,
Ozone precursors, Nitrogen Oxides
and Sulphur oxides)

xi) Local heat demand mapping and
off-site heat export and import
opportunities to be used to evaluate
for technical and commercial viability.
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FU

TU

RE

DIK
E
DIKE

Figure 17: Policy Area 3 (PA-3)
DIKE

CANADA

AVENUE

S

ST
RE
ET

CA
N
AD
A

Policy Area Boundary
Municipal Boundary

ST
RE
ET

HIG
HW
AY

Multi-Family (low-rise up to 3 storeys)
Mixed Use Residential
LEWIS

UNIVERSITY
WAY
UN V S
W

Mixed Use Commercial

STREET
STRE
ET

HEATHER STREET

Institutional/Community Facility
Green Space

YORK

FOURTH
STREET
OURTH S
OURTH
ST
STR
REET
EE
ET

BEVERLY STREET

CHESTERFIELD AVENUE

H

HOWARD AVENUE

N STREET
DUNCAN

TC

ROAD

CAIRNSMORE STREET

AN

BE
VE
RL
Y

This urban corridor is intended to provide the
main connection for pedestrian and cyclist
movements within the Focus area and across
the Trans-Canada Highway. The corridor spans
a number of major roadways and is bisected
by the highway commercial corridor. This
area shall be the priority for development or
redevelopment. Densification of street oriented
commercial and retail services along the
corridor is strongly encouraged in combination
with office space and residential units above the
ground floor.

BE
VE
RL
Y

TR

YORK ROAD

VISTA AVENUE

5.13. PA-3 James Street / York Road
Urban Corridor

VIAN STRE
STREE
STREET
EE
DINGWA
ALL STREET
DINGWALL

THIRD STREET
STTREET

JAMES STREET

JAMES STREET
STR

•
•

b)

TTRANS
A
CANADA
CANAD
DA H
HIGHWAY
IGHWAY

ST. JJULIAN STREET

FESTURB
FESTURBERT
STREET

100

200

300m

TRUNK ROAD
CHARLOTTE STREET

CORONATION AVENUE

Multi-Family
(low rise up to 3 storeys)

Mixed Use Commercial

Landscaping should mimic plant
communities endemic to the region.
For example, streetscape planting may

Constructed Treatment

Existing Institutional/Community Facility

0

100

TRUNK ROAD

c)

Retail uses shall be ground oriented with
studios, offices and residential uses above.

d)

Restaurants, bars, arts and cultural
entertainment uses are encouraged to
locate along James Street.

e)

Prior to rezoning, a detailed master plan
shall be required
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CAMPBELL STREET

Urban Containment
Boundary (no change)

The cultural and natural history of the area
should be the central thematic element
for the public realm. Building form and
character and material selections should
reflect the area history and utilize locally
available materials such as wood and
natural stone.

Green Space / Park

Wetland
be themed by block
to reflect a specific
Institutional/
Somenos Marsh
ecosystem: alpine,Community
subalpine,
upland,
Facility
riparian and marshland.
BEECH AVENUE

Mixed Use Residential

DAY ROAD

Multi-Family
(mid-rise up to 5 storeys)

MCKINSTRY ROAD

Municipal Boundary

PA-3 Policies
a)

0

POWELLL STREET
POWEL

BUNDOCK AVENUE

CRAIG

Ground floor commercial / retail
Office Space above the ground floor

ENUE

Preferred Building Typologies:

DA AV

PlanAreaCommercial
Street Oriented RetailLAPand
Mid Rise Multifamily Residential
Mixed Use Residential
Mixed Use Commercial
Multifamily Low Rise
Live-work
Institutional/Community Facility

REET

LAP Mixed Use CommercialSTATION
CoreSTREET
Area

ST
CAN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASTER PLAN CONCEPT: PREFERRED OPTION

A
CAN

Preferred Land Uses:

Residential Units above the ground floor
Mixed Use Buildings
Mid Rise Apartments (up to 5 storeys)
Live-Work Studios with ground floor
commercial retail space
QUEENS ROAD

DUN

KENNETH STREET

STREET

INGRAM STREET

•
•
•
•

ALEXANDER
ALEXAND
DER STREET

YP
PRES
S STREET
YPRES

EVANS STREET

BRAE ROAD

JUBILEE STREET

FIRST STREET
STR
REET

ALDERL
ALDERLEA
STREET

James Street and York Road shall act as a
multimodal transportation corridor prioritized
for pedestrian and cyclist movements. Land
use, public realm and built form policies seek to
create a defined urban corridor that is liveable
and walkable. Public and private development
proposals shall consider improved connectivity
within the corridor linking surrounding open
spaces, streets and trail networks.

GAR
GARDEN
R N S
STREET

SECOND
D STREET

200

STREET

HOWARD AVENUE

ROAD

HEATHER STREET

UNIVERSITY WAY

YORK

FOURTH STREET

Figure 18: Policy Area 4 (PA-4)
VIAN STREET

Policy Area Boundary

DINGWALL STREET

THIRD STREET

The Alderlea Commons neighbourhood is
JAMES STREET
intended to act as the dominant organizing
feature of the University Village plan. The
Alderlea name is drawn from the history and
heritage of the Cowichan Valley reinstating the
original name of the rural settlements at Duncan
Crossing. While named after pioneer ‘hwunitum’
settlers the overall program and character of
the park should include distinctive elements,
appropriate for an inclusive community. The
linear open space component will be multi
purposed to provide active and passive
Preferred Land Uses:
recreation opportunities, while also acting as an
MASTER PLAN CONCEPT: PREFERRED OPTION
•
Parks and OpenMulti-Family
Space
off roadway circulation route
and storm water
LAP Master Plan Boundary / Mixed Use Commercial Core
Municipal Boundary
Mixed Use Residential
(mid-rise up to 5 storeys)
management infrastructure
components
of
the
•
Greenway
LAP Study Area
Multi-Family
Mixed Use Commercial
Urban Containment
overall plan.
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Boundary (no change)
•
Multifamily Residential
Mid Rise

Municipal Boundary
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TCH
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TRUNK ROAD

CHARLOTTE STREET

•

Mixed Use Commercial (along James
Street and the TCH)
Multifamily Residential Low Rise

•

Preferred Building Typologies:
•
•

Mixed Use Buildings
Mid Rise Apartments

PA-4 Policies
a)

Institutional/
Community Facility

TRUNK ROAD

A park naming program that draws on
original First Nations place names of
the area.

ii)

A public art walk woven through the
site featuring sculptural artwork.

100

200

iv) A botanical garden approach to site
landscaping that draws from the
endemic flora of the region.
b)

Residential buildings shall provide
well‑defined entrances onto the Alderlea
Commons open space.

c)

Residential balconies and private open
spaces shall be oriented toward the Alderlea
Commons open space.

d)

An exemption to the stormwater
management requirement of the general
policy section of this document will be
considered where detention facilities
within the Alderlea Commons open space
are sufficient to mitigate increased post
development storm water flows.

e)

A conceptual master plan for the park
should be developed to build on the ideas
set out in the LAP.

The cultural and natural history of the area
should be the central theme for the linear
open space including:
i)

0

iii) Programming for festival and events
spaces.
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Multi-Family (mid-rise up to 5 storeys)

REET

Land uses adjacent to the Commons will be
primarily mid-rise density residential with
buildings, balconies and patios overlooking the
open space. Through the principles of “Crime
Prevention of Environmental Design” (CPTED),
full time residents next to the park will add a
level of active monitoring and civic ownership to
the healthy enjoyment of the space, mitigating
negative behavior commonly associated with
dead zones (districts that are vacant after
business hours). Through roadways, mid‑block
pedestrian connections, integral walkways, and
trail linkages penetrate the Commons providing
additional eyes and ears in the park.
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The TCH spans a number of major roadways
bisecting the Plan area and is currently
considered a barrier to safe pedestrian and
cyclist movements. This area shall be a priority
for revitalization or redevelopment. Densification
of street oriented commercial and retail services
along the corridor is strongly encouraged in
combination with office space above the ground
floor. Land use, public realm and built form
policies seek to revitalize the appearance and
functional relationships of Highway commercial
development. Public and private development
proposals will be required to carefully consider
improved connectivity within the corridor linking
surrounding open spaces, streets and trail
networks.

RE

CANADA

This urban corridor is intended to provide the
main connection for vehicle and commuting
cyclist movements through the Plan area
along the Trans-Canada Highway. This area is
currently a hub for automobile oriented services
and highly visible retail commercial frontages.
Working in tandem with recommendations and
desired outcomes of the Trans-Canada Highway
(TCH) corridor transportation study, this
neighbourhood should present an aesthetically
pleasing regional gateway to the overall plan
area.

Preferred Land Uses:
•

Highway Oriented Retail and
Commercial
Mixed Use Commercial
Office
Public Use

•
•
•

f)

Reduced front yard setbacks shall be
granted to a minimum of (0)zero m where
an expanded right of way dedication has
been provided as a negotiated amenity.
Refer to Table 4.

g)

Vehicle access to and from the TCH shall
not be permitted unless there are no other
options (side street, laneway, shared access
agreement).

h)

Existing accesses along the TCH shall be
consolidated when opportunities arise.
Refer to Figure 5 and Figure 6.

i)

Truncated local roads shall be reconnected
to improve local connectivity (e.g., Whistler
Street to Alexandra Street).

j)

New single storey developments shall not
be permitted.

k)

Consult with local affected corridor users,
businesses, Cowichan Tribes, and relevant
authorities having jurisdiction, prior to plan
finalization for short, medium and long term
infrastructure improvement projects.

Preferred Building Typologies:
•
•
•
•

Ground floor commercial / retail
Office Space above ground floors
Residential units above ground floors
Mixed Use Buildings

PA-5 Policies
a)

The cultural and natural history of the area
should be the central thematic element for
the public realm.

b)

Retail uses shall be ground oriented with
studios, offices and residential uses above;

c)

Primary retail and commercial building
entries should face the highway; secondary
entries may be provided from rear parking
plazas and local road network.

d)

Parking areas for all new developments
shall be to the rear of buildings.

e)

Buildings shall be massed along and
located at the building setback for the
highway corridor.
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l)

m)

Coordinate Land Use and Zoning
applications with proposed short, medium
and long term TCH improvements outlined
in the Trans‑Canada Highway Corridor
Management Plan: Boys Road to Beverly
Street 2014.
Public safety shall be the first priority of any
reviews and plan finalizations.

n)

Indirect access (via side roads) shall be
provided for prior to the removal of a
direct right in / right out TCH accesses. TCH
access to businesses

o)

Where there is no existing sidewalk on
the west (southbound) side of the TCH,
a minimum 2.0 metre sidewalk should
be provided from Boys Road to Beverly
Street, separated from the TCH by a raised
curb and gutter as a minimum, and with
a minimum of 1 metre wide landscaped
boulevard between intersections where
right-of-way exists and where feasible.

p)

Where there is no existing sidewalk on the
east (northbound) side of the TCH between
Boys Road and Beverly Street, a multi-use
paved pathway of 4 metres should be
provided, separated from the TCH by a
raised curb and gutter as a minimum, and
a 1 metre boulevard where right-of- way
exists and where feasible.

q)

Paint lines to delineate the sidewalks and
multi- use pathways across driveway letdowns shall be installed to aid in alerting
drivers of the potential presence of
pedestrians and cyclists.

r)

Pedestrian indicators shall be upgraded,
over the short and medium term to include
count-down indicators.

s)

All pedestrian and cycling pathways and
roadway crossings shall have adequate
lighting (to meet current best practices
and standards) to promote pedestrian and
cyclist visibility during nighttime hours.
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Gateway Policies
a)

Signature and artistic gateway
structures (such as locally designed and
constructed totem poles sculptures),
incorporating artistic pedestrian median
fencing, should be erected within the
raised median and boulevard in the
area of Beverly Street.

b)

Signature and artistic gateway
structures and landscaping should
be erected along the roadside north
of Beverly Street in order to slow
southbound traffic in advance of the
intersection.

c)

Permanent electronic road-side radar
speed signs should be installed north
of Beverly Street facing the southbound
direction to alert drivers entering the
urban area of their speed and that they
must slow down.

d)

Moving the speed reduction zone
further north of Beverly Street should
be considered.

e)

Where median and boulevard width
permit in the gateway areas, there
should be landscaping installed that
is coordinated with and enhances the
appearance of the gateway features.

Median Policies
a)

Existing concrete median barrier (CMB)
between Boys Road and Beverly Street
should be replaced with raised concrete
median curbed island to reinforce the
visual indication that motorists are
entering an urban area.

b)

Median shall have appropriate fencing
to prevent jaywalking across the TCH.
This shall be applicable from Boys Road
to Cowichan Way and from James
Street / York Road to Beverly Street to
encourage pedestrians and cyclists to
use designated crossing locations only.

c)

Medians should have appropriate
landscaping and/or rain gardens
wherever median width allows.
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TCH Access Policies
a)

b)

In the short to medium term,
depending on re-development rates
and types, accesses and parking
areas directly off of the TCH shall be
consolidated wherever possible and
shared access and parking agreements
should be made to ensure that:
i)

Any parking areas with inadequate
area for the safe maneuvering
of vehicles without backing onto
pedestrian / cyclist areas or the
TCH shall be decommissioned
as soon as alternate access is
provided.

ii)

Any unused driveway let-downs
shall be reinstated to full height
curb and gutter.

Bylaw(s) shall be created to address the
granting of permits for parcels abutting
the TCH that will state that: prior to
any change in land use, ownership,
or zoning, an access permit shall be
required. Permits for direct access from
the TCH will only be granted if there is
no legal access available from the local
roadway network.

Conceptual future access to businesses off the TCH
Future Local Roadways – Medium and
Long term Property Acquisition
a)

Road right of way shall be acquired when
possible and/or upon re-development
application to connect the following roads:
i)

Extend Al Wilson Grove to the TCH at
Cowichan Way

ii)

Extend Price Road to Al Wilson Grove

iii) Provide for a backage road parallel
to Price Road connecting properties
along TCH south of Dobson Street.
iv) Extend Bundock Avenue south to
connect with Price Road at Dobson
Road.
v)

Extend Whistler Street south to Trunk
Road.

vi) Extend Whistler Street north across
Alexander Road to Dingwall Street.
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vii) Extend Bundock Avenue north across
Alexander Road to Dingwall Street.
viii) Connect Bundock Avenue and
Whistler Street between Alexander
Street and Powell Street.
ix) Extend Festubert Street north to
James Street.
x)

Extend St. Julien Street north and west
to Festubert Street.

xi) Revise backage road connection
between the TCH and St. Julien Street
at the south end of the Cowichan
Secondary property.
xii) Create an east – west connecting
roadway between the existing lots
occupied by car dealerships across
Festubert Street to Ypres Street between
Coronation Avenue and the current
Cowichan Secondary School property.
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to the quality, scale and character of
adjacent buildings and draw design
cues from local history.
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This area is intended to remain as a low to
medium density residential neighbourhood
with provisions for additional infill and adaptive
reuse developments. The general goal of future
development is to double the existing density
to reduce the long-term infrastructure costs
associated with service low-density residential
neighbourhood. As there are older character
homes and other existing homes within the
area, the adaptive reuse of these structures to
multiple suites or addition of garden suites is
encouraged, where feasible.
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University Village and in particular this
specific areas ability to successfully adapt
existing residential areas to incorporate
new development will greatly influence and
strengthen the area’s sustainability. The Plan
supports the needs of residents throughout their
lifetime and should be adaptable to change
over time, partly by allowing aging within the
community and by including additional housing
choices. By providing a diverse mix of house
types in terms of density, size, affordability
and tenure, in coordination with other uses,
like commercial space, public spaces, and
institutions; places are created where existing
residents will want to stay and new residents are
attracted to the area.
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Preferred Land Uses:
•
•
•
•
•

Public Use/Community Facilities
Small Lot / Narrow Lot
Character Home Suites
Low Rise Multifamily Residential where
currently zoned
Mid Rise Multifamily Residential where
currently zoned

PA-7 Policies
a)

New multi-residential development will be
supported provided the following criteria
are met:
i)

The proposal is sympathetic to
the scale, character and context
of the established residential area,
particularly taking account the
physical scale and form of new
houses and vehicular access and
parking, which is well integrated into
the development;

ii)

High standards of space, amenity,
light and privacy are maintained for
adjacent occupiers;

Preferred Building Typologies
•
•
•

Small Lot / Narrow Lot Infill Residential
Homes
Ground Oriented Townhomes and
Rowhouses
Duplex, Triplex, Fourplex

iii) Trees are retained and new trees
planted where appropriate;
iv) The proposal provides opportunities
for strategic intensification that
supports housing affordability and/
or affordable housing objectives;
v)

The proposal conforms to the
Housing Policies in the OCP;

vi) Streams and watercourses shall
be protected and buffered from
development.

Examples of low-rise residential
infill development that currently
exists within the Plan area
University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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5.18. PA-8 North of Beverly Street
This area is comprised of public use and
commercial recreational lands located between
the south side of the dike and north of Beverly
Street. The public use lands contain Quamichan
Middle and Alexander Elementary School as well
as existing School District 79 Administration and
some maintenance buildings. To the west, the
Fun Pacific Lands are occupied by a golf course
and other recreational uses. Only the SD 79
property containing the Administrative building
and maintenance facilities fall within the current
UCB Boundary. The intent of the specific policies
are to allow for future school development,
amend land use of the SD 79 administrative
and portion of the maintenance property, to
allow for Commercial and Residential Mixed
uses. In addition, contemplated changes to the
current land use for the existing Fun Pacific Lands
include Commercial and Residential mix use.
Residential mixed use is located to the north of
the property and commercial mixed use along
the Beverly Street corridor opposite to existing
permitted commercial uses across Beverly Street
and future commercial mixed use contemplated
to the east across York Road on SD 79 lands.
Environmental protection of Somenos Marsh will
to be an overriding concern for any proposed
development in this area. Public access to the dike
trail will be encouraged.
The considerations for amending land use to
mixed use commercial and mixed use residential
is contemplated with adjustment to the current
UCB boundary. This is subject to council review
and adoption.
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Preferred Land Uses:
•

Public Use/Institutional Community
facilities
College Campus
Commercial Mixed Use
Residential Mixed Use

•
•
•

PA-8 Policies
a)

The cultural and natural history of the area
should be the central thematic element for
the public realm.
i)

ii)

New multi-residential development
will be supported provided the
following criteria are met:
The proposal is sympathetic to the
scale, character and context of the
area, particularly taking account the
physical scale and form of new houses
and vehicular access and parking,
which is well integrated into the
development;

iii) Trees are retained and new trees
planted where appropriate;
iv) The proposal provides opportunities
for strategic intensification that
supports housing affordability and/
or affordable housing objectives;
v)

The proposal conforms to the
Housing Policies in the OCP;

vi) Streams and watercourses shall
be protected and buffered from
development.

Preferred Building Typologies
•
•
•

Institutional
Mixed Use Commercial
Mixed Use Residential

b)

Residential balconies and private open
spaces shall be oriented towards views of
the Somenos Marsh or open spaces.

c)

Commercial Retail uses shall be ground
oriented with studios, offices and
residential uses above;

d)

Primary retail and commercial building
entries should face the Beverly street;
secondary entries may be provided from
rear parking plazas and local road network.

e)

Parking areas for all new developments
shall be to the rear of buildings.

f)

Buildings shall be massed along and
located at the building setback for the
Beverly Street corridor.

g)

Reduced front yard setbacks shall be
granted to a minimum of zero (0) m where
an expanded right of way dedication has
been provided as a negotiated amenity.
Refer to Table 4 (pg. 70).

h)

New single storey developments shall not
be permitted.

i)

Consult with local affected corridor users,
businesses, Cowichan Tribes, and relevant
authorities having jurisdiction, prior to plan
finalization for short, medium and long
term infrastructure improvement projects.
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5.19. PA-9 Somenos Marsh
This area is outside the Municipality’s OCP
Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) and is
comprised of public use land environmental
areas (Somenos Marsh) and agricultural land.
Flood defenses in the form of a new dike
have been built through this area to protect
the residential neighbourhoods to the south
from future flooding events. The intent of the
specific policies are to provide protection to the
environmental and agricultural areas and allow
for providing opportunities for other public
facilities such as visitor, recreation, agriculture,
interpretation and ancillary development
associated with the Somenos marsh and to
increase public access through more formal
access pathways along the dike and along York
Road to right of way.
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Preferred Land Uses:
•
•
•

Agriculture
Recreational
Stormwater Management

PA-9 Policies
a)

Any proposed development on parcels
directly adjacent to lands within the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) should
be designed to reduce impacts on the
agricultural use of the ALR lands.

b)

Any proposed development for
constructed wetland treatment facility
should ensure provision of educational
or interpretive facilities associated
with the adjacent Somenos Marsh
such as a nature centre or visitor’s
facility, as deemed appropriate by the
Municipality.

c)

The Municipality working with its
partners will continue to provide
protection to the Somenos Marsh
Management Plan area as amended
and seek further protection by applying
to the Province to designate the area as
a Wildlife Management Area.

Preferred Building Typologies:
•
•

Recreational amenities and structure
Agricultural

i)

Innovation in design and
sustainable development
techniques will be strongly
encouraged, and where
appropriate variances to the
Zoning Bylaw will be supported.

ii)

Stormwater management
and stream protection
recommendations.

d)

New dike to be constructed along TCH
as part of Phase 4. Subject to senior
government funding and approvals.

e)

Dike trail should be upgraded to
a paved fully accessible multi-use
pathway.
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06

REGULATING PLAN

A Regulating Plan provides the framework
for establishing rules to guide the physical
development of a certain area or site, in this
case the Focus Area of the LAP. The rules are
intended to provide developers with clear
direction for future proposals, and more
certainty for governing jurisdictions that the
LAP vision will be delivered through appropriate
built form over the long term. It allows enough
flexibility to enable single or multiple developers
to prepare plans on a site by site basis, or as
part of a larger consolidated development.

6.1.

Implementation of the Regulating
Plan

In preparing applications for development,
applicants shall have particular regard
to the content of the respective Official
Community Plans for the Municipality of North
Cowichan and the City of Duncan. The design
requirements are based on these documents,
best practice and site constraints and
opportunities. The Regulating Plan is site specific
and applies to the areas listed in Figure 24:
Regulating Plan. The Regulating Plan describes
the building types, setbacks and maximum
heights required for blocks within the Focus
Area.
Since many of the proposed uses and
regulations set out in the LAP do not conform to
the standard districts within the current zoning
bylaws (Municipality of North Cowichan Zoning
Bylaw no. 2950 and City of Duncan Zoning
Bylaw 1540, 1988), future development may
require a comprehensive development zone
or new zoning district. This will be based on
the University Village Sustainable LAP and shall
conform to the rules set out in the Regulating
Plan.
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6.1.1.

Regulating Plan Policy

a)

In determining land use and
development permits within the Plan
area, new development must comply
with the rules set out in the Regulating
Plan. With the exception of maximum
building height, variances to a rule may
be considered to address site specific
circumstances, provided the overall
intent of the rule is maintained and
respected.

b)

Where applicable, existing zoning rights
shall be upheld.
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Figure 24: Regulating Plan
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6.1.2.

Building Setbacks

Table 4: Building Setbacks
BUILDING LINE

MINIMUM
SETBACK

MAXIMUM
SETBACK

BUILD TO REQUIREMENT

APPLICATION

1

3m

5m

60% of frontage at
minimum setback

For primary frontage of blocks with townhouse/
rowhouse and semi-detached building types

2

0m

4m

80% of frontage at
minimum setback

For primary frontage of blocks with commercial or
mixed-use building type or for blocks facing a street

3

2 m*

6m

60% of frontage at
minimum setback

For primary frontage of blocks with commercial or
mixed-use building facing a transit corridor/highway

4

3m

4m

N/A

For primary frontage of mid-rise residential blocks
facing the street

5

3m

6m

N/A

For primary frontage of mid-rise residential blocks
facing a green space

6

4m

6m

N/A

For primary frontage of low-rise residential blocks
facing a street

* Reduced

front yard setbacks shall be granted
to a minimum of (0)zero m where an expanded
right of way dedication has been provided as a
negotiated amenity.
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6.1.3.

Building Typologies

TYPOLOGY

Table 5: Building
Typologies

MIN. /
MAX. NO.
ADJOINING
UNITS*

MAX.
PARKING
STALLS

RECOMMENDED
COMMERCIAL
PARKING STALLS

ACCESS - PEDESTRIAN

ACCESS VEHICLE

GENERAL
USE

SINGLE DETACHED (S)

N/A

2 stalls per
unit

N/A

N/A

Front
driveway or
rear

Residential

DUPLEX (D)

2-2

1 stall per
unit

N/A

Separate direct entry

Front
driveway or
rear

Residential

TOWNHOUSE/
ROWHOUSE (T)

3-7

1.5 stalls per
unit (inc. 0.5
visitor stalls)

N/A

Separate direct entry

Rear

Residential

LIVE/WORK (LW)

4-8

1 stall per
unit

1 stall

Separate direct entry

Rear

Mixed

MULTI-FAMILY (MF)

N/A

1.5 stalls per
unit (inc. 0.5
visitor stalls)

N/A

Separate direct entry and
common direct entry from grade
adjacent to a street

Rear

Residential

N/A

1.5 stalls per
unit (inc. 0.5
visitor stalls)

As per current
zoning bylaw
requirements

At-grade commercial: separate
direct entry from grade; floors 2
and above: common direct entry
from grade adjacent to a street

Rear

Commercial

N/A

1.5 stalls per
unit (inc. 0.5
visitor stalls)

As per current
zoning bylaw
requirements

At-grade commercial: separate
direct entry from grade; floors 2
and above: common direct entry
from grade adjacent to a street

Rear

Mixed

N/A

To be
determined
on a case by
case basis

Common direct entry from
grade adjacent to a street

Rear

Institutional

MIXED USE
COMMERCIAL (MUC)

MIXED-USE
RESIDENTIAL (MUR)

INSTITUTIONAL (I)

N/A

*Minimum/Maximum number of adjoining buildings: number of units allowed to be in a row, with maximum indicating when a break in the building must be made
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07

IMPLEMENTATION
AND ADMINISTRATION

The University Village Sustainable LAP sets
out a future vision that will transform the
area over the next thirty years. Responsibility
for implementation of the LAP rests with
developers, Municipal and City Council,
administration within each local government
area, and through their active involvement in
civic affairs, the residents and businesses within
the neighbourhood.
Over time, it is anticipated that there will be
increased private sector interest in development
in the area. That interest has to be encouraged
but it is essential that the Municipality, City and
their partners play their part by seeking the
right mix of development, by securing the high
quality development expected by the LAP, by
negotiating the best outcomes from developer
contributions and by providing the framework
of public sector investment and infrastructure
which is essential for generating private sector
confidence.
University Village has entered a period in
its development where opportunities for
change can be realized. These are outlined
in the monitoring and action plan below and
together they have the potential to increase the
attractiveness of the area through residential
and mixed use development, enhanced
streetscapes and new and improved park
facilities.
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7.1.

Administration of the Plan

In order to fully implement certain aspects of
this Plan, it is acknowledged that amendments
to the Municipal OCPs may be required,
including Development Permit Area justifications
and categories to facilitate the following:
•
•
•
•

Energy conservation and GHG reduction
Water conservation
Flood hazard mitigation
Revitalization area

During this interim period, the current OCP
bylaw will take precedent in the event of any
discrepancies.

7.2.

Amendment of the Plan

It is reasonable to expect there may be new
concepts and ideas that arise due to policy or
site constraints that were not anticipated at
the time of preparing this Plan. Where such
new concepts and ideas respond or meet
the overall intent of the Vision and Guiding
Principles or offer an innovative solution to a
particular problem, efforts shall be made to
find ways to allow for their implementation,
including where necessary, amendments to
the Plan. To make any changes to text or maps
within the Plan, an amendment to the Plan
will be through standard bylaw amendment
processes. Where an amendment to the Plan
is requested, the applicant shall submit the
supporting information necessary to evaluate
and justify the potential amendment and ensure
its consistency with the OCP and other relevant
policy documents.
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7.3.

Monitoring of the Plan

Monitoring and evaluation will have a crucial
role to play in providing feedback and
information on the performance of policies
within the LAP. It will determine how well policies
are working and whether any appropriate policy
adjustments are needed.
In the context of the OCPs, the Climate
Action and Energy Plan (MNC, 2013) and
the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan
(COD, 2013) monitoring will have an added
importance in providing information on whether
sustainability aims and objectives are being
achieved. Monitoring provides information
on the performance of policy, the delivery of
development and impacts on the environment.
Monitoring will help each jurisdiction to assess
whether the Plan remains valid or whether
adjustments need to be made in order to meet
the Plan’s objectives.

7.3.1.

Monitoring Policies

a)

A monitoring report produced every
5 years should be developed jointly
by the Municipality and the City which
will be based on Table 6 and contain
information on the implementation
of the University Village Sustainable
LAP and the extent to which policies
in the LAP are being successfully
implemented.

b)

MNC and COD should record and
report progress on the delivery of
the infrastructure proposals listed
in this plan within the framework of
the monitoring report system and
timetable.
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7.3.2.

Implementation Metrics

To monitor the implementation of the LAP, a
series of indicators have been derived and
outlined in Table 6: Implementation Metrics.
These seek to measure the effectiveness
of the LAP policies. Given the importance
each jurisdiction has placed on sustainability
initiatives, these indicators have been tailored
to addressing the reduction of GHG and energy
consumption specifically.

Metrics are for the whole plan are, not the focus
area, unless otherwise stated.

Table 6: Implementation Metrics
LAP
INDICATOR

RELEVANT
POLICY

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
(KPI) METRIC

BASELINE (PLAN AREA)

2044 TARGET (PLAN
AREA)

RATIONALE

Increased
Density

LU1, PA-1,
PA-3, PA-4,
PA-6, PA-7

% of multi-family housing

1358 units or 74% of all
units (not including hotels or
supported living) are MF
Source: GIS analysis from MNC
dataset

90%

Reflects the desire to have more diversity
of housing in the Plan area. A broader
range of housing types will meet the
needs of a diverse population and
reduce energy consumption.

Growth
Management

LU1, PA-1,
PA-3, PA-4,
PA-6, PA-7

Number of all residential dwelling
units within 400m of the LAP core
(as illustrated in Figure 5)

45 residential buildings/87
residential dwelling units

200 residential
dwelling units

Demonstrates a commitment to creating
a compact neighbourhood in line with
“smart growth” principles.

GP1, B1, LA1,
PA-4

Number of existing trees

2310 trees within 4m of City
streets (source Urban Forest
Strategy, 2010)
1.94 ha (4.79 ac) of tree canopy
cover for MNC (source MNC
GIS dataset)

2500 trees (City of
Duncan)

Increased tree cover provides shading
during summer months, reduces CO2
emissions and the heat island effect
and is considered fundamental to good
urban design through an improved
public realm.

Preparation of Urban Forest
Strategy

0

2

Area (m2) of green space
maintained per person

7–78 m2 per person
(19 ha/2440 population)

10–15 m2 per person
Increase by 50%

Urban Tree
Forest

Tree canopy coverage

Access to
Green Space*

GP1, LA1,
PG1, PA-4,
PA-8

Source: GIS analysis from MNC
dataset

Increase by 60% for
MNC

Improving availability of green space
reduces the need to travel and potential
trips generated for recreational
purposes.
Green spaces significantly contribute to
community health and well being.

*Green space = publicly active/passive accessible
recreational green space for all ages
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LAP
INDICATOR

RELEVANT
POLICY

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
(KPI) METRIC

BASELINE (PLAN AREA)

2044 TARGET (PLAN
AREA)

RATIONALE

Achieving High
Quality Design

BA1, GHG1
WC1

Number of green developments
(LEED®, BOMA, Energy Star, Built
Green etc.)

Total 3 developments:
(VIU)
730 Jubilee Street (4 units)
472 Chesterfield Avenue
(4 units)

20% of all new
development permit
applications

Number of buildings implementing
10% target reductions in on-site
renewable energy.

0

100% of all new
developments
meeting the criteria

A number of evaluation tools are
available to assess the environmentally
friendly and carbon reducing measures
in new construction and retrofits. This
demonstrates a commitment to move
towards a more sustainable future.

Per capita GHG emissions

6.8 tC02e/per capita*

3.4 tCO2e/per capita

Residential buildings per capita
GHG emissions

0.71 tC02e/per capita*

0.35 tC02e/per
capita*

Energy consumed per building –
residential

135 GJ/year

68 GJ/year

Energy consumed per building –
commercial/institutional

1084 GJ/year

542 GJ/year

Number of new policies introduced
to promote energy reduction
measures

0 (baseline year 2013)

15–20

Units her hectare
Efficient use of land

1327 dwelling units/175.75 ha =
7.5 units/ha

15–20 units/ha

Energy
Consumption

Compact
Communities

BA1, GHG1,
WC, FM1

M1, PL1,
GOU1, IS1,
BF1, MBC1,
PL1, BA1,
AP1

As the community grows, the total
emissions are generated by a larger
population. Thus to achieve a modest
total reduction, a greater per capita
reduction is required.

Promoting higher density living near
local employment opportunities
contributes to the reduction of vehicle
trips. Transportation is the highest
source of GHGs for both MNC and
the City (73% and 58% respectively
based on 2010 CEEI). By increasing
density and providing alternative modal
infrastructure, GHG emissions from
transportation can be reduced.

*Values are reflective of the Plan area only and not of
North Cowichan whose per capital GHG emissions and
residential buildings per capita is 5.4 tC02e/per capita
and 0.51 tC02e/per capita, respectfully.
•

It should be noted that the difference of percent
consumption for the plan area and MNC as
a whole is due to the more in depth analysis
conducted for the LAP

•

Plan Area = 175.75 ha
434.28 ac

•

Focus Area = 76.245 ha
188.39 ac
University Village Sustainable Local Area Plan
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7.4.

Infrastructure Action Plan

General Approach
a)

b)
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Water
a)

Complete system modelling of the water,
storm water, and sewer systems is not
required at this time. The extent of future
development and timing of that development
is market dependent, and as such, is not
definite as this point.
Any utility upgrades resulting from an
application within the study area will be
the responsibility of the developer. The
Municipality and City will indicate that the
proposed infrastructure may not be adequate
to support the new development and it is
the developers responsibility to evaluate
required utilities and will be responsible for
any cost of upgrade. Having said that, the
City and the Municipality can support late
comer agreements and also have the ability
to contribute if necessary.
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e)
The City of Duncan has contracted Focus
to model impacts of the proposed LAP
densities on the current model system. The
local government will be upgrading the
James Street water main in two phases in the
near future and want to make sure that the
proposed design respects the future land
use. Stantec will provide recommended fire
flows for the proposed land use. Stantec may
also be required to evaluate the Focus model
with respect to fire flow rates.

b)

Consultant or staff to recommend fire
hydrant spacing for the proposed land use
within the Focus Area. This will be based on
the Fire Underwriters Survey (FUS).

c)

The fire protection water flows for the LAP
study have been identified based on a
combination of the District of North Cowichan
Engineering Standards (DNC) reinforced with
the Master Municipal Construction Documents
(MMCD) Design Guideline Manual. The DNC
fire flow for commercial and light industry is
a flow range of (110-225 L/s). The MMCD
minimum requirements for institutional and
commercial are 150 L/s which falls inside the
DNC range. We recommend the system be
designed for 150 L/s.

d)

Hydrant spacing for the proposed land use
has been based on the Fire Underwriters
Survey (FUS). Using the suggested minimum
fire flow of 150 L/s the distribution density
of hydrants is recommended to be one
hydrant per 12,000 m2 without exceeding
the maximum recommended spacing of 90m
for commercial, industrial, institutional, and
multi-family residential areas.

Four potential large diameter service
connections have been identified for three
potential future users which are:
i)

The Vancouver Islands University
expanding campus on University Way.

ii)

The potential future High School
location west of the Vancouver Island
University Campus on University Way.

iii) The future five story commercial/
residential mixed use building proposed
for the northeast corner of James Street
and the Island Highway.
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Storm Water
a)

b)

Storm water treatment is of more importance
that storm water attenuation for the
proposed area. The majority of the area
is hardscape and significant changes in
permeability are not expected.
Consultant or staff to provide space for
a large scale public storm green water
treatment area (location) that would
accept water from new developments for
treatment prior to discharge. This treatment
area could be designed to be used as an
amenity for the community as well. This
treatment area could be limited to use of
smaller scale developments where providing
treatment infrastructure on constrained sites
is challenging, and sometimes prohibitive
to development. Larger development sites
may be required to include some type of
treatment on-site. Policy with respect to
treatment is under review by the Municipality
of North Cowichan. The public storm water
treatment area would also provide a more
meaningful benefit as ongoing operations a
maintenance of the system can be assured.

Table 7: Basis of Sewer and Water Analysis within Focus Area
Current Residential Population

480

Total Current Residential Units (except SFD)

62

Total Potential New Residential Units (Multifamily Low Rise and Mid Rise/Mixed Use Residential/
Commercial Mixed Use

1336

Total Area Net M2 of Residential Units

202,131

Total Area Net Ft2 of Residential Units

2,174,926

Estimated Persons per Unit

2.5

Average Area of Unit M

2

105

2

1129.8

Average Area of Unit Ft

5541

Projected Potential Residential Population by 2044

COMMERCIAL ADJUSTMENT FACTOR % (OUT OF AREA - OFFICE WORKERS/SERVICES/RETAIL) WITHIN
CATCHMENT AREAS
CA-1 (Pioneer)

25%

CA-2 (Lomas)

25%

CA-3 (Berkley)

20%

CA-4 (Beverly)

20%

Total Estimated Population Residential + Public Use (Institutional) +Commercial within Focus Area
by 2040

6881
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Sanitary Sewer
a)

b)

Table 8: Estimated Flows

Municipality is to develop new average
and peak loadings for each affected sewer
catchments. Municipality will use the final
University Village Sustainable LAP land
designations within the Focus Area and
apply Municipality of North Cowichan flow
requirements and good engineering practice
to develop flows.

STUDY AREA
SHARED
SEWAGE
CATCHMENT

2040
POPULATION

DNC VALUE
TABLE 5A.2.1
(L/CAP/DAY)

CATCHMENT
AREA (HA)

DNC VALUE FOR DESIGN FLOW
STORMWATER
L/S
INFLOW
(L/DAY/HA)

Pioneer

4100

1365

29.77

5615

66.56 L/s

Lomas

1708

1640

18.59

5615

33.52 L/s

New design sewage loading rates have
been developed for each of the four
sanitary catchment areas that overlap
the LAP study area using the estimated
combined commercial residential and public
institutional 2040 population. This task has
been performed using the DNC’s per capita
calculations and stormwater infiltration
design values listed in the DNC Engineering
Standards section 5A.2.1. Per the DNC
standards the total design sewage loading
rates have been developed by combining
the calculated per capita flow for the
future population with the area based peak
stormwater infiltration and inflow values.

Berkley

89

3000

9.29

5615

3.69 L/s

Beverly

984

1910

21.36

5615

17.85 L/s

c)

The projected 2040 flow rates, DNC
parameters used and names of each
catchment are tabulated in Table 8. It should
be noted that the flow rates in Table 8 are
based on the 2040 population of 6881
people, the current population is 480 and the
actual flow rates occurring at any given time
will be dependent on the current level of
development and population density.

d)

Subject to further detailed analysis as
projects come on stream

Figure 25: Sewage Catchment Areas Within Focus Area
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Flood Management
The Focus Area and Study Area are subject to
flood risk. Given the proposed density increase
for the LAP flood impact assessment of future
development is a critical part of the planning
process.

Key recommendations for future initial land use
assessment include:
•

•

Climate change will play a major role in
increasing the risk of flooding in the future.
For example, short intense rain storms are
becoming more frequent, often causing severe
local flooding, particularly in urban areas with
high-density development and under capacity
of drainage.

•

Subsequently, future development will need
to ensure that flood risk is considered as an
integral factor in the planning process and that
new development does not increase the risk of
flooding elsewhere.

•

•

•

Evaluation of the possible source and
frequency of flooding and the flood
pathways
Estimation the depth, velocity and
duration of flooding
Avoid adding to the source, cause or
impact of flooding with inappropriate
development
Ensure the development maximizes the
use of on-site storage/attenuation to
minimize the effect on developments
downstream; and
Design the building to reduce the
consequences of flooding on people and
property.
Work to reduce the flood risk overall

The following figure provides a general “road
map” for reviewing flood impacts within the LAP
as infrastructure and new developments come
on stream.
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Design Sequence

Key Issues

Assess

Flood Risk Assessment

Design Approach

Consider Probability Against
Consequence
Land Use Planning

• Spatial Planning
• Stacking Uses

Risk/Vulnerability Matrix

• Temporary Uses
Control:
Reducec Probability & Severity

Tidal/Storm Surge
Fluvial (Rivers)

• Primary & Secondary Flood
Defence
• Flood Storage Space
• Attenuation
• Design Capacity

Surface Water
Sewers & Infrastructure

Mitigate:
Minimise Consequences

Occupants
Property
Infrastructure

Re-Assess Impact

Surrounding Neighbourhoods
Ecological Impact

Figure 26: Flood Assessment
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Climate Change

• Coastal Defences
• River Walls
• Barriers/Barges
• Managed Retreat
• Storage – Public Realm
• Paths – Landscape Design
• Attenuation of Run Off
• Permeable Surfaces
• Suds

• Safety Strategy
• Robust Designs
(Resistance/Resilience)
• Design For Recovery

•
•
•
•

Awareness & Warning
Escape Routes
Rescue Access
Safe Refuge

•
•
•
•

Public Realm
Building Structures
Building Interiors
Utilities Infrastructure

• Resistant Essential Supplies
• Route for Water to Retreat
• CLean Up Plans
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7.5.

Funding

The Municipality of North Cowichan has
tentatively identified funding for improvements
to James Street as part of the 2014–2018 Capital
budget. It is anticipated this work will commence
following adoption of the LAP.
A variety of funding sources should be explored
further to determine their relevance for
delivering other improvements in the LAP area,
and which can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Developer amenity contributions for
upgrades to the public realm adjacent
to the development site as part of a
condition of the development permit
Public sector funding including Federal
(Federal Canadian Municipalities),
Provincial and Municipal Capital and
Revenue as well as spending from other
public service providers and the relevant
infrastructure providers
External sources such as ICET
Local Improvement Tax
Off-site levies
Density Bonus mechanisms

7.6.

Recommendations for Further
Studies and Policies

During the preparation of the Plan, a number
of issues were raised that require more detailed
investigation. In addition to this, the University
Village Sustainable LAP has suggested a
number of conceptual ideas that will help to
achieve the overall vision. These concepts are
not detailed design solutions and further work
will be required to determine their feasibility.
This additional work will ultimately be influenced
by community support and Council direction,
although it does serve as a useful starting point
in moving forward with the implementation of
the LAP. The items identified for further research
at this stage are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

»»

Landscape schedule for new
boulevard planting along the TCH
and major corridors and residential
streets

»»

Street furniture selection (such as
lighting, seating, signage, garbage
bins)

»»

Detailed design of on-street parallel
parking bays

»»

Product and supplier lists for green
supply chain

»»

Cost estimates for proposed works

»»

Maintenance program

»»

Merton Rule Implementation

Review of DCC bylaws
Introduction of a comprehensive
schedule of costs for public improvement
works
Development of a public art bylaw
Development of an urban forest strategy
between COD and MNC
Detailed design and construction plans
as part of a Contract Document package
including but not limited to:
»» Expansion of Kinsmen Park

7.7.

»»

New pedestrian overpass across the
TCH

»»

Streetscape improvements (new
planting, bike lanes and intersection
upgrades)

It is recommended the next steps are to
undertake more detailed feasibility and design
work for the public improvement proposals and
establish implementation programs.

Next Steps

The University Village is the means for
enhancing the community in order to make it a
vibrant healthy and sustainable neighbourhood.
The LAP aims to realize the opportunities
provided in the Plan area and to reflect a shared
vision that can help to create a distinctive
identity and sense of place as well as providing
a robust framework for investment and decision
making.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Access: The accessibility to and within the site
for vehicles, cycles and pedestrians in terms of
the positioning and treatment of access and
circulation routes and how these fit into the
surrounding access network.
Affordable Housing: Housing (mortgage/rent
payments plus taxes) which cost no more than
30 percent of total household income.
Apartment building: A building with a
number of self-contained housing units.
BC Building Code: The BC Building Code
applies to the construction of buildings;
including extensions, substantial alterations,
buildings undergoing a change for occupancy,
“green” building specifications, and upgrading
of buildings to remove an unacceptable hazard.
It applies the core concepts of the National
Building Code, combined with elements specific
to BC’s unique needs.
Best Management Practices for stormwater
management: A method by which adverse
stormwater impacts from development or
redevelopment, including but not limited to the
release of pollutants into water, are controlled
through the application of schedules of
activities, prohibition of practices, maintenance
procedures, structural protocols, and managerial
practices.
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Brownfields: As per Canada’s National
Round Table on the Environment and the
Economy (NRTEE), brownfields are defined as
“abandoned, vacant, derelict or underutilized
commercial and industrial properties where
past actions have resulted in actual or perceived
contamination and where there is an active
potential for redevelopment”. Furthermore,
“Redeveloped and returned to productive
use, brownfield sites can generate significant
economic, social and environmental benefits
and more sustainable communities overall. “
Built Green (Canada): Built Green Canada is a
national organization committed to working with
builders interested in responsible sustainability
practices in the residential building sector. It
includes third party certified, energy efficient
and environmentally responsible homes.

Building Owners and Managers Association
(BOMA) and BOMA Standards: The Building
Owners and Managers Association publishes
and administers a range of BOMA Standards
which has been the only floor measurement
method for commercial real estate approved
by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). These standards are utilized by building
owners, managers, facilities managers, tenants,
appraisers, architects, leasing professionals,
lending institutions and others when calculating
leases, allocating building expenses to cost
centers, or comparing occupancy. The Standard
includes how to measure new tenant amenities
and building features such as entrance lobbies,
conference centers, health clubs, and day care
facilities. In addition BOMA standard offer
guidance on green building performance for
tenants, operators and owners. Reference
to BOMA standards in the LAP is per BOMA
International Standards.
Capital budgeting: A method for evaluating
investment proposals to determine whether
they are financially sound, and for allocating
limited capital resources to the most desirable
proposals.
Certified Energy Advisor: An energy advisor
certified with a service organization licensed
by the Office of Energy Efficiency of Natural
Resources Canada.
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Climate Change: The term used to describe
changes in long-term trends in the average
climate conditions, such as changes in average
temperatures. According to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), climate change is a change in climate
that is attributable directly or indirectly to human
activity that alters atmospheric composition.
Community Engagement: Timely and
meaningful citizen and stakeholder involvement
in civic priority setting, decision-making,
program development, and service delivery. The
goal is to ensure that the decision-making is
well-informed and offers citizens the chance to
contribute their ideas and knowledge to policy
development.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED): A multi-disciplinary approach
to deterring criminal behaviour through
environmental design, which relies upon the
ability to influence offender decisions that
precede criminal acts, mostly within the built
environment.
Commercial building: A building that
provides professional, personal, or other services
for profit.
Comprehensive redevelopment: The
consolidation of two or more parcels for
redevelopment purposes.
Dark sky principles: Principles advocated
by a non-profit organization to reduce light
pollution. The advantages of reducing light
pollution include an increased number of stars
visible at night, reducing the effects of unnatural
lighting on the environment, and cutting down
on energy usage

Design Verification Report: A document,
signed by the Coordinating Registered
Professional or Registered Professional of
Record (as defined in the British Columbia
Building Code), stating that the components
necessary for compliance with the energy
standard applicable to the building for which a
permit application has been made have been
reflected in the building design, prepared to
the satisfaction of the Municipality in the form
prescribed by the Municipality from time to
time.
Development means:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any excavation or stockpile and the
creation of either of them
a building or an addition to it
the replacement, repair, or construction
of a building
the placement of a building in, on, over,
or under land
a change of use of land or a building
a change in the intensity of use of land or
a building

Development cost charge: A development
levy that a Municipality may impose by bylaw
in accordance with the LGA for anyone who
obtains subdivision, or a building permit to be
used to pay for capital costs, such as providing,
constructing, altering or expanding sewage,
water, drainage and highway facilities, other
than off-street parking facilities and providing
and improving park land. These lands may not
be located on the subject development site but
which would directly or indirectly benefit the
subject development.

Development permit: A document
that includes approved site and building
development plans illustrating land use,
landscaping, built form, intensity of use, and
appearance of the site and buildings, as well as
conditions of development approval.
Density: The number of dwelling units on a site
expressed in dwelling units per acre (u.p.a) or
units per hectare (u.p.ha).
Duplex housing: A pair of houses built as units
sharing a dividing partition or common wall or
floor between the two adjoining buildings. More
commonly this consists of units side by side, but
also can include units above, known as vertical
duplexes.
Dwelling unit: A complete building or selfcontained portion of a building intended for the
domestic use of one or more individuals living as
a single housekeeping unit, with cooking, eating,
living, sleeping and sanitary facilities.
Eligible Renewable Energy Sources: Any
clean or renewable resource specified in section
1 of the BC Clean Energy Act 2010 (including,
but not limited to: biomass, biogas, geothermal
heat, hydro, solar, ocean, and wind) that
provide heating, cooling or electrical energy
or a combination thereof, that does not result
in a net increase in electricity or natural gas
demand from electrical or natural gas utility
infrastructure, and that does not result in an
increase in GHG emissions.
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ENERGY STAR®: ENERGY STAR® is the mark
of high-efficiency products in Canada. The
symbol makes it easy to identify the best energy
performers on the Canadian Market. ENERGY
STAR qualified products meet strict technical
specifications for energy performance—
tested and certified. They save energy without
compromising performance in any way.
Typically, an ENERGY STAR qualified product is in
the top 15 to 30 percent of its class for energy
performance.
Enhancement: To augment an area, street
or open space in quality, value, beauty, or
effectiveness.
Evapotranspiration (ET): The sum of the
water lost from the soil surface (evaporation)
and water used by plants (transpiration). There
are many factors that affect the rate of ET,
including plant species, weather factors, and the
amount and quantity of water available to the
plant.
Gateway: An urban design feature or area
that provides visual access, direction and/or
celebration of the community for those entering.
Within the Plan, there is one area that haa
been defined as being appropriate for such
features, which could include (but is not limited
to) architectural detailing, signage, streetscape
elements and public art.
Green roof: A roof of a building that is partially
or completely covered with vegetation and a
growing medium. It may also include additional
layers such as a root barrier and drainage and
irrigation systems.
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Green wall: A wall, either free-standing or
part of a building that is partially or completely
covered with vegetation, and in some cases, soil
or an inorganic growing medium.
Guidelines: Statements of planning intent that
are more detailed than policies, but not as strict
as rules and regulations.
Human Scale: The experience or comfort and
fit between the size (height, distance, aerial
extent, details) of physical surroundings and its
natural and built elements relative to the size of
a human person with normal vision, hearing and
walking ability.
Infill: The development of a property, site or
area at a higher density that currently exists
through: a) redevelopment; b) the development
of vacant or underutilized lots within previously
developed areas; and c) the expansion or
conversion of existing buildings.
Infrastructure: The services and facilities for
which the municipality has capital investment and
maintenance responsibilities, including roadways,
sidewalks, bridges, street lights and traffic signals,
transit buses, solid waste management systems,
potable water distribution systems, storm sewers,
sanitary sewers, sports fields, playgrounds,
arenas, pools, police and emergency response
stations, vehicles and equipment, civic buildings,
parks, boulevard trees and computer and
telecommunications equipment.
Integrated Sustainable Community Plan: A
long-term plan, developed in consultation with
community members, that provides direction for
the community to realize the sustainability goals
it has for the environmental, cultural, social, and
economic dimensions of its identity.

Land Use Bylaw: A bylaw of the municipality
passed by Council as a Land Use Bylaw pursuant
to the provisions of the Local Government Act,
and intended to control and regulate the use
and development of land and buildings within
the municipality.
Land use redesignation: A statutory decision
of a municipal Council, often referred to as
rezoning, which legally changes the acceptable
uses for specific parcels of land.
LEED™: Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) is a set of rating
systems for the design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of green buildings, homes
and neighborhoods. The LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
green building rating system was originally
developed by the US Green Building Council
(USGBC) to provide a recognized standard
for the construction industry to assess the
environmental sustainability of building designs.
Canadian Green Building Council (CaGBC) has
since adapted the USGBC LEED rating system
to the specific concerns and requirements of
buildings in Canada. LEED is a point-based
rating system; points are earned for building
attributes considered environmentally beneficial.
LEED differs from other rating systems in that
it has quantified most of the “green credits.”
For example, 10% of the building materials
must contain recycled content to achieve the
recycled content credit. LEED has 110 points
covering seven topic areas. Each topic area has
a statement of associated goals.
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Letter of Completion: A document, signed
by the Coordinating Registered Professional or
Registered Professional of Record (as defined
in the British Columbia Building Code),
stating that Eligible Renewable Energy Sources
have been provided or that the construction
of a building has been completed and its
energy performance should, to the best of the
knowledge of the person signing the document,
meet the energy standard applicable to the
building, prepared to the satisfaction of the
municipality in the form prescribed by the
municipality from time to time.
Local Area Plan (LAP): A statutory plan,
adopted by Bylaw, that outlines proposed
redevelopment for a specified area, and which sets
forth municipal policies on the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land use
Land development proposals
Urban design and built form, including
scale and massing
Public open space and community
linkages
Transportation (including pedestrians and
cyclists)
Servicing, including water, sewer and
stormwater
Climate change mitigation and
adaptation
Aging population and future
demographics
New services and housing forms

Low-rise multi-family building: A multiple
dwelling comprising three or more dwelling
units (no more than 3 storeys high) either in
townhouse or apartment configuration.

Mature Tree: Any tree that has a caliper of
30cm or more, measured at 1.4m from grade.
Mews development: Pedestrian-oriented retail
developments accessed via walkways or plazas
and flanked by buildings.
Mid-rise multi-family building: A multiple
dwelling unit 4 storeys or higher (up to a
maximum of 5 storeys) with shared entrances
and other essential facilities, services and with
shared exit facilities provided for dwelling units
located above the first storey.
Minor variance: A variance to a development
permit application which is considered lesser or
comparatively small in size or importance.
Mixed Use Commercial: A building in which
the primary use commercial, but which may
include a residential component above the first
or second floor.
Mixed Use Residential: A building in which
the primary use is residential, but which may
include an element of small scale commercial or
live/work units.
Multi-family development: A building
containing 3 or more units, usually but not
exclusively in the form of townhouse, condo or
apartment style units.
Multi-modal Transport System: An
interconnected transportation system that
supports vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, and
public transit.

Municipality: A governing body incorporated
by the Province of British Columbia. For
University Village this includes both the
Municipality of North Cowichan and the City of
Duncan.
Narrow lot single-family dwelling: A single
family unit with a minimum lot size of 260m²
and a minimum width of 10m.
NECB 2011: The National Energy Code of
Canada for Buildings 2011 developed by the
Canadian Commission on Building and Fire
Codes.
Natural environment: Self-sustaining areas
with native vegetation, water, or natural features.
Node: A focal point or intersection.
Official Community Plan: An Official
Community Plan (OCP) can be developed by
both municipalities and regional districts. The
OCP provides the longer term vision for the
community. Under the Local Government Act
section 875, an OCP is a statement of objectives
and policies to guide decisions on planning and
land use management, within the area covered
by the plan, respecting the purposes of local
government.
Local governments consider how the OCP
can be integrated with other community
strategies, including transportation plans,
sustainability plans, and waste management
plans. Approaching planning and development
in an integrated way supports coordinated
efforts. Both OCP’s for the City of Duncan and
Municipality of North Cowichan are “umbrella”
documents that overarch and inform the policies
of this Local Area Plan.
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Open Space: All open space of public value,
including not just land, but also inland bodies of
water such as rivers, lakes and reservoirs which
offer important opportunities for sport and
outdoor recreation and can also act as a visual
amenity. The following typology illustrates the
broad range of open spaces that are of public
value.
Passive Heating: Use of building components
to collect, store, and distribute solar heat gains
to reduce the energy demand for space heating.
Park: Dedicated parks or other publicly owned,
publicly managed, or publicly accessible land,
which serves a recreational function, or has the
primary purpose of enhancement of landscape
character, or protection of environmental
resources.

Public art: Works of art in any media that has
been planned and executed with the specific
intention of being sited or staged in the physical
public domain, usually outside and accessible to
all.

Rowhouse: A variety of 3 or more residential
buildings where individual houses lining a street
share adjacent walls in common under a feesimple land title, with each dwelling unit having
a separate entrance and yard area.

Renewable Energy Source (eligible): The
following renewable energy sources have been
determined as being appropriate to incorporate
within University Village, either on a site-bysite or community-wide basis for reducing
energy consumption in new or retrofitted
developments:

Sense of Place: The subjective experience of
a place as having physical and social attributes
that make it distinctive and memorable.

Physical planning: A form of urban land use
planning which attempts to achieve an optimal
spatial coordination of different human activities
for the enhancement of the quality of life.

Biomass - any organic material not derived
from fossil fuels, including agricultural crops,
agricultural wastes and residues, waste
pallets, crates, dunnage, manufacturing, and
construction wood wastes, landscape and rightof-way tree trimmings, mill residues that result
from milling lumber, rangeland maintenance
residues, sludge derived from organic matter,
and wood and wood waste from timbering
operations.

Planning approvals: The exercise of municipal
authority to approve land use redesignations,
subdivisions, and development permits.

Solar photovoltaic - a technology that uses a
semiconductor to convert sunlight directly into
electricity.

Policy: An official plan of action adopted by an
individual or group, which for land use plans
adopted by municipalities in British Columbia
can be distinguished as either statutory plans
(e.g. Official Community Plans, Local Area Plans)
or non-statutory plans.

Solar thermal - use of concentrated sunlight to
produce heat that powers an electric generator.

Portfolio Manager: The current version of the
online energy consumption measurement tool
developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
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Wind - energy from wind converted into
mechanical energy and then electricity
Residential development: Development that
includes all manner of dwellings and associated
uses intended for habitation by persons.

Shy space: Additional space required to
facilitate the safe movement of pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicle movement beyond the
static width of those facilities. In the case of a
parking lane, the shy space is sufficient to open
a car door, without interfering with the adjacent
space.
Sidewalks: Principally used for pedestrians and
located to the side of a carriageway within a
road right-of-way.
Single-detached housing: A free-standing
residential building, generally built on a lot
larger than the structure itself, adding an area
surrounding the house, which is commonly
called a yard.
Smart ‘ET’ controller: A computerized
or automated irrigation controller that uses
evapotranspiration data to set irrigation
scheduling.
Stakeholders: Organizations, community
groups, and more formal associations that are
representative of the wider community and have
related interests.

Retail building: A building that provides the
sale of goods to the general public.
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Streetscape: All the elements that make up the
physical environment of a street and define its
character. This includes paving, trees, lighting,
building type, style, setbacks, pedestrian
amenities, street furniture, etc.
Subdivision: The creation or separation of new
titled parcels of land from an existing parcel of
land, which may sometimes be referred to as
the parent parcel.
Subdivision approving authority: A body
or person legally empowered by a municipal
Council to make subdivision decisions.
Sustainable development: Development
that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs.
Townhouse: A variety of 3 or more residential
buildings where individual houses lining a street
share adjacent walls in common under a strata
title, with each dwelling unit having a separate
entrance and yard area.

Vision Statement: A statement about the
future desired for a particular area or an
organization. The vision statement in this LAP
describes the future desired in the University
Village neighbourhood. It frames the goals for
area and sets the basic direction for planning,
policies and actions.
Walkable: A community is walkable when it is
scaled, dimensioned and provided with facilities
and a mix of uses and activities that make
walking an easy, convenient way to get around
to people of all ages and abilities. As a general
rule most people will not walk much more than
10 minutes to shop or reach services such as
libraries and schools.
Water Audit: A report that analyzes a facility’s
water use and identifies ways to make it more
efficient. Audits review domestic, sanitary,
landscaping, and process water use and identify
ways to increase a facility’s water-use efficiency.

Traffic impact assessment: A tool used
to analyse traffic generated by proposed
developments with either new access or
increased use of existing access points.
Urban Sprawl: The term used to describe
development that encroaches into Greenfield or
undeveloped land not in close proximity to the
growth centre.
Utilities: Either (1) municipal and regional
utilities such as water and sanitary sewer or
(2)“shallow” utilities such as gas, telephone and
electric.
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INTRODUCTION
Chemainus’ Downtown Revitalization Plan is a tool for
citizens, community leaders and the Municipality to shape
the future of Chemainus in a complex, but unified, initiative.

Part 1 – Introduction

.1

Context &
Acknowledgements

In the spring of 2011 the Municipality
of North Cowichan engaged HB
Lanarc Consultants Ltd. to work
with Staff, the Chemainus Advisory Committee,
and the general public in developing a series
of projects and policies to guide the success of
Chemainus’ future.
The Chemainus Advisory Committee, active since
the Fall of 2010, provided invaluable input and
local expertise from day one of this plan. This
committee is made up of Chemainus business
owners, members of the Downtown Business
Association, Municipal Councilors, local nonprofit organizers, downtown volunteers, and
members of the community at large. For the
Town Centre Revitalization planning process,
the committee was expanded to include
representation from Island Timberlands and the
Chemainus Theatre. With these additions, there
is an active working group of twelve (12) plus
additional project Staff from the Municipality. A
special thanks goes out to the individuals on this
committee who play an invaluable role in this
plan’s form and future.

Interested and involved residents at the September 22nd Open House / Public Meeting.

HB Lanarc is the primary consultant for this
planning process and is supported by Raymond
De Beeld Architects, GP Rollo Land Economists,
Drdul Transportation Planning, and McElhanney
Engineering. Together, this consultant team offers
a strong cross-section of professional expertise
and provides input to the revitalization plans
and ideas from Staff, residents and the Advisory
Committee.
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THE PLAN

.2

The Planning Process

In addition to ongoing dialogue and
meetings between the consultants,
staff, the advisory committee and
the public, the following events
highlight the Town Centre Revitalization Plan
process:
»» Start-up Meeting: In May 2011 a project
start-up meeting was held with the advisory
committee, staff, and consulting team. The
meeting began with a presentation and discussion
at the Municipality and then moved out into the
Chemainus community for a group walk-about.
»» Design Workshop: A full day design workshop
held in June 2011 provided an opportunity
for advisory committee members, staff and
the consulting team to work together in the
development of project ideas and alternative
development scenarios.
»» Open House: Also in June 2011, a public open
house was hosted at the Chemainus Legion. This
event facilitated discussions based on the themes
and ideas identified in the proceeding advisory
committee design workshop. This communitywide event strengthened the material from the
design workshop and set the foundations for
further work and investigation.
Active involvement is key in
the development
of this plan, and
moving it forwards as a living
document.
2
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»» Public Meeting / Open House: In September
2011 the developing plan and revitalization
ideas were shared with the Chemainus
community at the Chemainus Legion. There
was an impressive turnout to this event
complete with rich and diverse feedback. At
this meeting, community members reviewed
material and presentations and participated
in discussions. Residents provided further
feedback on detailed comment sheets. The
overall revitalization plan and ideas were
then adjusted to reflect the community input
received.
»» Committee Plan Review: In October 2011
to follow-up on the public open house and
comment form feedback, a meeting was
held at the municipality with the advisory
committee, staff and the consultant to discuss
final plan revisions. The Chemainus Advisory
Committee agreed with consensus on final
plan directions.
The Municipality of North Cowichan presents
this Plan to Council in November, 2011 for their
endorsement in principle. Staff will recommend
that Council direct Staff to prepare a bylaw to
amend the Official Community Plan to add the
Town Centre Revitalization Plan as an Appendix
to the OCP. This will strengthen the policies and
concepts outlined in the Plan and allow for the
Municipality to effectively utilize the Plan as an
exciting guiding point for the bright future of
Chemainus.

.3

Part 1 – Introduction
How to use this plan

The ideas in the following sections
are a direct result of the planning
process outlined above. This
document, ‘Chemainus Town
Centre Revitalization Plan’ is a summary report
representing a series of themes and opportunities
which support a common vision. The plan represents
ideas of vitality and energy for Chemainus as it
continues to evolve and thrive as a community. The
following plan is organized into three parts:
»» Broad Themes (Part II - Noticeably Different)
»» Key projects (Part III)
»» Implementation (Part IV)
Broad Themes: These are derived from the input
received from the planning process. In this plan
there are nine (9) themes identified in order to
organize the broad approach to revitalization for
Chemainus. As one committee member articulated,
these themes are the tests to measure specific project
success and appropriateness.
Key Projects: This plan identifies five (5) key
project areas. These projects are not an exhaustive
list of the project potential for the community, but
an informed summary of priority, feasible projects.
These projects demonstrate specific application of
the broader themes mentioned above.
Implementation: The implementation section
of this plan summarizes the specific actions and
parameters for the key projects. This section is of
particular importance for partnership building
and for the Municipality. This information deals
with the specifics of translating stated themes and
projects into living realities for the community of
Chemainus.
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ALL DAY EVERY DAY

.1

Part 2 – Noticeably Different

“…vibrant, publicly
oriented, and safe …
conducive to all-day, alldays-per-week, all season
activity…”

Business recruitment
It will be important to
continue to communicate
the value of locating new
business in Chemainus.
Revitalization efforts should
involve a recruitment
function that includes
a strategic outlook and
business gap analysis that
can assist new businesses
in developing bankable
business plans. Identifying
market niches within the
existing business mix
is something that local
residents can help with.

This idea is about a revitalization for Chemainus
that pays attention to the needs of current
residents and provides the quality of life and
amenities to draw new residents into the
community. It is about understanding those
qualities about Chemainus that make it desirable
-- and to enhance and enrich those qualities so
that the community becomes the undisputed
destination of choice.
This idea recognizes that downtowns can
only be successful when they are attractive to
their own residents. As revitalization efforts
are contemplated they must recognize the need
to provide a comfortable safe and attractive
environment for locals.

Live-work space provides an opportunity to allow cost efficient businesses to
set up as part of a downtown community. These new businesses bring vitality
and life to a street 24 hours per day. (Photo: http://hugeasscity.com/2008/11/01/performtransform/)

Integrating residential
A variety of housing forms may be considered that can support a vital
downtown. One of the most commonly conceived building types
involves the redevelopment of single storey commercial properties
being redeveloped as 3 or 4 storey buildings where the main floor
is commercial and the upper stories are residential. The residential
development subsidizes the updated commercial space making it
possible for boutique commercial businesses to survive in Chemainus’
otherwise small marketplace.

4

Provide employment
opportunities
Implicit in the recruitment
of new businesses is the
recognition of the need
to provide employment
opportunities within the
downtown area. Staff will be
needed to provide services
within new and existing
businesses. Are there
opportunities to introduce
an additional employment
source such as a call centre
or forest industry office/
clerical function?
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WHITE PICKET FENCES

.2

Residents and business owners will recognize that
many of the themes identified in this plan are
already well established in Chemainus. These well
established traditions are part of the DNA of the
community and provide a distinctive recognizable image for
the community. These successful ideas should be enhanced
and enriched as part of the community revitalization planning.

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
‘White Picket Fences’ is
communicated here as a
simplified representation
of attractive built form.
The quality and visual
vernacular of these
images are what should
continue to develop and
define Chemainus as
a unique and vibrant
community.
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PEDESTRIANS FIRST

.3

A measure of the success of Chemainus’ revitalization will be
the numbers of people walking its streets and frequenting its
businesses. Creating a ‘pedestrian first’ zone will ensure that
residents and visitors are provided every opportunity to linger
and relax and to take maximum benefit of the commercial opportunities
provided.
What it Means

The pedestrian first
zone is intended to
become a special
character zone
where cars give way
to pedestrians and
bicycles. Vehicle
speeds would be
restricted to 5 km/h
through a variety
of traffic calming
measures. Entrances
to the pedestrian zone
are not restricted but
would have ‘gateways’
indicating the priority
of pedestrians and
bicycles.
Bixi bikes are purpose built rentals that allow residents and visitors to tour Chemainus
for one or two hours at a time. What a great way to encourage visitors parked on
Willow street to visit shops on Oak Street, and to enjoy waterfront amenities.

6

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
Additional facilities for
pedestrians are located
within a delineated
zone including
benches and moveable
seating. Bicycle lockups are provided to
encourage people
to arrive and ‘spend
the day. ’ Bixi Bikes
are being installed in
many communities
as part of a transition
away from vehicle only
streets. These sturdy
purpose built bicycles
would allow visitors
and residents to use
a bike for an hour or
two as part of a ‘dayout’ in Chemainus.
In Chemainus these
could be part of a more
comprehensive move
to link commercial
and retail use on Oak
St. Willow St. and
the waterfront. Wayfinding and signage
will be important
aspects of defining the
pedestrian zone.
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MADE IN CHEMAINUS

.4

Sometimes, in the push
toward revitalization,
communities may undo
many of the things that have
given them success in the first place.

Looking toward the successes of their
neighbouring communities, they can sometimes
overlook the simple, local qualities which make
them unique. On the other hand, memorable
experiences are created when residents and
visitors discover a quality that they have not
experienced before. They ‘feel’ different, they
remember it, and they comment on the difference
as they relate stories to friends and relatives.

A few images here convey
some of the existing
‘Made in Chemainus’
character.

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
What it Means
As individual revitalization efforts are advanced,
decision makers should be sure to assess proposals
on their ability to contribute to memorable
experiences. They convey the idea of ‘Made in
Chemainus’.
A pedestrian first zone can be a memorable
experience. Chemainus murals have been successful
in creating this experience. Can other elements of
the community’s infrastructure also contribute?
»» Paving (sidewalks,
crosswalks)
»» Benches
»» Waste Receptacles
»» Moveable Furnishings
»» Bollards
»» Bicycle Lock-up
»» Lighting
»» Weather Protection
»» Banners
»» Signage
»» Fencing
»» Parking Meters / Utility
Covers / Transit Shelters

CHEMAINUS TOWN CENTRE REVITALIZATION PLAN
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ALIVE WITH GREEN

.5

Roses and rhododendron in the front yards of
homes on Maple Street are part of the unique
charm of Chemainus. Similarly, mature Douglas
Fir in Waterwheel Park provide an iconic and
memorable image for residents and visitors. Similarly,
shoppers on Willow are sure to note the row of four small
Cherries that breaks up the expanse parking and asphalt in
this area.
Imagine Chemainus
without these plants.
Now imagine it with
many more!
Too often the simple
act of planting is
overlooked in the
drive to identify
unique strategies for
redevelopment. This
revitalization plan has
included a variety of
measures to encourage
strategic landscape
improvement as
part of a overall
initiative to revitalize
Chemainus’
downtown. Planted
once, feature plants
and plantings repay
dividends for years
and years to come.

8

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
Street Trees
Street trees provide interest
and seasonal variety. They
protect from hot sun in the
summer and harsh winds
during winter. However,
planted in urban areas,
they rarely grow to reach
their natural size. Harsh
soil conditions are most
often the cause.
Urban foresters know
that providing sufficient
soil volume is essential to
support the vigorous long
term growth of street trees.
This means providing up
to 27 cu. m. of soil per tree.
Special techniques such as
the one illustrated to the
left have been developed to
achieve these conditions.
Implementing these
techniques is essential to
achieving the full benefit of
urban planting.

Street trees are proposed in a number of areas
to break up large areas of parking. These trees
will have significant impact over time but must be
installed with sufficient soil volume and irrigation to
support vigorous growth. Silva cells are designed
to support paved areas while providing substantial
areas of good quality soil.
(Photo: http://colorlandscapes.wordpress.com)
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ALIVE WITH GREEN

Part 2 – Noticeably Different

Trees like these few cherries in a small boulevard on
Willow Street can define the streetscape and highlight
the scale of a pedestrian experience.

Hanging baskets leave a lasting impression of town
character.
(Photo: http://2.bp.blogspot.com)

Road improvements can include stormwater
management practices such as rain gardens and
bioswales as depicted in this photo from Nanaimo.

Boulevard & Median Plantings

Hanging Baskets

Road Improvements & Stormwater

As a component of broader revitalization efforts,
the image of Chemainus can be dramatically
enhanced through a program of public plantings
in boulevards and medians. Seasonal floral
displays create an instantly positive impression
for communities that cannot easily be achieved
through other means. Relatively modest
investments can transform areas from ordinary or
dreary to friendly and upbeat. Popular programs
such as “Communities in Bloom” have recognized
this benefit and provide support for community
led initiatives. These efforts can be particularly
successful when partnerships between individuals,
service clubs, businesses and the municipality are
provided.

Hanging basket programs are both effective
and practical. Ideally suited for community
participation a hanging basket program can grow
from an individual basket into one that truly
transformed a commercial precinct. Sponsorship
of individual baskets can offset costs but the
maintenance (watering) of baskets must be well
coordinated over the season. Communities can
arrange for baskets to be custom grown and once
the locations of individual baskets have been
worked out the program can be replicated year
after year.

Redevelopment options for Chemainus
Road include significant planted median and
boulevards. These areas can provide a significant
benefit in reducing the cost and impact of
stormwater management but will also contribute
to a positive public image of Chemainus as a
community that is “Alive with Green.”
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MURALS & PUBLIC ART

.6

Surely Chemainus’ most
recognizable export -- the
murals of the Little Town
that Could -- have been
appreciated and enjoyed by visitors
from around the world. Much like all
great products however, the drawing
power of the murals is diminishing and
there is a need to develop a strategy to
revive this brand and support it in the
years ahead.

10

Part 2 – Noticeably Different

Chemainus Murals 2.0
A review of the existing mural program would
begin with a market assessment of the existing
murals to define the current and future market
potential and to support a reinvestment plan. A
renewed mural program may include:
»» new murals;
»» re-branding of
existing murals;
»» links to murals in
other communities
to create a more
expansive tour
package;
»» features on mural
artists;
»» seasonal features;
»» chalk mural
festivals similar to
sand castle events;
»» a more formalized
‘artist in residence
program’
»» a ‘mural app’ that
provides contextual
details on artists, etc;
»» mural games such as
a ‘where’s waldo’ or
‘trivial mural pursuits’

Encourage active viewing of murals by establishing a
‘preferred photo location’ that may include a permanent
tripod mounting and indication of where to stand to get
the best photograph of the mural and your loved ones.
(Photo: http://dlhardyphoto.com)

Create Mural
Snapshots
A revitalized mural
program may be
supported by additional
physical infrastructure
to enhance the
experience. Among
ideas that may be
considered are:
»» mural tripods
designed to allow
visitors to photograph
murals from the
best angle, and with
themselves in the
picture;
»» benches provided for
viewing;
»» covered viewing areas;
and
»» theatrical lighting
(perhaps operating by
visitors) to enhance
the murals during
evenings.
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MURALS & PUBLIC ART

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
Public Art
Chemainus is already a living gallery. This image
can be enhanced with the inclusion and addition
of public sculpture throughout the community.
Chemainus may investigate opportunities to take
a leadership role in curating outdoor art shows
or shared art programs.

Artistic Studios and Workshops

Guided tours
through
Chemainus
A road mural here, drawn with perspective, invites
visitors to come closer to investigate. A similar mural
on Maple Lane could be used to intrigue visitors and
reinforcing the link between Willow and Oak Street
commercial areas.
(Photo: The artwork of Justin Beever)

Develop Road Murals
To supplement the existing murals, and to
enhance the link between the commercial areas
on Oak Street and Willow, the community should
consider commissioning an artist to conceive and
implement a road mural on Maple Lane.
The location and perspective of Maple Lane make
it an ideal location for a mural of this type. The
context of the mural will provide many creative
opportunities while at the same time providing an
intriguing link between Waterwheel Park and the
waterfront.

The ‘yellow footprints’
used to guide visitors
through Chemainus
need to be updated
to provide a better
and more meaningful
connection through
town. In updating this
function the community
may wish to:
»» develop a lasting
icon to direct
people through the
community such as
locally forged brass
plaques; and
»» incorporate a system
of QR codes to
provide information
about local history,
way-finding, heritage
information, etc.

Chemainus’ murals mean
that the community is
already recognized as an
outdoor gallery. Traveling
displays of public art can
help to offset costs and
provide an opportunity for
an ever-changing gallery.
(Photo: http://www.artsdowntown.org)

Robert Struder is an artist in glass in Roberts Creek.
Outside his studio he illustrates the interest and vitality
created when artists ‘set up shop’ in the community.
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THEATRES & FESTIVALS

.7

Part 2 – Noticeably Different

The Chemainus Theatre
Festival is a popular and
enduring attraction for
central Vancouver Island.
To sustain this success the downtown
business community should work
to develop initiatives to support the
ongoing success and benefit provided
by the theatre. For example:
»» In addition to the public art initiatives
described above, can the theatre collaborate
in the presentation of public art festivals that
provide supplemental experience for visitors
and employment opportunities for residents;
»» Is there a market opportunity for a second
theatre? Seasonally, temporarily? Is there
a market opportunity for training or
educational facilities;
»» Can special events and festivals provide an
opportunity to supplement existing venues;
»» Can theatre packages be developed to
encourage visits to vineyards, FN cultural
centres, or local food experiences; and
»» Alternatively, can packages be developed to
incorporate rail or bicycle travel experiences?
Can water based shuttles provide customized
links to cruise ships in Nanaimo and Victoria?

12

Festival photos

Creating theatre theme packages that encourage a broader
audience and greater variety of experiences will support continued
high attendances a the Chemainus Theatre. Rail excursions
provide a unique experience for theatre goers.
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INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE
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Part 2 – Noticeably Different

Chemainus’ industrial heritage is as it has
ever been. The mill is a defining image for
Chemainus. On the one hand it cuts the
community off from the waterfront, and
on the other hand, the activity and industry provide an
ever-changing ‘mural’ of BC’s economic prosperity and
its link to the forests of Vancouver Island.
What it Means
Although residents are
aware of the importance
of this local industrial
infrastructure, the
community does not
currently do a good job
of introducing visitors to
industrial activities which
underpin the community.
Naturally though, the
topography of the
harbour and shore creates
an amphitheatre down
to the active harbour. To
build on this opportunity,
Chemainus should:
»» develop a ‘waterfront walkway’ along the top of the slope looking
down toward the WFP mill and beyond; and
»» provide interpretive signage that describes the workings, including
market and financial information. Using a QR code as part of an
interpretive walk, up-to-date information can be shared to provide
real insight into the forest industry and its marketplace.

A defining characteristic of Chemainus is its relationship with the industrial waterfront.
The topography of the area provides a natural amphitheatre overlooking the interest
and activity while at the same time providing a natural separation between uses. Plans
illustrated in this revitalization plan accentuate this relationship.
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COMMUNITY PLACES

.9

Chemainus has a number
of opportunities to develop
unique and vital community
places. For example the
proposed library, connected with related
services, is a critical piece of the social
infrastructure for Chemainus. Well
executed, the library can provide not
only a focus for learning and sharing
but also a link between residents and
visitors.

Part 2 – Noticeably Different
What it Means
This discussion of Community Places underlies
the recognition that these spaces provide
community connections that will strengthen
the character and quality of life that invites
new residents and that supports and binds the
existing community. While this plan focuses
on the practical needs for a dog park, skate
park, community centre, etc., it also suggests
a larger context that includes the concept of a
community campus to aggregate these places.
A community campus provides flexibility to
accommodate changing needs over time as
well as connections such as multi-use trails and
waterfront walks.

In reviewing options for the locations of a skate
park, a community centre, and a dog park, many
alternatives were considered. From these many
options, two broad alternatives have emerged
that would provide long term flexibility for the
addition and alteration of community services.
As services individually require parking, access,
lighting, garbage collection, occasionally
supervision, etc., it became apparent that
significant efficiencies are possible where these
types of ancillary facilities can be reused by
a variety of participants. In addition to these
practical benefits, the aggregation of uses can
have an additional benefit as a broadly recognized
social nucleus for the community. Where
individual sites may languish over time, having
the cross connection between uses will support a
continuous and growing vitality among different
community constituents.
A skate park has been discussed for many
years. Many sites have been considered and no
universally accepted alternative has yet emerged.
Similarly, the requirement for indoor community
spaces has been discussed including the option
for access to gym space. In the context of a
community campus, the development of these
facilities may become easier when some of the
background requirements for access and parking
have already been addressed.

Infrastructure like multi-use trail networks are an
important part of linking community places. These
trails and linkages can also become community places
in and of themselves as well as reach out beyond
the community. An example of this is a trail network
extending along the rail corridor linking Chemainus
internally and to neighbouring communities.

14

A new skate park will provide a much needed
opportunity for Chemainus kids to connect and
socialize. A skate park should be accessible by foot
and by bicycle and should be close to all areas of the
community. It should encourage positive interaction
and should be open and visible for the public. Many
communities have incorporated skate parks and their
designs are both durable and beautiful.
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COMMUNITY CAMPUS Community Spaces

.1

COMMUNITY CAMPUS		
What it Means
The idea of a community
‘campus’ has arisen through discussion
with stakeholders and the Chemainus
public. Several sites were identified and
reviewed in this planning process as
potential locations for a community
centre.
Activities
The Community Centre is intended to provide
the broadest range of community and recreational
opportunities and these are expected to evolve
over a long period of time. Indoor and outdoor
functions are a joint part of the discussion.
However, a detailed Needs Assessment should
be conducted as part of the planning process to
produce a specific list of community functions
required and feasible for the Community Centre.
This is discussed further on Page 54 in ‘Part 4 Implementation’.

Recommending 			
a Community Campus Location
Taking a long term perspective, this plan
recommends pursuing collaborative
opportunities at the site of St. Joseph’s
School and the Elm Street ball fields.

St. Joseph’s Elm Street Fields
This site provides a number of potential
benefits as a community facility. The fields
and outdoor facilities are well used by
community members and the site is well
located near the centre of the community
and encourages mixed use opportunities.
The current owners have signaled an
interest in working with the municipality
regarding this site located near the middle
of Chemainus. As the areas south and
west of St. Joseph’s develop over time,

Vehicle access to the site may be improved
over time by the addition of a road connection
to Askew Creek Drive and River Road. This
secondary site connection will provide both
ease of access and enhanced safety. The
Municipality has also identified upgrades
to Elm Street including street lighting and
sidewalks to accommodate additional
community uses. Pedestrian access can be
improved as part of an enhanced connection
between the downtown along Mill Street and/
or Legion Street. Moving the existing E&N
pedestrian crossing and trail connections will
allow direct links between these important
public areas.

Old Fire
Hall

Community and recreational uses often require
high levels of parking but for short periods. It is
ideal to share parking between uses so that parking
can be reused for a variety of events.

16

additional community connections are likely
to develop and further enhance linkages to
this site. Access to the site is currently limited
by the offset entrance at Elm Street and by the
separation by the E&N corridor.

Benchlands
new Facility

Benefits of Aggregated Use

As the demand of community facilities grows, the
requirement to provide oversight and maintenance
support will also grow. Clustering facilities can
assist in the efficient delivery of these services.

Part 3 – Key Projects

Old Elementary
School

St. Joseph’s
/ Elm Street
Fields
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COMMUNITY CAMPUS Community Spaces

Part 3 – Key Projects

Old Fire Hall
Currently used for some community
functions, the old fire hall location provides
some opportunity for future community use.
Investigations undertaken to date suggest
that renovations are not feasible. Building
demolition and removal would be necessary for
redevelopment. The location of the Fire Hall
is ideally suited for a high profile community
facility or mixed-use development consistent
with the revitalization initiatives outlined in
the succeeding pages.

Lambrick Park in Victoria is an example of a Community
campus which provides a social and recreational core to the
community, surrounded by residential areas.

Old Elementary School

Benchlands

The old elementary school has also been
discussed as a potential location for a
community facility. At this location,
the existing site would require building
demolition, removal and site preparation
prior to development. To note, there are
challenges regarding site access in this
location. The school’s location apart from
the downtown area limits the ability of
the community centre to provide direct
benefit to downtown revitalization.

During the design workshop undertaken as part of
the revitalization process the opportunity for a new
purpose-built facility was discussed with particular
reference to locating on the benchlands (east of
Chemainus Road South). As the timing of this
development is uncertain and may be many years into
the future, this site option did not appear to meet the
short term needs of the community.
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SKATE PARK Community Spaces
SKATE PARK What it Means
A variety of sites were considered for
the location of a skate park, including:
The Elm Street Fields, old elementary
school, Croft Street, among others.

Recommending 				
a Skate Park Location
After reviewing each of these sites, this plan
recommends advancing a design of a Skate
Park within the area of the Elm Street Fields.

Old Elementary School

Elm Street Fields

• Proximity to residential areas may produce the
need to control use of the site in the evenings

• A new skate park may be constructed in the
vicinity of the existing fields and outdoor
amenities on a site identified through a detailed
site plan for the St. Joseph’s School and Elm
Street Fields area.

• Development could only begin once a joint use
agreement and site access is confirmed from the
School District
• This site is centrally located within the
community, and close to downtown
• This location across from existing playing fields
makes for flexible collaborative use

• This site includes a variety of alternative uses
for skate park users. Significant open space
alternatives allows for incidental use of the skate
park combined with other uses.

• Development in this area would be cost efficient
with no significant physical site limitations.
There is the potential for combination with the
redevelopment of the existing sport court

Part 3 – Key Projects

• Detailed planning for the skate park could
commence once a decision on siting is confirmed.
Planning should include ideas of the relationship
with adjacent land uses.
• Development in this area would be cost efficient
with no significant physical site limitations.
Combined with a redevelopment of the existing
sport court
• Combined with related developments of St.
Joseph’s school into a broader community
amenity, and with the development of better
direct links between the school and downtown,
this location could provide a beneficial support
for downtown revitalization.
• Many opportunities for site re-use exist.
• Proximity to existing residential may limit future
uses

• Developing a skate park in this location is
outside of the downtown revitalization area and
would not specifically enhance or detract from
revitalization efforts
Youth
participants in
the September
Open House
at the Legion
represented
skateboarding
and other youth
interests.
18

Old Elementary
School

St. Joseph’s
/ Elm Street
Fields
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OPTIONS Community Spaces
Old Firehall
General
Description

Is there enough
space to allow for
a variety of uses to
evolve over time

Timing

St. Joseph’s School

• The old Firehall located at Willow and
Cypress is a key part of a downtown
revitalization.

• Located at the end of Elm Street this site
in not directly connected to downtown
commercial areas on Willow or Oak.

• The site is owned by the municipally
currently housings a number of
community functions.

• Adjacent to the municipal playing fields,
the school provides improved flexibility for
outdoor uses.

• The building is near the end of its
life and investigations about reuse
indicate significant renovation costs.

• The current owner is interested in entering
discussions about joint-use possibilities.

• The Firehall provides a fairly
small open space. Adaptations for
alternative uses may require complex
renovations.

• Collaborative re-use with the existing school
functions may allow for flexibility over time
as needs change.

• The lack of useable outdoor spaces
limits the flexible use of the space
• A number of community functions
are already in place

• Space exists to provide additional building
room as necessary.

Part 3 – Key Projects

Old Elementary School

Benchlands – New Facility

• The existing school may be unsuitable for
reuse without significant renovations.

• New facility may be custom built to match
needs.

• Adjacent to existing residential. Plans for
alternative use should be discussed with
neighbours.

• Located at the south end of the community,
the site may not be equally accessible to all
Chemainus residents.

• Located north of the commercial areas
on Oak and Willow this site may not
be easily accessible by all Chemainus
residents

• The development of the facility would be
directly tied to development planning and
market and may not be available for many
years.

• Outdoor spaces are adjacent to existing
residential.

• A purpose built facility would allow
significant opportunity to build flexible and
functional spaces

• These spaces may be used to provide
additional building as necessary.

• Good opportunities exist for collaborative
use of outdoor spaces.
• Dialogue with current owners could
commence immediately.

• The school is currently vacant.
Discussions on reuse could begin
immediately but are pending School
District interest and cooperation.

• Timing is indeterminate. Would not begin
until development was well advanced. Likely 5
to 10 years, and perhaps much longer.

• Many opportunities for re-use may exist.

• Community Centre may be the type of
amenity to be incorporated into this future
development.

• Additional flexibility is limited
unless substantial renovations are
undertaken

Is this the highest
and best use for
this site

• This is a very strategic site with
opportunities for almost any
type of use, including: public use,
commercial, residential, etc.

• This site is centrally located within the
community, and within 100m of downtown

Cost Factors

• Building renovation is not feasible
and demolition / site preparation costs
may be significant

• St Joseph’s may be agreeable to selling
surplus lands based on discussions to date
that would provide for a Community Centre,
skate park, Dog Park, and joint use of gym.

• Building renovation costs may be
significant and are likely to include
seismic and building code upgrades

• Costs would be for new construction.

How would this
location enhance
or detract for
downtown
revitalization?

• Active reuse of the this property will
provide significant beneficial effects
for downtown revitalization

• May provide significant upside potential
if this can be developed as part of more
interconnected open space plan.

• No direct benefits for downtown
revitalization due to location

• Will have a beneficial effect but not until these
developments are implemented, which may
be many years away.

• Its location across from existing playing
fields makes for flexible collaborative use

• Proximity to existing residential may
limit future uses

• The community may wish to identify
opportunities that provide a more unique
benefit such as multi-use trail, etc.

• Provides opportunities to enhance
connections between spaces downtown
Chemainus and newer development west of
the E&N corridor.
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LIBRARY FESTIVAL
SQUARE 		
What it Means

Waterwheel Park and adjacent
areas are an important cultural and historical
landmark of the town. A number of recommendations for the municipal land adjacent
to Waterwheel Park have been incorporated
into this plan. Currently, these vacant commercial lots are used primarily for parking
as well as hard-surface area for community
events.
The following recommendations and changes
are designed to respond to the objective
provided by the community to develop
solutions that are suitable “all day, everyday,
all year long”, meet the needs of local citizens
and the visiting public. These changes provide
an enhanced streetscape and civic experience
while at the same time providing a more
formalized access to the existing parking.
This proposal anchors the commercial town
centre on Willow Street and provides active
community use and street frontage in the
town core.

97
STALLS
EXISTING

This site is a great opportunity to begin the
revitalization efforts for the town centre right
in the ‘heart’... and soon!
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Overall, this Library-Park project
provides a feasible opportunity to
build on an existing community asset,
provide a new library and provide
associated improvements that strengthen
connections in the town centre as a whole.
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SOME KEY FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Connections

Bus Loading
Existing bus loading areas are retained adjacent to
the museum and public washroom. The location
of these stalls has not changed. As buses stop,
visitors are greeted with an enhanced public
space and park-like surrounding. From the
bus door visitors will see not only the existing
facilities, washrooms, museum, etc. but also an
enhanced public viewpoint and stair connection
to additional parking areas on Croft Street. Buses
that are loading/unloading for more than a few
minutes will be able to circle down to bus parking
areas just below the Waterwheel Park lookout.
This experience of being dropped in a Civic Park
instead of a large ill-defined parking area is, in
itself, a significant enhancement.

Currently, the parking lot facing Willow Street provides an
important function for vehicles but does not serve to provide
big-picture connectivity within the Town Centre and to
adjacent areas. These three municipally owned properties,
currently in holding use as parking, are in a prime town
centre location in Chemainus.

Strong links between Waterwheel Park and
the surrounding park areas are a key aspect
of a successful community design. The link
between the viewpoint overlooking the
harbour has been identified as an important
one. Reinforcing the connection through the
park between Willow Street and Maple Lane is
another important link. This connection may
be improved through the careful development
of broader more accessible stair and pathway
connections, and also by the use of theatrical
lighting and public art. A walkway connection
linking a number of landings featuring public
art would provide a memorable connection
between Old Town and New Town.

Library

Parking & Traffic Circulation

Wednesday Market

A 7200 sq. ft. Library and community space is
illustrated on 2 floors. The building is designed
to provide an exterior public courtyard with
seating, trees, and a central feature display
(fountain or floral display). The selection of this
site provides an opportunity for the municipality
to work with the Vancouver Island Library
Board to develop this facility as a high profile
community amenity. Courtyard park space
along Willow allows shoppers and residents an
opportunity to link the Willow Street shopping
experience with Chemainus’ spectacular
Waterwheel Park.

To accommodate the development of
the Library and park enhancements,
the current parking within this area is
reduced. Currently there are 97 marked
parking stalls. With the development
of the library building as illustrated,
there are 47 parking stalls remaining.
This reduction of available spaces is
offset by the improved access provided
by two way traffic on Willow Street and
by improved access and connection
to parking in adjacent areas. Sixteen
additional parking stalls are illustrated
along Willow Street between Cypress
and Alder. Further, the addition of an
enhanced stair connection to Croft
Street provides direct access to an
additional 40 parking stalls.

The area shown to accommodate
the Wednesday market allows for
a full range of market activities.
As the highest parking demand
for this area can be expected to
correspond with activities such as
the market, patterns of use should
be reviewed to ensure that both
peak uses and ‘lulls’ are effectively
accommodated. A strong
connection with available parking
on Croft Street will be a key aspect
to the successful implementation
of these changes. This space also
provides flexible program space for
other community / special events.

Design of the library building may begin as soon
as a site has been identified as the VIRL supports
the development of this library at this time.
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Willow St. to
Cenotaph
Simple infrastructure
and pedestrian
improvements to
Willow Street on the
block between Cypress
and Alder Streets
would enhance the
links toward Old town
and would provide 10
to 12 additional onstreet parking spaces.
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This image is a concept rendering of what
could be developed further into an iconic
building in Chemainus with classic elements such
as a landmark tower and an arcade/town square
interface to Willow St.
A proposed two-storey library / public use building
could also provide central space for the tourist
information as well as public amenities such as
washrooms and community meeting space.
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What it Means
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n
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may include up to
8500 sq.ft. of ground level office/
Existing
civic space. These spaces are likely
Residential
to require civic support to offset
costs and the current market is not
sufficiently strong to allow this type
of development on its own. Three
stories may be developed as a mix of
market and supported housing. This
might include 16 to 24 units ranging
in size from 900 – 1200 sq. ft.
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A multi-use building in this location
would be strongly supportive of overall
revitalization efforts. Additional residential
development would increase the number
of people living downtown and strengthen
all-year economic activities. A thoughtfully
designed and well executed building will
provide a strong precedent for future private
sector developments.
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Waterwheel
Park

Sp

Is it suggested that a mixed use facility
be developed on the fire hall property
which would include a small amount of
commercial and civic use on the main
floor. The balance of the development
would be for residential uses which may
include a mix of market and supportive
housing. The provision of civic space
and even commercial spaces will rely on
public participation as the market for these
uses is not strong enough to incent new
development on its own. The economics
for residential development are relatively
stronger but a careful analysis will be
required to ensure the market viability of a
proposed development on this site.

Stre
et

The Fire Hall site has had a number of
design proposals over the years. Most
recently the site was investigated as a multiuse site that included a variety of civic uses.
The location is an important one for the
community as it provides a terminus for
the Willow Street commercial area and a
transition to the residential areas below.
Whatever the end use of this facility it is
clear that it provides a great opportunity for
the town centre.
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STREETS & LANES Chemainus Road
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CHEMAINUS ROAD			
Henry Road to Victoria Street
Chemainus Road is transformed as
a tree lined street accommodating automobile
and commercial truck traffic, that also
incorporates sidewalks and street trees. Onstreet parking supports local businesses and
separates pedestrians from moving traffic.
Also illustrated in this section are buildings
with mixed commercial and residential uses.

Part 3 – Key Projects
How to do it

Traffic Calming
The addition of a treed median helps to
reduce the scale of the street and discourages
speeding. A continuous median is possible
at many intersections as motorists wishing
to turn left onto a side street can travel past
the intersection, efficiently drive around a
roundabout to return to the intersection, and
then turn right onto the side street.

The redevelopment of Chemainus Road will
provide a significant step toward the overall
improvement of the image and character
of the community. While the municipality
cannot control the timing of the development
of the adjacent land (the ‘benchlands’) it can
indicate its intent for this area through the
implementation of infrastructure upgrades as
indicated in these illustrations.

Residential

Residential

Commercial

1.5m Sidewalk

2.5m Onstreet
Parking and
tree bumpouts

3.5m Travel
Lane

3.5 Median
w/ Trees

3.5m Travel
Lane

2.5m Onstreet
Parking and tree
bumpouts

1.5m Sidewalk

Commercial
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Roundabouts
Three roundabouts are indicated in the proposed
configuration for Chemainus Road:
»» The roundabout at Henry Road currently exists
and provides a significant transitional entrance
for the community.
»» A new roundabout at the intersection
of Chemainus Road and River Road has
been identified in the Chemainus Active
Transportation Plan, and design development
work has advanced to illustrate the
configuration and laning in this location. The
current proposed design has been modified
to include a fourth leg to the roundabout to
connect to the proposed Benchlands Lane.

It should be noted that the approximately 45
degree angle between Benchlands Lane and
Chemainus Road will require that motorists
making right turns from southbound
Benchlands Lane to northbound Chemainus
Road drive around the roundabout to do so.
An example of this is the Penticton roundabout
illustrated below.
»» A new roundabout is proposed at the
intersection of Chemainus Road and Victoria
Street. This roundabout also functions as an
“entrance” to the community, indicating to
motorists that they are entering an urban area.
The road cross section would transition at this
point with a treed median south of Victoria
Street and no median north of Victoria Street.

The new roundabouts described above have
been illustrated at the same size as the existing
roundabout at Henry Road to ensure that
sufficient space is allowed to accommodate
construction of the roundabouts. It should be
noted that from a community perspective a
smaller roundabout may be preferable, and during
the design of each roundabout, opportunities
to reduce the size of the roundabouts should be
investigated. It is also worth noting that although
a roundabout may be larger than a conventional
intersection, the use of a roundabout reduces the
width of the approach roads by avoiding the need
for any turn lanes and additional traffic lanes, as
might be required at a conventional intersection.
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Victoria Road
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(proposed)
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Lane widths
The cross sections for Chemainus Road (page 25)
illustrates one 3.5m travel lane in each direction,
separated by a 3.5m wide median. On-street
parking is indicated on both sides of the street.
Tree planting and pedestrian separation is
accommodated in a 2.5m landscaped boulevard
on each side of the street. Although standard 1.5m
sidewalks are illustrated, wider sidewalks of 2.0m
or more should be accommodated on adjacent
private land as appropriate.
Traffic lane widths have been purposely limited
to minimum widths in support of traffic calming

objectives, to avoid encouraging higher traffic
speeds, and to create a pedestrian-oriented and
business-friendly environment along Chemainus
Road. Many examples of similar streetscape
renovations have been undertaken on Vancouver
Island.

cycling facilities, off-street separated facilities
such as the active transportation route and
waterfront promenade are preferable as they
will attract a much broader cross-section of
the population than bicycle lanes or other onstreet bicycle facilities.

Cyclists are accommodated on the existing active
transportation route parallel to and immediately
west of Chemainus Road, and the proposed new
waterfront promenade through the Benchlands to
the east of Chemainus Road (see plan on adjacent
page). Where limited opportunities exist for

Roundabouts like this one, and the one at Henry Road are becoming
more and more popular on Vancouver Island. They offer transportation
utility as well as aesthetic value.

Similar to the proposal for Chemainus
Rd between Henry Rd and Victoria
Rd, the Old Island Highway in
Langford presents an attractive treed
median and boulevard.

Active tranportation routes and multi-use trails like
the one above are a priority for the Municipality and
key for achieving a pedestrian oriented community.
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A park-like grass
slope and sidewalk
/ boulevard area
may be created as
part of a Chemainus
Road redevelopment
between Victoria
Street and Cypress
Street.

park-like slope
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This is a significant opportunity
to develop links between the
downtown commercial core and the
community amenities proposed at
St. Joseph’s School. Vehicle access is
restricted to the Elm Street entrance
but pedestrian connections are
likely available to connect across
the E&N corridor to link these
areas.
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Victoria St to Cypress St
Between Victoria Street
and Cypress the width
of Chemainus Road is
constrained so that no
centre median in possible.
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E&N Rail
Service

Grass and tree
lined bank

Residential
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WILLOW STREET What it Means
Two-way traffic will be restored on
Willow Street to improve automobile
access from all directions, to avoid
confusion for tourists and other
visitors, and to reduce automobile
traffic throughout the downtown by
eliminating the need for motorists to
“drive around the block” in order to
access Willow St.

Part 3 – Key Projects

In conjunction with the change to two-way
circulation, parking on the section of Willow
Street between Legion and Mill Streets will be
reverted to parallel parking on both sides of the
street, rather than angle parking on one side as
currently exists. This will balance the availability
of on-street parking for motorists travelling in
both directions on Willow Street, and will avoid
problems common with angle parking on two-way
streets, where motorists travelling in the opposite
direction attempt to park in angle parking stalls.
Willow Street on-street parking for
good business access.
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Traffic calming
Two-way circulation and
parallel parking will naturally help to create a more
pedestrian-oriented street.
Experience shows that
on-street parking helps to
discourage speeding and
creates a buffer between
pedestrians and moving
traffic.
Similar to the recommendation for Willow Street, Broad Street in
Victoria uses street furnishings for separation instead of a curb
to create low speeds and a pedestrian environment.

This layout allows for flexible use of the parking area during
market or special events.

Since it is desirable to have vehicles moving at slow speed,
the street can be further traffic-calmed with the following
design features:

Trafalgar Street shown here is another example of an active commercial street
in a town centre where there is on-street parking, two-way vehicle traffic, and a
successful pedestrian environment created with great success. Proposals for Willow
Street are very similar with parallel on-street parking in place of the angled on-street
parking as shown here. This is due to the space available on Willow.

30

»» Raise the road slightly so that the road and sidewalks are
at the same level, with no curbs between the pedestrian
zone and the automobile zone. This emphasizes to
motorists that Willow Street is a “shared space,” in which
pedestrians, motorists and other road users all safely
share the space. In this situation vehicles will move
through the space at 5 or 10 km/h. Another advantage of
this grading and arrangement is that parking spaces can
be considered as flexible area that can be temporarily repurposed for festivals, events, seating and other uses.
»» Use bollards and other street furniture to safely separate
the road and parking zones from pedestrian zones.
»» Use a range of materials and design treatments to
enhance the streetscape and delineate pedestrian,
parking and road zones.
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A mid-block Atrium Walk-through and pedestrian crossing shown
here, looking north down Willow Street towards Waterwheel Park,
provides increased pedestrian connectivity in the town core.
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What it Means
The outlying areas surrounding Willow
Street provide an opportunity to enrich the
pedestrian experience. Currently, there are
limited points of interest or infrastructure
at the pedestrian scale. Spaces and alleys
are dedicated solely to parking and
vehicular movement.
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What the adjacent plan and concept
sketches represent are some simple changes
that can be made while accommodating
all of the existing vehicular movements
and requirements but redefining spaces
with pedestrians as priority. The atrium
annotated in these sketches represents an
opportunity for increased connectivity in
the commercial core and opens up the back
face of the buildings for micro-economic
opportunities favourable in Chemainus
such as artisan workshops and studios.
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Concept Sketch depicting
Willow St. alley with atrium connection to Willow Street as well
as in-paving tree planting and pedestrian way-finding
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Scale
The emphasis of scale in the previous plan sketch (Willow Street Alley) creates
an environment conducive to pedestrian way-finding and enjoyment.
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This image depicts a hierarchy of spaces, weather
protection through overhangs, and seating/gathering
areas, which all animate successful ‘in-between’ places

This photo depicts several successful methods of creating the texture and scale of experience attractive to a
pedestrian: architectural facade features, small-scale character signage, textured paving, moveable flower pots
are vegetation. It is easy to imagine this treatment on the backside of the Willow Street business block with small
artisans and businesses capitalizing on economical rental spaces and animating the local economy and cultural
experience.
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PARKING MANAGEMENT 		
What it Means
In Chemainus’ downtown — as in
most communities where there is a
“parking problem” — concerns arise
during times of perceived shortages.
This perception raises concerns about
suggestions to reuse existing parking to
a new library or other uses. Won’t this
only worsen this shortage of parking?

As noted above, there is no overall
shortage of parking in downtown
Chemainus. Rather, the problem
is that the demand for parking is
concentrated on the section of Willow
Street between Legion and Victoria
Streets, and parking lots and side
streets in the immediate area around
Willow Street. During peak times,
there are no parking stalls available in
this area, while in other parts of the
uptown — especially on Croft Street —
many stalls remain empty.

But is downtown Chemainus really short of
parking? As in many communities of a similar size
there is a sufficient supply of parking to meet the
demand — provided that the demand is properly
managed. For downtown Chemainus, there is very
little active management of the parking demand
with the result that parking in some areas is overused and this gives the appearance of congestion.

Signage

It may be true that during periods of very high use
parking stalls may not be available for everyone
who wants one, where they want one. Although
this might appear to be a shortage of parking, the
fact that parking stalls elsewhere in the downtown
area sit empty indicates that there is probably
sufficient parking — it’s just not being used very
well.
The good news is that this is a relatively easy
problem to solve. A parking management strategy
can often eliminate the perceived shortage of
parking, and can ensure that as the supply of
parking changes with redevelopment, parking will
always be available for those who need it.
34

“Parking management” describes a range of operational
practices and parking facilities which are intended to
manage the supply and demand for parking. The objectives
of a parking management strategy would include:
»» Ensure the availability of parking stalls in all areas, at all
times.
»» Ensure that an adequate supply of parking is provided,
and at the same time ensure that there is not an oversupply of parking.
»» Provide a positive experience for motorists using parking
facilities, including way-finding and other information
guiding motorists to parking facilities.

Finally, a parking management
strategy should include a system of
signage and way-finding for motorists
who are looking for parking. The
objective of this is to reinforce the
message that there is plenty of parking
downtown. The municipality should
develop a parking map — illustrating
all on-street and off-street parking
locations and time limits — to be
distributed through merchants, tourist
agencies and other organizations.
Signage should also be used to indicate
off-street parking lots and parking
areas on the edge of downtown,
particularly where there are no time
limits. Signs should indicate the total
number of parking stalls in a lot or
area, and should also indicate that
there are no time limits, (as illustrated
in the above image).
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On-street parking

Parking Enforcement

On-street parking is an essential element of
a successful commercial streetscape. Even in
circumstances where ample off-street parking is
available, the presence of highly visible parking
is a key attractant for businesses. The focus of
a parking management strategy for downtown
should therefore be to better distribute the
demand for parking within the downtown,
reducing the demand for on-street parking
on Willow Street, and increasing the demand
in under-utilized parking areas elsewhere.
Two aspects of the parking demand should be
considered in identifying appropriate options for
re-distributing the parking demand:
»» Duration describes the length of time a
motorist parks in the downtown. Although no
data are available regarding parking durations in
downtown Chemainus, it can be expected that
there is a wide range — someone might park
for only five minutes to run into a store, while
an employee of a downtown business might
park all day. The objective in re-distributing
the parking demand is to shift longer-duration
parking to areas where there is currently lower
parking demand and many unused parking
stalls, leaving parking spaces in high-demand
areas for shorter-duration parking.
»» Location. There are two locations for parking
in the downtown — on-street parking and offstreet parking lots. On-street parking is always
more popular than off-street parking, because
it is perceived as being more convenient. The
objective of a parking management strategy is to
balance the demand between on-street and offstreet parking so that parking stalls are available
in all locations, at all times.

Part 3 – Key Projects

The other important aspect of a successful
parking management strategy is enforcement.
Without enforcement, motorists will quickly
learn that time limits (and any other parking
management regulations) are meaningless,
and will park where they want, for as long as
they want. This is a common problem in many
communities that have attempted to manage
parking with time limits and other parking
regulations, but without regular and effective
enforcement.

Parking Duration
One of the most effective ways to manage parking
demand and achieve a more balanced distribution
of parking within the downtown is time limits.
The principle is to apply the shortest time limits
to the highest-demand parking, apply longer time
limits in areas of moderate parking demand, and
not apply any time limits in areas of low parking
demand. In this manner, longer-duration parking
(such as employees and visitors spending several
hours downtown) is shifted away from highdemand areas, thereby increasing the availability of
spaces in areas for shorter-duration parking.

Enforcement is also one of the most difficult
aspects of parking management. Enforcement
costs money, it may be seen as a “cash grab,” and
it can create opposition to parking management.
The challenge is to undertake enforcement in
a manner that is seen by the community to be
necessary and fair.
The most important aspect of parking
enforcement is that it be consistent — that
parking regulations be enforced during all times,
and for all motorists. Occasional or erratic
enforcement is worse than no enforcement at
all, as it creates the impression that parking
management is unpredictable and arbitrary.

Studies in communities similar to Chemainus have
shown that the average duration of a shopping or
business trip is an hour and a half, and that 75%
of motorists park on-street for less than an hour.
Consequently, time limits of one hour and two
hours would be appropriate in high-demand areas
along Willow Street.
CHEMAINUS TOWN CENTRE REVITALIZATION PLAN
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MAPLE LANE What it Means
The intent will be to provide a strong pedestrian oriented link
between Oak Street/Old Town and Willow Street/New Town.
Maple Lane is a site specific project for implementing pedestrian
oriented design and streetscape design elements that should
be continued with future laneway and city core developments.
Although car access will be maintained, this laneway will be
pedestrian oriented. This will be achieved through appropriate
scale and design elements as outlined below.

Simple building forms
can be adapted for use
as studio spaces in the
short and medium term.

The mural above shows an perspective distorting illustration by German Artist Edgar Mueller created in the German town of Geldern to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of a street art competition. Similar murals along Maple Lane could enhance the narrow rising laneway and reinforce the link between Old Town and New Town.
(Photo: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1153004/Mind-crevasse-The-amazing-3D-pavement-art-pedestrians-edge.html#ixzz1XIAMI1Zm)
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Residential

Maple St

The development indicated
on the adjacent plan between
Willow Street and Maple Lane
on the South side of Oak Street
is an excellent opportunity for
increased residential in the Town
Centre.

Lane

Proposed Multi-Family
Residential

Oak Street

Willow Street

Residential

Proposed Multi-family
Residential Block

Business

Business

n

w tow

to ne

Business

Residential

Lane
Maple Lane

The development on the adjacent
plan indicates a 3-storey building
that is approximately 11,000 sq.ft.
This translates into approximately
10 units per floor or 30 units total
at 1,000-1,200 sq.ft. each.

Oak Street

Laurel Street
Residential
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What the Land Economist says...
• Should be residential, not mixed
commercial and residential.
• Way too much commercial on Oak Street.
Most retailers not able to pay economic
rent (rent to support new construction).
So encourage commercial closer to
the water, and develop this block as
supporting residential.

Multi-family Residential
Development
Maple Lane

Oak Street

Oak Street
Commercial
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OAK STREET What it Means
Streetscape improvements along Oak
Street will provide an improved pedestrian
environment and positive commercial
environment. As the business mix along
Oak Street continues to change, the quality
of the street will be increasingly important.
In this sketch:
Oak Street / Waterfront -- BC Ferries

Residential

Ticket and
Ferry Queue

Ticket Kiosk

2,5m
Boulevard

Median Pedestrian
Refuge

Angle Parking

3,5m Travel
Lane

3,5m Travel
Lane

2,5m Onstreet
Parking

Commercial

Sidewalk

»» Access for BC Ferries traffic
is accommodated. Further
development should be
undertaken in conjunction with
BCF planners to ensure that
ferry operations are properly
incorporated.
»» On-street parking is essential
to support commercial
development. This illustration
indicates parking maximization
for commercial interests;
»» Narrow travel lanes, street
trees and pedestrian bumpouts
help to reduce the scale of the
street and encourage positive
pedestrian experiences;
»» Multi-use trail and waterfront
trail connections encourage
local and tourist traffic.
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What the Land Economist says...
• Current economic conditions may indicate
that little redevelopment opportunity
exists in the short term. A market niche
which attract niche businesses which
can thrive in a low rent environment.
Redevelopment which necessarily results
in higher rental rates will kill the existing
energy. Over the longer term transitional
uses that reduce the overall amount of
commercial space should be pursued.

What it Means
For Oak Street, the future has
many great opportunities and
some real constraints. As the
mix of businesses continues
to change there will be a
need to plan carefully to
create a practical and viable
commercial hub. These
changes are likely to include:
»» Residential development is
encouraged. More people
means more commerce.
»» Water oriented
development should
take advantage of this
great natural amenity.
This includes waterfront
walkway, commercial
moorage, and marine
services.
»» Coordinated development
with current landowner along
the south side of Oak Street.
Investigate opportunities to develop
a commercial street frontage on this
side. This may include temporary
facilities and/or permanent
commercial structures.
»» Coordinated development with BC
Ferries. Streetscape improvements
should be developed in conjunction
with BC Ferries to ensure that their
medium and longer term needs are
met.

• North side of street tied to development
plan of south side of the street. Together
there is a great opportunity to create a
complete neighborhood. If Western
Forest Products were to become interested
in making land available for residential
and commercial development the
opportunities for redevelopment would
improve.
• Redevelopment options would need to
accommodate current and future needs for
BC Ferries
• Will take a decade or more for
transformation of the street to be
complete.

Commercial precincts
are enhanced where
frontages can be
developed to provide
additional retail opportunities. Current industrial
landowners may wish to
consider opportunities to
develop the street frontage along Oak Street.

• Redevelopment may include residential
over commercial where the residential
development subsidizes ground floor
commercial.
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What the Land Economist says...































• Limited demand means that revitalization
efforts need to be very focused. In
small communities like Chemainus this
means that redevelopment may occur
slowly over many years or even decades.
Redevelopment moves at a snail’s pace –
that’s not bad at all, in fact that’s part of
the charm of the community. But it’s a
reality that investors and developers and
the community have to understand and
respond to.
• The key to transforming the Oak Street
Commercial precinct over the long term,
includes development along the south side
of the street. Properties owned by Western
Forest Products provide the opportunity
to remake this area and provide a fresh
community context. As the southern
part of the street is redeveloped, it will
encourage other developers to come in and
acquire the northern part and revitalize it.
• Limited demand for commercial space
means that development should include
opportunities for 100% residential on
several of the Oak Street properties.
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WATERFRONT

Identified as one of the most
desirable projects by more than
2/3’s of responses at the public
open house in September, the development of
a waterfront boardwalk is clearly an important
project for Chemainus residents.
The waterfront walkway illustrated as part of this
plan may be seen as a series of smaller projects.
The examples illustrated below are waterfront
features developed by communities like
Chemainus. These are enduring attractions loved
by residents and visitors alike.
Crofton has been very successful in the creation of
a waterfront boardwalk. Similarly the walkways at
Parksville and in the Okanagan provide waterfront
access and recreational opportunities.
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WATERFRONT WALKWAY What it Means
One of Chemainus’ best kept secrets is its spectacular and varied waterfront.
From the potential to expand waterfront commercial at the foot of Oak
Street, to the opportunities to create a waterfront boardwalk experience
linking Kin Park and beyond, there is no shortage of exciting changes on
the Chemainus waterfront. The opportunities to create a positive experience
are enormous.
Rock
Outcrop
Destination

continuous
waterfront
walkway

boatyard
existing
marina

BC
ferries

stair
access

e Street

Esplanad

Bird Rock Link

Will

tree

Stre

et

et
Stre

525 metres of wooden
boardwalk connects Kin
CrofPark
t StrThis
with the foot of Oak Street.
eet
boardwalk generally follows
the edge of existing vegetation
Map
le La
and is lower than the adjacent
ne
upland areas. Access for the
waterfront walkway would
need to be negotiated with
individual landowners as an
initial step in the proposed
Willowwaterfront
development. Where
Street
access cannot be achieved in the
short term, alternative routing
along adjacent streets should be
considered.
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Crof
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A boardwalk extension linking
to bird rock outcrop is proposed
as a significant attraction and
destination that will draw people
from downtown and Waterwheel
Park to the waterfront (illustrated
in the adjacent plan). The 250
metre boardwalk constructed on
piles provides an opportunity for
a dramatic waterfront experience
for all. Many communities
have recognized the enduring
enjoyment provided when
people can have close access to
the water and this is Chemainus’
opportunity for just that.
stair

Pine

Stre

et

boat
ramp
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WATERFRONT Marina Development
BC Ferries to
Oak St

Pine St
walkway access

continuous waterfront
walkway

waterfront
residential
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Chemainus
Health Care Centre

Esplanade St
access

continuous waterfront
walkway

Marina Development
Waterfront developments in the area of District
Lot 2071 and District Lot 2014 have been
illustrated as commercial moorage space.
The activity and visual interest of this type
of development can enhance the waterfront
experience and provide economic opportunity for
Chemainus. Additional moorage space will create
demand for services that can be accommodated in
adjacent upland parcels, or within the commercial
precinct along Oak Street.
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What it Means
This stair will provide a significant connection to the
waterfront that does not currently exist. The link allows for
a connection between the High School and Kin Park and
provides a more direct waterfront access for the school and
surrounding residential areas.

Existing
Slope

Elliot

t St

proposed
connection
location

Beach
Access

School
District

to Kin Park
Existing
Residential

Kin Park
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Existing
Residential
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The combination of
the vertical lighthouse
landmark at the
end of the bird rock
boardwalk and the
pavilion enclosure for
the utilities at the start of
the walkway in Kin Park
provide clear way-finding
for the Chemainus
waterfront.

Destination
Pier
Kin

Bea

ch

p

am

landmark terminus &
enclosed utilities
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R
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Bo

ow
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walkway
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le S
t

reet

Parking Lot
includes (3)
trailer spaces

Map

et
Stre
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ds

Will

ar

• A walkway connection linking to bird rock as
described above.

de S

w

• New enclosure and fencing for sewer pump
station. The prominence of this pump station
at the centre of the park and in the middle of
an important waterfront vista suggests that a
cottage-type building and wood fence should be
constructed. This `pavilion`can then also act as
a landmark denoting the start of the waterfront
walkway.

• Improved seating and access with
the opportunity for the addition of
waterfront recreation space as identified by
the community and municipality (e.g. beach
volleyball courts). These additions should not
impact the valued open grass area used for
picnics and flexible uses.

lana

to

• Parking is re-organized to allow
for better use of area.

Esp

et
Esplanade Stre

What it Means
Kin Park is a key piece of public
waterfront that is currently underutilized. Several incremental
improvements have been identified
through the public process and in
discussion with staff. These include:
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What it Means
The Benchlands
provides a very
significant
opportunity for development
on Chemainus’ south
entrance. The building forms
illustrated in this report
represent a likely form of
development based on future
market demand. Three and
four storey buildings provide
residential opportunities with
ground floor commercial close
to the existing town centre.
Surface parking is limited and
road access within the site is
by narrow lanes.

A commercial plaza is illustrated at the
intersection of Willow and Victoria
Streets. This public space is surrounded
by ground floor commercial uses.
Refer to page 50 for illustrated plan.
A pedestrian promenade along the
top of the bluff provides viewing
opportunities to the active mill site and
the harbour beyond.
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What the Land Economist says...
• A site with good long run development
potential.
• Long run probably means 20+ years.
• Potential is mixed residential and
commercial.
• Commercial focus should be on the
portion of the benchlands adjacent to the
existing commercial on Willow Street an
Victoria Street near the existing Theatre.
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Seven Sisters
commercial /
residential houses

Proposed
Victoria St
roundabout

Existing
Theatre

Victoria Street

Willow Street
View south down Willow Street towards proposed plaza and Benchlands development.
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PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
Implementation & Next Steps
A number of projects described
in the previous section have
been discussed by Chemainus
residents for many years. Some
capital allocations have already been
identified so that some of these projects
may be advanced with the successful
adoption of this plan. Among these
a new Chemainus library, skate
park, community centre, waterfront
boardwalk and Chemainus road
improvements are notable.
Others will become part of a longer term
implementation process that may unfold over
many years or even decades. Land development
projects such as the proposal for mixed use
redevelopment of the old Fire Hall, or the on
vacant lots as indicated along Oak Street and
Maple Lane or on the Benchlands may only
advance when the market conditions permit. The
most successful communities are often able to
recognize these longer term opportunities and to
pre-plan so that when these projects proceed the
community’s aspirations are well understood and
easily incorporated.
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Planning for Success
A number of individual planning
activities are recommended to
support the development of
individual projects.

Community Centre & Skate Park
This report has recommended the development,
over the long term, of a Community Campus at
the location of St. Joseph’s School and the Elm
Street Fields. This area is expected to include both
indoor recreational and social spaces as well as
outdoor areas for organized sports and passive
recreation.
Further investigation of this opportunity may
include:

circulation improvements may be contemplated
in the future to accommodate an increased level
of use? Is there an expectation of additional
building requirements? These questions and more
may be answered through the preparation of a
site potential diagram that illustrates the use and
relationship of different activities.
Skate Park Design – Once an overall site potential
diagram has been created the detailed design of a
skate park facility can be undertaken. Recognizing
that the skate park design may occur before other
aspects of the campus design are complete, the
development of improved pedestrian and cycle
links between the park and the E&N Trail should
be enhanced and the link between the park and
the downtown revitalization area

Library

User needs survey – the identification of the
preferred site in this report has been hampered by
the lack of clarity on the community requirements
for current and future space needs. A user needs
survey may provide service benchmarks from
similarly sized communities and thresholds for
future investment. Does Chemainus currently
have enough community meetings space? What
is typical for a community of this size? What
is the expected threshold for additional space?
What partnership agreements can be developed
to share space between the municipality and other
agencies.

This report recommends the development of a
new library and civic square on vacant properties
on Willow Street. The preparation of architectural
plans may proceed once the site for the new
library has been confirmed. This investigation may
include:

Site Potential Diagram – What spaces need to
be added, removed, or changed to provide the
maximum benefit in the medium and longer
term? How much parking is required. What

• Landscape Design and layout for adjacent parking
and bus loading areas;

• Review of building needs with Vancouver Island
Regional Library (VIRL) board;
• Meeting with community stakeholders to identify
additional space requirements including: community
centre, Chamber of Commerce, visitor services,
public washrooms, public market, etc.

• Preparing cost estimates for construction; and
• Island Coastal Economic Trust (ICET) funding.
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positively exploited by the downtown community.

Pedestrian and Cycle Infrastructure
The Active Transportation Strategy prepared
in December 2009 includes a variety of
recommendations, many of which have been
carried forward as part of the key projects
recommended in this report. Of the many
recommendations contained there, four individual
projects should be advanced as part of the
Downtown Revitalization efforts:
Waterfront boardwalk – discussed previously this
high profile cluster of projects is an important part
of a larger pedestrian network that encourages
residents and visitors to recognize Chemainus as a
pedestrian friendly community.
Pedestrian Link to St. Joseph’s – Although this is
a short connection – less than 100 metres it will
have a significant benefit for residents throughout
Chemainus. A detailed design for the pedestrian
link should be developed to review grading
and corridor access. An enhanced rail corridor
crossing can be developed which minimizes
the separation between these two parts of the
community. Where access across private land
is indicated these design proposals can provide
clarity for future land use decisions.
E&N Trail – As part of the crossing design,
enhanced access to the E&N trail may be
provided. The trail is a significant piece of bicycle
and pedestrian infrastructure which is underutilized by Chemainus residents and visitors.
The connectivity provided by the trail may be

Benchlands Promenade – The development
proposals for the benchlands include an important
pedestrian promenade which follows the crest
of the slope. The development of this pedestrian
connection will provide a significant community
benefit which should be encourage as part of
the early development planning for this site. The
bicycle links provided by this promenade, and by
the E&N Trail, are important component of the
transportation infrastructure for Chemainus. As
both of these routes parallel Chemainus Road no
on street bicycle lanes have been included in that
road cross section.

Part 4 – Implementation
link may be constructed.

Benchlands
The development proposals envisioned in
this Downtown Revitalization Report will
dramatically alter the landscape between
Henry Road and Victoria Street. As this area
is adjacent to Chemainus Road, and is such a
key part of everyone’s experience in entering
the community, subsequent planning should
be closely coordinated with ongoing downtown
revitalization efforts. The scope and timing of this
planning work will be led by the landowner but
as these decisions have such a significant impact

Waterfront Boardwalk
To implement the projects identified as part of
the waterfront boardwalk the municipality must
investigate land tenure opportunities to allow
these amenities to be developed.
Some parts of the walkway, such as the link to Bird
Rock, and the stairway connection to Elliot Street
may be easily accommodated. Other areas are
likely to involve a higher degree of collaboration
with upland landowners and additional planning
and legal work to secure land to construct the
waterfront walkway.
All aspects of the waterfront walkway proposals
must be reviewed by environmental regulators.
With the funding currently identified by the
municipality for waterfront amenities it is likely
that either the Elliot Street stair, or the Bird Rock
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Infrastructure
Water System Requirements

Water is provided from the
District of North Cowichan
water supply system with distribution through a
network of water mains that follow the municipal
roadway grid. These mains vary in size from 100
mm to 300 mm diameter and were constructed
over time using a variety of pipe materials
including cast iron, asbestos cement and PVC.
System capacity to deliver fire flows may be
limited by pipe size and system layout. Individual
development projects will need to be assessed on
a case by case basis to determine the potential
impact of system capacity on building size and
on the method of construction. Water main
upgrade and replacement may be a requirement of
development

Part 4 – Implementation
Sewerage System Requirements

Drainage System Requirements

Sewerage from the commercial and residential
areas in downtown Chemainus is collected in
a gravity system that flows towards a pumping
facility located in Kin Beach Park at the north end
of Maple Street. Discharge from that Kin Beach
Lift Station is carried by pressure sewer to the
treatment plant located south of the Benchlands
on Bare Point Road. This existing system has
limited capacity to handle additional flow and
system improvements are required to service the
development identified in this plan.

Drainage from the existing commercial and
residential areas in Chemainus is handled through
a system of underground storm sewers, culverts
and ditches. No existing capacity issues were
identified in the downtown area, however local
re-development and associated road upgrade
projects would provide an opportunity to replace
this aging infrastructure to meet current standards
and introduce current standards and Best
Management Practices for storm water treatment
and discharge.

The existing gravity sewer lines on both Victoria
Street and Croft Street and the Kin Beach Lift
Station have insufficient capacity to service
anticipated development. Options available to
service development of the Benchlands and redevelopment of the downtown area include the
following:

The Benchlands area is currently undeveloped
with no formal drainage system in place.
Development of these lands will require
construction of new storm water management
works to provide drainage and to handle the
resulting increased flow. These works should be
designed and built in conformance with current
standards and Best Management Practices
to attenuate flows and provide storm water
treatment.

• Replace the existing gravity sewer mains on Victoria
Street and Croft Street coupled with an upgrade to
the Kin Beach Lift Station at the north end of Maple
Street; or,
• Construct a second lift station within the Benchlands
to serve that development and the existing residential
areas to the south. This second option will freeup additional capacity to service downtown redevelopment and provide the environmental benefits
associated with reducing the pumping head and
associated power requirements for the area served.
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Other Infrastructure Improvements
In addition to the broad Infrastructure
requirements described above the municipality
can advance its planning and funding for a range
of infrastructure improvements identified as
elements of the downtown revitalization plan. The
overall success of the downtown revitalization
initiatives will depend on the gradual
improvements to civic infrastructure described as
part of this vision.
For example, the following items should
be considered and incorporated as part of
infrastructure planning for the municipality:
• Stairway connecting Croft Street Parking – A key
element of any parking management proposal, this
link would provide a direct and easy connection
between downtown amenities like the museum,
Waterwheel Park and shopping, and the abundance
of existing parking along Croft Street. Designed
correctly this stair would also provide an enhanced
viewing experience from Waterwheel Park toward
the harbour.
• Improvements to Willow Streetscape – The
revitalization of Willow Street has included
discussion of creating a shared pedestrian area that
would provide the opportunity for occasion re-use of
these ‘plaza’ area for events and markets. While the
design of these facilities can be quite straightforward,
these changes must be planned and budgeted.

Part 4 – Implementation
• Street Trees and Furnishings – the revitalization plan
includes the addition of street trees in a variety of
areas, including the laneway between Willow Street
and Chemainus Road. To survive these installations
require significant soil volumes through the use of
structural paving or Silva cells. This infrastructure
can have higher installation costs but much better
performance over their life. The higher installation
costs must be incorporated into infrastructure
planning.
• River Road & Victoria Road Roundabouts –
budgeting for roadway improvements of this type
must incorporate allocations for public art and
landscape development.
• Chemainus Road between Henry Road and Victoria
Street— this road improvement project will have a
very significant effect on the way that residents and
visitors perceive Chemainus.
• Chemainus Road between Victoria Street and
Cedar Street – different from the section to the
south, this section does not include a median. The
redevelopment of Chemainus road will affect the
current perpendicular parking and will facilitate
a very much enhanced streetscape between the
roadway and the rail corridor.
• Improvements to Kin Park – currently under-utilized
Kin Park should be identified as a high priority for
additional open space investment.
• Pedestrian connection to St. Joseph’s School & Elm
Street improvements including street lighting and
sidewalks.
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Financial Incentives

Given the broad range of projects
identified in this revitalization
plan, there are likely to be many
avenues to be explored to confirm funding to
allow these projects to move forward.

Capital Funding
Capital funding for the development of a
community centre, a new skate park, a new
library, waterfront walkway and Chemainus Road
improvements have already been included within
the municipality’s capital plan. As the scope of
these projects is confirmed the community will
have a better understanding of its funding needs
to support these projects.
Many of the project ideas identified in this
revitalization plan require stable and long
term partnerships. The municipality has done
a good job over the years to developing these
relationships as part of the regular course of its
business.
Downtown revitalization, by its nature, is a
partnership between community leaders, business
people and landowners. It is anticipated that the
recommendations of this revitalization plan will
be developed by partner agencies and stakeholders
and that shared funding and management
will be developed to support the successful
implementation of these ideas.
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Part 4 – Implementation

Revitalization Zone
A revitalization zone is an example of a specific
type of partnership. Where the municipality
recognizes that it cannot lead in the revitalization
of individual properties and that funds spent
on public infrastructure may not achieve their
desired effect without the participation of private
landowners. In this situation the municipality may
establish a ‘Revitalization Zone’ that provides a
property tax concession over a period of time in
exchange for a specific revitalization investment.
For the community this can mean that
revitalization investments are incented without
a direct cash outlay. For the property owner this
allows an improvement in a property with some
certainty that a more valuable property is not
hindered by higher property taxes.

Façade Improvement Grants
Many communities have success with Façade
Improvement Grants. These programs provide
the opportunity for a direct cash contribution
to incent activities such as painting, lighting,
awning improvements, etc. The administration of
grants can be delegated to a downtown advisory
group and the structure of the program can be
established to encourage private investments.
Programs which provide for 50/50 cost sharing are
common.
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MARKET POTENTIAL DESCRIPTION

.4

Market Potential
Description

Economic assessments of the
key project recommendations
described above have been
undertaken to determine the broad viability
of the proposals. From this review it is evident
that difficult economic circumstances should
be expected to continue and that care should
be taken to ensure that revitalization efforts to
not run ahead of market demand. Area specific
comments are indicated below.

Oak Street Business Area
»» The market does not exist today to support
extensive revitalization efforts. The commercial
focus should be toward niche and low cost
commercial space. Revitalization efforts
that result in higher rents are not likely to be
successful as there is not sufficient demand at
this location to support demand for higher end
commercial space.
»» Over long term, the amount of commercial
should be minimized with an effort to attract
smaller niche tenants able to pay higher rents
required to support new construction. This is an
instance when less is more, ie less commercial
space is more appropriate space.
»» North side of street tied to development plan of

south side of the street. Together there is a great
opportunity to create a nice neighborhood. If
Western Forest Products develops or sells street
front properties on the south side of Oak Street,
there will be added potential to strengthen the
redevelopment potential of the northern part of
the street. It may take 15+ years, or longer, for
this type of transformation to be completed.
»» The economics of expanding marina and
waterfront commercial development should
be investigated in greater detail. With this
development a land based niche commercial
area can be created.

Maple Lane at Oak Street
»» Should be residential, not mixed commercial
and residential.
»» Too much commercial on Oak Street. Most
retailers not able to pay economic rent (rent
to support new construction). Encourage
commercial closer to the water, and develop this
block as supporting residential.

Part 4 – Implementation
Old Fire Hall Site
»» The highest and best use of the fire hall site is
expected to be as a new 3-4 storey residential
development. The old fire hall itself would have
to be demolished to create the highest and best
use.
»» The highest and best use of the site is not
a renovation of the existing structure for
mixed residential and commercial (2 floors
residential over ground floor retail). The costs
of renovation and limitations on design by the
existing structure would place limitations on the
amount of saleable space that could be created
plus likely result in too high construction costs
to be able to be the highest and best use of the
site.
»» There are sufficient other sites to develop
commercial space in downtown Chemainus.
The old fire hall site should be used to develop
all residential space to support existing
downtown retail space.
»» Residential development in a new 3-4 storey
all residential building could include market
residential, affordable strata and/or rental,
affordable (subsidized by North Cowichan and
Province of BC) affordable housing plus market
and subsidized seniors.
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PROJECT LEADERS & TIMELINE

.5
Project
Idea

Part 4 – Implementation

Project Leaders and
Timeline
Project Lead

Implementation
Timeline

Next Steps

Municipal
Activities

Public Input

Funding
Status

.1 Community Spaces
• Review scope of activities to be
included: meetings spaces, outdoor
recreation, dog off lease areas, etc.
• Prepare alternative scenarios and
Support: SD,
• Short/ Medium Term
evaluate pros and cons;
CAC, community
• Consult with public to confirm
groups, St. Joseph’s
approach;
School
Lead: MNC
Community
Centre

Skate/BMX
Park/Dog
Park

Lead: MNC

• Short Term

Support: CAC;
Adjacent
landowners;
Public;
User groups

• Prepare discussion paper;
• Prepare operational plan;
• Prepare joint venture;
agreements as necessary;

• Confirm Capital
• Consultation will be required
investment;
to confirm program,
• Prepare
location, budget, etc.
Operational plan.

• Prepare diagram of site location
and facilities;
• Consult with public to confirm
approach;
• Confirm project design and
construction budget

• Prepare project outline and
budget;
• Engage consultants to design
and implement;

• Site selection;
• Connection to other
community centre
projects;
• Design
• Programming

• Already
included in
MNC capital
planning

Revise library, Waterwheel Park site
plan to respond to public input;
Confirm both library and community
uses

Confirm project timetable
Consult stakeholders
Engage building consultants

Review proposed location
and adjacent siteplan

Implementation
budget in place;

.2 Library & Festival Square
Library &
Festival
Square
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Lead: MNC

Short Term

Support: VIRL,
CVRD, CAC
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Part 4 – Implementation

Project
Idea

Project Lead

Implementation
Timeline

Next Steps

Municipal
Activities

Public Input

Funding
Status

Short/ Medium Term

Confirm road cross sections;
Review transportation issues;
Prepare preliminary capital
estimates;
Consult with adjacent property
owners;

Consultation with land owners;

Confirm public interest

Prepare capital
estimates;
Define individual
projects/ project
triggers;

Short/ Medium Term

Create parking inventory and
compare with communities of similar
size;
Identify parking hotspots and discuss
strategies to reduce demand;
Develop strategies to improve
parking use;
Consult with adjacent property
owners;

Consultation with land owners;

Confirm public interest

Develop parking
strategies;

Short/ Medium Term

Meet with adjacent property owners;
Confirm interest in redevelopment;
Prepare capital plan confirming MNC
infrastructure contributions;
Prepare project outline and budget

Provide input of
redevelopment potential;
Triggers for investment;

Concern about dated style
and business vacancies
Seen as the heart, offers
the most identity or
potential

Municipal
infrastructure
upgrades

• Short/ Medium
Term

• Meet with adjacent property
owners;
• Confirm interest in redevelopment;
• Prepare capital plan confirming
MNC infrastructure contributions;
• Prepare project outline and budget

• As above;
• Lead discussions with BC
Ferries about terminal
improvements

• As above

• As above

• Short/ Medium
Term

• Prepare project outline and budget;
• Consult with adjacent land owners;
• Consideration of use of property on
corner of oak and Maple lane

• Confirm interest with
adjacent land owners;
• Prepare project outline and
budget

.3 Streets & Lanes
Chemainus
Road

Lead: MNC
Support: MoT,
CAC, public

Parking
Management

Lead: MNC
Support: CAC;
Adjacent
landowners;
Public;
User groups

Willow Street

Lead: MNC,
Landowners
Support: CAC,
public

Oak Street

Lead: MNC
Support: BC
Ferries, WFP

Maple Lane

Lead: MNC
Support:
Landowners,
public

• Prepare
estimate of
development
costs;
• Partnership
opportunities
with Service
clubs, etc.
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Part 4 – Implementation

Project
Idea

Project Lead

Implementation
Timeline

Next Steps

Municipal
Activities

Public Input

Funding
Status

• Medium/ Long
Term

• Confirm proponent interest;
• Define public interest in waterfront
walkway design;
• Consult with environmental
regulators WRT waterfront design
solutions;

• Coordination with land
owner/ proponent;

• Confirm support for
Chemainus Quay;
• Confirm public amenities;

• Understand
cost of public
amenity;
• Understand
cost sharing
with
proponent;

• Medium/ Long
Term

• Define public interest in waterfront
walkway design;
• Consult with adjacent land owners;
• environmental regulators WRT
waterfront design solutions;

• As above

• As above

• As above

• Short/ Medium
Term

• Review MNC interest in park
upgrades;
• Consider options for improved
waterfront access;
• Consult community for project
partners;
• Consider alternative boat launching
sites

• Confirm interest in
waterfront redevelopment;
• Prepare project outline and
budget

• Potential for improved
water access at Kin Beach
• Potential for future land
acquisition adjacent to
park
• Eventual change in boat
launch location

• Prepare
estimate of
development
costs;
• Partnership
opportunities
with Service
clubs, etc.

• Medium/ Long
Term

• Meet with property owners;
• Confirm land use approach;
• Revise land use concept and
investigate economic viability;
• Prepare capital plan confirming
MNC infrastructure contributions;

• Prepare concept for
community review;
• Review with land owner to
confirm general scope;
• Consider appropriate
community amenity;
• Contemplate timetable for
implementation;
• Other

• General public
consultation will be
required;

• Prepare capital
estimates;
• Define
individual
projects/
project
triggers;

.4 Waterfront
Waterfront
Public
Access in
front of
VIHA

Lead: Landowner
Support: MNC,
VIHA, public

Waterfront
Boardwalk
in front of
residential

Lead: MNC

Waterfront
Kin Beach,
Elliot Street
Stair

Lead: MNC

Support: public

Support: public

.5 Benchlands
Benchlands

Lead: Landowner
Support: MNC,
CAC, public
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APPENDIX 3 TO SCHEDULE "A",
BYLAW 3900, 2022:
COMPREHENSIVE
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Comprehensive Development Plans:
1.

Chemainus
	
Artisan Village

This plan has been prepared to guide the development of Artisan Village, a mixed-use
neighbourhood located in Chemainus. The intent of this Comprehensive Development Plan is to:
a.

Provide residents, landowners, and Council with assurance about the future development of the
lands.
b. Identify how protected areas will be conserved and enhanced.
c. Identify the parkland, green space, and trail amenities for public use.
d. Identify how the site will be integrated with the surrounding areas.
e. Identify future land uses and densities within the development area.
f. Identify the urban design principles to use during subdivision and development approvals.
g. Outline an appropriate project phasing.

2.

Kingsview

The purpose of this Comprehensive Development Plan is to:
a. Offer current residents assurance about the future development of adjacent lands.
b. Provide Council with objective guidelines for making land use decisions for the development of
the lands.
c. Inform transportation management relating to the project, including planning for vehicles and
active transportation and pathways.
d. Identify public amenities, such as green space, trails, and recreational facilities.
e. Highlight future land uses and densities within the development area.
f. Outline project phasing.
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1.

Purpose

This plan has been prepared in accordance with Section 9.1 of the
Municipality of North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan (OCP) and
will be used to guide the development of Artisan Village, a mixed-use
neighbourhood located in Chemainus.
The intent of this Comprehensive Development Plan is to:
• Provide residents, land owners, and Council with assurance about the
future development of the lands
• Identify how protected areas will be conserved and enhanced
• identify the parkland, green space, and trail amenities for public use
• Identify how the site will be integrated with the surrounding areas
• Identify future land uses and densities within the development area
• Identify the urban design principles to use during subdivision and
development approvals
• Outline an appropriate project phasing

Figure 1: Site Context
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2. Setting, History, and Vision
2.1. Setting
The subject property encompasses about 13.5 hectares (33.5 acres) of
undeveloped lands, located to the south west of and near the centre of
Chemainus. The E and N Railway right of way flanks the north/eastern
property line. Lands to the south, west and southwest are: 1. in the
Agricultural Land Reserve adjacent to farmland and, 2. home to the
Municipal Ball fields. To the east, the property is bounded by Elm Street,
which provides access to a commercial property, the ball fields, a potential
skate board park, and St. Joseph’s School. Askew Creek flows north-east
through the property; the creek effectively divides the lands into two
sections. The Hermit Trails are a significant feature of the site. The high
point of the property has views looking north and east over the harbour
and to the mainland mountains beyond.

Figure 2: Site Context
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2.2. History
Native History
The Cowichan Valley has been home to the first people for more than
4,500 years. The tribes originally located in villages along the Cowichan and
Koksilah Rivers. From their home base they would travel to other sites for
access to seasonal resources and for ceremonial uses. An Archaeological
Overview Assessment of the property was prepared by I.R. Wilson
Consultants Ltd. The findings indicate that no archeological sites are
recorded on or near the property, which is well removed from the ocean
shoreline.

Chemainus History
Mining, fishing and forestry were the original industries that gave work
to many immigrants to Canada including those from China, Japan,
India, Scotland and Germany. The natural resource industry suffers from
economic uncertainties so the people of Chemainus began to look for ways
to expand their economic base. The creation of a number of large outdoor
wall murals, painted by local artists, that reflect the history of the area,
and the construction of a new live theatre, as well as a desire to promote
local artists led to the original concept for the site – “Artisans Village”. It
was planned as an international campus intended to accommodate artists
and artisans from around the Pacific Rim with studio and workspace and
a venue to market art. The concept is to continue to recognize the artistic
side of Chemainus while at the same time providing a mix of housing. The
original metal gates and sculpture will be incorporated into the entry to
the Hermit Trails.

2.3. Vision
The vision for Artisan Village is to create a unique mixed-use predominately
residential neighbourhood utilizing open space, quality architecture, and
the site’s natural beauty. The Proposed Development will create a safe,
pedestrian-oriented neighbourhood that provides amenities for both
the residents and the larger community. The spirit of the original concept
of Artisans Village will be kept alive with the incorporation of a small
commercial component that will be integrated with the Chemainus town
centre and provide local interest and vitality for the proposed residential
development located on either side of the Hermit Park and Askew Creek.
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3. Policy Context
3.1. Official Community Plan
The subject property is included in the Chemainus Urban Growth Centre
as identified in the Municipality’s 2002 Official Community Plan. The
purpose of this document is to direct the development of the lands in
accordance with Section 9.1 of the Plan. A mix of land uses and housing
types are proposed, this Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP) sets
out a structure for zoning that is somewhat flexible to address market
conditions, local needs and to achieve smart growth principles.
In recognition of the new provincial legislation with respect to climate
change, the intent is that Artisan Village should develop as a predominantly
medium to high density residential area in close proximity to services and
amenities of the Chemainus commercial and service core while enjoying
the park and trail amenities within and abutting the site. The area will
be both distinctive in character, and integrated with the surrounding
neighbourhood. The plan establishes minimum and maximum densities,
puts emphasis on pedestrian movement and quality urban design,
approaches infrastructure and buildings from a sustainable perspective,
integrates the development into the community, and preserves ecological
systems and open space as parkland and protected area.

Figure 3: Site Planning Conceptual
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4. Site Planning
4.1. Overall Site Planning
An integrated approach to a responsive site development that includes
social, environmental, and economic considerations
• Reducing urban sprawl by:
• Utilizing a location that is close to the existing Chemainus
commercial and service core.
• Enhancing access to transit.
• Interconnecting to existing and future development including
the nearby Chemainus commercial and service core, municipal
park, other residential development, and schools.

• Protecting streams, wildlife areas, natural vegetation and open space
by
• Developing on previously disturbed sites.
• Through the retention of the Stream Protection Enhancement
Area (SPEA),
• Provision of a landscaped Agricultural Land Reserve buffer,
• Incorporating recommendations of the Qualified Environmental
Professional(s)
• Preserving areas for recreation.
• Utilizing native plants between buildings, along roads, and
parking areas and for restoration purposes.

• Increasing transportation choice and reducing automobile reliance
• Supporting convenient alternative transportation choices such
as walking, use of scooters and wheelchairs, cycling, and access
to public transit and commuter train.
• Prioritizing support for alternative forms of transportation with
convenient safe sidewalks, trails and cycling lanes while still
addressing vehicular movement and parking.
• Preparing a complete mobility plan for the site and integrating it
with the surrounding areas.

• Contribution to Municipal Road Infrastructure while
• Working with natural site grades to create visual interest and to
protect the natural features of the site.
• Integrating appropriately with abutting sites and public roads
recognizing the need for goods and services movement and
addressing active transportation (alternative modes of travel).
• Designing to accommodate the increased need for capacity
created by area development.

Figure 3: Examples of Boulevard Between
Sidewalk and Road (photos by: Dan Burden
2006)
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• Preparation of a comprehensive rain water management plan
• Achieving system energy and consumption efficiencies
• Reduction of water use by using drought resistance and/or native
plants
• All exterior mounted area, site, street, and building lighting will
be non-glare, full cut-off “dark skies” and will be compliant with
the Municipality’s requirements
• Investigation of alternate energy sources such as geothermal

• Creation of community open spaces for people to meet including
small urban plazas in the mixed use area, strategically placed seating
areas, a Hermit Trailhead, and community gardens. The frequency of
these kinds of spaces will be determined on the basis of good urban
design principles and keeping the comfort of seniors in mind.
Figure 4: Community Garden Example
(photo by Dan Burden 2009)

Figure 5: Pedestrian Bridge Example (photo
by Dan Burden 2009)

Figure 6: Hermit Trail
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5. Protected Areas
5.1. Askew Creek

Figure 10 : Chicanes introduced along with
rain management techniques

Askew Creek will be protected with a 30m buffer in accordance with
Riparian Area Regulations. Adjacent to the creek there are mature forests
that maintain the important biological function of the riparian area
adjacent to Askew Creek. Recommendations of the “Ecological Assessment
Proposed Property Development Artisan Village, Chemainus, BC”, Madrone,
January 23, 2008 (EA_Madrone 2008) will be incorporated into site
planning, construction management, and development of the site.

5.2. Hermit Trails
Along with Askew Creek, the existing Hermit Trail system is a critical feature
and site amenity of value to the whole community of Chemainus. Part of
this trail network is in the protected riparian area and part of it lies within
the developable area. This latter area will be included in the defined park, be
protected along with the SPEA and turned over to the municipality as park

5.3. Wildlife Trees

Figure 8: Management technique during
construction

The location of any decaying and large live wildlife trees outside the SPEA,
throughout the polygons will be retained on the basis of input from an
Arbourist and a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) based on the
recommendations of the EA_Madrone 2008.
All site and/or construction works will meet the requirements of the
provincial Wildlife Act (Section 34C) and the federal Migratory Birds
Convention Act (Section 6). The areas will be checked by a QEP prior to site
works or construction being implemented.

Figure 9: Askew Creek

Figure 11: Slope Adaptive Design
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5.4. Agriculture Buffer
The agricultural buffer areas will be utilized for passive recreation and
community garden uses. In accordance with the request of the Agricultural
Advisory Committee, a form of covenant will be placed on title to ensure
that future residents are aware of the working farm to the west of the site.
A $20,000 contribution in support of agriculture to the Municipality of
North Cowichan upon approval of the Comprehensive Development Zone.

5.5. Development Practices to Protect the Environment
Slope Protection and Site Adaptation
A key goal of the Plan is protecting the natural environment in the
course of land use and development. This requires environmentally
responsible development practices and the integration of natural features
into development design. Existing terrain and drainage patterns will be
maintained as much as possible by adapting the access roads and housing
forms and main floor levels to suit the natural contours and existing site
grades. Retaining walls will be minimized where possible and should not
exceed 1.2m in situations where retaining walls are the only reasonable
solution.
Another key goal is to integrate or protect unique or special natural
features of the site such as landforms, rock outcroppings, mature trees
and vegetation, drainage courses, hilltops and ridgelines. By doing so the
development should maintain the aesthetic and scenic quality of the site
within the community of Chemainus.

Figure 9: Cyclist (photo Dan Burden 2006)

Figure 8: Heritage Park

Site Management
Prior to each development, a comprehensive construction management
plan will be provided to govern erosion, and sediment control,
identification and restriction of construction zones to protect the park,
identification of animal movement corridors and bird habitat to be
protected and retained, an understanding of how soil will be removed
and stored, planning the location of construction materials, construction
staging, construction garbage and recycling, phasing of development, and
operational issues such as time restrictions, site lighting, and access.

Figure 10: Chemainus Theatre Festival

Rain Water Management
Provision of a comprehensive rain water management plan will be
developed for the whole site prior to subdivision. The plan will be
used to guide all other site development. The developer will work
with the municipality to establish performance targets consistent with
Environmental Best Management Practices and implement what can
be practically achieved based upon the site terrain and conditions. An
inventory of the existing landforms, soils and drainage conditions will be
compiled and form the background for the comprehensive rain water
management plan; the goal is to have no adverse impact on Askew Creek,
adjacent properties or downstream drainage facilities.

Figure 11: Parking Pocket (photo courtesy of
Dan Burden 2006)
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6. Artisan Village Design Principles
The development promises to achieve smart growth objectives. The
challenges created by smart growth development are related to achieving
community livability and housing affordability. This section of the plan is
intended to address achieving both density and livability.
Artisan Village will provide quality urban design, and will provide
opportunities for flexible space that can enhance the lifestyle of the future
residents while supporting local commercial, and a variety of forms of
activity (performance, production, physical, passive).
Artisan Village will provide a significant number of dwelling units to the
Municipality of North Cowichan in a compact area that has ready access
to a variety of services. It has a role to play in sustainable economic
development of the Municipality by addressing a number of lifestyle and
life stage expectations as well as offering an interesting visitor experience.
Chemainus has developed a unique and individual character, celebrating
its history, location and its people. By doing so Chemainus has created
additional economic diversity to the region by attracting tourists to view its
celebratory murals and enjoy the local theatre.
Chemainus is characterized by human scale buildings and streets, and
has views of Stuart Channel, Thetis and Kuper Islands, and the distant
mountains of the mainland. The Artisan Village site embodies physical
beauty around Askew Crew and some local history that includes Charlie
Abbott’s unique hand on the landscape known as The Hermit Trails. The
design of the development will celebrate these facets of Chemainus,
keeping the streetscapes at a human scale, providing slope adaptive
designs that work with the natural forms of the site, and using local
materials, textures and colours on the buildings and in the landscape.
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6.1. Development Vision

Figure 12: Development Vision

Buildings are to be located on disturbed sites as indicated in Figure 3. The
actual building layout is subject to the design and subdivision process
taking into consideration the urban and building design concepts outlined
in this CDP.

6.2. Transition
Artisan village is close to the commercial centre of Chemainus and the
future residents will have ready access to grocers, pharmacists, shops,
restaurants and a variety of services including health related services and
facilities. Residents of Artisan Village will have ready access to adjoining
neighbourhoods, municipal parks and trails, and centralized services by
utilizing interconnecting trails, sidewalks and streets.
To service lands beyond, registration of a Statutory Right of Way to
accommodate a service corridor will be included through the site.
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Coordination of the entrance to the site on Elm Street with the balance
of the existing commercial service areas will take place and involve
road works with significantly improved pedestrian, rail, and vehicular
connections. The entrance will invite pedestrians into the development
via a paved plaza with a water feature. A tree lined boulevard will lead
pedestrians through the vibrant commercial area, which will include
housing to add variety to living accommodation.
Deeper into the site mixed residential, assisted living and potentially
long term (complex) care facilities will be developed. Each building will
have ready pedestrian access to the woodlands by way of the Hermit
Trail system, over Askew Creek and to the multi family site. The Askew
Creek Hermit Trail System provides the nucleus for the trail system in
this development. Trail connections will radiate out from this network to
connect with Elm Street, Victoria Road, Chemainus Greenway, Cowichan
Valley Trail, Askew Wilderness Park, to the municipally owned parks,
residential on River Road, and schools as well as the central business core.
The north entrance of the site will be landscaped and integrated with
Chapman Road, Victoria Road, and Chemainus Road.

Figure 13: Conceptual Street Cross Section

6.3. Internal Streets
The main streets of Artisan Village will be designed to encourage an open,
vibrant, transparent streetscape utilizing safety principles so that users will
feel safe and comfortable walking, cycling, or using a scooter. The primary
street will eventually run through to River Road, providing alternative
access for River Road residents to downtown Chemainus. All private and
public streets on the site will address all users of the site, the streets are the
main movement corridors that give priority to pedestrians and provide the
interconnections to the community at large. They will include deliberate
linkage with the trail system. It is the intent to design these streets to
ensure that traffic is slow moving.
Continuity with the planned trail, bio-swale, road, and sidewalk system
from the south through the property is anticipated.
12
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The building sites will be oriented (fronting) to the public right of way
helping to create people connectivity. To provide pedestrian comfort,
buildings and landscaping will be the primary features. Landscaping will
be used to provide a buffer between pedestrians and vehicular traffic
and between pedestrians and street oriented individual residential front
entrances. Cycling will consider both the commuter and the recreational
user.
Parking, garbage, service entrances, loading areas, and mechanical systems
will be placed away from public right of ways, will not be located in front
yards, and will be underground. When parking cannot be underground,
parking garbage, service entrances, loading areas and mechanical systems
will be located to the rear or side of a building, and will be well-landscaped,
and if not enclosed in the principal building, will have decorative fencing
and be well-landscaped.
Parking stall quantities for this site will take into consideration the
close proximity to the central business area and not overwhelm the
development. To address the impacts of reduced parking, a commitment
to addition trails (see Parks and Trails Amenity section under Land Use),
connection of trails between and through each individual development,
major commitment to active transportation, transit stops, and improved
pedestrian connections at Elm Street and Chemainus Road intersection,
and, in the future, Chapman, Chemainus, Old Victoria Road.
Bicycle will be provided in two forms: 1. for residents and staff; and, 2.
for visitors. Where underground parking exists, resident and staff bicycle
parking will be provided in secure bicycle rooms or in expanded mesh
compounds or a similar appropriate option within or very near the
underground parking. Optionally, bicycle parking might be provided in
individual unit storage rooms or bicycle lockers near the vehicle parking
areas.
Where underground parking exists, resident and staff bicycle parking will
be provided in secure bicycle rooms or in expanded mesh compounds or
similar appropriate option within or very near the underground parking.
Optionally, bicycle parking might be provided in individual unit storage
rooms or bicycle lockers near the vehicle parking areas.
A master signage and wayfinding plan, which will take into consideration
the various uses and wayfinding through the site and to the surrounding
areas, will be provided. The plan will include details about the location of
signs, permitted materials reflecting the “artisan” nature of the community,
and will be sized to suit the pedestrian scale of the planned community. No
individual pylon signs will be permitted except for residential apartment
style buildings. These pylon signs will not exceed 1.2 meters in height and
will be designed to suit the “artisan” village nature of the site and will be
well landscaped at its base; they will only contain the name of the building
and the street address.
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6.4. Public Art
Public art on the site will celebrate the historic significance of the Hermit
and his trails and Chemainus history and character. Public art will be added
to the site to create interest and draw pedestrians through the site. Public
art will be provided at the entrance to the Hermit Park, and the entrance
to the development at Elm Street. Within a number of small pocket parks
created at significant trail, sidewalk, and road intersections throughout
the development pedestrian amenity will be built with stone features to
echo structures built by the Hermit. The locations for public art will be
determined at time of subdivision.

Figure 16: Local Example of Public Art

Figure 16: Train Shelter

Figure 16: Entrance and Street Sketches
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6.5. Building Design
The six over-arching and interrelated principles of building green will be
used wherever possible for building placement and construction. These
include optimizing the potential of the site while considering solar aspect,
location of agricultural lands, minimizing energy usage, conserving and
protecting water, utilizing environmentally preferable products where
possible, enhancing indoor environmental quality, and optimizing
operations and maintenance practices.
Buildings will have an enduring quality reflecting the best qualities of
the forms and styles of the local and unique area. Architecture will have
distinct bottom, middle, and top; will have human scale proportional
massing and both horizontal and vertical articulation. The colours,
materials, and scale will be contextual (culturally and historically) with the
location and function of the building. Along the public right-of-way the
buildings will be well fenestrated, animated, and provide a sense of entry.
Exterior building finishes are: natural and man made materials such as rock,
wood, hardiplank, and fibreglass shingles; vinyl siding will not be used.
Building Design will have structures that are slope adaptive and have
expressive, sloping roofs that mimic land forms and maintain the slope
adaptive nature of the building (for example, cascading roof lines.)
Individual dwelling units will front onto public road, strata road, or open
space wherever possible and will have individual at grade connections to
the fronting road, strata road, or open space.
Recognizing that parking typically will be located underground or in the
rear, consideration will be given to reducing the front yard setbacks for
the ground floor portion of a building to help create an active, vibrant,
transparent, safe and comfortable street and to provide for greater
flexibility for site design.
Site design for the subdivision and each building will take into consideration
natural forms, features, solar aspect, and views. The site design will also take
into consideration the negative impacts of adjacent rural to reduce potential
conflicts – the ALR lands adjacent to the property should not be negatively
pressured by new residents due to reasonable farm practices.

Figure 17: Photos of Hermit Trail and
Fencing Details
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6.6. Landscaping
Landscape Character
The goal is to conserve and restore the native forest ecosystems. The
landscape design will be natural and informal using native species where
possible, with drought resistant exotics added in some areas. Cultivated,
decorative and non-indigenous planting and lawns will be actively
discouraged. Naturalized landscapes will be utilized in the design to reduce
water use and enhance wildlife. All plants and planting will be required to
meet the current British Columbia Landscape Standard prepared by the
British Columbia Society of Landscape Architects and British Columbia
Landscape and Nursery Association.
Design elements will be based on the Hermit trail details and fencing
already on the site, see Figure 23.
All exterior lighting will be non-glare, and full cut-off, “dark skies”
compliant.

Area 1, TOWNHOUSE
Area 2, MIXED RESIDENTIAL
Area 3, MIXED COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
Area 4, PARK (NO BUILD)
Area 5, ALR BUFFER (NO BUILD)

Figure 18: Areas 1 to 5
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7.

Land use

7.1. General Provisions
Figure 25 shows the general land use and layout for the site. Permitted
uses will include multi-family residential in the form of townhouses and
apartment condominiums, assisted living and long term seniors’ facilities,
and mixed commercial. Approximately 40% of the site is within protected
areas. Phasing of the development is expected to begin with Area 1. Buildout will likely take 10 to 15 years. Areas 1, and 2 have both a minimum and
maximum density. Area 3 has a mix of commercial and residential uses.

7.2. Affordable Housing
Ten percent (10%) of the developed housing units (not including assisted
living or long term care) will be provided for the purpose of affordable
housing. The units will be of a variety of tenure types (rental, ownership,
families, employee, couples and/or seniors) depending on the nature of
each individual development.
TRAILS NOTES
- Trail alignment, baffle requirements,
3.0 m wide CVRD trail connection
2.0 m wide trail, where paved with 0.5 meter wide fencing, signage, viewpoints, access, staging
areas, decks, boardwalks, and footbridges
20mm crushed gravel shoulder both sides
are to be designed, aligned and located in
1.5 m wide trail
consultation with a QEP and approved by NC
1.0 m natural, signed hazard risk;
Director of Parks and Recreation
Bridge
- Trail design and location will be designed in
consultation with a QEP, CVRD (CVT) and
approved by NC Director of Parks and
Recreation

TRAILS LEGEND

Intent to
connect to trail
to Echo
Heights
Development

M

30

M

- SPEA trails to meet The Stewardship
Series "Access Near Aquatic Areas" Section
5.0 Design and Construction Standards for
Public Access; note no trees are to be
removed to construct path.

10

Interconnect
to sidewalk
through
development

Trail
continues
south

Interconnect to
public sidewalk
through
development

Approx location of
ballfield expansion
Intent to access
ball fields

Intent to connect to
trail to 3037 River
Road Trail

Intent to connect to
trail to 3037 River
Road Trail

Figure 19: Trails Proposal
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7.3. Parks and Trails Amenity
In addition to provision of the Askew Creek SPEA, and Hermit Trails as
park, the developer will extend the existing system of trails throughout
the site to link the historic Hermit Trails to Chemainus Town Centre,
Askew Wilderness Park, proposed Chemainus Greenway, and the various
residential buildings with trails throughout the development.
The network of trails (see Figure 25) will be a series of mixed surface trails
that will also connect to sidewalks along tree lined streets and will include
clearly marked safe road crossings. Small pocket parks with seat walls and
benches will be located along the trail system the frequency of which will
be determined at subdivision and development permit. The intent of the
seating areas is to support the older and very young trail users by allowing
for sitting and resting places therefore the frequency will reflect best
practice for this purpose.
Provision of public parking and access to Hermit Trail Park from the
planned public road will be built at the same time as the public road.
Phasing and coordination of trail enhancements will be determined during
the subdivision process. The Hermit Park and Askew Creek SPEA will be
turned over to the Municipality prior to issuing any Development Permits.
A 7.5 meter strip of land along the north-east end of the municipal ball
parks will be provided to the Municipality of North Cowichan to enhance
the ball park.

Figure 20: Examples of Form
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7.4. Land Uses for Area 1
Multi-family Residential
The western portion of the Artisan Village site is the closest to schools
and is intended for family oriented housing, which would be comprised of
town and stacked town houses. The mix is designed to be a combination
of “affordable,” “attainable” housing and “medium” family income housing.
Various forms of parking include carports, garages, cluster, and on-street
parking all following the principles outlined under the Urban Design
section of this plan. Access to this part of the property is from Chapman
Road.

Community Garden and Recreation

Figure 21: Steeples Assisted Living, VIHA

In addition to the separately identified trails and park, this area will also
include for amenities such as community garden, and/or passive recreation
areas. The trail system will allow access to the municipal park and St
Joseph’s School.

Density
The minimum density for this area of the site is 25 dwelling units per
developable1 hectare with a maximum density of 50 dwelling units per
developable hectare.

Estimated Area
The developable area of Area 1 is approximately 2.8 hectares.

Zoning
The zone (based on Residential Ground-Oriented Multi-Family Zone [R7A]) will primarily include for stacked and row townhouse uses, a minimum
density requirement, building front yard setbacks adjustments to provide
building location flexibility along public and strata roads, to enhance
pedestrian experience, to allow flexibility in the location of parking. Under
consideration is a front yard setback for townhouse units of 2.5 m where
cars are parked in the rear of the dwelling unit.

1

Developable in this case will be the parcels created by subdivision that will not
include the SPEA/park areas nor the public right of way.
Chemainus Artisan Village Comprehensive Development Plan
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7.5. Land Uses for Area 2
Multi-family Residential
The eastern portion of Artisan Village has ready access to the Willow
Street commercial and service core that includes retail, grocery, pharmacy,
and professional offices. This portion of the site features affordable, and
market, mid and high density housing as well as extended care or assisted
living seniors’ housing. Housing is comprised primarily of townhouses to
a maximum of 2.5 stories, stacked townhouse to a maximum of 3 stories,
and apartment buildings to a maximum of three and four stories in height;
this housing is designed to appeal to singles and couples looking for
an alternative to the single family home. Consideration will be given to
building fee-simple townhouses along the public road as an alternative to
strata townhouses. Access to this portion of the development is from Elm
Street and Chemainus Road.

Assisted Living and Long Term Care
The seniors’ housing option provides a combination of care/assisted
living and independent living choices in apartment style buildings with
personal service care, commercial kitchen, dining room, recreation,
office, staff support, and medical support. Resident and staff parking
will be a combination of clustered, covered, underground and onstreet. Buildings and parking will follow the principles outlined under the
Urban Design section.

Density
The minimum density for this area of the site is 30 dwelling units per
developable hectare with a maximum density of 100 dwelling units per
hectare for apartment dwelling units.
Assisted Living Unit, with gross floor area (GFA) of less than 60m2, will have
an equivalency ratio of 2:1 calculated dwelling units per hectare. Complex
care unit, with GFA of less than 30 m2, will have an equivalency ratio of 3:1
calculated dwelling units per hectare.

Estimated Developable Area
The developable area of Area 2 is approximately 3.5 hectares.

Zoning
A new zone that takes elements from existing R7-A and Residential
Multi-Family Apartment Zone [R8] zones is needed to allow primarily
for the minimum and maximum density; consideration for mixed
townhouse and apartment complexes; smaller front yard setbacks
for town homes (min 2.5 m) where parking is located in the rear, and
a maximum building height for the apartments to accommodate 4
stories and minimum roof slopes of 5:12.

20
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7.6. Land Uses for Area 3
The entrance to Artisan Village at the far eastern side of the development is
envisioned as a small commercial/residential link between the Chemainus
commercial and service core and the proposed residential neighbourhoods
in the central part of the property. Accessed from Elm Street, the concept
is to preferably provide a live/work neighbourhood that has an arts and
crafts, or artisan related commercial, office and studio space. A total
of approximately 20,000 square feet of main floor commercial space
is anticipated. Increases to the commercial space may be considered
appropriate upon the completion of a Chemainus wide commercial space
needs assessment and/or in conjunction with a Chemainus Neighbourhood
Plan.
Apartments will be provided over the commercial areas, so that people
may live above their businesses or utilized as condos.
The design of this area will follow the Urban Design section of this
plan. The intent is to continue the “old town” historic character and
style. Buildings will be clad with quality materials that reflect the best
of Chemainus “main street” character, will allow for weather protection
for pedestrians and sidewalk seating. Parking will be close by but away
from the storefront entrances, accommodated in open-air clusters and in
underground parking garages. In keeping with the heritage style, buildings
will be articulated and varied so as to promote a sense of individual shops
and a safe comfortable pleasant pedestrian focus. Goods and Services
traffic movement will be anticipated throughout the site and taken into
consideration when designing the programming of each site.

Estimated Developable Area
The developable area of Area 3 is approximately 1.25 hectares.

Zoning
An Artisan Commercial Zone will need to be established to accommodate
live work, mix commercial residential uses, control of the type of
commercial uses for the specific location and to provide for frontage to
allow for eating establishment patio space.

Figure 22: Photos of Chemainus
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8. Development Approval Process
8.1. Zoning Amendments
The property is currently split zoned with the majority being Rural (A2).
This Comprehensive Development Plan sets out a number of operating
principles; however, it does not specify setbacks, heights, or site coverage
and density. Once the OCP amendment has been approved a separate set
of regulatory requirements will be worked out for Municipal approval as
part of an amendment to the Zoning Bylaw.

8.2. Subdivision & Project Phasing
Subdivision and project phasing will be developed utilizing the planning
principles and expectations outlined in this plan. Trails and replanted
natural green space will be constructed at each subdivision stage as
determined through the subdivision process prior to development permit.
Theoretically, each identified Area could be individually phased containing
separate development pods. The development of each phase will be
subject to market forces. The developer shall undertake to ensure that new
property owners are aware of future uses and phases of the project.

8.3. Development Permits
Development Permit applications will be required for each building
project, in accordance with the guidelines set out in this document.

8.4. Phasing
The developer intends to develop Area 1 first. This will require a subdivision
to create:Hermit Park,
1. a Stream Protection Enhancement Area for Askew Creek,
2. a strip of land to be added to the Municipal Ball Park,
3. a lot or lots for a phased strata development of townhouses, and
4. a remnant lot (Areas 2 and 3).
Once approximately 80% of Area 1 has been developed, phased
subdivision of the remnant lot will create approximately eight lots in Areas
2 and 3. Development Permits will be required for each Area.

22
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Appendix 1 – Anticipated Plant List
Deciduous Trees

Shrubs/Groundcovers

Vine Maple (acer circinatum)

Strawberry Tree (arbutus unedo)

Big Leaf Maple (acer macrophyllum)

Red twigged Dogwood (cornus
stolonifera)

Red Alder (alnus rubra)
Pacific Dogwood (cornus nuttallii)
Black Hawthorn (cratagus douglasii)
Pacific Crabapple (malus fusca)
Bitter Cherry (prunus emarginata)
Cascara (rhamnus persiana)
Coniferous Trees
Shore Pine (pinus contorta contorta)
Scots Pine (pinuys sylvestris)
Douglas Fir (psuedotsuga menziesii)
Western Yew (taxus brevifolia)
Western Red Cedar (thuja plicata
excelsa)
Western Hemlock (tsuga
heterophylla)
Ferns
Deer fern (blechnum spicant)
Sword fern (polystichum munitum)
Climbers
Western honeysuckle (lonicera
ciliosa)
Wisteria (wisteria sinensis)

Beaked Hazelnut (corylus cornuta)
Salal (gaulteria shallon)
Ocean Spray (holodiscus discolor)
Lavender (lavenduala angustifolia)
Oregon Grape (mahonia nervosa)
Indian Plum (oemleria cerasiformis)
Mock orange (philadelphus lewisii)
Pacific Rhododendron
(rhododendron macrophyllum)
Red-flowering currant (ribes
sanguineum)
Nootka Rose (rosa nutkana)
Red Elderberry (sambucus
racemosa)
Evergreen huckleberry (vaccinium
ovatum)
Red Huckleberry (vaccinium
parviflora)
Davids Viburnum (viburnum davidii)
Grasses/Perennials
Switch Grass (pannicum virgatum
‘Heavy Metal’)
Fountain Grass (pennisetum
alopecuroides)
New Zealand Flax (phormium tenax)
Mexican Feather Grass (stipa
tenuissima)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The revised KingsView Comprehensive Development Plan, formerly known as The Cliffs at Maple Bay,
responds to changes in the economic climate for golf course development. Substituting that development with
provision of greater public access and use of the land, this revised plan recognizes the need to increase
densities, and create improved comprehensive developments within existing urban settlement areas. The plan
has undergone several iterations, and is the result of meetings with key stakeholders, a public open house,
and internal reviews and direction from Municipality of North Cowichan (MNC) staff.
Key elements of the revised plan include:
1.

A significant increase in the amount of public open space and public trail networks, in addition to other
areas restricted from development.

2.

Recognizing the downstream effects of past clearing; vegetation management, soil erosion control, and
stormwater management are core determinants of the plan. Particular attention is paid to development
impacts on Quamicham Lake, and mitigation measures to ensure water quality control. A comprehensive
stormwater management plan is required, and must be accepted by MNC prior to the start of any further
development. This plan will detail all requirements to achieve the stated goals of the management of
stormwater quantity and quality from this site. Development is restricted on steeper slopes to limit soil
disturbance. More than 50% of the total units proposed are attached units.

3.

The plan shows 4.5 kilometres of trails,with park and open space comprising 37% of the overall plan area.
The park dedication area includes conservation of the three most heavily treed areas on the site, and has
been developed in consultation with MNC staff. Parks are categorized in three levels: 1) areas of no
development or improvements; 2) areas of limited improvements (including trail networks and detention
ponds); and, 3) active park areas, including playgrounds. Provision of strategic public parking areas at key
trailheads and public viewpoints will provide the general public with good access to the vast trail network
within the Municipal forest.

4.

Density has also been increased to just under 1,200 units to be developed in phases. Buildout timelines
will be subject to the market and absorption rates, however, the first phase is expected to begin
development in Spring 2016. A minimum 20-year project development time-horizon is anticipated.

5.

This strategy will allow for better site planning than has occurred historically in the surrounding singlefamily neighborhoods.

6.

The importance of MNC’s Climate Action Plan is recognized in the plan, which incorporates: a) increased
neighborhood densities to encourage public transit use, b) increased areas of forest/tree conservation,
c) homes that meet EnerGuide 80 standards and incorporate passive solar features, and d) homes
required to be plumbed for solar panel systems.

7.

The plan responds to MNC’s affordable housing policies by: a) including a mix of housing types, b)
providing higher densities that can support opportunities for public transportation alternative, c) bringing
homes on the market at more affordable levels because of servicing smaller lots is more economical, and
d) allowing for secondary suites on the larger detached lots (subject to meeting all other municipal
requirements). The plan proposes an agreement whereby each regular-sized detached lot would
contribute $1,000 to the Affordable Housing Fund, and small lot and attached unit developed would
contribute $500.
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8.

A traffic impact analysis has been prepared, and identifies timelines for specific upgrades to Maple Bay Road, as
well as other infrastructure. The plan also identities future requirements for off-site servicing upgrades.

The revised KingsView Comprehensive Development Plan has been an iterative process, and has evolved over
time with respect to its character. The plan’s innovative design features, and focus on the environment and
public access will be its hallmarks, and will set a standard for future neighbourhoods within the MNC.

2
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1. OVERVIEW & PURPOSE
In 2005, the Municipality of North Cowichan (MNC) adopted a Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP)
referred to as “The Cliffs Comprehensive Development Plan”. Integral to that plan was the development of an
18-hole golf course, with a resort hotel and 705 housing units. An initial phase extending Kingsview Road was
installed, and 72 lots were registered, but the plan was never completed.
The land was cleared for a golf course and, except for the initial phase, was left in a raw, undeveloped state
that has been extensively disturbed and left largely devoid of native vegetation. The site is now predominantly
covered with invasive plant species, namely scotch broom, although there is evidence of the beginnings of
self-regeneration of native species.
While elements of this new Comprehensive Development Plan are the same as the previous plan, the mix of
housing types and focus of amenities has changed, with much greater emphasis on the provision of public open
space, and access to that space for the enjoyment of all neighbourhood residents and the community at large.
The purpose of the Comprehensive Development Plan continues to be to:
•

Offer current residents assurance about the future development of adjacent lands;

•

Provide Council with objective guidelines for making land use decisions for the development of the lands;

•

Inform transportation management relating to the project, including planning for vehicles and active
transportation and pathways;

•

Identify public amenities, such as green space, trails, and recreational facilities;

•

Highlight future land uses and densities within the development area; and

•

Outline project phasing.

The intention is to rebrand the neighbourhood from “The Cliffs” to “KingsView at Maple Bay” (KingsView) to
reflect the change in the development’s overall identity from a golf course resort property to a more
complete, sustainable neighbourhood. The emphasis will be on a broader range of housing types and
densities, creating greater housing choice, and significantly increasing public access to parks, open space, and
a trail network.
In November 2014, a CDP was
submitted, and received a
comprehensive review. Numerous
meetings have been held with MNC
staff, and others and has culminated
in the submission of this revised and
updated plan.
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2. SITE CONTEXT
The site encompasses the undeveloped residential lands referred to in the 2005 plan known as “The Cliffs”.
Approximately 123 hectares in size, of which 106 hectares is within the KingsView CDP, the site is located on
the northern slope of Mt. Tzouhalem and the municipal forest lands, and slopes steeply from south to north.
There are spectacular views to the north across Quamichan Lake, and to the east towards Maple Bay, Bird’s
Eye Cove, and beyond. KingsView is a continuation of neighbourhoods that have been developed along the
Maple Bay Road spine over the past 25 years, and was part of the original “The Properties” first developed in
the 1970s.
The most northwesterly part of the site, and the upper central portions of the southern half of the parent
parcel contains stands of mature second growth fir trees and pockets of arbutus/garry oak mix. This revised
plan directly calls for the retention of the remaining clusters of second growth fir trees.
The lands to the north and west consist of mostly low-density suburban detached residential development.
Along the south and eastern boundary lines are the North Cowichan Municipal Forest Land. This area is
regionally recognized for its hiking and mountain bike trail development.

Site Map, Source: Google Earth

A significant consideration in the development of this plan relates to stormwater conservation, revegetation,
and impacts on the downstream environment, not the least of which is Quamichan Lake.
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3. POLICY
MNC has a number of policy documents that inform the development scheme for KingsView. Key among these
documents are the municipality’s Official Community Plan (OCP), and Climate Change and Energy Plan.
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN POLICIES
KingsView is located within the Urban Containment Boundary of the OCP, and is identified as a “Growth
Centre”. The OCP states that Growth Centres are “the priority for development and infrastructure upgrades”.
Within the context of the OCP, the relevant policy references are as follows:
•

•

•

Regional Growth
•

Section 2.5.1.1 “The Municipality will manage growth through the establishment of a firm urban
containment boundary”.

•

Section 2.5.1.5 “The Municipality recognizes, as a priority the need to identify and plan for
appropriate density in its growth Centres”.

Housing
•

Section 2.5.2.1 “The municipality recognizes the need for a variety of housing types (by size,
tenure density and cost) integrated into a range of neighborhoods in all growth areas and
especially for housing types suitable for the aging population and young families”.

•

Section 2.5.2.3 “The Municipality support the development of new market forms of affordable
housing both rent and affordable ownership”. MNC policy recommends that 10% of the units
incorporate an affordable housing component.

•

Section 2.5.2.5 “The Municipality will ensure that new residential development respects and
complements the surrounding neighbourhood”.

•

Section 2.5.2.6 “The municipality will encourage development of secondary suites and infill housing”.

•

Section 2.5.2.8 “The Municipality encourages sensitive integration of increased density in
growth centres...”

Environment
•

Section 2.1.4.1 “The Municipality will ensure that site planning and proposed land development
practices for steep and visually prominent slopes protect the visual values”.

•

Section 2.2.1.3 “The Municipality protects and supports ecological functioning in watershed in its
operations, and through the development approvals process”.

•

Section 2.2.1.5 “The Municipality will address threats to biodiversity by:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

protecting the integrity of plant communities within ecosystems;
protecting Red and Blue listed species and the habitats on which they depend;
recognizing the importance of second-growth forests as a source of biodiversity;
discouraging and limiting the use of cosmetic pesticides within the municipality;
encouraging the use of native plant species and drought-resistant plants for landscaping
on both public and private lands; and
vi) reducing impact of invasive species through enhanced management, better education,
and partnerships”.
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•

•

Climate Action Change
•

Section 2.3.1.2 “The Municipality will develop a community-wide Climate Change Action Plan, that
will: 1) confirm or adjust the following proposed targets: carbon neutrality as soon as possible; 33%
reduction by 2020 until an action plan is complete; sequestering more than we produce”.

•

Section 2.3.1.5 “The Municipality will require new developments to incorporate adaptations to
respond to changing climate conditions”.

•

Section 2.3.1.7 “The Municipality supports the principles of no net increase in run-off and the
water balance framework, and expects land and site developments to comply with the standards
in the provincial Water Quality Guidelines (2006) and Stormwater Management Guidelines
(2005). [See also Infrastructure (2.5.7)]”.

Local Commercial
•

•

•

8

Section 2.4.5.3 “The Municipality will take the following into consideration for zoning to permit
local commercial development:
•

The proposed use is for businesses selling convenience type goods or services to meet the
needs of the immediate neighbourhood.

•

The proposed use is close to schools, parks and higher density areas.

•

The maximum aggregate commercial zoned area is 500 square metres (5,380 sq. ft.).

•

The business is located on an existing or proposed major road, preferably at an intersection.

•

There is safe and convenient pedestrian and cycling access to the location”.

Public Realm
•

Section 2.5.3.2 “The Municipality will ensure that new development and redevelopment projects
complement the appearance and function of the street, or streets, on which they are located”.

•

Section 2.5.3.7 “The Municipality will enhance community access to natural areas”.

Transportation
•

Section 2.5.6.1 “The Municipality will design its transportation network to accommodate all
modes of transportation (pedestrian, cyclist, transit and auto) and enhance connectivity
throughout the municipality”.

•

Section 2.5.6.4 “The Municipality will plan cycling routes - Except in areas with the highest traffic
volume, the Municipality will design roads to be shared by automobiles, bicycles and pedestrians.
In areas where traffic volumes and/or speeds are higher, a separate bike lane or route may be
warranted. The Municipality recognizes a hierarchy of streets based on functional differences”.

•

Section 2.5.6.8 “The Municipality will maintain a safe, functional urban multi-user road and parking
network”. Right-of-way widths for local roads within the urban containment boundary have been set
in such a way as to include space for street trees, rain gardens, sidewalks, trails and other
infrastructure designed to improve streetscapes and to reduce negative environmental impacts.
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•

•

Infrastructure
•

Section 2.5.7.3 “The Municipality will promote water conservation and water reuse” – The
Municipality will enhance water conservation policies and practices, including: water metering,
restrictions or controls on water use during low summer supply period; education about water
conservation; promotion of use of water conservation measures such as low-flow appliances and
low water landscaping; and possibly use of consumption charges.

•

Section .5.7.6 “The Municipality will manage storm water in an environmentally conscious way while
continuing to protect the community. [See also Goal 2: Environmental Protection, and 2.3.1.6]”.

•

Section 2.5.7.7 “The Municipality will reduce the volume of rainwater run-off by encouraging the
use of means to ensure it infiltrates where it falls”. Development projects are encouraged to
foster rainwater infiltration through the use of absorbent landscaping, swales, rain gardens,
pervious paving, green roofs, infiltration trenches, and other appropriate methods.

Parks
•

Section 2.5.8.2 “The Municipality is committed to supporting and enhancing its park system, with
parks of varying size and function (e.g., neighbourhood parks, smaller play-lots, and community
parks)”. The Municipality will continue to implement the Trail Network and Cycling Plan and
Regional Multi-Use Trail Network Plan, which identifies three types of trails and trail networks:
1) major trails that connect one part of the community with another; 2) multi-use trails that
serve various user groups within a community; and 3) neighbourhood links that connect
residents to local destinations (e.g., school, store, park, waterfronts). The Municipality will also
address issues related to motorized uses of trails.

•

Section 2.5.8.5 “The Municipality will use a variety of means to provide parks or open space land,
including partnerships with others, land development negotiations and approvals, donations, and
purchase when necessary”. The Municipality encourages the dedication of parkland and
development of neighbourhood park facilities as part of the re-zoning application process, as
long as such an amenity meets a need identified in the Park and Open Space Strategy for the
District of North Cowichan. The Municipality may consider granting additional density in
exchange for dedication of a significant portion of a parcel for park and/or for the provision of a
community-wide recreational facility.

•

Section 2.5.8.7 “The Municipality will undertake park facilities management in a way that
minimizes costs and negative environmental impacts”.

•

Section 2.5.8.8 “The Municipality will work to link natural areas”.
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MUNICIPALITY OF NORTH COWICHAN CLIMATE ACTION AND ENERGY PLAN
The MNC’s Climate Action and Energy Plan (2013) established targets and actions to reduce Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions (both for the municipality and for the wider community), and identify carbon
sequestering opportunities and adaptive measures for meeting established targets. Key actions include:
•

Achieving a 33% emissions reduction on the 2007 baseline;

•

Decreasing the average car trip length by 44%;

•

Increasing the percentage of dwellings within 400 metres of a commercial core area;

•

Increasing the percentage of dwellings within frequent public transit areas;

•

Encouraging district energy systems (where viable);

•

Encouraging renewable energy sources, displacing oil and gas heating sources for buildings;

•

Decreasing per capita solid waste production;

•

Increasing local food production;

•

Increasing forests;

•

Increasing the area of land farmed (sustainably);

•

Increasing energy efficiency of new dwellings by 50% over existing building stock; and

•

Decreasing the number of detached dwellings from 63% to 61% by 2050.

How KingsView is addressing climate action objectives is described in the following sections of this document.

10
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4. DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
The following development principles set out the framework for moving forward with the
KingsView neighbourhood:
1.

Adhere to the relevant policies and goals of the MNC Official Community Plan and the Climate Action and
Energy Plan.

2.

Create an interesting, diverse, and integrated neighbourhood that can respond to the needs of current
and future generations of families living in KingsView.

3.

Create a mix of housing options, accommodating a range of housing forms (detached, semi-detached,
ground-oriented attached and apartments), and affordability options that provide choice for all ages,
abilities, and mix of incomes.

4.

Generally, provide cluster mixed housing and higher densities around the amenities and neighbourhood
gathering places, or where geography or good site planning support it.

5.

Provide for densities that will promote public transit.

6.

Locate buildings near focal nodes closer to the street.

7.

Provide opportunities for secondary suites and/or carriage units.

8.

Provide opportunities for live-work units.

9.

Promote low impact development by adopting best management practices.

10. The dominant amenity will be the provision of public open space, and the incorporation of walking/cycling
trails within the public open space system, connecting to the regional trail network.
11. Separate pathways and sidewalks from vehicular roads, wherever possible.
12. Demarcate trailheads and gateways to the trail system to form an important part of the
neighbourhood identity.
13. Strategically locate rest areas within the trail systems.
14. Establish viewscapes and vantage points for public enjoyment and recreation, including places where
people can park and appreciate vistas from their vehicles.
15. Design streets to promote a high standard of environmental and neighbourhood design.
16. Design all major streets to have sidewalks on one side of the road, and incorporate landscaped curb
bump-outs to improve the street aesthetic and provide traffic calming.
17. Recognize the amenities already provided from earlier development phases, and the importance of “kick
starting” new development by spreading future amenities, and their costs, over the course of the overall
phased development.
18. Implement sound planning measures that respond appropriately to environmentally sensitive areas.
19. Adopt practices and mitigation measures to minimize ground disturbance, and maximize erosion control
during construction phases.
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5. SITE CHARACTERISTICS &
BIOPHYSICAL ASSESSMENT
Located on the north side of Mt. Tzouhalem, the KingsView site’s highest point is approximately 335 metres in
elevation, dropping to its lowest point near the northwest corner at approximately 90 metres. The slope
varies, with parts of the land having slopes greater than 20%, particularly south of Kingsview Road.
Geologically, the hillside consists of exposed shale rock formations, and fill derived from on-site excavation.
The natural state of the site has been extensively altered by previous land clearing, terra-forming, and
processing of on-site materials for the now obsolete residential/resort development.
Prior to the land clearing, the site was mainly forested. The majority of the cleared areas are now covered with
the invasive shrub, scotch broom. A current biophysical assessment of the site (see Schedule B) was
completed to provide:
•

A summary of current conditions;

•

Identification of ecological/environmental issues on the site; and

•

Appropriate protection/mitigation measures, and parameters for vegetation management if/where
environmental features are found.“

Current Conditions: Vegetation
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Significant environmental considerations/mitigations include:
•

More than 80% of the site has been stripped of native vegetation, and is now covered with the invasive
shrub scotch broom;

•

Garry oak woodlands, located near the most north westerly part of the site, should remain as part of the
designated park area, and mitigation measures should be designed for development activities adjacent to,
or within, this feature;

•

Use native plant species, and drought-resistant plants for landscape remediation; and

•

Develop a phased, strategic plan for invasive species remediation, with detailed plans tailored to each
phase (phase-specific) in order to maximize the likelihood of success. The plan is described in the next
section of the report.

•

Three remaining clusters of second growth fir trees are preserved or earmarked for limited development.

Contour Map, Source: Google Earth

The recommendations of the biophysical assessment has been incorporated into the design of the plan by way
of the locations of building sites, roads, and parks and open space.

14
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6. SLOPE DEVELOPMENT & FIRE
PROTECTION INTERFACE
STRATEGY
Mitigation measures listed below serve to address development associated with the “natural hazards” area
designation. Specific measures for development on, or near, steep slopes and fire hazard interface will be
submitted as part of the subdivision application process.
STEEP SLOPES & ERODIBLE SOILS
KingsView slopes north to south in a northeasterly direction. The land has been largely stripped of vegetation.
Portions north of Kingsview Road are identified in Map 8 (Natural Hazard Areas) of the OCP as having slopes
steeper than 20%, although much of the site has been disturbed, and the natural terrain has been reshaped.
The mostly shale-rock base has permitted the relatively easy manipulation of the landscape
The following strategies will be employed to ameliorate conditions related to steep slopes and the potential
for eroding soil:
•

Replanting of the site in accordance with the Vegetation Management Plan;

•

Within private development lands, areas will be covenanted to restrict vegetation removal without a
replanting plan by a qualified professional approved by MNC.

•

A stormwater management regime for the site;

•

Site-specific geotechnical reports to be undertaken, and strategies implemented, as may be required,
relating to each phase and considered as part of the subdivision application requirements;

•

Overall site planning has considered the most compatible grades for road patterns, with development
sites oriented toward less sloped areas; and

•

Prominent building sites for attached housing developments will be subject to the issuance of
Development Permits.

FIRE PROTECTION OF WILDLAND/URBAN INTERFACE
KingsView is immediately adjacent to municipal forest lands on the upper side at south end of the site. It is
designated as “Fire Hazard” area in the OCP, although being stripped of most of its vegetation, hazardous
conditions are limited.
The following strategies will be employed to ameliorate conditions related to wildland/urban interface:
•

Fuel-free zones required around buildings near wildland interface areas;

•

Scotch broom management;

•

Consideration of fire resistant exterior building materials and sprinkler systems;

•

Discouragement of single access development; and

•

Working with emergency response and preparedness agencies.
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7. LAND USE PLAN
The centrepiece of the former “Cliffs at Maple Bay” CD zoning was a golf course, with an allowance for 705
housing units, a hotel, and ancillary commercial activities associated with a golf resort facility. Approximately
72 lots were subdivided along Kingsview Road as part of the original plan, and detached residential units have
slowly been built on those properties over the past five years.
Kingsview Road physically separates KingsView into two parts: the upper side located south of Kingsview Road,
and the lower side located to the north. The lower side comprises approximately 35 ha of land, and the upper
side is about 71 ha. The lower side will be developed first, as it has direct access to existing services and
utilities – lots can more readily be brought “on-stream”. The upper side will be developed in the future, with
timing dependent on market conditions and the absorption rate of the earlier development.
As golf course developments throughout North America have stalled and, in fact, the inventory has
significantly declined, the revised plan focuses on providing park and open space, and trails and pathways
available to the general public. It is planned that approximately 37% of the land base will be allocated to park
and open space functions. The plan shows a series of connecting trailheads, and centrepiece park areas within
each of the two main residential districts, north and south of Kingsview Road. To limit the amount of open
space under MNC ownership, the revised plan accommodates more private land left in its natural state, and
this will contribute to and form part of the overall parks and open space total. All lands incorporating public
improvements, such as trails and playgrounds, will be dedicated to MNC, while other lands slated for
conservation will be private, and covenanted against development.
An important consideration of the plan is the development of the housing mix and density. Consistent with
OCP policies for affordable housing and climate action considerations, the revised plan calls for greater
flexibility in housing layout and type with smaller lot development, opportunities for limited secondary suites,
and higher densities over less land area.
The revised plan is characterized by more compact, higher density development that will improve the
prospects for higher transit ridership. The plan also responds to the topography of the site, For example,
individual lots on lesser-sloped lands, and clusters of attached housing located on lands with more complex
topography, where placement of buildings closer together can better respond to specific site conditions.
Higher density development is located near major roads and pathways, and small neighbourhood commercial
focal points.
Targeting a total of 1,200 units, excluding secondary suites – an increase in density from the existing 2005
2
CD-1 plan, the revised plan limits secondary suites to lots larger than 600 m . Based on the updated plan, 189
secondary units could be developed.
It is important to point out that while the plan calls for a greater number of housing units, the design intention
is affordability, and getting the project kick-started to generate development activity. Increased density does
not directly translate into higher land lifts in terms of the amenities the project can sustain, in particular at the
front end. It is more a matter of “relaunching” the new neighbourhood. A summary of the land uses is shown
in the following table.
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SUMMARY OF LAND USES BY NUMBER & TYPE
Lower- Side
(North units)

Upper-Side
(South units)

Total

Percentage
%

Detached

150

230

380

32%

Multi-Family

231

579

810

68%

Subtotal

381

809

1,190

100%

Description

189

Secondary Suites (potential)
2

250 m

2

500 m

2

Neighbourhood Commercial

250 m

Total KingsView Plan Area

35.2 ha

71.3 ha

106.5 ha

Park/Open Space/Covenanted Area

13.2 ha

26.5 ha

39.7 ha

37%

Based on projected absorption rates, KingsView will be developed over a 20-year period. The complete land
use plan, with the distribution of housing densities, and the housing mix can be found in Schedule C. Smaller
versions of the plan have been inserted for guidance in this section of the report.
Development will start on the lower side of Kingsview Road, where infrastructure and services were previously
installed, but not completed. The upper side will be developed as the build-out of the lower side is completed.
Because it is expected that the upper side development is at least 10 years away, the final mix of housing
could evolve from what is shown to meet changing market conditions, but will remain within the overall
approved densities.
The seven core land uses are:
1.

Standard lot detached development: The minimum lot size is 650 m . This lot size is consistent with the
surrounding neighbourhoods primarily developed prior to 2006. Standard lots are found equally on the
upper and lower sides.

2.

Small lot development: Development of affordable housing units is proposed in both the lower and upper
2
phases. The minimum lot size for small lot is 350 m .

3.

Attached (townhouse) lot development: Comprising the same net unit density as small lot development
standards, attached housing (townhouse) has been identified for areas where ground-oriented, clustered
housing would be a more effective method of development. Within the attached lot zoning, either
attached or detached dwellings can be developed to provide flexibility. The maximum net density under
this category is 27 units/ha (11 units/acre)*.

4.

Apartment: Limited apartment units have been identified potentially above and adjacent to the proposed
neighbourhood commercial area at Kingsview and Viewtop Roads. The density proposed for this site is a 74
units/ha (30 units/acre)* and limited to three storeys.

5.

Commercial: There is one small area identified for neighbourhood commercial. It is limited to a maximum
2
of 500 m of floor space on the ground floor, and is proposed to encourage a “third place” neighbourhood
gathering place. Apartment residential would be permitted above the first floor.

18
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6.

Secondary suites: To encourage affordability, large lot and standard lot sizes consisting of single detached
residential would permit secondary suites. The total estimated number of eligible suites is estimated at 189
units. Homes with secondary suites would have to adhere to all zoning regulations, including parking,

7.

Parks and Trails: Parks, open space and pathways are fundamental and dominate features of the overall
development plan. Separate sections on the Parks & Open Space Design Strategy (Section 8) and the
Vegetation Management Plan (Section 9) are provided in this document.

* Densities are based on “net” land area, meaning the area within a site suitable for development. Areas
within a development site that are steep, or have other topographical or environmental characteristics are
NOT included in the density calculations.

KINGSVIEW LOWER SIDE: PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
The lower side of KingsView will see the extension of Viewtop Road and Highwood Drive to connect to
Nevilane Drive, similar to the original plan. Detached lots along these two roads will be developed first,
anticipating that servicing costs will be lower and building sites can be brought on-stream less expensively.
This can build momentum, and be the financial catalyst to carry out the rest of the project, allowing for the
amenities to be completed.
The first phase calls for detached housing. A neighbourhood-friendly, internal road will circle this phase along
Viewtop Road and Highwood Drive. The main feature of the revised plan is a central open space spine that
integrates trails and stormwater management, as well as active and passive park areas. The plan also features
conservation of the oak grove in the lower west area of the site.
In the longer term, it is envisaged that the attached units will be developed, as well as the small
neighbourhood commercial area, which is envisaged near the intersection of Viewtop and Kingsview Roads,
and provides an opportunity for a neighbourhood gathering place outside of home and work.

KingsView Conceptual Plaza, CitySpaces Consulting
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About 37% of the lower side is designated for parks, pathways and open space. About 30% of the open space
area will consist of private lots, covenanted against development or vegetation removal without a
replacement vegetation plan. See Schedule E of this report for a more detailed description of the parks
strategy. A central feature is the active natural play area space available for neighbours and the general public.
The other key element is inclusion of mature trees and garry oak features at the most northern portion of the
site in the Parks & Open Space Design Strategy.

KINGSVIEW UPPER SIDE: PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
KingsView’s most southern portion is also its highest point, and offers views both north and east, with
opportunities for very desirable residential building sites. Along the southern property line, adjoining the
municipal lands, land uses are primarily large lot detached or attached housing, accounting for both the need
for fire-zone interface measures and topography.
The upper side will be developed later, with timing dependent on market conditions and absorption. The land
area is larger than the lower side, and the topography is generally steeper. Because of this, the proposed
number of attached units is higher than the lower side in response to more complicated topography. The road
network is, in many ways, also pre-determined by the topography.
Key features of the plan include retention the remaining two stands of primarily second growth fir trees found
in the southeast and southwest quadrants of the property. Earlier versions of the plan included some
development of these lands. The single road that curves through the southwest quadrant will be designed as a
rural road – narrower in width, without curbs or gutters – to create a more “country” feel while still
accommodating traffic needs. Trails and trail connections to the Municipal forest will be maintained, along
with a prominent public lookout.

20
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8. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
An integral part of the CDP is careful consideration of the treatment of stormwater developed on the site. An
initial investigation has been completed, results of which appear in Schedule G, with the Preliminary Site
Servicing Report. This report has been revised since 2013.
The site drains into more than one watershed, including Quamichan Lake, and the environmental importance
of respecting watersheds and downstream waterflows is not underestimated. Where possible, the design
intention is to daylight stormwater discharge. A plan showing where open channels can be established is also
found in Schedule D. There are several components of the stormwater management plan that are dealt with in
other sections of this report, the most important of which are the Vegetation Management Plan, and the
Parks & Open Space Design Strategy dedication that permit a very high percentage of the site to be pervious,
allowing for natural charging of groundwater.
Schedule G contains a plan for the site’s overall stormwater collection system, including the location of
detention ponds. A Statement of Commitment is also included Schedule D, relating to the preparation of
detailed, phase-by-phase SWMPs to ensure a holistic approach, and that the needs of future phases
developed upstream are accounted for in the first phases. This statement will be registered in the Phased
Development Agreement to ensure a SWMP is completed and accepted by the Municipality of North Cowichan
for the KingsView development as a whole, prior to any approvals for further development. The SWMP takes
into account previous studies prepared for the site, and for the changes in this CDP.
Principles of the SWMP include:
•

Limit flows from the site to pre-development rates;

•

Maintain existing downstream drainage flows;

•

Minimize sediment and pollutants from entering the downstream systems; and

•

Wherever practical, maximize run-off infiltration to recharge groundwater.
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9. PARKS & OPEN SPACE DESIGN
STRATEGY
BACKGROUND
The Cliffs Comprehensive Development Plan (2005) required the development of both recreational facilities
and the provision of open space and trail systems. The amenities provided and installed, at an estimated cost
of $2.5 million, included:
•

An all-weather playing field;

•

Two softball diamonds;

•

Sportsfield parking;

•

Enhanced boulevard landscaping;

•

Changeroom facilities; and

•

A school land dedication.

KINGSVIEW PLAN
The most substantive change in the KingsView Comprehensive Plan is the provision of significantly more parks
and open space for the entire site, with extensive connecting trail systems for the use and enjoyment of the
general public. In the previous plan, open space was primarily provided in the form of a resort golf course, the
direct use of which would have been largely restricted to playing golfers, and public green space was limited to
8% of the plan area. The revised plan improves outdoor public use experiences, and opens up access to the
larger Quamichan and Maple Bay neighbourhoods, as well as to the broader community.
The revised plan incorporates conservation of the remaining treed areas on the site. The north side is
dominated by a central spine with active park activities. The upper half (south side) is characterized by
maintaining the mature fir trees, and providing public observation points and trail access into MNC lands.
The Parks & Open Space Design Strategy, found in Schedule E, includes active and passive park areas, and
extensive trail networks that connect the public to the municipal forest lands adjoining the site. Key features
of the plan, to be developed over the phasing of the development, include:
•

Designation of 37% of the lands as open space and parkland (estimated at 45 ha);

•

Provision of three kilometres of designated trails, with an emphasis on connectivity;

•

Placement of trailhead and wayfinding signage;

•

Installation of two viewpoint promenades;

•

Installation of public parking;

•

Provision of a children’s playground; and

•

Regeneration of the natural landscape.
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The locations of the parks and open space, trails, trailheads, public parking, and pedestrian viewpoints/
promenades are shown in Schedule E, along with a more detailed description of the core design elements.
PARK TYPES
The Parks and Open Space Design Strategy includes the protection of the garry oak woodland, the conservation of
two existing stands of fir tress, trail networks, natural space, and one central active playground space. The plan has a
hierarchy of park types described below, and found in Schedule E of this report:
•

Park Type 1
Type 1 park areas comprise large spaces that accommodate trails and pathways. The trails provide
opportunities for passive forms of recreation, off-street means of moving throughout the neighbourhood,
and connections to regional facilities, such as Mt. Tzouhalem Ecological Reserve and municipal forest
lands. Three types of trails are envisaged, ranging from more urban hard surface (asphalt) paths, to
secondary trails with hard packed surfaces (crushed limestone with fines or compacted gravel) for walking
and biking, to low impact nature trails comprising native soil surfaces.

•

Park Type 2
Type 2 park areas are smaller and less defined “pocket parks”, and provide connectivity with street and trail
networks. These parks have three primary characteristics: (1) street crossings, (2) prominent viewpoints and
special places of interest, such as the garry oak woodland, and (3) trail gateway landmarks.

•

Park Type 3
Type 3 parks are the most intensively developed, and one is proposed for KingsView. The site has been
selected for its accessibility to surrounding housing, terrain characteristics and viewscapes. Park amenities
include a play structure, natural playground, a landmark structure (i.e., pavilion), and picnic area.

TRAIL CONNECTIVITY & SIGNAGE
When complete, the trail system is designed to provide alternative traveling routes, and allow neighbourhood
residents and other users to loop back rather than backtrack the same steps. The system is also designed to
provide connectivity to the municipal forest lands and the small commercial focal point envisaged as a future

KingsView Trail Conceptual Layout Section
Victoria Drakeford Landscape Architect
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public gathering space. Play and rest opportunities are part of the plan, along with trail signage.
PARKING
Provision of public parking is provided to access the trail systems:
•

Four public parking areas will be designated and installed: two on each side of Kingsview Road;

•

Each parking area will accommodate a minimum of four vehicle spaces;

•

The parking areas will be clearly marked; and

•

Parking surfaces for these areas will vary from hard surface to gravel, depending on their locations and
approval by MNC at time of subdivision.

PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE OPEN SPACE STRATEGY
In discussion with MNC staff, parks and open space has been divided into two legal divisions in an effort to
distribute the responsibility for ongoing management and maintenance. Parks and open space comprises:
1.

Lands that will be dedicated to MNC, and

2.

Lands that will be free from development, but privately owned and protected by covenant in favour of
the Municipality.

Criteria for lands to be dedicated to the Municipality are:
•

Major treed areas (three);

•

Active parks space (located in northern spine);

•

Lands incorporating public trails and access points; and

•

Detention ponds incorporated within the park will be transferred to the MNC upon completion of the works.

The majority of the steep slopes (grades greater than 20%) are free from development. Rather than being
dedicated to MNC, the plan calls for these lands to be incorporated into development plans, and be controlled
by covenant at the time of subdivision approval. The Land Use Plan shows the location of the private land that
will be protected by covenant.
IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING OF THE PARKS STRATEGY
The park and trail system will be developed in phases, corresponding to development phasing described in
other sections. As each phase is developed, detailed construction plans will be submitted for review and
approval by MNC.
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10. VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
Victoria Drakeford Landscape Architects and Madrone Environmental Services Ltd. have undertaken a
Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) strategy that considers:
1.

The practical removal of invasive species (primarily scotch broom); and

2.

A revegetation/remediation strategy adaptable to site conditions.

The Vegetation Management Plan sets out a framework for the principles, procedures and practices to be
followed on a phase-by-phase basis when development occurs. With each development phase and submission
for subdivision approval, a location-specific remediation plan, including a species-specific replanting plan, will
be submitted. The plan is based on site topography, existing conditions, natural features, and connectivity of
the overall neighbourhood.
The phased-in Vegetation Management Plan dovetails with the Parks & Open Space Design Strategy, and the
phased implementation of park improvements. A detailed plan for each phase will be included with the
submission of subdivision plans to MNC for each phase.
A summary of the significant elements of the Vegetation Management Plan are described below. The full plan
can be found in Schedule F.
GOALS OF THE STRATEGY
•
Long term control of invasive species at KingsView;
•

Remediation and reforestation of the proposed parks and open space (approximately 37%);

•

Fire hazard reduction along the fire interface zone with Mt. Tzouhalem forest land;

•

Minimize soil erosion when undertaking removal of invasive species, and when preparing for
development; and

•

Manage run-off, and adopt practices that restrict nutrient gain within each watershed precinct, and in
particular Quamichan Lake (See Section 11).
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OVERALL STRATEGY
Given that each area of the site varies with respect to aspect, topography, and drainage, each planned phase of the
development will have specific implementation measures, signed off by the appropriate professional and submitted
to the MNC. Implementation will be triggered by the subdivision application and approval processes.
REMEDIATION OVERVIEW
The following is a brief summary of the remediation procedure for each phase:
1.

Map and describe invasive species;

2.

Map and describe other existing vegetation;

3.

Undertake soils analysis to assist with determining how to improve soil conditions for the successful
establishment of desired vegetation;

4.

Identify regeneration species and locations, and prepare a final planting plan. Plant selection will be based
on local nitrogen fixing ability, and its suitability as a pioneer species;

5.

Remove invasive species and replace with new, preferred plant materials; and

6.

Monitor site remediation; success is measured by the establishment of preferred plants.

BROOM MANAGEMENT
The predominant invasive species is scotch broom. The current maintenance program for the site and the fire
break adjacent to the municipal forest lands will continue.
With the first phase of development (the lower side), a more comprehensive broom remediation program will
be submitted and implemented for the entire lower side area.
The broom management and vegetation plan strategy will involve:
•

Removal of broom plants in late spring:
•

With small seedling plants pulled by hand;

•

Large plants will be cut at just below the soil level; and

•

Cuttings will be removed from the site and mulched.

•

Repeat as necessary while development phases occur.

•

The revegetation strategy will be implemented for each development phase. Detailed planting treatment
should take into account the park area use, and the potential for impacts on views. The standard practices
for revegetation, subject to specific ground truthing for the phase being developed, will follow standard
horticultural practices (BCSLA Landscape Standards, 2012) that include:
•

Plant in the fall;

•

Protect from browsing by deer;

•

Use woody debris and boulders as needed to capture moisture; and

•

30

Plant in a manner that mimics natural growing patterns of the tree and groundcover species.
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11. SEDIMENTATION &
NUTRIENT RUN-OFF CONTROL
As stated in the SWMP summary (Section 8), the environmental importance of respecting watersheds and
downstream waterflows is not underestimated, and is very much a focus of this CDP. Reduction of
sedimentation, through a detailed SWMP and VMP, is one of the fundamental principles of the CDP (Refer to
Sections 8 through 10, and the corresponding Schedules E,F, and G.
Schedule G contains a report on the conceptual design of the stormwater management facilities for this
property. The report shows the potential sites for proposed stormwater detention ponds, which will (a) serve
to attenuate stormwater flows from the site to pre-development 1:2 year rates, and (b) provide removal of
suspended sediments before discharge to the downstream system. Limiting flows from the site to 1:2 year
rates follows best management practices, and is a recommended objective stated in Land Development
Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Habitat (Habitat Management Division of the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans & the Integrated Management Branch of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks). Detailed
design of the stormwater treatment system may show the need to construct at least one stormwater
detention pond at the northern boundary of the property. Any ponds that will assist with the removal of
sediments from downstream watersheds, including that of Quamichan Lake, can be constructed during the
first phase of development if required.
To reduce additional sources of potential sedimentation from the site, it is proposed that scotch broom be
removed once detailed vegetation planting plans are in place for a given phase or development site (i.e., do
not remove the roots and disturb the soil until other vegetation is ready to be planted in its
place). Management of scotch broom along the fire interface with the Municipality’s forest lands, however,
will remain an ongoing component of site management. As much as possible along the fire interface, broom
control methods that do not disturb the soil will be applied until detailed site development plans are
completed, and more permanent re-vegetation solutions are designed. In areas of private land with slopes
greater than 30%, covenants will be registered to restrict the removal of vegetation within the steep slope
areas, except where a revegetation plan has been submitted and approved by MNC. The plan will follow the
strategies and practices outlined in the VMP.
Preparation of detailed, phase-by-phase development plans will also ensure that sedimentation control is
addressed through the SWMP, and VMP, as well as soil and erosion plans contained within environmental
monitoring plans (EMPs). These plans will ensure future development has measures in place to reduce both
nutrient run-off and sediment from erosion.
All development permits, and associated site and management plans, will be approved by the Municipality of
North Cowichan for the KingsView development.
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12. CLIMATE CHANGE & ENERGY
STRATEGY
The MNC Official Community Plan policies relating to climate change include implementing a Climate Action
Plan. MNC adopted a Climate Action and Energy Plan in 2013 that lays out steps to conserve energy, reduce
greenhouse gases emissions, and adapt to the expected effects of climate change.
The KingsView Comprehensive Development Plan has considered the Climate Action and Energy Plan
objectives in a variety of ways, described below:
•

Increased densities can encourage public transit use. LEED® Neighbourhood design and contemporary
transit standards suggest that densities of 7 units/acre or more increase the likelihood of higher transit
ridership. More than 50% of all of the housing units proposed permit net densities of 11 units/acre or
more. The proposed zoning will also permit secondary suites under certain conditions.

•

Stormwater design supports post-development run-off that does not exceed pre-development run-off.

•

Increasing forest production is an integral part of the overall plan. The land base is currently stripped of
nearly all vegetation, except for localized, small pockets of trees and groundcover. Revegetation,
combined with natural germination, will help to purify stormwater, stabilize soil, recycle nutrients,
moderate climate, and absorb C02. It will significantly contribute to MNC climate action objectives. The
plan calls for dedication of approximately 37% of the land for parks and open space.

•

Existing small clusters of vegetation will be retained. Protection of key environmental features, specifically
garry oak woodlands, is recognized in the site planning.

•

All homes will meet “EnerGuide 80” standards, in order to achieve higher energy efficiency and reduce
GHG emissions, and require installation of energy-wise fixtures and equipment. These requirements will
be defined in a building scheme covenant.

•

District Energy Systems are impractical to implement on a development-wide basis given the anticipated
pace of development. However, passive
solar heating, optimizing the amount of
solar absorption through the placement of
windows and the siting of building solar
panel systems, heat pumps, and
augmented solar water heaters should be
anticipated.

•

All homes will be serviced with a rough-in
conduit for future roof photovoltaic/solar
panel systems. These requirements will
be defined in a building scheme covenant.

•

Principles of LEED® for Neighbourhood
Development will be implemented as they
relate to:
•

Provide for street design with
landscaped boulevards within public
road rights-of-ways;

Solar Roof Panel Example
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•

Promote active transportation, by providing convenient pedestrian linkages between streets
within the neighbourhood ,and linkages between street sidewalks and planned off-street trail
networks;

•

Provide an easily accessible building site(s) that encourages “third place activities” (i.e., the concept of
community building outside of where one lives or works; most notable are coffee houses) that allow
residents to use active transportation measures to meet and gather. The land use plan specifically
identifies a small local commercial opportunity at the corner of Kingsview and Viewtop Roads. It
would also be an appropriate location for installation of cycling infrastructure.

While there is no direct increase in farmland or commercial food production, there is no displacement of
land with good agricultural capabilities.
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13. SERVICING
WSP Engineering has completed a site servicing pre-design report relating to core service needs. The report
was undertaken on the premise of developing up to 1,250 units for the KingsView project, at a population
density of 3.1 persons per unit. Addition of legal suites will increase the unit count. The Municipality has
accepted a change in the population density to 2.5 persons per unit with an addition of 0.85 units for each
secondary suite. Increasing the number of units, but decreasing the density per unit results in no change to
the conclusions of the pre-design report (see Schedule G).
A summary of the report is as follows:
•

Water. There are no known issues with respect to the provision of water for domestic and fire
protection services;

•

Sanitary sewer. Sewage will be directed to existing infrastructure. There are no known technical issues
that would prevent development of this site;

•

Storm drainage. The site has up to fourteen drainage points of discharge, and 1:2 year storm return flow
rates will need to be limited to predevelopment rates. Several detention ponds will be installed. These,
and a number of other stormwater requirements, are outlined in the Stormwater Management Plan (See
Section 8 of this report);

•

Shallow utilities. There will be a requirement for upgrades to BC Hydro offsite feeders to this
site. Phasing of the upgrades will depend on development phasing of the KingsView site; and

•

Other. The report identifies a number of location-specific technical design requirements that will be
addressed at the time of subdivision.

A Statement of Commitment has been developed outlining developers’ responsibilities to produce a
Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) for the site. SWMPs must be completed and approved by the District
prior to construction of any phase.
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14. PHASING
The KingsView neighbourhood will not be built all at once, but rather in financially manageable parts. Based on
projected absorption rates, KingsView will be developed over a minimum 15 to 20-year period.
There are two levels of detail to the phasing of the development. At the primary level, developing the lower
side (north of Kingsview Road) will occur first, where infrastructure and services were previously installed, but
not completed. As the first development of the upper side (south of Kingsview Road) is expected to be at least
10 years away, the final mix of housing could evolve from what is shown in the plan to meet changing market
conditions and lifestyle needs, but is anticipated to remain within the overall approved densities.
Within the lower side, three sub-phases are planned, with four phases forecast for the upper side. A plan
showing the anticipated phasing is shown in Schedule H. Part of the rationale for the phasing boundaries is the
logical timing for installation of servicing infrastructure and access, as well as parks, amenities, and
stormwater management.
At the time of subdivision application for each specific phase, all amenities associated with that phase will be
installed to the satisfaction of the MNC.
1.

Each phase will require the installation of works and services, including amenities (such as trails, trailheads,
signage, and benches), and road curbs, sidewalks, and boulevard landscaping.

2.

Each phase submitted will conform with this plan, subject to specific site conditions that may result in
minor variances.

PHASED DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
It is anticipated that a phased Development Agreement pursuant to Section 905.1 - 905.6 of the Local
Government Act will be entered into with the MNC, and will describe the terms of the development and the
timing for implementation of the plan.
The key features of the Phased Development Agreement are:
•

Description of the development phases and the subdivision infrastructure requirements (to municipal
standards in the subdivision bylaw);

•

Description of the timing and payment for any offsite improvements associated with the development; and

•

Definition of the timeline for installation and/or provision of amenities, including vegetation
management, parks and pathways, and other improvements and/or cash payments associated with the
provision of amenities.
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15. AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY
The MNC’s Official Community Plan includes an affordable housing policy, and provides specific reference to
supporting the development of new market, affordable housing, both rental and affordable ownership. The
policy recommends that 10% of the units incorporate an affordable housing component. The plan further
supports, as part of that strategy, “the development of secondary suites and infill housing.”
BACKGROUND
CMHC’s defines affordable housing as “housing for which an individual or family is spending no more than a certain
proportion of its gross household income on shelter costs to secure adequate housing.”
•

For homeowners: No more than 32% of gross household income (30% before property taxes
and utilities).

•

For renters: No more than 30% of gross household income. Renter households that spend more
on shelter are considered to be “in core need”, and those who spend more than 50% are “at risk
of homelessness”.

Based on 2011 tax file data, the average family income in the Duncan area (not arranged by municipal
jurisdiction) was $72,369, and overall the average family income within the CVRD was $74,396. The median
house price for a detached unit within the CVRD was $303,192 (2013). Assuming a 10% downpayment, based
on current rates (3.99% - five-year fixed term and 25-year amortization period), an average family could afford
a new home costing approximately $375,000.
STRATEGY
The KingsView plan is consistent with the affordable housing
policy in North Cowichan’s OCP in the following ways:
•

Offers a mix of housing types to accommodate diverse
needs, and is suitable for both aging populations and
young families;

•

Provides for increased densities that will encourage and
support alternate transportation, decreasing reliance
on more costly private vehicle transportation;

•

Small lot detached and attached housing is targeted a
providing housing within the attainability level, as
defined by CMHC;

•

The lands are within walking distance of the
elementary school, reducing the need for private
vehicle transportation;

•

KingsView will increase the densities of the overall
“Properties” neighbourhoods, and add to the demand for
and help trigger the development of the commercial
centre proposed for the lower end of Kingsview Road;

•

Proposes approximately half of the total detached lots as
affordable smaller lots;

Duplex Example

Small Lot Detached Example
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•

Designates about half of the total units as
multi-family;

•

Allows up to 189 secondary suites, that exceeds the
MNC OCP objective of 10% of the housing units
meeting affordable housing objectives within a
proposed development; and

•

Agrees to support an affordable housing fund by
providing cash funding deposited into a targeted
reserve fund as follows:

40

Regular lot:

$1,000/lot

Small lot/attached unit:

$500/unit

Coach House Example
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16. BUILDING DESIGN
Building designs for all housing, including all multi-family housing and local commercial, will be governed by a
Building Scheme Covenant controlled by the developer and registered on title. Form and character
requirements for all commercial and multi-family developments (3 units or more) will be further addressed
through the issuance of Development Permits, as per the requirements contained in Development Permit
Area #1 as they apply.
In general terms, building schemes will address the following core design principles:
•

Establish a high quality of exterior finishes that include adequate roof overhangs for weather protection,
and exterior trim designs that promote interest and character;

•

Encourage porches, or porch elements facing the street, and discourage garage doors as the
dominating feature;

•

Encourage landscaping that promotes water conservation, and responds to the site and buildings;

•

Safeguard key view corridors to optimize views from building sites, and public vantage points;

•

Minimize site disturbance that may include large areas of land covenanted against removal of vegetation
or soil without first obtaining MNC approval of a replanting plan; and

•

Bring buildings in areas near public realm spaces closer to the street to enhance character and animation.
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17. TRANSPORTATION
UPDATED TRAFFIC ASSESSMENT
Boulevard Transportation Group was retained to conduct a Traffic Impact Assessment for the proposed
KingsView development, dated November 2015. An analysis of post-development conditions was undertaken
to provide a clear view of impacts on the adjacent roadways after full build-out and occupancy. The study
assessed traffic impacts of the development, reviewed the site access roads, and assessed the need for any
mitigation measures. It is recognized that the future continuous connection of Donnay Drive will impact long
term transportation patterns at KingsView.
The report, which is appended in Schedule I, recommends:
1.

Depending on the build-out approach, since single family homes generate more trips than multi-family
dwellings, installation of a single lane roundabout at Kingsview and Maple Bay Roads when:
•

If only single family units are developed, 215 south side single family units are completed; or

•

If only multi-family units are developed, 366 south side multi-family units are completed; or

•

If a mix of single and multi-family units is developed, 308 south side units (81 single family and
227 multi-family) are completed.

2.

Installing a northbound right-turn lane on Maple Bay Road at Highwood Drive when 268 of 401 units are
completed; and

3.

Consider active transportation in the design of the roads.

ROAD & BOULEVARD DESIGN
The goal of KingsView is to create a neighbourhood that has a distinct identity. The neighbourhood has been
designed to limit through traffic, and to link local roads with pedestrian and trail networks.
Key transportation considerations for the neighbourhood are:
•

Incorporation of MNC traffic-calming policies in street design, including curb extensions, and
on-street parking;

•

Encouragement of treed, landscaped boulevards, and stormwater swale systems and raingardens
(Note: These may require additional road right-of-ways; that will be determined at the time of
subdivision application);

•

Incorporation of character street lighting, ensuring that the quality of light chosen enhances the
pedestrian routes, and respects night sky policies to minimize light pollution;

•

Encouragement of bare land strata roads, and laneway width roads, where feasible; and

•

Use of permeable pavers will be considered in parking areas only, as it is recognized that the MNC does
not support permeable surfaces on public roads.
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18. AMENITY PROVISION SUMMARY
The KingsView neighbourhood has been, or will be, contributing a variety of amenities for use, benefit and
enjoyment of the broader community:
•

Amenities already provided for development entitlements that included the KingsView lands: all-weather
sportsfield, soft ball diamonds, school land dedication, sportsfield change rooms, sportsfield parking, and
enhanced boulevard landscaping;

•

Initiation of an early broom management program;

•

Phased revegetation program;

•

Provision of approximately 37% of the land for either public park and trails, or private open space
restricted by a Section 219 Covenant in favour of the MNC;

•

Provision of 4.5 kilometres of trails constructed to MNC standards and connecting with existing trail networks:
1.

Major trails that connect one part of the community with another;

2.

Multi-use trails that serve various user groups within a community; and

3.

Neighbourhood links that connect residents to local destinations (e.g., school, store, park, waterfronts).

•

Significant parkland improvements based on three identified park and open space types;

•

Provision of playground equipment, benches, parking, trailheads, and other pedestrian-oriented infrastructure;

•

Off-site improvements to the overall road network; and

•

Provision of a per lot/per unit funding contributions to an affordable housing fund.

Garry oak viewpoint promenade concept,
Victoria Drakeford Landscape Architect
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19. PROCEDURE
This Comprehensive Development Plan is supported with a concurrent Zoning Bylaw that implements the plan
objectives outlined in this report. The phasing of development, and the land use distribution and densities
shown in the Land Use Plan, will be matched in the Zoning Bylaw for KingsView.
Also, as part of the conclusion of the OCP and Zoning Bylaw amendments for KingsView, a Phased
Development Agreement and associated PDA bylaw will also be considered.
Subsequently, prior to the time each development phase is initiated and detailed subdivision plans are
submitted, the appropriate Development Permit applications will be made in accordance with “Schedule J” of
the MNC OCP. Form and character Development Permits for specific attached housing projects will most likely
be submitted after the subdivision is complete.
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SCHEDULE B
Ecological/Biophysical Assessment
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SCHEDULE C
Land Use Plan
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SCHEDULE D
Stormwater Management Plan
Statement of Commitment
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SCHEDULE E
Parks & Open Space Design Strategy
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SCHEDULE F
Vegetation Management Plan Strategy
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SCHEDULE G
Site Services
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SCHEDULE H
Phasing Plan
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SCHEDULE I
Transportation
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environmental services ltd.

November	
  18,	
  2015	
  
	
  
Mr.	
  Wayne	
  Strandlund	
  
Strandlund	
  Investments	
  Ltd.	
  c/o	
  Deane	
  Strongitharm	
  	
  
CitySpaces	
  Consulting	
  Ltd.	
  /	
  Strongitharm	
  Consulting	
  Ltd.	
  
	
  
	
  
Re:	
  	
  The	
  Properties	
  (COMB)	
  CDP	
  Requirements	
  -‐	
  Ecological/Bio-‐physical	
  Assessment	
  Related	
  to	
  the	
  
Re-‐zoning	
  Application	
  /	
  Comprehensive	
  Development	
  Plan	
  (CDP)	
  (update	
  to	
  letter	
  dated	
  
September	
  17,	
  2014)	
  
	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Mr.	
  Strandlund:	
  
	
  
I	
  understand	
  that	
  you	
  are	
  submitting	
  an	
  application	
  for	
  an	
  alteration	
  of	
  the	
  “Cliffs	
  Over	
  Maple	
  Bay”	
  
Comprehensive	
   Development	
   Plan	
   (CDP).	
   	
   The	
   main	
   change	
   in	
   the	
   CDP	
   is	
   to	
   have	
   the	
   golf	
   course	
   and	
  
residential	
  zoning	
  updated	
  to	
  residential	
  only	
  and	
  increased	
  housing	
  density.	
  	
  In	
  preparation	
  of	
  the	
  
application,	
   the	
   Project	
   team	
   has	
   been	
   in	
   regular	
   communications	
   with	
   the	
   Municipality	
   of	
   North	
  
Cowichan	
  (MNC)	
  regarding	
  the	
  scope	
  of	
  their	
  plan	
  for	
  the	
  site.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
In	
  a	
  letter	
  dated	
  December	
  10,	
  2013	
  from	
  Mr.	
  Scott	
  Mack,	
  MNC	
  Director	
  of	
  Development	
  Services,	
  a	
  
number	
   of	
   required	
   aspects	
   for	
   a	
   draft	
   CDP	
   for	
   this	
   property	
   were	
   outlined.	
   One	
   of	
   the	
   required	
  
aspects	
  was	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  a	
  comprehensive	
  site	
  management	
  plan	
  to	
  address	
  the	
  current	
  state	
  
of	
   the	
   project	
   site.	
   	
   Madrone	
   Environmental	
   Services	
   (Madrone)	
   was	
   contracted	
   by	
   the	
   current	
  
landowner	
   and	
   project	
   development	
   team	
   to	
   address	
   issues	
   related	
   to	
   the	
   bio-‐physical	
  
/environmental	
   assessment	
   of	
   the	
   Comprehensive	
   Development	
   Plan	
   (CDP)	
   and	
   associated	
   re-‐zoning	
  
application	
  for	
  your	
  property	
  (KingsView	
  -‐	
  formerly	
  the	
  Cliffs	
  Over	
  Maple	
  Bay	
  -‐	
  COMB).	
  	
  	
  
	
  

Madrone's	
  Role	
  
The	
   key	
   components	
   of	
   the	
   bio-‐physical	
   assessment	
   of	
   the	
   property	
   at	
   this	
   stage	
   of	
   the	
   development	
  
(the	
  CDP	
  application)	
  are:	
  
1. To	
  provide	
  a	
  summary	
  of	
  current	
  conditions;	
  
2. To	
  identify	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  any	
  ecological/environmental	
  issues	
  of	
  concern	
  on	
  the	
  property;	
  
3. To	
   determine	
   if/where	
   environmental	
   features	
   of	
   significance	
   are	
   present	
   (if	
   any)	
   that	
   they	
  
are	
  appropriately	
  addressed	
  within	
  the	
  updated	
  CDP;	
  and	
  	
  	
  
4. To	
  provide	
  input	
  into	
  site	
  re-‐vegetation/remediation	
  plans	
  where	
  appropriate.	
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Please	
  note	
  that	
  hydrology	
   and	
  associated	
  surface	
  and	
  sub-‐surface	
  water	
  management	
  as	
  they	
  relate	
  
to	
  the	
  Stormwater	
  Management	
  Plan	
  (SWMP)	
  are	
   covered	
   in	
   the	
   2015	
   CDP	
   Schedule	
   G	
   by	
   WSP.	
   	
   A	
  
Statement	
  of	
  Commitment	
  outlining	
  the	
  requirements	
  for	
  a	
  SWMP	
  will	
  be	
  submitted	
  by	
  KingsView	
  as	
  
a	
   condition	
   to	
   approval	
   of	
   a	
   new	
   CDP	
   and	
   zoning	
   for	
   the	
   subject	
   property.	
   	
   Where	
   appropriate,	
  
Madrone	
   will	
   provide	
   advice	
   where	
   required	
   in	
   relation	
   to	
   Phase-‐specific	
   management	
   plans	
   for	
  
maintaining	
  surface	
  water	
  quality	
  during	
  and	
  following	
  construction.	
  
	
  

Bio-‐physical	
  Assessment	
  -‐	
  Background	
  
A	
   site	
   visit,	
   current	
   ortho-‐photography	
   (purchased	
   by	
   the	
   owner;	
   flown	
   on	
   Nov	
   1,	
   2012),	
   and	
  
applicable	
   background	
   documents	
   were	
   reviewed	
   in	
   conducting	
   this	
   assessment.	
   Due	
   to	
   the	
   highly	
  
altered,	
   degraded	
   and	
   cleared	
   nature	
   of	
   the	
   property,	
   a	
   full-‐scale	
   ecological	
   assessment	
   is	
   not	
  
warranted.	
  	
  The	
  probability	
  of	
  rare	
  plants	
  or	
  valuable	
  wildlife	
  habitat	
  being	
  on	
  the	
  site	
  is	
  very	
  low	
  to	
  
nil	
   throughout	
   the	
   majority	
   of	
   the	
   property;	
   the	
   one	
   exception	
   being	
   the	
   Garry	
   oak	
   woodlands	
   at	
   the	
  
north	
  end	
  (bottom	
  of	
  the	
  slope).	
  
	
  
Tania	
   Tripp	
   conducted	
   a	
   field	
   visit	
   in	
   partnership	
   with	
   the	
   project	
   Landscape	
   Architect	
   (Victoria	
  
Drakeford)	
   in	
   February	
   of	
   2014;	
   with	
   additional	
   visits	
   in	
   early	
   March	
   and	
   August.	
   While	
   on	
   site,	
  
particular	
  attention	
  was	
  given	
  to	
  determining	
  the	
  best	
  options	
  for	
  management	
  of	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  and	
  
re-‐vegetation	
   at	
   the	
   site.	
   	
   As	
   well	
   the	
   focus	
   was	
   on	
   potential	
   for	
   the	
   property	
   to	
   support	
   rare,	
  
sensitive	
  Garry	
   oak	
   ecosystems	
   and/or	
  plant	
  assemblages.	
  General	
  observations	
  were	
  also	
  made	
   of	
  
potential	
  wildlife	
  habitat	
  values	
  and	
  the	
  dominant	
  vegetation	
  composition.	
  	
  
	
  

General	
  Site	
  Description	
  -‐	
  Current	
  Conditions	
  
The	
   natural	
   state	
   of	
   the	
   site	
   has	
   been	
   extensively	
   altered	
   by	
   previous	
   land	
   clearing,	
   terra-‐forming,	
  
and	
  processing	
  of	
  on-‐site	
  materials	
  from	
  2006-‐2008.	
  	
  The	
  most	
  obvious	
  change	
  was	
  the	
  removal	
  of	
  
almost	
   all	
   of	
   the	
   vegetation	
   (>80%).	
   	
   The	
   majority	
   of	
   the	
   cleared	
   areas	
   are	
   now	
   covered	
   with	
   the	
  
invasive	
  shrub,	
  Scotch	
  Broom	
  (Cytisus	
  scoparius).	
  
	
  
Prior	
   to	
   land	
   clearing,	
   the	
   site	
   was	
   predominately	
   covered	
   by	
   second	
   growth	
   (approx.	
   40-‐50	
   years	
  
old),	
   dry,	
   Douglas-‐fir	
   forest	
   with	
   scattered	
   Arbutus	
   (typical	
   of	
   the	
   03	
   site	
   series	
   in	
   the	
   CDF	
  
biogeoclimatic	
   zone).	
   	
   Additional,	
   visible	
   alterations	
   are	
   the	
   terra-‐forming	
   (large	
   terraces),	
   and	
  
construction	
   of	
   the	
   site	
   drainage	
   network.	
   	
   As	
   well,	
   a	
   paved	
   road	
   that	
   links	
   Kingsview	
   Road	
   to	
  
Nevilane	
   Road	
   now	
   exists	
   and	
   development	
   of	
   homes	
   along	
   that	
   road	
   has	
   been	
   occurring	
   over	
   the	
  
last	
  3-‐4	
  years.	
  	
  A	
  number	
  of	
  services	
  have	
  also	
  been	
  established	
  along	
  previously	
  planned	
  residential	
  
sites.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
   following	
   sections	
   of	
   this	
   assessment	
   provide	
   a	
   summary	
   of	
   what	
   remains	
   on-‐site	
   that	
   is	
  
ecologically	
   significant,	
   and	
   recommendations	
   for	
   measures	
   to	
   protect	
   them.	
   	
   Input	
   regarding	
   re-‐
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vegetation	
   and	
   remediation	
   efforts	
   was	
   provided	
   to	
   the	
   project	
   team's	
   Landscape	
   Architect,	
   and	
   is	
  
covered	
   in	
   the	
   related	
   sections	
   of	
   the	
   CDP.	
   	
   Victoria	
   and	
   I	
   have	
   been	
   working	
   closely	
   together	
   on	
   this	
  
challenging	
  aspect	
  of	
  the	
  plan,	
  and	
  have	
  met	
  with	
  North	
  Cowichan,	
  Municipal	
  Forester	
  Darrell	
  Frank	
  
to	
   discuss	
   suitable	
   options	
   for	
   re-‐vegetation	
   and	
   control	
   of	
   invasive	
   plants	
   (namely	
   Scotch	
   broom).	
  	
  
The	
  main	
  concern	
  about	
  the	
  extensive	
  broom	
  infestation	
  is	
  the	
  associated	
  fire	
  hazard,	
  as	
  the	
  site	
  is	
  
adjacent	
  to	
  North	
  Cowichan	
  forestry	
  lands.	
  
	
  

Natural	
  Areas	
  and	
  Key	
  Environmental	
  Features	
  
Some	
  second	
  growth	
  forest	
  (Douglas-‐fir	
  leading	
  with	
  scattered	
  Arbutus)	
  remain	
  along	
  the	
  north	
  end	
  
and	
  southwest	
  corner	
  of	
  the	
  property.	
  	
  Two	
  patches	
  of	
  established,	
  second	
  growth,	
  Arbutus	
  stands	
  
are	
   present	
   at	
   the	
   bottom	
   of	
   the	
   slope	
   (northern	
   boundary).	
   Key	
   environmental	
   features	
   that	
   remain	
  
at	
  the	
  site	
  are	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak	
  (Quercus	
  garryana)	
  woodlands	
  along	
  the	
  northwest	
  boundary	
  (bottom	
  
corner	
   of	
   the	
   slope).	
   	
   These	
   Garry	
   oak	
   ecosystems	
   are	
   extremely	
   uncommon	
   locally,	
   provincially,	
   and	
  
globally,	
  and	
  often	
  contain	
  or	
  are	
  associated	
  with	
  rare	
  and	
  threatened	
  species.	
  	
  In	
  addition,	
  Garry	
  oak	
  
ecosystems	
  are	
  red-‐listed	
  in	
  Canada	
  and	
  protected	
  under	
  the	
  federal	
  Species	
  at	
  Risk	
  Act.	
  	
  
	
  
Garry	
  oak	
  ecosystems	
  are	
  distinct	
  because	
  their	
  plant	
  communities	
  are	
  formed	
  by	
  species	
  adapted	
  to	
  
harsh	
  environmental	
  conditions	
  such	
  as	
  shallow,	
  low-‐nutrient	
  soils	
  and	
  extreme	
  drying	
  periods.	
  Garry	
  
oak	
   and	
   terrestrial	
   herbaceous	
   ecosystems	
   have	
   the	
   potential	
   to	
   support	
   a	
   variety	
   of	
   wildlife	
   and	
  
biodiversity	
   elements	
   that	
   are	
   specifically	
   adapted	
   to	
   these	
   climatic	
   conditions.	
   	
   These	
   ecosystems	
  
are	
  also	
  important	
  because	
  they	
  are	
  amongst	
  the	
  most	
  poorly	
  represented	
  of	
  all	
  sensitive	
  ecosystems	
  
in	
  the	
  Municipality	
  of	
  North	
  Cowichan.	
  
	
  

Protection	
  Measure	
  for	
  Existing	
  Key	
  Environmental	
  Features	
  
A	
   key	
   environmental	
   feature,	
   representative	
   of	
   Garry	
   oak	
   woodland,	
   occurs	
   within	
   the	
   property	
  
boundaries	
   at	
   the	
   most	
   northeasterly	
   boundaries	
   of	
   the	
   Plan	
   area.	
   	
   It	
   is	
   my	
   recommendation	
   that	
  
these	
  features	
  be	
  protected	
  as	
  dedicated	
  park	
  space.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
   integrity	
   of	
   this	
   feature	
   should	
   be	
   maintained	
   in	
   association	
   with	
   the	
   implementation	
   of	
   a	
   buffer	
  
around	
   the	
   edge	
   of	
   the	
   woodland.	
   	
   The	
   buffer	
   may	
   vary	
   from	
   5	
   to	
   >15	
   meters	
   depending	
   on	
   the	
  
terrain	
   and	
   specific	
   site	
   conditions.	
   The	
   buffer	
   should	
   be	
   flagged	
   by	
   a	
   Professional	
   Biologist	
   and	
  
surveyed	
   prior	
   to	
   the	
   start	
   of	
  construction	
  of	
  any	
   phase	
  to	
   ensure	
   correct	
   delineation	
   and	
   protection	
  
of	
   the	
   ecosystem.	
   	
   To	
   assist	
   this	
   process,	
   the	
   largest	
   cluster	
   of	
   Garry	
   oaks	
   has	
   already	
   been	
  
professionally	
   surveyed.	
   	
   Additional	
   inventory	
   and	
   surveys	
   of	
   Garry	
   oaks	
   will	
   be	
   needed	
   prior	
   to	
  
approval	
   of	
   adjacent	
   building	
   footprints	
   to	
   ensure	
   protection	
   of	
   this	
   environmental	
   feature.	
   	
   The	
  
Garry	
  oak	
  woodlands	
  are	
  located	
  within	
  the	
  area	
  identified	
  as	
  "Phase	
  1"	
  of	
  the	
  KingsView	
  CDP,	
  and	
  as	
  
such	
  their	
  protection	
  will	
  be	
  addressed	
  within	
  the	
  first	
  phase	
  of	
  development.	
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To	
  further	
  protect	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodland	
  features,	
  temporary	
  snow	
  fencing	
  (bright	
  orange)	
  should	
  
be	
  installed	
  at	
  the	
  outer-‐most	
  extent	
  of	
  the	
  buffer	
  prior	
  to	
  any	
  construction	
  adjacent	
  to	
  them.	
  	
  This	
  
precautionary	
  measure	
  has	
  been	
  highly	
  effective	
  at	
  other	
  construction	
  sites	
  for	
  keeping	
  vehicles	
  and	
  
heavy	
  equipment	
  from	
  damaging	
  the	
  integrity	
  of	
  these	
  sensitive	
  sites.	
  Additional	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  
may	
  be	
  required	
  if	
  development	
  is	
  proposed	
  within	
  this	
  feature.	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  March	
  9,	
  2014	
  draft	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  CDP	
  that	
  I	
  reviewed,	
  the	
  planned	
  trail	
  network	
  indicated	
  a	
  
trail	
  going	
  through	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodlands.	
  	
  I	
  recommended	
  that	
  the	
  trail	
  be	
  removed	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  
minimize	
  further	
  fragmentation.	
  	
  Instead	
  of	
  a	
  trail	
  through	
  the	
  woodlands,	
  a	
  viewpoint	
  with	
  signage	
  
and	
   a	
   bench	
   could	
   be	
   provided	
   for	
   enjoyment,	
   education,	
   and	
   protection.	
   	
   As	
   of	
   September	
   2014,	
  
these	
  recommendations	
  have	
  been	
  adopted	
  and	
  are	
  reflected	
  in	
  the	
  current	
  2015	
  CDP.	
  
	
  

Parks	
  and	
  Open	
  Space	
  
The	
   CDP	
   Parks	
   and	
   Open	
   Space	
   Strategy	
   indicates	
   that	
   a	
   significant	
   portion	
   of	
   the	
   land	
   will	
   be	
  
provided	
   throughout	
   the	
   development	
   as	
   an	
   amenity	
   for	
   residents	
   and	
   the	
   general	
   public.	
   These	
  
spaces	
  will	
  include	
  passive	
  green	
  spaces,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  more	
  active	
  recreation	
  areas	
  (such	
  as	
  playgrounds	
  
and	
  public	
  parking	
  for	
  access	
  to	
  biking/hiking	
  trailheads)	
  and	
  areas	
  of	
  environmental	
  significance.	
  The	
  
dedicated	
   green	
   space	
   will	
   serve	
   as	
   a	
   number	
   of	
   different	
   amenity	
   areas,	
   including	
   parks,	
   open	
  
spaces,	
   key	
   environmental	
   features	
   (Garry	
   oak	
   woodlands),	
   natural	
   trail	
   systems	
   and	
   recreational	
  
spaces.	
  	
  Merging	
  of	
  the	
  existing	
  pathways	
  and	
  trails	
  with	
  the	
  new	
  interconnecting	
  trail	
  system	
  could	
  
provide	
  extensive	
  opportunities	
  for	
  walking,	
  running	
  and	
  cycling;	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  educational/interpretive	
  
opportunities	
  related	
  to	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodlands.	
  	
  
	
  

Invasive	
  Plant	
  Management	
  -‐	
  Scotch	
  Broom	
  	
  
The	
   presence	
   of	
   invasive	
   species	
   on	
   the	
   subject	
   property	
   is	
   extensive	
   and	
   predominately	
   Scotch	
  
broom.	
   	
   A	
   Vegetation	
   Management	
   Plan	
   (VMP)	
   overview	
   for	
   the	
   entire	
   property	
   that	
   focuses	
   on	
  
broom	
   control	
   along	
   the	
   fire	
   interface	
   with	
   the	
   North	
   Cowichan	
   forest	
   lands	
   will	
   be	
   provided	
   to	
   MNC	
  
as	
   part	
   of	
   the	
   CDP	
   application.	
   	
   Madrone	
   has	
   provided	
   input	
   and	
   review	
   of	
   documents	
   related	
   to	
  
broom	
  management	
  to	
  Victoria	
  Drakeford.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
In	
  addition	
  to	
  the	
  general	
  broom	
  management	
  plan	
  for	
  the	
  property,	
  Phase-‐specific	
  (detailed)	
  VMPs	
  
are	
   recommended.	
   	
   Due	
   to	
   the	
   site	
   variation	
   in	
   aspect,	
   topography,	
   drainage	
   and	
   current	
   conditions,	
  
remediation	
   plans	
   tailored	
   to	
   each	
   planned	
   phase	
   of	
   the	
   development	
   should	
   be	
   completed	
   and	
  
provided	
   to	
   MNC	
   for	
   approval.	
   	
   Each	
   Phase-‐specific	
   remediation	
   and	
   vegetation	
   management	
   plan	
  
should	
   provide	
   appropriate	
   strategies,	
   plants	
   lists/schemes,	
   with	
   input	
   and	
   guidance	
   from	
   qualified	
  
professionals.	
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Phase-‐specific	
  VMPs	
  should,	
  at	
  a	
  minimum,	
  include	
  the	
  following:	
  
1. Mapping	
  of	
  	
  
a)	
  	
  location	
  of	
  the	
  Scotch	
  Broom	
  	
  
b)	
  	
  location	
  and	
  description	
  of	
  existing	
  native	
  vegetation	
  if	
  applicable	
  
c)	
   	
   location	
   and	
   description	
   of	
   regenerating	
   patches	
   of	
   native	
   vegetation	
   within	
   parks	
  
and	
  open	
  spaces	
  
d)	
  	
  existing	
  and	
  proposed	
  stormwater	
  channels	
  
2. Detailed	
   planting	
   schemes	
   should	
   take	
   into	
   account	
   the	
   uses	
   of	
   the	
   park	
   areas	
   and	
   their	
   view	
  
potential.	
  
3. A	
  discussion	
  and	
  agreement	
  with	
  MNC	
  on	
  strategies	
  for	
  broom	
  removal,	
  to	
  include:	
  
	
  
	
  
a)	
  feasibility	
  of	
  methods	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
b)	
  timing/phasing	
  in	
  accordance	
  with	
  the	
  phased	
  development	
  
	
  

Rehabilitation	
  and	
  Landscaping	
  with	
  Native	
  Species	
  
Landscaping	
   in	
   the	
   proposed	
   development	
   should	
   give	
   priority	
   to	
   native	
   plants.	
   Using	
   native	
   plants	
  
for	
  landscaping	
  purposes	
  is	
  beneficial,	
  as	
  once	
  the	
  plants	
  become	
  established,	
  very	
  little	
  maintenance	
  
is	
  required.	
  Native	
  species	
  are	
  inherently	
  drought	
  tolerant	
  and	
  provide	
  benefits	
  to	
  local	
  fauna.	
  Native	
  
plants	
  can	
  also	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  help	
  manage	
  competition	
  from	
  invasive	
  species.	
  	
  
	
  
In	
  particular,	
  care	
  should	
  be	
  taken	
  to	
  source	
  native	
  grasses	
  to	
  minimize	
  colonization	
  by	
  exotic	
  species.	
  
Xeriscapes	
  (drought	
  tolerant	
  landscaping)	
  should	
  be	
  incorporated	
  as	
  much	
  as	
  possible	
  to	
   increase	
  the	
  
likelihood	
  of	
  successful	
  growth,	
  and	
  will	
  be	
  representative	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  ecological	
  character	
  of	
  the	
  
site.	
   	
   This	
   input	
   has	
   been	
   discussed	
   with	
   and	
   provided	
   to	
   the	
   Landscape	
   Architect.	
   Please	
   refer	
   to	
   the	
  
report	
  by	
  Victoria	
  Drakeford	
  for	
  details	
  related	
  to	
  re-‐vegetation	
  concepts	
  suitable	
  for	
  the	
  site.	
  
	
  

Wildlife	
  Management	
  -‐	
  Breeding	
  Birds	
  
Prior	
  to	
  further	
  land	
  clearing	
  occurring	
  on	
  the	
  property,	
  it	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  be	
  aware	
  of	
  the	
  following	
  
legal	
  protection	
  measures	
  that	
  apply	
  to	
  all	
  breeding	
  birds	
  (taken	
  from	
  Section	
  34	
  of	
  the	
  Wildlife	
  Act):	
  
	
  
Birds,	
  nests	
  and	
  eggs	
  
34)	
   A	
   person	
   commits	
   an	
   offence	
   if	
   the	
   person,	
   except	
   as	
   provided	
   by	
   regulation,	
  
possesses,	
  takes,	
  injures,	
  molests	
  or	
  destroys:	
  
(a)	
   a	
  bird	
  or	
  its	
  egg,	
  
(b)	
   the	
   nest	
   of	
   an	
   eagle,	
   peregrine	
   falcon,	
   gyrfalcon,	
   osprey,	
   heron	
   or	
   burrowing	
  
owl,	
  or	
  
(c)	
   the	
  nest	
  of	
  a	
  bird	
  not	
  referred	
  to	
  in	
  paragraph	
  	
  when	
  the	
  nest	
  is	
  occupied	
  by	
  a	
  
bird	
  or	
  its	
  egg.	
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Section	
   6	
   (a)	
   of	
   the	
   federal	
   Migratory	
   Birds	
   Convention	
   Regulations	
   (MBCR)	
   also	
   applies.	
   Under	
  
Section	
  6	
  (a),	
  it	
  is	
  illegal	
  to	
  destroy	
  or	
  take	
  a	
  nest,	
  egg	
  or	
  nest	
  shelter	
  of	
  a	
  migratory	
  bird.	
  Migratory	
  
birds	
  covered	
  under	
  the	
  regulation	
  include	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  species	
  known	
  to	
  visit	
  and	
  likely	
  to	
  breed	
  in	
  
terrestrial	
   habitats	
   within	
   the	
   general	
   vicinity	
   of	
   the	
   assessment	
   area,	
   including	
   hummingbirds,	
  
warblers,	
  flycatchers	
  and	
  swallows.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
   MBCR	
   does	
   not	
   explicitly	
   limit	
   the	
   protection	
   of	
   nests	
   to	
   active	
   nests,	
   as	
   is	
   the	
   case	
   with	
   the	
  
Wildlife	
  Act.	
  Removing	
  a	
  nest	
  of	
  a	
  migratory	
  bird	
  after	
  the	
  nest	
  has	
  been	
  used	
  outside	
  the	
  breeding	
  
season,	
   however,	
   will	
   generally	
   have	
   no	
   impact	
   upon	
   the	
   bird,	
   as	
   the	
   majority	
   of	
   species	
   will	
  
construct	
  or	
  use	
  different	
  nests	
  from	
  season	
  to	
  season.	
  
	
  
The	
  vast	
  majority	
  of	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  migratory	
  species	
  that	
  may	
  breed	
  in	
  the	
  study	
  area	
  have	
  generally	
  left	
  
the	
   south	
   coast	
   of	
   BC	
   by	
   the	
   end	
   of	
   August.	
   Even	
   if	
   there	
   are	
   a	
   few	
   remaining	
   stragglers	
   of	
   some	
  
species,	
  they	
  are	
  unlikely	
  to	
  have	
  young	
  still	
  in	
  the	
  nest.	
  
	
  
Therefore,	
  based	
  on	
  breeding	
  cycles,	
  an	
  acceptable	
  window	
  for	
  any	
  type	
  of	
  vegetation	
  clearance	
  to	
  
avoid	
  impact	
  upon	
  active	
  nests	
  would	
  be	
  August	
  1 st	
  to	
  April	
  1st.	
  The	
  main	
  areas	
  of	
  the	
  property	
  that	
  
this	
   should	
   be	
   applied	
   to	
   include:	
   vegetated	
   riparian	
   areas,	
   standing	
   trees	
   (patches	
   of	
   second	
   growth	
  
Arbutus	
  and	
  Douglas-‐fir),	
  and	
  natural	
  shrub	
  areas	
  dominated	
  by	
  native	
  vegetation.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
Due	
  diligence	
  has	
  been	
  followed	
  in	
  hiring	
  a	
  Qualified	
  Environmental	
  Professional	
  (QEP)	
  to	
  carry	
  out	
  
an	
  ecological/biophysical	
  assessment	
  of	
  current	
  site	
  conditions.	
  If	
  there	
  are	
  any	
  questions	
  regarding	
  
the	
  results	
  of	
  our	
  assessment,	
  please	
  do	
  not	
  hesitate	
  in	
  contacting	
  the	
  undersigned.	
  
	
  
Prepared	
  By:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Tania	
  Tripp,	
  M.Sc.,	
  R.P.Bio	
  
Senior	
  Biologist/Habitat	
  Ecologist	
  
tania.tripp@madrone.ca	
  
250-‐746-‐5545	
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Figure D.1
Storm Drain Schematic - Drainage Channels
Kingsview at Maple Bay
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STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT FOR PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF A STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR “KINGSVIEW”
For the referenced project, this document is offered by the owner (Strandlund Investments Ltd.) to the
Municipality of North Cowichan (MNC) as a Statement of Commitment (SoC) to complete a Stormwater
Management Plan (SWMP) to the satisfaction and approval of MNC as a condition to approval of a new
CDP and zoning for the subject property
The following will be included in the final SWMP document (“pre-development” and “original” refers to
before land-clearing for the project original known as ‘The Cliffs Over Maple Bay’):
1. A list and discussion on the goals that are to be achieved by the SWMP, including:
a. Limit flows from the site to pre-development rates,
b. Maintain existing downstream drainage flow patterns,
c. Minimize sediments and pollutants from entering downstream systems,
d. Wherever practical, maximize runoff infiltration to recharge groundwater.
2. A report on pre-development conditions as best as they can be determined, including but not
limited to:
i. Ground cover,
ii. Watercourses,
iii. Estimated stormwater flow rates from the site.
3. A report on existing conditions:
i. Infrastructure already in place, such as:
1. Roads,
2. Piped drainage systems,
3. Culverts,
4. Flow-through drains,
5. Ponds and channels (albeit they may be temporary).
ii. Groundwater and locations of groundwater breakout,
iii. Soil and vegetation groundcover.
4. A discussion on the proposed land use and phasing of the development,
5. A drainage model of the original conditions,
6. A drainage model of the proposed development, including a revised topographic plan of the
current site,
7. Submit and have approved by MNC the final Stormwater Management Plan, including
recommendations on what is required to achieve the stated goals. The SWMP is to be approved
prior to the start of construction of any phase of the project. The SWMP is to include specific
infrastructure requirements that need to be in place where practical for treatment
requirements during the land development process.
To complete the SWMP, at a minimum the following tasks will be performed:
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1. Identify what work previously undertaken in the February 2008 by Bullock Baur SWMP is still
relevant and which can be used for the new SWMP. Previously completed work includes:
a. Hydrogeology study results,
b. Geotechnical testing results,
c. With discussion and agreement with MNC:
i. assignment of values used for the new SWMM model (such as: surface runoff
coefficients, groundwater flow estimates, hydraulic conductivity, SCS infiltration
curves, Soil Group numbers), for both pre-development and development
scenarios,
ii. confirmation of original catchment characteristics (including areas, slopes,
groundcover),
d. Original points of discharge from the site, and cataloging receiving structures,
e. Original pre-development flows,
f. Rainfall data,
g. Water quality data,
h. Environmental protection plans (with modifications and additions as needed):
i. Spill prevention and spill response plans,
ii. Sediment and erosion control plan,
iii. Tree protection plan,
iv. Sensitive ecosystem protection plan,
v. Fertilizer and pesticide management plan.
2. Meet with MNC, other consultants and stakeholders to discuss and understand historical and
current conditions related to the changes in stormwater characteristics brought by changes to
the site. Include discussions as required with the Ministry of Environment on the status of
Section 9 approvals.
3. Meet with MNC to discuss and resolve stream replacement issues,
4. Collect data:
a. With consultation with MNC and other stakeholders, compile a list of complaints and
observations from downstream residents,
b. Gather maintenance records (as related to downstream drainage) from MNC public
works and engineering staff,
c. With assistance from a QEP, record visual observations from the subject site and
downstream watercourses (preferably scheduled during a dry period and during or
immediately following a heavy rainfall):
i. Identify new watercourses, if any,
ii. Record locations and approximate flow rates of groundwater breakout,
iii. Confirm operation of existing flow-through-drains,
iv. Observe and record areas of ponding,
v. Observe and record effectiveness of existing controls such as channels, ponds,
and dams.
END
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KingsView	
  at	
  Maple	
  Bay
Parks	
  &	
  Open	
  Space	
  Design	
  Strategy

CONCEPT	
  PLAN
The	
  KingsView	
  Parks	
  and	
  Open	
  Space	
  Design	
  Strategy	
  provides	
  a	
  framework	
  and	
  vision	
  to	
  guide	
  the	
  
future	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  system	
  in	
  the	
  development.	
  

PUBLIC	
  VS.	
  PRIVATE	
  OPEN	
  SPACE
In	
  discussion	
  with	
  MNC	
  staff,	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  has	
  been	
  divided	
  into	
  two	
  legal	
  divisions	
  in	
  an	
  effort	
  to	
  
distribute	
  the	
  responsibility	
  for	
  ongoing	
  management	
  and	
  maintenance.	
  Parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  comprises:
1. Lands	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  dedicated	
  to	
  MNC,	
  and
2. Lands	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  free	
  from	
  development,	
  but	
  privately	
  owned	
  and	
  protected	
  by	
  covenant	
  in	
  favour	
  
of	
  the	
  Municipality.
Criteria	
  for	
  lands	
  to	
  be	
  dedicated	
  to	
  the	
  Municipality	
  are:
•

Major	
  treed	
  areas	
  (3);

•

AcPve	
  parks	
  space	
  (located	
  in	
  northern	
  spine);

•

Lands	
  incorpora ng	
  public	
  trails	
  and	
  access	
  points;	
  and

•

DetenPon	
  ponds	
  incorporated	
  within	
  the	
  park	
  will	
  be	
  transferred	
  to	
  the	
  MNC	
  upon	
  complePon	
  of	
  
the	
  works.

The	
  majority	
  of	
  the	
  steep	
  slopes	
  (grades	
  greater	
  than	
  20%)	
  are	
  free	
  from	
  development.	
  Rather	
  than	
  being	
  
dedicated	
  to	
  MNC,	
  the	
  plan	
  calls	
  for	
  these	
  lands	
  to	
  be	
  incorporated	
  into	
  development	
  plans,	
  and	
  be	
  
controlled	
  by	
  covenant	
  at	
  the	
  time	
  of	
  subdivision	
  approval.	
  The	
  Land	
  Use	
  Plan	
  (KingsView	
  CDP,	
  Schedule	
  C)	
  
shows	
  the	
  location	
  of	
  the	
  private	
  land	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  protected	
  by	
  covenant.
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IMPLEMENTATION	
  &	
  PHASING	
  OF	
  THE	
  STRATEGY
The	
  park	
  and	
  trail	
  system	
  will	
  be	
  developed	
  in	
  phases,	
  corresponding	
  to	
  development	
  phasing	
  described	
  in	
  
other	
  sections	
  of	
  the	
  KingsView	
  CDP.	
  As	
  each	
  phase	
  is	
  developed.	
  detailed	
  construction	
  plans	
  will	
  be	
  
submitted	
  for	
  review	
  and	
  approval	
  by	
  MNC.

PARK	
  TYPES
The	
  following	
  are	
  brief	
  descripPons	
  of	
  the	
  park	
  types	
  proposed	
  for	
  the	
  development,	
  with	
  further	
  details	
  
on	
  the	
  park	
  hierarchy	
  provided	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  secPons.	
  The	
  general	
  loca ons	
  of	
  the	
  three	
  park	
  types	
  
are	
  depicted	
  in	
  Figure	
  1	
  (page	
  3).	
  

Park	
  Type	
  1:	
  ExisLng	
  Treed	
  Area
These	
  parks	
  consist	
  of	
  three	
  areas	
  of	
  exisPng	
  na ve	
  vegeta on	
  to	
  be	
  preserved:	
  
•
•
•

Garry	
  Oak	
  
Southwest	
  corner
Southeast	
  corner

Park	
  Type	
  2:	
  Trail	
  Network,	
  Stormwater	
  Features	
  &	
  Landmarks
These	
  parks	
  consist	
  of	
  small	
  open	
  spaces	
  associated	
  with	
  trails	
  and	
  stormwater	
  features.	
  They	
  also	
  
include	
  trailheads,	
  viewpoints,	
  points	
  of	
  interest,	
  and	
  gateway	
  spaces	
  with	
  landmark	
  features.	
  	
  

Park	
  Type	
  3:	
  North	
  Park
This	
  park	
  will	
  contain:	
  
•
•
•

A	
  playground
Open	
  space	
  for	
  playing	
  ball
A	
  gazebo

Most	
  of	
  the	
  park	
  will	
  be	
  revegetated	
  with	
  na ve	
  vegeta on,	
  requiring	
  no	
  maintenance.
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Schedule E
Figure 1
Parks & Open Space Strategy
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PARK	
  TYPE	
  1:	
  ExisLng	
  Treed	
  Areas
These	
  parks	
  consist	
  of	
  exisPng	
  vegeta on	
  and	
  will	
  have	
  limited	
  access.	
  Maintenance	
  will	
  be	
  limited	
  to	
  
removal	
  of	
  invasive	
  species	
  and	
  monitoring	
  the	
  trees	
  for	
  hazards.	
  
•

Garry	
  Oak.	
  The	
  most	
  signiﬁcant	
  area	
  of	
  Park	
  Type	
  1	
  is	
  located	
  at	
  the	
  northern	
  boundary	
  of	
  the	
  
property,	
  and	
  consists	
  of	
  an	
  exisPng	
  natural	
  feature	
  that	
  contains	
  Garry	
  Oak	
  woodlands.	
  This	
  area	
  
will	
  have	
  no	
  trails.

•

Southwest	
  Trees.	
  Invasive	
  plant	
  species	
  will	
  be	
  removed	
  and	
  natural	
  regenera on	
  allowed	
  to	
  take	
  
place.	
  There	
  will	
  be	
  trails	
  with	
  trailheads	
  and	
  interprePve	
  signs.

•

Southeast	
  Trees.	
  Invasive	
  plant	
  species	
  will	
  be	
  removed.	
  Natural	
  regenera on	
  will	
  take	
  place,	
  but	
  
this	
  area	
  has	
  a	
  poor	
  understory	
  so	
  addiPonal	
  planPng	
  is	
  recommended.	
  There	
  will	
  be	
  trails,	
  
interprePve	
  signs,	
  and	
  a	
  gazebo	
  at	
  the	
  high	
  point.

PARK	
  TYPE	
  2:	
  Trail	
  Network,	
  Stormwater	
  Features	
  &	
  Landmarks
TRAIL	
  NETWORK
The	
  Municipality	
  of	
  North	
  Cowichan	
  Official	
  Community	
  Plan	
  2011	
  recognizes	
  informal	
  networks	
  of	
  
recreational	
  trails	
  and	
  pathways	
  as	
  one	
  of	
  two	
  primary	
  types	
  of	
  recreation	
  facilities.	
  Trail	
  networks	
  are	
  a	
  
highly	
  desired	
  element	
  in	
  North	
  Cowichan,	
  because	
  they	
  provide	
  a	
  way	
  to	
  connect	
  communities,	
  promote	
  
health	
  and	
  fitness,	
  and	
  create	
  opportunities	
  for	
  social	
  interaction	
  and	
  to	
  enjoy	
  natural	
  viewscapes.
The	
  trail	
  network	
  proposed	
  for	
  the	
  KingsView	
  development	
  is	
  extensive,	
  and	
  will	
  provide	
  links	
  within	
  the	
  
new	
  community	
  to	
  the	
  exisPng	
  trail	
  system,	
  connecPng	
  to	
  Mt.	
  Tzouhalem	
  Ecological	
  Reserve,	
  and	
  to	
  the	
  
North	
  Cowichan	
  Municipal	
  Forests	
  to	
  the	
  south	
  and	
  east.	
  Some	
  of	
  the	
  planned	
  features	
  associated	
  with	
  
the	
  trail	
  network	
  include:
•

Trails	
  with	
  benches	
  placed	
  at	
  viewpoints.

•

OpportuniPes	
  to	
  incorporate	
  signage	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  direcPonal	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  interprePve,	
  and	
  will	
  
showcase	
  the	
  diﬀerent	
  revegeta on	
  strategies	
  along	
  the	
  trails.

•

OpportuniPes	
  for	
  unscripted	
  play	
  with	
  natural	
  materials,	
  encouraging	
  a	
  lasPng	
  environmental	
  ethic	
  
in	
  children.

Vegeta on	
  management	
  at	
  these	
  sites	
  will	
  focus	
  on	
  low	
  maintenance,	
  hardy,	
  drought-‐resistant	
  plants.
The	
  trail	
  network	
  proposes	
  two	
  types	
  of	
  trails	
  (hard	
  surface	
  and	
  soc 	
  surface),	
  built	
  to	
  MNC	
  and	
  
equivalent	
  standards,	
  as	
  recommended	
  by	
  the	
  MNC.	
  	
  The	
  two	
  trail	
  types	
  are	
  described	
  on	
  page	
  6.
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Hard	
  Surface	
  Trails	
  
•

Paved	
  two-‐way	
  paths	
  for	
  smooth,	
  
all-‐weather	
  use

•

Walking/biking	
  and	
  inline	
  ska ng	
  
where	
  appropriate

•

Accessible	
  to	
  wheelchairs

•

Asphalt	
  or	
  chip-‐seal	
  coat	
  surface

•

2-‐3	
  m	
  width

•

Clear	
  width	
  to	
  max	
  6.2	
  m

•

Clear	
  height	
  of	
  3.0	
  m

•

Machine	
  built

•

Grades	
  less	
  than	
  8%

•

Designated	
  ﬁre	
  access	
  routes

Example	
  of	
  Hard	
  Surface	
  Trail

SoX	
  Surface	
  Trails	
  
•

Secondary	
  trails,	
  grade	
  less	
  that	
  8%

•

0.5	
  m	
  width

•

Hard	
  packed	
  soc 	
  surface	
  for	
  walking	
  and	
  biking	
  
(crushed	
  limestone	
  with	
  ﬁnes,	
  or	
  well	
  compacted	
  gravel)

•

Clear	
  width	
  to	
  1.4	
  m

•

Clear	
  height	
  to	
  2.4	
  m

Example	
  of	
  So<	
  Surface	
  Trail
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STORMWATER	
  FEATURES
Stormwater	
  ponds	
  will	
  be	
  vegetated	
  with	
  plants	
  that	
  can	
  withstand	
  both	
  wet	
  and	
  dry	
  condiPons.	
  Trails	
  
will	
  follow	
  the	
  stormwater	
  channels	
  where	
  possible.	
  These	
  features	
  will	
  be	
  incorporated	
  into	
  the	
  
landscape,	
  and	
  will	
  eventually	
  become	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  landscape.

LANDMARKS
There	
  will	
  be	
  small	
  focal	
  points	
  along	
  the	
  trails,	
  which	
  will	
  include	
  benches,	
  interprePve	
  signage,	
  way	
  
ﬁnding,	
  and	
  viewpoints.

Typical	
  Interpre>ve	
  Signage

Typical	
  Viewpoint
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PARK	
  TYPE	
  3:	
  North	
  Park
The	
  main	
  park	
  consists	
  of	
  level	
  areas	
  for	
  parking,	
  a	
  meeting	
  place/gazebo,	
  picnic	
  areas,	
  play	
  equipment,	
  and	
  
open	
  areas	
  for	
  throwing	
  a	
  ball	
  around.	
  There	
  are	
  distant	
  views	
  to	
  the	
  west	
  of	
  the	
  Cowichan	
  Valley.	
  
Revegetation	
  will	
  consist	
  of	
  replanting	
  with	
  indigenous	
  plants,	
  and	
  interpretive	
  signage	
  will	
  showcase	
  these	
  
plantings.
All	
  play	
  equipment	
  and	
  trails	
  will	
  be	
  developed	
  to	
  MNC	
  standards.	
  A	
  conceptual	
  plan	
  for	
  the	
  North	
  Park	
  is	
  
provided	
  in	
  Figure	
  2	
  (page	
  11).	
  

View	
  looking	
  west	
  from	
  North	
  Park

Example	
  of	
  a	
  gazebo/pavilion
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Example	
  of	
  a	
  playground

PLANTS	
  &	
  REMEDIATION	
  OF	
  PARK	
  SPACE
Due	
  to	
  the	
  site	
  varia on	
  in	
  aspect,	
  topography,	
  drainage	
  and	
  current	
  condiPons,	
  remedia on	
  plans	
  
tailored	
  to	
  each	
  planned	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  project	
  will	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  developed.	
  Each	
  remedia on	
  and	
  
revegeta on	
  management	
  plan	
  will	
  outline	
  appropriate	
  strategies.	
  	
  
Plants	
  indigenous	
  to	
  this	
  area	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  revegetate	
  all	
  spaces,	
  both	
  in	
  the	
  parks	
  and	
  along	
  the	
  trails.	
  
Two	
  examples	
  of	
  suitable,	
  na ve	
  shrubs	
  that	
  could	
  be	
  planted	
  at	
  this	
  site	
  include	
  Saskatoon	
  and	
  salal.
For	
  more	
  informa on	
  on	
  revegeta on	
  procedures	
  and	
  plant	
  communiPes	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  on	
  the	
  site,	
  
refer	
  to	
  the	
  Vegeta on	
  Management	
  Plan	
  (VMP)	
  contained	
  in	
  the	
  CDP	
  applica on.

Saskatoon	
  (Amelanchier	
  alnifolia)

Salal	
  (Gaulteria	
  shallon)
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KingsView	
  at	
  Maple	
  Bay
Vegeta1on	
  Management	
  Plan	
  Strategy
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TERMINOLOGY	
  &	
  DEFINITIONS
Term

Project	
  Context

Established

A	
  planted	
  area	
  is	
  considered	
  successful	
  when	
  the	
  majority	
  of	
  the	
  plants	
  have	
  survived	
  
(established)	
  a er	
  year	
  1;	
  typically	
  a	
  2	
  year	
  maintenance	
  period	
  with	
  success	
  
measured	
  at	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  that	
  > me.	
  	
  Percent	
  of	
  survival	
  will	
  vary	
  based	
  on	
  level	
  of	
  
eﬀort	
  of	
  plan>ng.	
  	
  Deﬁni>ons	
  to	
  be	
  determined	
  and	
  approved	
  by	
  MNC	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  
detailed	
  VMP	
  for	
  each	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  development.

Free	
  to	
  Grow
Long-‐term

Plant	
  Assemblage	
  -‐	
  Module

The	
  stand	
  is	
  healthy	
  and	
  its	
  further	
  growth	
  to	
  maturity	
  will
not	
  be	
  aﬀected	
  by	
  compe>>on	
  from	
  other	
  plants	
  or	
  trees.
>10-‐30	
  years
Based	
  on	
  site	
  condi>ons,	
  a	
  series	
  of	
  appropriate	
  plant	
  assemblages	
  (a	
  group	
  of	
  plant	
  
species)	
  has	
  been	
  proposed.	
  	
  A	
  variety	
  of	
  modules	
  is	
  proposed	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  provide	
  
species	
  suitable	
  to	
  diﬀerent	
  growing	
  condi>ons	
  such	
  as	
  dry	
  versus	
  wet	
  sites;	
  as	
  well	
  
as	
  for	
  promo>ng	
  viewscapes	
  (e.g.,	
  shrubs	
  instead	
  of	
  trees	
  where	
  visual	
  quality	
  high).

Remediated

Areas	
  that	
  have	
  either	
  reached	
  a	
  free	
  to	
  grow	
  condi>on	
  (in	
  the	
  case	
  of	
  re-‐forested	
  
areas),	
  or	
  where	
  vegeta on	
  has	
  become	
  established.	
  	
  These	
  areas	
  would	
  be	
  
considered	
  suitable	
  to	
  the	
  Municipality	
  for	
  transfer.	
  	
  

Remedia1on

The	
  process	
  of	
  returning	
  the	
  site	
  to	
  a	
  visually	
  pleasing	
  condi>on	
  for	
  use	
  by	
  the	
  
general	
  public	
  and	
  future	
  residents.	
  	
  The	
  focus	
  is	
  on	
  removal	
  of	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  and	
  
establishment	
  of	
  non-‐invasive,	
  preferably	
  na ve	
  vegeta on.

Re-‐vegeta1on

The	
  process	
  of	
  plan>ng	
  vegeta on	
  where	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  growing	
  at	
  this	
  > me,	
  or	
  adding	
  to	
  
areas	
  where	
  the	
  current	
  vegeta on	
  is	
  not	
  thriving.

Short-‐term

<5	
  years
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The	
  following	
  Vegeta on	
  Management	
  Plan	
  Strategy	
  (VMPS)	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  site	
  topography,	
  exis?ng	
  
condi?ons,	
  natural	
  features,	
  connec?vity,	
  and	
  proposed	
  land	
  use	
  designa on	
  within	
  the	
  Comprehensive	
  
Development	
  Plan	
  (CDP).	
  The	
  VMPS	
  is	
  integrated	
  with	
  environmental,	
  storm	
  water	
  management,	
  and	
  of	
  
greatest	
  relevance,	
  the	
  Parks	
  and	
  Open	
  Space	
  Strategy	
  (the	
  focus	
  of	
  vegeta on	
  remedia on	
  priori?es).
The	
  following	
  strategy	
  has	
  been	
  designed	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  guide	
  the	
  signiﬁcant	
  site	
  remedia on	
  eﬀorts	
  
required	
  for	
  the	
  property;	
  in	
  the	
  immediate	
  future	
  (1	
  to	
  3-‐year	
  plan	
  on	
  approval	
  of	
  the	
  applica on),	
  the	
  
short-‐term	
  (5-‐year	
  plan),	
  and	
  for	
  long	
  term,	
  on-‐going	
  site	
  remedia on	
  (20+	
  years).	
  	
  
This	
  VMPS	
  will	
  ensure	
  that	
  the	
  site	
  remains	
  in	
  a	
  reasonably	
  managed	
  state	
  for	
  the	
  dura on	
  of	
  its	
  
development	
  ? meframe.	
  The	
  inten?on	
  is	
  for	
  the	
  MNC	
  to	
  accept	
  the	
  lands	
  (area)	
  shown	
  as	
  proposed	
  
parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  dedica on	
  (refer	
  to	
  the	
  Parks	
  and	
  Open	
  Space	
  Strategy	
  of	
  the	
  CDP).	
  	
  Therefore,	
  
the	
  CDP	
  commits	
  to	
  site	
  remedia on	
  so	
  that	
  the	
  lands	
  will	
  be	
  in	
  suitable	
  condi?on	
  at	
  the	
  ? me	
  of	
  
transfer	
  to	
  the	
  MNC.
These	
  lands	
  will	
  con?nue	
  to	
  be	
  owned	
  and	
  managed	
  by	
  the	
  proponent	
  un?l	
  such	
  ? me	
  that	
  they	
  are	
  
dedicated	
  with	
  individual	
  phases.	
  This	
  approach	
  serves	
  two	
  key	
  purposes:
a) It	
  will	
  help	
  to	
  address	
  invasive	
  species	
  management	
  and	
  reduce	
  wildﬁre	
  risk	
  on	
  the	
  majority	
  of	
  the	
  
site;	
  and
b) Re-‐establishes	
  vegeta on	
  and	
  creates	
  lands,	
  which,	
  upon	
  dedica on	
  to	
  the	
  Municipality	
  in	
  years	
  
ahead,	
  will	
  contain	
  a	
  well-‐established	
  and	
  maturing	
  forest	
  and	
  vegeta on	
  cover.

1.1. GOALS
The	
  overall	
  goal	
  of	
  the	
  VMPS	
  is	
  to	
  remediate	
  the	
  open	
  space	
  areas	
  of	
  the	
  KingsView	
  at	
  Maple	
  Bay	
  
development.	
  Key	
  objec?ves	
  iden?ﬁed	
  include:
a) The	
  long	
  term	
  control	
  and	
  management	
  of	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  from	
  KingsView.
b) Remediate	
  and	
  reforest	
  the	
  proposed	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  site	
  (the	
  areas	
  an?cipated	
  to	
  be	
  
provided	
  to	
  the	
  Municipality.	
  	
  
c) The	
  reduc?on	
  of	
  the	
  ﬁre	
  hazard	
  (to	
  address	
  the	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  infesta on	
  of	
  the	
  site	
  with	
  a	
  focus	
  on	
  
the	
  ﬁre	
  interface	
  with	
  Municipality	
  forest	
  lands).
d) Maximize	
  the	
  control	
  and	
  reduc?on	
  of	
  nutrient	
  run-‐oﬀ,	
  and	
  soil	
  erosion	
  from	
  the	
  site.
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1.2. STRATEGY
The	
  main	
  strategy	
  to	
  achieve	
  the	
  above	
  goals	
  and	
  objec?ves	
  includes:
•

Comple?on	
  of	
  detailed,	
  phase-‐level	
  management	
  plans	
  (to	
  be	
  approved	
  by	
  the	
  MNC	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  
start	
  of	
  construc?on	
  of	
  any	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  project).

•

Prior	
  to	
  construction	
  of	
  stormwater	
  controls,	
  including	
  detention	
  ponds	
  and	
  any	
  raingarden	
  ditching,	
  a	
  
sediment	
  and	
  nutrient	
  control	
  plan	
  specific	
  to	
  the	
  site	
  will	
  be	
  prepared	
  for	
  approval	
  by	
  MNC.

•

Excava on	
  of	
  the	
  two	
  deten?on	
  ponds	
  proposed	
  for	
  the	
  north	
  half	
  of	
  the	
  property	
  will	
  be	
  prepared	
  
concurrently,	
  incorpora ng	
  the	
  erosion	
  control	
  strategies	
  iden?ﬁed	
  above.

•

Building	
  scheme	
  covenants	
  will	
  be	
  placed	
  on	
  the	
  subdivided	
  lands,	
  informing	
  home	
  contractors	
  and	
  
future	
  owners	
  of	
  the	
  importance	
  of	
  erosion	
  control	
  and	
  nutrient	
  overload.

•

Prior	
  to	
  marketing	
  the	
  lots,	
  an	
  information/education	
  piece	
  will	
  be	
  prepared	
  for	
  potential	
  homebuyers	
  
that	
  describes	
  the	
  local	
  ecosystem,	
  and	
  the	
  importance	
  of	
  Quamichan	
  Lake.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  include	
  best	
  
practices	
  measures	
  relating	
  to	
  planting,	
  stormwater	
  run-‐off,	
  and	
  on-‐site	
  infiltration	
  techniques.

Due	
  to	
  the	
  site	
  variation	
  in	
  aspect,	
  topography,	
  drainage	
  and	
  current	
  conditions,	
  remediation	
  plans	
  tailored	
  to	
  
each	
  planned	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  development	
  will	
  take	
  place.	
  These	
  plans	
  will	
  be	
  submitted	
  to	
  the	
  MNC	
  for	
  
approval	
  at	
  the	
  permitting	
  stage	
  of	
  each	
  phase	
  development	
  application.	
  Each	
  remediation	
  and	
  revegetation	
  
management	
  plan	
  will	
  outline	
  appropriate	
  strategies	
  with	
  input	
  from	
  registered	
  professionals.
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2.

CURRENT	
  CONDITIONS

As	
  iden?ﬁed	
  on	
  the	
  site	
  condi?ons	
  plan,	
  broom	
  covers	
  the	
  majority	
  of	
  the	
  site	
  along	
  with	
  some	
  remnant	
  
forest	
  cover	
  of	
  second	
  growth	
  Douglas	
  ﬁr	
  and	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodlands.
In	
  amongst	
  the	
  broom,	
  there	
  are	
  also	
  (see	
  vegeta on	
  map	
  and	
  appended	
  photos):
•

Small	
  patches	
  of	
  regenera ng	
  na ve	
  vegeta on,	
  mostly	
  Douglas	
  ﬁr.	
  

•

Isolated	
  na ve	
  plants,	
  such	
  as	
  Douglas	
  ﬁr,	
  Black	
  Capped	
  Raspberry.

•

Bare	
  shale	
  and	
  very	
  steep	
  slopes	
  that	
  indicate	
  con?nued	
  eroding	
  and	
  preven?ng	
  any	
  vegeta on	
  
from	
  establishment.	
  	
  

•

Level	
  areas	
  with	
  a	
  sparse	
  cover	
  of	
  grass.

•

Exis?ng	
  water	
  channels,	
  gullies	
  and	
  ponds	
  with	
  some	
  associated	
  wetland	
  na ve	
  revegeta on,	
  such	
  
as	
  willow,	
  bull	
  rushes,	
  and	
  hardhack.

2.1. MAPPING	
  CURRENT	
  CONDITIONS
One	
  of	
  the	
  essen?al	
  baseline	
  components	
  for	
  establishing	
  goals	
  and	
  monitoring	
  the	
  success	
  of	
  the	
  
ISVMS	
  is	
  mapping	
  the	
  exis?ng	
  condi?ons.	
  	
  The	
  map	
  of	
  current	
  environmental	
  condi?ons	
  provides	
  a	
  
means	
  to	
  quan?fy	
  how	
  much	
  of	
  the	
  area	
  is	
  remediated	
  over	
  ? me.	
  This	
  exercise	
  was	
  completed	
  in	
  June	
  
of	
  2014,	
  as	
  depicted	
  in	
  Figure	
  1	
  and	
  photos	
  below,	
  and	
  indicates	
  the	
  following:
a) The	
  current	
  extent	
  of	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  on	
  the	
  site.	
  
b) The	
  location	
  of	
  existing	
  native	
  vegetation,	
  specifically	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodlands	
  and	
  stands	
  of	
  fir	
  and	
  arbutus.	
  
c) Areas	
  of	
  regenera ng	
  ﬁr	
  and	
  other	
  na ve	
  species.
d) Soil	
  condions.
e) Exis?ng	
  water	
  courses,	
  ponds,	
  and	
  channels.
f)

Adjacent	
  forests.

It	
  is	
  useful	
  to	
  note	
  possible	
  reasons	
  for	
  the	
  small	
  patches	
  of	
  revegeta on:
•

Proximity	
  to	
  seed	
  sources.	
  The	
  areas	
  of	
  revegeta on	
  are	
  close	
  to	
  exis?ng	
  forests.	
  

•

The	
  plants	
  are	
  establishing	
  on	
  areas	
  of	
  looser	
  soil.

•

On	
  north	
  and	
  west	
  facing,	
  but	
  not	
  eroding,	
  slopes.	
  This	
  would	
  enable	
  the	
  plants	
  to	
  retain	
  more	
  
moisture,	
  and	
  be	
  less	
  exposed	
  to	
  the	
  sun	
  during	
  the	
  hot	
  dry	
  summers.

•

In	
  the	
  gullies	
  on	
  the	
  southwest	
  corner.
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•

Small	
  areas	
  where	
  water	
  is	
  collec?ng.
•

•

Willow,	
  bullrush,	
  hardhack.

Species	
  that	
  are	
  regenera ng.
•

Douglas	
  ﬁr.

•

Black	
  Capped	
  Raspberry.

•

Ocean	
  spray.	
  

In	
  addi?on	
  to	
  mapping	
  of	
  site	
  condi?ons,	
  a	
  site	
  analysis	
  of	
  soil	
  samples	
  was	
  completed	
  to	
  provide	
  
addi?onal	
  baseline	
  data.	
  Results	
  from	
  the	
  soil	
  chemistry	
  analysis	
  were	
  considered	
  in	
  developing	
  the	
  
strategies/methods	
  most	
  suitable	
  for	
  the	
  site	
  remedia on	
  to	
  ensure	
  the	
  highest	
  level	
  of	
  success	
  over	
  the	
  
shortest	
  period	
  of	
  ? me.
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Figure	
  1:	
  KingsView	
  Current	
  Vegeta2on	
  Site	
  Condi2ons
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Photo	
  1:	
  Natural	
  ﬁr	
  regenera2on	
  (KingsView	
  North)

Photo	
  2:	
  Black	
  Capped	
  Raspberry	
  regenera2ng	
  
(KingsView	
  South)

Photo	
  3:	
  Typical	
  landscape	
  of	
  exposed	
  shale	
  and	
  broom

Photo	
  4:	
  Sparse	
  grass	
  cover	
  (natural	
  regenera2on)

Photo	
  5:	
  Exis2ng	
  water	
  course	
  south	
  of	
  roundabout

Photo	
  6:	
  Scotch	
  broom	
  throughout	
  the	
  property
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Photo	
  7:	
  Douglas	
  ﬁr	
  forest	
  (KingsView	
  South)

Photo	
  8:	
  Shale	
  –	
  predominant	
  parent	
  material	
  

2.2. LIMITING	
  SITE	
  CONDITIONS
There	
  are	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  conditions	
  at	
  the	
  site	
  that	
  are	
  limiting	
  the	
  natural	
  regeneration	
  of	
  native	
  plants	
  on:
•

Compac?on	
  on	
  the	
  level	
  areas.

•

Steep	
  slopes	
  that	
  indicate	
  con?nued	
  erosion.

•

Poor	
  soil	
  structure	
  and	
  fer?lity.	
  
•

Soil	
  tests	
  show	
  that,	
  in	
  general,	
  the	
  substrate	
  on	
  the	
  site	
  consists	
  of	
  55-‐80%	
  par?cles	
  greater	
  
than	
  2	
  mm,	
  very	
  low	
  organic	
  ma er,	
  nitrogen,	
  potassium	
  and	
  phosphorous.

•

Soil	
  tests	
  of	
  the	
  stripped	
  topsoil	
  consist	
  of	
  54%	
  par?cles	
  greater	
  than	
  2mm	
  with	
  low	
  
nitrogen	
  and	
  organic	
  ma er.	
  

•

Dark	
  substrate.	
  The	
  dark	
  colour	
  of	
  the	
  shale	
  is	
  likely	
  causing	
  extremes	
  in	
  soil	
  temperature	
  that	
  may	
  
limit	
  revegeta on.

•

Limited	
  microclimate	
  condi?ons.	
  Most	
  of	
  the	
  exis?ng	
  topography	
  is	
  very	
  smooth	
  and	
  lacks	
  varied	
  
terrain.	
  Where	
  the	
  terrain	
  is	
  slightly	
  more	
  uneven,	
  moisture	
  can	
  collect	
  in	
  pockets,	
  there	
  is	
  less	
  
compac?on	
  and	
  some	
  revegeta on	
  is	
  taking	
  place.

•

Compe??on	
  from	
  broom.	
  The	
  low	
  fer?lity	
  and	
  good	
  exposure	
  is	
  an	
  ideal	
  environment	
  for	
  broom.	
  
It	
  secretes	
  phytotoxic	
  substances,	
  which	
  prevent	
  other	
  species	
  from	
  colonizing.	
  

•

Increased	
  distance	
  from	
  the	
  exis?ng	
  plants	
  and,	
  therefore,	
  seed	
  sources.	
  	
  

•

Grazing	
  by	
  rabbits	
  and	
  deer.	
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3.

REMEDIATION	
  METHODS

The	
  focus	
  of	
  the	
  VMPS	
  is	
  to	
  clear	
  out	
  as	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  invasive	
  plants	
  as	
  possible,	
  and	
  allow	
  for	
  replan?ng	
  
ac?vi?es	
  to	
  work	
  towards	
  remedia on	
  of	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  spaces	
  on	
  the	
  property.	
  This	
  sec?on	
  lays	
  out	
  
remedia on	
  op?on	
  that	
  are	
  site	
  speciﬁc.	
  	
  

3.1. SITE	
  PREPARATION
•

Grading:	
  The	
  land	
  grading	
  will	
  consist	
  of	
  modiﬁca on	
  of	
  the	
  smooth	
  slopes	
  to	
  form	
  “rough	
  and	
  
loose”	
  landforms	
  (Polstar,	
  2013).	
  These	
  landforms	
  have	
  aesthe?c	
  value,	
  prevent	
  runoﬀ	
  and	
  retain	
  
water,	
  allow	
  forma on	
  of	
  microhabitats,	
  and	
  mimic	
  natural	
  landforms.	
  

•

Amend	
  soil:	
  Soil	
  amendments	
  will	
  be	
  tailored	
  to	
  each	
  site	
  and	
  plant	
  community,	
  and	
  will	
  include	
  
ﬁnes,	
  organic	
  ma er,	
  and	
  fer?lizer.	
  Remediate	
  soil	
  according	
  to	
  speciﬁc	
  site	
  and	
  plant	
  requirements.

•

Place	
  woody	
  debris:	
  This	
  provides	
  microhabitats,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  aids	
  in	
  nutrient	
  cycling.

•

Spread	
  salvaged	
  leaf	
  litter	
  (if	
  available):	
  This	
  will	
  introduce	
  mycorrhizal	
  fungi	
  into	
  new	
  soil	
  ecosystems.	
  

•

Select	
  plants:	
  Plants	
  will	
  be	
  selected	
  based	
  on	
  local	
  nitrogen	
  fixing	
  ability	
  and	
  suitability	
  as	
  
pioneer	
  species.

3.2. BROOM	
  MANAGEMENT	
  IN	
  PARK	
  TYPE	
  1
•

Minimize	
  soil	
  disturbance.	
  	
  (Broom	
  throws	
  seed	
  up	
  to	
  ﬁve	
  metres,	
  wai?ng	
  for	
  the	
  soil	
  to	
  be	
  
disturbed	
  to	
  sprout).

•

Remove	
  plants	
  in	
  late	
  spring	
  when	
  the	
  ﬂowers	
  are	
  out,	
  usually	
  May.	
  (The	
  plant	
  is	
  direc?ng	
  its	
  energy	
  
into	
  ﬂower	
  and	
  seed	
  produc?on,	
  and	
  is	
  unlikely	
  to	
  have	
  the	
  energy	
  necessary	
  to	
  regenerate).
a) Small	
  seedlings	
  (less	
  than	
  a	
  pencil	
  width):	
  Pull	
  by	
  hand	
  when	
  the	
  soil	
  is	
  moist.	
  Note	
  that	
  hand-‐
pulling	
  may	
  encourage	
  broom	
  growth	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  unavoidable	
  soil	
  disturbance,	
  so	
  if	
  the	
  plant	
  
does	
  not	
  come	
  out	
  easily,	
  see	
  next	
  method.
b) Larger	
  plants:	
  Cut	
  the	
  plant	
  oﬀ	
  just	
  below	
  soil	
  level.	
  

•

Prevent	
  the	
  plants	
  from	
  going	
  to	
  seed.	
  (In	
  one	
  season,	
  a	
  mature	
  plant	
  can	
  produce	
  up	
  to	
  3,500	
  seed	
  
pods,	
  each	
  with	
  5-‐12	
  seeds.	
  These	
  seeds	
  sit	
  in	
  the	
  soil,	
  wai?ng	
  for	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  sprout).

•

Remove	
  all	
  cut/pulled	
  broom	
  from	
  the	
  site.	
  (Burning	
  on	
  site	
  is	
  not	
  eﬀec?ve	
  as	
  burning	
  s?mulates	
  
the	
  broom	
  seed	
  already	
  in	
  the	
  soil	
  from	
  past	
  growing	
  seasons	
  to	
  germinate.	
  Cun gs	
  should	
  be	
  
contained	
  in	
  tarps	
  or	
  garbage	
  bags	
  to	
  prevent	
  seed	
  drop	
  along	
  the	
  exit	
  path,	
  and	
  taken	
  to	
  a	
  
compos?ng	
  facility	
  with	
  the	
  ability	
  to	
  grind	
  the	
  debris).

•

Repeat	
  every	
  growing	
  season	
  for	
  3	
  to	
  5	
  years.	
  (The	
  seed	
  bank	
  sprouts	
  and	
  also	
  cut	
  plants	
  try	
  
to	
  regenerate).
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3.3. REMOVAL	
  &	
  CONTROL	
  OF	
  OTHER	
  INVASIVE	
  PLANT	
  SPECIES
In	
  addi?on	
  to	
  Scotch	
  broom,	
  other	
  invasive	
  plant	
  species	
  have	
  been	
  iden?ﬁed	
  as	
  occurring	
  at	
  the	
  site.	
  	
  
A	
  list	
  of	
  other	
  invasive	
  plant	
  species,	
  and	
  how	
  to	
  remove	
  and	
  dispose	
  of	
  them	
  will	
  be	
  provided	
  in	
  the	
  
detailed	
  VMP	
  for	
  each	
  planned	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  development	
  for	
  approval	
  by	
  the	
  MNC.

3.4. REDUCTION	
  OF	
  FIRE	
  HAZARD
Current	
  and	
  future	
  ﬁre	
  reduc?on	
  measures	
  
!
are	
  of	
  a	
  high	
  priority	
  at	
  the	
  site.	
  In	
  
consulta on	
  with	
  MNC,	
  a	
  commitment	
  to	
  
annual	
  broom	
  control	
  along	
  the	
  ﬁre	
  interface	
  
on	
  the	
  southern	
  property	
  boundary	
  adjacent	
  
to	
  MNC	
  forestry	
  lands,	
  is	
  and	
  will	
  con?nue	
  to	
  
be	
  maintained.

Photo	
  9:	
  Firebreak	
  along	
  the	
  southern	
  property	
  boundary,	
  adjacent	
  
to	
  Municipality	
  forest	
  lands.

3.5. REVEGETATION:	
  PLANTING
Detailed	
  plan?ng	
  prescrip?ons	
  (treatments)	
  should	
  take	
  into	
  account	
  the	
  uses	
  of	
  the	
  park	
  areas,	
  and	
  
their	
  view	
  poten?al.	
  The	
  following	
  table	
  outlines	
  a	
  series	
  of	
  suitable	
  vegeta on	
  assemblages,	
  their	
  
dominant	
  vegeta on	
  type,	
  and	
  associated	
  landform	
  and	
  ecological	
  condi?ons	
  (i.e.,	
  where	
  they	
  would	
  be	
  
ideally	
  suited	
  within	
  the	
  landscape	
  and	
  condi?ons	
  of	
  the	
  site).	
  Na ve	
  species	
  are	
  preferred,	
  but	
  some	
  
non-‐invasive,	
  non-‐na ve,	
  drought	
  tolerant	
  species	
  may	
  also	
  be	
  considered.	
  
Depic?ons	
  of	
  vegeta on	
  remedia on	
  treatment	
  types	
  "A"	
  to	
  "E"	
  are	
  provided	
  following	
  Table	
  1.	
  These	
  
illustra ons	
  provide	
  a	
  cross-‐sec?on	
  and	
  aerial	
  perspec?ve,	
  along	
  with	
  the	
  predominant	
  species	
  and	
  
associated	
  plan?ng	
  densi?es	
  of	
  each	
  treatment	
  type.	
  None	
  are	
  provided	
  for	
  the	
  exis?ng	
  natural	
  areas,	
  
namely	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak	
  woodland,	
  as	
  no	
  treatment	
  other	
  than	
  some	
  broom	
  removal	
  is	
  planned	
  for	
  that	
  
area.	
  Tradi?onal	
  parks	
  (Park	
  Type	
  3)	
  are	
  described	
  in	
  the	
  Parks	
  &	
  Open	
  Space	
  Design	
  Strategy.
Site	
  speciﬁc	
  plan?ng	
  plans	
  will	
  be	
  provided	
  with	
  each	
  phase	
  of	
  development.
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Table	
  1:	
  Proposed	
  Vegeta2on	
  Assemblages	
  for	
  Use	
  on	
  the	
  KingsView	
  Development	
  for	
  Site	
  Remedia2on

Vegeta1on	
  
Assemblages

A

Douglas	
  Fir	
  
&	
  Pine	
  with
Kinnickinnick

Suggested	
  
Plants	
  to	
  Add
(nitrogen	
  ﬁxing)

Dominant	
  Plant	
  
Species

•

Douglas	
  ﬁr
• Kinnickinnick

Long-‐term	
  
Management	
  

Site	
  Condi1ons

•
•

Lupine

Self	
  sustaining	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
• Manage	
  for	
  invasives

•

Steep	
  (>30%),	
  warm	
  slopes

•

Designated	
  sites	
  for	
  re-‐
foresta on.	
  This	
  is	
  the	
  
• Self	
  sustaining	
  
dominant	
  type	
  of	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
vegeta on	
  assemblage	
  that	
   •
Manage	
  for	
  invasives
is	
  naturally	
  taking	
  place	
  at	
  
the	
  site.

•

Various	
  depending	
  on	
  
• Self	
  sustaining	
  
moisture	
  level	
  &	
  shrub	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
species	
  used.	
  Apply	
  to	
  areas	
  
where	
  viewscape	
  &	
  low	
  fire	
   • Manage	
  for	
  invasives
hazard	
  is	
  the	
  priority.

•

Well	
  drained	
  sites	
  on	
  shallow	
  
soils.	
  Open	
  areas	
  for	
  play	
  &	
  
view	
  enjoyment.	
  Some	
  small	
  
• Self	
  sustaining	
  
patches	
  of	
  meadow	
  are	
  
present	
  between	
  and	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
amongst	
  the	
  Garry	
  oak.	
  Add	
   • Manage	
  for	
  invasives
more	
  or	
  less	
  trees,	
  
depending	
  on	
  views	
  and	
  
activity	
  levels	
  of	
  open	
  space.

•

B

Douglas	
  ﬁr,	
  
Grand	
  ﬁr
• Arbutus
Douglas	
  Fir,	
   • Tall	
  &	
  dull	
  
Pine	
  &	
  Arbutus	
  
Oregon	
  grape,
with	
  shrubs
• Ocean	
  spray,	
  
Salal,	
  Red	
  
huckleberry,	
  
Sword	
  fern

•
•

Lupine
Red	
  alder

•

C

Shrubs	
  only	
  
in	
  view	
  
corridors

Tall	
  Oregon	
  grape
Ocean	
  spray
• Black	
  capped	
  
raspberry
• Salal
•

•

D

E

F

G

Garry	
  oak	
  
woodland	
  
&	
  meadows

Stormwater	
  
channels	
  
&	
  ponds

Garry	
  oak
Meadow	
  seed	
  mix
• Tall	
  Oregon	
  grape • Lupine
• Ocean	
  spray
• Baldhip	
  rose
•

•

•

•

•

Willow
Red	
  alder
• Bullrush
• Rushes	
  and	
  
sedges
•

Exis>ng	
  Garry	
  
oak,	
  Douglas	
  ﬁr,	
  
Arbutus	
  
woodlands

•

Open	
  areas	
  
• Na ve	
  drought	
  
&	
  sca ered	
  
resistant	
  grass	
  
drought	
  resistant	
  
seed
na ve	
  trees

Exis1ng	
  
woodlands

North	
  Park

Douglas	
  ﬁr
Bigleaf	
  maple
• Lupine
• Paciﬁc	
  crab	
  
apple	
  
•

None	
  -‐	
  some	
  
broom	
  removal	
  
required

•

Self	
  sustaining	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
• Manage	
  for	
  invasives

•

Wet	
  &	
  seepage	
  sites.

•

One	
  area	
  representing	
  this	
   •
Self	
  sustaining	
  
vegetation	
  type	
  (ecosystem)	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs	
  
is	
  present	
  at	
  the	
  North	
  end	
   •
Manage	
  for	
  invasives
of	
  the	
  property.

•

Level	
  to	
  near	
  level	
  areas	
  of	
  
Park	
  Type	
  3	
  North.

•

Self	
  sustaining	
  
indigenous	
  plan>ngs
• Manage	
  for	
  invasives
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Figure	
  2:	
  Proposed	
  Vegeta2on	
  Remedia2on	
  Plan	
  Assemblages	
  (modules)	
  (Types	
  A	
  &	
  B)
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Figure	
  3:	
  Proposed	
  Vegeta2on	
  Remedia2on	
  Plan	
  Assemblages	
  (modules)	
  (Types	
  C	
  &	
  D)
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Figure	
  4:	
  Proposed	
  Vegeta2on	
  Remedia2on	
  Assemblages	
  (Modules)	
  (Type	
  E)
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A	
  detailed	
  list	
  of	
  the	
  possible	
  plants	
  appropriate	
  for	
  each	
  scenario	
  will	
  include	
  plants	
  selected	
  from	
  the	
  
Master	
  Plant	
  list	
  to	
  be	
  provided	
  within	
  Phase-‐speciﬁc	
  management	
  plans	
  (Table	
  2).	
  	
  The	
  Master	
  Plant	
  list	
  
is	
  not	
  deﬁni?ve,	
  addi?onal	
  species	
  may	
  be	
  considered.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  proposed	
  that	
  the	
  re-‐vegeta on	
  of	
  the	
  site	
  
should	
  give	
  priority	
  to	
  na ve	
  plants.	
  	
  Please	
  refer	
  to	
  Madrone	
  Environmental	
  Services	
  biophysical	
  
assessment	
  leh er	
  on	
  the	
  ecological	
  beneﬁts	
  of	
  using	
  na ve	
  plant	
  and	
  grass	
  species.	
  
Table	
  2:	
  Master	
  Plant	
  List	
  for	
  Remedia2on	
  at	
  KingsView	
  Development

Botanical	
  Name

Common	
  Name	
  

Habitat	
  Requirements

EVERGREEN	
  TREES
Abies	
  grandis

Grand	
  Fir

Dry/Sun

Arbutus	
  menziesii

Arbutus	
  

Dry/Sun

Pseudotsuga	
  menziesii

Douglas	
  Fir

Dry/Sun

Taxus	
  brevifolia

Western	
  Yew

Dry/shade

Thuja	
  plicata

Western	
  Red	
  Cedar

moist

Tsuga	
  heterophylla

Western	
  Hemlock

moist

DECIDUOUS	
  TREES	
  	
  
Acer	
  glabrum

Douglas	
  Maple

moist

Acer	
  macrophyllum

Big-‐leaf	
  Maple

moist

Alnus	
  rubra

Red	
  Alder

Moist	
  -‐	
  pioneer

Cornus	
  nu` allii

Paciﬁc	
  Dogwood	
  

Moist/Shade

Corylus	
  cornuta

Beaked	
  Hazelnut	
  

Dry/Sun

Crataegus	
  douglasii

Douglas	
  Hawthorn

Moist

Malus	
  fusca

Paciﬁc	
  Crabapple

Moist

Prunus	
  emarginata

Bi`er	
  Cherry	
  

Moist

Quercus	
  garryana

Garry	
  Oak	
  

Dry

Salix	
  lucida

Paciﬁc	
  Willow

Wet

EVERGREEN	
  SHRUBS	
  
Gaultheria	
  shallon	
  

Salal	
  

Dry/Shade

Mahonia	
  aquifolium	
  

Tall	
  Oregon	
  Grape	
  

Dry/Sun

Mahonia	
  nervosa	
  

Dull	
  Oregon	
  Grape	
  

Dry/Shade

Vaccinium	
  ovatum	
  

Evergreen	
  Huckleberry	
  

Dry/Shade
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Botanical	
  Name

Common	
  Name	
  

Habitat	
  Requirements

DECIDUOUS	
  SHRUBS
Amelanchier	
  alnifolia

Saskatoon	
  

Dry/Sun

Cornus	
  sericea

Red	
  Osier	
  Dogwood

Wet/Sun/Shade

Holodiscus	
  discolor	
  

Ocean	
  Spray	
  

Dry/Sun

Oemleria	
  cerasiformis

Indian	
  Plum	
  

Dry/moist/sun/shade

Philadelphus	
  lewisii	
  'Gordianus'

Mock	
  Orange	
  (Coastal)	
  

Dry/Sun

Ribes	
  divaricatum

Coastal	
  Black	
  Gooseberry

Moist/dry

Ribes	
  sanguineum	
  

Red	
  Flowering	
  Currant	
  

Dry/Sun

Rosa	
  gymnocarpa

Baldhip	
  Rose	
  

Dry/shade

Rosa	
  nutkana	
  

Nootka	
  Rose	
  

Dry	
  sun

Rosa	
  pisocarpa

Clustered	
  Wild	
  Rose

Dry/Sun/Shade

Rubus	
  leucodermis

Black-‐cap	
  Raspberry

Dry/Sun	
  -‐	
  pioneer

Rubus	
  parviﬂorus

Thimbleberry	
  

Moist	
  

Salix	
  hookeriana

Hookers	
  Willow

Moist

Sambucus	
  cerulea

Blue	
  Elderberry	
  

Moist	
  

Sambucus	
  racemosa

Red	
  Elderberry

Moist	
  

Spirea	
  douglasii

Hardhack

Moist	
  

Symphoricarpos	
  albus	
  

Snowberry	
  

Dry/Sun

Vaccinium	
  parvifolium

Red	
  Huckleberry	
  

Dry/dappled	
  shade

Viburnum	
  edule

Highbush	
  cranberry

Moist	
  

GROUND	
  COVER
Arctostaphylos	
  uva-‐ursi	
  

Kinnikinnick	
  

Dry/Sun

Asarum	
  caudatum

Wild	
  Ginger

Moist/Shade

Frageria	
  vesca	
  

Wild	
  Strawberry	
  

Moist/Sun

Linnaea	
  borealis

Twinﬂower	
  

Dry/Shade

Oxalis	
  oregana

Oxalis

Moist	
  shade
VINES

Lonicera	
  ciliosa

Western	
  Trumpet	
  Honeysuckle	
  

Dry/Shade

Lonicera	
  hispidula

Hairy	
  Honeysuckle	
  

Dry/Sun

FERNS	
   	
  
Dryopteris	
  expansa

Spiny	
  Wood	
  Fern

Dry/Shade

Polypodium	
  glycyrrhiza

Licorice	
  Fern

Moist/Shade

Polys>chum	
  munitum

Sword	
  Fern	
  

Dry/shade/dappled	
  shade

dadfasdfasdfasf
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Botanical	
  Name

Common	
  Name	
  

Habitat	
  Requirements

PLANTS	
  FOR	
  STORMWATER	
  BIOSWALES
Aquilegia	
  formosa

Red	
  columbine

Moist

Carex	
  obnupta

Slough	
  Sedge

Moist

Carex	
  rostrata

Beaked	
  Sedge

Moist

Iris	
  missouriensis

Western	
  Blue	
  Flag	
  Iris

Moist

Juncus	
  eﬀusus

Common	
  Rush

Moist

Scirpus	
  microcarpus

Small-‐ﬂowered	
  Bulrush

Moist

PERENNIALS
Achillea	
  millefolium

Yarrow

Dry/Sun

Achyls	
  triphylla

Vanilla	
  Leaf

Dry/Shade

Allium	
  acuminatum

Hooker's	
  Onion

Dry/Sun

Allium	
  cernuum	
  

Nodding	
  Onion	
  

Dry/Sun

Anaphalis	
  margaritacea

Pearly	
  Everlas>ng

Dry/Sun

Antenaria	
  microphylla

Small-‐leaved	
  Pussytoes	
  

Dry/Sun

Aquilegia	
  formosa

Red	
  Columbine	
  

Moist/Shade

Armeria	
  mari>ma

Thri

Dry/Sun

Aster	
  douglasii

Douglas’	
  Aster

Dry/Sun

Brodiaea	
  hyacinthina

Fool's	
  Onion

Dry/Sun

Camassia	
  leichtlinii	
  

Great	
  Camas	
  

Spring	
  moisture/sun

Camassia	
  quamash	
  

Common	
  Camas	
  

Spring	
  moisture/sun

Dicentra	
  formosa

Bleeding	
  Heart

Spring	
  moisture/sun/shade

Dodecatheon	
  hendersonii

Broad-‐leaved	
  Shoo>ng	
  Star

Spring	
  moisture/sun

Erigeron	
  speciosus	
  

Showy	
  Fleabane	
  

Dry/Sun

Eriophyllum	
  lanatum

Woolly	
  sunﬂower

Dry/Sun

Erythronium	
  oreganum

White	
  Fawn	
  Lily

Spring	
  moisture/dappled	
  shade

Heuchera	
  micrantha

Alumroot

Dry/Sun

Poten>lla	
  anserina	
  

Silverweed	
  

Moist/Sun

Sedum	
  lanceolatum	
  

Lance-‐leaved	
  Stonecrop	
  

Dry/Sun

Sedum	
  oreganum	
  

Oregon	
  Stonecrop	
  

Dry/Sun

Sedum	
  spathufolium	
  

Broad-‐leaved	
  Stonecrop	
  

Dry/Sun

Trillium	
  ovatum

Western	
  Trillium	
  

Dry/Shade

Viola	
  adunca	
  

Early	
  Blue	
  Violet	
  

Dry/Shade
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3.6. STANDARD	
  PRACTICES
As	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  revegeta on/remedia on	
  strategy,	
  apply	
  standard	
  hor?cultural	
  prac?ces	
  (BCSLA	
  
Landscape	
  Standards,	
  2012)	
  best	
  forestry	
  prac?ces:
•

Plant	
  in	
  the	
  fall	
  to	
  allow	
  plants	
  to	
  establish	
  themselves	
  as	
  much	
  as	
  possible	
  prior	
  to	
  summer	
  drought.

•

Protect	
  all	
  plants	
  from	
  browsing	
  by	
  deer.

•

Use	
  large	
  woody	
  debris	
  and	
  boulders	
  to	
  create	
  microhabitats	
  to	
  capture	
  moisture	
  and	
  create	
  shade.

•

Plant	
  in	
  groups	
  to	
  mimic	
  natural	
  growing	
  pa erns	
  with	
  a	
  mix	
  of	
  trees,	
  shrubs	
  and	
  groundcovers.

•

Interpre?ve	
  signage	
  to	
  be	
  located	
  in	
  prominent	
  places	
  to	
  outline	
  re-‐vegeta on	
  procedures.
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4.

PHASING	
  &	
  TIMING

One	
  of	
  the	
  essen?al	
  components	
  of	
  a	
  vegeta on	
  management	
  plan	
  is	
  the	
  phasing	
  and	
  ? ming	
  of	
  the	
  
eﬀorts	
  and	
  targets.	
  A	
  phased	
  approach	
  with	
  detailed	
  VMPs	
  tailored	
  to	
  each	
  phase	
  (phase-‐speciﬁc)	
  will	
  
maximize	
  the	
  likelihood	
  of	
  success.	
  Overall	
  principles	
  for	
  site	
  remedia on	
  should	
  be	
  consistent	
  through	
  
all	
  phases.

4.1. PARKS	
  &	
  OPEN	
  SPACE
The	
  focus	
  of	
  site	
  remedia on	
  (revegeta on)	
  eﬀorts	
  will	
  be	
  on	
  the	
  sec?ons	
  of	
  the	
  property	
  that	
  are	
  
proposed	
  for	
  parks.
We	
  propose	
  to	
  use	
  an	
  Adap?ve	
  Management	
  process,	
  in	
  combina on	
  with	
  a	
  priority	
  treatment	
  
classiﬁca on	
  system,	
  to	
  the	
  VMPs	
  that	
  will	
  consist	
  of	
  a	
  series	
  of	
  plant	
  prescrip?ons	
  (treatment	
  types)	
  
suitable	
  for	
  diﬀerent	
  site	
  condi?ons.	
  The	
  treatment	
  types	
  will	
  be	
  set	
  up	
  in	
  the	
  ini?al	
  stages	
  of	
  the	
  
development,	
  and	
  will	
  then	
  be	
  monitored	
  to	
  gauge	
  their	
  success	
  in	
  achieving	
  the	
  goal	
  of	
  “free	
  to	
  
grow”	
  (for	
  trees)	
  or	
  "successfully	
  established"	
  (for	
  shrubs	
  and	
  herbaceous	
  vegeta on).	
  The	
  successful	
  
treatments	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  as	
  models	
  for	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  site.	
  	
  hese	
  plan?ng	
  prescrip?ons	
  will	
  be	
  created	
  in	
  
harmony	
  with	
  the	
  park	
  plan,	
  and	
  will	
  be	
  showcased	
  with	
  interpre?ve	
  signs.
It	
  is	
  an?cipated	
  that	
  the	
  sec?on	
  of	
  the	
  property	
  located	
  north	
  of	
  Kingsview	
  Road	
  will	
  contain	
  the	
  ﬁrst	
  
few	
  phases	
  of	
  the	
  project.	
  A	
  detailed	
  VMP	
  has	
  been	
  ini?ated	
  for	
  that	
  area,	
  and	
  will	
  serve	
  as	
  the	
  
template	
  on	
  which	
  other	
  VMPs	
  for	
  future	
  phases	
  are	
  based	
  and	
  measured.	
  All	
  VMPs	
  will	
  be	
  submih ed	
  to	
  
the	
  MNC	
  for	
  approval	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  subdivision	
  applica on.
It	
  is	
  proposed	
  that	
  once	
  50%	
  comple?on	
  has	
  been	
  reached	
  for	
  the	
  last	
  phase	
  north	
  of	
  KingsView,	
  
ini?a on	
  of	
  Priority	
  1	
  areas	
  south	
  of	
  KingsView	
  will	
  be	
  triggered.	
  For	
  example,	
  broom	
  removal	
  within	
  
areas	
  adjacent	
  to	
  Park	
  Types	
  2	
  and	
  3.	
  	
  

4.2. REMAINING	
  AREA	
  (DEVELOPMENT)
For	
  the	
  remaining	
  area	
  to	
  be	
  developed,	
  the	
  focus	
  will	
  be	
  on	
  vegeta on	
  management;	
  the	
  removal	
  and	
  
control	
  of	
  invasive	
  plant	
  species,	
  namely	
  Scotch	
  broom.	
  	
  
There	
  is	
  a	
  con?nued	
  commitment	
  for	
  ongoing	
  maintenance	
  of	
  the	
  property	
  south	
  of	
  Kingsview	
  Road	
  
that	
  is	
  adjacent	
  to	
  MNC	
  Forest	
  Lands.	
  Maintenance	
  will	
  consist	
  of	
  removing	
  the	
  broom	
  annually,	
  or	
  un?l	
  
such	
  ? me	
  that	
  the	
  area	
  is	
  developed	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  manage	
  invasive	
  species,	
  reduce	
  wildﬁre	
  risk,	
  and	
  
minimize	
  public	
  trespass.
Extensive	
  broom	
  removal	
  will	
  also	
  take	
  place	
  on	
  a	
  phase-‐speciﬁc	
  basis	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  site	
  prepara ons	
  
for	
  development	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  remedia on.	
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4.3. PRIORITY	
  VEGETATION	
  MANAGEMENT	
  AREAS
To	
  help	
  guide	
  the	
  ? ming	
  and	
  phasing	
  of	
  the	
  VMP,	
  a	
  classiﬁca on	
  system	
  reﬂec?ve	
  of	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  priority	
  
has	
  been	
  developed,	
  and	
  ? es	
  in	
  with	
  the	
  Parks	
  and	
  Open	
  Spaces	
  Strategy	
  (Table	
  2).	
  Each	
  Park	
  Type	
  has	
  
been	
  assigned	
  a	
  priority	
  on	
  a	
  scale	
  of	
  1	
  to	
  4	
  ,with	
  1	
  indica ng	
  areas	
  of	
  highest	
  priority	
  (also	
  reﬂec?ve	
  of	
  
level	
  of	
  eﬀort)	
  and	
  "4"	
  indica ng	
  lowest	
  priority	
  (lih le	
  to	
  no	
  remedia on	
  is	
  planned	
  for	
  these	
  sites).	
  	
  A	
  
reasonable	
  ? meframe	
  has	
  also	
  been	
  assigned	
  to	
  each	
  treatment	
  priority.
Table	
  3:	
  Vegeta2on	
  Remedia2on	
  &	
  Broom	
  Control	
  Priori2es	
  by	
  Park	
  Type	
  for	
  Phases	
  North	
  &	
  South	
  of	
  KingsView
Park	
  Type

Vegeta1on	
  
Remedia1on	
  
Treatment	
  

Broom	
  
Control	
  

Phasing	
  &	
  Timing

Comments

North	
  of	
  KingsView

Park	
  Type	
  3

Priority	
  1	
  (high)

Priority	
  1	
  
(high)

Key	
  focal	
  feature	
  and	
  amenity	
  of	
  the	
  
Triggered	
  by	
  PLA	
  of	
  Phase	
  1;	
  
CDP.	
  	
  Ini>a on	
  of	
  remedia on	
  is	
  
Short-‐term	
  (1-‐3	
  years)
highest	
  priority	
  for	
  Park	
  Type	
  A

Park	
  Type	
  2

Priority	
  2	
  (moderate)

Priority	
  2	
  
(moderate)

Varies	
  -‐	
  some	
  component	
  of	
  Park	
  
Focal	
  points;	
  areas	
  of	
  interest;	
  
Type	
  B	
  will	
  be	
  present	
  within	
  
highly	
  visible
most	
  development	
  phases

Park	
  Type	
  1

Priority	
  2	
  (moderate)

Priority	
  2	
  
(moderate)

Varies	
  -‐	
  some	
  component	
  of	
  Park	
  
Highly	
  visible	
  green	
  space	
  between	
  
Type	
  C	
  will	
  be	
  present	
  within	
  
and	
  amongst	
  development
most	
  development	
  phases

Development	
  
Sites

Priority	
  4	
  (very	
  low)	
  
due	
  to	
  planned	
  
development

Priority	
  3	
  
(low)

As	
  needed	
  and	
  determined	
  by	
   No	
  vegeta on	
  remedia on	
  is	
  planned	
  
associated	
  ﬁre	
  hazard
due	
  to	
  future	
  development
South	
  of	
  KingsView

Park	
  Type	
  3

Priority	
  1	
  (high)

Priority	
  1	
  
(high)

Ini>ated	
  by	
  50%	
  of	
  the	
  ﬁnal	
  
phase	
  North	
  of	
  KingsView

Key	
  focal	
  feature	
  and	
  amenity	
  of	
  the	
  CDP.	
  

Park	
  Type	
  2

Priority	
  2	
  (moderate)

Priority	
  2	
  
(moderate)

Future	
  phases	
  -‐	
  long-‐term	
  
horizon	
  of	
  >15	
  years

Focal	
  points;	
  areas	
  of	
  interest;	
  
highly	
  visible

Park	
  Type	
  1

Priority	
  2	
  (moderate)

Priority	
  2	
  
(moderate)

Future	
  phases	
  -‐	
  long-‐term	
  
horizon	
  of	
  >15	
  years

Highly	
  visible	
  green	
  space	
  between	
  
and	
  amongst	
  development

Park	
  Type	
  D

No	
  applicable	
  Park	
  Type	
  D	
  iden>ﬁed	
  south	
  of	
  KingsView	
  at	
  this	
  > me

Fire	
  Interface

Priority	
  3	
  (moderate)

Priority	
  1	
  
(high)

Annual	
  broom	
  control	
  eﬀorts	
  
Vegeta on	
  remedia on	
  associated	
  
will	
  be	
  maintained	
  along	
  the	
  
with	
  future	
  development	
  phases	
  
ﬁre	
  interface

NOTE:	
  Please	
  refer	
  to	
  the	
  Parks	
  &	
  Open	
  Space	
  Strategy	
  for	
  corresponding	
  ﬁgures	
  depic2ng	
  Park	
  Types.
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5.

MONITORING

In	
  order	
  to	
  determine	
  whether-‐or-‐not	
  the	
  VMPS	
  is	
  successful,	
  monitoring	
  will	
  be	
  required	
  for	
  the	
  short-‐
term	
  and	
  long-‐term	
  goals.	
  Monitoring	
  will	
  focus	
  on	
  two	
  aspects	
  of	
  the	
  strategy:	
  	
  
•

Removal	
  and	
  control	
  of	
  invasive	
  species	
  (namely	
  Scotch	
  broom),	
  and

•

Successful	
  establishment	
  of	
  non-‐invasive	
  vegeta on	
  (with	
  the	
  eﬀort	
  focused	
  on	
  remedia on	
  of	
  
parks	
  and	
  open	
  spaces	
  reaching	
  "establishment"	
  and	
  "free	
  to	
  grow"	
  condi?ons	
  for	
  transfer	
  of	
  lands	
  
to	
  the	
  Municipality).

An	
  acceptable	
  survival	
  rate	
  (measure	
  of	
  successful	
  vegetation	
  remediation	
  efforts)	
  may	
  vary	
  by	
  phase,	
  
dependent	
  on	
  how	
  much	
  is	
  planted	
  in	
  a	
  given	
  area	
  and	
  which	
  plant	
  assemblage	
  is	
  applied.	
  A	
  higher	
  survival	
  
rate	
  (>90%),	
  two	
  years	
  following	
  initial	
  planting,	
  would	
  be	
  expected	
  for	
  a	
  smaller	
  area	
  that	
  is	
  planted	
  with	
  
predominately	
  shrubs.	
  For	
  plant	
  assemblages	
  focused	
  on	
  growing	
  future	
  forests,	
  a	
  lower	
  survival	
  of	
  60-‐70%	
  
may	
  be	
  acceptable	
  (e.g.,	
  if	
  1,000	
  fir	
  tree	
  plugs	
  were	
  planted	
  within	
  a	
  Park	
  Type	
  3	
  area).	
  	
  
As	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  monitoring,	
  an	
  adap?ve	
  management	
  approach	
  will	
  be	
  applied	
  to	
  determine	
  which	
  plant	
  
assemblages	
  have	
  the	
  highest	
  success	
  during	
  vegeta on	
  remedia on	
  eﬀorts	
  applied	
  during	
  Phases	
  1	
  and	
  
2	
  of	
  the	
  development.	
  This	
  feedback	
  process	
  is	
  an?cipated	
  to	
  take	
  3-‐5	
  years,	
  and	
  will	
  help	
  to	
  determine	
  
the	
  best	
  methods	
  for	
  future	
  phases.	
  	
  
These	
  details	
  will	
  be	
  provided	
  within	
  the	
  VMPS	
  produced	
  for	
  each	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  development,	
  and	
  will	
  be	
  
submih ed	
  to	
  MNC	
  for	
  approval	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  development	
  permit	
  applica on.	
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1

1
1.1

BACKGROUND
INTRODUCTION
The Kingsview at Maple Bay (Kingsview) development lies on the northern face of Mount Tzouhalem
in the District of North Cowichan, east of Quamichan Lake, and totals 106.5 hectares. The original
development plan of what was then known as The Cliffs Over Maple Bay (COMB) included
approximately 360 single family units, 5.54 Ha of multi-family development, a hotel, and an 18-hole
golf course, expected to total approximately 700 residential equivalent units. Phase 1 for the
extension of Kingsview Road and Nevilane Drive has been completed. Some of the infrastructure for
extensions to Highwood Drive and Viewtop Road has been installed, however, the roads remain
unfinished as at the date of this report. A new layout of the property without the originally planned
golf course has been completed; the revised concept plan includes a mix of single family and multifamily units, totalling at least 1280 units, depending on the addition of legal suites.
A Site Servicing Pre-design Report was completed in September 2013 by WSP (formerly Genivar).
Since then the proposed land use and lot layout for Kingsview has been changed, and as a result
some of the material and conclusions of the 2013 report are no longer valid. The report in hand
serves to revise the 2013 report, some sections of which have been copied herein.
WSP has been retained to review the impact of the increased density and revised lot layout on
existing infrastructure. On-site utility layout is examined, including sanitary sewer, water, and storm
drain. Off-site impacts for water and sanitary sewer has been determined by the District’s engineering
consultant using computer model software. Commentary from shallow utilities, including Fortis, Telus,
BC Hydro, and Shaw, is included to determine the extent of improvements needed to support the
revised lot configuration.
For the original development plan, WSP prepared a detailed stormwater management plan (SWMP),
dated February 2008. This report builds on that SWMP, incorporating the revised lot layout and
earthworks completed during Phases 1 and 2 of COMB. The primary goal is to identify potential
issues with servicing the new lot configuration, including pipe/culvert capacity and stormwater
detention. Once detailed design commences, the SWMP will be updated to include additional details
such as groundwater flows and recharge, sediment and erosion control, and maintenance issues.
Stormwater detention systems for Kingsview will be designed to manage stormwater runoff such that
during a 1:2 year storm event, post-development flows match pre-development rates. Total
catchments contributing to each site discharge will remain relatively consistent between pre- and
post-development to avoid unbalancing stormwater flows during high-intensity (overflow) events.
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2
2.1

STORMWATER ANALYSIS
EXISTING CONDITIONS
The site has 14 existing stormwater outfalls to various channels, culverts, and drainage systems,
often located in statutory right-of-ways (SRW) between single family lots. Much of the development
site was cleared and stripped during the preliminary golf course grading work. Stormwater flows are
managed with existing and recently created water courses with large culverts crossing Kingsview
Road and Highwood Drive. Some temporary settling ponds have been created to improve stormwater
quality and reduce the peak flows discharged from the site.
As stated in the 2007 geotechnical report prepared by Levelton Consultants, the steep mountain face
consists of rapidly drained shale, siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerate soils with little overburden
and visible rock outcrops. Upon working the existing soils with heavy machinery, the material breaks
down and forms an impermeable crust. To avoid surface pooling, the native fill material should be
scarified prior to placing sand or topsoil and avoid tracking heavy equipment over fill areas once
grading is complete.
Despite the free-draining base material, the underlying bedrock can lead to trapped groundwater or
heavy discharge at interface locations. Groundwater flows can lead to slope instability which can be
exasperated with excessive stormwater infiltration. Refer to Figure 1 for pre-development stormwater
catchments.

2.2

STORMWATER MODEL DETAILS
A hydrologic model of the development, including Phases 1 and 2 of the Cliffs was created using EPA
SWMM v5.1. Catchments were created for both pre and post-development conditions based on
existing topography, land use, and lot layout; refer to Figures 1 and 2. Large culverts crossing
Kingsview Road and Highview Drive are included with the stormwater model.
Rainfall information is based on data collected from the Atmospheric Environment Service’s weather
North Cowichan weather station, fit to a 24-hour SCS Type 1A storm distribution. Other model
parameters are generally unchanged from the previous SWMP, with the exception of the SCS runoff
curve number, which is now standardized at 39 for both pre- and post-development due to the
removal of the golf course. All pre-development and greenspace catchments have been assigned an
impervious percentage of 5%, based on rock outcrops and to account for channelized flow.
Developed areas have impervious percentages of 50% for single family lots, 60% for small SF lots,
70% for multi-family sites and 80% for the commercial site.
The previous SWMP included a detailed analysis of groundwater conditions by EBA Engineering. We
found that while groundwater contributed a considerable base-flow, it was relatively unchanged from
pre- to post-development. Groundwater flows must be considered during detailed design for proper
pipe and control structure sizing, building foundation stability, and downstream capacity calculations.
However, since groundwater flows do not increase once the site is developed, they have not been
considered for the purposes of this report.

2.3

STORMWATER DETENTION FACILITIES
To meet the District’s requirement of zero increase in post-development flow rates during the 1:2 year
storm event, detention ponds have been modelled to temporarily impound stormwater with release at
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3
a controlled rate. For the purposes of the model, the ponds are assumed to be dry (no permanent
storage) with 3:1 side slopes. Pond locations have been determined based on the catchment
boundaries and lot layout.
While large detention ponds at the downstream end of catchments tend to be the easiest method to
provide zero increase in flows, they also provide little stormwater treatment in the way of pollutant and
sediment removal. Additionally, the topography of the site is such that pond grading is difficult and
extensive earthworks / retaining structures may be required to obtain a moderate volume of
stormwater detention. The results below are based upon on-site stormwater detention on all multifamily sites, and some single-family lots. Completion of the SWMP will determine final detention
requirements.
Reduction of post-development flows during this exercise has been attained solely by use of
detention ponds and residential detention tanks. It is important to note that further flow reduction, or
smaller ponds can be achieved through use of a number of alternate stormwater management
methods such as use of pervious surface treatments and roadside rain gardens.

2.4

RESULTS

2.4.1

OUTFALL FLOWS
The table below summarizes the pre- and post-development flows at each of the site’s 14 outfalls
during the 1:2 year storm. The Post-Development condition includes detention on all multi-family and
commercial sites, and on selected single-family sites. Refer to Figures 2 and 3 for catchment
boundaries, stormwater outfalls, and pond locations.
OUTFALL

1:2 YEAR RETURN MAXIMUM FLOW,
% VARIANCE
L/S
Pre-Development Post-Development

Out 1

13.7

15.8

15%

Out 2

87.4

83.6

-4%

Out 3

37.1

28.8

-22%

Out 4

31.9

31.9

0%

Out 5

26.8

18.7

-30%

Out 6

35.6

44.0

24%

Out 7

20.2

18.0

-11%

Out 8

24.6

24.6

0%

Out 9

35.5

30.5

-14%

Out 10

56.5

57.6

2%

Out 11

10.2

5.6

-45%

Out 12

25.4

24.5

-4%

Out 13

12.1

0

-100%

Out 14

14.6

12.4

-15%

431.5

396.1

-8%

Total:
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No post-development flows are directed to outfall 13, which is a poorly defined channel to the east of
the site. The predevelopment catchment for outfall 13 is relatively small. To mitigate downstream
impacts, flows from this area will be directed to outfall 12 where there is a defined channel and
downstream culverts.
Attenuation for the small amount of excess flow to Outfall 1 can be done by constructing a small pond
at the bottom of that catchment. Similarly, a small pond or underground tank constructed at the south
side of Highwood Road at the western boundary can be used to attenuate the additional flow to
Outfall 6.

2.4.2

DETENTION POND SIZING
As noted previously, stormwater detention ponds have been designed to provide zero increase in
post-development flows during a 1:2 year storm event. Below is a table summarizing the pond
volumes and maximum discharge rate during the 1:2 year storm for the five major ponds. Pond
numbers relate to outflows to which they are connected (Figure 3).
MAX VOLUME

MAX OUTFLOW

cu.m

l/s

Pond 4

533

31.9

Pond 8

32

24.6

Pond 10a

750

17.8

Pond 10b

3,401

40.4

Pond 12

343

24.5

POND

2.4.3

CULVERT CAPACITY
Included in the stormwater model are culverts crossing both Kingsview Road and Highwood Drive,
which are mostly 900mm diameter and are installed in existing ravines. Upstream catchment areas
will discharge to these culverts rather than the municipal stormwater network within road right-of-ways
to preserve capacity in existing pipes. To meet the DNC specifications, however, the capacity must
be verified using the rational method, which will be completed during detailed design. We do not
anticipate any upgrades will be required to increase culvert capacity with the new lot layout.

2.5

STORMWATER RECOMMENDATIONS

2.5.1

ENVIRONMENTAL
With some ponds proposed on existing watercourses, notification and/or approval from the Ministry of
Environment will be required. A Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) will be required to
assess the site and provide documentation to the Ministry. The QEP will also advise on what
mitigation measures, which may need to be undertaken during the late summer Fisheries window,
would be necessary during construction

2.5.2

ON-LOT DETENTION
To reduce the size of the stormwater management ponds, or where detention ponds cannot be built,
on-lot detention can be utilized. In some cases it will be necessary that these be constructed on
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single family lots. This is generally the case for single-family lots at the most downstream extents of a
catchment, and where there is little or no room for detention between those lots and the downstream
drainage channel. Also, small efforts such as disconnecting roof leaders, creation of rain gardens,
and rainwater harvesting are encouraged and can have a significant impact on stormwater rate,
quantity, and quality; however, these methods have not been included in this analysis.
On multi-family sites, formal stormwater detention structures are more feasible due to the availability
of larger treatment areas, and maintenance which can be provided by the strata. Methods to reduce
stormwater peak flow from multi-family sites can include pervious pavement, underground tanks,
green roofs, rain gardens, or reduction in impervious areas. The criterion for this property has been
set so that all multi-family sites are to include a stormwater management system which will limit postdevelopment 1:2 year flows to pre-development rates. Once stormwater management guidelines are
developed during detailed design for individual multi-family sites, the downstream detention
requirements can be revaluated. The requirement for design and construction of all such facilities
would need to be covered under a covenant registered on the property.

2.5.3

PIPE ROUTING
A conceptual pipe network has been completed for the revised lot layout at Kingsview based on the
post-development catchment areas; refer to Figure 3. Due to the topography, some pipe routes will
be outside the road right-of-way, which will require SRWs in favour of the District for access and
maintenance. With some roads constructed on steep sideslopes, the elevation difference from front
yards down to rear yards can be significant, necessitating servicing along the backs of some lower
lots.
To avoid costly replacement of infrastructure, all new storm pipes should be designed to discharge to
culverts, rather than to existing pipes on Kingsview Road and Highview Drive. By doing so the
capacity of these existing systems is preserved, despite the increase in upstream density. An
extensive amount of re-grading will be required to accommodate the new lot layout, including
overland stormwater flow in ditches.

2.5.4

CULVERTS
Four culverts have been constructed on Kingsview Road, and 4 on Highview Drive. These culverts
will receive stormwater flows from upstream development. Additional road crossing culverts will be
required in future phases. As noted, the existing culverts have capacity for the proposed
development; however, two culverts on Highwood Drive require reconfiguration: The first culvert
crosses Highview Road and discharges to Pond 8. Depending on the final alignment of access to the
multi-family site on the north side of Highwood Drive, this culvert may need to be extended. Secondly,
the inlet of the easternmost 900 mm culvert on Highwood Drive is located in the centre of a proposed
road. This culvert should be extended southward to clear the new road.

2.6

SUMMARY
Based on the findings of the stormwater model, the District’s requirement for zero increase in runoff
during the 1:2 year storm event can be achieved with a combination of on-lot detention, and detention
ponds. Further stormwater management techniques can be used to both reduce the load on the
ponds and improve water quality. The majority of existing stormwater infrastructure can remain in
place.
Moving forward in the planning and design stage of the project, we recommend a hydrogeologist and
a Qualified Environmental Professional be retained to review the possible implications of groundwater
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flows and work in existing streams. A comprehensive landscaping and vegetation management plan.
Managing vegetation should be developed to aid in controlling stormwater runoff rate and quality.

3

SANITARY SEWER NETWORK
The proposed sanitary sewer network will follow roadways, with some interconnections through
SRW’s registered on private properties. Flows will be directed to existing downstream manholes at a
number of locations, shown on Figure 4. Pipes have been constructed on Viewtop Raod and
Highwood Road, which drain to the existing ‘Highwood’ pump station. These pipes and the pump
station currently serve the existing units on Kingsview Road and Nevilane Drive. The Kingsview
station pumps through a forcemain which discharges to the sewer system on Crestwood Drive. No
new pump stations will be needed.
WSP provided the District with the proposed sanitary network layout for Kingsview for modelling by
their engineering consultant, Parsons. Preliminary results of the modeling has identified the need for
upgrading downstream infrastructure, including a number of pipes and three pump stations. The
requirement for downstream upgrades has been made necessary by the proposed Kingsview
development, other proposed developments that would be contributing to the same downstream
system, and existing units already connected to the system. Further study is required to verify the
model’s results and to determine mutually-agreeable cost sharing for funding the improvements.

4

WATER NETWORK
The overall watermain network remains relatively unchanged from the previous conceptual design.
The site will include 6 pressure zones, 9 new pressure reducing valve (PRV) stations, a booster pump
station, and a new reservoir. Watermains will be looped where possible to provide redundancy and
improved fire flow; refer to Figure 5 for a conceptual pipe layout.
Pressure zones are dictated by the existing connections to neighbouring properties and fix the
location of pressure reducing valves. Some lots will require individual pressure reducing valves as the
watermain line pressure will exceed the recommended maximum pressure in the District of North
Cowichan specifications (580 kPa / 84 psi). Watermains will be sized based on results of an updated
water model during detailed design. Generally, fire flows dictate watermain diameters

4.1

RESERVOIRS
As with the original plan, the existing reservoir with a top water level (TWL) of 258m will be
supplemented by a new reservoir with a TWL of 376.6 m. A new booster pump station and dedicated
feed line will be required to supply the new reservoir. Sizing is based on the maximum daily demand
of the development, plus the required fire flow. The new reservoir will need to be constructed prior to
development of any lots in zones 5, 6, or 7, located south of Kingsview Road. Development of
Kingsview, including the new reservoir, PRV stations, and watermain loops will provide increased fire
protection to existing properties.
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4.2

OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
WSP provided the District with the proposed water network layout for Kingsview for modelling by their
engineering consultant, Parsons. Preliminary results of the modeling has identified the need for
upgrading two pump stations. The requirement for these upgrades has been made necessary by the
proposed Kingsview development, other proposed developments that would be feeding from the
same system, and existing units already connected to the system. Further study is required to verify
the model’s results and to determine mutually-agreeable cost sharing for funding the improvements.
Upgrades to the existing pipe network, if required, have not been identified.

5

POPULATION DENSITY ASSUMPTIONS
The portion of the Kingsview catchment containing ‘The Properties’, that is that area generally west of
the western boundary of Kingsview as far as Maple Bay Road, had been modeled with a population
density of 3.1 persons per unit (ppu). The population density for these existing units remains
unchanged in the current model. In the earlier 2013 study undertaken by Parsons (then Delcan), a
population density of 3.1 ppu was assigned to the proposed Cliffs Over Maple Bay development.
Since the time that study was completed it has been recognized and accepted by MNC that a density
of 2.5 ppu, which is being used for the neighbouring Stone Hill proposed development, can also be
used for Kingsview. As it relates to the water system and sanitary sewer models, establishing
existing and future population densities is under review as at this report. Final decisions on
assignment of densities in the models may affect the results, with corresponding implications to the
amount of downstream improvements that will be required.
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6.1

SHALLOW UTILITIES

Representatives from Fortis, BC Hydro, Telus, and Shaw were contacted to determine the extent of
improvements that would be required to support the proposed additional density at Kingsview. A
summary of their initial findings are below.

FORTIS
Nevilane Drive was constructed with a 114 mm PE gas main, which is oversized for the original
development and, according to Fortis, has ‘abundant gas capacity’ for the planned project. This
Nevilane Drive gas main will become the backbone of the gas network for servicing future phases.

6.2

BC HYDRO
BC Hydro has indicated that major feeder upgrades will be required to support the full build-out
density proposed at Kingsview. We are awaiting further details of these upgrades, including
magnitude of cost and the number of developable lots before the upgrades are required.

6.3

TELUS
Generally, the existing Telus infrastructure can be extended to service the proposed units at
Kingsview. A new cabinet for fibre optic facilities will be required in one of the future phases.

6.4

SHAW
An initial review of the existing infrastructure by Shaw shows no areas of concern. Generally, the
existing facilities can support the increased density. Future phases will include multiple above ground
pedestals, which is typical of developments this size.

7

CONCLUSIONS
The additional density proposed at Kingsview can be supported with some upgrades to existing
infrastructure. With appropriate phasing, a significant number of units can be developed before offsite
improvements are required. Stormwater management ponds will be required to attenuate peak flows
to pre-development levels, as required by the District. The model indicates this target is achievable;
however, implementation of on-lot best management practices (rain gardens, pervious pavement,
infiltration galleries, etc.) can reduce the size and visual impact of the ponds. Significant grading
efforts are anticipated to accommodate the proposed lot layout due to the steep slopes, stormwater
ponds, and grading already completed on the unfinished golf course.
The requirements for water and sanitary sewer servicing remain generally unchanged from the
original Cliffs plan. A new water reservoir is needed as well as a number PRVs. Upgrades to all three
sewage pump stations (Highwood, Kingsview and Maple Bay) may be required at different milestones
of development within both the Kingsview property and the region as a whole (although the Maple
Bay station is already undersized, without additional development).
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Initial review of the increased density by the shallow utilities indicates no capacity issues with the
exception of BC Hydro. The existing hydro system can support some development before significant
feeder upgrades are required. We are awaiting further information to determine when the upgrades
will be required.
The neighbouring 300-unit Stone Hill development will have an impact on utilities in the area, so cost
sharing of infrastructure upgrades common to both projects should be expected. The District of North
Cowichan has identified some of the required downstream improvements as Development Cost
Charge (DCC) projects. DCC projects are eligible for funding from the District using monies collected
from other lot sales. This could reduce the capital cost of off-site improvements for Kingsview. The
upgrades eligible for DCC funding include a number of pipe replacements, and upgrades to the Maple
Bay Road Pump station.
Based on the results of our review and the Parsons sanitary and water feasibility studies, the
infrastructure upgrades required to support Kingsview development do not extend far beyond those
originally required for The Cliffs. However further consideration is required to confirm population
densities assigned to the models, and the results of the model output require verification. The precise
scope of the upgrades and associated costs will be determined as preliminary and detailed design
progress.
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Pre-Development Subcatchment Areas
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Figure 2
Drainage Catchments
Kingsview at Maple Bay
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Figure 3
Drain Network Schematic
Kingsview at Maple Bay
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Figure 4
Sanitary Network Schematic
Kingsview at Maple Bay
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Boulevard Transportation Group, a division of Watt Consulting Group, was retained by
Strandlund Investments Ltd. to conduct a traffic impact assessment for the proposed KingsView
development in North Cowichan, BC. This study reflects the proposed development plan from
September 8, 2015.
An analysis of post-development conditions was undertaken in order to provide a clear view of
the impacts on the adjacent roadways after full build-out and occupancy. The study assessed
traffic impacts of the development, reviewed the site access roads, and assessed the need for
any mitigation measures. Study recommendations and conclusions are to provide safe and
efficient movement of pedestrians, bicycles and vehicular traffic for the proposed development
while minimizing the impact to non-site trips. The study area includes Maple Bay Road,
Kingsview Road, Nevilane Drive, Highwood Drive and the site accesses. There are two key
intersections in the study area from a traffic conditions / capacity perspective: Maple Bay Road
& Kingsview Road and Maple Bay Road & Highwood Dr. See Figure 1 for the study area and
site location.

Figure 1: Study Area and Site Location
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2.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1 Road Network
The development site is located in the District of North Cowichan to the east of Duncan. Maple
Bay Road serves as a rural arterial road connecting the community of Maple Bay with Duncan.
Kingsview Road is a two-lane collector road that runs east-west, connecting several residential
neighbourhoods in the east (and becomes Nevilane Drive at the roundabout on the hillside
400m east of Sunsum Drive) and Maple Bay Road to the west, where it terminates at a Tintersection. Kingsview Road is a major access road to the development as this road passes
through the development area, and would serve the south portion of the site. There are two
existing roundabouts on Kingsview Road, one at Donnay Drive (adjacent to Maple Bay School)
and one at the proposed development site (east end of Kingsview Road). Note that due to the
site topography and proposed on-site road network, the south portion of the site (south of
Kingsview Road) would use Kingsview Road to access / egress the site, while the north portion
of the site would use Highwood Drive. Note that in the future, Donnay Drive will be extended to
the south, providing a parallel and alternative route to Maple Bay Road. This was not, however,
considered in the analysis due to the uncertainty of when the extension may occur, as well as
since it is not expected to be a major alternative route since Maple Bay Road is a more direct
roadway to/from Duncan.
Highwood Drive provides another site access route from Maple Bay Road, and is one kilometre
north of the Kingsview Road intersection. Highwood Drive is currently a two-lane local road with
a dead end to the east, but a connection and extension to the site would be made to serve the
north portion of the development site (north of Kingsview Road).
The intersection of Maple Bay Road & Kingsview Road is currently stop-controlled on Kingsview
Road. At the intersection, Kingsview Road is divided with a wide landscaped median (8m wide
70m long) and a raised island to channelize westbound right turns. On Maple Bay Road there is
a southbound left-turn lane and a northbound right-turn lane. The intersection of Maple Bay
Road & Highwood Drive is stop-controlled on Highwood Dr, and there are no dedicated turn
lanes.
The posted speed limit on Maple Bay Road is 60km/h. The speed limits on Kingsview Road and
Highwood Drive are 50 km/h, except for the school frontage on Kingsview Road (between
Donnay Drive and Algonkin Road) where there are playground zone warning signs with 30 km/h
posted speed limit signs.
2.2 Traffic Volumes
Manual counts were undertaken at the two intersections of Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road
and Highwood Drive/Maple Bay Road during the AM and PM peak hours on March 25, 2014. At
both intersections, the overall intersection volumes (i.e. entering the intersection) were found to
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be almost same for the AM peak hour and the PM peak hour, with significant differences in
directional flow. Overall the volumes at the Highwood Drive intersection were found to be much
lower than at Kingsview Road, with less than half the volume. See Figures 2 and 3 for existing
AM and PM peak hour turning movement counts at Maple Bay Road & Kingsview Road and at
Maple Bay Road & Highwood Dr.
In June 2004, peak hour traffic volumes were measured at the same location (Kingsview
Road/Maple Bay Road) for a previous study. The 2014 through volumes on Maple Bay Road
were actually lower than the 2004 volumes. The AM peak hour through volume (both directions
total) was measured at 323 vehicles in 2014 and 352 vehicles in 2004. The PM peak hour
through volume was measured at 337 vehicles in 2014 and 407 vehicles in 2004. As there has
been a negative traffic growth trend in the area, the 2014 counts were considered to be
reflective of 2015 volumes, and were used for background conditions without application of a
growth factor.
2.3 Traffic Modelling – Background Information
Analysis of the traffic conditions at the intersections within the study area were undertaken using
Synchro software (for stop-controlled intersections) and SIDRA (for roundabout intersections).
Synchro / SimTraffic is a two-part traffic modelling software that provides analysis of traffic
conditions based on traffic control, geometry, volumes and traffic operations. Synchro software
(Synchro 9) is used because of its ability to provide analysis using the Highway Capacity
Manual (2010) methodology, while SimTraffic integrates established driver behaviours and
characteristics to simulate actual conditions by randomly “seeding” or positioning vehicles
travelling throughout the network. SIDRA provides results using HCM 2010 methodology as
well. SIDRA and Synchro uses measures of effectiveness to return the results of the analysis.
These measures of effectiveness include level of service (LOS), delay and 95th percentile queue
length. The delays and type of traffic control are used to determine the level of service. The
level of services are broken down into six letter grades with LOS A being excellent operations
and LOS F being unstable/failure operations. Level of service C is generally considered to be an
acceptable LOS by most municipalities. Level of service D is generally considered to be on the
threshold between acceptable and unacceptable operations.
2.4 Existing Traffic - Results
Existing traffic conditions were analysed during the AM and PM peak hours for the two key
intersections (Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road and Highwood/Maple Bay Road).
At the intersection of Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road, the westbound left turn movement (from
Kingsview Road onto Maple Bay Road) is operating at a LOS C during the AM peak hour and
LOS B during the PM peak hour. All other movements are operating at a LOS A during the AM
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and PM peak hours. The westbound left 95th percentile queue length is 4.0 vehicles during the
AM peak hour and 0.6 vehicles during the PM.
The westbound turn movement (from Highwood Drive onto Maple Bay Road) is operating at a
LOS B during both AM and PM peak hours. On Maple Bay Road, all movements are operating
at LOS A during both AM and PM peak hours.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize 2015 existing traffic conditions at the two key intersections:
Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road and Highwood/Maple Bay Road respectively. Analysis results
include delays, LOS and queue lengths. The 2015 existing AM/PM peak hour volumes and
levels of service are shown in Figure 2 and 3. See Appendix C for existing condition Synchro
reports.
TABLE 1: 2015 EXISTING PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS AT KINGSVIEW ROAD/MAPLE BAY
ROAD
Southbound

Westbound

Westbound

(On Maple Bay Rd)

(On Kingsview Rd)

(On Kingsview Rd)

Left

Left

Right

Average Delay
(s)
LOS

7.5 (7.8)

20.6 (13.4)

8.9 (9.7)

A (A)

C (B)

A (A)

95th Queue (veh)

0.0 (0.1)

4.0 (0.6)

0.0 (0.0)

*Note: ## indicates AM; (##) indicates (PM)

TABLE 2: 2015 EXISTING PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS AT HIGHWOOD DR/MAPLE BAY RD
Southbound

Westbound

Westbound

(On Maple Bay Rd)

(On Highwood Dr)

(On Highwood Dr)

Left

Left

Right

Average Delay
(s)
LOS

7.5 (7.7)

11.2 (11.2)

11.2 (11.2)

A (A)

B (B)

B (B)

95th Queue (veh)

0.0 (0.0)

0.3 (0.1)

0.3 (0.1)

*Note: ## indicates AM; (##) indicates (PM)
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Figure 2: 2015 Existing AM Peak Hour Conditions

Figure 3: 2015 Existing PM Peak Hour Conditions

3.0

POST DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Land Use
The site is currently undeveloped although the major access road (Kingsview Road extension)
is already constructed or upgraded. The KingsView development proposes a total of 1,280
residential units, comprising a mix of single family, single family small lot, townhouses/multiKINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
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family and duplex lot. Table 3 summarizes the dwelling units by type and location for the
proposed development.
TABLE 3: BUILD-OUT PLAN
Land Use Type

North Side

South Side

Total

Single Family (Detached)

151 Units

230 Units

381 Units

Townhouse / Multi-family

250 Units

649 Units

899 Units

Total:

401 Units

879 Units

1,280 Units

3.2 Site Access
Kingsview Road and Highwood Drive are the main access roads to/from the site, and connect to
Maple Bay Road. (Although it will be possible to travel to/from Maple Bay via Nevilane Drive,
this would be used by a small number of site trips only.) The site is effectively divided into two
portions (one north and one south of Kingsview Road) due to the elevation and topography
characteristics. Trips to/from the south portion of the development would use Kingsview Road
to access to/from Maple Bay Road, and trips to/from the north portion of the development would
use Highwood Drive, based on route length and travel times. See Figure 4 for the site accesses
and site plan.

Figure 4: Access Roads and Site Plan (surrounded by red border)
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3.3 Trip Generation
Site trips were estimated from the ITE Trip Generation Manual (9th Edition). The Trip
Generation Manual provides trip rates for a wide variety of land uses gathered from actual sites
across North America over the past 35 years. The ITE manual does not provides trip generation
rates specifically for single family small lot and duplex lots, and therefore the single family trip
rates were used as a worst case estimate. The trip generation rates are shown for the AM and
PM peak hours in Table 4Error! Reference source not found..
TABLE 4: TRIP GENERATION RATES
AM Peak Hour
Land Use Type

Code

ITE Land Use

Trip Rate / unit

In

Out

Multi-Family

230

Condo /
Townhouse

0.44

17%

83%

Single Family

210

Single Family
Detached

0.75

25%

75%

Single Family
Small Lot

210

Single Family
Detached

0.75

25%

75%

Duplex Lot

210

Single Family
Detached

0.75

25%

75%

PM Peak Hour
Multi-Family

230

Condo /
Townhouse

0.52

67%

33%

Single Family

210

Single Family
Detached

1.00

63%

37%

Single Family
Small Lot

210

Single Family
Detached

1.00

63%

37%

Duplex Lot

210

Single Family
Detached

1.00

63%

37%

Tables 5 to 8 summarize the generated site trips by location with full build-out during the AM
and PM peak hours. Note that the development will likely be constructed in phases, but phasing
details have yet to be determined.
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TABLE 5: AM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION (NORTH SIDE)
Land Use

ITE Code

Units

Rate

In

Out

Total Trips

Multi-Family

230

250

0.44 / unit

19

91

110

Single Family

210

151

0.75 / unit

28

85

113

47

176

223

Total

TABLE 6: AM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION (SOUTH SIDE)
Land Use

ITE Code

Units

Rate

In

Out

Total Trips

Multi-Family

230

649

0.44 / unit

49

237

286

Single Family

210

230

0.75 / unit

43

130

173

92

367

459

Total

TABLE 7: PM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION (NORTH SIDE)
Land Use

ITE Code

Units

Rate

In

Out

Total Trips

Multi-Family

230

250

0.52 / unit

87

43

130

Single Family

210

151

1.00 / unit

95

56

151

182

99

281

Total

TABLE 8: PM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION (SOUTH SIDE)
Land Use

ITE Code

Units

Rate

In

Out

Total Trips

Multi-Family

230

649

0.52 / unit

226

111

337

Single Family

210

230

1.00 / unit

145

85

230

371

196

567

Total

Typically a residential development does not generate pass-by trips and the generated
development trips are considered all primary trips. Therefore, the generated trips are directly
used for the analysis without any trip modifications.
3.4 Trip Assignment
The generated total site trips are 682 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 848 vehicles during
the PM peak hour. The generated site trips were assigned based on the existing trip
distributions at the two key intersections on Maple Bay Road. The future site traffic patterns are
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assumed to match the existing trip distributions at the two key access intersections. Directional
splits for the site trips are as follows:
AM Peak Hour
Trips In
 88% of the trips total from Maple Bay Road South (Duncan)
 12% of the trips total from Maple Bay Road North (Maple Bay)
Trips Out
 97% of the trips total to Maple Bay Road South (Duncan)
 3% of the trips total to Maple Bay Road North (Maple Bay)
PM Peak Hour
Trips In
 95% of the trips total from Maple Bay Road South (Duncan)
 5% of the trips total from Maple Bay Road North (Maple Bay)
Trips Out
 91% of the trips total to Maple Bay Road South (Duncan)
 9% of the trips total to Maple Bay Road North (Maple Bay)
Figures 5 and 6 outline the site trips assigned during the AM and PM peak hours at the two key
intersections: Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road and Highwood Drive/Maple Bay Road.
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Figure 5: Site Trips Assigned during AM Peak Hour

Figure 6: Site Trips Assigned during PM Peak Hour
3.5 Post-development Analysis Results - Full Buildout
The post development traffic volumes were entered into Synchro to determine the post
development traffic conditions, in consideration of full buildout of the site, to establish ultimate
traffic implications for the site (even though the site will be built out in phases over a number of
years).
At the stop-controlled intersection of Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road with full build-out, the
westbound left turn movement will experience a failing level of service (LOS F) during the AM
and PM peak hours (although with significantly longer delays in the AM peak). Other
movements will operate at good levels of service (LOS A/B) during the AM and PM peak hours.
The westbound left movement will have a 95th percentile queue length of 41.5 vehicles during
the post development AM peak hour. Alternative traffic control would be required at the
intersection to improve the failing level of service.
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However, no mitigations would be required at the intersection of Highwood Drive/Maple Bay
Road since all movements will continue to operate at acceptable levels of service (LOS C or
better) with full build-out.
Tables 9 and 10 summarize post development traffic conditions (short term) at the two key
intersections: Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road and Highwood/Maple Bay Road. The post
development peak hour volumes and levels of service are shown in Figures 7 and 8. See
Appendix D for the Synchro post-development summary reports.
TABLE 9: POST DEVELOPMENT PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS AT KINGSVIEW
ROAD/MAPLE BAY ROAD
Southbound

Westbound

Westbound

(On Maple Bay Rd)

(On Kingsview Rd)

(On Kingsview Rd)

Left

Left

Right

Average Delay
(s)
LOS

7.6 (8.4)

360 (69.5)

9.2 (11.2)

A (A)

F (F)

A (B)

95th Queue (veh)

0.1 (0.1)

41.5 (9.2)

0.1 (0.2)

*Note: ## indicates AM; (##) indicates (PM)

TABLE 10: POST DEVELOPMENT PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS AT HIGHWOOD
DRIVE/MAPLE BAY ROAD
Southbound

Westbound

Westbound

(On Maple Bay Rd)

(On Highwood Dr)

(On Highwood Dr)

Left

Left

Right

Average Delay
(s)
LOS

7.7 (8.6)

17.6 (22.1)

17.6 (22.1)

A (A)

C (C)

C (C)

95th Queue (veh)

0.1 (0.1)

2.7 (2.8)

2.7 (2.8)

*Note: ## indicates AM; (##) indicates (PM)
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Figure 7: Post Development Conditions during AM Peak Hour, Existing Traffic Control

Figure 8: Post Development Conditions during PM Peak Hour, Existing Traffic Control
3.6 Mitigation for Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road (full buildout)
The current stop control and geometry at Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road will result in the
westbound left turn movement having an LOS F during the AM and PM peak hours with the
development at full buildout. Alternative traffic control will be required to improve this failing level
of service. Three options that were considered were: (1) all-way stop, (2) roundabout, and (3)
traffic signal. The future intersection conditions were reviewed for each traffic control option.
All-way stop control was found to be ineffective, as the westbound movement would remain at
LOS F in the AM peak hour. Either a one-lane roundabout or a signal would however provide a
good level of operation. A roundabout would have better levels of service, with all movements at
LOS A, while a signal would have some movements at LOS B/C. A roundabout may therefore
be preferable, and would fit with North Cowichan’s approach to using roundabout traffic control
on roads with capacity considerations. Table 11 summarizes the analysis result of AM peak
hour traffic conditions with a roundabout/signal at the Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road.
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TABLE 11: COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUNDABOUT AND SIGNAL AT KINGSVIEW
ROAD/MAPLE BAY ROAD – AM PEAK HOUR
Movement

95th Queue Length

Delay
(Sec)

LOS

(m)

RA*

Signal

RA*

Signal

RA*

Signal

Northbound through

A

B

0.1

15.2

9.1

17.9

Northbound right

A

A

0.5

4.2

9.1

6.6

Southbound left

A

B

8.9

13.7

28.1

4.3

Southbound through

A

C

4.6

26.8

28.1

78.1

Westbound left

A

C

5.1

23.4

21.2

85.6

Westbound right

A

A

1.1

3.5

21.2

1.5

* RA indicates a roundabout with single lane
3.7 Trigger for Mitigation at Kingsview Road & Maple Bay Road
A review was conducted to establish the number of units for which traffic control improvements
would be triggered due to excessive vehicle delays for westbound Kingsview Road at Maple
Bay Road. The point at which the westbound left turn movement, in the AM peak hour, would
drop from LOS D to LOS E is at 238 new site trips (161 trips for the south side development and
77 trips for the north side).
This trigger point can be achieved by different unit totals depending upon the type of units built
first, since single family homes generate more vehicle trips than multi-family units. Three
development scenario triggers were considered, ranging from all single family units (least
number of units), to all multi-family units (most units), to a mix of them. Each scenario will
generate the same site trips. This trigger point review took into account potential added trips (77
trips based on a 35% buildout of the north side) on Maple Bay Road travelling to/from the north
portion of the development via Highwood Drive (which can add delay to westbound left turning
vehicles on Kingsview Road at Maple Bay Road). Table 12 summarizes residential unit
numbers by scenario for the 238-trip trigger point.
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TABLE 12: TRIGGER POINT UNIT TOTAL SCENARIOS, THAT GENERATE 238 TRIPS
Land Use Type

South Side Development Units

Scenario 1: Single Family

215 units

Scenario 2: Multi-family

366 units
Single Family 81 units and

Scenario 3: Mixed*

Multi-family 227 units
(Total 308 units)

*The mixed ratio is based on the total south-side proposed ratio of single family
to multi-family units
3.8 Roadway Corridor Volumes, Post Development
Both Kingsview Road and Highwood Drive will, with full buildout, have a significant increase in
the number of vehicles along their length. Kingsview Road will have approximately double the
existing peak hour volumes, and Highwood Drive will have an approximate 5-fold increase in
traffic (but would still be approximately half of current pre-development Kingsview Road
volumes). Although these added volumes can be accommodated on the existing two-lane roads
and are not expected to require specific traffic control or capacity mitigation at any intersections
(outside of Maple Bay Road), existing residents will likely notice a change in the roadway
volumes of these specific roads.

4.0

LONG TERM CONDITIONS

A long-term analysis for the 15-year horizon after the opening day (2015 base) with full build-out
was conducted. A 15-year horizon was selected as it was indicated by the proponent as a likely
minimum build-out timeframe. To obtain 2030 background traffic volumes, a growth rate of 1.0%
was applied to the existing 2015 through volumes on Maple Bay Road. Note that this is
considered a conservative estimate, since it was determined that there has actually been a
decrease in volume on Maple Bay Road over the last 10 years. The proposed development
traffic was then added to the 2030 background traffic to obtain the 2030 post development
conditions. The long term conditions were analyzed in Synchro and SIDRA software. The long
term volumes are shown in Figures 9 & 10.
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Figure 9: Long-term Post-Development Traffic Volumes, AM Peak Hour

Figure 10: Long-term Post-Development Traffic Volumes, PM Peak Hour
4.1 2030 Background Conditions
In 2030 without the development, the intersection of Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road will
continue to operate at the same levels of service as 2015 existing (LOS C or better) during the
peak hours. The westbound left movement will be a 24.1 second of delay (LOS B) per vehicle.
The intersection of Highwood Drive/Maple Bay Road will continue to operate at the same levels
of service as 2015 existing (LOS A/B) during the peak hours.
4.2 2030 Post Development Conditions
In 2030 with the development but without traffic control mitigation, at the intersection of
Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road the westbound left movement (from Kingsview onto Maple
Bay) will experience a failing level of service (LOS F; delay 429 seconds per vehicle) during the
AM peak hour and will also drop to LOS F (delay: 128 seconds) in the PM peak hour.
Highwood Drive/Maple Bay Road will continue to operate at acceptable levels of service (LOS C
or better) for all movements during the peak hours.
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With a roundabout, the intersection would operate at LOS A for all movements (AM and PM
peak hours) and with a signal all movements would operate at LOS C or better (AM and PM
peak hours). Therefore a roundabout would continue to be an effective traffic control measure
into the future.

5.0

SAFETY AND GEOMETRICS

5.1 Turn Lanes
Although improvements at Highwood Drive and Maple Bay Road are not triggered by capacity
concerns, turn lanes on Maple Bay Road could be a consideration from a safety and flow
perspective. The BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure’s left and right turn lane
warrants were therefore considered.
At the intersection of Highwood Drive/Maple Bay Road, a southbound left turn lane is not
warranted based on the MoTI left turn lane warrant review (based on the warrant chart for a
design speed of 60km/h and a percentage of left turns in advancing volume of 10%), for long
term (2030) post development volumes (AM and PM peak hours). Therefore, no left turn lane is
required on Maple Bay Road at Highwood Drive. The warrant chart review can be found in
Appendix F.
There is no similar MoTI warrant for right turn lanes at intersections, when considering the
potential need for a right turn lane on Maple Bay Road onto Highwood Drive. Warrants from
other jurisdictions are varied in nature, and are based on a combination of the total advancing
volume (through plus right turn volume) vs the right turning volume. Based on Minnesota DOT’s
right turn warrant, a right turn lane would be required once there are 115 right turning vehicles in
a design hour, whereas 130 right turning vehicles would be the trigger if using Ohio DOT’s right
turn lane warrant. The estimated right turn volume at full buildout (of 401 units) of the north
portion of the KingsView site is 173 vehicles, which exceeds both of these right-turn lane
warrant thresholds. The Minnesota right-turn lane warrant would be met at 68% buildout (268
units) whereas the Ohio warrant would be triggered at 75% buildout of the north side (301
units). Note that this volume of northbound right turning vehicles is very similar to existing peak
hour northbound right turn volumes on Maple Bay Road at Kingsview Road (which has up to
129 peak hour right turning vehicles), where there is an existing right turn lane. Therefore a
northbound right turn lane on Maple Bay Road at Highwood Drive is a consideration once the
north-side development exceeds 268 units, to maintain safety, traffic flow, and intersection
design consistency. See Appendix F for the right turn lane warrant chart reviews.
5.2 Cross Sections
Kingsview Road and Nevilane Drive (extension) have been constructed to serve the
development area. On the road adjacent to the site, the typical cross section has a 3.5m lane
(for each direction), a 1.5m bike lane (uphill direction only), a 2m parking lane (for both sides),
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and a concrete sidewalk one side of the road. This meets the Municipal typical cross section
standards for a rural collector road.

Looking to Nevilane Drive North

Highwood Drive ranges from 8.7m to 11.5m paved width, with limited unpaved shoulders and no
paint markings, which is typical of local roads in the Municipality. Highwood Drive will continue
to serve as a local road with the development (albeit with a higher volume). New roadway
sections should be constructed to meet the District’s roadway specifications.

6.0

OTHER MODES

6.1 Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
There is sidewalk along one side of Kingsview Road but no sidewalk along Highwood Drive.
There is a bike lane (1.5m) along one side (uphill side) of Kingsview Road east of Donnay Drive.
On Highwood Drive, it was observed that there were not significant pedestrian/cyclist activity,
but this could increase with the development. The provision of sidewalks and bicycle facilities
should either adhere to Municipal specifications or meet agreements between the developer
and the Municipality if alternative cross-sections are pursued for on-site roads.
6.2 Transit
There is one transit bus route (#4) along Kingsview Road (from Maple Bay Road to Chippewa
Road) and Donnay Drive (see Figure 11). This bus route connects Duncan to Maple Bay eight
times a day on weekdays. In the future the bus route could be extended along Kingsview Road
and Nevilane Drive if the transit demand increases around the development area. Based on the
current route, the closest bus station is at Chippewa Road/Kingsview Road.
KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 11: Transit Bus Route #4

7.0

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made regarding the traffic study for the proposed 808-unit
KingsView development.
The existing intersection of Kingsview Road/Maple Bay Road operates at LOS C or better for all
movements in the AM and PM peak hours (with the AM peak hour being the worst-case traffic
condition period due to left turns onto Maple Bay Road). With development at full buildout, the
westbound left turn movement (from Kingsview Road onto Maple Bay Road) will drop to LOS F
(failing level of service) in the AM and PM peak hours, and traffic control improvements would
be required (either a one-lane roundabout or intersection signalization). The point at which a
traffic control improvement at this intersection is triggered is 238 site trips, which is equivalent to
308 units on the south side of Kingsview Road (for a mix of multi-family and single family in
proportion to the full-buildout percentage), and slightly higher or lower unit numbers if more
multi-family or single family units are initially developed.
The roadway corridors of Kingsview Road and Highwood Drive can accommodate the increased
volume and will not require added traffic control at other intersections, but the total volume will
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increase noticeably on these roads (approximately double on Kingsview Road and a 5-fold
increase on Highwood Drive).
A review of 15-year horizon conditions found that a roundabout or signal would continue to
operate with good levels of service at Kingsview Road & Maple Bay Road.
The existing intersection of Highwood Drive /Maple Bay Road will operate at a LOS C or better
for all movements in the long term with the development. Therefore, no mitigation would be
required at Highwood Drive /Maple Bay Road from a capacity perspective. A southbound left
turn lane is not warranted in the long term, but a northbound right turn lane would be warranted
at the 67% buildout stage of the north portion of the site (268 units), and would be beneficial for
safety and traffic flow due to the added right turn volumes from the development.
On Kingsview Road there are currently bike facilities (uphill bike lane) and a sidewalk on one
side, but no facilities on Highwood Drive. Site road cross sections should either conform to the
Municipality’s specifications or meet agreements between the developer and the Municipality if
alternative cross-sections are pursued for on-site roads. There is a bus route with service near
to the site, which could be expanded to directly serve the development once demand is
established in the future.

8.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following measures are recommended:
 Install a single lane roundabout at Kingsview Road & Maple Bay Road once the 238 site
trip trigger point is exceeded (e.g. 308 south-side units for mixed initial development (81
single family and 227 multi-family units), or 215 south-side single family units only or 366
south-side multi-family units only).
 Install a northbound right turn lane on Maple Bay Road at Highwood Drive once 268
units are exceeded for the north portion of the site (out of 401 total units).
 Design the development roads should either meet the Municipal standards (in terms of
bike facilities and sidewalks) or meet agreements between the developer and the
Municipality if alternative cross-sections are pursued for on-site roads.
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SYNCHRO MODELLING SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The traffic analysis was completed using Synchro and SimTraffic traffic modeling software.
Results were measured in delay, level of service (LOS) and 95th percentile queue length.
Synchro is based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodology. SimTraffic integrates
established driver behaviours and characteristics to simulate actual conditions by randomly
“seeding” or positioning vehicles travelling throughout the network. The simulation is run five
times (five different random seedings of vehicle types, behaviours and arrivals) to obtain
statistical significance of the results.
Levels of Service

Traffic operations are typically described in terms of levels of service, which rates the amount of
delay per vehicle for each movement and the entire intersection. Levels of service range from
LOS A (representing best operations) to LOS E/F (LOS E being poor operations and LOS F
being unpredictable/disruptive operations). LOS E/F are generally unacceptable levels of
service under normal everyday conditions.
The hierarchy of criteria for grading an intersection or movement not only includes delay times,
but also takes into account traffic control type (stop signs or traffic signal). For example, if a
vehicle is delayed for 19 seconds at an unsignalized intersection, it is considered to have an
average operation, and would therefore be graded as an LOS C. However, at a signalized
intersection, a 19 second delay would be considered a good operation and therefore it would be
given an LOS B. The table below indicates the range of delay for LOS for signalized and
unsignalized intersections.
Table A1: LOS Criteria, by Intersection Traffic Control
Level of Service
A
B
C
D
E
F
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Unsignalized Intersection
Average Vehicle Delay
(sec/veh)
Less than 10
10 to 15
15 to 25
25 to 35
35 to 50
More than 50

Signalized Intersection
Average Vehicle Delay
(sec/veh)
Less than 10
11 to 20
20 to 35
35 to 55
55 to 80
More than 80
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

8.1
WBL
218
218
0
Stop
0
0
0
63
3
346

WBR
6
6
0
Stop
Stop
500
50
0
12

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
431
112
319
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
579
910
735

112
6.2
3.3
947
-

570
570
910
723

947
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
20.2
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 570 947 1490
- 0.607 0.013 0.016
- 20.6
8.9
7.5
C
A
A
4
0
0

NBT NBR
76 100
76 100
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
68
68
5
2
112 147
Major1
0
NB
0

0
-

SBL SBT
9 247
9 247
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
91
0
1
24 271
Major2
112
4.1
2.2
1490
1490
-

0
-

SB
0.6

SBT
-
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

1.7
WBL
22
22
0
Stop
0
0
0
46
5
48

WBR
2
2
0
Stop
None
50
50
4

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
372
121
251
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
623
897
784

121
6.7
3.75
816
-

616
616
897
775

816
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
11.2
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 628 1467
- 0.083 0.011
- 11.2
7.5
B
A
0.3
0

NBT NBR
79
10
79
10
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
71
50
6
20
111
20
Major1
0
NB
0

0
-

SBL SBT
6 200
6 200
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
38
91
0
1
16 220
Major2
131
4.1
2.2
1467
1467
-

0
-

SB
0.5

SBT
0
A
-
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

2.2
WBL
78
78
0
Stop
0
0
0
85
3
92

WBR
10
10
0
Stop
Stop
500
83
0
12

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
493
265
228
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
534
777
808

265
6.2
3.3
779
-

521
521
777
788

779
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
13
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

10/2/2015

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 521 779 1311
- 0.176 0.015 0.024
- 13.4
9.7
7.8
B
A
A
0.6
0
0.1

NBT NBR
212 129
212 129
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
80
75
5
2
265 172
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
12 125
12 125
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
76
0
1
32 164
Major2
265
4.1
2.2
1311
1311
-

0
-

SB
1.3

SBT
-
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

0.6
WBL
6
6
0
Stop
0
0
0
50
5
12

WBR
2
2
0
Stop
None
50
50
4

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
426
238
188
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
580
795
837

238
6.7
3.75
696
-

574
574
795
829

696
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
11.2
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 600 1334
- 0.027 0.009
- 11.2
7.7
B
A
0.1
0

NBT NBR
197
7
197
7
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
85
58
6
20
232
12
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
6 118
6 118
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
50
72
0
1
12 164
Major2
244
4.1
2.2
1334
1334
-

0
-

SB
0.5

SBT
0
A
-
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh

10/2/2015

151.7

Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

WBL
574
574
0
Stop
0
0
0
85
3
675

WBR
17
17
0
Stop
Stop
500
60
0
28

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
701
167
534
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
~ 403
860
~ 586

167
6.2
3.3
882
-

~ 392
~ 392
860
~ 570

882
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
$ 345.9
F

NBT NBR
117 181
117 181
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
70
75
5
2
167 241
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 392 882 1423
- 1.723 0.032 0.028
- $ 360
9.2
7.6
F
A
A
- 41.5
0.1
0.1

Notes
~: Volume exceeds capacity

$: Delay exceeds 300s

SBL SBT
20 418
20 418
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
50
92
0
1
40 454
Major2
167
4.1
2.2
1423
1423
-

0
-

SB
0.6

SBT
-

+: Computation Not Defined

*: All major volume in platoon

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2015 Post Development w Full buildout
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

6.8
WBL
193
193
0
Stop
0
0
0
75
5
257

WBR
7
7
0
Stop
None
50
50
14

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
452
163
289
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
560
859
753

163
6.7
3.75
771
-

546
546
859
734

771
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
17.6
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 554 1378
- 0.49 0.022
- 17.6
7.7
C
A
2.7
0.1

NBT NBR
90
51
90
51
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
75
60
6
20
120
85
Major1
0
NB
0

0
-

SBL SBT
12 211
12 211
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
40
92
0
1
30 229
Major2
205
4.1
2.2
1378
1378
-

0
-

SB
0.9

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2015 Post Development w Full buildout
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

13
WBL
256
256
0
Stop
0
0
0
85
3
301

WBR
28
28
0
Stop
Stop
500
85
0
33

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
825
453
372
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
341
638
695

453
6.2
3.3
611
-

325
325
638
663

611
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
63.8
F

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 325 611 1118
- 0.927 0.054 0.046
- 69.5 11.2
8.4
F
B
A
9.2
0.2
0.1

NBT NBR
385 481
385 481
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
85
85
5
2
453 566
Major1
0
NB
0

0
-

SBL SBT
31 215
31 215
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
60
80
0
1
52 269
Major2
453
4.1
2.2
1118
1118
-

0
-

SB
1.4

SBT
-

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2015 Post Development w Full Build out
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

5
WBL
96
96
0
Stop
0
0
0
50
5
192

WBR
11
11
0
Stop
None
50
50
22

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
658
408
250
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
424
665
785

408
6.7
3.75
551
-

410
410
665
759

551
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
22.1
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 421 1019
- 0.508 0.029
- 22.1
8.6
C
A
2.8
0.1

NBT NBR
215 180
215 180
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
85
58
6
20
253 310
Major1
0
NB
0

0
-

SBL SBT
15 137
15 137
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
50
72
0
1
30 190
Major2
563
4.1
2.2
1019
1019
-

0
-

SB
1.2

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2015 Post Development w Full Build out
MJ Oh
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APPENDIX E: 2030 LONG TERM CONDITIONS

KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
Traffic Impact Assessment

25

798

HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

8.9
WBL
218
218
0
Stop
0
0
0
63
3
346

WBR
6
6
0
Stop
Stop
500
50
0
12

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
492
129
363
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
534
894
702

129
6.2
3.3
926
-

525
525
894
691

926
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
23.6
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 525 926 1469
- 0.659 0.013 0.016
- 24.1
8.9
7.5
C
A
A
4.8
0
0

NBT NBR
88 100
88 100
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
68
68
5
2
129 147
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
9 287
9 287
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
91
0
1
24 315
Major2
129
4.1
2.2
1469
1469
-

0
-

SB
0.5

SBT
-

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2030 Background
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

1.5
WBL
22
22
0
Stop
0
0
0
46
5
48

WBR
2
2
0
Stop
None
50
50
4

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
427
140
287
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
579
879
755

140
6.7
3.75
795
-

571
571
879
745

795
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
11.8
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 584 1444
- 0.089 0.011
- 11.8
7.5
B
A
0.3
0

NBT NBR
92
10
92
10
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
71
50
6
20
130
20
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
6 232
6 232
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
38
91
0
1
16 255
Major2
150
4.1
2.2
1444
1444
-

0
-

SB
0.4

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2030 Background
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

2.1
WBL
78
78
0
Stop
0
0
0
85
3
92

WBR
10
10
0
Stop
Stop
500
83
0
12

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
562
308
254
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
486
743
786

308
6.2
3.3
737
-

474
474
743
766

737
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
13.9
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 474 737 1264
- 0.194 0.016 0.025
- 14.4
10
7.9
B
B
A
0.7
0.1
0.1

NBT NBR
246 129
246 129
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
80
75
5
2
308 172
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
12 145
12 145
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
76
0
1
32 191
Major2
308
4.1
2.2
1264
1264
-

0
-

SB
1.1

SBT
-

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2030 Background
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

0.6
WBL
6
6
0
Stop
0
0
0
50
5
12

WBR
2
2
0
Stop
None
50
50
4

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
489
275
214
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
533
764
815

275
6.7
3.75
662
-

528
528
764
807

662
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
11.7
B

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 556 1293
- 0.029 0.009
- 11.7
7.8
B
A
0.1
0

NBT NBR
229
7
229
7
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
85
58
6
20
269
12
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
6 137
6 137
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
50
72
0
1
12 190
Major2
281
4.1
2.2
1293
1293
-

0
-

SB
0.5

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2030 Background
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh

10/2/2015

174.3

Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

WBL
574
574
0
Stop
0
0
0
85
3
675

WBR
17
17
0
Stop
Stop
500
60
0
28

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
762
184
578
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
~ 371
845
~ 559

184
6.2
3.3
864
-

~ 360
~ 360
845
~ 543

864
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
$ 412.6
F

NBT NBR
129 181
129 181
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
70
75
5
2
184 241
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 360 864 1403
- 1.876 0.033 0.029
-$ 429.5
9.3
7.6
F
A
A
45
0.1
0.1

Notes
~: Volume exceeds capacity

$: Delay exceeds 300s

SBL SBT
20 458
20 458
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
50
92
0
1
40 498
Major2
184
4.1
2.2
1403
1403
-

0
-

SB
0.6

SBT
-

+: Computation Not Defined

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2030 Post Development
MJ Oh

*: All major volume in platoon
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

7
WBL
193
193
0
Stop
0
0
0
75
5
257

WBR
7
7
0
Stop
None
50
50
14

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
504
180
324
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
522
844
726

180
6.7
3.75
753
-

508
508
844
707

753
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
19.4
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 517 1359
- 0.525 0.022
- 19.4
7.7
C
A
3
0.1

NBT NBR
103
51
103
51
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
75
60
6
20
137
85
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
12 243
12 243
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
40
92
0
1
30 264
Major2
222
4.1
2.2
1359
1359
-

0
-

SB
0.8

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - 2030 Post Development
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh

10/2/2015

21.3

Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

WBL
256
256
0
Stop
0
0
0
90
3
284

WBR
28
28
0
Stop
Stop
500
83
0
34

NBT NBR
419 481
419 481
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
82
85
5
2
511 566

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
968
511
457
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
~ 280
600
636

Major1
0
-

511
6.2
3.3
567
-

~ 258
~ 258
600
587

567
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
116
F

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 258 567 1065
- 1.102 0.059 0.077
- 128.4 11.8
8.7
F
B
A
- 12.1
0.2
0.2

Notes
~: Volume exceeds capacity

$: Delay exceeds 300s

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
31 235
31 235
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
80
0
1
82 294
Major2
511
4.1
2.2
1065
1065
-

0
-

SB
1.9

SBT
-

+: Computation Not Defined

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2030 Post Development
MJ Oh

*: All major volume in platoon
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HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Maple Bay Rd & Highwood Dr

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh
Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

10/2/2015

3.3
WBL
96
96
0
Stop
0
0
0
70
5
137

WBR
11
11
0
Stop
None
60
50
18

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
670
412
258
6.45
5.45
5.45
3.545
418
662
778

412
6.7
3.75
548
-

407
407
662
757

548
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
18.5
C

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1 SBL
- 420 1038
- 0.37 0.024
- 18.5
8.6
C
A
1.7
0.1

NBT NBR
247 180
247 180
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
87
70
6
20
284 257
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
15 156
15 156
0
0
Free Free
- None
0
0
60
75
0
1
25 208
Major2
541
4.1
2.2
1038
1038
-

0
-

SB
0.9

SBT
0
A
-

KingsView Development 4:00 pm 3/25/2014 Pm Peak Hour - 2030 Post Development
MJ Oh
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HCM 2010 TWSC
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Intersection
Int Delay, s/veh

10/2/2015

14.8

Movement
Traffic Vol, veh/h
Future Vol, veh/h
Conflicting Peds, #/hr
Sign Control
RT Channelized
Storage Length
Veh in Median Storage, #
Grade, %
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles, %
Mvmt Flow

WBL
343
343
0
Stop
0
0
0
83
3
413

WBR
9
9
0
Stop
Stop
500
50
0
18

Major/Minor
Conflicting Flow All
Stage 1
Stage 2
Critical Hdwy
Critical Hdwy Stg 1
Critical Hdwy Stg 2
Follow-up Hdwy
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2
Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver
Stage 1
Stage 2

Minor1
522
120
402
6.43
5.43
5.43
3.527
513
903
673

120
6.2
3.3
937
-

501
501
903
658

937
-

Approach
HCM Control Delay, s
HCM LOS

WB
36.5
E

Minor Lane/Major Mvmt
Capacity (veh/h)
HCM Lane V/C Ratio
HCM Control Delay (s)
HCM Lane LOS
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh)

NBT NBRWBLn1WBLn2 SBL
- 501 937 1480
- 0.825 0.019 0.023
- 37.7
8.9
7.5
E
A
A
8.1
0.1
0.1

NBT NBR
90 128
90 128
0
0
Free Free
- None
- 300
0
0
75
80
5
2
120 160
Major1
0
-

0
-

NB
0

SBL SBT
13 307
13 307
0
0
Free Free
- None
150
0
0
38
92
0
1
34 334
Major2
120
4.1
2.2
1480
1480
-

0
-

SB
0.7

SBT
-

KingsView Development 8:00 am 3/25/2014 Am Peak Hour - Trigger 35%ofUnits
MJ Oh
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Lane Group
Lane Configurations
Traffic Volume (vph)
Future Volume (vph)
Ideal Flow (vphpl)
Storage Length (m)
Storage Lanes
Taper Length (m)
Lane Util. Factor
Ped Bike Factor
Frt
Flt Protected
Satd. Flow (prot)
Flt Permitted
Satd. Flow (perm)
Right Turn on Red
Satd. Flow (RTOR)
Link Speed (k/h)
Link Distance (m)
Travel Time (s)
Confl. Bikes (#/hr)
Peak Hour Factor
Heavy Vehicles (%)
Bus Blockages (#/hr)
Adj. Flow (vph)
Shared Lane Traffic (%)
Lane Group Flow (vph)
Enter Blocked Intersection
Lane Alignment
Median Width(m)
Link Offset(m)
Crosswalk Width(m)
Two way Left Turn Lane
Headway Factor
Turning Speed (k/h)
Number of Detectors
Detector Template
Leading Detector (m)
Trailing Detector (m)
Detector 1 Position(m)
Detector 1 Size(m)
Detector 1 Type
Detector 1 Channel
Detector 1 Extend (s)
Detector 1 Queue (s)
Detector 1 Delay (s)
Turn Type
Protected Phases
Permitted Phases
Detector Phase

10/2/2015

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

574
574
1890
0.0
1
7.5
1.00

17
17
1890
50.0
1

117
117
1890

181
181
1890
30.0
1

418
418
1890

1.00

1.00

1.00

20
20
1890
15.0
1
7.5
1.00

0.850
0.950
1724
0.950
1724

0.850

1589

1780

1557

1589
Yes
28

1780

1557
Yes
241

50
369.2
26.6

1.00

0.950
1776
0.651
1217

60
485.6
29.1

1843
1843
60
120.0
7.2

0.85
3%
0
675

0.60
0%
0
28

0.70
5%
0
167

0.75
2%
0
241

3
0.50
0%
0
40

675
No
Left
3.5
0.0
4.8

28
No
Right

167
No
Left
3.5
0.0
4.8

241
No
Right

40
No
Left

454
No
Left
3.5
0.0
4.8

1.02
24
1

1.02
14
1

1.02

1.02
24
1

1.03

1

1.02
14
1

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

15.2
0.0
0.0
15.2
Cl+Ex

0.0
0.0
0.0
Perm

0.0
0.0
0.0
Perm

0.0
0.0
0.0
NA
2

0.0
0.0
0.0
Perm

0.0
0.0
0.0
Perm

0.0
0.0
0.0
NA
6

8
8

8
8

2
2

6
6

2

0.92
1%
1
454

1

6
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings
3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd

Lane Group
Switch Phase
Minimum Initial (s)
Minimum Split (s)
Total Split (s)
Total Split (%)
Yellow Time (s)
All-Red Time (s)
Lost Time Adjust (s)
Total Lost Time (s)
Lead/Lag
Lead-Lag Optimize?
Recall Mode
Act Effct Green (s)
Actuated g/C Ratio
v/c Ratio
Control Delay
Queue Delay
Total Delay
LOS
Approach Delay
Approach LOS
Queue Length 50th (m)
Queue Length 95th (m)
Internal Link Dist (m)
Turn Bay Length (m)
Base Capacity (vph)
Starvation Cap Reductn
Spillback Cap Reductn
Storage Cap Reductn
Reduced v/c Ratio

10/2/2015

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

4.0
21.0
32.0
58.2%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

4.0
21.0
32.0
58.2%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

4.0
21.0
23.0
41.8%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

4.0
21.0
23.0
41.8%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

4.0
21.0
23.0
41.8%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

4.0
21.0
23.0
41.8%
4.0
1.0
0.0
5.0

None
22.8
0.47
0.84
23.4
0.0
23.4
C
22.6
C
51.7
#85.6
345.2

None
22.8
0.47
0.04
3.5
0.0
3.5
A

Min
15.6
0.32
0.29
15.2
0.0
15.2
B
8.7
A
12.1
17.9
461.6

Min
15.6
0.32
0.36
4.2
0.0
4.2
A

Min
15.6
0.32
0.10
13.7
0.0
13.7
B

0.0
6.6

2.7
4.3

Min
15.6
0.32
0.77
26.8
0.0
26.8
C
25.7
C
39.4
#78.1
96.0

30.0
743
0
0
0
0.32

15.0
464
0
0
0
0.09

987
0
0
0
0.68

0.0
1.5
50.0
922
0
0
0
0.03

679
0
0
0
0.25

703
0
0
0
0.65

Intersection Summary
Area Type:
Other
Cycle Length: 55
Actuated Cycle Length: 48.8
Natural Cycle: 55
Control Type: Actuated-Uncoordinated
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.84
Intersection Signal Delay: 20.1
Intersection LOS: C
Intersection Capacity Utilization 62.4%
ICU Level of Service B
Analysis Period (min) 15
# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer.
Queue shown is maximum after two cycles.
Splits and Phases:

3: Maple Bay Rd & Kingsview Rd
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MOVEMENT SUMMARY

Site: Kingsview-Maple Bay Rd AM

Kingsview Rd and Maple Bay Rd RA_AM Peak Hr w Kingsview Development
Roundabout

Movement Performance - Vehicles
Prop.
Queued

Effective
Stop Rate
per veh

Average
Speed
km/h

9.1
9.1
9.1

0.12
0.12
0.12

0.03
0.08
0.06

30.1
30.1
30.1

3.0
3.0
3.0

21.2
21.2
21.2

0.36
0.36
0.36

0.50
0.22
0.49

28.7
29.2
28.7

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

3.9
3.9
3.9

28.1
28.1
28.1

0.80
0.80
0.80

0.98
0.76
0.77

28.5
28.4
28.4

LOS A

3.9

28.1

0.45

0.49

28.9

Demand
Flow
veh/h
South: Maple Bay Rd
2
T
123
3
R
191
Approach
314

HV
%

Deg.
Satn
v/c

Average
Delay
sec

Level of
Service

4.0
2.0
2.8

0.191
0.191
0.191

0.1
0.5
0.4

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

1.3
1.3
1.3

East: Kingsview Rd
4
L
6
R
Approach

604
18
622

1.0
0.0
1.0

0.428
0.428
0.428

5.1
1.1
5.0

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

North: Maple Bay Rd
7
L
8
T
Approach

21
440
461

0.0
2.0
1.9

0.490
0.490
0.490

8.9
4.6
4.8

1397

1.7

0.490

3.9

Mov ID

Turn

All Vehicles

95% Back of Queue
Vehicles
Distance
veh
m

Level of Service (LOS) Method: Delay & v/c (HCM 2010).
Roundabout LOS Method: Same as Signalised Intersections.
Vehicle movement LOS values are based on average delay and v/c ratio (degree of saturation) per movement
LOS F will result if v/c > 1 irrespective of movement delay value (does not apply for approaches and intersection).
Intersection and Approach LOS values are based on average delay for all movements (v/c not used as specified in HCM 2010).
Roundabout Capacity Model: SIDRA Standard.
SIDRA Standard Delay Model used.

Processed: Thursday, October 1, 2015 12:36:08 PM
Copyright © 2000-2011 Akcelik and Associates Pty Ltd
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MOVEMENT SUMMARY

Site: Kingsview-Maple Bay Rd PM

Kingsview Rd and Maple Bay Rd RA_PM Peak Hr w Kingsview Development
Roundabout

Movement Performance - Vehicles
Prop.
Queued

Effective
Stop Rate
per veh

Average
Speed
km/h

37.2
37.2
37.2

0.22
0.22
0.22

0.06
0.09
0.07

29.9
29.8
29.8

1.6
1.6
1.6

11.5
11.5
11.5

0.56
0.56
0.56

0.64
0.43
0.62

28.4
28.6
28.4

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

1.3
1.3
1.3

9.4
9.4
9.4

0.48
0.48
0.48

0.85
0.22
0.30

29.3
29.2
29.2

LOS A

5.2

37.2

0.34

0.23

29.4

Demand
Flow
veh/h
South: Maple Bay Rd
2
T
405
3
R
506
Approach
912

HV
%

Deg.
Satn
v/c

Average
Delay
sec

Level of
Service

2.0
1.0
1.4

0.547
0.547
0.547

0.3
0.6
0.5

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

5.2
5.2
5.2

East: Kingsview Rd
4
L
6
R
Approach

269
29
299

1.0
0.0
0.9

0.268
0.268
0.268

6.5
2.5
6.1

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

North: Maple Bay Rd
7
L
8
T
Approach

33
226
259

0.0
2.0
1.7

0.216
0.216
0.216

5.7
1.3
1.9

1469

1.4

0.547

1.9

Mov ID

Turn

All Vehicles

95% Back of Queue
Vehicles
Distance
veh
m

Level of Service (LOS) Method: Delay & v/c (HCM 2010).
Roundabout LOS Method: Same as Signalised Intersections.
Vehicle movement LOS values are based on average delay and v/c ratio (degree of saturation) per movement
LOS F will result if v/c > 1 irrespective of movement delay value (does not apply for approaches and intersection).
Intersection and Approach LOS values are based on average delay for all movements (v/c not used as specified in HCM 2010).
Roundabout Capacity Model: SIDRA Standard.
SIDRA Standard Delay Model used.
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MOVEMENT SUMMARY

Site: 2030 Kingsview-Maple Bay Rd
AM

Kingsview Rd and Maple Bay Rd RA_AM Peak Hr w Kingsview Development
Roundabout

Movement Performance - Vehicles
Prop.
Queued

Effective
Stop Rate
per veh

Average
Speed
km/h

9.6
9.6
9.6

0.12
0.12
0.12

0.03
0.08
0.06

30.1
30.0
30.1

3.1
3.1
3.1

21.6
21.6
21.6

0.38
0.38
0.38

0.51
0.23
0.50

28.6
29.1
28.7

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

4.8
4.8
4.8

33.8
33.8
33.8

0.83
0.83
0.83

1.03
0.83
0.84

28.3
28.3
28.3

LOS A

4.8

33.8

0.48

0.52

28.8

Demand
Flow
veh/h
South: Maple Bay Rd
2
T
136
3
R
191
Approach
326

HV
%

Deg.
Satn
v/c

Average
Delay
sec

Level of
Service

4.0
2.0
2.8

0.199
0.199
0.199

0.1
0.5
0.4

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

1.3
1.3
1.3

East: Kingsview Rd
4
L
6
R
Approach

604
18
622

1.0
0.0
1.0

0.434
0.434
0.434

5.2
1.2
5.1

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

North: Maple Bay Rd
7
L
8
T
Approach

21
482
503

0.0
2.0
1.9

0.537
0.537
0.537

9.6
5.2
5.4

1452

1.7

0.537

4.1

Mov ID

Turn

All Vehicles

95% Back of Queue
Vehicles
Distance
veh
m

Level of Service (LOS) Method: Delay & v/c (HCM 2010).
Roundabout LOS Method: Same as Signalised Intersections.
Vehicle movement LOS values are based on average delay and v/c ratio (degree of saturation) per movement
LOS F will result if v/c > 1 irrespective of movement delay value (does not apply for approaches and intersection).
Intersection and Approach LOS values are based on average delay for all movements (v/c not used as specified in HCM 2010).
Roundabout Capacity Model: SIDRA Standard.
SIDRA Standard Delay Model used.
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MOVEMENT SUMMARY

Site: 2030 Kingsview-Maple Bay Rd
PM

Kingsview Rd and Maple Bay Rd RA_PM Peak Hr w Kingsview Development
Roundabout

Movement Performance - Vehicles
Prop.
Queued

Effective
Stop Rate
per veh

Average
Speed
km/h

40.1
40.1
40.1

0.23
0.23
0.23

0.06
0.09
0.07

29.8
29.8
29.8

1.7
1.7
1.7

11.9
11.9
11.9

0.59
0.59
0.59

0.66
0.47
0.64

28.3
28.5
28.3

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

1.5
1.5
1.5

10.4
10.4
10.4

0.49
0.49
0.49

0.85
0.22
0.30

29.3
29.2
29.2

LOS A

5.7

40.1

0.35

0.23

29.4

Demand
Flow
veh/h
South: Maple Bay Rd
2
T
441
3
R
506
Approach
947

HV
%

Deg.
Satn
v/c

Average
Delay
sec

Level of
Service

2.0
1.0
1.5

0.568
0.568
0.568

0.3
0.6
0.5

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

5.7
5.7
5.7

East: Kingsview Rd
4
L
6
R
Approach

269
29
299

1.0
0.0
0.9

0.275
0.275
0.275

6.7
2.7
6.3

LOS A
LOS A
LOS A

North: Maple Bay Rd
7
L
8
T
Approach

33
247
280

0.0
2.0
1.8

0.234
0.234
0.234

5.7
1.3
1.8

1526

1.4

0.568

1.9

Mov ID

Turn

All Vehicles

95% Back of Queue
Vehicles
Distance
veh
m

Level of Service (LOS) Method: Delay & v/c (HCM 2010).
Roundabout LOS Method: Same as Signalised Intersections.
Vehicle movement LOS values are based on average delay and v/c ratio (degree of saturation) per movement
LOS F will result if v/c > 1 irrespective of movement delay value (does not apply for approaches and intersection).
Intersection and Approach LOS values are based on average delay for all movements (v/c not used as specified in HCM 2010).
Roundabout Capacity Model: SIDRA Standard.
SIDRA Standard Delay Model used.
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APPENDIX F: TURN LANE WARRANT REVIEW

KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
Traffic Impact Assessment

26

814

BC MoTI Left Turn Lane Warrant, 2030 Post-Development, Maple Bay Road at Highwood
Drive

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
Traffic Impact Assessment

27

815

Ohio DOT Right Turn Lane Warrant for Maple Bay Rd at Highwood Dr, 2030 Horizon (not
warranted until 130 right turning vehicles plus future traffic growth)

Source:
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Engineering/Roadway/DesignStandards/roadway/Location
%20and%20Design%20Manual/Section_400_July_2013.pdf

KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
Traffic Impact Assessment

28

816

Minnesota DOT Right Turn Lane Warrant for Maple Bay Rd at Highwood Dr, 2030 Horizon
(not warranted until 115 right turning vehicles plus future traffic growth)

Source: http://www.lrrb.org/media/reports/200825.pdf

KINGSVIEW DEVELOPMENT
Traffic Impact Assessment

29
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Report
Date

May 4, 2022

Subject

OCP Bylaw 3900 next steps and public hearing options

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To complete the statutory steps required following first reading of the Official Community Plan (OCP)
bylaw and provide Council with options regarding a public hearing.
BACKGROUND
On April 25, Council gave first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900 as attached to the Planning Manager’s
Report dated April 25 2022. Staff also committed to provide Council with options regarding holding a
subsequent public hearing.
DISCUSSION
Statutory Process after First Reading
After first reading of the complete version of the OCP, Council is statutorily required to consider the
OCP in conjunction with applicable Financial Plan and Waste Management Plans. There is no legislative
requirement to take any further action beyond “considering.”
The applicable plans with which the OCP must be considered were included as hyperlinks within the
staff report dated April 25, 2022. Those plans were:
1) North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial Plan
2) Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended)
3) Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan
The statutory requirement that, after first reading, Council considers the OCP in conjunction with these
plans does not specify what matters are to be considered by Council. While the previous statutory
provision required Council to consider the OCP in conjunction with these plans to ensure that it was
consistent with them, the requirement to ensure consistency is not found in the current statute. The
current statute simply requires that Council considers the OCP in conjunction with these plans. When
considering the OCP in conjunction with these plans, it is important to note that the statute expressly
provides that the OCP does not commit the Municipality to proceed with any project specified within it.
The preparation of the OCP has taken place with the applicable Financial and Waste Management plans
in mind and with input provided from senior Finance and Utilities staff working directly with these plans.
No conflicts were identified. In implementing the OCP (if adopted), Council will consider various OCP
policies and resourcing of projects in the context of the annual budgeting process. Staff would advise
on any specific implications regarding finance or waste management as part of the regular project
management of any such projects.
7030 Trans-Canada Highway | Duncan, BC V9L 6A1
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Members of Council, now having had an opportunity to consider the OCP in conjunction with the
applicable Financial Plan and Waste Management Plans, are invited through the recommendation of
this report, to resolve that the OCP has been considered in conjunction with these plans, in fulfilment of
the requirements of s.477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act.
Once this step has been completed, Council may direct the OCP to be referred to the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC), as required by s.477(3)(b) of the Local Government Act.
Public Hearing Format
A public hearing associated with the adoption of a new OCP is likely to be a significant event attracting
a large number of speakers. As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions on gathering
are lifted, there are different levels of comfort, preference and enthusiasm from various people
regarding electronic formats versus in-person gatherings. At the time of writing, a public hearing can
be held either in-person or by electronic means. However, it is also possible to consider practical
arrangements constituting a combination of these two approaches, assuming no significant change in
public health orders.
The logistics of arranging a hearing in an in-person or combination format are not trivial, both in terms
of IT demands and orderly procedure; however, staff have identified the potential for a public hearing
format which begins online and reconvenes in-person on the following day. Although an in-person
portion in this format would be live-streamed, there would only be facilities for electronic participation
available during the (online) portion held on the first day. Holding the online portion on the first day
allows members of the public who experience technical difficulties to attend the following day to
provide their comments in person. The greater the turnout during the online portion of the public
hearing, the less risk of any capacity issues (accommodating members of the public) during the inperson portion.
The Municipal Council Chambers are not large enough to accommodate the expected high number of
participants an OCP public hearing typically attracts. The Cowichan Performing Arts Centre is the most
appropriate location by reason of its capacity, accessible location and audio/visual technology
capabilities; however, this venue is not available during the summer due to a seating refit. Staff are
currently investigating availability and feasibility of alternative venues should Council eventually opt to
proceed with an in-person or combination format for the public hearing.
Public Hearing Date
ALC staff have advised that they are experiencing a backlog in reviewing applications As such, it is likely
that the review may take the full 60 days referenced in the ALC’s guidance materials or even longer.
There is no statutory deadline for the ALC’s review, so a response cannot necessarily be assumed within
60 days. Staff will attempt to prompt the ALC, including offering a virtual meeting to help expedite the
review but do not anticipate any response from the ALC prior to mid to late June. This means a mid/late
July public hearing is the earliest that can reasonably be expected, given the necessary lead-in times to
arrange a hearing of this magnitude.
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Staff will bring a report to Council, prompting a decision on dates, potential locations, and format for a
public hearing in June. In the interim period, Council may wish to continue outreach efforts regarding
the OCP, particularly with First Nations.
OPTIONS
1. Proceed with consideration of the OCP in conjunction with the five-year financial plan and
applicable waste management plans and refer the OCP to the ALC (Recommended Option)
THAT Council:
1) Has considered the Official Community Plan (OCP) in conjunction with all applicable Financial
Plans and Waste Management Plans, including the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial
Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan in accordance
with section 477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act; and,
2) Direct that the proposed OCP be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment as
required by section 477(3)9b) of the Local Government Act.
2. Request further information from staff prior to proceeding
 Should Council not be willing to proceed as recommended, it may direct staff to provide
such additional information as Council requires:
THAT Council:
1) Direct staff to report back to Council with further information regarding [… to be identified by
Council]
IMPLICATIONS
Completing these steps will enable the Municipality to move forward with a public hearing on the
proposed OCP at a time of Council’s choosing following the referral to the ALC. Staff will bring forward
a report at a future meeting of Council, prompting Council to determine the date and format of the
public hearing.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
1) Has considered the Official Community Plan (OCP) in conjunction with all applicable Financial Plans
and Waste Management Plans, including the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year Financial Plan, the
Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan (as amended) and the Cowichan
Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan in accordance with section
477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act; and,
2) Directs that the proposed OCP be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for comment as
required by section 477(3)(b) of the Local Government Act.
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Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

[George Farkas]
Christopher Osborne MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

George Farkas
General Manager, Planning, Development and
Community Services

Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer
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Report
Date

June 1, 2022

Subject

Official Community Plan Public Hearing Options

File: SPP00040

PURPOSE
To provide Council with options regarding a public hearing for the Official Community Plan (OCP).
BACKGROUND
On April 25, Council gave first reading to OCP Bylaw 3900 as attached to the Planning Manager’s
Report dated April 25 2022. Subsequently, on May 4, Council considered the OCP in conjunction with
the relevant waste management plans and referred the OCP to the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC).
DISCUSSION
Progression to Public Hearing and Potential Dates
Once a referral to the ALC has been made, there are no subsequent statutory requirements articulated
by the Local Government Act prior to arranging a public hearing. The Municipality is not obliged to wait
indefinitely for a response from the ALC; it must only provide a reasonable opportunity for the ALC to
comment. Given the current backlogs experienced by the ALC and the shrinking likelihood of receiving
timely comment within the next few weeks, waiting until a response is received may prove problematic
before commencing public hearing preparations. Doing so would likely mean a public hearing held at
an inopportune time in August, or even later, given the lead-in times associated with arranging a public
hearing of this magnitude. However, there are a number of considerations for Council in making a
decision on the hearing, which are set out in this report.
Should the ALC respond at any time prior to the public hearing, these comments can be included within
the public hearing information package. They may potentially be addressed at the time of second
reading through amendments to the OCP. As with any public hearing, such as those typically associated
with rezoning applications, any comments received after the public hearing or OCP amendments
relating to use or density cannot be considered, unless a second public hearing is held.
Section 46(2) of the ALC Act states “A local government in respect of its bylaws […] must ensure
consistency with this Act, the regulations and the orders of the commission.” Staff are satisfied that this
requirement has been met by having already referred the draft OCP to the ALC in November/December
2021. In its response, the ALC identified a small number of Agriculture Land Reserve designated parcels
included within the urban containment boundary. The boundary and land designations were
subsequently adjusted to address this. The ALC also commented on some of the policy directions for
rural areas, which were also amended. However, it cannot be ruled out that upon a detailed review of
the OCP Bylaw, the ALC raises some other objection not already identified. Therefore the risk of
proceeding with a public hearing in the absence of comment from the ALC is low but not negligible.
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“Risk” in this case means the receipt of comments from the ALC after the hearing, which may trigger the
need for a second public hearing. Minor comments that endorse the OCP or do not request any further
policy changes would not need to be forwarded to Council, but any substantive comments would need
to be received. Receipt of comments after a public hearing requires Council to hold a second public
hearing that includes these additional comments within the public record before proceeding to give
further readings to the bylaw. This risk can be mitigated by arranging a hearing at a time before which
comments from the ALC are more likely to be forthcoming. The process diagram in Figure 1 below
shows the order in which events must occur:

Figure 1: Process Diagram

Potential Second Public Hearing
If substantive ALC comment is provided after a hearing has been held, a second public hearing would
be arranged prior to second reading. This could be immediately prior to second reading, i.e. on the
same day. It is also perfectly possible that regardless of the ALC’s input, Council may wish to make one
or more OCP changes in response to input received during the first public hearing. If such changes
affect the land use designations map, or policy aspects pertaining to use and density, a second public
hearing would be required in any case.
Having already held a full public hearing, any subsequent public hearings would be intended to be
focused only on the additional ALC comment and/or any use- or density-related changes directed by
Council. Unless Council directed otherwise, it would need only to be subject to the minimum statutory
advertising requirements rather than the full publicity efforts that would be undertaken for the first
public hearing. Speakers at the second hearing would not be limited to discussing the new changes;
legally, the hearing would remain in relation to the entire OCP; however, attendance might be
anticipated to be significantly less than for the first hearing as most people will not wish to rehearse the
same comments made on the same document in the absence of anything other than wholesale change.
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Following the close of this second public hearing, Council may move immediately to additional readings
of the bylaw, up to and potentially including adoption. While it is therefore preferable that a second
public hearing is not necessary, it is something that can still be accommodated within the process
without incurring a significant delay.
Public Hearing Dates
While it remains open to Council to wait until the ALC has provided a response to the OCP referral prior
to arranging a public hearing, doing so is neither legally nor practically necessary. Given the expected
timelines and lead-in times for arranging a hearing, there is a risk of delay to the process that would see
a public hearing held either during August or at a time very close to the 2022 municipal elections on
October 15. Should Council instead wish to commence arranging the hearing, two options are identified
below:
Option 1: arrange a public hearing on July 18 and 19. This provides sufficient time for a likely ALC
response, significant advertising and publicity efforts, and a longer window of time for further written
input from the public, stakeholders and First Nations.
Option 2: arrange a public hearing on June 27 and 28. This is the earliest time to hold a hearing given
the necessary advertisements and logistics but means that the likelihood of receiving subsequent ALC
comments and holding a second hearing is considerably higher.
Figure 2 below shows the timelines associated with these two options to arrive at consideration of OCP
adoption, should Council give second reading:

Figure 2: Timelines
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Public Hearing Format
A public hearing associated with the adoption of a new OCP is likely to be a significant event attracting
a large number of speakers. As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions on gathering
are lifted, individuals have different levels of comfort, preference and enthusiasm regarding electronic
format versus in-person gatherings. It is also possible to consider practical arrangements that combine
these two approaches.
The logistics of arranging a hearing in an in-person or combination format are not trivial, both in terms
of IT demands and orderly procedure; however, staff have identified the potential for a public hearing
format which begins online and reconvenes in-person on the following day. A third day would be
reserved for online continuation, should the number of speakers warrant it. Although an in-person
portion in this format would be live-streamed and viewable remotely, there would only be facilities for
electronic participation available during the (online) portion held on the first day. Holding the online
portion on the first day also allows members of the public who experience technical difficulties to
attend the following day to provide their comments in person.
The Municipal Council Chambers are not large enough to accommodate the expected high number of
participants an OCP public hearing typically attracts. The Cowichan Exhibition Grounds have been
identified as the most appropriate location of the available venues and has been provisionally booked
for both the June and July dates specified in this report (June 28 and July 19). An external contractor will
provide audio/visual support, including livestreaming and recording.
OPTIONS
1. (Recommended Option) Proceed with arranging a public hearing on July 18 and 19, 2022
THAT Council direct staff to arrange a public hearing for Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900,
2022 to be held at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, July 18, 2022, through electronic means and that this
hearing be continued in person at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, July 19, 2022, at the Cowichan Exhibition
Grounds.
 Risk of needing a second public hearing immediately prior to second reading is relatively
low;
 Provides further time for publicity and advertising the public hearing and for receipt of
public and stakeholder input, including from First Nations; and,
 Should Council wish to hold the public hearing at a later time than 2:00pm on these dates, it
may amend the resolution accordingly. Given the venue and technical support
arrangements, an earlier time is not possible on July 19.
2. Proceed with arranging a public hearing on June 27 and 28, 2022
THAT Council direct staff to arrange a public hearing for the Official Community Plan Bylaw No.
3900, 2022 to be held at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, June 27 through electronic means and that this
hearing be continued in person at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 28 2022, at the Cowichan Exhibition
Grounds.
 The public hearing can progress earlier, albeit with a probability of not having received
formal comment from the ALC. This significantly increases the likelihood of needing a
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second public hearing immediately prior to second reading, should the ALC’s comment be
anything other than minor, or expressing no objections; and,
Council should be fully prepared to hold a second public hearing if it chooses this option,
although such a hearing might also be held on the same day as further bylaw readings.
Should Council wish to hold the public hearing at a later time than 2:00 p.m. on these dates,
it may amend the resolution accordingly. Given the venue and technical support
arrangements, an earlier start time is not possible on June 28.

3. Do not schedule a public hearing until receipt of comments from the ALC
THAT Council direct staff to report back to Council regarding public hearing options and dates
following receipt of the Agricultural Land Commissions’ comments on the Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 3900, 2022.


This option would ensure the ALC’s formal response would be received prior to the public
hearing but results in uncertainty over the timing and a hearing being held at a time later in
the summer or fall, which Council may consider sub-optimal; and,



Avoiding a second public hearing is not guaranteed, since Council may still wish to
contemplate use- or density-related changes following the initial public hearing.

IMPLICATIONS
The recommended public hearing dates are proposed to minimize the risk of needing a second public
hearing, albeit without entirely eliminating such risk. Waiting until a response has been received from
the ALC before commencing any public hearing preparation would result in a public hearing held in
August or later. Nor does this eliminate the possibility of a second public hearing since Council may still
direct changes pertaining to use and density following the first public hearing.
Regardless of the timing, renting a facility with sufficient capacity for a large number of speakers along
with appropriate audio/visual tech support is expected to cost in the region of $6,000-$8,000. This
expenditure may result in this project coming in over budget once the bylaw is adopted.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council direct staff to arrange a public hearing for Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022
to be held at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, July 18, 202,2 through electronic means and that this hearing be
continued in person at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, July 19, 2022, at the Cowichan Exhibition Grounds.
Report prepared by:

Report reviewed by:

Christopher Osborne MCIP, RPP
Manager, Planning

Rob Conway MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning and Building
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Approved to be forwarded to Council:

Ted Swabey
Chief Administrative Officer
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COUNCIL MINUTES
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8. REPORTS
8.1 Development Permit for an Apartment Building on Lot A, Skinner Road

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council approve Application DPV00005 and authorize the issuance of a
development permit for Lot A, Skinner Road (PID: 030-911 -834) for a 66 apartment
building and grant the following variances:
(1) Section 21 (1) of Zoning Bylaw No. 2950 to decrease the required off-street parking
for an apartment building from 109 stalls to 86; and,
(2) Section 69 (6)(a) of Zoning Bylaw No. 2950 to increase the maximum building height
from 12 metres to 15 metres. CARRIED
8.2 Fuller Lake Park - Accessible Playground Funding Opportunity

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council direct staff to amend the 2022-2026 Financial Plan Bylaw to include:
(1) $500,000 in grant funding from Anya's Journey Foundation; and,
(2) $500,000 for capital expenditures for Fuller Lake Park Accessible Playground for

2022.

CARRIED

8.3 Regional Application for 2022 UBCM Community Emergency Preparedness Grant

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) Support the Cowichan Valley Regional District's (CVRD) proposal to apply for a
regional grant in the amount of $115,000 under the Community Emergency
Preparedness Fund's (CEPF) Emergency Support Services funding stream for the
purchase of two towable generators to provide backup energy sources for reception
centres and other supplies; and,
(2) Authorize the CVRD to apply for and manage the CEPF grant funds received from the
Union of British Columbia Municipalities on behalf of the District of North Cowichan
as a partnering applicant. CARRIED
Council, by unanimous consent, considered item 8.5, recessed the meeting at 2:50 p.m. and
reconvened at 3:04 p.m. and then considered item 8.4.

8.4 Draft Official Community Plan Public Consultation Results
Manager, Planning, Chris Osborne introduced the item and provided an overview of the
input that was received. Rob Barrs and Suzy Lunn from Modus provided a presentation
and answered questions from Council.

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) Accept the public and stakeholder input received in response to the Official
Community Plan (OCP) engagement, as appended to the Manager of Planning's
'Draft Official Community Plan Public Consultation Results' report dated February 2,
2022;and,
(2) Direct staff to engage a facilitator to assist with an OCP Workshop to be conducted
at a Special Committee of the Whole meeting.
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(3) Direct that the Special Committee of the Whole meeting be scheduled for 1:00 p.m.
on February 15, 2022 and that it be conducted by electronic means.
(Opposed: Manhas)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the meeting be extended to 7:00 p.m. CARRIED
8.5 Municipality of North Cowichan's 150th anniversary in 2023

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council support staff's intent to appoint members of the community who
represent arts, culture, history, and Indigenous peoples to a working group to begin
identifying grant opportunities that would support community celebrations, arts and
culture activities, and legacy projects such as banners, placemaking, or art installations
that recognize and celebrate North Cowichan's sesquicentennial in 2023. CARRIED

9. NOTICES OF MOTIONS
None.

10. UNFINISHED AND POSTPONED BUSINESS
None.

11. NEW BUSINESS
11.1 Safer Community Plan Review and Next Steps

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) Direct staff to coordinate a meeting between North Cowichan and the City of
Duncan with their respective staff and two elected officials from each municipality to
review the Safer Community Plan and make recommendations to each Council on
what the next steps should be to address the ongoing community issues; and
(2) Authorize Mayor Siebring and Councillor Sawrie to attend the Safer Community Plan
meeting with the City of Duncan as representatives of Council. CARRIED
11.2 Notice of Motion from Councillor Douglas
Councillor Douglas introduced the following motion which Council will consider at the
February 16, 2022 regular Council meeting:
"THAT staff be directed to prepare a report with analysis on how a buUd-outof the
Bell McK'mnon Local Area Plan as envisioned in the draft Official Community Plan,
will affect the average annual Ufecycle replacement costs with regards to the
Municipality's asset management obligations."

11.3 Consent Agenda Item 2.1.1 [Council Meeting Minutes for Adoption]
An error was noted that the January 19, 2022 minutes had omitted the notation that
Mayor Siebring had voted against item 8.2.
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8. REPORTS
8.1 Amendments to Draft Official Community Plan

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the following motion:
"THAT Council acknowledge the need for additional First Nations engagement on
the Official Community Plan, and direct staff to facilitate government to
government meetings with First Nations whose traditional territories are
appurtenant to North Cowichan's municipal boundaries."

be amended to read:
"THAT Council acknowledges the need for additional consultation with First
Nations before the final adoption of the OCP and direct staff to arrange a meeting
to discuss our relationship going forward."
(OPPOSED: Douglas, Manhas, Sawrie, Siebring, Toporowski)

DEFEATED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council acknowledge the need for additional First Nations engagement on the
Official Community Plan, and direct staff to facilitate government to government
meetings with First Nations whose traditional territories are appurtenant to North
Cowichan's municipal boundaries. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council extend the meeting to 10:00 p.m. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council direct staff to facilitate additional face to face engagement with the
community on the Official Community Plan. (OPPOSED: Douglas, Justice, Marsh, Sawrie)

DEFEATED
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 4:38 p.m. and reconvened at 4:45 p.m.

Council considered the potential revisions and new policy statements to the Official
Community Plan that were submitted by individual members to staff for coordination
prior to the meeting.

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend the Draft Official Community Plan by replacing the heading "The
Municipality will ask developers and landowners to" with "Where appropriate, the
Municipality will ask developers and landowners to" on the following pages:
(a) Chapter 1 (Introduction), Section 1.3 (Plan Overview) on page 9;
(b) Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.2 (Assignment of Growth)
subsection 3.2.6 on page 38;
(c) Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.3 (Land Use Designations)
subsection 3.3.5 on page 38;
(d) Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities), Section 4.1 (Safe & Healthy Community)
subsection 4.1.3 on page 67;
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(e) Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix & Afford ability), Section 5.1
(Diverse Housing Mix) subsection 5.1.3 on page 98;
(f) Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix & Afford ability), Section 5.2
(Affordable & Rental Housing) subsection 5.2.3 on page 103;
(g) Chapter 7 (Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems), Section 7.2 (Local Agricultural
Systems) subsection 7.2.3 on page 132;and,
(h) Chapter 8 (Local Regenerative Economy), Section 8.1 (Localized, Low Consumption
Economy) subsection 8.1.3 on page 141. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT section (a) of the following motion:
"THAT Council amend the Draft Official Community Plan by replacing the
following headings throughout the document:
(a) "The Municipality Can" with "The MunicipaUty Will"; and,
(b) "The Municipality can work with others to" with "The Municipality will work
with others to". "

be amended to add the words 'strive to' after the words 'The Municipality Will'.
(OPPOSED: Douglas, Justice, Marsh)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend the Draft Official Community Plan by replacing the following
headings throughout the document:
(a) "The Municipality Can" with "The Municipality will strive to"; and,
(b) "The Municipality can work with others to" with "The Municipality will work with others
to".

CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amends the draft Official Community Plan (OCP) by replacing the heading
"CUmate Action Framework" with "Ecoiogica[ and Climate Action Framework" on page 22
and directs staff to ensure that wherever the context so demands, subsequent references

to "CUmate Action" be replaced with "Ecological and Climate Action". CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 2: Vision Goals, Principles, &
Frameworks:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 2 (Vision Goals, Principles, & Frameworks), Section 2.4
(Frameworks) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Identify opportunities for
improvements to the OCP and update the OCP accordingly, following adoption of any
Climate Change Risk Management and Adaptation strategies or policies" as a new policy
under the "Climate Action Framework" section on page 25. CARRIED
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IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 2 (Vision Goals, Principles, &. Frameworks), Section 2.4
(Frameworks) of the Draft Official Community Plan by Replacing the second last bullet on
page 26 with "taking measures to ensure that one group is not harmed
disproportionately". CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 3: Thoughtful Growth
Management:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.2
(Assignment of Growth) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Require all
applications for zoning amendments for increased density to include a walkabUity
assessment' as a new policy under section 3.2.4 on page 38.

(OPPOSED: Manhas, Siebring)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.2
(Assignment of Growth) of the Draft Official Community Plan by inserting the following
new paragraph to page 37 following the paragraph beginning with "The Growth Centres
are":

"A phasing and implementation plan for development in the Bell McKinnon Growth
Centre will be prepared to ensure:
(a) the urban design vision promised to the community is realized in each phase
and that piecemeal or scattered growth in the plan area is avoided;
(b) that growth occurs in a logical, incremental manner respectful of the social,
economic, environmental and climate objectives of the District as a whole; and
(c) that infrastructure costs are recovered to the greatest extent possible and any
future financial burdens associated with infrastructure are minimized".

(OPPOSED: Siebring)
CARRIED
Councillor Manhas left the meeting at 5:40 p.m.

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.3 (Land Use
Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Discourage street-facing
parking lots in new developments, and instead encourage parking to be located
underground or at side or rear of buildings, with screening from adjacent streets" as a new
policy under section 3.3.2 on page 39. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.3 (Land Use
Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Require new developments
in these areas to include housing and offices above commercial space" as a new policy
under section 3.3.2 on page 39. CARRIED
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 6:03 p.m. and reconvened at 6:30 p.m.
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IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.4 (Water
Use Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "The municipaiity will
pursue opportunities to remediate any ecological and contaminant damage done by
historic smelter operations to the Crofton Bay waterfront with the secondary aim of
restoring the bay to a state where it is safe and appealing for aquatic and beach
recreation", or something to that effect, as a new policy under section 3.4.8 on page 51.

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.4 (Water
Use Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Support the continued
operation of the Cowichan Bay sawmUi and future on-site investments in new equipment
and other upgrades, while engaging industry in the ecological restoration of the estuary" as
a new policy under section 3.4.12 on page 52. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.4 (Water
Use Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Promote the need for
a new Cowichan Estuary Environmental Management Plan and assume an active role in its

development in close coUaboration with the Ministry of Environment, Cowichan Tribes, the
CVRD, and key stakeholders" as a new policy under section 3.4.12 on page 52. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.4 (Water
Use Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Encourage the
revitalization of the Cowichan Estuary Environmental Management Committee, with
representatives from local estuary stewardship groups added" as a new policy under
section 3.4.12 on page 52. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.4 (Water
Use Designations) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "The municipality will
advocate for protection of oyster beds and the intertidal seabed from the effects of
dragging log booms and for the phasing out ofmter-tidai log boom storage in the
Cowichan estuary in favour of deep water storage or dry land log sorts" as a new policy
under section 3.4.12 on page 52. (OPPOSED: Siebring)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.5 (Local
Area Planning) of the Draft Official Community Plan (OCP) by inserting additional
language, in reference to paragraph 4 on page 56, referencing other policies elsewhere
in the OCP related to maintaining rural character. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 3 (Thoughtful Growth Management), Section 3.5 (Local
Area Planning) of the Draft Official Community Plan (OCP) by adding "Update the BiueGreen Network Mapping in the Bell McKinnon Local Area Plan to better align with the
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Municipality's commitment to identify and acquire open space in this area to improve the
connectivity of wildlife habitat corridors" as a new policy under section 3.5.2 on page 56.

CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 4: Resilient, Inclusive
Communities:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities) of the Draft Official
Community Plan (OCP) by adding a new paragraph under Resilient Community on page
62 to address other aspects of resilience that are dealt with elsewhere in the OCP.

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities), Section 4.4 (Parks &
Recreation) of the Draft Official Community Plan by inserting "and the impact on
communities adjacent to parks and recreation facilities" to the end of Policy 4.4.1 (b) on
page 77. (OPPOSED: Sawrie, Siebring, Toporowski)

DEFEATED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities), Section 4.4 (Parks &
Recreation) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Consider local traffic
management impacts for new or expanded parks and trails facilities" as a new policy
under section 4.4.2 on page 77. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities), Section 4.4 (Parks &
Recreation) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Preserve rare ecosystems,
significant habitats supporting biodiversity, and areas of habitat connectivity through a
parkland acquisition strategy" as a new objective on page 77. (OPPOSED: Siebring)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 4 (Resilient, Inclusive Communities), Section 4.6
(Transportation) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "In order to preserve
rural character, promote neighbourhood UvabUity, increase walkabiUty/roUabUity, and
improve road safety by reducing crash injury and fatality rates, speed limits will be
criticaUy reviewed and lowered where possible" as a new policy under section 4.6.3,

Transportation Planning, on page 87. (OPPOSED: Siebring)

CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 5: Attainable Housing:
Diverse Housing IVIix 8l Affordability:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix &.
Afford ability). Section 5.1 (Diverse Housing Mix) of the Draft Official Community Plan by
adding "Consider ways to streamline deveiopment approval processes for projects that
align with the Municipality's affordable housing and environmental policies" as a new
policy on page 97. CARRIED
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IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 5 (Attainable Housing: Diverse Housing Mix &
Afford ability), Section 5.2 (Affordable & Rental Housing) of the Draft Official Community
Plan by deleting Policy 5.2.2 (m) and inserting "Where appropriate, Council may consider
effectually waiving development cost charges and building permit fees by offsetting those
fees through grants" in its place on page 102. CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 6: Regeneration and
Protection of the Natural Environment:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 6 (Regeneration and Protection of the Natural
Environment), Section 6.1 (Ecosystem Health, Biodiversity & Critical Habits) of the Draft
Official Community Plan by inserting "Identify opportunities for improvements to theOCP
and update the OCP accordingly, foUowing adoption of a biodiversity protection policy"
after Policy 6.1.2(b) on page 109. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 6 (Regeneration and Protection of the Natural
Environment), Section 6.1 (Ecosystem Health, Biodiversity & Critical Habits) of the Draft
Official Community Plan by adding "The municipality will consider developing an Invasive
Species Management Plan" as a new policy under section 6.1.2 on page 109. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 6 (Regeneration and Protection of the Natural
Environment), Section 6.3 (Trees & Forests) of the Draft Official Community Plan by
adding "The municipality will consider setting urban forest canopy cover targets for
existing and future residential and commercial areas and developing a retro-fit canopy
cover plan for deficient areas" as a new policy under section 6.3.2 on page 118.

(OPPOSED: Siebring)
CARRIED
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 7:39 p.m. and reconvened at 7:45 p.m.

The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 7: Food Security & LocaS
Agricultural Systems:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the motion:
"THAT Council amend Chapter 7 (Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems),
Section 7.2 (Local Agricultural Systems) of the Draft Official Community Plan by
inserting "The use of agricultural inputs remains essential to productive and
economically viable farming today and is relied upon to address limitations with
soils, climate, and broader food systems challenges that are prevalent in our region.
Careful implementation of best management practices ensures reduced and
targeted applications of inputs and draws from research aimed to minimize
negative environmental impacts." following paragraph 3 on page 129."

be referred to the Environmental Advisory Committee for their input.
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(OPPOSED: Douglas, Justice, Sawrie, Siebring)

DEFEATED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 7 (Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems), Section 7.2
(Local Agricultural Systems) of the Draft Official Community Plan by:
(a) amending "It also means weaning ourselves off of fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides"
in paragraph 2 on page 129.
(b) inserting "With regard to the use of agricultural inputs, careful implementation of best
management practices ensures reduced and targeted applications of inputs and draws
from research aimed to minimize negative environmental impacts." following
paragraph 3 on page 129. (OPPOSED: Marsh, Sawrie, Toporowski)

DEFEATED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 7 (Food Security .& Local Agricultural Systems), Section 7.2
(Local Agricultural Systems) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Total farm
sales" under section 7.2.1 for progress will be measured by on page 130. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 7 (Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems), Section 7.2
(Local Agricultural Systems) of the Draft Official Community Plan by deleting Policies
7.2.2 (ad) and inserting "Promote water conservation by restricting the use of domestic
lawn watering in order to preserve the water supply and the aquifers for agricultural uses
and ecosystems" in its place on page 132. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 7 (Food Security & Local Agricultural Systems), Section 7.2
(Local Agricultural Systems) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding "Prevent new
development, both within and outside of the ALR, from impacting downstream agricultural
lands in watersheds, increasing runoff, compromising farmland drainage, or otherwise
disrupting hydrology" as a new policy under section 7.2.2 on page 131. CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 8: Local Regenerative
Economy:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 8 (Local Regenerative Economy) by deleting the first
sentence in the quote on page 135 by William Rees. CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 8 (Local Regenerative Economy), Section 8.2 (Serving Well
Being) of the Draft Official Community Plan by amending Policy 8.2.2 (a) on page 143 to
read "to work toward ensuring that ail community members have access to the basic needs
of food, shelter, water, and education". CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 8 (Local Regenerative Economy), Section 8.3 (Local
Economic Development Environment) of the Draft Official Community Plan by amending
Policy 8.3.2 (k) on page 145 by moving the language beginning "Not All technological
innovations..." to the end of the policy to the opening paragraph on page 144. CARRIED
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IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council amend Chapter 8 (Local Regenerative Economy)/ Section 8.3 (Local
Economic Development Environment) of the Draft Official Community Plan by amending
Policy 8.3.3 (a) on page 146 to read as "Share their approaches to "living wage",
community contribution, climate action and reducing environmental impact when
applying for a business licence". (OPPOSED: Siebring)

CARRIED
The following motions were made in relation to Chapter 10: Development Permits:

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the motion:
The motion was "THAT Council amend Chapter 10 (Development Permits), Section 10.4 (DPA-4
by Council at Hazard Lands) of the Draft Official Community Plan by adding visual objectives
the 5,2022 and development guidelines to achieve those objectives on page 173, in respect to
^jQp ^ documenting Visually Prominent Slopes on page 183."
be referred to staff to report back to Council with a recommendation for proper
placement.

CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council endorse the following revisions to the draft Official Community Plan (OCP)
recommended by the Manager of Planning included in the report dated March 16, 2022:
(1) Include parcels 4100, 4111 and 4114 Crosland Place within the urban containment
boundary (UCB) and designate as "Neighbourhood";
(2) Remove the lots on either side ofAnzio Road from the UCB;
(3) Delete policies 3.3.17(n) and 3.3.19(g);
(4) Split Class 2 scenic roads into two sub-types and re-categorize a number of routes,
including additional designations, as per the marked-up Map 2;
(5) Add "THAT the municipality encourage and promote development plans and site

layouts that incorporate CONSERVATION DESIGN and SITE-ADAPTIVE PLANNING
principles to cluster housing while allowing for the preservation and acquisition of open
space, sensitive ecosystems, and natural features" as policy 6.1.2(a) and renumber

ensuing policy numbers; and
(6) Replace the placeholder in red font on Page 3 of the draft OCP with appropriate
acknowledgment statements, which may include material provided by First Nations
themselves.

CARRIED

Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 9:15 p.m. and reconvened at 9:25 p.m.

8.2 Regional Community Emergency Preparedness Fund 2022 Application

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) Support the Cowichan Valley Regional District's (CVRD) proposal to apply for a
regional grant in the amount of $125,000 under the Community Emergency
Preparedness Fund's (CEPF) for the purchase of one mobile emergency operations
centre (command trailer); and,
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6.

PUBLIC INPUT

Council received public input from two members of the public regarding agenda items 7.2 and
7.4.
7.

BYLAWS
7.1

Fees and Charges Amendment Bylaw No. 3838, 2022 for adoption

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council adopt Fees and Charges Amendment Bylaw No. 3838, 2022.
7.2

Five-Year Financial Plan Amendment Bylaw, No. 3862, 2022 for adoption

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council adopt Five-Year Financial Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 3862, 2022.
7.3

CARRIED

Financial Plan Amendment and Property Tax Rates Bylaws for first three readings

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council give first, second and third readings to:
1. Five-Year Financial Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 3865, 2022; and,
2. Tax Rates Bylaw No. 3864, 2022.
7.4

CARRIED

CARRIED

Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900 First Reading

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
1. Gives first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900, 2022;
2. Considers the proposed plan in conjunction with the North Cowichan 2022 Five Year
Financial Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan
(as amended) and the Cowichan Valley Regional District Central Sector Liquid Waste
Management Plan, and finds no significant conflicts; and,
3. Directs that:
a. The proposed plan be referred to the Agricultural Land Commission for
comment; and,
b. Staff reports back to Council on options for arranging a public hearing.
(Opposed: Manhas)
CARRIED
8.

REPORTS
8.1

Wildfire Gear and Equipment

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
1. authorize staff to utilize deployment funds to purchase the wildland gear and
equipment at a cost of $70,000 plus applicable taxes, and,
2. direct staff to amend the 2022-2026 Financial Plan Bylaw to increase Fire Capital
CARRIED
expenses by $70,000.
9.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
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Municipality of North Cowichan
Special Council

MINUTES
April 25, 2022, 4:00 p.m.
Electronically
Members Present

Mayor Al Siebring
Councillor Rob Douglas
Councillor Christopher Justice
Councillor Tek Manhas
Councillor Kate Marsh
Councillor Rosalie Sawrie
Councillor Debra Toporowski

Staff Present

Ted Swabey, Chief Administrative Officer (CAO)
Sarah Nixon, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer (D/CAO)
Barb Floden, Manager, Communications and Public Engagement
Chris Osborne, Manager, Planning
George Farkas, General Manager, Development and Community Services
Heather Power, Legislative Coordinator
Jason Birch, Chief Information Officer
Maria Laycock, Director, Human Resources and Corporate Planning
Michelle Martineau, Corporate Officer

1.

CALL TO ORDER
There being a quorum present, Mayor Siebring called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the agenda be adopted as circulated.

3.

CARRIED

PUBLIC INPUT
There were no members of the public present.

4.

BUSINESS
4.1 Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 3900 First Reading (rescind and re-read)

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) Rescind its resolution of April 20, 2022, in relation to Official Community Plan Bylaw
No. 3900, 2022, in its entirety; and,
(2) Give first reading to Official Community Plan Bylaw 3900, 2022. CARRIED

April 25, 2022 Special Council - Minutes

5. QUESTION PERIOD
There were no members of the public present.

6. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 4:09.p.m.

Certified by Corporate Officer
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6. PUBLIC INPUT
Council received no public input.
7. BYLAWS
7.1 Financial Plan Amendment and Property Tax Rate Bylaws for adoption

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council adopt Five-Year Financial Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 3865, 2022.CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council adopt Tax Rates Bylaw No. 3864, 2022. CARRIED
7.2 Waterworks Amendment Bylaw No. 3866 for first three readings

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council give first, second and third readings to Waterworks Amendment Bylaw No.
3866, 2022. (Opposed: Justice)

CARRIED
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 3:18 p.m. and reconvened at 3:35 p.m.

7.3 OCP Bylaw 3900 next steps and public hearing options

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council has considered the Official Community Plan (OCP) in conjunction with all
applicable Financial Plans and Waste Management Plans, including the North Cowichan
2022 Five Year Financial Plan, the Cowichan Valley Regional District Solid Waste
Management Plan (as amended) and the Cowichan Valley Regional District Central
Sector Liquid Waste Management Plan in accordance with section 477(3)(a) of the Local
Government Act. (Opposed: Manhas)

CARRIED
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council directs that the proposed OCP be referred to the Agricultural Land
Commission for comment as required by section 477(3)(b) of the Local Government
Act.

(Opposed:

Manhas)

CARRIED
8. REPORTS
8.1 Safer Community Plan Review

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
(1) In partnership with the City of Duncan, authorizes the City of Duncan to issue a
request for proposals to extend the Security Ambassadors program for another 2year period; and,
(2) Authorize a contribution of up to $15,000 to be paid to the City of Duncan to fund
50% of the additional costs for the enhanced Peer Sharps Clean-Up Crew Program in
partnership with the City of Duncan and the Canadian Mental Health Association;
and,
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Councillor Marsh declared a conflict of interest on agenda item 8.1 advising that she is one of the
parties involved in the Standard of Conduct investigation and has a personal interest in the outcome of
the decision and left the meeting at 2:45 p.m.
Council, by unanimous consent, agreed to discuss item 8.1 at this point in the agenda.
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 2:47 p.m. and reconvened at 2:52 p.m.
8.1

Council Standards of Conduct Policy - Complaint by Mayor Siebring Against
Councillor Marsh
Jennifer Millbank, Councillor Marsh’s legal counsel, entered the meeting at 2:55 p.m. and
provided a statement to Council on behalf of Councillor Marsh.

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council impose Ms. Cartmill-Lane’s recommendations as outlined in Councillor
Sawrie’s June 1, 2022 report to Council.
(Opposed: Douglas)
CARRIED
Council, by unanimous consent, recessed the meeting at 3:36 p.m. and reconvened at 3:43 p.m.
Councillor Marsh returned to the meeting at 3:43 p.m.
7.

BYLAWS
7.1

Zoning Amendment Bylaw (3110 Moorfield Road; R3 to R3-CH), No. 3872, 2022
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
1. Give first and second readings to “Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3872 (3110
Moorfield Road from R3 to R3-CH), 2022”; and,
2. Schedule a Public Hearing for “Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3872 (3110 Moorfield
Road from R3 to R3-CH), 2022,” and that notification be issued in accordance with
the Local Government Act.
CARRIED

7.2

Official Community Plan Public Hearing Options
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT the following motion:
THAT Council direct staff to arrange a public hearing for Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 3900, 2022 to be held at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, July 18, 2022 through
electronic means and that this hearing be continued in person at 2:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, July 19, 2022, at the Cowichan Exhibition Grounds.
be amended to add the following paragraph:
AND THAT a dinner break be provided from 5:30 – 6:00 p.m. for both dates.

CARRIED

IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council direct staff to arrange a public hearing for Official Community Plan Bylaw
No. 3900, 2022 to be held at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, July 18, 2022 through electronic
means and that this hearing be continued in person at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, July 19,
2022, at the Cowichan Exhibition Grounds;
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AND THAT a dinner break be provided from 5:30 – 6:00 p.m. for both dates.
(Opposed: Marsh)
CARRIED
8.

REPORTS
8.2

Biodiversity Protection Policy Next Steps
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
1. Authorize an increase to the 2022 budget for the Biodiversity Protection Policy
Project from $50,000 to $100,000 to fund the $40,000 shortfall and add a $10,000
contingency;
2. Direct staff to amend the Financial Plan Bylaw to include a transfer of $50,000 from
the Quamichan Lake Water Quality Reserve Fund and increase the Biodiversity
Protection Policy Project expense by $50,000; and,
3. Award the contract to Diamond Head Consulting for the development of a
Biodiversity Protection Policy, including the enhanced level of engagement with First
Nations, in the amount of $89,985 plus GST.
CARRIED

8.3

Reimbursement of Legal Fees in relation to Conflict of Interest Declaration

Acting Mayor Toporowski declared a conflict of interest on agenda item 8.3 advising that she has a
pecuniary interest in the item and left the meeting at 4:30 p.m. Councillor Sawrie assumed the Chair.
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Councillor Toporowski is reimbursed her legal fees related to the withdrawal of her
Cowichan Tribes conflict of interest declaration on May 5, 2022, in the amount of
$495.04.
CARRIED
Acting Mayor Toporowski returned to the meeting at 4:32 p.m. and resumed the Chair.
8.4

National Indigenous Peoples Day 2022 – Offer of Support to Halalt First Nation
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council:
1. Authorize the Chair of the First Nations Relations Committee to sign the letter
attached to the Deputy Chief Administrative Officer’s report dated June 1, 2022, and
that it be sent to Halalt First Nation offering up to $1,000 in financial support
towards their planned National Indigenous Peoples Day event in 2022; and
2. Direct staff to work with the First Nations Relations Committee Chair to prepare any
additional letters of support for National Indigenous Peoples Day 2022 and authorize
the Committee Chair to offer a proportionate amount of financial support. CARRIED

8.5

Review of Council Remuneration Report
IT WAS MOVED AND SECONDED:
THAT Council accept the Review of Council Remuneration Report prepared by Sainas
Consult Inc.
(Opposed: Marsh)
CARRIED
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